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Memorial to Cædmon, St Mary's
Churchyard, Whitby. The inscription
reads, "To the glory of God and in
memory of Cædmon the father of
English Sacred Song. Fell asleep hard
by, 680."
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For other uses, see Caedmon (disambiguation).

Cædmon (/ˈkædmən, ˈkædmɒn/; fl. c. AD 657–684) is the earliest
English poet whose name is known. A Northumbrian who cared for the
animals at the double monastery of Streonæshalch (now known as
Whitby Abbey) during the abbacy of St. Hilda, he was originally ignorant
of "the art of song" but learned to compose one night in the course of a
dream, according to the 8th-century historian Bede. He later became a
zealous monk and an accomplished and inspirational Christian poet.

Cædmon is one of twelve Anglo-Saxon poets identified in mediaeval
sources, and one of only three of these for whom both roughly
contemporary biographical information and examples of literary output
have survived.[1] His story is related in the Historia ecclesiastica gentis
Anglorum ("Ecclesiastical History of the English People") by Bede who
wrote, "[t]here was in the Monastery of this Abbess a certain brother
particularly remarkable for the Grace of God, who was wont to make
religious verses, so that whatever was interpreted to him out of
scripture, he soon after put the same into poetical expressions of much
sweetness and humility in Old English, which was his native language.
By his verse the minds of many were often excited to despise the world,
and to aspire to heaven."

Cædmon's only known surviving work is Cædmon's Hymn, the nine-line
alliterative vernacular praise poem in honour of God which he reportedly learned to sing in his initial dream. The
poem is one of the earliest attested examples of Old English and is, with the runic Ruthwell Cross and Franks
Casket inscriptions, one of three candidates for the earliest attested example of Old English poetry. It is also
one of the earliest recorded examples of sustained poetry in a Germanic language. In 1898, Cædmon's Cross
was erected in his honour in the graveyard of St Mary's Church in Whitby.[2]
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Life [edit]

Bede's account [edit]

The sole source of original information about Cædmon's life and work is Bede's Historia ecclesiastica.[3]

According to Bede, Cædmon was a lay brother who cared for the animals at the monastery Streonæshalch (now
known as Whitby Abbey). One evening, while the monks were feasting, singing, and playing a harp, Cædmon
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Ruins of Whitby Abbey in North
Yorkshire, England— founded in 657 by
St. Hilda, the original abbey fell to a
Viking attack in 867 and was
abandoned. It was re-established in
1078 and flourished until 1540 when it
was destroyed by Henry VIII.

left early to sleep with the animals because he knew no songs. The impression clearly given by St. Bede is that
he lacked the knowledge of how to compose the lyrics to songs. While asleep, he had a dream in which
"someone" (quidam) approached him and asked him to sing principium creaturarum, "the beginning of created
things." After first refusing to sing, Cædmon subsequently produced a short eulogistic poem praising God, the
Creator of heaven and earth.

Upon awakening the next morning, Cædmon remembered everything he had sung and added additional lines to
his poem. He told his foreman about his dream and gift and was taken immediately to see the abbess, believed
to be St Hilda of Whitby. The abbess and her counsellors asked Cædmon about his vision and, satisfied that it
was a gift from God, gave him a new commission, this time for a poem based on "a passage of sacred history or
doctrine", by way of a test. When Cædmon returned the next morning with the requested poem, he was invited
to take monastic vows. The abbess ordered her scholars to teach Cædmon sacred history and doctrine, which
after a night of thought, Bede records, Cædmon would turn into the most beautiful verse. According to Bede,
Cædmon was responsible for a large number of splendid vernacular poetic texts on a variety of Christian topics.

After a long and zealously pious life, Cædmon died like a saint: receiving a premonition of death, he asked to be
moved to the abbey's hospice for the terminally ill where, having gathered his friends around him, he died after
receiving the Holy Eucharist, just before nocturns. Although he is often listed as a saint, this is not confirmed by
Bede and it has recently been argued that such assertions are incorrect.[4]

The details of Bede's story, and in particular of the miraculous nature of Cædmon's poetic inspiration, are not
generally accepted by scholars as being entirely accurate, but there seems no good reason to doubt the
existence of a poet named Cædmon. Bede's narrative has to be read in the context of the Christian belief in
miracles, and it shows at the very least that Bede, an educated and intelligent man, believed Cædmon to be an
important figure in the history of English intellectual and religious life.[5]

Dates [edit]

Bede gives no specific dates in his story. Cædmon is said to have taken holy orders at an advanced age and it
is implied that he lived at Streonæshalch at least in part during Hilda's abbacy (657–680). Book IV Chapter 25
of the Historia ecclesiastica appears to suggest that Cædmon's death occurred at about the same time as the
fire at Coldingham Abbey, an event dated in the E text of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle to 679, but after 681 by
Bede.[6] The reference to his temporibus "at this time" in the opening lines of Chapter 25 may refer more
generally to Cædmon's career as a poet. However, the next datable event in the Historia ecclesiastica is King
Ecgfrith's raid on Ireland in 684 (Book IV, Chapter 26). Taken together, this evidence suggests an active period
beginning between 657 and 680 and ending between 679 and 684.

Modern discoveries [edit]

The only biographical or historical information that modern scholarship has been able to add to Bede's account
concerns the Brittonic origins of the poet's name. Although Bede specifically notes that English was Cædmon's
"own" language, the poet's name is of Celtic origin: from Proto-Welsh *Cadṽan (from Brythonic *Catumandos).[7]

Several scholars have suggested that Cædmon himself may have been bilingual on the basis of this etymology,
Hilda's close contact with Celtic political and religious hierarchies, and some (not very close) analogues to the
Hymn in Old Irish poetry.[8] Other scholars have noticed a possible onomastic allusion to 'Adam Kadmon' in the
poet's name, perhaps suggesting that the entire story is allegorical.[9]

Other medieval sources [edit]

No other independent accounts of Cædmon's life and work are known to
exist. The only other reference to Cædmon in English sources before
the 12th century is found in the 10th-century Old English translation of
Bede's Latin Historia. Otherwise, no mention of Cædmon is found in the
corpus of surviving Old English. The Old English translation of the
Historia ecclesiastica does contain several minor details not found in
Bede's Latin original account. Of these, the most significant is that
Cædmon felt "shame" for his inability to sing vernacular songs before
his vision, and the suggestion that Hilda's scribes copied down his verse
æt muðe "from his mouth".[10] These differences are in keeping with the
Old English translator's practice in reworking Bede's Latin original,[11]

however, and need not, as Wrenn argues, suggest the existence of an
independent English tradition of the Cædmon story.[12]

Heliand [edit]
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A second, possibly pre-12th-century allusion to the Cædmon story is found in two Latin texts associated with the
Old Saxon Heliand poem. These texts, the Praefatio (Preface) and Versus de Poeta (Lines about the poet),
explain the origins of an Old Saxon biblical translation (for which the Heliand is the only known candidate)[13] in
language strongly reminiscent of, and indeed at times identical to, Bede's account of Cædmon's career.[14]

According to the prose Praefatio, the Old Saxon poem was composed by a renowned vernacular poet at the
command of the emperor Louis the Pious; the text then adds that this poet had known nothing of vernacular
composition until he was ordered to translate the precepts of sacred law into vernacular song in a dream. The
Versus de Poeta contain an expanded account of the dream itself, adding that the poet had been a herdsman
before his inspiration and that the inspiration itself had come through the medium of a heavenly voice when he
fell asleep after pasturing his cattle. While our knowledge of these texts is based entirely on a 16th-century
edition by Flacius Illyricus,[15] both are usually assumed on semantic and grammatical grounds to be of
medieval composition.[16] This apparent debt to the Cædmon story agrees with semantic evidence attested to
by Green demonstrating the influence of Anglo Saxon biblical poetry and terminology on early continental
Germanic literatures.[17]

Sources and analogues [edit]

In contrast to his usual practice elsewhere in the Historia ecclesiastica, Bede provides no information about his
sources for the Cædmon story. Since a similar paucity of sources is also characteristic of other stories from
Whitby Abbey in his work, this may indicate that his knowledge of Cædmon's life was based on tradition current
at his home monastery in (relatively) nearby Wearmouth-Jarrow.

Perhaps as a result of this lack of documentation, scholars have devoted considerable attention since the
1830s to tracking down possible sources or analogues to Bede's account. These parallels have been drawn
from all around the world, including biblical and classical literature, stories told by the aboriginal peoples of
Australia, North America and the Fiji Islands, mission-age accounts of the conversion of the Xhosa in Southern
Africa, the lives of English romantic poets, and various elements of Hindu and Muslim scripture and tradition.[18]

Although the search was begun by scholars such as Sir Francis Palgrave, who hoped either to find Bede's
source for the Cædmon story or to demonstrate that its details were so commonplace as to hardly merit
consideration as legitimate historiography,[19] subsequent research has instead ended up demonstrating the
uniqueness of Bede's version: as Lester shows, no "analogue" to the Cædmon story found before 1974 mirrors
Bede's chapter in more than about half its main properties;[20] the same observation can be extended to cover
all analogues since identified.[21]

Work [edit]

General corpus [edit]

Bede's account indicates that Cædmon was responsible for the composition of a large oeuvre of vernacular
religious poetry. In contrast to Saints Aldhelm and Dunstan,[22] Cædmon's poetry is said to have been
exclusively religious. Bede reports that Cædmon "could never compose any foolish or trivial poem, but only
those which were concerned with devotion", and his list of Cædmon's output includes work on religious subjects
only: accounts of creation, translations from the Old and New Testaments, and songs about the "terrors of
future judgment, horrors of hell, ... joys of the heavenly kingdom, ... and divine mercies and judgments." Of this
corpus, only his first poem survives. While vernacular poems matching Bede's description of several of
Cædmon's later works are found in London, British Library, Junius 11 (traditionally referred to as the "Junius" or
"Cædmon" manuscript), the older traditional attribution of these texts to Cædmon or Cædmon's influence cannot
stand. The poems show significant stylistic differences both internally and with Cædmon's original Hymn,[23] and
there is nothing about their order or content to suggest that they could not have been composed and
anthologised without any influence from Bede's discussion of Cædmon's oeuvre: the first three Junius poems
are in their biblical order and, while Christ and Satan could be understood as partially fitting Bede's description
of Cædmon's work on future judgment, pains of hell and joys of the heavenly kingdom,[24] the match is not exact
enough to preclude independent composition. As Fritz and Day have shown, indeed, Bede's list itself may owe
less to direct knowledge of Cædmon's actual output than to traditional ideas about the subjects fit for Christian
poetry[25] or the order of the catechism.[26] Similar influences may, of course, also have affected the makeup of
the Junius volume.[27]

Cædmon's Hymn [edit]
Main article: Cædmon's Hymn

The only known survivor from Cædmon's oeuvre is his Hymn (audio version [28]). The poem is known from 21
manuscript copies,[29] making it the best-attested Old English poem after Bede's Death Song (with 35
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One of two candidates for the earliest surviving copy of Cædmon's Hymn is found in
"The Moore Bede" (ca. 737) which is held by the Cambridge University Library (Kk. 5. 16,
often referred to as M). The other candidate is St. Petersburg, National Library of Russia,
lat. Q. v. I. 18 (P)

witnesses) and the best
attested in the poetic
corpus in manuscripts
copied or owned in the
British Isles during the
Anglo-Saxon period.[30]

The Hymn also has by far
the most complicated
known textual history of any surviving Anglo-Saxon poem. It is found in two dialects and five distinct recensions
(Northumbrian aelda, Northumbrian eordu, West-Saxon eorðan, West-Saxon ylda, and West-Saxon eorðe), all
but one of which are known from three or more witnesses.[31] It is one of the earliest attested examples of written
Old English and one of the earliest recorded examples of sustained poetry in a Germanic language.[32]

Together with the runic Ruthwell Cross and Franks Casket inscriptions, Cædmon's Hymn is one of three
candidates for the earliest attested example of Old English poetry.[33]

There is continuing critical debate about the status of the poem as it is now available to us. While some
scholars accept the texts of the Hymn as more or less accurate transmissions of Cædmon's original, others
argue that they originated as a back-translation from Bede's Latin, and that there is no surviving witness to the
original text.[5][full citation needed]

Manuscript evidence [edit]

All copies of Hymn are found in manuscripts of the Historia ecclesiastica or its translation, where they serve as
either a gloss to Bede's Latin translation of the Old English poem, or, in the case of the Old English version, a
replacement for Bede's translation in the main text of the History. Despite this close connection with Bede's
work, the Hymn does not appear to have been transmitted with the Historia ecclesiastica regularly until relatively
late in its textual history. Scribes other than those responsible for the main text often copy the vernacular text of
the Hymn in manuscripts of the Latin Historia. In three cases, Oxford, Bodleian Library, Laud Misc. 243, Oxford,
Bodleian Library, Hatton 43, and Winchester, Cathedral I, the poem is copied by scribes working a quarter-
century or more after the main text was first set down.[34] Even when the poem is in the same hand as the
manuscript's main text, there is little evidence to suggest that it was copied from the same exemplar as the Latin
Historia: nearly identical versions of the Old English poem are found in manuscripts belonging to different
recensions of the Latin text; closely related copies of the Latin Historia sometimes contain very different
versions of the Old English poem. With the exception of the Old English translation, no single recension of the
Historia ecclesiastica is characterised by the presence of a particular recension of the vernacular poem.[35]

Earliest text [edit]

The oldest known version of the poem is the Northumbrian aelda recension.[36] The surviving witnesses to this
text, Cambridge, University Library, Kk. 5. 16 (M) and St. Petersburg, National Library of Russia, lat. Q. v. I. 18
(P), date to at least the mid-8th century. M in particular is traditionally ascribed to Bede's own monastery and
lifetime, though there is little evidence to suggest it was copied much before the mid-8th century.[37]

The following text, first column on the left below, has been transcribed from M (mid-8th century; Northumbria).
The text has been normalised to show a line-break between each line and modern word-division. A transcription
of the likely pronunciation of the text in the early 8th-century Northumbrian dialect in which the text is written is
included, along with a modern English translation.

nu scylun hergan  
hefaenricaes uard
metudæs maecti   end his
modgidanc
uerc uuldurfadur   swe he
uundra gihwaes
eci dryctin   or astelidæ
he aerist scop   aelda barnum
heben til hrofe   haleg scepen.
tha middungeard   moncynnæs
uard
eci dryctin   æfter tiadæ
firum foldu   frea allmectig[38]

[nuː ˈskʲylun ˈherjɑn
ˈhevænriːkʲæs wɑrd
metudæs ˈmæxti end his
ˈmoːdɣiðɔŋk
werk ˈwuldurfɑdur sweː heː
ˈwundrɑ ɣiˈhwæs
eːkʲi ˈdryxtin or ɑːˈstelidæ
heː ˈæːrist skoːp ˈældɑ ˈbɑrnum
ˈheven til ˈhroːve ˈhɑːleɣ
ˈskʲepːen
θɑː ˈmidːunɣæɑrd ˈmɔŋkʲynːæs
wɑrd
ˈeːkʲi ˈdryxtin ˈæfter ˈtiadæ
ˈfirum ˈfoldu ˈfræːɑ
ˈɑlːmextiɣ][39]

Now [we] must honour the
guardian of heaven,
the might of the architect, and
his purpose,
the work of the father of
glory[40] — as he the beginning
of wonders
established, the eternal lord,
He first created for the children
of men[41]

heaven as a roof, the holy
creator
Then the middle earth, the
guardian of mankind
the eternal lord, afterwards
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appointed
the lands for men,[42] the Lord
almighty.

Bede's Latin version runs as follows:

Nunc laudare debemus auctorem regni caelestis, potentiam creatoris, et consilium illius facta Patris gloriae:
quomodo ille, cum sit aeternus Deus, omnium miraculorum auctor exstitit; qui primo filiis hominum caelum
pro culmine tecti dehinc terram custos humani generis omnipotens creavit.
"Now we must praise the author of the heavenly realm, the might of the creator, and his purpose, the work of
the father of glory: as he, who, the almighty guardian of the human race, is the eternal God, is the author of
all miracles; who first created the heavens as highest roof for the children men, then the earth."

Notes [edit]

1. ^ The twelve named Anglo-Saxon poets are Æduwen, Aldhelm, Alfred the Great, Anlaf, Baldulf, Bede, Cædmon,
Cnut, Cynewulf, Dunstan, Hereward and Wulfstan (or perhaps Wulfsige). Most of these are considered by modern
scholars to be spurious—see O'Donnell 2005, Introduction 1.22. The three for whom biographical information and
documented texts survive are Alfred, Bede, and Cædmon. Cædmon is the only Anglo-Saxon poet known primarily
for his ability to compose vernacular verse, and no vernacular verse survives that is known to have been written by
either Bede or Alfred. There are a number of verse texts known to have been composed by Cynewulf, but we know
nothing of his biography. (No study appears to exist of the "named" Anglo-Saxon poets—the list here has been
compiled from Frank 1993, Opland 1980, Sisam 1953 and Robinson 1990.)

2. ^ "Time to move Caedmon's Cross?" . The Heritage Trust. The Heritage Trust. Retrieved 24 October 2014.
3. ^ Book IV, Chapter 24. The most recent edition is Colgrave and Mynors 1969
4. ^ Stanley 1998
5.  ̂a b O'Donnell 2005
6. ^ See Ireland 1986, pp. 228; Dumville 1981, p. 148
7. ^ Jackson 1953, p. 554
8. ^ See in particular Ireland 1986, p. 238 and Schwab 1972, p. 48
9. ^ See in particular O'Hare 1992, pp. 350–351

10. ^ See Opland 1980, pp. 111–120
11. ^ See Whitelock 1963 for a general discussion.
12. ^ Wrenn 1946, p. 281.
13. ^ Andersson 1974, p. 278.
14. ^ Convenient accounts of the relevant portions of the Praefatio and Versus can be found in Smith 1978, pp. 13–14,

and Plummer 1896 II pp. 255–258.
15. ^ Catalogus testium veritatis 1562.
16. ^ See Andersson 1974 for a review of the evidence for and against the authenticity of the prefaces.
17. ^ See Green 1965, particularly pp. 286–294.
18. ^ Good reviews of analogue research can be found in Pound 1929, Lester 1974, and O'Donnell 2005.
19. ^ Palgrave 1832
20. ^ Lester 1974, p. 228.
21. ^ O'Donnell 2005.
22. ^ On whose careers as vernacular poets in comparison to that of Cædmon, see Opland 1980, pp. 120–127 and

178–180.
23. ^ See Wrenn 1946
24. ^ Gollancz 1927, p. xlvi
25. ^ Fritz 1969, p. 336
26. ^ Day 1975, pp. 54–55
27. ^ See Day 1975, p. 55, for a discussion of Christ and Satan.
28. ^  The Norton Online Archive of English Literature, Cædmon's Hymn recorded by Prof. Robert D. Fulk (Indiana

University).Online , accessed 26 April 2006.
29. ^ Arranged by city and library, these are (sigla [symbols] commonly found in modern discussions of the text follow

each shelf-mark): Brussels, Bibliothèque Royale, 8245–57 (Br); Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, 41 (B1);
Cambridge, Trinity College, R. 5. 22 (Tr1); Cambridge, University Library, Kk. 3. 18 (Ca); Cambridge, University
Library, Kk. 5. 16 ("The Moore Bede") (M); Dijon, Bibliothèque Municipale, 574 (Di); Hereford, Cathedral Library, P.
5. i (Hr); London, British Library, Additional 43703 (N [see also C]); † Cotton Otho B. xi (London, British Library,
Cotton Otho B. xi + London, British Library, Otho B. x, ff. 55, 58, 62 + London, British Library, Additional 34652, f.
2) (C [see also N]); London, College of Arms, s.n. (CArms); Oxford, Bodleian Library, Bodley 163 (Bd); Oxford,
Bodleian Library, Hatton 43 (H); Oxford, Bodleian Library, Laud Misc. 243 (Ld); Oxford, Bodleian Library, Tanner 10
(T1); Oxford, Corpus Christi College, 279, B (O); Oxford, Lincoln College, lat. 31 (Ln); Oxford, Magdalen College,
lat. 105 (Mg); Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, lat. 5237 (P1); St. Petersburg, National Library of Russia, lat. Q. v. I.
18 ("The St. Petersburg Bede"; "The Leningrad Bede") (P); San Marino CA, Huntington Library, HM 35300 formerly
Bury St. Edmunds, Cathedral Library, 1 (SanM); † Tournai, Bibliothèque de la Ville, 134 (To); Winchester,
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Bury St. Edmunds, Cathedral Library, 1 (SanM); † Tournai, Bibliothèque de la Ville, 134 (To); Winchester,
Cathedral I (W).

30. ^ See Dobbie 1937 and the additional manuscripts described in Humphreys and Ross 1975; the most recent
account is in O'Donnell 2005

31. ^ Dobbie 1937 with important additions and revisions in Humphreys and Ross 1975; O'Donnell 1996; and Orton
1998.

32. ^ Stanley 1995, p. 139.
33. ^ Ó Carragáin 2005
34. ^ See Ker 1957, arts. 341, 326 and 396; also O'Keeffe 1990, p. 36.
35. ^ Compare the recensional identifications for witnesses to the Old English Hymn in Dobbie 1937 with those for

manuscripts of the Latin Historia in Colgrave and Mynors 1969, pp. xxxix–lxx.
36. ^ As O'Donnell 2005 argues, however, this does not mean that this version must most closely resemble

Cædmon's original text. The West-Saxon eorðan recension in particular shows several readings which, although
attested later, are for a variety of reasons more likely to represent forms found in the original poem than those of
the aelda text.

37. ^ See O'Donnell 2005.
38. ^ Text from Richard Marsden, The Cambridge Old English Reader (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004),

p. 80, collated with manuscript facsimile.
39. ^ Based on the information in A. Campbell, Old English Grammar (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1959)
40. ^ This is the traditional translation of these lines, in agreement with Bede's Latin version. An alternative translation

of the eorðan and aelda texts, however, understands weorc as the subject: "Now the works of the father of glory
must honour the guardian of heaven, the might of the architect, and his mind's purpose". See Mitchell 1985, Ball
1985, pp. 39–41, and Howlett 1974, p. 6.

41. ^ This is the reading of the West-Saxon ylda and Northumbrian aelda recensions. The West-Saxon eorðan,
Northumbrian eordu, and with some corruption, the West-Saxon eorðe recensions would be translated "for the
children of earth".

42. ^ The Northumbrian eordu and West-Saxon ylda and eorðe recensions would be translated "for men among the
lands" at this point.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Cúan (died 752), was an Irish abbot who was the founder of many churches and monasteries in Ireland.
He lived to nearly 100 years. Little is known about him, but he is mentioned in the Annals of Inisfallen as the
abbot Liath Mo-Chaemóc. St. Cuan's Well, near Ahascragh, is a holy well associated with him.[1] Saint Cúan is
commemorated on January 1 by Western Rite Orthodox communities.[2]

References [edit]

1. ^ Annals of Inisfallen, p.117
2. ^ January 1 . Latin Saints of the Orthodox Patriarchate of Rome.
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Cadoc

Saint Cadoc

Saint Cadog as represented at Belz in Brittany

Abbot
Born c. 497

traditionally Kingdom of
Gwynllwg,[citation needed], Wales

Died 580, traditionally 21 September
Beneventum (see text)

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church;
Eastern Orthodox Church
Anglican Communion

Major shrine Llancarfan Abbey
(now destroyed)

Feast 25 September,
formerly 24 January

Attributes Bishop throwing a spear, crown
at feet, sometimes accompanied
by a stag, a pig or a mouse

Patronage Glamorgan; Llancarfan; famine
victims; deafness; glandular
disorders

Controversy Place of death (see text)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Cadoc (disambiguation).

Saint Cadoc or Cadog (Medieval Latin: Cadocus; also Welsh:
Cattwg; born c. 497[1] or before) was a 5th–6th-century Abbot of
Llancarfan, near Cowbridge in Glamorganshire, Wales, a
monastery famous from the era of the British church as a centre of
learning, where Illtud spent the first period of his religious life
under Cadoc's tutelage. Cadoc is credited with the establishment
of many churches in Cornwall, Brittany,[2] Dyfed and Scotland. He
is known as Cattwg Ddoeth, "the Wise", and a large collection of
his maxims and moral sayings were included in Volume III of the
Myvyrian Archaiology. He is listed in the 2004 edition of the Roman
Martyrology under 21 September. His Norman-era "Life" is a
hagiography of importance to the case for the historicity of Arthur
as one of seven saints' lives that mention Arthur independently of
Geoffrey of Monmouth's Historia Regum Britanniae.[3]
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Biography [edit]

Cadoc's story appears in a Vita Cadoci written shortly before 1086
by Lifris of Llancarfan;[4] "it was clearly written at Llancarfan with
the purpose of honouring the house and confirming its
endowments,"[3] Consequently, it is of limited historical merit
though some details are of interest. Llancarfan did not survive the
intrusion of Norman power into South Wales, being dissolved
about 1086.[5]

Cadoc began life under a cloud of violence. His father, Gwynllyw
the Bearded, was one of the lesser kings of Wales, a brother of
Saint Petroc, and a robber chieftain. He wanted to propose to
Princess Gwladys, daughter of King Brychan of Brycheiniog, a
neighboring chieftain, but Brychan turned away the envoys asking
for Gwladys' hand. Wildly in love, Gwynllyw and Gwladys eloped
from her father’s court at Brecon and escaped over the
mountains[6] in a raid in which 200 of Gwynllyw's 300 followers
perished.[7]

Born into the royal families of Gwynllwg and Brycheiniog, it is said, he worked miracles even before his birth.
Strange lights shone in his parents’ house and the cellars were miraculously filled with food.[6]

Cadoc was born in Monmouthshire[8] around the year 497. An angel announced his birth and summoned the
hermit Meuthi to baptise and teach him. A holy well sprang up for his baptism and afterwards flowed with wine
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St Catwg window in Caerphilly

and milk.[6] It is thought that he was baptised as Cathmail (Cadfael).[9] After the birth of his son, Gwynllyw went
on a wild celebratory raid with a new band of fearless warriors. Among other livestock, he stole the cow of an
Irish monk, St. Tathyw of Caerwent. This is probably Tathan, a reputed early abbot of nearby Caerwent whose
dedications appear around Llantwit Major.[10] Tathyw was not afraid of Gwynllyw and boldly went to confront
him, demanding the return of the cow. On a sudden impulse, or perhaps guided by divine inspiration, Gwynllyw
decided Cadoc would go to live under the monk's care, and he was sent away to be educated at Tathyw's
monastery in Caerwent. Cadoc picked up a basic knowledge of Latin and received a rudimentary education that
prepared him for further studies in Ireland and Wales. Most important, Cadoc learned to appreciate the life of a
monk and a priest.[7]

One day while in the Cardiff district of Glamorganshire, Cadoc was being chased by an armed swineherd from
an enemy tribe. As he ran through the woods looking for a place to hide, he came upon a wild boar, white with
age. Disturbed by his presence, the boar made three fierce bounds in his direction, but Cadoc's life was spared
when the boar miraculously disappeared. Cadoc took this as a heavenly sign, and marked the spot with three
tree branches. The valley was owned by his uncle, King Pawl of Penychen, who made a present of the land to
his nephew. The location later became the site of the great church college and monastery at Llancarvan.[7]

Maches (Latin: Machuta), the sister of Cadoc according to tradition, was killed by robbers who were stealing her
finest ram. Tathan, to whom the murderers confessed their crime, built a church on the spot.[11]

In adulthood Cadoc refused to take charge of his father's army, "preferring to fight for Christ". He founded his
first monastery at Llancarfan in the Vale of Glamorgan, and from there he went to Ireland to study for three
years. Returning to Wales, he studied with Bachan or Pachan, a teacher of rhetoric from Italy.[12] He then
travelled to Scotland where he founded a monastery at Cambuslang. Back at Llancarfan, his influence helped it
to grow into one of the chief monasteries in South Wales.[9]

One tradition has it that he went on pilgrimage to Rome, but more certain is the knowledge of time spent in
Brittany. He settled there on an island in the Etel river, now called L'Ile de Cado, where he built an oratory,
founded a monastery and devoted himself to spreading the Gospel.[9] There are chapels dedicated to him at
Belz and Locoal-Mendon in Morbihan and at Gouesnac'h in Finistère, where he is called upon to cure the deaf.
His name is also the basis of some thirty Breton place-names.

Llancarfan [edit]

According to Huddleston, most Welsh writers assign the founding of
Llancarfan to the period of St. Germanus's visit to Britain in A.D. 447,
stating further that the first principal was St. Dubric, or Dubricius, on
whose elevation to the episcopate St. Cadoc, or Cattwg, succeeded. On
the other hand, he notes that the Life of St. Germanus, written by
Constantius, a priest of Lyons, about fifty years after the death of the
saint, says nothing at all of any school founded by him or under his
auspices, in Britain, nor is mention made of his presence in Wales.[13]

An alternate tradition holds that Llancarvan monastery or "Church of the
Stags", in Glamorganshire, and not far from the Bristol Channel, was
founded in the latter part of the fifth century by Cadoc. Here he
established a monastery and college, which became the seminary of
many great and holy men. The spot at first seemed an impossible one,
an almost inaccessible marsh, but he and his monks drained and
cultivated it, transforming it into one of the most famous and attractive
religious homes in South Wales. The plan of the building included a
monastery, a college, and a hospital.[14] Having got the community
established, he went off to Ireland to study and teach. When he
returned three years later, he found the monastery in ruins. Furious, he forced the monks back to manual
labour, dragging timber from the woods to begin the work of reconstruction. Two stags came out of the forest to
help them, which is said to be why the stream running past the monastery is called the Nant Carfan, the Stag
Brook.[6]

Rev. Rees suggests that although the monastery was said to have been situated at Llancarfan, the particular
spot on which it stood was called Llanfeithin.[15]

Scotland [edit]

About 528, after his father's death, Cadoc is said to have built a stone monastery in Scotland probably at
Kilmadock, which was named for the saint, north-west of Stirling,[16] where the Annant Burn enters the River
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St Cadoc's Church, Caerleon

The parish church of St Cadoc,
Llancarfan

Teith about 2 miles upstream from Doune. Near the ruins of the old Kilmadock church and graveyard is Hermit's
Croft, thought to be where he lived for seven years. Seven local churches that were built in his name came
under the authority of Inchmahome Priory. It is also said that Cadoc's monastery was "below Mount Bannauc"
(generally taken to be the hill southwest of Stirling down which the Bannockburn flows). It has been suggested
that the monastery was where the town of St Ninians now stands, two kilometers south of Stirling. Scottish
followers were known as "Gille Dog", the servants of Cadog, which appears as a surname, first as Dog, and
later as Doig, Dock, and Doak.

Legends [edit]

Cadoc and Arthur [edit]

Cadoc came into conflict with Arthur: the Vita depicts Arthur as great
and bold, but willful. Lifris writes that Cadoc gave protection to a man
who had killed three of Arthur's soldiers and Arthur was awarded a herd
of cattle from Cadoc as compensation. Cadoc delivered them, but when
Arthur took possession of them they were transformed into bundles of
ferns. Similar incidents are often described in mediaeval biographies
such as those of Carannog, Padern and Goeznovius: miracles in
dealings with temporal authority bolster the case for church freedom.[17]

In later Arthurian Welsh Triads Cadoc, with Illtud and Peredur, is one of
three knights said to have become keepers of the Holy Grail.[18]

The kings Maelgwn of Gwynedd and Rhain Dremrudd of Brycheiniog also feature in the Vita. Though Saint
Cadoc's Church at Caerleon, which, though of Norman origin and much rebuilt, stands on the foundations of the
Roman legion headquarters, may memorialize an early cell of Cadoc's. Caerleon was also associated with
Arthur.

Other legends [edit]

A certain miraculous spot associated with Cadoc had a reputed healing effect until the time of king Hiuguel
(Hywel vab weyn, who died in his old age ca. 1041–44) when, due to a malevolent influence, the spot was
lost.[19]

This Cadoc, grandson of Brychan Brycheiniog, to whose offspring a large number of south-west British cult sites
are dedicated, may be identical to or confused with Cadoc son of Brychan, for whom the churches at
Llanspyddid near Brecon and at Llangadog Carmarthenshire, are said to be named along with a former chapel
in the parish of Kidwelly.[15] According to Serenus de Cressy this Cadoc died AD 490, is buried in France, and is
commemorated in the Calendar on 24 January.

The epithet of Doeth (Welsh for wise) induced some writers to confound him with St. Sophias (Greek for
wisdom), bishop of Beneventum in Italy.[15] Hence he is said sometimes to have died at Bannaventa (Weedon,
five kilometres east of Daventry in Northamptonshire),[20] in an episode towards the end of his vita Cadoc is
carried off in a cloud from Britannia (de terra Britannie) to Beneventum, where a certain prior is warned of the
coming of a "western Briton" who is to be renamed Sophias; as Sophias Cadoc becomes abbot, bishop and
martyr. A magna basilica was erected over his shrine, which visiting Britons were not allowed to enter. A
fictitious "Pope Alexander" is made to figure in the narrative.

Legendary genealogy [edit]

In Lives of the Cambro British saints (1853), Rev W. J Rees wrote:

The genealogy of the blessed Cadoc arises from the most
noble emperors of Rome, from the time of the incarnation
of Jesus Christ, Augustus Cesar, in whose time Christ was
born, begat Octavianus, Octavianus begat Tiberius,
Tiberius begat Caius, Caius begat Claudius, Claudius
begat Vespasian, Vespasian begat Titus, Titus begat
Domitian, Domitian begat Nero, under whom the apostles
Peter and Paul suffered, Nero begat Trajan, Trajan begat
Adrian, Adrian begat Antonius, Antonius begat Commodus,
Commodus begat Meobus, Meobus begat Severus,
Severus begat Antonius, Antonius begat Aucanus,
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Aucanus begat Aurelian, Aurelian begat Alexander,
Alexander begat Maximus, Maximus begat Gordian,
Gordian begat Philip, Philip begat Decius, Decius begat
Gallus, Callus begat Valerian, Valerian begat Cleopatra,
Cleopatra begat Aurelian, Aurelian begat Titus, Titus begat
Probus, Probus begat Carosius, Carosius begat
Dioclesian, who perscuted the Christians throughout the
whole world; for in his time the blessed martyrs Alban, that
is Julian, Aaron, and many others suffered. Dioclesian
begat Galerius, Galerius begat Constantine the Great the
son of Helen, Constantine begat Constantius, Constantius
begat Maximianus, with whom the British soldiers went from
Britain, and he slew Gratian the Roman emperor, and held
the government of all Europe; and he did not dismiss the
soldiers, which he brought with him from Britain to return to
their country on account of their bravery, but gave them
many provinces and countries, that is from the pool which
is on the top of the mountain of Jupiter to the city named
Cantguic, and until the western mound that is Cruc
Ochideint; and from those soldiers arose a nation which is
called Lettau. Maximianus therefore begat Owain, Owain
begat Nor, Nor begat Solor, Solor begat Glywys, Glywys
begat Gwynlliw, Gwynlliw begat the most blessed Cadoc of
whom we are speaking.[21]

Liturgical celebration [edit]

In the 2004 edition of the Roman Martyrology, Cadoc is listed among saints thought to have died on 21
September, with the Latin name Cadóci. He is mentioned as follows: 'In the monastery at Llancarfan in South
Wales, Saint Cadoc the Abbot, under whose name many monasteries in Cornwall and Brittany were
established.'[2] He does not appear in the current Roman Catholic liturgical calendar of saints celebrated
annually in Wales.[22]

21 September is, however, the feast day of the Apostle Saint Matthew, and in Cardiff, St Cadoc's Day has
traditionally been kept on 25 September; on the French Île de Saint-Cado [fr], a major pardon is traditionally
celebrated on the third Sunday in September. Elsewhere his traditional feast day is 24 January.[9][23]

See also [edit]

Cambuslang
Llancarfan, site of Cadoc's 6th century abbey
St Cadoc's Hospital, Caerleon
St Cadocs/Penygarn, electoral ward that also has a Saint Cadoc's church
St Cadou
St. Cadoc's Church, Glynneath
St Cadoc's Church, Llangattock Lingoed
Church of St Cadoc, Raglan, Monmouthshire
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

St Cadou was an early Christian in Brittany in France, not be confused with St Cadoc. He was venerated as a
saint after his death, with his cult centered on the Ile de Cadou.

Sources [edit]

Strayner, Joseph R., ed. Dictionary of the Middle Ages (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1983) p. 7.

This Brittany-related article is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.

This biographical article about a French religious figure is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding
it.

This article about a saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.

Categories: Christian saints in unknown century Breton saints Brittany stubs
French religious biography stubs Saint stubs
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Cathróe of Metz

Cathróe
Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast 6 March

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Cadroe)

"Cathróe" redirects here. For the Bishop of St. Andrews, see Cathróe (bishop of the Scots).

Saint Cathróe (circa 900–971) was a monk and abbot. His life is
recorded in a hagiography written soon after his death by a monk
at the monastery of Saint Felix at Metz, where Cathróe was abbot.
Miracles of healing were attributed to Cathróe during his life, and
he was considered a saint after his death.

As well as the information it contains on events in Lotharingia and Germany, and on attitudes of the time,
Cathróe's life is of particular interest to historians for the light it sheds on southern Scotland in the 10th century.

Contents [hide]
1 Origins
2 Pilgrimage
3 Later career
4 Hagiography
5 Notes
6 References

Origins [edit]

One clue to Cathróe's background, his name, has also proved to be a stumbling block. In his Life, it is
commonly spelt as Cathroe, but other forms are given such as Cadroe (heading) and Kaddroe (3x), which come
closer to those used later at Metz (Cadroe, Kadroe).[1] His biographer explains it as meaning "a soldier in the
Lord's camp(s)" (bellator in castris Dominis).[2] Some scholars have proposed that what the continental monks
heard and transcribed was a Brythonic, more specifically Old Cumbric name, the first element of which
represents Cumbric Cat "battle".[3] However, following John Colgan's lead, David Dumville favours a Goidelic
etymology. He points out that the personal name Cathróe is attested in Old and Middle Irish and can be
explained as a compound meaning "battle-field" (Cath, cognate with Welsh cat, + róe).[4]

Cathróe was born circa 900. His father's name is given as Fochereach, a nobleman, his mother was Bania, who
came from a similar background. After the birth of a brother with the Goidelic name Mattadán, Cathróe was
fostered with his paternal uncle Beanus (Saint Bean; there were several Gaelic saints of this name).

Pilgrimage [edit]

Bean sent his nephew to study in Ireland, at Armagh, where he seems to have learned both Latin and Greek.
He returned to Scotland, to teach in his uncle's monastery. Visions persuaded Cathróe to leave Scotland as a
pilgrim. The hagiographer tells us that "the king that ruled the land, Constantine by name, hastened to hold
back [Cathróe]". Cathróe entered the "house of the blessed Brigit", presumed to be the monastery dedicated to
Saint Brigid of Kildare at Abernethy. "A certain abbot, called Maelodair [Máel Odran]" persuaded King
Constantine to allow Catroe to leave, and to help him on his journey. "Then all emulously rendered assistance
with gold and silver, with raiment and horses' and they sped [Cathróe] with God's blessing; and conducted by
the king himself he came to the Cumbrians' land." The writer tells us that King Dovenaldus ruled the Cumbrians,
and that he was Cathróe's kinsman. The king escorted Catroe to Loidam Civitatem (read as Leeds or Carlisle),
"which is the boundary between the Cumbrians and the Northmen".

In York, Cathróe was welcomed, the writer claims, by King Eric, whose wife was a relative of Cathróe's. This is
problematic as Eric Bloodaxe is not thought to have ruled York at the time of the journey, and Eric's wife
Gunnhild was said to be Norwegian.

Later career [edit]

Cathróe was abbot of Waulsort for several years, until Adelbero, Bishop of Metz,[5] gave him the administration
of St Felix's Abbey in Metz.[6]
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Hagiography [edit]

One Ousmann (or Reimann or Erimann) wrote a hagiography.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ David Dumville, "St Cathróe of Metz." p. 172 n. 1.
2. ^ § VI; David Dumville, "St Cathróe of Metz." p. 175 n. 18.
3. ^ A.O. Anderson, Early sources. p. lxxiii and 432 n. 2; Alan MacQuarrie, "Catroe", who also raises the possibility

that the name was Pictish.
4. ^ David Dumville, "St Cathróe of Metz." p. 172 n. 1. Peter E. Busse, "Catroe/Cadroe", supports a Celtic derivation

on the basis of the first element, but remains agnostic on this point.
5. ^ Adelbero I of Bar
6. ^ Adomnán's Vite Columbae and the cult of Colum Cille in continental Europe. Proceedings of the Royal Irish

Academy, Section C, Volume 98, 1998
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Epaphroditus, Sosthenes, Apollos,
Cephas and Caesar

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Caesar of Dyrrhachium is numbered among the Seventy Disciples,
and was bishop of Dyrrhachium, a district of Epirus in modern Albania.

The Church remembers St. Caesar on March 30 with Apostles
Sosthenes, Apollos, Cephas, and Epaphroditus and on December 8
with the same apostles and Onesiphorus.

References [edit]

This article is derived in whole or in part from Caesar of
Dyrrhachium  at OrthodoxWiki , which is dually licensed under
CC-By-SA and GFDL. All relevant terms must be followed.

External links [edit]

Apostle Caesar of the Seventy  (OCA)
The Choosing of the Seventy Holy Apostles
The Holy Apostles Sosthenes, Apollos, Tychicus, Epaphroditus, Onesiphorus, Cephas and Caesar
(Prologue of Ohrid)

This article about a saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.
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Caesarius of Terracina

Saint Caesarius of Terracina

Deacon and Martyr
Died c. 3rd century

Terracina, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Major shrine Terracina

Feast 1 November

Attributes palm, Gospel, sack

Patronage patron saint of Roman
emperors, has replaced and
Christianized the cult of Julius
Caesar and Augustus; invoked
against drowning, flooding, and
for the good success of
Caesarean section.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Caesarius of Africa)

Saint Caesarius of Terracina (Saint Cesario deacon in Italian) was a Christian martyr. The church of San Cesareo in Palatio in Rome bears his
name.
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Life [edit]

Caesarius was a deacon of Africa, martyred at Terracina in Italy.

The "Passio" (story of martyrdom) of Saint Caesarius is set in Terracina, harbor town near Rome and Naples, under the pagan emperor Trajan (r. 98-
117).

Caesarius, belonging to the ancient and illustrious gens Julia, after a shipwreck, arrived in Terracina to preach the Gospel to poor people. In this Roman
city, each year on the first day of January, a ceremony of self-immolation took place to assure the health and salvation of the Empire. A young man was
pampered with material delights and fulfilled in all his wishes for eight months; then he was obliged to mount on a richly harnessed horse, climb up to the
summit of city's cliff and throw himself into the void, with the recalcitrant horse, to crash against the rocks and perish in the waves in honour of the god
Apollo, as an expiatory offering for the prosperity of the state and the emperors. The deacon Caesarius denounced this pagan custom and protested:
"Alas for a state and emperors who persuade by tortures and are fattened on the outpouring of blood".[1]

The priest of Apollo, named Firminus, had him arrested and taken before to Leontius, Roman consul of Campania. During the interrogation, he refused
to sacrifice to the pagan god of the sun and light, and his prayers "caused" the temple of Apollo to collapse (located in the Forum), killing the pagan
Firminus. Caesarius was then locked up in jail and, after twenty-two months, he was taken to the Forum to be judged: he asked permission to pray: a
radiant light blazed down on him, and the pagan consul Leontius was thereupon converted and sought baptism; he died shortly after (October 30).[2]

The 1st of November of the year 107 A.D., Luxurius, governor of the city, tied Caesarius and Julian (a local presbyter) up together in a sack, and flung
them into the sea, from a cliff called "Pisco Montano".[3]

Nevertheless the deacon Caesarius was martyred, although not before prophesying the death of Luxurius, bitten by a poisonous viper.[4]

Caesarius and Julian, on that same day, were thrown back onto the shore, and were buried by Eusebius, a servant of God, near the town of Terracina.[5]

Cult: Caesarius as an Imperial Saint [edit]

Caesarius' feast day is 1 November.

In the 4th century, the Emperor Valentinian I's daughter was healed at his shrine in Terracina.[6] The emperor then moved his relics to Rome, first to a church on the Palatine Hill, and then to a new
San Cesareo in Palatio near the Appian Way. The imperial chapel was named after Caesarius by Valentinian III[7]. It has been noted that Caesarius's passio revolves around the good health or
prosperity (salus) of the Roman Empire, borrowing the overtones of his name to suggest that the well-being of the state rested more solidly on Christian foundations than on its pagan past.[8]

Terracina Cathedral (Cattedrale dei Santi Pietro e Cesareo) is dedicated to him and Saint Peter.

Patron saint of Caesarean sections [edit]

Caesarius is the protector of Caesarean sections.[9] Saint Caesarius is invoked against river floods and drownings (in memory of his martyrdom), and for defence against lightning, earthquakes and
meteorological calamities.[10]

Art: precious manuscripts [edit]

The first illustrations of the history of St. Caesarius are found in precious illuminated manuscripts. Most of these manuscripts date back to the Middle Ages.

In the British Library of London in a "Passionale", a Latin manuscript, made in 1110 for the Monastery of Saint Augustine in Canterbury (describes the lives of the Saints from September 21st to
November 9th), there is the text of the Passion of Saint Caesarius of Terracina with historiated initial which represents "Martyrdom of St Caesarius" (Arundel MS 91, f. 188r.)[11].

In the Morgan Library of New York in the “Book of Hours”, made in 1465 in Langres, France[12], there is the miniature of “Saint Caesarius” (MS G.55 fol. 132v).

In the Bibliothèque nationale de France in Paris, in the Department of Manuscripts, the "Speculum Historiale" by Vincenzo di Beauvais (translation by Jean de Vignay) is kept, made in 1463. In this
manuscript the "Passio S. Caesarii" is described with different miniatures of the life of the saints Caesarius and Julian[13].

Relics [edit]

The relics of the Saint Caesarius deacon and martyr are preserved in the Basilica Santa Croce in Gerusalemme in Rome (basalt urn of high altar), in the Basilica of San Frediano of Lucca, Tuscany
(urn with six bones), and in Terracina Cathedral (urn with two shins and a reliquary arm).

From March 30 to June 30, 2015, the silver reliquary arm of St. Caesarius preserved in Terracina Cathedral was exhibited at the exhibition entitled "Precious sculptures: sacred jewelry in Lazio" set
up in the Braccio di Carlo Magno, in St. Peter's Square, in the Vatican, by the will of Antonio Paolucci, Director of the Vatican Museums[14].

During the Middle Ages, bone fragments of the saint were translated into England: in Glastonbury Abbey[15] (his relics are listed at Glastonbury in the mid-twelfth-century list of Hugh Candidus of
Peterborough), in Cathedral of Exeter[16] and in Cathedral of Lincoln[17].

Saint Cesarius is venerated in St. Michael Church of Netcong, a borough in Morris County, New Jersey, United States . A bone fragment of Saint Cesarius is preserved in this church.[10]

Other relics of Saint Caesarius deacon (with the cartouche in Latin " 1 November S. Caesarii diac. m.") are preserved in Saint Anthony’s Chapel in Pittsburgh (Pennsylvania); in St. Martha Church in
Morton Grove (Illinois); in St. Joseph Cathedral in Buffalo (New York); in St. Raphael's Cathedral (Dubuque, Iowa); in the Shrine of the Holy Relics in Maria Stein (Ohio); in Basilica of the Sacred
Heart (Notre Dame), Indiana; in a private collection in Gnesen Township, St. Louis County, Minnesota; in Basílica of São Sebastião in Rio de Janeiro; in Paróquia Nossa Senhora das Graças in
Caieiras; and in the Manila Cathedral (Philippines).

An Arm Reliquary of Saint Caesarius is preserved in Kunstegewerbemuseum in Berlin.

Bone fragment of St. Caesarius (with the cartouche in Latin "S. Caesarii diac. m.") are preserved in Sancta Sanctorum of Roma, in Cathedral of Monreale (Palermo, Italy); in Treasury of the
Collegiate of St. Peter and St. Alexander in the Museum of the Chapter of the Rectory of Aschaffenburg (Germany); in Essen Minster; in the Museum Frederic Marès of Barcelona; in the Museum de
la Visitation, Moulins (France); in the Museum São Roque of Lisbon.

In Italy other bone fragments of the saint are preserved in: Udine Cathedral[18]; Naples Cathedral[19]; Santa Brigida, Naples; Santa Maria in Vallicella; Basilica of Saint Paul Outside the Walls; Santa
Maria Corteorlandini, Lucca; San Paolo Maggiore, Bologna; Basilica of Our Lady Help of Christians, Turin; Anagni Cathedral[20]; Verona Cathedral; Foligno Cathedral; San Cesario di Lecce;
Cesa[21]; San Cesareo; San Cesario sul Panaro; Asola, Lombardy; Guardea; Cava de' Tirreni; Nave, Lombardy; Fara in Sabina.

Icon of St. Caesarius around the World [edit]

On the occasion of the Extraordinary Jubilee of Mercy, the new icon of Saint Caesarius martyr - painting by the artist Giovanni Guida[22] - has been exhibited in museums, cathedrals and basilicas
that jealously preserve fragments of the body of the young deacon, next to their respective reliquaries[23]. A fascinating journey through the world (Italy, Spain, Mexico, Portugal, France, Corsica,
Germany, United States, England, Philippines, Croatia and Slovakia) to reassemble the relics of the saint, donated by the popes, emperors, kings, saints, cardinals and bishops. The icon of St.
Caesarius has been exhibited in many important museums (Kunstegewerbemuseum in Berlin; Museum Frederic Marès of Barcelona; Museum São Roque of Lisbon; Museum of the Chapter of the
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Rectory of Aschaffenburg) and in important basilicas (St. Joseph Cathedral in Buffalo; St. Raphael's Cathedral in Dubuque; Saint Anthony’s Chapel in Pittsburgh; St. Martha Church in Morton Grove;
St. Michael's Church in Netcong; Manila Cathedral; Basilica Santa Croce in Gerusalemme in Rome)[24].

Illustrations life of Caesarius deacon and martyr [edit]
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Relic of St. Caesarius deacon and
martyr, Saint Anthony’s Chapel in
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James Orr
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martyr, St. Michael's Church in
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Relic of St. Caesarius deacon and
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Relic of St. Caesarius deacon and
martyr, St. Martha Church in Morton
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Relic of St. Caesarius deacon and
martyr, Cathedral of St. Raphael and
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Sister Cities between Cesa in honor of
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Caesarius of Arles

Saint Caesarius of Arles

Statue of Caesarius of Arles in the Église
Saint-Césaire d'Arles (Arles, France)

Bishop and Church Father
Born 468 470 AD

Chalon-sur-Saône, Western
Roman Empire

Died 27 August 542 AD

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast August 27

Map of participants of the Council of
Agde in 506 AD, presided by
Caesarius. (in French)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Caesarius of Arles (Latin: Caesarius Arelatensis; 468/470 – 27
August 542 AD), sometimes called "of Chalon" (Cabillonensis or
Cabellinensis) from his birthplace Chalon-sur-Saône, was the
foremost ecclesiastic of his generation in Merovingian Gaul.[1][2][3]

Caesarius is considered to be of the last generation of church
leaders of Gaul that worked to promote large-scale ascetic
elements into the Western Christian tradition.[2] William E.
Klingshirn's study of Caesarius depicts Caesarius as having the
reputation of a "popular preacher of great fervour and enduring
influence".[4] Among those who exercised the greatest influence on
Caesarius were Augustine of Hippo, Julianus Pomerius, and John
Cassian.

The most important problem for Caesarius was the efficiency of
the bishop's fulfillment of his pastoral duties. By that time,
preaching had already become part of the standard church
service in Gaul; many bishops recognized the importance of such
a means of educating morality and encouraged it. However,
Caesarius' enthusiasm was outstanding in its own way, and he
urged his clergy to preach as often as possible, in the church and
outside it, to the willing and the opposing. Caesarius' sermon
topics generally dealt with moral issues.[5]
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Life [edit]

Caesarius was born at what is now Chalon-sur-Saône, to Roman-
Burgundian parents in the last years of the Western Empire. His sister,
Caesaria, to whom he addressed his "Regula ad Virgines" (Rule for
Virgins), also presided over the convent he had founded. At the time of
his birth, Germanic kings de facto governed Burgundy despite nominal
Roman administration. Unlike his parents, Caesarius was born with a
very strong and intense feeling for religion which alienated him from his
family for the majority of his adolescence. Caesarius left home at
seventeen and studied under Bishop Sylvester for a few years.
Afterwards, he found his way to Lérins (Lerinum), an island monastery,
which was known to be a major dynamo for creative forces of work in the
Church of Roman Gaul.[6] After training as a monk at Lérins he devoted
himself to reading and applying the scripture in hopes of improving the
quality and organization of Christian life and serving the poor. He rapidly
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became master of all the learning and discipline the monastery
communicated and was appointed cellarer. However, he proved unpopular at Lérins when, as cellarer of the
monastery, he withheld food from monks because he felt they were insufficiently austere. As a result, the abbot
Porcarius removed Caesarius from his post, whereupon he began starving himself; the abbot intervened and
sent Caesarius to Arles ostensibly for medical care. After living at Lérins for over a decade and his health
steadily decreasing from monastic over-exertion, Caesarius sought out a different clerical Christian community
in Arles.

The Christian community he joined fostered him back to health and he was soon popularly elected as their
bishop. By middle age, he had “become and was to remain the leading ecclesiastical statesman and spiritual
force of his age”.[7] His concern for the poor and sick was famous throughout and beyond Gaul as he regularly
provided ransom for prisoners and aided the sick and the poor. Upon arriving in the city, the Vita Caesarii
claims that Caesarius discovered, completely to his surprise, that the bishop of Arles - Aeonius - was a kinsman
from Chalon (concivis pariter et propinquus - "at once a fellow citizen and a relative"). Aeonius later ordained his
young relative deacon and then presbyter. For three years he presided over a monastery in Arles; but of this
building no vestige is now left.

At the death of Aeonius the clergy, citizens, and persons in authority proceeded, as Aeonius himself had
suggested, to elect Caesarius to the vacant seat, although Klingshirn suggests that there may have been
considerable local hostility, that Caesarius' election may have been heavily disputed and that another cleric,
Iohannes, who appears in the episcopal fasti of Arles may have been elected bishop. Caesarius was
consecrated in 502, being probably about 33 years of age. In the fulfilment of his new duties he was
courageous and unworldly, but yet exhibited great power of kindly adaptation. He took great pains to induce the
laity to join in the sacred offices, and encouraged inquiry into points not made clear in his sermons. He also
ordered the people to study Holy Scripture at home, and treat the word of God with the same reverence as the
sacraments. He was specially zealous in redeeming captives, even selling church ornaments for this purpose.

As bishop, Caesarius lived in a political world whose main theme was competition for Southern Gallic control
among the Visigothic, Ostrogothic and Frankish kingdoms which led him to the constant ransoming of victims
during these wars. The aftermath of war in 507/508 between the Burgundians and Franks and Visigothic and
Ostrogothic kingdoms was devastating to its citizens. Peasants had no food supply and were in danger of
enslavement, exile and death. Although Caesarius saved and ransomed many countryside citizens, his actions
in redeeming captives was quite controversial. Although he ransomed many peasants of his country, he also
ransomed numerous barbarians and enemies of the city. He defended himself by stating that barbarians were
human beings and therefore had the potential to enter the City of God.[2]

A notary named Licinianus denounced Caesarius to Alaric II as one who desired to subjugate the civitas of Arles
to Burgundian rule. Caesarius was exiled to Bordeaux, but on the discovery of his innocence, was speedily
allowed to return. He interceded for the life of his calumniator. Later, when Arles was besieged by Theodoric
around the year 512, he was again accused of treachery and imprisoned. An interview with the Ostrogothic king
at Ravenna the next year speedily dispelled these troubles, and the remainder of his episcopate was passed in
peace.

Some rivalry appears to have existed in the sixth century between the sees of Arles and Vienne, but was
adjusted by Pope Leo, whose adjustment was confirmed by Pope Symmachus. Caesarius was in favour at
Rome. A book he wrote against the semi-Pelagians, entitled de Gratiâ et Libero Arbitrio, was sanctioned by
Pope Felix IV; and the canons passed at Orange were approved by Pope Boniface II. The learned antiquary
Louis Thomassin believed him to have been the first Western bishop who received a pall from the pope.
François Guizot in Civilisation en France cites part of one of Caesarius' sermons as that of a representative
man of his age; while August Neander eulogizes his "unwearied, active, and pious zeal, ready for every sacrifice
in the spirit of love," and his moderation on the controversy concerning semi-Pelagianism.

However, throughout all this turmoil, unlike Boethius, another Christian philosopher of the 6th century, he was
never charged with being a covert supporter of a revived Roman Empire. The old Roman political order seemed
to have little significance to Caesarius who instead directed his attitude to reflecting and accepting Christian
pragmatism.

Religious beginnings [edit]

According to William Klingshirn, "Caesarius also has the reputation of being the faithful champion of Augustine
of Hippo in the early middle ages. Thus Augustine's writings are seen to have profoundly shaped Caesarius'
vision of human community, both inside and outside the cloister; and Caesarius' prowess as a popular preacher
is understood to follow from his close attention to the example of the bishop of Hippo.[8] Caesarius was also
highly influenced by his teacher, Julianus Pomerius. Pomerius had been inspired by the life of Augustine of
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Hippo too and insisted that bishops and members of the clergy live more like monks as opposed to aristocrats.
This meant that any luxurious behaviour, such as participating in bountiful banquets, enlarging estates and
enjoying “secular” learning, was condemned. Instead Pomerius urged bishops to give away all their riches and
personal wealth as well as dress and eat simply. Caesarius's monasticism led him to the movement of church
reform and he became one of its most influential spokesman.[9] According to many of his testaments he stayed
true to the teachings of Pomerius and Augustine by rejecting secular learning, shunning comfortable living and
organizing his clergy into monastic living.

It is important to realize that Christianization in the late Roman and Early Medieval West was a slow, inconsistent
and incomplete social and religious change. It required the building of churches, conversion of elites and a
widespread adoption of Christian self-identity with a system of Christian values, practices and beliefs. The
church was constantly struggling against the survival of superstitions and pagan practices that were widely
common among communities and common folk.[10] However, it was only with the consent and participation of
local populations that these religious changes were able to take effect. Therefore, as Klingshirn so carefully
puts it, this process was reciprocal. Although the elites and theologians implemented all of the goals and
strategies, it was up to the peasants and townspeople of local communities to accept these practices.

The directions of Caesarius for the conduct of monks and nuns have been censured as pedantic and minute,
according to the Catholic Encyclopedia. They certainly yielded to the spread of the rising Benedictine rule, but
must be judged by their age and in the light of the whole spirit of monasticism.

As a preacher, Caesarius displayed great knowledge of Scripture, and was eminently practical in his
exhortations. Besides reproving ordinary vices of humanity, he had often to contend against lingering pagan
practices, as auguries, or heathen rites on the calends. His sermons on the Old Testament are not critical, but
dwell on its typical aspects.

Several volumes of his sermons have been published in Sources Chrétiennes.

Writings and teachings [edit]

Caesarius has over 250 surviving sermons in his corpus. His sermons reveal him as a pastor dedicated to the
formation of the clergy and the moral education of the laity. He preached on Christian beliefs, values, and
practices against pagan syncretism. He emphasizes the life of a Christian as well as the love of God, reading
the scriptures, asceticism, psalmody, love for one's neighbour, and the judgement that would come.[11]

Through Pomerius's teachings, it is logical to conclude that many of Caesarius' homilies and writings were
influenced greatly by Augustine. Caesarius' writings were known to be adapted as he reworked many other
philosophers' introductions and conclusions, especially those of Augustine.[12] Many of his writings and
sermons, including the popular Vita Caesarii, were ordered to be written in French, German, Italian, and
Hispanic. Caesarius did not believe that his readings and sermons should be restricted to the clergy. He did not
just address the upper class and elite but instead preached to many literate and near-literate bishops, abbots,
parish priests, and monks. He encouraged the clergy to read to both themselves and others. He targeted the
illiterate and ask that they hire others to read to them after church in order to absorb the divine lessons.
Caesarius encouraged reading divine lessons both at church and in their homes, at night and during the day,
alone and with family.[13]

More than just learning and understanding the lessons, Caesarius emphasized that a “believer who does not
share what he has learned, is not achieving what God intended".[14] Therefore, the believer is given a large
responsibility as the lectio (divine reading) is God and therefore he should not be denied access to what
belongs to Him. Caesarius believed that Christian People were God's new "elect" and he idealized incorporating
men of places from all over the world into a believing, peaceful, and loving human community. This belief
parallels Augustinian work as Augustine often referred to the populus christianus which can be translated as the
Christian People. Revelation tells that God made a covenant with the populus christianus and the Christian
epoch was predicted in all of the scriptures.[15]

Scholars have remarked on two aspects of Caesarius's teaching and activity that deserve considerable
attention. The first aspect deals with Caesarius who was stated to be “the creative leader who arranged at the
Council of Orange in 529 a resolution of the century of disputes about grace and ‘good works’ which followed
Augustine's death.[16]

Council of Orange, 529 [edit]

The most important local council over which Caesarius presided was that of Orange (529). Its statements on the
subject of grace and free agency have been eulogized by modern historians (see, e.g., Canon Bright, Church
History, ch. xi. ad fin.). The following propositions are laid down in the Council of Orange's canon 25:
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Provincial council, probably
representing the condemnation of the
bishop Contumeliosus, sixth from the
left

"This also do we believe, in accordance with the Catholic faith, that after grace received through baptism, all
the baptized are able and ought, with the aid and co-operation of Christ, to fulfil all duties needful for
salvation, provided they are willing to labour faithfully. But that some men have been predestinated to evil by
divine power, we not only do not believe, but if there be those who are willing to believe so evil a thing, we
say to them with all abhorrence anathema. This also do we profess and believe to our soul's health, that in
every good work, it is not we who begin, and are afterwards assisted by Divine mercy, but that God Himself,
with no preceding merits on our part, first inspires within us faith and love."

On the express ground that these doctrines are as needful for the laity as for the clergy, certain distinguished
laymen (illustres ac magnifici viri) were invited to sign these canons. They are accordingly subscribed by eight
laymen, and at least twelve bishops, including Caesarius.

The Council of Orange in 529 was said to have condemned "the
teaching of grace that predominated in southern Gaul in favor of a
modified Augustinian position."[17]

Sermons [edit]

The second aspect of Caesarius's teaching that deserves attention is
his sermons. As mentioned previously, his corpus consists of over 250
surviving sermons.[18] Caesarius was determined to edit, shorten, and
simplify his sermons in order to make them more effective and available
to the existing patristic tradition. About 1/3 of his sermons are efforts of this sort. His works travelled to all parts
of the Christian West, spreading his medieval sermon tradition and its topics of Christian love, the meaning of
the last Judgment, the rights of the poor and the notion of Christianity. His writings were used by monks in
Germany, repeated in Anglo-Saxon poetry and turned up in the important works of Gatianus of Tours and
Thomas Aquinas.[19]

In DelCogliano's article, he mentions two other historians who studied and presented new critical texts of
Caesarius's sermons. The two historians, Courreau and Vogüé, noted that although Caesarius's monastic
sermons contain their own perspective and emphasis, his teachings are largely consistent throughout all of his
sermons. Certain recurring themes include the expectations of monks in the monastery (i.e., important to attain
Christian salvation within the safe haven of a monastery with the help of God) as well as being assisted on this
Christian journey by fellow brothers who must offer mutual support. Caesarius, unlike other monks like Anthony
the Great, did not believe in solitude in order to be blessed with the Grace of God; instead he emphasized
brothers living amongst each other and providing edification and a good example to one another.

Work for women [edit]

Caesarius’ Regula virginum (512), also known as the Rule for Virgins, is the first western rule written exclusively
for women. In this text, Caesarius argues for the practice of claustration, the complete containment of women in
the monastery from their entry until death. Caesarius also created a strict regime for women in the monasteries
to adhere to, specifying times for prayer, limits on earthly luxuries such as fine clothes and elaborate
decoration, and standards of modesty and piety.[4] Caesarius begins the "Rule" by prefacing that the virgins for
which he was writing this rule were the "gems of the Church" as they, "with God's help, evade the jaws of
spiritual wolves."[20] He also composed a letter of guidance, Vereor, for the women of his religious community in
its early stages.[21] As mentioned earlier, Caesarius was captured and later returned from Bordeaux. After he
returned he began to build a monastery for women outside of Arles. The monastery was built for a group of
ascetic women living under the spiritual direction of his sister, Caesaria.[22] It can be assumed that most of the
women entering the monastery were from elite families, as there were strict provisions in "Regula Virginum"
against having servants, luxurious clothes, and excessive decoration. There had been no monastery for women
in Arles which allowed Caesarius, possibly in the imitation of Augustine, to provide women with an equal
opportunity for a monastic life. Caesarius viewed the women in the monastery as having a religious advantage
in being separated from the anxieties and responsibilities of daily life in the city, as they were able to devote
themselves to a life of piety:

“And therefore I ask you, oh sacred virgins and souls dedicated to God, who with you lamps shining await with
clear conscience the coming of the Lord, that, because you know that I labored to establish a monastery for
you, you with your prayers might ask that I be made a companion on your journey; and that, when you shall
enter joyfully into the kingdom with the wise and holy virgins, you might obtain by your plea that I not remain
outside with the foolish ones.” [23]

It was Caesarius's goal to attain security of his place both among the Church elites of Gaul as well as in heaven
through the creation of the monastery. By creating the monastery and writing the Rule, Caesarius was able to
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19th-century reliquary of St
Caesarius, Church of St. Trophime in
Arles

make for himself a place among the great Church thinkers of Late Antique Gaul. Simultaneously, through the
intercession of the women in the monastery praying for him, Caesarius believed he could confirm his place in
heaven after death.

Influence [edit]

As the occupant of an important see, the bishop of Arles exercised
considerable official, as well as personal, influence. Caesarius was
liberal in the loan of sermons, and sent suggestions for discourses to
priests and even bishops living in Spain, Italy, and elsewhere in Gaul.
The great doctrinal question of his age and country was that of semi-
Pelagianism. Caesarius, though evidently a disciple of Augustine,
displayed in this respect considerable independence of thought. His
vigorous denial of anything like predestination to evil has caused a
difference in the honour paid to his memory, according as writers incline
respectively towards the Jesuit or Jansenist views concerning divine
grace.

In Daly's article on Caesarius of Arles, he suggested that Caesarius in
many ways may have anticipated the medieval notion of Christendom.
His concern for others, redemption of captives and establishing bonds
of peace, have been seen as a function of ‘his basic theology of love’.
Unlike Augustine, who was a supporter and founder of the theology of
Christian love, Caesarius stressed the clarification and integration of
implications for spiritual activism. Caesarius promoted that God put the
exercise of love in every man's reach. Klingshirn backs up this
statement in his article when he describes how Caesarius was concerned with the barbarians and enemies of
Arles as they were still within the City of God and therefore deserved redemption.

According to the previously mentioned scholars and historians who have written on Caesarius such as
Arbesmann, Daly, DelCogliano, Ferreiro and Klingshirn, Caesarius lived through an era full of many societal
shifts. Historians have stated that Caesarius was caught up in its early stages and lacked historical “hindsight
and perspective” to this era. However, he witnessed and understood the beginning of the vast societal shifts
which surrounded him and intentionally set out to shape this process. This was an influential stance as it has
been said that the displacement of Roman by European civilization was a long-lasting, complex, and mystifying
process[24] Caesarius dreamed and saw an “expanding, world-embracing, world-uniting society”.[25] Caesarius
emphasized and spread his treatise and beliefs of patristic tradition to men and women around Arles and
surrounding cities. This recognizable social model occurred in a time where social communities were
disappearing. Caesarius helped to foresee the institutional shapes of medieval Christendom and may have
helped create it with his ideas circulating for a millennium in the medieval West.[26]
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Caesarius of Nazianzus

Caesarius of Nazianzus

Born c. 331
Arianzus, Nazianzus

Died c. 368

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox, Roman
Catholic Church

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Caesarius of Nazianzus (also spelled Cæsarius [pronounced
"Kesarios"] and Caesarios [Gr.] ) (c. 331 – 368) was a prominent
physician and politician. He is best known as the younger brother
of Gregory of Nazianzus. He is recognized as a saint in the Eastern
Orthodox and the Catholic Church.[1]
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Biography [edit]

The younger son of Gregory the Elder, bishop of Nazianzus, and
his wife, Nonna, Caesarius was born at the family villa of Arianzus,
near Nazianzus. He probably studied at Caesarea Mazaca in
Cappadocia in preparation for the elite schools of Alexandria in
Egypt. His favourite studies there were geometry, astronomy and
especially medicine. In the last-named science, he surpassed all
his fellow students.[2]

About 355 he came to the imperial capital Constantinople, and had already acquired a great reputation for his
medical skill, when his brother Gregory, homeward bound from Athens, appeared there about 358. Caesarius
sacrificed a remunerative and honourable post to return home with Gregory. The capital soon proved to be too
great an attraction for him, and he eventually became an eminent physician at the Byzantine court of
Constantius II and, much to the regret of his family, at that of Julian the Apostate.[3] Julian failed in his efforts to
win him over to briefly restored Paganism. Caesarius, more appreciative of his faith than of imperial favour,
ultimately left the court, but returned to Constantinople after Julian's death in 363.[2]

Under the Emperor Valens Caesarius became quaestor of Bithynia, a position which included treasury and tax
collection responsibilities.[4] After escaping from the earthquake which shook Nicaea (11 October, 368), his
brother wrote to him, pleading for him to leave his political position and withdraw to a religious life.[5] However,
Caesarius was suddenly killed by the widespread plague which followed the earthquake, shortly after having
received baptism, which he, like many others at the period, had deferred until late in life. After his death, his
very considerable estate was rapidly pillaged by servants and creditors.[6] His brother Gregory insisted that
what remained of the estate be distributed to the poor and to surviving relatives. His remains were interred at
Nazianzus, where his brother pronounced the funeral oration in the presence of his parents. In the oration, "On
His Brother: St. Caesarius", Gregory portrays his brother as a model Christian and ascetic, providing the main
source for the details of his life and setting the groundwork for his eventual canonization.[7]

Biographer John McGuckin maintains that, while Caesarius and his brother Gregory were very close, they were
very different characters. While Gregory pursued a religious life, his vivacious, outgoing brother was at home in
the world of Byzantine politics.[8] The two were complementary figures; Gregory relied on his brother to guide
him through trouble, while Caesarius encouraged his brother's literary and rhetorical interests.[8]

The assertion that this Caesarius was the same as that Caesarius, Prefect of Constantinople, who in 365 was
thrown into the prison by Procopius, rests on an assumption made by Jacques Godefroy (1587-1652), the
editor of the Theodosian Code (Lyon, 1665), and not on any solid historical ground.[2]

The four Dialogues of one hundred and ninety-seven questions and answers which were traditionally ascribed
to Caesarius and are to be found in Migne, Patrologia Graeca, XXXVIII, 851-1190, can hardly be from his pen,
owing to their nature, contents and anachronisms. They are generally looked upon as spurious.
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Caesarius was the main character in a historical novel Gods and Legions, by Michael Curtis Ford (2002). The
novel, which tells the story of the rise and fall of Julian the Apostate, is narrated by Caesarius who is, according
to the story, his closest companion.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Rosemary Guiley (2001). The Encyclopedia of Saints . Infobase Publishing. pp. 60–. ISBN 978-1-4381-3026-2.
2.  ̂a b c Weber, Nicholas. "St. Caesarius of Nazianzus." The Catholic Encyclopedia. Vol. 3. New York: Robert

Appleton Company, 1908. 8 Mar. 2014
3. ^ Monks of Ramsgate. “Caesarius of Nazianzum”. Book of Saints, 1921. CatholicSaints.Info. 19 September

2012  This article incorporates text from this source, which is in the public domain.
4. ^ McGuckin (2001), p. 155
5. ^ McGuckin (2001), pp. 155-156
6. ^ McGuckin (2001), p. 4
7. ^ McGuckin (2001), p. 156
8.  ̂a b McGuckin (2001), p. 31
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but its sources remain unclear because it lacks inline citations.
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(September 2019) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Chagnoald (Cagnoald, Cagnou) (died 633 AD) was a Frankish bishop of Laon during the 7th century. The
family to which Chagnoald belonged is known as the Faronids, named after his brother Saint Faro, who was
bishop of Meaux, while his sister was Saint Burgundofara, who founded the convent of Faremoûtiers. They were
the children of the chancellor to Dagobert I, Chagneric.

History [edit]

The Faronids were originally from Burgundy, but had settled near Meaux. Chagnoald became a monk at
Luxeuil, and was later ordained bishop of Laon. In that position, he once angered the king, Theuderic II, by
criticizing him for his immoral conduct. Theodoric in response exiled Chagnoaldus from his territories in 610.
Chagnoald left his see, finding refuge in the territory of Theuderic II, and working with Columbanus as a
missionary in the area of Lake Constance.

Theodoric later gained control of this territory as well. Columbanus was banished, and left for Rome, with
Chagnoald accompanying him. On the death of Columbanus, Chagnoald returned to his old diocese, and
resumed his duties as bishop. He participated in the Council of Reims in 630.

He is venerated as a saint, with a feast day of September 6.
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Caillín

Saint Caillin
Born 5th century

Conmaicne Dun Mor

Venerated in Catholic Church
Orthodox Church

Feast 13 November

Patronage Fenagh, County Leitrim

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Caillin (fl. c. 464[1]) was an Irish medieval saint and
monastic founder. His Feast day is celebrated on 13 November.
The patron saint of Fenagh, County Leitrim, Caillin was born in the
5th century and founded a monastic settlement at Fenagh. His
history was given in the Old Book of Fenagh (no longer extant;
material included in the Book of Fenagh).
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Life [edit]

Caillin was born in Conmaicne Dun Mor (now north County Galway).[2] Caillin's mother's name was Dediva (also
called Editua or Dedi or Deidi or Deighe or Deidiu or Deaga), daughter of Tren, son of Dubhthach moccu
Lughair, who was Chief Ollam of Ireland and royal poet of King Lóegaire mac Néill. Dediva's other children were
Saint Senan of Laraghabrine, son of Fintan, Saint Diarmaid the Just, son of Lugna, St.Mainchín of Corann, son
of Collan of Corann, Saint Felim of Kilmore son of Carill, Saint Daigh of Inniskeen son of Carill, Saint Femia
daughter of Carill and Senchán Torpéist, another Chief Ollam of Ireland. Caillin was the third eldest of Dediva's
children.

Caillin had another brother named Nisi Mac Niata, whose death left a legacy for Caillin.

Saint Fintan and Rome [edit]

Caillin studied under St. Fintan. To complete his studies he went to Rome and for this journey St. Fintan gave
him 300 ounces of solid red gold. At the end of a long period of study in Rome he returned, bringing with him
relics of the apostles and a cloth made by the Virgin Mary and used when she fed the infant Jesus. According to
the Book of Fernagh, Caillin returned to Ireland twelve years after the arrival of Patrick, who later consecrated
him bishop.[3]

Fenagh abbey [edit]

He founded a monastic site at Fenagh, County Leitrim, which was then the territory of the Conmhaícne Magh
Rein, part of the overkingdom of Breifne. He became the patron saint of Fenagh and the Conmaicne of Magh
Rein. An angel was sent to Caillin to show him the site of the Abbey at Fenagh. When Caillin commenced the
erection of the monastery, Fergal mac Fergus, King of Breifne sent his son, Aedh Dubh, with his warriors, to
drive Caillin away. Caillin converted Aedh Dubh and his men. Incensed, Fergus next sent his druids to destroy
him, but Caillin turned the Druids into stones[3] which gives its name to the townland called Longstone. (Beside
Edentenny on the Fenagh Ballinamore road.) These standing stones of the Druids are still visible to this day at
Longstone.[2]

The fame and glory of St Caillin spread through the land. Fenagh was celebrated for its school which students
from all over Ireland and Europe came to study, among whom was Saint Mogue of the neighbouring parish of
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Templeport. Its importance we may judge from the story that claims many of Irelands Kings are buried in the
ancient graveyards adjoining the Abbey.

Tain Bo Flidhais [edit]

Caillin is said to have helped his brother Senchán Torpéist to recover the lost tale called Táin Bó Cúailnge. This
great epic tale had vanished almost completely from the memory of the fili (story tellers-poets) of Ireland. Some
of them knew one part and some another, but no one knew the whole of it. Caillin invited Columcille, Ciarán of
Clonmacnoise, Brendan of Birr and Brendan son of Finnlogh, to meet at the grave of the great hero of the Tain
Bo Chuailgne Fergus mac Róich. There they fasted and prayed for three days and three nights, after which
Fergus, who had been dead 500 years, appeared to them and related the whole story of the Tain, thus the
celebrated epic was preserved in the book of the Dun Cow, so called because its parchment was made from the
hide of St. Ciaran's favourite cow.[2]

Prophecy [edit]

The importance of being buried in this ancient graveyard lives on to this day in a prophecy given by St. Caillin
as he lay dying, that anyone buried in Fenagh Abbey graveyard and in full observance of the true faith will go
straight to Heaven on their death.

St. Caillin's Well [edit]

St. Caillin's holy well is located in Keeraunmore in Ballyconneely. It is associated with St. Caillin who was a local
saint and, like St. MacDara, has had a long affinity with seafarers. The well has been a popular place of
pilgrimage for centuries, and is mentioned in O‟ Flaherty‟s history of 1684. Around the well are a number of
penitential stations, one of which is known as St. Caillin‟s Bed. Also associated with St. Caillin is Chapel Island
not far offshore from this well. This island contains the ruins of an early Christian chapel. The holy well and
penitential stations is now only visited on the saint's day, 13 November.[4]

Pedigree [edit]

His pedigree is given as follows:

Caillin, mac Niata mac Duban mac Fraech mac Cumscrach mac Echt mac Ere mac Ercdal mac Echt mac
Dubh mac Moghruadh mac Nert mac Fornert mac Echt mac Beidhbhe mac Doilbhre mac Lugaid Conmac
mac Oirbsen Mor mac Ethedon mac Seghda mac Art mac Allta mac Oghamun, mac Fidhchar mac Doilbhre
mac Eon mac Cetguine Calusach mac Conmac mac Mochta mac Fergus mac Róich mac Mesoman mac
Rossa mac Mogh Taeth mac Rudraige mac Sithrigi.

Mac Giolla Chaillín/Kilgallin [edit]

The family of Mac Giolla Chaillín took their name from St. Caillin. The surname is also commonly Anglicized as
Kilcullen, Kilgallen, and Kilgallon, and is found mainly in County Mayo and County Sligo. Bearers of the name
include T.J. Kilgallon[5] and Matthew Kilgallon.[6]
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Cainnech of Aghaboe

Saint Cainnech of Aghaboe

Saint Cainnech statue in Kilkenny

Confessor
Born c. 515 A.D.

Glengiven, Ireland

Died 600 (aged 84–85)
Aghaboe, Ireland

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church
Anglican Communion

Canonized pre-congregation

Feast 11 October
1 or 14 August

Patronage the shipwrecked

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Canice" and "Saint Canice" redirect here. For other uses, see Canice (disambiguation) and Saint Canice
(disambiguation).

Saint Cainnech of Aghaboe (515/16–600), also known as Saint
Canice in Ireland, Saint Kenneth in Scotland, Saint Kenny and
in Latin Saint Canicus, was an Irish abbot, monastic founder,
priest and missionary during the early medieval period. Cainnech
is one of the Twelve Apostles of Ireland[1] and preached
Christianity across Ireland and to the Picts in Scotland.[2] He wrote
a commentary on the Gospels, which for centuries was known as
the Glas-Choinnigh or Kenneth's Lock or the Chain of Cainnech.[3]

Most of what is written about Cainnech's life is based on tradition,
however he was considered a man of virtue, great eloquence and
learning. His feast day is commemorated on 11 October in the
Roman Catholic Church and the Eastern Orthodox Church
according to their respective calendars (Gregorian or Church
Julian) with additional feast days on 1st or 14 August in the
Eastern Orthodox Church.
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Introduction [edit]

A lot of what is known of Cainnech comes from legend. However, he is documented by Saint Adomnán (also
known as Eunan), the ninth abbot of Iona who died in 704. Adomnán was a hagiographer and his greatest work
Vita Columbae or Life of St. Columba contains references to Cainnech.[4][5]

Cainnech's background [edit]

Cainnech was born in 515 or 516, at Glengiven, near Dungiven in Ulster, the northern province in Ireland.[5] His
full name was Cainnech moccu Dalánn.[6]

Cainnech's father Lughadh Leithdhearg was descended from the CorcoDalann or Ui Dalainn, a tribe whose
ancestor, Dalann, is traced back to Fergus (King of Ulster), son of Ross, son of Rudhraighe. The Corco-Dalann
were from an island referred to as "Insula Nuligi", and is usually identified with Inis-Doimhle or Inis-Uladh, which
is now the Little Island, in the River Suir, south-east of Waterford.[3]

Lughadh was a distinguished bard, a highly trained, professional itinerant poet. Lughadh settled at Glengiven,
in what is now County Londonderry. Lughadh ended up under the favour and protection of the chief of
Cianachta, and became the tutor of the chieftain's son, Geal Breagach.[7]
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Statue at St. Canice's
Catholic Church, Kilkenny

St. Finnian imparting
his blessing to the Twelve
Apostles of Ireland

St. Canice's Cathedral in Kilkenny.

Cainnech's mother was called Maul or Mella.[8] She attained an eminent degree of
sanctity. The church of Thompleamoul or Capella Sanctae Maulae seu Mellae,
beside Kilkenny city, was dedicated to God under her invocation.

Early life [edit]

In early Christian Ireland the druid tradition collapsed,
with the spread of the new faith. The study of Latin
and Christian theology flourished in monasteries.

Cainnech spent his early years watching his chieftain's
flocks. In 543 Cainnech became a pupil at Finnian's
monastic school at Clonard. During the sixth century,
some of the most significant names in the history of
Irish Christianity studied at the Clonard monastery.[1]

Twelve students who studied under St. Finian became known as the Twelve
Apostles of Ireland, Cainnech was one of these. It was at Clonard that Cainnech
became a friend and companion of St Colmcille (Columba).

In 544 he studied under St. Mobhi at the school of Glasnevin, with Kieran of
Clonmacnoise and St. Comgall of Bangor. When plague scattered that community,
he went to Saint Cadoc's monastery of Llancarfan in Glamorganshire in Wales,
where he was ordained a priest in 545.[9]

He left for Rome to obtain the blessing of the reigning pontiff. In 550 he had returned to Glengiven, where he
converted his foster-brother, Geal-Breagach, who afterwards assisted him in founding Drumachose, in nearby
Limavady.

Scotland [edit]

In 565 Cainnech joined Columba in Scotland, where he is known as St. Kenneth. Adamnan tells of the arrival of
Cainnech, on Iona. St. Columba had a prophecy of a "certain holy and excellent man, who will arrive here
among us before evening." According to Adamnan, God provided Cainnech with a safe and calm crossing, even
though the sea was perilous and stormy that day. St. Columba received him that evening with all honour and
hospitality.[4]

Cainnech built a church in the place now known as Saint Andrews.[10] He built monastic cells on the island of
Ibdon, possibly South Uist,[11] and Eninis, an oratory called Lagan-Kenny on the shores of Loch Laggan (the
remains of which are marked on the OS map), and a monastery in Fife on the banks of the Eden. The saint may
have been an important saint in converting South Uist to Christianity.[12] Cainnech's name is still recalled in the
ruins of an ancient church, Kil-Chainnech on Tiree, in a burial ground, Kil-Chainnech, in Iona and Inch Kenneth
off Mull.[13]

Return to Ireland [edit]

Cainnech spent a good deal of his time in County Meath and Ossory in what is now County Laois. In Ossory he
had a good repute with the king, Colmann son of Feradach. Colman gave him grants of land including Aghaboe
("the field of the Ox") which became his principal monastery.[5] Aghaboe grew in importance, and in the 7th
century sent St. Feargal as a missionary to the church of Salzburg, Austria. Aghaboe was for a time the site of
the bishop's see until under Norman influence in the twelfth century the see transferred from Aghaboe to
Kilkenny.[9] In 1346 Diarmaid Mac Giollaphádraig burned the town of Aghaboe, and completely destroyed
Cainnech's shrine along with his relics.[3]

Kilkenny (Irish: Cill Chainnigh "The Church of Cainnech") was originally
the name of a church erected by or dedicated to Cainnech, but was
afterwards extended to the townland and parish.[14] Kilkenny was one
of the last parts of Ireland to be converted to Christianity. Tradition
asserts that in 597, Cainnech led a Christian force to Kilkenny to
eliminate the last bastion of Druidic rule in Ireland. The last Archdruid
of Ireland had retired with his Council to a mound in Kilkenny for safety.
Cainnech led an army there and overcame them. He founded a
monastery near what is now the Church of Ireland's St. Canice's
Cathedral.[9] He died and was interred at Abbey of Aghaboe in
599/600.
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Chain of Cainnech [edit]

In his old age Cainnech retired to an island in what was once Loch Cree, and wrote a commentary on all four
Gospels. This became known as Glass Kinnich (Glas-Chainnigh) or the Chain of Cainnech.[5] This was long
preserved in his church and became a continuous commentary in the Middle Ages.

Patronage [edit]

Cainnech is the patron of Aghaboe and together with St. Ciarán of Saigir, is one of the patrons of Kilkenny and
the historic kingdom of Osraige.[8] St. Cainnech is also the patron saint of the shipwrecked.[13]

See also [edit]

Twelve Apostles of Ireland

Places bearing his name [edit]

[NSW. Australia] St.Canice's church Katoomba
Kilkenny City (Irish: Cill Chainnigh "The Church of Cainnech"), Ireland.
County Kilkenny, Ireland; named after the county's principal city.
St. Canice's Church in Finglas, Dublin.
Llangennech (Church of Cennych) Llangennech, Carmarthenshire, South Wales
An ancient church, Kil-Chainnech on Tiree Island, Scotland.
A burial ground, Kil-Chainnech, in Iona, Scotland
An oratory called Lagan-Kenny on the shores of Lough Lagan, Scotland.
Kilchenzie in Cantyre.
The remains of St Kenneth's Church (shown on OS maps) near Loch Laggan, in Scotland
St. Canice Church, Roslyn Street- Sydney, Australia
St. Canice Church, Nevada City, California [15]

St. Kenneth Church, Plymouth, Michigan [16]

St Canice's Church and St Canice's School in Westport, New Zealand
St Canice's Church in Lockington, Victoria, Australia
Mount Saint Canice convent in Sandy Bay, Tasmania, Australia.

Troparion of St Cainnech (tone 8) [edit]

This is a Troparion of St Cainnech. 
In honour thou dost rank with Ireland's Enlightener, 
O Lover of the Desert, Composer of sacred verse, 
Father of Monks and Founder of Monasteries, O Father Cainnech. 
Labouring for Christ, both in thy native land and in Scotland, 
thou art a tireless intercessor for the faithful. 
Pray for us who hymn thee, that despite our frailty we may be granted great mercy.
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Inchcailloch (Old Irish: Innis na
Cailleach; island of the old woman),
burial place of Saint Kentigerna

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article includes a list of references, related reading or external links,
but its sources remain unclear because it lacks inline citations.
Please help to improve this article by introducing more precise citations.
(January 2020) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Caintigern (died 734), or Saint Kentigerna, was a daughter of Cellach
Cualann, King of Leinster, and of Caintigern, daughter of Conaing
Cuirre. Her feast is listed in the Aberdeen Breviary for 7 January.

Her husband is said to have been Feriacus regulus of Monchestre. Mac
Shamhrain identifies him with the Feradach hoa Artúr of Dál Riata, the
possible grandson of King Arthur who signed the Cáin Adomnáin at Birr
in 697 and supposes that he was a king in Dál Riata.

Along with her brother St. Comgan and her son St. Fillan, the widowed
Caintigern is said to have lived as a hermit, first in Strath Fillan, then in
the Lennox, on the island of Inchcailloch on Loch Lomond.
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External links [edit]

http://medievalscotland.org/kmo/AnnalsIndex/Feminine/Caintigern.shtml

Sources [edit]

Alan Orr Anderson, Early Sources of Scottish History A.D 500–1286, volume 1. Reprinted with corrections. Paul
Watkins, Stamford, 1990. ISBN 1-871615-03-8
Doherty, Charles (2004). "Cellach Cualann (d. 715)" . Oxford Dictionary of National Biography. Retrieved 2007-10-25.
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Caius (bishop of Milan)

Caius
Bishop of Milan

Church Catholic Church

In office early 3rd-century

Predecessor Anathalon

Successor Castritian

Sainthood
Feast day 27 September

Venerated in Catholic Church

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Caius (or Gaius, Italian: Caio) was Bishop of Milan in early 3rd-
century. He is honoured as a Saint in the Catholic Church and his
feast day is on September 27.[1]

Life [edit]

Almost nothing is known about the life and the episcopate of
Caius, except that he was bishop of Milan in early 3rd-century, that
he died on the 26 September and that his corpse was allegedly
buried in a cemetery in the area of the Basilica Naboriana, now
demolished. His relics were later translated into the near Basilica
of Sant'Ambrogio.[1]

Middle age texts, such as the Historia Dataria dated 11th-century,
add biographic details which are to be considered legendary, such
as his presence in Rome at the martyrdom of Saint Peter and
Saint Paul and the conversion by him of Saints Vitalis, Valeris and
Gervasius and Protasius.[2]

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b Ruggeri, Fausto (1991). I Vescovi di Milano. Milano: NED.
p. 7. ISBN 88-7023-154-2.(in Italian)

2. ^ Cazzani, Eugenio (1996). Vescovi e arcivescovi di Milano.
Milano: Massimo. p. 10. ISBN 88-7030-891-X.(in Italian)
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v · t · e Bishops and Archbishops of Milan

Ancient age

St Barnabas (50-55) · St Anathalon (53-63) · St Caius (63 - 85) · sede vacante · St Castricianus (97 - 138) ·
St Calimerius (138–191) · sede vacante · St Monas (283–313?) · St Mirocles (313–316?) · St Maternus
(316–328?) · St Protasius (328–343?) · St Eustorgius I (343–349?) · St Dionysius (349–355) · Auxentius$
(355–374) · St Ambrose (374–397) · St Simplician (397–400) · St Venerius (400–408) · St Marolus (408–
423) · St Martinianus (423–435) · St Glycerius (436–438) · St Lazarus (438–449) · St Eusebius (449–462) ·
St Gerontius (462–465) · St Benignus (465–472) · St Senator (472–475) · St Theodorus I (475–490) · St
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Lawrence I (490–512) · St Eustorgius II (512–518) · St Magnus (518–530?) · St Dacius (530–552) · Vitale
(552–556) · St Ausanus (556–559?)

Genoa period St Honoratus (560–571?) · Frontone (571–573?) · Lawrence II (573–592) · Constantius (593–600) ·
Deodatus (601–628) · Asterius (629–639) · Forte (639–641)

Middle Ages

St John the Good (641–669) · St Antonino (669–671) · St Maurilio (671) · St Ampelius (671–676) · St
Mansuetus (676–685) · St Benedict (685–732) · Theodorus II (732–746) · St Natalis (746–747) · Arifred
(747–748) · Stabile (748–750) · Leto (751–755) · Thomas (755–783) · Peter (784–803) · Odelpert (803–
813) · St Anselm I (813–818) · St Buono (818–822) · Angilbert I (822–823) · Angilbert II Pusterla (824–859) ·
Tadone (860–868) · Anspert (868–881) · Anselmo II Capra (882–896) · Landulf I (896–899) · Andrea of
Canciano (899–906) · Aicone (906–918) · Gariberto of Besana (918–921) · Lambert (921–931) · Elduin
(931–936) · Arderico (936–948) · Adelman (948–953) · Walpert (953–970) · Arnulf I (970–974) · Gotofredo I
(974–979) · Landulf II of Carcano (980–998) · Arnolfo II da Arsago (998–1018) · Ariberto da Intimiano (1018–
1045) · Guido da Velate (1045–1069) · Attone (1070–1075) · Gotofredo II da Castiglione (1070–1075,
antibishop) · Tebald da Castiglione (1075–1080) · Anselmo III da Rho (1086–1093) · Arnolfo III (1093–
1097) · Anselmo IV da Bovisio (1097–1101) · Grosolanus (1102–1112) · Giordano da Clivio (1112–1120) ·
Ulrich da Corte (1120–1126) · Anselmo della Pusterla (1126–1135) · Robaldo (1135–1145) · Umberto I da
Pirovano (1146–1166) · St Galdino della Sala (1166–1176) · Algisio da Pirovano (1176–1185) ·
Umberto II Crivelli (1185–1187, elected Pope Urban III) · Milone da Cardano (1187–1195) · Umberto III da
Terzago (1195–1196) · Filippo I da Lampugnano (1196–1206) · Umberto IV da Pirovano (1206–1211) ·
Gerardo da Sessa (1211–1212) · Enrico I da Settala (1213–1230) · Guglielmo I da Rizolio (1230–1241) ·
Leon da Perego (1241–1257) · Ottone Visconti (1262–1295) · Ruffino da Frisseto (1295–1296) · Francesco
I da Parma (1296–1308) · Cassone della Torre (1308–1317) · Aicardo da Intimiano (1317–1339) ·
Giovanni II Visconti (1342–1354) · Roberto Visconti (1354–1361) · Guglielmo II della Pusterla (1361–1370) ·
Simon da Borsano (1370–1380) · Antonio de' Saluzzi (1380–1401) · Pietro II di Candia (1402–1410) ·
Francesco II Crippa (1409–1414) · Bartolommeo Capra (1414–1433) · Francesco III Piccolpasso (1433–
1443) · Enrico II Rampini (1443–1450) · Giovanni III Visconti (1450–1453) · Nicolò Amidano (1453–1454) ·
Timoteo Maffei (1454) · Gabriele Sforza (1454–1457) · Carlo I da Forlì (1457–1461) · Stefano Nardini (1461–
1484) · Giovanni Arcimboldi (1484–1488) · Guido Antonio Arcimboldi (1488–1497) · Ottaviano Arcimboldi
(1497) · Ippolito d'Este (1497–1520) · Ippolito II d'Este (1520–1550) · Giovan Angelo Arcimboldi (1550–
1555) · Filippo II Archinto (1556–1558) · sede vacante

Modern age

St. Carlo Borromeo (1564–1584) · Gaspare Visconti (1584–1595) · Federico I Borromeo (1595–1631) ·
Cesare Monti (1632–1650) · Alfonso Litta (1652–1679) · Federico II Visconti (1681–1693) ·
Federico III Caccia (1693–1699) · Giuseppe Archinto (1699–1712) · Benedetto II Erba Odescalchi (1712–
1737) · Carlo Gaetano Stampa (1737–1742) · Giuseppe II Pozzobonelli (1743–1783) · Filippo Maria Visconti
(1784–1801) · Giovanni Battista Caprara (1802–1810) · sede vacante · Carlo Gaetano Gaisruck (1818–
1846) · Bartolomeo Carlo Romilli (1847–1859) · Paolo Angelo Ballerini (1859–1867) ·
Luigi Nazari di Calabiana (1867–1893) · Bl. Andrea Ferrari (1894–1921) · Ambrogio Damiano Achille Ratti
(1921–1922, elected Pope Pius XI) · Eugenio Tosi (1922–1929) · Bl. Ildefonso Schuster (1929–1954) · St.
Giovanni Battista Montini (1954–1963, elected Pope Paul VI) · Giovanni Colombo (1963–1979) ·
Carlo Maria Martini, SJ (1979–2002) · Dionigi Tettamanzi (2002–2011) · Angelo Scola (2011–2017) ·
Mario Delpini (2017-present)

$=considered an intruder by the Catholic Church
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Caius of Korea

Blessed Caius of Korea
Born 1571, Korea

Died 15 November 1624,
Nagasaki, Japan

Martyred by Tokugawa Shogunate

Means of
martyrdom

Burnt at the stake

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 7 July 1867, Rome,
by Pope Pius IX

Feast 15 November

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Blessed Caius of Korea (1571 in Korea – 15 November 1624 in
Nagasaki, Japan) is the 128th of the 205 Roman Catholic Martyrs
of Japan[1] beatified by Pope Pius IX on 7 July 1867,[2] after he had
canonized the Twenty-six Martyrs of Japan five years before on 8
June 1862.

The 19th century French Catholic missionary Claude-Charles
Dallet wrote of him in his A history of the church in Korea, "His
history proves, in a dazzling way, that God would rather make a
miracle than abandon an infidel who follows the lights of his
conscience, and seeks the truth with an upright and docile
heart."[3]
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Biography [edit]

Caius was born in Korea and was given to a Buddhist monastery by his parents. He left the monastery because
he could not find the peace that he wanted there and went to a mountain to live as a hermit. According to Dallet,
"He withdrew into solitude to meditate with more ease on this happiness which he sought. He had as a dwelling
only a cave, which he shared with a tiger, which occupied it before him. This wild animal respected its guest; it
even yielded the cave to him some time after, and withdrew elsewhere."[3]

Caius only ate what was necessary to preserve his life, abstaining from anything that was not absolutely
necessary to live. One night, while in meditation, a man of "majestic aspect" appeared to him,[3] and said to him,

Take courage; within one year you will traverse the sea, and, after much work and fatigue, you will
obtain the object of your desire.[3]

In 1592, Japan invaded Korea, and Caius was taken prisoner. On the journey to Japan, they were shipwrecked
at Tsushima Island, and Caius, near death, was taken to Kyoto. A Christian named Caius Foyn, the father of his
mistress, nursed him back to health.[4]

Allured by the life of the Buddhist monks, he felt that he had found what he had been seeking for many years,
and went to live in one of the most famous pagodas in Kyoto. Again he felt that he could not find the peace that
he wanted there, and he became ill. During his illness, he had a dream in which he saw the pagoda ablaze.
Then a "child of a charming beauty" appeared to him in his dream, comforting him,[3] saying,

Fear no more, you are close to obtaining the happiness you desire.

He found himself cured after the dream. In The Victories of the Martyrs by Saint Alphonsus de Ligouri, it is said
that: "One day during sleep it seemed to him that the house was on fire: a little while afterwards a young child of
ravishing beauty appeared to him, and announced to him that he would soon meet what he desired; at the
same time he felt himself quite well, though he had been sick. Despairing of seeing among the bonzes the light
for which he was longing, he resolved to leave them."[5]

Caius then left the temple and went back to his master, who introduced him to a Christian, who in turn
introduced him to some Jesuit priests. He converted to Catholicism and was baptised immediately. While he was
instructed, one of the priests showed him a tableau representing Jesus Christ, at which Caius is said to have
exclaimed,
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Oh! Voila! Here is who appeared to me in my cave, and who foretold all that happened to me.[3]

Caius served the sick, especially lepers.[3] In 1614, he went to Spanish Philippines in order to work as a servant
to the Dom Justo Takayama, a samurai who had been exiled for his Catholic faith. After Takayama died in 1615,
Caius returned to Japan, and resumed his duties as a catechist. He helped the missionaries by preaching in his
native language to the Koreans who had been taken to Japan after the Japanese invasion of Korea, as well as
to the Japanese.[6]

On 15 November 1624, Caius was burnt at the stake with James Coici (Koichi), a Japanese Catholic,[3][5] after
he was arrested for harbouring missionaries.
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Saint Calepodius
Martyr

Died 232 AD

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized Pre-congregation

Major shrine Santa Maria in Trastevere,
Rome, Italy

Feast May 10

Martyrdom of Calepodius

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Calepodius was the name of a 4th-century bishop of Naples.

Saint Calepodius (Italian: San Calepodio) (died 232 AD) was a
priest who was killed during the persecutions of Christians by the
Roman Emperor Alexander Severus. One of the catacombs of
Rome, the cemetery of Calepodius on the Aurelian Way, was
named after him.

His Hagiography recalls that he was tortured and then thrown into
the Tiber river with a mill stone tied round his neck.[1]

Veneration [edit]

His relics, along with those of Saint Callistus and Saint Cornelius, were
translated in the 10th century to the Church of Santa Maria in
Trastevere (St. Mary beyond the Tiber) and deposited under the high
altar.[2] Some relics of the three saints were translated to Fulda and
Cysoing, and some of Callistus’ relics were also translated to Notre-
Dame de Reims. However, some of Callistus’ relics are still kept with
those of Calepodius in Santa Maria in Trastevere.[3]

Saint Callistus is venerated on May 10 with saints Palmatius, Simplicius,
Felix, Blanda, and companions. St. Palmatius was of consular rank, and
he died with his wife, children, and household. St. Simplicius was a
senator who suffered death with sixty-five members of his family and
household. Sts. Felix and Blanda were husband and wife.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ John Foxe, Book of Martyrs (E. Hall, 1833) p41 .
2. ^ San Calepodio
3. ^ St. Callistus
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Calimerius
Bishop of Milan

Fresco of Saint Calimerius

Church Catholic Church

In office about 270 – 280

Predecessor Castritian

Successor Monas

Sainthood
Feast day July 31

Venerated in Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Patronage invoked against drought

Shrines Basilica of Saint Calimerius,
Milan

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

There is also a beatus named Calimerius of Montechiaro (ca. 1430-1521).

Calimerius (Italian: Calimero, Byzantine Greek: Καλημέριος) (died
280 AD) was an early bishop of Milan. He is honoured as a Saint in
the Catholic and Eastern Orthodox Churches and his feast day is
on July 31.
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Life [edit]

The only thing known for certain about him was that he was a
bishop whose relics were conserved in the Basilica of Saint
Calimerius in Milan, after his death.[1] He was probably not a
contemporary and disciple of Pope Telesphorus (2nd century), as
is often stated, but lived in the third century, with an episcopate of
270-280.[1][2]

Legends [edit]

According to one version his legend, he was born to a noble
Roman family, entered military service and reached the rank of
officer when he was converted to Christianity by saints Faustinus
and Jovita. According to another legend, he was born in Greece,
and was educated at Rome. He was a disciple of Pope
Telesphorus. He succeeded St. Castricianus (San Castriziano). He
was ordained priest by Castricianus and served at the Basilica
Fausta (now the church of Saints Vitalis and Agricola).[3][4] At the
death of Castricianus, he was elected bishop.[4]

According to his legend, when he became bishop of Milan, he preached in the region and was killed during the
persecutions of Christians by Commodus or Hadrian, by being flung headfirst into a well.

Calimerius and the well [edit]

Calimerius' relics were exhumed in the eighth century by Bishop Tommaso Grassi of Milan. The urn and the
relics were found submerged in water, perhaps due to the many underground channels that ran under the
city.[1] However, the fact that his relics were found this way led to the legend that Calimerius was flung into a
well. In the eleventh century, the Datiana Historia, written by an anonymous author, states that Calimerius was
flung into a well as revenge for having baptized so many pagans.[1] The same source includes the detail that
Calimerius was a Greek raised in Rome, as well as the fact that he was a disciple of Telesphorus, although both
claims may be historically doubtful.[1] Another legend states that he was a Roman of noble origin, who, after
serving in the military, was converted by Saints Faustinus and Jovita and was elected bishop of Milan. The
dates on a plaque of marble in the interior of the Cathedral of Milan state that his episcopate lasted from 139 to
192, but these dates, due to disputes with Rome, may have been falsified in the eleventh century in order to
make the diocese of Milan appear to be more ancient than it actually was. Thus, it considered Saint Barnabas
of the Apostolic Age as its first bishop in order to become more independent of Rome.[5] As Hippolyte Delehaye
writes, "To have lived amongst the Saviour's immediate following was...honorable...and accordingly old patrons
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of churches were identified with certain persons in the gospels or who were supposed to have had some part of
Christ's life on earth."[6]

Veneration [edit]

Saint Ennodius, in an epigram, writes that the basilica of San Calimero was built in the fifth century to hold the
relics of Calimerius.

The waters of a well said to have been the place of his death acquired special significance. Every July 31, his
feast day, the sick would drink of this water. In times of drought, priests would put some of the miraculous water
into a bottle and pour it over the fields.[1]

There are basilicas dedicated to him at Pasturo and the Santuario della Madonna di San Calimero is located in
Bolladello di Cairate.

Sanctuary of San
Calimero at Bolladello di
Cairate

 

19th century mosaic of
Calimerius

 

The purported well in
which Calimerius is said
to have been thrown. The
water of this well was
considered miraculous.
Crypt of San Calimero.

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b c d e f Vivimilano.it - San Calimero e i rimedi contro la siccità
2. ^ San Calimero di Milano
3. ^ "Letter of Ambrose of Milan on the" . Archived from the original  on 2008-05-16. Retrieved 2007-11-14.
4.  ̂a b "Santi milanesi della Chiesa Ortodossa - ortodossia a Milano" . Archived from the original  on 2007-09-29.

Retrieved 2007-11-14.
5. ^ Compare C. J. Hefele, Das Sendschreiben des Apostels Barnabas, Tübingen, 1840; O. Braunsberger, Der

Apostel Barnabas, Mainz, 1876.
6. ^ Hippolyte Delehaye, The Legends of the Saints (Dublin, Four Courts Press, 1955), 37.
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Bishops and Archbishops of Milan

Ancient age

St Barnabas (50-55) · St Anathalon (53-63) · St Caius (63 - 85) · sede vacante · St Castricianus (97 - 138) ·
St Calimerius (138–191) · sede vacante · St Monas (283–313?) · St Mirocles (313–316?) · St Maternus
(316–328?) · St Protasius (328–343?) · St Eustorgius I (343–349?) · St Dionysius (349–355) · Auxentius$
(355–374) · St Ambrose (374–397) · St Simplician (397–400) · St Venerius (400–408) · St Marolus (408–
423) · St Martinianus (423–435) · St Glycerius (436–438) · St Lazarus (438–449) · St Eusebius (449–462) ·
St Gerontius (462–465) · St Benignus (465–472) · St Senator (472–475) · St Theodorus I (475–490) · St
Lawrence I (490–512) · St Eustorgius II (512–518) · St Magnus (518–530?) · St Dacius (530–552) · Vitale
(552–556) · St Ausanus (556–559?)

Genoa period St Honoratus (560–571?) · Frontone (571–573?) · Lawrence II (573–592) · Constantius (593–600) ·
Deodatus (601–628) · Asterius (629–639) · Forte (639–641)
St John the Good (641–669) · St Antonino (669–671) · St Maurilio (671) · St Ampelius (671–676) · St
Mansuetus (676–685) · St Benedict (685–732) · Theodorus II (732–746) · St Natalis (746–747) · Arifred
(747–748) · Stabile (748–750) · Leto (751–755) · Thomas (755–783) · Peter (784–803) · Odelpert (803–
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Tadone (860–868) · Anspert (868–881) · Anselmo II Capra (882–896) · Landulf I (896–899) · Andrea of
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Middle Ages

1097) · Anselmo IV da Bovisio (1097–1101) · Grosolanus (1102–1112) · Giordano da Clivio (1112–1120) ·
Ulrich da Corte (1120–1126) · Anselmo della Pusterla (1126–1135) · Robaldo (1135–1145) · Umberto I da
Pirovano (1146–1166) · St Galdino della Sala (1166–1176) · Algisio da Pirovano (1176–1185) ·
Umberto II Crivelli (1185–1187, elected Pope Urban III) · Milone da Cardano (1187–1195) · Umberto III da
Terzago (1195–1196) · Filippo I da Lampugnano (1196–1206) · Umberto IV da Pirovano (1206–1211) ·
Gerardo da Sessa (1211–1212) · Enrico I da Settala (1213–1230) · Guglielmo I da Rizolio (1230–1241) ·
Leon da Perego (1241–1257) · Ottone Visconti (1262–1295) · Ruffino da Frisseto (1295–1296) · Francesco
I da Parma (1296–1308) · Cassone della Torre (1308–1317) · Aicardo da Intimiano (1317–1339) ·
Giovanni II Visconti (1342–1354) · Roberto Visconti (1354–1361) · Guglielmo II della Pusterla (1361–1370) ·
Simon da Borsano (1370–1380) · Antonio de' Saluzzi (1380–1401) · Pietro II di Candia (1402–1410) ·
Francesco II Crippa (1409–1414) · Bartolommeo Capra (1414–1433) · Francesco III Piccolpasso (1433–
1443) · Enrico II Rampini (1443–1450) · Giovanni III Visconti (1450–1453) · Nicolò Amidano (1453–1454) ·
Timoteo Maffei (1454) · Gabriele Sforza (1454–1457) · Carlo I da Forlì (1457–1461) · Stefano Nardini (1461–
1484) · Giovanni Arcimboldi (1484–1488) · Guido Antonio Arcimboldi (1488–1497) · Ottaviano Arcimboldi
(1497) · Ippolito d'Este (1497–1520) · Ippolito II d'Este (1520–1550) · Giovan Angelo Arcimboldi (1550–
1555) · Filippo II Archinto (1556–1558) · sede vacante

Modern age

St. Carlo Borromeo (1564–1584) · Gaspare Visconti (1584–1595) · Federico I Borromeo (1595–1631) ·
Cesare Monti (1632–1650) · Alfonso Litta (1652–1679) · Federico II Visconti (1681–1693) ·
Federico III Caccia (1693–1699) · Giuseppe Archinto (1699–1712) · Benedetto II Erba Odescalchi (1712–
1737) · Carlo Gaetano Stampa (1737–1742) · Giuseppe II Pozzobonelli (1743–1783) · Filippo Maria Visconti
(1784–1801) · Giovanni Battista Caprara (1802–1810) · sede vacante · Carlo Gaetano Gaisruck (1818–
1846) · Bartolomeo Carlo Romilli (1847–1859) · Paolo Angelo Ballerini (1859–1867) ·
Luigi Nazari di Calabiana (1867–1893) · Bl. Andrea Ferrari (1894–1921) · Ambrogio Damiano Achille Ratti
(1921–1922, elected Pope Pius XI) · Eugenio Tosi (1922–1929) · Bl. Ildefonso Schuster (1929–1954) · St.
Giovanni Battista Montini (1954–1963, elected Pope Paul VI) · Giovanni Colombo (1963–1979) ·
Carlo Maria Martini, SJ (1979–2002) · Dionigi Tettamanzi (2002–2011) · Angelo Scola (2011–2017) ·
Mario Delpini (2017-present)

$=considered an intruder by the Catholic Church
 Catholicism portal
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saints Callinica and Basilissa (died 252) were two Christian martyrs. They were "wealthy matrons"[1] who
helped imprisoned Christians by providing them with food, money, and other necessities.[2] They were "arrested
for their generosity"[1] and beheaded by the sword in Rome in 252, probably during the persecution conducted
by Roman emperor Decius.[1][3] Basilissa was described as "a rich lady of Galatia in Asia Minor, was
distinguished for her charitable zeal".[3] Callinica was her helper in her good works.[1] Callinica was arrested
first; her testimony led to Basilissa's arrest.[2] Hagiographer Agnes Dunbar said this about them: "Both avowing
their belief in Christ, and steadfastly refusing to sacrifice to the idols, they were tortured and beheaded".[2] Their
feast day is March 22.[1]

Dunbar also states that some sources refer to Callinica as a man ("Callinius"), and that other sources say that
the two lived during the reign of the Roman emperor Trajan 100-150 years earlier. They also say that the
women were part of the five companions of Trajan's daughter Drozella (also known as Drosis). Another source,
also according to Dunbar, states that Callinica and Basilissa were companions of Saint Birillus of Antioch, who
was the first bishop of Cantania in Sicily, appointed by Saint Peter.[2]

References [edit]

1.  ̂a b c d e "St. Callinica and St. Basilissa of Rome" . Englewood, New Jersey: Antiochian Orthodox Christian
Archdiocese. Retrieved 19 July 2020.

2.  ̂a b c d Dunbar, Agnes B.C. (1901). A Dictionary of Saintly Women. Volume 1. London: George Bell & Sons.
p. 141.

3.  ̂a b The Book of Saints . London: Aeterna Press. 2015.
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Martyrdom of Callistratus, from the Menologion of
Basil II, p. 70.

Martyrdom of Callistratus,
from BL Add MS 11870, folio
209v.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Callistratus[a] of Carthage and his forty-nine
companions were Christian martyrs executed at Rome
during the Diocletianic persecution (303–311) now
commemorated as saints in the Roman Catholic and Eastern
Orthodox churches. Their hagiography, known from the
compilation of Symeon the Metaphrast, contains fantastic
elements.[1]

According to the hagiography, Callistratus was a native of
Carthage and a member of the "Chalendon" cohors of the
Roman army. He was caught praying by some pagan
comrades and hauled before the military tribune, who
ordered him to offer sacrifices to the pagan gods. He
refused, was tortured and finally tied in a bag and thrown into the sea. He was
rescued by a dolphin and, once ashore, preached the Gospel to the 49 soldiers
who had witnessed his miraculous survival. All were converted and then all 50
were executed.[1] Callistratus was cut into pieces.[2] Some other Christian
soldiers buried their bodies and a cult grew up at that location. Later a church
was built on the spot. If this last part is at all accurate, they were among the first
warrior saints with an established cult.[1]

Callistratus and his companions are in the Martyrologium Romanum under
September 26[3] and in the Synaxarium Ecclesiae Constantinopolitanae under
September 27.[2]

The earliest artistic depiction of Callistratus or his companions is in the
Menologion produced for the Emperor Basil II around 1000. Despite his being a
warrior saint, he is not depicted as a soldier. He is depicted beheaded. This
seems to have set the standard for later depictions. The Metaphrastic
biography is illustrated in British Library Add MS 11870 and Biblioteca Marciana
gr. Z. 586 with a miniature of his execution. In Bodleian Library MS Barocci 86 he is one of the saints depicted in
the frontispiece. He is shown as a prince. Similar iconography appears in later menologia. Callistratus and/or his
companions are depicted in the Church of the Metamorphosis, the monasteries of Meteora and Cozia and in
bust form in the church of Pelinovo.[2]

Footnotes [edit]

a. ^ Also spelled Kallistratos, from Greek.

References [edit]

1.  ̂a b c John F. Shean, Soldiering for God: Christianity and the Roman Army (Brill, 2010), p. 211.
2.  ̂a b c Christopher Walter, The Warrior Saints in Byzantine Art and Tradition (Ashgate, 2003), pp. 248–249.
3. ^ Martyrologium Romanum, September : Romae sancti Callistrati Martyris, et aliorum quadraginta novem militum;

qui milites, in persecutione Diocletiani Imperatoris, cum Callistratus, insutus culeo et in mare demersus, divina ope
evasisset incolumis, ad Christianam religionem conversi sunt, et cum eo pariter martyrium subierunt.

Further reading [edit]

Halkin, François (1983). "La passion ancienne de S. Callistrate". Byzantion. 53 (1): 233–249. JSTOR 44170799 .
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Saint Calocerus
Martyr

Died 130
Albenga, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church

Canonized Pre-congregation

Major shrine cathedral of Albenga

Feast 18 April (Roman Catholic
Church); 19 May (Eastern
Orthodox)

Attributes depicted as a Roman soldier

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Calocerus (Italian: Caio, Calocero, Calogero) was a 2nd-
century Christian martyr. He was probably an officer in the Roman
army under the Roman emperor Hadrian and was stationed in
Brescia in Lombardy, Italy.[1] His life and legend are associated
with Saints Faustinus and Jovita, and according to tradition, all
three saints were soldiers from Brescia.[2]

According to tradition, Calocerus preached at Albenga and was
martyred in this town.[2]

Veneration [edit]

A local cult devoted to Calocerus was limited to the dioceses of
Brescia, Milan, Asti, Ivrea and Tortona.[2] The cathedral of
Albenga, built in the fourth and fifth centuries, was dedicated to him.[2] The alleged tomb of Saint Calocerus is
conserved in the Civic Museum at Albenga.[2] The cathedral of Albenga contains an urn with some of his
relics.[2]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Catholic Online
2.  ̂a b c d e f Emanuele Borserini (April 30, 2009). "San Calogero di Brescia" . Santi e beati. Retrieved April 11,

2011.
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Calogerus the Anchorite

Calogerus

Icon of Saint Calogerus from the grotto above
Mount Kronio, dated 1545

Calogerus the Anchorite, Calogerus the
Hermit, Calogerus of Sicily, San Calogero

Born c. 466
Chalcedonia

Residence Monte Kronio

Died 561
Sciacca

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church

Major shrine Sanctuary of San Calogero,
Agrigento, Sicily

Feast 18 June

Attributes Hermit, Basilian abbot

Patronage Naro, Campofranco, Petralia
Sottana, and San Salvatore di
Fitali in Sicily

Tradition or
genre

Hermetical, Basilian

Wikimedia Commons has
media related to
Category:Statues of Saint

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about Calogerus the Anchorite, also known as Calogerus of Sicily. For Roman martyr, see
Calocerus. For other saints, see Calogero § Feast days.

Calogerus the Anchorite (Greek: Καλόγερος ὁ Αναχωρητής, translit. Kalogeros ho Anakhorētēs, Kalogeros o
Anakhoritis, Latin: Calogerus or Calocerus, Sicilian: Calòjiru and Caloriu, Italian: Calogero, also known as
Calogerus the Hermit and Calogerus of Sicily, Chalcedon c. 466-18 June, 561, Monte Kronio) was a hermetical
monk, venerated as a saint by the Catholic and Orthodox churches, and the patron of many places in Sicily.

Veneration [edit]

Calogerus is commemorated by the Orthodox Church on June 18,
together with the bishop Gregorius and the deacon Demetrius.
The three saints are noted as opponents of Arianism who fled from
Africa to Sicily to escape persecution. They were active in the area
of Fragalata, near Messina.[1] Calogerus is commemorated on the
same day in the Catholic Church.[2] Calogerus is also held to have
worked as a missionary on Lipari in the Aeolian Islands, before
retiring to live as a hermit on Monte Kronio, which is now
sometimes called in Sicilian: Monte San Caluòru (Italian: Monte
San Calogero) in his honor, as is another mountain near Palermo.

Saint Calogerus is venerated at Agrigento more than Saint
Gerland, who is the patron of Agrigento. Other centres in which
Saint Calogero is particularly venerated are Porto Empedocle,
Naro, Sciacca, Frazzanó, San Salvatore di Fitalia, Cesaró, Petralia
Sottana and Campofranco. In iconography, he is usually
identifiable as a bearded hermit with olive complexion wearing
eastern (Syriac) hooded vestments.

References [edit]

1. ^ "Τῇ αὐτῇ μέρᾳ, μνήμη τῶν ὁσίων πατέρων μῶν Γρηγορίου,
Δημητρίου καί Καλογήρου, τῶν ᾿Αναχωρητῶν"  ["On this day,
the commemoration of the Sainted Fathers Gregory, Demetrius,
and Calogerus the Anchorites]. Apostoliki Diakonia: Eorlogio (in
Greek). Apostoliki Diakonia (Apostolic Auxiliary) of the Holy
Synod of the Church of Greece. Retrieved 12 April 2017. "῾Ο
᾿Επίσκοπος Γρηγόριος, ὁ Διάκονος Δημήτριος καί ὁ ᾿Ερημίτης
Καλόγηρος ἔζησαν περί τά τέλη τοῦ 5ου αἰῶνος μ.Χ.
᾿Εξεδιώχθησαν ἀπό τή Βόρειο ᾿Αφρική ἀπό τούς αἱρετικούς
᾿Αρειανούς καί κατέφυγαν στή Μεσίνα τῆς Ἰταλίας, κοντά στήν
περιοχή Φραγκάλατα, ὅπου ἐκήρυσσαν τό Εὐαγγέλιο καί
ἐστερέωναν τούς Χριστιανούς στήν πίστη τοῦ Χριστοῦ.
᾿Εκοιμήθησαν μέ εἰρήνη ("The bishop Gregory, the deacon
Demetrius, and the hermit Calogerus lived around the end of the
5th century A.D. They were exiled from North Africa by the Arian
heretics and fled to Messina in Italy, near the region of Fragalata,
where they proclaimed the Gospel and instructed the Christians
in the faith of Christ. May they rest in peace.")"

2. ^ "Saint Calogerus the Anchorite" . catholicsaints.info. 14 June
2015. Retrieved 12 April 2017.
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Camilla Battista da Varano

Saint Camilla Battista da Varano,
O.S.C.

Princess and abbess
Born 9 April 1458

Camerino, Macerata, Italy

Died 31 May 1524 (aged 66)
Camerino, Macerata, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Franciscan Order

Beatified 7 April 1843 by Pope Gregory XVI

Canonized 17 October 2010, Vatican City by
Pope Benedict XVI

Major shrine Monastery of Saint Clare
Camerino, Macerata, Italy

Feast 31 May

Palace of Blessed Camilla's father,
the Duke of Camerino

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Camilla Battista da Varano O.S.C., (9 April 1458 – 31 May
1524)[1], from Camerino, Italy, was an Italian princess and a Poor
Clare nun and abbess. She is venerated as a saint in the Catholic
Church.
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Early life [edit]

Varano was born out of wedlock in Camerino, Macerata, in the
Marche region of Italy, the daughter of noblewoman Cecchina di
Maestro Giacomo and Giulio Cesare da Varano, the Duke of
Camerino.[2] She was raised by Giulio Cesare's wife, Giovanna
Malatesta. Both her father and stepmother were very fond of her,
and she grew up in the splendour of the court, receiving an
education which included grammar and rhetoric.[3]

When she was 10 years old Varano was so impressed with the
preaching of Friars Domenico of Leonessa and Peter of Mogliano that
every Friday she would who meditate on the passion of Christ.[4] One
day Verano came across a booklet that contained a meditation on the
Passion of Christ divided into fifteen parts (to be recited like a Rosary)
and she began to read it every Friday, while on her knees before a
crucifix. She also then began other practices such as fasting on bread
and water, keeping night vigils. At this time she continued to spend time
playing music, singing, dancing, promenading, and other youthful
pursuits abundant in court life.[5]

From the ages of 18-21, she went through three years of deep spiritual
struggles against the allurements of the world. Her father did all in his power to force his daughter into marriage,
even to the extent of imprisoning her. During these two and half years, she reported having very deep
conversions with Christ, and she received many divine visitations. She claimed that Jesus had given her 'three
fragrant spring lilies': an intense hatred of the world, a heart-felt humility and a burning desire to endure evil.
She composed her first written work in this time, a Lauda (Praises), which was about the joy she felt in knowing
that Christ loved her. She claimed that she once saw Christ (in answer to her desire to see Him), but she saw
only His back as He was walking away. She also experienced seven months of severe physical illness and
depression.

Camilla resisted her father's plans so firmly that after two and a half years he restored her to liberty, for fear, as
he said, of drawing upon himself divine vengeance, and gave his consent to her becoming a nun.[6] During the
Lent of 1479 Varano listened to a sermon of Observant Franciscan friar Francesco of Urbino, whom she
described as "the trumpet of the Holy Spirit". This sermon struck her deeply. After another sermon by the same
friar (with whom she secretly corresponded) on the feast of the Annunciation, 24 March 1479, she then took a
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vow of chastity; she was 21 at the time. At this same time, she also began to increasingly hear voices inside her
telling her that her only hope of salvation was to become a nun.

Varano then had a bitter internal struggle, while dealing with sneers and gossip behind her back by members of
the court, and her father initially opposed her wish to enter into consecrated life, wishing her to marry. After a
confession of her sins to a certain Friar Oliviero on Saturday within the Octave of Easter, 17 April 1479, she
decided that she would enter the Poor Clare monastery at Urbino,[5] which was under the reform of the Strict
Observance of the Order.

Monastic life [edit]

On 14 November 1481, Camilla entered the monastery of the Poor Clares at Urbino and took the name
Baptista.[7] She described the step in Biblical terms, as having been freed from the 'slavery of Egypt' (referring
to the world), and from 'the hands of powerful Pharaoh' (referring to her father), that she had 'crossed the Red
Sea' (left the court life), and was 'placed in the desert of holy religion' (entered a monastery).[5]

Varano made her profession in 1483 and claimed it was a bittersweet moment for her, as there was much
political and religious controversy about her decision to become a nun. It was during her stay at Urbino that she
wrote Ricordi di Gesu, a meditation in the form of a letter from Jesus to her. She intensified her meditations on
the Passion and claimed to enter more deeply into the mental pains of the heart of Jesus.[3]

On 4 January 1484 Varano and eight other of her companions transferred to the new Monastery of Santa Maria
Nuova at Camerino (located near her father's castle),[2][8] in a monastery which her father had purchased from
the Olivetan monks and restored in order to have his daughter closer to him. Her father had made
arrangements with the Vicar General of the Observant Franciscans, under whose authority the Poor Clares
operated, and the pope, in order to have her re-located there. Battista, however, was reluctant to do so and
moved only under obedience.[3]

One of the most significant points in Varano's spiritual life occurred then, when she had a vision lasting fifteen
days of St. Clare of Assisi. She wrote that she did not recognize the nun at first, but afterwards she knew that it
was Clare, the foundress of her Order, and the experience caused her love and devotion to St. Clare to
intensify. It was a few days after this that she had a vision of two cherubim holding her at the bleeding feet of
Christ (described below), which lasted two months. She had another vision following this of God's love, which
afterwards convinced her of her unworthiness, and she asked God to always remain prostrate at Christ's feet.
The next five years she recorded as being filled with inner suffering that gave her a desire to leave the body
and be with Christ.[3]

In 1488, Camilla wrote I dolori mentali di Gesu nella sua Passione (The mental sorrows of Christ during his
Passion), which followed from her long meditations on this topic. It was written as a meditation by an anonymous
nun to her abbess, and it consists in Christ's presenting eight of His sorrows: the damned, the elect, his mother,
Mary Magdalen, the apostles, Judas, the Jewish people, and the ingratitude of all creation.[3]

The following five years were ones wherein she experienced a spiritual crisis. She wrote that she was battling
with the devil, as she felt abandonment and desolation while being haunted with temptations to rebel against
God and to disbelieve the scriptures. During this period, between 27 February and 13 March 1491 she
composed 'Vita Spirituale', (Spiritual Life, or her Autobiography) which was a long letter to Domenico of
Leonessa (the preacher who had inspired her tears as a child). In the letter she told him how he had inspired
her spiritual life and expressed his gratitude to him. She thought that this would be her last testament before
dying, but she was to live on for another 30 years.[3]

In 1492 she met Don Antonio, a Spanish Olivetan monk, who became her spiritual director for four years.

Her father founded a new monastery of that Order at Camerino, and presented it to his daughter. By the time
she turned 35 years of age, she was elected Abbess for the first time, a position she continued to hold for
several terms.[6] She was elected abbess of her monastery in 1500 and she was re-elected in 1507, 1513 and
1515.

Flight from Camerino [edit]

In 1501 Duke Giulio Cesare was excommunicated by Pope Alexander VI for hosting enemies of the pope and for
allegedly assassinating a cousin of the pope. The papal forces, led by Cesare Borgia, captured Camerino in
1502 and the Duke and three of his sons were imprisoned and then strangled, though her mother and youngest
brother escaped. Mother Battista fled the city and sought refuge in Fermo, but the local population, terrified of
facing the wrath of Cesare Borgia, rejected her. She found refuge in the village of Atri, in the Abruzzo region of
the Kingdom of Naples, with the Duchess of Amalfi, Isabella Piccolomini Todeschini, staying there until 1503
when with Julius II the new pope she felt safe to return to Camerino.
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Later life [edit]

In 1505, Pope Julius II sent Varano to found a monastery in Fermo.[9] She went and stayed for two years.

In 1512 through her intervention in San Severino Marche (also in the Italian Marches) she successfully stopped
the execution of Napoleone of Camerino for murder. Varano wrote to her brother-in-law, Muzio Colonna, to ask
that he spare the inhabitants of Montecchio during his military expedition against Fermo in 1515.

In 1521 Varano herself traveled to San Severino Marche to train a monastery of nuns who had just adopted the
Rule of St. Clare.[9] She wrote a letter to the Vicar General of the Observant Franciscans, Giovanni of Fano, to
whom her last written work 'Trattato della Purita di cuore' was dedicated in the same year. She died in her
monastery in Camerino during a plague on 31 March 1524, on the feast of Corpus Christi, at the age of 66.[3]

Varano's remains were placed to rest in the crypt of the Monastery of the Poor Clares of Camerino.[10]

Visions [edit]

She is said to have experienced visions. According to St. Alphonsus Liguori, in his "Discourse IX of the Dolors of
Mary", Passino writes that Jesus Christ Himself one day, speaking to blessed Baptista Varani of Camerino,
assured her that when on the cross, so great was His affliction at seeing His Mother at His feet in such bitter
anguish, that compassion for her caused Him to die without consolation; so much so, that the blessed Baptista,
being supernaturally enlightened as to the greatness of this suffering of Jesus, exclaimed, "O Lord, tell me no
more of this Thy sorrow, for I can no longer bear it." [11]

Writings [edit]

She wrote with equal facility in Latin and Italian, and who was accounted one of the most accomplished scholars
of her day. Camilla wrote extensively. Her work includes Pregheria a Dio (1488–1490), Remembrances of Jesus
(Ricordi di Gesu) (1483–1491), Praise of the Vision of Christ (1479–1481), and The Spiritual Life (Vita
Spirituale) (1491), an autobiography from 1466-1491 which is considered a "jewel of art" and of the spiritual life.
In this work, she describes how two seraphim with wings of gold, appeared to her because they were assigned
to help her understand the mysterious working of unitive love.[8]

Two angels came to me, dressed in resplendent white garments which I have seen only worn by
Jesus. They had wings of gold. One of them took my soul from the right side, the other from the left
side, and they elevated it in the air, laying it down near the crucified feet of the Son of God made
Man. This state lasted about two months almost continually; I seem to walk, to speak, and do what I
wished, deprived however of my soul. It remained there where the two Angels had placed it but
they never abandoned it.

...They (the celestial spirits) declare to me that they were so intimate with God that God is not ever
separated from them. They also explained to me that the seraphim were likewise united to the
cherubim in that none of them could ever go without the other to a soul.

— Camilla Varano, The Spiritual Life

Completed in 1488, Treatise on the Mental Sufferings of Jesus Christ our Lord (I dolori mentale di Gesu nella
sua passione), is considered a masterpiece and is her best-known work.[7] It is largely a series of translations of
revelations which she received.[8]

Also attributed to Varano are three brief hand-written compositions, a short letter to her brother-in-law Muzio
Colonna (1515), a Memoria recording her first encounter with the Benedictine-Olivetan monk Antonio di
Segovia (1492), a eulogy in honour of the death of the Observant Franciscan Pietro da Mogliano (1491), as
well brief prayers, letters, poems, tracts and revelations.[4]

Her works also include the: "Recordationes et instructiones spirituales novem", which she wrote about 1491;
"Opus de doloribus mentalibus D.N.J.C.", written during 1488-91 and first published at Camerino in 1630; "Liber
suae conversionis", a story of her life, written in 1491, and first published at Macerata in 1624. These works
have been edited by the Bollandists in connection with some of Baptista's letters. But most of her "Epistolae
spirituales ad devotas personas" as well as her "Carmina pleraque latina et vulgaria" are still unpublished.[6]

Varano wrote in the dialect of the Marches region, while quoting scripture in Latin, which preserved the usage of
the language at that period.[3]

Her writings represented a high point in the Poor Clare tradition through its emphasis on the following of the
"poor and crucified Christ", articulated by St. Bonaventure as a mark of Franciscan life, as well as mystical
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espousal with Christ. An element of her writing not found in St Clare's was her stress on Christ's inner sufferings
and the need to suffer the evil that had befallen Him.[3]

As a whole the writings of Baptista are remarkable for originality of thought, spirituality, and vivid language. Br.
José Rodríguez Carballo, ofm, Minister General of the Friars Minor quotes Camilla Baptista:

O Most Clement God, if you were to reveal to me all the secrets of your Sacred Heart and everyday
were to show me the Angelic Hierarchies; if everyday I could raise the dead, it would not be
because of these things that you love me with an infinite love. Rather, it would be because I have
done good to the one who has wronged me, said good things of and praise the one who has
spoken ill of me and wronged me unjustly.[9]

Veneration [edit]

Both Saint Philip Neri and St. Alphonsus Liguori recorded their admiration for her.

On 8 April 1821 Pope Leo XIII approved the acts of the process for her canonization. Varano was beatified by
Pope Gregory XVI in 1843, following recognition of her long-standing public cult. On 4 February 1893 her
writings were also approved. On 17 October 2010 Pope Benedict XVI canonized her, along with five
others.[10][12]

Her feast was originally kept in the Franciscan Order on 2 June but is more recently commemorated on 30 May.

Depictions [edit]

St. Baptista Varani is depicted in a stained glass window in the church of St. Thomas of Canterbury, Woodford
Green, Essex.[13]
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Camillus de Lellis

Saint
Camillus de Lellis

M.I.

Patron saint of the sick

Priest and religious founder
Born May 25, 1550

Bucchianico, Chieti,
Kingdom of Naples

Died July 14, 1614 (aged 64)
Rome, Papal States

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 1742, Rome, Papal States, by
Pope Benedict XIV

Canonized 1746, Rome, Papal States, by
Pope Benedict XIV

Major shrine Church of Santa Maria
Maddalena, Rome, Italy

Feast 14 July
18 July (General Roman
Calendar, 1762-1969; still in the
United States)

Attributes A Catholic priest holding a sick
person

Patronage sick; hospitals; nurses;
physicians

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Camillus de Lellis, M.I., (25 May 1550 – 14 July 1614) was a
Roman Catholic priest from Italy who founded the Camillians, a
religious order dedicated to the care of the sick. He was beatified
by Pope Benedict XIV in the year 1742, and canonized by him four
years later in 1746. De Lellis is the patron saint of the sick,
hospitals, nurses and physicians. His assistance is also invoked
against gambling.
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Biography [edit]

Early life [edit]

Camillus de Lellis was born on May 25, 1550, at Bucchianico (now
in Abruzzo, then part of the Kingdom of Naples). His mother,
Camilla Compelli de Laureto, was nearly fifty when she gave birth
to him. His father was an officer in both the Neapolitan and French
royal armies[1] and was seldom home. De Lellis had his father's
temper and, due to his mother's age and retiring nature, she felt
unable to control him as he grew up. She died in 1562. As a
consequence he grew up neglected by the family members who
took him in after her death. Tall for his age, at 16 De Lellis joined
his father in the Venetian army and fought in a war against the
Turks.

After a number of years of military service, his regiment was
disbanded in 1575. Having gambled away all his possessions, De
Lellis took work as a laborer at the Capuchin friary at
Manfredonia;[2] he was constantly plagued, however, by a leg
wound he received while in the army, which would not heal. Despite his
aggressive nature and excessive gambling, the guardian of the friary
saw a better side to his nature, and continually tried to bring that out in
him.[3] Eventually the friar's exhortations penetrated his heart and he
had a religious conversion in 1575. He then entered the novitiate of the
Capuchin friars. His leg wound, however, had continued to plague him
and was declared incurable by the physicians, thus he was denied
admission to that Order.

He then moved to Rome where he entered the San Giacomo Hospital,
possibly founded by the Colonna family and dedicated to cardinal
Giacomo Colonna (uncle of the founder Giovanni Colonna), which cared
for incurable cases. He himself became a caregiver at the hospital, and
later its Superintendent.[2] In the meantime, he continued to follow a
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The memorial tablet in the main
courtyard of the Ca' Granda, in Milan.

strict ascetic life, performing many penances, such as constant wearing
of a hairshirt. He took as his spiritual director and confessor the popular
local priest, Philip Neri, who was himself to found a religious
congregation named the Congregation of the Oratory and be declared a saint.[1]

De Lellis began to observe the poor attention the sick received from the staff of the hospital. He was led to
invite a group of pious men to express their faith through the care of the patients at the hospital. Eventually he
felt called to establish a religious community for this purpose, and that he should seek Holy Orders for this task.
Neri, his confessor, gave him approval for this endeavor, and a wealthy donor provided him with the income
necessary to undertake his seminary studies.

He was ordained on Pentecost of 1584 by Lord Thomas Goldwell, Bishop of St Asaph, Wales, and the last
surviving Catholic bishop of Great Britain.

Founder [edit]

Thus De Lellis established the Order of Clerks Regular, Ministers of the Infirm (abbreviated as M.I.), better
known as the Camillians. His experience in wars led him to establish a group of health care workers who would
assist soldiers on the battlefield. The large red cross on their cassock remains a symbol of the Congregation
today, worn on their habits, today a universal symbol of charity and service. This was the original Red Cross,
hundreds of years before the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement was formed.[citation needed]

During the Battle of Canizza in 1601, while Camillians were helping with the wounded, the tent in which they
were tending to the sick and in which they had all of their equipment and supplies was completely destroyed
and burned to the ground. Everything in the tent was destroyed except the red cross of a religious habit
belonging to one of the Camillians who was ministering to the wounded on the battlefield. This event was taken
by the Camillans to manifest divine approval of the Red Cross of St. Camillus.[4]

Members of the Order also devoted themselves to victims of Bubonic plague. It was due to the efforts of the
brothers and supernatural healings by de Lellis that the people of Rome credited de Lellis with ridding the city
of a great plague and the subsequent famine. For a time, he became known as the "Saint of Rome".

De Lellis' concern for the proper treatment of the sick extended to the end of their lives. He had come to be
aware of the many cases of people being buried alive, due to haste, and ordered that the Brothers of his Order
wait fifteen minutes past the moment when the patient seemed to have drawn his last breath, in order to avoid
this.[5]

Expansion [edit]

In 1586 Pope Sixtus V gave the group formal recognition as a congregation[1] and assigned them the Church of
St. Mary Magdalene in Rome, which they still maintain. In 1588 they expanded to Naples and in 1594 De Lellis
led his religious to Milan where they attended to the sick of the Ca' Granda, the main hospital of the city.

Pope Gregory XV raised the Congregation to the status of an Order, equivalent with the mendicant orders, in
1591. At that time they established a fourth religious vow unique to their Order: “to serve the sick, even with
danger to one’s own life."[6]

Throughout his life De Lellis' ailments caused him suffering, but he allowed no one to wait on him and would
crawl to visit the sick when unable to stand and walk.[7] It is said that Camillus possessed the gifts of healing and
prophecy. He resigned as Superior General of the Order in 1607, but continued to serve as Vicar General of
the Order. By that time, communities of the Order had spread all throughout Italy and as far as Hungary. He
assisted in a General Chapter of the Order in 1613, after which he accompanied the new Superior General on
an inspection tour of all the hospitals of the Order in Italy. In the course of that tour, he fell ill. He died in Rome
in 1614, and was entombed at the Church of St. Mary Magdalene.

Veneration [edit]

De Lellis was beatified by Pope Benedict XIV in the year 1742, and canonized by him four years later in 1746.

Popularly, De Lellis is the patron saint of the sick, hospitals, nurses and physicians.[2] His assistance is also
invoked against gambling.

His mortal remains are located in the altar in the Church of St. Mary Magdalene in Rome, along with several of
his relics. Also on display is the Cross which allegedly spoke to Camillus, and asked him, "Why are you afraid?
Do you not realize that this is not your work but mine?" which has become the motto associated with De Lellis,
as well as healthcare workers who were inspired by him.

The Congregation of the Servants of the Sick of St Camillus, the Daughters of St. Camillus, the Secular
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Institutes of Missionaries of the Sick Christ Our Hope, of the Kamillianische Schwestern (Camillan Sisters) and of
the Lay Camillian Family, were born later of the charism and spirituality of De Lellis.

Camillus' feast day was originally inserted in the General Roman Calendar in 1762 for celebration on 18 July,
since 14 July, the day of his death, was at that time taken by the feast of Saint Bonaventure. It was then given
the rank of Double; later, it was changed in 1960 to that of "Third-Class Feast",[8] and in the liturgical changes
of 1969 to that of an optional "Memorial", when it was also moved to the anniversary of his death, 14 July. In the
U.S.A. it is currently an optional Memorial celebrated on 18 July, because on 14 July there is the obligatory
Memorial of Kateri Tekakwitha.

Commemoration [edit]

Camillus is honoured in the names of:

San Camillo de Lellis, a church in Rome, Italy
The Camillians religious order, including the Daughters of St. Camillus
The town Saint-Camille, Quebec and the parish Saint-Camille-de-Lellis, Quebec
The town and village of Camillus, New York
Saint Camillus Academy, former Catholic school in Kentucky, USA
St Camille Association, providing residential care for people in West Africa suffering from mental illness
St. Camillus Centre in Mohale's Hoek, Lesotho
St. Camillus College of Manaoag in Northern Luzon, Philippines
Saint Camillus Foundation, a charitable organization in Thailand, including the Camillian social center in
Rayong
St. Camillus Health Center, a skilled nursing facility located in Massachusetts, USA
Camillian Hospital, a general hospital located in Bangkok, Thailand
Saint Camillus Medical Center, in Hurst, Texas
United Doctors of St. Camillus de Lellis Hospital, Batangas City, Philippines
St. Camillus College of Manaoag Foundation, Inc., a non-profit, non-stock private school in Manaoag,
Pangasinan, Philippines
Camillian Family Foundation Philippines
The Centers at St. Camillus, a rehabilitation and nursing home facility in Syracuse, New York[9]

St. Camillus Hall, the cardiac telemetry unit at Holy Family Hospital, Methuen, Massachusetts, USA
St. Camillus Health Center, a nursing home and ancillaries clinic in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA

See also [edit]

Scapular of Help of the Sick
Incorruptibility
Saint Camillus, patron saint archive
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Candida Maria of Jesus

Saint
Cándida María de Jesús

Religious
Born 31 May 1845

Andoáin, Gipúzkoa, Kingdom of
Spain

Died 9 August 1912 (aged 67)
Salamanca, Kingdom of Spain

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 12 May 1996, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Canonized 17 October 2010, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
Benedict XVI

Feast 9 August

Attributes Religious habit

Patronage Daughters of Jesus also known
as Hijas De Jesus
Educators

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article uses Spanish naming customs: the first or paternal family name is Cipitria and the second or
maternal family name is Barriola.

For the Italian nun, please see: Maria Candida of the Eucharist

Cándida María de Jesús (31 May 1845 – 9 August 1912) – born
Juana Josefa Cipitria y Barriola – was a Spanish nun and the
founder of the Daughters of Jesus.[1] The order - founded in 1871
- was under Jesuit direction from her spiritual director and was
involved with the education of children in Salamanca though
expanded during her lifetime.[2][3]

Barriola was canonized as a saint on 17 October 2010.

Contents [hide]
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3 References
4 External links

Life [edit]

Juana Josefa Cipitria y Barriola was born in mid-1845 as the eldest
of seven children to the weavers Juan Miguel Cipitria and María
Jesús Barriola.[1] Her father was a weaver. Rather than attend
school she helped look after her siblings because she was the
eldest child. She received her Confirmation on 5 August 1848 and
made her First Communion in 1855.[3]

At a young age, she went to Burgos to help support the household
and worked as a domestic servant in various homes.[1] Barriola
was affected to a great degree from the depth of the poor
conditions that she witnessed in a place undergoing the social
effects of the Industrial Revolution in her native land.

The Jesuit priest Miguel José Herranz advised her on her path
ahead and at his advice started a number of charitable and
educations programs; the two met in Valladolid in 1868.[2] Barriola
believed that she experienced a vision of Jesus Christ on 26
March 1869 on Good Friday.[1] On 8 December 1871 - alongside
five companions - she founded the Daughters of Jesus and she
assumed the religious name: "Cándida María de Jesús".

The nun founded the congregation for the education of children
and the advancement of the women in Salamanca. The
congregation received diocesan approval from the Bishop of
Salamanca on 3 April 1873. On 8 December 1873 she made her solemn profession.[3]

Barriola based her spiritual principles and practices on the Spiritual Exercises. Father Herranz collaborated with
her as she wrote the constitutions for the order which received the decree of praise from Pope Leo XIII on 6
August 1901; full papal approval came from Pope Pius X after her death in 1913.[2] Barriola was a contemplative
religious and was immersed in God who spent long hours before the tabernacle where she became serene
even in trials and suffering. Her motto for life was: "I am for God alone".[1][3]

Barriola died in 1912. In 2005 her order had 1116 religious in 114 houses in countries such as the Dominican
Republic and the Philippines.[2]
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Canonization [edit]

The informative phase for the beatification process spanned in Salamanca from 17 June 1942 until 9 July 1957;
all of her spiritual writings received theological approval on 25 October 1961. The formal introduction to the
cause came on 22 September 1978 under Pope John Paul I and she became titled as a Servant of God. The
informative phase received validation in Rome from the Congregation for the Causes of Saints on 7 October
1982 while later receiving the Positio dossier from the postulation in 1989. Theologians approved this dossier
on 12 March 1993 as did the C.C.S. on 22 June 1993; the confirmation of her heroic virtue allowed Pope John
Paul II to title her as Venerable on 6 July 1993.

The miracle for beatification was investigated in Spain and received C.C.S. validation on 17 December 1983;
the medical experts approved it on 22 June 1994 as did theologians on 28 October 1994 and the C.C.S. on 10
January 1995. John Paul II approved this miracle on 6 April 1995 and beatified the late religious on 12 May
1996 in Saint Peter's Square.

Another miracle needed for her to become a saint was investigated again in Spain and it received C.C.S.
validation on 10 June 2005 before medical experts approved it on 25 September 2008. Theologians likewise
approved this miracle on 7 March 2009 as did the C.C.S. on 16 June 2009. Pope Benedict XVI approved this
miracle on 3 July 2009 and canonized her as a saint on 17 October 2010.
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Candida the Elder

Saint Candida the Elder

Luca Giordano, The Patron Saints of Naples (Baculus,
Euphebius, Francis Borgia, Aspren, and Candida the
Elder (kneeling)) adoring the Crucifix, 17th century.

Palazzo Reale, Naples.

Bishop
Born Naples

Died 1st century
Naples

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast September 4

Patronage Naples, Dining Clubs

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Saint Candida" redirects here. For the 1945 Argentine film, see Saint Candida (film).

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Candida the Elder" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(April 2020) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Saint Candida the Elder (Italian: Candida la Vecchia)
(died 78 AD) was an early Christian saint and resident of
Naples, Italy.

Candida was an elderly woman who hospitably welcomed
Saint Peter the Apostle, when he was passing through
Naples on his way to Rome.[1] The woman was cured of an
illness by Saint Peter and converted to Christianity.[2] She
was baptized by Peter and later converted Aspren, the first
bishop of Naples, to Christianity.[3]

She is one of the patron saints of Naples.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ [http://catholicsaints.info/book-of-saints-candida-the-
elder/  Monks of Ramsgate. "Candida the Elder". Book
of Saints, 1921. CatholicSaints.Info. 26 September 2012

 This article incorporates text from this source, which is
in the public domain.

2. ^ "Sant' Aspreno di Napoli" . Santi e Beati. April 19,
2002.

3. ^ Catholic Online
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Canonization of the Romanovs

Tsar Nicholas II of Russia and Family

Icon of the Romanov Tsar family

Royal Martyrs, Tsar Nicholas II of Russia and
Family (ROCOR)

Royal Passion-Bearers, Tsar Nicholas II of
Russia and Family (Moscow Patriarchate)

Born 18 May [O.S. 6 May] 1868
(Nicholas II)
6 June [O.S. 25 May] 1872
(Tsarina Alexandra)
15 November [O.S. 3
November] 1895 (Olga)
10 June [O.S. 29 May] 1897
(Tatiana)
26 June [O.S. 14 June] 1899
(Maria)
18 June [O.S. 5 June] 1901
(Anastasia)
12 August [O.S. 30 July] 1904
(Alexei)
Peterhof, Russia;
New Palace, Darmstadt, Hesse,
German Empire
(Tsarina Alexandra)

Died 17 July 1918
Yekaterinburg, Russia

Venerated in MOSPAT
ROCOR

Canonized 1981 and 2000, United States
and Russia by Russian
Orthodox Church Abroad and the
Moscow Patriarchate

Major shrine Church on Blood, Yekaterinburg,
Russia

Feast 17 July [O.S. 4 July]

Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Tsar family
icons.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The canonization of the Romanovs (also called "glorification" in
the Russian Orthodox Church) was the elevation to sainthood of
the last Imperial Family of Russia – Tsar Nicholas II, his wife
Tsarina Alexandra, and their five children Olga, Tatiana, Maria,
Anastasia, and Alexei – by the Russian Orthodox Church. The
family was killed by the Bolsheviks on 17 July 1918 at the Ipatiev
House in Yekaterinburg. The house was later demolished. The
Church on Blood was built on this site, and the altar stands over
the execution site.

The family was canonized on 1 November 1981 as new martyrs by
the Russian Orthodox Church Outside Russia. Their servants, who
had been killed along with them, were also canonized. The
canonized servants were Yevgeny Botkin, court physician; Alexei
Trupp, footman; Ivan Kharitonov, cook; and Anna Demidova,
Alexandra's maid. Also canonized were two servants killed in
September 1918, lady in waiting Anastasia Hendrikova and tutor
Catherine Adolphovna Schneider. All were canonized as victims of
oppression by the Bolsheviks. The Russian Orthodox Church did
not canonize the servants, two of whom were not Russian
Orthodox: Trupp was Roman Catholic, and Schneider was
Lutheran.

Alexandra's sister, Grand Duchess Elizabeth Fyodorovna, who was
murdered by the Bolsheviks on 18 July 1918, was canonized on 1
November 1981 as New-Martyr Elizabeth by the Russian Orthodox
Church Abroad, along with Prince Ioann Konstantinovich of
Russia, Prince Igor Konstantinovich of Russia, Prince Konstantine
Konstantinovich of Russia, Grand Duke Sergey Mikhaylovich of
Russia, and Prince Vladimir Pavlovich Paley, and Elizabeth's
faithful companion, Sister Varvara Yakovleva, who were all killed
with her. Fyodor Remez, Grand Duke Sergei's personal secretary,
who was killed as well, was not canonized. They are known as the
Martyrs of Alapaevsk.

In 1992, Grand Duchess Elizabeth Fyodorovna and Varvara
Yakovleva were canonized as New-Martyr Elizabeth and New-
Martyr Barbara by the Moscow Patriarchate of the Russian
Orthodox Church. The grand dukes and others killed with them
were not canonized.

On 20 August 2000, after much debate, the Romanov family was
canonized as passion bearers by the Moscow Patriarchate.

On 3 February 2016, the Bishop's Council of the Russian
Orthodox Church canonized Botkin as a righteous passion
bearer.[1]
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Controversy [edit]

See also: Tsarebozhiye

The canonizations were controversial for both branches of the Russian Orthodox Church. In 1981, opponents
noted Nicholas II's perceived weaknesses as a ruler and said that his actions had led to the Bolshevik
Revolution, which caused so much damage for Russia and its people. One priest of the Russian Orthodox
Church Abroad noted that martyrdom in the Russian Orthodox Church has nothing to do with the martyr's
personal actions but was instead related to why he or she was killed.[2] Other critics noted that the Russian
Orthodox Church Abroad appeared to be blaming Jewish revolutionaries for the deaths and equating the
political assassination with a ritual murder.[3]

Others rejected the family's being classified as new martyrs because they were not killed because of their
religious faith. There was no proof that the execution was a ritual murder. Religious leaders in both churches
also had objections to canonizing the Tsar's family because they perceived him to have been a weak emperor
whose incompetence led to the revolution, and the suffering of his people. They said he was at least partially
responsible for his own murder and the murders of his wife and children. For these opponents, the fact that the
Tsar was, in private life, a kind man and a good husband and father did not override his poor governance of
Russia.[2]

The Moscow Patriarchate in 2000 canonized the family as passion bearers: people who face death with
resignation, in a Christ-like manner, as distinguished from martyrs, the latter historically killed for their faith.
Proponents cited previous Tsars and Tsareviches who had been canonized as passion bearers, such as
Tsarevich Dimitri, murdered at the end of the sixteenth century, as setting a precedent for the canonization of
the Romanov family. They noted the piety of the family and reports that the Tsarina and her eldest daughter
Olga prayed and attempted to make the sign of the cross immediately before they died.

Despite their official designation as "passion-bearers" by the August 2000 Council, the family are referred to as
"martyrs" in Church publications, icons, and in popular veneration by the people.[4][5]

The bodies of Tsar Nicholas II, Tsarina Alexandra, and three of their daughters were discovered in 1979.
Remains of two of the children, believed to be Maria and Alexei, were missing from the unmarked grave. The
discovery of the Romanov remains was not acknowledged by the government until 1989 during the glasnost
period. Following confirmation of identities through forensic and DNA analysis, the Imperial Family was interred
in a state funeral at St. Peter and Paul Cathedral in St. Petersburg on 17 July 1998, eighty years after they
were murdered.[6]

It was not until 2007 that the remains of Alexei and one of his sisters were found at a second unmarked
gravesite, about 70 meters from the first.[7] On 23 August 2007, a Russian archaeologist announced the
discovery of two burned, partial skeletons at a bonfire site at Ganina Yama near Yekaterinburg that appeared
to match the site described in assassin Yakov Yurovsky's memoirs. The archaeologists said the bones are from
a boy who was roughly between the ages of ten and thirteen years at the time of his death and of a young
woman who was roughly between the ages of eighteen and twenty-three years old. Anastasia was seventeen
years, one month old at the time of the assassination, while her sister Maria was nineteen years, one month old;
and her brother Alexei was two weeks shy of his fourteenth birthday. Anastasia's elder sisters Olga and Tatiana
were twenty-two and twenty-one years old at the time of the assassination. Along with the remains of the two
bodies, archaeologists found "shards of a container of sulfuric acid, nails, metal strips from a wooden box, and
bullets of various caliber.".[8]

Preliminary testing indicated a "high degree of probability" that the remains belong to the Tsarevich Alexei and
to one of his sisters, Russian forensic scientists announced on 22 January 2008.[9] The Yekaterinburg region's
chief forensic expert Nikolai Nevolin indicated the results would be compared against those obtained by foreign
experts.[10] On April 30, 2008, Russian forensic scientists announced that DNA testing proves that the remains
belong to the Tsarevich Alexei and to one of his sisters.[11] With this result, all of the Tsar's family are
accounted for.

Since the late 20th century, believers have attributed healing from illnesses or conversion to the Orthodox
Church to their prayers to Maria and Alexei, as well as to the rest of the family.[12][13]
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Yekaterinburg's "Church on the Blood," built on
the spot where Nicholas II and his family were
murdered in 1918

 

Church of St. Nicholas at the Romanov
Monastery near the site where the Romanovs'
remains were found at Ganina Yama
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Canossians

Canossian Daughters of Charity
Abbreviation FdCC or Canossians

Formation 1828

Type religious institute (Catholic)

Headquarters Via della Stazione di Ottavia,
Rome, Italy

Superior
General

Sr. Margaret Cocheekkaran
Peter, F.d.C.C.

Website http://www.fdcc.org/

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Canossian Sons of Charity)

The Canossians are a family of two religious institutes and three
affiliated organizations that trace their origin to Magdalen of
Canossa (1774–1835) who was declared a saint by the Roman
Catholic Church in 1988.
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Canossian Family [edit]

Canossian Daughters of Charity, Servants of the Poor (FDCC) [edit]

The Canossian Daughters of Charity (Canossian Sisters), is a Catholic religious institute founded by Magdalen
of Canossa in Verona, Italy, in 1808. On February 27, 1860, six Canossian Sisters from Venice and Padua
began their journey to Hong Kong arriving there on April 12, 1860. From there the sisters went to Macau and
then to Southeast Asia.

Today they count eighteen provinces with approximately 2,700 Sisters in more than 336 communities and in 32
countries around the world. Their primary works of charity include education, catechesis, and care of the sick.[1]

The General House is in Rome.[2] (FDCC is the Italian abbreviation of "Figlie Della Carità Canossiane").

ENCA or Enlace Canossiano America (Canossian Network in America) is the union of the three Canossian
Provinces in America: Brazil, Argentina and North America. It includes all the Canossian Sisters residing in
America.

Since 1988 the sisters help with pastoral work, teaching and hospital visitation the Chinese Community and the
new Chinese immigrants at St. Francis Xavier Church in Richmond in the Archdiocese of Vancouver, British
Columbia.[3]

In the United States the Canossian Daughters of Charity run a retreat center, the Canossian Spirituality Center
in Albuquerque, New Mexico.[4]

The Sisters in Macau spread out to other countries in Southeast Asia towards the end of the 19th century.

In 1894 mainly Italian and Portuguese-speaking Sisters arrived at the Portuguese Mission at St. Joseph's
Church in Singapore (then part of the Straits Settlements) and expanded to Malaya, both of which were part of
the British Empire.[5] As of 2008 the Sisters are the largest religious orders in the Archdiocese of Singapore and
operate 3 mainstream schools - St Anthony's Canossian Primary & Secondary School & Canossa Catholic
Primary School; 2 pre-schools/kindergartens, 1 special school for the deaf and 2 homes for the Aged Sick
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providing palliative care. In addition, the Sisters offer retreats and spiritual direction.[6] In the Philippines, Mother
Anna Bautista led a group of sisters and founded the first mission and school in the country in 1954.[7]

Canossian Sons of Charity (FdCC) [edit]

The Canossian Sons of Charity, (Canossian Fathers), were founded in Venice in 1831. They count today about
200 brothers and priests dedicated to the education of children and young people through cathechesis in
schools, orphanages, youth centers (oratories) and other works of charity towards the poor and the least. They
are present in Italy, Brazil, Kenya, Tanzania, India and the Philippines. (FdCC means "Figli della Carità
Canossiani").

In 1986 upon the invitation of the late Jaime Cardinal Sin, Archbishop of Manila, the Canossian Fathers in Italy
sent two priests to start a mission and to open a seminary.[7]

Affiliates [edit]

Association of Lay Canossians (ALC) (Canossian Tertiaries or Collaborators) are married and unmarried
lay men and women of diverse nationalities who feel called to live the charism and the spirituality of the
Canossian Family in their personal, family and social life. They received their "Plan for the Tertiaries" in
1835 and today serve in Asia, Europe, Oceania, Africa and the Americas. They are counting about 2,150
members. (ALC stands for "Associazione Laici Canossiani").[8]

International Canossian Voluntary Service (VOICA) (Canossian Volunteers) was legally established in
1996 to support and direct young people and adults from all parts of the world who are seeking to deepen
the meaning and purpose of their lives by a personal experience of shared community life in a short or long
term voluntary service of the poor. They are presently sharing in Canossian missionary projects in Togo,
Congo, Uganda, Albania, Indonesia, Angola, Paraguay and Brasil. (VOICA is the abbreviation of
"Volontariato Internazionale CAnossiano").[9]

Canossian Foundation (ONLUS), established in 2004 in Rome, is a legal non-profit entity for human
development, to promote, coordinate and sustain initiatives that favour the poorest and the most excluded in
the world and also to raise funds for the Canossian Missions in Brazil, the Philippines, India, and Africa.
(ONLUS in Italian stands for "Organizzazione Non Lucrativa di Utilità Sociale").[10]

• Canossian Alumni Association. A membership society registered in Singapore for former students of the
various Canossian schools in Singapore.

Schools [edit]

Hong Kong [edit]

Holy Family Canossian College[11]

Holy Family Canossian School[12]

Holy Family Canossian School (Kowloon Tong)[13]

Sacred Heart Canossian College in Pok Fu Lam[14]

Sacred Heart Canossian School [15]

St. Mary's Canossian College in Tsim Sha Tsui[16]

St. Francis' Canossian College in Wan Chai[17]

St. Francis' Canossian School in Wan Chai
Pui Tak Canossian College[18]

Canossa Primary School [19]

Canossa College (formerly Canossian Convent Secondary School)[20]

Canossa School [21]

Holy Angels Canossian School[22]

Australia [edit]

Canossa School  in Ingham

India [edit]

St. Joseph's College for Women in Alappuzha[23]

St. Philomena's Girls High School] in Poonthura[24]

Elementary School "English Together"] in Bareilly[25]

Canossa Convent High School in Dhule[26]

Canossa Convent School in Faizabad, Uttar Pradesh
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Canossa Convent High School in Mahim[27]

Canossa Convent High School in Andheri[27]

Canossa school, Lucknow

Canossa School in Lucknow

St.josephs school Belgaum canossa , Vasai

Macau [edit]

Sacred Heart Canossian College[28]

Malaysia [edit]

Sekolah Menengah Kebangsaan Canossa Convent, Malacca
Sekolah Menengah Kebangsaan Canossian Convent, Segamat
Sekolah Menengah Kebangsaan Canossian Convent, Kluang
Sekolah Kebangsaan Canossian Convent, Kluang
Sekolah Kebangsaan Canossian Convent, Segamat
Sekolah Kebangsaan Sacred Heart Convent, Malacca

Singapore [edit]

Canossa Catholic Primary School[29]

Saint Anthony's Canossian Primary School], Bedok[30]

Saint Anthony's Canossian Secondary School
Canossian School (for the deaf)
Canossaville Pre-school
Canossian Kindergarten

Philippines [edit]

Canossa School in Santa Rosa, Laguna[31]

Canossa College in San Pablo, Laguna[32]

Canossa Academy in Lipa, Batangas[33]

Canossa Academy in Calamba, Laguna[34]

Hospitals [edit]

Canossa Hospital (Caritas)
Dispensary Saint Josephine Bakhita in Agoe, Togo[35]

Canossa Health and Social Center Bulihan, Silang, Cavite, Philippines[36]

Canossa Private Hospital, Oxley, Brisbane, Australia[37]

Saints [edit]

The foundress of the Canossians, Magdalen of Canossa (1774-1835), was canonized a saint on 2 October
1988 by Pope John Paul II. Mother Josephine Bakhita of Sudan (1869-1947) was also named a Canossian saint
on 1 October 2000 by Pope John Paul II.

Members proposed for sainthood [edit]

Canossian Daughters and Sons of Charity who are proposed for canonization by the Church include:

Servant of God Dalisay Lazaga[38] Lazaga's cause was opened on June 28, 2012 by the Congregation for
the Causes of Saints.
Venerable Fernanda Riva: Riva was born on May 1, 1920 in Monza, Milan, Italy, She became a Canossian
Daughters of Charity and went to India. She died on January 22, 1956 in Mumbai (a.k.a. Bombay),
Maharashtra, India. She was venerated on June 28, 2012 by Pope Benedict XVI for the decree of heroic
virtue.[39]

Servant of God Teresa Pera: Teresa Pera was born on February 16, 1870 in Turin, Italy, became a
professed religious of the Canossian Daughters of Charity. She died on June 26, 1938 in Besozzo, Varese,
Italy. Her cause was opened for the decree for heroic virtue.[40]

Servant of God Luigia Grassi[41]
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Canus Natus

Canus Natus

Statue in Saint-Cannat

Pilgrim
Born Fifth century

Died October 15, 490
Saint-Cannat, France

Escutcheon of the village of Saint-
Cannat.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Canus Natus was a French Roman Catholic Saint in the fifth
century.
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Early life [edit]

Canus Natus was born in the fifth century.[1][2] He was white-haired
upon his birth, a sign of wisdom at the time.[1][2][3][4] The phrase
"canus natus" in Latin means "he was born old."[5]

Religious vocation [edit]

He became a Roman Catholic hermit in a place called Sauzet,
described by Christophe de Villeneuve-Bargemon (1771–1829) as
a "desert" with "willow trees."[1][2][3]

According to Henri François Xavier de Belsunce de Castelmoron
(1671–1755), one of his miracles occurred when a dead reed he
used as a cane was brought back to life, looking green again.[4]

This miracle led him to accept a tenure as the Bishop of Marseille in the
second half of the fifth century.[1][2][3][4] During his tenure, he strongly
opposed paganism and heresy.[1]

Death and legacy [edit]

Upon retirement, he settled in Sauzet again, and died there on October
15, 490.[2][3] After he was buried there, it became a hamlet and took his
name.[1][3][6] It is now known as the village of Saint-Cannat.[1][6]

Additionally, the Église Saint-Cannat in Marseille, built from 1526 to
1619, is named in his honour.[3]
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Canute IV of Denmark

Canute IV
King of Denmark

Reign 1080–1086

Predecessor Harald III

Successor Olaf I

Born c. 1042[1]

Died 10 July 1086
St. Alban's Priory, Odense

Burial St. Canute's Cathedral, Odense

Spouse Adela of Flanders

Issue Charles I, Count of Flanders
Cecilia Knutsdatter
Ingegerd Knutsdatter

House Estridsen

Father Sweyn II of Denmark

Mother Unknown mistress

Religion Roman Catholicism

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Not to be confused with Canute Lavard.

Canute IV (c. 1042 – 10 July 1086), later known as Canute the
Holy (Danish: Knud IV den Hellige) or Saint Canute (Sankt
Knud), was King of Denmark from 1080 until 1086. Canute was an
ambitious king who sought to strengthen the Danish monarchy,
devotedly supported the Roman Catholic Church, and had designs
on the English throne. Slain by rebels in 1086, he was the first
Danish king to be canonized. He was recognized by the Roman
Catholic Church as patron saint of Denmark in 1101.
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Life [edit]

Canute was born c. 1042, one of the many sons of Sweyn II Estridsson.[1] He is first noted as a member of
Sweyn's 1069 raid of England,[2] and the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle reports that Canute was one of the leaders of
another raid against England in 1075. When returning from England in 1075, the Danish fleet stopped in the
County of Flanders.[3] Because of its hostility towards William I of England, Flanders was a natural ally for the
Danes. He also led successful campaigns to Sember and Ester, according to skald Kálfr Mánason.[2]

When Sweyn died, Canute's brother Harald III was elected king, and as Canute went into exile in Sweden,[2] he
was possibly involved in the active opposition to Harald.[3] On 17 April 1080, Harald died;[4] and Canute
succeeded him to the throne of Denmark.[when?] On his accession, he married Adela, daughter of Count Robert I
of Flanders. She bore him one son, Charles in 1084, and twin daughters Cæcilia (who married Erik Jarl) and
Ingerid (who married Folke the Fat), born shortly before his death (ca. 1085/86).[2][5] Ingerid's descendants, the
House of Bjelbo, would ascend to the throne of Sweden and Norway and Canute IV's blood returned to the
Danish throne in the person of first Olaf II of Denmark.

King of Denmark [edit]

Canute quickly proved himself to be a highly ambitious king as well as a devout one. He enhanced the authority
of the church, and demanded austere observation of church holidays.[2] He gave large gifts to the churches in
Dalby, Odense, Roskilde, and Viborg, and especially to Lund.[2] Ever a champion of the Church, he sought to
enforce the collection of tithes.[1] His aggrandizement of the church served to create a powerful ally, who in turn
supported Canute's power position.[2]

In May 1085, Canute wrote a letter of donation to Lund Cathedral which was under construction, granting it
large tracts of lands in Scania, Zealand, and Amager.[6] He founded Lund Cathedral School at the same time.[2]

Canute had gathered the land largely as pay for the pardon of outlawed subjects. The clerics at Lund got
extended prerogatives of the land, being able to tax and fine the peasantry there. However, Canute kept his
universal royal rights to pardon the outlaws, fine subjects who failed to answer his leding call to war, and
demand transportation for his retinue.[6]

His reign was marked by vigorous attempts to increase royal power in Denmark, by stifling the nobles and
keeping them to the word of the law.[2] Canute issued edicts arrogating to himself the ownership of common
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Saint Canute of Denmark

Canonized 19 April 1101 by Pope Paschal II

Major shrine St. Canute's Cathedral

Feast July 10

Attributes Crown, Sword, Globus cruciger

Patronage Denmark

Murder of Canute the Holy by
Christian Albrecht von Benzon, 1843

land, the right to the goods from shipwrecks, and the right to inherit the possessions of foreigners and kinless
folk. He also issued laws to protect freed thralls as well as foreign clerics and merchants.[1] These policies led to
discontent among his subjects, who were unaccustomed to a king claiming such powers and interfering in their
daily lives.[2]

Aborted attempt on England [edit]

However, Canute's ambitions were not purely domestic. As the grandnephew of Canute the Great, who had
ruled England, Denmark and Norway until 1035, Canute considered the crown of England to be rightfully his
and regarded William I of England as a usurper. In 1085, with the support of his father-in-law, Count Robert,
and Olaf III of Norway, Canute planned an invasion of England and called his fleet in leding at the Limfjord.[2]

The fleet never set sail, as Canute was preoccupied in Schleswig by the potential threat of Henry IV, Holy
Roman Emperor with whom both Denmark and Flanders were on unfriendly terms. Canute feared the invasion
of Henry, whose enemy Rudolf of Rheinfelden had sought refuge in Denmark.[2]

The warriors of the fleet, mostly made up of peasants who needed to be home for the harvest season, got
weary of waiting and elected Canute's brother Olaf (the later Olaf I of Denmark) to argue their case. That raised
the suspicion of Canute, who had Olaf arrested and sent to Flanders. The leding was eventually dispersed, and
the peasants tended to their harvests,[2] but Canute intended to reassemble within a year.[citation needed]

Death [edit]

Before the fleet could reassemble, a peasant revolt broke out in Vendsyssel,[1] where Canute was staying, in
early 1086. Canute first fled to Schleswig and eventually to Odense. On 10 July 1086, Canute and his men took
refuge inside the wooden St. Alban's Priory, in Odense. The rebels stormed into the church and slew Canute,
along with his brother Benedict and seventeen of their followers, before the altar.[1] According to the chronicler
Ælnoth of Canterbury, Canute died following a lance thrust in the flank.[7] He was succeeded by Olaf as Olaf I of
Denmark.

Canonization [edit]

Because of his martyrdom and advocacy of the Church, Canute
quickly began to be considered a saint. Under the reign of Olaf,
Denmark suffered from crop failure, which was seen as divine
retribution for the sacrilege killing of Canute. Miracles were soon
reported as taking place at his grave,[8] and his canonization was
already being sought during the reign of Olaf.[1]

On 19 April 1101, persuaded by the envoys from Eric I of
Denmark, Pope Paschal II confirmed the "cult of Canute" that had
arisen, and King Canute IV was canonized as a saint under the
name San Canuto.[6] He was the first Dane to be canonized.[1] 10
July is recognised by the Catholic Church as his feast day. In
Sweden and Finland he is historically, however, partially
associated with St. Knut's Day, which in reality was celebrated in
the memory of the death of his nephew, Canute Lavard.[9][10]

In 1300, his remains and those of his brother Benedict were
interred in Saint Canute's Cathedral, built in his honour, where his
remains are on display.[1]

Legacy [edit]

The reign of Canute has
been interpreted differently through the times; from a violent king who
tyrannized his subjects, to a strict but fair ruler who devotedly supported
the Roman Catholic Church and fought for justice without regard to his
own person.[3] He was never a thoroughly popular saint in Denmark, but
his sainthood granted the Danish monarchy an aura of divine
legitimacy.[1] The cause of the rebellion which killed Canute is unknown,
but has been speculated as originating in fines issued to the peasants
breaking the leding of 1085 as specified in the Chronicon Roskildense,
or as a result of his vigorous tithe policy.[3]
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The document of his donation to Lund Cathedral was the oldest
comprehensive text from Denmark, and provided broad insights into Danish post-Viking Age society.[6] The
donation might have had the aim of establishing the Danish Archdiocese of Lund according to Sweyn II
Estridsson's wishes,[2] which was finally achieved in 1104. Canute's son Carl became Count of Flanders from
1119 to 1127, ruling as Charles the Good. Like his father, Charles was martyred in a church by rebels (in
Bruges, 1127), and later beatified.[2] According to Niels Lund, Lecturer in Medieval History at the University of
Copenhagen, Canute's abortive invasion of England "marked the end of the Viking Age."[citation needed]

In 2008, an X-ray computed tomography was taken of Canute, which showed that he was right-handed and of a
slender build. It also specified his cause of death as a thrust to the sacrum through the abdomen, negating
Ælnoth's account. He had no injuries indicating he fought against multiple enemies, which can be seen as
supporting an account saying he faced his death without a struggle.[7]

In Spain, Canute's feast day has become a tongue-in-cheek "holiday" for the marijuana legalization movement,
appropriating the Spanish version of his name, Canuto, which coincidentally is also the word for a marijuana
cigarette.[11]
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List of Danish monarchs
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Canute Lavard

Saint Canute Lavard

Canute Lavard in a fresco in Vigersted Church
near Ringsted.

Martyr
Born 1096

Roskilde, Denmark

Died 7 January 1131
forest of Haraldsted near
Ringsted in Zealand, Denmark.

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized 1169 by Pope Alexander III

Feast 7 January

Attributes knight with a wreath, lance, and
ciborium

Patronage Zealand, Denmark

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Not to be confused with Canute IV of Denmark.

Canute Lavard (Danish: Knud Lavard) (March 12, 1096 – 7
January 1131) was a Danish prince. Later he was the first Duke of
Schleswig and the first border prince who was both a Danish and a
German vassal, a position leading towards the historical double
position of Southern Jutland. He was killed by his cousin Magnus,
(later King Magnus I of Sweden) (ca. 1106-1134) who saw him as
a rival to the Danish throne. Canute Lavard was canonized in
1170.[1][2]

He was an ancestor of the Valdemarian kings (Valdemarerne) and
of their subsequent royal line. Canute Lavard was the father of
King Valdemar I of Denmark (Valdemar den Store) and
grandfather of King Valdemar II of Denmark (Valdemar
Sejr).[3][4][5][6]
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Biography [edit]

Canute was the only legitimate son of King Eric I of Denmark (died
1103) and Boedil Thurgotsdatter but as a minor he was bypassed
in the election of 1104. He grew up in close contact with the noble
family of Hvide, who were later on to be among his most eager
supporters. In 1115, his uncle, King Niels of Denmark, placed him
in charge of the Duchy of Schleswig (jarl af Sønderjylland) in order
to put an end to the attacks of the Slavic Obotrites. During the next
fifteen years, he fulfilled his duty of establishing peace in the
border area so well that he was titled Duke of Holstein (Hertug af Holsten) and became a vassal of the Holy
Roman Empire.[7]

He seems to have been the first member of the Danish royal family who was attracted by the knightly ideals and
habits of medieval Germany, indicated by his changing his title to Duke of Schleswig (Hertug af Slesvig). His
appearance made him a popular man and a possible successor of his uncle, but he also acquired mighty
enemies among the Danish princes and magnates, who apparently questioned his loyalty and feared his bond
with Emperor Lothair III, who had recognized him as sovereign over the western Wends.[8][9]

Both Niels and his son, Magnus the Strong, seem to have been alarmed by Canute's recognition by the
emperor. On 7 January 1131, Canute was trapped in the Haraldsted Forest (Haraldsted Skov) near Ringsted in
Zealand and murdered by Magnus. Ringsted Abbey, one of the earliest Benedictine houses in Denmark,
became the initial resting place of Canute Lavard. In 1157, Canute Lavard's remains were moved into a new
chapel at St. Bendt's Church in Ringsted. A chapel (Knut Lavards Kapel) was erected at the site of his death
during medieval times but disappeared after the Reformation. The ruins were rediscovered in 1883. In 1902 a
memorial in the form of a 4-metre crucifix was erected near the site of the death of Canute Lavard.[10][11]

After the death of Canute Lavard, the Obotrite lands were partitioned between Pribislav and Niklot (1090–
1160), both chiefs of the Obotrites. Some sources consider the death of Canute to be a murder committed by
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Magnus; some attribute it to Niels himself. The death provoked a civil war that intermittently lasted until 1157,
ending only with the triumph of Canute’s posthumous son Valdemar I. The fate of Canute and his son’s victory
formed the background for his canonisation in 1170, which was requested by King Valdemar. His feast day
(Knutsdagen) is celebrated on the day of his death, January 7.[12][13]

Issue [edit]

Canute Lavard was married to Ingeborg of Kiev, daughter of Mstislav I of Kiev and Christina Ingesdotter of
Sweden.[14] They had four children:

1. Margaret, married Stig Hvitaledr
2. Christina (b. 1118), married (1133) Magnus IV of Norway[15]

3. Catherine, married Prislav, son of Niklot, prince of Obotrites[16]

4. Valdemar I of Denmark (born 1131)

Canute Lavard
House of Estridsen

Born: c. 1090  Died: 7 January 1131

Regnal titles
Vacant

Title last held by
Olaf

Earl/Duke in Southern Jutland
titled there: Duke of Denmark

1120–1131

Succeeded by
Magnus Nielsen

Ancestry [edit]

Ancestors of Canute Lavard
16. Thorgil Sprakling

8. Ulf Thorgilsson

4. Sweyn II of Denmark
18. Sweyn I Forkbeard

9. Estrid Svendsdatter
19. Sigrid the Haughty (=23)

2. Eric I of Denmark

1. Canute Lavard

12. Ulv Galiciefarer

6. Thrugot Ulfsson Fagerskind
26. Haakon Ericsson

13. Bodil Hakonsdotter
27. Gunhild of the Wends

3. Boedil Thurgotsdatter
28. Age (son of Palnatoke)

14. Vagn Ageson
29. Thorgunna

7. Thorgunna Vagnsdatter
30. Thorkil Leira

15. Ingeborg Thorkilsdatter
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Cappadocian Fathers

Gregory the Theologian (Fresco
from Kariye Camii, Istanbul).

Icon of Gregory of Nyssa (14th
century fresco, Chora Church, Istanbul).

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Cappadocian Fathers, also traditionally known as the Three
Cappadocians, are Basil the Great (330–379), who was bishop of
Caesarea; Basil's younger brother Gregory of Nyssa (c. 335 – c. 395),
who was bishop of Nyssa; and a close friend, Gregory of Nazianzus
(329–389), who became Patriarch of Constantinople.[1] The Cappadocia
region, in modern-day Turkey, was an early site of Christian activity,
with several missions by Paul in this region.

The Cappadocians advanced the development of early Christian
theology, for example the doctrine of the Trinity,[2]:22 and are highly
respected as saints in both Western and Eastern churches.

Contents [hide]
1 Biographical background
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4 Notes
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Biographical background [edit]

An older sister of Basil and Gregory of Nyssa, Macrina, converted the
family's estate into a monastic community. Basil the Great was the
oldest of Macrina's brothers, the second eldest being the famous
Christian jurist Naucratius.[3] Another brother, Peter of Sebaste, also
became a bishop. Their maternal grandfather had been a martyr, and
their parents, Basil the Elder and Emmelia of Caesarea are also
recognized as saints.

Theological contributions [edit]

The fathers set out to demonstrate that Christians could hold their own
in conversations with learned Greek-speaking intellectuals and that
Christian faith, while it was against many of the ideas of Plato and
Aristotle (and other Greek philosophers), was an almost scientific and
distinctive movement with the healing of the soul of man and his union
with God at its center—one best represented by monasticism. They
made major contributions to the definition of the Trinity finalized at the
First Council of Constantinople in 381 and the final version of the
Nicene Creed, finalised there.

They made key contributions to the doctrine of the Trinity and to the
responses to Arianism and Apollinarianism.[2]:Chapter 1

Subsequent to the First Council of Nicea, Arianism did not simply
disappear. The Council of Nicea had asserted that the Son was of the
same substance (homoousios) as the Father. The semi-Arians taught
that the Son is of like substance with the Father (homoiousios) as
against the outright Arians who taught that the Son was not like the
Father, but had been created, and was therefore not God. So the Son was held to be like the Father but not of
the same essence as the Father.

The Cappadocians worked to bring these semi-Arians back to the orthodox cause. In their writings they made
extensive use of the (now orthodox) formula "one substance (ousia) in three persons (hypostaseis)".[2]:66 The
relationship is understandable, argued Basil of Caesarea, in a parallel drawn from Platonism: any three human
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beings are each individual persons and all share a common universal, their humanity. The formulation explicitly
acknowledged a distinction between the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit (a distinction that Nicea had been
accused of blurring), but at the same time insisting on their essential unity.

Thus Basil wrote:

In a brief statement, I shall say that essence (ousia) is related to person (hypostasis) as the
general to the particular. Each one of us partakes of existence because he shares in ousia while
because of his individual properties he is A or B. So, in the case in question, ousia refers to the
general conception, like goodness, godhead, or such notions, while hypostasis is observed in the
special properties of fatherhood, sonship, and sanctifying power. If then they speak of persons
without hypostasis they are talking nonsense, ex hypothesi; but if they admit that the person exists
in real hypostasis, as they do acknowledge, let them so number them as to preserve the principles
of the homoousion in the unity of the godhead, and proclaim their reverent acknowledgment of
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, in the complete and perfect hypostasis of each person so named. —
Epistle 214.4.

Basil thus attempted to do justice to the doctrinal definitions of Nicea while at the same time distinguishing the
Nicene position from modalism, which had been Arius's original charge against Pope Alexander in the Nicene
controversy. The outcome was that Arianism and semi-Arianism virtually disappeared from the church.

The Cappadocians held a higher view of women than many of their contemporaries.[4] Some scholars suggest
that Macrina was an equal in the group, and therefore ought to be recognized as "The Fourth Cappadocian."[5]

While the Cappadocians shared many traits, each one exhibited particular strengths. Scholars note that Basil
was "the man of action", Gregory of Nazianzus "the orator" and Gregory of Nyssa "the thinker".[6]

See also [edit]

Amphilochius of Iconium
Peter of Sebaste
Three Holy Hierarchs: Basil of Caesarea, Gregory of Nazianzus and John Chrysostom.
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Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) ·
Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima

See also Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus ·
Church Militant) · Virtuous pagan
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Caprasius of Agen

Saint Caprasius of Agen

Stained glass depicting the martyrdom of Saint
Caprasius in the Église Saint-Caprais,

Craponne-sur-Arzon, France

Died 303 AD
Agen

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast October 20

Cathédrale Saint-Caprais d'Agen

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the French hermit and saint who died 430 AD, see Caprasius of Lérins.

Saint Caprasius of Agen (French: Saint Caprais) is venerated as
a Christian martyr and saint of the fourth century. Relics
associated with him were discovered at Agen in the fifth century.[1]

Local legends dating from the 14th century make him the first
bishop of Agen, though, as Alban Butler writes, the only evidence
to support his existence is the dedication of a church to him in the
6th century.[1]

During the 9th century, his cult was fused with that of Saint Faith
and Alberta of Agen, also associated with Agen.[1][2][3] His cult was
also fused with that of Primus and Felician, who are called
Caprasius' brothers.[4]

In the year 866, Faith's remains had been transferred to Conques,
which was along the pilgrimage route to Compostela. Her cult,
centered at the Abbatiale Sainte-Foy de Conques, spread along
the pilgrim routes on the Way of St. James. The Church of San
Caprasio, built in the beginning of the 11th century, is a First
Romanesque church located at Santa Cruz de la Serós, which was
on the Way of St. James.
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Legend [edit]

During the persecutions of Christians by the prefect Dacian, Caprasius
fled to Mont-Saint-Vincent, near Agen. He witnessed the execution of
Faith from atop the hill. Caprasius was condemned to death, and was
joined on his way to execution by Alberta, Faith's sister (also identified
as Caprasius' mother[4]), and two brothers, named Primus and Felician.
All four were beheaded.

Dedications [edit]

San Caprasio, a church in Santa Cruz de la Serós, Jacetania, Spain
San Caprasio, a church in Suellacabras, province of Soria,
autonomous community of Castile and León, Spain
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Saint Caprasius
Hermit

Died 430 AD

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church[1]

Feast June 1

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the French martyr and saint of the 4th century, see Caprasius of Agen.

Saint Caprasius, sometimes Caprasius of Lérins (French:
Caprais; died 430),[2] was a hermit who lived in Lérins, Provence.
He was joined by Saint Honoratus and Honoratus' brother
Venantius, two youths who wished to become hermits as well. The
three decided to go on pilgrimage to the Holy Land and visit the
holy places of Palestine and the lavras of Syria and Egypt.[3]

However, Venantius died at Methoni, Messenia, and Caprasius
and Honoratus cut short their voyage.[4]

Caprasius and Honoratus returned to Gaul, where they established themselves in the hills near Fréjus before
returning to Lérins, where they wished to imitate the Desert Fathers. There they were joined by many others,
and the hermits were inspired by the monastic rule of Saint Pachomius.[3] Lérins Abbey grew up on the site of
this community. According to one scholar, Caprasius may not have been the official leader of the community at
Lérins, since he may have been advanced in years at this time or else lacked the charisma of Honoratus.[3]

Veneration [edit]

Hilarius of Arles, who had been a monk at Lérins before becoming bishop of Arles, composed a laudatio in
honor of Caprasius after the latter’s death, which is the main source for Caprasius’ life.[3] His relics are
preserved in the Abbey of San Caprasio in Aulla in north Tuscany. The monastery was established by the
Benedictine order as a hostel on the Via Francigena, the pilgrimage route to Rome. Originally titled Santa
Maria, in 1077 it was dedicated to San Caprasio, as the patron of the town and a patron saint of pilgrims.

Caprasius should not be confused with another French saint of the same name, the martyr Caprasius of Agen.

References [edit]

1. ^ Great Synaxaristes: (in Greek) Ὁ Ὅσιος Καρπάσιος τῶν Λερίνων . 1 Ιουνίου. ΜΕΓΑΣ ΣΥΝΑΞΑΡΙΣΤΗΣ.
2. ^ "Caprasius Presbyter at Lerins", A Dictionary of Early Christian Biography (Henry Wace, ed.)
3.  ̂a b c d Arduino, Fabio. "San Caprasio Lérins", Santi e Beati, April 23, 2006
4. ^ St. Caprasius - Saints & Angels - Catholic Online
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Carantoc

Statue of St Carannog in
Llangrannog

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Carantoc (Welsh: Carannog; Irish: Cairnech; Breton: Karanteg; Latin:
Carantocus), also anglicized as Carantock and by other spellings, was a 6th-
century abbot, confessor, and saint in Wales and the West Country. He is
credited with founding Llangrannog, Ceredigion, Wales[1] and St Carantoc's
Church, Crantock.[1] His name is listed amongst the Cornish Saints. Carantoc's
is one of five insular saints' lives and two Breton ones that mention Arthur in
contexts that may be independent of Geoffrey of Monmouth's Historia Regum
Britanniae.

Contents [hide]
1 Life and legend
2 Carantoc and Arthur
3 Notes
4 References

Life and legend [edit]

Cadoc's early vita takes the form of a short homily.[2] Many details of his life are obscure or contradictory.
Ceredigion is given as his birthplace, sua proprio regio. He was the son of Corwn, grandson of Ceredig, King of
Ceredigion. To escape being elected king, he fled to Llangrannog. The shavings he produced for lighting a fire
there were carried away as soon as they were made by a dove: where the bird alighted, Carantoc built the
present church (This story is sometimes ascribed to Crantock in Cornwall, where the parish church is dedicated
to Saint Carantoc but according to the early Life in the Léon Breviary,[3] which concentrates on Carantoc's early
life, set in Ireland, occurred in Wales).

He probably moved to Cornwall before preaching for some time in Ireland, around Dulane in County Meath and
Inis-Baithen in Leinster. It is also sometimes said that he spent time in Brittany where there is a town also named
Carantec: stories set in Brittany replicate those from Britain.

Carantoc's place of death and burial is disputed between Inis Baithen and Dulane. His feast day is 16 May.[4]

Carantoc and Arthur [edit]

In the most famous incident of Carantoc's life, the saint, having returned to Wales, crossed the Bristol Channel,
looking for his portable altar. He arrived on the banks of the River Willett and came into conflict with both King
Cado of Dumnonia and King Arthur at Dunster in Somerset.

Carantoc was eventually obliged to defeat a ferocious dragon in order to retrieve his altar and, in return, was
given land at nearby Carhampton to found a monastery.

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b Life of Saint Carannog, translated in "Lives of the Cambro British saints ," p. 396ff , 1853, Rev. William
Jenkins Rees

2. ^ J. S. P. Tatlock, "The Dates of the Arthurian Saints' Legends", Speculum 14.3 (July 1939:345-365) pp. 349ff.
3. ^ Printed in 1516; printed by S. Baring-Gould, in Y Cymmrodor 15 97-99
4. ^ (in Greek) Ὁ Ὅσιος Καραντόκιος . 16 Μαΐου. ΜΕΓΑΣ ΣΥΝΑΞΑΡΙΣΤΗΣ.
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Doble, Gilbert H. (1965). The Saints of Cornwall Part Four. Truro: Dean and Chapter of Truro.
Lives of the Cambro British saints , William Jenkins Rees, Thomas Wakeman, 1835
Bradley, Henry (1887). "Carantacus" . In Stephen, Leslie (ed.). Dictionary of National Biography. 9.
London: Smith, Elder & Co.
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Cardinal (Catholic Church)

The coat of arms of a
cardinal is indicated by a red
galero (wide-brimmed hat) with
15 tassels on each side (the
motto and escutcheon are
proper to the individual
cardinal).

Part of a series on the
Hierarchy of the
Catholic Church

Saint Peter
Ecclesiastical titles (order of precedence)

Pope · Cardinal (Cardinal Vicar) ·
Moderator of the curia ·

Chaplain of His Holiness · Papal legate ·
Papal majordomo · Apostolic nuncio ·
Apostolic delegate · Apostolic Syndic ·

Apostolic visitor · Vicar apostolic ·
Apostolic exarch · Apostolic prefect ·

Assistant at the Pontifical Throne · Eparch ·
Metropolitan · Patriarch · Bishop (Archbishop ·

Bishop emeritus · Diocesan bishop ·
Major archbishop · Primate · Suffragan bishop

· Titular bishop · Coadjutor bishop ·
Auxiliary bishop) · Territorial prelate ·

Territorial abbot

Acolyte · Consecrator · Lector · Subdeacon

Auditor · Brother · Chancellor · Chaplain
(Military chaplain · Military ordinary) · Coarb ·
Confessor · Consultor · Curate · Deacon ·

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Cardinal (Catholicism))

For a current list of cardinals, see List of living cardinals.

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Cardinal" Catholic Church – news · newspapers · books · scholar ·
JSTOR (December 2018) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

A cardinal (Latin: Sanctae Romanae Ecclesiae cardinalis, literally "cardinal of
the Holy Roman Church") is a leading bishop and prince of the College of
Cardinals in the Catholic Church. Their duties include participating in papal
consistories, and conclaves when the Holy See is vacant. Most have additional
missions, such as leading a diocese or a dicastery of the Roman Curia, the
equivalent of a government of the Holy See. During the sede vacante (the
period between a pope's death or resignation and the election of his
successor), the day-to-day governance of the Holy See is in the hands of the
College of Cardinals. The right to enter the Papal conclave of cardinals where
the pope is elected is limited to those who have not reached the age of 80
years by the day the vacancy occurs.

In 1059, the right of electing the pope was reserved to the principal clergy of
Rome and the bishops of the seven suburbicarian sees. In the 12th century the
practice of appointing ecclesiastics from outside Rome as cardinals began, with
each of them assigned a church in Rome as his titular church or
linked with one of the suburbicarian dioceses, while still being
incardinated in a diocese other than that of Rome.[citation needed]

The term cardinal at one time applied to any priest permanently
assigned or incardinated to a church,[1] or specifically to the senior
priest of an important church, based on the Latin cardo (hinge),
meaning "pivotal" as in "principal" or "chief". The term was applied
in this sense as early as the 9th century to the priests of the tituli
(parishes) of the diocese of Rome.[1]
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History [edit]

Further information: Papal selection before 1059

There is disagreement about the origin of the term, but the
consensus that "cardinalis" from the word cardo (meaning "pivot" or
"hinge") was first used in late antiquity to designate a bishop or
priest who was incorporated into a church for which he had not
originally been ordained. In Rome the first persons to be called
cardinals were the deacons of the seven regions of the city at the
beginning of the 6th century, when the word began to mean
"principal", "eminent", or "superior". The name was also given to
the senior priest in each of the "title" churches (the parish
churches) of Rome and to the bishops of the seven sees
surrounding the city. By the 8th century the Roman cardinals
constituted a privileged class among the Roman clergy. They took
part in the administration of the church of Rome and in the papal
liturgy. By decree of a synod of 769, only a cardinal was eligible to
become Bishop of Rome, this was the earliest known mention of the
word Cardinal. Cardinals were granted the privilege of wearing the
red hat by Pope Innocent IV in 1244.[2]

In cities other than Rome, the name cardinal began to be applied to
certain church men as a mark of honour. The earliest example of
this occurs in a letter sent by Pope Zacharias in 747 to Pippin III
(the Short), ruler of the Franks, in which Zacharias applied the title
to the priests of Paris to distinguish them from country clergy. This
meaning of the word spread rapidly, and from the 9th century
various episcopal cities had a special class among the clergy
known as cardinals. The use of the title was reserved for the cardinals of Rome
in 1567 by Pius V.

In the year 1563 the Ecumenical Council of Trent, headed by Pope Pius IV, wrote
about the importance of selecting good cardinals: "nothing is more necessary to
the Church of God than that the holy Roman pontiff apply that solicitude which
by the duty of his office he owes the universal Church in a very special way by
associating with himself as cardinals the most select persons only, and appoint
to each church most eminently upright and competent shepherds; and this the
more so, because our Lord Jesus Christ will require at his hands the blood of the
sheep of Christ that perish through the evil government of shepherds who are
negligent and forgetful of their office."[3]

The earlier influence of temporal rulers, notably the French kings, reasserted itself through the influence of
cardinals of certain nationalities or politically significant movements. Traditions even developed entitling certain
monarchs, including those of Austria, Spain, and France, to nominate one of their trusted clerical subjects to be
created cardinal, a so-called "crown-cardinal".[4]

In early modern times, cardinals often had important roles in secular affairs. In some cases, they took on
powerful positions in government. In Henry VIII's England, his chief minister was for some time Cardinal Wolsey.
Cardinal Richelieu's power was so great that he was for many years effectively the ruler of France.[5] Richelieu's
successor was also a cardinal, Jules Mazarin. Guillaume Dubois and André-Hercule de Fleury complete the list
of the four great cardinals to have ruled France.[4] In Portugal, due to a succession crisis, one cardinal, Henry,
King of Portugal, was crowned king, the only example of a cardinal-king.

While the incumbents of some sees are regularly made cardinals, and some countries are entitled to at least one
cardinal by concordate (usually earning either its primate or the metropolitan of the capital city the cardinal's
hat), no see carries an actual right to the cardinalate, not even if its bishop is a Patriarch.

Papal elections [edit]

In 1059, Pope Nicholas II gave cardinals the right to elect the Bishop of Rome in the papal bull In nomine Domini.
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Cardinal Innitzer,
Archbishop of Vienna and
Cardinal-Priest of San
Crisogono

For a time this power was assigned exclusively to the cardinal bishops, but in 1179 the Third Lateran Council
restored the right to the whole body of cardinals.[6]

Numbers [edit]

In 1586 Pope Sixtus V limited the number of cardinals to 70:[7] six cardinal bishops, 50 cardinal priests, and 14
cardinal deacons. Pope John XXIII (1958-1963) exceeded that limit citing the need to staff Church offices.[8] In
November 1970 in Ingravescentem aetatem, Pope Paul VI established that electors would be under the age of
eighty years. When it took effect on 1 January 1971, it deprived twenty-five cardinals of the right to participate in
a conclave.[9] In October 1975 in Romano Pontifici eligendo, he set the maximum number of electors at 120,
while establishing no limit on the overall size of the College.[10]

Popes can set aside church laws[11][12] and they have regularly brought the number of cardinals under the age
of 80 to more than 120, twice reaching as high as 135 with Pope John Paul II's consistories of February 2001[13]

and October 2003. No more than 120 electors have ever participated in a conclave, but most canon lawyers
believe that if their number exceeded 120 they would all participate.[14][a]

Pope Paul VI also increased the number of cardinal bishops by assigning that rank, in 1965, to patriarchs of the
Eastern Catholic Churches when named cardinals.[15][16] In 2018, Pope Francis expanded the cardinal bishops
of Roman title, because this had not been done despite recent decades' expansion in the two lower orders of
cardinals, besides having all six such cardinals being over the age limit for a conclave.

Titular churches [edit]

Each cardinal takes on a titular church, either a church in the city of Rome or
one of the suburbicarian sees. The only exception is for patriarchs of the
Eastern Catholic Churches.[17] Nevertheless, cardinals possess no power of
governance nor are they to intervene in any way in matters which pertain to the
administration of goods, discipline, or the service of their titular churches.[18]

They are allowed to celebrate Mass and hear confessions and lead visits and
pilgrimages to their titular churches, in coordination with the staff of the church.
They often support their churches monetarily, and many cardinals do keep in
contact with the pastoral staffs of their titular churches. The term cardinal is from
the latin word "cardo" meaning a hinge. Here it means a "door", an example of
synecdoche, a figure of speech whereby the part refers to the whole. The "door"
is the address of the titular church from which the cardinal derives his
membership of the Roman clergy, who elect the Pope.

The Dean of the College of Cardinals in addition to such a titular church also
receives the titular bishopric of Ostia, the primary suburbicarian see. Cardinals
governing a particular church retain that church.[19]

Title and reference style [edit]

In 1630, Pope Urban VIII decreed their title to be Eminence (previously, it had been "illustrissimo" and
"reverendissimo")[b] and decreed that their secular rank would equate to Prince, making them secondary only to
the Pope and crowned monarchs.[c][d]

In accordance with tradition, they sign by placing the title "Cardinal" (abbreviated Card.) after their personal
name and before their surname as, for instance, "John Card(inal) Doe" or, in Latin, "Ioannes Card(inalis) Doe".
Some writers, such as James-Charles Noonan,[20] hold that, in the case of cardinals, the form used for
signatures should be used also when referring to them in English. However, official sources, such as the Catholic
News Service[21] say that the correct form for referring to a cardinal in English is normally as "Cardinal [First
name] [Surname]". This is the rule given also in stylebooks not associated with the church.[22][23][24][25] This style
is also generally followed on the websites of the Holy See and episcopal conferences.[26] Oriental patriarchs who
are created cardinals customarily use "Sanctae Ecclesiae Cardinalis" as their full title,[27] probably because they
do not belong to the Roman clergy.[17]

The [First name] Cardinal [Surname] order is used in the Latin proclamation of the election of a new pope by the
cardinal protodeacon,[e] if the new pope is a cardinal, as he has been since 1378.

Orders and their chief offices [edit]

Cardinal bishops [edit]
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Choir dress of a cardinal

Cardinal Sodano, Dean
Emeritus of the College

Cardinal bishops (cardinals of the episcopal order) are the senior order
of cardinals. Though in modern times the vast majority of cardinals are
also bishops or archbishops, few are "cardinal bishops". For most of the
second millennium there were six cardinal bishops, each presiding over
one of the seven suburbicarian sees around Rome: Ostia, Albano, Porto
and Santa Rufina, Palestrina, Sabina and Mentana, Frascati, and
Velletri.[29] Velletri was united with Ostia from 1150 until 1914, when
Pope Pius X separated them again, but decreed that whichever cardinal
bishop became Dean of the College of Cardinals would keep the
suburbicarian see he already held, adding to it that of Ostia, with the
result that there continued to be only six cardinal bishops.[30] Since
1962, the cardinal bishops have only a titular relationship with the
suburbicarian sees, each of which is governed by a separate
ordinary.[31]

In 1965, Pope Paul VI decreed in his motu proprio Ad purpuratorum
Patrum Collegium that patriarchs of the Eastern Catholic Churches who
were named cardinals (i.e. "cardinal patriarchs") would also be cardinal bishops,
ranking after the six cardinal bishops, who are of the Roman rite, of the
suburbicarian sees.[32] (Latin Church patriarchs who become cardinals are
cardinal priests, not cardinal bishops: for example Angelo Scola was made
Patriarch of Venice in 2002 and cardinal priest of Santi XII Apostoli in 2003.)
Those of the then-new cardinal patriarch rank used their patriarchal see in lieu
of any Roman title (suburbicarian see or title or deaconry).

At the June 2018 consistory, it was announced that, corresponding to the
expansion in cardinal priests and cardinal deacons in recent decades, there
would be an expansion in Latin Church cardinal bishops. Four cardinals were
elevated to this rank by being "co-opted"; i.e. their titular churches and
deaconries were granted suburbicarian rank pro hac vice (temporarily)[33][34] and
considered entirely equivalent to suburbicarian see titles. At the time of the
announcement, all six cardinal bishops of suburbicarian see titles, as well as two
of the three cardinal patriarchs, were non-electors because of having reached
age 80. After the death of Cardinal Etchegaray, who had a suburbicarian see
title, two more cardinals (one of them being "co-opted") were elevated to cardinal-bishop rank on May 1,
2020.[35][36]

The Dean of the College of Cardinals, the highest ranking cardinal, was formerly the longest serving cardinal
bishop, but since 1965 is elected by the Latin Church cardinal bishops from among their number, subject to
papal approval. Likewise the Vice-Dean, formerly the second longest serving, is also elected. Seniority of the
remaining Latin Church cardinal bishops is still by date of appointment to the rank. For a period ending in the
mid-20th century, long-serving cardinal priests were entitled to fill vacancies that arose among the cardinal
bishops, just as cardinal deacons of ten years' standing are still entitled to become cardinal priests.

Cardinal priests [edit]

Cardinal priests are the most numerous of the three orders of cardinals in the Catholic Church, ranking above
the cardinal deacons and below the cardinal bishops.[37] Those who are named cardinal priests today are
generally also bishops of important dioceses throughout the world, though some hold Curial positions.

In modern times, the name "cardinal priest" is interpreted as meaning a cardinal who is of the order of priests.
Originally, however, this referred to certain key priests of important churches of the Diocese of Rome, who were
recognized as the cardinal priests, the important priests chosen by the pope to advise him in his duties as
Bishop of Rome (the Latin cardo means "hinge"). Certain clerics in many dioceses at the time, not just that of
Rome, were said to be the key personnel—the term gradually became exclusive to Rome to indicate those
entrusted with electing the bishop of Rome, the pope.

While the cardinalate has long been expanded beyond the Roman pastoral clergy and Roman Curia, every
cardinal priest has a titular church in Rome, though they may be bishops or archbishops elsewhere, just as
cardinal bishops were given one of the suburbicarian dioceses around Rome. Pope Paul VI abolished all
administrative rights cardinals had with regard to their titular churches, though the cardinal's name and coat of
arms are still posted in the church, and they are expected to celebrate mass and preach there if convenient
when they are in Rome.
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Cardinal-priest Thomas Wolsey

While the number of cardinals was small from the times of the Roman Empire to the Renaissance, and frequently
smaller than the number of recognized churches entitled to a cardinal
priest, in the 16th century the College expanded markedly. In 1587,
Pope Sixtus V sought to arrest this growth by fixing the maximum size of
the College at 70, including 50 cardinal priests, about twice the historical
number. This limit was respected until 1958, and the list of titular
churches modified only on rare occasions, generally when a building fell
into disrepair. When Pope John XXIII abolished the limit, he began to add
new churches to the list, which Popes Paul VI and John Paul II continued
to do. Today there are close to 150 titular churches, out of over 300
churches in Rome.

The cardinal who is the longest-serving member of the order of cardinal
priests is titled cardinal protopriest. He had certain ceremonial duties in
the conclave that have effectively ceased because he would generally
have already reached age 80, at which cardinals are barred from the

conclave. The current cardinal protopriest is Michael Michai Kitbunchu of Thailand.

Cardinal deacons [edit]

The cardinal deacons are the lowest-ranking cardinals. Cardinals elevated to the diaconal order are either
officials of the Roman Curia or priests elevated after their 80th birthday. Bishops with diocesan responsibilities,
however, are created cardinal priests.

Cardinal deacons derive originally from the seven deacons in the Papal Household and the seven deacons who
supervised the Church's works in the districts of Rome during the early Middle Ages, when church administration
was effectively the government of Rome and provided all social services. Cardinal deacons are given title to one
of these deaconries.

Cardinals elevated to the diaconal order are mainly officials of the Roman Curia holding various posts in the
church administration. Their number and influence has varied through the years. While historically
predominantly Italian the group has become much more internationally diverse in later years. While in 1939
about half were Italian by 1994 the number was reduced to one third. Their influence in the election of the Pope
has been considered important, they are better informed and connected than the dislocated cardinals but their
level of unity has been varied.[38] Under the 1587 decree of Pope Sixtus V, which fixed the maximum size of the
College of Cardinals, there were 14 cardinal deacons. Later the number increased. As late as 1939 almost half
of the cardinals were members of the curia. Pius XII reduced this percentage to 24 percent. John XXIII brought it
back up to 37 percent but Paul VI brought it down to 27 percent where John Paul II maintained this ratio.[38]

As of 2005, there were over 50 churches recognized as cardinalatial deaconries, though there were only 30
cardinals of the order of deacons. Cardinal deacons have long enjoyed the right to "opt for the order of cardinal
priests" (optazione) after they have been cardinal deacons for 10 years. They may on such elevation take a
vacant "title" (a church allotted to a cardinal priest as the church in Rome with which he is associated) or their
diaconal church may be temporarily elevated to a cardinal priest's "title" for that occasion. When elevated to
cardinal priests, they take their precedence according to the day they were first made cardinal deacons (thus
ranking above cardinal priests who were elevated to the college after them, regardless of order).

When not celebrating Mass but still serving a liturgical function, such as the semiannual Urbi et Orbi papal
blessing, some Papal Masses and some events at Ecumenical Councils, cardinal deacons can be recognized by
the dalmatics they would don with the simple white mitre (so called mitra simplex).

Cardinal protodeacon [edit]

The cardinal protodeacon is the senior cardinal deacon in order of appointment to the College of Cardinals. If he
is a cardinal elector and participates in a conclave, he announces a new pope's election and name[f] from the
central balcony of St. Peter's Basilica in Vatican City. The proto-deacon also bestows the pallium on the new
pope and crowns him with the papal tiara, although the crowning has not been celebrated since Pope John Paul
I opted for a simpler papal inauguration ceremony in 1978.[40] The current cardinal protodeacon is Renato
Raffaele Martino.

Cardinal protodeacons since 1911 [edit]
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Coat of arms of Cardinal Martino,
current Cardinal Protodeacon

Francesco Salesio Della Volpe (4 January 1911 – 5 November
1916†); announced election of Pope Benedict XV (1914)
Gaetano Bisleti (5 November 1916 – 17 December 1928*);
announced election of Pope Pius XI (1922)
Camillo Laurenti (17 December 1928 – 16 December 1935*)
Camillo Caccia-Dominioni (16 December 1935 – 12 November
1946†); announced election of Pope Pius XII (1939)
Nicola Canali (12 November 1946 – 3 August 1961†); announced
election of Pope John XXIII (1958)
Alfredo Ottaviani (3 August 1961 – 26 June 1967*); announced
election of Pope Paul VI (1963)
Arcadio Larraona Saralegui, CMF (26 June 1967 – 28 April 1969*)
William Theodore Heard (28 April 1969 – 18 May 1970*)
Antonio Bacci (18 May 1970 – 20 January 1971†)
Michael Browne, OP (20 January 1971 – 31 March 1971†)
Federico Callori di Vignale (31 March 1971 – 8 August 1971†)
Charles Journet (8 August 1971 – 5 March 1973*)
Pericle Felici (5 March 1973 – 30 June 1979*); announced elections of Pope John Paul I (1978) and Pope
John Paul II (1978)
Sergio Pignedoli (30 June 1979 – 15 June 1980†)
Umberto Mozzoni (15 June 1980 – 2 February 1983*)
Opilio Rossi (2 February 1983 – 22 June 1987*)
Giuseppe Caprio (22 June 1987 – 26 November 1990*)
Aurelio Sabattani (26 November 1990 – 5 April 1993*)
Duraisamy Simon Lourdusamy (5 April 1993 – 29 January 1996*)
Eduardo Martínez Somalo (29 January 1996 – 9 January 1999*)
Pio Laghi (9 January 1999 – 26 February 2002*)
Luigi Poggi (26 February 2002 – 24 February 2005*)
Jorge Medina Estévez (24 February 2005 – 23 February 2007*); announced election of Pope Benedict XVI
(2005)
Darío Castrillón Hoyos (23 February 2007 – 1 March 2008*)
Agostino Cacciavillan (1 March 2008 – 21 February 2011*)
Jean-Louis Tauran (21 February 2011 – 12 June 2014*); announced election of Pope Francis (2013)
Renato Raffaele Martino (12 June 2014 – present)[41]

*Ceased to be protodeacon upon being raised to the order of cardinal-priest 
†Was protodeacon at time of death

Special types of cardinals [edit]

Camerlengo [edit]

The Cardinal Camerlengo of the Holy Roman Church, assisted by the Vice-Camerlengo and the other prelates
of the office known as the Apostolic Camera, has functions that in essence are limited to a period of sede
vacante of the papacy. He is to collate information about the financial situation of all administrations dependent
on the Holy See and present the results to the College of Cardinals, as they gather for the papal conclave.[42]

Cardinals who are not bishops [edit]

Until 1917, it was possible for someone who was not a priest, but only in minor orders, to become a cardinal (see
"lay cardinals", below), but they were enrolled only in the order of cardinal deacons. For example, in the 16th
century, Reginald Pole was a cardinal for 18 years before he was ordained a priest. In 1917 it was established
that all cardinals, even cardinal deacons, had to be priests,[43] and, in 1962, Pope John XXIII set the norm that all
cardinals be ordained as bishops, even if they are only priests at the time of appointment.[44] As a consequence
of these two changes, canon 351 of the 1983 Code of Canon Law requires that a cardinal be at least in the
order of priesthood at his appointment, and that those who are not already bishops must receive episcopal
consecration. Several cardinals aged over 80 or close to it when appointed have obtained dispensation from the
rule of having to be a bishop.[g] These were all appointed cardinal-deacons, but Roberto Tucci and Albert
Vanhoye lived long enough to exercise the right of option and be promoted to the rank of cardinal-priest.

A cardinal who is not a bishop is still entitled to wear and use the episcopal vestments and other pontificalia
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Reginald Pole was a cardinal for 18
years before he was ordained a priest.

(episcopal regalia: mitre, crozier, zucchetto, pectoral cross and ring).
Even if not a bishop, any cardinal has both actual and honorary
precedence over non-cardinal patriarchs, as well as the archbishops and
bishops who are not cardinals, but he cannot perform the functions
reserved solely to bishops, such as ordination. The prominent priests
who since 1962 were not ordained bishops on their elevation to the
cardinalate were over the age of 80 or near to it, and so no cardinal who
was not a bishop has participated in recent papal conclaves.

"Lay cardinals" [edit]
Main article: Lay cardinal

At various times, there have been cardinals who had only received first
tonsure and minor orders but not yet been ordained as deacons or
priests. Though clerics, they were inaccurately called "lay cardinals".
Teodolfo Mertel was among the last of the lay cardinals. When he died in
1899 he was the last surviving cardinal who was not at least ordained a
priest. With the revision of the Code of Canon Law promulgated in 1917 by Pope Benedict XV, only those who
are already priests or bishops may be appointed cardinals.[45] Since the time of Pope John XXIII a priest who is
appointed a cardinal must be consecrated a bishop, unless he obtains a dispensation.[46]

Cardinals in pectore or secret cardinals [edit]

Main article: In pectore

In addition to the named cardinals, the pope may name secret cardinals or cardinals in pectore (Latin for in the
breast). During the Western Schism, many cardinals were created by the contending popes. Beginning with the
reign of Pope Martin V,[1] cardinals were created without publishing their names until later, a practice termed
creati et reservati in pectore.[47] A cardinal named in pectore is known only to the pope. In the modern era popes
have named cardinals in pectore to protect them or their congregations from political reprisals. If conditions
change, the pope makes the appointment public. The cardinal in question then ranks in precedence with those
made cardinals at the time of his in pectore appointment. If a pope dies before revealing the identity of an in
pectore cardinal, the person's status as cardinal expires. The last pope known to have named a cardinal in
pectore is Pope John Paul II, who named four, including one whose identity was never revealed.[h]

Vesture and privileges [edit]

Main article: Pontifical vestments

Pontifical vestments

Cardinal Sarr with a ferraiolo, and
wearing a red cassock, but not

the rest of the choir dress.

 

Cardinals Walter Kasper (left)
and Godfried Danneels (right)

wearing their choir dress: scarlet
(red) cassock, white rochet
trimmed with lace, scarlet

mozetta, scarlet biretta (over the
usual scarlet zucchetto), and

pectoral cross on cord.

 

Cardinal Lacroix wearing the
ordinary dress of a cardinal:

black cassock with scarlet (red)
piping and buttons, scarlet fascia

(sash), pectoral cross on a
chain, and a scarlet zucchetto.
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A Cardinal in Profile, 1880, by Jehan
Georges Vibert (Morgan Library and
Museum, New York City)

Cardinal Bertone in dress for hot
tropical countries (white cassock
with scarlet piping and buttons).

When in choir dress, a Latin Church cardinal wears scarlet garments—the blood-like red symbolizes a cardinal's
willingness to die for his faith.[49][50] Excluding the rochet—which is always white—the scarlet garments include
the cassock, mozzetta, and biretta (over the usual scarlet zucchetto). The biretta of a cardinal is distinctive not
merely for its scarlet color, but also for the fact that it does not have a pompon or tassel on the top as do the
birettas of other prelates. Until the 1460s, it was customary for cardinals to wear a violet or blue cape unless
granted the privilege of wearing red when acting on papal business. His normal-wear cassock is black but has
scarlet piping and a scarlet fascia (sash). Occasionally, a cardinal wears a scarlet ferraiolo which is a cape worn
over the shoulders, tied at the neck in a bow by narrow strips of cloth in the front, without any 'trim' or piping on
it.[51] It is because of the scarlet color of cardinals' vesture that the bird of the same name has become known as
such.[citation needed]

Eastern Catholic cardinals continue to wear the normal dress
appropriate to their liturgical tradition, though some may line their
cassocks with scarlet and wear scarlet fascias, or in some cases, wear
Eastern-style cassocks entirely of scarlet.[52]

In previous times, at the consistory at which the pope named a new
cardinal, he would bestow upon him a distinctive wide-brimmed hat called
a galero. This custom was discontinued in 1969[51] and the investiture
now takes place with the scarlet biretta. In ecclesiastical heraldry,
however, the scarlet galero is still displayed on the cardinal's coat of
arms. Cardinals had the right to display the galero in their cathedral, and
when a cardinal died, it would be suspended from the ceiling above his
tomb. Some cardinals will still have a galero made, even though it is not
officially part of their apparel.[citation needed]

To symbolize their bond with the papacy, the pope gives each newly
appointed cardinal a gold ring,[53] which is traditionally kissed by
Catholics when greeting a cardinal (as with a bishop's episcopal ring).

Before the new uniformity imposed by John Paul II, each cardinal was given a ring, the central piece of which was
a gem, usually a sapphire, with the pope's stemma engraved on the inside.[54] There is now no gemstone, and
the pope chooses the image on the outside: under Pope Benedict XVI it was a modern depiction of the crucifixion
of Jesus, with Mary and John to each side. The ring includes the pope's coat of arms on the inside.[55]

Cardinals have in canon law a "privilege of forum" (i.e., exemption from being judged by ecclesiastical tribunals
of ordinary rank): only the pope is competent to judge them in matters subject to ecclesiastical jurisdiction (cases
that refer to matters that are spiritual or linked with the spiritual, or with regard to infringement of ecclesiastical
laws and whatever contains an element of sin, where culpability must be determined and the appropriate
ecclesiastical penalty imposed). The pope either decides the case himself or delegates the decision to a
tribunal, usually one of the tribunals or congregations of the Roman Curia. Without such delegation, no
ecclesiastical court, even the Roman Rota, is competent to judge a canon law case against a cardinal.[56]

Additionally, canon law gives cardinals the faculty of hearing confessions validly and licitly everywhere, whereas
other priests and bishops must be granted this faculty and might be restricted in its use by the local bishop.[57]

See also [edit]

Cardinal-Infante (disambiguation)
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Cardinal-nephew
Cardinal protector
Hierarchy of the Catholic Church
Living cardinals
List of the creations of the cardinals

Notes [edit]

a. ^ The rule set out in Universi Dominici gregis is that "No Cardinal elector can be excluded from active or passive
voice in the election of the Supreme Pontiff, for any reason or pretext."

b. ^ They were formerly called illustrissimi and reverendissimi; but Pope Urban VIII (of the Barberini family), in 1630,
established the above as their title of honour. Edward Wigglesworth, Thomas Gamaliel Bradford: Encyclopædia
Americana: a popular dictionary of arts, sciences. Volume 4. Page 493.

c. ^ As the exclusive electors of the pope (at least since 1179), cardinals were deemed to be the ecclesiastical
equivalents of the Holy Roman Empire's 'Prince-Electors,' an extremely elite group with precedence over all other
nobility (including archdukes, dukes and counts), who were tasked with the responsibility of electing Holy Roman
Emperors.... A decree of 10 June 1630, by Urban VII bestowed the title "His Eminence", historically reserved for
high nobility, upon the cardinals, thus elevating them above the 'His Excellency', then being used to refer to Italian
princes." Guruge, Anura. The Next Pope. Alton, New Hampshire. 2010. p. 81.

d. ^ Authoritarian, keenly conscious of his position, Urban kept business in his own hands and rarely discussed it with
his cardinals: to compensate them he gave them the rank of princes of the church and a right to the title of
'eminence' (June 1630). Oxford Dictionary of Popes, Urban VIII

e. ^ "Annuntio vobis gaudium magnum; habemus Papam: Eminentissimum ac Reverendissimum Dominum,
Dominum (first name) Sanctae Romanae Ecclesiae Cardinalem (last name), ..."[28] (Meaning: "I announce to you a
great joy; we have a Pope: The Most Eminent and Most Reverend Lord, Lord (first name) Cardinal of the Holy
Roman Church (last name), ...")

f. ^ once he has been ordained to the episcopate[39]

g. ^ Examples include Domenico Bartolucci, Karl Josef Becker, Yves Congar, Aloys Grillmeier, Henri de Lubac, Julien
Ries, Leo Scheffczyk, Roberto Tucci and Albert Vanhoye.

h. ^ The three were: Ignatius Kung Pin-Mei, Bishop of Shanghai, made cardinal 1979, revealed 1991; Marian Jaworski,
Archbishop of Lviv, made cardinal 1998, revealed 2001; Jānis Pujāts, Archbishop of Riga, made cardinal 1998,
revealed 2001. John Paul created a fourth in 2003 but did not reveal his identity, not even in his will. Speculation
centered on Joseph Zen Ze-kiun, Bishop of Hong Kong, Tadeusz Kondrusiewicz, Archbishop of Moscow, and
Archbishop Stanisław Dziwisz, John Paul's longtime friend and secretary.[48]
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Episcopate of the bishop of Rome

Jurisdiction Holy See
(Full communion)

Pope Francis as bishop of the Diocese of Rome (Primacy (History))

Vatican City (Index, Outline)

enclaved in Rome, Italy
(Lateran Treaty 1929) · along with
extraterritorial
properties of the Holy See

Headquarters Vatican City: · Apostolic Palace (Papal apartments · Sistine Chapel) · Cathedra: ·
Archbasilica of Saint John Lateran

Major basilicas Archbasilica of Saint John Lateran · St. Peter's Basilica · Basilica of Saint Mary Major ·
Basilica of Saint Paul Outside the Walls

Titles
Papal names

His Holiness · Bishop of Rome · Vicar of Jesus Christ ·
Successor of the Prince of the Apostles · Supreme Pontiff of the Universal Church ·
Patriarch of the West · Primate of Italy ·
Archbishop and Metropolitan of the Roman Province · Sovereign of the Vatican City State
· Servant of the servants of God

Symbols Coats of arms · Coats of arms of the Holy See and Vatican City · Cross · Keys of Heaven
· Regalia and insignia · Rota · Umbraculum

Proclamations Infallibility · Apostolic constitution · Bull (List) · Encyclical · Apostolic exhortation ·
Ecclesiastical letter · Interdict

Activities Arbitration (Deposition) · Blessing ("Pontifical" · Urbi et Orbi) · Conclave (List) ·
Coronation · Consistory · Diplomacy · Inauguration · Mass (High Mass) · Oath · Travel

Vestments Camauro · Falda · Fanon · Ferula · Flabellum · Mantle · Mitre · Mozzetta · Pallium ·
Ring of the Fisherman · Shoes (Slippers) · Sub-cinctorium · Tiara (List) · Zucchetto

Transportation Popemobile · Sedia gestatoria

Household
Camerlengo · Commander of the Swiss Guard · Chaplain · Palatinus
(Papal majordomo) · Gentlemen · Preacher · Prefect · Prelate of Honour ·
Prince assistant · Theologian

Staff
College of Cardinals (Cardinal (List)) · Roman Curia (Apostolic Camera · Commissions
(For Vatican City State) · Councils · Congregations · Dicasteries) · Synods ·
Cappella Giulia · Sistine Chapel Choir

See also
Papal nobility ("Black") · Orders of chivalry · Pontifical academy · Pontifical university
(in Rome) · Pontifical colleges in Rome (Major Seminary) · Swiss Guard · Papabile ·
Canonised popes · Legends

 Vatican City portal ·  Catholic Church portal

Holy See

Apostolic episcopal see of Pope Francis as bishop of the Diocese of Rome · Sovereign subject of international law

History

Apostolic see · Primacy of Peter · History of papal primacy · Patrimony of Saint Peter · Old St. Peter's Basilica
· Lateran Palace (Museum) · Duchy of Rome · Donation of Sutri · Donation of Pepin · Avignon Papacy ·
Papal States (Temporal power) · Investiture Controversy · Age of Revolution · "Prisoner in the Vatican" ·
Savoyard era · Vatican City (Lateran Treaty) · World War II · Warsaw Pact

Sovereign
subject

of
international

law
(Legal status)

Officials Pope Francis · Cardinal Secretary of State Pietro Parolin · Cardinals (List · Advisers)

Governance Secretariat of State · College of Cardinals (Papal conclave)

Government Roman Curia (Apostolic Camera · Commissions (For Vatican City State) · Councils
· Congregations · Dicasteries)

Foreign affairs
(Multilateral policy)

Section for Relations with States · To the Holy See · Of the Holy See (Heads) · Italy ·
United Nations (Permanent Observer (in Geneva)) · European Union
(Permanent Observer to the Council of Europe) · Apostolic Nunciature (Nuncio) ·
Treaties (Concordats)

Diocese
of Rome

with universal
full communion
(Papal primacy)

Synods Ordinary general assemblies · Extraordinary general assemblies ·
Special assemblies

Ecclesiastical
province of Rome

(Vicariate: Rome,
Vatican City)

Suburbicarian sees Ostia · Velletri-Segni · Porto-Santa Rufina · Frascati ·
Palestrina · Albano · Sabina-Poggio Mirteto

Territorial abbeys Montecassino · Subiaco

Suffragan dioceses

Gaeta · Anagni-Alatri · Civita Castellana ·
Civitavecchia-Tarquinia · Frosinone-Veroli-Ferentino ·
Latina-Terracina-Sezze-Priverno · Rieti ·
Sora-Cassino-Aquino-Pontecorvo · Tivoli · Viterbo

Inside

Major basilicas St. Peter's Basilica · Archbasilica of Saint John Lateran ·
Basilica of Saint Mary Major · Basilica of Saint Paul Outside the Walls

Lateran Palace (Lateran University · Scala Sancta · Adjoining buildings) ·
Palace of Saint Callixtus · Gianicolo Hill area (Pontifical Urban University ·
Pontifical North American College · Bambino Gesù Hospital) · Palazzo della Cancelleria ·
Palace of the Congregation for the Evangelization of Peoples · Palace of the Holy Office ·
Palace of the Congregation for the Oriental Churches · Palazzo Pio · Palace of the Vicariate ·
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"Saint Calais" redirects here. For the commune, see Saint-Calais.

This biographical article needs more biographical information on
the subject. Statistical information, such as date and place of birth,
information on historical significance, and information on accomplishments
is desired. Please remove this message when done. See this article's talk
page for more information. (January 2017)

Carilef (French Calais, Latin Calevisus; died 541) was a hermit who founded the monastery of Aniole. The town
of Saint-Calais takes its name from him. According to his ancient biography, the Vita Carileffi, King Childebert I
granted him lands after encountering the hermit in a forest where the king was hunting.[1] Laumer was his
successor and Siviard, another successor, wrote the Vita.

In the Roman Catholic Church, his feast is celebrated on 1 July.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ John Michael Wallace-Hadrill, The Long-haired Kings (1982), pp. 207–08.
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Blessed Father Carlo Gnocchi

Blessed
Born 25 October 1902

San Colombano al Lambro,
Lombardy

Died 28 February 1956 (aged 53)
Milan

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 25 October 2009 by Cardinal
Archbishop Emeritus of Milan
Dionigi Tettamanzi

Feast 25 October

Picture of young don
Gnocchi

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Blessed Carlo Gnocchi (25 October 1902 – 28 February 1956)
was an Italian priest, educator and writer. He is venerated as a
blessed by the Catholic Church.

During World War II, he was a military chaplain of the Alpini, the
elite mountain warfare soldiers of the Italian Army, and after the
tragic experience of the war, he strove to ease the wounds of
suffering and misery created by the war.
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Early years [edit]

"Two of my sons you have already taken, Lord. The third I offer to You, so that You bless him and
keep him always at Your service."

— Clementina Pasta, mother of Father Gnocchi [1]

Gnocchi was born in San Colombano al Lambro, a few miles from Lodi, to
Enrico Gnocchi and Clementina Pasta, a seamstress.[2] The youngest of three
brothers, when he was age five, he lost his father in 1907, from silicosis,
caused by the unhealthy job as a marble worker.

After moving to Milan with family, he lost his two older brothers in a few years –
Mario, in 1908, and Andrea, in 1915, from tuberculosis.[3] He grew up in a very
devout and fervent environment, in the village of Montesiro in Brianza, where
he often went to his relatives because of poor health. There, he was
approached by Father Luigi Ghezzi, who helped him in his choice to enter
seminary.[4] He received his Holy Orders as priest in 1925 from Archbishop of
Milan Eugenio Tosi, and the same year he celebrated his first Mass in
Montesiro.

Educator [edit]

"How nice it is to play in the snow when it is clean and white. Jesus also likes to play with the souls
of the children when they are white and clean, but if they get spoiled, Jesus doesn't like them any
more..."

— Carlo Gnocchi [5]

Gnocchi's first passion, since the first years of his priesthood, was the upbringing and education of the youth,
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Father Gnocchi in departure for the
Russian front, in the company of
general Luigi Reverberi

by getting them closer to the Church and the oratory.

First, he was entrusted to the parish of Cernusco sul Naviglio and then in 1926, the densely populated San
Pietro in Sala of Milan, he continued his vocation for years, creating a deep bond with his parishioners.

His fame as an educator came to Cardinal Archbishop of Milan, Alfredo Ildefonso Schuster who, in 1936,[6]

appointed him as spiritual director of the Gonzaga Institute of the Brothers of Christian Schools.[7]

The war [edit]

"I can say to have finally seen the man in those fatal days. The naked man, completely stripped,
because of the violence of the events so much bigger than him, from any restraint and convention,
in complete mercy of the most basic instincts emerged from the depths of being."

— Carlo Gnocchi, "Cristo con gli Alpini"

At the end of the 1930s, Gnocchi was named chaplain of the second
legion of Milan, composed of students of the Università Cattolica del
Sacro Cuore and the Gonzaga Institute. His mother, to whom he was
very attached, died in 1939. At the start of World War II, Gnocchi
volunteered in the Val Tagliamento battalion of the Alpini, sent to the
Greek–Albanian front. After the Balkans Campaign in 1941, in 1942
Gnocchi left for the Russian front as chaplain of the 2nd Alpine Division
Tridentina, where he participated in the Battle of Nikolayevka. During
the dire retreat in the Russian steppe, he nearly fell victim to the
freezing cold: dazed by frostbite, he would certainly have met the fate of
thousands of other Italian servicemen, had not medical officer Rolando
Prada (an offspring of the famous leather-working family) recognized
him and put him on a passing military sled.[8]

Surviving the conflict, he gathered last wishes of the wounded, that he
would bring back to Italy, in a journey all over the country, as a
messenger for the families of the deceased. He went into the Alpine
Valleys to find the relatives of fallen comrades. After becoming part of the O.S.C.A.R., Catholic association for
aid to refugees, he helped Jews and escaped Allied POWs flee to Switzerland. He wrote articles in the illegal
magazine Il Ribelle (Rebel) and in the diocesan newspaper L'Italia (Italy). He was imprisoned more than once in
the San Vittore prison, but obtained the liberation by the intervention of the archbishop of Milan, Alfredo
Ildefonso Schuster. In those years the idea arose to create a charitable center that would take care of the
victims of this war, which in the future developed as the origin of the Pro Juventute.

Postwar period [edit]

After the war, Gnocchi felt as his duty to aid that part of childhood that had been affected by the war the most.
First, he directed his charitable work to the orphans of Alpini, housing them in Istituto Arosio (Institute Arosio)
and subsequently devoted himself to the "mutilated" and to children invalids of war and civilians, establishing for
them a vast network of colleges in many cities of Italy (Inverigo, Parma, Pessano con Bornago, Torino, Rome,
Salerno, Milan, Firenze, Genova, ...); and, in the end, opened the doors of modern Centri di rieducazione ("Re-
educations centers") for children affected by polio. For this forsaken and handicapped children, to whom he
had devoted all of his young life, Gnocchi dedicated one of his most significant writings: Pedagogia del dolore
innocente (Pedagogy of Innocent Suffering).

Juvenile Foundation [edit]

"A dream, after the war, to be able to devote myself to a work of charity, whatever it is, or better the
one that God would want from me."

— father Carlo Gnocchi

The dramatic experience of the retreat from Russia, lived as military ordinariate always on the front, matured in
Gnocchi the idea and the focus of his charitable mission; assisting the victims of war, in search of redemption
for their "innocent suffering". In 1945, he was nominated as director of the Istituto Grandi Invalidi (Institute of
Registered Invalids) of Arosio, thus accepting the first orphans and adults disabled by the war. In 1948, he
founded the "Fondazione Pro Infanzia Mutilata" ("Foundation For Mutilated Infants"), acknowledged in the next
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Father Gnocchi in the company
of mutilated children

Procession of the
Alpines and "mutilated"
at the funeral of Father
Gnocchi

Stamp posted in memory of the
100th anniversary of Gnocchi's birth

year with a decree by the President of Italy. The same year, the Italian
Prime Minister Alcide De Gasperi nominated Gnocchi as adviser to the
Presidency of the Council for the mutilated by the war. In 1951, the
foundation was dissolved, and all its goods and structure were donated to
the newly created Fondazione Pro Juventute (Juvenile Foundation).

Death [edit]

"Thank you for everything..."

— Last words of Carlo Gnocchi [9]

"...Others will serve them better that I knew and could do; no one else, perhaps, to love them more
than I did."

— From Testament of Father Carlo Gnocchi[10]

He died in Milan, age 53, with a crucifix in his hands, given to him by his mother years
before, and very beloved in his last hours.[11] The metastasis of the tumor that had
stricken him had reached the skeleton and the respiratory system. Three crises that
occurred between noon and the evening before had announced the fourth, fatal, and
no one had delusions about his possible recovery anymore: Don Gnocchi's
constitution had been too hardly tested and accompanied by suffering and fasting,
as well as by the unrelenting advancing of the illness, even though his face, often
smiling, deceived visitors. While dying, he donated his corneas to two blind children,
guests of his foundations, Silvio Coangrande and Amabile Battistello.

Long road to beatification [edit]

"Before, I used to tell you: goodbye, Father Carlo. Now I tell you: goodbye, Saint Carlo."

— A mutilated child, during the funeral held in the Milan Cathedral[12]

After his death, there were many people and the believers who called
for his help, say they received graces by the priest. On 17 August 1979,
an Alpino, a specialist electrician by profession, from Villa d'Adda,
survived a serious accident at work. The miracle is attributed to
Gnocchi, invoked by the victim. For these reasons, thirty years after his
death, cardinal archbishop of Milan Carlo Maria Martini established the
Processo sulla vita, virtù e fama di santità (Process on the life, virtues
and reputation for holiness) (Diocesan process) on 6 May 1987, that
was concluded positively on 23 February 1991.[13] In 199 sessions was
held deposition of 178 texts and numerous documentation that was
collected. This investigation material (for a total of 4321 pages) was
presented to the Congregazione per le Cause dei Santi di Roma
(Congregation for the Causes of Saints in Rome), where Brother Leo
Luigi Morelli was appointed postulator of the cause of canonization.[14]

After his death, which occurred in 2002, replaces brother Rodolfo
Cosimo Meoli.[15] After years of careful investigation and analysis, on 20
December 2002, Pope John Paul II declared him venerable.[16] On 17

January 2009, Pope Benedict XVI, with a papal decree recognized a miracle attributed to Gnocchi, a decisive
step towards the beatification. On 2 March 2009, cardinal Dionigi Tettamanzi announced the beatification for
the 25 October 2009; the rite for beatification was presided by the archbishop of Milan, cardinal Dionigi
Tettamanzi in the presence of many ambrosian priests and bishops. Among these were the cardinal Prefect of
the Congregation of Bishops Giovanni Battista Re, the former Master of Pontifical Liturgical Celebrations Msgr.
Piero Marini and the Prefect of the Congregation for the Causes of Saints, bishop Angelo Amato.[17]

Awards [edit]

"The debt to him will never be repaid."

— Giulio Andreotti[18]
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Benemeriti of public health

His charitable work goes under the name of Juvenile Foundation Don Gnocchi, today known as Don Carlo
Gnocchi - ONLUS Foundation, that was awarded in 2003 with gold medal of merit of Public Health.

Works [edit]

"A face, a sight that comes from far away: a love for young
people, a passion for education, the momentum of a long
and never ending journey through the roads of war, lost in
the silence of the Russian land, the tender and passionate
affection for his mutilated children."

— Carlo Maria Martini, preface to the writings of Father
Carlo Gnocchi

His writings include:
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Educazione del cuore : Dall'infanzia al matrimonio, (1939) Soc. Ed. Internazionale, Torino
Restaurazione della persona umana, (1946) La Scuola, Brescia
Gli scritti (1934–1956), (1993) Ancora, Milano
Cristo con gli alpini, (1999) Ancora, Milano
Il dolore innocente, (1999) Mondadori, Milano
Dio è tutto qui. Lettere di una vita, (2005) Mondadori, Milano
Poesia della vita, (2006) San Paolo, Cinisello Balsamo
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Biographical film [edit]

Don Gnocchi – L'angelo dei bimbi (2004; television film), directed by Cinzia Th. Torrini[21]
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Carlos Manuel Rodríguez Santiago

Blessed
Carlos Manuel Cecilio Rodríguez

Santiago

Born November 22, 1918
Caguas, Puerto Rico

Died July 13, 1963 (aged 44)
Río Piedras, Puerto Rico

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
(Puerto Rico)

Beatified April 29, 2001, Vatican City by
Pope John Paul II

Major shrine Catedral Dulce Nombre de
Jesús, Caguas, Puerto Rico

Feast July 13 (May 4 in Puerto Rico)

Attributes Paschal candle

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Carlos Manuel Rodriguez Santiago)

Carlos Manuel Cecilio Rodríguez Santiago (November 22,
1918 – July 13, 1963) was a layperson of the Roman Catholic
Church, who was beatified by the Catholic Church on April 29,
2001. He is the first Puerto Rican, the first Caribbean-born
layperson in history to be beatified.
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Life [edit]

Early years [edit]

Rodríguez was born in 1918,[1] in Caguas, Puerto Rico, the son of
Manuel Baudelio Rodriguez Rodriguez and Herminia Santiago
Esteras, both from large, Catholic families. He was baptized at the
nearby Sweet Name of Jesus Church (now the cathedral of the
region) on May 4, 1919. Rodríguez was the second of five
brothers and sisters. Two of his sisters married, while another
became a Carmelite nun. His brother, José (Pepe) Rodriguez
became a Benedictine monk and the first Puerto Rican to become abbot of his monastery.[2]

In 1925, fire destroyed the family residence and business and they were forced to live with his mother's parents.
That same year, Rodríguez was enrolled to study at the Colegio Católico Notre Dame, attached to the parish
church. After graduating the Catholic elementary school, he began to attend José Gautier Benítez High School.
His desire to become a priest was undermined by ill health.[3] At that point, he began to develop ulcerative
colitis. After two years at the local public high school, he transferred to the Academy of Our Lady of Perpetual
Help in San Juan. His medical problems, however, caused him to leave prior to graduation. He returned to the
family home and continued his high school studies as best he could, while working as a clerk, finally receiving
his diploma in May 1939.[2]

Pastoral life [edit]

While Rodríguez was working as an office clerk in various towns of the region, he dedicated his resources to
promote a greater knowledge of the Catholic faith by promoting a greater understanding of the Catholic liturgy.
Using articles on liturgical subjects which he himself had translated and edited, he began publishing Liturgy and
Christian Culture, publications to which he dedicated innumerable hours. Rodríguez organized discussion
groups in towns across the entire island, and worked with Catholic social organizations to disseminate his ideas.
He also taught catechism to high school students whose study aids he supplied out of his own pocket.[3] He was
a Knight of Columbus.[4]

In 1946 Rodríguez enrolled at the University of Puerto Rico in Río Piedras, to pursue higher studies, where his
brother José and sister Haydée were already UPR faculty members. As his disciples grew in number he moved
into nearby Catholic University Center and organized another Liturgy Circle (later called the Círculo de Cultura
Cristiana). Despite excellent grades and his love for studies, however, illness prevented him from completing his
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Caguas cathedral "Dulce Nombre de
Jesús" (Sweet Name of Jesus), founded in
1729. The current church was built in 1830,
and restored in 1930 due to a major
hurricane the previous year. It was raised to
the status of cathedral in 1964. On the
facade hangs an image of native son
Blessed Carlos Manuel Rodríguez, whose
body rests in the cathedral.

Relics of Rodríguez
Santiago at the Cathedral
of San Juan

second year. Nonetheless, he was a voracious reader and, with only a year's study, was able to master both the
piano and the church organ. In 1948, he assembled along with Father McGlone, the parroquial chorus "Te
Deum Laudamus".[2][5]

Rodríguez zealously promoted a renewal of the Catholic liturgy among bishops, clergy and laymen. He
professed extreme devotion to the liturgy and worked to repair the loss of liturgical customs that had been
abandoned over generations. He advocated for active participation of the laity in prayer, the use of the
vernacular and – most especially – the observance of his much loved Paschal Vigil in its proper nighttime
setting, after centuries of having this service celebrated on the morning of Holy Saturday. Increasingly
convinced that “the liturgy is the life of the Church", he organized a "Liturgy Circle" in Caguas to foment a better
knowledge among the people. He expressed special concern over the Easter vigil, saying that it had lost its
ancient character as the focal night of the Christian year. To his delight, the Easter vigil was restored to its
proper time near midnight by Pope Pius XII in 1952. One of his favorite sayings about this feast was Vivimos
para esa noche (We live for that night). This is now the motto on his tomb, which is located in the Cathedral of
Caguas.[2]

Death [edit]

Rodríguez was diagnosed with rectal cancer following an operation in 1963[2] and died on July 13, 1963, at the
age of 44.

Posthumous devotion [edit]

Rodríguez did not care about possessions or money. As an adult,
he only owned one pair of shoes. Those shoes are kept at his
sister's house, where people leave notes in them, asking for his
prayers.[3][6]

Beatification [edit]

In 1991, a Catholic priest from Spain,
Mauro Meza, was authorized by the
local bishop to take the story to the
Vatican. In Rome, Meza initiated the
process of inquiry that could lead to
canonization. In 1981, a 42-year-old
mother was diagnosed with
non-Hodgkin's malignant lymphoma.
She and her husband had been
friends of Rodríguez during his college
years and knew of his death from
cancer. She prayed to Rodríguez for
intercession on her behalf. After fully
recovering, she publicly attributed her
recovery to the miracle of intercession.[1]

On July 7, 1997, Pope John Paul II decreed Rodríguez's heroic sanctity and service in his life. The process took
a major step on April 29, 2001, when Rodríguez was beatified by Pope John Paul.[1][4] Rodríguez is the first
Puerto Rican person and the first Caribbean-born layperson in history to be beatified. In the entire Western
Hemisphere, Rodríguez is only the second layperson to be beatified, the first being St. Kateri Tekakwitha.[7]

The 1983 reform of the Catholic Church's canon law has streamlined the canonization procedure considerably
compared to the process carried out previously. The new process was established by Pope John Paul II, in his
apostolic constitution of January 25, 1983, Divinus Perfectionis Magister and by the cardinal Pietro Palazzini,
Prefect of the Congregation for the Causes of Saints. For Rodríguez to pass from Blessed to Saint, one more
miracle (confirmed by the Vatican) is necessary.

Legacy [edit]

A school in Bayamón is named after him, with the blessed title. The school, originally called Escuela
Superior Católica de Bayamón, was renamed in 2001: Colegio Beato Carlos Manuel Rodríguez. Staff from
the school witnessed the beatification ceremony.
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Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
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Church
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Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs
Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
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Carmelites

Order of Carmelites
Ordo Fratrum Beatissimæ Virginis Mariæ de

Monte Carmelo

Coat of Arms of the Carmelites

Abbreviation Carmelites (O.Carm)

Motto Zelo zelatus sum pro Domino
Deo exercituum (Vulgate, 1
Kings 19:10;14 )
("With zeal have I been
zealous for the Lord
God of hosts" )

Formation Late 12th century

Type Mendicant Catholic religious
order

Legal status Institute of Consecrated Life

Headquarters 138 Via Giovanni Lanza
Rome, Italy

Prior General Míċéal O'Neill

Website www.ocarm.org

Pietro Novelli, Our Lady of
Mount Carmel and Carmelite
saints (Simon Stock (c. 1165–
1265) (standing), Angelus of
Jerusalem (1185–1220)
(kneeling), Mary Magdalene

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Carmelites, formally known as the Order of the Brothers
of the Blessed Virgin Mary of Mount Carmel (Latin: Ordo
Fratrum Beatissimæ Virginis Mariæ de Monte Carmelo) or
sometimes simply as Carmel by synecdoche, is a Roman Catholic
mendicant religious order for men and women. Historical records
about its origin remain very uncertain, but it was probably founded
in the 12th century on Mount Carmel in the Crusader States.[1]

Berthold of Calabria has traditionally been associated with the
founding of the order, but few clear records of early Carmelite
history have survived.[2] The order of Carmelite nuns was
formalised in 1452.[3]
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9.1 Provinces of the Carmelite Order

Charism [edit]

The charism (or spiritual focus) of the Carmelite Order is contemplation.
Carmelites understand contemplation in a broad sense encompassing prayer,
community, and service. These three elements are at the heart of the Carmelite
charism. The most recent statement about the charism of Carmel was in the
1995 Constitutions of the Order, in which Chapter 2 is entirely devoted to the
idea of charism. Carmel understands contemplation and action to be
complementary, not contradictory. What is distinctive of Carmelites is the way
that they practice the elements of prayer, community and service, taking
particular inspiration from the prophet Elijah and the Blessed Virgin Mary,
patrons of the order.[4]

The order is considered by the Catholic Church to be under the special
protection of the Blessed Virgin Mary, and thus has a strong Marian devotion to
Our Lady of Mount Carmel. As in most of the orders dating to medieval times,
the First Order is the friars (who are active/contemplative), the Second Order is
the nuns (who are cloistered), and the Third Order consists of laypeople who
continue to live in the world, and can be married, but participate in the charism
of the order by liturgical prayers, apostolates, and contemplative prayer. There
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de Pazzi (1566–1607), Teresa
of Ávila (1515–82), 1641
(Museo Diocesano, Palermo).

St. Simon Stock

are also offshoots such as active Carmelite sisters.

History [edit]

Origins [edit]

Carmelite tradition traces the origin of the order to a community of hermits on Mount Carmel,[5] during the initial
period of the formation of the Crusader states. A group of men had gathered at the well of Elijah on Mount
Carmel. These men, who had gone to Israel from Europe either as pilgrims or as crusaders, chose Mount
Carmel in part because it was the traditional home of Elijah.[6] The foundation is believed to have been
dedicated to the Blessed Virgin Mary. (The Carmelites were forced to leave the site, and the Holy Land, in
1291. Their original conventual buildings were destroyed several times, but members of the order were able to
return in the nineteenth century under the Ottoman Empire. A monastery of Discalced Carmelite friars was built
close to the original site under the auspices of Julius of the Saviour and consecrated on 12 June 1836.)

Some time between 1206 and 1214 the hermits, about whom very little is known, approached Albert of
Jerusalem, the Latin Patriarch of Jerusalem and papal legate, for a rule. (Albert is credited with giving a rule to
the Humiliati during his long tenure as Bishop of Vercelli, and was well-versed in diplomacy, being sent by Pope
Innocent III as Papal Legate to what was known as the Eastern Province.) Albert created a document, the Rule
of St Albert,[6] which is both juridically terse and replete with Scriptural allusions, thereby grounding the hermits
in the life of the universal Church and their own aspirations.

The rule consisted of sixteen articles, which enjoined strict obedience to their prior, residence in individual cells,
constancy in prayer, the hearing of Mass every morning in the oratory of the community, vows of poverty and
toil, daily silence from vespers until terce the next morning, abstinence from all forms of meat except in cases of
severe illness, and fasting from Holy Cross Day (September 14) until the Easter of the following year.

The Rule of St. Albert addresses a prior whose name is only listed as "B." When later required to name their
founders, the Brothers referred to both Elijah and the Blessed Virgin as early models of the community. Later,
under pressure from other European mendicant orders to be more specific, the name "Saint Berthold" was
given, possibly drawn from the oral tradition of the order.

Early history [edit]

Virtually nothing is known of the Carmelites from 1214, when Albert
died, until 1238. The Rule of St. Albert was approved by Pope Honorius
III in 1226, and again by Pope Gregory IX in 1229, with a modification
regarding ownership of property and permission to celebrate divine
services. The Carmelites next appear in the historical record, in 1238,
when with the increasing cleavage between the West and the East, the
Carmelites found it advisable to leave the Near East. Many moved to
Cyprus and Sicily.[7]

In 1242, the Carmelites migrated west, establishing a settlement at
Aylesford, Kent, England,[8] and Hulne, near Alnwick in Northumberland.
Two years later, they established a chapter in southern France.
Settlements were established at Losenham, Kent, and Bradmer, on the
north Norfolk coast, before 1247. By 1245 the Carmelites were so
numerous in England that they were able to hold their first general

chapter at Aylesford, where Simon Stock, then eighty years old, was chosen general.[9] During his rule of twenty
years the order prospered: foundations were made at London and Cambridge (1247), Marseilles (1248),
Cologne (1252), York (before 1253), Monpellier (before 1256), Norwich, Oxford and Bristol (1256), Paris
(1258), and elsewhere. By 1274, there were 22 Carmelite houses in England, about the same number in
France, eleven in Catalonia, three in Scotland with the Aberdeen house established around 1273,[10] as well as
some in Italy, Germany and elsewhere.[11]

Acknowledging the changed circumstances of life outside the Holy Land, the Carmelites appealed to the papal
curia for a modification of the Rule. Pope Innocent IV entrusted the drafting of a modified Rule to two
Dominicans, and the new Rule was promulgated by Pope Innocent IV in his 1247 Bull Quem honorem
Conditoris. This both brought it closer to the model generally envisaged for mendicant orders in Europe at the
time, and made allowances for the changed needs of an Order now based in Europe rather than the Holy Land:
for instance, foundations were no longer required to be made in desert places, the canonical office was recited,
and abstinence was mitigated.[12]

There is scholarly debate over the significance for the Carmelites of the decree at the Second Council of Lyon
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Carmelite nuns with their religious
habits (in Nogoyá, Argentina)

in 1274 that no order founded after 1215 should be allowed to continue. This action put an end to several other
mendicant orders, including the Sack Friars, and the Pied, Crutched and Apostolic Friars. The Carmelites, as
an order whose Rule had been promulgated by the Pope only after 1215, should in theory have been included
in this set. Certainly, the rapid expansion of the order was halted after 1274, with far fewer houses established
in subsequent years. Later Carmelite apologists, from the fourteenth century onwards, however, interpreted the
Second Council of Lyon as a confirmation of the order.[13] Such tensions may in part explain why, at a General
Chapter in London in 1281, the order asserted that it had ancient origins from Elijah and Elisha at Mount
Carmel.[14][15]

Such tension appears to have lessened under subsequent popes, however. In 1286, Honorius IV confirmed the
Carmelite Rule, and in 1298 Boniface VIII formally removed the restrictions placed on the order by the Second
Council of Lyon. In 1326, John XXII's bull Super cathedram extended to the order all the rights and exemptions
that existed for the older existing Franciscans and Dominicans, signalling an acceptance of the Carmelites at
the heart of Western religious life.

The order grew quickly after reaching Europe. By the end of the thirteenth century, the order had around 150
houses in Europe, divided into twelve provinces throughout Europe and the Mediterranean.[16] In England, the
order had 30 houses under four "distinctions": London, Norwich, Oxford and York, as well as new houses in
Scotland and Ireland. It has been estimated that the total Carmelite population in England between 1296 and
1347 was about 720, with the largest house (London), having over 60 friars, but most averaging between 20
and 30.[17]

Reforms [edit]
Main article: Discalced Carmelites

Quite early in their history, the Carmelites began to develop ministries in keeping with their new status as
mendicant religious. This resulted in the production in 1270 of a letter Ignea Sagitta (Flaming Arrow)[18] by the
ruling prior general from 1266 to 1271, Nicholas of Narbonne (also known as Nicholas Gallicus, or Nicholas the
Frenchman), who called for a return to a strictly eremitical life. His belief that most friars were ill-suited to an
active apostolate was based on a number of scandals.[19][20] The letter is symbolic of the tensions the
Carmelites grappled with in the thirteenth century between their eremitical origins (expressed particularly in a
desire for solitude and a focus on contemplation) and their more recent transformation into a fundamentally
mendicant order (expressed in the desire to respond to the Church's apostolic mission).

By the late 14th century, the Carmelites were becoming increasingly interested in their origins; the lack of a
distinctive named founder (by contrast with the Dominicans and Franciscans) may have been a factor in the
development of numerous legends surrounding Carmelite origins. One particularly influential book was the
Institution of the First Monks, the first part of a four-part work from the late fourteenth century. It was almost
certainly composed by Philip Ribot, Catalan Carmelite provincial, though Ribot passed off his work as a
collection of earlier writings that he edited, claiming that the Institution itself was written by John XLIV,
supposedly a patriarch of Jerusalem, who purportedly wrote the text in Greek in 412. The Institution tells of the
founding of the Carmelite order by the prophet Elijah and gives a fanciful history of the order in the pre- and
early Christian era.[21] It was hugely influential, and has been described as the "chief book of spiritual reading in
the Carmelite order" until the seventeenth century.[22]

In the late 14th and 15th centuries the Carmelites, like a number of
other religious orders, declined and reform became imperative. In 1432
the Carmelites obtained from Pope Eugenius IV the bull Romani
pontificis, which mitigated the Rule of St Albert and the 1247
modification, on the ground that the original demanded too much of the
friars. The main clauses modified concerned fasting and remaining
within individual cells: the bull allowed them to eat meat three days a
week and to perambulate in the cloisters of their convents. This reform
brought the Carmelites closer into line with other mendicant orders, but
it was also the source of much subsequent tension, as others refused to
accept this change in the nature of the order, seeing it as a loss of
Carmel's original vision and spirit.[23]

Such tension erupted almost immediately. Shortly before 1433 three
priories in Valais, Tuscany, and Mantua were reformed by the preaching

of Thomas Conecte of Rennes and formed the Congregation of Mantua,[6] refusing to accept the mitigation of
1432. They instead insisted on a more severe monastic observance than that applied between 1247 and 1432.
Under the Mantuan observance, entrance to the cloister was forbidden to outsiders, the friars were banned
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Carmelite nun and novice

Teresa of Ávila (1515–1582)

John of the Cross (1542–1591)

The Convent of Saint Joseph in Ávila
(Spain) was the first foundation of the
Discalced Carmelites.

from being outside the convent without good reason, and money was distributed from a common chest.[24] In
1443, they obtained a bull from Pope Eugenius IV which effectively declared the Mantua chapter independent of
the rest of the order, with its own special set of constitutions and governed by its own vice prior general. Under
the reconciliatory efforts of prior-general Blessed John Soreth (c. 1395–1471; prior-general 1451–1471),
however, the Mantuan congregation was brought closer to the main Carmelite order, such that in 1462 the
Mantuans even accepted parts of the 1432 mitigation.

This was likely in part due to Soreth's own reforming impulses. In 1459, for
instance, Pope Pius II left the regulation of fasts to the discretion of the prior
general; Soreth accordingly sought until his death in 1471 to restore the
primitive asceticism.

Soreth also founded the order of Carmelite nuns in 1452 (with authorisation
from the papal bull Cum Nulla). The first convent, Our Lady of Angels, was in
Florence, but the movement rapidly spread to Belgium (in 1452), France, and
Spain (with the foundation of the Incarnation in Avila in 1479).

In 1476, a papal bull Cum nulla of Pope Sixtus IV founded the Carmelites of the
Third Order. They received a special rule in 1635, which was amended in 1678.

The need for reform of the Carmelite order was recognized by the early
sixteenth century, and some early attempts at reform were made then, notably
from 1523 onwards by Nicholas Audet, vicar-general of the order. His plans saw some fruit: during three years
of travels through France and Germany, introducing his reforms into the houses of the order, more than one
hundred houses were reformed. Audet met resistance in other places, however: in the Spanish province of
Castile, more than half the friars walked away.[25]

Reform in Spain began in earnest in the 1560s, with the work of Teresa
of Ávila, who, together with John of the Cross, established the Discalced
Carmelites. Teresa's foundations were welcomed by King Philip II of
Spain, who was most anxious for all Orders to be reformed according to
the principles of the Council of Trent (1545–1563). But she created
practical problems at the grassroots level. The proliferation of new
religious houses in towns that were already struggling to cope
economically was an unwelcome prospect. Local townspeople resisted
direction by the nobility and diocesan clergy. Teresa tried to make her
monasteries as self-sufficient as was practicable, and restricted the
number of nuns per community accordingly.

The Discalced Carmelites also
faced much opposition from
other unreformed Carmelite houses (notably, Carmelites from Toledo
arrested and imprisoned John of the Cross in their own monastery).
Only in the 1580s did the Discalced Carmelites gain official approval of
their status. In 1593, the Discalced Carmelites had their own superior
general styled propositus general, the first being Nicholas Doria. Due to
the politics of foundation, the Discalced friars in Italy were canonically
erected as a separate juridical entity.

After the rise of Protestantism
and the devastation of the
French Wars of Religion, a spirit
of reform renewed 16th–17th

century France, as well as the Carmelite Order in France. In the late
16th century, Pierre Behourt began an effort to restore the state of the
Province of Touraine, which was continued by the practical reforms of
Philip Thibault. The Provincial Chapter of 1604 appointed Thibault the
prior of the Convent in Rennes, and moved the Novitiate to Rennes,
thereby ensuring that new members of the Province would be formed by
the reform-minded friars.[26] The Observance of Rennes advocated
poverty, the interior life and regular observance as the antidote to the
laxity and decadence into which religious life had fallen, in addition, incorporating currents of renewal from the
Discalced Reform, the French School, and the Society of Jesus. Thibault is said to have wished to marry the
spirit of the society with the Order of Carmelites as far as possible.[27] One of the most renowned figures of the
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A Carmelite nun reading in the cell

Reform was John of St. Samson, a blind lay brother, highly regarded for his humility and exalted spiritual life. In
1612, Br. John was moved to the Convent at Rennes and, in addition to playing the organ, served as the
instructor and spiritual director of the novices. Thus John of St. Samson became known as the "Soul of the
Reform." Eventually, the Observance of Rennes spread to priories throughout France, Belgium, and Germany,
and became known as the Touraine Reform, after the Province from which the movement originated.[28]

Carmelite nunneries were established in New Spain (Mexico), the first founded in 1604 in Puebla de los
Angeles, New Spain's second largest city, followed by one in the capital Mexico City 1616. In all, before Mexican
independence in 1821, there were five Carmelite convents among 56 nunneries.[29]

Papebroch Controversy [edit]

Daniel Papebroch was a member of the Bollandist, a group of Jesuit hagiographers who produced the Acta
Sanctorum, which took an analytical approach to the "Lives of the Saints". In his preliminary commentary on
Albert of Vercelli, who is credited with the Carmelite Rule, Papebroch said that the tradition universally received
by the Carmelites, that the origin of the order dated back to the prophet Elias, as its founder, was insufficiently
grounded. The Carmelites took exception to this.[30]

From 1681 to 1693 there appeared between twenty or thirty pamphlets castigating Papebroch and his work.
The series culminated in the large quarto volume signed by Father Sebastian of St. Paul, provincial of the
Flemish-Belgian province of the Carmelite Order, which made serious charges against Papebroch's orthodoxy.
Learning that steps were being taken to obtain a condemnation from Rome of the Acta Sanctorum, the
Bollandists responded. Conrad Janninck replied first with open letters to Sebastian of St. Paul. The two letters
were printed in 1693, followed by a more extended defense of the "Acta", published by Janninck in 1695.
Papebroch published his rebuttal in 1696, 1697, and 1698 in the three volumes of the "Responsio Danielis
Papebrochii ad Exhibitionem Errorum".[30]

When Rome did not issue a condemnation, the adversaries of Papebroch, had recourse to the tribunal of the
Spanish Inquisition, which in November, 1695, issued a decree condemning the fourteen volumes of the Acta
Sanctorum published up to that time, and branding it heretical. Janninck was sent Rome not only to prevent the
confirmation by Rome of the decree of the Spanish Inquisition, but also to secure the retraction of the decree. In
December, 1697, he received the assurance that no censure would be passed against the volumes condemned
in Spain. On November 20, 1698, Pope Innocent XII issued a brief that ended the controversy by imposing
silence on both parties. Whether it was judged prudent in Rome not to enter into conflict with the Spanish
tribunal, or whether the latter prolonged the affair by passive resistance, the decree of condemnation made in
1695 was not revoked until 1715, the year following the death of Papebroch.[30]

Modern history [edit]

Since the 1430s, the Congregation of Mantua had continued to function in its little corner of Italy. It was only at
the end of the 19th century that those following the reform of Tourraine (by this time known as the "strict
observance") and the Mantuan Congregation were formally merged under one set of constitutions. The friars
following Mantua conceded to Tourraine's Constitutions but insisted that the older form of the habit - namely
their own - should be adopted. In a photograph of the period Blessed Titus Brandsma is shown in the habit of
Tourraine as a novice; in all subsequent images he wears that of the newly styled Ancient Observance.

The French Revolution led to the suppression of the order, with the nuns dispersed into small groups who lived
out of view in private houses. After the end of the disturbances the wealthy heiress and Carmelite nun Camille
de Soyécourt did much to restore the order.[31] The secularization in Germany and the repercussions on
religious orders following the unification of Italy were strong blows to the Carmelites.[citation needed]

By the last decades of the 19th century, there were approximately 200 Carmelite men throughout the world. At
the beginning of the 20th century, however, new leadership and less political interference[who?] allowed a rebirth
of the order. Existing provinces began re-founding provinces that had become defunct. The theological
preparation of the Carmelites was strengthened, particularly with the foundation of St. Albert's College in Rome.

By 2001, the membership had increased to approximately 2,100 men in
25 provinces, 700 enclosed nuns in 70 monasteries, and 13 affiliated
Congregations and Institutes. In addition, the Third Order of lay
Carmelites count 25,000-30,000 members throughout the world.
Provinces exist in Australia, Brazil, Britain, Canada, Chile, Hungary,
Germany, India, Indonesia, Ireland, Italy, Malta, the Netherlands,
Poland, Singapore, Spain, Portugal and the United States. Delegations
directly under the Prior General exist in Argentina, France, the Czech
Republic, the Dominican Republic, Lebanon, the Philippines and
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of her convent

The Carmelite Martyrs
of Guadalajara, Spain.

Part of a series on
Scapulars

of the Catholic Church

Sacramental garments
General

Saint Simon Stock · Our Lady of Mount Carmel
· Rosary and scapular · Sabbatine Privilege

Specific scapulars
     Most Precious Blood ·      Mount Carmel ·

Fivefold Scapular ·      Passion ·      Passion ·
     Saint Benedict ·      Saint Dominic ·     

Help of the Sick ·      Holy Face ·     
Saint Joseph ·      Seven Sorrows of Mary ·

         Saint Michael the Archangel ·     
Good Counsel ·      Sacred Heart of Jesus ·     

Immaculate Heart of Mary ·     
Immaculate Conception ·      Green Scapular ·

     Our Lady of Good Counsel ·     
Our Lady of Ransom ·     

Our Lady of Walsingham ·     
Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary ·         

Sanbenito ·      Most Blessed Trinity

Portugal.

Carmelite Missions exist in Bolivia, Burkino Faso, Cameroon, Colombia,
India, Kenya, Lithuania, Mexico, Mozambique, Peru, Romania, Tanzania, Trinidad, Venezuela and Zimbabwe.

Monasteries of enclosed Carmelite nuns exist in Brazil, Denmark, the Dominican Republic, Finland, Germany,
Hungary, Indonesia, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Kenya, the Netherlands, Australia, New Zealand (in
Christchurch since 1933), Nicaragua, Norway, Peru, the Philippines, Spain, Sweden, Portugal, the United
Kingdom and the United States. Hermit communities of either men or women exist in Brazil, France, Indonesia,
Lebanon, Italy and the United States.

The Discalced Carmelite Order built the priory of Elijah (1911) at the site of Elijah's
epic contest with the prophets of Ba'al (1 Kings 18:20-40). The monastery is
situated about 25 kilometers south of Haifa on the eastern side of the Carmel, and
stands on the foundations of a series of earlier monasteries. The site is held
sacred by Christians, Jews and Muslims; the name of the area is el-Muhraqa, an
Arabic construction meaning "place of burning", and is a direct reference to the
biblical account.

Several Carmelite figures who have received significant attention in the 20th
century, including Thérèse of Lisieux,[32] one of only four female Doctors of the
Church,[33] so named because of her famous teaching on the "way of confidence
and love" set forth in her best-selling memoir, "Story of a Soul";[34] Three nuns of
Monastery of Guadalajara who were martyred on the 24th July 1936 by Spanish
Republicans.[35] Titus Brandsma, a Dutch scholar and writer who was killed in

Dachau concentration camp because of his stance against Nazism; and Teresa Benedicta of the Cross (née
Edith Stein), a Jewish convert to Catholicism who was also imprisoned and died at Auschwitz.

Raphael Kalinowski (1835–1907) was the first friar to be canonized in the order since co-founder John of the
Cross. The writings and teachings of Brother Lawrence of the Resurrection, a Carmelite friar of the 17th
century, continue as a spiritual classic under the title The Practice of the Presence of God. Other non-religious
(i.e., non-vowed monastic) great figures include George Preca, a Maltese priest and Carmelite Tertiary. The
Feast of All Carmelite Saints and Blesseds is celebrated on November 14.[36]

Leaders of the Carmelite Order meet from time to time in General Congregation. The most recent General
Congregation took place in Fátima, Portugal from 18 to 30 September 2016.[37]

Habit and scapular [edit]

In 1287, the original way of life of the order was changed to
conform to that of the mendicant orders on the initiative of St.
Simon Stock and at the command of Pope Innocent IV. Their
former habit of a mantle with black and white or brown and white
stripes—the black or brown stripes representing the scorches the
mantle of Elijah received from the fiery chariot as it fell from his
shoulders—was discarded. They wore the same habit as the
Dominicans, except that the cloak was white. They also borrowed
much from the Dominican and Franciscan constitutions. Their
distinctive garment was a scapular of two strips of dark cloth, worn
on the breast and back, and fastened at the shoulders. Tradition
holds that this was given to St. Simon Stock by the Blessed Virgin
Mary, who appeared to him and promised that all who wore it with
faith and piety and who died clothed in it would be saved.[38][39][40]

There arose a sodality of the scapular, which affiliated a large
number of laymen with the Carmelites.

A miniature version of the Carmelite scapular is popular among
Roman Catholics and is one of the most popular devotions in the
Church. Wearers usually believe that if they faithfully wear the
Carmelite scapular (also called "the brown scapular" or simply "the
scapular") and die in a state of grace, they will be saved from
eternal damnation. Catholics who decide to wear the scapular are
usually enrolled by a priest, and some choose to enter the
Scapular Confraternity. The Lay Carmelites of the Third Order of
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The Carmel of Beja, in Portugal,
where nuns profess to have had
apparitions of the Child Jesus, that
never were confirmed

Catholicism portal

Our Lady of Mount Carmel wear a scapular which is smaller than
the shortened scapular worn by some Carmelite religious for
sleeping, but still larger than the devotional scapulars.

Visions and devotions [edit]

Among the various Catholic orders, Carmelite nuns have had a proportionally high ratio of visions of Jesus and
Mary and have been responsible for key Catholic devotions.

From the time of her clothing in the Carmelite religious habit (1583) until her death (1607), Mary Magdalene de'
Pazzi is said to have had a series of raptures and ecstasies.

First, these raptures sometimes seized upon her whole being with such force as to compel her to rapid
motion (e.g. towards some sacred object).
Secondly, she was frequently able, whilst in ecstasy, to carry on working e.g., embroidery, painting, with
perfect composure and efficiency.
Thirdly, during these raptures Mary Magdalene de' Pazzi gave utterance to maxims of Divine Love, and to
counsels of perfection for souls. These were preserved by her companions, who (unknown to her) wrote
them down.

In the Carmelite convent of Beja, in Portugal, two Carmelite nuns of the
Ancient Observance reported several apparitions and mystical
revelations throughout their life: Venerable Mother Mariana of the
Purification received numerous apparitions of the Child Jesus and her
body was found incorrupt after her death;[41] Venerable Mother Maria
Perpétua da Luz wrote 60 books with messages from heaven;[42] both
religious died with the odor of sanctity.

In the 19th century, another Carmelite nun, Thérèse of Lisieux, was
instrumental in spreading devotion to the Holy Face[43] throughout
France in the 1890s with her many poems and prayers. Eventually Pope
Pius XII approved the devotion in 1958 and declared the Feast of the
Holy Face of Jesus as Shrove Tuesday (the day before Ash
Wednesday) for all Catholics. Therese of Lisieux emerged as one of the most popular saints for Catholics in the
20th century, and a statue of her can be found in many European and North American Catholic churches built
prior to the Second Vatican Council (after which the number of statues tended to be reduced when churches
were built).

In the 20th century, in the last apparition of the Blessed Virgin Mary in Fátima, Portugal, Sister Lúcia, one of the
most famous visionaries of Our Lady, said that the Virgin appeared to her as Our Lady of Mount Carmel
(holding the Brown Scapular). Many years after, Lúcia became a Carmelite nun. When Lúcia was asked in an
interview why the Blessed Virgin appeared as Our Lady of Mount Carmel in her last apparition, she replied:
"Because Our Lady wants all to wear the Scapular... The reason for this", she explained, "is that the Scapular is
our sign of consecration to the Immaculate Heart of Mary". When asked if the Brown Scapular is as necessary
to the fulfillment of Our Lady's requests as the rosary, Lúcia answered: "The Scapular and the Rosary are
inseparable".[44]

Many Carmelites have been canonized by the Catholic Church as saints. November 14 is the Feast of All
Carmelite Saints.[45]

See also [edit]

Enclosed religious orders
Dialogues of the Carmelites
Ipswich Whitefriars
Anglican religious order § Carmelite orders

Other Branches of the Carmelite Order [edit]

Byzantine Discalced Carmelites
Carmelites of Mary Immaculate
Discalced Carmelites (also known as Teresian Carmelites)
Hermits of the Most Blessed Virgin Mary of Mount Carmel
Lay Carmelites (Third Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel)
Monks of the Most Blessed Virgin Mary of Mount Carmel
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Secular Order of Discalced Carmelites
Episcopal Carmel of Saint Teresa

Communities of Carmelite Sisters [edit]

Carmelite Sisters of the Most Sacred Heart of Los Angeles
Carmelite Sisters for the Aged and Infirm

Spirituality [edit]

Thérèse of Lisieux (Doctor of the Church)
Mary Magdalene de' Pazzi
Sister Lúcia of Fátima
Nuno of Saint Mary
Simon Stock
Elizabeth of the Trinity
Marie-Antoinette de Geuser "Consumata"
Edith Stein "Teresa Benedicta of the Cross"
Teresa of Los Andes
Teresa Margaret of the Sacred Heart
Joaquina de Vedruna
Angelus of Jerusalem
Brother Lawrence of the Resurrection
Francisco Palau
Angelo Paoli
Jan Tyranowski
Martyrs of Compiègne
Titus Brandsma
John of St. Samson

Tradition [edit]

Book of the First Monks
Carmelite Rite
Carmelite Rule of St. Albert
Constitutions of the Carmelite Order
Elijah#Carmelite tradition
Our Lady of Mount Carmel
Scapular of Our Lady of Mount Carmel
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volunteered to have their brains scanned while they meditated by recalling mystical experiences

Provinces of the Carmelite Order [edit]

Carmelites of the Province of the Assumption, British Province (founded c. 1241; refounded 1969)
Carmelites of the Most Pure Heart of Mary Province, USA/Canada/Peru/Mexico/El Salvador (founded
1890)
Carmelites of the North American Province of St. Elias (founded 1931)

Carmelites

General Elijah · Rule of Saint Albert · Scapular of Our Lady of Mount Carmel · Our Lady of Mount Carmel · Mount
Carmel

Orders
and groups

Discalced Carmelites (also known as Teresian Carmelites) · Monks of the Most Blessed Virgin Mary of Mount
Carmel · Hermits of the Most Blessed Virgin Mary of Mount Carmel · Byzantine Discalced Carmelites ·
Carmelites of Mary Immaculate · Lay Carmelites (Third Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel) · Secular Order of
Discalced Carmelites · Episcopal Carmel of Saint Teresa
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Catholic religious institutes

Male
and

female

Alexians · Assumptionists (AA) · Augustinian Recollects (OAR) · Basilian Aleppians (BA) ·
Basilian Chouerites (BC) · Benedictines (OSB) · Bridgettines (OSsS) · Canossians (FDCC) ·
Carmelites (OCarm) · Carthusians (OCart) · Cistercians (OCist) · Congregation of Our Lady of Sion
(NDS) · Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary (SSCC) · Discalced Carmelites (OCD) ·
Dominicans (OP) · Franciscans (OFM) · Institute of the Incarnate Word (IVE) · Mercedarians (O de M) ·
Missionaries of Charity (MC) · Missionaries of St. Charles Borromeo (CS) · Premonstratensians
(OPraem) · Servants of Charity (SC) · Servite Order (OSM) · Society of the Atonement (SA) ·
TOR Franciscans · Trappists (OCSO) · Trinitarian Order (OSST)

Male

Adorno Fathers (CRM) · Albertine Brothers · Augustinians (OSA) · Barnabites (B) · Basilians (CSB) ·
Brothers of Our Lady of Mercy (FDM) · Camillians (MI) · Canons Regular of Saint John Cantius ·
Capuchins (OFM Cap) · Christian Brothers (Irish) (CFC) · Congregatio Discipulorum Domini (CDD) ·
Immaculate Heart of Mary (CICM) · Congregation of the Blessed Sacrament (SSS) · Claretians (CMF) ·
Congregation of Saint Thérèse of Lisieux (CST) · Conventual Franciscans (OFM Conv) · Crosiers (OSC)
· De La Salle Brothers (FSC) · Discalced Augustinians (OAD) · Franciscan Friars of the Renewal (CFR)
· Franciscan Missionaries of the Eternal Word (MFVA) · Gabrielites · Holy Cross (CSC) ·
Holy Ghost Fathers (CSSp) · Josephite Fathers (SSJ) · Legionaries of Christ (LC) ·
Little Brothers of Jesus · Marians of the Immaculate Conception (MIC) · Society of Jesus (Jesuits) (SJ) ·
Society of Mary (Marianists) (SM) · Society of Mary (Marists) (SM) · Society of the Divine Word (SVD) ·
Society of Saint Edmund (SSE) · Marist Brothers (FMS) · Mechitarists (CAM) · Miles Christi ·
Comboni Missionaries of the Heart of Jesus (MCCI) · Missionaries of La Salette (MS) ·
Missionaries of St. Francis de Sales (MSFS) · Missionaries of the Poor (MOP) ·
Missionaries of the Sacred Heart (MSC) · Missionaries of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary ·
Oblates of Mary Immaculate (OMI) · Oblates of the Virgin Mary (OMV) · Oblates of St. Francis de Sales
(OSFS) · Order of Friars Minor (OFM) · Passionists (CP) · Pauline Fathers (OSPPE) · Redemptorists
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Carmen Salles y Barangueras

Saint
Carmen Sallés y Barangueras

Undated photograph.

Religious
Born 9 April 1848

Vic, Barcelona, Kingdom of
Spain

Died 25 July 1911 (aged 63)
Madrid, Kingdom of Spain

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 15 March 1998, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Canonized 21 October 2012, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
Benedict XVI

Feast 6 December

Attributes Religious habit

Patronage Children
Conceptionist Mission Sisters of
Education

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint María del Carmen Sallés y Barangueras (9 April 1848 –
25 July 1911) – in religious Carmen of Jesus – was a Spanish
Roman Catholic professed religious and the founder of the
Conceptionist Mission Sisters of Education.[1] Salles is best known
for being a strong advocate of both genders being equal and a
staunch defender of the rights of women, since she made this the
focus of her life from the beginning of her entrance into the
religious life.[2]

Her beatification was celebrated on 15 March 1998 and she was
later proclaimed to be a saint on 21 October 2012 in Saint Peter's
Square.[3]
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Life [edit]

María del Carmen Sallés y Barangueras was born in Barcelona on
9 April 1848 as the second of ten children to José Sallés y Vall and
Francisca Barangueras y del Planell.[1][2]

In 1858 she traveled to Montserrat on a pilgrimage together with
her parents and it was during this trip that she decided to devote
her life to God, which was augmented following the reception of
her First Communion. Later in 1864 she announced her desire to
become a nun and managed to convince her pious parents to
break off an arranged marriage she had been committed to.[1] It
was not long after this that she fulfilled that goal and began her
path of service when she joined the Sister Adorers of the Blessed
Sacrament while breaking a marriage betrothal in the process and
she started her novitiate period in Barcelona on 7 May 1869.[2] Her
work during this time – for about the next two decades – focused
on helping with the rehabilitation of women who had fallen victim to lives of prostitution or other crimes. But her
time with the Sister Adorers came to an end in 1870 when she decided to join the Dominicans of the
Annunciation on 8 May 1871, where she made her final vows in August 1872.[1]

In 1892 Sallés left the order with three others and then later founded the Conceptionist Mission Sisters of
Education in Burgos on 22 February 1892, which focused on influencing societal norms in a positive manner
and educating girls in order to prevent them from turning to the evils of prostitution and other forms of moral
degradation.[1] The group had arrived in Burgos on 15 February and the order received diocesan approval on
7 December 1892. It received the decree of praise from Pope Pius X on 19 September 1908 and papal
approval in full from Pope Pius XII on 7 December 1954. It exists in nations such as the United States since
1962 and Equatorial Guinea since 1981 while there were 519 nuns in 66 houses as of 2006.[2]

Sallés died in 1911 in Madrid.

Sainthood [edit]

The beatification process opened in Madrid in an informative process that concluded on 16 June 1950 before
all the documents that were gathered were sent to the Congregation for Rites in Rome. But the cause remained
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inactive in terms of progress until 29 December 1989 when the Congregation for the Causes of Saints validated
the process. The Positio was sent to the C.C.S. in 1990 at which stage theologians approved the dossier on 26
March 1996 as did the C.C.S. on 2 July 1996. On 17 December 1996 she was titled as venerable after Pope
John Paul II confirmed that Sallés had lived a life of heroic virtue.

One miracle was needed for beatification and one such case was investigated before the process received
validation from the C.C.S. on 13 January 1995. A medical board approved the miracle on 15 May 1997 as did
theologians on 30 September 1997 and the C.C.S. on 16 December 1997. John Paul II approved that the
investigated healing was indeed a miracle on 18 December 1997 and presided over the beatification on 15
March 1998.

The second miracle – the definitive one for full sainthood – was investigated and received C.C.S. realization on
25 January 2008. The medical panel of experts approved this healing on 30 June 2011 as did the theologians
on 8 October 2011 and the C.C.S. on 6 December 2011. Pope Benedict XVI approved this miracle on 19
December 2011 and confirmed the date for the canonization celebration at a consistory on 18 February 2012 in
which the pope also elevated new cardinals. Benedict XVI canonized Sallés in Saint Peter's Square on 21
October 2012.[4]

The current postulator for the cause is Sr. Maria Asunción Valls Salip.

Canonization miracle [edit]

The miracle for canonization was the cure of the Brazilian girl Maria Isabel Gomes de Melo Gardelli (b. 1996/7)
in Sao Pãulo in 1999. Gardelli suffered from a severe case of acute cerebral ischemia which left her with facial
deformities in which it was expected she would die. A novena was said to Sallés hoping for a cure and after five
days Gardelli was seemingly cured of her affliction.[3]
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  (Redirected from Carponius)

Saints Rufus and Carpophorus (Carpone, Carponius) (died c. 295) were Christians who were martyred at
Capua during the reign of Diocletian. Their Acta state that Rufus was a deacon.

One Saint Rufus for the feast day August 27 also appears as Rufinus in the "Martyrologium Hieronymianum"
(ed. cit., 111). The other Saint Rufus is said to have suffered with a companion, Carponius, in Diocletian's
persecution circa 304 AD (cf. "Bibliotheca hagiographica latina", II, 1070; Acta SS., VI August, 18-19).

Their feast day is August 27.
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Saint of the Day, August 27: Rufus and Carpophorus (Carpone)  at SaintPatrickDC.org
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Saints Carpophorus, Exanthus,
Cassius, Severinus, Secundus, and

Licinius
Died c. 295 AD

Como

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast August 7; (Carpophorus, with
Fidelis of Como, and Felinus
and Gratian) March 13

Attributes Military attire

The church of San
Carpoforo in Como.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Carpophorus, Exanthus, Cassius, Severinus, Secundus and
Licinius (all died circa 295 AD) were Christian soldiers who,
according to local tradition, were martyred at Como during the
reign of Maximian.

Legends [edit]

The cult of Fidelis of Como is
associated with these saints.
Variations on more or less the same
legend concern them. The first says
that he, with Carpophorus and Exanthus, were Roman soldiers (members of the
famed Theban Legion) who deserted during the persecution of Christians by
Maximian. They were caught and executed at Como. The second says that Fidelis
was an army officer who was guarding Christian prisoners at Milan, including Saint
Alexander of Bergamo. He managed to procure the freedom of five of these
prisoners. With Carpophorus and Exanthus, he and these five attempted to make
their way to the Alps, but were executed at Como.[1] The martyrdom is considered
to have occurred on the north side of Lake Como, near Samolaco.[2]

Their feast day is August 7. The church of San Carpoforo at Como, was, according
to tradition, founded re-using a former temple of Mercury to house the remains of Carpophorus and other local
martyrs.

Just Carpophorus was often venerated with Fidelis of Como, and both saints were in turn venerated at Arona
with two other soldier saints, Felinus and Gratian, on a joint feast day of March 13.[2]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Alban Butler, Peter Doyle, Butler’s Lives of the Saints (Liturgical Press, 1996), 196.
2.  ̂a b Santi Graziano e Felino, Carpoforo e Fedele
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  (Redirected from Carpus of Berrhoe)

Carpus of Beroea of the Seventy Disciples is commemorated by the Church on May 26 with Alphaeus, and on
January 4 with the Seventy.

In his second Epistle to Timothy (2 Timothy 4:13), Paul requests, "The phelonion that I left at Troas with Carpus,
when thou comest, bring with thee, and the books." Carpus was bishop of Beroea (or Verria) in Macedonia.

Hymns [edit]

Troparion (Tone 3) [1]

O holy Apostle Carpus,
Entreat the merciful God,
To grant our souls forgiveness of transgressions.

Kontakion (Tone 4)

The Church possesses You as a shining star,
O Holy Apostle Carpus,
And is illumined by the multitude of your miracles.
Save those who honor in faith
Your holy memory.

External links [edit]

The Synaxis of the Holy Seventy Apostles  - Chrysostom Press.
Apostle Carpus of the Seventy , January 4 (OCA)
Apostle Carpus of the Seventy , May 26 (OCA)
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This article is derived in whole or in part from Carpus of Beroea  at OrthodoxWiki , which is dually
licensed under CC-By-SA and GFDL. All relevant terms must be followed.

Authority control NLP: A36542015  · VIAF: 339150323882209971225  ·
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This article about a saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.
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Saint Carthage the Elder
Born Unknown

Died 6th century

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church,
Roman Catholic Church

Feast 5 March

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Carthach)

Saint Carthage the Elder (or Carthach) was an Irish bishop and
abbot in the sixth century. His feast day is 5 March.

The saint is mainly known as a disciple and successor of Ciaran of
Saighir (the Elder) and the tutor and fosterer of his greater
namesake, Saint Carthage of Lismore (also known as Saint
Mochuda).[1]

Carthage was of the Eóganacht Chaisil and son, or, more
probably, grandson of Óengus mac Nad Froích whom Saint Patrick baptized. He was punished by St Ciaran the
Elder with penance for a sin of the flesh committed in his younger days. On completion of his canonical
penance, Carthage was reinstated as a member of the religious brotherhood of Saighir. Afterwards he founded
the monastery of Druim Fertain[where?] and another monastery in the upper island of Lough Sheelin, County
Meath.[citation needed]

In the barony of Clanmaurice is a townland called Monument on which are some scant remains of an ancient
church called Cill Cartaig (Carthage's Church).

There is a short paragraph about St. Cartha in The Martyrology of Donegal: a Calendar of the Saints of Ireland
(1864) by James Michael O'Clery, page 65:

Carthach, Bishop, alumnus of Ciaran of Saighir. One of his places was Druim-fertain, and in
Cairbre Ua Ciardha is Druim-fertain; and to him belongs Inish Uachtair in Loch Sileann, and Cill
Charthaigh in Tir Boghaine in Cinel Conaill. He was son of Aenghus, son of Nadfraech king of
Munster, &c.

Cill Charthaigh is Kilcar.

See also [edit]

Ciarán of Saigir
Saighir
Roman Catholic Diocese of Ossory
Osraige
Óengus mac Nad Froích
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1. ^ Bethada Náem nÉrenn (Lives of Irish Saints). Charles Plummer (ed), Richard Irvine Best (ed), Second edition, in
that the text is reprinted from the corrected sheets of the first edition [vol. 1: xliv + 346 pp; vol. 2: 484pp] Clarendon
Press Oxford (1922) (repr. 1968). Found online through UCC CELT, here:
http://www.ucc.ie/celt/published/T201000F/index.html

"Carthach (d.580?)" . Dictionary of National Biography. London: Smith, Elder & Co. 1885–1900.

External links [edit]

Photo of Kilcar village as seen from the ruins of St. Cartha's Church and more information about Carthach
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Carthage the Elder (or Carthach) was an Irish bishop and
abbot in the sixth century. His feast day is 5 March.

The saint is mainly known as a disciple and successor of Ciaran of
Saighir (the Elder) and the tutor and fosterer of his greater
namesake, Saint Carthage of Lismore (also known as Saint
Mochuda).[1]

Carthage was of the Eóganacht Chaisil and son, or, more
probably, grandson of Óengus mac Nad Froích whom Saint Patrick baptized. He was punished by St Ciaran the
Elder with penance for a sin of the flesh committed in his younger days. On completion of his canonical
penance, Carthage was reinstated as a member of the religious brotherhood of Saighir. Afterwards he founded
the monastery of Druim Fertain[where?] and another monastery in the upper island of Lough Sheelin, County
Meath.[citation needed]

In the barony of Clanmaurice is a townland called Monument on which are some scant remains of an ancient
church called Cill Cartaig (Carthage's Church).

There is a short paragraph about St. Cartha in The Martyrology of Donegal: a Calendar of the Saints of Ireland
(1864) by James Michael O'Clery, page 65:

Carthach, Bishop, alumnus of Ciaran of Saighir. One of his places was Druim-fertain, and in
Cairbre Ua Ciardha is Druim-fertain; and to him belongs Inish Uachtair in Loch Sileann, and Cill
Charthaigh in Tir Boghaine in Cinel Conaill. He was son of Aenghus, son of Nadfraech king of
Munster, &c.

Cill Charthaigh is Kilcar.

See also [edit]

Ciarán of Saigir
Saighir
Roman Catholic Diocese of Ossory
Osraige
Óengus mac Nad Froích
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1. ^ Bethada Náem nÉrenn (Lives of Irish Saints). Charles Plummer (ed), Richard Irvine Best (ed), Second edition, in
that the text is reprinted from the corrected sheets of the first edition [vol. 1: xliv + 346 pp; vol. 2: 484pp] Clarendon
Press Oxford (1922) (repr. 1968). Found online through UCC CELT, here:
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Carthusian Martyrs

Martirio de los cartujos de
Mauerbach, Vicente Carducho. 1642
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The Carthusian martyrs are those members of the Carthusian
monastic order who have been persecuted and killed because of their
Christian faith and their adherence to the Catholic religion. As an
enclosed order the Carthusians do not, on principle, put forward causes
for their members, though causes have been promoted by others on
their behalf.
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The order [edit]

The Carthusian order was founded in 1084 by St. Bruno of Cologne, and is an eremitic order, holding to the
principle of withdrawal from the world to a life of silent contemplation and prayer. They are often viewed as
hermits that live in common, having no active apostolate outside their Charterhouse. Carthusian life is
dramatically different as compared to Benedictine Monasticism, the most prevalent form in the west. Today the
Carthusians are a small order comprising 25 houses worldwide with just 350 male and 75 female members.

The Martyrs [edit]

During the Hussite Revolution in Bohemia in the 15th century Carthusian houses, as with other Catholic
institutions, came under attack. In 1419 the charterhouse in Prague was burned down.[1]

In 1537 during the English Reformation the London Charterhouse was dissolved and its members imprisoned
and later executed. Eighteen of these were beatified in 1886 by Pope Leo XIII;[2] three of these (Augustine
Webster, John Houghton and Robert Lawrence) were canonized in 1970 by Pope Paul VI with other English
martyrs as the Forty Martyrs of England and Wales.

In 1572 during the Dutch Revolt the Charterhouses of Delft and Roermond were attacked, resulting in the
deaths of Dom Justus van Schoonhoven and others.[3]

During the French Revolution numerous Carthusians were persecuted with other Catholic religious and lay
persons. Claude Beguignot and Lazarus Tiersot were ordained Carthusians. As priests, they were required to
take the anti-Papal oath of the "Civil Constitution of the Clergy". At their refusal they were imprisoned along with
eight other Carthusians in former slave ships anchored in the Charente River at Rochefort. Like most of 800
priests and clergy confined there, they died in 1794 due to the inhumane conditions.[4] They were beatified by
Pope John Paul II in 1995.[5]

In 1936, during the Spanish Civil War, Carthusians were affected by the widespread anti-clericalism; two of
these, from the Charterhouse of Montalegre, have so far been recognized.
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In September 1944, monks from the charterhouse at Certosa di Farneta opened their doors to troops from the
16th SS Panzergrenadier Division, who said they came bearing gifts for the abbey. They broke into the
monastery to arrest 32 partisans and Jews being sheltered in the monastery. Some of the refugees were able to
escape. Of the more than sixty killed, twelve were Carthusians.[6] Among the twelve Carthusians killed were two
Germans, one Swiss, one Venezuelan, and one Spaniard. The remaining monks were also from diverse
countries. Those killed were:

Benedetto Lapuente,
Bruno D'Amico,
Raffaele Cantero,
Adriano Compagnon,
Adriano Clerc,
Michele Nota,

Giorgio Maritano,
Pio Egger,
Martino Binz,
Gabriele Maria Costa,
Bernardo Montes de Oca
Aldo Mei
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Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus
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Casilda of Toledo

Saint Casilda de Toledo

Saint Casilda, by Francisco de Zurbarán

Died ~1050[1]

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast April 9

Attributes Roses in her basket or dress

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article's lead section does not adequately summarize key points
of its contents. Please consider expanding the lead to provide an
accessible overview of all important aspects of the article. Please discuss
this issue on the article's talk page. (March 2020)

Saint Casilda of Toledo (Spanish: Santa Casilda de Toledo)
(died c. 1050) is venerated as a saint of the Roman Catholic
Church and Orthodox Church. Her feast day is April 9.
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Life [edit]

According to her legend, St. Casilda, a daughter of a Muslim king
of Toledo (likely Yahya ibn Ismail Al-Mamun), showed great
compassion for Christian prisoners by frequently sneaking bread
into the prison, hidden in her clothes, to feed them.[2] Once, she
was stopped by Muslim soldiers and asked to reveal what she was
carrying in her skirt. When she began to show them, the bread
turned into a bouquet of roses.[3]

She was raised a Muslim, but when she became ill as a young
woman, she refused help from the local Arab doctors and traveled
to northern Iberia to partake of the healing waters of the shrine of
San Vicente, near Buezo, close to Briviesca.[2][3] When she was
cured, she was baptized at Burgos (where she was later
venerated) and lived a life of solitude and penance not far from
the miraculous spring. It is said that she lived to be 100 years old[4].

Images [edit]
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Francisco de Zurbarán
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St. Casilda Apprehended
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The Miracle of the
Roses; by José Nogales
Sevilla

Painted between 1638 and 1642, Zurbarán's Santa Casilda used as its model a lady of the Spanish court. She
wears the fashions for courtiers of the time.[3]
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Gaspar del Bufalo

Saint Gaspar Melchior Balthazar del
Bufalo

Born January 6, 1786
Rome, Italy

Died December 28, 1837
Rome

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized June 12, 1954, Rome by Pope
Pius XII

Feast December 28[1]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Caspar Del Bufalo)

Gaspar Melchior Balthazar del Bufalo (January 6, 1786 –
December 28, 1837), also known as Gaspare del Bufalo, was a
Roman Catholic priest and the founder of the Missionaries of the
Precious Blood. Canonised in 1954 he is liturgically
commemorated the 21 October.
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Life [edit]

Gaspar del Bufalo was born in Rome on the Feast of the
Epiphany, January 6, 1786.[2] He was baptized that same day and
given the name Gaspar Melchior Balthazar, the traditional names
of the magi who visited the child Jesus. The son of Annunziata and Antonio del Bufalo, he grew up in the city of
Rome, in the servants' quarters of a noble family, where his father worked as chef.[3]

His father was a failed entrepreneur who had dabbled in the theater and in professional soccer[4] before taking
a position as a cook in the household of the Altieri family, whose palace was across from the Church of the
Gesù in Rome.

Because of his delicate health, his pious mother had him confirmed at the age of one and a half years. As he
was suffering from an incurable malady of the eyes, which threatened to leave him blind, prayers were offered
to St. Francis Xavier for his recovery. Through the influence of his mother he became greatly devoted to St.
Francis Xavier, whose relic is prominently displayed on an altar of the Gesù. In 1787, he was recovered and
cherished in later life a special devotion to the Apostle of India, and selected him as the special patron of the
congregation which he later founded.[5]

St. Gaspar was also active in several ministries. He visited the sick and the poor often and founded a young
persons’ religious organization whose members prayed and did charitable work together.[4] He was ordained to
the Catholic priesthood in the diocese of Rome in 1808.[3] Soon after Gaspar formed an evening society for the
laborers and farm workers who came into Rome from the countryside to sell their wares. He provided catechism
for orphans and children of the poor and set up a night shelter for the homeless.

Along with other clergy who refused to take the oath of allegiance to Napoleon Bonaparte in 1809 after the
deportation of Pope Pius VII, he was sent into exile to northern Italy and imprisoned for four years. Upon his
return to Rome in 1814, he considered joining the Jesuits, who had recently been reestablished. However, in
view of the needs of the time and at the request of Pius VII, he engaged in the ministry of preaching missions to
the people in order to reestablish some order in the midst of the chaos of the time.[3]

Missionaries of the Precious Blood [edit]

Despite facing considerable difficulties, in 1815 he founded a society of priests, the Missionaries of the Precious
Blood, at the abbey of San Felice in Giano, Umbria.[6] With the help of local people, Gaspar worked to repair the
abandoned 10th century monastery.[4]

The year 1821 was a time of great lawlessness in the Papal States and many towns were out of the control of
the civil authorities. Bandits controlled many of the towns in the coastal provinces. Cardinal Cristaldi, papal
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Gaspar

This statue in Saint Mary Church
(Philothea, Ohio) depicts St. Gaspar
preaching.

treasurer and advisor to Pope Pius VII, suggested that Gaspar and his new
band of missionaries go into the towns and provinces where the bandits
lived and establish mission houses. There they were to preach the Word,
establish churches and chapels, and see to the continued instruction of the
people. Between 1821 and 1823 six new mission houses were opened.
Gaspar and his companions went out and preached the merits of the
Precious Blood. They called the people to repentance and to return to
faithfulness. They would preach on the street corners at night. They
instructed the children. Armed with only the crucifix, they went into the hills,[7]

where Gaspar negotiated a peace with the banditi.[4]

Although Gaspar was very popular in
his native city, he was not without enemies. His activity in converting the
"briganti", who came in crowds and laid their guns at his feet after he had
preached to them in their mountain hiding-places, excited the ire of the
officials who profited from brigandage through bribes and in other ways.
These enemies almost induced Leo XII to suspend del Bufalo.[5]

He also faced ecclesiastical opposition. One major objection to the new
society was that its name, The Society of the Precious Blood, was
considered unecclesiastical. Gaspar was accused of disregarding canon
law and the mission cross and chain that the members wore was completely
untraditional. This opposition began under the reign of Pope Pius VII
(around 1820) who had been a strong support of the society at its founding
in 1815.[6] This opposition became so strong that the successor to Pius VII,
Leo XII, was positively adverse to the community. It is noted that this was at
a time when Gaspar was being more and more open in his criticism of
abuses in the Church and the government of the Papal States. St. Gaspar
felt that this opposition was more of a personal attack on himself and so he
offered to step down as moderator of the community so that things could
be smoothed over. Fortunately, this was not needed as the situation with Leo XII was resolved after a meeting
between the two of them.[7]

His missionary efforts were extremely dramatic. One contemporary, the Passionist priest and bishop St. Vincent
Strambi, described his preaching as being "like a spiritual earthquake." He was also a friend of St. Vincent
Pallotti, founder of the Pallotines, who assisted at Gaspar's deathbed. He is particularly known for his devotion
to the Precious Blood of Christ and for spreading this devotion during his lifetime.

Until his death on December 28, 1837, he worked tirelessly to re-evangelize central Italy, especially the Papal
States. He was well known for his eloquence in preaching, his devotion to the poor (especially the Santa Galla
Hospice in Rome), and his work with the brigands of southern Lazio.

In 1836, his strength began to fail. He had given his last mission in Rome at the Chiesa Nuova in 1837.
Although fatally ill, he hastened to Rome, where the cholera was raging, to administer to the spiritual wants of
the plague-stricken. He returned to Albano but went again to Rome at the suggestion of Cardinal Franzoni, the
cardinal protector of the Congregation, in December 1837. It proved too much for him, and he succumbed in
the midst of his labours on December 28, 1837.[5]

His funeral was held in Rome at the church of Sant'Angelo in Pescheria, near the Teatro di Marcello, and he
was buried in Albano. Later, his body was transferred to the house of the Missionaries on the Via dei Crociferi in
Rome (Santa Maria in Trivio), where it remains today.

The titles accorded to him by his contemporaries:"II Santo", "Apostle of Rome", "Il martello dei Carbonari"
(Hammer of Italian Freemasonry).[5]

Veneration [edit]

Saint Gaspar del Bufalo was beatified by Pope Pius X in 1904,[6] and canonized by Pope Pius XII on June 12,
1954. His feast day, as indicated in the Roman Martyrology, is on the day of his death, December 28, but has
not been included in the General Roman Calendar. Currently Saint Gaspar del Bufalo's feast day is celebrated
on October 21. [clarification needed]

Legacy [edit]

He had a significant influence on St. Maria De Mattias, foundress of the Adorers of the Blood of Christ
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Statue of S. Gaspare del Bufalo,
Collegio Preziosissimo Sangue, Rome

A first-class relic from the forearm of
Gaspar del Bufalo on display at St.
Charles Seminary in Carthagena, Ohio

(A.S.C.),[8] although it was
Venerable Giovanni Merlini
C.PP.S. who was most directly
associated with St. Maria in
establishing her congregation.
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Saint Cassian of Autun
Bishop

Died ~350 AD

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast August 5

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Cassian of Autun (French: Cassien) (died ca. 350 AD) was
a 4th-century bishop of Autun. He may have been an Egyptian by
birth.[1] He traveled to Autun and was a follower of Saint Reticius,
bishop of Autun.[1]

Cassian succeeded Reticius as bishop, serving for about twenty
years, and was well liked by the people of his see.[1] Gregory of
Tours attributes miracles to Cassian.[1][2]

After the peace bought by Constantine he had a vision and decided to embark with some companions to
evangelize the Britons. Getting as far as Autun, he became the assistant of Saint Rhétice Autun.

On the death of Rhétice, he was elected bishop. he pursued the evangelization of Éduens and held the office
for twenty years of episcopate. He was buried in St. Peter. Gregory of Tours, who came to Autun two centuries
after his death, said he saw a great veneration on his tomb. The grave stone dust was reputed to cure all ills.

The abbot of Saint-Quentin in Vermandois wishing to obtain the relics of the saint who was in great miracles
made the request to Modon bishop of Autun. He obtained the precious relic, and the body was taken to his
monastery around the year 820. Charles the Bald restored the reliquary with a magnificent reliquary stored in
the crypt of the Basilica of Saint-Quentin.

Highly revered in the Middle Ages, there were many celebrations of this saint, 1 January, February 9, 2 May,
July 16, November 14, many dates of events in his life, like his arrival in Autun, his ordination and the various
dates translations of his reliques.[3]

Often confused with other Cassian, is the patron saint of the Church of Savigny-lès-Beaune since 1443, he is
also the patron saint of three villages in Burgundy (Côte d'Or): Athie, Ecutigny and Veilly.[4]

References [edit]

1.  ̂a b c d Benedictine Monks, Book of the Saints (Kessinger Publishing, 2003), p. 59.
2. ^ Cassian of Autun .
3. ^ Nouvelle Evangélisation, les Saints d'Hier et d'Aujourd'hui
4. ^ Denis Diderot: " L'Encyclopédie " (Berne & Lausanne 1780). Vol XXIV.
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Cassian of Imola

Saint Cassian of Imola

Martyrdom of Saint Cassian, ca. 1500. Innocenzo
Francucci.

Martyr
Died August 13, 303

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church, Roman
Catholic Church

Feast August 13

Patronage Imola, Mexico City, San Casciano in Val
di Pesa, Las Galletas (Tenerife),
schoolteachers, shorthand-writers,
parish clerks.

Cassian being killed by his pupils.
From the Dutch Martyrs Mirror.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cassian, or Saint Cassian of Imola, or Cassius was a
Christian saint of the 4th century. His feast day is August
13.

Contents [hide]
1 Life
2 Cultural references
3 References
4 External links

Life [edit]

Little is known about his life, although the traditional
accounts converge on some of the details of his martyrdom.
He was a schoolmaster at Imola, but rather than sacrifice to
the Roman gods, as so ordered by the current emperor,
Julian the Apostate, he was condemned to death and
turned over to his own pupils.[1] Since they were eager for
revenge for the many punishments he had inflicted on
them, they bound him to a stake and tortured him to death
by stabbing him with their pointed iron styli, the devices then used to
mark wooden or wax writing tablets. Cassian suffered in one of the
persecutions of the third century, but in which cannot be assigned with
any certainty.[2]

He was interred by the Christians at Imola, where afterwards his relics
were honoured with a rich mausolæum.[3] His traditional date of
martyrdom is August 13, 303, hence August 13 is his feast day on the
Roman calendar. Cassian is the patron saint of Mexico City, Imola
(Italy), Sukošan (Croatia), and of parish clerks. Comacchio Cathedral is
dedicated to him. He is also the patron saint of the localities of San
Casciano in Val di Pesa (Italy) and Las Galletas (Tenerife, Spain). St
Cassian's Centre is named for him.

Cultural references [edit]

There are at least two references in modern literature to Cassian. In the novel A Confederacy of Dunces by
John Kennedy Toole, protagonist Ignatius Reilly informs one of his professors that "St. Cassian of Imola was
stabbed to death by his students with their styli." (Grove Press edition, p. 128). Annie Dillard also makes a
reference to him in her 1992 novel The Living. Bethel College had a Cassianus Lounge in the faculty offices
area.[4]

The famous German jurist Carl Schmitt, named the place in which he spent his late years (in Plettenberg) as
"San Casciano". According to the common opinion (for the own Schmitt, the most obvious interpretation), this
referred to some place near Florence, Italy (called San Casciano) in which Macchiavelli spent the time during
which he wrote some of his most influential works. Schmitt acknowledges this view but addresses as "exoteric".
On the other hand, the "esoteric" interpretation of the choice would be actually related to the very Saint Cassian
of Imola. Carl Schmitt identified with the Catholic martyr insofar as he also felt as some sort of teacher
assassinated or stabbed (i.e. betrayed) by his own students(eg. by Otto Kirchheimer)[5].

References [edit]

1. ^ Benigni, Umberto. "Imola." The Catholic Encyclopedia  Vol. 7. New York: Robert Appleton Company, 1910. 1
July 2019  This article incorporates text from this source, which is in the public domain.
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2. ^ Monks of Ramsgate. "Cassian”. Book of Saints, 1921. CatholicSaints.Info. 30 September 2012  This article
incorporates text from this source, which is in the public domain.

3. ^ Butler, Alban. "St. Cassian, Martyr", Lives of Saints, vol. VIII, 1866  This article incorporates text from this
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Saint Cassian of Tangier

Icon of Cassian of Tangier located in the
Russian Orthodox Church of the Resurrection,

Rabat

Martyr
Born c. mid 3rd century AD

Died 298 AD
Tingis, Mauretania Tingitana
(modern-day Tangiers, Morocco)

Venerated in Catholic Church, Eastern
Orthodox Church

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Feast December 3

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the French saint, see John Cassian. For the martyr of Imola, see Cassian of Imola.

Saint Cassian of Tangier (or of Tangiers or of Tingis) was a
Christian saint of the 3rd century. He is traditionally said to have
been beheaded on 3 December, AD 298, during the reign of
Diocletian. The Passion of Saint Cassian is appended to that of
Saint Marcellus of Tangier. It is not considered reliable by some
modern scholars.[1]

According to it, he was a court recorder at the trial of St. Marcellus
the Centurion. Aurelius Agricola, deputy prefect in the Roman
province in North Africa, conducted the trial. When the death
penalty was imposed on St. Marcellus, Cassian threw down his pen
and declared that he was a Christian. He was arrested immediately
and put to death. Cassian is the patron saint of modern
stenographers.

Saint Cassian of Tangier is the martyr mentioned by St. Prudentius
(born 348) in his hymn Liber Peristephanon (De Coronis
Martyrum) (Carmen IV, 45-48 [1] ): "Ingeret Tingis sua
Cassianum, festa Massylum monumenta regum, qui cinis gentes
domitas coegit. ad iuga Christi."

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Geoffrey Ernest Maurice de Sainte-Croix, Christian
Persecution, Martyrdom, and Orthodoxy, Oxford University Press,
2006, p. 172:"we must admit that we know nothing of the date or
the circumstances of his execution"

Sources [edit]

Vincent J. O'Malley, Saints of Africa, ed. Our Sunday Visitor
Publishing, 2001, p. 164 [2]
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Saint Cassius of Clermont and
Companions

Stained glass depiction of Cassius, Église
Saint-Eutrope, Clermont-Ferrand

Martyr
Died ~264 AD

Clermont-Ferrand, France

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast May 15

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Cassius of Clermont is venerated as a Christian martyr of
the 3rd century.[1] He was a senator who was converted to
Christianity by Saint Austremonius.[2]

Cassius was killed with Victorinus (a pagan priest who had also
been converted by Austremonius), Maximus, Anatolius, Linguinus,
and others at Clermont-Ferrand by Chrocas, the chieftain of the
Alemanni, who were invading Roman Gaul at the time.[1] Chrocas
is said to have killed a total of 6,266 Christians at Clermont at this
time, according to tradition.[3]
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Saint Cassius of Narni
Bishop

Died 558
Rome

Venerated in Catholic Church

Feast June 29

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Cassius was a bishop of Narni in Umbria from 537 to 558,
the date of his death.[1] He was praised by St. Gregory the Great,
and was noted for his charity.[1] Cassius died at Rome after going
on pilgrimage there.[1] Cassius was married; his wife's name was
Fausta.[2]

In the year 878, Cassius’ relics were taken to Basilica di San
Frediano in Lucca with those of Saints Juvenal of Narni and
Cassius' wife Fausta[3] They were taken by Adalbert, Margrave of Tuscany,[2] but all of the relics were returned
to Narni two years later.[2][3] The relics of Saint Cassius were built in a restored shrine later known as the
Sacello di San Cassio.[2] Juvenal's relics are said to have been hidden.[2]
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Castinus of Byzantium
Bishop of Byzantium

Installed 230

Term ended 237

Personal details
Denomination Early Christianity

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
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Castinus I (? – 237) was Bishop of Byzantium the period 230–
237. In some catalogues he appears as Constantine.

He descended from Rome, and he was senator and not a
Christian. He converted to Christianity, being baptised by the
bishop of Argyropolis, Cyrillianus. Then he gave his fortune to the
poor and was devoted to the Church. He was bishop of Byzantium
from 230 to 237. Until his tenure, the cathedral was near the sea in
the area of present Galata. He built one of the oldest churches in Byzantium, to honour Saint Euphemia.[1]

Nicephorus Callistus refers to him in his works as Constantine.

His memory is revered on January 25.
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The Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople

Titles of the Great Christian Church
Previous:

Cyriacus I
Bishop of Byzantium

230–237
Next:

Eugenius I

Bishops of Byzantium and Patriarchs of Constantinople

Bishops of Heraclea/Byzantium
Roman period (38-330 AD)

Andrew · Stachys · Onesimus · Polycarpus I · Plutarch · Sedecion · Diogenes ·
Eleutherius · Felix · Polycarpus II · Athenodorus · Euzois · Laurence · Alypius · Pertinax ·
Olympianus · Marcus I · Philadelphus · Cyriacus I · Castinus · Eugenius I · Titus ·
Dometius · Rufinus · Probus · Metrophanes · Alexander

Archbishops of Constantinople
Roman period (330–451 AD)

Alexander · Paul I · Eusebius · Macedonius I · Eudoxius · Evagrius · Demophilus ·
Maximus I · Gregory I · Nectarius · John I Chrysostom · Arsacius · Atticus · Sisinnius I ·
Nestorius · Maximianus · Proclus · Flavian · Anatolius

Patriarchs of Constantinople
Byzantine period

(451–1453 AD)

Anatolius · Gennadius I · Acacius · Fravitta · Euphemius · Macedonius II · Timothy I ·
John II · Epiphanius · Anthimus I · Menas · Eutychius · John III · John IV · Cyriacus II ·
Thomas I · Sergius I · Pyrrhus · Paul II · Peter · Thomas II · John V · Constantine I ·
Theodore I · George I · Paul III · Callinicus I · Cyrus · John VI · Germanus I · Anastasius ·
Constantine II · Nicetas I · Paul IV · Tarasius · Nicephorus I · Theodotus I · Antony I ·
John VII · Methodius I · Ignatios · Photios I · Stephen I · Antony II · Nicholas I · Εuthymius I
· Stephen II · Tryphon · Theophylact · Polyeuctus · Βasil I · Αntony III · Nicholas II ·
Sisinnius II · Sergius II · Eustathius · Alexius · Michael I · Constantine III · John VIII ·
Cosmas I · Eustratius · Nicholas III · John IX · Leo · Michael II · Cosmas II · Nicholas IV ·
Theodotus II · Neophytus I · Constantine IV · Luke · Michael III · Chariton · Theodosius I ·
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Castor of Apt
Bishop

Born 4th century
Nîmes, France

Died ca. 420

Feast 2 September

Patronage Apt, France

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Castor of Apt (died ca. 420) was a bishop of Apt, in Gaul.

He was born in Nîmes and may have been the brother of Saint
Leontius of Fréjus. Castor was a lawyer and married to a wealthy
widow. He lived in Marseilles. His wife, however, allowed him to
enter the religious life; she herself entered a nunnery. Castor
founded the monastery of Manauque (Monanque) in Provence
which followed the monastic rule of John Cassian. He was
subsequently made bishop of Apt. [1] He died of natural causes.

Saint John Cassian wrote the De institutis coenobiorum at the request of Castor.[2]

His feast day is September 2. His relics are still preserved in the cathedral of Apt, of which he is one of the
patrons.
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Saint Castor of Karden

Statue of Saint Castor at Karden.

Priest
Born Aquitaine?

Died ~400 AD
Karden

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Major shrine Basilika St. Kastor (Basilica of
St. Castor), Koblenz

Feast 13 February

Patronage Koblenz

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Castor of Karden (German: Kastor von Karden) was a
priest and hermit of the 4th century who is venerated as a saint by
the Catholic Church. Castor was a pupil of Maximinus of Trier
around 345 AD,[1] and was ordained as a priest by Maximinus. Like
his teacher, Castor may have come from the region of Aquitaine.[1]

At his ordination, Castor settled at Karden on the Moselle as a
hermit with various companions, where they dedicated themselves
to an ascetic life and established a small religious community.

Castor’s companions there included the Aquitanian pilgrim Saint
Potentinus, and Potentinus’ two sons Felicius and Simplicius.[1]

Castor died at Karden at an advanced age.[2]

Veneration [edit]

By the year 791 AD, there was already a reliquary dedicated to
Castor, which was translated to the Paulinuskirchen at Karden.[2]

In 836, the relics were translated to what became the Basilica of
St. Castor at Koblenz by Archbishop Hetto of Trier.[1][2]
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March 27, 2009.
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Castritian

Castritian
Bishop of Milan

Church Catholic Church

In office mid 3rd-century

Predecessor Caius

Successor Calimerius

Sainthood
Feast day 1 December

Venerated in Catholic Church

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Castritian (Latin: Castritianus, Italian: Castriziano) was Bishop of
Milan in mid 3rd-century. He is honoured as a Saint in the Catholic
Church and his feast day is on December 1.[1]

Life [edit]

Almost nothing is known about the life and the episcopate of
Castritian, except that he was bishop of Milan in mid 3rd-century,
and that his corpse was allegedly buried in a cemetery in the area
of Porta Romana, not far from the present Basilica of Saint
Calimerius.[2] His relics were later translated into the church of San
Giovanni in Conca, which was demolished between the 19th and
20th century.[1]

Middle age texts, such as the Historia Dataria dated 11th-century,
add biographic details which are to be considered legendary.
Among these legendary traditions, is the length of his episcopate
(41 years), the start of his reign shortly after the Emperor Domitian
in 97 and the consequent date of death in 138. Also legendary is
his consecration as church of a house donated by a certain
Philips, even if modern scholars, supported by 4th-century
documents, deem as likely the early existence of a house church
with a garden in an area between Porta Ticinese and Porta
Magenta.[3]

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b Ruggeri, Fausto (1991). I Vescovi di Milano. Milano: NED. p. 7–8. ISBN 88-7023-154-2.(in Italian)
2. ^ Cazzani, Eugenio (1996). Vescovi e arcivescovi di Milano. Milano: Massimo. p. 11. ISBN 88-7030-891-X.(in

Italian)
3. ^ Pasini, Cesare (1988). "Castriziano di Milano, santo (sec. IV)". Dizionario della Chiesa Ambrosiana. 2. Milano:

NED. p. 764–765. ISBN 88-7023-102-X.(in Italian)
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v · t · e Bishops and Archbishops of Milan

Ancient age

St Barnabas (50-55) · St Anathalon (53-63) · St Caius (63 - 85) · sede vacante · St Castricianus (97 - 138) ·
St Calimerius (138–191) · sede vacante · St Monas (283–313?) · St Mirocles (313–316?) · St Maternus
(316–328?) · St Protasius (328–343?) · St Eustorgius I (343–349?) · St Dionysius (349–355) · Auxentius$
(355–374) · St Ambrose (374–397) · St Simplician (397–400) · St Venerius (400–408) · St Marolus (408–
423) · St Martinianus (423–435) · St Glycerius (436–438) · St Lazarus (438–449) · St Eusebius (449–462) ·
St Gerontius (462–465) · St Benignus (465–472) · St Senator (472–475) · St Theodorus I (475–490) · St
Lawrence I (490–512) · St Eustorgius II (512–518) · St Magnus (518–530?) · St Dacius (530–552) · Vitale
(552–556) · St Ausanus (556–559?)

Genoa period St Honoratus (560–571?) · Frontone (571–573?) · Lawrence II (573–592) · Constantius (593–600) ·
Deodatus (601–628) · Asterius (629–639) · Forte (639–641)

Middle Ages

St John the Good (641–669) · St Antonino (669–671) · St Maurilio (671) · St Ampelius (671–676) · St
Mansuetus (676–685) · St Benedict (685–732) · Theodorus II (732–746) · St Natalis (746–747) · Arifred
(747–748) · Stabile (748–750) · Leto (751–755) · Thomas (755–783) · Peter (784–803) · Odelpert (803–
813) · St Anselm I (813–818) · St Buono (818–822) · Angilbert I (822–823) · Angilbert II Pusterla (824–859) ·
Tadone (860–868) · Anspert (868–881) · Anselmo II Capra (882–896) · Landulf I (896–899) · Andrea of
Canciano (899–906) · Aicone (906–918) · Gariberto of Besana (918–921) · Lambert (921–931) · Elduin
(931–936) · Arderico (936–948) · Adelman (948–953) · Walpert (953–970) · Arnulf I (970–974) · Gotofredo I
(974–979) · Landulf II of Carcano (980–998) · Arnolfo II da Arsago (998–1018) · Ariberto da Intimiano (1018–
1045) · Guido da Velate (1045–1069) · Attone (1070–1075) · Gotofredo II da Castiglione (1070–1075,
antibishop) · Tebald da Castiglione (1075–1080) · Anselmo III da Rho (1086–1093) · Arnolfo III (1093–
1097) · Anselmo IV da Bovisio (1097–1101) · Grosolanus (1102–1112) · Giordano da Clivio (1112–1120) ·
Ulrich da Corte (1120–1126) · Anselmo della Pusterla (1126–1135) · Robaldo (1135–1145) · Umberto I da
Pirovano (1146–1166) · St Galdino della Sala (1166–1176) · Algisio da Pirovano (1176–1185) ·
Umberto II Crivelli (1185–1187, elected Pope Urban III) · Milone da Cardano (1187–1195) · Umberto III da
Terzago (1195–1196) · Filippo I da Lampugnano (1196–1206) · Umberto IV da Pirovano (1206–1211) ·
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Gerardo da Sessa (1211–1212) · Enrico I da Settala (1213–1230) · Guglielmo I da Rizolio (1230–1241) ·
Leon da Perego (1241–1257) · Ottone Visconti (1262–1295) · Ruffino da Frisseto (1295–1296) · Francesco
I da Parma (1296–1308) · Cassone della Torre (1308–1317) · Aicardo da Intimiano (1317–1339) ·
Giovanni II Visconti (1342–1354) · Roberto Visconti (1354–1361) · Guglielmo II della Pusterla (1361–1370) ·
Simon da Borsano (1370–1380) · Antonio de' Saluzzi (1380–1401) · Pietro II di Candia (1402–1410) ·
Francesco II Crippa (1409–1414) · Bartolommeo Capra (1414–1433) · Francesco III Piccolpasso (1433–
1443) · Enrico II Rampini (1443–1450) · Giovanni III Visconti (1450–1453) · Nicolò Amidano (1453–1454) ·
Timoteo Maffei (1454) · Gabriele Sforza (1454–1457) · Carlo I da Forlì (1457–1461) · Stefano Nardini (1461–
1484) · Giovanni Arcimboldi (1484–1488) · Guido Antonio Arcimboldi (1488–1497) · Ottaviano Arcimboldi
(1497) · Ippolito d'Este (1497–1520) · Ippolito II d'Este (1520–1550) · Giovan Angelo Arcimboldi (1550–
1555) · Filippo II Archinto (1556–1558) · sede vacante

Modern age

St. Carlo Borromeo (1564–1584) · Gaspare Visconti (1584–1595) · Federico I Borromeo (1595–1631) ·
Cesare Monti (1632–1650) · Alfonso Litta (1652–1679) · Federico II Visconti (1681–1693) ·
Federico III Caccia (1693–1699) · Giuseppe Archinto (1699–1712) · Benedetto II Erba Odescalchi (1712–
1737) · Carlo Gaetano Stampa (1737–1742) · Giuseppe II Pozzobonelli (1743–1783) · Filippo Maria Visconti
(1784–1801) · Giovanni Battista Caprara (1802–1810) · sede vacante · Carlo Gaetano Gaisruck (1818–
1846) · Bartolomeo Carlo Romilli (1847–1859) · Paolo Angelo Ballerini (1859–1867) ·
Luigi Nazari di Calabiana (1867–1893) · Bl. Andrea Ferrari (1894–1921) · Ambrogio Damiano Achille Ratti
(1921–1922, elected Pope Pius XI) · Eugenio Tosi (1922–1929) · Bl. Ildefonso Schuster (1929–1954) · St.
Giovanni Battista Montini (1954–1963, elected Pope Paul VI) · Giovanni Colombo (1963–1979) ·
Carlo Maria Martini, SJ (1979–2002) · Dionigi Tettamanzi (2002–2011) · Angelo Scola (2011–2017) ·
Mario Delpini (2017-present)

$=considered an intruder by the Catholic Church
 Catholicism portal
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Castulus

Saint Castulus

St. Castulus statue at Moosburg

Martyr
Died 286 AD

Rome

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast Roman Catholic Church: March
26; March 27 (Freising, Munich).
Eastern Orthodox Church:
December 18[1]

Attributes spade.

Patronage Shepherds; invoked against
erysipelas, lightning, horse theft,
wildfires, drowning, cowherds[2]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Castulus (died 286) is venerated as a martyr. According to
tradition, he was the chamberlain (or officer, valet) of Emperor
Diocletian and the husband of Saint Irene of Rome.[2]

Contents [hide]
1 Biography
2 Veneration of St. Castulus
3 References
4 External links

Biography [edit]

A convert to the Christian religion, he sheltered Christians in his
home and arranged for religious services inside the palace of the
emperor. Among those he sheltered were Mark and Marcellian.[3]

He is one of the saints associated with the life and legend of Saint
Sebastian.

With his friend Saint Tiburtius, he converted many men and
woman to Christianity and brought them to Pope Saint Caius to be
baptized.[4] He was betrayed by an apostate named Torquatus and
taken before Fabian, prefect of the city.[4]

Castulus was tortured and executed by being buried alive in a
sand pit on the Via Labicana. According to tradition, Irene
subsequently buried the body of the martyred Saint Sebastian.
She was later martyred herself, around 288 AD.

Veneration of St. Castulus [edit]

A church dedicated to him at Rome, built on the site of his
martyrdom, existed from at least the seventh century.

Castulus was venerated in Bavaria after relics of his were taken to
Moosburg. Duke Heinrich der Löwe started the construction of the Kastulus Minster in 1171.

In 1604, relics were also brought to Landshut.[2] His relics still rest in Landshut's church of St. Martin's and
Kostel Sv. Haštala (Church of St.Castulus), Prague.

References [edit]

1. ^ Saints, December 18, Justin Popović  Archived  2011-11-28 at the Wayback Machine (in Serbian)
2.  ̂a b c Name bedeutet: der Gewissenhafte (latein.) (2007-03-25). "Castulus (Kastulus) – Ökumenisches

Heiligenlexikon" . Heiligenlexikon.de. Retrieved 2011-06-27.
3. ^ Ebenezer Cobham Brewer, A Dictionary of Miracles: Imitative, Realistic, and Dogmatic (Chatto and Windus,

1901), 11.
4.  ̂a b "Santos" . ACI Prensa. 2007-07-29. Retrieved 2011-06-27.

External links [edit]

St. Castulus
(in German) Castulus (Kastulus)
(in Czech) SV. HAŠTAL (KASTUL)
(in Spanish) San Castulo, Mártir

Authority control GND: 129388513  · VIAF: 8463995  · WorldCat Identities: viaf-8463995
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saints Castus and Emilius (died 250 AD) are venerated as saints and martyrs by the Eastern Orthodox and
Roman Catholic Churches. They are praised by Saint Cyprian and Augustine of Hippo. When they were
imprisoned, Castus and Emilius denied that they were Christians under torture and were released. When they
were arrested a second time, they refused to abjure Christianity and were burned to death. Their feast day is
May 22.[1][2]

References [edit]

1. ^ (in Greek) Οἱ Ἅγιοι Αἰμίλιος καὶ Κάστος οἱ Μάρτυρες . 22 Μαΐου. ΜΕΓΑΣ ΣΥΝΑΞΑΡΙΣΤΗΣ.
2. ^ May 22  Archived  2011-10-12 at the Wayback Machine. The Roman Martyrology.
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Catald

Saint Catald

Statue of Saint Catald at Taranto.

Born 7th century [1]

Ireland

Died 685
Taranto

Venerated in Tarento, Ireland

Canonized About 685 (Pre-congregation)

Major shrine Lismore, County Waterford,
Taranto

Feast 10 May

Patronage Invoked for protection from
plagues, droughts and storms

Chapel at San Cataldo

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Catald of Taranto (a.k.a. Cataldus, Cathaluds,
Cathaldus, Cat(t)aldo, Cathal), Irish monk, fl. 7th century.[2]
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Biography [edit]

His monastery was in Lismore, County Waterford but his apparent
desire for a life of solitude saw him venture off to Jerusalem on a
pilgrimage.

On his return home his
ship was wrecked off the
Italian coast, near the city
of Taranto. The people
here appear to have
encouraged the monk to
become their bishop, and
he rose to become their
archbishop. Some of the
miracles claimed in

Catald's name include protecting the city against the plague and
floods that, apparently, had occurred in neighbouring areas.

When his coffin was reopened it allegedly contained a golden
Celtic cross and a stick carved from Irish oak featuring Celtic
design which was to become Catald's emblem.

Legacy [edit]

The Italian towns of San Cataldo (there is such a town in Sicily, and a modern sea resort in the Apulian Province
of Lecce) are believed to have been named in his honour, and his feast day is 10 May.

Saint Cathal was the patron of the Sicilian Normans.[3]

The parish church in Montenero Sabino, province of Rieti, in the region of the Lazio, is dedicated to San
Cataldo.

See also [edit]
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Columbanus
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James of Ireland
List of Catholic saints
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1. ^ https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1180665815299595&set=a.148689931830527&type=3&theater
2. ^ https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1180665815299595&set=a.148689931830527&type=3&theater
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Catellus of Castellammare
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Saint Catellus of Castellammare

Died 9th century

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Canonized cultus confirmed in 1729 (C)

Feast January 19

Patronage city and diocese of Castellamare
di Stabia

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Catellus of Castellamare (Italian: San Catello) (9th
century) was a bishop of Castellamare di Stabia. He was a close
friend of Saint Antoninus of Sorrento. Tradition states that
Antoninus, fleeing the Lombard invasions, headed for Campania
where he ended up at Castellammare di Stabia. Here Catellus was
bishop but wishing to become a hermit, gave up his office as
bishop and entrusted Antoninus with the task of serving as the
town's bishop. Catellus withdrew to Monte Aureo.

The desire to remain a hermit himself led Antoninus to convince
Catellus to return to his see. Antoninus retired to Monte Aureo
himself and lived in a natural grotto. However, Catellus again
decided to withdraw to this mountain and dedicate himself only
sporadically to the cares of his diocese.

An apparition of Saint Michael is said to have convinced the two to
construct the stone oratory now known as Monte San Angelo or
Punta San Michele.

Subsequently, Catellus was accused of witchcraft by a priest
named Tibeius (Tibeio) of Stabia and was held captive at Rome
until a new pope released him. Catellus returned to Stabia and
dedicated himself to expanding the church that he had helped
found.[1]

Inhabitants of Sorrento, meanwhile, convinced Antoninus to settle
at Sorrento. Antoninus became an abbot of the Benedictine
monastery of San Agrippino, succeeding Boniface (Bonifacio) in
this capacity.

Veneration [edit]

Details of his life are based on an account written towards the end
of the ninth century by an anonymous chronicler. His life is also mentioned in those sources describing that of
his friend Antoninus. The Theatine father Antonio Caracciolo edited one of these in 1626.

The cult of this saint was confirmed by the Sacred Congregation on September 13, 1729.

A Chapel of San Catello is found in the Castellammare Cathedral.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Sant' Antonino di Sorrento
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Caterina Cittadini

Blessed
Caterina Cittadini

Religious
Born 28 September 1801

Bergamo, Cisalpine Republic

Died 5 May 1857 (aged 55)
Somasca, Bergamo, Kingdom of
Lombardy-Venetia

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 29 April 2001, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 5 May

Patronage Ursuline Sisters of St. Jerome
Emiliani
Orphans
Educators

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Caterina Cittadini (28 September 1801 - 5 May 1857) was an
Italian Roman Catholic religious from Bergamo who established the
Ursuline Sisters of Saint Jerome Emiliani. The order was dedicated
to the education of girls in Bergamo and in the surrounding areas
and has since expanded outside of the Italian nation. Cittadini was
orphaned as a child and cultivated her faith among fellow children
in an orphanage where the spiritual direction was strong. Her
order came in part of her devotion to Saint Jerome Emiliani as well
as the Blessed Mother.[1]

Cittadini's reputation increased as the decades went on due to her
fame as a passionate and inspiring educator who instilled in girls
both a civic and a religious education that was the basis of her
educational career and her beliefs.

Her beatification was celebrated on 29 April 2001 once Pope John
Paul II recognized a healing that was believed to be attributed to
Cittadini's direct intercession. Her feast is celebrated on an annual
basis on the date of her death.
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3 References
4 External links

Life [edit]

Caterina Cittadini was born in Bergamo on 28 September 1801 to Giovanni Battista Cittadini and Margherita
Lanzani; her sister was Giuditta (1803-1840). She was baptized the following 30 September in the parish of San
Alessandro in Colonna. Her mother died in 1808 and her father abandoned the sisters after being widowed.[2]

The sisters were taken in and grew up in the orphanage of Bergamo where both sisters developed a strong and
ardent faith; in her case it meant a strong devotion to both the Blessed Mother and to Jerome Emiliani. The
sisters left the orphanage in 1823 in order to live with their paternal priest cousins Giovanni and Antonio
Cittadini in Calolzio.[1][3]

Cittadini became a teacher at a public girls school in Somasca in 1824 at the time she and Giuditta felt called to
the religious life. Their spiritual director Giuseppe Brena - from their time at the orphanage - advised them to
remain in Somasca to instead become the basis of a new religious congregation devoted to the education of
girls both children and adolescents.[2] To that end the pair bought in 1826 a house in Somasca and also bought
and furnished a building that became a female boarding school in October 1826. Cittadini taught the students
religious education and managed the school on a simultaneous level; at this stage word of her success spread
and she attracted dozens of students from the surrounding areas. The Cittadini sisters opened two private
schools in 1832 and in 1836.[1][3]

Giuditta directed these schools until her sudden death in 1840 which had put an emotional strain upon her
older sister. This was exacerbated with the death of her cousin Antonio in 1841 and her spiritual director not
long after that. The rapid losses that she incurred ruined her health to the point where she neared death in
1842 but she believed she was cured through the intercession of Jerome Emiliani.[1][2]

She quit public teaching in 1845 in order to just manage the schools themselves and she also took three
companions under her wing to assist her in both that task and also in the care of orphans. In 1850 she received
the papal approval of Pope Pius IX to build a chapel to house the Eucharist at her boarding school and in 1851
applied for the approval of a new religious congregation to the Bishop of Bergamo Carlo Gritti Morlacchi.[3] In
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1854 the new Bishop Pietro Luigi Speranza encouraged her work and instructed her to write the Rule of her
new order - her first attempt was based on those of the Milanese Ursulines and was rejected. She persisted in
writing the Rule once more which was accepted on 17 September 1854 bearing the name of her new
congregation.[2]

Cittadini died in 1857 after a period of ill health; her reputation for holiness and for her ardent faith spread
across the northern Italian cities and led to calls for her cause of beatification to be introduced.

Post-mortem [edit]

Six months after her death - on 14 December 1857 - the Bishop of Bergamo gave his approval for the order to
be recognized of diocesan right while on 8 July 1927 the congregation received the official papal approval of
Pope Pius XI; this meant the congregation was now universal and was recognized of pontifical right to exercise
its functions.[1]

The order now operates in Asia in nations such as India and the Philippines and in Europe in both Belgium and
Switzerland amongst others.

Beatification [edit]

The process for beatification commenced on 21 April 1967 under Pope Paul VI with the title Servant of God
being bestowed upon her. Preparations for the cause commenced at this point and all culminated in the
diocesan process in which her life and her works were investigated; this complex process spanned from 5
August 1971 until 14 December 1978. Her writings were placed under investigation in order to ensure her
beliefs and her life itself was not in contradiction to the teachings of the Roman Catholic Church and were
approved in 1981.

Historical consultants met to discuss the cause on 19 December 1989 and had to issue their approval to it -
which did take effect - in order for the cause to proceed to the so-called "Roman Phase" in Rome; this would
see the Congregation for the Causes of Saints launching their own line of investigation into Cittadini's life and
virtues. The Positio - documenting both her virtues and life - was submitted to the latter in 1990 while the
diocesan process was ratified on 19 September 1991.

On 17 December 1996 she was proclaimed to be Venerable after Pope John Paul II acknowledged the fact that
Cittadini had indeed lived a model Christian life of heroic virtue which she exercised to a favorable degree.

The miracle required for her beatification was investigated on a local level and was ratified in 1997. It received
papal approval on 20 December 1999 and allowed for the beatification to take place. John Paul II celebrated
Cittadini's beatification on 29 April 2001.
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Caterina Volpicelli

Saint
Caterina Volpicelli

Religious
Born 21 January 1839

Naples, Kingdom of the Two
Sicilies

Died 28 December 1894 (aged 55)
Naples, Kingdom of Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 29 April 2001, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Canonized 26 April 2009, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
Benedict XVI

Feast 22 January

Attributes Rosary

Patronage Maids of the Sacred Heart of
Jesus

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Caterina Volpicelli (21 January 1839 – 28 December 1894)
was an Italian Roman Catholic professed religious and the
foundress of the Maids of the Sacred Heart of Jesus.

On 29 April 2001 she received beatification from Pope John Paul II
and was canonized as a saint of the Roman Catholic Church on 26
April 2009 in a celebration at which Pope Benedict XVI officiated.

Biography [edit]

Caterina Volpicelli was born in Naples January 21, 1839, to Peter
and Teresa de Micheroux. Her family belonged to the Neapolitan
high bourgeoisie and she had a deep Christian faith. After an
adolescence spent loving theater, music, literature, and after a
strong existential crisis, she began to gain awareness of being
called to religious life. At first she thought that her vocation was for
contemplative life, which she experienced, but she had had to
leave due to her frail health. Especially Father Louis from Casoria
helped her understand that she was called to live the evangelical
counsels "remaining in the midst of society." She devoted herself
to the diffusion of the Apostleship of Prayer with some
assistants.[1] Thanks to Father Ramière, Volpicelli encountered a
French foundation that had her same objectives.

The French institution was aggregated to the new Congregation of
the Missionaries of the Sacred Heart of Jesus by Jean Jules
Chevalier. It was called the "Third Order of the Sacred Heart" and
it was led by Louise-Thérèse de Montaignac. The archbishop of
Naples, Sisto Riario Sforza, having understood that the nascent
Neapolitan foundation had its own personality confronted with that
of de Montaignac, established that the two institutions were to be
separated. In 1874, Volpicelli’s foundation received the approval of
the archbishop of Naples and was named the "Pia Unione delle
Ancelle del Sacro Cuore" (Pious Union of the Maids of the Sacred Heart).

However, Catherina felt the need to receive approval also from the Holy See.

The originality and the novelty of the form of her foundation, which desired to be recognized as an authentic
religious institution with a public profession of vows, aroused many perplexities and open hostility, especially in
the Roman ecclesiastic environment. The various difficulties were overcome, and in June 1890 the “Istituto delle
Ancelle del Sacro Cuore di Gesù” (Institute of the Handmaids of the Sacred Heart of Jesus) obtained the
Decree of Praise by the Sacred Congregation of Bishops and Regulars, without changing its innovative design.
Caterina Volpicelli died on December 28, 1894, leaving great uncertainty in the young institution, which would
have still needed her charismatic presence.

Veneration [edit]

She was declared Venerable on March 25, 1945 by Pope Pius XII. On June 28, 1999, John Paul II promulgated
the Decree on the miracle obtained through her intercession. On 29 April 2001, the same Pope proclaimed her
Blessed. On December 6, 2008, Pope Benedict XVI signed the decree recognizing a miracle attributed to the
intercession of the woman, a prelude to the process of canonization.

She was canonized in St. Peter's Square in Rome on April 26, 2009 by Pope Benedict XVI.[2]

Her liturgical commemoration is on January 22. A plaque in her memory has been recently placed in 30
Port‘Alba Street in Naples where she was born; as a religious woman she gave a turn to the religious life of
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Sarcophagus of F. Julius Catervus

Died 4th century?

Feast 17 October

Patronage Tolentino

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Catervus (Italian: San Caterv[i]o) (possibly 4th century) is
the patron saint of Tolentino. Catervus is said to have brought the
Christian faith to the city. Tolentino is known to have had bishops
by the fifth century.[1]

The Cathedral of San Catervo in Tolentino holds his relics, in his
original fourth century marble sarcophagus,[2] carved with
representations of the Good Shepherd and the Adoration of the
Magi.[3] The cathedral seems to have been built on the site of the
saint's Roman mausoleum.[4] On the tabula of the sarcophagus,
his full name is given as Flavius Julius Catervus.[2] He seems to
have been of noble, senatorial rank, rising to the rank of prefect.
He died at the age of 56; his wife Septimia Severina had the
sarcophagus constructed for both of them.[5]

Christian tradition and veneration [edit]

Catervus was martyred for bringing Christianity to Tolentino. When his sarcophagus was opened in 1455, his
head was transferred to a reliquary for greater veneration.[2] It is recorded that in 1567, his body was
discovered, along with those of his wife and his son Basso (Bassus).[2] Some two thousand coins were found in
the sarcophagus.[6]

His feast day is celebrated on October 17.
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1. ^ Catholic Encyclopedia: "United Sees of Macerata and Tolentino"
2.  ̂a b c d Santi e beati: San Catervo
3. ^ Baedeker, Italy: handbook for travellers Part II, 11th ed. 1893, p. 110; G. Wilpert, I Sarcophagi Cristiani antichi

(1929-36), plates 71-73; Marco Ioli, Il sarcofago paleocristiano di Catervio nel Duomo di Tolentino, 1971, p. 40.
4. ^ Aldo Nestori, Alla ricerca del Mausoleo di Catervio a Tolentino.
5. ^ The inscription is CIL IX 5566.
6. ^ The coins are discussed in Giancarlo Alteri, Le monete dal sarcofago di Catervio (Istituto poligrafico e Zecca

dello Stato, Libreria dello Stato) 1996.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other people named Catherine Booth, see Catherine Booth (disambiguation).

Catherine Booth (née Mumford, 17 January 1829 – 4 October 1890)
was co-founder of The Salvation Army, along with her husband William
Booth. Because of her influence in the formation of The Salvation Army
she was known as the 'Mother of The Salvation Army'.

Life [edit]

She was born as Catherine Mumford in Ashbourne, Derbyshire,
England, in 1829 to Methodist parents, John Mumford and Sarah
Milward. Her father was an occasional lay preacher and carriage maker.
Her family later moved to Boston, Lincolnshire, and later lived in Brixton,
London. From an early age, Catherine was a serious and sensitive girl.
She had a strong Christian upbringing and was said to have read the
Bible through eight times before the age of 12.[1]

During Catherine's adolescence a spinal curvature led to years of
enforced idleness.[2] She kept herself busy, however, and was
especially concerned about the problems of alcoholism. Even as a
young girl she had served as secretary of a Juvenile Temperance
Society writing articles for a temperance magazine. Catherine was
a member of the local Band of Hope and a supporter of the
national Temperance Society.

When Catherine refused to condemn Methodist Reformers in
1850, the Wesleyan Methodists expelled her. For the Reformers
she led a girls’ Sunday school class in Clapham. At the home of
Edward Rabbits, in 1851, she met William Booth, who also had
been expelled by the Wesleyans for reform sympathies. William
was reciting a temperance poem, “The Grog-seller’s Dream,”
which appealed to Catherine, who had embraced the new
Methodist passion for abstinence.[3]

They soon fell in love and became engaged. During their three-
year engagement, Catherine constantly wrote letters of
encouragement to William as he performed the tiring work of a
preacher. They were married on 16 July 1855[4] at Stockwell
Green Congregational Church in London. Their wedding was very
simple, as they wanted to use their time and money for his
ministry. Even on their honeymoon, William was asked to speak at
meetings.

The Booths had eight children: Bramwell Booth, Ballington Booth,
Kate Booth, Emma Booth, Herbert Booth, Marie Booth, Evangeline
Booth and Lucy Booth, and were dedicated to giving them a firm
Christian knowledge. Two of their offspring, Bramwell and
Evangeline, later became Generals of The Salvation Army.

Ministry [edit]

Catherine began to be more active in the work of the church at
Brighouse. Though she was extremely nervous, she enjoyed
working with young people and found the courage to speak in
children's meetings. During this period she discovered a model,
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Catherine and William Booth

American Wesleyan revivalist Phoebe Palmer. With William's
encouragement, Catherine wrote a pamphlet, Female Ministry:
Woman’s Right to Preach the Gospel (1859), in defense of
American preacher Mrs. Phoebe Palmer's preaching, whose
preaching had caused a great stir in the area where the Booths
lived. Female Ministry was a short, powerful apology for women's
rights to preach the gospel. The pamphlet identifies three major
principles on which her convictions rested. First, Catherine saw
that women are neither naturally nor morally inferior to men.
Second, she believed there was no scriptural reason to deny them
a public ministry. Third, she maintained that what the Bible urged,
the Holy Spirit had ordained and blessed and so must be
justified.[2] She complained that the “unjustifiable application” of Paul's
advice, “ ‘Let your women keep silence in the Churches’ (1 Corinthians
14:34), has resulted in more loss to the Church, evil to the world, and
dishonor to God, than any of [its] errors.”[3]

At that time, it was unheard of for women to speak in adult meetings.
She was convinced that women had an equal right to speak. In January
1860, following the birth of their fourth child, at Gateshead, during
William's sermon, she asked to "say a word". She witnessed to her
timidity about claiming her calling, yet William announced that she would
speak that night.[3] It was the beginning of a tremendous ministry, as
people were greatly challenged by her preaching.

She became a partner in her husband's work and soon found her own
sphere as a powerful preacher. She also spoke to people in their
homes, especially to alcoholics, whom she helped to make a new start in
life. Often she held cottage meetings for converts. She eventually
began to hold her own campaigns. Many agree that no man of her era,
including her husband, exceeded her in popularity or spiritual results.
Her first written article, the pamphlet Female Teaching[5] was published
in December 1859.

Catherine Booth was eloquent and compelling in speech, articulate and devastatingly logical in writing, she had
for over twenty years defended the right of women to preach the gospel on the same terms as men. At first,
Catherine and her husband had shared a ministry as traveling evangelists, but then she came into great
demand as a preacher in her own right, especially among the well-to-do. A woman preacher was a rare
phenomenon in a world where women had few civil rights, and no place in the professions. Catherine Booth was
both a woman and a fine preacher, a magnetic combination that attracted large numbers to hear her and made
its own statement about the validity of women's ministry.[2]

Amongst other activities, Catherine lobbied Queen Victoria to seek legislation for safeguarding females, in the
form of the "Parliamentary Bill for the protection of girls"[6]

The Christian Mission [edit]

They began the work of The Christian Mission in 1865 in London's East End. William preached to the poor and
ragged and Catherine spoke to the wealthy, gaining support for their financially demanding ministry. The textile
industry employed as many women as men and contributed a substantial number of female officers. In addition,
domestic indoor servants flocked to the Army, and many became officers.[7]

The "Appointments of Officers, 1883" lists 127 married men. This number is important, because wives were
expected to help run the corps. Since wives were not compelled to attend the officers’ course at the Training
Home, they were not given a commission and, therefore, did not appear in the list. General Booth had an active
policy of encouraging officers to intermarry. The "Appointments of Officers, 1883" lists thirty-six couples who
had done so, the women resigning their own rights of officership to become joint officers with their husbands.
The loss of the women officers’ rights when marrying contradicts the constant statement regarding equality. The
Army leaders were clearly not so radical as to lose the concept of man's conjugal superiority. This social policy
carried into pay; the husband, as head of the household, received the pay for the couple. The idea that single
female officers could manage on less money than their male counterparts was abolished before the Second
World War. Until that time, male officers received a third more pay than their female counterparts.[7]

Catherine Booth organized Food for the Million shops where the poor could buy a cheap meal and at
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Statue of Catherine Booth
in the Mile End Road, London,
close to the site of the first
Salvation Army meeting. The
statue was donated by the
women of the Salvation Army
in the United States in 2015 to
mark the Army's 150th
anniversary.

Christmas, hundreds of meals were distributed to the needy.[8]

When the name was changed in 1878 to The Salvation Army and William Booth became known as the General,
Catherine became known as the 'Mother of The Salvation Army.' She was behind many of the changes in the
new organization, designing the flag and bonnets for the ladies, and contributed to the Army's ideas on many
important issues and matters of belief.

The Booths rented a small villa, Crossley House, in Clacton-on-Sea, which had a sea view that she loved.

Catherine Booth died of breast cancer at age 61 at Crossley House. She is interred with her husband in Abney
Park Cemetery, London.

Subsequently, Crossley House was donated to people with learning disabilities and provided many summer
holidays until it was sold to property developers in 2005.

Works [edit]

Practical Religion (1878)

Godliness (1881)

Aggressive Christianity (1883)

Life and Death (1883)

Highway of our God (1886)

Popular Christianity (1887)

Life of Catherine Booth: The Mother of the Salvation Army (1892)

Female Teaching[9]

Legacy [edit]

Catherine Booth Hospital (CBH) is a hospital and nursing school run by the
Salvation Army in Nagercoil, Kanyakumari, Tamil Nadu, India.
Catherine Booth House is a confidentially located domestic violence shelter
in the Seattle/King County area. Operated by The Salvation Army, CBH has
been serving battered women and their children since 1976.
Catherine Booth Child Development Center is a preschool located in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Statues of each of the Booths by George Edward Wade were erected on
Champion Hill, next to the Salvation Army's training college in London in
1929.[10]

Replicas of the statues by Wade stand in the Mile End Road, London, close
to the site of the first Salvation Army meeting. That of William was unveiled in
1979; and that of Catherine in 2015.
Catherine Booth House is a residential and support unit for vulnerable
families and mothers in Portsmouth, England.[11]

Catherine Booth Hospital in the Notre Dame de Grace sector of Montreal
has been a rehabilitation center since 1973; it had been a maternity hospital
since 1925, upon its move to its present location, and before that a rescue
home for women (founded in 1890).[12]

See also [edit]

Catherine Bramwell-Booth, her granddaughter
Criminal Law Amendment Act 1885
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Catherine Jarrige

Blessed
Catherine Jarrige

T.O.S.F.

Banner.

Laywoman
Born 4 October 1754

Doumis, Cantal, Kingdom of
France

Died 4 July 1836 (aged 81)
Mauriac, Cantal, July Monarchy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 24 November 1996, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 4 July

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Catherine Jarrige (4 October 1754 - 4 July 1836) - known as
"Catinon Menette" in her local dialect - was a French Roman
Catholic and a professed member from the Third Order of Saint
Dominic.[1] Jarrige spent her childhood on her farm in Cantal until
the death of her mother prompted her to begin lacemaking in
Mauriac. She became a Dominican tertiary in Mauriac and began
tending to the needs of the poor. The French Revolution did not
hinder her charitable works but, to her care for the poor and
needy, she added the protection of the priests who refused to
pledge their allegiance to the new regime. She only lost one priest
in her undercover efforts to protect priests and provide
sacraments to loyal Catholics. That priest was François Filiol.
Jarrige accompanied him to the gallows to steady him.[2]

Jarrige's beatification was celebrated on 24 November 1996 in
Saint Peter's Square. The Order of Preachers (Dominicans)
celebrate her feast day on 4 July.
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Life [edit]

Catherine Jarrige was born on 4 October 1754 to the poor
peasants Pierre Jarrige and Maria Célarier in Doumis as the last of
seven children; one sibling was her sister Toinette. Her mother
died in 1767.[1][2] The girl liked to pull jokes on her friends but apologized each time to them.

Jarrige worked in the fields with her parents and siblings and in 1763 was sent to work as a servant of a
neighbor. There it was said that she lived a pleasant and even mischievous life. It was at this same time in 1763
that she made her First Communion which she cherished as a crucial life event. In 1774 she went to Mauriac
with her sister Toinette to settle as a lacemaker.[1] Jarrige also imitated her name patron Catherine of Siena and
became a professed member of the Third Order of Saint Dominic in 1776. Jarrige liked to dance Bourrée but
she renounced it and would mention while she was going around to help the poor.[2] Her sister's wedding saw
her being the first on the dance floor doing this dance though the next morning pledging never to do it again -
and she never did.

Jarrige spent all her life providing for the spiritual and material needs of the poor and she went about
requisitioning alms for them and inspiring the most reticent to awaken their conscience. But she was also
devoted to the most humble and poorest people and looked after them through providing them with food and
clothing while providing comfort to them in attentiveness to their circumstances.

The French Revolution heralded in a period of anti-religious sentiment and a surge in nationalistic fervor which
began to concern her in 1791. Jarrige provided help to the priests who refused to swear an oath of allegiance
to the new regime and she hid them so that the priests could celebrate Mass and she helped assist them in
their work risking her life multiple times. Jarrige also procured vestments for them in secret as well as wine and
wafers to celebrate Mass and managed to save all priests save for one: François Filiol.[1][2] Jarrige
accompanied the priest to the gallows for comfort in 1793 and after his execution took some of his blood and
smeared it on the face of a blind child who was cured. The executioner saw this and began to lose composure:
"I'm lost. I'm lost. I've killed a saint!". Jarrige was also arrested several times for her actions in 1794 but the
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authorities released her each time fearing riots since she was a popular figure.

One amusing tale has it that she disguised a priest as a peasant to smuggle him out of the area and she
doused him with wine to create the illusion that he was drunk and also asking him to walk as if he were. Jarrige
also asked that she be the one to do the talking if a soldier neared them which did happen though she deviated
from her plan and began to berate the priest as if he were her husband. The soldier came up to them and said
to the disguised priest: "Citizen if I had a wife like that I'd drown her in the nearest river" and the priest
responded: "Citizen so would I!"[2]

Jarrige died in 1836.

Beatification [edit]

The beatification process began on 12 June 1929 under Pope Pius XI and Jarrige became titled as a Servant of
God while the confirmation of her life of heroic virtue on 16 January 1953 allowed for Pope Pius XII to title her as
Venerable. Pope John Paul II beatified Jarrige in Saint Peter's Square on 24 November 1996 after he confirmed
a miracle attributed to her.

The current postulator for this cause is the Dominican priest Vito Tomás Gómez García.

Bibliographical details [edit]

Bienheureuse Catherine Jarrige : une amie pour marcher vers le Christ, Catinon Menette 1754-1836 -
Philippe Dupuy - Éditions du Signe - 1997
Osservatore Romano : 1996 n.45 p. 7 / n.48 p. 2-3 / n.49 p. 9-10
Documentation Catholique : 1997 n.1 p. 1-2
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Catherine Schneider

Catharina Schneider (left) with
Count Ilya Tatishchev, Pierre Gilliard,
Countess Anastasia Hendrikova and
Prince Vasily Dolgorukov

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Henrietta Catharina Luisa Schneider (Russian: Екатерина
Адольфовна Шнейдер, tr. Ekaterina Adolʹfovna Shneyder; 20 January
1856 – 4 September 1918) was a Baltic German tutor at the court of
Tsar Nicholas II and Tsarina Alexandra. She taught Alexandra Russian
before her marriage, just as she had some years earlier taught Russian
to the Tsarina's sister, Grand Duchess Elizabeth Fyodorovna before her
marriage to Grand Duke Sergei Alexandrovich of Russia.[1]

Schneider was murdered by the Bolsheviks at Perm in the fall of 1918
along with lady in waiting Anastasia Hendrikova. Schneider and
Hendrikova were canonized as martyrs by the Russian Orthodox Church
Outside Russia in 1981,[2] Schneider in spite of the fact she was a
Lutheran.
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Biography [edit]

Schneider, nicknamed "Trina," was born in Saint Petersburg to a Baltic German[3] family and was the niece of
the former imperial physician Dr. Hirsch. Her father was a Hof-Councillor.[4] A courtier remembered her as
"infinitely sweet tempered and good hearted." Schneider was also primly Victorian. She once refused to permit
the four grand duchesses to put on a play because it contained the word "stockings."[5] Schneider was devoted
to the Empress and willingly followed her into imprisonment following the Russian Revolution of 1917. She was
separated from the family at Ekaterinburg and imprisoned for months at Perm. In September 1918 the elderly
Schneider and the thirty-one-year-old Hendrikova were driven to a forest outside Perm, told to march forward,
and were killed with a rifle butt.[6]

The bodies of Hendrikova and Schneider were recovered by the Whites in May 1919, though the whereabouts
of their final resting place remains a mystery.[7]

See also [edit]

New Martyr
Romanov sainthood

Notes [edit]

1. ^ King, Greg, and Wilson, Penny, The Fate of the Romanovs, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 2003, p. 60
2. ^ King and Wilson, p. 495
3. ^ "Famous and Infamous Germans from Russia" . Archived from the original  on 2008-03-05. Retrieved

2007-10-24.
4. ^ Nicholas II's Circle
5. ^ King and Wilson, p. 60
6. ^ Russian myth believes that Schneider was reincarnated into a young, beautiful teenage girl to save the world

from evil forces for her fallen master. Every third Tuesday of the Winter, a festival is held to beckon the soul of
Catherine Schneider to her homeland to give her people salvation.Russian Princesses  by Svetlana Makarenko.
People's History

7. ^ Rappaport, p. 377

Rappaport, Helen. Four Sisters: The Lost Lives of the Romanov Grand Duchesses. Pan Macmillan, 2014.
ISBN 978-1-4472-5935-0
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Catherine Winkworth

Catherine Winkworth

Born 13 September 1827
London

Died 1 July 1878 (aged 50)
Geneva

Venerated in Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America, Episcopal Church
(United States)

Feast 1 July (Lutheran) or
7 August (Episcopal)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Catherine Winkworth (13 September 1827 – 1 July 1878) was
an English hymnwriter and educator. She translated the German
chorale tradition of church hymns for English speakers, for which
she is recognized liturgically by The Episcopal Church and the
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America. She also worked for
wider educational opportunities for girls, and translated
biographies of two founders of religious sisterhoods. When 16,
Winkworth appears to have coined a once well-known political pun,
peccavi, "I have Sindh", relating to the British occupation of Sindh.
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Early life [edit]

Catherine Winkworth was born on 13 September 1827 at 20 Ely Place, Holborn[1] on the edge of the City of
London. She was the fourth daughter of Henry Winkworth, a silk merchant. In 1829, her family moved to
Manchester, where her father had a silk mill and which city figured in the Industrial Revolution. Winkworth
studied under the Rev. William Gaskell, minister of Cross Street Chapel, and with Dr. James Martineau, both of
them eminent British Unitarians. Urban historian Harold L. Platt notes that in the Victorian period "The
importance of membership in this Unitarian congregation cannot be overstated: as the fountainhead of
Manchester Liberalism it exerted tremendous influence on the city and the nation for a generation."[2]

She subsequently moved with the family to Clifton, near Bristol. Her sister Susanna Winkworth (1820–1884) was
also a translator, mainly of German devotional works.

Chorale tradition [edit]

Catherine Winkworth spent a year in Dresden, during which time she took an interest in German hymnody.
Around 1854, she published her book Lyra Germanica, a collection of German hymns which she had chosen
and translated into English. A further collection followed in 1858. During 1863, she published The Chorale Book
for England, which was coedited by the composers William Sterndale Bennett and Otto Goldschmidt. In 1869
she followed this with Christian Singers of Germany.

According to The Harvard University Hymn Book, Winkworth "did more than any other single individual to make
the rich heritage of German hymnody available to the English-speaking world."[3] Four examples of translations
by her hand are published in The Church Hymn Book 1872 (Nos 344, 431, 664 and 807).[4]

Women's education [edit]

Winkworth was also involved deeply in promoting women's education, as the secretary of the Clifton Association
for Higher Education for Women, and a supporter of the Clifton High School for Girls, where a school house is
named after her,[5] and a member of Cheltenham Ladies' College. She was likewise governor of the Red Maids'
School in Westbury-on-Trym in the city of Bristol.[6]

Winkworth translated biographies of two founders of sisterhoods for the poor and the sick: Life of Pastor
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Punch, 18 May 1844

Fliedner, 1861, and Life of Amelia Sieveking, 1863.

Winkworth has been described as "an early feminist".[7]

Peccavi [edit]

According to the Encyclopedia of Britain by Bamber Gascoigne
(1993),[8] it was Catherine Winkworth who, learning of General Charles
James Napier's ruthless and unauthorised, but successful campaign to
conquer the Indian province of Sindh, "remarked to her teacher that
Napier's despatch to the governor-general of India, after capturing
Sindh, should have been Peccavi" (Latin for "I have sinned": a pun on "I
have Sindh"). She sent her joke to the new humorous magazine Punch, which printed it on 18 May 1844. She
was then sixteen years old.

The Oxford Dictionary of Quotations attributes this to Winkworth, noting that it was assigned to her in Notes and
Queries in May 1954.[9]

The pun has usually been credited to Napier himself.[10] The rumour's persistence over the decades led to
investigations in Calcutta archives, as well as comments by William Lee-Warner in 1917 and Lord Zetland,
Secretary for India, in 1936.[11]

Death [edit]

Catherine Winkworth died suddenly of heart disease near Geneva on 1 July 1878 and was buried in Monnetier,
in Upper Savoy. A monument to her memory was erected in Bristol Cathedral. She is commemorated as a hymn
writer with John Mason Neale on the liturgical calendar of the Episcopal Church (USA) on 7 August and on the
Calendar of Saints of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America on 1 July.[12]

Hymn books [edit]

Lyra Germanica, Hymns for the Sundays and chief festivals of the Christian Year, Translated from the
German , 1855 edition compiled by Catherine Winkworth
The Chorale Book for England: A Complete Hymn-book for Public and Private Worship , Catherine
Winkworth, William Sterndale Bennett and Otto Goldschmidt (1863)
Lyra Germanica: the Christian life , Catherine Winkworth (1868)
Christian Singers of Germany , Catherine Winkworth (1869)
Songs for the household: Sacred poetry , Catherine Winkworth (1882)

See also [edit]

 Saints portal
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Further reading [edit]

The Church Hymn Book (ed. Edwin F. Hatfield. New York and Chicago: 1872)
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Catherine of Ricci

Saint Catherine de' Ricci, O.P.

Religious
Born 23 April 1522

Florence, Republic of Florence

Died 2 February 1590 (aged 67)
Prato, Grand Duchy of Tuscany

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
(Dominican Order)

Beatified 23 November 1732, Rome,
Papal States, by Pope Clement
XII

Canonized 29 June 1746, Rome, Papal
States, by Pope Benedict XIV

Major shrine Basilica dei Santi Vincenzo e
Caterina de' Ricci, Prato, Italy

Feast 4 February (changed in 1971
from 13 February)

Patronage The sick

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Catherine de Ricci)

Saint Catherine de' Ricci, O.S.D. (Italian: Caterina de' Ricci) (23
April 1522 – 2 February 1590), was an Italian Dominican Tertiary
sister. She is believed to have had miraculous visions and
corporeal encounters with Jesus, both with the infant Jesus and
with the adult Jesus.[1] She is said to have spontaneously bled with
the wounds of the crucified Christ. She is venerated for her mystic
visions and is honored as a saint by the Catholic Church.
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Life [edit]

She was born Alessandra Lucrezia Romola de' Ricci in
Florence to Pier Francesco de' Ricci, of a patrician family, and his
wife, Caterina Bonza, who died soon after. At age 6 or 7, her
father enrolled her in a school run by a monastery of Benedictine
nuns in the Monticelli quarter of the city, near their home, where
her aunt, Luisa de' Ricci, was the abbess. She was a very
prayerful person from a very young age. There she developed a
lifelong devotion to the Passion of Christ. After a short time outside
the monastery she entered the Convent of St Vincent in Prato,
Tuscany, a cloistered community of religious sisters of the Third
Order of St. Dominic, disciples of the noted Dominican friar
Girolamo Savonarola, who followed the strict regimen of life she
desired. In May 1535 she received the religious habit from her
uncle, Friar Timoteo de' Ricci, O.P., who was confessor to the
convent, and the religious name of Catherine, after the Dominican tertiary, Catherine of Siena.[2]

De' Ricci's period of novitiate was a time of trial. She would experience ecstasies during her routine, which
caused her to seem asleep during community prayer services, dropping plates and food, so much so that the
community began to question her competence, if not her sanity. Eventually the other Sisters became aware of
the spiritual basis for her behavior. By the age of 30 she had risen to the post of prioress.

She is reported to have been a nun with visions, states Constance Classen, who miraculously held baby Jesus
dressed in swaddling clothes, and was mystically married and united with adult Jesus.[1]

As the prioress, De' Ricci developed into an effective and greatly admired administrator. She was an advisor on
various topics to princes, bishops and cardinals. She corresponded with three figures who were destined to
become popes: Pope Marcellus II, Pope Clement VIII, and Pope Leo XI. An expert on religion, management and
administration, her advice was widely sought. She gave counsel both in person and through exchanging letters.
It is reported that she was extremely effective and efficient in her work, managing her priorities very well.

It is claimed that De' Ricci's meditation on the Passion of Christ was so deep that she spontaneously bled, as if
scourged. She also bore the Stigmata. During times of deep prayer, like Catherine of Siena, her patron saint, a
coral ring representing her marriage to Christ, appeared on her finger.

It is reported that De' Ricci wore an iron chain around her neck, engaged in extreme fasting and other forms of
penance and sacrifice, especially for souls in Purgatory.

One of the miracles that was documented for her canonization was her appearance many hundreds of miles
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away from where she was physically located. This involved appearing in a vision St Philip Neri, a resident of
Rome, with whom she had maintained a long-term correspondence. Neri, who was otherwise very reluctant to
discuss miraculous events, confirmed the event.[2]

De' Ricci lived in the convent until her death in 1590 after a prolonged illness. Her remains are visible under the
altar of the Minor Basilica of Santi Vicenzo e Caterina de' Ricci, Prato, which is next to the convent associated
with her life.

Veneration [edit]

De' Ricci was beatified by Pope Clement XII in 1732, and canonized by Pope Benedict XIV in 1746. Her feast
day falls on 4 February.

Image at Basilica.
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Catherine of St. Augustine

Blessed Mary Catherine of
St. Augustine, O.S.A.

An image of the Blessed Catherine painted by
the Abbé Hughes Pommier about the time of

her death

Canoness Regular and missionary
Born 3 May 1632

Saint-Sauveur-le-Vicomte,
Province of Normandy, Kingdom
of France

Died 8 May 1668 (aged 36)
Quebec City, New France,
French Colonial Empire

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
(Quebec)

Beatified 24 April 1989 by Pope John Paul
II

Major shrine Centre Catherine-de-Saint-
Augustin
32, rue Charlevoix 
Québec, (Québec), Canada

Feast 8 May

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Catherine de Saint-Augustin)

The Blessed Mary Catherine of St. Augustine, OSA, (French:
Marie-Catherine de Saint-Augustin) (3 May 1632 – 8 May 1668)
was a French canoness regular who was instrumental in the
development of the Hôtel-Dieu de Québec in service to the colony
of New France. She has been beatified by the Catholic Church.[1]
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Early life [edit]

She was born Catherine de Simon de Longpré in the town of
Saint-Sauveur-le-Vicomte, then part of the ancient Province of
Normandy in France. Raised primarily by her grandparents, as a
child she showed a marked concern for the needs of the sick and
the poor. In 1644 she entered the monastery of the Canonesses
of St. Augustine of the Mercy of Jesus in Bayeux, which operated
the Hôtel-Dieu of the city. She was received into the novitiate of
the Order on 24 October of that year,[2] at which point she was
given the religious name by which she is now known.[3]

New France [edit]

In the year 1648 she was among those of the Order who
volunteered to respond to the appeal for help to help the
canonesses in Quebec who had founded the Hôtel-Dieu there for
the needs of the colony. On 31 May, then aged 16, Mother
Catherine, set sail for the colony. While en route, she fell victim to
the plague, from which she was cured in what seemed a
miraculous way, which she attributed to the protection of Blessed
Mother, through the means of a statue of her which she had
brought with her from France and which is still revered as
miraculous.[2] She arrived in the port of Quebec on 19 August.[3]

After Mother Catherine's arrival, she began the task of nursing the sick in the hospital of the monastery,
attending to both the patients' spiritual as well as their physical needs. She learned the languages of the First
Peoples of the region to serve them better.[2] She would work to bring the patients closer to God. The Superior
of the hospital, Mother St. Bonaventure, later testified that she and the other canonesses could tell that
Catherine would spend long periods in prayer and undertook severe mortifications of her body in support of her
spiritual mission, to the point of endangering her own health.[3]

At the same time as she also cared for the patients in these different ways, Mother Catherine spent nine years
as treasurer of the hospital. Additionally, she was entrusted with the task of forming new candidates to the
community as Novice Mistress.[3] Yet, despite this harsh way of life, both her Superior and the famed Ursuline of
Quebec, the Blessed Marie of the Incarnation, attested to the sweetness of disposition Mother Catherine
continually exhibited in dealing with others throughout her life, and for which she was known throughout the
colony.[3]

Mother Catherine of St. Augustine died in 1668 at hospital she had helped to run, aged 36. She was widely held
by the people of New France to have been a saint.
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Veneration [edit]

Due to her self-sacrifice for both the European settlers of the colony
and for the native inhabitants, Mother Catherine came to be honoured
as one of the six founders of the Catholic Church in Canada,
representing the contributions of the Augustinian canonesses.[3] The
cause for her canonization was presented to the Holy See in Vatican
City.

Mother Catherine was declared to have lived a life of extraordinary
virtue on 9 March 1984 by Pope John Paul II. Declaring that she offered
her life for the establishment of the Catholic faith in Canada, this same
pope, on 23 April 1989, beatified her.[2]

The Blessed Catherine's feast day is celebrated in Quebec on 8 May.
Her remains are preserved for veneration at the Centre Catherine-de-
Saint-Augustin, adjacent to the Hôtel-Dieu.[3]
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Saint
Catherine of Alexandria

Bernardino Luini – Portrait of Catherine of
Alexandria

(National Art Museum of Azerbaijan)

Martyr and Virgin
Born c. 287

Alexandria, Roman Egypt[1]

Died c. 305 (aged 17–18)
Alexandria, Egypt

Venerated in Orthodox Church
Oriental Orthodoxy
Eastern Catholic Churches
Roman Catholic Church
Anglican Communion
Lutheranism

Major shrine Saint Catherine's Monastery

Feast 25 November
7 December (24 November
Julian Calendar) (Orthodox
churches of Russian
background)
29 Hathor (Coptic Orthodox
church)[2]

Attributes the "breaking wheel"; sword; with
a crown at her feet; hailstones;
bridal veil and ring; dove;
scourge; book; woman arguing
with pagan philosophers[3]

decapitation

Patronage Unmarried girls; Aalsum;
apologists; craftsmen who work
with a wheel (potters, spinners);

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the 2015 film, see Katherine of Alexandria (film).

Catherine of Alexandria, or Katharine of Alexandria, also
known as Saint Catherine of Alexandria, Saint Catherine of
the Wheel and The Great Martyr Saint Catherine (Coptic:
Ϯ���� �������; Greek: ἡ Ἁγία Αἰκατερίνη ἡ Μεγαλομάρτυς
"Holy Catherine the Great Martyr"; Latin: Catharina Alexandrina),
is, according to tradition, a Christian saint and virgin, who was
martyred in the early 4th century at the hands of the emperor
Maxentius. According to her hagiography, she was both a princess
and a noted scholar who became a Christian around the age of
14, converted hundreds of people to Christianity and was martyred
around the age of 18. More than 1,100 years after Catherine's
martyrdom, Joan of Arc identified her as one of the saints who
appeared to and counselled her.[4]

The Eastern Orthodox Church venerates her as a Great Martyr
and celebrates her feast day on 24 or 25 November, depending
on the regional tradition. In Catholicism, Catherine is traditionally
revered as one of the Fourteen Holy Helpers and she is
commemorated in the Roman Martyrology on 25 November.[5] Her
feast was removed from the General Roman Calendar[6] in 1969,
but restored in 2002 as an optional memorial.

Some modern scholars consider that the legend of Catherine was
probably based on the life and murder of the Greek philosopher
Hypatia, with reversed roles of Christians and pagans.[7][8][9]
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Legend [edit]

According to the traditional narrative, Catherine was the daughter
of Constus, the governor of Alexandria during the reign of the
emperor Maximian (286–305).[10] From a young age she devoted
herself to study. A vision of the Virgin Mary and the Child Jesus
persuaded her to become a Christian. When the persecutions
began under Maxentius, she went to the emperor and rebuked him
for his cruelty. The emperor summoned 50 of the best pagan
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philosophers and orators to dispute with her, hoping that they
would refute her pro-Christian arguments, but Catherine won the
debate. Several of her adversaries, conquered by her eloquence,
declared themselves Christians and were at once put to death.[11]

Torture and martyrdom [edit]

Catherine was then scourged and
imprisoned. She was scourged so
cruelly and for so long that her
whole body was covered with
wounds, from which the blood
flowed in streams.[citation needed]

The spectators wept with pity, but
Catherine stood with her eyes
raised to heaven, without giving a
sign of suffering or
fear.[citation needed] Maxentius
ordered her to be imprisoned
without food, so she would starve
to death.[citation needed] During the
confinement, angels tended her
wounds with salve. Catherine was

fed daily by a dove from Heaven and Christ also visited her,
encouraging her to fight bravely, and promised her the crown of
everlasting glory.[citation needed]

During her imprisonment more than 200 people came to see her,
including Maxentius' wife, Valeria Maximilla; all converted to Christianity and were subsequently martyred.[12]

Twelve days later, when the dungeon was opened, a bright light and fragrant perfume filled it and Catherine
came forth even more radiant and beautiful.[citation needed]

Upon the failure of Maxentius to make Catherine yield by way of torture, he tried to win the beautiful and wise
princess over by proposing marriage.[citation needed] Catherine refused, declaring that her spouse was Jesus
Christ, to whom she had consecrated her virginity.[citation needed]

The furious emperor condemned Catherine to death on a spiked breaking wheel, but, at her touch, it
shattered.[11] Maxentius ordered her to be beheaded. Catherine herself ordered the execution to commence. A
milk-like substance rather than blood flowed from her neck.[13]

Veneration [edit]

In the 6th century, the Eastern Emperor Justinian had established what is now Saint Catherine's Monastery in
Egypt (which is in fact dedicated to the Transfiguration of Christ). Countless people make the pilgrimage to the
Monastery to receive miracle healing from Catherine.[14]

Historicity [edit]

Donald Attwater dismisses what he calls the "legend" of Saint Catherine,
arguing for a lack of any "positive evidence that she ever existed
outside the mind of some Greek writer who first composed what he
intended to be simply an edifying romance."[15] Harold Davis writes that
"assiduous research has failed to identify Catherine with any historical
personage".[16][17]

Anna Brownell Jameson was the first to argue that the life of Catherine
was confused with that of the slightly later pagan philosopher Hypatia of
Alexandria (d. 415).[18] Hypatia was a Greek mathematician,
astronomer, and philosopher, who was murdered by a Christian mob
after being accused of exacerbating a conflict between two prominent
figures in Alexandria, the governor, Orestes, and the bishop, Cyril.[19][20]

The idea that Catherine's life was either based on or became confused
with the life of the pagan Hypatia has become a popular theory among
modern scholars since. However, while Christine Walsh accepts the
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Pietro Aretino, Vita di santa Caterina
vergine e martire, 1636.

Catherine of Alexandria, by Carlo
Crivelli

many parallels between Catherine and Hypatia, she does not believe
there is any evidence for or against the idea that Catherine was created
based on Hypatia. [18][8][21]

Sometimes cited as a possible inspiration of Catherine, the writer
Eusebius wrote, around the year 320, that the Emperor Maximinus had
ordered a young Christian woman to come to his palace to become his
mistress, and when she refused he had her punished by having her
banished and her estates confiscated.[22] Although Eusebius did not
name the woman, she had been identified with Dorothea of
Alexandria.[citation needed]

The earliest surviving account of Catherine's life comes around 600
years after the traditional date of her martyrdom, in the Menologium, a
document compiled for Emperor Basil II (976), although the alleged
rediscovery of her relics at Saint Catherine's Monastery at the foot of
Mount Sinai was about 800,[23] and presumably implies an existing cult
at that date (the common name of the monastery developed after the
discovery).[citation needed]

In her book The Cult of St Katherine of Alexandria in Early Medieval
Europe, Christine Walsh discusses "the historical Katherine":

As we have seen, the cult of St Katherine of Alexandria
probably originated in oral traditions from the 4th-century
Diocletianic Persecutions of Christians in Alexandria. There
is no evidence that Katherine herself was a historical figure
and she may well have been a composite drawn from
memories of women persecuted for their faith. Many
aspects of her Passio are clearly legendary and conform to
well-known hagiographical topoi.

— Walsh 2007, p. 143

Name [edit]

Her name appears in Greek as Αικατερίνη (Aikaterínē) or ‘Εκατερίνη (Hekaterínē). The etymology is debated: it
could derive from ἑκάτερος (hekáteros) "each of two"; it could derive from the name of the goddess Hecate; it
could be related to Greek αἰκία (aikía) "insult, outrage, suffering, torture"; or it could be from a Coptic name
meaning "my consecration of your name". In the early Christian era it became associated with Greek καθαρός
(katharós) "pure", and the Latin spelling was changed from Katerina to Katharina to reflect this. Reflecting this
confusion, Rufinus states that her first name was Dorothea (Greek: Δωροθέα) and that at her christening she
acquired the name Aikaterina (Αικατερίνα), a name that signifies her pure, clean and uncontaminated nature
(from Greek αιέν καθαρινά 'ever clean').

Medieval cult [edit]

Catherine was one of the most important saints in the religious culture
of the late Middle Ages and arguably considered the most important of
the virgin martyrs, a group including Agnes of Rome, Margaret of
Antioch, Barbara, Lucia of Syracuse, Valerie of Limoges and many
others. Her power as an intercessor was renowned and firmly
established in most versions of her hagiography, in which she
specifically entreats Christ at the moment of her death to answer the
prayers of those who remember her martyrdom and invoke her name.

The development of her medieval cult was spurred by the alleged
rediscovery of her body around the year 800 (about 500 years after her
death) at Mount Sinai, supposedly with hair still growing and a constant
stream of healing oil issuing from her body.[23] There are several
pilgrimage narratives that chronicle the journey to Mount Sinai, most
notably those of John Mandeville and Friar Felix Fabri.[24] However, the
monastery at Mount Sinai was the best-known site of Catherine
pilgrimage, but was also the most difficult to reach. The most prominent
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Saint Catherine of Alexandria Wood
Statue at the Korppoo Church in
Finland.

Western shrine was the monastery in Rouen that claimed to house Catherine's fingers. It was not alone in the
west, however, accompanied by many, scattered shrines and altars dedicated to Catherine throughout France
and England. Some were better-known sites, such as Canterbury and Westminster, which claimed a phial of her
oil, brought back from Mount Sinai by Edward the Confessor.[25][26] Other shrines, such as St. Catherine's Hill,
Hampshire were the focus of generally local pilgrimage, many of which are only identified by brief mentions in
various texts, rather than by physical evidence.[27]

St. Catharine's College, Cambridge was founded on St Catharine’s Day (25 November) 1473 by Robert
Woodlark (the then-provost of King's College Cambridge) who sought to create a small community of scholars
who would study exclusively theology and philosophy. Wodelarke may have chosen the name in homage to
Catherine of Valois, mother of Henry VI of England, although it is more likely that it was named as part of the
Renaissance cult of Saint Catherine, who was a patron saint of learning. At any rate the college was ready for
habitation and formally founded on Saint Catherine’s Day, 1473.

Catherine also had a large female following, whose devotion was less
likely to be expressed through pilgrimage. The importance of the virgin
martyrs as the focus of devotion and models for proper feminine
behavior increased during the Late Middle Ages.[28][29][30] Among these,
St Catherine in particular was used as an exemplar for women, a status
which at times superseded her intercessory role.[31] Both Christine de
Pizan and Geoffrey de la Tour Landry point to Catherine as a paragon
for young women, emphasizing her model of virginity and "wifely
chastity."[32][33][34] From the early 14th century the mystic marriage of
Saint Catherine first appears in hagiographical literature and, soon
after, in art. In the Western church the popularity of her cult began to
reduce in the 18th century.[35]

Veneration [edit]

Her principal symbol is the spiked wheel, which has become known as
the Catherine wheel, and her feast day is celebrated on 25 November
by most Christian churches. However the Russian, Polish, Serbian and

Bulgarian Orthodox Churches celebrate it on 24 November. The exact origin of this tradition is not known. In
11th-century Kyivan-Rus, the feast day was celebrated on 25 November. Dimitry of Rostov in his Kniga zhyttia
sviatykh (Book of the Lives of the Saints), T.1 (1689) places the date of celebration on 24 November. A story
that Empress Catherine the Great did not wish to share her patronal feast with the Leavetaking of the feast of
the Presentation of the Theotokos and hence changed the date is not supported by historical evidence. One of
the first Roman Catholic churches to be built in Russia, the Catholic Church of St. Catherine, was named after
Catherine of Alexandria because she was Catherine the Great's patron. A footnote to the entry for 25
November in The Synaxarion compiled by Hieromonk Makarios of Simonos Petra states: "Until the 16th century,
the memory of St Catherine was observed on 24 Nov. According to a note by Bartholomew of Koutloumousiou
inserted in the Menaion, the Fathers of Sinai transferred the date to 25 Nov. in order that the feast might be
kept with greater solemnity."

The 1908 Catholic Encyclopedia describes her historical importance:

Ranked with St Margaret and St Barbara as one of the fourteen most helpful saints in heaven, she
was unceasingly praised by preachers and sung by poets. It is believed that Jacques-Benigne
Bossuet dedicated to her one of his most beautiful panegyrics and that Adam of St. Victor wrote a
magnificent poem in her honour: Vox Sonora nostri chori.

In many places her feast was celebrated with the utmost solemnity, servile work being suppressed and the
devotions attended by great numbers of people. In several dioceses of France it was observed as a Holy Day of
Obligation up to the beginning of the 17th century, the splendour of its ceremonial eclipsing that of the feasts of
some of the apostles. Many chapels were placed under her patronage, and nearly all churches had a statue of
her, representing her according to medieval iconography with a wheel, her instrument of torture.

In France, some unwed women who have attained the age of 25 wear richly decorated bonnets on the day of
her feast. This custom gave rise to the French idiom coiffer Sainte-Catherine ('don St. Catherine's bonnet'), to
describe an unmarried woman between the ages of 25 and 30.[36]

In memory of her sacrifice in some homes, Egyptian and other Middle Eastern foods are offered for her feast,
such as hummus or tabbouleh salads. Favorites also are melons cut into circles with sherbet "hubs", or cookies
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Ring of Saint Catherine, given to
pilgrims visiting Mount Sinai.

Scenes from the Life of Saint
Catherine of Alexandria, Germany, ca.
15th century, Walters Art Museum

shaped as spiked wheels with icing.[citation needed]

Meanwhile, owing to several circumstances in his life, Nicholas of Myra was considered the patron of young
bachelors and students, and Catherine became the patroness of young maidens and female students. Looked
upon as the holiest and most illustrious of the virgins of Christ after the Blessed Virgin Mary, it was natural that
she, of all others, should be worthy to watch over the virgins of the cloister and the young women of the world.
The spiked wheel having become emblematic of the saint, wheelwrights and mechanics placed themselves
under her patronage. Finally, as according to tradition she not only remained a virgin by governing her
passions and conquered her executioners by wearying their patience, but triumphed in science by closing the
mouths of sophists, her intercession was implored by theologians, apologists, pulpit orators, and philosophers.
Before studying, writing, or preaching, they besought her to illumine their minds, guide their pens, and impart
eloquence to their words. This devotion to Catherine which assumed such vast proportions in Europe after the
Crusades,[14] received additional éclat in France in the beginning of the 15th century, when it was rumoured
that she had spoken to Joan of Arc and, together with Margaret of Antioch, had been divinely appointed Joan's
adviser.[11]

Devotion to Catherine remains strong amongst Eastern Catholics and
Eastern Orthodox Christians. With the relative ease of travel in the
modern age, pilgrimages to Saint Catherine's Monastery on Mount Sinai
have increased. Pilgrims to the monastery are given a ring that has
been placed on the relics of the saint as an evlogia (blessing) in
remembrance of their visit.[citation needed]

Legacy [edit]

The pyrotechnic Catherine wheel, which rotates with sparks flying off in
all directions, took its name from the saint's wheel of martyrdom.[22]

In art [edit]

Countless images of Saint Catherine are depicted in art, especially in
the late Middle Ages, which is also the time that the account of Saint
Catherine's Mystical Marriage makes its first literary appearance. She
can usually be easily recognised as she is richly dressed and crowned,
as befits her rank as a princess, and often holds or stands next to a
segment of her wheel as an attribute. She also often carries either a
martyr's palm or the sword with which she was actually executed. She
often has long unbound blonde or reddish hair (unbound as she is
unmarried). The vision of Saint Catherine of Alexandria usually shows

the Infant Christ, held by the Virgin, placing a ring (one of her attributes) on her finger, following some literary
accounts, although in the version in the Golden Legend he appears to be adult, and the marriage takes place
among a great crowd of angels and "all the celestial court",[37] and these may also be shown.

She is very frequently shown attending on the Virgin and Child, and is usually prominent in scenes of the
Master of the Virgo inter Virgines, showing a group of virgin saints surrounding the Virgin and Child. Notable
later paintings of Catherine include single figures by Raphael in the National Gallery, and by Caravaggio (in the
Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum, Madrid).

Contemporary media [edit]

The opening scene of television series The Sopranos episode 38, "Amour Fou", features mob wife Carmela
Soprano and her daughter Meadow Soprano in an art gallery, where (among other topics) they discuss
Jusepe de Ribera's painting: The Mystical Marriage of Saint Catherine of Alexandria.
A movie about Catherine, called Decline of an Empire, began production in January 2010 and was released
in 2014.[38]
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Saints portal

Ambrogio Bergognone.
The Mystic Marriage of
Saint Catherine of
Alexandria and Saint
Catherine of Siena

 

Konrad Witz, Saints
Mary Magdalen and
Catherine, shown as a
crowned scholar with her
wheel behind

 

Catherine, reading again,
with sword on the
ground, c. 1520

 

Master of the Legend of
Saint Lucy, late 15th
century Master of the
Virgo inter Virgines

The Beheading of St.
Catherine, Barcelona
Cathedral

 

Girolamo Citolanzo, The
Martyrdom of St.
Catherine, Basilica of
Santa Maria Maggiore,
Rome

 

The Resurrection of the
Body of St. Catherine,
Refectory Museum of the
Cathedral of St. Mary,
Pamplona, Spain

 

Lorenzo Lotto, Catherine
of Alexandria and Saint
Augustine

Saint Catherine in a 15th-
century fresco on the St.
Jacob church in Urtijëi,
Italy.

 

Mystic Marriage of Saint
Catherin' (triptych by
Hans Memling

 

Catherine of Braganza,
Queen of England,
painted as Catherine of
Alexandria - by Jacob
Huysmans

 

Fillide Melandroni as
Catherine of Alexandria -
by Caravaggio

See also [edit]

Catharina, lunar crater named after Saint Catherine
Catherinettes, a French term for girls unmarried at 25
St. Catharines, Ontario, a Canadian city named in her honour
Kaarina, a city in Finland named after Saint Catherine
List of Christian women of the patristic age
Santa Catalina Island, California Channel Island named after Saint Catherine
Santa Catalina Mountains, a prominent mountain range north of Tucson, Arizona, United States, named
after Saint Catherine in 1697
Santa Catarina, one of the three states in southern Brazil
Se Cathedral, dedicated to Saint Catherine
St Catharine's College, Cambridge University
St Catherine's College, Oxford University
St. Catherine University, women's college in Saint Paul, MN
St. Catherine's Cathedral, Kherson, dedicated to Saint Catherine, the original name of City of Kherson was
to 'the Glory of Catherine'
St. Catherine's Day
St. Catherine's School, K-12 in Richmond, VA
St Helen and St Katharine, girls' school in Oxfordshire, England, which celebrates "St. Katharine's Day" in
November
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Adest dies triumphalis , a sequence in 9 voices in honour of Saint Catherine, by Francisco Valls
The Catherine Wheel (album), David Byrne's musical score commissioned by Twyla Tharp for her dance
project
St. Catharine's School for Girls (Kwun Tong), girls' school in Hong Kong
Saint Catherine of Alexandria, patron saint archive
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Catherine of Bologna

Saint
Catherine of Bologna

O.S.C.

Religious; Virgin
Born 8 September 1413

Bologna, Italy

Died 9 March 1463 (aged 49)
Bologna, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 1524, Old Saint Peter's Basilica,
Papal States by Pope Clement
VII

Canonized 22 May 1712, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Papal States by Pope
Clement XI

Feast 9 March

Attributes Religious habit

Patronage Bologna
Against temptations
Artists
Liberal arts

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Catherine of Bologna [Caterina de' Vigri] (8 September
1413 – 9 March 1463)[1] was an Italian Poor Clare nun, writer,
teacher, mystic, artist, and saint.

The patron saint of artists and against temptations, Catherine de'
Vigri was venerated for nearly three centuries in her native
Bologna before being formally canonized in 1712. Her feast day is
9 March.
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Life [edit]

Catherine came from an upper class family, the daughter of
Benvenuta Mammolini of Bologna and Giovanni Vigri, a Ferrarese
notary who worked for Niccolò III d'Este, Marquis of Ferrara.[1] She
was raised at Niccolo III's court as a lady-in-waiting to his wife
Parisina d'Este (d. 1425) and became lifelong friends with his
natural daughter Margherita d’Este (d. 1478).[2] During this time,
she received some education in reading, writing, music, playing
the viola, and had access to illuminated manuscripts in the d'Este
Court library.[3]

In 1426, after Niccolo III's execution of Parisina d'Este for infidelity,
Catherine left court and joined a lay community of beguines living
a semi-religious life and following the Augustinian rule. The women
were divided over whether instead to adhere to the Franciscan
rule, which eventually happened.[4] In 1431 the beguine house was
converted into the Observant Poor Clare convent of Corpus
Domini, which grew from 12 women in 1431 to 144 women by the end of the century.[5] Sister Caterina lived at
Corpus Domini, Ferrara most of her life from 1431 to 1456, serving as Mistress of Novices. She was a model of
piety and experienced miracles and several visions of Christ, the Virgin Mary, Thomas Becket, and St. Joseph,
as well as future events, such as the fall of Constantinople in 1453. She wrote a number of religious treatises,
lauds, sermons, and copied and illustrated her own breviary (see below).

In 1455 the Franciscans and the governors of Bologna requested that she become abbess of a new convent,
which was to be established under the name of Corpus Domini in Bologna. She left Ferrara in July 1456 with 12
sisters to start the new community and remained abbess there until her death on 9 March 1463. Caterina was
buried in the convent graveyard, but after eighteen days, a sweet smell emanated from the grave and the
incorrupt body was exhumed. It was eventually relocated to a chapel where it remains on display, dressed in her
religious habit, seated upright behind glass. A contemporary Poor Clare, Sister Illuminata Bembo, wrote her
biography in 1469.[6] A strong local Bolognese cult of Caterina Vigri developed and she became a Beata in the
1520s but was not canonized until 1712.

Literary works [edit]

Catherine’s best known text is Seven Spiritual Weapons Necessary for Spiritual Warfare (Le Sette Armi
Spirituali ), which she appears to have first written in 1438, and then rewritten and augmented between 1450
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Sette armi spirituali, 1475

and 1456. Although she probably taught similar ideas, she kept the written version hidden until she neared
death, and then handed it to her confessor with instructions to send a copy to the Poor Clares at Ferrara. Part
of this book describes at length her visions both of God and of Satan.[7] The treatise was circulated in
manuscript form through a network of Poor Clare convents. The Sette Armi Spirituali became an important part
of the campaign for her canonization. It was first printed in 1475, and went through 21 later editions in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, including being translated in Latin, French, Portuguese, English, Spanish,
and German. It therefore played an important role in the dissemination of late medieval vernacular mysticism in
the early modern period. In addition, she wrote lauds, short religious treatises and letters,[8] as well as a 5000-
line Latin poem called the Rosarium Metricum,[9] the I Dodici Giardini and I Sermoni.[10] These were discovered
around 2000 and described by Cardinal Giacomo Biffi: as "now revealed in their surprising beauty. We can
ascertain that she was not undeserving of her renown as a highly cultivated person. We are now in a position to
meditate on a veritable monument of theology which, after the Treatise on the Seven Spiritual Weapons, is
made up of distinct and autonomous parts: The Twelve Gardens, a mystical work of her youth, Rosarium, a
Latin poem on the life of Jesus, and The Sermons, copies of Catherine's words to her religious sisters."

Artistic works [edit]

Vigri represents the rare phenomenon of a 15th-century nun–artist whose artworks are preserved in her
personal breviary.[11] She meditated while she copied the scriptural text, adding about 1000 prayer rubrics, and
drew initials with bust-portraits of saints, paying special attention to images of Saints Clare and Francis.[12]

Besides multiple images of Christ and the infant swaddled Christ Child, she depicted other saints, including
Thomas Becket, Jerome, Paul, Anthony of Padua, Mary Magdalene, her name saint Catherine of Alexandria.
Her self-taught style incorporated motifs from needlework and devotional prints. Some saints' images,
interwoven with text and rubrics, display an idiosyncratic, inventive iconography also found in German nuns'
artworks (nönnenarbeiten).[13] The breviary and its images surely served a didactic function within the convent
community.[14] Other panel paintings and manuscripts attributed to her include the Madonna and Child
(nicknamed the Madonna del Pomo) in the Cappella della Santa, a possible portrait or self-portrait (?) in the
autograph copy of the Sette Armi Spirituali, a Redeemer, and another Madonna and Child in her chapel.[15]

Recently scholars have rejected these artworks either based on style or scientific examination of materials, and
called her reputation as a painter "more legendary than fact."[16]

A drawing of a Man of Sorrows or Resurrected Christ found in a
miscellany of lauds (Ms. 35 no.4, Archivio Generale Arcivescovile,
Bologna) has also been attributed to her. Vigri is significant as a woman
artist who articulated an aesthetic philosophy. She explained that
although it took precious time, the purpose of her religious art was "to
increase devotion for herself and others".[17]
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Catherine of Genoa

Saint
Catherine of Genoa

Saint
Born c. 1447

Genoa, Republic of Genoa

Died 15 September 1510 (aged 62–
63)
Genoa, Republic of Genoa

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 1675 by Pope Clement X

Canonized 1737 by Pope Clement XII

Feast 15 September[1]

Attributes Widow

Patronage Brides, Childless People,
Difficult Marriages, People
Ridiculed For Their Piety,
Temptations, Victims Of Adultery,
Victims Of Unfaithfulness,
Widows

St. Catherine of Genoa painted by artist
Denys Savchenko. St. Catherine Church,
Genoa, Italy.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Catherine of Genoa (Caterina Fieschi Adorno, 1447 – 15
September 1510) was an Italian Roman Catholic saint and mystic,
admired for her work among the sick and the poor[2] and
remembered because of various writings describing both these
actions and her mystical experiences. She was a member of the
noble Fieschi family,[3] and spent most of her life and her means
serving the sick, especially during the plague which ravaged
Genoa in 1497 and 1501. She died in that city in 1510.

Her fame outside her native city is connected with the publication
in 1551 of the book known in English as the Life and Doctrine of
Saint Catherine of Genoa.[3]

She and her teaching were the subject of Baron Friedrich von
Hügel's classic work The Mystical Element of Religion (1908).[2]
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Early life [edit]

Catherine was born in Genoa in 1447, the last of five children.[4]

Catherine's parents were Jacopo Fieschi and Francesca di Negro,
both of illustrious Italian birth. The family was connected to two
previous popes, and Jacopo became Viceroy of Naples.[5]

Catherine wished to enter a convent when about 13,[6] perhaps
inspired by her sister Limbania [it] who was an Augustinian nun.[7]

However, the nuns to whom her confessor applied on her behalf
refused her on account of her youth, and after this Catherine
appears to have put the idea aside without any further attempt.[5]

After her father’s death in 1463, aged 16, she was married by
her parents' wish to a young Genoese nobleman, Giuliano
Adorno, a man who, after several experiences in the area of
trade and in the military world in the Middle East, had returned to
Genoa to get married.[4] Their marriage was probably a ploy to
end the feud between their two families.[8] The marriage turned
out wretchedly:[7] it was childless and Giuliano proved to be
faithless, violent-tempered and a spendthrift, and he made his
wife's life a misery. Details are scant, but it seems at least clear
that Catherine spent the first five years of her marriage in silent,
melancholy submission to her husband; and that she then, for
another five years, turned a little to the world for consolation in
her troubles.[5] Then, after ten years of marriage, desperate for
an escape, she prayed for three months that God would keep
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her sick in bed, but her prayer went unanswered.[8]

Conversion [edit]

After ten years of marriage, [9] she was converted by a mystical
experience during confession on 22 March 1473; her conversion is
described as an overpowering sense of God's love for her. After
this revelation occurred, she abruptly left the church, without
finishing her confession. This marked the beginning of her life of
close union with God in prayer,[2] without using forms of prayer
such as the rosary.[7] She began to receive Communion almost
daily, a practice extremely rare for lay people in the Middle Ages,
and she underwent remarkable mental and at times almost
pathological experiences, the subject of Friedrich von Hügel's
study The Mystical Element of Religion.[3]

She combined this with unselfish service to the sick in a hospital at
Genoa, in which her husband joined her after he, too, had been
converted.[2] He later became a Franciscan tertiary, but she joined
no religious order. Her husband's spending had ruined them
financially. He and Catherine decided to live in the Pammatone, a
large hospital in Genoa, and to dedicate themselves to works of
charity there.[10] She eventually became manager and treasurer of
the hospital.[3]

She died on 15 September 1510,[11] worn out with labours of body
and soul. Her death had been slow with many days of pain and
suffering as she experienced visions and wavered between life
and death.[8]

Spiritual teaching [edit]

For about 25 years, Catherine, though frequently going to
confession, was unable to open her mind for direction to anyone;
but towards the end of her life a Father Marabotti was appointed to
be her spiritual guide.[5] He had been a director of the hospital
where her husband died in 1497.[7] To him she explained her
states, past and present, and he compiled the Memoirs.[5] During
this period, her life was devoted to her relationship with God,
through "interior inspiration" alone.[12]

In 1551, 41 years after her death, a book about her life and
teaching was published, entitled Libro de la vita mirabile et dottrina
santa de la Beata Caterinetta de Genoa ("Book of the marvellous
life and holy teaching of the Blessed Catherine of Genoa").[2] This
is the source of her "Dialogues on the Soul and the Body" and her
"Treatise on Purgatory", which are often printed separately.[3] Her
authorship of these has been denied, and it used to be thought
that another mystic, the Augustinian canoness regular Battistina
Vernazza, a nun who lived in a monastery in Genoa from 1510 till
her death in 1587, had edited the two works. This suggestion is
now discredited by recent scholarship, which attributes a large part
of both works to Catherine, even though they received their final
literary form only after her death.[2][3]

Catherine's thought on purgatory, for which she is particularly
known, and her way of describing it, is original in some features for
the period.[4]

Beatification and canonization [edit]

Catherine's writings were examined by the Holy Office and
declared to contain doctrine that would alone be enough to prove
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Fátima · Edgar Cayce · Simone Weil ·

Alfred Delp · Thomas Merton ·
Charles de Foucauld · Edvige Carboni ·

Elena Aiello

Aspects of meditation
(Orationis Formas, 1989)

Reflection on the New Age (2003)

Lingua Ignota · Ordo Virtutum · Scivias ·
Ascent of Mount Carmel ·

Dark Night of the Soul · Spiritual Canticle ·
Way of Perfection · Book of the First Monks ·

The Interior Castle ·
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Sister Catherine Treatise ·
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her sanctity, and she was accordingly beatified in 1675 by Pope
Clement X, and canonized in 1737 by Pope Clement XII.[5] Her
writings also became sources of inspiration for other religious
leaders such as Robert Bellarmine and Francis de Sales and
Cardinal Henry Edward Manning.[13] Catherine of Genoa's liturgical
feast is celebrated in local calendars on 15 September. Pope Pius
XII declared her patroness of the hospitals in Italy.[3]
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Catherine of Palma

Anonymous 18th-century altarpiece showing St
Catherine, in a chapel at Valldemossa,

Mallorca

Born Catalina Thomás
1 May 1533
Valldemossa, Mallorca, Spain

Died 5 April 1574

Beatified 12 August 1792 by Pope Pius VI

Canonized 22 June 1930, Rome, Saint
Peter's Basilica by Pope Pius XI

Major shrine Saint Mary Magdalen's Church in
Palma on Plaça Santa
Magdalena (incorrupt body)

Feast primarily 5 April
27–28 July in Valldemossa

Attributes habit and rochet as used by
Augustinian Canonesses

Patronage Mallorca

Plaque commemorating the saint

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Catherine of Palma (1533–1574) was a Spanish nun
canonised in 1930. She is also known as Catalina Thomás,
Caterina Tomàs i Gallard, and Catherine or Catalina Thomas
or Tomas.[1][2]

She was born 1 May 1533 at Valldemossa, Mallorca, Spain, in a
peasant family. She worked as a servant in a household in Palma
where she learned to read and embroider, before joining the
Canonesses of St Augustine at the convent of St Mary Magdalene
in Palma. She was visited by devils and angels, and went into
ecstasy for the last years of her life. She died 5 April 1574 at
Palma, Mallorca, of natural causes. As of 1904 her hat, thimble,
and other relics were kept, and her body preserved in a marble
sarcophagus, in the convent of St Mary Magdalene, Palma.[1][2]

After her death she was celebrated locally as a saint for half a
century until a decree of Pope Urban VII forbade the worship of
unrecognised saints. Local people appealed to Rome and
eventually she was beatified on 12 August 1792 by Pope Pius VI
and canonised on 22 June 1930 by Pope Pius XI.[1][2]

The house in Valldemossa where she was born, Carrer Rectoria 5,
has become a shrine, and many houses in the village bear a
plaque in her honour.[3][4]

She is considered the patron saint of Mallorca,[3][5] although other
sources apply this title to Saint Sebastian,[6] Saint Alphonsus
Rodriguez[7][8] or the Virgen de Lluc of the Santuari de Lluc.[9]

She is commemorated on
1 April, and on 27 and 28
July in her home town of
Valldemossa.[1]
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Catherine of Racconigi

Blessed Catherine of Racconigi

Image of Blessed Catherine
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Born 1486

Piedmont

Died 1574
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Blessed Catherine of Racconigi, T.O.S.D., (1486 – 1574,
Racconigi) was an Italian member of the Third Order of St.
Dominic, who is recognized for being a mystic and a stigmatic.
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Biography [edit]

Most of the information regarding Catherine Mattei is derived from
a vita written by her friend, John Francis Pico, Prince of
Mirandola.[1] Catherine Mattei (Italian: Caterina Mattei) was born in
the Piedmont region of Northwest Italy in 1487 into an
impoverished household in the Province of Cuneo. Intermittent
conflicts in the area brought widespread poverty. Her parents were
Giorgio and Bilia de Ferrari Mattei. Her father was an unemployed
tool-maker, while her mother was a weaver who was able to
support the family. Her father was often despondent[2] and
quarrelsome, thus the family environment was usually one of
conflict.

She is said to have had, at about the age of nine, a vision of
Jesus, who appeared to her as a boy of about ten. She would also
begin to have visions of other saints such as the Dominicans
Catherine of Siena and Peter Martyr. The Virgin told her that
Jesus wanted to have her as his Bride, as a token of which she
was given a wedding ring, which she had all her life—but which
only she could see. She began to have frequent ecstasies and
visions of Jesus, who always appeared to her as the same age she
was at the time of the vision.

Many miracles would result from her visions: a broken dish was
made whole again, and money and food would be provided when
the family's poverty was extreme. In times of trial she received
great consolation from the aspiration, "Jesus, is my only hope!"[2]

Blessed Catherine eventually joined the Dominican Order herself,
but, like St. Catherine, she was opposed in this wish by her family.
As a result, instead of entering a monastery of the cloistered nuns
of the Order, she became a tertiary of the Order, continuing to live
with her family. As the visions increased she received the stigmata,
although, the wounds were not visible until after her death.[2]

Her mystical experiences roused a storm of gossip among her
neighbors, who were terrified at the lights and sounds that came
from her home; even the Dominican friars began to ostracize her.
Eventually she was forced out of the town and settled in the city of
Racconigi. During her lifetime, Catherine was sought for counsel
and prayer. She would keep in her prayers in a special way the
salvation of soldiers who were dying in battle.
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Veneration [edit]

Many miracles took place before and after her death and her
detractors came to acknowledge the holiness of her life. Her cult
was approved in 1810 by Pope Pius VII.

Footnotes [edit]

1. ^ O'Connor, R.F., "Blessed Catherine of Racconigi", The
American Catholic Quarterly Review, (James Andrew Corcoran,
Patrick John Ryan, Edmond Francis Prendergast eds.), Volume
41, p.211, Hardy and Mahony, Philadelphia, 1916

2.  ̂a b c "Full Article - Western Dominican Province" . opwest.org.
Archived from the original  on 2014-12-21.
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Catherine of Ricci

Saint Catherine de' Ricci, O.P.

Religious
Born 23 April 1522

Florence, Republic of Florence

Died 2 February 1590 (aged 67)
Prato, Grand Duchy of Tuscany

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
(Dominican Order)

Beatified 23 November 1732, Rome,
Papal States, by Pope Clement
XII

Canonized 29 June 1746, Rome, Papal
States, by Pope Benedict XIV

Major shrine Basilica dei Santi Vincenzo e
Caterina de' Ricci, Prato, Italy

Feast 4 February (changed in 1971
from 13 February)

Patronage The sick

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Catherine de' Ricci, O.S.D. (Italian: Caterina de' Ricci) (23
April 1522 – 2 February 1590), was an Italian Dominican Tertiary
sister. She is believed to have had miraculous visions and
corporeal encounters with Jesus, both with the infant Jesus and
with the adult Jesus.[1] She is said to have spontaneously bled with
the wounds of the crucified Christ. She is venerated for her mystic
visions and is honored as a saint by the Catholic Church.
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Life [edit]

She was born Alessandra Lucrezia Romola de' Ricci in
Florence to Pier Francesco de' Ricci, of a patrician family, and his
wife, Caterina Bonza, who died soon after. At age 6 or 7, her
father enrolled her in a school run by a monastery of Benedictine
nuns in the Monticelli quarter of the city, near their home, where
her aunt, Luisa de' Ricci, was the abbess. She was a very
prayerful person from a very young age. There she developed a
lifelong devotion to the Passion of Christ. After a short time outside
the monastery she entered the Convent of St Vincent in Prato,
Tuscany, a cloistered community of religious sisters of the Third
Order of St. Dominic, disciples of the noted Dominican friar
Girolamo Savonarola, who followed the strict regimen of life she
desired. In May 1535 she received the religious habit from her
uncle, Friar Timoteo de' Ricci, O.P., who was confessor to the
convent, and the religious name of Catherine, after the Dominican tertiary, Catherine of Siena.[2]

De' Ricci's period of novitiate was a time of trial. She would experience ecstasies during her routine, which
caused her to seem asleep during community prayer services, dropping plates and food, so much so that the
community began to question her competence, if not her sanity. Eventually the other Sisters became aware of
the spiritual basis for her behavior. By the age of 30 she had risen to the post of prioress.

She is reported to have been a nun with visions, states Constance Classen, who miraculously held baby Jesus
dressed in swaddling clothes, and was mystically married and united with adult Jesus.[1]

As the prioress, De' Ricci developed into an effective and greatly admired administrator. She was an advisor on
various topics to princes, bishops and cardinals. She corresponded with three figures who were destined to
become popes: Pope Marcellus II, Pope Clement VIII, and Pope Leo XI. An expert on religion, management and
administration, her advice was widely sought. She gave counsel both in person and through exchanging letters.
It is reported that she was extremely effective and efficient in her work, managing her priorities very well.

It is claimed that De' Ricci's meditation on the Passion of Christ was so deep that she spontaneously bled, as if
scourged. She also bore the Stigmata. During times of deep prayer, like Catherine of Siena, her patron saint, a
coral ring representing her marriage to Christ, appeared on her finger.

It is reported that De' Ricci wore an iron chain around her neck, engaged in extreme fasting and other forms of
penance and sacrifice, especially for souls in Purgatory.

One of the miracles that was documented for her canonization was her appearance many hundreds of miles
away from where she was physically located. This involved appearing in a vision St Philip Neri, a resident of
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Rome, with whom she had maintained a long-term correspondence. Neri, who was otherwise very reluctant to
discuss miraculous events, confirmed the event.[2]

De' Ricci lived in the convent until her death in 1590 after a prolonged illness. Her remains are visible under the
altar of the Minor Basilica of Santi Vicenzo e Caterina de' Ricci, Prato, which is next to the convent associated
with her life.

Veneration [edit]

De' Ricci was beatified by Pope Clement XII in 1732, and canonized by Pope Benedict XIV in 1746. Her feast
day falls on 4 February.

Image at Basilica.
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Catherine of Siena

Saint Catherine of Siena, T.O.S.D

St. Catherine of Siena,
by Giovanni Battista Tiepolo

Virgin, Patron of Europe (Patrona Europae),
Stigmatist, Doctor of the Church

Born 25 March 1347
Siena, Republic of Siena

Died 29 April 1380 (aged 33)
Rome, Papal States

Venerated in Catholic Church
Anglican Communion[1]

Lutheranism[2]

Canonized 29 June 1461 by Pope Pius II

Major shrine Santa Maria sopra Minerva,
Rome and Shrine of Saint
Catherine [it], Siena

Feast 29 April; 30 April (Roman
Calendar, 1628–1969)

Attributes Dominican tertiaries' habit, lily,
book, crucifix, heart, crown of
thorns, stigmata, ring, dove,
rose, skull, miniature church,
miniature ship bearing Papal
coat of arms

Patronage against fire; bodily ills; Diocese
of Allentown, Pennsylvania, USA;
Europe; illness; Italy; Bambang,
Nueva Vizcaya, Samal, Bataan,
Philippines; miscarriages;
people ridiculed for their piety;
sexual temptation; sick people;
sickness; nurses

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Catherine of Siena (25 March 1347 – 29 April 1380), a lay
member of the Dominican Order, was a mystic, activist, and author
who had a great influence on Italian literature and the Catholic
Church. Canonized in 1461, she is also a Doctor of the Church.

She was born and raised in Siena, and at an early age wanted to
devote herself to God, against the will of her parents. She joined
the Dominican tertiaries. She made herself known very quickly by
being marked by mystical phenomena such as invisible stigmata
and a mystical marriage.[3] Her influence with Pope Gregory XI
played a role in his decision to leave Avignon for Rome. She was
then sent by him to negotiate peace with Florence. After Gregory
XI's death and peace concluded, she returned to Siena. She
dictated to secretaries her set of spiritual treatises The Dialogue of
Divine Providence. The Great Schism of the West led Catherine of
Siena to go to Rome with the pope. She sent numerous letters to
princes and cardinals to promote obedience to Pope Urban VI and
defend what she calls the "vessel of the Church." She died on 29
April 1380, exhausted by her penances. Urban VI celebrated her
funeral and burial in the Basilica of Santa Maria sopra Minerva in
Rome.

The devotion around Catherine of Siena developed rapidly after
her death. She was canonized in 1461, declared patron saint of
Rome in 1866, and of Italy (together with Francis of Assisi) in
1939.[4][5][6][7][8] She was the first woman (along with Teresa of
Ávila) to be declared a "doctor of the Church," on 4 October 1970
by Pope Paul VI. She was also proclaimed patron saint of Europe
in 1999 by Pope John Paul II. Catherine of Siena is one of the
outstanding figures of medieval Catholicism, by the strong
influence she has had in the history of the papacy and her
extensive authorship. She was behind the return of the Pope from
Avignon to Rome, and then carried out many missions entrusted
by the pope, something quite rare for a woman in the Middle Ages.
Her Dialogue, hundreds of letters, and dozens of prayers, also
give her a prominent place in the history of Italian literature.
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Life [edit]

Caterina di Giacomo di Benincasa was born on 25 March 1347 (shortly
before the Black Death ravaged Europe) in Siena, Republic of Siena
(today Italy), to Lapa Piagenti, the daughter of a local poet, and
Giacomo di Benincasa, a cloth dyer who ran his enterprise with the help
of his sons.[9] The house where Catherine grew up still exists. Lapa was
about forty years old when she gave premature birth to twin daughters
Catherine and Giovanna. She had already borne 22 children, but half of
them had died. Giovanna was handed over to a wet-nurse and died
soon after. Catherine was nursed by her mother and developed into a

healthy child. She was two years old when Lapa had her 25th child, another daughter named Giovanna.[10] As a
child Catherine was so merry that the family gave her the pet name of "Euphrosyne", which is Greek for "joy"
and the name of an Euphrosyne of Alexandria.[11]

Catherine is said by her confessor and biographer Raymond of Capua O.P.'s Life to have had her first vision of
Christ when she was five or six years old: she and a brother were on the way home from visiting a married sister
when she is said to have experienced a vision of Christ seated in glory with the Apostles Peter, Paul, and John.
Raymond continues that at age seven, Catherine vowed to give her whole life to God.[11][12]

When Catherine was sixteen, her older sister Bonaventura died in childbirth; already anguished by this,
Catherine soon learned that her parents wanted her to marry Bonaventura's widower. She was absolutely
opposed and started a strict fast. She had learned this from Bonaventura, whose husband had been far from
considerate but his wife had changed his attitude by refusing to eat until he showed better manners. Besides
fasting, Catherine further disappointed her mother by cutting off her long hair as a protest against being overly
encouraged to improve her appearance to attract a husband.[13]

Catherine would later advise Raymond of Capua to do during times of trouble
what she did now as a teenager: "Build a cell inside your mind, from which you
can never flee." In this inner cell she made her father into a representation of
Christ, her mother into the Blessed Virgin Mary, and her brothers into the
apostles. Serving them humbly became an opportunity for spiritual growth.
Catherine resisted the accepted course of marriage and motherhood on the
one hand, or a nun's veil on the other. She chose to live an active and
prayerful life outside a convent's walls following the model of the
Dominicans.[14] Eventually her father gave up and permitted her to live as she
pleased.

A vision of Saint Dominic gave strength to Catherine, but her wish to join his
Order was no comfort to Lapa, who took her daughter with her to the baths in
Bagno Vignoni to improve her health. Catherine fell seriously ill with a violent
rash, fever and pain, which conveniently made her mother accept her wish to
join the "Mantellate", the local association of Dominican tertiaries.[15] Lapa went to the Sisters of the Order and
persuaded them to take in her daughter. Within days, Catherine seemed entirely restored, rose from bed and
donned the black and white habit of the Third Order of Saint Dominic. Catherine received the habit of a
Dominican tertiary from the friars of the order after vigorous protests from the tertiaries themselves, who up to
that point had been only widows. As a tertiary, she lived outside the convent, at home with her family like before.
The Mantellate taught Catherine how to read, and she lived in almost total silence and solitude in the family
home.[15]

Her custom of giving away clothing and food without asking anyone's permission cost her family significantly, but
she requested nothing for herself. By staying in their midst, she could live out her rejection of them more
strongly. She did not want their food, referring to the table laid for her in Heaven with her real family.[16]

According to Raymond of Capua, at the age of twenty-one (c. 1368), Catherine experienced what she
described in her letters as a "Mystical Marriage" with Jesus,[17] later a popular subject in art as the Mystic
marriage of Saint Catherine. Caroline Walker Bynum explains one surprising and controversial aspect of this
marriage that occurs both in artistic representations of the event and in some early accounts of her life:
"Underlining the extent to which the marriage was a fusion with Christ's physicality [...] Catherine received, not
the ring of gold and jewels that her biographer reports in his bowdlerized version, but the ring of Christ's
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foreskin."[18][19] Catherine herself mentions the foreskin-as-wedding ring
motif in one of her letters (#221), equating the wedding ring of a virgin
with a foreskin; she typically claimed that her own wedding ring to Christ
was simply invisible.[20] She wrote in a letter (to encourage a nun who
seems to have been undergoing a prolonged period of spiritual trial and
torment): "Bathe in the blood of Christ crucified. See that you don't look
for or want anything but the crucified, as a true bride ransomed by the
blood of Christ crucified-for that is my wish. You see very well that you
are a bride and that he has espoused you-you and everyone else-and
not with a ring of silver but with a ring of his own flesh. Look at the
tender little child who on the eighth day, when he was circumcised, gave
up just so much flesh as to make a tiny circlet of a ring!"[21] Raymond of
Capua also records that she was told by Christ to leave her withdrawn
life and enter the public life of the world.[22] Catherine rejoined her

family and began helping the ill and the poor, where she took care of them in hospitals or homes. Her early
pious activities in Siena attracted a group of followers, women and men, who gathered around her.[9]

As social and political tensions mounted in Siena, Catherine found herself drawn to intervene in wider politics.
She made her first journey to Florence in 1374, probably to be interviewed by the Dominican authorities at the
General Chapter held in Florence in May 1374, though this is disputed (if she was interviewed, then the
absence of later evidence suggests she was deemed sufficiently orthodox).[13] It seems that at this time she
acquired Raymond of Capua as her confessor and spiritual director.[23]

After this visit, she began travelling with her followers throughout northern and central Italy advocating reform of
the clergy and advising people that repentance and renewal could be done through "the total love for God."[24]

In Pisa, in 1375, she used what influence she had to sway that city and Lucca away from alliance with the anti-
papal league whose force was gaining momentum and strength. She also lent her enthusiasm towards
promoting the launch of a new crusade. It was in Pisa in 1375 that, according to Raymond of Capua's
biography, she received the stigmata (visible, at Catherine's request, only to herself).[23]

Physical travel was not the only way in which Catherine made her
views known. From 1375[23] onwards, she began dictating letters
to scribes.[15] These letters were intended to reach men and
women of her circle, increasingly widening her audience to include
figures in authority as she begged for peace between the
republics and principalities of Italy and for the return of the Papacy
from Avignon to Rome. She carried on a long correspondence with
Pope Gregory XI, asking him to reform the clergy and the
administration of the Papal States.

Towards the end of 1375, she returned to Siena, to assist a young
political prisoner, Niccolò di Tuldo, at his execution.[23][25] In June
1376 Catherine went to Avignon as ambassador of the Republic of
Florence to make peace with the Papal States (on 31 March 1376
Gregory XI had placed Florence under interdict). She was
unsuccessful and was disowned by the Florentine leaders, who
sent ambassadors to negotiate on their own terms as soon as
Catherine's work had paved the way for them.[23] Catherine sent
an appropriately scorching letter back to Florence in response.[26]

While in Avignon, Catherine also tried to convince Pope Gregory
XI, the last Avignon Pope, to return to Rome.[27] Gregory did
indeed return his administration to Rome in January 1377; to what
extent this was due to Catherine's influence is a topic of much
modern debate.[28]

Catherine returned to Siena and spent the early months of 1377
founding a women's monastery of strict observance outside the
city in the old fortress of Belcaro.[29] She spent the rest of 1377 at
Rocca d'Orcia, about twenty miles from Siena, on a local mission
of peace-making and preaching. During this period, in autumn
1377, she had the experience which led to the writing of her
Dialogue and learned to write, although she still seems to have
chiefly relied upon her secretaries for her correspondence.[9][30]
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Late in 1377 or early in 1378 Catherine again travelled to
Florence, at the order of Gregory XI, to seek peace between
Florence and Rome. Following Gregory's death in March 1378
riots, the revolts of the Ciompi, broke out in Florence on 18 June,
and in the ensuing violence she was nearly assassinated.
Eventually, in July 1378, peace was agreed between Florence and
Rome; Catherine returned quietly to Florence.

In late November 1378, with the outbreak of the Western Schism,
the new Pope, Urban VI, summoned her to Rome. She stayed at
Pope Urban VI's court and tried to convince nobles and cardinals
of his legitimacy, both meeting with individuals at court and writing
letters to persuade others.[29]

For many years she had accustomed herself to a rigorous
abstinence.[31] She received the Holy Eucharist almost daily. This
extreme fasting appeared unhealthy in the eyes of the clergy and
her own sisterhood. Her confessor, Raymond, ordered her to eat
properly. But Catherine claimed that she was unable to, describing
her inability to eat as an infermità (illness). From the beginning of
1380, Catherine could neither eat nor swallow water. On 26
February she lost the use of her legs.[29]

Catherine died in Rome, on 29 April 1380, at the age of thirty-
three,[32] having eight days earlier suffered a massive stroke which
paralyzed her from the waist down. Her last words were, "Father,
into Your Hands I commend my soul and my spirit."[33]

Sources of her life [edit]

There is some internal evidence of Catherine's personality,
teaching and work in her nearly four hundred letters, her Dialogue,
and her prayers.

Much detail about her life has also, however, been drawn from the
various sources written shortly after her death in order to promote
her cult and canonisation. Though much of this material is heavily
hagiographic, it has been an important source for historians
seeking to reconstruct Catherine's life. Various sources are
particularly important, especially the works of Raymond of Capua,
who was Catherine's spiritual director and close friend from 1374
until her death, and himself became Master General of the Order
in 1380. Raymond began writing what is known as the Legenda
Major, his Life of Catherine, in 1384, and completed it in 1395.

Another important work written after Catherine's death was Libellus
de Supplemento (Little Supplement Book), written between 1412
and 1418 by Tommaso d'Antonio Nacci da Siena (commonly called
Thomas of Siena, or Tommaso Caffarini): the work is an expansion
of Raymond's Legenda Major making heavy use of the notes of
Catherine's first confessor, Tommaso della Fonte (notes that do
not survive anywhere else). Caffarini later published a more
compact account of Catherine's life, entitled the Legenda Minor.

From 1411 onwards, Caffarini also co-ordinated the compiling of
the Processus of Venice, the set of documents submitted as part
of the process of canonisation of Catherine, which provides
testimony from nearly all of Catherine's disciples. There is also an
anonymous piece entitled "Miracoli della Beata Caterina" (Miracle
of Blessed Catherine), written by an anonymous Florentine. A few
other relevant pieces survive.[34]
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Libro della divina dottrina
(commonly known as The Dialogue of
Divine Providence), c.1475

L'epistole della serafica vergine s.
Caterina da Siena (1721)

Three genres of work by Catherine survive:

Her major treatise is The Dialogue of Divine Providence. This
had probably begun in October 1377 and was certainly
finished by November 1378. Contemporaries of Catherine are
united in asserting that much of the book was dictated while
Catherine was in ecstasy, though it also seems possible that
Catherine herself may then have re-edited many passages in
the book.[35] It is a dialogue between a soul who "rises up" to
God and God himself.
Catherine's letters are considered one of the great works of
early Tuscan literature. Many of these were dictated, although
she herself learned to write in 1377; 382 have survived. In her
letters to the Pope, she often addressed him affectionately
simply as Babbo ("Daddy"), instead of the formal form of
address "Your Holiness".[36] Other correspondents include her
various confessors, among them Raymond of Capua, the kings
of France and Hungary, the infamous mercenary John
Hawkwood, the Queen of Naples, members of the Visconti
family of Milan, and numerous religious figures.[37]

Approximately one third of her letters are to women.
Twenty-six prayers of Catherine of Siena also survive, mostly
composed in the last eighteen months of her life.

Theology [edit]

Catherine's theology can be described as mystical, and was employed
towards practical ends for her own spiritual life or those of others.[38]

She used the language of medieval scholastic philosophy to elaborate
her experiential mysticism.[39] Interested mainly with achieving an
incorporeal union with God, Catherine practiced extreme fasting and
asceticism, eventually to the extent of living solely off the Eucharist
every day.[40] For Catherine, this practice was the means to fully realize
her love of Christ in her mystical experience, with a large proportion of
her ecstatic visions relating to the consumption or rejection of food
during her life.[41] She viewed Christ as a "bridge" between the soul and
God and transmitted that idea, along with her other teachings, in her
book The Dialogue.[42] The Dialogue is highly systematic and
explanatory in its presentation of her mystical ideas; however, these
ideas themselves are not so much based on reason or logic as they are
based in her ecstatic mystical experience.[43]

In one of her letters she sent to her confessor, Raymund of Capua, she
recorded this revelation from her conversation with Christ, in which he
said: "Do you know what you are to Me, and what I am to you, my
daughter? I am He who is, you are she who is not".[44] This mystical
concept of God as the wellspring of being is seen in the works and
ideas of Aquinas[45] and can be seen as a simplistic rendering of
apotheosis and a more rudimentary form of the doctrine of divine
simplicity.[46] She describes God in her work, 'the Dialogues', as a "sea,
in which we are the fish", the point being that the relationship between
God and man should not be seen as man contending against the Divine
and vice versa, but as God being the endless being that supports all
things. [47]

Veneration [edit]

She was buried in the (Roman) cemetery of Santa Maria sopra Minerva
which lies near the Pantheon. After miracles were reported to take place
at her grave, Raymond moved her inside the Basilica of Santa Maria
sopra Minerva, where she lies to this day.
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Sarcophagus of Catherine beneath
the High Altar of Santa Maria sopra
Minerva, Rome

The Chapel of Saint Catherine,
Basilica of San Domenico in Siena

Her head however, was parted
from her body and inserted in a
gilt bust of bronze. This bust
was later taken to Siena, and
carried through that city in a
procession to the Dominican
church. Behind the bust walked
Lapa, Catherine's mother, who
lived until she was 89 years old.
By then she had seen the end
of the wealth and the happiness
of her family, and followed most of her children and several of her
grandchildren to the grave. She helped Raymond of Capua write his
biography of her daughter, and said, "I think God has laid my soul
athwart in my body, so that it can't get out."[48] The incorrupt head and
thumb were entombed in the Basilica of San Domenico at Siena, where
they remain.

Pope Pius II, himself from Siena, canonized Catherine on 29 June
1461.[49]

On 4 October 1970, Pope Paul VI named Catherine a Doctor of the Church;[6] this title was almost
simultaneously given to Teresa of Ávila (27 September 1970),[50] making them the first women to receive this
honour.[49]

Initially however, her feast day was not included in the General Roman Calendar. When it was added in 1597, it
was put on the day of her death, 29 April; however, because this conflicted with the feast of Saint Peter of
Verona which also fell on 29 April, Catherine's feast day was moved in 1628 to the new date of 30 April.[51] In
the 1969 revision of the calendar, it was decided to leave the celebration of the feast of St Peter of Verona to
local calendars, because he was not as well known worldwide, and Catherine's feast was restored to 29 April.[52]

Patronage [edit]

In his decree of 13 April 1866, Pope Pius IX declared Catherine of Siena to be a co-patroness of Rome. On 18
June 1939 Pope Pius XII named her a joint patron saint of Italy along with Saint Francis of Assisi.[5]

On 1 October 1999, Pope John Paul II made her one of Europe's patron saints, along with Saint Teresa
Benedicta of the Cross and Saint Bridget of Sweden.[7][8] She is also the patroness of the historically Catholic
American woman's fraternity, Theta Phi Alpha.

Severed head [edit]

The people of Siena wished to have Catherine's body. A story is told of a miracle whereby they were partially
successful: knowing that they could not smuggle her whole body out of Rome, they decided to take only her
head which they placed in a bag. When stopped by the Roman guards, they prayed to Catherine to help them,
confident that she would rather have her body (or at least part thereof) in Siena. When they opened the bag to
show the guards, it appeared no longer to hold her head but to be full of rose petals.[53]

Legacy [edit]

Catherine ranks high among the mystics and spiritual writers of the Church.[13] She remains a greatly respected
figure for her spiritual writings, and political boldness to "speak truth to power"—it being exceptional for a
woman, in her time period, to have had such influence in politics and on world history.

Main sanctuaries [edit]

The main churches in honor of Catherine of Siena are:

Santa Maria sopra Minerva in Rome: place where her body is preserved.[54]

Basilica of San Domenico in Siena: in this church the incorrupt head of Catherine of Siena is preserved.[53]

Shrine of Saint Catherine [it] in Siena: complex of religious buildings built around the birthplace of
Catherine.[55]
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Main article: Mystic marriage of Saint Catherine

Michele de Meo,
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Patroness of Europe,
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Maria sopra Minerva

 

Domenico Beccafumi,
The Miraculous
Communion of St.
Catherine of Siena, circa
1513-1515, Getty Center,
Los Angeles, California

 

Domenico Beccafumi,
St. Catherine of Siena
Receiving the Stigmata,
circa 1513-1515, Getty
Center, Los Angeles,
California

 

The Virgin Mary Giving
the Rosary to St.
Dominic and St.
Catherine of Siena,
Church of Santa Agata in
Trastevere, Rome
(Bottom of painting: the
souls in Purgatory await
the prayers of the faithful)

Baldassare Franceschini,
Saint Catherine of Siena,
17th century, Dulwich
Picture Gallery

 

Giovanni di Paolo, St.
Catherine of Siena, c.
1475, tempera and gold
on panel. Fogg Art
Museum, Cambridge,
England.

 

St Catherine and the
Demons by an unknown
artist, c. 1500, tempera
on panel. National
Museum, Warsaw.

 

The office of the
taxcollector (biccherna)
of Siena by an unknown
artist, 1451 - 1452,
Rijksmuseum
Amsterdam

This painting depicts the
Virgin giving the rosary to
St. Dominic; in the scene
also appear Fray Pedro
de Santa María Ulloa,
Saint Catherine of Siena
and Servant of God, Mary
of Jesus de León y
Delgado. The fresco is
located in the Church of
Santo Domingo in San
Cristóbal de La Laguna,
Tenerife, Spain.

 

St Catherine's mystic
communion by
Francesco Brizzi

 

The head exposed in the
Basilica of San
Domenico, Siena

Works [edit]

Modern editions and English translations [edit]

The Italian critical edition of the Dialogue is Catherine of Siena, Il Dialogo della divina Provvidenza: ovvero
Libro della divina dottrina, 2nd ed., ed. Giuliana Cavallini (Siena: Cantagalli, 1995). [1st edn, 1968] [Cavallini
demonstrated that the standard division of the Dialogue in into four treatises entitled the 'Treatise on
Discretion', 'On Prayer', 'On Providence', and 'On Obedience', was in fact a result of a misreading of the text
in the 1579 edition of the Dialogue. Modern editors and translators, including Noffke (1980), have followed
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Cavallini in rejecting this fourfold division.]
The Italian critical edition of the 26 Prayers is Catherine of Siena, Le Orazioni, ed. Giuliana Cavallini (Rome:
Cateriniane, 1978)
The most recent Italian critical edition of the Letters is Antonio Volpato, ed, Le lettere di Santa Caterina da
Siena: l'edizione di Eugenio Duprè Theseider e i nuovi problemi, (2002)

English translations of The Dialogue include:

The Dialogue , trans. Suzanne Noffke, O.P. Paulist Press (Classics of Western Spirituality), 1980.
The Dialogue of St. Catherine of Siena, TAN Books, 2009. ISBN 978-0-89555-149-8
Phyllis Hodgson and Gabriel M Liegey, eds., The Orcherd of Syon, (London; New York: Oxford UP, 1966) [A
Middle English translation of the Dialogo from the early fifteenth century, first printed in 1519].

The Letters are translated into English as:

Catherine of Siena (1988). Suzanne Noffke (ed.). The Letters of St. Catherine of Siena. 4. Binghamton:
Center for Medieval and Early Renaissance Studies, State University of New York at Binghamton. ISBN 978-
0-86698-036-4. (Republished as The letters of Catherine of Siena, 4 vols, trans Suzanne Noffke, (Tempe,
AZ: Arizona Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 2000–2008))

The Prayers are translated into English as:

The Prayers of Catherine of Siena, trans. Suzanne Noffke, 2nd edn 1983, (New York, 2001)

Raymond of Capua's Life was translated into English in 1493 and 1609, and in Modern English is translated as:

Raymond of Capua (1980). Conleth Kearns (ed.). The Life of Catherine of Siena. Wilmington: Glazier.
ISBN 978-0-89453-151-4.

See also [edit]

Biblioteca Comunale degli Intronati
Mystical marriage of Saint Catherine
Order of Preachers
Saints and levitation
Saint Catherine of Siena, patron saint archive
Churches dedicated to Catherine of Siena
War of the Eight Saints
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Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
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Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) ·
Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah
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Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima

See also Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus ·
Church Militant) · Virtuous pagan
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History of Catholic theology
Key figures

General History of the Catholic Church (Timeline) · History of the papacy (Papal primacy) ·
Ecumenical councils · Catholic Bible (Vulgate · Biblical canon) · History of Christian theology

Early Church
Paul · Clement of Rome · First Epistle of Clement · Didache · Ignatius of Antioch · Polycarp ·
Epistle of Barnabas · The Shepherd of Hermas · Aristides of Athens · Justin Martyr ·
Epistle to Diognetus · Irenaeus · Montanism · Tertullian · Origen · Antipope Novatian · Cyprian

Constantine to
Pope Gregory I

Eusebius · Athanasius of Alexandria · Arianism · Pelagianism · Nestorianism · Monophysitism ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Hilary of Poitiers · Cyril of Jerusalem · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Gregory of Nyssa · Ambrose · John Chrysostom · Jerome ·
Augustine of Hippo · John Cassian · Orosius · Cyril of Alexandria · Peter Chrysologus ·
Pope Leo I · Boethius · Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite · Pope Gregory I

Early Middle Ages

Isidore of Seville · John Climacus · Maximus the Confessor · Monothelitism · Ecthesis · Bede ·
John of Damascus · Iconoclasm · Transubstantiation dispute · Predestination disputes ·
Paulinus II of Aquileia · Alcuin · Benedict of Aniane · Rabanus Maurus · Paschasius Radbertus ·
John Scotus Eriugena
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Roscellinus · Gregory of Narek · Berengar of Tours · Peter Damian · Anselm of Canterbury ·
Joachim of Fiore · Peter Abelard · Decretum Gratiani · Bernard of Clairvaux · Peter Lombard ·
Anselm of Laon · Hildegard of Bingen · Hugh of Saint Victor · Dominic de Guzmán ·
Robert Grosseteste · Francis of Assisi · Anthony of Padua · Beatrice of Nazareth · Bonaventure ·
Albertus Magnus · Boetius of Dacia · Henry of Ghent · Thomas Aquinas · Siger of Brabant ·
Thomism · Roger Bacon

Mysticism and reforms

Ramon Llull · Duns Scotus · Dante Alighieri · William of Ockham · Richard Rolle ·
John of Ruusbroec · Catherine of Siena · Bridget of Sweden · Meister Eckhart · Johannes Tauler ·
Walter Hilton · The Cloud of Unknowing · Heinrich Seuse · Geert Groote · Devotio Moderna ·
Julian of Norwich · Thomas à Kempis · Nicholas of Cusa · Marsilio Ficino · Girolamo Savonarola
· Giovanni Pico della Mirandola

Reformation
Counter-Reformation

Erasmus · Thomas Cajetan · Thomas More · John Fisher · Johann Eck · Francisco de Vitoria ·
Thomas of Villanova · Ignatius of Loyola · Francisco de Osuna · John of Ávila · Francis Xavier ·
Teresa of Ávila · Luis de León · John of the Cross · Peter Canisius · Luis de Molina (Molinism) ·
Robert Bellarmine · Francisco Suárez · Lawrence of Brindisi · Francis de Sales

Baroque period to
French Revolution

Tommaso Campanella · Pierre de Bérulle · Pierre Gassendi · René Descartes ·
Mary of Jesus of Ágreda · António Vieira · Jean-Jacques Olier · Louis Thomassin ·
Jacques-Bénigne Bossuet · François Fénelon · Cornelius Jansen (Jansenism) · Blaise Pascal ·
Nicolas Malebranche · Giambattista Vico · Alphonsus Liguori · Louis de Montfort ·
Maria Gaetana Agnesi · Alfonso Muzzarelli · Johann Michael Sailer · Clement Mary Hofbauer ·
Bruno Lanteri

19th century

Joseph Görres · Felicité de Lamennais · Luigi Taparelli · Antonio Rosmini · Ignaz von Döllinger ·
John Henry Newman · Henri Lacordaire · Jaime Balmes · Gaetano Sanseverino ·
Giovanni Maria Cornoldi · Wilhelm Emmanuel Freiherr von Ketteler · Giuseppe Pecci ·
Joseph Hergenröther · Tommaso Maria Zigliara · Matthias Joseph Scheeben · Émile Boutroux ·
Modernism · Neo-Scholasticism · Léon Bloy · Désiré-Joseph Mercier · Friedrich von Hügel ·
Vladimir Solovyov · Marie-Joseph Lagrange · George Tyrrell · Maurice Blondel · Thérèse of Lisieux

20th century

G. K. Chesterton · Reginald Garrigou-Lagrange · Joseph Maréchal · Pierre Teilhard de Chardin ·
Jacques Maritain · Étienne Gilson · Ronald Knox · Dietrich von Hildebrand · Gabriel Marcel ·
Marie-Dominique Chenu · Romano Guardini · Edith Stein · Fulton Sheen · Henri de Lubac ·
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Catherine of Vadstena

Saint
Catherine of Sweden

Saint Catherine in Trönö Old Church

Born 1331 or 1332[1]

Died 24 March 1381

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Church of Sweden

Canonized 1484 (cultus confirmed) by
Innocent VIII

Feast 24 March (Roman Catholic
Church) 
2 August (Church of Sweden)

Attributes A hind at her side

Patronage Women who suffer miscarriage

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Catherine of Sweden, Katarina av Vadstena, Catherine of
Vadstena or Katarina Ulfsdotter (c. 1332 – 24 March 1381) was
a Swedish noblewoman. She is venerated as a saint in the Roman
Catholic Church. Her father was Ulf Gudmarsson, Lord of Ulvåsa,
and her mother was Bridget of Sweden (known as Birgitta
Birgersdotter of Finsta in her lifetime).[2]
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Life [edit]

At the age of twelve or thirteen she married Lord Eggert van
Kyren,[1] a religious young nobleman of German descent, whom
she persuaded to take a vow of absolute chastity, and both lived in
a state of virginity.[2] Catherine accompanied her mother to Rome
in 1349 and soon upon arrival heard news of her husband's death.
Catherine is said to have written a devotional work titled
Consolation of the Soul (in medieval Swedish Siælinna tröst, or
Själens tröst in modern Swedish); a dated copy from 1407 is still in
existence.

She stayed on with her mother, accompanied her on several
journeys, including one to the Holy Land. At the death of Bridget,
Catherine returned to Sweden with her mother's body, which was
buried at the monastery of Vadstena.[3] Catherine became head of
the Brigittine convent at Vadstena Abbey, founded by her
mother.[2] Catherine took on the task of forming the community in the rule her mother had written and directing
the Order of the Holy Savior, or Bridgettines. Later, she returned to Rome to work for her mother's canonization.
She stayed there five years and formed a close friendship with Catherine of Siena.[3]

Sainthood [edit]

In 1484, Pope Innocent VIII gave permission for Catherine's veneration as a saint and her feast was assigned to
22 March in the Roman Martyrology. Catherine is generally represented with a hind (female red deer) at her
side, which is said to have come to her aid "when unchaste youths sought to ensnare her".[2]

In 1488, Pope Innocent VIII gave permission for the translation of her relics in Vadstena. The formal beatification
and canonization process, which also documented the required miracles,[4] was never completed because of
the Protestant Reformation.[5]

In the Church of Sweden the feast of St. Catherine (Katarinamäss) is celebrated on the 2nd of August[6].

See also [edit]

Patron saint

References [edit]

1.  ̂a b "Katarina av Vadstena" . NationalEncyklopedin. Retrieved 21 February 2014. (in Swedish; subscription
required)

2.  ̂a b c d  Kirsch, Johann P (1908). "St. Catherine of Sweden". In Herbermann, Charles (ed.). Catholic
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Priesthood in the Catholic Church

Part of a series on the
Hierarchy of the
Catholic Church

Saint Peter
Ecclesiastical titles (order of precedence)

Pope · Cardinal (Cardinal Vicar) ·
Moderator of the curia ·

Chaplain of His Holiness · Papal legate ·
Papal majordomo · Apostolic nuncio ·
Apostolic delegate · Apostolic Syndic ·

Apostolic visitor · Vicar apostolic ·
Apostolic exarch · Apostolic prefect ·

Assistant at the Pontifical Throne · Eparch ·
Metropolitan · Patriarch · Bishop (Archbishop ·

Bishop emeritus · Diocesan bishop ·
Major archbishop · Primate · Suffragan bishop

· Titular bishop · Coadjutor bishop ·
Auxiliary bishop) · Territorial prelate ·

Territorial abbot

Acolyte · Consecrator · Lector · Subdeacon

Auditor · Brother · Chancellor · Chaplain
(Military chaplain · Military ordinary) · Coarb ·
Confessor · Consultor · Curate · Deacon ·

Defender of the Bond · Definitor ·
Devil's advocate · Diocesan administrator ·

Ecclesiastical judge · Episcopal vicar ·
Exorcist · Judicial vicar · Lay brother ·

Lay cardinal · Monsignor · Officialis · Pastor
(Assistant pastor) · Personal prelate ·
Preacher · Prefect · Presbyter · Priest ·
Protonotary apostolic · Saint (Blessed ·
Venerable) · Seminarian · Vicar forane ·

Vicar general

Abbess · Abbot · Consecrated virgin ·
Corrector · Custos · Friar · Dean ·

Grand Master · Hermit · Master general ·
Master of novices · Monk · Novice · Nun

(Postulant) · Oblate · Prior · Provincial superior
· Rector · Religious · Superior general

Almoner · Altar server · Archimandrite ·
Archpriest · Archdeacon · Canon ·

Captain General of the Church · Chorbishop ·
Commissary Apostolic · Datarius ·

Gonfalonier of the Church · Honorary Prelate ·
Minor canon · Notarius · Ostiarius · Peritus ·

Postulator · Prebendary · Precentor ·
Prince-bishop · Prince-abbot · Prince-primate ·

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Catholic priest)

The priesthood is one of the three holy orders of the Catholic
Church, comprising the ordained priests or presbyters. The other
two orders are the bishops and the deacons. Church doctrine also
sometimes refers to all baptised Catholics as the "common
priesthood".[1][2]

The church has different rules for priests in the Latin Church – the
largest Catholic particular church – and in the 23 Eastern Catholic
Churches. Notably, priests in the Latin Church must take a vow of
celibacy, whereas most Eastern Catholic Churches permit married
men to be ordained.[3] Deacons are male and usually belong to
the diocesan clergy, but, unlike almost all Latin Church (Western
Catholic) priests and all bishops from Eastern or Western
Catholicism, they may marry as laymen before their ordination as
clergy.[4] The Catholic Church teaches that when a man
participates in priesthood after the Sacrament of Holy Orders, he
acts in persona Christi Capitis, representing the person of
Christ.[5]

Unlike usage in English, "the Latin words sacerdos and
sacerdotium are used to refer in general to the ministerial
priesthood shared by bishops and presbyters. The words
presbyter, presbyterium and presbyteratus refer to priests in the
English use of the word or presbyters."[6] According to the
Annuario Pontificio 2016, as of December 31, 2014, there were
415,792 Catholic priests worldwide, including both diocesan
priests and priests in the religious orders.[7] A priest of the regular
clergy is commonly addressed with the title "Father" (contracted to
Fr, in the Catholic and some other Christian churches).[8]

Catholics living a consecrated life or monasticism include both the
ordained and unordained. Institutes of consecrated life, or monks,
can be deacons, priests, bishops, or non-ordained members of a
religious order. The non-ordained in these orders are not to be
considered laypersons in a strict sense—they take certain vows
and are not free to marry once they have made solemn profession
of vows. All female religious are non-ordained; they may be sisters
living to some degree of activity in a communal state, or nuns living
in cloister or some other type of isolation. The male members of
religious orders, whether living in monastic communities or
cloistered in isolation, and who are ordained priests or deacons
constitute what is called the religious or regular clergy, distinct
from the diocesan or secular clergy. Those ordained priests or
deacons who are not members of some sort of religious order
(secular priests) most often serve as clergy to a specific church or
in an office of a specific diocese or in Rome.[9]
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History [edit]

Catholic priests are ordained by bishops through the sacrament of holy
orders. The Catholic Church claims that Catholic bishops were ordained
in an unbroken line of apostolic succession back to the Twelve Apostles
depicted in the Catholic Bible. The ceremony of Eucharist, which
Catholics believe can only be performed by priests, in particular derives
from the story of the Last Supper, when Jesus Christ distributed bread
and wine in the presence of the Twelve Apostles, in some versions of
the Gospel of Luke commanding them to "do this in memory of me".
(Some Protestant critics have challenged the historical accuracy of the
claim of unbroken succession.[10])

Catholic tradition says the apostles in turn selected other men to succeed them as the bishops (episkopoi,
Greek for "overseers") of the Christian communities, with whom were associated presbyters (presbyteroi, Greek
for "elders") and deacons (diakonoi, Greek for "servants"). As communities multiplied and grew in size, the
bishops appointed more and more presbyters to preside at the Eucharist in place of the bishop in the multiple
communities in each region. The diaconate evolved as the liturgical assistants of the bishop and his delegate
for the administration of Church funds and programmes for the poor. Today, the rank of "presbyter" is typically
what one thinks of as a priest, although Church catechism considers both a bishop and a presbyter as
"priests".[11]

Various churches which split off from the Catholic Church make the same claim of apostolic succession,
including the Church of the East (split in 424), the Oriental Orthodoxy (split in 451) and the Eastern Orthodox
Church (split with the East–West Schism of 1054). During the Protestant Reformation, Martin Luther and William
Tyndale advocated the priesthood of all believers, the idea that all baptized Christians are priests. This was not
universally accepted, contributing to the schism of various Protestant churches. The doctrine is interpreted in
various ways by different Protestant denominations, with some dropping apostolic succession and holy orders
as a sacrament, and different requirements for who can perform the Eucharist ceremony. Through the principle
of church economy, the Catholic Church recognizes as valid the ordination of priests in denominations with
unbroken apostolic succession, such as in the Eastern Orthodox Church, Polish National Catholic Church,
Oriental Orthodox Church, the Assyrian Church of the East, Church of Sweden, and Evangelical Lutheran
Church of Finland, but not other Lutheran churches. Recognition of the ordination of Anglican Church priests
was denied in 1896 by Pope Leo XIII through the papal bull Apostolicae curae, over a dispute in the wording of
the Anglican ceremony starting in the 1500s.

In 1965, the Second Vatican Council released Presbyterorum Ordinis on the ministry and life of priests, and
Optatam Totius on the training of priests.

Since 1970, the number of Catholic priests in the world has decreased by only about 5,000, to 414,313 priests
as of 2012.[12] but the worldwide Catholic population has nearly doubled, growing from 653.6 million in 1970 to

Organization titles
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1.229 billion in 2012.[12] This has resulted in a worldwide shortage of Catholic priests. In 2014, 49,153 Catholic
parishes had no resident priest pastor.[12] The number of priests is increasing in Africa and Asia, but not
keeping pace with growth in Catholic populations there. The number of priests is falling in Europe and the
Americas faster than the number of local Catholics is declining. This has resulted in some African and Asian
priests being recruited to European and American churches, reversing the historical practice of Catholic
missionaries being sent from Western countries to the rest of the world.

Only men are allowed to receive holy orders, and the church does not allow any transgender people to do
so.[13][14]

In the 1990s and 2000s, the cases of sexual abuse by Catholic priests gained worldwide attention, with
thousands of accused priests and tens of thousands of alleged victims. The church estimated that over the 50
years ending in 2009, between 1.5% and 5% of Catholic priests had a sexual encounter with a minor,[15] and Dr.
Thomas Plante estimated a figure of 4%.[16][17] Public anger was fueled by the revelation that many accused
priests were transferred to another parish rather than being removed from ministry or reported to police. The
scandal caused some Catholics to leave the church, made recruitment of new priests more difficult, and
resulted in billions of dollars in lawsuit settlements and bankruptcies that increased financial pressure to close
parishes with declining membership. In February 2019, clerical abuse of nuns, including sexual slavery, has
been acknowledged by the Pope.[18][19]

Theology of the priesthood [edit]

See also: Sacerdotalism

Passover and Christ [edit]

The theology of the Catholic priesthood is rooted in the priesthood of Christ and
to some degree shares elements of the ancient Hebraic priesthood as well.[20] A
priest is one who presides over a sacrifice and offers that sacrifice and prayers
to God on behalf of believers. Jewish priesthood which functioned at the temple
in Jerusalem offered animal sacrifices at various times throughout the year for a
variety of reasons.

In Christian theology, Jesus is the Lamb provided by God himself as a sacrifice
for the sins of the world. Before his death on the cross, Jesus celebrated the
Passover with his disciples (the Last Supper) and offered blessings over the
bread and wine respectively, saying: "Take and eat. This is my body" and
"Drink from this all of you, for this is my blood, the blood of the covenant,
poured out for the forgiveness of sins." (Matthew 26:26–28 Jerusalem Bible).
The next day Christ's body and blood were visibly sacrificed on the cross.

Catholics believe that it is this same body, sacrificed on the cross and risen on the third day and united with
Christ's divinity, soul and blood which is made present in the offering of each Eucharistic sacrifice which is
called the Eucharist. However, Catholicism does not believe that transubstantiation and the doctrine of the real
presence of Christ in the Eucharist involves a material change in the 'accidental' features: i.e. under normal
circumstances, scientific analysis of the Eucharistic elements would indicate the physical-material properties of
wine and bread.

Thus Catholic priests, in celebrating the Eucharist, join each offering of the Eucharistic elements in union with
the sacrifice of Christ.[21] Through their celebration of the Holy Eucharist, they make present the one eternal
sacrifice of Christ on the cross.

Catholicism does not teach that Christ is sacrificed again and again, but that "The sacrifice of Christ and the
sacrifice of the Eucharist are one single sacrifice.".[22] Instead, the Catholic Church holds the Jewish concept
of memorial in which "..the memorial is not merely a recollection of past events....these events become in a
certain way present and real." and thus "...the sacrifice Christ offered once and for all on the cross remains ever
present."[23] Properly speaking, in Catholic theology, expressed by Saint Thomas Aquinas, "Only Christ is the
true priest, the others being only his ministers."[24] Thus, Catholic clergy share in the one, unique, Priesthood of
Christ.[25]

Education [edit]

See also: Candidacy, Deacon, and List of Roman Catholic seminaries

The Canon law of the Catholic Church holds that the priesthood is a sacred and perpetual vocational state, not
just a profession (which is a reason for, and symbolized by, the state of celibacy). There are programs of
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formation and studies which aim to enable the future priest to effectively serve his ministry. These programs are
demanded by canon law (in the Latin rite, canons 232–264) which also refers to the Bishops' Conferences for
local more detailed regulation. As a general rule, education is extensive and lasts at least five or six years,
depending on the national Programme of Priestly Formation.[26]

In the United States, priests must have a four-year university degree in philosophy plus an additional four to
five years of graduate-level seminary formation in theology with a focus on Biblical research. A Master of
Divinity is the most common degree.
In Scotland, there is a mandatory year of preparation before entering seminary for a year dedicated to
spiritual formation, followed by several years of study.
In Europe, Australasia and North America, seminarians usually graduate with a Master of Divinity or a Master
of Theology degree, which is a four-year professional degree (as opposed to a Master of Arts which is an
academic degree). At least four years are to be in theological studies at the major seminary.[27]

In Germany and Austria, priest candidates graduate with an academic degree (Magister theologiae, Diplom-
Theologe, Master of Arts in Theology). The degree takes five years and is preceded by a year of spiritual
formation (plus learning of the ancient languages) and followed by two years of pastoral practice (during
which the candidate is ordained to the deaconate). Usually, priests spend all of that time in a seminary
except one "free year".
In Africa, Asia and South America, programmes are more flexible, being developed according to the age and
academic abilities of those preparing for ordination.

Regardless of where a person prepares for ordination, it includes not only academic but also human, social,
spiritual and pastoral formation. The purpose of seminary education is ultimately to prepare men to be pastors
of souls.[28] In the end, however, each individual Ordinary (such as a bishop or Superior General) is responsible
for the official call to priesthood, and only a bishop may ordain. Any ordinations done before the normally
scheduled time (before study completion) must have the explicit approval of the bishop.

Rite of Ordination [edit]

Main article: Holy Orders (Catholic Church) § Rite

The Rite of Ordination is what makes one a priest, having already been
a deacon and with the minister of Holy Orders being a validly ordained
bishop.[29]

The Rite of Ordination occurs within the context of Holy Mass. After
being called forward and presented to the assembly, the candidates are
interrogated. Each promises to diligently perform the duties of the
Priesthood and to respect and obey his ordinary (bishop or religious
superior). Then the candidates lie prostrate before the altar, while the
assembled faithful kneel and pray for the help of all the saints in the
singing of the Litany of the Saints. The essential part of the rite is when
the bishop silently lays his hands upon each candidate (followed by all
priests present), before offering the consecratory prayer, addressed to
God the Father, invoking the power of the Holy Spirit upon those being
ordained. After the consecratory prayer, the newly ordained is vested
with the stole and chasuble of those belonging to the Ministerial
Priesthood and then the bishop anoints his hands with chrism before
presenting him with the chalice and paten which he will use when
presiding at the Eucharist.[citation needed]

Clerical celibacy [edit]

Main article: Clerical celibacy in the Catholic Church

Early Christianity [edit]

The earliest Christians were Jews and Jewish tradition has always deemed the married state as more spiritual
than the celibate state.[30] However some Christian traditions place a higher spiritual value on chastity.
According to the Catholic Bible, the Apostle Peter had a spouse from Gospel stories of Peter's mother-in-law
sick with fever (Matt 8:14, Mark 1:29, Luke 4:38)[31] and from Paul's mention that Peter took along a believing
wife in his ministry (1 Cor 9:5).

From its beginnings, the idea of clerical celibacy has been contested in canon courts, in theology, and in
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A Ukrainian Orthodox priest at a St.
Joseph the Betrothed Ukrainian
Orthodox Church (His wedding ring
appears on his right
hand[citation needed] as per Byzantine
tradition).

religious practices. Celibacy for Roman Catholic priests was not mandated under canon law for the universal
church until the Second Lateran Council in 1139.[32]

The Council of Elvira in Spain (c. 305–306) was the first council to call for clerical celibacy. In February 385,
Pope Siricius wrote the Directa decretal, which was a long letter to Spanish bishop Himerius of Tarragona,
replying to the bishop's requests on various subjects, which had been sent several months earlier to Pope
Damasus I.[33] It was the first of a series of documents published by the Church's magisterium that claimed
apostolic origin for clerical celibacy.

After the Great Schism [edit]

Within a century of the Great Schism of 1054, the Churches of the East
and West arrived at different disciplines as to abstaining from sexual
contact during marriage. In the East, candidates for the priesthood
could be married with permission to have regular sexual relations with
their wives, but were required to abstain before celebrating the
Eucharist. An unmarried person, once ordained, could not marry.
Additionally, the Christian East required that, before becoming a bishop,
a priest separate from his wife (she was permitted to object), with her
typically becoming a nun. In the East, more normally, bishops are
chosen from those priests who are monks and are thus unmarried.

In the West, the law of celibacy became mandatory by Pope Gregory VII
at the Roman Synod of 1074.[34][35] This law mandated that, in order to
become a candidate for ordination, a man could not be married. The law
remains in effect in the Latin Church, although not for those who are
priests of the Eastern Catholic Churches, who remain under their own
discipline. (These churches either remained in or returned to full
communion with Rome after the schism, unlike for example the Eastern
Orthodox Church which is now entirely separate). The issue of
mandatory celibacy in the Latin Church continues to be
debated.[citation needed]

Duties of a Catholic priest [edit]

Bishops, priests, and deacons who want to become priests are also required to recite the principal and minor
offices of the Liturgy of the Hours daily,[36] a practice which is also followed by non-ordained people in some
religious orders.

A priest who is a pastor is responsible for the administration of a Catholic Parish, typically with a single church
building dedicated for worship (and usually a nearby residence), and for seeing to the spiritual needs of
Catholics who belong to the parish. This involves performing ceremonies for the seven sacraments of the
Catholic Church, and counseling people.[37] He may be assisted by other diocesan priests and deacons, and
serves under the local diocesan bishop, who is in charge of the many parishes in the territory of the diocese or
archdiocese. In some cases due to the shortage of priests and the expense of a full-time priest for depopulated
parishes, a team of priests in solidum may share the management of several parishes.

According to Catholic doctrine, a priest or bishop is necessary in order to perform the ceremony of the
Eucharist, take confession,[38] and perform Anointing of the Sick.[39][40] Deacons and lay Catholics may
distribute Holy Communion after a priest or bishop has consecrated the bread and wine. Priests and deacons
ordinarily perform Baptism, but any Catholic can baptize in extraordinary circumstances. In cases where a
person dies before the baptism ceremony is performed, the Catholic Church also recognizes baptism of desire,
where a person desired to be baptized, and baptism of blood, when a person is martyred for their faith.
According to church doctrine, a priest or bishop ordinarily performs a Holy Matrimony, but a deacon or
layperson can be delegated if that is impractical, and in an emergency the couple can perform the ceremony
themselves as long as there are two witnesses. (Church doctrine says it is the couple actually conferring
marriage upon each other, and the priest is merely assisting that it be done properly.)[41]

Eastern Catholic Churches [edit]

The Catholic Church has different rules for the priesthood in the 23 Eastern Catholic Churches than in the Latin
Church. The chief difference is that most of the Eastern Catholic Churches ordain married men, whereas the
Latin Church enforces mandatory clerical celibacy. This issue has caused tension among Catholics in some
situations where Eastern churches established parishes in countries with established Latin Catholic populations.
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In the Americas and Australia, this tension led to bans on married Eastern Catholic priests, all of which were
overturned by Pope Francis in 2014.[3]

Demographics [edit]

Main article: Priest shortage in the Catholic Church

Worldwide, the number of priests has remained fairly steady since 1970, decreasing by about 5,000. This
stagnation is due to a balance of large growth in Africa and Asia and a significant decrease in North America
and Europe.

Historical number of priests worldwide

Year Priests ±%
1970 419,728 —    
1975 404,783 −3.6%
1980 413,600 +2.2%
1985 403,480 −2.4%

Year Priests ±%
1990 403,173 −0.1%
1995 404,750 +0.4%
2000 405,178 +0.1%
2005 406,411 +0.3%

Year Priests ±%
2010 412,236 +1.4%
2014 414,313 +0.5%

Includes both diocesan and religious priests.

Asia [edit]

Singapore [edit]

Historical number of priests in Singapore

Year Priests ±%
1950 43 —    
1969 105 +144.2%
1980 90 −14.3%

Year Priests ±%
1990 119 +32.2%
2000 140 +17.6%
2004 137 −2.1%

Year Priests ±%
2010 131 −4.4%
2014 145 +10.7%

Includes both diocesan and religious priests.

Europe [edit]

Belgium [edit]

Historical number of priests in Belgium

Year Priests ±%
1950 14,690 —    
1970 12,100 −17.6%
1980 12,741 +5.3%

Year Priests ±%
1990 9,912 −22.2%
2000 6,989 −29.5%
2004 6,366 −8.9%

Year Priests ±%
2013 5,595 −12.1%

Includes both diocesan and religious priests.

France [edit]

Historical number of priests in France

Year Priests ±%
1955 40,000 —    
1978 32,475 −18.8%

Year Priests ±%
2003 17,473 −46.2%
2006 15,440 −11.6%

Year Priests ±%
2013 14,000 −9.3%

Includes both diocesan and religious priests.

Luxembourg [edit]

Historical number of priests in Luxembourg

Year Priests ±%
1950 601 —    
1969 524 −12.8%

Year Priests ±%
1980 457 −12.8%
1990 352 −23.0%

Year Priests ±%
2004 248 −29.5%
2013 205 −17.3%

Includes both diocesan and religious priests.

Poland [edit]

Historical number of priests in Poland

Year Priests ±%
1848 2,218 —    

Year Priests ±%
1912 6,500 +193.1%

Year Priests ±%

Includes both diocesan and religious priests.
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Catholicism portal

Sweden [edit]

Historical number of priests in Sweden

Year Priests ±%
1949 45 —    
1969 80 +77.8%
1980 99 +23.8%

Year Priests ±%
1990 110 +11.1%
2000 134 +21.8%
2004 151 +12.7%

Year Priests ±%
2010 156 +3.3%
2014 159 +1.9%

Includes both diocesan and religious priests.

Switzerland [edit]

Historical number of priests in Switzerland

Year Priests ±%
1970 2,877 —    

Year Priests ±%
1989 2,100 −27.0%

Year Priests ±%
2009 1,441 −31.4%

Includes both diocesan and religious priests.

North America [edit]

Mexico [edit]

Historical number of priests in Mexico

Year Priests ±%
1980 10,192 —    
1990 11,641 +14.2%

Year Priests ±%
2000 14,176 +21.8%
2010 16,856 +18.9%

Year Priests ±%

Includes both diocesan and religious priests.

United States [edit]

Historical number of priests in the US

Year Priests ±%
1930 27,000 —    
1950 50,500 +87.0%
1965 58,632 +16.1%
1970 59,192 +1.0%
1975 58,909 −0.5%

Year Priests ±%
1980 58,398 −0.9%
1985 57,317 −1.9%
1990 52,124 −9.1%
1995 49,054 −5.9%
2000 45,699 −6.8%

Year Priests ±%
2005 41,399 −9.4%
2010 39,993 −3.4%
2015 37,192 −7.0%

Includes both diocesan and religious priests.

See also [edit]

Amovibility, some canon law applying to priests
List of Catholic priests
Ordination of women and the Catholic Church
Religious minister
Vocational discernment in the Catholic Church
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Cathróe of Metz

Cathróe
Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast 6 March

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Cathróe" redirects here. For the Bishop of St. Andrews, see Cathróe (bishop of the Scots).

Saint Cathróe (circa 900–971) was a monk and abbot. His life is
recorded in a hagiography written soon after his death by a monk
at the monastery of Saint Felix at Metz, where Cathróe was abbot.
Miracles of healing were attributed to Cathróe during his life, and
he was considered a saint after his death.

As well as the information it contains on events in Lotharingia and Germany, and on attitudes of the time,
Cathróe's life is of particular interest to historians for the light it sheds on southern Scotland in the 10th century.
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Origins [edit]

One clue to Cathróe's background, his name, has also proved to be a stumbling block. In his Life, it is
commonly spelt as Cathroe, but other forms are given such as Cadroe (heading) and Kaddroe (3x), which come
closer to those used later at Metz (Cadroe, Kadroe).[1] His biographer explains it as meaning "a soldier in the
Lord's camp(s)" (bellator in castris Dominis).[2] Some scholars have proposed that what the continental monks
heard and transcribed was a Brythonic, more specifically Old Cumbric name, the first element of which
represents Cumbric Cat "battle".[3] However, following John Colgan's lead, David Dumville favours a Goidelic
etymology. He points out that the personal name Cathróe is attested in Old and Middle Irish and can be
explained as a compound meaning "battle-field" (Cath, cognate with Welsh cat, + róe).[4]

Cathróe was born circa 900. His father's name is given as Fochereach, a nobleman, his mother was Bania, who
came from a similar background. After the birth of a brother with the Goidelic name Mattadán, Cathróe was
fostered with his paternal uncle Beanus (Saint Bean; there were several Gaelic saints of this name).

Pilgrimage [edit]

Bean sent his nephew to study in Ireland, at Armagh, where he seems to have learned both Latin and Greek.
He returned to Scotland, to teach in his uncle's monastery. Visions persuaded Cathróe to leave Scotland as a
pilgrim. The hagiographer tells us that "the king that ruled the land, Constantine by name, hastened to hold
back [Cathróe]". Cathróe entered the "house of the blessed Brigit", presumed to be the monastery dedicated to
Saint Brigid of Kildare at Abernethy. "A certain abbot, called Maelodair [Máel Odran]" persuaded King
Constantine to allow Catroe to leave, and to help him on his journey. "Then all emulously rendered assistance
with gold and silver, with raiment and horses' and they sped [Cathróe] with God's blessing; and conducted by
the king himself he came to the Cumbrians' land." The writer tells us that King Dovenaldus ruled the Cumbrians,
and that he was Cathróe's kinsman. The king escorted Catroe to Loidam Civitatem (read as Leeds or Carlisle),
"which is the boundary between the Cumbrians and the Northmen".

In York, Cathróe was welcomed, the writer claims, by King Eric, whose wife was a relative of Cathróe's. This is
problematic as Eric Bloodaxe is not thought to have ruled York at the time of the journey, and Eric's wife
Gunnhild was said to be Norwegian.

Later career [edit]

Cathróe was abbot of Waulsort for several years, until Adelbero, Bishop of Metz,[5] gave him the administration
of St Felix's Abbey in Metz.[6]
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Hagiography [edit]

One Ousmann (or Reimann or Erimann) wrote a hagiography.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ David Dumville, "St Cathróe of Metz." p. 172 n. 1.
2. ^ § VI; David Dumville, "St Cathróe of Metz." p. 175 n. 18.
3. ^ A.O. Anderson, Early sources. p. lxxiii and 432 n. 2; Alan MacQuarrie, "Catroe", who also raises the possibility

that the name was Pictish.
4. ^ David Dumville, "St Cathróe of Metz." p. 172 n. 1. Peter E. Busse, "Catroe/Cadroe", supports a Celtic derivation

on the basis of the first element, but remains agnostic on this point.
5. ^ Adelbero I of Bar
6. ^ Adomnán's Vite Columbae and the cult of Colum Cille in continental Europe. Proceedings of the Royal Irish

Academy, Section C, Volume 98, 1998
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Caucasian Albania

Caucasian Albania (exonym)
Aghwank & Aluank (modern endonyms)

2nd century BC  – 8th century AD

Status Initial state/s unknown;
later vassal kingdom &
satrapy of the Parthian and
Sassanid empires

Capital Qabala (Gabala);
Barda

Common languages Caucasian Albanian,
Parthian,[1] Middle
Persian[2][3]

Religion Paganism, Christianity,
Zoroastrianism

Historical era Antiquity
• Established 2nd century BC  
• Disestablished  8th century AD
Today part of  Azerbaijan

 Russia
 Georgia
 Armenia

Old map showing Colchis, Iberia
and Albania.

Caucasian Albania until 387

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about the political entity. For the geographic region, see Arran (Caucasus).

Caucasian Albania is a modern exonym for a former state located in ancient times in the Caucasus: mostly in what is now western Azerbaijan (where
both of its capitals were located) and southern Dagestan. The modern endonyms for the area are Aghwank and Aluank, among the Udi people, who
regard themselves as descended from the inhabitants of Caucasian Albania. However, its original endonym is unknown.[4][5]

The name Albania is derived from the Ancient Greek name Ἀλβανία and Latin Albanía.[6] The prefix "Caucasian" is used purely to avoid confusion with
modern Albania of the Balkans, which has no known geographical or historical connections to Caucasian Albania. Little is known of the region's
prehistory, including the origins of Caucasian Albania as a geographical and/or ethnolinguistic concept. In the 1st century BC and the 1st century AD,
the area south of the Greater Caucasus and north of the Lesser Caucasus was divided between Caucasian Albania in the east, Caucasian Iberia in the
center, Kolchis in the west, Armenia in the southwest and Atropatene to the southeast. After the rise of the Parthian Empire the kings of Caucasian
Albania were replaced with an Arsacid family and would later be succeeded by another Iranian royal family in the 5th century AD, the Mihranids.
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Geonyms
Aghuank (Old Armenian: Աղուանք Ałuankʿ, Modern Armenian: Աղվանք Aġvank’) is the Armenian name for Caucasian Albania. Armenian authors mention
that the name derived from the word "ału" («աղու») meaning amiable in Armenian. The term Aghuank is polysemous and is also used in Armenian sources to
denote the region between the Kur and Araxes rivers as part of Armenia.[7] In the latter case it is sometimes used in the form "Armenian Aghuank" or "Hay-
Aghuank".[8][9][10]

The Armenian historian of the region, Movses Kaghankatvatsi, who left the only more or less complete historical account about the region, explains the name
Aghvank as a derivation from the word ału (Armenian for sweet, soft, tender), which, he said, was the nickname of Caucasian Albania's first governor Arran
and referred to his lenient personality.[11] Movses Kaghankatvatsi and other ancient sources explain Arran or Arhan as the name of the legendary founder of
Caucasian Albania (Aghvan) or even of the Iranian tribe known as Alans (Alani), who in some versions was a son of Noah's son Yafet.[12] James Darmesteter,
translator of the Avesta, compared Arran with Airyana Vaego[13] which he also considered to have been in the Araxes-Ararat region,[14] although modern
theories tend to place this in the east of Iran.

The Parthian name for the region was Ardhan (Middle Persian: Arran).[5] The Arabic was ar-Rān.[5][15] In Georgian, it was known as  (Rani). In
Ancient Greek, it was called Ἀλβανία Albanía.[6] What its inhabitants were called is unknown.[4]

Geography
In pre-Islamic times, Caucasian Albania/Arran was a wider concept than that of post-Islamic Arran. Ancient Arran covered all eastern Transcaucasia,
which included most of the territory of modern-day Azerbaijan Republic and part of the territory of Dagestan. However, in post-Islamic times the
geographic notion of Arran reduced to the territory between the rivers of Kura and Araks.[5]

Ancient Caucasian Albania lay on the south-eastern part of the Greater Caucasus mountains. It was bounded by Caucasian Iberia (present-day
Georgia) to the west, by Sarmatia to the north, by the Caspian Sea to the east, and by the provinces of Artsakh and Utik in Armenia to the west along
the river Kura.[16] These boundaries, though, were probably never static—at times the territory of Caucasian Albania included land to the west of the
river Kura.[17]

Albania or Arran in Islamic times was a triangle of land, lowland in the east and mountainous in the west, formed by the junction of the Kura and Aras rivers,[5][18][dubious – discuss] Mil plain and parts of
the Mughan plain, and in the pre-Islamic times, corresponded roughly to the territory of modern-day Republic of Azerbaijan.[5]

The districts of Albania were:[19]

Cambysene
Getaru
Elni/Xeni
Begh
Shake
Xolmaz
Kapalak
Hambasi
Gelavu
Hejeri

The kingdom's capital during antiquity was Qabala (Gabala; Kapalak).[20]

Classical sources are unanimous in making the Kura River (Cyros) the frontier between Armenia and Albania after the conquest of the territories on the right bank of Kura by Armenians in the 2nd
century BC.[19]

The original territory of Albania was approximately 23,000 km².[21] After 387 AD the territory of Caucasian Albania, sometimes referred to by scholars as "Greater Albania,"[19][citation needed] grew to
about 45,000 km².[21] In the 5th century the capital was transferred to Partav in Utik', reported to have been built in the mid-5th century by the King Vache II of Albania,[22] but according to M. L.
Chaumont, it existed earlier as an Armenian city.[23]

In a medieval chronicle "Ajayib-ad-Dunia", written in the 13th century by an unknown author, Arran is said to have been 30 farsakhs (200 km) in width, and 40 farsakhs (270 km) in length. All the
right bank of the Kura River until it joined with the Aras was attributed to Arran (the left bank of the Kura was known as Shirvan). The boundaries of Arran have shifted throughout history, sometimes
encompassing the entire territory of the present day Republic of Azerbaijan, and at other times only parts of the South Caucasus. In some instances Arran was a part of Armenia.[24]

Medieval Islamic geographers gave descriptions of Arran in general, and of its towns, which included Barda, Beylagan, and Ganja, along with others.

Borders of Caucasian Albania in 387–706 (red
dashed line)
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Ethnogenesis
Originally, at least some of the Caucasian Albanians probably spoke Lezgic languages close to those found in modern Daghestan;[25][26] overall,
though, as many as 26 different languages may have been spoken in Caucasian Albania.[27]

After the Caucasian Albanians were Christianized in the 4th century, parts of the population was assimilated by the Armenians (who dominated in the
provinces of Artsakh and Utik that were earlier detached from the Kingdom of Armenia) and Georgians (in the north),[28] while the eastern parts of
Caucasian Albania were Islamized and absorbed by Iranian[25] and subsequently Turkic peoples (modern Azerbaijanis).[4] Small remnants of this group
continue to exist independently, and are known as the Udi people.[29] The pre-Islamic population of Caucasian Albania might have played a role in the
ethnogenesis of a number of modern ethnicities, including the Azerbaijanis of Qabala, Zaqatala, Shaki, and Oguz. the Armenians of Vartashen and
Shaki, the Georgians of Kakhetia and Hereti(Ingiloy), the Laks, the Lezgins and the Tsakhurs of Daghestan.[30]

Alphabet and languages

Caucasian Albanian language
Main article: Caucasian Albanian language

According to Armenian medieval historians Movses Khorenatsi, Movses Kaghankatvatsi and Koryun, the Caucasian Albanian (the Armenian name for
the language is Aghvank, the native name of the language is unknown) alphabet was created by Mesrob Mashtots,[31][32][33] the Armenian monk,
theologian and translator who is also credited with creating the Armenian.[34] This alphabet was used to write down the Udi language, which was
probably the main language of the Caucasian Albanians.

Koryun, a pupil of Mesrob Mashtots, in his book The Life of Mashtots, wrote about how his tutor created the alphabet:

Then there came and visited them an elderly man, an Albanian named Benjamin. And he (Mashtots) inquired and examined the barbaric
diction of the Albanian language, and then through his usual God-given keenness of mind invented an alphabet, which he, through the
grace of Christ, successfully organized and put in order.[35]

A Caucasian Albanian alphabet of fifty-two letters, bearing resemblance to Georgian, Ethiopian and Armenian characters,[Note 1] survived through a
few inscriptions, and an Armenian manuscript dating from the 15th century.[37] This manuscript, Matenadaran No. 7117, first published by Ilia Abuladze
in 1937 is a language manual, presenting different alphabets for comparison – Armenian alphabet, Greek, Latin, Syriac, Georgian, Coptic, and
Caucasian Albanian among them. The alphabet was titled: "Ałuanicʿ girn ē" (Armenian: Աղուանից գիրն Է, meaning, "These are Albanian letters").

In 1996, Zaza Aleksidze of the Georgian Centre of Manuscripts discovered at Saint Catherine's Monastery at Mount Sinai, Egypt, a text written on
parchment that had been reused in a Georgian palimpsest. In 2001 Aleksidze identified its script as Caucasian Albanian, and the text as an early
lectionary dating to perhaps before the 6th century. Many of the letters discovered in it were not in the Albanian alphabet listed in the 15th-century
Armenian manuscript.[38]

Muslim geographers Al-Muqaddasi, Ibn-Hawqal and Estakhri recorded that a language which they called Arranian was still spoken in the capital Barda
and the rest of Arran in the 10th century.[5]

Iranian languages
Further information: Parthian language and Persian language

Iranian contact in the region goes back to the Median and Achaemenid times. During this Arsacid Dynasty of Caucasian Albania, the Parthian
language spread in the region.[1] It is possible that the language and literature for administration and record-keeping of the imperial chancellery for
external affairs naturally became Parthian, based on the Aramaic alphabet. According to Toumanoff: "the predominance of Hellenism, as under the
Artaxiads, was now followed by a predominance of "Iranianism", and, symptomatically, instead of Greek, as before, Parthian became the language of
the educated".[1]

With the establishment of the Sassanids, Middle Persian, a closely related language to Parthian,[39] became an official language of the Sassanid
empire.[3] At this time, Persian enjoyed even more success than the Caucasian Albanian language and the region was greatly affected by Iran.[2]

According to Vladimir Minorsky: "The presence of Iranian settlers in Transcaucasia, and especially in the proximity of the passes, must have played an
important role in absorbing and pushing back the aboriginal inhabitants. Such names as Sharvan, Layzan, Baylaqan, etc., suggest that the Iranian
immigration proceeded chiefly from Gilan and other regions on the southern coast of the Caspian".[40] The presence of the Persian language and
Iranian culture continued after the Islamic era.[41][42]

Religion

The original population of the Caucasus followed different pagan religions. Under Achaemenid, Parthian and especially Sassanid influence,
Zoroastrianism also grew in the region. Christianity started to spread in the late 4th century in the Sassanid era.

The Arab conquest and the Chalcedonian crisis led to severe disintegration of the Church of Caucasian Albania. Starting from the 8th century, much
of the local population converted to Islam. By the 11th century there already were conciliar mosques in Partaw, Qabala and Shaki; the cities that were
the creed of Caucasian Albanian Christianity.[43]

These Islamised groups would later be known as Lezgins and Tsakhurs or mix with the Turkic and Iranian population to form present-day Azeris,
whereas those that remained Christian were gradually absorbed by Armenians[44] or continued to exist on their own and be known as the Udi people.

The Caucasian Albanian tribes of Hereti were converted to Eastern Orthodoxy by Dinar, Queen of Hereti in the 10th century. The religious affairs of this
small principality were now officially administered by the Georgian Orthodox Church. In 1010, Hereti became absorbed into the neighbouring Georgian
kingdom of Kakheti. Eventually in the early 12th century, these lands became part of the Georgian Kingdom under David the Builder finalising the
process of their Georgianisation.[45]

History
The history of Albania before the 6th century BC is unknown.

Median and Achaemenid era

According to one hypothesis, Caucasian Albania was incorporated in the Median empire,[23] as early as the 7th or 6th century BC. However, an
increasing Persian influence on the region is usually believed to be connected with the defence of Persia's northern frontiers,[22][23] from invading
nomads. As early as the Achaemenid empire, measures may have been taken to fortify the Caucasian passes. By the mid-6th century BC, Albania has
been incorporated in the Achaemenid empire; it was later controlled by the Achaemenid satrapy of Media.[23][46] The building of fortifications and gates
in and around Darband is traditionally ascribed to the Sassanid empire.[22]

Hellenistic era

The Greek historian Arrian mentions (perhaps anachronistically) the Caucasian Albanians for the first time in the battle of Gaugamela, where the
Albanians, Medes, Cadussi and Sacae were under the command of Atropates.[23] Albania first appears in history as a vassal state in the empire of
Tigranes the Great of Armenia (95-56 BC).[47] The kingdom of Albania emerged in the eastern Caucasus in 2nd or 1st century BC and along with the
Georgians and Armenians formed one of the three nations of the Southern Caucasus.[19][48] Albania came under strong Armenian religious and cultural
influence.[22][49][50][51][52]

Herodotus, Strabo, and other classical authors repeatedly mention the Caspians but do not seem to know much about them; they are grouped with other
inhabitants of the southern shore of the Caspian Sea, like the Amardi, Anariacae, Cadusii, Albani (see below), and Vitii (Eratosthenes apud Strabo,
11.8.8), and their land (Caspiane) is said to be part of Albania (Theophanes Mytilenaeus apud Strabo, 11.4.5).[53]

In the 2nd century BC parts of Albania were conquered by the Kingdom of Armenia, presumably from Medes[4] (although possibly it was earlier part of
Orontid Armenia).[54]

The original population of the territories on the right bank of Kura before the Armenian conquest consisted of various autochthonous people. Ancient
chronicles provide the names of several peoples that populated these districts, including the regions of Artsakh and Utik. These were Utians, Mycians,
Caspians, Gargarians, Sakasenians, Gelians, Sodians, Lupenians, Balas[ak]anians, Parsians and Parrasians.[4] According to Robert H. Hewsen, these
tribes were "certainly not of Armenian origin", and "although certain Iranian peoples must have settled here during the long period of Persian and
Median rule, most of the natives were not even Indo-Europeans."[4] He also states that the several peoples of the right bank of Kura "were highly
Armenicized and that many were actually Armenians per se cannot be doubted." Many of those people were still being cited as distinct ethnic entities
when the right bank of Kura was acquired by the Caucasian Albanians in 387 AD.[4]
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Roman Empire
Main article: Roman influence in Caucasian Albania

There was an enduring relation of Albania with Ancient Rome.[55]

The Latin rock inscription close to Boyukdash mountain in Qobustan, Baku, which mentions Legio XII Fulminata, is the world's easternmost Roman
evidence known.[56] In Albania, Romans reached the Caspian Sea for the first time.[56]

The Roman coins circulated in Caucasian Albania till the end of the 3rd century AD.[57] Two denarii, which were unearthed in the 2nd-century BC layer,
were minted by Clodius and Caesar.[57] The coins of Augustus are ubiquitous.[57] The Qabala treasures revealed the denarii of Otho, Vespasian, Trajan
and Hadrian.

In 69-68 BC Lucullus, having overcome Armenian ruler Tigranes II, approached the borders of Caucasian Albania and was succeeded by Pompey.[58]

After the 66-65 BC wintering Pompey launched the Iberian campaign. It is reported by Strabo upon the account of Theophanes of Mytilene who
participated in it.[59] As testified by Kamilla Trever, Pompey reached the Albanian border at modern Qazakh Rayon of Azerbaijan. Igrar Aliyev showed
that this region called Cambysene was inhabited mainly by stock-breeders at the time. When fording the Alazan river, he was attacked by forces of
Oroezes, King of Albania, and eventually defeated them. According to Plutarch, Albanians "were led by a brother of the king, named Cosis, who as soon
as the fighting was at close quarters, rushed upon Pompey himself and smote him with a javelin on the fold of his breastplate; but Pompey ran him
through the body and killed him".[60] Plutarch also reported that "after the battle, Pompey set out to march to the Caspian Sea, but was turned back by a
multitude of deadly reptiles when he was only three days march distant, and withdrew into Lesser Armenia".[61] The first kings of Albania were certainly
the representatives of the local tribal nobility, to which attest their non-Armenian and non-Iranian names (Oroezes, Cosis and Zober in Greek
sources).[62]

The population of Caucasian Albania of the Roman period is believed to have belonged to either the Northeast Caucasian peoples[5] or the South
Caucasian peoples.[63] According to Strabo, the Albanians were a group of 26 tribes which lived to the north of the Kura river and each of them had its
own king and language.[4] Sometime before the 1st century BC they federated into one state and were ruled by one king.[64]

Strabo wrote of the Caucasian Albanians in the 1st century BC:

At the present time, indeed, one king rules all the tribes, but formerly the several tribes were ruled separately by kings of their own
according to their several languages. They have twenty-six languages, because they have no easy means of intercourse with one
another.[64]

Albania is also mentioned by Dionysius Periegetes (2nd or 3rd century AD) who describes Albanians as a nation of warriors, living by the Iberians and
the Georgians.[65]

In 1899 a silver plate featuring Roman toreutics was excavated near Azerbaijani village of Qalagah. The rock inscription near the south-eastern part of
Boyukdash's foot (70 km from Baku) was discovered on June 2, 1948 by Azerbaijani archaeologist Ishag Jafarzadeh. The legend is IMPDOMITIANO
CAESARE·AVG GERMANIC L·IVLIVS MAXIMVS> LEG XII·FVL. According to Domitian's titles in it, the related march took place between 84 and 96. The
inscription was studied by Russian expert Yevgeni Pakhomov, who assumed that the associated campaign was launched to control the Derbent Gate
and that the XII Fulminata has marched out either from Melitene, its permanent base, or Armenia, where it might have moved from before.[66] Pakhomov
supposed that the legion proceeded to the spot continually along the Aras River. The later version, published in 1956, states that the legion was
stationing in Cappadocia by that time whereas the centurion might have been in Albania with some diplomatic mission because for the talks with the
Eastern rulers the Roman commanders were usually sending centurions.[67]

In 1953 twelve denarii of Augustus were unearthed.[57] In 1958 one denarius, coined in c. 82 AD, was revealed in the Şamaxı trove.[57]

During the reign of Roman emperor Hadrian (117-138) Albania was invaded by the Alans, an Iranian nomadic group.[68] This invasion promoted an
alliance between Rome and the Albanians that was reinforced under Antoninus Pius in 140 AD. Sassanians occupied the area around 240 Ad but after
a few years the Roman Empire regained control of Caucasian Albania.

Indeed, in 297 the treaty of Nisibis stipulated the reestablishment of the Roman protectorate over Caucasian Iberia and Albania. But fifty years later
Rome lost the area that since then remained an integral part of the Sasanian Empire.

Parthian period
Main article: Arsacid Dynasty of Caucasian Albania
Further information: Parthian Empire and Parthian language

Under Parthian rule, Iranian political and cultural influence increased in the region.[1] Whatever the sporadic suzerainty of Rome, the country was now a
part—together with Iberia (East Georgia) and (Caucasian) Albania, where other Arsacid branches reigned—of a pan-Arsacid family federation.[1]

Culturally, the predominance of Hellenism, as under the Artaxiads, was now followed by a predominance of "Iranianism", and, symptomatically, instead of
Greek, as before, Parthian became the language of the educated.[1] An incursion in this era was made by the Alans who between 134 and 136 attacked
Albania, Media, and Armenia, penetrating as far as Cappadocia. But Vologases persuaded them to withdraw, probably by paying them.

Sassanid period
Main article: Albania (satrapy)

In 252-253, Caucasian Albania, along with Caucasian Iberia and Greater Armenia, was conquered and annexed by the Sassanid Empire. Albania
became a vassal state of the Sassanid Empire,[69] but retained its monarchy; the Albanian king had no real power and most civil, religious, and military
authority lay with the Sassanid marzban (military governor) of the territory.[Note 2]

The Roman Empire again obtained control of Caucasian Albania as a vassal state for a few years around 300 AD, but then the Sassanids regained
control and subsequently dominated the area for centuries until the Arab invasions.

Albania was mentioned among the Sassanid provinces listed in the trilingual inscription of Shapur I at Naqsh-e Rustam.[70][71]

In the middle of the 4th century, King Urnayr of Albania arrived in Armenia and was baptized by Gregory the Illuminator, but Christianity spread in
Albania only gradually, and the Albanian king remained loyal to the Sassanids. After the partition of Armenia between Byzantium and Persia (in 387 AD),
Albania with Sassanid help was able to seize from Armenia all the right bank of the river Kura up to river Araxes, including Artsakh and Utik.[23]

In the mid-5th century, the Sassanid King Yazdegerd II passed an edict requiring all the Christians in his empire to convert to Zoroastrianism, fearing that
Christians might ally with Roman Empire, which had recently adopted Christianity as its official religion. This led to a rebellion of Albanians, along with
Armenians and Georgians. At the Battle of Avarayr, the allied forces of Caucasian Albania, Georgia, and Armenia, devoted to Christianity, suffered
defeat at the hands of the Sassanid army. Many of the Armenian nobility fled to the mountainous regions of Albania, particularly to Artsakh, which had
become a center for resistance to Sassanid Persia. The religious center of the Albanian state also moved here. However, King Vache of Albania, a
relative of Yazdegerd II, was forced to convert to Zoroastrianism, but soon thereafter converted back to Christianity.

In the middle of the 5th century, by order of the Persian King Peroz I, King Vache built a city initially called Perozabad in Utik, and later called Partaw and
Barda; he made it the capital of Albania.[72] Partaw was the seat of the Albanian kings and Persian marzban, and in 552 AD the seat of the Albanian
Catholicos was also transferred to Partaw.[23][73]

After the death of King Vache, Albania remained without a king for thirty years. The Sassanid King Balash reestablished the Albanian monarchy by
making Vachagan, son of Yazdegerd and brother of King Vache, the King of Albania.

By the end of the 5th century, the ancient Arsacid royal house of Albania, a branch of the ruling dynasty of Parthia, became extinct, and in the 6th
century it was replaced by princes of the Persian or Parthian Mihranid family, who claimed descent from the Sassanids. They assumed the Persian title
of Arranshah (i.e. the Shah of Arran, the Persian name of Albania).[5] The ruling dynasty was named after its Persian founder Mihran, who was a
distant relative of the Sasanians.[74] The Mihranid dynasty survived under Muslim suzerainty until 821-22.[75]

In the late 6th to early 7th centuries the territory of Albania became an arena of wars between Sassanid Persia, Byzantium, and the Khazar Khanate,
the latter two very often acting as allies against Sassanid Persia. In 628, during the Third Perso-Turkic War, the Khazars invaded Albania, and their
leader Ziebel declared himself Lord of Albania, levying a tax on merchants and the fishermen of the Kura and Araxes rivers "in accordance with the
land survey of the kingdom of Persia". Most of Transcaucasia was under Khazar rule before the arrival of the Arabs.[22] However, some other sources
state that the Khazars later left the region because of political instability.[76]

According to Peter Golden, "steady pressure from Turkic nomads was typical of the Khazar era, although there are no unambiguous references to
permanent settlements",[77] while Vladimir Minorsky stated that, in Islamic times, "the town of Qabala lying between Shirvan and Shakki was a place
where Khazars were probably settled".[15]
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A column capital of a 7th-century
Christian church with an inscription in
Caucasian Albanian, found in
Mingachevir.[36] The column capital is
now kept on display at Azerbaijan State
Museum of History.

The ruins of the gates of Albanian
capital Qabala in Azerbaijan

Roman inscription in Gobustan left
by Legio XII Fulminata

Caucasian Albania was a vassal of the
Roman Empire around 300 ADMesrop Mashtots by

Francesco Maggiotto
(1750-1805). Mesrop
Mashtots, an Armenian
medieval evangelizer and
enlightener, invented the
Gargarean ("Caucasian
Albanian") alphabet in the
5th century, shortly after
creating the Armenian
script.[32][83]

The Amaras Monastery in
Nagorno Karabakh, founded in the
4th century by St. Gregory the
Illuminator. In the 5th century,
Mesrob Mashtots, inventor of the
Armenian alphabet, established at
Amaras the first school to use his
script.[96][97]

v · t · e Muslim conquest 
of Persia

Mesopotamia
Chains · River · Walaja · Ullais · Hira · Al-Anbar ·
Ayn al-Tamr · Muzayyah · Saniyy · Zumail · Firaz ·

1st Babylon · Namaraq · Kaskar · Bridge · Buwaib ·

Impact of Armenian politics, culture and civilization

Armenian politics, culture and civilization played a critical role in the entire history of Caucasian Albania (Aghvank, in Armenian).[78] This, due to the
fact that after the partition of the Kingdom of Armenia by Persia and Byzantium in 387 AD, the Armenian provinces of Artsakh and Utik were
disassociated from Armenia proper and included by Persians into a single province (marzpanate) called Aghvank (Arran).[79] This new unit included:
the original Caucasian Albania, found between the River Kura and the Great Caucasus; tribes living along the Caspian shore; as well as Artsakh and
Utik, two territories now detached from Armenia.[80][81][82]

The Armenian medieval atlas Ashkharatsuits (Աշխարացույց), compiled in the 7th century by Anania Shirakatsi (Անանիա Շիրակացի, but sometimes
attributed to Movses Khorenatsi as well), categorizes Artsakh and Utik as provinces of Armenia despite their presumed detachment from the Armenian
Kingdom and their political association with Caucasian Albania and Persia at the time of his writing.[84] Shirakatsi specifies that Artsakh and Utik are
"now detached" from Armenia and included in "Aghvank," and he takes care to distinguish this new entity from the old "Aghvank strictly speaking"
(Բուն Աղվանք) situated north of the river Kura. Because it was more homogeneous and more developed than the original tribes to the north of the
Kura, the Armenian element took over Caucasian Albania's political life and was progressively able to impose its language and culture.[85][86]

Armenian population of Artsakh and Utik remained in place as did the entire political, social, cultural and military structure of the provinces.[51][87] In the
5th century, early medieval historian Khorenatsi (Խորենացի) testifies that the population of Artsakh and Utik spoke Armenian, with the River Kura, in
his words, marking the "boundary of Armenian speech" (... զեզերս հայկական խօսիցս).[88][89][90] though this does not mean that its population
consisted exclusively of ethnic Armenians.[82][91]

Whatever little is known about Caucasian Albania after 387 AD comes from the text History of the Land of Aghvank (Պատմություն Աղվանից
Աշխարհի) attributed to two Armenian authors: Movses Kaghankatvatsi and Movses Daskhurantsi.[92] This text, written in Old Armenian, in essence
represents the history of Armenia's provinces of Artsakh and Utik.[85] Kaghankatvatsi, repeating Khorenatsi, mentions that the very name
"Aghvank"/"Albania" is of Armenian origin, and relates it to the Armenian word "aghu" (աղու, meaning "kind," "benevolent".[93] Khorenatsi states that
"aghu" was a nickname given to Prince Arran, whom the Armenian King Vologases I (Vagharsh I) appointed as governor of northeastern provinces
bordering on Armenia. According to a legendary tradition reported by Khorenatsi, Arran was a descendant of Sisak, the ancestor of the Siunids of
Armenia's province of Syunik, and thus a great-grandson of the ancestral eponym of the Armenians, the Forefather Hayk.[94] Kaghankatvatsi and
another Armenian author, Kirakos Gandzaketsi, confirm Arran's belonging to Hayk's blood line by calling Arranshahiks "a Haykazian dynasty."[95]

In Kaghankatvatsi's "History" and in the historical text of the Armenian early medieval author Agathangelos, the Kingdom of Aghvank's feudal system,
including its political terminology, was Armenian.[98] As in Armenia, nobles of Aghvank are referred to by the terms nakharars (նախարար), azats
(ազատ), hazarapets (հազարապետ), marzpets (մարզպետ), shinakans (շինական), etc.[85][92]

Princely families, which were later mentioned in Kaghankatvatsi's "History …" were included in the Table of Ranks called "Gahnamak" (direct translation: "List
of Thrones," Arm. Գահնամակ) of the Kingdom of Armenia, which defined Armenia's aristocratic hierarchy.[99] Princely families of Caucasian Albania were
also included in the Table of Armies called "Zoranamak" (Arm. Զորանամակ) of the Kingdom of Armenia which determined military obligations of key
aristocratic families before the Armenian King in times of war.[85]

As in Armenia, the "Albanian" clergy used exclusively Armenian church terms for clerical hierarchy (katholikos/կաթողիկոս, vardapet/վարդապետ,
sargavag/սարգավագ, etc.)[85][100] Identifiably Armenian are also most if not all toponyms found in the "History" Not only are the names of most towns,
villages, mountains, and rivers uniquely Armenian morphologically, exactly the same toponyms were and are still found in other parts of historical Armenia.
They include the root kert ("town") for towns (Arm.: կերտ, such Dastakert, Hnarakert – compare with Tigranakert or modern Stapanakert in Nagorno
Karabakh),[101] shen and kan (village) for villages (Arm. շեն, and կան, such as Karashen or Dyutakan), etc.[102]

First names of most rulers, commoners and clergy in Kaghankatvatsi's "History …" are uniquely Armenian. Many of these names survived for centuries and
are still used only by modern Armenians.[103] These include: Vachagan (Վախագան), Vache (Վաչե), Bakur (Բակուր), Taguhi (Թագուհի), Vrtanes
(Վրթաննես), Viro (Վիրո), Varaz-Trdat (Վարազ-Տրդաթ), Marut (Մարութ), etc. Some of these names can be translated from Armenian as common words:
e.g. Taguhi means "queen" and Varaz means "wild boar."[103] In fact, Armenians to this day use the first name Aghvan (Աղվան) that directly refers to the
Kingdom of Aghvank.[104]

After the partition, the capital city of Caucasian Albania was moved from the territories on the eastern bank of the River Kura (referred to by Armenians
"Aghvank Proper," Arm. Բուն Աղվանք) to Partav, located in the former Armenian province of Utik. This was followed by the transfer of the Seat of the
Kingdom of Albania's religious leader (Katholicos) from territories north of Kura to Partav.[92]

The Kingdom of Albania was converted to Christianity at the start of the 4th century by none other than the Armenian evangelizer St. Gregory the Enlightener
(Arm. Սբ. Գրիգոր Լուսավորիչ), who baptized Armenia into the first Christian state by 301 AD.[105] In about 330 AD, the grandson of St. Gregory, St. Grigoris,
ecumenical head of the eastern provinces of Armenia, was designated bishop for the Kingdom of Aghvank. Mausoleum interning Grigoris’ remains, the
Amaras Monastery stands as the oldest dated monument in Nagorno Karabakh. Amaras was started by St. Gregory and completed by St. Grigoris himself.[106]

According to tradition, the Amaras Monastery housed the first Armenian school in the historical Armenia,[107] which was opened early in the 5th century by the
inventor of the Armenian alphabet St. Mesrob Mashtots. St. Mesrob Mashtots was intensely active in preaching Gospel in Artsakh and Utik. Movses
Kaghankatvatsi's "History" dedicates four separate chapters to St. Mashtots’ mission, referring to him as "enlightener" and "saint" (chapters 27, 28 and 29 of
Book One, and chapter 3 of Book Two).[108] Overall, St. Mesrob made three trips to the Kingdom of Albania where he toured not only the Armenian lands of
Artsakh and Utik but also territories to the north of the River Kura.[108]

Kaghankatvatsi's "History" describes Armenian influence on the Church of Aghvank, whose jurisdiction extended from Artsakh and Utik to regions to the north
of the River Kura, in the territories of the "original", "pre-Armenian" Caucasian Albania.[109] One of the consequences of this was that Armenian language
progressively supplanted Albanian as the language of church and state (and only if there was any single "Albanian" language in the first place which is
doubtful because the population of Albania/Aghvank was described as consisting of as many 26 different tribes).[109] In the same 7th century, Armenian poet
Davtak Kertogh writes his Elegy on the Death of Grand Prince Juansher, where each passage begins with a letter of Armenian script in alphabetical
order.[101][110]

Christianization
Main article: Church of Caucasian Albania

The polytheistic religion of Albania was centered on the worship of three divinities, designated by Interpretatio Romana as
Sol, Zeus, and Luna.

Christianity started to enter Caucasian Albania at an early date, according to Movses Kaghankatvatsi, as early as during the
1st century. The first Christian church in the region was built by St. Eliseus, a disciple of Thaddeus of Edessa, at a place
called Gis. Shortly after Armenia adopted Christianity as its state religion (301 AD), the Caucasian Albanian king Urnayr went
to the See of the Armenian Apostolic Church to receive baptism from St. Gregory the Illuminator, the first Patriarch of
Armenia.[92][105]

King Vachagan III helped to implant Christianity in Caucasian Albania, through a synod allowing the church legal rights in
some domestic issues.[111] In 498 AD (in other sources, 488 AD)[citation needed] in the settlement named Aluen (Aghuen) (present day
Agdam region of Azerbaijan), an Albanian church council convened to adopt laws further strengthening the position of Christianity in
Albania.[citation needed]

Albanian churchmen took part in missionary efforts in the Caucasus and Pontic regions. In 682, the catholicos, Israel, led an
unsuccessful delegation to convert Alp Iluetuer, the ruler of the North Caucasian Huns, to Christianity. The Albanian Church
maintained a number of monasteries in the Holy Land.[112] In the 7th century, Varaz-Grigor, ruler of Albania, and "his nation" were
christened by Emperor Heraclius at Gardman.[113]

After the overthrow of Nerses in 705, the Caucasian Albanian elite decided to reestablish the tradition of having their Catholicoi ordained through the Patriarch of
Armenia, as it was the case before 590.[114] This event is generally regarded as the abolition of the Church of Caucasian Albania, and the lowering of its
denominational status to that of a Catholicate within the body of the Armenian Apostolic Church.[43]

Islamic era
Further information: Shirvan and Arran (Caucasus)

Sassanid Albania fell to the Islamic conquest of Persia in the mid-7th century and was incorporated into the Rashidun Caliphate. King Javanshir of Albania, the
most prominent ruler of Mihranid dynasty, fought against the Arab invasion of caliph Uthman on the side of Sassanid Iran. Facing the threat of the
Arab invasion on the south and the Khazar offensive on the north, Javanshir had to recognize the caliph's suzerainty. The Arabs then reunited
the territory with Armenia under one governor.[23]

By the 8th century, "Albania" had been reduced to a strictly geographical and titular ecclesiastical connotation,[115] and was referred to as such
by medieval Armenian historians; on its place sprang a number principalities, such as that of the Armenian principality and kingdom of Khachen,
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along with various Caucasian, Iranian and Arabic principalities: the principality of Shaddadids, the principality of Shirvan, the principality of
Derbent. Most of the region was ruled by the Persian Sajid Dynasty from 890 to 929. The region was at times part of the Abbasid province of
Armenia based on numismatic and historical evidence.

Early Muslim ruling dynasties of the time included Rawadids, Sajids, Salarids, Shaddadids, Shirvanshahs, and the Sheki and Tiflis emirates. The
principal cities of Arran in early medieval times were Barda (Partav) and Ganja. Barda reached prominence in the 10th century, and was used to
house a mint. Barda was sacked by the Rus and Norse several times in the 10th century as result of the Caspian expeditions of the Rus. Barda
never revived after these raids and was replaced as capital by Baylaqan, which in turn was sacked by the Mongols in 1221. After this Ganja rose
to prominence and became the central city of the region. The capital of the Shaddadid dynasty, Ganja was considered the "mother city of Arran"
during their reign.

The territory of Arran became a part of the Seljuk empire, followed by the Ildegizid state. It was taken briefly by the Khwarizmid dynasty and then
overran by Mongol Hulagu empire in the 13th century. Later, it became a part of Chobanid, Jalayirid, Timurid, and Safavid states.

In Azerbaijani historiography
The history of Caucasian Albania has been a major topic of Azerbaijani revisionist theories, which came under criticism in Western and Russian
academic and analytical circles, and were often characterized as "bizarre" and "futile."[116][117][118][119][120][121][122][123][124]

In his article "The Albanian Myth" Russian historian and anthropologist Victor Schnirelmann demonstrated that Azerbaijani academics have been
"renaming prominent medieval Armenian political leaders, historians and writers, who lived in Nagorno Karabakh and Armenia into "Albanians."
Schnirelmann argues that these efforts were first launched in the 1950s and were directed towards "ripping the population of early medieval
Nagorno Karabakh off from their Armenian heritage" and "cleansing Azerbaijan of Armenian history."[125] In the 1970s, Azerbaijan made a
transition from ignoring, discounting or concealing Armenian historical heritage in Soviet Azerbaijan to misattributing and mischaracterizing it as
examples of Azerbaijani culture by arbitrarily declaring "Caucasian Albanians" as ancestors of modern Azerbaijanis.[126] In this regard, Thomas de Waal, a scholar at the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, writes about the political context of Azerbaijan's historical revisionism:

This rather bizarre argument has the strong political subtext that Nagorno Karabakh had in fact been Caucasian Albanian and that Armenians had no claim to it.[127]

A key revisionist method used by Azerbaijani scholars mentioned by Schnirelmann and others was "re-publishing of ancient and medieval sources, where the term "Armenian state" was routinely and
systematically removed and replaced with "Albanian state."[128] American author George Bournoutian gives examples of how that was done by Ziya Bunyadov, vice-chairman of Azerbaijani Academy
of Sciences,[129] who earned the nickname of "Azerbaijan’s foremost Armenophobe."[128][130]

According to de Waal:

Buniatov’s scholarly credentials were dubious. It later transpired that the two articles he published in 1960 and 1965 on Caucasian Albania were direct plagiarism. Under his own name,
he had simply published, unattributed, translations of two articles, originally written in English by Western scholars C.F.J. Dowsett and Robert Hewsen.[131]

Hewsen, a historian from Rowan College and the acknowledged authority in this field, wrote in his volume Armenia: A Historical Atlas, published by Chicago University Press:

Scholars should be on guard when using Soviet and post-Soviet Azeri editions of Azeri, Persian, and even Russian and Western European sources printed in Baku. These have been
edited to remove references to Armenians and have been distributed in large numbers in recent years. When utilizing such sources, the researchers should seek out pre-Soviet editions
wherever possible.

— Robert Hewsen[132]

According to de Waal, a disciple of Bunyadov, Farida Mammadova, has "taken the Albanian theory and used it to push Armenians out of the Caucasus altogether. She had relocated Caucasian
Albania into what is now the Republic of Armenia. All those lands, churches, and monasteries in the Republic of Armenia—all had been Albanian. No sacred Armenian fact was left un-attacked." De
Waal describes Mammadova as a sophisticated end of what "in Azerbaijan has become a very blunt instrument indeed."[133][134] Both Ziya Bunyadov and Farida Mammadova are known for their anti-
Armenian public pronouncements and pamphlets.[134][135][136]

Historical revisionism in Azerbaijan supported a number of policies on the ground, including cultural vandalism directed against Armenian monuments in Soviet and post-Soviet Azerbaijan.[117][137]

Armenian memorial stone crosses known as "khachkars " on the territory of Azerbaijan were regularly misrepresented as "Caucasian Albanian" both before and after Azerbaijan's independence.[138]

Furthermore, mischaracterization of Armenian khachkars as supposedly non-Armenian monuments of Caucasian Albania was associated with acts of cultural vandalism against Armenian historical
monuments in Nakhichevan.[116] The Khachkar destruction in Nakhchivan refer to the systematic campaign by the government of Azerbaijan to completely demolish the Armenian cemetery in Julfa
with thousands of Armenian khachkars near the town of Julfa (known as Jugha in Armenian), Nakhchivan. Claims by Armenians that Azerbaijan was undertaking a systematic campaign to destroy
and remove the monuments first arose in late 1998 and those charges were renewed in 2002 and 2005.[139] In reaction to the charges brought forward by Armenia and international organizations,
Azerbaijan has asserted, falsely, that Armenians had never existed in those territories. In December 2005, an Azerbaijani official stated in a BBC interview that Armenians "never lived in Nakhchivan,
which has been Azerbaijani land from time immemorial, and that's why there are no Armenian cemeteries and monuments and have never been any."[140] Adam T. Smith, an anthropologist and
associate professor of anthropology at the University of Chicago, called the removal of the khachkars "a shameful episode in humanity's relation to its past, a deplorable act on the part of the
government of Azerbaijan which requires both explanation and repair." Smith and other scholars, as well as several United States Senators, signed a letter to the UNESCO and other organizations
condemning Azerbaijan's government.[141] Azerbaijan instead contends that the monuments were not of Armenian, but of Caucasian Albanian, origin, which, per Thomas De Waal, did not protect
"the graveyard from an act in the history wars."[142]

Armenian cultural heritage on lands that were temporary associated with Caucasian Albania in medieval times also became targets of Azerbaijani nationalists during the Nagorno-Karabakh War.
Robert Bevan writes: "The Azeri campaign against the Armenian enclave of Nagorno Karabakh which began in 1988 was accompanied by cultural cleansing that destroyed the Egheazar monastery
and 21 other churches."[137]

Anti-Armenian cultural vandalism in Azerbaijan perpetrated with the use of revisionist theories on Caucasian Albania was also noted in northern Azerbaijan, where Norwegian archeologists were
involved in the restoration of an Armenian-Georgian church in the village of Kish near the city of Shaki. Azerbaijanis erased Armenian inscriptions on the church's walls, which led to by an official
complaint by Norwegian foreign ministry.[143]

Armenian heritage was the main but not the only target of attacks of Azerbaijani historians and politicians. Revisionist theories about Caucasian Albania have been used by Azerbaijani statesmen in
the ongoing Azerbaijani-Georgian dispute over the territorial status of David Gareja monastery complex, a Georgian spiritual and historical monument partially located on the territory of Azerbaijani
Republic. David Gareja is a rock-hewn Georgian Orthodox monastery complex in the Kakheti region of Eastern Georgia, on the semi-desert slopes of Mount Gareja, some 60–70 km southeast of
Georgia's capital Tbilisi. Giorgi Manjgaladze, Georgia's deputy foreign minister proposed that Georgia would be willing to exchange other territory for the remainder of David Gareja because of its
historical and cultural significance to the Georgians.[144][145] Baku disapproves of this land swap,[146] and in April 2007, Azerbaijan's deputy foreign minister Khalaf Khalafov told a press conference
in Baku that it was "out of the question" for Azerbaijan to "give up its claims to the borderlands" including David Gareja. Khalafov then stated that the monastery "was home to the Caucasian
Albanians, who are believed to have been the earliest inhabitants of Azerbaijan."[147] Georgian art historian Dimitri Tumanishvili dismissed this claim and stated that the complex "is covered in the
work of Georgian masters." "There are Georgian inscriptions everywhere dating back to the sixth century," he said "There are no traces of another culture there. After that, I don’t think you need any
further proof."[148]

See also
Arsacid Dynasty of Caucasian Albania
Arts of Caucasian Albania
Artsakh
Church of Caucasian Albania
Shirvan

Notes
1. ^ See sample of script with letters that resemble other alphabets, specifically Georgian (19 letters), Ethiopian (14 letters) and Armenian (10 letters) in "The Albanian Script: The Process How Its Secrets Were

Revealed,"  by Zaza Aleksidze and Betty Blair
2. ^ Nevertheless, "despite being one of the chief vassals of Sasanian Shahanshah, the Albanian king had only a semblance of authority, and the Sassanid marzban (military governor) held most civil, religious,

and military authority.

Footnotes
1.  ̂a b c d e f Toumanoff, Cyril. The Arsacids . Encyclopædia Iranica. excerpt:"Whatever the sporadic suzerainty of Rome, the country was now a part—together with Iberia (East Georgia) and (Caucasian)

Albania, where other Arsacid branched reigned—of a pan-Arsacid family federation. Culturally, the predominance of Hellenism, as under the Artaxiads, was now followed by a predominance of "Iranianism,"
and, symptomatically, instead of Greek, as before, Parthian became the language of the educated"

2.  ̂a b Shnirelman, V.A.(2001), 'The value of the Past: Myths, Identity and Politics in Transcaucasia', Osaka: National Museum of Ethnology. pp 79: "Yet, even at the time of Caucasian Albania and later on, as
well, the region was greatly affected by Iran and Persian enjoyed even more success than the Albanian language".

3.  ̂a b Benjamin W. Fortson, "Indo-European Language and Culture: An Introduction", John Wiley and Sons, 2009. pg 242: " Middle Persian was the official language of the Sassanian dynasty"
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Bust of Saint Ceccardus in Carrara Cathedral

Bishop
Died 860 AD

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Major shrine Carrara Cathedral

Feast June 16

Patronage Carrara
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Saint Ceccardus of Luni (died 860), otherwise San Ceccardo,
was a bishop of Luni in Liguria, Italy, who was believed to have
been killed by Viking pirates, probably in 860 when they sacked
the city of Luni, and was declared a martyr. He later became the
patron saint of Carrara. His feast day is 16 June.[1][2]
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Saint Cecilia

Saint Cecilia

Saint Cecilia playing the pipe organ

Virgin and Martyr
Born 200–230 AD

Rome

Died 176–180 or 222–235 AD[1]

Sicily

Major shrine Santa Cecilia in Trastevere,
Rome

Feast November 22

Attributes Flute, organ, roses, violin, harp,
Baritone harpsichord, songbird,
singing

Patronage Hymns, great musicians, poets;
Albi, France; Archdiocese of
Omaha; Mar del Plata, Argentina,
Pipe organs

Saints Cecilia, Valerian, and
Tiburtius by Botticini

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Cecilia (saint))

For other uses, see Saint Cecilia (disambiguation).

Saint Cecilia (Latin: Sancta Caecilia) is a saint venerated in the
Latin Catholic, Eastern Catholic and Eastern Orthodox churches, as
well as some churches of the Anglican Communion. She is one of
seven women, in addition to the Blessed Virgin, commemorated by
name in the Canon of the Mass in the Roman Catholic Church. She
is regarded as the patron saint of musicians. It is written that as the
musicians played at her wedding she "sang in her heart to the
Lord".[2][3] Her feast day is on November 22.[4]

An early church, Santa Cecilia in Trastevere, was founded in the
3rd century by Pope Urban I in the Trastevere section of Rome,
reputedly on the site of the house in which she lived. A number of
musical compositions are dedicated to her, and her feast day has
become the occasion for concerts and musical festivals.
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Life [edit]

It is popularly supposed that Cecilia was a noble lady of Rome[3] who, with her
husband Valerian, his brother Tiburtius, and a Roman soldier named
Maximus, suffered martyrdom in about 230, under the Emperor Alexander
Severus.[5][6] Giovanni Battista de Rossi, however, argues that instead she
perished in Sicily under the Emperor Marcus Aurelius between 176 and 180,
citing the report of Venantius Fortunatus, Bishop of Poitiers (d. 600).[7]

According to the story, despite her vow of virginity, she was forced by her
parents to marry a pagan nobleman named Valerian. During the wedding,
Cecilia sat apart singing to God in her heart, and for that she was later
declared the saint of musicians.[3] When the time came for her marriage to be
consummated, Cecilia told Valerian that watching over her was an angel of
the Lord, who would punish him if he sexually violated her but would love him
if he respected her virginity. When Valerian asked to see the angel, Cecilia
replied that he could if he would go to the third milestone on the Via Appia

and be baptized by Pope Urban I. After following Cecilia's advice, he saw the angel standing beside her,
crowning her with a chaplet of roses and lilies.[3]
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The Ecstasy of St. Cecilia by
Raphael

Orazio Gentileschi and Giovanni
Lanfranco, Saint Cecilia and an Angel,
c. 1617-1618 and c. 1621-1627,
National Gallery of Art

The martyrdom of Cecilia is said to have followed that of her husband Valerian and his brother at the hands of
the prefect Turcius Almachius.[8] The legend about Cecilia's death says that
after being struck three times on the neck with a sword, she lived for three
days, and asked the pope to convert her home into a church.[9]

Cecilia was buried in the Catacomb of Callixtus, and later transferred to the
Church of Santa Cecilia in Trastevere. In 1599, her body was found still
incorrupt, seeming to be asleep.[3]

Cecilia is one of the most famous of the Roman martyrs, although some
elements of the stories recounted about her do not appear in the source
material.[9] According to Johann Peter Kirsch, the existence of the martyr is a
historical fact, while some details bear the mark of a pious romance, like many
other similar accounts compiled in the fifth and sixth century. The relation
between Cecilia and Valerian, Tiburtius, and Maximus, mentioned in the Acts
of the Martyrs, has some historical foundation. Her feast day has been
celebrated since about the fourth century.[10] There is no mention of Cecilia in
the Depositio Martyrum, but there is a record of an early Roman church
founded by a lady of this name, Santa Cecilia in Trastevere.[11]

Santa Cecilia in Trastevere [edit]

Main article: Santa Cecilia in Trastevere

The church of Santa Cecilia in Trastevere is reputedly built on the site of the house in which she lived. The
original church was constructed in the fourth century; during the ninth century, Pope Paschal I had remains
which were supposedly hers buried there. In 1599, while leading a renovation of the church, Cardinal Paolo
Emilio Sfondrati had the remains, which he reported to be incorrupt, excavated and reburied.[12]

Meaning of the name 'Cecilia' [edit]

The name "Cecilia" applied generally to Roman women who belonged to the plebeian clan of the Caecilii.
Legends and hagiographies, mistaking it for a personal name, suggest fanciful etymologies. Among those cited
by Chaucer in "The Second Nun's Tale" are: lily of heaven, the way for the blind, contemplation of heaven and
the active life, as if lacking in blindness, and a heaven for people to gaze upon.[13]

Patroness of musicians [edit]

The first record of a music festival in her honor was held at Évreux in
Normandy in 1570.[14]

The Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia in Rome is one of the oldest
musical institutions in the world. It was founded by the papal bull, Ratione
congruit, issued by Sixtus V in 1585, which invoked two saints prominent
in Western musical history: Gregory the Great, after whom Gregorian
chant is named, and Saint Cecilia, the patron saint of music.

Her feast day became an occasion for musical concerts and festivals that
occasioned well-known poems by John Dryden and Alexander Pope[15]

and music by Henry Purcell (Ode to St. Cecilia); several oratorios by
Marc-Antoine Charpentier (In honorem Caeciliae, Valeriani et Tiburtij
canticum; and several versions of Caecilia virgo et martyr to libretti
probably written by Philippe Goibaut); George Frideric Handel (Ode for
St. Cecilia's Day; Alexander's Feast); Charles Gounod (St. Cecilia Mass); as well as Benjamin Britten, who was
born on her feast day (Hymn to St Cecilia, based on a poem by W. H. Auden). Herbert Howells' A Hymn to Saint
Cecilia has words by Ursula Vaughan Williams; Gerald Finzi's "For Saint Cecilia", Op. 30, was set to verses
written by Edmund Blunden; Michael Hurd's 1966 composition "A Hymn to Saint Cecilia"[16] sets John Dryden's
poem; and Frederik Magle's Cantata to Saint Cecilia is based on the history of Cecilia.[17] The Heavenly Life, a
poem from Des Knaben Wunderhorn (which Gustav Mahler used in his Symphony No. 4) mentions that "Cecilia
and all her relations make excellent court musicians."

From the name of Cecilia comes Cecyliada, the name of festival of sacred, choral and contemporary music, held
from 1994 in Police, Poland.

Legacy [edit]
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The Martyrdom of St Cecilia by
Carlo Saraceni (c. 1610)

Cecilia symbolizes the central role of music in the liturgy.[9]

The Sisters of Saint Cecilia, religious sisters, shear the lambs' wool used to
make the palliums of new metropolitan archbishops. The lambs are raised by
the Cistercian Trappist Fathers of the Tre Fontane (Three Fountains) Abbey
in Rome. The lambs are blessed by the Pope every January 21, the Feast of
the martyr Saint Agnes. The pallia are given by the Pope to the new
metropolitan archbishops on the Solemnity of Saints Peter and Paul, June 29.

Located on the Isle of Wight, St. Cecilia's Abbey, Ryde was founded in 1882.
The nuns live a traditional monastic life of prayer and work, and study in
accordance with the ancient Rule of St. Benedict.[18]

The famous luthier Jean-Baptiste Vuillaume produces a line of violin and viola
under the name St. Cécile with a decal stamped on the upper back.[19]

Iconography [edit]

Cecilia is frequently depicted playing a viola, a small organ, or other musical instrument,[9] evidently to express
what was often attributed to her, namely that while the musicians played at her nuptials, she sang in her heart to
God, though the organ may be attributed to her erroneously,[10] as the result of a mistranslation.[20]

A miniature Saint Cecilia beneath Worcester Cathedral was featured on the reverse side of the Sir Edward Elgar
£20 banknote, which was withdrawn by the Bank of England in 2010.

In music [edit]

Renaissance, baroque and classical music [edit]

Marc- Antoine Charpentier, composed four Histoires sacrées using a text thought to have been written by his
colleague Philippe Goibaut des Bois La Grugère :

In honorem Caeciliae, Valeriani et Tiburtij canticum H 394 for 3 voices, 2 treble instruments and continuo
(1675 ?).
Caecilia virgo et martyr octo vocibus H 397 for soloists, double chorus, double orchestra and continuo
(1677-78).
Caecilia virgo et martyr, H 413 for soloists, chorus and 2 treble instruments (1683-85).
Caecilia virgo et martyr H 415 - H 415 a for soloists, chorus and 2 treble instruments (1686).

Henry Purcell, Ode for saint Cécila's Day "Hail! Bright Cecilia" (1692) and Welcome to all the pleasures.
Sébastien de Brossard, "Canticle for Saint Cécila" SdB.9 (1720 ?)
Alessandro Scarlatti Il martirio di santa Cecilia, oratorio donné pour la première fois le 1er mars 1708; Messa
di Santa Cecilia(1720).
Georg Friedrich Haendel composed 2 works for Saint Cecilia with John Dryden : The Oratorio Alexander's
Feast or The Power of Music (1736) and Ode for St. Cecilia's Day (1739).
Joseph Haydn, Missa Sanctae Caeciliae ou Missa Cellensis in honorem Beatissimae Virginis Mariae (1766-
67).

Contemporary music [edit]

Judith Shatin wrote The Passion of Saint Cecilia for piano and orchestra[21] and Fantasy on Saint Cecilia[22]

for solo piano.[23]

Fred Momotenko composed "Cecilia", a composition for full mixed choir, "a hymn to the past as well as to the
future of the monastic tradition". The world premiere was at Koningshoeven Abbey on Saint Cecilia's feast
day 2014.[24]

Benjamin Britten wrote a Hymn to St Cecilia, a setting for the poem by W. H. Auden.
Lou Harrison wrote his Mass for St. Cecilia's Day for choir, harp, and drone (1983-6).
Arvo Pärt was commissioned to compose a work for the Great Jubilee in Rome in 2000, and wrote Cecilia,
vergine romana (Cecilia, Roman virgin) for mixed choir and orchestra. The Italian text deals with the saint's
life and martyrdom. It was first performed on 19 November 2000, close to her feast day, by the Accademia
Nazionale di Santa Cecilia conducted by Myung-whun Chung.[25]

Gerald Finzi composed "For St. Cecilia" for solo tenor, chorus (SATB) and orchestra. Setting of a work by
English poet and author Edmund Blunden. Duration ca 18 minutes.
On the 2015 Feast of Saint Cecilia, Foo Fighters released their EP "Saint Cecilia" for free download via their
website. The five song EP features a track named after the EP "Saint Cecilia". The EP was recorded during
an impromptu studio session at Hotel Saint Cecilia located in Austin Texas.[26]
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Informator Choristarum (organist and master of the choristers) at Magdalen College, Oxford (1957–1981),
Bernard Rose's unaccompanied anthem for SATB choir (with divisions) Feast Song For St. Cecilia (1974) is a
setting a poem of the same name by his son, musician Gregory Rose.[citation needed]

Singer/Songwriter/Guitarist, Rik Emmett, composed the song "Calling St. Cecilia" on his 1992 LP Ipso
Facto.[citation needed]

Paul Simon wrote the song "Cecilia" about writer's block.
The Chicago band Turnt (now known as Everybody All The Time) released a song called Girls which refers to
St Cecilia in the lyrics. The song was first performed at Northwestern University's Mayfest Battle of the Bands
on Friday May 24th 2013 at 27 Live in downtown Evanston. [27]

On 2008 Brian Eno's and David Byrne's album "Everything That Happens Will Happen Today", Cecilia is
referred to in the song "The River".[28]

In literature [edit]

The poem "Moschus Moschiferus", by Australian poet A. D. Hope (1907–2000), is subtitled "A Song for St
Cecilia's Day". The poem is of 12 stanzas and was written in the 1960s.
Cecilia is also the subject of Alexander Pope's poem "Ode on St. Cecilia's Day".
Geoffrey Chaucer retells the story of Cecilia and Valerian and his brother in "The Second Nun's Tale" in The
Canterbury Tales.
Cecilia is a symbol for the divine power of music in Heinrich von Kleist's extended anecdote "St. Cecilia, or the
Power of Music".

Gallery [edit]
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Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition · Titles of Mary ·
Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias · Paul · Peter
· Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors
Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor · Francis of Assisi ·
Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada · Paphnutius the Confessor ·
Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov · Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure · Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus ·
Leo the Great · Peter Damian · Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales ·
Peter Canisius · John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen · Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria · Clement of Rome ·
Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I · Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers ·
Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius · Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe
· Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus · Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch
· Irenaeus of Lyons · Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus ·
Maximus the Confessor · Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus ·
Polycarp of Smyrna · Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr · The Holy Innocents ·
Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz · Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology ·
Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan · Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto ·
Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe · Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel
· Pietro Parenzo · Philomena · Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket ·
Thomas More · Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval · Gregory the Illuminator ·
Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon · Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus · Anterus ·
Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I · Cornelius · Damasus I ·
Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I · Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I
· Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas · Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I ·
Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus · Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I ·
Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter · Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I ·
Sixtus II · Sixtus III · Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian ·
Zachary · Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets
Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea · Isaiah · Jeremiah ·
Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah · Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel
· Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) · Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins
Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous · Brigid of Kildare ·
Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida · Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska ·
Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti · Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima

See also Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus · Church Militant) ·
Virtuous pagan
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Cecilia Eusepi

Blessed
Cecilia Eusepi

Laywoman
Born 17 February 1910

Monte Romano, Viterbo,
Kingdom of Italy

Died 1 October 1928 (aged 18)
Nepi, Viterbo, Kingdom of Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 17 June 2012, Piazza della
Bottata, Nepi, Italy by Cardinal
Angelo Amato

Feast 1 October

Patronage Servite tertiaries

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cecilia Eusepi (17 February 1910 – 1 October 1928) was an
Italian Roman Catholic and a professed member from the Secular
Servites.[1] Eusepi died of tuberculosis at 18 years of age, but only
after her confessor advised her to keep a journal of her own life,
which she titled "Storia di un Pagliaccio" ("Story of a Clown"), for
she considered herself to be a "little clown" and "a half-stupid
clown good for nothing"; she wrote that it must be her extreme
weakness that appealed to God.[2]

Eusepi's beatification was celebrated in Nepi in 2012.
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Life [edit]

Cecilia Eusepi was born in Monte Romano on 17 February 1910
as the last of eleven children to Paulina Mannucci; her brother
Vincenzo was called for service during World War I. Eusepi
received her baptism on 26 February from the archpriest Ugo
Fulignoli. Her father died in April 1910 after ill health and on his deathbed entrusted his widow and children to
his brother-in-law Filippo Mannucci.[1] On 6 January 1915 she was taken to a small farm called "La Massa" just
off from Nepi with her mother and siblings in the care of her maternal uncle.[2] She received her Confirmation on
27 May 1917 from Bishop Luigi Olivares and her First Communion on 2 October 1917.

Eusepi was sent to a convent school (close to a Servite convent) on 5 September 1916 and later in 1922 she
joined the Servite Order as a secular member. The Cistercian nuns oversaw her education while at this convent
school from 1916 until 1923 and in 1922 became part of Catholic Action.[1] On 14 February 1922 she received
the scapular at the San Tolomeo ai Servi church and assumed the name of "Maria Angela". In 1923 she
received permission from the local bishop to join the order as a postulant despite her uncle and mother's
objections. Eusepi studied in Rome as well as in Pistoia and Zara. From 1923 to 1926 she was among the
Servite nuns in Pistoia but had to leave and go home due to tuberculosis which she was diagnosed with in
summer 1926. The girl had also hoped to join the missions but her poor health prevented her from doing so
and she returned home to Nepi on 23 October 1926.[2]

During her final illness her religious practice was a comfort and members of the Catholic Action movement as
well as seminarians and priests often visited her and sometimes asked her for her opinion on their homilies and
other things. It was then that she met the Servite priest Gabriele M. Roschini who became her confessor and
spiritual director and who instructed her to keep a journal; she started this on 29 May 1927 and ended entries
on 12 September 1928 weeks before her death.

Eusepi died from tuberculosis on the night of 1 October 1928 singing songs to the Madonna on the date that
she had predicted she would die after having a dream about Thérèse of Lisieux. On 16 March 1944 her
remains were relocated to the San Tolmeo ai Servi church.

Beatification [edit]

The beatification process commenced in an informative process in Civita Castellana from 1939 until 1942 and
the theologians assented to her journal and other spiritual writings - as being in line with the faith - on 22
November 1946; the cause started on a formal level under Pope Pius XII on 23 January 1954 and she became
titled as a Servant of God. An apostolic process was held from 1958 to 1963 and the Congregation for Rites
validated both processes on 12 July 1963; the Congregation for the Causes of Saints received the Positio in
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1977. Theologians approved the cause on 24 February 1987 as did the C.C.S. on 12 May 1987. The
confirmation of her heroic virtue led to Pope John Paul II titling her as Venerable on 1 June 1987.

The miracle for her beatification concerned the 4 August 1959 cure of Tommaso Ricci who survived what would
have been a fatal traffic accident. This was investigated in a diocesan process and received C.C.S. validation
on 10 March 2006; a medical board approved it on 1 October 2009 as did theologians on 12 December 2009
and the C.C.S. on 4 May 2010. Pope Benedict XVI approved this on 1 July 2010 and Cardinal Angelo Amato
presided on the pope's behalf on 17 June 2012 in Nepi.[3]

The current postulator for this cause is the Servite priest Franco M. Azzalli.
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Cedd
Bishop of London

Modern icon image of Cedd

Installed c. 654

Term ended 664

Predecessor Mellitus

Successor Wine

Personal details
Born c. 620

Kingdom of Northumbria

Died 26 October 664
Lastingham

Sainthood
Feast day 26 October, 7 January (Eastern

Orthodox Church)

Venerated in Catholic Church; Eastern
Orthodox Church; Anglicanism

Title as Saint Evangelist of the Middle Angles
and East Saxons

Attributes Bishop holding a model of the
church at Bradwell-on-Sea

Patronage Essex; Lastingham; interpreters

Shrines Lastingham. Shrine destroyed in
Danish period but
corresponding to the crypt of the
present parish church

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the Hong Kong government department, see Civil Engineering and Development Department.

Cedd (Latin: Cedda, Ceddus; c. 620 – 26 October 664) was an
Anglo-Saxon monk and bishop from the Kingdom of Northumbria.
He was an evangelist of the Middle Angles and East Saxons in
England and a significant participant in the Synod of Whitby, a
meeting which resolved important differences within the Church in
England. He is venerated in the Catholic Church, Anglicanism, and
the Eastern Orthodox Church.
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Background [edit]

The little that is known about Cedd comes to us mainly from the
writing of Bede in his Ecclesiastical History of the English People.
The following account is based entirely on Book 3 of Bede's
History.

Cedd was born in the kingdom of Northumbria and brought up on
the island of Lindisfarne by Aidan of the Irish Church. He had three
brothers: Chad of Mercia (transcribed into Bede's Latin text as
Ceadda), Cynibil and Cælin).[1] All four were priests and both Cedd
and Chad became bishops. The first datable reference to Cedd by
Bede makes clear that he was a priest by the year 653.[2] This
probably pushes his birth date back to the early 620s. It is likely
that Cedd was oldest of the brothers and was acknowledged the
head of the family. He seems to have taken the lead, while Chad
was his chosen successor.

Aidan had come to Northumbria from Iona, bringing with him a set
of practices that are known as the Celtic Rite. As well as superficial
differences over the Computus (calculation of the date of Easter),
and the cut of the tonsure, these involved a pattern of Church
organization fundamentally different from the diocesan structure that was evolving on the continent of Europe.
Activity was based in monasteries, which supported peripatetic missionary bishops. There was a strong
emphasis on personal asceticism, on Biblical exegesis, and on eschatology. Aidan was well known for his
personal austerity and disregard for the trappings of wealth and power. Bede several times stresses that Cedd
and Chad absorbed his example and traditions. Bede tells us that Chad and many other Northumbrians went to
study with the Irish after the death of Aidan[3] (651).

Cedd is not mentioned as one of the wandering scholars. He is portrayed by Bede as very close to Aidan's
successor, Finan. So it is highly likely that he owed his entire formation as a priest and scholar to Aidan and to
Lindisfarne.
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Mission to Mercia [edit]

In 653, Cedd was sent by Oswiu of Northumberland with three other priests to evangelise the Middle Angles,[2]

who were one of the core ethnic groups of Mercia, based on the mid-Trent Valley. Peada of Mercia, son of
Penda, was sub-king of the Middle Angles. Peada had agreed to become a Christian in return for the hand of
Oswiu's daughter, Alchflaed (c.635-c.714) in marriage. This was a time of growing Northumbrian power, as
Oswiu reunited and consolidated the Northumbrian kingdom after its earlier (641/2) defeat by Penda. Peada
travelled to Northumbria to negotiate his marriage and baptism.

Cedd, together with the priests, Adda, Betti and Diuma, accompanied Peada back to Middle Anglia, where they
won numerous converts of all classes. Bede relates that the pagan Penda did not obstruct preaching even
among his subjects in Mercia proper, and portrays him as generally sympathetic to Christianity at this point – a
very different view from the general estimate of Penda as a devoted pagan. But, the mission apparently made
little headway in the wider Mercian polity. Bede credits Cedd's brother Chad with the effective evangelization of
Mercia more than a decade later. To make progress among the general population, Christianity appeared to
need positive royal backing, including grants of land for monasteries, rather than a benign attitude from
leaders.

Bishop of the East Saxons [edit]

Cedd was soon recalled from the mission to Mercia by Oswiu, who sent him on a mission with one other priest to
the East Saxon kingdom. The priests had been requested by Sigeberht the Good to reconvert his people.[4]

The East Saxon kingdom was originally converted by missionaries from Canterbury, where Augustine of
Canterbury had established a Roman mission in 597. The first bishop of the Roman Rite was Mellitus, who
arrived in Essex in 604. After a decade, he was driven out of the area. The religious destiny of the kingdom was
constantly in the balance, with the royal family itself divided among Christians, pagans, and some wanting to
tolerate both.

Bede tells us that Sigeberht's decision to be baptized and to reconvert his kingdom was at the initiative of
Oswiu. Sigeberht travelled to Northumbria to accept baptism from Bishop Finan of Lindisfarne. Cedd went to the
East Saxons partly as an emissary of the Northumbrian monarchy. Certainly his prospects were helped by the
continuing military and political success of Northumbria, especially the final defeat of Penda in 655. Practically,
Northumbria gained hegemony among the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms.

After making some conversions, Cedd returned to Lindisfarne to report to Finan. In recognition of his success,
Finan ordained him bishop, calling in two other Irish bishops to assist at the rite. Cedd was appointed bishop of
the East Saxons. As a result, he is generally listed among the bishops of London, a part of the East Saxon
kingdom. Bede, however, generally uses ethnic descriptions for episcopal responsibilities when dealing with the
generation of Cedd and Chad.

Bede's record makes clear that Cedd demanded personal commitment and that he was unafraid to confront the
powerful. He excommunicated a thegn who was in an unlawful marriage and forbade Christians to accept the
man's hospitality. According to Bede, when Sigeberht continued to visit the man's home, Cedd went to the
house to denounce the king, foretelling that he would die in that house. Bede asserts that the King's
subsequent murder (660) was his penance for defying Cedd's injunction.

After the death of Sigeberht, there were signs that Cedd had a more precarious position. The new king,
Swithhelm of Essex, who had assassinated Sigeberht, was a pagan. He had long been a client of Æthelwold of
East Anglia, who was increasingly dependent on Wulfhere of Mercia, the Christian king of a newly resurgent
Mercia. After some persuasion from Ethelwald, Swithelm accepted baptism from Cedd. The bishop traveled into
East Anglia to baptize the king at Ethelwald's home. For a time, the East Saxon kingdom remained Christian.

Bede presents Cedd's work as decisive in the conversion of the East Saxons, although it was preceded by other
missionaries, and eventually followed by a revival of paganism. Despite the substantial work, the future
suggested that all could be undone.

Monastic foundations [edit]

Cedd founded many churches. He also founded monasteries at Tilaburg (probably East Tilbury, but possibly
West Tilbury) and Ithancester (almost certainly Bradwell-on-Sea).

Cedd was appointed as abbot of the monastery of Lastingham in his native Northumbria at the request of the
sub-king Œthelwald of Deira. Bede records the foundation of this monastery in some detail,[1] showing that
Ethelwald was put in contact with Cedd through Caelin, one of the bishop's brothers, who was on the king's
staff. Cedd undertook a 40-day fast to purify the site, although urgent royal business took him away after 30
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days, and Cynibil took over the fast for him.

Cedd occupied the position of abbot of Lastingham to the end of his life, while maintaining his position as
missionary bishop and diplomat. He often traveled far from the monastery in fulfillment of these other duties. His
brother Chad, who succeeded him as abbot, did the same. Cedd and his brothers regarded Lastingham as a
monastic base,[5] providing intellectual and spiritual support, and a place of retreat. Cedd delegated daily care
of Lastingham to other priests, and it is likely that Chad operated similarly.

Final years [edit]

Cedd had been brought up in the Celtic Rite, which differed from the Roman Rite in the dating of the religious
calendar and other practices, including the tonsure of monks. Supporters of each rite met at a council within the
Northumbrian kingdom known as the Synod of Whitby. The proceedings of the council were hampered by the
participants' mutual incomprehension of each other's languages, which probably included Old Irish, Old English,
Frankish and Old Welsh, as well as Latin. Bede recounted that Cedd interpreted for both sides.[6] Cedd's facility
with the languages, together with his status as a trusted royal emissary, likely made him a key figure in the
negotiations. His skills were seen as an eschatological sign of the presence of the Holy Spirit, in contrast to the
Biblical account of the Tower of Babel.[7] When the council ended, Cedd returned to Essex.

According to Bede, Cedd accepted the Roman dating of the observance of Easter.[8] He returned to his work as
bishop, abandoning the practices of the Irish of Dál Riata.

A short time later, he returned to Northumbria and the monastery at Lastingham. He fell ill with the plague and
died on 26 October 664.[1][9] Bede records that immediately after Cedd's death a party of thirty monks travelled
up from Essex to Lastingham to do homage.[10] All but one small boy died there, also of the plague. Cedd was
initially buried at Lastingham in a grave. Later, when a stone church was built, his body was moved and re-
interred in a shrine inside the church of the monastery. Chad succeeded his brother as abbot at Lastingham.

King Swithhelm of Essex died at about the same time as Cedd. He was succeeded by the joint kings Sighere
and Sæbbi. Some people reverted to paganism, which Bede said was due to the effects of the plague. Mercia
under King Wulfhere was the dominant force south of the Humber, so it fell to Wulfhere to take prompt action.
He dispatched Bishop Jaruman to take over Cedd's work among the East Saxons. Jaruman, working (according
to Bede) with great discretion, toured Essex, negotiated with local magnates, and soon restored Christianity.[11]
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Succeeded by

Wine

Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish

Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent ·
Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Nothhelm of Canterbury · Sigeburh of Thanet

Mercian

Ælfnoth of Stowe · Ælfthryth of Crowland · Æthelberht of Bedford · Æthelmod of Leominster ·
Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
Beorhthelm of Stafford · Coenwulf of Mercia · Cotta of Breedon · Credan of Evesham ·
Cyneburh of Castor · Cyneburh of Gloucester · Cynehelm of Winchcombe · Cyneswith of Peterborough ·
Eadburh of Bicester · Eadburh of Pershore · Eadburh of Southwell · Eadgyth of Aylesbury ·
Eadweard of Maugersbury · Ealdgyth of Stortford · Earconwald of London · Egwin of Evesham ·
Freomund of Mercia · Frithuric of Breedon · Frithuswith of Oxford · Frithuwold of Chertsey ·
Hæmma of Leominster · Merefin · Mildburh of Wenlock · Mildgyth · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Milred of Worcester · Oda of Canterbury · Oswald of Worcester · Osburh of Coventry ·
Rumwold of Buckingham · Tibba of Ryhall · Werburgh of Chester · Wærstan · Wigstan of Repton ·
Wulfhild of Barking

Northumbrian

Acca of Hexham · Æbbe "the Elder" of Coldingham · Æbbe "the Younger" of Coldingham ·
Ælfflæd of Whitby · Ælfwald of Northumbria · Æthelburh of Hackness · Æthelgyth of Coldingham ·
Æthelsige of Ripon · Æthelwold of Farne · Æthelwold of Lindisfarne · Alchhild of Middleham ·
Alchmund of Hexham · Alkmund of Derby · Balthere of Tyningham · Beda of Jarrow · Bega of Copeland ·
Benedict Biscop · Bercthun of Beverley · Billfrith of Lindisfarne · Bosa of York · Botwine of Ripon ·
Ceadda of Lichfield · Cedd of Lichfield · Ceolfrith of Monkwearmouth · Ceolwulf of Northumbria ·
Cuthbert of Durham · Dryhthelm of Melrose · Eadberht of Lindisfarne · Eadfrith of Leominster ·
Eadfrith of Lindisfarne · Eadwine of Northumbria · Ealdberht of Ripon · Eanmund ·
Eardwulf of Northumbria · Eata of Hexham · Ecgberht of Ripon · Eoda · Eosterwine of Monkwearmouth ·
Hilda of Whitby · Hyglac · Iwig of Wilton · John of Beverley · Osana of Howden · Osthryth of Bardney ·
Oswald of Northumbria · Oswine of Northumbria · Sicgred of Ripon · Sigfrith of Monkwearmouth ·
Tatberht of Ripon · Wihtberht of Ripon · Wilfrith of Hexham · Wilfrith II · Wilgils of Ripon

Roman
Augustine of Canterbury · Firmin of North Crawley · Birinus of Dorchester · Blaise ·
Florentius of Peterborough · Hadrian of Canterbury · Honorius of Canterbury · Justus of Canterbury ·
Laurence of Canterbury · Mellitus of Canterbury · Paulinus of York · Theodore of Canterbury

South Saxon Cuthflæd of Lyminster · Cuthmann of Steyning · Leofwynn of Bishopstone

West Saxon

Æbbe of Abingdon · Ælfgar of Selwood · Ælfgifu of Exeter · Ælfgifu of Shaftesbury ·
Ælfheah of Canterbury · Ælfheah of Winchester · Æthelflæd of Romsey · Æthelgar of Canterbury ·
Æthelnoth of Canterbury · Æthelwine of Athelney · Æthelwold of Winchester · Aldhelm of Sherborne ·
Benignus of Glastonbury · Beocca of Chertsey · Beorhthelm of Shaftesbury · Beornstan of Winchester ·
Beornwald of Bampton · Centwine of Wessex · Cuthburh of Wimborn · Cwenburh of Wimborne ·
Dunstan of Canterbury · Eadburh of Winchester · Eadgar of England · Eadgyth of Polesworth ·
Eadgyth of Wilton · Eadweard the Confessor · Eadweard the Martyr · Eadwold of Cerne ·
Earmund of Stoke Fleming · Edor of Chertsey · Evorhilda · Frithestan of Winchester ·
Hædde of Winchester · Humbert of Stokenham · Hwita of Whitchurch Canonicorum ·
Mærwynn of Romsey · Margaret of Dunfermline · Swithhun of Winchester · Wulfsige of Sherborne ·
Wulfthryth of Wilton

Unclear origin Rumbold of Mechelen

Bishops of London
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Post-Augustine
Mellitus · Cedd · Wine · Earconwald · Waldhere · Ingwald · Ecgwulf · Wigheah · Eadberht · Eadgar
· Coenwalh · Eadbald · Heathoberht · Osmund · Æthelnoth · Ceolberht · Deorwulf · Swithwulf ·
Heahstan · Wulfsige · Æthelweard · Leofstan · Theodred · Brihthelm · Dunstan · Ælfstan ·
Wulfstan · Ælfhun · Ælfwig · Ælfweard · Robert of Jumièges · Spearhafoc

Post-Conquest

William the Norman · Hugh d'Orevalle · Maurice · Richard de Belmeis I · Gilbert Universalis ·
Anselm (quashed) · Robert de Sigello · Richard de Belmeis II · Gilbert Foliot · Richard FitzNeal ·
William of Sainte-Mère-Église · Eustace of Fauconberg · Roger Niger · Fulk Basset ·
Henry Wingham · Richard Talbot · Henry of Sandwich · John Chishull · Fulke Lovell ·
Richard Gravesend · Ralph Baldock · Gilbert Segrave · Richard Newport · Stephen Gravesend ·
Richard de Wentworth · Ralph Stratford · Michael Northburgh · Simon Sudbury ·
William Courtenay · Robert Braybrooke · Roger Walden · Nicholas Bubwith · Richard Clifford ·
John Kemp · William Grey · Robert FitzHugh · Robert Gilbert · Thomas Kempe · Richard Hill ·
Thomas Savage · William Warham · William Barons · Richard FitzJames · Cuthbert Tunstall

During the Reformation John Stokesley · Edmund Bonner (1st) · Nicholas Ridley · Edmund Bonner (2nd)

Post-Reformation

Edmund Grindal · Edwin Sandys · John Aylmer · Richard Fletcher · Richard Bancroft ·
Richard Vaughan · Thomas Ravis · George Abbot · John King · George Montaigne · William Laud
· William Juxon · Gilbert Sheldon · Humphrey Henchman · Henry Compton · John Robinson ·
Edmund Gibson · Thomas Sherlock · Thomas Hayter · Richard Osbaldeston · Richard Terrick ·
Robert Lowth · Beilby Porteus · John Randolph · William Howley · Charles James Blomfield ·
Archibald Campbell Tait · John Jackson · Frederick Temple · Mandell Creighton ·
Arthur Winnington-Ingram · Geoffrey Fisher · William Wand · Henry Montgomery Campbell ·
Robert Stopford · Gerald Ellison · Graham Leonard · David Hope · Richard Chartres ·
Pete Broadbent (Acting) · Sarah Mullally

Categories: 620s births 664 deaths Northumbrian saints Bishops of London 7th-century bishops
People from Essex People from Northumberland Christian missionaries in the United Kingdom
7th-century Christian saints 7th-century deaths from plague (disease) East Anglian saints
Mercian saints Burials at Lastingham Priory
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Ceferino Giménez Malla

Blessed Ceferino Giménez Malla

Ceferino Giménez Malla between 1910 and
1920

Born August 26, 1861
Fraga, Huesca Province, Spain

Died August 9, 1936 (aged 74)

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified May 4, 1997 by Pope John Paul II

Feast May 4

Patronage Romani people

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Ceferino Giménez Malla (also known as El Pelé, "the Strong
One", or "the Brave One"; August 26, 1861 – August 9, 1936) was
a Spanish Romani, a Roman Catholic catechist and activist for
Spanish Romani causes, considered the patron saint of Romani
people in Roman Catholicism. A victim of the Spanish Republican
militias during the Civil War, Ceferino Giménez Malla was beatified
on May 4, 1997; May 4 is also his feast day.
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Biography [edit]

Giménez Malla was born to Juan Jiménez and Josefa Malla, a
Catholic Romani family, in either Benavent de Segriá, Lleida or in
Alcolea de Cinca, Spain. Sources differ as to whether the year was
1861 or 1865.[1] He was baptized in Fraga, Huesca Province.[2] His
father was a cattle-trader. The family usually waited out the winter
on farms in places farmers set aside for them, or else they rented
a cottage for a few months. Ceferino often went hungry.
Accompanying his father, he became conversant in Catalan as well as Romany. Around 1880 his father
abandoned the family and they went to Barbastro, where his uncle taught Ceferino to weave wicker baskets.
About the age of twenty, he wed Teresa Jiménez Castro according to a traditional Roma ceremony. They were
happily married for forty years.[3] They had no children, but looked after his younger brothers and sisters.
Around 1909 they adopted Teresa's orphaned niece, Pepita. In 1912, Giménez Malla and his wife Teresa
solemnized their marriage in a Catholic ceremony, and bought a house in the Huescan town of Barbastro.
Teresa died in 1922.

Known for his honesty, Ceferino became something of a leader in the Roma community of Barbastro and the
surrounding area. People would seek him out for advice, and to mediate family quarrels. He also resolved
disputes between Romani and Spanish people.[4]

One day a local landowner, suffering from tuberculosis, passed out on the street. Heedless of the danger of
contagion, Malla hoisted the man on his shoulders and carried him home. The grateful family rewarded him with
a sum sufficient to start a business buying and selling surplus mules which the French army no longer needed
after World War I.[3] Tools with which he cleaned horseshoes and iron shoes for mules and donkeys were
donated by the son of Ceferino's friend, Ferruchón, to the Museum of Martyrs in Barbastro. Ceferino was as
generous to the poor and needy as he was successful. It is said that he often lent money to poor Roma, and
also allowed them to remove from the stables the animals they liked most. They could pay their debts when they
sold them or at the end of their seasonal work when they could afford to do so. According to Romani tradition,
he also used to feed poor children.

Giménez Malla is a described as a pleasant, good-natured, tall, thin man carefully dressed and distinguished
looking. Although illiterate, after his wife died, Giménez Malla began a career as a catechist under the guidance
of a priest-teacher, Don Nicholas Santos de Otto, teaching both Romani and Spanish children.[5] He had a gift
for catechizing children by telling them stories. He became a member of the Franciscan Third order,[5] the
Society of St. Vincent de Paul and, participated in Thursday night Eucharistic Adoration.[2]

In July 1936, during the Spanish Civil War, Giménez Malla tried to defend a Catholic priest from Republican
militiamen. They both were arrested and imprisoned in a former Capuchin monastery, converted into a wartime
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prison.[6] An acquaintance advised him that he would probably be released if he gave up his rosary, but he
refused. A Romani legend has it that the soldiers asked him if he had weapons, and that he answered: "Yes,
and here it is", while displaying his rosary. On August 9, Giménez Malla and others were taken by truck to a
cemetery and shot. He reportedly died holding the rosary in his hands, and shouting: "Long live Christ the
King!".[5] He was buried in a mass grave; his body has never been found.

Veneration [edit]

On May 4, 1997 Ceferino Giménez Malla was beatified by Pope John Paul II who said that Malla "knew how to
sow harmony and solidarity among his own, also mediating conflicts that sometimes blur the relationship
between non-Roma and Roma, showing Christ's love knows no boundaries of race or culture." [2]

Approximately 3,000 Rom attended the beatification ceremony in Rome, some travelling from as far away as
Slovakia and Brazil.[6]
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Cellach of Armagh

Saint Cellach
Archbishop of Armagh

Born 1080
Ireland

Died 1129
Munster, Ireland

Venerated in Roman Catholicism

Feast 1 April

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the Roman-era martyr, see Nazarius and Celsus.

Cellach of Armagh or Celsus or Celestinus (1080–1129) was
Archbishop of Armagh and an important contributor to the reform
of the Irish church in the twelfth century. He is venerated in the
Roman Catholic Church as Saint Cellach. Though a member of
the laicized ecclesiastical dynasty of Clann Sínaig, he took holy
vows and gained priestly ordination. This put an end to the
anomalous state of affairs, in effect since 966, whereby the
supreme head of the Irish Church had been a layman.[1] Following
the Synod of Ráith Bressail, in which a diocesan structure for
Ireland was established, he became the first metropolitan primate of all Ireland.
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Early life and background [edit]

Cellach was the son of Áed mac Máele Ísu meic Amalgada of the Clann Sínnaig. Áed had been abbot of
Armagh and Coarb Pátraic ("heir" or "successor" of Saint Patrick; head of the church of Armagh) from 1074 to
1091. The Clann Sínaig, of the Uí Echdach sept of the Airthir in Airgialla, had monopolized the office of abbot of
Armagh since 966. In later historiography Clann Sínaig has been associated with the type of secularisation that
made a church reform necessary, described by Marie Térèse Flanagan as an "hereditarily entrenched laicized
ecclesiastical dynasty" and even less flattering denounced by Bernard of Clairvaux as that "generatio mala et
adultera".[2][3]

Coarb Pátraic [edit]

Following the death of his granduncle Domnall mac Amalgada in August 1105, Cellach succeeded as abbot of
Armagh and Coarb Pátraic. The Annals of Ulster notes that this was done "by the choice of the men of
Ireland".[4] Unlike his lay predecessors/ancestors, he sought priestly ordination, which Flanagan has described
as a "decisive reform step".[3] It was in accordance with the first Synod of Cashel (1101), which had legislated
against laymen holding ecclesiastical offices.[5] He received orders Saturday 23 September 1105, on "the feast
of Adomnán".[4] It passed six weeks from Domnalls death to Cellachs ordination, it has been suggested by
Martin Holland that this delay was in order for the ordination to take place on the Saturday-emberday in
September. Holland suggests that this may imply that the consideration for canonicity at Armagh was in "better
shape" than other sources might led us to believe.[6]

The incumbent bishop of Armagh, Cáenchomrac Ó Baígill, died in 1106. This offered the opportunity for Cellach
to unite the abbatial and episcopal office, and when he the same year visited Munster he "assumed the orders
of a noble bishop by the command of the men of Ireland".[7] That this was done in Munster may be an indication
of the influence held by Muirchertach Ua Briain (Murrough O'Brian)[8] over ecclesiastical matters. The recent
bishops of Dublin and Waterford had been consecrated in Canterbury by the archbishops Lanfranc and
Anselm; Gilla Pátraic in 1074, Donngus Ua hAingliu in 1085, Samuel Ua hAingliu and Máel Ísu Ua hAinmire in
1096. There is no indication that Canterbury was involved in the consecration of Cellach, and when Gille Espaic
was consecrated as the first bishop of Limerick this was probably done by Cellach.[5] Gilla received a letter from
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Anselm congratulating him on his elevation to the see of Limerick, and there was no suggestion that Anselm felt
Canterbury had been slighted or ought to have been involved.[5]

A number of visitations made by Cellach as bishop (and later archbishop) are recorded in the Irish annals: He
visited Cenél nEógain in 1106, Munster in 1106 and 1120, Connacht in 1108 and 1116, and Mide in 1110.[9]

The records of the visitations are followed by formulas such as "and he obtained a full tribute" or "brought away
his full dues", indicating the official character of ecclesiastical submission embedded in such visitation.[note 1]

Cellach also conducted negotiations between rivalling secular rulers, in particular between Muirchertach Ua
Briain and the Northern Uí Néill claimant for high-kingship, Domnall Ua Lochlainn of the Cenel nEógain. There
are records of Cellach making "a year's peace" between these two in the entries of the Annals of Ulster for
1107, 1109 and 1113.[10]

During his incumbency the priory of Sts. Peter and Paul at Armagh was re-founded by Imar, the learned
preceptor of St. Malachy. This was the first establishment in Ireland into which the Canons Regular of St.
Augustine had been introduced.[8]

Synod of Ráith Bressail and Dublin [edit]

Cellach attended and played a prominent part in the Synod of Rathbreasail in 1111. This synod, presided by
Gilla Espaic[11] as papal legate and attended by fifty bishops, three hundred priests and over three thousand
laymen, marked the transition of the Irish church from a monastic to a diocesan and parish-based church. It
established two metropolitan provinces, with archbishoprics at Armagh and Cashel. Prominence was given to
Armagh, making Cellach the primate of the church in Ireland. Each province consisted of twelve territorial
dioceses.

The see of Dublin was not included, as Dublin hitherto had been under primacy from Canterbury,[note 2] but
according to Martin Holland, a place was left open for it, in the sense that only eleven dioceses was declared
under Cashel.[12] Flanagan however, asserts that "the decrees of the Synod of Ráith Bressail... ...had
envisaged the absorption of Dublin into the newly created adjacent diocese of Glendalough".[3]

When bishop Samuel of Dublin died in 1121 A.D, Cellach claimed supremacy for Armagh over Dublin. The
Annals of Ulster state that he "assumed the bishopric of Áth Cliath [Dublin]" and adds that this was "by the
choice of foreigners and Irish",[13] i.e. with the support of both the Norse and Irish population. There was
obviously some significant resistance against this in Dublin however, subdeacon called Gréne was quickly
bishop by a party in the city and sent to Canterbury, where he was consecrated by archbishop Ralph d'Escures
2 October 1121. According to Holland, it took Gréne some years before he gained possession of the see after
his return, but when he did Dublin "stood apart from the newly organized Irish church".[12] Flanagan gives a
different interpretation, that Gréne was accepted as bishop of Dublin as part of some subsequent agreement,
"probably in return for acknowledging the primacy of Cellach".[3]

Death [edit]

In 1129 on a visitation of Munster he died and was buried in Lismore at his own request. Cellach was
succeeded by Máel Máedóc Ua Morgair.[8]

Visio Tnugdali [edit]

The Visio Tnugdali written c.1149 refers to Cellach as follows- When Saint Ruadan had fallen silent, Tundale
looked happily about him and saw Saint Patrick of Ireland, dressed in shining robes alongside many bishops
decked out in their finest regalia. They were all joyful and there was no sound of any sighing! Among that
blessed company Tundale could see four bishops whom he recognised. They were all good men; one of them
was Saint Cellach, a former archbishop of Armagh, who did much good for the sake of Our Lord. Another was
Malachias O'Moore, who had become archbishop of Armagh after him and gave everything that he had to the
poor. He founded a large number of churches and colleges, as many as forty-four in all, endowed them with
land and rents and so allowed many men of religion to serve God devotedly, although he hardly retained
enough for himself to live on.
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1. ^ His "dues" as Coarb Pátraic are elaborated by glossing hands for his visitations in 1106: "...brought away his full
due, i.e. a cow for every six persons or an in-calf heifer for every three or half an ounce for every four, along with
many offerings also." (AU 1106.4) and "brought away his full visitation, i.e. seven cows and seven sheep and half
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an ounce for every cantred in Mumu, along with many valuables also" (AU 1106.6)
2. ^ The see of Waterford however, where the incumbent bishop Máel Ísu Ua hAinmire also had been consecrated in,

and taken vows of obedience to, Canterbury, was moved to Lismore, and Máel Ísu chosen as the first archbishop of
Cashel.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cellach of Killala (fl. mid-6th century) is supposed to be an early Bishop of Killala, in Ireland.

Cellach appears among the saints of the Uí Fiachrach in Genealogiae Regum et Sanctorum Hiberniae, where
Walsh suggests he may have been the Cellan Ua Fiachrach who appears under 1 May. It is not certain if he
ever existed, as the only source, Betha Chellaig, is a much later pseudo-historical account found in Leabhar
Breac.

The account states he was the eldest son of Eogan Bel, King of Connacht, was taught by Ciarán of
Clonmacnoise. Ciarán made him a monk, and Cellach stayed with him until Eogan Bel was killed in the battle of
Slicech (Sligo) against the northern Uí Néill, dated at 543, 546 or 547. He succeeded his father but under a
curse from Ciarán, who foretold a dire fate.

Cellach was eventually ousted and returned to Ciarán, with whom he remained until elevated to bishop of Killala
in the reign of Tuathal Maelgarb. He later fled to a hermitage on Lough Conn, County Mayo. He was said to
have been murdered by Guaire Aidhne, who had him killed by four of his students who dumped his body in a
hollow tree. Cellach's brother, Muiredach, is said to have avenged his death, and the four murderers buried
under the Dolmen of the Four Maols, outside Ballina.

The account has many chronological discrepancies.
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Saints Celsa and Nona are Christian saints of whom little is known. They were virgins of Brabant, whose
bodies were found near that of Saint Berlinda. Their feast day is 3 February.
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This article about a saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.

This biographical article about a Belgian religious figure is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding
it.
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Cenn Fáelad mac Ailella (alias Cennfaeladh) (died 679) was an early medieval Irish scholar renowned for
having his memory markedly improve and possibly becoming eidetic after suffering a head wound in battle.
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Ancestry [edit]

He was a member of the Cenél nEógain, being a grandson of King Báetán mac Muirchertaig (King of Cenél
nEógain), a great-great-great-great grandson of Niall Noígiallach, and a first cousin once removed of Aldfrith of
Northumbria via his first cousin, Fina.[1]

His father Ailill mac Báetán was murdered in Templeport in modern-day County Cavan, Republic of Ireland,
according to the Annals of Ulster: "U620.1. The slaying in Magh Slécht in the territory of Connacht of the
kindred of Báetán, i.e. of Ailill son of Báetán and of Mael Dúin son of Fergus son of Báetán; and the death of
Fiachra son of Ciarán son of Ainmire son of Sétna." According to John Healy, Cenn Fáelad's sister Sabina was
the mother of Saint Cuthbert of Lindisfarne.[2]

Cath Magh Rath [edit]

Cenn Fáelad fought at the crucial Battle of Moira or Magh Rath (Moira, County Down, Northern Ireland) in 636.
During the battle he received a life-threatening head wound, and was afterwards carried to the abbey of
Tomregan, County Cavan to be healed in the house of its abbot, Saint Bricín. That this abbey was situated
beside Magh Slécht where his father had been slain 16 years earlier may not be a coincidence. His family
possibly had land there. This house was situated "where the three streets meet between the houses of the
three professors. And there were three schools in the place; a school of Latin learning, a school of Irish law and
a school of Irish poetry. And everything that he would hear of the recitations of the three schools every day he
would have by heart every night."

This merging of Latin learning, native Irish law and vernacular poetry, ensured Cenn Fáelad's place in Irish
legal tradition in his own time and beyond. He is quoted in the Bretha Nemed Toisech in the section dealing with
the Church, thus demonstrating the compatibility of ecclesiastical learning with native learning.[3]

The Scholar [edit]

Tradition states that as a result of a head wound, Cenn Fáelad's "brain of forgetting was knocked out of him."
The effect of this trauma led him to create "a pattern of poetry to these matters and he wrote them on slates
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and tablets and set them in a vellum book."

The Suidigud Tellaig Temra recounts that because of his vast store of lore, when Diarmait mac Cerbaill wished
to establish the original boundaries of Tara, he had recourse to Cenn Fáelad. But even his knowledge did not
go back that far in time, and he gathers all the wisest men of Ireland. When they, in turn, cannot provide an
answer, he they consult Fintan mac Bóchra, one of the original settlers, miraculously still alive.[4]

His verses were all composed in quatrains of numbered syllables with regular rhyme, and moderate use of
alliteration, in contrast to a more archaic form that was still practised in the south of Ireland at the time (i.e.,
Leinster and Munster). Most or all of his historical verse relate to his own dynasty, the Cenél nEógain.

He was the first poet quoted in the Irish annals, being referred to as sapiens, a technical term denoting a head
teacher or professor in a monastic school (though not necessarily a monk himself). Later manuscripts of legal
and grammatical texts were attributed to him, though the earliest of them seem to date from about fifty years
after his death.

Robin Flower stated "How far these are really his may be a matter of controversy, but there can be little real
doubt that the writings by him existed in the period when the vernacular learning was being eagerly cultivated."

A copy of one of the works attributed to him exists in Trinity College, Dublin Ms 1317, written by the grandfather
of Dubhaltach Mac Fhirbhisigh.

Edward O'Reilly gives a full account of his works in his 'Irish Writers', LXIV sq.; d. anno 678.[5]

A commemorative verse [edit]

Sub anno 668, the Annals of the Four Masters contains an obituary with an accompanying commemorative
verse by Cenn Faelad:

Maelfothartaigh, son of Suibhne, chief of Cinel Tuirtre, died. Ceannfaeladh said:

Not dearer/ is one king to me than another/Since Maelfothartaigh/ was borne in his couch to Doire.

Verses on Cath Moin Mor Doire Lothair [edit]

Sharp weapons were strewn, men were strewn
in Moin Mor Doire Lothair,
Because of a partition not just;
the seven kings of the Cruithni, with Aedh Breac, were in the slaughter.
The battle of all the Cruithne was fought,
and Elne was burned.
The battle of Gabbra Liffe was fought,
and the battle of Cul Dreimhne.
They bore away hostages after conflict,
thence westwards towards Cnuas Nuach,
Fearghus, Domhnall, Ainmire,
and Nainnidh, son of Duach.
The two sons of Mac Earca
returned to the same battle,
And the king, Ainmire,
returned into the possessions of his father Seadna.

Obituary [edit]

His obituary is given in the Annals of Ulster as follows: "U679.2 Cenn Faelad son of Ailill son of Baetán, the
learned, rested."

in the Annals of Inisfallen as follows: "AI678.1 Kl. Death of Cenn Faelad the learned."
in the Chronicon Scotorum as follows: "Annal CS679 Kalends. Cenn Faelad, the learned, rested."
in the Annals of the Four Masters as follows: "M677.4 Ceannfaeladh, son of Oilioll, a paragon in wisdom,
died."
in the Annals of Tigernach as follows: "T679.2 Cend Faeladh sapiens pausat."

Family Tree [edit]
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Martyrdom of Saints Centola and Helen.
Burgos Cathedral.

Martyrs
Died ~304 AD

Burgos, Spain

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Orthodox Catholic Church

Feast August 13 (Burgos Cathedral)
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saints Centola and Helen (Spanish: Santa Centola y Santa
Elena) were, according to Christian tradition, two women who were
martyred at Burgos in 304 AD during the persecution of Christians
by Diocletian.[1]

Veneration [edit]

Their cult remained localized in the Burgos region.[1] A late
Visigothic hermitage dedicated to the two saints can be found at
Valdelateja, and there is a church dedicated to them at Villafranca
Montes de Oca by Rodrigo de la Haya.[1]
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Reign 676–686
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Successor Cædwalla

Died after 686

House Wessex

Father Cynegils?

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Centwine (died after 685) was King of Wessex from c. 676 to 685
or 686, although he was perhaps not the only king of the West
Saxons at the time.

The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle reports that Centwine became king c.
676, succeeding Æscwine. Bede states that after the death of King
Cenwalh: "his under-rulers took upon them the kingdom of the
people, and dividing it among themselves, held it ten years".[1]

Bede's dismissal of Æscwine and Centwine as merely sub-kings
may represent the views of the supporters of the King Ine, whose
family ruled Wessex in Bede's time.[2] However, if the West Saxon
kingdom did fragment following Cenwalh's death, it appears that it was reunited during Centwine's reign.[3]

An entry under 682 in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle records that "Centwine drove the Britons to the sea". This is
the only event recorded in his reign. The Carmina Ecclesiastica of Aldhelm, Bishop of Sherborne (died 709),
written a generation after Centwine's reign, records that he won three great battles. In addition, it states that he
was a pagan for part of his reign, adopting Christianity and becoming a patron of the church.[4] The Chronicle's
version of his ancestry makes Centwine a son of King Cynegils, and thus a brother of King Cenwalh and maybe
of Cwichelm, King of the Gewisse, but Aldhelm does not record any such relationship.[5]

Chapter 40 of Eddius Stephanus's Life of Wilfrid records that Centwine was married to a sister of Queen
Iurminburh, second wife of King Ecgfrith of Northumbria. Her name is not reliably recorded, and the suggestion
that she is to be identified with Dunna, Abbess of Withington, is broadly rejected. Their daughter Bugga was
certainly a nun when Aldhelm dedicated verses to her, and was probably an Abbess.[6]

Centwine is reported to have abdicated and become a monk. Aldhelm writes that he "gave up riches and the
reins of government and left his own kingdom in the name of Christ".[7] The date of his death is unknown. He
was succeeded by Caedwalla.

See also [edit]

House of Wessex family tree

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Bede, Ecclesiastical History of the English People, Book IV, chapter 12.
2. ^ Kirby, D.P., The Earliest English Kings, pp. 52–53.
3. ^ Yorke, Barbara, Kings and Kingdoms of Early Anglo-Saxon England, pp. 145–146.
4. ^ Miller, Sean. "Anglo-Saxons.net" . Retrieved 2007-02-10.
5. ^ Kirby, p. 53.
6. ^ Bugga 1  at Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England. Retrieved 2007-02-10.
7. ^ Centwine 1  at Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England. Retrieved 2007-02-10
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Cenydd

Saint Cenydd

St. Cenydd's Church, Llangennith

Died 6th century

Venerated in Orthodox Church, Roman
Catholic Church, Church in
Wales

Major shrine Llangennith (Wales)
Languidic (Brittany)

Patronage Llangennith

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Not to be confused with the Irish and Scottish Saint Kenneth or Canice

Saint Cenydd (Modern Welsh: Cennydd; French: Kinède;
fl. c. 6th century), sometimes Anglicized as Saint Kenneth, was a
Christian hermit on the Gower Peninsula in Wales, where he is
credited with the foundation of the church at Llangennith. In
Brittany, he is chiefly associated with Languidic, but there is a
chapel (Saint-Quidy) dedicated to him in Ploumelin or, with more
modern spelling, Plumelin - not to be confused with Plomelin which
is also in Brittany.

Legend [edit]

Liturgical calendars and place-name evidence suggest the
historical existence of Cenydd. His legend, however, is too late and
too obviously derivative to be relied upon. According to Welsh
sources collected in the 15th century by John Capgrave and
published in the Nova Legenda Angliae, Cenydd was a Breton
prince, the son of "King Dihoc" (presumably Deroch II of
Domnonée), born of incest apparently at Loughor in Glamorgan
while his father was attending King Arthur.

A cripple, Cenydd was placed in a cradle made of osiers and cast into the estuary of the River Loughor (a fate
that befell several early British saints) and eventually landed on Worm's Head. Seagulls and angels with a
miraculous breast-shaped bell ensured that he survived and was educated as a Christian.

He became a hermit, his only companion being an untrustworthy servant whose dishonesty was revealed when
he stole a spear from one of a group of robbers who had been hospitably received by his master. In 545, Saint
David cured Cenydd while travelling to the Synod of Brefi but he preferred to remain as he was born and
prayed for his infirmity to be restored.

An incised stone monument featuring images apparently of the Cenydd legend was discovered during
renovation work at St Mungo's Church, Dearham (Cumbria), in the 1880s and is displayed there as the
'Kenneth Stone'. The Saint's connection with Cumbria is currently unexplained.

According to the unreliable Iolo Morganwg, Cenydd was a son of Gildas and married and had a son before
entering Llanilltud Fawr as a monk under Saint Illtud. The son, Saint Ffili, was said to be the namesake of
Caerphilly.

Feast day [edit]

Cenydd's feast day is celebrated at Llangennith on 5 July. Up to the early twentieth century the festival was
traditionally marked by the displaying of an effigy of a bird from a pole on the church tower, symbolising the
legendary birds who cared for the infant Cenydd, and the consumption of whitepot or 'milked meat' a dish made
of flour, milk, sugar and dried fruits, not unlike a rice pudding or bread and butter pudding (see also Cuisine of
Gower). The practice has been revived in recent years. William Worcester also records the feast of his
translation, apparently to somewhere in North Wales, on 27 June.

References [edit]
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Ceolfrith

Saint Ceolfrid

Remains of St Paul's Monastery, Jarrow, where
Ceolfrid was Abbot.

Born 642

Died 716
monastery of Langres in
Burgundy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Orthodox Church

Feast 25 September

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Ceolfrid (or Ceolfrith, [ˈtʃeːolfrɪð]; c. 642 – 716) was an
Anglo-Saxon Christian abbot and saint. He is best known as the
warden of Bede from the age of seven until his death in 716. He
was the Abbot of Monkwearmouth-Jarrow Abbey, and a major
contributor to the project to produce the Codex Amiatinus Bible. He
died in Burgundy while en route to deliver a copy of the codex to
Pope Gregory II in Rome.
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Early life [edit]

Not much is known about the earlier period of Ceolfrid's life. His desire to join the monastic community was likely
due to his own brother Cynefrid's devotion to the traditions of Christian monasticism. Historians date Ceolfrid's
induction into monastic tradition around the date of Cynefrid's death in 660. Ceolfrid is known to have a strong
family connection to monastic tradition. In addition to his brother, his cousin Tunbert was the first Abbot of the
Monastery of Hexham. His first four years in cloister took place at Gilling Abbey in what is now North Yorkshire,
which was also attended by Cynefrid, prior to his departure to Ireland. Ceolfrid is described as having "behaved
of the greater devotion, giving his mind continually to reading, to labour, and monastic discipline".[1] After these
four years, Ceolfrid left Gilling as he "sought a monastery of a stricter character".[2] He soon took in with a band
of men, led by Wilfrid, later canonized as Saint Wilfrid. These monks are identified by Boutflower as being the
Benedictines of Ripon at a monastery under the same name. During this time, he came to refine his own
understanding of proper monastic principles. At the age of 27, Ceolfrid was ordained as a priest, and began to
acquaint himself to the utmost with the practices of monastic life.

Very little is revealed about the period between the end of his days at Ripon, and his appointment under
Benedict Biscop, except that he spent some time in the institutions of Abbot Botolph, whom he describes as
being filled with "the grace of spirit".[3] While having been revered as an inspiration for the way of divine living,
Botolph also served to inspire a greater sense of humility within Ceolfrid.

Relationship with Benedict Biscop [edit]

In 674, Benedict Biscop received a land grant from King Ecgfrith of Northumbria for the explicit purpose of
erecting a monastery. During the construction of his first monastery at Wearmouth, Biscop appointed Abbot
Eosterwini (anglicized as "Easterwine") as his primary Abbot and Coadjutor. The monastery took eight years to
build. This institute had left Ecgfrith so enamoured that soon after the completion of the Wearmouth Monastery,
he granted Biscop another segment of land for the construction of a second monastery, Jarrow, with the
intention that the two should be administered as one.

It is during the construction of the Wearmouth Monastery that Benedict Biscop sought out Ceolfrid, who would
become "his most zealous assistant from the first foundation of the former monastery",[4] as well as a close
friend. It appears that Biscop's invitation came at a most opportune time, for Ceolfrid had been contemplating
the idea of leaving the post he held at the time. He had grown rather disenchanted with the power stratification
within the institution (the name of which is unknown), and had had enough of the "jealousies and very bitter
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One of the few surviving pages from
the Ceolfrid Bible, one of three versions
of the Vulgate Bible created in
Wearmouth and Jarrow under Ceolfrid
at the turn of the eighth century.
British Library, London.

Portrait of Ezra from the Codex
Amiatinus in the Laurentian Library,
Florence.

persecutions of certain men of rank",[5] and had been looking to return
to his own monastery (assumed to be Ripon).

Upon the completion of the Jarrow Monastery, Ceolfrid became the
Abbot of the St. Paul's Church on the monasterial grounds. Conflicting
reports state that the presence of Ceolfrid during Jarrow's construction
varied. Some papers state that Jarrow came into his hands after its
completion, while another identified Ceolfrid as being paramount to the
actual construction of the monastery; as the individual who directed the
construction of the monastery itself.

The friendship between the two was fairly close. When Benedict sailed
across the English channel to Rome for the last time, he chose only
Ceolfrid to join him in his journey. This trip was to be the very trip that
would lead to both Abbot's immortalization in the works of Ceolfrid's
ward and later contemporary, The Venerable Bede. Ceolfrid also used
the trip as an opportunity to explore his role in Biscop's institution,
feeling that Rome would be an opportune place to learn his position's
responsibilities. Twelve years later, upon the death of Abbot Eosterwini,
Ceolfrid was appointed as the sole Abbot for both Monasteries of
Wearmouth and Jarrow, an honour never heard of before. In 690,
Benedict Biscop died, after being bedridden for a lengthy period of time,
and Ceolfrid became the leading head of both monasteries, "[whose] libraries of both monasteries, which Abbot
Benedict had so actively begun, under his zealous care became doubled in extent".[6]

Relationship with The Venerable Bede [edit]

Bede came into Ceolfrid's care at the young age of seven, and became the pupil of the Abbot as well as friend.
In his early years at the twin Monasteries of Wearmouth – Jarrow (686), the Plague had struck Northumbria, and
ravaged most of the countryside, including the twin Monasteries. Ceolfrid and Bede appeared to have remained
untouched by the epidemic, and took the duties of caring for the infected and dying monks of the monasteries
with unyielding fervour. They further worked together in maintaining the regular sermons when fear had gripped
the population. When the Plague finally passed over, master and pupil began to rebuild the monastic
foundations and succeeded effectively. Bede remained in Jarrow for the majority of his life, never straying more
than 70 miles from the monastery at any time. He was a loyal pupil until Ceolfrid's death, and he died in Jarrow
in 735.

The Codex Amiatinus Project [edit]

The Codex Amiatinus is the oldest manuscript with a complete text of
the Vulgate. The Codex Amiatinus is described as a brilliant display of
the beauty that is Early British, Pre-Carolingian calligraphy. The
composition of the Vulgate was part of the project to expand
Wearmouth and Jarrow's extensive library, and Ceolfrid ordered three
copies of this Bible manuscript to be composed; one of which would be
dedicated to the Pope Gregory II, while the other two copies were
meant to stay in the respective churches of Wearmouth and Jarrow.
There are no official records that state that the text made it to Rome. It
is said that instead, it made its way into Florence, where it was
presented by the Lombard Abbot Peter to the Abbazia di San
Salvatore at Mount Amiata in Tuscany. It is believed that he changed
the dedicatory note inscribed within the leaves as donated to the
monastery. This occurred in the 9th century. The document remained
at Mount Amiata until 1786, when it was relocated to the Laurentian
Library in Florence. There is some dispute over what consisted of this
Vulgate Codex. Over the past few hundred years, additional leaves
that appear to be related to this text have been located in Britain,
some having been used as book wrappings. These new discoveries
have led scholars to question the total length of the codex, as there are still fragments missing from it today.

Ceolfrid and the Picts [edit]
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Sometime after 711, Nechtan mac Der-Ilei, King of the Picts, sought authoritative advice from Abbot Ceolfrid on
the reform of paschal cycles with a view to harmonising the celebration of Easter within his kingdom. By 716
both the Picts and the Columban clergy of Iona had adopted the pascha catholica.[7]

Final Days [edit]

Ceolfrid apparently knew that he was coming to the end of his life, and so he resigned his post and was
succeeded by Hwaetberht. He then set sail for Rome with the intent of delivering the Codex Amiatinus Bible to
Pope Gregory II. He made it as far as Langres in Burgundy, where he died on 29 September 716 and was
buried.[8]
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Ceolwulf of Northumbria

Ceolwulf of Northumbria
King of Northumbria

Reign 729 – 737

Predecessor Oscric

Successor Eadberht

Born 7th Century

Died 765

Burial Lindisfarne Priory

House Idings

Father Cuthwine

Ceolwulf of Northumbria
King, Monk

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Anglican Communion

Feast 15 January
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Saint Ceolwulf was King of Northumbria from 729 until 737,
except for a short period in 731 or 732 when he was deposed and
quickly restored to power. Ceolwulf abdicated and entered the
monastery at Lindisfarne. He was the "most glorious king" to whom
Bede dedicated his Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum.
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Life [edit]

Ceolwulf was born around 695 in Northumbria.[1] His ancestry is
thus given by the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle: "Ceolwulf was the son of
Cutha, Cutha of Cuthwin, Cuthwin of Leoldwald, Leoldwald of
Egwald, Egwald of Aldhelm, Aldhelm of Ocga, Ocga of Ida, Ida of
Eoppa."[2] Ceolwulf's brother, Coenred, seized the Northumbrian throne in 716.[3] Coenred ruled for two years
when Osric, the last of the House of Aethelric, claimed the throne and ruled for ten years. In 729, shortly before
his death, Osric nominated Ceolwulf as his successor.

He consulted the Venerable Bede for advice on important matters.[1] While praising Ceolwulf's piety, Bede also
expressed some reservations regarding Ceolwulf's ability to rule. Ceolwulf was a man with deep monastic
interests and perhaps little suited to affairs of state. Bede dedicated his Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum
(History of the English Church) to Ceolwulf in 731.[3] The beginning of his reign was disturbed by factions and
rebellion, and that same year he was forcibly seized by his enemies and compelled to receive the monastic
tonsure.[4] He was deposed for a short period but quickly restored. The details of the attempted coup are
unclear. Bishop Acca of Hexham is said to have been deprived of his see, which suggests he may have
supported Ceolwulf's opponents.[1] Ceolwulf named his cousin Ecgbert to the see of York around 732[5] (other
sources date the appointment to 734).[6]

It has been suggested that Ceolwulf had spent time in Ireland, perhaps studying to enter into religion. As king,
he had endowed the monastery at Lindisfarne with many gifts. He obtained a special dispensation for the monks
which allowed the consumption of beer and wine, contrary to the established Celtic practice which limited
beverages to water and milk.[3] In 737, Ceolwulf abdicated in favor of his first cousin Eadberht, to retire to
Lindisfarne.[4] His death is recorded in the winter of 764–765. Bishop Ecgred of Lindisfarne translated
Ceolwulf's relics to the rebuilt Church of Saint Peter, Cuthbert, and Ceolwulf at Norham.[4][7]

His feast day is 15 January.[8]
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Ceolwulf 3  at Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England

Preceded by
Osric

King of
Northumbria

Succeeded by
Eadberht

Monarchs of Northumbria
Kings of Bernicia

547–670
Ida · Glappa · Adda · Æthelric · Theodric · Frithuwald · Hussa · Æthelfrith · Edwin · Eanfrith ·
Oswald · Oswiu

Kings of Deira
560–679

Ælla · Æthelric · Æthelfrith · Edwin · Osric · Oswald · Oswiu · Oswine · Œthelwald · Alhfrith ·
Ælfwine

Kings of Northumbria
642–867

Oswiu · Ecgfrith · Ealdfrith · Eadwulf I · Osred I · Coenred · Osric · Ceolwulf · Eadberht ·
Oswulf · Æthelwald Moll · Ealhred · Æthelred I · Ælfwald I · Osred II · Osbald · Eardwulf ·
Ælfwald II · Eanred · Æthelred II · Redwulf · Osberht · Ælla

Kings of Viking Northumbria
867–954

Ecgberht · Ricsige · Halfdan I · Guthfrith I · Siefredus · Cnut · Æthelwold · Airdeconut · Eowils
· Halfdan II · Ingwær · Ragnall I · Sitric I Caech · Guthfrith II · Olaf I Guthfrithson · Sitric II ·
Olaf II Cuaran · Ragnall II Guthfrithson · Eric Bloodaxe

Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish

Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent ·
Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Nothhelm of Canterbury · Sigeburh of Thanet

Mercian

Ælfnoth of Stowe · Ælfthryth of Crowland · Æthelberht of Bedford · Æthelmod of Leominster ·
Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
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Epaphroditus, Sosthenes, Apollos,
Cephas and Caesar

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cephas of Iconium is numbered among the Seventy Disciples, and
was bishop of Iconium or Colophon, Pamphylia. The name "Cephas" is
Aramaic for "Peter."[1]

The Eastern Orthodox Church remembers St. Cephas on March 30 with
Apostles Sosthenes, Apollos, Caesar, and Epaphroditus; and on
December 8 with the same apostles and Onesiphorus. Apostles of the
70 were hand-picked (chosen) and sent by Jesus himself to preach.
They were chosen some time after the selection of the Twelve
Apostles.[2] All seventy are commemorated by the Orthodox Church on
January 4.

References [edit]

1. ^ "Concordance" of The Orthodox Study Bible: New Testament and Psalms, p. 27. ISBN 0-8407-8391-4
2. ^ Luke 10:1-24

External links [edit]

Apostle Cephas of the Seventy , March 30 (OCA)
Apostle Cephas of the Seventy , December 8 (OCA)
The Holy Apostles Sosthenes, Apollos, Tychicus, Epaphroditus, Onesiphorus, Cephas and Caesar
(Prologue of Ohrid)
The Choosing Of The Seventy Holy Apostles
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This article is derived in whole or in part from Cephas of Iconium  at OrthodoxWiki , which is dually
licensed under CC-By-SA and GFDL. All relevant terms must be followed.

This article about a saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Not to be confused with Caraunus of Chartres of the 5th century.

Ceraunus (Céran) (died 614) was bishop of Paris. His relics are in the church of St. Genevieve, Paris;[1] they
are on the altar of St Clotilda.[2] He is also said to have been bishop 609 to 622.[3]

He is a Catholic and Orthodox saint,[4][5] his feast day is 27 September.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Matthew Bunson and Stephen Bunson, Our Sunday Visitor's Encyclopedia of Saints (2003), p. 202.
2. ^ Saint Genevieve
3. ^ Catholic Encyclopedia: Paris
4. ^ Latin Saints of the Orthodox Patriarchate of Rome
5. ^ On-line Calendar of Saints Days, September

This article about a French Catholic bishop or archbishop is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by
expanding it.

Categories: 614 deaths Bishops of Paris 7th-century Christian saints
French Roman Catholic bishop stubs
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Cerbonius

Saint Cerbonius

Saint Cerbonius and the wild beasts, Massa Marittima
Cathedral

Born c. 493 AD
North Africa

Died 575 AD
Elba

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church, Eastern
Orthodox Church

Feast October 10

Attributes geese; bear licking his feet[1]

Patronage Massa Marittima

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Cerbonius (Cerbo, Italian: San Cerbone, San
Cerbonio) (d. 575 AD) was a bishop of Populonia during the
Barbarian invasions. Saint Gregory the Great praises him in
Book XI of his Dialogues.[2]

Contents [hide]
1 Traditions and legends
2 Cerbonius and Totila
3 Veneration
4 See also
5 Notes and references
6 External links

Traditions and legends [edit]

An alternate tradition made him a bishop of Massa Marittima
around 544 AD, and devotion to the saint in this city arose
after Massa Marittima became an episcopal center.[2]

Another tradition states that Cerbonius was a native of
North Africa who was the son of Christian parents. He was
ordained a priest by Saint Regulus (San Regolo), though
not the same one as in the Scottish Legend. Due to
persecution by the Arian Vandals in North Africa, the local
Christian community dispersed, and together with Regulus, Felix, and some priests, Cerbonius escaped to
Italy.[3] After a storm at sea, they landed at Tuscany, where they lived as hermits. During the war raging
currently in Italy between Byzantine and Gothic forces, Regulus was imprisoned and decapitated by the Goths
after being accused of aiding the Byzantines.[2]

After the death of the bishop of Populonia, Florentius (Fiorenzo), the citizens and clerics asked that Cerbonius
serve as their bishop. The citizens soon became frustrated with him, however, since Cerbonius rose every
Sunday at daybreak and said mass instead of doing so at the normal hour. The people complained to Pope
Vigilius. Vigilius, on hearing what the saint had done, became angry and sent legates to Piombino to bring the
bishop to Rome. They found Cerbonius eating breakfast and accused him of heresy, believing that he was
eating before performing mass, when in fact he had already performed the service.

They brought him back to Rome. During the way, he cured three men suffering from fever and tamed some wild
geese by making the sign of the cross over them, which explains this particular attribute. The geese
accompanied him to St. Peter's and flew off after Cerbonius made the sign of the cross over them again.[2]

At Rome, the next morning at daybreak, Cerbonius went into the Pope's chamber and roused him out of bed.
He then asked the Pope if he did not hear angels singing; Vigilius replied that he did hear anything of the kind.
Cerbonius went off to say mass and Vigilius gave him leave to say his mass at any hour of the morning that
pleased him, and sent him back to Piombino.[4]

Cerbonius and Totila [edit]

For hiding several Roman soldiers, he was ordered to be killed by a wild bear by Totila, king of the Ostrogoths,
during Totila's invasion of Tuscany. However, the bear remained petrified before Cerbonius. It stood on two legs
and opened its jaws wide. Then, it fell back on its paws and licked the feet of the saint. Totila exiled Cerbonius
instead, to the island of Elba.[3]

Around 575 AD, now old and sick, Cerbonius begged to be buried in Populonia. He asked, however, that those
burying him should return immediately to Elba. His friends obeyed him. The ship carrying his body ran into a
heavy storm, but arrived safely at Populonia. Cerbonius was buried and his followers returned quickly to Elba.
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Saint Cerbonius chapel at Baratti

Soon after, the Lombards seized Populonia; Cerbonius had foreseen this and had saved his friends.

Veneration [edit]

At Baratti, there is a fountain and chapel dedicated to Saint Cerbonius.
A local proverb states: Chi non beve a San Cerbone - è un ladro o un
birbone ("Whoever does not drink from the fountain of Saint Cerbonius
– is a thief or a rascal.").[3]

The 13th century cathedral at Massa Marittima contains a Romanesque
font (1267 with a cover of 1447) and a Gothic reliquary (1324) of Saint
Cerbonius, to whom the cathedral is dedicated.

There is another Saint Cerbonius who is venerated at Verona.[1]

See also [edit]

Massa Marittima Cathedral

Notes and references [edit]

1.  ̂a b "Archived copy" . Archived from the original  on 2019-08-04. Retrieved 2012-02-22.
2.  ̂a b c d "San Cerbone, il santo patrono di Massa Marittima" . Archived from the original  on 2007-07-22.

Retrieved 2007-08-01.
3.  ̂a b c San Cerbonio (Cerbone) di Populonia
4. ^ Sabine Baring Gould, The Lives of the Saints. 12 Vols. (Oxford: Oxford University, 1877), 228-9. Digitized

August 29, 2006).
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Serenus the Gardener

Saint Serenus the Gardener

Saint-Cerneuf (center)

Born Roman Greece

Died 23 February 307[1]

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church[2] and
Eastern Orthodox Church

Major shrine Billom, Auvergne, France

Feast 23 February[2]

Patronage Gardeners

The Church of Saint-
Cerneuf à Billom

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Cerneuf)

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Serenus the Gardener" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(January 2017) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Saint Serenus the Gardener, also known as "Serenus of
Billom", "Sirenatus", and, in French, French: Cerneuf is a 4th-
century martyr who is venerated by the Roman Catholic and
Eastern Orthodox Churches.
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3 Other Gardener Saints
4 Notes

Biography [edit]

According to pious legend, he was born in Greece;[3] quit his life
there and decided to live a celibate life of penance and prayer;
emigrated to Sirmium, Pannonia in the Roman Empire (presently
Sremska Mitrovica, Serbia); purchased, cultivated, and lived off of
a garden there; and was known for his horticultural skill. He
rebuked the wife of a Roman imperial guard for walking in his
garden with her daughters, this purportedly being contrary to the
mores of the time without male accompaniment. Her pride
wounded, the wife informed her husband of the affair in writing,
and he reported Serenus to Emperor Maximian, who gave the
husband a letter to deliver to the governor of Pannonia that
permitted the governor to remedy the supposed injustice. On the
testimony of Serenus to the governor, the husband retracted his
accusation and the governor judged Serenus innocent of insulting
the wife. However, the governor suspected from the words of
Serenus' testimony that he might be a Christian, and inquired of his religion. When Serenus testified to being
one and refused to sacrifice to the Roman gods, the governor had him decapitated on 23 February 307.[1][2]

Parts of this narrative are probably fictitious,[4] however according to Butler there may possibly be some
historical basis to the story.[5]

A tradition centered in Clermont-Ferrand, France maintains that St. Austremonius sent Serenus to evangelize
Thiers, also in Auvergne.[6]

Veneration [edit]

The commune of Billom, Auvergne, France claimed a portion of Serenus' relics.[5]

Serenus became known as "Saint Cerneuf" in France, and "L'église Saint-Cerneuf"
(the Church of Saint Serenus" in Billom is dedicated to him).

Other Gardener Saints [edit]

Saint Conon the Gardener (or of Pamphylia, Palestine, or Magydos)
Saint Phocas the Gardener
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Saint Fiacre

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b Rev. Alban Butler, Lives of the Saints (Benziger Brothers, Inc.; USA; 1955), February 23, p. 96; in New
American Catholic Edition [of] The Holy Bible (New York, New York, USA; J. J. Little and Ives Company, Inc.;
1960).

2.  ̂a b c "S. Sireno (o Sinero)", "23 Febbraio", "Febbraio", Martirologio , Holy See (Italian); accessed 20 December
2017.

3. ^ Monks of Ramsgate. “Sirenus”. Book of Saints, 1921. CatholicSaints.Info. 19 February 2017  This article
incorporates text from this source, which is in the public domain.

4. ^ Catholic Online
5.  ̂a b Alban Butler, Paul Burns, Butler's Lives of the Saints (Continuum International Publishing Group, 1998), p.

233.
6. ^ " "Diocese of Clermont", Catholic Encyclopedia" . Retrieved 20 April 2009.
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Ceslaus

Blessed Ceslaus, O.P.

Born c. 1184
Kamień Śląski, Silesia, Poland

Died 1242
Wrocław, Poland

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 1713 by Pope Clement XI

Feast 16 July

The tomb of Bl. Ceslaus,
Wrocław, Poland

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Blessed Ceslaus, O.P., (Polish: Czesław) (c. 1184 – c. 1242)
was born in Kamień Śląski in Silesia, Poland, of the noble family of
Odrowąż, and was a relative, possibly the brother, of Saint
Hyacinth.
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Biography [edit]

Having studied philosophy at Prague, he pursued his theological
and juridical studies at the University of Bologna, after which he
returned to Cracow, where he held the office of canon and
custodian of the church of Sandomierz.

About 1218 he accompanied his uncle Ivo, Bishop of Cracow, to
Rome. Hearing of the great sanctity of Saint Dominic, who had
recently been attributed the miracle of resuscitating the nephew of
Cardinal Stefano di Fossa Nova who had been killed in a fall from
his horse,[1][2] Ceslaus, together with St. Hyacinth, sought
admission into the Order of Friars Preachers.

In 1219 Pope Honorius III invited Saint Dominic and his
companions to take up residence at the ancient Roman basilica of Santa Sabina, which they did by early 1220.
Hyacinth and Ceslaus along with their companions Herman and Henry were among the first to enter the studium
of the Dominican Order at Rome out of which would grow the 16th-century College of Saint Thomas at Santa
Maria sopra Minerva and the Pontifical University of Saint Thomas Aquinas, Angelicum in the 20th century. After
an abbreviated novitiate Ceslaus, Hyacinth and their companions received the religious habit of the Order from
St. Dominic himself in 1220.[3]

Their novitiate completed, St. Dominic sent the young friars back as missionaries to their own country.
Establishing a friary at Friesach in Austria, they proceeded to Cracow whence Ceslaus was sent by St. Hyacinth
to Prague, the metropolis of Bohemia.

Labouring with much fruit throughout the Diocese of Prague, Ceslaus went to Wrocław, where he founded a
large priory, and then extended his apostolic labours over a vast territory, embracing Bohemia, Poland,
Pomerania, and Saxony.

Sometime after the death of St. Hyacinth he was chosen the Provincial Superior for Poland. Whilst he was
superior of the convent of Wrocław all Poland was threatened by the Mongols. The city of Wrocław being
besieged, the people sought the aid of Blessed Ceslaus, who by his prayers miraculously averted the
impending calamity. Four persons are said to have been raised to life by him. He died at Wrocław.

Having always been venerated as a blessed, his cult was finally confirmed
by Pope Clement XI in 1713. His feast is celebrated throughout the
Dominican Order on 16 July.

References [edit]

1. ^ Image of St. Dominic resuscitating Napoleone Orsini
2. ^ An Account of the Miracles of St. Dominic  Archived  August 14,

2011, at the Wayback Machine
3. ^ http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/07591b.htm  Accessed 2-17-2013
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Ceslaus

Blessed Ceslaus, O.P.

Born c. 1184
Kamień Śląski, Silesia, Poland

Died 1242
Wrocław, Poland

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 1713 by Pope Clement XI

Feast 16 July

The tomb of Bl. Ceslaus,
Wrocław, Poland

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Ceslaus of Poland)

Blessed Ceslaus, O.P., (Polish: Czesław) (c. 1184 – c. 1242)
was born in Kamień Śląski in Silesia, Poland, of the noble family of
Odrowąż, and was a relative, possibly the brother, of Saint
Hyacinth.
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Biography [edit]

Having studied philosophy at Prague, he pursued his theological
and juridical studies at the University of Bologna, after which he
returned to Cracow, where he held the office of canon and
custodian of the church of Sandomierz.

About 1218 he accompanied his uncle Ivo, Bishop of Cracow, to
Rome. Hearing of the great sanctity of Saint Dominic, who had
recently been attributed the miracle of resuscitating the nephew of
Cardinal Stefano di Fossa Nova who had been killed in a fall from
his horse,[1][2] Ceslaus, together with St. Hyacinth, sought
admission into the Order of Friars Preachers.

In 1219 Pope Honorius III invited Saint Dominic and his
companions to take up residence at the ancient Roman basilica of Santa Sabina, which they did by early 1220.
Hyacinth and Ceslaus along with their companions Herman and Henry were among the first to enter the studium
of the Dominican Order at Rome out of which would grow the 16th-century College of Saint Thomas at Santa
Maria sopra Minerva and the Pontifical University of Saint Thomas Aquinas, Angelicum in the 20th century. After
an abbreviated novitiate Ceslaus, Hyacinth and their companions received the religious habit of the Order from
St. Dominic himself in 1220.[3]

Their novitiate completed, St. Dominic sent the young friars back as missionaries to their own country.
Establishing a friary at Friesach in Austria, they proceeded to Cracow whence Ceslaus was sent by St. Hyacinth
to Prague, the metropolis of Bohemia.

Labouring with much fruit throughout the Diocese of Prague, Ceslaus went to Wrocław, where he founded a
large priory, and then extended his apostolic labours over a vast territory, embracing Bohemia, Poland,
Pomerania, and Saxony.

Sometime after the death of St. Hyacinth he was chosen the Provincial Superior for Poland. Whilst he was
superior of the convent of Wrocław all Poland was threatened by the Mongols. The city of Wrocław being
besieged, the people sought the aid of Blessed Ceslaus, who by his prayers miraculously averted the
impending calamity. Four persons are said to have been raised to life by him. He died at Wrocław.

Having always been venerated as a blessed, his cult was finally confirmed
by Pope Clement XI in 1713. His feast is celebrated throughout the
Dominican Order on 16 July.
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The main altar at St. Raphael's Cathedral,
Dubuque, Iowa. Contained within the altar is the box
containing the remains of Saint Cessianus.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Cessianus (ca. 295 - 303) is a Roman Catholic saint
and martyr. At the age of eight, he was martyred during the
persecutions of the Roman emperor Diocletian in 303.

History [edit]

Pope Gregory XVI presented Bishop Mathias Loras with the
remains of St. Cessianus in 1838. Bishop Loras brought
the remains with him to the United States.[1] The remains
were placed within a side altar in the new St. Raphael's
Cathedral, in Dubuque, Iowa.[2]

After renovations carried out in the mid-1980s at St.
Raphael's Cathedral were completed, it was decided to
place the remains of St. Cessianus in the new main altar.[3]

On November 23, 1986, the wooden box containing the
remains of St. Cessianus was installed, during Mass, in the altar where they currently reside.
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Saint 
Cettin of Oran

Bishop
Died 5th century

Oran

Venerated in Roman Catholicism
Eastern Orthodox Church

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Feast 16 June

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cettin also known as Saint Cettin of Oran or Cethach, Cetagh and
Cethagh was a disciple of Saint Patrick. He helped St. Patrick in
evangelizing in Ireland. St. Patrick consecrated him as an auxiliary
bishop of Oran. He is believed to have died in 5th century. His
feast day is 16 June. His shrine at Oran, Co. Roscommon was a
well known place of pilgrimage,[1][2][3] and survived until the end of
the eighteenth century.
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Church of St Cewydd

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Cewydd was a pre-congregational saint of Wales in the
Early Middle Ages (6th century). He is known as the Welsh 'Rain
Saint', like Medard in France, Gildas in Brittany and Swithin in
England. It would appear that a pre-Christian rain day might have
been associated with a date in July, when, if it rained on that day, it
was believed rain would continue for forty days.

Very little is known of his life due to the scarcity of records in the
early Dark Ages in Wales. He is known mainly from churches
associated with him, which are on Anglesey (Wales), Lancaut in
Chepstow (Wales/England border),[1] Cusop (Wales/England
border), Kewstoke (Somerset, England), Steynton in Rhos
(Pembrokeshire, Wales), Aberedw (Radnorshire, Wales],[2]

Disserth yn Elfael (Radnorshire, Wales), Llangewydd and Laleston
(Bridgend, Wales),[3] Capel Cewy, Mynachlogddu (Pembrokeshire,
Wales).[4]

Ecclesiastical records in the Book of Llandaff refer to a religious
establishment of lann ceuid, probably at Lancaut, which is likely to
have been established by 625AD[5][6] and was recorded there by
703AD.[7]

His feast day is 1 July, but South Wales tradition records 15 July as Dygwyl
Cewydd – Feast of St Cewydd (originally 2 July before the Julian/Gregorian
calendar change).
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Chad of Mercia

Chad
Bishop of York

Image of Chad in a stained glass window from
Holy Cross Monastery, West Park, New York

Appointed 664

Term ended 669

Predecessor Paulinus

Successor Wilfrid

Orders
Consecration 664

Personal details
Born c. 634

Northumbria

Died 2 March 672
Lichfield, Staffordshire

Buried Lichfield Cathedral

Sainthood
Feast day 2 March

Venerated in Catholic Church
Anglican Communion
Eastern Orthodox Church

Attributes Bishop, holding a triple-spired
cathedral (Lichfield)

Patronage Mercia; Lichfield

Shrines Lichfield Cathedral, now
destroyed. Modern shrine on
site. Part of Saxon shrine
was discovered in 2006.
St. Chad's Cathedral,
Birmingham, where bones
attributed to Chad were
installed in 1841.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the 8th century bishop of Hereford, see Ceadda of Hereford.

Chad[a] (died 2 March 672) was a prominent 7th century Anglo-
Saxon churchman, who became abbot of several monasteries,
Bishop of the Northumbrians and subsequently Bishop of the
Mercians and Lindsey People. He was later canonised as a saint.
He was the brother of Cedd, also a saint. He features strongly in
the work of the Venerable Bede and is credited, together with
Cedd, with introducing Christianity to the Mercian kingdom.
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Sources [edit]

Most of our knowledge of Chad comes from the writings of the
Venerable Bede.[1] Bede tells us that he obtained his information about Chad and his brother, Cedd, from the
monks of Lastingham,[2] where both were abbots. Bede gives this attribution great prominence, placing it in the
introduction to his work. This may indicate that the brothers had become controversial figures: certainly Bede
must have thought that his material about them would be of more than usual interest to the reader. Bede also
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From a late copy of The old Englisch
Homely on the life of St. Chad, c. 1200,
in the Bodleian Library, Oxford

refers to information he received from Trumbert, "who tutored me in the
Scriptures and who had been educated in the monastery by that
master",[3] i.e. Chad. In other words, Bede considered himself to stand
in the spiritual lineage of Chad and had gathered information from at
least one who knew him personally.

Early life and education [edit]

Family links [edit]

Chad was one of four brothers, all active in the Anglo-Saxon church.
The others were Cedd, Cynibil and Caelin.[4] Chad seems to have been
Cedd's junior, arriving on the political scene about ten years after Cedd.
It is reasonable to suppose that Chad and his brothers were drawn from
the Northumbrian nobility.[5] They certainly had close connections
throughout the Northumbrian ruling class. However, the name Chad is
actually of British Celtic, rather than Anglo-Saxon origin.[6] It is an
element found in the personal names of many Welsh princes and
nobles of the period and signifies "battle".

Education [edit]

The only major fact that Bede gives about Chad's early life is that he was a student of Aidan at the Celtic
monastery at Lindisfarne.[7] In fact, Bede attributes the general pattern of Chad's ministry to the example of
Aidan and his own brother, Cedd, who was also a student of St. Aidan.

Aidan was a disciple of Columba and was invited by King Oswald of Northumbria to come from Iona to establish
a monastery. Aidan arrived in Northumbria in 635 and died in 651. Chad must have studied at Lindisfarne some
time between these years.

Travels in Ireland and dating of Chad's life [edit]

Chad later travelled to Ireland as a monk,[3] before he was ordained as a priest. Bede's references to this
period are the only real evidence we have for dating the earlier part of Chad's life, including his birth.

Cedd is not mentioned as Chad's companion in this stage of his education. Probably Cedd was considerably
older than Chad, and was ordained priest some years earlier: certainly he was already a priest by 653, when he
was sent to work among the Middle Angles.[8] Chad's companion was Egbert, who was of about the same age
as himself. The two travelled in Ireland for further study. Bede tells us that Egbert himself was of the Anglian
nobility, although the monks sent to Ireland were of all classes. Bede places Egbert, and therefore Chad,
among an influx of English scholars who arrived in Ireland while Finan and Colmán were bishops at Lindisfarne.
This means that Egbert and Chad must have gone to Ireland later than the death of Aidan, in 651.

Bede gives a long account of how Egbert fell dangerously ill in Ireland in 664[9] and vowed to follow a lifelong
pattern of great austerity so that he might live to make amends for the follies of his youth. His only remaining
friend at this point was called Ethelhun, who died in the plague. Hence, Chad must have left Ireland before this.
In fact, it is in 664 that he suddenly appears in Northumbria, to take over from his brother Cedd, also stricken by
the plague. Chad's time in Ireland, therefore must fit into period 651–664. Bede makes clear that the wandering
Anglian scholars were not yet priests, and ordination to the priesthood generally happened at the age of thirty –
the age at which Jesus commenced his ministry. The year of Chad's birth is thus likely to be 634, or a little
earlier, although certainty is impossible. Cynibil and Caelin were ordained priests by the late 650s, when they
participated with Cedd in the founding of Lastingham. Chad was almost certainly the youngest of the four,
probably by a considerable margin.

The Benedictine rule was slowly spreading across Western Europe, with encouragement from Rome. Chad was
educated in an entirely distinct monastic tradition, indigenous to Western Europe itself, and tending to look back
to the saint and monastic founder Martin of Tours as an exemplar,[10] although not as founder of an order. As
Bede's account makes clear, the Irish and early Anglo-Saxon monasticism experienced by Chad was peripatetic,
stressed ascetic practices and had a strong focus on Biblical exegesis, which generated a profound
eschatological consciousness. Egbert recalled later that he and Chad "followed the monastic life together very
strictly – in prayers and continence, and in meditation on Holy Scripture". Some of the scholars quickly settled in
Irish monasteries, while others wandered from one master to another in search of knowledge. Bede says that
the Irish monks gladly taught them and fed them, and even let them use their valuable books, without charge.
Since books were all produced by hand, with painstaking attention to detail, this was astonishingly generous.
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The practice of loaning books freely seems to have been a distinctive feature of Irish monastic life: it was a
violent dispute over rights to copies of a borrowed psalter which had allegedly led to Columba's exile from
Ireland many years before.

Controversies [edit]

This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section
by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. (September 2016) (Learn how and when to remove this
template message)

Struggle for political hegemony [edit]

Britain had no secure state structures even at a regional level. 7th-century rulers tried to build larger and more
unified realms within defensible boundaries and to legitimise their power, under the prevailing culture. During
Chad's lifetime the most important conflict was between Northumbria and Mercia. Penda, the pagan king of
Mercia, continually campaigned against Northumbrian rulers, usually with the support of the Christian Welsh
princes. Any defeat in this struggle tended to endanger the fragile unity of the defeated kingdom. In 641, Penda
inflicted a crushing defeat on the Northumbrians, killing King Oswald. Northumbria broke into its component
parts of Bernicia (north) and Deira, and its rival factions were easily manipulated by Penda. Northumbria was
not fully reunited by Oswald's successor, Oswiu, until 651. Conversely, Oswiu defeated and killed Penda in 655,
causing Mercia to descend into disunity for more than a decade, and allowing the Northumbrian rulers to
intervene in Mercian affairs throughout that period.

Dispute over apostolic legitimacy in the Church [edit]

Christianity in the south of Britain was closely associated with Rome and with the Church in continental Europe.
This was because its organisation had developed from the missions of Augustine of 597, sent by Pope Gregory
I. However, the churches of Ireland and of western and northern Britain had their own distinct history and
traditions. The churches of Wales and Cornwall had an unbroken tradition stretching back to Roman times.
Ireland traced its Christian origins to missionaries from Wales, while Northumbria looked to the Irish monastery
of Iona, in modern Scotland, as its source. Although all western Christians recognised Rome as the ultimate
fount of authority, the semi-independent churches of Britain and Ireland did not accept actual Roman control.
Considerable divergences had developed in practice and organisation. Most bishops in Ireland and Britain were
not recognised by Rome because their apostolic succession was uncertain and they condoned non-Roman
practices. Monastic practices and structures were very different: moreover monasteries played a much more
important role in Britain and Ireland than on the continent, with abbots regarded as de facto leaders of the
Church. Many of the differences related to disputes over the dating of Easter and the cut of the monastic
tonsure, which were markedly and notoriously different in the local churches from those in Rome.

These political and religious issues were constantly intertwined, and interacted in various ways. Christianity in
Britain and Ireland largely progressed through royal patronage, while kings increasingly used the Church to
stabilise and to confer legitimacy on their fragile states. A strongly local church with distinctive practices could
be a source of great support to a fledgling state, allowing the weaving together of political and religious elites.
Conversely, the Roman connection introduced foreign influence beyond the control of local rulers, but also
allowed rulers to display themselves on a wider, European stage, and to seek out more powerful sources of
legitimacy.

These issues are also crucial in assessing the reliability of sources: Bede is the only substantial source for
details of Chad's life. Bede wrote about sixty years after the crucial events of Chad's episcopate, when the
Continental pattern of territorial bishoprics and Benedictine monasticism had become established throughout
the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms, including Northumbria. Bede was concerned to validate the Church practices and
structures of his own time. However he also sought to present a flattering picture of the earlier Northumbrian
church and monarchy: a difficult balancing act because, as Bede himself has constantly to acknowledge, the
earlier institutions had resisted Roman norms for many decades.

Bede's treatment of Chad is particularly problematic because he could not conceal that Chad departed from
Roman practices in vital ways – not only before the Synod of Whitby, which Bede presents as a total victory for
the Roman party and its norms, but even after it. However, Chad was the teacher of Bede's own teacher,
Trumbert, so Bede has an obvious personal interest in rehabilitating him, to say nothing of his loyalty to the
Northumbrian establishment, which not only supported him but had played a notable part in Christianising
England. This may explain a number of gaps in Bede's account of Chad, and why Bede sometimes seems to
attribute to Chad implausible motives. Chad lived at and through a watershed in relations between the Anglo-
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The altar in Lastingham crypt, probable site of the early Anglo-
Saxon church where Cedd and Chad officiated at Eucharist.

Saxons and the wider Europe. Bede constantly tries to elide the ambiguities of Chad's career, not always
successfully.

Rise of a dynasty [edit]

The course of Chad's life between his stay in Ireland and his emergence as a Church leader is unknown. In fact,
it is possible that he had only recently returned from Ireland when prominence was thrust upon him. However,
the growing importance of his family within the Northumbrian state is clear from Bede's account of Cedd's career
of the founding of their monastery at Lastingham.[4] This concentration of ecclesiastical power and influence
within the network of a noble family was probably common in Anglo-Saxon England: an obvious parallel would
be the children of Merewalh in Mercia in the following generation.

Rise of Cedd [edit]

Cedd, probably the elder brother, had become a very prominent figure in the Church while Chad was in Ireland.
Probably as a newly ordained priest, he was sent in 653 by Oswiu on a difficult mission to the Middle Angles, at
the request of their sub-king Peada, part of a developing pattern of Northumbrian intervention in Mercian
affairs. After perhaps a year, he was recalled and sent on a similar mission to the East Saxons, being ordained
bishop shortly afterwards. Cedd's position as both a Christian missionary and a royal emissary compelled him to
travel often between Essex and Northumbria.

Founding of Lastingham [edit]

Caelin, the brother of Cedd and Chad, was
chaplain to Ethelwald, a nephew of Oswiu, who
had been appointed to administer the coastal
area of Deira. Caelin suggested to Ethelwald the
foundation of a monastery, in which he could one
day be buried, and where prayers for his soul
would continue. Caelin introduced Ethelwold to
Cedd, who needed just such a political base and
spiritual retreat. Ethelwald, according to Bede,
practically forced on Cedd a gift of land: a wild
place at Lastingham, near Pickering in the North
York Moors, close to one of the still-usable
Roman roads. Bede explains that Cedd "fasted

strictly in order to cleanse it from the filth of wickedness previously committed there". On the thirtieth day of his
forty-day fast, he was called away on urgent business. Cynibil, another of his brothers, took over the fast for the
remaining ten days.

The whole incident shows not only how closely the brothers were linked with Northumbria's ruling dynasty, but
how close they were to each other. A fast by Cynibil was even felt to be equivalent to one by Cedd himself.
Lastingham was handed over to Cedd, who became abbot. It was clearly conceived as a base for the family and
destined to be under their control for the foreseeable future – not an unusual arrangement in this period.[11]

Notably, however, Chad is not mentioned in this context until he succeeds his brother as abbot.

Chad as abbot of Lastingham [edit]

Chad's first appearance as an ecclesiastical prelate occurs in 664, shortly after the Synod of Whitby, when
many Church leaders had been wiped out by the plague – among them Cedd, who died at Lastingham itself. On
the death of his elder brother, Chad succeeded to the position of abbot at Lastingham.[4]

Bede seldom mentions Chad without referring to his regime of prayer and study, so these clearly made up the
greater part of monastic routine at Lastingham. Study would have been collective, with monks carrying out
exegesis through dialectic. Yet not all of the monks were intellectuals. Bede tells us of a man called Owin
(Owen), who appeared at the door of Lastingham. Owin was a household official of Æthelthryth, an East Anglian
princess who had come to marry Ecgfrith, Oswiu's younger son. He decided to renounce the world, and as a
sign of this appeared at Lastingham in ragged clothes and carrying an axe. He had come primarily to work
manually. He became one of Chad's closest associates.

Chad's eschatological consciousness and its effect on others is brought to life in a reminiscence attributed to
Trumbert,[3] who was one of his students at Lastingham. Chad used to break off reading whenever a gale
sprang up and call on God to have pity on humanity. If the storm intensified, he would shut his book altogether
and prostrate himself in prayer. During prolonged storms or thunderstorms he would go into the church itself to
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pray and sing psalms until calm returned. His monks obviously regarded this as an extreme reaction even to
English weather and asked him to explain. Chad explained that storms are sent by God to remind humans of the
day of judgement and to humble their pride. The typically Celtic Christian involvement with nature was not like
the modern romantic preoccupation but a determination to read in it the mind of God, particularly in relation to
the last things.[12]

Bishop of the Northumbrians [edit]

Need for a bishop [edit]

Bede gives great prominence to the Synod of Whitby[13] in 663/4, which he shows resolving the main issues of
practice in the Northumbrian Church in favour of Roman practice. Cedd is shown acting as the main go-between
in the synod because of his facility with all of the relevant languages. Cedd was not the only prominent
churchman to die of plague shortly after the synod. This was one of several outbreaks of the plague; they badly
hit the ranks of the Church leadership, with most of the bishops in the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms dead, including
the archbishop of Canterbury. Bede tells us that Colmán, the bishop of the Northumbrians at the time of the
Synod, had left for Scotland after the Synod went against him. He was succeeded by Tuda, who lived only a
short time after his accession. The tortuous process of replacing him is covered by Bede[7] briefly, but in some
respects puzzlingly.

Mission of Wilfrid [edit]

The first choice to replace Tuda was Wilfrid, a particularly zealous partisan of the Roman cause. Because of the
plague, there were not the requisite three bishops available to ordain him, so he had gone to the Frankish
Kingdom of Neustria to seek ordination. This was on the initiative of Alfrid, sub-king of Deira, although
presumably Oswiu knew and approved this action at the time. Bede tells us that Alfrid sought a bishop for
himself and his own people. This probably means the people of Deira. According to Bede, Tuda had been
succeeded as abbot of Lindisfarne by Eata, who had been elevated to the rank of bishop.

Wilfrid met with his own teacher and patron, Agilbert, a spokesman for the Roman side at Whitby, who had been
made bishop of Paris. Agilbert set in motion the process of ordaining Wilfrid canonically, summoning several
bishops to Compiègne for the ceremony. Bede tells us that he then lingered abroad for some time after his
ordination.

Elevation [edit]

Bede
implies that
Oswiu
decided to
take further
action
because
Wilfrid was
away for
longer than
expected. It
is unclear
whether
Oswiu
changed
his mind
about
Wilfrid, or
whether he
despaired
of his
return, or
whether he
never really
intended him to become bishop but used this opportunity to get him out of the country.

Chad was invited then to become bishop of the Northumbrians by King Oswiu. Chad is often listed as a Bishop
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of York. Bede generally uses ethnic, not geographical, designations for Chad and other early Anglo-Saxon
bishops. However at this point, he does also refer to Oswiu's desire that Chad become bishop of the church in
York. York later became the diocesan city partly because it had already been designated as such in the earlier
Roman-sponsored mission of Paulinus to Deira, so it is not clear whether Bede is simply echoing the practice of
his own day, or whether Oswiu and Chad were considering a territorial basis and a see for his episcopate. It is
quite clear that Oswiu intended Chad to be bishop over the entire Northumbrian people, over-riding the claims
of both Wilfrid and Eata.

Chad faced the same problem over ordination as Wilfrid, and so set off to seek ordination amid the chaos
caused by the plague. Bede tells us that he travelled first to Canterbury, where he found that Archbishop
Deusdedit was dead and his replacement was still awaited. Bede does not tell us why Chad diverted to
Canterbury. The journey seems pointless, since the archbishop had died three years previously – a fact that
must have been well known in Northumbria, and was the very reason Wilfrid had to go abroad. The most
obvious reason for Chad's tortuous travels would be that he was also on a diplomatic mission from Oswiu,
seeking to build an encircling alliance around Mercia, which was rapidly recovering from its position of
weakness. From Canterbury he travelled to Wessex, where he was ordained by bishop Wini of the West Saxons
and two British, i.e. Welsh, bishops. None of these bishops was recognised by Rome. Bede points out that "at
that time there was no other bishop in all Britain canonically ordained except Wini" and the latter had been
installed irregularly by the king of the West Saxons.

Bede describes Chad at this point as "a diligent performer in deed of what he had learnt in the Scriptures
should be done." Bede also tells us that Chad was teaching the values of Aidan and Cedd. His life was one of
constant travel. Bede says that Chad visited continually the towns, countryside, cottages, villages and houses
to preach the Gospel. Clearly, the model he followed was one of the bishop as prophet or missionary. Basic
Christian rites of passage, baptism and confirmation, were almost always performed by a bishop, and for
decades to come they were generally carried out in mass ceremonies, probably with little systematic instruction
or counselling.

Removal [edit]

In 666, Wilfrid returned from Neustria, "bringing many rules of Catholic observance", as Bede says. He found
Chad already occupying the same position. It seems that he did not in fact challenge Chad's pre-eminence in
his own area. Rather, he would have worked assiduously to build up his own support in sympathetic
monasteries, like Gilling and Ripon. He did, however, assert his episcopal rank by going into Mercia and even
Kent to ordain priests. Bede tells us that the net effect of his efforts on the Church was that the Irish monks who
still lived in Northumbria either came fully into line with Catholic practices or left for home. Nevertheless, Bede
cannot conceal that Oswiu and Chad had broken significantly with Roman practice in many ways and that the
Church in Northumbria had been divided by the ordination of rival bishops.

In 669, a new Archbishop of Canterbury, Theodore of Tarsus, sent by Pope Vitalian arrived in England. He
immediately set off on a tour of the country, tackling abuses of which he had been forewarned. He instructed
Chad to step down and Wilfrid to take over.[14] According to Bede, Theodore was so impressed by Chad's show
of humility that he confirmed his ordination as bishop, while insisting he step down from his position. Chad
retired gracefully and returned to his post as abbot of Lastingham, leaving Wilfrid as bishop of the
Northumbrians at York.[3]

Bishop of the Mercians [edit]

Recall [edit]

Later that same year, King Wulfhere of Mercia requested a bishop. Wulfhere and the other sons of Penda had
converted to Christianity, although Penda himself had remained a pagan until his death (655). Penda had
allowed bishops to operate in Mercia, although none had succeeded in establishing the Church securely without
active royal support.

Archbishop Theodore refused to consecrate a new bishop. Instead he recalled Chad out of his retirement at
Lastingham. According to Bede, Theodore was greatly impressed by Chad's humility and holiness. This was
displayed particularly in his refusal to use a horse: he insisted on walking everywhere. Despite his regard for
Chad, Theodore ordered him to ride on long journeys and went so far as to lift him into the saddle on one
occasion.

Chad was consecrated bishop of the Mercians (literally, frontier people) and of the Lindsey people
(Lindisfaras). Bede tells us that Chad was actually the third bishop sent to Wulfhere, making him the fifth bishop
of the Mercians.[15] The Kingdom of Lindsey, covering the north-eastern area of modern Lincolnshire, was
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under Mercian control, although it had in the past sometimes fallen under Northumbrian control. Later Anglo-
Saxon episcopal lists sometimes add the Middle Angles to his responsibilities.[16] They were a distinct part of the
Mercian kingdom, centred on the middle Trent and lower Tame – the area around Tamworth, Lichfield and
Repton that formed the core of the wider Mercian polity. It was their sub-king, Peada, who had secured the
services of Chad's brother Cedd in 653, and they were frequently considered separately from the Mercians
proper, a people who lived further to the west and north.

Monastic foundations [edit]

Wulfhere donated land at Lichfield for Chad to build a monastery. It was because of this that the centre of the
Diocese of Mercia ultimately became settled at Lichfield.[3] The Lichfield monastery was probably similar to that
at Lastingham, and Bede makes clear that it was partly staffed by monks from Lastingham, including Chad's
faithful retainer, Owin. Lichfield was very close to the old Roman road of Watling Street, the main route across
Mercia, and a short distance from Mercia's main royal centre at Tamworth.

Wulfhere also donated land sufficient for fifty families at a place in Lindsey, referred to by Bede as Ad Barwae.
This is probably Barrow upon Humber: where an Anglo-Saxon monastery of a later date has been excavated.
This was easily reached by river from the Midlands and close to an easy crossing of the River Humber, allowing
rapid communication along surviving Roman roads with Lastingham. Chad remained abbot of Lastingham
throughout his life, as well as heading the communities at both Lichfield and Barrow.

Ministry among the Mercians [edit]

Chad then proceeded to carry out much missionary and pastoral work within the kingdom. Bede tells us that
Chad governed the bishopric of the Mercians and of the people of Lindsey 'in the manner of the ancient fathers
and in great perfection of life'. However, Bede gives little concrete information about the work of Chad in Mercia,
implying that in style and substance it was a continuation of what he had done in Northumbria. The area he
covered was very large, stretching across England from coast to coast. It was also, in many places, difficult
terrain, with woodland, heath and mountain over much of the centre and large areas of marshland to the east.
Bede does tell us that Chad built for himself a small house at Lichfield, a short distance from the church,
sufficient to hold his core of seven or eight disciples, who gathered to pray and study with him there when he
was not out on business.

Chad worked in Mercia and Lindsey for only two and a half years before he too died during a plague. Yet St.
Bede could write in a letter that Mercia came to the faith and Essex was recovered for it by the two brothers
Cedd and Chad. In other words, Bede considered that Chad's two years as bishop were decisive in
Christianising Mercia.

Death [edit]

Chad died on 2 March 672, and was buried at the Church of Saint Mary which later became part of the
cathedral at Lichfield. Bede relates the death story as that of a man who was already regarded as a saint. In
fact, Bede has stressed throughout his narrative that Chad's holiness communicated across boundaries of
culture and politics, to Theodore, for example, in his own lifetime. The death story is clearly of supreme
importance to Bede, confirming Chad's holiness and vindicating his life. The account occupies considerably
more space in Bede's account than all the rest of Chad's ministry in Northumbria and Mercia together.

Bede tells us that Owin was working outside the oratory at Lichfield. Inside, Chad studied alone because the
other monks were at worship in the church. Suddenly Owin heard the sound of joyful singing, coming from
heaven, at first to the south-east, but gradually coming closer until it filled the roof of the oratory itself. Then
there was silence for half an hour, followed by the same singing going back the way it had come. Owin at first
did nothing, but about an hour later Chad called him in and told him to fetch the seven brothers from the
church. Chad gave his final address to the brothers, urging them to keep the monastic discipline they had
learnt. Only after this did he tell them that he knew his own death was near, speaking of death as "that friendly
guest who is used to visiting the brethren". He asked them to pray, then blessed and dismissed them. The
brothers left, sad and downcast.

Owin returned a little later and saw Chad privately. He asked about the singing. Chad told him that he must
keep it to himself for the time being: angels had come to call him to his heavenly reward, and in seven days they
would return to fetch him. So it was that Chad weakened and died after seven days – on 2 March, which
remains his feast day. Bede writes that: "he had always looked forward to this day – or rather his mind had
always been on the Day of the Lord". Many years later, his old friend Egbert told a visitor that someone in
Ireland had seen the heavenly company coming for Chad's soul and returning with it to heaven. Significantly,
with the heavenly host was Cedd. Bede was not sure whether or not the vision was actually Egbert's own.
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Bede's account of Chad's death strongly confirms the main themes of his life. Primarily he was a monastic
leader, deeply involved in the fairly small communities of loyal monks who formed his mission teams, his
brothers. His consciousness was strongly eschatological: focussed on the last things and their significance.
Finally, he was inextricably linked with Cedd and his other actual brothers.

Cult and relics [edit]

Chad is considered a saint in the Roman Catholic,[17] the Anglican churches, the Celtic Orthodox Church and is
also noted as a saint in a new edition of the Eastern Orthodox Synaxarion (Book of Saints). His feast day is
celebrated on 2 March.[17]

According to St. Bede, Chad was venerated as a saint immediately after his death, and his relics were
translated to a new shrine. He remained the centre of an important cult, focused on healing, throughout the
Middle Ages. The cult had twin foci: his tomb, in the apse, directly behind the high altar of the cathedral; and
more particularly his skull, kept in a special Head Chapel, above the south aisle.

The transmission of the relics after the Reformation was tortuous. At the dissolution of the Shrine on the
instructions of King Henry VIII in about 1538, Prebendary Arthur Dudley of Lichfield Cathedral removed and
retained some relics, probably a travelling set. These were eventually passed to his nieces, Bridget and
Katherine Dudley, of Russells Hall. In 1651, they reappeared when a farmer Henry Hodgetts of Sedgley was on
his death-bed and kept praying to St Chad. When the priest hearing his last confession, Fr Peter Turner SJ,
asked him why he called upon Chad. Henry replied, "because his bones are in the head of my bed". He
instructed his wife to give the relics to the priest, whence they found their way to the Seminary at St Omer, in
France. After the conclusion of penal times, in the early 19th century, they found their way into the hands of Sir
Thomas Fitzherbert-Brockholes of Aston Hall, near Stone, Staffordshire. When his chapel was cleared after his
death, his chaplain, Fr Benjamin Hulme, discovered the box containing the relics, which were examined and
presented to Bishop Thomas Walsh, the Roman Catholic Vicar Apostolic of the Midland District in 1837 and
were enshrined in the new St Chad's Cathedral, Birmingham, opened in 1841, in a new ark designed by
Augustus Pugin.

The relics, some long bones, are now enshrined on the Altar of St Chad's Cathedral. They were examined by
the Oxford Archeological Laboratory by carbon dating techniques in 1985, and all but one of the bones (which
was a third femur, and therefore could not have come from Bishop Chad) were dated to the seventh century,
and were authenticated as 'true relics' by the Vatican authorities. In 1919, an Annual Mass and Solemn Outdoor
Procession of the Relics was held at St Chad's Cathedral in Birmingham. This observance continues to the
present, on the Saturday nearest to his Feast Day, 2 March.

Portrayals of St Chad [edit]

There are no portraits or descriptions of St Chad from his own time. The only hint that we have comes in the
legend of Theodore lifting him bodily into the saddle – possibly suggesting that he was remembered as small in
stature. All attempts to portray him are based entirely on imagination, and nearly all are obviously anachronistic,
with a heavy stress on vestments from other periods.

St Chad, Peada and Wulfhere, as
portrayed in 19th century sculpture
above the western entrance to Lichfield
Cathedral.

 

"Saint Chad", stained glass window by
Christopher Whall. Currently exhibited
at Victoria and Albert Museum,
London.
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An example of a late sculpture of St.
Chad, from St. Chad's Church,
Lichfield, Staffordshire, 1930.

Notable dedications [edit]

Churches [edit]

Chad gives his name to Birmingham's Roman Catholic cathedral, where there are some relics of the saint:
about eight long bones. It is the only cathedral in England that has the relics of its patron saint enshrined upon
its high altar. The Anglican Lichfield Cathedral, at the site of his burial, is dedicated to Chad, and St Mary, and
still has a head chapel, where the skull of the saint was kept until it was lost during the Reformation. The site of
the medieval shrine is also marked.

Chad also gives his name to a parish church in Lichfield (with Chad's Well, where traditionally Chad baptised
converts: now a listed building).

Dedications are densely concentrated in the West Midlands. The city of Wolverhampton, for example, has two
Anglican churches and an Academy dedicated to Chad, while the nearby village of Pattingham has both an
Anglican church and primary school. Shrewsbury had a large medieval church of St Chad which fell down in
1788: it was quickly replaced by a circular church in Classical style by George Steuart, on a different site but
with the same dedication. Parish Church in Montford, built in 1735-38, site of the graves of the parents of
Charles Darwin.[18] Parish Church in Coseley built in 1882. Further afield, there is a considerable number of
dedications in areas associated with Chad's career, like the churches in Church Wilne in Derbyshire and Far
Headingley in Leeds and the Parish Church of Rochdale, Greater Manchester, as well as some in the
Commonwealth, like Chelsea in Australia. There is also a St Chad's College within the University of Durham,
founded in 1904 as an Anglican hall.

The Principal Parish of the Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of the Southern Cross is named the Church of St
Ninian and St Chad.[19]

The chapel of Brasenose College, Oxford is named the Chapel of St Hugh and St Chad.[20]

Toponyms [edit]

There are many place names containing the element chad or something similar. In many cases, reference to
the early forms of the name suggests that the derivation is not from the name Chad, but from some other word.
It is possible that even where a name might reasonably be thought to derive from Chad that the individual is
some other of the same name. Hence great caution needs to be exercised in explaining ancient toponyms by
reference to St Chad.

That being said, a township located outside Ladysmith, Kwa-Zulu Natal is named St. Chad's after an Anglican
Mission in the area.[21]

One toponym with a good claim to derivation from the saint's name is Chadkirk Chapel in Romiley, Greater
Manchester, which dates back to the 14th century – although the site is much older, possibly dating back to the
7th century when it is believed St Chad visited to bless the well there. Cameron[22] points out that -kirk
toponyms more frequently incorporate the name of the dedicatee, rather than the patron, so there is every
reason to believe that Chadkirk really was dedicated to St Chad in the Middle Ages. It is not so certain that
Chadsmoor in Staffordshire, Chadwich in Worcestershire, or Chadwick in Warwickshire, were named after the
saint.

St Chad's Well[23] near Battle Bridge on the river Fleet in London was a celebrated medicinal well and had a
new pump house built in 1832.[24] It was destroyed by the Midland Railway company, and is remembered in the
street name of St Chad's Place. There is no independent evidence of Chad's visiting the site, but it clearly is
named after him, and he certainly did travel in southern England. His association with wells seems ancient, and
no doubt stems from the St Chad's Well at Lichfield, visited by pilgrims and probably the water supply of his
monastery. This is the most likely explanation of the name.
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Numerous place-names like Cheadle and Cheddleton, in the Midlands suggest a link with Chad. However
"suggestions" based on late forms of the name count for little: a hypothesis should be framed instead from
documentary and topographical evidence. Mostly names of this sort are derived from other Celtic roots,
generally ced, cognate with modern Welsh coed, signifying a wood or heath. Cheadle, for example, is generally
reckoned a tautonym,[25] with the Old English leah, also meaning a wood, glossing the original Celtic term.[26]

This means that the origins of its name are closely related to those of Lichfield (originally derived from the Celtic
for "grey wood"), to which it bears little superficial resemblance, rather than Chad or even his brother, Cedd.

There is a village in Northamptonshire called Chadstone, after which the (rather larger) suburb of Chadstone
in Melbourne Australia is named.

Kidderminster, in Worcestershire, is sometimes said to be a corruption of the name of 'St Chad's Minster'.
However, place-names do not "corrupt" randomly, but evolve according to principles inherent in the history of
the language. Chad or Ceadda would not normally evolve into Kidder. The existence of a minster dedicated to
Chad in this town seems to be a legend traceable to Burton's 1890 History of Kidderminster,[27] in which the
author acknowledges that the only evidence for such a place is the name of the town. Later writers seem to
assume the existence of the monastery and then explain the name of the town from it – a circular argument that
collapses if a plausible alternative explanation is available for the name. A grant of land by Æthelbald of Mercia
in 736[16] to one Cyneberht[28] is generally accepted as the origin of the settlement. Cameron suggests that the
minster was named after a lay benefactor (normal with -minster formations) and hypothesises Cydela,[29] a
suggestion that has found general acceptance.[30] Another possibility might be the later Mercian dux Cydda.[28]

Certainly it seems that there was a dynasty of Mercian noblemen, all with similar names beginning Cy and
connected to the area. These provide a more plausible explanation for the name of the town than St Chad or
his non-existent minster.

The settlement of St Chad's (population 57) in Newfoundland was previously named "St Shad's" (after originally
being "Damnable"), but was renamed after postal confusion with nearby "St Shott's" [2] .

Schools [edit]

Denstone College in the Village of Denstone, Uttoxeter, in Staffordshire was founded by Nathaniel Woodard as
the Flagship Woodard School of the Midlands. The school was founded as St Chad’s College, Denstone. The
School’s Chapel is named as the Chapel of St Chad with depictions of him around the Chapel’s Narthex. The
students of the school wear the famous cross of St Chad which is the school’s logo. The motto of the School is
‘Lignum Crucis Arbor Scientae’ which is Latin for ‘The Wood of the Cross is the Tree of Knowledge’. There are
also depictions of him in the School’s Quadrangle.

Chad as a personal name [edit]
Main article: Chad (name)

Chad remains a fairly popular given name, one of the few personal names current among 7th century Anglo-
Saxons to do so. However, it was very little used for many centuries before a modest revival in the mid-20th
century. Not all of its bearers are named directly after Chad of Mercia. Perhaps the best-known Chad of modern
times who was so-named was Chad Varah, an Anglican priest and social activist, whose father was vicar of
Barton-upon-Humber – the probable site of Chad's monastery in the north of Lindsey.

Patronage [edit]

Due to the somewhat confused nature of Chad's appointment and the continued references to 'chads' – small
pieces of ballot papers punched out by voters using voting machines – in the 2000 US Presidential Election, it
has been jocularly suggested that Chad is the patron saint of botched elections. In fact there is no official
patron saint of elections, although the Church has designated a later English official, Thomas More, the patron
of politicians.[31]

The Spa Research Fellowship states that Chad is the patron saint of medicinal springs,[32] although other
listings[33] do not mention this patronage.

St. Chad's Day (2 March) is traditionally considered the most propitious day to sow broad beans in England.

See also [edit]

 Media related to Chad of Mercia at Wikimedia Commons

Notes [edit]

a. ^ Old English: Ceadda
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Chad 1  at Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England

Christian titles
Preceded by

Jaruman
as Bishop of Mercia

Bishop of the Mercians and Lindsey
People
669–672

Succeeded by
Winfrith

as Bishop of Lichfield

Vacant
Title last held by

Paulinus
as Bishop of York Bishop of the Northumbrians

664–669
Succeeded by

Wilfrid
Preceded by

Tuda
as Bishop of Lindisfarne

Bishops of Lichfield (including precursor offices)

Mercia Diuma · Ceollach · Trumhere · Jaruman · Chad, Bishop of the Mercians & the Lindisfaras

Lichfield

Winfrith · Seaxwulf · Headda · Aldwine · Witta · Hemele · Cuthfrith · Berhthun · Hygeberht (Archbishop
of Lichfield) · Ealdwulf · Herewine · Æthelwold · Hunberght · Cynefrith · Tunberht · Wulfsige ·
Burgheard · Eadberht · Wulfred · Wilferth · Ælfwine · Wulfgar · Cynesige · Wynsige · Elphege ·
Godwin · Leofgar · Brihtmær · Wulfsige · Leofwin · Peter (became Bishop of Chester) · Peter, Bishop
of Chester

Coventry
Robert de Limesey, Bishop of Chester · Robert de Limesey (previously Bishop of Chester) ·
Robert Peche · Roger de Clinton · Walter Durdent · Richard Peche · Gerard la Pucelle · Hugh Nonant
· Geoffrey de Muschamp · William de Cornhill · Alexander de Stavenby

Coventry & Lichfield

Alexander de Stavenby · Hugh de Pateshull · Roger Weseham · Roger de Meyland · Walter Langton ·
Roger Northburgh · Robert de Stretton · Walter Skirlaw · Richard le Scrope · John Burghill ·
John Catterick · James Cary · William Heyworth · William Booth · Nicholas Close · Reginald Boulers
· John Hales · William Smyth · John Arundel · Geoffrey Blythe · Rowland Lee

Lichfield & Coventry

Rowland Lee · Richard Sampson · Ralph Baines · Thomas Bentham · William Overton ·
George Abbot · Richard Neile · John Overall · Thomas Morton · Robert Wright · Accepted Frewen ·
John Hacket · Thomas Wood · William Lloyd · John Hough · Edward Chandler · Richard Smalbroke ·
Frederick Cornwallis · John Egerton · Brownlow North · Richard Hurd · James Cornwallis ·
Henry Ryder · Samuel Butler

Lichfield
Samuel Butler · James Bowstead · John Lonsdale · George Selwyn · William Maclagan ·
Augustus Legge · John Kempthorne · Edward Woods · Stretton Reeve · Kenneth Skelton ·
Keith Sutton · Jonathan Gledhill · Clive Gregory (acting) · Michael Ipgrave

Bishops and Archbishops of York

Pre-Reformation bishops Paulinus · Chad · Wilfrid · Bosa · John of Beverley · Wilfrid II

Egbert · Æthelbert · Eanbald I · Eanbald II · Wulfsige · Wigmund · Wulfhere · Æthelbald ·
Hrotheweard · Wulfstan I · Oscytel · Edwald · Oswald · Ealdwulf · Wulfstan II · Ælfric Puttoc ·
Cynesige · Ealdred · Thomas of Bayeux · Gerard · Thomas II · Thurstan · William FitzHerbert ·
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Pre-Reformation
archbishops

Henry Murdac · William FitzHerbert · Roger de Pont L'Évêque · Geoffrey Plantagenet ·
Simon Langton · Walter de Gray · Sewal de Bovil · Godfrey Ludham · William Langton ·
Bonaventure · Walter Giffard · William de Wickwane · John le Romeyn · Henry of Newark ·
Thomas of Corbridge · William Greenfield · William Melton · William Zouche · John of Thoresby
· Alexander Neville · Thomas Arundel · Robert Waldby · Richard le Scrope · Thomas Langley ·
Robert Hallam · Henry Bowet · Philip Morgan · Richard Fleming · John Kemp · William Booth ·
George Neville · Lawrence Booth · Thomas Rotherham · Thomas Savage ·
Christopher Bainbridge · Thomas Wolsey

Post-Reformation
archbishops

Edward Lee · Robert Holgate · Nicholas Heath · Thomas Young · Edmund Grindal ·
Edwin Sandys · John Piers · Matthew Hutton · Tobias Matthew · George Montaigne ·
Samuel Harsnett · Richard Neile · John Williams · Accepted Frewen · Richard Sterne ·
John Dolben · Thomas Lamplugh · John Sharp · Sir William Dawes Bt · Lancelot Blackburne ·
Thomas Herring · Matthew Hutton · John Gilbert · Robert Hay Drummond · William Markham ·
Edward Venables-Vernon-Harcourt · Thomas Musgrave · Charles Longley · William Thomson ·
William Connor Magee · William Maclagan · Cosmo Lang · William Temple · Cyril Garbett ·
Michael Ramsey · Donald Coggan · Stuart Blanch · John Habgood · David Hope ·
John Sentamu · Paul Ferguson (acting diocesan) · Stephen Cottrell

Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish

Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent ·
Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Nothhelm of Canterbury · Sigeburh of Thanet

Mercian

Ælfnoth of Stowe · Ælfthryth of Crowland · Æthelberht of Bedford · Æthelmod of Leominster ·
Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
Beorhthelm of Stafford · Coenwulf of Mercia · Cotta of Breedon · Credan of Evesham ·
Cyneburh of Castor · Cyneburh of Gloucester · Cynehelm of Winchcombe · Cyneswith of Peterborough ·
Eadburh of Bicester · Eadburh of Pershore · Eadburh of Southwell · Eadgyth of Aylesbury ·
Eadweard of Maugersbury · Ealdgyth of Stortford · Earconwald of London · Egwin of Evesham ·
Freomund of Mercia · Frithuric of Breedon · Frithuswith of Oxford · Frithuwold of Chertsey ·
Hæmma of Leominster · Merefin · Mildburh of Wenlock · Mildgyth · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Milred of Worcester · Oda of Canterbury · Oswald of Worcester · Osburh of Coventry ·
Rumwold of Buckingham · Tibba of Ryhall · Werburgh of Chester · Wærstan · Wigstan of Repton ·
Wulfhild of Barking

Northumbrian

Acca of Hexham · Æbbe "the Elder" of Coldingham · Æbbe "the Younger" of Coldingham ·
Ælfflæd of Whitby · Ælfwald of Northumbria · Æthelburh of Hackness · Æthelgyth of Coldingham ·
Æthelsige of Ripon · Æthelwold of Farne · Æthelwold of Lindisfarne · Alchhild of Middleham ·
Alchmund of Hexham · Alkmund of Derby · Balthere of Tyningham · Beda of Jarrow · Bega of Copeland ·
Benedict Biscop · Bercthun of Beverley · Billfrith of Lindisfarne · Bosa of York · Botwine of Ripon ·
Ceadda of Lichfield · Cedd of Lichfield · Ceolfrith of Monkwearmouth · Ceolwulf of Northumbria ·
Cuthbert of Durham · Dryhthelm of Melrose · Eadberht of Lindisfarne · Eadfrith of Leominster ·
Eadfrith of Lindisfarne · Eadwine of Northumbria · Ealdberht of Ripon · Eanmund ·
Eardwulf of Northumbria · Eata of Hexham · Ecgberht of Ripon · Eoda · Eosterwine of Monkwearmouth ·
Hilda of Whitby · Hyglac · Iwig of Wilton · John of Beverley · Osana of Howden · Osthryth of Bardney ·
Oswald of Northumbria · Oswine of Northumbria · Sicgred of Ripon · Sigfrith of Monkwearmouth ·
Tatberht of Ripon · Wihtberht of Ripon · Wilfrith of Hexham · Wilfrith II · Wilgils of Ripon

Roman
Augustine of Canterbury · Firmin of North Crawley · Birinus of Dorchester · Blaise ·
Florentius of Peterborough · Hadrian of Canterbury · Honorius of Canterbury · Justus of Canterbury ·
Laurence of Canterbury · Mellitus of Canterbury · Paulinus of York · Theodore of Canterbury

South Saxon Cuthflæd of Lyminster · Cuthmann of Steyning · Leofwynn of Bishopstone

Æbbe of Abingdon · Ælfgar of Selwood · Ælfgifu of Exeter · Ælfgifu of Shaftesbury ·
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Charalambos

Saint Charalambos

A Greek icon of Saint Charalambos, early 17th
century

Hieromartyr
Born c. 89

Magnesia on the Maeander, Asia
Minor

Died 202
Antioch of Pisidia

Venerated in Eastern Catholic Churches,
Orthodox Church, Roman
Catholic Church

Major shrine Monastery of Saint Stephen,
Meteora, Greece

Feast 10 February

Attributes Vested as either a priest or
bishop, holding a Gospel Book,
with right hand raised in
blessing.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Charalampus)

For other people called Charalambos, see Charalambos (given name).

Saint Charalambos (Ancient Greek: Ἅγιος Χαράλαμπος) (also
variously Charalampas, Charalampus, Charalambos,
Haralampus, Haralampos, Haralabos or Haralambos) was an
early Christian priest in Magnesia on the Maeander, a city in Asia
Minor, in the diocese of the same name. His name Χαράλαμπος
means glowing with joy in Greek. He lived during the reign of
Septimius Severus (193–211), when Lucian was Proconsul of
Magnesia. It is believed that at the time of his martyrdom in 202,
Charalambos was 113 years old.[1]
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Life and martyrdom [edit]

Charalambos was Bishop of Magnesia also in Assyrian Mar Zaia[2]

and spread the Gospel in that region for many years. However,
when news of his preaching reached the authorities of the area,
the proconsul Lucian and military commander Lucius, the saint
was arrested and brought to trial, where he confessed his faith in
Christ and refused to offer sacrifice to idols.[3]

Despite his advanced age, he was tortured mercilessly. They
lacerated his body with iron hooks, and scraped all the skin from
his body.[3] The saint had only one thing to say to his tormentors:
"Thank you, my brethren, for scraping off the old body and
renewing my soul for new and eternal life."[1]

According to the saint's hagiography, upon witnessing
Charalambos' endurance of these tortures, two soldiers,
Porphyrius and Baptus, openly confessed their faith in Christ, for
which they were immediately beheaded with a sword. Three
women who were watching the sufferings of Charalambos also began to glorify Christ, and were quickly
martyred as well.[3]

The legend continues to say that Lucius, enraged, seized the instruments of torture and began to torture
Charalambos himself, but suddenly his forearms were cut off as if by a sword. The governor Lucian then spat in
the face of the saint, and immediately Lucian's head was turned around so that he faced backwards.[3]

Apparently, Lucian and Lucius both prayed for mercy, and were healed by the saint, and became Christians.

More tortures, the legend says, were wrought upon the saint after he was brought to Septimius Severus himself.
Condemned to death and led to the place of execution, Charalambos prayed that God grant that the place
where his relics would repose would never suffer famine or disease.[2] After praying this, the saint gave up his
soul to God even before the executioner had laid his sword to his neck. Tradition says that Severus' daughter
Gallina[4] was so moved by his death, that she was converted and buried Charalambos herself.[1]

Veneration [edit]

The skull of Saint Charalambos is kept at the Monastery of Saint Stephen at Meteora. Many miracles are
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traditionally attributed to the fragments of his relics, which are to be found in many places in Greece and
elsewhere. The miracles have made this saint, considered the most aged of all the martyrs, especially dear to
the people of Greece.[5] On some Greek islands, bulls are sacrificed on his feast day. "This festival is the most
important popular activity of the village of Agia Paraskevi and it combines a variety of happenings that regard
the ritual of the bull' s sacrifice. [An agricultural group] revived this ancient custom in 1774. It was established as
a reverence to St Haralambos, the protector of [the] agricultural group that organises [the] festival".

The feast day of Saint Charalambos is normally commemorated on February 10,[6] the exception being when
this date falls on the Saturday of Souls preceding Great Lent or on Clean Monday (the first day of Lent), in
which case the feast is celebrated on 9 February.[5] He is also revered in Comitán, Chiapas, México (in spanish
San Caralampio).

Iconography [edit]

In Greek hagiography and iconography, Charalambos is regarded as a priest, while Russian sources seem to
regard him as a bishop.[3]

Notes and references [edit]

1.  ̂a b c Velimirovic, Nikolai. "The Hieromartyr Charalampus" . The Prologue from Ochrid. Serbian Orthodox
Church. Retrieved 2007-03-11.

2.  ̂a b "Three Women Martyrs with St. Charalmpus in Thessaly", Antiochian Orthodox Christian Archdiocese of
North America

3.  ̂a b c d e "Hieromartyr Charalampus the Bishop of Magnesia in Thessaly" . Feasts and Saints. The Orthodox
Church in America. Retrieved 2007-03-11.

4. ^ "Septimius Severus had no children, so the chronology of this traditional telling of Charalambos' life is somewhat
suspect": "Haralambos, Charalambos, Prochoros" . The Mission of St. Clare. Retrieved 2007-03-11.

5.  ̂a b "February 10: Feast of the Holy and Glorious Hieromartyr Haralambos" . Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of
America. Retrieved 2013-01-10.

6. ^ "St. Charalambos Saints Day Celebrations in Luton, UK", Parikiaki, 20 February 2019
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Saint Charbel
Martyr

Died 107

Venerated in Eastern Catholic Churches,
Eastern Orthodox, and Roman
Catholic Church

Feast 5 September
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Saint Charbel (died 107 AD) is an early 2nd-century Christian
martyr venerated by the Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox
churches. He was killed during the Persecution of Christians under
the Roman Emperor Trajan.[1]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Catholic Online
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Charbel Makhlouf

Saint Charbel Makhlouf, O.L.M.

Saint, monk, priest, and hermit
Born May 8, 1828

Bekaa Kafra, North Governorate,
Lebanon

Died December 24, 1898 (aged 70)
Monastery of Saint Maron
Annaya, Mount Lebanon
Governorate, Lebanon

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 5 December 1965, Vatican City
by Pope Paul VI

Canonized 9 October 1977, Vatican City by
Pope Paul VI

Major shrine Monastery of Saint Maron
Annaya, Byblos District, Lebanon

Feast 3rd Sunday in July (Maronite
Calendar)
July 24 (Roman Calendar)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Mar Charbel Makhlouf, O.L.M. (also known as Saint Charbel
Makhlouf or Sharbel Maklouf),[1] May 8, 1828 – December 24,
1898) was a Maronite monk and priest from Lebanon. During his
life he obtained a wide reputation for holiness and he has been
canonized by the Catholic Church. He is known among Lebanese
Christians for his miraculous healings in answer to prayers said at
his tomb, located at the Monastery of Saint Maron, and for his
ability to unite Christians and Muslims.[2]
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Life [edit]

Early Life [edit]

Youssef Antoun Makhlouf was born on May 8, 1828, one of five
children born to Antoun Zaarour Makhlouf and Brigitta Chidiac.
They lived in the village of Bekaa Kafra, possibly the highest in the
Lebanese mountains. His father, a mule driver, died in August
1831, returning from corvée for the Turkish army, leaving his wife
a widow to care for their children. Later she remarried a man who
went on to seek Holy Orders and became the parish priest of the
village.[3]

Youssef was raised in a pious home and became drawn to the lives of the saints and to the hermit life, as was
practiced by two of his uncles. As a young boy, he was responsible for caring for the family's small flock. He
would take the flock to a grotto nearby, where he had installed an icon of the Blessed Virgin Mary. He would
spend the day in prayer.[3]

Monk [edit]

In 1851, Youssef left his family and entered the Lebanese Maronite Order at the Monastery of Our Lady in
Mayfouq to begin his training as a monk, later transferring to the Monastery of St. Maron in Annaya, located in
the Byblos District near Beirut. Here he received the religious habit of a monk and took the name Charbel, after
a Christian martyr in Antioch from the 2nd century. He made his final religious profession in the Order on
November 1, 1853.[3]

As a young monk Charbel began his study of philosophy and theology at the Monastery of Saints Cyprian &
Justina in Kfifan, in the Batroun District of Lebanon, to prepare himself for receiving Holy Orders. Among his
professors at the seminary was Father Nimatullah Kassab, who was himself later also declared a saint. He was
ordained six years later, on July 23, 1859, in Bkerke. He was sent back to St. Maron Monastery, where he lived
a life of severe asceticism in the monastery.

Hermit [edit]
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In 1875, Charbel was granted by the abbot of the monastery the privilege of living as a hermit at the Hermitage
of Saints Peter and Paul, a chapel under the care of the monastery. He spent the next 23 years living as a
solitary hermit, until his death from a stroke on December 24, 1898.[4]

Death and miracles [edit]

Charbel was interred at St. Maron's Monastery on Christmas Day of that year. It was reported that, during the
transport of his corpse, the inclement weather conditions hindered the pallbearers in carrying out their duty.

"Father Charbel died on the eve of Christmas; the snow was heavy. We transferred him to the
monastery on Christmas day. Before we moved him, the snow was falling rapidly and the clouds
were very dark. When we carried him, the clouds disappeared, and the weather cleared."
Statement by George Emmanuel Abi-Saseen, one of the pallbearers [5]

One story claims: "A few months after his death, a bright light was seen surrounding his tomb and the superiors
opened it to find his body still intact. After that day, a blood-like liquid flowed from his body. Experts and doctors
were unable to give medical explanations for the incorruptibility and flexibility." In the years 1950 and 1952, his
tomb was opened and his body still had the appearance of a living one.[6] Additionally, the 1950 TV recording
shows that at this point Makhlouf's body was still intact, despite the grave becoming severely rusty.[7] The
official site mentions: In this century his grave has been opened four times, the last time being in 1955, and
each time "it has been noticed that his bleeding body still has its flexibility as if it were alive”. [8] The Catholic
Tradition website[9] says: Father Joseph Mahfouz, the postulator of the cause, certified that in 1965 the body of
Saint Charbel was still preserved intact with no alteration. In 1976 he again witnessed the opening of the grave;
this time the body was completely decomposed. Only the skeleton remained.[10]

Veneration [edit]

On December 5, 1965, Pope Paul VI presided at the beatification of Father
Charbel at the conclusion of the Second Vatican Council. The Pope said:
“A hermit of Mount Lebanon is enrolled in the number of the blessed… a
new eminent member of monastic sanctity has by his example and his
intercession enriched the entire Christian people … may he make us
understand, in a world largely fascinated by wealth and comfort, the
paramount value of poverty, penance and asceticism, to liberate the soul in
its ascent to God.”

On October 9, 1977, Pope Paul VI presided at the canonization of Blessed
Charbel. At the time Bishop Francis Zayek, head the U.S. Diocese of St.
Maron, wrote a pamphlet entitled “A New Star of the East.” Bishop Zayek wrote: “St. Sharbel is called the
second St. Anthony of the Desert, the Perfume of Lebanon, the first Confessor of the East to be raised to the
Altars according to the actual procedure of the Catholic Church, the honor of our Aramaic Antiochian Church,
and the model of spiritual values and renewal. Sharbel is like a Cedar of Lebanon standing in eternal prayer, on
top of a mountain.” The bishop noted that Sharbel's canonization plus the beatification causes of others prove
“that the Aramaic Maronite Antiochian Church is indeed a living branch of the Catholic Church and is intimately
connected with the trunk, who is Christ, our Savior, the beginning and the end of all things.”[11][12][13][14]

As a member of the Lebanese Maronite Order and as a Saint of the Maronite Church, St Charbel is an
exemplar of the Maronite expression of Catholic holiness and values. As a Saint of the Universal Church, St
Charbel Makhlouf's example of virtue and intercessory power is available to Catholics of all backgrounds.
Faithful to his Maronite spirituality, St Charbel became a Saint for the Universal Church.[15][16]

On October 28, 2017, a shrine Saint Charbel Makhlouf was inaugurated at St. Patrick's Cathedral.[17] The
Lebanese Maronite Patriarch Bechara Boutros al-Rahi attended the inauguration ceremony giving his blessing
and a dedication, as well as Cardinal Timothy M. Dolan. The shrine features a mosaic of Saint Charbel
Makhlouf along with national Lebanese emblems such as the Lebanon cedar and a relic of the Saint, and was
donated by SGBL bank chairman Antoun Sehnaoui in the name of his parents, May and Nabil Sehnaoui.[18]

Miracles [edit]

Among the many miracles related to Saint Charbel the Church chose two of them to declare the beatification,
and a third for his canonization. These miracles are:

the healing of Sister Mary Abel Kamari of the Sacred Hearts
the healing of Iskandar Naim Obeid from Baabdat
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the healing of Mariam Awad from Hammana.[12]

A great number of miracles have been attributed to Saint Charbel since his death. The most famous one is that
of Nohad El Shami, a 55-year-old woman at the time of the miracle who was healed from a partial paralysis. She
tells that on the night of January 22, 1993, she saw in her dream two Maronite monks standing next to her bed.
One of them put his hands on her neck and operated on her, relieving her from her pain while the other held a
pillow behind her back. When she woke she discovered two wounds in her neck, one on each side. She was
completely healed and recovered her ability to walk. She believed that it was Saint Charbel who healed her but
did not recognize the other monk. Next night, she again saw Saint Charbel in her dream. He said to her: "I did
the surgery to let people see and return to faith. I ask you to visit the hermitage on the 22nd of every month,
and attend Mass regularly for the rest of your life”. People now gather on the 22nd of each month to pray and
celebrate the Mass in the hermitage of Saint Charbel in Annaya.[19][20][21]
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The Charitable Works Foundation of Sister Dulce, known by its Portuguese acronym as OSID, is a private
non-profit philanthropic organization, established on May 26, 1959 by Brazilian Catholic nun Sister Dulce.

It consists of 14 nuclei, 13 of them at the Roma Hospital Complex, a 1.000 bed teaching hospital, in Salvador,
Bahia. OSID also operates CESA (Santo Antonio Educational Center), a school that provides free education
and social services for 800 children who live in extreme poverty, in Simões Filho, one of the most impoverished
cities in the metropolitan region of Salvador.

OSID provides health, welfare and education services, with a strong commitment to medical education and
research and a mission to "love and serve the poorest ones, offering them free health care and education".

It is chartered under Brazilian law; accredited at federal, state and municipal levels; and registered by the
National Welfare Council and the Federal Ministry of Education.
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Mission [edit]

To Love and serve the poorest ones, offering them free health care and education for life.

History [edit]

OSID was founded by Sister Dulce in 1959, as a result of her work with the poor people in Salvador.

Since 1949, the Servant of God had been providing health care for over 70 people in her convent's chicken
yard. Then, the lack of physical structure was compensated by Sister Dulce's tireless determination and
managerial capacity and the volunteer support of friendly doctors and the community as a whole. Sister Dulce
used to walk the streets both at night, searching for sick people who had nowhere to go, and during the day,
collecting food, medicines and whatever else people donated.

In 1960, a year after the foundation of OSID, the Santo Antônio Hospital, then with 150 beds, was inaugurated.

During the 1960s and 1970s, the organization went through of structural consolidation. An advisory council was
established in order to help Sister Dulce manage OSID. During that time, a medical residency program was put
in place.

After that period, expanding the services and ensuring the permanence of OSID became the main concern of
Sister Dulce. In 1983, the new 1.000 beds Santo Antônio Hospital was inaugurated. Relation with the business
sector and with the government were increased and an effort is made to make the management of the
organization more professional.

In the late 1980s, due to economical instability and increased patient demand, OSID wentthrough a financial
crisis, which worsened with Sister Dulce's deteriorating health condition. The institution established an
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agreement with INAMPS (National Social Security Institute for Medical Assistance), currently INSS. The
agreement was still valid after the federal public health system was unified by SUS (Sistema Único de Saúde, or
United Health System).

At that time, already very debilitated, Sister Dulce expressed her wish that her niece Maria Rita Pontes was
placed at the head of OSID, which takes place in 1992.

On March 13, 1992, Sister Dulce died. The death of its founder put the future of OSID in doubt and the
institution focused on their mission, in order to overcome the obstacles.

In the decade after Sister Dulce's death, OSID inaugurated 6 new nuclei, along with a Pediatric and an Adult
Intensive Care Center and the Center for Admission and Treatment of Alcoholics (CATA). The Santo Antonio
Educacional Center started taking care of over 600 children, offering them free basic and technical education.

Since 2000, the organization reformed its organizational structure and invested in strategic areas like
Information technology, research, communication and company history, in order to support the increase in
services provided ant to make possible a secure planning in the next years, facing self-sustainability as its
biggest challenge. In 2001, OSID was awarded the ISO 9001–2000 certificate.

After a period of planned growth, inflation, loss of revenue and even bigger increase in patient demand
(21,75% in Santo Antônio Hospital), caused OSID to go through another financial crisis in 2003, forcing the
management to cut down on its expenses severely.

Present [edit]

Nowadays, 14 years after the death of its founder, OSID is the major health institution in the north and
northeast of Brazil. OSID is responsible for the majority of patients service in the state of Bahia and is one of
the top ten in the entire country.

It is the only health institution in Brazil with more than 1.000 beds provided exclusively on a public-care basis
through SUS. The Roma Hospital Complex has 1.009 beds and houses, approximately, 400 in-patients in
residencial care facilities for the elderly. The hallmark of OSID is humanized care and the practice of providing
free services is faithful to Sister Dulce's wish of always keeping her door open to the needy.

Today, OSID owns 173.000 square meters of land, of which 39.000 square meters are occupied by constructed
facilities at the Roma Hospital complex.

OSID Nuclei [edit]

Santo Antonio Hospital

With 17 medical specialties for patients, approximately 1,000 surgeries are performed each month at HSA. In
2002, HSA's surgical center was accredited under ISO 9001:2000 and registered 14,500 hospitalizations. The
hospital has 10 wards, divided into Medical Care, Long-Term Medical Care (chronic patients), Surgery,
Peritoneal Dialysis, Physiology, and an Intensive Care Unit (ICU). The hospital also houses a medical teaching
unit, the Professor Adib Jatene Center, for Teaching and Research (CEPPAJ). Ten areas of medical
specialization are offered by CEPPAJ and, at any given time, approximately 300 residents and interns are all
working to receive their professional qualifications.

José Sarney Ambulatory

The Ambulatory is the entrance door for all who come to OSID for health care. With 33 medical specialties and
a Physical Therapy Unit complete with state-of-the-art equipment, the Ambulatory provides services to
approximately 3,000 people every day (or a total of almost 100,000 patient services each month).

Children's Hospital

The Children's Hospital is widely considered an exemplary model of humanistic services for pediatric patients.
The hospital has 102 beds, an Intensive Care Unit (ICU), and a variety of surgical and clinical specializations.
Providing services to children and adolescents up to the age of eighteen, the hospital's facilities are adapted to
accommodate different age groups. The hospital's model of patient care relies heavily on support from mothers
(and fathers) as care givers. The hospital, which combines health care and socio-educational programs such as
the School in the Hospital and Family Health, is also an important resource in Bahia for the treatment of children
who are victims of abuse. It is also the only health center in Bahia that complies with all the Ministry of Justice's
requirements regarding the rights of hospitalized children and adolescents.

Dona Dulcinha' Women Clinic

Focusing on holistic services for women, the D. Dulcinha Women's Clinic provided 128,000 patient services in
2005, including ambulatory and cancer prevention gynecology procedures. A strong focus on psychological
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assistance for patients and family planning guidance is an integral part of the clinic

Center for the Rehabilitation and Prevention of Deficiencies (CRPD)

Giving priority to citizenship and the social insertion of people with special needs, CRPD provides out-patient
and in-patient assistance to 123 residents. In 2005, its Information Technology Program, which was awarded
the Banco do Brazil/Unesco Award of Social Technology, provided training and developmental activities for 150
students with special needs.

Augusto Lopes Pontes Social Medical Center (CMSALP)

As a mirror of Sister Dulce's philosophy, the nucleus provides services to socially disabled patients (people who
live on the streets, alcoholics, and those with moderate physical and mental disabilities). The center has 188
beds and recorded 1,051 in-patient services in 2005. At present, the center houses 30 residents—socially
disabled patients with no family reference. CMSALP is also the only center in Bahia which provides in-patient
services for alcoholics. In addition to recorded hospitalizations, the Center for Assisting and Treating Alcoholism
(CATA) provided 11,743 out-patient services in 2005 including detoxification, welfare, social and psychological
assistance, and occupational therapy.

BioImaging

In 2005, the BioImaging Nuclei, equipped with state-of-the-art technology, performed 98,224 tests, including
digestive tract endoscopies, mammograms, ultra-sonograms, echocardiograms, and tomograms (CAT scans). It
is the only center in the state of Bahia to perform CAT scans on a public care basis through SUS (United Health
System). For some procedures, the cost of the material, provided free-of-charge to patients, is more expensive
than the costs reimbursed by the SUS.

Rehabilitation Center for Craniofacial Anomalies (Centrinho)

Considered a national point of reference by the Ministry of Health for the correction of craniofacial anomalies, a
condition which affects approximately 30,000 people in Bahia, Centrinho is Brazil's second leading recovery
center for facial cleft patients. In 2005, it provided 134,416 patient services and 1,192 surgeries. Its
multidisciplinary services focus on special areas including: Speech Therapy, Medical Care, Ortorhinology,
Psychology, Pediatrics, Plastic Surgery, Nursing, Social Service, Odontology, Buccomaxilillary, Facial Surgery
and Stomatology. The Antalgic Therapy Clinic, which is part of the nucleus, operates under the philosophy of
holistic recovery and expert integration for the treatment of patients with chronic pain.

Santo Antonio Educational Center

In Simões Filho, one of the poorest cities in the state of Bahia, OSID operates the Santo Antonio Educational
Center (CESA—Centro Educacional Santo Antonio). At CESA, OSID provides free educational programs for
approximately 800 children and youth ranging from 6 to 19 years of age. CESA offers basic education in
accordance with the guidelines of the Brazilian Federal Ministry of Education. In addition, CESA has developed
a complementary program of educational, physical and professional development activities to help students
learn more effectively and enrich their lives.

In order to include these complementary activities, CESA has adopted a full-time educational model where the
students spent the whole day at the institution participating in different types of activities meant to complement
their elementary education within diversified learning environments. Students have access to a state-of-the-art
computer laboratory and multi-media presentation center, a library, sports and entertainment programs
including Capoeira, an Afro-Brazilian martial arts and dance discipline. There are also specialized courses for
young people over the age of 17 who are preparing to become professional bakers and electricians and a
special program to help young women prepare for careers in commercial decorating and painting.

Among the trade courses offered by the CESA, the bakery program offers a credential from SENAI (a federal
training institution for technicians and tradesmen) and stands out, having achieved significant levels of job
placement within the local economy.

OSID provides everything free-of-charge to CESA students, including basic health care, dental care, course
materials, prepared meals and family counseling. All of this represents a tremendous advantage in a region
where 85% of families survive on less than one US dollar a day per person and some families have no income
whatsoever. OSID operates the programs at CESA in keeping with its core philosophy of helping at-risk children
and youth recover their citizenship.

Júlia Magalhães Geriatric Center

CGJM is the only institution in Bahia recognized by the Ministry of Health to provide a full range of services for
the elderly including out-patients, in-patients, and members of the community. The center performed 49,745
procedures in 2005 in addition to the in-patient services provided for its 83 long-term residents. The center
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offers programs including Third Age Education, Gymnastics, Cultural and Familiarity Group, as well as a special
program for dementia caused by Alzheimer's disease. The center also provides assistance including health
advice and physical and recreational activities to elderly members of the community.

Taciano Campos Laboratory

The Taciano Campos Laboratory performed 967,000 tests in 2005, all on a public care basis through SUS
(United Health System). The laboratory has been awarded the Gold Award Certificate of the Brazilian Society of
Clinical Analysis which is granted to laboratories that have received a rating of "excellent" for monthly audits
performed over a ten-year period.

Research Support Nucleus

CPEC's objectives relate specifically to research on social pathologies and focus on improving therapies,
diagnosis and prevention of prevailing diseases which affect the needy. The advanced technical level of CPEC
has helped make it one of the world's leading centers for the research and development of vaccines which
target the prevention of cervical and prostate cancer. The center's excellence in research is reflected by strong
partnerships with the Osvaldo Cruz Foundation (Fiocruz) and Cornell University and the University of California,
Berkeley in the United States, as well as countless publications of papers in Brazilian and international scientific
journals. At the present time, CPEC is concentrating its efforts on the research programs including: bacterial
resistance to antibiotics, virus HTLV II infection, Helicobacter Pylori infections, prevention and control of visceral
leishmaniasis, a vaccine to prevent HPV/cervical cancer, urinary tract infections from escherichia coli,
epidemiology of masculine aging, and a vaccine to prevent prostate cancer.

Sister Dulce's Memorial

OSID's Memorial, its 14th Nuclei, preserves the history of Sister Dulce's life and institutional history. Documents
and photos, which trace the path followed by the one called the Mother of the Poor and the Good Angel of
Bahia, are filed in the nucleus. Sister Dulce's Memorial houses approximately three thousand testimonies of the
graces that were obtained. The investment in its perpetuation has as its pillar the Sister's canonization process,
which started in January 2000 with the aim of having the Catholic Church acknowledge the virtues and the
tireless determination of one of God's Servants who dedicated her life to the needy. Presently, the process,
whose postulator is an Italian Friar, Paolo Lombardo, is following the procedural steps from the Congregation to
the Cause of Saints in the Vatican. With the presentation of the Positio, a canonic law text that summarizes the
process and the history of the virtues and the possible miracle already identified by the Vatican, the
beatification is getting closer. As part of the work in favor of this cause, OSID has invested in the dissemination
of Sister Dulce's life, launching a book of thoughts and her biography, as well as the construction of the Church
of Our Lady of the Conception of God's mother. As a symbol of Sister Dulce's legacy of action and faith, the
church building complies with the Vatican's recommendation as reinforcement to the beatification process and
gives more institutional feasibility to OSID.

Professor Adib Jatene Learning and Research Center (CEPPAJ)

Started in the 1970s, the work of the Medical Education OSID, consolidated from the 1990s, has residencies in
the specialties of Internal Medicine, General Surgery, Maxillofacial Surgery, Anesthesiology, Obstetrics and
Gynecology, Pediatric Surgery, Geriatrics, Pediatrics, Pediatric Intensive Care, Urology, Pediatrics Hematologic,
Head and Neck Surgery and Boarding school in the specialties of Gynecology, Pediatrics, Internal Medicine and
General Surgery.

The faculty is composed of preceptors, masters and doctors, serving approximately 500 residents and interns
from Brazil and abroad. Students have, in addition to hospital structure, with a unique space for lectures and
seminars and lectures, the Center for Teaching and Research Professor Adib Jatene (CEPPAJ).[1]

References [edit]

1. ^ "Centro de Ensino e Pesquisa Professor Adib Jatene (CEPPAJ)"  (in Portuguese). OSID. Retrieved 19 April
2014.
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Charitina of Amisus

Miniature from the Menologion of Basil II

Virgin, Martyr
Born on or around 287 A.D.

Died 304 A.D.
Amisus on The Black Sea

Venerated in all Christianity

Feast October 5
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St. Charitina of Amisus (also known as Charitina of
Rome), was a virgin from Asia Minor, distinguished by strict
chastity and piety. Charitina spent her life in fasting, prayer
and study. By her example she converted many to
Christianity during the reign of Emperor Diocletian and was
seized in the city of Amisus in Pontus. After torture, death,
burial and desecration, her body was thrown into the sea in
the year 304.
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Life [edit]

Orphaned young, she was the servant of an eminent
Christian man called Claudius the pious, who brought her
up as his own daughter.[1] The young woman was very pretty, sensible, and kind. She imparted her love for
Christ to others, and she converted many to the way of salvation.[2] Charitina was meek, humble, obedient and
silent. Although not as yet baptized, she was a Christian at heart.[3] She studied the law of God day and night
and vowed to live in perpetual virginity as a true bride of Christ.

Having brought others to the Christian faith, the Emperor Diocletian's governor, Dometius, heard of her and
sent soldiers to take her from her foster-father for trial. The judge asked her: "Is it true, little girl, that you are a
Christian, and that you delude others by bringing them to this dishonourable faith?" Charitina courageously
replied: "It is true that I am a Christian, and a lie that I delude others. I lead those in error to the way of truth,
bringing them to my Christ."

The judge ordered that her hair be cut off and live coals put on her head, but the maiden was preserved by
God's power. They threw her into the sea, but she clambered out saying, "This is my baptism."[3] God delivered
her from it. She was bound to a wheel which began to turn, but an angel of God stopped the wheel and
Charitina remained unharmed. Then the wicked judge sent some dissolute youths to rape her. Fearing this
dishonour, St Charitina prayed to God to receive her soul before these dissolute men could foul her virginal
body and so, while she was kneeling in prayer, her soul went out from her body to the immortal Kingdom of
Christ[4] St. Charitina died a martyr’s death in the year 304.[2]

Kontakion of St Charitina [edit]

- Thou didst arm thy soul with faith and knowledge and put the enemy to open shame. 
- Thou didst stand before Christ in a robe dyed with thy blood and art now rejoicing with the Angels. 
- Pray for us, Martyr Charitina.

Iconography [edit]

Charitina is represented with an angel extinguishing a funeral pyre.[5]

References [edit]
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Charitina of Lithuania (died 1281) is a saint in the Eastern Orthodox Church. Her feast is on 5 October.
Because her hagiography did not survive, very little is known about her life.[1]

Charitina was a noblewoman from the pagan Grand Duchy of Lithuania who became a nun in Novgorod.[2]

Possibly she was arranged to marry a Prince of Novgorod,[3] but that could be a conflation of Charitina with
Euphrosyne of Suzdal [ru] who was betrothed to Fyodor, eldest son of Yaroslav II of Vladimir. In Novgorod,
unmarried Charitina entered the Monastery of Saints Peter and Paul.[3] There she earned the reputation of
piousness and became an abbess.[3] In 2009, Lithuanian historian Algimantas Bučys raised a hypothesis that
she might be a daughter of Tautvilas, who escaped to Novgorod after her father's murder by Treniota.[2]
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Chariton the Confessor

A Russian Orthodox icon of St.
Chariton

Remains of Souka, Palestine

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Chariton the Confessor (Greek: Αγιος Χαρίτων; mid-3rd
century, Iconium, Asia Minor - ca. 350, Judaean desert) is a Christian
saint. His remembrance day is September 28.[1]
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Life [edit]

Sources [edit]

We know about his vita from the 6th-century "Life of Chariton", written by an anonymous monk, which holds
elements supported by modern archaeological excavations.[2]

Early life [edit]

Chariton was a native of Iconium in the Byzantine province of Lycaonia.[3] Under the reign of Emperor Aurelian
(270-275) he was tortured and came close to become a martyr during a persecution against Christians.[3]

Released from prison after Aurelian's death, he regretted not having died as a martyr.[3]

Pharan near Jerusalem [edit]

After his release in 275, during a pilgrimage to Jerusalem and other holy places, Chariton was abducted by
bandits and brought to a cave in the Wadi Qelt(Pharan Valley).[3] Tradition[dubious – discuss] states that his
abductors died by drinking wine that was poisoned by a snake.[3] Chariton decided to remain a hermit in the
cave after this miraculous death of his abductors.[3] There he built a church and established a monastery,[4] the
first one of the lavra type.[5]

Douka near Jericho [edit]

Later he moved to the Mount of Temptation near Jericho, where he established the lavra of Douka on the ruins
of the Hasmonean and Herodian Dok Fortress.[5]

Souka (Old Lavra at Wadi Khureitun/Tekoa) [edit]

After that he moved on to establish a third monastery in Wadi Khureitun,
named the Souka and later known as the Old Lavra.[5][3]

In all three locations his fame let Christians flock to learn from him,
disturbing his solitude, which was the reason for him repeatedly moving
on.[2] At Souka he eventually relocated to a cave on a cliff near the
centre of the lavra, known as the "Hanging Cave of Chariton" and
whose remains have been discovered by Israeli archaeologist Yizhar
Hirschfeld.[2]
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Legacy [edit]

The importance of Chariton lays mainly in the fact that he established by his own example the rules for monastic
life in the Judaean desert, in the context of lavra-type monasteries.[2][6] These rules became the main traits of
monastic rule everywhere, based on asceticism and solitude: he lived in silence, only ate certain types of food
and only after sundown, performed manual work, spent the night in an alternation of sleep and psalmody,
prayed at fixed hours, stayed in his cell, and controlled his thoughts.[2]

According to tradition, he was the one to compile the "Office of the Monastic Tonsure".[3]

See also [edit]

Anthony the Great (c. 251 – 356), contemporary monk who established Christian
monasticism in the Egyptian desert
Desert Fathers and Desert Mothers, early Christian hermits, ascetics, and monks who
lived mainly in the Scetes desert of Egypt beginning around the third century AD
Euthymius the Great (377–473), founder of monasteries in Palestine and saint
Hilarion (271-371), anchorite and saint considered by some to be the founder of Palestinian monasticism
Pachomius the Great (c. 292–348), Egyptian saint generally recognized as the founder of Christian
cenobitic monasticism
Paul of Thebes (c. 226/7-c. 341), known as "Paul, the First Hermit", who preceded both Anthony and
Chariton
Sabbas the Sanctified (439–532), monk and saint, founded several monasteries in Palestine

External links [edit]

Russian Orthodox Ecclesiastical Mission in Jerusalem: "Skete of Saint Chariton - Fara", about the rebuilt
monastic site in Pharan Valley, its history and rediscovery
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Charlemagne

Charlemagne
Emperor of the Romans

A denarius of Charlemagne dated c. 812–814
with the inscription KAROLVS IMP AVG (Karolus

Imperator Augustus) (in Latin)

Emperor of the Carolingian Empire
Reign 25 December 800 – 28 January

814

Coronation 25 December 800
Old St. Peter's Basilica, Rome

Successor Louis the Pious

King of the Lombards
Reign 10 July 774 – 28 January 814

Coronation 10 July 774
Pavia

Predecessor Desiderius

Successor Bernard of Italy

King of the Franks
Reign 9 October 768 – 28 January 814

Coronation 9 October 768
Noyon

Predecessor Pepin the Short

Successor Louis the Pious

Born 2 April 742,[1] 747[2] or 748
Frankish Kingdom

Died 28 January 814 (aged 65, 66 or
71)
Aachen, Francia

Burial Aachen Cathedral

Spouse Desiderata
(m. c. 770; annulled 771)
Hildegard of Vinzgouw
(m. 771; d. 783)
Fastrada
(m. c. 783; d. 794)
Luitgard
(m. c. 794; d. 800)

Issue
Among
others

Pepin the Hunchback
Charles the Younger
Pepin of Italy
Louis the Pious

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Charlemagne (disambiguation).

Charlemagne (English: /ˈʃɑːrləmeɪn, ˌʃɑːrləˈmeɪn/;
French: [ʃaʁləmaɲ])[3] or Charles the Great[a] (2 April 748[4][b] – 28
January 814), numbered Charles I, was the King of the Franks
from 768, the King of the Lombards from 774, and the Emperor of
the Romans from 800. During the Early Middle Ages, he united the
majority of western and central Europe. He was the first
recognised emperor to rule from western Europe since the fall of
the Western Roman Empire three centuries earlier.[5] The
expanded Frankish state that Charlemagne founded is called the
Carolingian Empire. He was later canonised by Antipope Paschal
III.

Charlemagne was the eldest son of Pepin the Short and Bertrada
of Laon, born before their canonical marriage.[6] He became king
of the Franks in 768 following his father's death, initially as co-ruler
with his brother Carloman I, until the latter’s death in 771.[7] As
sole ruler, he continued his father's policy towards the papacy and
became its protector, removing the Lombards from power in
northern Italy and leading an incursion into Muslim Spain. He
campaigned against the Saxons to his east, Christianising them
upon penalty of death and leading to events such as the Massacre
of Verden. He reached the height of his power in 800 when he was
crowned "Emperor of the Romans" by Pope Leo III on Christmas
Day at Old St. Peter's Basilica in Rome.

Charlemagne has been called the "Father of Europe" (Pater
Europae),[8] as he united most of Western Europe for the first time
since the classical era of the Roman Empire and united parts of
Europe that had never been under Frankish or Roman rule. His
rule spurred the Carolingian Renaissance, a period of energetic
cultural and intellectual activity within the Western Church. The
Eastern Orthodox Church viewed Charlemagne less favourably
due to his support of the filioque and the Pope's having preferred
him as Emperor over the Byzantine Empire's first female Empress
Irene of Athens. These and other disputes led to the eventual later
split of Rome and Constantinople in the Great Schism of 1054.[9][c]

Charlemagne died in 814 and was laid to rest in Aachen Cathedral
in his imperial capital city of Aachen. He married at least four times
and had three legitimate sons who lived to adulthood, but only the
youngest of them, Louis the Pious, survived to succeed him. He
also had numerous illegitimate children with his concubines.
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Dynasty Carolingian

Father Pepin the Short

Mother Bertrada of Laon

Religion Christianity

Signum
manus

Carolingian dynasty

Pippin the Elder (c. 580–640)
Grimoald (616–656)
Childebert the Adopted (d. 662)

Arnulf of Metz (582–640)
Ansegisel (d. 662 or 679)
Chlodulf of Metz (d. 696 or 697)
Pepin of Herstal (635-714)
Grimoald II (d. 714)
Drogo of Champagne (670–708)
Theudoald (d. 741)

Charles Martel (686–741)
Carloman (d. 754)
Pepin the Short (714–768)
Carloman I (751–771)
Charlemagne (742–814)
Pepin the Hunchback (768–811)
Charles the Younger (772–811)
Pepin of Italy (773–810)
Louis the Pious (778–840)
Pepin I of Aquitaine (797–838)

Lothair I, Holy Roman Emperor
(795–855; Middle Francia)
Charles the Bald (823–877)
(West Francia)
Louis the German (804–876)
(East Francia)
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Name [edit]

He was named Charles in French and English, Carolus in Latin, after his grandfather, Charles Martel. Later Old
French historians dubbed him Charles le Magne (Charles the Great),[10] becoming Charlemagne in English
after the Norman conquest of England. The epithet Carolus Magnus was widely used, leading to numerous
translations into many languages of Europe.

Pippinids

Arnulfings

Carolingians

After the Treaty of Verdun (843)
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Charles' achievements gave a new meaning to his name. In many languages of
Europe, the very word for "king" derives from his name; e.g., Polish: król,
Ukrainian: король (korol'), Czech: král, Slovak: kráľ, Hungarian: király,
Lithuanian: karalius, Latvian: karalis, Russian: король, Macedonian: крал,
Bulgarian: крал, Romanian: crai, Serbo-Croatian: краљ/kralj, Turkish: kral. This
development parallels that of the name of the Caesars in the original Roman
Empire, which became kaiser and tsar (or czar), among others.[11]

Political background [edit]

By the 6th century, the western Germanic tribe of the Franks had been
Christianised, due in considerable measure to the Catholic conversion of Clovis
I.[12] Francia, ruled by the Merovingians, was the most powerful of the kingdoms
that succeeded the Western Roman Empire.[13] Following the Battle of Tertry,
the Merovingians declined into powerlessness, for which they have been
dubbed the rois fainéants ("do-nothing kings").[14] Almost all government powers
were exercised by their chief officer, the mayor of the palace.[d]

In 687, Pepin of Herstal, mayor of the palace of Austrasia, ended the strife
between various kings and their mayors with his victory at Tertry.[15] He became
the sole governor of the entire Frankish kingdom. Pepin was the grandson of
two important figures of the Austrasian Kingdom: Saint Arnulf of Metz and Pepin
of Landen.[16] Pepin of Herstal was eventually succeeded by his son Charles,
later known as Charles Martel (Charles the Hammer).[17]

After 737, Charles governed the Franks in lieu of a king and declined to call
himself king. Charles was succeeded in 741 by his sons Carloman and Pepin
the Short, the father of Charlemagne. In 743, the brothers placed Childeric III on
the throne to curb separatism in the periphery. He was the last Merovingian
king. Carloman resigned office in 746, preferring to enter the church as a monk.
Pepin brought the question of the kingship before Pope Zachary, asking
whether it was logical for a king to have no royal power. The pope handed down
his decision in 749, decreeing that it was better for Pepin to be called king, as
he had the powers of high office as Mayor, so as not to confuse the hierarchy.
He, therefore, ordered him to become the true king.[18]

In 750, Pepin was elected by an assembly of the Franks, anointed by the
archbishop, and then raised to the office of king. The Pope branded Childeric III
as "the false king" and ordered him into a monastery. The Merovingian dynasty
was thereby replaced by the Carolingian dynasty, named after Charles Martel.
In 753, Pope Stephen II fled from Italy to Francia, appealing to
Pepin for assistance for the rights of St. Peter. He was
supported in this appeal by Carloman, Charles' brother. In
return, the pope could provide only legitimacy. He did this by
again anointing and confirming Pepin, this time adding his
young sons Carolus (Charlemagne) and Carloman to the royal
patrimony. They thereby became heirs to the realm that
already covered most of western Europe. In 754, Pepin
accepted the Pope's invitation to visit Italy on behalf of St.
Peter's rights, dealing successfully with the Lombards.[18][19]

Under the Carolingians, the Frankish kingdom spread to
encompass an area including most of Western Europe; the
east-west division of the kingdom formed the basis for modern
France and Germany. Orman[20] portrays the Treaty of
Verdun (843) between the warring grandsons of Charlemagne as the
foundation event of an independent France under its first king Charles
the Bald; an independent Germany under its first king Louis the German;
and an independent intermediate state stretching from the Low Countries
along the borderlands to south of Rome under Lothair I, who retained the
title of emperor and the capitals Aachen and Rome without the
jurisdiction. The middle kingdom had broken up by 890 and partly
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The region of Aachen-Liège (contemporary
borders, trade- and travel routes)

absorbed into the Western kingdom (later France) and the Eastern
kingdom (Germany) and the rest developing into smaller "buffer" nations
that exist between France and Germany to this day, namely Benelux and
Switzerland.

Rise to power [edit]

Early life [edit]

Date of birth [edit]

The most likely date of Charlemagne's birth is reconstructed from several
sources. The date of 742—calculated from Einhard's date of death of
January 814 at age 72—predates the marriage of his parents in 744.
The year given in the Annales Petaviani, 747, would be more likely, except that it contradicts Einhard and a few
other sources in making Charlemagne sixty-seven years old at his death. The month and day of 2 April are
based on a calendar from Lorsch Abbey.[21]

In 747, Easter fell on 2 April, a coincidence that likely would have been remarked upon by chroniclers but was
not.[22] If Easter was being used as the beginning of the calendar year, then 2 April 747 could have been, by
modern reckoning, April 748 (not on Easter). The date favoured by the preponderance of evidence[6] is 2 April
742, based on Charlemagne's age at the time of his death.[21] This date supports the concept that
Charlemagne was technically an illegitimate child, although that is not mentioned by Einhard in either since he
was born out of wedlock; Pepin and Bertrada were bound by a private contract or Friedelehe[6] at the time of his
birth, but did not marry until 744.[23]

Place of birth [edit]

Charlemagne's exact birthplace is unknown, although
historians have suggested Aachen in modern-day Germany,
and Liège (Herstal) in present-day Belgium as possible
locations.[24] Aachen and Liège are close to the region
whence the Merovingian and Carolingian families originated.
Other cities have been suggested, including Düren, Gauting,
Mürlenbach,[25] Quierzy, and Prüm. No definitive evidence
resolves the question.

Ancestry [edit]

Charlemagne was the eldest child of Pepin the Short
(714 – 24 September 768, reigned from 751) and his wife
Bertrada of Laon (720 – 12 July 783), daughter of Caribert of Laon. Many historians consider Charlemagne
(Charles) to have been illegitimate, although some state that this is arguable,[26] because Pepin did not marry
Bertrada until 744, which was after Charles' birth; this status did not exclude him from the succession.[27][28][29]

Records name only Carloman, Gisela, and three short-lived children named Pepin, Chrothais and Adelais as his
younger siblings.

It would be folly, I think, to write a word concerning Charles' birth and infancy, or even his boyhood,
for nothing has ever been written on the subject, and there is no one alive now who can give
information on it.

— Einhard[30]

Ambiguous high office [edit]
Further information: Mayor of the Palace

The most powerful officers of the Frankish people, the Mayor of the Palace (Maior Domus) and one or more
kings (rex, reges), were appointed by the election of the people. Elections were not periodic, but were held as
required to elect officers ad quos summa imperii pertinebat, "to whom the highest matters of state pertained".
Evidently, interim decisions could be made by the Pope, which ultimately needed to be ratified using an
assembly of the people that met annually.[31]

Before he was elected king in 751, Pepin was initially a mayor, a high office he held "as though hereditary"
(velut hereditario fungebatur). Einhard explains that "the honour" was usually "given by the people" to the
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distinguished, but Pepin the Great and his brother Carloman the Wise received it as though hereditary, as had
their father, Charles Martel. There was, however, a certain ambiguity about quasi-inheritance. The office was
treated as joint property: one Mayorship held by two brothers jointly.[32] Each, however, had his own geographic
jurisdiction. When Carloman decided to resign, becoming ultimately a Benedictine at Monte Cassino,[33] the
question of the disposition of his quasi-share was settled by the pope. He converted the mayorship into a
kingship and awarded the joint property to Pepin, who gained the right to pass it on by inheritance.[34]

This decision was not accepted by all family members. Carloman had consented to the temporary tenancy of his
own share, which he intended to pass on to his son, Drogo, when the inheritance should be settled at
someone's death. By the Pope's decision, in which Pepin had a hand, Drogo was to be disqualified as an heir in
favour of his cousin Charles. He took up arms in opposition to the decision and was joined by Grifo, a half-
brother of Pepin and Carloman, who had been given a share by Charles Martel, but was stripped of it and held
under loose arrest by his half-brothers after an attempt to seize their shares by military action. Grifo perished in
combat in the Battle of Saint-Jean-de-Maurienne while Drogo was hunted down and taken into custody.[35]

On the death of Pepin, 24 September 768, the kingship passed jointly to his sons, "with divine assent" (divino
nutu).[36] According to the Life, Pepin died in Paris. The Franks "in general assembly" (generali conventu) gave
them both the rank of a king (reges) but "partitioned the whole body of the kingdom equally" (totum regni
corpus ex aequo partirentur). The annals[37] tell a slightly different version, with the king dying at St-Denis, near
Paris. The two "lords" (domni) were "elevated to kingship" (elevati sunt in regnum), Charles on 9 October in
Noyon, Carloman on an unspecified date in Soissons. If born in 742, Charles was 26 years old, but he had been
campaigning at his father's right hand for several years, which may help to account for his military skill.
Carloman was 17.

The language, in either case, suggests that there were not two inheritances, which would have created distinct
kings ruling over distinct kingdoms, but a single joint inheritance and a joint kingship tenanted by two equal
kings, Charles and his brother Carloman. As before, distinct jurisdictions were awarded. Charles received
Pepin's original share as Mayor: the outer parts of the kingdom bordering on the sea, namely Neustria, western
Aquitaine, and the northern parts of Austrasia; while Carloman was awarded his uncle's former share, the inner
parts: southern Austrasia, Septimania, eastern Aquitaine, Burgundy, Provence, and Swabia, lands bordering
Italy. The question of whether these jurisdictions were joint shares reverting to the other brother if one brother
died or were inherited property passed on to the descendants of the brother who died was never definitely
settled. It came up repeatedly over the succeeding decades until the grandsons of Charlemagne created
distinct sovereign kingdoms.

Aquitainian rebellion [edit]

Formation of a new Aquitaine [edit]
Main article: Aquitaine

Aquitaine under Rome had been in southern Gaul, Romanised and speaking a Romance language. Similarly,
Hispania had been populated by peoples who spoke various languages, including Celtic, but the area was now
populated primarily by Romance language speakers. Between Aquitaine and Hispania were the Euskaldunak,
Latinised to Vascones, or Basques,[38] living in Basque country, Vasconia, which extended, according to the
distributions of place names attributable to the Basques, most densely in the western Pyrenees but also as far
south as the upper Ebro River in Spain and as far north as the Garonne River in France.[39] The French name,
Gascony, derives from Vasconia. The Romans were never able to entirely subject Vasconia. The parts they did,
in which they placed the region's first cities, were sources of legions in the Roman army valued for their fighting
abilities. The border with Aquitaine was Toulouse.

At about 660, the Duchy of Vasconia united with the Duchy of Aquitaine to form a single realm under Felix of
Aquitaine, governing from Toulouse. This was a joint kingship with a Basque Duke, Lupus I. Lupus is the Latin
translation of Basque Otsoa, "wolf".[40] At Felix's death in 670 the joint property of the kingship reverted entirely
to Lupus. As the Basques had no law of joint inheritance but practised primogeniture, Lupus in effect founded a
hereditary dynasty of Basque rulers of an expanded Aquitaine.[41]

Acquisition of Aquitaine by the Carolingians [edit]
Further information: Umayyad conquest of Hispania

The Latin chronicles of the end of Visigothic Hispania omit many details, such as identification of characters,
filling in the gaps and reconciliation of numerous contradictions.[42] Muslim sources, however, present a more
coherent view, such as in the Ta'rikh iftitah al-Andalus ("History of the Conquest of al-Andalus") by Ibn al-
Qūṭiyya ("the son of the Gothic woman", referring to the granddaughter of Wittiza, the last Visigothic king of a
united Hispania, who married a Moor). Ibn al-Qūṭiyya, who had another, much longer name, must have been
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Moorish Hispania in 732

relying to some degree on family oral tradition.

According to Ibn al-Qūṭiyya[43] Wittiza, the last Visigothic king of a united
Hispania died before his three sons, Almund, Romulo, and Ardabast
reached maturity. Their mother was queen regent at Toledo, but
Roderic, army chief of staff, staged a rebellion, capturing Córdoba. He
chose to impose a joint rule over distinct jurisdictions on the true heirs.
Evidence of a division of some sort can be found in the distribution of
coins imprinted with the name of each king and in the king lists.[44]

Wittiza was succeeded by Roderic, who reigned for seven and a half
years, followed by Achila (Aquila), who reigned three and a half years. If
the reigns of both terminated with the incursion of the Saracens, then
Roderic appears to have reigned a few years before the majority of
Achila. The latter's kingdom is securely placed to the northeast, while Roderic seems to have taken the rest,
notably modern Portugal.

The Saracens crossed the mountains to claim Ardo's Septimania, only to encounter the Basque dynasty of
Aquitaine, always the allies of the Goths. Odo the Great of Aquitaine was at first victorious at the Battle of
Toulouse in 721.[45] Saracen troops gradually massed in Septimania and in 732 an army under Emir Abdul
Rahman Al Ghafiqi advanced into Vasconia, and Odo was defeated at the Battle of the River Garonne. They
took Bordeaux and were advancing towards Tours when Odo, powerless to stop them, appealed to his arch-
enemy, Charles Martel, mayor of the Franks. In one of the first of the lightning marches for which the
Carolingian kings became famous, Charles and his army appeared in the path of the Saracens between Tours
and Poitiers, and in the Battle of Tours decisively defeated and killed al-Ghafiqi. The Moors returned twice
more, each time suffering defeat at Charles' hands—at the River Berre near Narbonne in 737[46] and in the
Dauphiné in 740.[47] Odo's price for salvation from the Saracens was incorporation into the Frankish kingdom, a
decision that was repugnant to him and also to his heirs.

Loss and recovery of Aquitaine [edit]

After the death of his father, Hunald I allied himself with free Lombardy. However, Odo had ambiguously left the
kingdom jointly to his two sons, Hunald and Hatto. The latter, loyal to Francia, now went to war with his brother
over full possession. Victorious, Hunald blinded and imprisoned his brother, only to be so stricken by
conscience that he resigned and entered the church as a monk to do penance. The story is told in Annales
Mettenses priores.[48] His son Waifer took an early inheritance, becoming duke of Aquitaine and ratified the
alliance with Lombardy. Waifer decided to honour it, repeating his father's decision, which he justified by
arguing that any agreements with Charles Martel became invalid on Martel's death. Since Aquitaine was now
Pepin's inheritance because of the earlier assistance that was given by Charles Martel, according to some the
latter and his son, the young Charles, hunted down Waifer, who could only conduct a guerrilla war, and
executed him.[49]

Among the contingents of the Frankish army were Bavarians under Tassilo III, Duke of Bavaria, an Agilofing, the
hereditary Bavarian ducal family. Grifo had installed himself as Duke of Bavaria, but Pepin replaced him with a
member of the ducal family yet a child, Tassilo, whose protector he had become after the death of his father.
The loyalty of the Agilolfings was perpetually in question, but Pepin exacted numerous oaths of loyalty from
Tassilo. However, the latter had married Liutperga, a daughter of Desiderius, king of Lombardy. At a critical
point in the campaign, Tassilo left the field with all his Bavarians. Out of reach of Pepin, he repudiated all loyalty
to Francia.[50] Pepin had no chance to respond as he grew ill and died within a few weeks after Waifer's
execution.

The first event of the brothers' reign was the uprising of the Aquitainians and Gascons, in 769, in that territory
split between the two kings. One year earlier, Pepin had finally defeated Waifer, Duke of Aquitaine, after waging
a destructive, ten-year war against Aquitaine. Now, Hunald II led the Aquitainians as far north as Angoulême.
Charles met Carloman, but Carloman refused to participate and returned to Burgundy. Charles went to war,
leading an army to Bordeaux, where he set up a fort at Fronsac. Hunald was forced to flee to the court of Duke
Lupus II of Gascony. Lupus, fearing Charles, turned Hunald over in exchange for peace, and Hunald was put in
a monastery. Gascon lords also surrendered, and Aquitaine and Gascony were finally fully subdued by the
Franks.

Marriage to Desiderata [edit]

The brothers maintained lukewarm relations with the assistance of their mother Bertrada, but in 770 Charles
signed a treaty with Duke Tassilo III of Bavaria and married a Lombard Princess (commonly known today as
Desiderata), the daughter of King Desiderius, to surround Carloman with his own allies. Though Pope Stephen
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III first opposed the marriage with the Lombard princess, he found little to fear from a Frankish-Lombard
alliance.

Less than a year after his marriage, Charlemagne repudiated Desiderata and married a 13-year-old Swabian
named Hildegard. The repudiated Desiderata returned to her father's court at Pavia. Her father's wrath was now
aroused, and he would have gladly allied with Carloman to defeat Charles. Before any open hostilities could be
declared, however, Carloman died on 5 December 771, apparently of natural causes. Carloman's widow
Gerberga fled to Desiderius' court with her sons for protection.

Wives, concubines, and children [edit]

Charlemagne had eighteen children with eight of his ten known wives or concubines.[51][52] Nonetheless, he had
only four legitimate grandsons, the four sons of his fourth son, Louis. In addition, he had a grandson (Bernard
of Italy, the only son of his third son, Pepin of Italy), who was illegitimate but included in the line of inheritance.
Among his descendants are several royal dynasties, including the Habsburg, Capetian and Plantagenet
dynasties. By consequence, most if not all established European noble families ever since can genealogically
trace some of their background to Charlemagne.

Start
date

Wives and their children
Concubines and

their children

c.768

His first relationship was with Himiltrude. The nature of this relationship is
variously described as concubinage, a legal marriage, or a Friedelehe.[53]

(Charlemagne put her aside when he married Desiderata.) The union with
Himiltrude produced a son:

Pepin the Hunchback (c. 769–811)

c.
770

After her, his first wife was Desiderata, daughter of Desiderius, king of the
Lombards; married in 770, annulled in 771.

c.
771

His second wife was Hildegard of the Vinzgau (757 or 758–783), married 771,
died 783. By her he had nine children:

Charles the Younger (c. 772–4 December 811), Duke of Maine, and
crowned King of the Franks on 25 December 800
Carloman, renamed Pepin (April 773–8 July 810), King of Italy
Adalhaid (774), who was born whilst her parents were on campaign in Italy.
She was sent back to Francia, but died before reaching Lyons
Rotrude (or Hruodrud) (775–6 June 810)
Louis (778–20 June 840), twin of Lothair, King of Aquitaine since 781,
crowned King of the Franks/co-emperor in 813, senior Emperor from 814
Lothair (778–6 February 779/780), twin of Louis, he died in infancy[54]

Bertha (779–826)
Gisela (781–808)
Hildegarde (782–783)

c.
773

His first known
concubine was
Gersuinda. By her he
had:

Adaltrude (b.774)

c.
774

His second known
concubine was
Madelgard. By her he
had:

Ruodhaid (775–),
abbess of
Faremoutiers

c.
784

His third wife was Fastrada, married 784, died 794. By her he had:

Theodrada (b.784), abbess of Argenteuil
Hiltrude (b.787)

c.
His fourth wife was Luitgard, married 794, died childless.
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Charlemagne (left) and
Pepin the Hunchback (10th-
century copy of 9th-century
original)

794

c.
800

His fourth known
concubine was
Regina. By her he
had:

Drogo (801–855),
Bishop of Metz
from 823 and
abbot of Luxeuil
Abbey
Hugh (802–844),
archchancellor of
the Empire

c.
804

His fifth known
concubine was
Ethelind. By her he
had:

Richbod (805–
844), Abbot of
Saint-Riquier
Theodoric (b. 807)

Further information: Carolingian dynasty

Children [edit]

During the first peace of any substantial length (780–782), Charles began to
appoint his sons to positions of authority. In 781, during a visit to Rome, he
made his two youngest sons kings, crowned by the Pope.[e][f] The elder of these
two, Carloman, was made the king of Italy, taking the Iron Crown that his father
had first worn in 774, and in the same ceremony was renamed "Pepin"[34][57]

(not to be confused with Charlemagne's eldest, possibly illegitimate son, Pepin
the Hunchback). The younger of the two, Louis, became King of Aquitaine.
Charlemagne ordered Pepin and Louis to be raised in the customs of their
kingdoms, and he gave their regents some control of their subkingdoms, but
kept the real power, though he intended his sons to inherit their realms. He did
not tolerate insubordination in his sons: in 792, he banished Pepin the
Hunchback to Prüm Abbey because the young man had joined a rebellion
against him.

Charles was determined to have his children educated, including his daughters,
as his parents had instilled the importance of learning in him at an early age.[58]

His children were also taught skills in accord with their aristocratic status, which
included training in riding and weaponry for his sons, and embroidery, spinning

and weaving for his daughters.[59]

The sons fought many wars on behalf of their father. Charles was mostly preoccupied with the Bretons, whose
border he shared and who insurrected on at least two occasions and were easily put down. He also fought the
Saxons on multiple occasions. In 805 and 806, he was sent into the Böhmerwald (modern Bohemia) to deal with
the Slavs living there (Bohemian tribes, ancestors of the modern Czechs). He subjected them to Frankish
authority and devastated the valley of the Elbe, forcing tribute from them. Pippin had to hold the Avar and
Beneventan borders and fought the Slavs to his north. He was uniquely poised to fight the Byzantine Empire
when that conflict arose after Charlemagne's imperial coronation and a Venetian rebellion. Finally, Louis was in
charge of the Spanish March and fought the Duke of Benevento in southern Italy on at least one occasion. He
took Barcelona in a great siege in 797.

Charlemagne kept his daughters at home with him and refused to allow them to contract sacramental marriages
(though he originally condoned an engagement between his eldest daughter Rotrude and Constantine VI of
Byzantium, this engagement was annulled when Rotrude was 11).[60] Charlemagne's opposition to his
daughters' marriages may possibly have intended to prevent the creation of cadet branches of the family to
challenge the main line, as had been the case with Tassilo of Bavaria. However, he tolerated their extramarital
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Charlemagne instructing his son
Louis the Pious

The Frankish king Charlemagne
was a devout Catholic and maintained
a close relationship with the papacy
throughout his life. In 772, when Pope
Adrian I was threatened by invaders,
the king rushed to Rome to provide
assistance. Shown here, the pope
asks Charlemagne for help at a
meeting near Rome.

relationships, even rewarding their common-law husbands and
treasuring the illegitimate grandchildren they produced for him. He also,
apparently, refused to believe stories of their wild behaviour. After his
death the surviving daughters were banished from the court by their
brother, the pious Louis, to take up residence in the convents they had
been bequeathed by their father. At least one of them, Bertha, had a
recognised relationship, if not a marriage, with Angilbert, a member of
Charlemagne's court circle.[61][62]

Italian campaigns [edit]

Conquest of the Lombard kingdom [edit]

At his succession in 772, Pope Adrian I demanded the return of certain
cities in the former exarchate of Ravenna in accordance with a promise
at the succession of Desiderius. Instead, Desiderius took over certain
papal cities and invaded the Pentapolis, heading for Rome. Adrian sent
ambassadors to Charlemagne in autumn requesting he enforce the
policies of his father, Pepin. Desiderius sent his own ambassadors
denying the pope's charges. The ambassadors met at Thionville, and
Charlemagne upheld the pope's side. Charlemagne demanded what the
pope had requested, but Desiderius swore never to comply.
Charlemagne and his uncle Bernard crossed the Alps in 773 and
chased the Lombards back to Pavia, which they then besieged.[63]

Charlemagne temporarily left the siege to deal with Adelchis, son of
Desiderius, who was raising an army at Verona. The young prince was
chased to the Adriatic littoral and fled to Constantinople to plead for
assistance from Constantine V, who was waging war with Bulgaria.[64][34]

The siege lasted until the spring of 774 when Charlemagne visited the
pope in Rome. There he confirmed his father's grants of land,[57] with
some later chronicles falsely claiming that he also expanded them, granting Tuscany, Emilia, Venice and
Corsica. The pope granted him the title patrician. He then returned to Pavia, where the Lombards were on the
verge of surrendering. In return for their lives, the Lombards surrendered and opened the gates in early
summer. Desiderius was sent to the abbey of Corbie, and his son Adelchis died in Constantinople, a patrician.
Charles, unusually, had himself crowned with the Iron Crown and made the magnates of Lombardy pay homage
to him at Pavia. Only Duke Arechis II of Benevento refused to submit and proclaimed independence.
Charlemagne was then master of Italy as king of the Lombards. He left Italy with a garrison in Pavia and a few
Frankish counts in place the same year.

Instability continued in Italy. In 776, Dukes Hrodgaud of Friuli and Hildeprand of Spoleto rebelled. Charlemagne
rushed back from Saxony and defeated the Duke of Friuli in battle; the Duke was slain.[34] The Duke of Spoleto
signed a treaty. Their co-conspirator, Arechis, was not subdued, and Adelchis, their candidate in Byzantium,
never left that city. Northern Italy was now faithfully his.

Southern Italy [edit]

In 787, Charlemagne directed his attention towards the Duchy of Benevento,[65] where Arechis II was reigning
independently with the self-given title of Princeps. Charlemagne's siege of Salerno forced Arechis into
submission. However, after Arechis II's death in 787, his son Grimoald III proclaimed the Duchy of Benevento
newly independent. Grimoald was attacked many times by Charles' or his sons' armies, without achieving a
definitive victory.[66] Charlemagne lost interest and never again returned to Southern Italy where Grimoald was
able to keep the Duchy free from Frankish suzerainty.

Carolingian expansion to the south [edit]

Vasconia and the Pyrenees [edit]

The destructive war led by Pepin in Aquitaine, although brought to a satisfactory conclusion for the Franks,
proved the Frankish power structure south of the Loire was feeble and unreliable. After the defeat and death of
Waiofar in 768, while Aquitaine submitted again to the Carolingian dynasty, a new rebellion broke out in 769 led
by Hunald II, a possible son of Waifer. He took refuge with the ally Duke Lupus II of Gascony, but probably out
of fear of Charlemagne's reprisal, Lupus handed him over to the new King of the Franks to whom he pledged
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Europe in 771

loyalty, which seemed to confirm the peace in the Basque area south of the Garonne.[67] In the campaign of
769, Charlemagne seems to have followed a policy of "overwhelming force" and avoided a major pitched
battle[68]

Wary of new Basque uprisings, Charlemagne seems to have tried to contain Duke Lupus's power by appointing
Seguin as the Count of Bordeaux (778) and other counts of Frankish background in bordering areas
(Toulouse, County of Fézensac). The Basque Duke, in turn, seems to have contributed decisively or schemed
the Battle of Roncevaux Pass (referred to as "Basque treachery"). The defeat of Charlemagne's army in
Roncevaux (778) confirmed his determination to rule directly by establishing the Kingdom of Aquitaine (ruled by
Louis the Pious) based on a power base of Frankish officials, distributing lands among colonisers and allocating
lands to the Church, which he took as an ally. A Christianisation programme was put in place across the high
Pyrenees (778).[67]

The new political arrangement for Vasconia did not sit well with local
lords. As of 788 Adalric was fighting and capturing Chorson, Carolingian
Count of Toulouse. He was eventually released, but Charlemagne,
enraged at the compromise, decided to depose him and appointed his
trustee William of Gellone. William, in turn, fought the Basques and
defeated them after banishing Adalric (790).[67]

From 781 (Pallars, Ribagorça) to 806 (Pamplona under Frankish
influence), taking the County of Toulouse for a power base,
Charlemagne asserted Frankish authority over the Pyrenees by
subduing the south-western marches of Toulouse (790) and
establishing vassal counties on the southern Pyrenees that were to
make up the Marca Hispanica.[69] As of 794, a Frankish vassal, the Basque lord Belasko (al-Galashki, 'the
Gaul') ruled Álava, but Pamplona remained under Cordovan and local control up to 806. Belasko and the
counties in the Marca Hispánica provided the necessary base to attack the Andalusians (an expedition led by
William Count of Toulouse and Louis the Pious to capture Barcelona in 801). Events in the Duchy of Vasconia
(rebellion in Pamplona, count overthrown in Aragon, Duke Seguin of Bordeaux deposed, uprising of the Basque
lords, etc.) were to prove it ephemeral upon Charlemagne's death.

Roncesvalles campaign [edit]
See also: Abbasid–Carolingian alliance

According to the Muslim historian Ibn al-Athir, the Diet of Paderborn had received the representatives of the
Muslim rulers of Zaragoza, Girona, Barcelona and Huesca. Their masters had been cornered in the Iberian
peninsula by Abd ar-Rahman I, the Umayyad emir of Cordova. These "Saracen" (Moorish and Muladi) rulers
offered their homage to the king of the Franks in return for military support. Seeing an opportunity to extend
Christendom and his own power and believing the Saxons to be a fully conquered nation, Charlemagne agreed
to go to Spain.

In 778, he led the Neustrian army across the Western Pyrenees, while the Austrasians, Lombards, and
Burgundians passed over the Eastern Pyrenees. The armies met at Saragossa and Charlemagne received the
homage of the Muslim rulers, Sulayman al-Arabi and Kasmin ibn Yusuf, but the city did not fall for him. Indeed,
Charlemagne faced the toughest battle of his career. The Muslims forced him to retreat. He decided to go home
since he could not trust the Basques, whom he had subdued by conquering Pamplona. He turned to leave
Iberia, but as he was passing through the Pass of Roncesvalles one of the most famous events of his reign
occurred. The Basques attacked and destroyed his rearguard and baggage train. The Battle of Roncevaux
Pass, though less a battle than a skirmish, left many famous dead, including the seneschal Eggihard, the count
of the palace Anselm, and the warden of the Breton March, Roland, inspiring the subsequent creation of the
Song of Roland (La Chanson de Roland).

Contact with the Saracens [edit]

This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. (December 2018) (Learn how and
when to remove this template message)

The conquest of Italy brought Charlemagne in contact with the Saracens who, at the time, controlled the
Mediterranean. Charlemagne's eldest son, Pepin the Hunchback, was much occupied with Saracens in Italy.
Charlemagne conquered Corsica and Sardinia at an unknown date and in 799 the Balearic Islands. The islands
were often attacked by Saracen pirates, but the counts of Genoa and Tuscany (Boniface) controlled them with
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Harun al-Rashid receiving a delegation of
Charlemagne in Baghdad, by Julius Köckert
(1864)

A map showing Charlemagne's additions (in
light green) to the Frankish Kingdom

large fleets until the end of Charlemagne's reign.
Charlemagne even had contact with the caliphal court in
Baghdad. In 797 (or possibly 801), the caliph of Baghdad,
Harun al-Rashid, presented Charlemagne with an Asian
elephant named Abul-Abbas and a clock.[70]

Wars with the Moors [edit]

In Hispania, the struggle against the Moors continued
unabated throughout the latter half of his reign. Louis was in
charge of the Spanish border. In 785, his men captured
Girona permanently and extended Frankish control into the
Catalan littoral for the duration of Charlemagne's reign (the
area remained nominally Frankish until the Treaty of Corbeil in 1258). The Muslim chiefs in the northeast of
Islamic Spain were constantly rebelling against Cordovan authority, and they often turned to the Franks for
help. The Frankish border was slowly extended until 795, when Girona, Cardona, Ausona and Urgell were
united into the new Spanish March, within the old duchy of Septimania.

In 797, Barcelona, the greatest city of the region, fell to the Franks when Zeid, its governor, rebelled against
Cordova and, failing, handed it to them. The Umayyad authority recaptured it in 799. However, Louis of
Aquitaine marched the entire army of his kingdom over the Pyrenees and besieged it for two years, wintering
there from 800 to 801, when it capitulated. The Franks continued to press forward against the emir. They took
Tarragona in 809 and Tortosa in 811. The last conquest brought them to the mouth of the Ebro and gave them
raiding access to Valencia, prompting the Emir al-Hakam I to recognise their conquests in 813.

Eastern campaigns [edit]

Saxon Wars [edit]
Further information: Saxon Wars

Charlemagne was engaged in almost constant warfare
throughout his reign,[71] often at the head of his elite scara
bodyguard squadrons. In the Saxon Wars, spanning thirty
years and eighteen battles, he conquered Saxonia and
proceeded to convert it to Christianity.

The Germanic Saxons were divided into four subgroups in four
regions. Nearest to Austrasia was Westphalia and furthest
away was Eastphalia. Between them was Engria and north of
these three, at the base of the Jutland peninsula, was
Nordalbingia.

In his first campaign, in 773, Charlemagne forced the Engrians
to submit and cut down an Irminsul pillar near Paderborn.[72]

The campaign was cut short by his first expedition to Italy. He
returned in 775, marching through Westphalia and conquering the Saxon fort at Sigiburg. He then crossed
Engria, where he defeated the Saxons again. Finally, in Eastphalia, he defeated a Saxon force, and its leader
Hessi converted to Christianity. Charlemagne returned through Westphalia, leaving encampments at Sigiburg
and Eresburg, which had been important Saxon bastions. He then controlled Saxony with the exception of
Nordalbingia, but Saxon resistance had not ended.

Following his subjugation of the Dukes of Friuli and Spoleto, Charlemagne returned rapidly to Saxony in 776,
where a rebellion had destroyed his fortress at Eresburg. The Saxons were once again defeated, but their main
leader, Widukind, escaped to Denmark, his wife's home. Charlemagne built a new camp at Karlstadt. In 777, he
called a national diet at Paderborn to integrate Saxony fully into the Frankish kingdom. Many Saxons were
baptised as Christians.

In the summer of 779, he again invaded Saxony and reconquered Eastphalia, Engria and Westphalia. At a diet
near Lippe, he divided the land into missionary districts and himself assisted in several mass baptisms (780). He
then returned to Italy and, for the first time, the Saxons did not immediately revolt. Saxony was peaceful from
780 to 782.

He returned to Saxony in 782 and instituted a code of law and appointed counts, both Saxon and Frank. The
laws were draconian on religious issues; for example, the Capitulatio de partibus Saxoniae prescribed death to
Saxon pagans who refused to convert to Christianity. This led to renewed conflict. That year, in autumn,
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Charlemagne receiving the
submission of Widukind at Paderborn
in 785, painted c. 1840 by Ary Scheffer

Equestrian statue of
Charlemagne by Agostino
Cornacchini (1725), St. Peter's
Basilica, Vatican City.

Widukind returned and led a new revolt. In response, at Verden in
Lower Saxony, Charlemagne is recorded as having ordered the
execution of 4,500 Saxon prisoners by beheading, known as the
Massacre of Verden ("Verdener Blutgericht"). The killings triggered
three years of renewed bloody warfare. During this war, the East
Frisians between the Lauwers and the Weser joined the Saxons in
revolt and were finally subdued.[73] The war ended with Widukind
accepting baptism.[74] The Frisians afterwards asked for missionaries to
be sent to them and a bishop of their own nation, Ludger, was sent.
Charlemagne also promulgated a law code, the Lex Frisonum, as he did
for most subject peoples.[75]

Thereafter, the Saxons maintained the peace for seven years, but in
792 Westphalia again rebelled. The Eastphalians and Nordalbingians

joined them in 793, but the insurrection was unpopular and was put down by 794. An Engrian rebellion followed
in 796, but the presence of Charlemagne, Christian Saxons and Slavs quickly crushed it. The last insurrection
occurred in 804, more than thirty years after Charlemagne's first campaign against them, but also failed.
According to Einhard:

The war that had lasted so many years was at length ended by their acceding to the terms offered
by the King; which were renunciation of their national religious customs and the worship of devils,
acceptance of the sacraments of the Christian faith and religion, and union with the Franks to form
one people.

Submission of Bavaria [edit]

By 774, Charlemagne had invaded the Kingdom of Lombardy, and he later
annexed the Lombardian territories and assumed its crown, placing the Papal
States under Frankish protection.[76] The Duchy of Spoleto south of Rome was
acquired in 774, while in the central western parts of Europe, the Duchy of
Bavaria was absorbed and the Bavarian policy continued of establishing
tributary marches, (borders protected in return for tribute or taxes) among the
Slavic Serbs and Czechs. The remaining power confronting the Franks in the
east were the Avars. However, Charlemagne acquired other Slavic areas,
including Bohemia, Moravia, Austria and Croatia.[76]

In 789, Charlemagne turned to Bavaria. He claimed that Tassilo III, Duke of
Bavaria was an unfit ruler, due to his oath-breaking. The charges were
exaggerated, but Tassilo was deposed anyway and put in the monastery of
Jumièges.[77] In 794, Tassilo was made to renounce any claim to Bavaria for
himself and his family (the Agilolfings) at the synod of Frankfurt; he formally
handed over to the king all of the rights he had held.[78] Bavaria was subdivided
into Frankish counties, as had been done with Saxony.

Avar campaigns [edit]

In 788, the Avars, an Asian nomadic group that had settled down in what is today Hungary (Einhard called them
Huns), invaded Friuli and Bavaria. Charlemagne was preoccupied with other matters until 790 when he marched
down the Danube and ravaged Avar territory to the Győr. A Lombard army under Pippin then marched into the
Drava valley and ravaged Pannonia. The campaigns ended when the Saxons revolted again in 792.

For the next two years, Charlemagne was occupied, along with the Slavs, against the Saxons. Pippin and Duke
Eric of Friuli continued, however, to assault the Avars' ring-shaped strongholds. The great Ring of the Avars,
their capital fortress, was taken twice. The booty was sent to Charlemagne at his capital, Aachen, and
redistributed to his followers and to foreign rulers, including King Offa of Mercia. Soon the Avar tuduns had lost
the will to fight and travelled to Aachen to become vassals to Charlemagne and to become Christians.
Charlemagne accepted their surrender and sent one native chief, baptised Abraham, back to Avaria with the
ancient title of khagan. Abraham kept his people in line, but in 800, the Bulgarians under Khan Krum attacked
the remains of the Avar state.

In 803, Charlemagne sent a Bavarian army into Pannonia, defeating and bringing an end to the Avar
confederation.[79]

In November of the same year, Charlemagne went to Regensburg where the Avar leaders acknowledged him as
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Imperial Coronation of Charlemagne, by
Friedrich Kaulbach, 1861

their ruler.[79] In 805, the Avar khagan, who had already been baptised, went to Aachen to ask permission to
settle with his people south-eastward from Vienna.[79] The Transdanubian territories became integral parts of
the Frankish realm, which was abolished by the Magyars in 899–900.

Northeast Slav expeditions [edit]

In 789, in recognition of his new pagan neighbours, the Slavs, Charlemagne marched an Austrasian-Saxon
army across the Elbe into Obotrite territory. The Slavs ultimately submitted, led by their leader Witzin.
Charlemagne then accepted the surrender of the Veleti under Dragovit and demanded many hostages. He also
demanded permission to send missionaries into this pagan region unmolested. The army marched to the Baltic
before turning around and marching to the Rhine, winning much booty with no harassment. The tributary Slavs
became loyal allies. In 795, when the Saxons broke the peace, the Abotrites and Veleti rebelled with their new
ruler against the Saxons. Witzin died in battle and Charlemagne avenged him by harrying the Eastphalians on
the Elbe. Thrasuco, his successor, led his men to conquest over the Nordalbingians and handed their leaders
over to Charlemagne, who honoured him. The Abotrites remained loyal until Charles' death and fought later
against the Danes.

Southeast Slav expeditions [edit]

When Charlemagne incorporated much of Central Europe, he brought
the Frankish state face to face with the Avars and Slavs in the
southeast.[80] The most southeast Frankish neighbours were Croats,
who settled in Pannonian Croatia and Dalmatian Croatia. While fighting
the Avars, the Franks had called for their support.[81] During the 790s,
he won a major victory over them in 796.[82] Pannonian Croat Duke
Vojnomir of Pannonian Croatia aided Charlemagne, and the Franks
made themselves overlords over the Croats of northern Dalmatia,
Slavonia and Pannonia.[82]

The Frankish commander Eric of Friuli wanted to extend his dominion by
conquering the Littoral Croat Duchy. During that time, Dalmatian Croatia was ruled by Duke Višeslav of Croatia.
In the Battle of Trsat, the forces of Eric fled their positions and were routed by the forces of Višeslav.[83] Eric
was among those killed which was a great blow for the Carolingian Empire.[80][83][84]

Charlemagne also directed his attention to the Slavs to the west of the Avar khaganate: the Carantanians and
Carniolans. These people were subdued by the Lombards and Bavarii and made tributaries, but were never
fully incorporated into the Frankish state.

Imperium [edit]

Coronation [edit]

In 799, Pope Leo III had been assaulted by some of the
Romans, who tried to put out his eyes and tear out his
tongue.[85] Leo escaped and fled to Charlemagne at
Paderborn.[86] Charlemagne, advised by scholar Alcuin,
travelled to Rome, in November 800 and held a synod. On 23
December, Leo swore an oath of innocence to Charlemagne.
His position having thereby been weakened, the Pope sought
to restore his status. Two days later, at Mass, on Christmas
Day (25 December), when Charlemagne knelt at the altar to
pray, the Pope crowned him Imperator Romanorum ("Emperor
of the Romans") in Saint Peter's Basilica. In so doing, the
Pope rejected the legitimacy of Empress Irene of
Constantinople:

When Odoacer compelled the abdication of Romulus Augustulus, he did not abolish the Western
Empire as a separate power, but caused it to be reunited with or sink into the Eastern, so that from
that time there was a single undivided Roman Empire ... [Pope Leo III and Charlemagne], like their
predecessors, held the Roman Empire to be one and indivisible, and proposed by the coronation
of [Charlemagne] not to proclaim a severance of the East and West ... they were not revolting
against a reigning sovereign, but legitimately filling up the place of the deposed Constantine VI ...
[Charlemagne] was held to be the legitimate successor, not of Romulus Augustulus, but of
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Pope Leo III, crowning
Charlemagne from
Chroniques de France ou de
Saint Denis, vol. 1; France,
second quarter of 14th
century.

The throne of
Charlemagne and the
subsequent German Kings in
Aachen Cathedral

Constantine VI ...[87]

Charlemagne's coronation as Emperor, though intended to represent the
continuation of the unbroken line of Emperors from Augustus to Constantine VI,
had the effect of setting up two separate (and often opposing) Empires and two
separate claims to imperial authority. It led to war in 802, and for centuries to
come, the Emperors of both West and East would make competing claims of
sovereignty over the whole.

Einhard says that Charlemagne was ignorant of the Pope's intent and did not
want any such coronation:

[H]e at first had such an aversion that he declared that he would
not have set foot in the Church the day that they [the imperial titles]
were conferred, although it was a great feast-day, if he could have
foreseen the design of the Pope.[88]

A number of modern scholars, however,[89] suggest that Charlemagne was
indeed aware of the coronation; certainly, he cannot have missed the bejewelled crown waiting on the altar
when he came to pray – something even contemporary sources support.[90]

Debate [edit]

Historians have debated for centuries whether Charlemagne was aware before
the coronation of the Pope's intention to crown him Emperor (Charlemagne
declared that he would not have entered Saint Peter's had he known, according
to chapter twenty-eight of Einhard's Vita Karoli Magni),[91] but that debate
obscured the more significant question of why the Pope granted the title and
why Charlemagne accepted it.

Collins points out "[t]hat the motivation behind the acceptance of the imperial
title was a romantic and antiquarian interest in reviving the Roman empire is
highly unlikely."[92] For one thing, such romance would not have appealed either
to Franks or Roman Catholics at the turn of the ninth century, both of whom
viewed the Classical heritage of the Roman Empire with distrust. The Franks
took pride in having "fought against and thrown from their shoulders the heavy
yoke of the Romans" and "from the knowledge gained in baptism, clothed in
gold and precious stones the bodies of the holy martyrs whom the Romans had
killed by fire, by the sword and by wild animals", as Pepin III described it in a law
of 763 or 764.[93]

Furthermore, the new title—carrying with it the risk that the new emperor would
"make drastic changes to the traditional styles and procedures of government" or "concentrate his attentions on
Italy or on Mediterranean concerns more generally"—risked alienating the Frankish leadership.[94]

For both the Pope and Charlemagne, the Roman Empire remained a significant power in European politics at
this time. The Byzantine Empire, based in Constantinople, continued to hold a substantial portion of Italy, with
borders not far south of Rome. Charles' sitting in judgment of the Pope could be seen as usurping the
prerogatives of the Emperor in Constantinople:

By whom, however, could he [the Pope] be tried? Who, in other words, was qualified to pass
judgement on the Vicar of Christ? In normal circumstances the only conceivable answer to that
question would have been the Emperor at Constantinople; but the imperial throne was at this
moment occupied by Irene. That the Empress was notorious for having blinded and murdered her
own son was, in the minds of both Leo and Charles, almost immaterial: it was enough that she was
a woman. The female sex was known to be incapable of governing, and by the old Salic tradition
was debarred from doing so. As far as Western Europe was concerned, the Throne of the
Emperors was vacant: Irene's claim to it was merely an additional proof, if any were needed, of the
degradation into which the so-called Roman Empire had fallen.

— John Julius Norwich[95]

For the Pope, then, there was "no living Emperor at that time"[96] though Henri Pirenne[97] disputes this saying
that the coronation "was not in any sense explained by the fact that at this moment a woman was reigning in
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Coronation of Charlemagne,
drawing by Julius Schnorr von
Karolsfeld

Coronation of an idealised
king, depicted in the
Sacramentary of Charles the
Bald (about 870)

The Coronation of Charlemagne, by
assistants of Raphael, c. 1516–1517

Constantinople". Nonetheless, the Pope took the extraordinary step of
creating one. The papacy had since 727 been in conflict with Irene's
predecessors in Constantinople over a number of issues, chiefly the
continued Byzantine adherence to the doctrine of iconoclasm, the
destruction of Christian images; while from 750, the secular power of the
Byzantine Empire in central Italy had been nullified.

By bestowing the Imperial crown upon
Charlemagne, the Pope arrogated to
himself "the right to appoint ... the
Emperor of the Romans, ... establishing
the imperial crown as his own personal gift but simultaneously granting himself
implicit superiority over the Emperor whom he had created." And "because the
Byzantines had proved so unsatisfactory from every point of view—political,
military and doctrinal—he would select a westerner: the one man who by his
wisdom and statesmanship and the vastness of his dominions ... stood out head
and shoulders above his contemporaries."[98]

With Charlemagne's coronation, therefore, "the Roman Empire remained, so far
as either of them [Charlemagne and Leo] were concerned, one and indivisible,
with Charles as its Emperor", though there can have been "little doubt that the
coronation, with all that it implied, would be furiously contested in
Constantinople".[99]

Alcuin writes hopefully in his letters of an Imperium Christianum ("Christian Empire"), wherein, "just as the
inhabitants of the [Roman Empire] had been united by a common Roman citizenship", presumably this new
empire would be united by a common Christian faith.[93] This writes the view of Pirenne when he says "Charles
was the Emperor of the ecclesia as the Pope conceived it, of the Roman Church, regarded as the universal
Church".[100] The Imperium Christianum was further supported at a number of synods all across Europe by
Paulinus of Aquileia.[101]

What is known, from the Byzantine chronicler Theophanes,[102] is that Charlemagne's reaction to his coronation
was to take the initial steps towards securing the Constantinopolitan throne by sending envoys of marriage to
Irene, and that Irene reacted somewhat favourably to them.

It is important to distinguish between the universalist and localist
conceptions of the empire, which remain controversial among historians.
According to the former, the empire was a universal monarchy, a
"commonwealth of the whole world, whose sublime unity transcended
every minor distinction"; and the emperor "was entitled to the obedience
of Christendom". According to the latter, the emperor had no ambition
for universal dominion; his realm was limited in the same way as that of
every other ruler, and when he made more far-reaching claims his
object was normally to ward off the attacks either of the Pope or of the
Byzantine emperor. According to this view, also, the origin of the empire
is to be explained by specific local circumstances rather than by
overarching theories.[103]

According to Ohnsorge, for a long time, it had been the custom of Byzantium to designate the German princes
as spiritual "sons" of the Romans. What might have been acceptable in the fifth century had become provoking
and insulting to the Franks in the eighth century. Charles came to believe that the Roman emperor, who
claimed to head the world hierarchy of states, was, in reality, no greater than Charles himself, a king as other
kings, since beginning in 629 he had entitled himself "Basileus" (translated literally as "king"). Ohnsorge finds it
significant that the chief wax seal of Charles, which bore only the inscription: "Christe, protege Carolum regem
Francorum [Christ, protect Charles, king of the Franks], was used from 772 to 813, even during the imperial
period and was not replaced by a special imperial seal; indicating that Charles felt himself to be just the king of
the Franks. Finally, Ohnsorge points out that in the spring of 813 at Aachen Charles crowned his only surviving
son, Louis, as the emperor without recourse to Rome with only the acclamation of his Franks. The form in which
this acclamation was offered was Frankish-Christian rather than Roman. This implies both independence from
Rome and a Frankish (non-Roman) understanding of empire.[104]

Imperial title [edit]

Charlemagne used these circumstances to claim that he was the "renewer of the Roman Empire", which had
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Europe around 814

declined under the Byzantines. In his official charters, Charles preferred the style Karolus serenissimus
Augustus a Deo coronatus magnus pacificus imperator Romanum gubernans imperium[105] ("Charles, most
serene Augustus crowned by God, the great, peaceful emperor ruling the Roman empire") to the more direct
Imperator Romanorum ("Emperor of the Romans").

The title of Emperor remained in the Carolingian family for years to come, but divisions of territory and in-
fighting over supremacy of the Frankish state weakened its significance.[106] The papacy itself never forgot the
title nor abandoned the right to bestow it. When the family of Charles ceased to produce worthy heirs, the Pope
gladly crowned whichever Italian magnate could best protect him from his local enemies. The empire would
remain in continuous existence for over a millennium, as the Holy Roman Empire, a true imperial successor to
Charles.[107]

Imperial diplomacy [edit]

The iconoclasm of the Byzantine Isaurian Dynasty was
endorsed by the Franks.[108] The Second Council of Nicaea
reintroduced the veneration of icons under Empress Irene.
The council was not recognised by Charlemagne since no
Frankish emissaries had been invited, even though
Charlemagne ruled more than three provinces of the classical
Roman empire and was considered equal in rank to the
Byzantine emperor. And while the Pope supported the
reintroduction of the iconic veneration, he politically digressed
from Byzantium.[108] He certainly desired to increase the
influence of the papacy, to honour his saviour Charlemagne,
and to solve the constitutional issues then most troubling to
European jurists in an era when Rome was not in the hands of an emperor. Thus, Charlemagne's assumption of
the imperial title was not a usurpation in the eyes of the Franks or Italians. It was, however, seen as such in
Byzantium, where it was protested by Irene and her successor Nikephoros I—neither of whom had any great
effect in enforcing their protests.

The East Romans, however, still held several territories in Italy: Venice (what was left of the Exarchate of
Ravenna), Reggio (in Calabria), Otranto (in Apulia), and Naples (the Ducatus Neapolitanus). These regions
remained outside of Frankish hands until 804, when the Venetians, torn by infighting, transferred their
allegiance to the Iron Crown of Pippin, Charles' son. The Pax Nicephori ended. Nicephorus ravaged the coasts
with a fleet, initiating the only instance of war between the Byzantines and the Franks. The conflict lasted until
810 when the pro-Byzantine party in Venice gave their city back to the Byzantine Emperor, and the two
emperors of Europe made peace: Charlemagne received the Istrian peninsula and in 812 the emperor Michael I
Rangabe recognised his status as Emperor,[109] although not necessarily as "Emperor of the Romans".[110]

Danish attacks [edit]

After the conquest of Nordalbingia, the Frankish frontier was brought into contact with Scandinavia. The pagan
Danes, "a race almost unknown to his ancestors, but destined to be only too well known to his sons" as Charles
Oman described them, inhabiting the Jutland peninsula, had heard many stories from Widukind and his allies
who had taken refuge with them about the dangers of the Franks and the fury which their Christian king could
direct against pagan neighbours.

In 808, the king of the Danes, Godfred, expanded the vast Danevirke across the isthmus of Schleswig. This
defence, last employed in the Danish-Prussian War of 1864, was at its beginning a 30 km (19 mi) long
earthenwork rampart. The Danevirke protected Danish land and gave Godfred the opportunity to harass Frisia
and Flanders with pirate raids. He also subdued the Frank-allied Veleti and fought the Abotrites.

Godfred invaded Frisia, joked of visiting Aachen, but was murdered before he could do any more, either by a
Frankish assassin or by one of his own men. Godfred was succeeded by his nephew Hemming, who concluded
the Treaty of Heiligen with Charlemagne in late 811.

Death [edit]
See also: Testament of Charlemagne

In 813, Charlemagne called Louis the Pious, king of Aquitaine, his only surviving legitimate son, to his court.
There Charlemagne crowned his son as co-emperor and sent him back to Aquitaine. He then spent the autumn
hunting before returning to Aachen on 1 November. In January, he fell ill with pleurisy.[111] In deep depression
(mostly because many of his plans were not yet realised), he took to his bed on 21 January and as Einhard tells
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Persephone sarcophagus of Charlemagne

A portion of the 814 death
shroud of Charlemagne. It
represents a quadriga and
was manufactured in
Constantinople. Musée de
Cluny, Paris.

Europe at the death of the
Charlemagne 814.

Frederick II's gold and silver casket
for Charlemagne, the Karlsschrein

it:

He died January twenty-eighth, the seventh day
from the time that he took to his bed, at nine
o'clock in the morning, after partaking of the Holy
Communion, in the seventy-second year of his
age and the forty-seventh of his reign.

He was buried that same day, in Aachen Cathedral, although the cold weather
and the nature of his illness made such a hurried burial unnecessary. The
earliest surviving planctus, the Planctus de obitu Karoli, was composed by a
monk of Bobbio, which he had patronised.[112] A later story, told by Otho of
Lomello, Count of the Palace at Aachen in the time of Emperor Otto III, would
claim that he and Otto had discovered Charlemagne's tomb: Charlemagne, they
claimed, was seated upon a throne, wearing a crown and holding a sceptre, his
flesh almost entirely incorrupt. In 1165, Emperor Frederick I re-opened the tomb
again and placed the emperor in a sarcophagus beneath the floor of the
cathedral.[113] In 1215 Emperor Frederick II re-interred him in a casket made of
gold and silver known as the Karlsschrein.

Charlemagne's death emotionally affected many of his subjects, particularly
those of the literary clique who had surrounded him at Aachen. An anonymous
monk of Bobbio lamented:[114]

From the lands where the sun rises to western shores,
people are crying and wailing ... the Franks, the Romans,
all Christians, are stung with mourning and great worry ...
the young and old, glorious nobles, all lament the loss of
their Caesar ... the world laments the death of Charles ... O
Christ, you who govern the heavenly host, grant a peaceful
place to Charles in your kingdom. Alas for miserable me.

Louis succeeded him as Charles had intended. He left a testament
allocating his assets in 811 that was not updated prior to his death. He
left most of his wealth to the Church, to be used for charity. His empire
lasted only another generation in its entirety; its division, according to
custom, between Louis's own sons after their father's death laid the
foundation for the modern states of Germany and France.[115]

Administration [edit]

Main article: Government of the Carolingian Empire

Organisation [edit]

The Carolingian king exercised the bannum, the right to rule and
command. Under the Franks, it was a royal prerogative but could be delegated.[116] He had supreme jurisdiction
in judicial matters, made legislation, led the army, and protected both the Church and the poor.[citation needed] His
administration was an attempt to organise the kingdom, church and nobility around him. As an administrator,
Charlemagne stands out for his many reforms: monetary, governmental, military, cultural and ecclesiastical. He
is the main protagonist of the "Carolingian Renaissance".

Military [edit]

Charlemagne's success rested primarily on novel siege technologies and excellent logistics[117] rather than the
long-claimed "cavalry revolution" led by Charles Martel in 730s. However, the stirrup, which made the "shock
cavalry" lance charge possible, was not introduced to the Frankish kingdom until the late eighth century.[118]

Horses were used extensively by the Frankish military because they provided a quick, long-distance method of
transporting troops, which was critical to building and maintaining the large empire.[118]

Economic and monetary reforms [edit]

Charlemagne had an important role in determining Europe's immediate economic future. Pursuing his father's
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Monogram of Charlemagne, including signum manus,
from the subscription of a royal diploma: Signum (monogr.:
KAROLVS) Karoli gloriosissimi regis

Denier from the era of
Charlemagne, Tours, 793–
812

Charlemagne in a copper engraving
of the 16th century by Giovanni Battista
Cavalieri

reforms, Charlemagne abolished the monetary system
based on the gold sou. Instead, he and the Anglo-
Saxon King Offa of Mercia took up Pippin's system for
pragmatic reasons, notably a shortage of the metal.

The gold shortage was a direct consequence of the
conclusion of peace with Byzantium, which resulted in
ceding Venice and Sicily to the East and losing their
trade routes to Africa. The resulting standardisation
economically harmonised and unified the complex
array of currencies that had been in use at the commencement of his reign, thus simplifying trade and
commerce.

Charlemagne established a new standard, the livre carolinienne (from the Latin
libra, the modern pound), which was based upon a pound of silver—a unit of
both money and weight—worth 20 sous (from the Latin solidus [which was
primarily an accounting device and never actually minted], the modern shilling)
or 240 deniers (from the Latin denarius, the modern penny). During this period,
the livre and the sou were counting units; only the denier was a coin of the
realm.

Charlemagne instituted principles for accounting practice by means of the
Capitulare de villis of 802, which laid down strict rules for the way in which
incomes and expenses were to be recorded.

Charlemagne applied this system to much of the European continent, and Offa's
standard was voluntarily adopted by much of England. After Charlemagne's

death, continental coinage degraded, and most of Europe resorted to using the continued high-quality English
coin until about 1100.

Jews in Charlemagne's realm [edit]

Early in Charlemagne's rule he tacitly allowed Jews to monopolise money lending. At the time, lending of money
for interest was proscribed in 814 because it violated Church law. Charlemagne introduced the Capitulary for
the Jews, a prohibition on Jews engaging in money-lending due to the religious convictions of the majority of his
constituents, in essence banning it across the board, a reversal of his earlier recorded general policy.[119] In
addition to this broad change, Charlemagne also performed a significant number of microeconomic reforms,
such as direct control of prices and levies on certain goods and commodities.

His Capitulary for the Jews, however, was not representative of his overall economic relationship or attitude
towards the Frankish Jews, and certainly not his earlier relationship with them, which evolved over his life. His
personal physician, for example, was Jewish,[120] and he employed one Jew, Isaac, who was his personal
representative to the Muslim caliphate of Baghdad.[121] Letters have been credited to him that invited Jews to
settle in his kingdom.[122][123][124]

Education reforms [edit]

Part of Charlemagne's success as a warrior, an administrator and ruler
can be traced to his admiration for learning and education. His reign is
often referred to as the Carolingian Renaissance because of the
flowering of scholarship, literature, art and architecture that characterise
it. Charlemagne came into contact with the culture and learning of other
countries (especially Moorish Spain, Anglo-Saxon England,[125] and
Lombard Italy) due to his vast conquests. He greatly increased the
provision of monastic schools and scriptoria (centres for book-copying)
in Francia.

Charlemagne was a lover of books, sometimes having them read to him
during meals. He was thought to enjoy the works of Augustine of
Hippo.[126] His court played a key role in producing books that taught
elementary Latin and different aspects of the church. It also played a
part in creating a royal library that contained in-depth works on
language and Christian faith.[127]

Charlemagne encouraged clerics to translate Christian creeds and
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The privileges of Charlemagne at
the Modena Cathedral (containing the
monogram of Charlemagne), dated
782

Charlemagne's chapel at
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prayers into their respective vernaculars as well to teach grammar and
music. Due to the increased interest of intellectual pursuits and the urging of their king, the monks
accomplished so much copying that almost every manuscript from that time was preserved. At the same time, at
the urging of their king, scholars were producing more secular books on many subjects, including history,
poetry, art, music, law, theology, etc. Due to the increased number of titles, private libraries flourished. These
were mainly supported by aristocrats and churchmen who could afford to sustain them. At Charlemagne's court,
a library was founded and a number of copies of books were produced, to be distributed by
Charlemagne.[128][11] Book production was completed slowly by hand and took place mainly in large monastic
libraries. Books were so in demand during Charlemagne's time that these libraries lent out some books, but only
if that borrower offered valuable collateral in return.[11]

Most of the surviving works of classical Latin were copied and preserved
by Carolingian scholars. Indeed, the earliest manuscripts available for
many ancient texts are Carolingian. It is almost certain that a text which
survived to the Carolingian age survives still.

The pan-European nature of Charlemagne's influence is indicated by
the origins of many of the men who worked for him: Alcuin, an Anglo-
Saxon from York; Theodulf, a Visigoth, probably from Septimania; Paul
the Deacon, Lombard; Italians Peter of Pisa and Paulinus of Aquileia;
and Franks Angilbert, Angilram, Einhard and Waldo of Reichenau.

Charlemagne promoted the liberal arts at court, ordering that his
children and grandchildren be well-educated, and even studying himself (in a time when even leaders who
promoted education did not take time to learn themselves) under the tutelage of Peter of Pisa, from whom he
learned grammar; Alcuin, with whom he studied rhetoric, dialectic (logic), and astronomy (he was particularly
interested in the movements of the stars); and Einhard, who tutored him in arithmetic.[129]

His great scholarly failure, as Einhard relates, was his inability to write: when in his old age he attempted to
learn—practising the formation of letters in his bed during his free time on books and wax tablets he hid under
his pillow—"his effort came too late in life and achieved little success", and his ability to read—which Einhard is
silent about, and which no contemporary source supports—has also been called into question.[129]

In 800, Charlemagne enlarged the hostel at the Muristan in Jerusalem and added a library to it. He certainly had
not been personally in Jerusalem.[130][131]

Church reforms [edit]
See also: Charlemagne and church music

Charlemagne expanded the reform Church's programme unlike his father,
Pippin, and uncle, Carloman. The deepening of the spiritual life was later to be
seen as central to public policy and royal governance. His reform focused on
strengthening the church's power structure, improving clergy's skill and moral
quality, standardising liturgical practices, improvements on the basic tenets of
the faith and the rooting out of paganism. His authority extended over church
and state. He could discipline clerics, control ecclesiastical property and define
orthodox doctrine. Despite the harsh legislation and sudden change, he had
developed support from clergy who approved his desire to deepen the piety and
morals of his subjects.[132]

In 809–810, Charlemagne called a church council in Aachen, which confirmed
the unanimous belief in the West that the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father
and the Son (ex Patre Filioque) and sanctioned inclusion in the Nicene Creed of
the phrase Filioque (and the Son). For this Charlemagne sought the approval of
Pope Leo III. The Pope, while affirming the doctrine and approving its use in teaching, opposed its inclusion in
the text of the Creed as adopted in the 381 First Council of Constantinople.[133] This spoke of the procession of
the Holy Spirit from the Father, without adding phrases such as "and the Son", "through the Son", or "alone".
Stressing his opposition, the Pope had the original text inscribed in Greek and Latin on two heavy shields that
were displayed in Saint Peter's Basilica.[134][135][136]

Writing reforms [edit]

During Charles' reign, the Roman half uncial script and its cursive version, which had given rise to various
continental minuscule scripts, were combined with features from the insular scripts in use in Irish and English
monasteries. Carolingian minuscule was created partly under the patronage of Charlemagne. Alcuin, who ran
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the palace school and scriptorium at Aachen, was probably a chief influence.

The revolutionary character of the Carolingian reform, however, can be over-
emphasised; efforts at taming Merovingian and Germanic influence had been
underway before Alcuin arrived at Aachen. The new minuscule was
disseminated first from Aachen and later from the influential scriptorium at
Tours, where Alcuin retired as an abbot.

Political reforms [edit]

Charlemagne engaged in many reforms of Frankish governance while
continuing many traditional practices, such as the division of the kingdom
among sons.[137]

Divisio regnorum [edit]

In 806, Charlemagne first made provision for the traditional division of the
empire on his death. For Charles the Younger he designated Austrasia and
Neustria, Saxony, Burgundy and Thuringia. To Pippin, he gave Italy, Bavaria, and Swabia. Louis received
Aquitaine, the Spanish March and Provence. The imperial title was not mentioned, which led to the suggestion
that, at that particular time, Charlemagne regarded the title as an honorary achievement that held no hereditary
significance.

Pepin died in 810 and Charles in 811. Charlemagne then reconsidered the matter, and in 813, crowned his
youngest son, Louis, co-emperor and co-King of the Franks, granting him a half-share of the empire and the
rest upon Charlemagne's own death. The only part of the Empire that Louis was not promised was Italy, which
Charlemagne specifically bestowed upon Pippin's illegitimate son Bernard.[138]

Appearance [edit]

Manner [edit]

Einhard tells in his twenty-fourth chapter:

Charles was temperate in eating, and particularly so in
drinking, for he abominated drunkenness in anybody, much
more in himself and those of his household; but he could
not easily abstain from food, and often complained that
fasts injured his health. He very rarely gave
entertainments, only on great feast-days, and then to large
numbers of people. His meals ordinarily consisted of four
courses, not counting the roast, which his huntsmen used
to bring in on the spit; he was more fond of this than of any
other dish. While at table, he listened to reading or music.
The subjects of the readings were the stories and deeds of
olden time: he was fond, too, of St. Augustine's books, and
especially of the one titled "The City of God".[139]

Charlemagne threw grand banquets and feasts for special occasions such as religious holidays and four of his
weddings. When he was not working, he loved Christian books, horseback riding, swimming, bathing in natural
hot springs with his friends and family, and hunting.[140] Franks were well known for horsemanship and hunting
skills.[140] Charles was a light sleeper and would stay in his bed chambers for entire days at a time due to
restless nights. During these days, he would not get out of bed when a quarrel occurred in his kingdom, instead
summoning all members of the situation into his bedroom to be given orders. Einhard tells again in the twenty-
fourth chapter: "In summer after the midday meal, he would eat some fruit, drain a single cup, put off his clothes
and shoes, just as he did for the night, and rest for two or three hours. He was in the habit of awaking and rising
from bed four or five times during the night."[140]

Language [edit]
Main article: Theodiscus

Charlemagne probably spoke a Rhenish Franconian dialect.[141][142][143]

He also spoke Latin and had at least some understanding of Greek, according to Einhard (Grecam vero melius
intellegere quam pronuntiare poterat, "he could understand Greek better than he could speak it").[144]
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The largely fictional account of Charlemagne's Iberian campaigns by Pseudo-Turpin, written some three
centuries after his death, gave rise to the legend that the king also spoke Arabic.[145]

Physical appearance [edit]

Charlemagne's personal appearance is known from a good description by
Einhard after his death in the biography Vita Karoli Magni. Einhard states:[146]

He was heavily built, sturdy, and of considerable stature, although
not exceptionally so, since his height was seven times the length of
his own foot. He had a round head, large and lively eyes, a slightly
larger nose than usual, white but still attractive hair, a bright and
cheerful expression, a short and fat neck, and he enjoyed good
health, except for the fevers that affected him in the last few years
of his life. Towards the end, he dragged one leg. Even then, he
stubbornly did what he wanted and refused to listen to doctors,
indeed he detested them, because they wanted to persuade him to
stop eating roast meat, as was his wont, and to be content with
boiled meat.

The physical portrait provided by Einhard is confirmed by contemporary
depictions such as coins and his 8-inch (20 cm) bronze statuette kept in the
Louvre. In 1861, Charlemagne's tomb was opened by scientists who reconstructed his skeleton and estimated it
to be measured 1.95 metres (6 ft 5 in).[147] An estimate of his height from an X-ray and CT scan of his tibia
performed in 2010 is 1.84 metres (6 ft 0 in). This puts him in the 99th percentile of height for his period, given
that average male height of his time was 1.69 metres (5 ft 7 in). The width of the bone suggested he was gracile
in body build.[148]

Dress [edit]

Charlemagne wore the traditional costume of the Frankish people, described by
Einhard thus:[149]

He used to wear the national, that is to say, the Frank, dress—next
his skin a linen shirt and linen breeches, and above these a tunic
fringed with silk; while hose fastened by bands covered his lower
limbs, and shoes his feet, and he protected his shoulders and
chest in winter by a close-fitting coat of otter or marten skins.

He wore a blue cloak and always carried a sword typically of a golden or silver
hilt. He wore intricately jeweled swords to banquets or ambassadorial
receptions. Nevertheless:[149]

He despised foreign costumes, however handsome, and never
allowed himself to be robed in them, except twice in Rome, when he
donned the Roman tunic, chlamys, and shoes; the first time at the
request of Pope Hadrian, the second to gratify Leo, Hadrian's
successor.

On great feast days, he wore embroidery and jewels on his clothing and shoes. He had a golden buckle for his
cloak on such occasions and would appear with his great diadem, but he despised such apparel according to
Einhard, and usually dressed like the common people.[149]

Homes [edit]

Charlemagne had residences across his kingdom, including numerous private estates that were governed in
accordance with the Capitulare de villis. A 9th-century document detailing the inventory of an estate at
Asnapium listed amounts of livestock, plants and vegetables and kitchenware including cauldrons, drinking
cups, brass kettles and firewood. The manor contained seventeen houses built inside the courtyard for nobles
and family members and was separated from its supporting villas.[150]
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Beatification [edit]

Charlemagne was revered as a saint in the Holy Roman Empire and some other locations after the twelfth
century. The Apostolic See did not recognise his invalid canonisation by Antipope Paschal III, done to gain the
favour of Frederick Barbarossa in 1165. The Apostolic See annulled all of Paschal's ordinances at the Third
Lateran Council in 1179.[151] He is not enumerated among the 28 saints named "Charles" in the Roman
Martyrology.[152] His beatification has been acknowledged as cultus confirmed and is celebrated on 28
January.[151][153]

Cultural uses [edit]

Middle Ages [edit]

Charlemagne had a sustained impact on European culture. The author of the Visio Karoli Magni written around
865 uses facts gathered apparently from Einhard and his own observations on the decline of Charlemagne's
family after the dissensions war (840–43) as the basis for a visionary tale of Charles' meeting with a prophetic
spectre in a dream.

Charlemagne was a model knight as one of the Nine Worthies who enjoyed an important legacy in European
culture. One of the great medieval literary cycles, the Charlemagne cycle or the Matter of France, centres on
his deeds—the Emperor with the Flowing Beard of Roland fame—and his historical commander of the border
with Brittany, Roland, and the 12 paladins. These are analogous to, and inspired the myth of, the Knights of the
Round Table of King Arthur's court.[154] Their tales constitute the first chansons de geste.

In the 12th century, Geoffrey of Monmouth based his stories of Arthur largely on stories of Charlemagne.[155]

During the Hundred Years' War in the 14th century, there was considerable cultural conflict in England, where
the Norman rulers were aware of their French roots and identified with Charlemagne, Anglo-Saxon natives felt
more affinity for Arthur, whose own legends were relatively primitive. Therefore, storytellers in England adapted
legends of Charlemagne and his 12 Peers to the Arthurian tales.[156]

In the Divine Comedy, the spirit of Charlemagne appears to Dante in the Heaven of Mars, among the other
"warriors of the faith".[157]

Modern era [edit]

Charlemagne's capitularies were quoted by Pope Benedict XIV in his apostolic
constitution 'Providas' against freemasonry: "For in no way are we able to
understand how they can be faithful to us, who have shown themselves
unfaithful to God and disobedient to their Priests".[158]

Charlemagne appears in Adelchi, the second tragedy by Italian writer
Alessandro Manzoni, first published in 1822.[159]

In 1867, an equestrian statue of Charlemagne was made by Louis Jehotte and
was inaugurated in 1868 on the Boulevard d'Avroy in Liège. In the niches of the
neo-roman pedestal are six statues of Charlemagne's ancestors (Sainte Begge,
Pépin de Herstal, Charles Martel, Bertrude, Pépin de Landen and Pépin le
Bref).

The North Wall Frieze in the courtroom of the Supreme Court of the United
States depicts Charlemagne as a legal reformer.[160]

The city of Aachen has, since 1949, awarded an international prize (called the
Karlspreis der Stadt Aachen) in honour of Charlemagne. It is awarded annually
to "personages of merit who have promoted the idea of western unity by their
political, economic and literary endeavours."[161] Winners of the prize include
Richard von Coudenhove-Kalergi, the founder of the pan-European movement,
Alcide De Gasperi, and Winston Churchill.

In its national anthem, "El Gran Carlemany", the nation of Andorra credits Charlemagne with its independence.

In 1964, young French singer France Gall released the hit song "Sacré Charlemagne" in which the lyrics blame
the great king for imposing the burden of compulsory education on French children.

Charlemagne is quoted by Dr Henry Jones, Sr. in Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade. After using his umbrella
to induce a flock of seagulls to smash through the glass cockpit of a pursuing German fighter plane, Henry
Jones remarks, "I suddenly remembered my Charlemagne: 'Let my armies be the rocks and the trees and the
birds in the sky.' " Despite the quote's popularity since the movie, there is no evidence that Charlemagne
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actually said this.[162]

The Economist features a weekly column entitled "Charlemagne", focusing generally on European affairs and,
more usually and specifically, on the European Union and its politics.[163]

Actor and singer Christopher Lee's symphonic metal concept album Charlemagne: By the Sword and the
Cross[164] and its heavy metal follow-up Charlemagne: The Omens of Death feature the events of
Charlemagne's life.[165]

A 2010 episode of QI discussed the mathematics completed by Mark Humphrys[166] that calculated that all
modern Europeans are highly likely to share Charlemagne as a common ancestor (see most recent common
ancestor).

In April 2014, on the occasion of the 1200th anniversary of Charlemagne's death, public art Mein Karl by
Ottmar Hörl at Katschhof place was installed between city hall and the Aachen cathedral, displaying 500
Charlemagne statues.[167]

In the video game Age of Empires II, Charlemagne featured as a throwing axeman.

Gallery [edit]
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Art installation Mein Karl by
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of Aachen

 

Stained-glass of Charlemagne
sitting on his throne in the railway
station of Metz, representing the

imperial protection over Metz
during the German annexation of

the city

Statue of Charlemagne near Notre-
Dame Cathedral, Paris

See also [edit]

Middle Ages portal Biography portal

Notes [edit]

a. ^ In Latin: Karolus or Carolus, whence Charles in English or Karl in German (for this individual, specifically Karl der
Große). The French form Charlemagne and the Italian Carlo Magno or Carlomagno (Italian: [ˌkar.lo ˈmaɲ.ɲo]) come
from his nickname Carolus Magnus ("Charles the Great").

b. ^ Alternative birth years for Charlemagne include 742 and 748. There is scholarly debate over this topic,
summarised in J. Nelson, Charlemagne (London, 2019), pp. 28-29. See further Karl Ferdinand Werner, Das
Geburtsdatum Karls des Großen, in Francia 1, 1973, pp. 115–57 (online  Archived  17 November 2013 at the
Wayback Machine);
Matthias Becher: Neue Überlegungen zum Geburtsdatum Karls des Großen, in: Francia 19/1, 1992, pp. 37–60
(online  Archived  17 November 2013 at the Wayback Machine);

c. ^ Also see: The Great Schism – St. George Orthodox Cathedral  or The Great Schism – Assumption Greek
Orthodox Church

d. ^ See:"France :: The hegemony of Neustria" . Encyclopædia Britannica. Britannica.com. 24 April 2013. Retrieved
14 January 2014.
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e. ^ From 781 Adrian began dating papal documents by the years of Charlemagne's reign, instead of the reign of the
Byzantine Emperor.[55]

f. ^ It was during this visit to Rome that Charlemagne met Alcuin of York and invited him to join his court.[56]
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Merovingians (509–751)

Clovis I · Childebert I · Chlothar I · Charibert I · Guntram · Chilperic I · Sigebert I ·
Childebert II · Chlothar II · Dagobert I · Sigebert II · Clovis II · Chlothar III · Childeric II ·
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Debatable or disputed rulers are in italics.
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Charles Borromeo

His Eminence
Saint Charles Borromeo

Cardinal 
Archbishop of Milan

Carlo Borromeo, by Giovanni Figino. Oil on
canvas, 41 × 48 cm. Biblioteca Ambrosiana

Native name Count Carlo Borromeo di Arona

Archdiocese Milan

See Milan

Appointed 12 May 1564

Term ended 3 November 1584

Predecessor Giovanni Angelo de’ Medici

Successor Gaspare Visconti

Other posts Cardinal-Priest of Santa
Prassede

Orders
Ordination 4 September 1563

by Federico Cesi

Consecration 7 December 1563
by Giovanni Serbelloni

Created
cardinal

31 January 1560
by Pius IV

Rank Cardinal-Priest

Personal details
Born 2 October 1538

Castle of Arona, Duchy of Milan

Died 3 November 1584 (aged 46)
Milan

Buried Milan Cathedral

Denomination Roman Catholic

Parents Gilberto Borromeo, 7th Count of
Arona
Margherita de' Medici di
Marignano

Previous post Administrator of Milan (1560-
1564)
Cardinal-Deacon of Santi Vito,
Modesto e Crescenzia (1560)
Cardinal-Deacon of Santi

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Carlo Borromeo" redirects here. For the Bishop of Pozzuoli, see Carlo Borromeo (bishop). For the Indian
sprinter, see Charles Borromeo (athlete).

Charles Borromeo (Italian: Carlo Borromeo, Latin: Carolus
Borromeus, 2 October 1538 – 3 November 1584) was the Latin
archbishop of Milan from 1564 to 1584 and a cardinal of the
Catholic Church. He was a leading figure of the Counter-
Reformation combat against the Protestant Reformation together
with St. Ignatius of Loyola and St. Philip Neri. In that role he was
responsible for significant reforms in the Catholic Church,
including the founding of seminaries for the education of priests.
He is honored as a saint by the Catholic Church, with a feast day
on November 4.
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Early life [edit]

Charles was a descendant of nobility: the Borromeo family was
one of the most ancient and wealthy in Lombardy, made famous
by several notable men, both in the church and state.[1] The family
coat of arms included the Borromean rings, which are sometimes
taken to symbolize the Holy Trinity. Charles' father Gilbert was
Count of Arona. His mother Margaret was a member of the Milan
branch of the House of Medici. The third son in a family of six
children, he was born in the castle of Arona on Lake Maggiore 36
miles from Milan on 2 October 1538.[2]

Borromeo received the tonsure when he was about twelve years
old. At this time his paternal uncle Giulio Cesare Borromeo turned
over to him the income from the rich Benedictine abbey of Sts.
Gratinian and Felin, one of the ancient perquisites of the family.
Charles made plain to his father that all revenues from the abbey
beyond what was required to prepare him for a career in the
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Silvestro e Martino ai Monti
(1560–1563)
Cardinal-Priest of Santi
Silvestro e Martino ai Monti
(1563–1564)
Archpriest of the Basilica di
Santa Maria Maggiore (1564–
1572)

Coat of arms

Sainthood
Feast day 4 November

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 12 May 1602
by Clement VIII

Canonized 1 November 1610
by Paul V

Attributes cord, red cardinal robes

Patronage against ulcers; apple orchards;
bishops; catechists;
catechumens; colic; intestinal
disorders; Lombardy, Italy;
Monterey California; cardinals;
seminarians; spiritual directors;
spiritual leaders; starch
makers; stomach diseases;
São Carlos city in Brazil (as the
name indicates)

Shrines Milan Cathedral

Ordination history of
Charles Borromeo

History
Diaconal ordination

Date 21 December 1560

Priestly ordination
Ordained by Federico Cesi (Sub-Dec.

Sacr. Coll.)
Date 4 September 1563

Episcopal consecration
Principal
consecrator

Giovanni Antonio Serbelloni

Co-consecratorsTolomeo Gallio (Novara)
Felice Tiranni (Urbino)

Date 7 December 1563

Cardinalate
Elevated by Pius IV
Date 31 January 1560

Episcopal succession
Bishops consecrated by Charles Borromeo

as principal consecrator
Mark Sittich von Hohenems 1564
Niccolò Sfondrati (later
Gregory XIV)

1564

Gabriele Paleotti 10 February
1566

Alessandro Maria Sauli B 12 March 1570
Galeazzo Moroni 1573
Giovanni Francesco
Bonomigni

1 February
1573

Paolo del Grasso 1574
Lodovico Michelio 24 June 1584
Ottaviano Paravicini 15 July 1584

Church belonged to the poor and could not be applied to secular
use. The young man attended the University of Pavia, where he
applied himself to the study of civil and canon law. Due to a slight
impediment of a speech he was regarded as slow but his
thoroughness and industry meant that he made rapid progress.[2]

In 1554 his father died, and although he had an elder brother,
Count Federico, he was requested by the family to take the
management of their domestic affairs. After a time, he resumed his
studies, and on 6 December 1559, he earned a doctorate in
canon and civil law.

Rome period [edit]

On 25 December 1559 Borromeo's uncle Cardinal Giovanni
Angelo Medici was elected as Pope Pius IV. The newly-elected
pope required his nephew to come to Rome, and on 13 January
1560 appointed him protonotary apostolic.[3] Shortly thereafter, on
31 January 1560, the pope created him cardinal, and thus Charles
as cardinal-nephew was entrusted with both the public and the
privy seal of the ecclesiastical state.[4] He was also brought into
the government of the Papal States and appointed a supervisor of
the Franciscans, Carmelites and Knights of Malta.

During his four years in Rome Borromeo lived in austerity, obliged
the Roman Curia to wear black, and established an academy of
learned persons, the Academy of the Vatican Knights, publishing
their memoirs as the Noctes Vaticanae.[5]

Charles organized the third and last session of the Council of
Trent, in 1562-63.[4] He had a large share in the making of the
Tridentine Catechism (Catechismus Romanus). In 1561, Borromeo
founded and endowed a college at Pavia, today known as Almo
Collegio Borromeo, which he dedicated to St. Justina of Padua.

On 19 November 1562, his older brother, Federico, suddenly died.
His family urged Charles to seek permission to return to the lay
state (laicization), to marry and have children so that the family
name would not become extinct, but he decided not to leave the
ecclesiastic state.[6] His brother's death, along with his contacts
with the Jesuits and the Theatines and the example of bishops
such as Bartholomew of Braga, were the causes of a conversion of
Charles towards a more strict and operative Christian life, and his
aim became to put into practice the dignity and duties of the
bishop as drafted by the recent Council of Trent.[5]

Archbishop of Milan [edit]

Charles was appointed an administrator of the Archdiocese of
Milan on 7 February 1560. After his decision to put into practice
the role of bishop, he decided to be ordained priest (4 September
1563) and on 7 December 1563 he was consecrated bishop in the
Sistine Chapel by Cardinal Giovanni Serbelloni.[7] Charles was
formally appointed archbishop of Milan on 12 May 1564 after the
former archbishop Ippolito II d'Este waived his claims on that
archbishopric, but he was only allowed by the pope to leave Rome
one year later. Charles made his formal entry into Milan as
archbishop on 23 September 1565.[6]

Reform in Milan [edit]

After the death of his uncle, Pius IV (1566), Charles contributed
materially to suppressing the cabals of the
conclave.[further explanation needed] Before Charles went to Milan,
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Intercession of Charles Borromeo supported by
the Virgin Mary by Rottmayr (Karlskirche, Vienna)

Charles Borromeo intercedes
during the plague; painting by Jacob
Jordaens (1655)

while he was overseeing reform in Rome, a nobleman
remarked that the latter city was no longer a place to enjoy
oneself or to make a fortune. "Carlo Borromeo has
undertaken to remake the city from top to bottom," he said,
predicting that the reformer's enthusiasm "would lead him
to correct the rest of the world once he has finished with
Rome."[8]

Subsequently, he devoted himself to the reformation of his
diocese which had deteriorated in practice owing to the 80-
year absence of previous archbishops.[9] Milan was the
largest archdiocese in Italy at the time, with more than
3,000 clergy and 800,000 people. Both its clergy and laity

had drifted from church teaching. The selling of indulgences and ecclesiastical positions was prevalent;
monasteries were "full of disorder"; many religious were "lazy, ignorant, and debauched".[8] Charles made
numerous pastoral visits, and restored dignity to divine service. He urged churches to be designed in conformity
with the decrees of the Council of Trent, which stated that sacred art and architecture lacking adequate
scriptural foundation was in effect prohibited, as was any inclusion of classical pagan elements in religious
art.[10] He divided the nave of the church into two compartments to separate the sexes at worship.

He extended his reforms to the collegiate churches, monasteries and even to the Confraternities of Penitents,
particularly that of St. John the Baptist. This group was to attend to prisoners and those condemned to death, to
give them help and support.

Charles believed that abuses in the church arose from ignorant clergy.
Among his most important actions, he established seminaries, colleges,
and communities for the education of candidates for holy orders.[11] His
emphasis on Catholic learning greatly increased the preparation of men
for the priesthood and benefited their congregations. In addition, he
founded the fraternity of Oblates of St. Ambrose, a society of secular
men who did not take orders, but devoted themselves to the church and
followed a discipline of monastic prayers and study. They provided
assistance to parishes where ordered by the church.[9] The new
archbishop's efforts for catechesis and the instruction of youth included
the initiation of the first “Sunday School” classes and the work of the
Confraternity for Christian Doctrine.

Borromeo diocesan reforms faced opposition from several religious
orders, particularly that of the Humiliati (Brothers of Humility), a
penitential order which, although reduced to about 170 members,
owned some ninety monasteries. Some members of that society formed
a conspiracy against his life, and a shot was fired at him in the
archiepiscopal chapel. His survival was considered miraculous.[11]

In 1576 there was famine at Milan due to crop failures, and later an
outbreak of the plague. The city's trade fell off, and along with it the people's source of income. The Governor
and many members of the nobility fled the city, but the bishop remained, to organize the care of those affected
and to minister to the dying. He called together the superiors of all the religious communities in the diocese and
won their cooperation. Borromeo tried to feed 60,000 to 70,000 people daily. He used up his own funds and
went into debt to provide food for the hungry. Finally, he wrote to the Governor, and successfully persuaded
him to return.[2][4]

Influence on English affairs [edit]

Charles had also been involved in English affairs when he assisted Pius IV. Many English Catholics had fled to
Italy at this time because of the persecutions under Queen Elizabeth I. He gave pastoral attention to English
Catholics who fled to Italy to escape the new laws against the Catholic faith.[11] Saint Edmund Campion, a Jesuit,
along with Saint Ralph Sherwin visited him at Milan in 1580 on their way to England. They stayed with him for
eight days, talking with him every night after dinner. A Welshman, Griffith Roberts, served as his canon
theologian, and an Englishman, Thomas Goldwell, as vicar-general. The archbishop carried on his person a
small picture of John Fisher, who, with Thomas More, had been executed during the reign of Henry VIII, and for
whom he held a great veneration. During the nineteenth-century Catholic restoration in England, Cardinal
Wiseman was to institute an order of Oblates of St Charles, led by Henry Edward Manning, as a congregation of
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Painting by Francesco
Caccianiga showing an angel
tending to Charles Borromeo

Crypt of Charles Borromeo, in the
Duomo di Milano

secular priests directly supporting the Archbishop of Westminster.[12]

Persecution of religious dissidents [edit]

Though the Diet of Ilanz of 1524 and 1526 had proclaimed freedom of
worship in the Republic of the Three Leagues, Charles repressed
Protestantism in the Swiss valleys. The Catholic Encyclopedia relates: “In
November [1583] he began a visitation as Apostolic visitor of all the
cantons of Switzerland and the Grisons, leaving the affairs of his diocese in
the hands of Monsignor Owen Lewis, his vicar-general. He began in the
Mesoleina Valley; here not only was their heresy to be fought, but also
witchcraft and sorcery, and at Roveredo it was discovered that "the provost
or rector, was the foremost in sorceries.”[13] During his pastoral visit to the
region, 150 people were arrested for practicing witchcraft. Eleven women
and the provost were condemned to be burned alive.[14]

Reacting to the pressure of the Protestant Reformation, Borromeo
encouraged Ludwig Pfyffer in his development of the Golden League, but
did not live to see its formation in 1586. Based in Lucerne, the organization
(also called the Borromean League) linked activities of several Swiss
Catholic cantons of Switzerland, which became the center of Catholic
Counter-Reformation efforts. This organization was determined to expel heretics and burned some people at
the stake. It created severe strains in the civil administration of the confederation, and caused the break-up of
Appenzell canton along religious lines. [15]

Controversy and last days [edit]

Borromeo was described by a biographer as “an austere, dedicated,
humorless and uncompromising personality”.[citation needed] Charged with
implementing the reforms dictated by the Council of Trent, his
uncompromising stance brought him into conflict with secular leaders,
priests, and even the Pope.[8] He met with much opposition to his
reforms. The governor of the province and many of the senators
addressed complaints to the courts of Rome and Madrid.

In 1584, during his annual retreat at Monte Varallo, he fell ill with
"intermittent fever and ague", and on returning to Milan grew rapidly
worse. After receiving the Last Sacraments, he died quietly on 4
November at the age of 46.[2]

Veneration [edit]

Following his death, popular devotion to Charles arose quickly and
continued to grow. The Milanese celebrated his anniversary as though
he were already a saint, and supporters in a number of cities collected
documentation to support his canonization. In 1602 Clement VIII
beatified Charles. In 1604 his case was sent on to the Congregation of
Rites. On 1 November 1610, Paul V canonized Charles. Three years
later, the church added his feast to the General Roman Calendar for celebration on 4 November. Along with
Guarinus of Palestrina and perhaps Anselm of Lucca, he is one of only two or three cardinal-nephews to have
been canonized.

Charles Borromeo is the patron saint of bishops, catechists and seminarians.[16]

Iconography [edit]

Borromeo's emblem is the Latin word humilitas (humility), which is a portion of the Borromeo shield. He is usually
represented in art in his robes, barefoot, carrying the cross as archbishop, a rope around his neck, one hand
raised in blessing, thus recalling his work during the plague.

Sources [edit]

Charles' biography was originally written by three of his contemporaries: Agostino Valerio (afterwards cardinal
and Bishop of Verona) and Carlo Bascape (General of the Barnabites, afterwards Bishop of Novara), who wrote
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Il Sancarlone (English: The huge Saint
Charles): colossal statue of Carlo
Borromeo erected in Arona, Italy in 1697.
The work of Giovanni Battista Crespi, the
statue is 23 m tall and stands on a plinth
12 m in height.

their contributions in Latin, and Pietro Giussanno (a priest), who wrote his in Italian. Father Giussanno's
account was the most detailed of the three.[1]

Legacy [edit]

Borromeo's correspondence shows his influential position in Europe
during his lifetime. The popes under whom he served sought his
advice. The Catholic sovereigns of Europe – Henry III of France,
Philip II of Spain, Mary, Queen of Scots – and others showed how
they valued his influence. Cardinal Valerio of Verona said of him that
Borromeo was "to the well-born a pattern of virtue, to his brother
cardinals an example of true nobility." Cardinal Baronius styled him
"a second Ambrose, whose early death, lamented by all good men,
inflicted great loss on the Church."

Late in the sixteenth or at the beginning of the seventeenth century,
Catholics in England circulated among themselves a "Life of St.
Charles".[17]

Monuments [edit]

Contrary to Borromeo's last wishes, the Duomo di Milano created
a memorial crypt to honor him at the church.
His relative Federico Borromeo and admirers commissioned a
statue 20 m high that was erected on the hill above Arona, as
they regarded him an important leader of the Counter-
Reformation.

Writings [edit]

Besides the Noctes Vaticanae, to which he appeared to have contributed, Borromeo's written legacy
consisted only of some homilies, discourses and sermons, with a collection of letters. Borromeo's sermons
have been translated into many languages.

Churches [edit]

A large number of churches dedicated to St. Charles Borromeo exist, such as:

St. Charles Parish, Spokane, Washington
St. Charles Borromeo Roman Catholic Oratory, North Kelvinside, Glasgow, Scotland .
Cathedral of San Carlos Borromeo, California
Karlskirche, Vienna
St Charles Borromeo Church, Sheffield
St Charles Borromeo Church, Hadfield, England
Mission San Carlos Borromeo de Carmelo, California
Our Lady and St Charles Borromeo Catholic Church, Wisbech, England
San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane, Rome
St. Charles Borromeo Church, Antwerp
St. Charles Borromeo Cemetery Church, Vienna
St. Charles Borromeo Catholic Church, Aš, part Mokřiny
St. Charles Borromeo Church (Destrehan, Louisiana)

St. Charles Borromeo Church (New York City)
St. Charles's Church (Staten Island, New York)
St. Charles Borromeo Catholic Church  (Nederland, Texas)
St. Charles Borromeo Catholic Church and Academy (Pt. Loma, California) [18]

St. Charles Borromeo Catholic Church in St. Charles, Missouri
Church of St. Charles Borromeo Catholic Church  in Minneapolis, Minnesota
St. Charles Church in Arlington, Virginia
St. Charles Borromeo Church (Parma, Ohio)
St. Charles Borromeo (Lima, Ohio)
St. Charles Borromeo Catholic Church (Kettering, Ohio)
Church of St. Charles Borromeo (Warsaw, Poland)
St. Charles Borromeo Catholic Church (Gretna, Nebraska)
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Depiction of Charles Borromeo
in a stained glass window.

St. Charles Borromeo Catholic Church (Skillman, New Jersey)
St. Charles Borromeo Catholic Church (Syracuse, New York)
St. Charles Borromeo Catholic Church (Ahoskie, North Carolina)
St. Charles Borromeo Catholic Church (Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania)
St. Charles Borromeo Roman Catholic Church, est.1846, Woonsocket, Rhode Island
St. Charles Borromeo  in Pikesville, Maryland
St. Charles Borromeo Roman Catholic Church  in Greece, NY
St. Charles Borromeo Roman Catholic Church in Hampshire, IL

Seminaries [edit]

St Charles Borromeo Seminary of the Archdiocese of Košice, in Košice,
Slovakia
St. Charles Borromeo Seminary of the Archdiocese of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, United States
San Carlos Seminary of the Archdiocese of Manila in Makati City,
Philippines
Colegio San Carlos, a recognized primary and secondary school in
Bogotá, Colombia, and home for a Benedictine community of priests
Saint Charles Borromeo Major Seminary of Nyakibanda in Rwanda
St Charles' Seminary  in Perth, Australia
Borromeo Seminary in Wickliffe, Ohio
St. Charles Seminary in Carthagena, Ohio, now a retirement home
St. Charles Seminary (Staten Island, New York), closed and slated for
private homes

St Charles Borromeo Minor Seminary Senior High School, Tamale, Ghana

Other [edit]

His nephew, Federico Borromeo (1564–1631), was archbishop of Milan from 1595 and founded the
Ambrosian Library in that city. He donated his collection of art and literature to the library. He appeared as a
character in Alessandro Manzoni’s novel The Betrothed (I promessi sposi).
Sint. Carolus hospital, First Catholic hospital in Indonesia that founded by Perkumpulan Perhimpunan St.
Carolus Vereeniging (PPSC). This hospital is managed by Kongregasi Suster-Suster Cinta Kasih St. Carolus
Borromeus (Sisters of Mercy of St. Borromeo ) since it founded at 1913.
Borromeo was crucial in furthering the career of composer Orfeo Vecchi.[19]

Charles is one of four people mentioned at the beginning of the Catechism of the Catholic Church, as
responsible for the Council of Trent, which gave way to the modern day catechism. The others are Peter
Canisius, Turibius of Mongrovejo and Robert Bellarmine.
Saint Charles Preparatory School, a former college seminary now a four-year Catholic college preparatory
school in Columbus, Ohio.
St. Charles, Missouri.
St. Charles, Minnesota.
São Carlos, Brazil.
Saint-Charles-Borromée, Quebec, Canada.
University of San Carlos in Cebu City, Philippines,
Universidad de San Carlos de Guatemala in Guatemala, originally named "Royal and Pontifical University of
San Carlos Borromeo"

Music [edit]

Marc-Antoine Charpentier has composed a dramatic motet, Pestis Mediolanensis, H 398, for soloists, double
chorus, 2 flûtes, 2 strings, and continuo (1670?).

See also [edit]

Biography portal Catholicism portal Italy portal Saints portal

Guastallines
Saint Charles Borromeo, patron saint archive
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Charles Elliot Fox CBE (26 September 1878 – 28 October 1977) was an Anglican missionary and teacher in
Melanesia.

Fox was born in Stalbridge, Dorset, England, and educated in New Zealand,[1] graduating Master of Arts from
Auckland University College in 1901.[2] He received a degree in theology from St John's College, Auckland in
1902, joined the Anglican Melanesian Mission in 1903 and was ordained the same year.[1]

Around 1924, Fox worked on a dictionary and grammar of the Arosi language of Makira (formerly San Cristobal)
in the Solomon Island (ISBN 0858831708), and the Lau language of Malaita (ISBN 0858831015).[1] He also
wrote "Beliefs and Tales of San Cristobal" in 1915, later translated and printed in J Royal Anthropological Inst.[3]

In 1932, Fox declined the post of Bishop of the Melanesian Missionary Church. In the same year he was
admitted to the Melanesian Brotherhood.[4]

In the 1974 New Year Honours, Fox was appointed a Commander of the Order of the British Empire, for
humanitarian services, particularly in the Solomon Islands.[5] He died in New Zealand in 1977, aged 99 years.
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Charles Garnier (missionary)

Saint
Charles Garnier

North American Martyrs

Born May 25, 1606
Paris, France

Died December 7, 1649 (aged 43)
Tobacco Nation country near
Collingwood, Ontario, Canada

Venerated in Catholic Church

Canonized 1930 by Pope Pius XI

Major shrine Shrine of the Canadian Martyrs,
Midland, Ontario, Canada

Feast October 19

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Charles Garnier, S.J., (baptised at Paris, May 25, 1606 –
December 7, 1649) was a Jesuit missionary working in New
France. He was killed by Iroquois in a Petun (Tobacco Nation)
village on December 7, 1649.[1][2]
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Biography [edit]

The son of a secretary to King Henri III of France, Garnier was
born in Paris in 1606. He attended the Collège de Clermont in
Paris and joined the Jesuit seminary in Clermont in September
1624.[3]

After his novitiate, he returned to the College of Clermont as
Prefect. After finishing his studies in rhetoric and philosophy, he
spent two years teaching at the College of Eu as a teacher.
Completing years of studies in language, culture and theology, he
was ordained as a priest in 1635. His father initially forbade him
from travelling to Canada where he would face almost certain
death as a missionary, but he was eventually allowed to go.[4]

Embarking on March 25, 1636, he described the crossing in a letter to his father,

We gave Viaticum to a sailor who had fallen from the top of the mizzenmast to the deck. He was
well-disposed to die. However, as I saw him in great discomfort, unable to sleep, I gave him my
cabin and went in with Father Chastelain in his, but the sick man found this cabin too stuffy so the
next day I occupied it again but left him my mattress so he could sleep even in the midst of the
cannons. Hearing this, the Captain made me take one of his.[5]

He reached the colony of New France in June. He travelled immediately to the Huron mission with fellow Jesuit
Pierre Chastellain.[6] By early August he had arrived among the Nipissings.[5]

He served for the rest of his life as a missionary among the Huron, never returning to France. The Huron
nicknamed him Ouracha, or "rain-giver", after his arrival was followed by a drought-ending rainfall. He was
greatly influenced by fellow missionary Jean de Brébeuf, and was known as the "lamb" to Brebeuf's "lion".[3] In
1639 and 1640 he wintered in the land of the Petun. From 1641 to 1646 Garnier was at the Saint-Joseph
mission.[6]

There were raids between Iroquois and Huron forces. When he learned that Brébeuf and Lalemant were killed
in March 1649 by Iroquois after a raid on a Huron village, Garnier knew he too might soon die. On December 7,
1649, he was killed by musket fire from the Iroquois during an attack on the Petun village where he was living.[5]

Charles Garnier was canonized in 1930 by Pope Pius XI with the other seven Canadian Martyrs (also known as
the North American Martyrs.)[6] His feast day is October 19.
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Shrine of the North American Martyrs
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Charles I of Austria

Blessed 
Charles I & IV

Emperor of Austria,
Apostolic King of Hungary, Croatia,

Dalmatia, and King of Bohemia (more...)
Reign 21 November 1916 –

11 November 1918

Coronation 30 December 1916,
Budapest (as king of Hungary)

Predecessor Franz Joseph I

Successor (monarchy abolished)
Karl Seitz (as President of
Austria)
Mihály Károlyi (as President of
Hungary)

Prime Minister See list

Born 17 August 1887
Persenbeug Castle,
Persenbeug-Gottsdorf, Lower
Austria, Austria-Hungary

Died 1 April 1922 (aged 34)
Madeira, Portuguese Republic

Burial Igreja Nossa Senhora do
Monte, Madeira
Heart buried in Muri Abbey,
Switzerland

Spouse Princess Zita of Bourbon-
Parma
(m. 1911)

Issue Otto, Crown Prince of Austria
Archduchess Adelheid
Robert, Archduke of Austria-
Este
Archduke Felix
Archduke Carl Ludwig
Archduke Rudolf
Charlotte, Duchess of
Mecklenburg-Strelitz
Archduchess Elisabeth of
Austria

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Karl I" redirects here. For other uses, see Charles I (disambiguation).

Charles I or Karl I (Karl Franz Joseph Ludwig Hubert Georg Otto
Maria; 17 August 1887 – 1 April 1922) was the last Emperor of
Austria, the last King of Hungary (as Charles IV, Hungarian: IV.
Károly),[1] the last King of Bohemia (as Charles III, Czech: Karel
III.), and the last monarch belonging to the House of Habsburg-
Lorraine before the dissolution of Austria-Hungary. The son of
Archduke Otto of Austria and Princess Maria Josepha of Saxony,
Charles became heir presumptive of Emperor Franz Joseph after
his uncle Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria was assassinated
in 1914. In 1911, he married Princess Zita of Bourbon-Parma.

Charles succeeded to the thrones in November 1916 following the
death of Franz Joseph. He made secret attempts to negotiate
Austria-Hungary's exit from the First World War but was
unsuccessful. Despite Charles' efforts to preserve the empire by
transforming it into a federal union, Austria-Hungary hurtled
towards disintegration: Czechoslovakia and the State of Slovenes,
Croats and Serbs were proclaimed, and Hungary broke monarchic
ties to Austria by the end of October 1918. Following the Armistice
of 11 November 1918, Charles "renounced participation" in state
affairs, but did not abdicate. The Republic of German-Austria was
proclaimed the following day, and in April 1919 he was formally
dethroned by the Austrian Parliament and exiled to Switzerland.

Charles spent the remaining years of his life attempting to restore
the monarchy. He made two attempts to reclaim the Hungarian
throne in 1921; both failed due to a lack of support from Hungary's
regent Miklós Horthy. Charles was exiled for a second time to the
Portuguese island of Madeira, where he soon fell ill and died of
respiratory failure in 1922.

Beatified by Pope John Paul II in 2004, Charles is known to the
Catholic Church as Blessed Karl of Austria.[2]
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Early life [edit]

Charles was born on 17 August 1887, in the Castle of Persenbeug, in Lower
Austria. His parents were Archduke Otto Franz of Austria and Princess Maria
Josepha of Saxony. At the time, his great-uncle Franz Joseph reigned as
Emperor of Austria and King of Hungary. Upon the death of Crown Prince
Rudolph in 1889, the Emperor's brother, Archduke Karl Ludwig, was next in line
to the Austro-Hungarian throne. However, his death in 1896 from typhoid made
his eldest son, Archduke Franz Ferdinand, the new heir presumptive.

Archduke Charles was reared a devout Catholic. He spent his early years
wherever his father's regiment happened to be stationed; later on, he lived in
Vienna and Reichenau an der Rax. He was privately educated, but, contrary to
the custom ruling in the imperial family, he attended a public gymnasium for the
sake of demonstrations in scientific subjects. On the conclusion of his studies at
the gymnasium, he entered the army, spending the years from 1906-08 as an
officer chiefly in Prague, where he studied Law and Political Science
concurrently with his military duties.[3]

In 1907, he was declared of age, and Prince Zdenko Lobkowitz was appointed as his chamberlain. During the
next few years, he carried out his military duties in various Bohemian garrison towns. Charles' relations with his
great-uncle were not intimate, and those with his uncle Franz Ferdinand were not cordial, with the differences
between their wives increasing the existing tension between them. For these reasons, Charles, up to the time of
the assassination of his uncle in 1914, obtained no insight into affairs of state, but led the life of a prince not
destined for a high political position.[3]

Marriage [edit]

In 1911, Charles married Princess Zita of Bourbon-Parma. They
had met as children but did not see one another for almost ten
years, as each pursued their education. In 1909, his Dragoon
regiment was stationed at Brandýs nad Labem in Bohemia, from
where he visited his aunt at Franzensbad.[4]:5

It was during one of these visits that Charles and Zita became
reacquainted.[4]:5 Due to Franz Ferdinand's morganatic marriage
in 1900, his children were excluded from the succession. As a
result, the Emperor pressured Charles to marry. Zita not only
shared Charles' devout Catholicism, but also an impeccable royal
lineage.[5]:16 Zita later recalled:

We were of course glad to meet again and became close friends. On my side feelings developed
gradually over the next two years. He seemed to have made his mind up much more quickly,
however, and became even more keen when, in the autumn of 1910, rumours spread about that I
had got engaged to a distant Spanish relative, Jaime, Duke of Madrid. On hearing this, the
Archduke came down post haste from his regiment at Brandeis and sought out his
[step]grandmother, Archduchess Maria Theresa, who was also my aunt and the natural confidante
in such matters. He asked if the rumor was true and when told it was not, he replied, "Well, I had
better hurry in any case or she will get engaged to someone else."[4]:8

Archduke Charles traveled to Villa Pianore, the Italian winter residence of Zita's parents, and asked for her
hand; on 13 June 1911, their engagement was announced at the Austrian court.[4]:8 Charles and Zita were
married at the Bourbon-Parma castle of Schwarzau in Austria on 21 October 1911. Charles's great-uncle, the
81-year-old Emperor Franz Joseph, attended the wedding. He was relieved to see an heir make a suitable
marriage, and was in good spirits, even leading the toast at the wedding breakfast.[5]:19 Archduchess Zita soon
conceived a son, and Otto was born 20 November 1912. Seven more children followed in the next decade.
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King Charles IV taking his
coronation oath at Holy Trinity Column
outside Matthias Church, Budapest, 30
December 1916

Portrait of the recently crowned King
Charles IV and Queen Zita with their
son Otto

Heir presumptive [edit]

Charles became heir presumptive after the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand in Sarajevo in 1914, the
event which precipitated World War I. Only at this time did the old Emperor take steps to initiate the heir-
presumptive to his crown in affairs of state. But the outbreak of World War I interfered with this political
education. Charles spent his time during the first phase of the war at headquarters at Teschen, but exercised
no military influence.[3]

Charles then became a Feldmarschall (Field Marshal) in the Austro-Hungarian Army. In the spring of 1916, in
connection with the offensive against Italy, he was entrusted with the command of the XX. Corps, whose
affections the heir-presumptive to the throne won by his affability and friendliness. The offensive, after a
successful start, soon came to a standstill. Shortly afterwards, Charles went to the eastern front as commander
of an army operating against the Russians and Romanians.[3]

Reign [edit]

Charles succeeded to the thrones in November 1916 after the death of
his grand-uncle, Emperor Franz Joseph. On 2 December 1916, he
assumed the title of Supreme Commander of the whole army,
succeeding Archduke Friedrich. His coronation as King of Hungary
occurred on 30 December. In 1917, Charles secretly entered into peace
negotiations with France. He employed his brother-in-law, Prince Sixtus
of Bourbon-Parma, an officer in the Belgian Army, as intermediary.
However, the Allies insisted on Austrian recognition of Italian claims to
territory and Charles refused, so no progress was made.[6] Foreign
minister Graf Czernin was only interested in negotiating a general peace
which would include Germany, Charles himself went much further in
suggesting his willingness to make a separate peace. When news of the
overture leaked in April 1918, Charles denied involvement until French
Prime Minister Georges Clemenceau published letters signed by him.
This led to Czernin's resignation, forcing Austria-Hungary into an even
more dependent position with respect to its seemingly wronged German
ally.[7]

The Austro-Hungarian Empire was wracked by inner turmoil in the final
years of the war, with much tension between ethnic groups. As part of
his Fourteen Points, U.S. President Woodrow Wilson demanded that the
Empire allow for autonomy and self-determination of its peoples. In
response, Charles agreed to reconvene the Imperial Parliament and
allow for the creation of a confederation with each national group
exercising self-governance. However, the ethnic groups fought for full autonomy as separate nations, as they
were now determined to become independent from Vienna at the earliest possible moment.

The new foreign minister Baron Istvan Burián asked for an armistice 14 October based on the Fourteen Points,
and two days later Charles issued a proclamation that radically changed the nature of the Austrian state. The
Poles were granted full independence with the purpose of joining their ethnic brethren in Russia and Germany
in a Polish state. The rest of the Austrian lands were transformed into a federal union composed of four parts:
German, Czech, South Slav, and Ukrainian. Each of the four parts was to be governed by a federal council, and
Trieste was to have a special status. However, United States Secretary of State Robert Lansing replied four
days later that the Allies were now committed to the causes of the Czechs, Slovaks and South Slavs. Therefore,
autonomy inside the Empire for the nationalities was no longer enough. In fact, a Czechoslovak provisional
government had joined the Allies 14 October, and the South Slav national council declared an independent
South Slav state 29 October 1918.

Trialism and Croatia [edit]

From the beginning of his reign, Karl favored the creation of a third Croatian political entity in the Empire, in
addition to Austria and Hungary. In his Croatian coronation oath in 1916, he recognized the union of the Triune
Kingdom of Croatia, Dalmatia and Slavonia with Rijeka[8] and during his short reign supported trialist
suggestions from the Croatian Sabor and Ban, but the suggestions were always vetoed by the Hungarian side
which did not want to share power with other nations. After Emperor Karl's manifesto of 14 October 1918 was
rejected by the declaration of the National Council in Zagreb.[9] President of the Croatian pro-monarchy political
party Pure Party of Rights Dr. Aleksandar Horvat, with other parliament members and generals went to visit the
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Proclamation of 11 November 1918

Proclamation of 13 November 1918

emperor on 21 October 1918 in Bad Ischl,[10][11] where the emperor agreed and signed the trialist manifesto
under the proposed terms set by the delegation, on the condition that the Hungarian part does the same since
he swore an oath on the integrity of the Hungarian crown.[12][13][14] The delegation went the next day to
Budapest where it presented the manifesto to Hungarian officials and Council of Ministers who signed the
manifesto and released the king from his oath, creating a third Croatian political entity (Zvonimir's
kingdom).[13][15][16][17] After the signing, two parades were held in Zagreb, one for the ending of the K.u.K.
monarchy, which was held in front of the Croatian National Theater, and another one for saving the trialist
monarchy.[15] The last vote for the support of the trialist reorganization of the empire was, however, too late. On
29 October 1918, the Croatian Sabor (parliament) ended the union and all ties with Hungary and Austria,
proclaimed the unification of all Croatian lands and entered the State of Slovenes, Croats and Serbs.[18] The
curiosity is that no act of Sabor dethroned King Karl IV, nor did it acknowledge the entering in a state union with
Serbia, which is today mentioned in the preamble of the Constitution of Croatia.[19]

The Lansing note effectively ended any efforts to keep the Empire together. One by one, the nationalities
proclaimed their independence; even before the note the national councils had been acting more like
provisional governments. Charles' political future became uncertain. On 31 October, Hungary officially ended
the personal union between Austria and Hungary. Nothing remained of Charles' realm except the predominantly
German-speaking Danubian and Alpine provinces, and he was challenged even there by the German Austrian
State Council. His last Austrian prime minister, Heinrich Lammasch, advised him that he was in an impossible
situation, and his best course was to temporarily give up his right to exercise sovereign power.

Proclamations of November 1918 [edit]

On the day of the Armistice of 11 November 1918, Charles issued a
carefully worded proclamation in which he recognized the Austrian
people's right to determine the form of the state and "relinquish[ed]
every participation in the administration of the State."[20] He also
released his officials from their oath of loyalty to him. On the same day,
the Imperial Family left Schönbrunn Palace and moved to Castle
Eckartsau, east of Vienna. On 13 November, following a visit with
Hungarian magnates, Charles issued a similar proclamation—the
Eckartsau Proclamation—for Hungary.

Although it has widely been cited as an "abdication", the word itself was
never used in either proclamation.[21] Indeed, he deliberately avoided using the word abdication in the hope that
the people of either Austria or Hungary would vote to recall him. Privately, Charles left no doubt that he believed
himself to be the rightful emperor. He wrote to Friedrich Gustav Piffl, the Archbishop of Vienna: "I did not
abdicate, and never will [...] I see my manifesto of 11 November as the equivalent to a cheque which a street
thug has forced me to issue at gunpoint [...] I do not feel bound by it in any way whatsoever."[22]

Instead, on 12 November, the day after he issued his proclamation, the
independent Republic of German-Austria was proclaimed, followed by
the proclamation of the First Hungarian Republic on 16 November. An
uneasy truce-like situation ensued and persisted until 23 to 24 March
1919, when Charles left for Switzerland, escorted by the commander of
the small British guard detachment at Eckartsau, Lieutenant Colonel
Edward Lisle Strutt.

As the imperial train left Austria on 24 March, Charles issued another
proclamation in which he confirmed his claim of sovereignty, declaring
that "whatever the national assembly of German Austria has resolved
with respect to these matters since 11 November is null and void for me
and my House."[23] The newly established republican government of
Austria was not aware of this "Manifesto of Feldkirch" at this time—it had
been dispatched only to King Alfonso XIII of Spain and to Pope Benedict
XV through diplomatic channels—and politicians in power were irritated by the Emperor's departure without
explicit abdication.

The Austrian Parliament responded on 3 April with the Habsburg Law, which dethroned and banished the
Habsburgs. Charles was barred from ever returning to Austria. Other male Habsburgs could only return if they
renounced all intentions of reclaiming the throne and accepted the status of ordinary citizens. Another law
passed on the same day abolished all nobility in Austria. In Switzerland, Charles and his family briefly took
residence at Castle Wartegg near Rorschach at Lake Constance, and later moved to Château de Prangins at
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Tomb of Charles I in Madeira

Charles while still an Archduke

Lake Geneva on 20 May.

Attempts to reclaim throne of Hungary [edit]

Main article: Charles IV of Hungary's attempts to retake the throne

Encouraged by Hungarian royalists ("legitimists"), Charles sought twice in 1921 to reclaim the throne of
Hungary, but failed largely because Hungary's regent, Admiral Miklós Horthy (the last commander of the
Imperial and Royal Navy), refused to support Charles' restoration. Horthy's action was declared "treasonous" by
royalists. Critics suggest that Horthy's actions were more firmly grounded in political reality than those of
Charles and his supporters. Indeed, neighbouring countries had threatened to invade Hungary if Charles tried
to regain the throne. Later in 1921, the Hungarian parliament formally nullified the Pragmatic Sanction, an act
that effectively dethroned the Habsburgs.

Exile in Madeira, Portugal and death [edit]

After the second failed attempt at restoration in Hungary, Charles and
his pregnant wife Zita were arrested and quarantined at Tihany Abbey.
On 1 November 1921 they were taken to the Hungarian Danube
harbour city of Baja, were taken onboard the monitor HMS Glowworm,
and there removed to the Black Sea where they were transferred to the
light cruiser HMS Cardiff.[24][25] On 19 November 1921 they arrived at
their final exile, the Portuguese island of Madeira. Determined to
prevent a third restoration attempt, the Council of Allied Powers had
agreed on Madeira because it was isolated in the Atlantic Ocean and
easily guarded.[26]

The couple and their children, who joined them on 2 February 1922,
lived first at Funchal at the Villa Vittoria, next to Reid's Hotel, and later
moved to Quinta do Monte. Compared to the imperial glory in Vienna
and even at Eckartsau, conditions there were certainly impoverished.[27]

Charles did not leave Madeira. On 9 March 1922 he had caught a cold
in town, which developed into bronchitis and subsequently progressed
to severe pneumonia. Having suffered two heart attacks, he died of respiratory failure on 1 April, in the
presence of his wife (who was pregnant with their eighth child) and nine-year-old former Crown Prince Otto,
remaining conscious almost until his last moments. His last words to his wife were "I love you so much."[28] His
remains except for his heart are still on the island, resting in state in a chapel devoted to the Emperor in the
Church of Our Lady of The Hill (Igreja de Nossa Senhora do Monte), in spite of several attempts to move them
to the Habsburg Crypt in Vienna. His heart and the heart of his wife are entombed in Muri Abbey, Switzerland.

Legacy [edit]

Historians have been mixed in their evaluations of Charles and his
reign. In the interwar years he was celebrated in Austria as a military
hero. When Nazi Germany took over it made his memory into that of a
traitor. For decades after 1945, both popular interest and academic
interest practically disappeared. Attention has slowly returned.[29]

Helmut Rumpler, the head of the Habsburg commission of the Austrian
Academy of Sciences, described Charles as "a dilettante, far too weak
for the challenges facing him, out of his depth, and not really a
politician."[30] Others have seen Charles as a brave and honourable
figure who tried to stop the war in which his Empire was doing so poorly.
The English Neo-Jacobite writer, Herbert Vivian, wrote:

Karl was a great leader, a Prince of peace, who wanted to
save the world from a year of war; a statesman with ideas
to save his people from the complicated problems of his
Empire; a King who loved his people, a fearless man, a
noble soul, distinguished, a saint from whose grave
blessings come.[31]

Anatole France, the French novelist, stated:
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Blessed Charles of Austria-Hungary

Emperor; Layman
Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 3 October 2004, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 21 October

Attributes Imperial attire
Medals

This war without end is criminal. What is abominable is that they do not want to end it. No, they do
not want. Do not try to tell me that there was no way to end it. Emperor Charles offered peace; he
is the only decent man to have appeared in this war, and he was not listened to. There was,
through him, a chance that could have been seized... Clemenceau called the emperor a "rotten
conscience," it's ignoble. Emperor Charles sincerely wanted peace, and therefore was despised by
the whole world. [...] A king of France, yes a king, would have had pity on our poor, exhausted,
bloodlet nation. However democracy is without a heart and without entrails. When serving the
powers of money, it is pitiless and inhuman.[32]

Paul von Hindenburg, the German commander in chief, commented in his memoirs:

He tried to compensate for the evaporation of the ethical power which emperor Franz Joseph had
represented by offering völkisch reconciliation. Even as he dealt with elements who were sworn to
the goal of destroying his empire he believed that his acts of political grace would affect their
conscience. These attempts were totally futile; those people had long ago lined up with our
common enemies, and were far from being deterred.[33]

Beatification [edit]

Catholic Church leaders have praised Charles for putting his
Christian faith first in making political decisions, and for his role as
a peacemaker during the war, especially after 1917. They have
considered that his brief rule expressed Catholic social teaching,
and that he created a social legal framework that in part still
survives.

Pope John Paul II declared Charles "Blessed" in a beatification
ceremony held on 3 October 2004,[34] and stated:

The decisive task of Christians consists in seeking,
recognizing and following God's will in all things. The
Christian statesman, Charles of Austria, confronted
this challenge every day. To his eyes, war appeared
as "something appalling". Amid the tumult of the First
World War, he strove to promote the peace initiative
of my Predecessor, Benedict XV.[35]

Pope Benedict XV's peace plan consisted of seven principal
elements: (1) the moral force of right ... be substituted for the
material force of arms, (2) there must be simultaneous and
reciprocal diminution of armaments, (3) a mechanism for
international arbitration must be established, (4) true liberty and
common rights over the sea should exist, (5) there should be a renunciation of war indemnities, (6) occupied
territories should be evacuated, and (7) there should be an examination of rival claims.[36] To summarize, the
best outcome to the war, according to Pope Benedict XV, was an immediate restoration to the status quo
without reparations or any form of forced demands. Although the plan seemed unattainable due to the severity
of the war thus far, it had been appealing to the Catholic Emperor Charles I, who could have seen it as his duty
as Apostolic King of Hungary to carry out the Church's will, or as a way to preserve his throne in the years to
come. Pope John Paul II was also beatifying and canonizing a significantly larger number of individuals as saints
during the later part of his pontificate, so much so that many believed he was operating a "saint factory,"[37]

which could have influenced his decision to beatify Emperor Charles I as Charles the Blessed.[38]

From the beginning, Emperor Charles conceived of his office as a holy service to his people. His chief concern
was to follow the Christian vocation to holiness also in his political actions. For this reason, his thoughts turned
to social assistance.

The cause or campaign for his canonization began in 1949, when the testimony of his holiness was collected in
the Archdiocese of Vienna. In 1954, the cause was opened and he was declared "servant of God", the first step
in the process. At the beginning of the cause for canonization in 1972 his tomb was opened and his body was
discovered to be incorrupt.[39]
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Styles of
Charles I of Austria

Reference
style

His Imperial and Royal Apostolic
Majesty

Spoken
style

Your Imperial and Royal
Apostolic Majesty

The League of Prayers established for the promotion of his cause has set up a website,[40] and Cardinal
Christoph Schönborn of Vienna has sponsored the cause.

Recent milestones [edit]

On 14 April 2003, the Vatican's Congregation for the Causes of Saints in the presence of Pope John Paul II,
promulgated Charles of Austria's "heroic virtues," and he thereby acquired the title of venerable.
On 21 December 2003, the Congregation certified, on the basis of three expert medical opinions, that a
miracle in 1960 occurred through the intercession of Charles. The miracle attributed to Charles was the
scientifically inexplicable healing of a Brazilian nun with debilitating varicose veins; she was able to get out of
bed after she prayed for his beatification.
On 3 October 2004, he was beatified by Pope John Paul II. The Pope also declared 21 October, the date of
Charles' marriage in 1911 to Princess Zita, as Charles' feast day. The beatification has caused controversy
because Charles authorized the Austro-Hungarian Army's use of poison gas during World War I.[41][42]

On 31 January 2008, a Church tribunal, after a 16-month investigation, formally recognized a second
miracle attributed to Charles I (required for his canonization as a saint in the Catholic Church); in an
uncommon twist, the Florida woman claiming the miracle cure was not Catholic, but "a devout Baptist." She
was prayed for by several recent converts to Catholicism in Louisiana who were friends of a friend of
hers.[43][44][45][46]

Quotes [edit]

"Now, we must help each other to get to Heaven."[47] Addressing Empress Zita on 22 October 1911, the day
after their wedding.
"I am an officer with all my body and soul, but I do not see how anyone who sees his dearest relations
leaving for the front can love war."[48] Addressing Empress Zita after the outbreak of World War I.
"I have done my duty, as I came here to do. As crowned King, I not only have a right, I also have a duty. I
must uphold the right, the dignity and honor of the Crown.... For me, this is not something light. With the last
breath of my life I must take the path of duty. Whatever I regret, Our Lord and Savior has led me."[49]

Addressing Cardinal János Csernoch after the defeat of his attempt to regain the Hungarian throne in 1921.
"I must suffer like this so my people will come together again."[50] Spoken in Madeira, during his last illness.
"I can't go on much longer... Thy will be done... Yes... Yes... As you will it... Jesus!"[51] Reciting his last words
while contemplating a crucifix held by Empress Zita.

Titles, styles, honours and arms [edit]

Titles and styles [edit]

17 August 1887 – 28 June 1914: His Imperial and Royal
Highness Archduke and Prince Charles of Austria, Prince of
Hungary, Bohemia and Croatia[52]

28 June 1914 – 21 November 1916: His Imperial and Royal
Highness The Archduke of Austria-Este[53]

21 November 1916 – 3 April 1919: His Imperial and Royal
Apostolic Majesty The Emperor of Austria, Apostolic King of
Hungary and Croatia, Slavonia and Dalmatia[54]

3 April 1919 – 1 April 1922:

His Imperial and Royal Apostolic Majesty Emperor Charles
of Austria, Apostolic King of Hungary (used outside Austria)
Karl Habsburg-Lothringen (used in Austria)

Official grand title [edit]

His Imperial and Royal Apostolic Majesty,

Charles the First,

By the Grace of God, Emperor of Austria, Apostolic King of Hungary, of this name the Fourth, King of Bohemia,
Dalmatia, Croatia, Slavonia, and Galicia, Lodomeria, and Illyria; King of Jerusalem, Archduke of Austria; Grand
Duke of Tuscany and Cracow, Duke of Lorraine and of Salzburg, of Styria, of Carinthia, of Carniola and of the
Bukovina; Grand Prince of Transylvania; Margrave of Moravia; Duke of Upper and Lower Silesia, of Modena,
Parma, Piacenza and Guastalla, of Auschwitz and Zator, of Teschen, Friuli, Ragusa and Zara; Princely Count of
Habsburg and Tyrol, of Kyburg, Gorizia and Gradisca; Prince of Trent and Brixen; Margrave of Upper and
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Imperial monogram of
Emperor Charles

Lower Lusatia and in Istria; Count of Hohenems, Feldkirch, Bregenz,
Sonnenberg; Lord of Trieste, of Cattaro, and in the Windic March; Grand
Voivode of the Voivodeship of Serbia.

Honours [edit]

 Austria-Hungary:[53]

Knight of the Golden Fleece, 1905[55]

Grand Cross of the Military Order of Maria Theresa, 1917[56]

Military Merit Cross, 3rd Class with War Decoration
Bronze Medal of Military Merit, on red ribbon, pre-1915; Gold ("Signum
Laudis")
Military Cross for the 60th year of the reign of Franz Joseph
 Tuscan Grand Ducal Family: Grand Cross of St. Joseph[53]

 Sovereign Military Order of Malta: Bailiff Grand Cross of Honour and
Devotion, with Distinction for Jerusalem[53]

 United Kingdom:[53]

Honorary Grand Cross of the Royal Victorian Order
Commemorative Medal for the Coronation of King George V
 Kingdom of Prussia:[53]

Knight of the Black Eagle
Pour le Mérite (military), 20 May 1916; with Oak Leaves, 6 December
1916[57]

Iron Cross, 1st and 2nd Classes
 Kingdom of Bavaria:
Knight of St. Hubert[53]

Grand Cross of the Military Order of Max Joseph
 Kingdom of Saxony:
Knight of the Rue Crown[53]

Grand Cross of the Military Order of St. Henry
 Belgium: Grand Cordon of the Royal Order of Leopold[53]

 Mecklenburg: Grand Cross of the Wendish Crown, with Crown in Ore[53]

 Kingdom of Bulgaria:
Knight of Saints Cyril and Methodius[58]

Order of Bravery, Grade I, 2nd Class[59]
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The children in Funchal,
1920s

Postage stamp [edit]

Issued by Hungary on 30 December 1916[60]

Children [edit]

Charles and Princess Zita of Bourbon-Parma had eight children together.

Name Birth Death Notes

Crown
Prince Otto

20
November
1912

4 July
2011
(aged 98)

married (1951) Princess Regina of
Saxe-Meiningen (1925–2010); seven
children.

Archduchess
Adelheid

3 January
1914

2 October
1971
(aged 57)

Archduke
Robert

8
February
1915

7
February
1996
(aged 80)

married (1953) Princess Margherita
of Savoy-Aosta (born 7 April 1930);
five children.

Archduke
Felix

31 May
1916

6
September
2011
(aged 95)

married (1952) Princess Anna-
Eugénie of Arenberg (5 July 1925 – 9
June 1997); seven children.

Archduke
Karl Ludwig

10 March
1918

11
December
2007
(aged 89)

married (1950) Princess Yolanda of
Ligne (born 6 May 1923); four
children.

Archduke
Rudolf

5
September
1919

15 May
2010
(aged 90)

married (1953) Countess Xenia
Tschernyschev-Besobrasoff (11 June
1929 – 20 September 1968); four
children.
Second marriage (1971) Princess
Anna Gabriele of Wrede (born 11
September 1940); one child.

Archduchess
Charlotte

1 March
1921

23 July
1989
(aged 68)

married (1956) George, Duke of
Mecklenburg (5 October [O.S. 22
September] 1899 – 6 July 1963).

Archduchess
Elisabeth

31 May
1922

7 January
1993
(aged 70)

married (1949) Prince Heinrich Karl
Vincenz of Liechtenstein (5 August
1916 – 17 April 1991), grandson of
Prince Alfred; five children.

See also [edit]
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Charles I of Austria
House of Habsburg-Lorraine

Cadet branch of the House of Lorraine
Born: 17 August 1887  Died: 1 April 1922

Regnal titles

Preceded by
Franz Joseph I

Emperor of Austria
1916–1918

Abolition of monarchy
Karl Seitz as president

King of Hungary
1916–1918

Vacant
Mihály Károlyi as provisional

president
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Dissolution of Austria-Hungary King of Hungary
1918 – 1 April 1922

Crown Prince Otto

Preceded by
Franz Ferdinand

— TITULAR —
Archduke of Austria-Este

28 June 1914 – 16 April 1917
Reason for succession failure:

Title abolished in 1860

Succeeded by
Robert

Monarchs of Bohemia

Přemyslid
c. 870–1198 (Dukes)

Bořivoj I · Spytihněv I · Vratislaus I · Saint Wenceslaus ·
Boleslaus I · Boleslaus II · Boleslaus III · Vladivoj ·
Boleslaus the Brave1 · Jaromír · Oldřich · Bretislaus I ·
Spytihněv II · Vratislaus II (I)2 · Conrad I · Bretislaus II ·
Bořivoj II · Svatopluk the Lion · Vladislaus I ·
Sobeslaus I · Vladislaus II (I)2 · Frederick · Sobeslaus II
· Frederick · Conrad II Otto · Wenceslaus II · Ottokar I ·
Henry Bretislaus · Vladislaus III Henry

1198–1306 (Kings) Ottokar I · Wenceslaus I · Ottokar II · Wenceslaus II ·
Wenceslaus III

Non-dynastic 1306–1310 Henry the Carinthian · Rudolph I

Luxembourg 1310–1437 John the Blind · Charles IV (I) · Wenceslaus IV ·
Sigismund

Habsburg 1437–1457 Albert · Interregnum · Ladislaus the Posthumous

Non-dynastic 1457–1471 George · Matthias I3

Jagiellonian 1471–1526 Vladislaus II · Louis

Habsburg 1526–1780

Ferdinand I · Maximilian · Rudolph II · Matthias II ·
Ferdinand II · Frederick4 · Ferdinand III · Leopold I ·
Joseph I · Charles II · Charles Albert (II)3, 5 ·
Maria Theresa

Habsburg-Lorraine 1780–1918 Joseph II · Leopold II · Francis II (I) · Ferdinand V ·
Francis Joseph · Charles I (III)

 Duke of Poland from the Piast dynasty ·  During his reign obtained non-hereditary royal title ·  Antiking ·  Elector Palatine
from the Wittelsbach dynasty ·  Prince-elector of Bavaria from the Wittelsbach dynasty

Monarchs of Hungary
Family tree

House of Árpád

Grand Princes
Álmos (c. 850–c. 895) · Árpád (c. 895–c. 907) · Zoltán (c.
907–c. 947) · Fajsz (c. 947–c. 955) · Taksony (c. 955–c.
972) · Géza (c. 972–997) · Stephen (997–1000)

Kings

Stephen I (1000–1038) · Peter (1038–1041; 1044–1046) ·
Samuel (1041–1044) · Andrew I (1046–1060) · Béla I
(1060–1063) · Solomon (1063–1074) · Géza I (1074–
1077) · Ladislaus I (1077–1095) · Coloman (1095–1116)
· Stephen II (1116–1131) · Béla II (1131–1141) · Géza II
(1141–1162) · Stephen III (1162–1172) (Ladislaus II (1162–
1163) · Stephen IV (1163–1165)) · Béla III (1172–1196) ·
Emeric (1196–1204) · Ladislaus III (1204–1205) ·
Andrew II (1205–1235) · Béla IV (1235–1270) · Stephen V
(1270–1272) · Ladislaus IV (1272–1290) · Andrew III
(1290–1301)

House of Přemysl Wenceslaus (1301–1305)

House of Wittelsbach Otto (1305–1307)

Capetian House of Anjou Charles I (1308–1342) · Louis I (1342–1382) · Mary I (1382–1385; 1386–
1395) · Charles II (1385–1386)

House of Luxembourg Sigismund (1387–1437)

House of Habsburg Albert (1437–1439) · Ladislaus V (1440–1457)

House of Jagiellon Vladislaus I (1440–1444)

House of Hunyadi Matthias I (1458–1490)

House of Jagiellon Vladislaus II (1490–1516) · Louis II (1516–1526)

House of Zápolya John (1526–1540) · John Sigismund (1540–1570)

House of Habsburg

Ferdinand I (1526–1564) · Maximilian (1564–1576) · Rudolph (1576–1608) ·
Matthias II (1608–1619) · Ferdinand II (1619–1637) · Ferdinand III (1637–
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1657) (Ferdinand IV (1647–1654)) · Leopold I (1657–1705) · Joseph I (1705–
1711) · Charles III (1711–1740) · Mary II (1740–1780)

House of Habsburg-Lorraine
Joseph II (1780–1790) · Leopold II (1790–1792) · Francis (1792–1835) ·
Ferdinand V (1835–1848) · Francis Joseph (1848–1916) · Charles IV (1916–
1918)

Debatable or disputed rulers are in italics.

Monarchs of Croatia

House of Trpimirović
Tomislav · Trpimir II · Krešimir I · Miroslav · Michael Krešimir II · Stephen Držislav ·
Svetoslav Suronja · Krešimir III / Gojslav · Stephen I · Peter Krešimir IV ·
Demetrius Zvonimir · Stephen II

House of Árpád Ladislaus I

House of Snačić Petar Snačić (pretender)

Croatia in union with Hungary Rulers of Croatia after 1102 (1102–1918)

Austrian archdukes
Generations are numbered by male-line descent from the first archdukes. Later generations are included although Austrian

titles of nobility were abolished in 1919.

1st generation Frederick V · Albert VI · Sigismund

2nd generation Maximilian I

3rd generation Philip I of Castile

4th generation Charles I · Ferdinand I

5th generation Philip II of SpainS · Maximilian II · Ferdinand II · Charles II

6th generation
Charles, Prince of AsturiasS · Rudolf V · Ernest · Matthias · Maximilian III · Albert VII ·
Ferdinand, Prince of AsturiasS · Diego, Prince of AsturiasS · Philip III of SpainS · Ferdinand III ·
Maximilian Ernest · Leopold V · Charles, Bishop of Wroclaw

7th generation Philip IV of SpainS · CharlesS · Ferdinand IV · FerdinandS · Leopold Wilhelm · Ferdinand Charles ·
Sigismund Francis

8th generation Balthasar Charles, Prince of AsturiasS · Ferdinand IV of Hungary · Leopold VI · Charles Joseph ·
Philip Prospero, Prince of AsturiasS · Charles II of SpainS

9th generation Joseph I · Leopold Joseph · Charles III

10th generation Leopold Joseph

11th generation Joseph IIT · Charles JosephT · Leopold VIIT · FerdinandT ·
Maximilian Franz, Archbishop-Elector of CologneT

12th generation

Emperor Francis IT · Ferdinand III, Grand Duke of TuscanyT · Charles, Duke of TeschenT ·
Alexander Leopold, Palatine of HungaryT · Joseph, Palatine of HungaryT · Anton VictorT · JohnT ·
Rainer JosephT · LouisT · Cardinal RudolfT · Joseph Franz · Francis IV, Duke of Modena ·
Ferdinand Karl Joseph · Maximilian · Karl, Primate of Hungary

13th generation

Emperor Ferdinand I · Leopold II, Grand Duke of TuscanyT · Franz Karl · Johann Nepomuk ·
Albert, Duke of Teschen · Stephen, Palatine of Hungary · Karl Ferdinand · Francis V, Duke of Modena ·
Frederick Ferdinand · Ferdinand Karl Viktor · Leopold Ludwig · Ernest · Rainer Ferdinand · Wilhelm Franz
· Heinrich Anton · Joseph Karl

14th generation
Emperor Franz Joseph I · Maximilian I of Mexico · Karl Ludwig · Ludwig Viktor ·
Ferdinand IV, Grand Duke of TuscanyT · Karl SalvatorT · Ludwig SalvatorT · John SalvatorT ·
Friedrich, Duke of Teschen · Charles Stephen · Eugen · Joseph August

15th generation
Crown Prince Rudolf · Franz Ferdinand · Otto Francis · Ferdinand Karl · Leopold FerdinandT ·
Josef FerdinandT · Peter FerdinandT · Leopold SalvatorT · Franz SalvatorT ·
Albrecht Franz, Duke of Teschen · Karl Albrecht · Leo Karl · Wilhelm · Joseph Francis

16th generation

Emperor Charles I · Maximilian Eugen

Habsburg
Tuscany

GottfriedT · RainerT · Leopold MariaT · AntonT · Franz JosephT · Karl PiusT ·
Hubert SalvatorT

Palatines
of Hungary Joseph Árpád · Géza

17th generation

Descent of
Charles I Crown Prince Otto · Robert · Felix · Carl Ludwig · Rudolf

Tuscany Leopold FranzT · StephanT · DominicT · Markus Emanuel SalvatorT

Palatines Edward Karl

18th generation
Charles Karl · Georg · LorenzB · Karl Philipp · Carl Christian · Simeon

Tuscany SigismundT

19th generation Charles Ferdinand Zvonimir · AmedeoB · JoachimB
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Austro-Hungarian Armed Forces

Army

Austro-Hungarian Army · Common Army · Imperial Austrian Landwehr ·
Privilegiertes uniformiertes Grazer Bürgerkorps · Royal Hungarian Honvéd ·
Royal Croatian Home Guard (42nd Inf. Division) · First Army · Rank insignia · Military Intelligence ·
Weaponry · Imperial and Royal Infantry · Alpine companies · Kaiserjäger ·
Imperial and Royal Mountain Troops · Imperial and Royal Dragoons · Imperial and Royal Hussars ·
Imperial and Royal Uhlans · Standschützen

Navy K.u.K. Kriegsmarine (Ranks · Battleships · Cruisers · U-Boats)

Air Force K.u.K. Luftfahrtruppen (Aircraft)

Leadership

Emperors Francis Joseph I · Charles I

Ministers for War

Feldmarschalleutnant Franz Freiherr von John ·
Feldmarschalleutnant Franz Kuhn Freiherr Kuhn von
Kuhnenfeld · General der Kavallerie Alexander Freiherr
von Koller · Feldzeugmeister Arthur Maximilian Graf
Bylandt-Rheydt (der Ältere) · Feldzeugmeister Ferdinand
Freiherr Bauer · Feldzeugmeister Rudolf Freiherr Merkl ·
General der Kavallerie Edmund Freiherr von
Krieghammer · Feldzeugmeister Heinrich Ritter von
Pitreich · General der Infanterie Franz Freiherr
Schönaich · General der Infanterie
Moritz Ritter Auffenberg von Komarów · Feldmarschall
Alexander Freiherr von Krobatin · Generaloberst
Rudolf Stöger-Steiner von Steinstätten

Supreme Commander of the Imperial
and Royal Armed Forces

Archduke Albrecht, Duke of Teschen · Francis Joseph I ·
Archduke Friedrich, Duke of Teschen · Charles I ·
Hermann Kövess von Kövessháza

Chiefs of the
General Staff

Feldmarschalleutnant Josef Wilhelm Freiher von
Gallina · Feldmarschalleutnant Franz Freiherr von John
· Feldmarschalleutnant Anton Freiherr von Schönfeld ·
Feldzeugmeister Friedrich Graf von Beck-Rzikowsky ·
Franz Conrad von Hötzendorf · Generalmajor Blasius
Schemua · General der Infanterie
Arthur Arz von Straußenburg

Commanders-in-Chief
of the Navy

VAdm. Wilhelm von Tegetthoff · VAdm.
Friedrich Freiherr von Pöck · VAdm.
Maximilian Daublebsky Freiherr von Sterneck · VAdm.
Hermann Freiherr von Spaun · VAdm.
Rudolf Graf/Conte Montecuccoli ·
Grand Adm. Anton Haus · Adm. Maximilian Njegovan ·
Adm. Miklós Horthy

Heads of the
Naval Section

VAdm. Wilhelm von Tegetthoff · VAdm.
Friedrich Freiherr von Pöck · VAdm.
Maximilian Daublebsky Freiherr von Sterneck · VAdm.
Hermann Freiherr von Spaun · VAdm.
Rudolf Graf/Conte Montecuccoli ·
Grand Adm. Anton Haus · Adm. Karl Kailer von
Kaltenfels · Adm. Maximilian Njegovan · RAdm Franz
von Holub

Commanders

Archduke Eugen of Austria · Franz Rohr von Denta ·
Eduard von Böhm-Ermolli · Svetozar Boroević ·
Archduke Joseph August of Austria · Franz Böhme ·
Josip Jelačić · Günther Burstyn · Georg Dragičević ·
Karol Durski-Trzaska · Gheorghe Flondor ·
Tadeusz Jordan-Rozwadowski ·
Archduke Joseph Ferdinand of Austria · Rudolf Maister ·
Artur Phleps · Oskar Potiorek · Alfred Redl ·
Maximilian Ronge · Viktor Dankl von Krasnik ·
Viktor Graf von Scheuchenstuel · Stjepan Sarkotić ·
Gottfried Freiherr von Banfield ·
Archduke Charles Stephen of Austria · Miklós Horthy ·
Franz von Keil · Giovanni Luppis · Georg von Trapp ·
Janko Vuković

Heads of the Austro-Hungarian imperial family since 1918
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Charles Lowder
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Charles Fuge Lowder SSC (22 June 1820 – 9 September 1880) was a priest of the Church of England. He
was the founder of the Society of the Holy Cross, a society for Anglo-Catholic priests.
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Early life [edit]

Charles Lowder was born on 22 June 1820 at Lansdown Crescent, Bath, England, the eldest of two sons and
four daughters of Charles Lowder, a banker, and his wife Susan Fuge. In 1835 he went to King's College
School, London, before going to Exeter College, Oxford in February 1840.[1] He received a Bachelor of Arts
degree, a second in Greats in 1843 and a Master of Arts degree in 1845. While at Oxford he attended the
University Church of St Mary the Virgin where he heard John Henry Newman preach. Under Newman's influence
Lowder was drawn into the Oxford Movement and decided to enter the priesthood.

Early parish ministry [edit]

Lowder was ordained deacon at Michaelmas 1843 and became a curate at Walton near Glastonbury. He was
ordained priest in December 1844 by Bishop Denison of Salisbury and became chaplain of the Axbridge
workhouse. From 1845 to 1851 he was curate of Tetbury, Gloucestershire.[1] However, Lowder wished to move
to a parish with a more Catholic pattern of worship and in 1851 he became assistant curate to James Skinner at
St Barnabas' Church, Pimlico.[1] St Barnabas', a chapel of ease to St Paul's Knightsbridge was at the time at the
vanguard of the Ritualist movement. The church lay at the heart of an area of slums, having been built to serve
the poor.

There was, however, controversy regarding St Barnabas' use of Catholic ritual. A Mr Westerton, an opponent of
the high-church worship at St Barnabas', stood for the post of churchwarden in an attempt to bring them to a
stop and hired a man to parade up and down the street wearing a sandwich-board canvassing for votes. In what
he later called "a moment of madness" Lowder gave money to the choirboys to buy rotten eggs and
encouraged them to pelt the board carrier.[2] As a result, Lowder was called in front of a magistrate and fined.
He was also reprimanded by his bishop and suspended from duty for six weeks.[3]

Keeping a low profile, Lowder travelled to France and stayed at Yvetot seminary. While there he read a life of St
Vincent de Paul. The example of Vincent and the Lazarists had a great influence on him and he was convinced
of the need for a secular order of priests in the Church of England to provide mutual spiritual support to one
another and to extend the Catholic faith, particularly among the poor.[3]

Society of the Holy Cross [edit]

Main article: Society of the Holy Cross

On 28 February 1855 in the chapel of the House of Charity in Soho, Lowder and five other priests founded the
Society of the Holy Cross (SSC) and Lowder became the first Master.[1] The five other founder members were
Charles Maurice Davies, David Nicols, Alfred Poole, Joseph Newton Smith and Henry Augustus Rawes (three of
whom would later become Roman Catholics). Lowder took up the austerest form of the society's rule of life and
so committed himself to celibacy.[4] The society grew quickly drawing other Anglo-Catholic priests from some of
the poorest slum areas in London. Before long the society was at the forefront of the Catholic revival. The
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St George in the East

society was particularly influential in the second phase of Anglo-Catholicism following John Henry Newman's
reception into the Roman Catholic Church. Many of the great SSC heroes were at one time Lowder's curates,
including Alexander Heriot Mackonochie and Lincoln Stanhope Wainright (both of whom were later vicars of St
Peter's, London Docks).

Wapping [edit]

In August 1856 Lowder was invited by the rector to become head of the
mission at St George's-in-the-East at the centre of the London Docks.[3]

The mission expanded quickly and later that year it opened an iron
chapel (The Good Saviour) in Wapping and in 1857 began holding
services in the rented Danish chapel of St Saviour and St Cross at
Wellclose Square. In 1857 the mission was joined by Elizabeth Neale
(sister of John Mason Neale) who founded the Community of the Holy
Cross to assist in the mission's work.[5]

The presence of the sisters of the community allowed Lowder to extend
the mission's work providing schools, a refuge for prostitutes, a hostel
for homeless girls, night classes and parish clubs, an insurance scheme
for dockers, coal for the poor and general poor relief.[5]

The mission was, however, controversial due to its high-church
practices. Lowder, for example, wore eucharistic vestments (and was
probably the first Anglican priest in London to do so). Riots took place
outside the mission, stones were thrown and services were
interrupted.[4] Most of the trouble, however, focused on Lowder and the mission priests at the parish church and
the chapels saw less trouble. Though he was often accused of "Romanism" Lowder was strongly loyal to the
Church of England and was deeply upset by a number of his friends and curates becoming Roman Catholics (at
one point all his curates left overnight, leaving him alone at the mission).

St Peter's, London Docks [edit]

In 1860 Lowder acquired land for a church and began raising funds. St Peter's, London Docks was consecrated
on 30 June 1866 and Lowder became perpetual curate (and on the retirement of the previous rector in 1873,
vicar). The day after the consecration cholera was discovered in the parish.[4] The conscientious work of the
mission priests and sisters during the ensuing epidemic earned Lowder the love of his parishioners. From then
on he was known to them as "the Father of Wapping", "the Father" or "Fr Lowder". Lowder thereby became the
first Church of England priest to receive the title "Father".[4]

Unlike many of his contemporaries, Lowder managed to avoid prosecution for ritualistic practices, largely on
account of the respect for him among his parishioners and fellow clergy. An attempt in 1877–8 to prosecute him
under the Public Worship Regulation Act was withdrawn by Archbishop Archibald Campbell Tait, who had
helped draft the act, fearing that the prosecution would become a cause celèbre. The failure of the prosecution
was a major victory for the Anglo-Catholic movement and contributed to the acceptance of advanced Catholic
ritual in the Church of England.

In later years overwork and a peptic ulcer forced him to take time to rest outside the parish. The last service
Lowder attended at St Peter's was on 1 August 1880 for a 'High Celebration' to mark the fourth anniversary of
the Church of England Working Men's Society. After the service, at which Richard Enraght had preached, the
clergy and congregation assembled outside the church where J. B. Spalding, president of the St Peter's
CEWMS, presented Lowder with a silver badge of the society, "as a small proof of his many acts of kindness".[6]

A few weeks later Lowder died, probably of a perforated ulcer at Zell am See, Austria during a climbing
holiday.[7] A requiem mass was held at St Peter's and several hundred clergy and thousands of parishioners
attended his burial at St Nicholas', Chislehurst.[4]

Legacy [edit]

Lowder wrote two books, Ten Years in St George's Mission (London,
1867) and Twenty-one Years in St George's Mission (1877), detailing
his work at the mission.[5]

Today, Lowder's influence lives on through the Society of the Holy
Cross, St Peter's Church , St Peter's School  and more generally
through the Catholic tradition in the Church of England which he worked
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Grave of Lowder at St Nicholas'
Church, Chislehurst.

so hard to restore.
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Charles Lwanga

Saint Charles Lwanga

St. Charles Lwanga and his companions

Martyr
Born 1 January 1860[1]

Kingdom of Buganda

Died 3 June 1886 (aged 26)
Namugongo, Kingdom of
Buganda

Venerated in Catholic Church
Anglican Communion
Lutheranism

Beatified 1920, Rome, Kingdom of Italy, by
Pope Benedict XV

Canonized 18 October 1964, Uganda, by
Pope Paul VI

Major shrine Basilica of the Uganda Martyrs,
Munyonyo Martyrs Shrine

Feast 3 June[2][3]

Patronage African Catholic Youth Action,
converts, torture victims

St. Kizito being baptised by St.
Charles Lwanga at Munyonyo – stained
glass at Munyonyo Martyrs Shrine

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Charles Lwanga (Luganda: Kaloli Lwanga (1 January
1860[1][4] – 3 June 1886) was a Ugandan convert to the Catholic
Church, who was martyred for his faith and is revered as a saint by
both the Catholic Church and the Anglican Communion.[5]

A member of the Baganda tribe, Lwanga was born in the Kingdom
of Buganda, the central and southern part of modern Uganda, and
served as chief of the royal pages and later major-domo in the
court of King Mwanga II of Buganda. He was baptised by Pere
Giraud on 15 November 1885.[6]

In an effort to resist a Christian worldview that undermined the
authority of his office, King Mwanga II insisted that Christian
converts abandon their new faith and executed many Anglicans
and Catholics between 1885 and 1887, including Lwanga and
other officials in the royal court or otherwise very close to
him.[citation needed]
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Martyrdom [edit]

The persecution started in
1885 after Mwanga, a
ritual pedophile, ordered a
massacre of Anglican
missionaries, including
Bishop James Hannington
who was the leader of the
Anglican community.
Joseph Mukasa
Balikuddembe, the Catholic major-domo of the court and a lay catechist,
reproached the king for the killings, against which he had counseled
him. Mwanga had Balikuddembe beheaded and arrested all of his
followers on 15 November 1885. The king then ordered that Lwanga,
who was chief page at that time, take up Balikuddembe's duties. That
same day, Lwanga and other pages under his protection sought
baptism as Catholics by a missionary priest of the White Fathers; some
hundred catechumens were baptized. Lwanga often protected boys in
his charge from the king's sexual advances.[7]

On 25 May 1886, Mwanga ordered a general assembly of the court while they were settled at Munyonyo, where
he condemned two of the pages to death. The following morning, Lwanga secretly baptized those of his charges
who were still only catechumens. Later that day, the king called a court assembly in which he interrogated all
present to see if any would renounce Christianity. Led by Lwanga, the royal pages declared their fidelity to their
religion, upon which the king condemned them to death, directing that they be marched to the traditional place
of execution. Three of the prisoners, Pontian Ngondwe, Athanasius Bazzekuketta, and Gonzaga Gonza, were
murdered on the march there.[8]
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When preparations were completed and the day had come for the execution on 3 June 1886, Lwanga was
separated from the others by the Guardian of the Sacred Flame for private execution, in keeping with custom.
As he was being burnt, Lwanga said to the Guardian, "It is as if you are pouring water on me. Please repent and
become a Christian like me."[1]

Twelve Catholic boys and men and nine Anglicans were then burnt alive. Another Catholic, Mbaga Tuzinde, was
clubbed to death for refusing to renounce Christianity, and his body was thrown into the furnace to be burned
along with those of Lwanga and the others.[9] The ire of the king was particularly inflamed against the Christians
because they refused to participate in sexual acts with him.[10] Lwanga, in particular, had protected the pages.[4]

The executions were also motivated by Mwanga's broader efforts to avoid foreign threats to his power.
According to Assa Okoth, Mwanga's overriding preoccupation was for the "integrity of his kingdom", and
perceived that men such as Lwanga were working with foreigners in "poisoning the very roots of his kingdom".
Not to have taken any action could have led to suggestions that he was a weak sovereign.[11]

Veneration [edit]

Lwanga senior and the other Christians who accompanied him in death were canonized on 18 October 1964 by
Pope Paul VI during the Second Vatican Council.[12] "To honor these African saints, Paul VI became the first
reigning pope to visit sub-Saharan Africa when he toured Uganda in July 1969, a visit that included a pilgrimage
to the site of the martyrdom at Namugongo."[13]

The Basilica of the Uganda Martyrs was built at the site of the executions and serves as their shrine.[14] The
Brothers of St. Charles Lwanga senior (Luganda: Bannakaroli Brothers) were founded in 1927 as an
indigenous religious congregation of Ugandan men committed to providing education to the disadvantaged
youth of their country.[15]

See also [edit]

Catholic Church in Uganda
List of Catholic saints
Saint Charles Lwanga, patron saint archive
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Charles Mackenzie (bishop)

Charles Frederick Mackenzie
Bishop

Born 1825
Portmore, Peeblesshire,
Scotland

Died 31 January 1862
Africa

Venerated in Anglican Communion

Feast 31 January

Mackenzie's grave with the cross
placed there by David Livingstone in
1863

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other people with this name, see Charles Mackenzie (disambiguation).

Charles Frederick Frazier Mackenzie (1825–62) was a Church
of England Bishop of Central Africa. He is commemorated in some
Anglican Church Calendars.
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Life [edit]

He was born at Portmore, Peeblesshire, Scotland, the ninth son of Colin Mackenzie and Elizabeth Forbes.[1]

Anne Mackenzie, editor of all 31 years of The Net Cast in Many Waters: Sketches from the Life of Missionaries,
London, 1866–1896, was his unmarried sister. He was educated at Bishop Wearmouth school and Edinburgh
Academy, and entered St John's College, Cambridge in 1844. He migrated to Caius College, where he
graduated B. A. as Second Wrangler in 1848, and became a Fellow of Caius.[2]

He was ordained as a priest in 1852 and served as curate of Haslingfield near Cambridge, 1851-4. In 1855, he
went to Natal with Bishop Colenso and served as Archdeacon of Natal. They worked among the English settlers
till 1859 when he returned to England briefly to raise support for more direct missionary work.[3] In 1860,
Mackenzie became head of the Universities' Mission to Central Africa and he was consecrated bishop in St
George's Cathedral, Cape Town, on 1 January 1861. Following David Livingstone's request to Cambridge,
Mackenzie took on the position of being the first missionary bishop in Nyasaland (now Malawi); he was called at
the time (Missionary) Bishop in (or of) Central Africa.

Moving from Cape Town, Mackenzie sailed up the Zambezi and Shire
rivers with a small group to start work. He arrived at Chibisa’s village in
June 1861 with the goal to establish a mission station at Magomero,
near Zomba. He directly opposed the slave trade causing the enmity of
the Yao. Mackenzie worked among the people of the Manganja country
until January 1862 when he went on a supplies trip together with a few
members of his party. The boat they were travelling on sank and as
their medical supplies were lost, Mackenzie’s malaria could not be
treated. He died of Blackwater fever on 31 January 1862 on an island in
the Shire River. Livingstone erected a cross over his grave a year later.

An International school in Lilongwe, the capital of Malawi, is named after
him.

See also [edit]

Church of the Province of Central Africa
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New title Bishop in Central Africa
1861–1863
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William Tozer

Bishops in Central Africa, Nyasaland, Likoma, Northern Malawi, Southern
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Central Africa Charles Mackenzie · William Tozer · Edward Steere · Charles Smythies (diocese split)

Likoma Wilfrid Hornby, Bishop of Nyasaland · Chauncy Maples · John Hine · Gerard Trower (title changed)

Nyasaland Gerard Trower · Cathrew Fisher · Gerald Douglas · Frank Thorne · Donald Arden (title changed to
Malawi; later, diocese split)

Southern Malawi Donald Arden · Dunstan Ainani · Nathaniel Aipa · James Tangatenga · Alinafe Kalemba

Lake Malawi Francis Kaulandai

Northern Malawi Fanuel Magangani

Upper Shire Brighton Vitta Malasa
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Charles Spinola

Blessed Charles Spinola (martyr)

Born 1564
Madrid, Spain

Died 10 September 1622
Nagasaki, Japan

Venerated in Roman Catholicism

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Blessed Charles Spinola (1564 – 10 September 1622), also
known as Carlo Spinola, was a Jesuit missionary from Genoa,
Italy, martyred in Japan as a missionary.
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Life [edit]

Charles (or Carlo) Spinola was born in January 1564 in Madrid,
Spain,[1] the son of Ottavio Spinola, Count of Tassarolo. He was
educated in Spain and in the Jesuit school in Nola, where he lived
with his uncle, Philip Cardinal Spinola, Bishop of Nola. He entered
the novitiate in December 1584, and studied in Naples, Milan, and
Rome. He was ordained a priest in 1594, and assigned to serve
parishes in Cremona.

Travels [edit]

In 1596, he received a letter appointing him to the missions in
Japan. His journey was marked by shipwrecks and delays, which
included captivity in England, and he reached his destination only
in 1602, six years later. The first ship he took from Genoa struck a rock and was forced to return to Genoa for
repairs. Setting out again, he arrived in Barcelona and made his way on foot to Lisbon.[2]

Spinola and his companions set from Lisbon on 10 April 1596. A violent wind damaged the ship's rudder and
they were forced to make for Brazil, where they landed on the 15 July. After five months they left Brazil, but a
severe storm drove them Puerto Rico, arriving on 24 March 1597. The missionaries found the general state of
morality among the Spanish sugar plantations deplorable, and Spinola considered their arrival providential.[2]

Based in San Juan, he and the small band of Jesuits preached and taught catechism, visiting outlying
settlements. On one occasion, Spinola was nearly drowned when his horse lost its footing crossing a river.
Setting sail from Puerto Rico on 21 August 1597, Spinola's ship was captured by English pirates off the Azores
and the Jesuits arrived in Yarmouth on 5 November.[2]

He studied Japanese before going to Miyako (Kyoto) where he was minister at the Jesuit College, and a teacher
of mathematics and astronomy.[1] For twelve years, he worked at ministering to the growing Christian community
in Japan. In 1614, all foreign missionaries were banished so Spinola went into hiding, eluding capture for four
years. After being arrested in 1618, he, together with Brother Ambrose Fernandes and their catechist, John
Chogoku, were imprisoned for four years in a birdcage-like confinement under harsh conditions.[1] He was burnt
at the stake at Nagasaki on 10 September 1622. Charles was declared Blessed in 1867, along with 30 other
Jesuits, over half of whom were Japanese.[2]
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Charles, Duke of Brittany

Blessed Charles of Blois-Châtillon

Duke of Brittany
Reign 30 April 1341 – 29 September

1364

Predecessor John III

Successor John IV

Born c. 1319
Blois (France)

Died 29 September 1364 (aged 44–
45)
Auray

Spouse Joanna, Duchess of Brittany

Issue John I, Count of Penthièvre
Guy
Henry 
Marie, Lady of Guise
Margaret, Countess of
Angoulême

House Blois

Father Guy I of Blois-Châtillon

Mother Margaret of Valois

Charles de Châtillon
Duke of Britanny
Patron of Europe

Died Auray

Venerated in Roman Catholicism

Beatified 1904 by Pope Pius X

Feast 29 September (General Roman
Calendar)

Patronage -Army soldiers
-Agricultural workers

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Charles of Blois)

Charles of Blois-Châtillon (1319 – 29 September 1364) "the
Saint", was the legalist Duke of Brittany from 1341 to his death via
his marriage to Joan of Penthiève, holding the title against the
claims of John of Montfort. The cause of his possible canonization
was the subject of a good deal political maneuvering on the part of
his cousin, Charles V of France who endorsed it, and his rival,
Montfort, who opposed it. The cause fell dormant after Pope
Gregory XI left Avignon in 1376, but was revived in 1894. Charles
of Blois was beatified in 1904.
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Biography [edit]

Charles was born in Blois, son of Guy de Châtillon, count of Blois,
by Margaret of Valois, a sister of king Philip VI of France. A devout
ascetic from an early age, he showed interest in religious books
but was forbidden from reading them by his father, as they did not
seem appropriate to his position as a knight.[1] As he grew older,
Charles took piety to the extreme of mortifying his own flesh.[2] It is
said that he placed pebbles in his shoes, slept on straw instead of
a bed, confessed every night in fear of sleeping in a state of sin,
and wore a cilice under his armor in battle. He was nevertheless
an accomplished military leader, who inspired loyalty by his
religious fervour.[1]

On 4 June 1337 in Paris, he married Joanna of Penthièvre, heiress
and niece of duke John III.[3][1] Together, Charles and Joanna de
Châtillon fought the House of Montfort in the Breton War of
Succession (1341–1364), with the support of the crown of
France.[1] Despite his piety, Charles did not hesitate in ordering
the massacre of 1400 civilians after the siege of Quimper.[4] After
initial successes, Charles was taken prisoner by the English in
1347.[1] His official captor was Thomas Dagworth.[5]

He stayed nine years as prisoner in the Kingdom of England.
During that time, he used to visit English graveyards, where he
prayed and recited Psalm 130 much to the chagrin of his own
squire. When Charles asked the squire to take part in the prayer,
the younger man refused, saying that the men who were buried at
the English graveyards had killed his parents and friends and
burned their houses.[1]

Charles was released against a ransom of about half a million écus in 1356.[6] Upon returning to France, he
decided to travel barefoot in winter from La Roche-Derrien to Tréguier Cathedral out of devotion to Saint Ivo of
Kermartin. When the common people heard of his plan, they placed straw and blankets on the street, but
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Charles promptly took another way. His feet became so sore that he could not walk for 15 weeks.[1] He then
resumed the war against the Montforts.[6] Charles was eventually killed in combat during the Battle of Auray in
1364, which with the second treaty of Guerande in 1381, determined the end of the Breton War of Succession
as a victory for the Montforts.[6]

Family [edit]

By his marriage to Joanna, he had five children:

John I, Count of Penthièvre (1340–1404)[7]

Guy
Henry (d. 1400)
Mary (1345–1404), Lady of Guise, married in 1360 Louis I, Duke of Anjou[8]

Margaret, married in 1351 Charles de la Cerda (d. 1354)

According to Froissart's Chronicles, Charles also had an illegitimate child, John of Blois, who died in the Battle
of Auray. Considering Charles' extreme piety, historian Johan Huizinga regarded it unlikely that Charles actually
had a child born outside marriage and that Jean Froissart was probably mistaken in identifying John as Charles'
son.[2]

Veneration [edit]

Charles was buried at Guingamp, where the Franciscans actively promoted his unapproved cult as saint and
martyr. Such variety of ex votos bedecked his tomb, that in 1368 Duke John IV of Brittany persuaded Pope
Urban V to issue a bull directing the Breton bishops to stop this.[9] But the bishops failed to enforce it.

Nonetheless, his family successfully lobbied for his canonization as a Saint of the Roman Catholic church for his
devotion to religion.[2] Bending to pressure from Charles V of France, Pope Urban authorized a commission to
study the matter. Urban died December 1370 to be succeeded by Pope Gregory XI. The commission held its
first meeting in Angers in September 1371, and forwarded its report to Avignon the following January. Gregory
appointed three cardinals to review the matter. The Pope returned to Italy in September 1376, arriving in Rome
in November 1377; he died the following March. Gregory was succeeded in Avignon by Clement VII, but the
documents were probably in Rome with Pope Urban VI.[10] There appears to be no record of further activity
regarding Charles' cause for canonization at this time. In 1454, Charles' grandson urged his relatives to
continue to advocate for his recognition.

The process was re-opened in 1894, and in 1904, Charles de Châtillon was beatified as Blessed Charles of
Blois. His feast Day is 30 September.

Image of S.Charles de
Châtillon in the book Vie
des Saints", Yann-Vari
Perrot, publishing in 1912
(page 692)

 

The Saint Charles de
Châtillon de Blois,
battles gallery, Versailles
castle, France

 

The Saint Charles de
Châtillon in the glass
window of the Church
Saint-Pierre in
Plounéour-Trez, France

 

The Saint Charles de
Châtillon in the glass
window of the Church
Saint-Malo in Dinan,
France
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Statue of Blessed Knight
Charles Châtillon de
Blois in the Church of
Notre-Dame de Bulat-
Pestivien (Bretagne)

 

The Knight Charles de
Blois-Châtillon, with his
army, in the attack of
Siege of Hennebont in
1342, an epic battle
during the war of
succession of Brittany

 

"The Knight Charles de
Châtillon is taken
prisoner". Jean Froissart,
Chroniques (Vol. I),
Koninklijke Bibliotheek in
1816

 

Battle of Auray, 1364

"War of Breton
Succession" (1341–
1364), Jean Froissart,
Paris, 9th century

 

Battle of Auray in the
glass window of the
Church of Notre-Dame-
de-Bonne-Nouvelle,
Rennes

 

Battle of Auray 1364,
"Chroniques"

 

Battle of Auray,
Bibliothèque Nationale de
France, Paris

First Siege of Vannes in
1342 by Charles de
Blois-Châtillon

 

Charles de Blois-
Châtillon, was taken
prisoner after the battle of
Roche Derrien in 1347

See also [edit]

Counts of Blois
Dukes of Brittany family tree
House of Châtillon
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Wikisource has the text of the
1911 Encyclopædia
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Charles, Duke of Brittany
Born: 1319  Died: 1364

Regnal titles

Preceded by
John III

Duke of Brittany jure uxoris
1341–1364 

With: Joan
disputed by John of Montfort and John IV

Succeeded by
John IV

Preceded by
Joan

as sole countess

Count of Penthièvre jure uxoris
1337–1364 

With: Joan

Succeeded by
Joan

as sole countess

Rulers of Brittany

Early monarchs c. 578–907
Waroch · Saint Judicael · Alain II Hir · Morman · Wihomarc · Nominoe
· Erispoe · Salomon · Pascweten · Gurvand · Judicael · Alan I ·
Gourmaëlon

Viking occupation c. 907–938 Hroflr · Rognvaldr · Incon

House of Nantes 938–958 Alan II (938–952) · Drogo (952–958) · Hoël I (960–981) · Guerech
(981–988) · Alan (III) (988–990)

House of Rennes 958–1072
Conan I (990–992) · Geoffrey I (992–1008) · Alan III (1008–1040) ·
Odo I (1008–1034) · Conan II (1040–1066) · Hawise (1066–1072) ·
with Hoël II (1066–1072)

House of Cornouaille 1072–1156 Alan IV (1072–1112) · Conan III (1112–1148) · Bertha (1148–1156) ·
with Odo II (1148–1156)

House of Penthièvre 1156–1196
Conan IV (1156–1166) · Constance (1166–1201) · with Geoffrey II
(1181–1186), · later Guy of Thouars (1199–1201)

House of Plantagenet 1196–1203 Arthur I (1196–1203)

House of Thouars 1203–1221 Alix (1203–1221) · with Peter I (1213–1221)

House of Dreux 1221–1341 John I (1221–1286) · John II (1286–1305) · Arthur II (1305–1312) ·
John III (1312–1341)

War of the Breton Succession 1341–1365
Joan (1341–1364) · with Charles (1341–1364)
disputed by · John of Montfort (1341–1345) and John IV (1345–1365)

Montfort of Brittany 1365–1514
John IV (1365–1399) · John V (1399–1442) · Francis I (1442–1450) ·
Peter II (1450–1457) · Arthur III (1457–1458) · Francis II (1458–1488) ·
Anne (1488–1514)
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House of Valois 1514–1547 Claude (1514–1524) · Francis III (1524–1536) · Henry (1536–1547)

Courtesy title 1547–present Louis de France (1704–1705) · Louis de France (1707–1712) ·
Francis de Bourbon (1973–1984)

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) ·
Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima
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Charles of Mount Argus

Saint Charles Houben of Mount
Argus, C.P.

Father Charles Houben wearing the
Passionist habit (1851)

Religious and priest
Born 11 December 1821

Munstergeleen, Limburg, United
Kingdom of the Netherlands

Died 5 January 1893 (aged 71)
Mount Argus Retreat, Harold's
Cross, Dublin

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
(Passionists and Irish Liturgical
Calendar)

Beatified 16 October 1988, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Canonized 3 June 2007, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Vatican City by Pope
Benedict XVI

Major shrine St Paul's Retreat, Mount Argus
Monastery,
Harold's Cross, Dublin, Ireland

Feast 5 January

Attributes Passionist habit, Crucifix,
Breviary, Biretta

Bust of St. Charles in
Munstergeleen

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Charles of Mount Argus, C.P. (11 December 1821 – 5
January 1893), was a Dutch Passionist priest who served in 19th-
century Ireland. He gained a reputation for his compassion for the
sick and those in need of guidance. His reputation for healings
and miracles was so great at the time that a reference is made to
him in the famous novel Ulysses by James Joyce.[1] He has been
canonized by the Catholic Church. His feast day is January 5.
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Life [edit]

He was born Joannes Andreas Houben on 11 December 1821
in the village of Munstergeleen in the Province of Limburg in the
Kingdom of the Netherlands, to Peter Joseph Houben and his wife,
Johanna Elizabeth Luyten. He was named after his maternal uncle
and godfather, but to the family he was known as Andrew. His
father was a miller by trade. As a boy Andrew attended the village
primary school. One of 11 children in a poor family, he was a slow
learner in his youth.[2] To those outside his family he seemed quiet
and extremely shy. A slow learner, for ten years he walked the two
miles to a secondary school at nearby town of Sittard.[3]

When Houben was 19 years old he was enrolled for military
service in the First Infantry Regiment of the Netherlands. It is said
that on occasion during his time as a soldier there was a
disturbance in the town; the army were called out and ordered to
fire. Afraid that he might hit someone, Andrew pointed his rifle the
wrong way and narrowly missed shooting his superior officer.[4] On
18 February 1845 his period as a reserve in the army came to an
end and he was formally discharged.

Passionist [edit]

Feeling called to religious life, in 1845 Houben was admitted to the
novitiate of the Passionists, who had recently arrived in Belgium, in the
village of Ere, near Tournai. He professed his religious vows the
following year and was given the religious habit and the religious name
of Charles of St. Andrew. His father died in 1850, just before Charles'
ordination as a priest. The family were so poor they could not afford to
go to his ordination because of the expenses of the funeral. Even happy
days were lonely days.[2] He was sent to serve in England in 1852. He
did parochial ministry in the Parish of St. Wilfred and neighboring areas.
Serving there, Charles first came in contact with the Irish who were
moving to England in the wake of the devastating famine taking place
there.[5]
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In July 1857 Charles was transferred to Ireland to the newly founded monastery of Mount Argus, in Harold's
Cross, Dublin.[4] Traditionally Passionists are supposed to conduct missions and retreats and, through
preaching, spread devotion to the Passion of Christ. Charles was not a good preacher. He never really
mastered the English language, but it was in the confessional and in comforting the sick that he excelled, and
he became fond of the Irish people.[6] In community he was cheerful and often was heard humming the Dutch
national anthem as he walked around the house.

Healer [edit]

It was Charles' gift of healing the sick which is most clearly remembered. Another member of the Passionist
community in Dublin, Sebastian Keens, C.P., told of a 12-year-old boy who had lost the use of his leg and was
brought to him. Without delay he called Charles and shortly afterwards found the boy walking up and down in
front of the house completely cured. He became so popular with the people that the diocesan authorities, as
well as the medical profession, grew suspicious of him.[2] Some medical doctors complained to Cardinal Cullen,
the Archbishop of Dublin, that he discouraged people from going to the doctor, a claim later retracted.[6]

Unscrupulous persons took holy water blessed by Charles and unbeknownst to him began to sell it throughout
Ireland. In order to discourage this practice, Charles was transferred back to England in 1866 and remained
there for eight years.[6]

Charles returned to Dublin in 1874. A trap in which he was travelling overturned near St Clare’s Convent at
Harold’s Cross, causing a fracture which never set right. He remained in Dublin until his death that took place at
dawn on 5 January 1893.[7]

Veneration [edit]

At his funeral, attended by people from all of Ireland, there was
definite proof of the popular devotion that had surrounded him
throughout his life. The Superior of the monastery wrote to his
family: "The people have already declared him a saint." [7]

The cause for Charles' canonization was introduced on 13
November 1935. After the declaration of a miracle attributed to his
intercession, on 16 October 1988, Pope John Paul II beatified the
man whom everyone called the Saint of Mount Argus. The miracle
that led to his canonization was the healing of Adolf Dormans of
Munstergeleen, Charles' birthplace, who was cured of "perforated,
gangrenous appendicitis with generalized peritonitis that was multi-
organically compromising" and which cure was "not scientifically explainable". The theologian consultors and the
Ordinary Congregation of Cardinals and Bishops gave their unanimous approval of the claimed supernatural
aspect of the said alleged healing. Charles was canonized on 3 June 2007 by Pope Benedict XVI.[7]
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Charles of Sezze

Saint
Charles of Sezze

O.F.M.

Religious
Born 19 October 1613

Sezze, Papal States

Died 6 January 1670 (aged 56)
Rome, Papal States

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 22 January 1882, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Kingdom of Italy by
Pope Leo XIII

Canonized 12 April 1959, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John XXIII

Major shrine San Francesco a Ripa, Rome,
Italy

Feast 6 January

Attributes Franciscan habit

Patronage Sezze
Diocese of Latina-Terracina-
Sezze-Priverno

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Charles of Sezze (19 October 1613 – 6 January 1670) - born
Giancarlo Marchioni - was an Italian professed religious from the
Order of Friars Minor.[1] He became a religious despite the
opposition of his parents who wanted him to become a priest and
he led an austere life doing menial tasks such as acting as a
porter and gardener; he was also a noted writer. He was also held
in high esteem across the Lazio region with noble families like the
Colonna and Orsini praising him and seeking his counsel as did
popes such as Innocent X and Clement IX.[2][3]

His beatification was celebrated in 1882 while Pope Pius XII
approved his canonization in 1958; but the pope died before he
could canonize the friar so his successor Pope John XXIII did so on
12 April 1959.[4]
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Life [edit]

Giancarlo Marchioni (also known as Charles) was born in Sezze on
19 October 1613 to the poor farmers Ruggero Marchioni and
Antonia Maccione. His baptism was celebrated on 22 October
1613.[4] His mother - when he was a toddler - liked to dress him in
a dark tunic with a cord and hood in honor of friars Francis of
Assisi and Anthony of Padua and she kept this 'habit' even after
he outgrew it.[3]

His maternal grandmother Valenza Pilorci instilled devout practices
and other religious values within him in his childhood. He worked
on the farm as a shepherd to help his parents with the exhaustive
workload and liked to plough in the fields because he liked the
oxen.[3][1] He made a private vow to remain chaste in 1630 and in
1633 fell ill to the point of near death that he pledged to join the
Order of Friars Minor if he were to be healed of his ailment.[2] His
parents encouraged his call to become a priest but was a poor
student and could not read or write much so there was no hope he
would excel in advanced studies.

He felt a desire to serve in the missions in India and later became inspired from the lives of Pascal Baylon and
Salvador of Horta - who were both professed religious. Marchioni was admitted into the order at the San
Francesco convent in 1635 at Nazzano; he received the habit of the order on 18 May 1635. He later recounted
that he did so out of a desire to live a poor life and to beg alms "for the love of Christ".[1] He again set his heart
on the missions but poor health halted this dream.

He lived the life of a religious and never requested ordination to the priesthood despite the protests of his
parents to do so. He made his solemn profession into the order on 19 May 1636 into the hands of Father
Angelo Maria and his religious name was "Cosmas" at first but his mother's insistence saw it changed to
"Carlo".[3] He worked at a range of jobs in various friaries: he cooked and served as a porter and also worked
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as both a sacristan and gardener; he also went out into the streets as a beggar. He was not qualified in all of
them as he became notorious for setting the kitchen of one house on fire. From 1640 to 1642 he was stationed
at the convent of Saint John the Baptist at Piglio and at San Francesco at Castel Gandolfo. In October 1648 he
attended Mass at the church of San Giuseppe a Capo le Case and a beam of light emanated from an elevated
Host that pierced his side and left a visible open wound at his side.[1]

On one occasion the guardian of a convent ordered him - who was the porter at the time - to give food to
traveling friars who came to the door. He did this in obedience and alms to the friars decreased. He persuaded
the guardian that the two facts were related. Once the friars resumed giving help to all who sought assistance at
their door alms to the friars increased.[2] Though he was not a priest he was instructed to write the account of
his life after his confessor requested it of him. The result was "The Grandeurs of the Mercies of God" which was
well-read; he went on to write several other books. Though he kept himself under the guidance of a spiritual
director he himself - though not a priest - was often sought for spiritual advice and even Pope Innocent X and
Alexander VII sought him out for advice. In 1656 he tended to victims of cholera at Carpineto.[1][3] On 22 August
1664 he was at San Pietro in Montorio when he fell ill with malarial fever and so was taken to San Francesco a
Ripa to recuperate; he recovered on 30 August after bed rest was prescribed to him. On 28 July 1665 he had a
vision of Pope Victor I and Teresa of Ávila.[4]

Pope Clement IX summoned him to his deathbed for comfort and a blessing not long before the two men died. In
the first week of December 1669 the pope summoned him but the friar was ill so was taken to the pope on a
chair. He greeted the pope: "Holy Father, how are you?" and the pope responded: "As well as God wants me to
be".[3] Present in the room was Cardinal Giacomo Rospigliosi and the friar asked him to bless the pope with a
special relic he carried but the pope wanted the frail friar to bless him and so he did. Clement IX asked when the
two would meet again and the friar told him it would be on the feast of the Epiphany to which those present
thought the pope would get well and the two would meet in a month. But the pope died on 9 December and
people questioned how the friar was wrong though after the friar died on the Epiphany itself it was realized the
pope would greet him as a friend in Heaven thus the two met again.[2]

On 31 December 1669, he was forced to his bed due to pleurisy. On 6 January 1670, he died in the convent
attached to San Francesco a Ripa in Rome; he was buried in that church, where a chapel dedicates to his
name still hosts his remnants[5]. The friar had predicted that Innocent X and Alexander VII would be elected as
popes and likewise predicted Clement IX would be elected as well. But he also managed to predict that Cardinal
Emilio Altieri would be elected as pope - which happened not long after his death.[4]

The families of Rome held him in high esteem and even sought him out for advice. Families such as Ludovisi,
Boncompagni, Borghese, Caetani, Cibo, Colonna, Orsini and Salviati regarded him well and sought him out
wherever possible while cardinals such as Gianstefano Donghi, Francesco Barberini, Celio Piccolomini,
Michelangelo Ricci, Cesare Facchinetti, Carlo Barberini and Benedetto Odescalchi - the future Pope Innocent XI
- also did likewise.[3]

Sainthood [edit]

The confirmation of his life of heroic virtue allowed for Pope Clement XIV to title the late Franciscan friar as
Venerable on 14 June 1772, while the ratification of two miracles attributed to his intercession on 1 October
1881 allowed for Pope Leo XIII to preside over the beatification celebration on 22 January 1882 in Saint Peter's
Basilica. Pope Pius XII confirmed two additional miracles on 7 January 1958 but died before he could canonize
the friar; Pope John XXIII canonized him on 12 April 1959 as a saint.
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Charles the Good

Image of Charles I on his reliquary in the Sint-
Salvatorskathedraal, Bruges, Belgium

Born 1084
Odense, Denmark

Died 2 March 1127
Bruges, County of Flanders (now
Belgium and northern France)

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 1884

Feast 2 March

Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Charles I of
Flanders.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Charles of Denmark" redirects here. For the member of the House of Oldenburg, see Prince Charles of Denmark.
"Charles of Flanders" redirects here. For the regent of Belgium, see Prince Charles, Count of Flanders.

Charles the Good (1084 – 2 March 1127) was Count of Flanders from 1119 to 1127. His murder and its aftermath were chronicled by Galbert of
Bruges.
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Early life [edit]

Charles was born in Denmark, only son of the three children of King Canute IV (Saint Canute) and Adela of Flanders.[1] His father was assassinated in
Odense Cathedral in 1086,[2] and Adela fled back to Flanders, taking the very young Charles with her but leaving her twin daughters Ingeborg and
Cecilia in Denmark. Charles grew up at the comital court of his grandfather Robert I of Flanders and uncle Robert II of Flanders. In 1092 Adela went to
southern Italy to marry Roger Borsa, duke of Apulia, leaving Charles in Flanders.

Charles travelled to the Holy Land in 1107 or 1108 with a fleet of English, Danes and Flemings.[3] This is possibly the fleet of Guynemer of Boulogne,
described similarly. He was offered the crown of the Kingdom of Jerusalem but refused for reasons unknown.[4]

Countship of Flanders [edit]

In 1111 Robert II died, and Charles' cousin Baldwin VII of Flanders became count. Charles was a close advisor to the new count (who was several years
younger), who around 1118 arranged Charles' marriage to the heiress of the count of Amiens, Margaret of Clermont, daughter of Renaud II, Count of
Clermont.[5] The childless count Baldwin VII was wounded fighting at the Battle of Bures-en-Brai in September 1118, and he designated Charles as his
successor before he died on 17 July 1119.[6]

In 1125 Charles expelled Jews from Flanders, attributing their price gouging as a cause of additional suffering during the famine which afflicted his domains in that year.[7] During the famine, Charles
distributed bread to the poor, and took action to prevent grain from being hoarded and sold at excessively high prices.[8] Prodded by his advisors, he also began proceedings to reduce the
influential Erembald family, which was heavily engaged in this activity, to the status of serfs. As a result, Fr. Bertulf FitzErembald, provost of the Church of St. Donatian, masterminded a conspiracy to
assassinate Charles and his advisors.

Death [edit]

On the morning of 2 March 1127, as Charles knelt in prayer in the church of St. Donatian, a group of knights answering to the Erembald family entered the church and hacked him to death with
broadswords.[9][10] The brutal and sacrilegious murder of the popular count provoked widespread public outrage, and he was almost immediately regarded popularly as a martyr and saint, although
not formally beatified until 1882.[a] The Erembalds, who had planned and carried out the murder of Charles, were besieged inside the castle of Bruges by the enraged nobles and commoners of
Bruges and Ghent. All the conspirators were defeated, captured, and tortured to death. King Louis VI of France, who had supported the uprising against the Erembalds, used his influence to select
William Clito as the next count of Flanders.[11]

Notes [edit]

a. ^ At the Petit Palais Museum in Paris there is a remarkable painting of his funeral by the Belgian artist Jan van Beers (1852–1927).
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Saint Chelidonia

Illustration of Chelidonia

Born Ciculum, Abruzzi, Italy

Died 1152
Subiaco, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Major shrine Church of St. Scholastica
Subiaco, Italy

Feast 13 October

Patronage Subiaco, Italy

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the islands with this name in antiquity, see Chelidonia (islands).

Chelidonia was a Benedictine hermitess. She was born in
Ciculum, Italy, and became a recluse in the mountains near
Subiaco, choosing a home, as a hermitess, in a cave now called
Marra Ferogna. Chelidonia later received her habit from Cardinal
Cuno of Frascati.[1]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ St. Chelidonia  Catholic Online
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Chiaffredo

Saint Chiaffredo of Saluzzo

Miniature of Saints Maurice and Theofredus
(Chiaffredo), attributed to Frate Nebridio da

Cremona, c. 1460–1480

Martyr
Born Egypt

Died 286
Crissolo, Italy

Venerated in Coptic Orthodox Church
Eastern Orthodox Churches
Oriental Orthodox Churches
Roman Catholic Church

Major shrine Crissolo; Saluzzo

Feast September 7

Attributes military attire; sword; standard of
red Mauritian cross on white
field; elm tree; horse

Patronage Saluzzo

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Chiaffredo (Chiaffredus, Theofredus, Ciafrè, Chaffre,
Teofredo, Jafredo, Jafredus, Eufredus, Jofredus, Sinfredus,
Zaffredus[1]) is venerated as the patron saint of Saluzzo, Italy.
Tradition considers him a member of the Theban Legion, but
instead of being martyred with this legion at Agaunum (in present-
day Switzerland), he escaped to Piedmont and was martyred
there.[2]

A 14th-century account relates that, around 522, a man fell from a
precipice near Crissolo but remained unharmed. The local
population attributed his being unharmed to relics discovered by a
peasant plowing in the vicinity - a discovery attributed to divine
intervention.[2][3] The mysterious skeleton was given the name of
“San Ciafrè” and the tomb became the focus of a celebrated
sanctuary at Crissolo.[2]

The first documentary evidence pointing to a cult devoted to
Chiaffredo dates from 1387, when Avignon Pope Clement VII
granted indulgences to those who visited the church at Crissolo
and helped in its repair.[2] A late 16th century legend written down
by Guglielmo Baldesano states that Chiaffredo or Teofredo,
soldier of the Theban Legion, escaped to Piedmont to avoid
sacrificing to pagan idols and was martyred at Crissolo around
270.[2] Fabio Arduino believes this story to have no historical
foundation, as it would have been unlikely for a Roman legionary
of the 3rd century to bear such a clearly Germanic name.[2] The
name is a variant of Theudofridus, derived from the Germanic
theuda- "people," and frithu- "peace."[4]

The sepulcher identified as the saint’s burial place may have been
a tomb of pagan origins.[2] Similar to the cults of Saint Constantius
at Crissolo, Saint Bessus at Val Soana, Saint Tegulus at Ivrea,
Saint Magnus at Castelmagno, and Saint Dalmatius at Borgo San
Dalmazzo, the cult of Saint Chiaffredo was linked with that of the Theban Legion to lend antiquity to a local saint
about whom nothing was really known.[5]

In 1902, a scholar identified Chiaffredo as the 8th century figure St. Theofredus (Chaffre, Theofrid, Teofredo),
abbot of Le Monastier near Puy-en-Velay, who was killed by Muslim raiders and was also venerated in
Piedmont.[2][6]

Monsignor Tornabuoni, bishop of Saluzzo, declared Chiaffredo patron of his diocese during a synod of 1516,
with Saint Constantius (San Costanzo) as co-patron.[2] Chiaffredo’s relics were translated to Revello in 1593,[7]

and thence to the cathedral of Saluzzo in 1642. Constantius and Chiaffredo are depicted together in the altar of
Saluzzo Cathedral.[2]

Chiaffredo enjoyed veneration in Piedmont; one English scholar has written that “beneath the shadow of Monte
Viso, San Chiaffredo, a runaway apostle of the Theban legion, has usurped the worship paid in old time to the
river-god Eridanus..."[8]

Due to his alleged Theban origins, he is venerated by the Coptic Church.[2] He is however, not mentioned
explicitly in the Roman Martyrology, although this martyrology includes Saint Maurice and the Theban Legion as
a whole, without naming Chiaffredo specifically.[2]

References [edit]

1. ^ "Mauritius van Agaunum" . www.heiligen-3s.nl. Retrieved 2018-03-17.
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San Chiaffredo di Saluzzo  (in Italian)

Coptic saints
Patriarchs Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph

Prophets
Moses · Job · Samuel · David · Hosea · Amos · Micah · Joel · Obadiah · Jonah ·
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James of Jerusalem · John of Nikiû · John of Jerusalem · Karas of California ·
Mikhaeil of Asyut · Narcissus of Jerusalem · Nicholas of Myra ·
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Monks & Nuns

Ababius · Abdel Messih El-Makari · Abib and Apollo · Abraham of Farshut ·
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Other Saints
Ambrose · Clement of Alexandria · Didymus the Blind · Euphrosyne · Habib Girgis ·
Candidus · Simon the Tanner · Three Holy Children · Maximus and Domatius ·
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Chiara Badano

Blessed
Chiara Badano

Chiara Badano in 1987

Laywoman
Born October 29, 1971

Sassello, Italy

Died October 7, 1990 (aged 18)
Sassello, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified September 25, 2010, Our Lady of
Divine Love in Rome by Pope
Benedict XVI

Major shrine Cimitero di Sassello Savona
Liguria, Italy
Plot: Family chapel

Feast October 29

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Blessed Chiara Badano (October 29, 1971 – October 7, 1990)
was a young Italian teenager who is currently in the process of
being pronounced a saint by the Roman Catholic Church. At age
nine she joined the Focolare Movement and received the
nickname "Luce" by the founder Chiara Lubich. When she was 16
she was diagnosed with osteogenic sarcoma, a painful bone
cancer. Chiara succumbed to the cancer on October 7, 1990, after
a two-year battle with the disease.[1] She was beatified on
September 25, 2010 at the Sanctuary of Our Lady of Divine Love
in Rome. Her feast day is celebrated on October 29.[2]
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Early life [edit]

Chiara Badano was born on October 29, 1971, to Ruggero and
Maria Teresa Badano in the small village of Sassello, Italy. The
couple waited and prayed eleven years to have Chiara. They
considered her to be their greatest blessing. While Ruggero
worked as a truck driver, Maria Teresa stayed at home to raise
Chiara. Chiara grew up with a strong and healthy relationship with her parents, but she did not always obey
them and would occasionally have fights with them.[3]

One day, Chiara took an apple off a tree in a neighbour's orchard; her mother later recounted the event:

One afternoon, Chiara came home with a beautiful red apple. I asked her where it came from. She
replied that she had taken it from our neighbor's orchard without asking her permission. I explained
to her that she always had to ask before taking anything and that she had to take it back and
apologize to our neighbor. She was reluctant to do this because she was too embarrassed. I told
her that it was far more important to own up than to eat an apple. So Chiara took the apple back to
our neighbor and explained everything to her. That evening, the woman brought her a whole box of
apples saying that on that day Chiara had learnt something very important.[1]

Focolare Movement [edit]

Chiara attended her first meeting of the Focolare Movement in September 1980; she was only 9 years old. This
group, especially its founder Chiara Lubich, had a profound impact on Chiara's life. The group focused on the
image of the forsaken Christ as a way to make it through difficult times.[3] Chiara later wrote that, "I discovered
that Jesus forsaken is the key to unity with God, and I want to choose him as my only spouse. I want to be ready
to welcome him when he comes. To prefer him above all else."[4]

While Chiara was a conscientious student, she struggled in school and even failed her first year of high
school.[4] She was often teased in school for her strong beliefs and was given the nickname "Sister." Chiara
made several good friends, often going out late to have coffee with them. She enjoyed the normal teenage
pastimes such as listening to pop music, dancing, and singing. Chiara was also an avid tennis player and
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enjoyed hiking and swimming.[3]

During the summer of 1988, when she was 16 years old, Chiara had a life-changing experience in Rome with
the Focolare Movement. She wrote to her parents, "This is a very important moment for me: it is an encounter
with Jesus Forsaken. It hasn't been easy to embrace this suffering, but this morning Chiara Lubich explained to
the children that they have to be the spouse of Jesus Forsaken."[1] After this trip she started to correspond
regularly with Chiara Lubich. She then asked for her new name as this was going to be the start of a new life for
her. Chiara Lubich gave her the name Chiara Luce. This was a kind of a play on words since in Italian "Chiara"
is a common girl's name, taken for example from the name of St Clare of Assisi, but it is also an everyday word
meaning "clear." "Luce" is occasionally found as a girl's name in Italy, though it is mostly secular rather than
religious, and it, too, is also an everyday word meaning "light." So "Chiara Luce" means "clear light."[4] Lubich
wrote to Chiara that "your luminous face shows your love for Jesus," which is why she gave her the name
Luce.[3]

Illness [edit]

In the summer of 1988, Chiara felt a sting of pain in her shoulder while playing tennis. At first she thought
nothing of it, but when the pain continued to be present, she underwent a series of tests. The doctors then
discovered she had a rare and painful form of bone cancer, osteogenic sarcoma. In response, Chiara simply
declared, "It's for you, Jesus; if you want it, I want it, too."[3]

Throughout the treatment process, Chiara refused to take any morphine so she could stay aware. She felt it
was important to know her illness and pain so she could offer up her sufferings. She said, "It reduces my lucidity
and there's only one thing I can do now: to offer my suffering to Jesus because I want to share as much as
possible in his sufferings on the cross."[1] During her stays in the hospital, she would take the time to go on
walks with another patient who was struggling with depression. These walks were beneficial to the other patient
but caused Chiara great pain. Her parents often encouraged her to stay and rest but she would simply reply, "I'll
be able to sleep later on."[3]

One of her doctors, Dr. Antonio Delogu, said, "Through her smile, and through her eyes full of light, she
showed us that death doesn't exist; only life exists."[1] A friend from the Focolare Movement said, "At first we
thought we'd visit her to keep her spirits up, but very soon we understood that, in fact, we were the ones who
needed her. Her life was like a magnet drawing us to her."[1]

Chiara kept her spirits up, even when the harsh chemotherapy caused her beloved hair to fall out. When a lock
of her hair would fall, Chiara would simply offer it to God saying, "For you, Jesus."[1] She also donated all her
savings to a friend who was performing mission work in Africa. She wrote to him, "I don't need this money any
more. I have everything."[4]

To help prepare her parents for life after she died, Chiara made them dinner reservations for Valentine's Day
after they refused to leave her bedside. She also ordered them to not return until after midnight. She also
wrote, "Holy Christmas 1990. Thank you for everything. Happy New Year", on a Christmas card and hid it
among some blank ones for her mother to find later.[3]

While undergoing a painful medical procedure, Chiara was visited by a lady, "When the doctors began to carry
out this small, but quite demanding, procedure, a lady with a very beautiful and luminous smile came in. She
came up to me and took me by the hand, and her touch filled me with courage. In the same way that she
arrived, she disappeared, and I could no longer see her. But my heart was filled with an immense joy and all
fear left me. In that moment I understood that if we're always ready for everything, God sends us many signs of
his love."[1]

Chiara's faith and spirit never dwindled even after the cancer left her unable to walk and a CAT scan showed
that any hope of remission was gone. In response, she simply said, "If I had to choose between walking again
and going to heaven, I wouldn't hesitate. I would choose heaven."[4] On July 19, 1989, Chiara almost died of a
hemorrhage. Her faith did not falter as she said, "Don't shed any tears for me. I'm going to Jesus. At my funeral,
I don't want people crying, but singing with all their hearts."[1]

Cardinal Saldarini, Archbishop of Turin, Italy, heard about Chiara's illness and visited her at the hospital. He
asked her, "The light in your eyes is splendid. Where does it come from?" Chiara simply replied, "I try to love
Jesus as much as I can."[1]

Before she died, she told her mother, "Oh Mama, young people…young people…they are the future. You see, I
can't run anymore, but how I would like to pass on to them the torch, like in the Olympics! Young people have
only one life and it's worthwhile to spend it well."[4]

When Chiara realized she was not going to get better, she started to plan for her "wedding" (her funeral) with
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her mother. She chose the music, songs, flowers, and the readings for Mass.[1] She wanted to be buried in her
"wedding dress" a white dress with a pink waist, because her death would allow her to become the bride of
Christ.[3] She told her mother, "When you're getting me ready, Mum, you have to keep saying to yourself,
'Chiara Luce is now seeing Jesus.' "[1]

Death [edit]

During her final hours, Chiara made her final confession and received the Eucharist. She had her family and
friends pray with her, "Come Holy Spirit." Chiara Badano died at 4AM on October 7, 1990, with her parents at
her bedside. Her final words were, "Bye, Mum, be happy, because I am."[3] Two thousand people attended her
funeral; the mayor of Sassello shut down the town so people would be able to attend.[3]

Beatification [edit]

Chiara's cause for sainthood was promoted by the Most Reverend Livio Maritano, the former Bishop of Acqui
Terme, Italy, beginning in 1999. It was through this process that she was declared a "Venerable" on July 3,
2008.[5] In December 2009, Pope Benedict XVI acknowledged the miracle of a young Italian boy whose parents
interceded to Chiara to heal him from meningitis that was destroying his organs. His doctors could not medically
explain his sudden healing.[6]

Chiara Badano was declared a "Blessed" in the Catholic Church on September 25, 2010, at the Sanctuary of
Our Lady of Divine Love in Rome. Thousands of people came for the event. Archbishop Angelo Amato, head of
the Vatican Congregation for the Causes of Saints, said that Chiara was a great example of how the short life of
the young could be lived out in great holiness and "today there are virtuous people, who in family, at school, in
society, do not fritter away their lives."[2] Chiara Badano's feast day is celebrated on October 29.[2]

See also [edit]
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Ivan Merz
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Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala

Saints
Cristobal, Antonio and Juan

Martyrs of Tlaxcala

Statue of the three children.

Layman and Martyrs
Born Cristobal:

c. 1514–15
Atlihuetzía, Mexico
Antonio:
c. 1516–17
Tizatlán, Mexico
Juan:
Tizatlán, Mexico

Died Cristobal:
1527
Atlihuetzía, Mexico
Antonio and Juan:
1529
Cuauhtinchán, Mexico

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 6 May 1990, Basilica of Our Lady
of Guadalupe, Mexico City,
Mexico by Pope John Paul II

Canonized 15 October 2017, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
Francis

Feast 23 September

Attributes Palm
Cross

Patronage Tlaxcala
Mexican children[1]

People ridiculed for their piety

Image in Mexico of the three
children.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Martyrs of Tlaxcala were three Mexican Roman Catholic
teenagers from the state of Tlaxcala: Cristobal (1514/5 – 1527)
and the two companions Antonio (1516/7 – 1529) and Juan
(1516/7 – 1529).[2][3] The three Teenagers were converts from the
indigenous traditions of their families to the Roman Catholic faith
and received their educations from the Order of Friars Minor who
baptized them and evangelized in the area. Their activism and
evangelical zeal led to their deaths at the hands of those who
detested their newfound faith and perceived them as dangers to
their values and rituals.[4][5]

The teenagers were beatified in Mexico in mid-1990 by Pope John
Paul II.[6] Pope Francis – on 23 March 2017 – issued a decree that
the three teenagers would be canonized without having a miracle
attributed to their intercession as is the norm.[7] The teenagers
were canonized as saints on 15 October 2017.[8]

Contents [hide]
1 Life

1.1 Cristobal
1.2 Antonio and Juan

2 Canonization
3 References
4 External links

Life [edit]

The primary source for the life
of the Tlaxcalan Child Martyrs
is Toribio Benavente Motolinia
who described their life in
1539, with later texts in
Nahuatl by Juan Bautista.[9]

Cristobal [edit]

Cristobal was born either in
1514 or in 1515 as the son to
an indigenous leader. He was considered the heir of his father
Acxotécatl.[4] He had three brothers: Bernardino and Luis in addition to one
whose name is unknown. His mother was Tlapaxilotzin – she was
Acxotécatl's first wife before the latter married Xochipapalotzin.[6]

He converted to Roman Catholicism and received his education in Tlaxcala
from the Order of Friars Minor – at their first school – who baptized him and
instilled in him deep religious values and practices.[2] The Franciscan

brother Motolinia often called him "Cristobalito" – translated as "little Christopher" But Cristobal is Child A Little
Bit Only. His father did not want to send Cristobal – his favorite son – to the Franciscan school but was
convinced to do so when the Franciscans and Cristobal's brothers persuaded him to do so.[5]

His father did not give much importance to Cristobal's spirit of evangelism – which was constant and persuasive
– but could tolerate it no longer when his son starting breaking indigenous religious symbols in their home. He
first forgave Cristobal but grew infuriated and planned to murder him.[6] His stepmother also did not like his
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evangelism and pressured her husband to do something drastic to stop it.

Acxotécatl planned a feast for the household and ordered all his sons to be present before sending them – at
one point – out of the room to be with Cristobal alone. His father grabbed his hair and dragged him along the
floor and kicked him. He horsewhipped him with a thick holm oak club until his son's arms and legs were broken
which caused profuse bleeding. It became clear to him that Cristobal would not renounce his faith and revert to
the indigenous values, so he took Cristobal and burned him over a bonfire. Cristobal died the next morning from
his grievous injuries in 1527 after calling out to his father and expressing his forgiveness.[4][5] Acxotécatl also
killed Cristobal's mother when she tried in vain to defend her son.

His father buried his remains in a room of the house where it might not be discovered but he was soon
apprehended for the murder and the Spaniards sentenced him to death for the crime. In 1528 the Franciscan
friar Andrea found his remains and had them exhumed for formal interment elsewhere.[6]

Antonio and Juan [edit]

Antonio was born either in 1516 or in 1517 as the grandson of the noble Xiochténacti and was considered his
heir being the first grandson. He converted to the Roman Catholic faith and began to detest the native rituals of
the indigenous peoples including his own.[2] Antonio served as an able interpreter for the Franciscans in the
area. Antonio and his servant Juan were caught desecrating indigenous religious effigies and were murdered in
1529 when the locals caught them.[4] Antonio came out of the room to find Juan dead and asked the attackers
the reason Juan was targeted and not Antonio – the teen admitted he was the one desecrating the effigies and
died when the attackers in turn attacked him.[5]

Juan was born either in 1516 or in 1517 and was of humble origins; he too converted to Roman Catholicism and
worked as Antonio's servant.[3] Juan died alongside Antonio in 1529 and died as soon as the club struck him.

The bodies of both teenagers were thrown off a cliff but the Dominican friar Bernardino recovered them and
moved them to Tepeaca to be interred.[6]

Canonization [edit]

The beatification process opened under Pope John Paul II on 7 January 1982 after the Congregation for the
Causes of Saints issued the official "nihil obstat" to the cause and titled the three teenagers as Servants of
God. A cognitional process was held in the Diocese of Tlaxcala that Bishop Luis Munive Escobar oversaw; the
C.C.S. later validated this process on 8 November 1985 and historians approved the cause on 8 November
1985 after deeming no historical obstacles existed to impede the cause.

The postulation sent the Positio dossier to the C.C.S. in 1989 which allowed for theologians to approve its
contents on 24 November 1989 and the C.C.S. to do so as well on 6 February 1990. Pope John Paul II – on 3
March 1990 – confirmed that the three teenagers were killed "in odium fidei" (in hatred of the faith) and
beatified them on 6 May 1990 on his apostolic visit to Mexico in the capital of Mexico City.[10]

It had been reported that the three teenagers could be proclaimed as saints either in 2017 or in 2018 since the
cause was in its "advantaged stages" according to Cardinal Angelo Amato in a meeting with the postulation.
The cardinal also expressed that Pope Francis was monitoring the cause and had expressed his own closeness
to this particular cause. The 30 C.C.S. members met to approve the cause on 14 March 2017 before passing it
to the pope for approval; Pope Francis approved the canonization without the required miracle on 23 March
2017 thus confirming the three teenagers would be canonized. The date was formalized at a gathering of
cardinals on 20 April and the children were canonized as saints on 15 October 2017.

The postulator for the cause at the time of their canonization was the Franciscan Giovangiuseppe Califano.
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Chinese Martyrs

Chinese Martyrs

Artwork from Orthodox Christian canonization

Died 1648–1930, Qing Dynasty and
Republic of China

Martyred
by

Boxer Rebellion, etc.

Venerated
in

Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church
Anglican Church

Canonized Roman Catholic: 1 October 2000,
St. Peter's Basilica, Rome,
by Pope John Paul II
Orthodox: Russian Orthodox Church

Feast Orthodox: June 11
Roman Catholic, Anglican
Communion: July 9

Notable
martyrs

Metrophanes, Chi Sung, first
Orthodox Christian martyr to be
killed; Francis Ferdinand de
Capillas, protomartyr of China;
Augustine Zhao Rong, missionary
of China[1]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
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Chinese Martyrs is the name given to a number of members of
the Catholic Church and the Eastern Orthodox Church who were
killed in China during the 19th and early 20th centuries. They are
celebrated as martyrs by their respective churches. Most were
Chinese laity, but others were missionaries from various other
countries; many of them died during the Boxer Rebellion.

Contents [hide]
1 Eastern Orthodox (participates in veneration)
2 Roman Catholic (participates in veneration)
3 Protestant (does not participate in veneration)
4 See also
5 References
6 Further reading
7 External links

Eastern Orthodox (participates in
veneration) [edit]

The Eastern Orthodox Church recognizes 222 Orthodox
Christians who died during the Boxer Rebellion as "Holy Martyrs of
China". On the evening of June 11, 1900 leaflets were posted in the streets, calling for the massacre of the
Christians and threatening anyone who would dare to shelter them with death.[2]

They were mostly members of the Chinese Orthodox Church, which had been under the guidance of the
Russian Orthodox since the 17th century and maintained close relations with them, especially in the large
Russian community in Harbin. They are called new-martyrs, as they died under a modern regime. The first of
these martyrs was Metrophanes, Chi Sung, leader of the Peking Mission, was killed, along with his family, during
the Boxer Rebellion. All told, Two hundred and twenty-two members of the Peking Mission died.[3]

Roman Catholic (participates in veneration) [edit]

See also: Martyr Saints of China

The Roman Catholic Church recognizes 120 Catholics who died between 1648 and 1930 as its "Martyr Saints of
China". They were canonized by Pope John Paul II on 1 October 2000. Of the group, 87 were Chinese
laypeople and 33 were missionaries; 86 died during the Boxer Rebellion in 1900.[4] The Chinese Martyrs
Catholic Church in Toronto, Ontario is named for them.

Protestant (does not participate in veneration) [edit]

See also: China Martyrs of 1900

Many Protestants also died during the Uprising, including the "China Martyrs of 1900", but there is no formal
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veneration (according to their religious beliefs) nor a universally recognized list.

At least 189 missionaries and 500 native Chinese Protestant Christians were murdered in 1900 alone.[5]

Though some missionaries considered themselves non-denominationally Protestant, among those killed were
Baptists, Evangelical,[6] Anglicans, Lutherans,[7] Methodists,[8] Presbyterians[9] and Plymouth Brethren.

See also [edit]

Christianization
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Saint Christian
Bishop of Clogher

Born Armagh, Ireland

Died 12 June 1138
Clogher, Ireland

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 12 June

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Christian, also known as Gilla Críst Ua Morgair (Modern Irish:
Croistan Ó Morgair), was a bishop and brother of St. Malachy of
Armagh.[1] In 1126, Christian was named the Bishop of Clogher, in
Ireland, a position he held until his death on June 12, 1138. He
was buried at the Abbey of St. Peter and Paul in Armagh.[2]

Visio Tnugdali [edit]

The Visio Tnugdali, written c.1149, makes reference to Christian
as follows:

When Saint Ruadan had fallen silent, Tundale looked happily about him and saw Saint Patrick of
Ireland, dressed in shining robes alongside many bishops decked out in their finest regalia. They
were all joyful and there was no sound of any sighing! Among that blessed company Tundale could
see four bishops whom he recognised... The third bishop that Tundale recognised was Malachias
O'Moore's brother, the former bishop of Clogher, a wealthy but a retiring man.[3]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ St. Christian  Catholic Online
2. ^ The Antiquities and History of Ireland  by Sir James Ware (1705), p. 33.
3. ^ "Eleusinianm: Blue Book of Wellow, a Modern English translation of the Medieval story of Tundale's journey into

Purgatory" . www.eleusinianm.co.uk. Retrieved 2020-01-24.
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Christina of Bolsena

Saint
Christina of Bolsena

St Christina, by Moriz Schlachter, (c.1889)

Virgin and Martyr
Born 3rd Century

Tyre modern-day Lebanon

Died 3rd Century
Bolsena, Lazio, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Major shrine Basilica of Santa Cristina,
Bolsena, Italy

Feast July 24

Attributes Arrow
Martyr's palm

Saint Christina giving her father's
idols of gold to the poor, 17th-century
painting in the National Museum in
Warsaw

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Christina of Bolsena, also known as Christina of Tyre, or in the
Eastern Orthodox Church as Christina the Great Martyr,[1] is
venerated as a Christian martyr of the 3rd century. Archaeological
excavations of an underground cemetery constructed at her tomb
have shown that she was venerated at Bolsena by the fourth
century.
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Life [edit]

The existence of Christina herself is poorly attested. Some
versions of her legend place her in Tyre (Phoenicia), other
evidence points to Bolsena, an ancient town in central Italy, near
an Etruscan site called Volsinium, with catacombs in which
archeologists have found the remains of an early Christian church
and the tomb of a female martyr. Inscriptions found on the site
confirm that this martyr had a name like Christina and that the
local community was venerating her as a saint by the end of the
fourth century. Some corroborating evidence is provided by a
sixth-century mosaic in the basilica of St. Apollinare Nuovo at
Ravenna, which includes in its procession of virgins a saint named
Christina, wearing a martyr's crown.[2]

Life of Saint Christina [edit]

Christina is an early virgin Christian martyr. By the ninth century, an account of her martyrdom was composed,
which developed many variants. According to these, she was born either in Tyre (Eastern stories) or in Persia
(Western stories) during the 3rd century or 5th century.

She was born into a rich family, and her father was governor of Tyre. By the age of 11 the girl was exceptionally
beautiful, and many wanted to marry her. Christina's father, however, envisioned that his daughter should
become a pagan priestess. To this end he placed her in a special dwelling where he had set up many gold and
silver idols, and he commanded his daughter to burn incense before them. Two servants attended Christina.[3]

According to accounts, one time Christina was visited by an angel, who
instructed her in the true faith. The angel called her a bride of Christ
and told her about her future suffering. Christina smashed all the idols
in her room and threw them out the window. In visiting his daughter,
Christina's father, Urbanus, asked her where all the idols had
disappeared. Christina was silent. Then, having summoned the
servants, Urbanus learned the truth from them.[3]

Urbanus had his daughter tortured because of her faith, but God
thwarted his efforts on several occasions. The nature of the torture
varies with each telling, and can include iron hooks, grilling by fire,
placement in a furnace, torture on the wheel, assault by snakes,
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Martyrdom of St Christina San
Zanipolo Venice, Italy.

Relic of Saint Christina at the
Maronite Cathedral "Our Lady of the
Seas" in Tyre, Lebanon

assailment by arrows, and other
assorted methods which she survives. After her father's death, his
successor, Dion, continued to torture her. Christina is eventually
beheaded.[4]

Catholic Church [edit]

The entry for her in the 2004 Roman Martyrology is very brief: "At
Bolsena in Tuscany, Saint Christina, Virgin and Martyr". She was once
included in the General Roman Calendar. The Tridentine Calendar
gave her a commemoration within the Mass of the Vigil of Saint James.
When in 1955 Pope Pius XII suppressed this vigil,[5] the celebration of
Saint Christina became a "simple" and in 1960 a "commemoration".[6]

The 1969 revision omitted her from that calendar, "because nothing is
known of this virgin and martyr apart from her name and her burial at
Bolsena",[7] but not from the Martyrology, the official list of recognized
saints. According to the present rules in the Roman Missal, Saint
Christina may be celebrated with a "memorial" everywhere on her feast
day, unless in some locality an obligatory celebration is assigned to that
day.[8]

Relics [edit]

Toffia in the Province of Rieti displays her relics in a transparent urn.
Palermo, of which Christina is one of four patron saints, also claims to
hold her relics.

The Eastern tradition that connects Christina with Tyre, Lebanon may
be due to confusion with the name of a locality near Bolsena.

Contrary to local belief, Christina of Bolsena is not the saint whose
remains are interred in The Cathedral of St. John the Evangelist in
Cleveland, Ohio.[9]

Miracle of Bolsena [edit]

A second legend is connected to Christina. The Eucharistic miracle,
depicted in Raphael's The Mass at Bolsena, is often considered to be
the catalyst for the Feast of Corpus Christi, recalls an event in the
Umbrian region of Italy in 1263. A priest named Peter from the city of
Prague nurtured doubts regarding the transubstantiation of the Host
during Mass, and during his pilgrimage toward Rome prayed to be relieved of his questions. While saying the
words of consecration in the Basilica of Santa Cristina at Bolsena, the Host dripped blood on his hands and on
the cloth below.[10]
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· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
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Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
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· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) ·
Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima
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Christina (Syriac: , Kresṭīnā),[1] born Yazdoi (fl. 6th century), was a Sasanian Persian noblewoman and
Christian martyr.

Christina was from Karka d'Beth Slokh in the region of Beth Garmai.[2][3] Her father, Yazdin, son of Mihrzbiroi,
was the governor of Nisibis. She converted from Zoroastrianism to the Church of the East. She was killed for
refusing to consummate her marriage to a nobleman, and was venerated as a virgin martyr.[2][4] According to a
Greek martyrology, she was beaten to death with rods.[2] The exact date of her death is unknown, but it was
probably during the reign of Khosrau I (531–579).[3][5]

Not long after her death, Babai the Great (died 628) wrote her biography in Syriac. Today only the preface
survives. Since Babai lists all the hagiographical works he had written up to that point in his biography of
George of Izla (martyred 615), he must have written Christina's biography after that date.[4][3] According to
Babai, she was called Yazdoi "when she was pagan", but "in her new birth of adoption as a token of life, chose
to be called Christina, a name that shall not pass".[1]

Christina is commemorated 13 March in the Catholic Church and the Syriac Orthodox Church.[2] The Roman
Martyrology describes her as follows: "In Persia, Saint Christina, martyr, who was flogged with rods and
concluded the witness of martyrdom under King Chosroes I of the Persians."[6] In the Georgian Orthodox
Church, her feast day was 15 March in the early 7th century. Some versions of the 10th-century church
calendar of Ioane-Zosime, however, giver it as 14 March.[7] The Synaxarion of Constantinople of the Eastern
Orthodox Church also gives 14 March.[2]
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  (Redirected from Christina of Stommeln)

Christina of Stommeln (24 July 1242 – 6 November 1312), also
known as Christina Bruso and Christina Bruzo, was a Roman
Catholic mystic, ecstatic, and stigmatic.

Christina is believed to have been born on July 24, 1242, to
farmers Heinrich and Hilla Bruso in the village of Stumbeln (now
Stommeln), northwest of Cologne. At the age of five, she began to
experience religious visions. When she was twelve her parents
wished to arrange her marriage, but she left home without their
permission and joined a Beguine community in Cologne. At the
age of fifteen, she manifested stigmata on her hands, feet, and
head. This, combined with other mystic experiences, convinced
others in the community that she was insane and she was treated
with contempt, leading her to return to her home village in 1267.

On her return to Stommeln, she was taken in by the parish priest,
Johannes. While in his care, Christina met Peter of Dacia, a
Dominican, who became a lifelong friend. Following Peter's death
in 1288, Christine's mystic experiences ceased. She left the
priest's household and moved into a small cloister, where she lived
a quiet life until her death at the age of 70 on November 6, 1312.
She was first buried in the Stommeln churchyard, but her remains
have been moved several times: first into the church, then in 1342
to Nideggen, and finally in 1569 to the Propsteikirche (Provost's
Church) in Jülich, where a monument to Christine still exists. Her
relics survived the destruction of the Provost's Church during the
Allies' air raid on Jülich on November 16, 1944.

Pope Pius X beatified her on 8 November 1908 and her liturgical
feast was affixed to the date of her death.

See also [edit]
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Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
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Christopher Bales
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Christopher Bales" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(April 2020) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

The Blessed Christopher Bales, also spelled Christopher Bayles, alias Christopher Evers (c.1564?–
1590), was an English Catholic priest and martyr. He was beatified in 1929.
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Biography [edit]

Christopher was born at Coniscliffe near Darlington, County Durham, England, about 1564. He entered the
English College at Rome on 1 October 1583, but owing to ill-health was sent to the College at Reims. Bales
suffered from consumption.[1]

He was ordained 28 March 1587 at Reims. Sent to England on 2 November 1588,[2] he was soon arrested,
racked and tortured by Topcliffe, and hung up by the hands for twenty-four hours at a time and "bore all most
patiently".[3]

Bales was tried and condemned for high treason on the charge of having been ordained beyond seas and
coming to England to exercise his office. He asked Judge Anderson whether St. Augustine, Apostle of the
English (who did the same), was also a traitor; the judge said no, but that the act had since been made treason
by law.[3]

He was executed on 4 March 1590, "about Easter", in Fleet Street (London), opposite Fetter Lane. On the
gibbet was set a placard: "For treason and favouring foreign invasion". He spoke to the people from the ladder,
saying that his only "treason" was his priesthood. On the same day, Nicholas Horner was executed in Smithfield
for having made Bales a jerkin, and Alexander Blake for lodging him in his house.[3]

Alexander Blake [edit]

Alexander Blake was an ostler convicted of aiding Bale and was hanged outside his own door at Gray's Inn
Lane.[4]

See also [edit]
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Oaten Hill Martyrs
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

  (Redirected from Christopher Buxton (martyr))

For the Protestant martyrs of 1555 to 1558, see Canterbury Martyrs.

The Oaten Hill Martyrs were Catholic Martyrs who were executed by hanging, drawing and quartering at
Oaten Hill, Canterbury, on 1 October 1588. The gallows had been put up in 1576. These four were beatified by
Pope Pius XI in 1929.[1]
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Robert Wilcox [edit]

Robert Wilcox was born in Chester, England in 1558 and entered the seminary at Rheims when he was twenty-
five years old and was ordained on 20 April 1585.[2] He was sent to England with other priests seeking to
expand the Catholic faith and deal with the country's expanding Protestantism under Queen Elizabeth I. Wilcox
arrived in England on 7 June 1586 but was arrested almost immediately at Lydd in Kent, near to where he
entered the country. As a captive, he was sent to the Marshalsea prison where he was examined on 15 August
1588. Here he admitted he was a Catholic priest and was sent for trial with the others to Canterbury, England.
Wilcox was the first of the four to be executed. It is recorded that he told his companions to be of good heart. He
was going to heaven before them, where he would carry the tidings of their coming after him.[3] Wilcox was thirty
years of age.

Gerard Edwards ("Edward Campion") [edit]

Gerard Edwards, a Catholic priest, was born at Ludlow, Shropshire, and studied at Jesus College, Oxford, but
left without obtaining a degree, as he was unable to take the Oath of Supremacy.[1] He was for some time in the
service of Gregory Fiennes, 10th Baron Dacre.[2] On 22 February 1586 he left England to study for the
priesthood in Rheims. In accordance with the custom of many Douai priests of taking an alias for their greater
safety on the English mission, he changed his name to "Edward Campion" in honour of St Edmund Campion.[4]

Because of his education he was ordained after just a year and returned to England at Easter 1587. He was
captured in Sittingbourne, Kent, just a few weeks later, however, and was imprisoned at the Newgate and the
Marshalsea prisons in London following questioning by order of the Privy Council on 22 April 1587. Upon a
second examination on 14 August 1588, he admitted to being a priest.[5] He was thirty-six years of age at the
time of his execution.

Christopher Buxton [edit]

Christopher Buxton (1562 – 1588) was born in Derbyshire in 1562. He was a student of Nicholas Garlick at the
Grammar School, Tideswell, Peak District. Garlick entered the English College at Rheims on 22 June 1581.[6]

Buxton arrived about a month later.[7]

In 1584 he was sent to the English College in Rome where he was ordained on 26 October 1586.[8] He had a
lengthy and difficult journey across Europe, calling in at Rheims on his way to Dieppe. Word had already
reached the continent concerning the government's plans to exile or execute the priests then held in prison. A
Dr. Darbishire in Paris directed Buxton to delay his departure for the time being, and in obedience complied. But
having learned that Darbishire's counsel was not a directive of Father Persons in England, Buxton crossed to
Kent in early September 1587.

He was arrested in Kent about two minths later, and taken to the Marshalsea prison. On 15 August 1588, he
was examined at which time he admitted he was a priest. As he was so young, it was thought that his constancy
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might be shaken by the sight of the deaths of his companions, and his life was offered him if he would conform
to the new religion; but he answered that he would not purchase a corruptible life at such a price, and that if he
had a hundred lives he would willingly surrender them all in defence of his faith.[9]

While in the Marshalsea Prison he wrote a Rituale, the manuscript of which is now preserved as a relic at Olney,
Buckinghamshire. He sent this manuscript to a priest, as a last token of his friendship, the day before he was
taken from the prison. He was taken to Canterbury for trial and execution. Buxton died at the age of twenty-six.
Christopher Buxton was beatified by Pope Pius XI in 1929.[8]

Robert Widmerpool [edit]

Robert Widmerpool, a layman, was born in Nottinghamshire. He attended Gloucester Hall, Oxford, but did not
graduate. He obtained a post as tutor at the home of the Countess of Northumberland, and was arrested there
for giving aid to a Catholic priest. He was imprisoned with the others at the Marshalsea.[1] When he had the
rope round his neck, he thanked God for the glory of dying in Canterbury for the cause for which St. Thomas
died.[2] He was twenty-eight years old.
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List of Catholic martyrs of the English Reformation
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Christopher Robinson (died 19 August 1598) was an English Catholic priest and martyr, beatified in 1987.
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Life [edit]

Robinson was born at Woodside, near Westward, Cumberland. He was admitted to the English College at
Reims in 1589, and was ordained priest and sent on the English mission in 1592. Two years later he was a
witness of the condemnation and execution of John Boste at Durham, and wrote a graphic account.[1] His
labours seem to have been mainly in Cumberland and Westmoreland, though details are unknown.

Eventually he was arrested at Johnby Hall and imprisoned at Carlisle, by the Anglican Bishop John May.[2] May's
successor, Henry Robinson, who may have been a relative, did his best to persuade him to save his life by
conforming to the Church of England. Under the anti-Catholic laws passed by Queen Elizabeth I, which had
outlawed Catholic priests from coming into the realm, he was condemned to death and executed.

He was beatified in 1987 by Pope John Paul II.

See also [edit]

Catholic Church in the United Kingdom
Douai Martyrs
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1. ^ Printed from a seventeenth-century transcript in the first volume of the "Catholic Record Society's Publications"
(London, 1905), p. 85-92.

2. ^ "Archived copy" . Archived from the original  on 14 July 2011. Retrieved 13 June 2009.

 This article incorporates text from a publication now in the public domain: Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913).
"article name needed". Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton Company.
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Christopher Wharton
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Christopher Wharton (before 1546 – 28 March 1600) was an English Roman Catholic priest. He is a Catholic
martyr, beatified in 1987.
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Life [edit]

Wharton was born at Middleton, Yorkshire, before 1546. He was the second son of Sir Thomas Wharton of
Wharton and Agnes Warcop, and younger brother of Thomas Wharton, 1st Baron Wharton. He was educated
at Trinity College, Oxford, where he graduated M.A., 3 February 1564, and afterwards became a Fellow. During
his time at Oxford, he converted to Catholicism. In 1583 he left England and entered the English College at
Reims to study for the priesthood (28 July). He was ordained priest in the following year (31 March), but
continued his studies after ordination until 1586, when on 21 May he left Reims in company with Edward
Burden.[1]

No details of his missionary work have been preserved; but at his trial Baron Savile, the judge, incidentally
remarked that he had known him at Oxford some years after 1596. He was finally arrested in 1599 at the house
of Eleanor Hunt, a widow, who was arrested with him and confined in York Castle. There, with other Catholic
prisoners, he was forcibly taken to hear Protestant sermons. He was brought to trial together with Mrs. Hunt at
the Lent Assizes 1600, and both were condemned, the former for high treason, the latter for felony. Both
refused life and liberty at the price of conformity. Wharton was executed; Eleanor Hunt died in prison.[1]

Relics [edit]

Christopher Wharton was beatified in 1987 by Pope John Paul II as one of the "Eighty Five Martyrs of England
and Wales".

Wharton's severed head was put on one of the gates of York, but was rescued by Catholics, who kept it safe in
Knaresborough. Later, it was taken into safe keeping by the Benedictines at Downside Abbey, who returned it
on the occasion of the dedication of the Chapel of St. Mary and St. Margaret Clitheroe at the Myddelton
Grange.[2]

Legacy [edit]

The Blessed Christopher Wharton Multi-Academy Trust in Bradford takes its name from Christopher Wharton.[3]

See also [edit]

Catholic Church in the United Kingdom
Douai Martyrs
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 This article incorporates text from a publication now in the public domain: Herbermann, Charles, ed.
(1913). "Ven. Christopher Wharton". Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton Company. The
entry cites:

Thomas Worthington, A Relation of Sixteen Martyrs (Douai, 1601)

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) ·
Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima

See also Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus ·
Church Militant) · Virtuous pagan
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Chrodegang

Saint Chrodegang

Born c. 712[1]

Hesbaye (modern Belgium),
Dioecesis Leodiensis, Austrasia,
Kingdom of the Franks

Died March 6, 766
Metz, Kingdom of the Franks

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church[2]

Major shrine Gorze Abbey

Feast March 6

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Chrodegang (Latin: Chrodogangus; German: Chrodegang,
Hruotgang;[note 1] died 6 March 766 AD) was the Frankish Bishop
of Metz from 742 or 748 until his death. He served as chancellor
for his kinsman, Charles Martel. Chrodegang is claimed to be a
progenitor of the Frankish dynasty of the Robertians.
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Biography [edit]

He was born in the early eighth century at Hesbaye (Belgium,
around the old Roman civitas of Tongeren) of a noble Frankish
family,[3] possibly the son of Sigramnus, Count of Hesbaye, and
Landrada, daughter of Lambert II, Count of Hesbaye. Landrada
was the sister of Rotrude of Hesbaye, Charles Martel's first wife.

He was educated first at the Benedictine monastery of Saint-
Trond,[4] one of the oldest and most powerful abbeys in the Low
Countries, and then at the cathedral school of Metz. At the court of
Charles Martel, became his referendary, then chancellor, and in
737 prime minister. Sometime after 742, he was appointed to
succeed Sigibald as Bishop of Metz, while still retaining his civil
office.[3]

In 753 he met and escorted Pope Stephen II when the pontiff
visited France to seek help against Lombard incursions.[5] As apostolic delegate to the Frankish kingdom, he
was directly involved in the coronation of Pepin in 754 and the subsequent defeat of the Longbard king Aistulf.
He accompanied the pope to Ponthieu.[3]

After the death of Saint Boniface, Pope Stephen conferred the pallium on Saint Chrodegang (754–755), thus
making him an archbishop, but not elevating the See of Metz. In 762, during a dangerous illness, he introduced
among his priests a confraternity of prayer known as the League of Attigny. Saint Chrodegang was well versed
in Latin and the native early Old High German. He died at Metz on 6 March 766 and was buried in Gorze Abbey,
the site of his principal shrine.

Reform [edit]

According to M.A. Claussen, "Chrodegang's work lay at the foundation of the Carolingian spiritual revival of
later eighth and ninth centuries."[6] In 748 he founded Gorze Abbey (near Metz).[7] He also established St.
Peter's Abbey on the Moselle, and did much for the abbeys of Gengenbach and Lorsch. For the latter he is said
to have obtained the relics of Saint Nazarius, and for Gorze those of Saint Gorgonius. In his diocese he
introduced the Roman Liturgy and musical chant, and also enriched community life for the canons of his
cathedral.

Rule of Chrodegang [edit]

Around 755, he wrote a special rule for them, the Regula Canonicorum, later known as 'Rule of
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Chrodegang'.[8] The rule, containing thirty-four chapters, which he gave his clergy was based on the Rule of
St. Benedict. The purpose of the rule was principally pastoral; to encourage the mutual support of a community
as found in a monastic setting, while recognizing the very different responsibilities of canons serving the
spiritual needs of the laity.[9] Chrodegang necessarily adapted the Benedictine rule, particularly in regards to
the hospitality characteristic of monasteries, and the care of the sick as there were neither guest houses nor
hospices at cathedrals. [10]

The rule was widely circulated and gave an important impulse to the spread of community life among the
secular clergy. In 816, it was incorporated in part into the Institutio canonicorum Aquisgranensis established by
the Council of Aachen.[11] By the eleventh and twelfth centuries, the Rule of Chrodegang was gradually
supplanted by more popular rules based on Augustine.[12]

It seems probable that the Rule of Chrodegang was brought by Irish monks to their native land from the
monasteries of north-eastern Gaul, and that Irish anchorites originally unfettered by the rules of the cloister
bound themselves by it. The Rule of Céli Dé, which is preserved in the Leabhar Breac, and has been attributed
to Máel Ruain, was possibly written in the 9th century by one of his community.[13] The Rule "...is more a
canonical than a monastic rule, and analogous to Chrodegang of Metz's Regula Canonicorum."[14]

In the course of the 9th century mention is made of nine places in Ireland (including Armagh, Clonmacnoise,
Clones, Devenish and Sligo) where communities of these Culdees were established as a kind of annex to the
regular monastic institutions. They seem especially to have had the care of the poor and the sick, and were
interested in the musical part of worship.

See also [edit]

Benedict of Aniane
Máel Ruain -his rules for the Culdees
Wulfred -on reforming the canons at Canterbury Cathedral

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Spellings of his name in (Latin) primary sources are extremely varied: Chrodegangus, Grodegandus,
Grodegangus, Grodogangus, Chrodogandus, Krodegandus, Chrodegrangus, Chrotgangus, Ruotgangus,
Droctegangus, Chrodegand, and Sirigangus. In English it is also found as Godegrand, Gundigran, Ratgang,
Rodigang, and Sirigang.
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Sarcophagus of Chrodoara
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Saint Chrodoara was a Merovingian noblewoman and traditionally the
foundress of the Abbey of Amay, now in Belgium.

Chrodoara is thought to have been born around the year 560 in
Swabia[1]. She was probably married to Bodegisel-Bobo, the son of
Mummolinus of Soissons.[2][3] If so, she was widowed around 589. After
the death of her husband she moved to Amay and devoted her wealth
and her time to the church and works of charity. She died sometime
before the year 634 and was buried in the Church of Saint George in
Amay. The church is now called "Saint George and Saint Ode", where
Ode or Oda, the name dating from the eleventh century, is identified as
Chrodoara.

St Ode represented on her shrine in
the Amay St George and St Ode church

Chrodoara is said to be the mother of Bishop Arnulf of Metz, and she may have been the grandmother of either
Hugobert or of his wife Irmina of Oeren, and thus the great-grandmother of Plectrude, wife of Pepin of Herstal,
but the evidence is too late to be relied upon.[4]

In 1977 Chrodoara's sarcophagus was discovered in the choir of the Church of Saint George and Saint Ode.
On the cover she is depicted as an abbess holding a staff. However, although she was a patron and benefactor
of the abbey she apparently was not an abbess.[4]
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Chromatius

Saint Chromatius

Saint Sebastianus and Saint Chromatius

Born 4th Century
Aquileia

Died 406/407

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church

Feast December 2

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Saint Chromatius" is also the name of the father of Saint
Tiburtius. See Saints Tiburtius and Susanna.

Saint Chromatius (died c. 406/407 AD) was a bishop of Aquileia.

He was probably born at Aquileia, and grew up there. His father
died when Chromatius was an infant. He was raised by his mother
and his large group of older siblings.

Career [edit]

He became a priest of that church and — in about 387 or 388,
after the death of Valerianus — bishop of that city. He was one of
the most celebrated prelates of his time and was in active
correspondence with contemporaries St. Ambrose, St. Jerome,
and Tyrannius Rufinus.

As a scholarly theologian, he urged these friends to produce
learned works. St. Ambrose was encouraged by him to write
exegetical works; St. Jerome dedicated to him translations and
commentaries, which he had written at his suggestion (translations
of the Books of Paralipomenon, Tobit, the books of Solomon,
commentaries on the Prophecy of Habakkuk). In the bitter quarrel
between St. Jerome and Rufinus concerning Origenism,
Chromatius, while rejecting the false doctrines of Origen of
Alexandria, attempted to make peace between the disputants.

He maintained ecclesiastical communion with Rufinus and induced him not to answer the last attack of St.
Jerome, but to devote himself to new literary works, especially to the translation of the Ecclesiastical History of
Eusebius.

Chromatius opposed Arianism with much zeal and rooted it out in his diocese. He gave loyal support to St. John
Chrysostom, Archbishop of Constantinople, when unjustly oppressed, and wrote in his favour to Honorius, the
Western emperor, who sent this letter to his brother, Arcadius. This intercession, however, availed nothing.

Chromatius was also active as an exegete. Until the modern age only seventeen treatises were known to be
authored by him on the Gospel according to St. Matthew (iii, 15-17; v-vi, 24), besides a fine homily on the Eight
Beatitudes (counted as an eighteenth treatise). In 1969 researcher Henri Lemarié discovered and published
thirty-eight sermons.[1]

His feast is celebrated 2 December.

Footnotes [edit]

1. ^ Chromace d'Aquilée, Sermons I-II, Paris 1969, 1971 (Sources Chrétiennes 154, 164)
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Chrysanthus and Daria

Saints Chrysanthus and Daria

The martyrdom of Sts Chrysanthus and Daria.
From a 14th-century manuscript

Martyrs
Born 3rd century AD

Rome, Roman Empire

Died c. 283
Rome

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Churches
Oriental Orthodox
Churches[citation needed]

Roman Catholic Church

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Feast October 25 (Western
Christianity)
March 19 (Eastern Christianity)

A column made of calc-
sinter ("Eifel-Marmor"), in the
church St. Chrysanthus und
Daria, Bad Münstereifel,
Germany.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saints Chrysanthus and Daria (3rd century – c. 283) are saints
of the Early Christian period. Their names appear in the
Martyrologium Hieronymianum, an early martyrs list, and a church
was built in their honour over their reputed burial place in Rome.
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Legend [edit]

Acts of the Martyrs relating the legend of Chrysanthus and Daria
exist in a Greek and in Latin versions, dating from the fifth century
and all "without historical value", according to Johann Peter Kirsch,
writing in the Catholic Encyclopedia.[1]

According to legend, Chrysanthus was the only son of an Egyptian
patrician, named Polemius or Poleon, who lived during the reign of
Numerian. His father moved from Alexandria to Rome.
Chrysanthus was educated in the finest manner of the era. Disenchanted with
the excess in the Roman world, he began reading the Acts of the Apostles.[2]

He was then baptized and educated in Christian thinking by a priest named
Carpophorus. His father was unhappy with Chrysanthus's conversion and
attempted to inculcate secular ways into his son by arranging a marriage to
Daria, a Roman priestess of Minerva.[2] (Other accounts state that she was a
Vestal Virgin.)[3] Chrysanthus managed to convert his wife, and the couple
agreed to lead celibate lives. They went on to convert a number of Romans.

When this was made known to Claudius, the tribune, Chrysanthus was arrested
and tortured. Chrysanthus's faith and fortitude under torture were so impressive
to Claudius that he and his wife, Hilaria, two sons named Maurus and Jason,
and seventy of his soldiers became Christians. For this betrayal, the emperor
had Claudius drowned, his sons beheaded and his wife went to the gallows. The
legend states that Daria was sent to live as a prostitute, but her chastity was
defended by a lioness. She was brought before Numerian and ordered to be
executed. There are many variations to this legend. Some claim that she was
subjected to execution by stoning, others say she was beheaded and yet others
claim she was buried alive in a deep pit beside her husband. It appears this
torment was chosen in order to inflict on Daria the death reserved for unfaithful
vestals.[4] They were entombed in a sand pit near the Via Salaria Nova, the
catacombs in Rome.[1]

The surviving "Acts" of Chrysanthus and Daria state that on the anniversary of their deaths, a large number of
Christians had gathered at their underground crypt to pay their respects when Roman persecutors surprised
them, filled the crypt with stones and buried them all alive, including Diodorus, a priest, and Marianus, a
deacon.[1]

Historical notes [edit]

Numerian was never in Rome.[3] The Romans would not have sent a Vestal virgin, who was supposed to be the
keeper of Rome's fortunes and for whom it was imperative to remain a virgin, into a whorehouse. Candida Moss
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states "this simply could not have happened...whoever composed this story lived during a period when people
no longer understood how important vestals were."[3]

Relics [edit]

At least three places claim to possess the remains of Chrysanthus and Daria. In the ninth century, their reputed
remains were brought to Prüm in modern-day Rhineland-Palatinate, and these relics are presently in the church
of Chrysanthus and Daria, Bad Münstereifel, Germany.[5] In 1011, Pope Sergius IV gave Fulk III, Count of Anjou,
the reputed bodies of Chrysanthus and Daria upon his return from a pilgrimage to Jerusalem. Fulk gave them to
the monastery of Belli Locus (now Beaulieu-lès-Loches), which he had recently established.[6] The cathedral of
Reggio Emilia in northern Italy also contains relics reputed to be those of Daria and Chrysanthus. A scientific
study of some of the bones there confirmed that they were those of a young man and a young woman in their
late teens, with a radiocarbon date between 80 and 340.[7]
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Chrysostomos of Smyrna

Saint Chrysostomos the New-
Hieromartyr of Smyrna

Photograph of St. Chrysostomos of Smyrna.

Born 8 January 1867
Triglia, Ottoman Empire

Died 10 September 1922
Smyrna (now Izmir), Ottoman
Empire

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church

Canonized 4 November 1992 by Church of
Greece

Feast Sunday before the Exaltation of
the Holy Cross (7-13
September)

Attributes Episcopal vestments, usually
holding a staff or a Gospel.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Chrysostomos Kalafatis (8 January 1867 – 10 September 1922)
(Greek: Χρυσόστομος Καλαφάτης), known as Saint
Chrysostomos of Smyrna,[1] Chrysostomos of Smyrna and
Metropolitan Chrysostom, was the Greek Orthodox metropolitan
bishop of Smyrna (Izmir) between 1910 and 1914, and again from
1919 until his death in 1922. He was born in Triglia (today
Zeytinbağı), Turkey in 1867, considerably aided the Greek
Invasion of Turkey and was killed by a lynch mob after Turkish
troops took back the city at the end of the Greco-Turkish War of
1919–1922.[2] He was declared a martyr and a saint of the Eastern
Orthodox Church by the Holy Synod of the Church of Greece on 4
November 1992.[3]
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Early life [edit]

Kalafatis was born in Triglia (Zeytinbağı) in 1867, one of eight
children born to Nikolaos and Kalliopi Lemonidos Kalafatis. He
studied at the historical Theological School of Halki from the age of
17,[3] and served as Archdeacon to Konstantinos Valiadis, the
then Metropolitan of Mytilene. Kalafatis served as chancellor and
in 1902 became the Metropolitan of Drama, a city in northeastern
Greece. His vocal nationalism caused the Sublime Porte to request
his removal in 1907, and he eventually returned temporarily to Triglia. In 1910 Kalafatis became the
Metropolitan of Smyrna.[3]

Smyrna [edit]

Kalafatis had not been in good terms with the Ottoman authorities and he was displaced in 1914. When the
Greek army occupied Smyrna in 1919, at the beginning of the Greco-Turkish war, Kalafatis was reinstated to
his office as metropolitan bishop. Chrysostomos was on bad terms with High Commissioner Stergiadis
(appointed by the Greek Prime Minister Venizelos is 1919) due to the latter's strict stance against discrimination
and abuse in dealing with the local Turks, and his opposition to inflammatory nationalist rhetoric used in
sermons, which he perceived as too political.[4][5] US diplomat George Horton described how Stergiadis
interrupted an important service at the Orthodox Cathedral in Smyrna:[6]

Archbishop Chrysostom (he who was later murdered by the Turks) began to introduce some
politics into his sermon, a thing which he was extremely prone to do. Stergiades, who was standing
near him, interrupted, saying: "But I told you I didn’t want any of this."

Chrysostomos was an ardent supporter of the cause of Greek nationalism, while Stergiadis was seen by some
as behaving in a perversely defeatist manner.[7] Chrysostomos wrote to (no longer Prime Minister) Eleftherios
Venizelos in 1922, as Turkish troops were approaching, and shortly before the Great Fire of Smyrna, warning
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that "Hellenism in Asia Minor, the Greek State and the entire Greek Nation are descending now into Hell," and
partially blaming him for his appointment of Stergiadis, "an utterly deranged egotist", even though he was an
ardent supporter of Venizelos.[8]

Lynching [edit]

After the defeat and retreat of the Greek army in August 1922, Chrysostomos denied the offer to leave the city
and decided to stay.

On 10 September (Julian style – 27 August) 1922, soon after the Turkish army had moved into Smyrna, a
Turkish officer and two soldiers took Chrysostomos from the office of the cathedral and delivered him to the
Turkish commander-in-chief, Nureddin Pasha. The general decided to hand him over [9] to a Turkish mob who
murdered him.

According to French soldiers who witnessed the lynching, but were under strict orders from their commanding
officer not to intervene:

"The mob took possession of Metropolitan Chrysostom and carried him away... a little further on, in
front of an Italian hairdresser named Ismail ... they stopped and the Metropolitan was slipped into a
white hairdresser's overall. They began to beat him with their fists and sticks and to spit on his
face. They riddled him with stabs. They tore his beard off, they gouged his eyes out, they cut off
his nose and ears."[10]

Bishop Chrysostomos was then dragged (according to some sources,[11] he was dragged around the city by a
car or truck) into a backstreet of the Iki Cheshmeli district where he died soon after.[10]

Family Survivors [edit]

Metropolitan Chrysostomos was survived by his nephews, among whom was Yannis Elefteriades, who witnessed
the arrest and execution of his uncle, having found shelter by his side [clarification needed] after the killing of his
parents. He escaped as a refugee to Lebanon, where today his grandson Michel Elefteriades is a well-known
Greek-Lebanese artist and producer.[12]

See also [edit]

Relief Committee for Greeks of Asia Minor
Halki seminary

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Αγιος Χρυσόστομος Σμύρνης – Η Ραφήνα τιμά τη μνήμη του 85 έτη από τον μαρτυρικό θάνατό του  Archived
10 March 2012 at the Wayback Machine Kathimerini.gr, 10 November 2007. (Greek)

2. ^ Hannibal Travis (2010). Genocide in the Middle East: The Ottoman Empire, Iraq, and Sudan . Carolina
Academic Press. p. 291. ISBN 978-1-59460-436-2. "The archbishop was among those massacred during the next
month in the Turkish sack of Smyrna."
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Chusdazat
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Chusdazat (also known as Gothazat, Guhashtazad, and Usthazan) (?-Good Friday, 344) is the name of a
priest and fellow martyr of Bishop Simeon Barsabae. He was a eunuch of King Shapur II (Savori, or Sapor).

His feast is celebrated on April 14 in the Syrian Church, April 17 in the Greek Orthodox Church, April 21 in the
Roman Catholic Church, April 30 in the Melchite Church, and the Friday after Easter in the Syriac Orthodox
Church and the Assyrian Church of the East.

Persecuting Christians in 341 CE, Shapur tortured Simeon and the priests Audel and Ananias. Seeing this,
Chusdazat also declared his Christian belief. He was executed before Simeon and a thousand other Christians.

The following year on Great Friday, the king executed another thousand Christians, but then he ceased
executions because he regretted the loss of one of his favorite eunuchs, Azat.[1]

References [edit]

1. ^ Fr. Deacon Christopher Henderson, Holy Cross Australian Orthodox Mission (2002). "Ustazan" . Australian and
New Zealand Diocese (ROCOR). Archived from the original  on 2002-09-29. Retrieved 28 May 2003.
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St. Cianán (died 24 November 489) was a Bishop of Duleek in Ireland. He was descended from the royal blood
of the kings of Munster. His feast day is 24 November.

Life [edit]

He was a pupil of the monk Nathan. As a youth, he was one of the fifty hostages whom the princes of Ireland
gave to king Lóegaire mac Néill, by whom he was set free at the intercession of Bishop Ciarán. He then went
into Gaul, and passed some time at Tours in the monastery of St. Martin.[1]

Returning to his native country, he converted great numbers to Christianity in Connacht. Then he went to
Leinster, and founded a church in a place called to this day the Wood of Cianán. At length he went into the
territory of Eoghan (Tír Eoghain), who was his mother Eithne's uncle. There he broke down a pagan altar and
an idol and on the place built a Christian church. According to manuscripts extant in manuscript in the library at
Cambridge, Cianán built here a church of stone, on that account called Damliag, corrupted into Duleek. It was
the site of the first stone church in Ireland.[2] He died on 24 November, in 489.[1]

Duleek having suffered greatly by several fires and devastations of the Danes, its episcopal see was united to
the diocese of Meath.[1]

Modern research indicates he may have been the namesake of the Ciannachta.

References [edit]

1.  ̂a b c Butler, Alban. The Lives of the Saints, Volume XI, 1866
2. ^ Duleek Heritage Trail
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Ciarán of Clonmacnoise

Ciarán of Clonmacnoise

A stained glass of St. Ciarán from St.
Brendan's Church, Birr, County Offaly, Ireland

Abbot of Clonmacnoise
Born c.516

County Roscommon, Ireland

Died 549
Clonmacnoise, County Offaly,
Ireland

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast 9 September

Patronage Connacht[1]
Ciarán (left) and Diarmait mac
Cerbaill depicted on the Cross of the
Scriptures, driving in a stake at the
foundation of Clonmacnoise[6]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the 5th-century bishop of Ossory, see Ciarán of Saigir.

Saint Ciarán of Clonmacnoise (c. 516 – c. 549),[2] supposedly
born Ciarán mac an tSaeir ("son of the carpenter"),[3][4] was one
of the Twelve Apostles of Ireland[5] and the first abbot of
Clonmacnoise. He is sometimes called Ciarán the Younger to
distinguish him from the 5th-century Saint Ciarán the Elder who
was bishop of Osraige. His name produced many variant spellings,
including Ceran, Kieran, Queran and Queranus.
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Life [edit]

Ciarán was born in around
516 in County
Roscommon, Connacht, in
Ireland.[3] His father was a
carpenter and chariot
maker.[7] As a boy, Ciarán
worked as a cattle
herder.[8]

He was a student of
Finian's at Clonard and in
time became a teacher,
himself.[3] Columba of Iona
said of Ciarán, “He was a
lamp, blazing with the light
of wisdom.”[8] In about 534,
he left Clonard for Inishmore where he studied under Enda of Aran, who
ordained him a priest and advised him to build a church and monastery
in the middle of Ireland.[3] Later, he travelled to Senan on Scattery

Island (in about 541). In 544, he finally settled in Clonmacnoise, where he founded the Monastery of
Clonmacnoise with ten fellow companions.[9] As abbot, he worked on the first buildings of the monastery;
however, he died about seven months later of a plague, in his early thirties.[3] His feast day is 9 September.[3]

Legends [edit]

Various legends are connected to St Ciarán. One of the most famous relates that it was his cow – which he took
with him as payment when he went to Clonard and gave milk to all at the Abbey – which supplied the parchment
for the Leobr na h'Uidre, Book of the Dun Cow, one of the oldest and most important Irish literary collections,
compiled by a Clonmacnoise scribe in 1106.[4]

One story tells that he lent his copy of the Gospel of St Matthew to fellow-student St Ninnidh. When Finnian
tested the class, Ciarán knew only the first half of the Gospel. The other students laughed and called him
“Ciarán half-Matthew.” St Finnian silenced them and said, “Not Ciarán half-Matthew, but Ciarán half-Ireland, for
he will have half the country and the rest of us will have the other half.” [7]
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Clonmacnoise viewed from river

Another tale relates that as a student, a young fox would take his writings to his master, until it was old enough
to eat his satchel. Yet another tale tells of the other Irish saints envying him to such a degree that every one of
them (apart from St Columba) prayed for his early death; and finally, he is supposed to have told his followers
that upon his death, they were to leave his bones upon the hillside, and to preserve his spirit rather than his
relics.[9]

Legacy [edit]

The monastery at Clonmacnoise became one of the most important
centres of learning and religious life in Ireland.[8] Unusually, the title of
abbot – which included the title "Comarba of Saint Ciarán" – at the
community was not hereditary, which reflected the humble origins of its
founder. It managed to survive the plunderings of the Viking raids and
the Anglo-Norman wars, and was only destroyed during the Dissolution
of the Monasteries, in 1552. The ruins still exist, and remain a centre of
civic and religious activity to this day.

The treasures of Ciarán's shrine were dispersed throughout the Medieval era; although the Clonmacnoise
Crozier still exists and is stored in the National Museum of Ireland.[9]

The Celtic scholar Charles Plummer suggested that Ciaran of Clonmacnoise was the patron saint of Cornwall
Saint Piran challenging the broadly accepted belief that he was Ciaran of Saigir. The difference in spelling is for
dialect or linguistical reasons between the two Insular Celtic languages. Brytonic was categorized as P-Celtic, as
it replaced the harder ‘c’ or k sound in the Goidelic languages with the softer letter ‘p’.[citation needed] On the other
hand, Goidelic was seen by scholars as being Q-Celtic, as the earliest Ogham inscriptions used a 'Q'
transcribed by Queirt, which represented the Apple Tree to phonetically pronounce the k sound, although Q
was later replaced by the letter 'C' in the Old Irish alphabet.[10][11][12]

Saint Ciarán of Clonmacnoise has a strong connection with Campbeltown, Argyll and Bute in Scotland. Pilgrims
frequently take place were tourists visit a cave associated with the Saint on Island Davaar. The Saint is believed
to have lived for a time in an area that would later become known as Campbeltown at the same time as the
legendary king Fergus Mór was establishing the kingdom of the Scottish Dál Riata, after invading Argyll from
Ireland.[13]

A primary school in Hartstown, Dublin 15 is named after Saint Ciarán.
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Ciarán of Saigir

Saint Ciarán of Saigir

The Church of Ireland church of Seir Kieran
in County Offaly, Ireland

Bishop of Saighir
Born 5th century[1]

Cape Clear Island

Died unknown

Venerated in Orthodox Catholic Church
Roman Catholic Church
Certain Protestant churches

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Major shrine Saighir

Succeeded by Carthage the Elder

Feast 5 March

Patronage Ossory, Kingdom of Ossory, St.
Kieran's College

St. Ciarán's Church (CoI)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Cieran" redirects here. For the Irish given name, see Ciarán. For the 6th-century abbot of Clonmacnoise,
see Ciarán of Clonmacnoise.

Ciarán of Saigir (5th century – c. 530), also known as
Ciarán mac Luaigne or Saint Kieran (Welsh: Cieran),
was one of the Twelve Apostles of Ireland[2] and is
considered the first saint to have been born in Ireland,[3]

although the legend that he preceded Saint Patrick is
questionable. Ciarán was bishop of Saighir (Seir-Kieran)
and remains the patron saint of its successor, the diocese
of Ossory.

His feast day is celebrated on 5 March. He is sometimes
called Saint Ciarán the Elder (Latin: Kyaranus or
Ciaranus Maior) to distinguish him from the other 6th-
century Irish Saint Ciarán, who was abbot of Clonmacnoise.
He shares the feast date of 5 March with his mother, St.
Liadán, and his disciple and episcopal successor, St.
Carthach the Elder.
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Sources [edit]

Various medieval traditions about the saint are recorded in a number of
hagiographic works: two Lives in Latin, both of uncertain date, and two
Lives in Irish. The shortest Latin Life is preserved in the Codex
Salmanticensis, while the longer one is found in the Codex
Kilkenniensis. The latter was rendered into Irish and a second Irish Life
was produced after the Protestant Reformation. The latter, though the latest of the four, is thought to draw on
the oldest traditions when it deals sympathetically with the Osraige.[4] Primarily intended to edify, educate and
entertain, it is unclear to what extent they are an accurate representation of events.

Family background and early career [edit]

The martyrologies, notably the Félire Óengusso, and medieval Irish genealogies identify Ciarán's father as
Lugna (also Laighne), a nobleman of the Dál Birn rulers of Osraige, and his mother as Liadán, of the Corcu
Loígde.[4] Before he was conceived Ciarán's mother had a dream that a star fell into her mouth. She related this
dream to the druids who were knowledgeable of such things, and they told her that she would bear a son whose
fame and virtues would be known as far as the world’s end.[5] Cape Clear Island south west of County Cork is
regarded as his birthplace and it is said that a church was built by him on the island.
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Ciarán's biography is full of obscurities. It is commonly said, however, that he left Ireland before the arrival of St
Patrick. Already a Christian, and of royal Osraige blood, he had determined to study for the Church; hence, he
secured an education at Tours and Rome.[6]

He is also attributed with having miraculously performed abortion in a raped nun called Bruinnech.[7] However,
this interpretation has been disputed by both Thomas Charles-Edwards, professor emeritus at Oxford, and
University College Dublin lecturer, Dr. Paul Byrnes. "Byrne said that many hagiographic stories about saints,
also known as 'lives,' include 'folklore, legend and political anecdote, which was demonstrably compiled long
after (usually some centuries after) the saint in question had lived.'"[8] According to Charles-Edwards, "...[t]hese
accounts need to be put in context. In these examples the saint’s intervention is directed towards restoring the
honor of the woman concerned. ...The evidence of saints’ lives concerns miracles as conceived by later
hagiographers. It is usually bad evidence for what they actually did, better evidence for what later writers could
imagine happening.”[8]

Foundation of Saighir [edit]

By one account Patrick sent Ciarán to precede him and directed him to build a monastery at the site of a well.
When Ciarán asked how he should find this well, Patrick gave him a little bell, that would not ring until he
reached the well.[5]

On his return from Rome, he built himself a little cell in the woods of Upper Ossory. He settled as a hermit at
Saighir (alternately called Seir Kieran, or just Seir) near to the Slieve Bloom Mountains, but soon disciples were
attracted to him and a large monastery grew up round his cell, which became the chosen burial place for the
Kings of Osraige. A tradition shared by all four Lives describes Ciarán as a holy man wearing skins, whose first
pupils are animals in the forest.[4] This corresponds to the image of him as a Western John the Baptist, wearing
skins and dwelling in the wilderness, seemingly as a forerunner to St. Patrick as John was to Christ. His mother,
Liadan, is said to have gone to Saighir with a group of women who devoted their lives to the service of God and
the members of her son's community.[9]

Sier Kieran became the chief church of the Osraighe, a center for the preaching of the Gospel and a large
industrial community noted for its wealth.[6] It was superseded by the later monastic foundation of St Canice at
nearby Aghaboe.[9]

Pre-Patrician Arrival [edit]

Like the saints Ailbe of Emly, Declán of Ardmore and Abbán, Ciarán is credited with a pre-Patrician career in
Munster, though the Lives hardly refer to these putative contemporaries. This tradition may reflect interaction
with Christians of south Wales before St Patrick came to Ireland.

Ciarán is said to have met Patrick in Italy and made allegiance to him. Some writers say that when St. Patrick
arrived in Ireland, Ciarán was already a bishop, having been ordained while on the continent. It seems more
likely, however, that he was one of the twelve men that Patrick, on his arrival, consecrated as helpers.[10] He
became the first bishop of Ossory.

There is long-standing academic disagreement in the dating of the life of St. Ciarán of Saighir. Traditional Irish
sources (his vitae, the Félire Óengusso, etc.) ascribe his missionary activity as before St. Patrick, but assign no
dates to his life. If true, he would have likely been born somewhere near the end of the 4th century and
evangelizing in the 5th, and some writers accept this (Plummer, Hogan, Kenny).[11] According to W. O'Halloran,
the Annals of Inisfallen have Ciarán born at Cape Clear in Cork in 352.[12] Others such as Baring-Gould,
Sharpe, O'Riain, and Sperber push his life forward variously into the 5th and even 6th centuries. Lanigan and
Leslie Stephen place him in the 5th century, based on anecdotes that make him a contemporary of Ciarán of
Clonmacnoise, Brendan of Birr, and Brendan of Clonfert.[13] Lanigan suggests that Ciarán of Saighir was one of
Finnian of Clonard's first students, and indicates that he was likely bishop sometime prior to 544.[14]

Miracles [edit]

Legends attribute remarkable miracles to Ciarán.[15] One day when Ciarán was still yet a child he made a
beginning of his miracles; for in the air right over him a kite came soaring and, swooping down before his face,
lifted a little bird that sat upon her nest. Compassion for the little bird took Ciarán, and he deemed it an ill thing
to see it in such plight; thereupon the kite turned back and in front of him deposited the bird half dead, sore
hurt; but Ciarán bade it rise and be whole. The bird arose, and went whole upon its nest again.[5]

One such relates how the Lord Justice of Ireland, Risteárd de Tiúit, went to Athlone, with the intention of
sending his brothers to Limerick, Waterford, and Wexford, that he himself might reside in Dublin and Athlone
(alternately); but it happened, through the miracles of God, St Peter and St Ciarán, that some of the stones of
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the castle of Athlone fell upon his head, killing him, his priest and a number of his people.[16]

Another story is that he blessed a well so that “it had the taste of wine or honey for everyone who drank it got
drunk as well as filled”.[9]

Folklore also relates many charming tales of St Ciarán's influence on wild animals. Tales tell of a fox, badger
and wolf who worked with Ciarán and his monks to cut wood and build huts for the brothers. One day the fox
stole Ciarán's shoes; upon which Ciarán ordered the badger to retrieve them. The badger found the fox, and
bound him from head to tail, returning him to his master; the saint ordered the fox to repent for his sin as a
monk would, and to return to his tasks as before.[17]

Scholia in the Martyrology of Oengus states that he foretold of the sanctity of Conall and Fachtna of
Rosscarbery.[18] Ciarán's date of death is uncertain but he is thought to have died at an advanced age from
natural causes.[19]

Legacy [edit]

The ruins of Ciarán's monastery - which were long the burial place of the Kings of Osraige - still remain to this
day. It is speculated that the site is pre-Christian,[citation needed] and, in common with other Irish sanctuaries, a
perpetual fire was said to have burnt there.[citation needed] He is also associated with a monastic site near Errill.
Another site exists at the island of Cape Clear, which is said to have been his birthplace and the hermitage of
his youth. Church ruins and a well exist here of considerable age.[17] Saint Ciarán is venerated in England,
Brittany, Wales, and Scotland, on 5 March.[20] St. Kieran's College (est. 1782) is the oldest Roman Catholic
secondary school in Ireland, and is named for the saint.[21]

He is sometimes listed as one of the Twelve Apostles of Ireland, although in the Martyrology of Oengus, Ciarán
of Saighir is not enumerated as such, and his association with the students of St. Finnian may be a persistent
confusion.[22]

St. Ciarán of Saigir was the subject of New Hagiography's 5 March 2018 release of "Mr. Fox Felt Really Bad"; a
reference to the stealing of the saint's leather shoe by one of his first vulpine monastic recruits.[23]

He is sometimes identified with the Saint Piran who is venerated in Cornwall, Wales, and Brittany.[4][6][24]

although Pádraig Ó Riain considers this "groundless".[25]

See also [edit]

Carthage the Elder
Early Irish Christianity
History of Roman Catholicism in Ireland
Kingdom of Ossory
Saint Cera
Diocese of Ossory
Seir Kieran GAA
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Ciriaco María Sancha y Hervás

His Eminence Blessed
Ciriaco María Sancha y Hervás

Archbishop of Toledo

c. 1889.

Church Roman Catholic Church

Archdiocese Toledo

Metropolis Toledo

See Toledo

Appointed 24 March 1898

Installed 1898

Term ended 25 February 1909

Predecessor Antolín Monescillo y Viso

Successor Gregorio Maria Aguirre y Garcia

Other posts Patriarch of the West Indies
(1898–1909)
Primate of Spain (1898–1909)
Cardinal-Priest of San Pietro in
Montorio (1895–1909)

Orders
Ordination 27 June 1858

by Vicente Horcos San Martín

Consecration 12 March 1876
by Juan Ignacio Moreno y
Maisanove

Created
cardinal

18 May 1894
by Pope Leo XIII

Rank Cardinal-Priest

Personal details
Birth name Ciriaco María Sancha y Hervás

Born 17 June 1833
Quintana del Pidio, Burgos,
Kingdom of Spain

Died 25 February 1909 (aged 75)
Toledo, Kingdom of Spain

Nationality Spanish

Denomination Roman Catholic

Parents Ambrosio Sancha & Baltasara
Hervás

Previous post Auxiliary Bishop of Toledo

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Ciriaco María Sancha y Hervás (17 June 1833 – 25 February
1909) was a Spanish cardinal of the Roman Catholic Church who
served as the Archbishop of Toledo in addition to being the
Primate of Spain and the Patriarch of the West Indies.[1] He
established the Sisters of Charity in 1869.

He was beatified on 18 October 2009 during the pontificate of
Pope Benedict XVI; Archbishop Angelo Amato celebrated the rite
of beatification on behalf of the pontiff. The second miracle
required for his canonization is now under investigation.
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Life [edit]

Ciriaco María Sancha y Hervás was born to Ambrosio Sancha and
Baltasara Hervás in Quintana del Pidio in Spain. He was educated
at the University of Salamanca where he earned a licentiate in
theology.

He was ordained to the priesthood on 27 June 1858. He served as
the Lector of philosophical studies in the seminary of Osma. He
then served in the archdiocese of Santiago de Cuba from 1862
until 1876 as chancellor-secretary and professor of moral theology
in its seminary. He founded the Sisters of Charity on 5 August
1869.

While the archdiocese was vacant because of the death of the
archbishop in 1868, the Spanish Republican government named,
without the consent of the Holy See, Father Pedro Llorente Miguel
as his successor in 1873. Monsignor José María Orberá Carrión,
who was vicar capitular, and Sancha opposed the nomination and
were jailed for their opposition. The schism ended in 1874 and
both were then released.

Episcopate [edit]

He was appointed titular bishop of Areopolis and auxiliary bishop
of Toledo by Pope Pius IX on 28 January 1876. He was transferred
to the see of Ávila on 27 March 1882 and again to the see of
Madrid on June 10, 1886. He was promoted to the metropolitan
see of Valencia on 11 July 1892.

Cardinalate [edit]
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(1876–1882)
Titular Bishop of Areopolis
(1876–1882)
Bishop of Avila (1882–1886)
Bishop of Madrid (1886–1892)
Archbishop of Valencia (1892–
1898)

Coat of arms

Sainthood
Feast day 25 February

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Title as Saint Blessed

Beatified 18 October 2009
Toledo, Spain
by Archbishop Angelo Amato

Attributes Cardinal's attire
Crozier

Patronage Archdiocese of Toledo
Sisters of Charity

Styles of
Ciriaco María Sancha y Hervás

Reference style His Eminence

Spoken style Your Eminence

Informal style Cardinal

See Toledo

He was created Cardinal-Priest of San Pietro in Montorio by Pope
Leo XIII in the consistory of 18 May 1894. He was again transferred
to the primatial and metropolitan see of Toledo on 24 March 1898
and on the same day was awarded the largely honorific title of
Patriarch of the West Indies (which made him the titular head of all
Spanish military bishops and chaplains). He participated in the
conclave of 1903 that elected Pope Pius X.

Death [edit]

Sancha died in the beginning of 1909.[2]

Sainthood [edit]

Process and Venerable [edit]

The beatification process for Sancha commenced on 19 June
1982 under Pope John Paul II in which he was accorded with the
title of Servant of God. The diocesan process commenced on 22
November 1982 and concluded following the successful
accumulation of available evidence. The process was declared
completed with the decree of validation from Rome on 3 July 1992.

The postulation sent the Positio dossier to the officials in Rome for
further investigation in 1993 while historians declared the cause
clear of historical obstacles on 15 March 1994. Around a decade
later - on 1 March 2005 - theologians approved the cause while
the cardinal and bishop members of the Congregation for the
Causes of Saints also approved it on 21 June 2005.

During an audience granted on 28 April 2006 to the Cardinal-
Prefect of the C.C.S. - then José Saraiva Martins - Pope Benedict
XVI authorized the promulgation of the decree declaring the heroic virtue of the late cardinal. This conferred
upon him the title of Venerable.

Beatification [edit]

The miracle needed for beatification was investigated in Santiago de los Caballeros from 10 December 1985
until 18 December 1985 in which all medical documents and interrogatories were compiled and sent to Rome.
The decree of validation for that process was issued on 13 December 1996. The medical board based in Rome
approved the miracle around a decade later on 18 October 2007 while theologians did likewise on 16 May
2008. The C.C.S. followed suit on 16 December 2008.

On 17 January 2009 - in an audience granted to Archbishop Angelo Amato - Pope Benedict XVI approved the
decree that certified a miracle attributed to the intercession of Cardinal Sancha. The beatification celebration
took place on 18 October 2009 at the metropolitan cathedral of Toledo with Amato presiding on the behalf of
the pontiff.

Second miracle [edit]

The second miracle required for full sanctification was placed under investigation in Santo Domingo from 20
February 2015 until 3 March 2015.

References [edit]

1. ^ "Ciriaco María Cardinal Sancha y Hervás ". Catholic-Hierarchy.
2. ^ Miranda, Salvador. "SANCHA Y HERVÁS, Ciriaco María" . The Cardinals of the Holy Roman Church.
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Cissa of Crowland

v · t · e

Cissa
Abbot of Crowland

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Major shrine Thorney Abbey

Feast 23 September[1]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cissa of Crowland was a saint in the medieval Fenlands. He was
the successor of Guthlac as abbot of Crowland, and is mentioned
in Felix' Vita Guthlaci.[2] According to the Crowland Chronicle his
tomb was next to Guthlac's, and like the tomb of Guthlac, was
destroyed by the Scandinavians.[2] His relics were translated to
Thorney Abbey in the 10th-century.[2]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ http://catholicsaints.info/saint-cissa-of-northumbria/
2.  ̂a b c Blair, "Handlist", p. 521
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Blair, John (2002), "A Handlist of Anglo-Saxon Saints", in Thacker, Alan; Sharpe, Richard (eds.), Local Saints and
Local Churches in the Early Medieval West, Oxford: Oxford University Press, pp. 495–565, ISBN 0-19-820394-2
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Cissa 2  at Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England

Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish

Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent ·
Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Nothhelm of Canterbury · Sigeburh of Thanet

Mercian

Ælfnoth of Stowe · Ælfthryth of Crowland · Æthelberht of Bedford · Æthelmod of Leominster ·
Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
Beorhthelm of Stafford · Coenwulf of Mercia · Cotta of Breedon · Credan of Evesham ·
Cyneburh of Castor · Cyneburh of Gloucester · Cynehelm of Winchcombe · Cyneswith of Peterborough ·
Eadburh of Bicester · Eadburh of Pershore · Eadburh of Southwell · Eadgyth of Aylesbury ·
Eadweard of Maugersbury · Ealdgyth of Stortford · Earconwald of London · Egwin of Evesham ·
Freomund of Mercia · Frithuric of Breedon · Frithuswith of Oxford · Frithuwold of Chertsey ·
Hæmma of Leominster · Merefin · Mildburh of Wenlock · Mildgyth · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Milred of Worcester · Oda of Canterbury · Oswald of Worcester · Osburh of Coventry ·
Rumwold of Buckingham · Tibba of Ryhall · Werburgh of Chester · Wærstan · Wigstan of Repton ·
Wulfhild of Barking
Acca of Hexham · Æbbe "the Elder" of Coldingham · Æbbe "the Younger" of Coldingham ·
Ælfflæd of Whitby · Ælfwald of Northumbria · Æthelburh of Hackness · Æthelgyth of Coldingham ·
Æthelsige of Ripon · Æthelwold of Farne · Æthelwold of Lindisfarne · Alchhild of Middleham ·
Alchmund of Hexham · Alkmund of Derby · Balthere of Tyningham · Beda of Jarrow · Bega of Copeland ·
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Clément of Metz

Saint Clement of Metz

Saint Clement, first bishop of Metz, near ruins
of the amphitheater. By Auguste Migette (ca.

1850).

Bishop
Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church

Roman Catholic Church

Feast November 23rd

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Clement of Metz (Latin: Clemens de Metiae; French:
Clément de Metz) is venerated as the first Bishop of Metz.
According to tradition, he was sent by Saint Peter to Metz during
the 1st century, with two disciples: Celestius (Céleste de Metz) and
Felix (Felix de Metz), who are listed as his successors in that see.
However, this legend may have been constructed much later to
lend more antiquity to the episcopal see, and to make the diocese
of Metz appear to be more ancient than it actually was.[1] As
Hippolyte Delehaye writes, "To have lived amongst the Saviour's
immediate following was...honorable...and accordingly old patrons
of churches were identified with certain persons in the gospels or
who were supposed to have had some part of Christ's life on
earth."[2] Elaboration of this legend states that Clement was the
uncle of Pope Clement I.[3][4]

Clement may have actually arrived at Metz at the end of the 3rd
century,[1] though the first fully authenticated bishop, however, is
Sperus or Hesperus, who was bishop in 535.[5]
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Legend of the Graoully dragon [edit]

Main article: Graoully

Clement of Metz, like many other saints,[6] is the hero of a legend in which he is the vanquisher of a local
dragon. In the legend of Saint Clement it is called the Graoully or Graouilly.[1] The legend states that the
Graoully, along with countless other snakes, inhabited the local Roman amphitheater. The snakes’ breath had
so poisoned the area that the inhabitants of the town were effectively trapped in the town. After converting the
local inhabitants to Christianity after they agreed to do so in return for ridding them of the dragon, Clement went
into the amphitheater and quickly made the sign of the cross after the snakes attacked him. They immediately
were tamed by this. Clement led the Graoully to the edge of the Seille, and ordered him to disappear into a
place where there were no men or beasts. Orius did not convert to Christianity after Clement tamed the dragon.
However, when the king’s daughter died, Clement brought her back from the dead, thereby resulting in the
king’s conversion.[1]

The Graoully quickly became a symbol of the town of Metz and can be see in numerous demonstrations of the
city, since the 10th century. In the Middle Ages, a large effigy of the Graoully was carried during processions in
the town. The Graoully was a large canvas figure stuffed with hay and twelve feet high.[1] The French
Renaissance writer François Rabelais described the Graoully's effigy during a procession of the 16th century:

It was a monstrous, hideous effigy, terrifying for small children, with eyes bigger than the stomach,
and a head bigger than the rest of the body, with horrific, wide jaws and many teeth which were
made to clash by the use of a cord, making terrible noises as if the dragon of Saint Clement was
actually in Metz.

— François Rabelais, The Fourth Book

During the 18th century, bakers gave the dragon a small loaf of white bread, while on the last day of Rogation
days, children whipped the effigy in the courtyard of the abbey of Saint Arnould, which was the last stage of the
procession.[1] Poet Paul Verlaine was also frightened as a child by the "cardboard monster" during the
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Abbey of Saint Clement
in Metz.

processions in his hometown. Authors from Metz tend to present the legend of the Graoully as a symbol of
Christianity's victory over paganism, represented by the harmful dragon. Today, the Graoully remains one of
the major symbols of Metz. A representation of the Graoully from the 16th century may be seen in the crypt in
the cathedral. Also, a semi-permanent sculpture of the Graoully is also suspended in mid-air on Taison street,
near the cathedral. Moreover, the Graoully is shown on the heraldic emblems of Metz's football club and it is
also the nickname of Metz's ice hockey team.

Violist, composer Alain Celo, from the National Orchestra of Lorraine, has written a piece for ensemble entitled
The Graoully, Messin dragon. The piece is a musical story with narration depicting the epic fight between Saint
Clement and the legendary dragon in the Roman amphitheater.

Seal of the Saint
Clement abbey during
the 14th century

 

Clément de Metz,
Window by Hermann de
Munster, 14th century,
Cathedral of Metz

Legend of the stag [edit]

Another legend associated with Clement states that a stag took refuge under the
saint’s knees on two occasions, thereby convincing the local king, Orius, whose
dogs were in pursuit of the stag, of Clement's sanctity.[1]

Veneration [edit]

The celebration of Saint Clement of Metz is the November, 23. Also, the major
abbey in Metz, now home to the Lorraine parliament, was named after him.
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Clare of Assisi

Saint
Clare of Assisi

O.S.C.

Detail depicting Saint Clare from a fresco (c.
1320) by Simone Martini in the Lower basilica

of San Francesco, Assisi

Virgin, Mystic and Religious
Foundress of the Order of Poor Ladies and

the Monastic Order for Women in the
Franciscan Order

Born Chiara Offreduccio
16 July 1194
Assisi, Italy

Died 11 August 1253 (aged 59)
Assisi, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Anglican Communion, Lutheran
Church

Canonized 26 September 1255, Rome by
Pope Alexander IV

Major shrine Basilica of Saint Clare, Assisi

Feast 11 August (1970 to date),
12 August (1255–1969)

Attributes Monstrance, pyx, lamp, habit of
the Poor Clares

Patronage Eye disease, goldsmiths,
laundry, television, bicycle
messengers, good weather,
needleworkers, Remote viewing,
Extrasensory perception, Santa
Clara, California, Santa Clara
Pueblo, New Mexico, Obando,
Bulacan, Philippines

Fresco of Saint Clare and sisters of
her order, church of San Damiano,
Assisi

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about an Italian saint. For other saints with similar names, see Saint Clare (disambiguation).
For other people named Clare, see Clare (disambiguation).

Clare of Assisi (16 July 1194 – 11 August 1253, born Chiara
Offreduccio and sometimes spelled Clara, Clair, Claire,
Sinclair, etc.) is an Italian saint and one of the first followers of
Francis of Assisi. She founded the Order of Poor Ladies, a
monastic religious order for women in the Franciscan tradition, and
wrote their Rule of Life,[1] the first set of monastic guidelines known
to have been written by a woman. Following her death, the order
she founded was renamed in her honour as the Order of Saint
Clare, commonly referred to today as the Poor Clares. Her feast
day is on 11 August.
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Biography [edit]

Clare was born in Assisi
during the High Middle
Ages, the eldest daughter
of Favarone[2] or Favorino
Sciffi, Count of Sasso-
Rosso and his wife
Ortolana. Traditional
accounts say that Clare's
father was a wealthy
representative of an
ancient Roman family, who
owned a large palace in
Assisi and a castle on the

slope of Mount Subasio.[3] Ortolana belonged to the noble family
of Fiumi, and was a very devout woman who had undertaken
pilgrimages to Rome, Santiago de Compostela and the Holy Land.
Later in life, Ortolana entered Clare's monastery, as did Clare's
sisters, Beatrix and Catarina (who took the name Agnes and was
later declared a saint herself).[4]

As a child, Clare was devoted to prayer. Although there is no
mention of this in any historical record, it is assumed that Clare was to be married in line with the family tradition.
However, as a teen she heard Francis preach during a Lenten service in the church of San Giorgio at Assisi
and asked him to help her to live after the manner of the Gospel. On the evening of Palm Sunday, 20 March
1212, she left her father's house and accompanied by her aunt Bianca and another companion proceeded to
the chapel of the Porziuncula to meet Francis. There, her hair was cut, and she exchanged her rich gown for a
plain robe and veil.[3]
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Saint Clare intervenes to save a
child from a wolf, in this panel by
Giovanni di Paolo, 1455.

Francis placed Clare in the convent of the Benedictine nuns of San Paulo, near Bastia. Her father attempted to
force her to return home. She clung to the altar of the church and threw
aside her veil to show her cropped hair.[5] She resisted any attempt,
professing that she would have no other husband but Jesus Christ.[6] In
order to provide the greater solitude Clare desired, a few days later
Francis sent her to Sant' Angelo in Panzo, another monastery of the
Benedictine nuns on one of the flanks of Subasio. Clare was soon
joined by her sister Catarina, who took the name Agnes. They remained
with the Benedictines until a small dwelling was built for them next to the
church of San Damiano, which Francis had repaired some years
earlier.[3]

Other women joined them, and they were known as the "Poor Ladies of San Damiano". They lived a simple life
of poverty, austerity and seclusion from the world, according to a Rule which Francis gave them as a Second
Order (Poor Clares).[5][6]

San Damiano became the centre of Clare's new religious order, which was known in her lifetime as the "Order of
Poor Ladies of San Damiano". San Damiano is traditionally considered the first house of this order; it may have
been affiliated with an existing network of women's religious houses organised by Hugolino (who later became
Pope Gregory IX). Hugolino wanted San Damiano as part of the order he founded because of the prestige of
Clare's monastery.[7] San Damiano emerged as the most important house in the order, and Clare became its
undisputed leader. By 1263, just ten years after Clare's death, the order had become known as the Order of
Saint Clare.

In 1228, when Gregory IX offered Clare a dispensation from the vow of strict poverty, she replied: "I need to be
absolved from my sins, but not from the obligation of following Christ."[6] Accordingly, the Pope granted them the
Privilegium Pauperitatis — that nobody could oblige them to accept any possession.[6]

Unlike the Franciscan friars, whose members moved around the country to preach, Saint Clare's sisters lived in
enclosure, since an itinerant life was hardly conceivable at the time for women. Their life consisted of manual
labour[8] and prayer. The nuns went barefoot, slept on the ground, ate no meat and observed almost complete
silence.[5]

For a short period, the order was directed by Francis himself.[9] Then in 1216, Clare accepted the role of
abbess of San Damiano. As abbess, Clare had more authority to lead the order than when she was the prioress
and required to follow the orders of a priest heading the community.[10] Clare defended her order from the
attempts of prelates to impose a rule on them that more closely resembled the Rule of Saint Benedict than
Francis' stricter vows. Clare sought to imitate Francis' virtues and way of life so much so that she was
sometimes titled alter Franciscus, another Francis.[11] She also played a significant role in encouraging and
aiding Francis, whom she saw as a spiritual father figure, and she took care of him during his final illness.

After Francis's death, Clare continued to promote the growth of her order, writing letters to abbesses in other
parts of Europe and thwarting every attempt by each successive pope to impose a rule on her order which
weakened the radical commitment to corporate poverty she had originally embraced. Clare's Franciscan
theology of joyous poverty in imitation of Christ is evident in the rule she wrote for her community and in her
four letters to Agnes of Prague.

As Holy Roman Emperor Frederick II battled Pope Gregory IX for control of Italy during the Crusades era,
separately in September 1240 and June 1241, a pair of armies attacked the monastery of San Damiano and the
town of Assisi. Both targets were successfully defended as Clare prayed to Christ, present in the Blessed
Sacrament.[12]

In her later years, Clare endured a long period of poor health. She died on 11 August 1253 at the age of 59.
Her last words as reported to have been, "Blessed be You, O God, for having created me."[6]

Post-death [edit]

On 9 August 1253, two days before her death, the papal bull Solet annuere of Pope Innocent IV confirmed that
Clare's rule would serve as the governing rule for Clare's Order of Poor Ladies. Her remains were interred at
the chapel of San Giorgio while a church to hold her remains was being constructed. At her funeral, Pope
Innocent IV insisted the friars perform the Office for the Virgin Saints as opposed to the Office for the Dead.[13]

This move by Pope Innocent ensured that the canonization process for Clare would begin shortly after her
funeral. Pope Innocent was cautioned by multiple advisors against having the Office for the Virgin Saints
performed at Clare's funeral.[14] The most vocal of these advisors was Cardinal Raynaldus who would later
become Pope Alexander IV, who in two years time would canonize Clare.[15] At Pope Innocent's request the
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The wax figure of Saint Clare of Assisi at
Basilica of Saint Clare, in Assisi

canonization process for Clare began immediately. While the whole
process took two years, the examination of Clare's miracles took just six
days. On 26 September 1255,[16][17] Pope Alexander IV canonized Clare
as Saint Clare of Assisi. Construction of the Basilica of Saint Clare was
completed in 1260, and on 3 October of that year Clare's remains were
transferred to the newly completed basilica where they were buried
beneath the high altar. In further recognition of the saint, Pope Urban IV
officially changed the name of the Order of Poor Ladies to the Order of
Saint Clare in 1263.

Some 600 years later in 1872, Clare's relics were transferred to a newly
constructed shrine in the crypt of the Basilica of Saint Clare, where her
relics can still be venerated today.

Legacy [edit]

Clare was canonized on 26 September 1255 by Pope Alexander
IV,[16][17] and her feast day was immediately inserted in the General
Roman Calendar for celebration on 12 August, the day following
her death, as 11 August was already assigned to Saints Tiburtius
and Susanna, two 3rd-century Roman martyrs. The celebration
was ranked as a Double (as in the Tridentine Calendar) or, in the
terminology adopted in 1960, a Third-Class Feast (as in the
General Roman Calendar of 1960). The 1969 calendar revision
removed the feast of Tiburtius and Susanna from the calendar,
finally allowing the memorial of Saint Clare to be celebrated on 11
August, the day of her death.

Construction of the Basilica di Santa Chiara began a year after Clare's canonization, and her remains were
transferred there on 3 October 1260 from the church of St George, also in Assisi. Her bones are now in the
crypt at the Basilica, having been rediscovered in 1850.

In art, Clare is often shown carrying a monstrance or pyx, in commemoration of the occasion when she warded
away the invading soldiers of Frederick II at the gates of her convent by displaying the Blessed Sacrament and
kneeling in prayer.

Pope Pius XII designated Clare as the patron saint of television in 1958 on the basis that when she was too ill to
attend Mass, she had reportedly been able to see and hear it on the wall of her room.[18]

There are traditions of bringing offerings of eggs to the Poor Clares for their intercessions for good weather,
particularly for weddings.[19] This tradition remains popular in the Philippines, particularly at the Real Monasterio
de Santa Clara in Quezon City and in the town of Obando, Bulacan. According to the Filipino essayist Alejandro
Roces, the practice arose because of Clare's name. In Castilian clara refers to an interval of clear weather, and
in Spanish, it also refers to the white or albumen of the egg.[20]

Many places, including churches, convents, schools, hospitals, towns, and counties are named for Saint Clare,
Santa Clara, or other variants. Lake Saint Clair between Ontario and Michigan was navigated and named on
her feast day in 1679. The Saint Clair River, St. Clair Shores, Michigan, and St. Clair County, Michigan were
also consequently named for her.

Mission Santa Clara, founded by Spanish missionaries in northern California in 1777, has given its name to the
university, city, county and valley in which it sits, nicknamed "Silicon Valley" since the 1970s. Southern
California's Santa Clara River is hundreds of miles to the south and gave its name to the nearby city of Santa
Clarita. The early California missions were founded by Franciscan Friars, who had a special devotion to Saint
Clare. Santa Clara Pueblo, New Mexico, celebrates its Santa Clara Feast Day annually on 12 August, as the
feast was celebrated before the 1969 calendar change.

The first convent in Cuba, Convento de Santa Clara de Asis, was dedicated to Saint Clare, as well as her
namesake city and its cathedral, Catedral de Santa Clara de Asís. Columbus's ship known as Niña, which
visited Cuba twice, was officially named Santa Clara.

Clare is one of five characters in the oratorio Laudato si', composed in 2016 by Peter Reulein on a libretto by
Helmut Schlegel, the others being an angel, Mary, Francis of Assisi and Pope Francis.[21]
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Saint Clare of the Cross
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Not to be confused with Clare of Assisi (1194–1253).

Saint Clare of Montefalco (Italian: Chiara da Montefalco) (c.
1268 – August 18, 1308), also called Saint Clare of the Cross,
was an Augustinian nun and abbess. Before becoming a nun, St.
Clare was a member of the Third Order of St. Francis (Secular).[1]

She was canonized by Pope Leo XIII on December 8,
1881.[citation needed]
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Life [edit]

Clare was born in Montefalco, in Umbria, likely in the year 1268.[1]

She was born into a well-to-do family, the daughter of Damiano
and Iacopa Vengente.[2] Her father, Damiano, had built a
hermitage within the town of Montefalco. Clare's older sister Joan
(Giovanna in Italian) and her friend Andreola lived as Franciscan
tertiaries in that hermitage as part of the Secular Third Order of St.
Francis. In 1274, when Clare was six years of age, the Bishop of
Spoleto permitted Joan to receive more sisters, and it was at this
time that Clare joined the Third Order of St. Francis (Secular),
moving into the hermitage and adopting the Franciscan habit.[1] In
1278, the community had grown sufficiently large that they had to
build a larger hermitage farther from town.

In 1290, Clare, her sister Joan, and their companions sought to enter the monastic life in a more strict sense,
and they made application to the Bishop of Spoleto. As the Third Order of St. Francis (Regular) was not yet
established, the bishop established their monastery in Montefalco according to the Rule of St. Augustine. Clare
made her vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience and became an Augustinian nun. Her sister Joan was
elected as the first abbess, and their small hermitage (built and funded by their father) was dedicated as a
monastery. On November 22, 1291, Joan died, after which Clare was elected abbess. She was initially reluctant
to accept her position, but did so after the intervention of the Bishop of Spoleto.[1]

1294 was a decisive year in Clare's spiritual life. During the celebration of the Epiphany, after making a general
confession in front of all her fellow nuns, she fell into ecstasy and remained in that state for several weeks.
Since she was unable even to eat during this period, the other nuns sustained Clare's life by feeding her sugar
water. During this time, Clare reported having a vision in which she saw herself being judged in front of God.

Clare also reported having a vision of Jesus dressed as a poor traveller. She described His countenance as
being overwhelmed by the weight of the cross and His body as showing signs of fatigue. During the vision, Clare
knelt in front of Him, and whilst trying to stop Him she asked, "My Lord, where art Thou going?" Jesus answered
her: "I have looked all over the world for a strong place where to plant this Cross firmly, and I have not found
any". After she reached for the cross, making known her desire to help Him carry it, He said to her: "Clare, I
have found a place for My cross here. I have finally found someone to whom I can trust Mine cross," and He
implanted it in her heart. Clare took her belief in this vision seriously. The rest of her years were spent in pain
and suffering, yet she continued to joyfully serve as abbess, teacher, mother and spiritual directress of her
nuns. While Clare's reputation for holiness and wisdom attracted visitors to the Monastery of the Holy Cross,
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she proved to be worldly-wise and canny in the way she governed her monastery. She was careful not to
disrupt the communal harmony and the necessary day-to-day management of the monastery's domestic affairs.

In 1303, Clare was able to build a church in Montefalco which would not only serve as a chapel for the nuns, but
also as a church for the town. The first stone was blessed by the Bishop of Spoleto on June 24, and that day
the church was dedicated to the Holy Cross (Santa Croce in Italian).

Clare had served as abbess for sixteen years. By August 1308, she had become so ill that she was bedridden.
On August 15, she asked to receive Extreme Unction, and on the next day she sent for her brother to come to
the monastery. Clare made her last confession on August 17,[2] and died at about 40 years of age in the
convent on August 18.[1]

Relics [edit]

Immediately following Clare's death her heart was removed from her body, and
upon inspection it was reported that symbols of Christ's passion, a crucifix and a
scourge, were found within her heart.[3][4][5] Other historians report that an
"autopsy" was conducted and a small crucifix was found in her heart and three
gallstones were found in her gallbladder, which were taken as a symbol of the Holy
Trinity.[6] Upon hearing the news of these signs, the vicar of the Bishop of Spoleto
traveled to Montefalco "burning with indignation" suspecting that the nuns of the
convent had planted the symbols. A commission consisting of physicians, jurists,
and theologians was assembled to conduct an investigation, which subsequently
"ruled out the possibility of fabrication or artifice".[3] The vicar of the Bishop of
Spoleto, who came to Montefalco as an inquisitor eager to punish those
responsible for fraud, came to be convinced of the authenticity of the findings after
personally verifying that the signs were not the result of trickery.[3] However, doubts
as to the veracity of the findings persisted even at the canonization proceedings,
which were fraught with conflicts including a challenge from the Franciscans that

Clare should not be canonized as a saint of the Order of Saint Augustine because she had been a Franciscan
tertiary.[3] During the proceedings Tommaso Boni, a Franciscan from Foligno and formerly chaplain to Clare's
community, stated that he suspected that the "symbols in her heart were planted by a nun from Foligno";
furthermore that John Pulicinus, who had been chaplain at the time of Clare's death, had opposed the
veneration of the symbols found in her heart.[3][7]

The crucifix reportedly found within Clare's heart is about the size of a thumb.[8] Christ's head leans slightly
towards the right arm of the crucifix, and his body is white, except for the "tiny aperture in the right side which is
a livid reddish color."[8] The scourge and crown of thorns are apparently formed by whitish nerve fibers, and the
three nails are formed of a dark fibrous tissue.[8]

The body of Saint Clare is now reduced to bones. A statue of her body is on display to pilgrims in the crypt of
the Basilica of St. Clare in Montefalco in a glass sarcophagus; the bones are on display in the rear of the
sarcophagus but can only be seen by nuns who have access to the rear of the crypt. Her heart is displayed for
veneration at the same church.[9]

Canonization [edit]

The canonization process was initiated in 1328, but it was not until April 13, 1737, that Clare was beatified by
Pope Clement XII. On December 8, 1881, the feast of the Immaculate Conception, Pope Leo XIII canonized
Clare as Saint Clare of Montefalco at Saint Peter's Basilica in Rome.[1] She was recognized as an Augustinian
rather than a Franciscan.
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Clare of Rimini

Clare of Rimini

The Vision of the Blessed Clare of Rimini /
Francesco da Rimini (Master of the Blessed

Clare). ca. 1333-1340.

Born 1282
Rimini

Died 10 February 1346
Rimini

Venerated in Roman Catholicism

Beatified Equipollent 1782 by Pope Pius
VI

Major shrine Rimini

Feast 10 February (in Rimini)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Clare of Rimini, born as Chiara Agolanti, was born at Rimini in
1282 and died there on February 10, 1346. She was born to a
wealthy family and married at a young age. She was sent into exile
when her husband died, witnessed the political execution of her
father and brother, and remarried. She was converted after
attending Mass and entered the Third Order of St. Francis. She
entered the order of Poor Clares nuns, and became superioress
of a convent in Rimini. Her feast day is February 10.

Life [edit]

Chiara Agolanti was born to a wealthy family of Rimini. Married at a
young age, she was sent into exile upon the death of her husband.
Upon her return, she witnessed the hanging of her father and
brother by a rival political faction. She remarried and lived a life of
pleasure and dissipation.[1]

According to the Stephen Donovan, one day when she was 34,
she attended Mass in the church of the Franciscan Friars, she
seemed to hear a mysterious voice that bade her say an Our
Father and a Hail Mary at least once with fervour and attention.
Clare obeyed the command, not knowing from where it came, and
then began to reflect upon her life.[1]

She decided to enter the Third Order of St. Francis, and became a model of every virtue, but especially of
charity towards the destitute and afflicted. She abandoned her life of luxury and established a convent for a
group of women under her direction.[2] When the Poor Clares were compelled to leave Regno on account of the
prevailing wars, it was mainly through the exertions of Clare that they were able to obtain a convent and means
of sustenance at Rimini.[1]

Later, Clare herself entered the order of Poor Clares nuns, along with several other pious women, and became
superioress of the convent of Our Lady of the Angels at Rimini. She is believed to have worked numerous
miracles and towards the close of her life to have been favored in an extraordinary manner with the gift of
contemplation. Her body is now in the cathedral of Rimini.[1]

In 1784 the cult of Blessed Clare was approved by Pope Pius VI, who permitted her feast to be celebrated in the
city and Diocese of Rimini on February 10.[2]

Critique [edit]

In 1751 Giuseppe Garampi was appointed Prefect of the Vatican Archives. He published an anonymous
fourteenth century vita of Clare of Rimini, which had served as the basis of subsequent biographies. Through
the use of careful philological and historical analysis he disputed that Clare had been a Franciscan tertiary and
later a Poor Clare. He also argued against her having founded the monastery of Santa Maria degli Angeli in
Rimini. Garampi described her as similar to a Beguine, and was a devout laywoman who dressed in a religious
habit and practiced poverty and penance, but never took vows or was under a rule. With the details of her vita
disputed, the promotion of her cultus to canonization effectively ended.[3]

References [edit]

1.  ̂a b c d Donovan, Stephen. "Blessed Clare of Rimini." The Catholic Encyclopedia  Vol. 4. New York: Robert
Appleton Company, 1908. 16 July 2016

2.  ̂a b Delaney, John J., "Blessed Clare of rimini", Dictionary Of Saints, Image/Doubleday, 2005
ISBN 9780385515207

3. ^ Women and Faith: Catholic Religious Life in Italy from Late Antiquity to the Present, (Lucetta Scaraffia, Gabriella
Zarri, eds.) Harvard University Press, 1999 ISBN 9780674954786ISBN 9780674954786 p. 189
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Saint Clateus
Martyr

Died 64

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 4 June

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Clateus (died 64 AD) was an early Christian martyr. He was
an early bishop of the Roman Catholic Church in Brescia, Italy and
was martyred during the persecutions of Christians by Nero.[1][2]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Catholic Online
2. ^ "Clateus", Latin Saints of the Orthodox Patriarchate of Rome
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Claude La Colombière

St. Claude La Colombière, S.J.

Religious, priest and confessor
Born 2 February 1641

Saint-Symphorien-d'Ozon,
Dauphiné, Kingdom of France

Died 15 February 1682 (aged 41)
Paray-le-Monial, Duchy of
Burgundy, Kingdom of France

Venerated in Catholic Church
(Society of Jesus)

Beatified 16 June 1929, Vatican City, by
Pope Pius XI

Canonized 31 May 1992, Vatican City, by
Pope John Paul II

Major shrine Jesuit Church,
Paray-le-Monial, Saône-et-Loire,
France

Feast 15 February

Patronage Devotion to the Sacred Heart of
Jesus

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

St. Claude La Colombière, S.J., was a Jesuit priest and the
confessor of St. Margaret Mary Alacoque, V.H.M. His feast day is
the day of his death, 15 February. He was a missionary and
ascetical writer. Colombière left a large number of writings,
including his principal works, Pious Reflections, Meditations on the
Passion, and Retreat and Spiritual Letters.

Contents [hide]
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1.2 Jesuit ministry
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3 References
4 External links

Life [edit]

Early life [edit]

He was born in 1641 in the city of Saint-Symphorien-d'Ozon, then
in the ancient Province of Dauphiné, the third child of the notary
Bertrand La Colombière and of Margaret Coindat. The family soon
moved to the nearby city of Vienne, where he began his
education, before attending the Jesuit school in Lyon for his
secondary studies.[1]

In 1658, at the age of seventeen, Colombière entered the novitiate
of the Society of Jesus at Avignon.[2] He did this despite what he
recorded as "a terrible aversion for the life embraced".[1] When he
completed the two-year novitiate, he started his higher studies in
the same city. He was professed there and completed his studies.
After this he spent the next five years of his regency teaching
grammar and literature at the same school.

Jesuit ministry [edit]

Colombière was sent to Paris in 1666 to study theology at the College de Clermont. He was also assigned to be
the tutor of the children of the Royal Minister of Finances, Jean-Baptiste Colbert. After completing his studies
there, he was ordained a priest and initially assigned to teach at his former school in Lyon. He then was
assigned to join the preaching team of the Jesuit community, through which he gained notice for the clarity and
soundness of his sermons.[3]

In 1674, after 15 years of life as a Jesuit, Colombière did his next period of probation known as the tertianship,
which was to prove decisive in his life. As a result of this experience of the Spiritual Exercises, he made a
personal vow, as a means of attaining the utmost possible perfection, to observe faithfully the Rule and
Constitutions of the Society under penalty of sin. Those who lived with him attested that this vow was kept with
great exactitude.[4]

The Sacred Heart [edit]

After professing the Fourth Vow of the Society at the end of his tertianship on 2 February 1675, Colombière
was appointed the rector of the Jesuit community at Paray-le-Monial, where he also became the spiritual
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director of the nuns of the Monastery of the Visitation Sisters located next to the church. In this way he came to
know Sr. Margaret Mary Alacoque.[2] The curiosity of such a promising preacher having been assigned to this
remote location has led to the supposition that his superiors had her in mind in making this assignment.

Alacoque had suffered greatly from the disbelief of the other religious sisters of her monastery, and felt isolated
in her situation of having experienced a series of private revelations from Christ in which she felt she was being
called to promote devotion to his Sacred Heart. When Colombière came to the community and began to hear
the confessions of the sisters, she felt that she had finally found a priest in whom she could truly confide, and
opened up her heart to him. She later wrote that she saw that his spiritual gift "was that of bringing souls to God
along the Gospel way of love and mercy which Christ revealed to us". After speaking with her a number of times
and after much prayer, as a result, he was convinced of the validity of her visions and became both her
supporter and a zealous apostle of the devotion.[2]

England [edit]

In 1676 Colombière was sent to England as preacher to Mary of Modena, then the Duchess of York, wife of the
future King James II of England. He took up residence at the Court of St. James, where he still observed all his
religious duties as a member of the Society. He was also as active a preacher and confessor in England as he
had been in France. Although encountering many difficulties, he was able to guide Alacoque by letter.[4]

Colombière's zeal and the English climate soon combined to weaken his health and a pulmonary condition
threatened to end his work in that country. In November 1678, while awaiting a recall to France, he was
suddenly arrested and thrown into prison, denounced as being a part of the Popish Plot alleged by Titus Oates
against the English throne.[3] Caught up in the anti-Catholic hysteria which resulted from this alleged plot, he
was confined in severe conditions at the King's Bench Prison, where his fragile health took a turn for the worse.
He is quoted by the historian John Philipps Kenyon as having described the effects of the situation—in which
over 20 Jesuits died—on the Society of Jesus, writing:

"The name of the Jesuit is hated above all else, even by priests both secular and regular, and by
the Catholic laity as well, because it is said that the Jesuits have caused this raging storm, which is
likely to overthrow the whole Catholic religion".[5]

Thanks to his position at the Royal Court and to the protection of the King of France, Louis XIV, whose subject
he was, he escaped death but was expelled from England in 1679. He returned to France with his health ruined
by his imprisonment.[6]

Death and veneration [edit]

The last two years of Colombière's life were spent at Lyon, where he was spiritual director to the Jesuit novices,
and at Paray-le-Monial, where he returned to improve his health. He died on 15 February 1682, as a result of a
severe hemorrhage.

Colombière left a large number of writings, which, including his principal works, Pious Reflections, Meditations
on the Passion, and Retreat and Spiritual Letters, were published under the title, Oeuvres du R.P. Claude La
Colombière (Avignon, 1832; Paris, 1864).

Colombière was beatified by Pope Pius XI on 16 June 1929,[3] and canonized by Pope John Paul II on 31 May
1992.[7] His relics are preserved in the Jesuit Church around the corner from the convent of the Visitation
sisters at Paray-le-Monial.

See also [edit]
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Claude La Colombière

St. Claude La Colombière, S.J.

Religious, priest and confessor
Born 2 February 1641

Saint-Symphorien-d'Ozon,
Dauphiné, Kingdom of France

Died 15 February 1682 (aged 41)
Paray-le-Monial, Duchy of
Burgundy, Kingdom of France

Venerated in Catholic Church
(Society of Jesus)

Beatified 16 June 1929, Vatican City, by
Pope Pius XI

Canonized 31 May 1992, Vatican City, by
Pope John Paul II

Major shrine Jesuit Church,
Paray-le-Monial, Saône-et-Loire,
France

Feast 15 February

Patronage Devotion to the Sacred Heart of
Jesus

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Claude de la Colombière)

St. Claude La Colombière, S.J., was a Jesuit priest and the
confessor of St. Margaret Mary Alacoque, V.H.M. His feast day is
the day of his death, 15 February. He was a missionary and
ascetical writer. Colombière left a large number of writings,
including his principal works, Pious Reflections, Meditations on the
Passion, and Retreat and Spiritual Letters.
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Life [edit]

Early life [edit]

He was born in 1641 in the city of Saint-Symphorien-d'Ozon, then
in the ancient Province of Dauphiné, the third child of the notary
Bertrand La Colombière and of Margaret Coindat. The family soon
moved to the nearby city of Vienne, where he began his
education, before attending the Jesuit school in Lyon for his
secondary studies.[1]

In 1658, at the age of seventeen, Colombière entered the novitiate
of the Society of Jesus at Avignon.[2] He did this despite what he
recorded as "a terrible aversion for the life embraced".[1] When he
completed the two-year novitiate, he started his higher studies in
the same city. He was professed there and completed his studies.
After this he spent the next five years of his regency teaching
grammar and literature at the same school.

Jesuit ministry [edit]

Colombière was sent to Paris in 1666 to study theology at the College de Clermont. He was also assigned to be
the tutor of the children of the Royal Minister of Finances, Jean-Baptiste Colbert. After completing his studies
there, he was ordained a priest and initially assigned to teach at his former school in Lyon. He then was
assigned to join the preaching team of the Jesuit community, through which he gained notice for the clarity and
soundness of his sermons.[3]

In 1674, after 15 years of life as a Jesuit, Colombière did his next period of probation known as the tertianship,
which was to prove decisive in his life. As a result of this experience of the Spiritual Exercises, he made a
personal vow, as a means of attaining the utmost possible perfection, to observe faithfully the Rule and
Constitutions of the Society under penalty of sin. Those who lived with him attested that this vow was kept with
great exactitude.[4]

The Sacred Heart [edit]

After professing the Fourth Vow of the Society at the end of his tertianship on 2 February 1675, Colombière
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was appointed the rector of the Jesuit community at Paray-le-Monial, where he also became the spiritual
director of the nuns of the Monastery of the Visitation Sisters located next to the church. In this way he came to
know Sr. Margaret Mary Alacoque.[2] The curiosity of such a promising preacher having been assigned to this
remote location has led to the supposition that his superiors had her in mind in making this assignment.

Alacoque had suffered greatly from the disbelief of the other religious sisters of her monastery, and felt isolated
in her situation of having experienced a series of private revelations from Christ in which she felt she was being
called to promote devotion to his Sacred Heart. When Colombière came to the community and began to hear
the confessions of the sisters, she felt that she had finally found a priest in whom she could truly confide, and
opened up her heart to him. She later wrote that she saw that his spiritual gift "was that of bringing souls to God
along the Gospel way of love and mercy which Christ revealed to us". After speaking with her a number of times
and after much prayer, as a result, he was convinced of the validity of her visions and became both her
supporter and a zealous apostle of the devotion.[2]

England [edit]

In 1676 Colombière was sent to England as preacher to Mary of Modena, then the Duchess of York, wife of the
future King James II of England. He took up residence at the Court of St. James, where he still observed all his
religious duties as a member of the Society. He was also as active a preacher and confessor in England as he
had been in France. Although encountering many difficulties, he was able to guide Alacoque by letter.[4]

Colombière's zeal and the English climate soon combined to weaken his health and a pulmonary condition
threatened to end his work in that country. In November 1678, while awaiting a recall to France, he was
suddenly arrested and thrown into prison, denounced as being a part of the Popish Plot alleged by Titus Oates
against the English throne.[3] Caught up in the anti-Catholic hysteria which resulted from this alleged plot, he
was confined in severe conditions at the King's Bench Prison, where his fragile health took a turn for the worse.
He is quoted by the historian John Philipps Kenyon as having described the effects of the situation—in which
over 20 Jesuits died—on the Society of Jesus, writing:

"The name of the Jesuit is hated above all else, even by priests both secular and regular, and by
the Catholic laity as well, because it is said that the Jesuits have caused this raging storm, which is
likely to overthrow the whole Catholic religion".[5]

Thanks to his position at the Royal Court and to the protection of the King of France, Louis XIV, whose subject
he was, he escaped death but was expelled from England in 1679. He returned to France with his health ruined
by his imprisonment.[6]

Death and veneration [edit]

The last two years of Colombière's life were spent at Lyon, where he was spiritual director to the Jesuit novices,
and at Paray-le-Monial, where he returned to improve his health. He died on 15 February 1682, as a result of a
severe hemorrhage.

Colombière left a large number of writings, which, including his principal works, Pious Reflections, Meditations
on the Passion, and Retreat and Spiritual Letters, were published under the title, Oeuvres du R.P. Claude La
Colombière (Avignon, 1832; Paris, 1864).

Colombière was beatified by Pope Pius XI on 16 June 1929,[3] and canonized by Pope John Paul II on 31 May
1992.[7] His relics are preserved in the Jesuit Church around the corner from the convent of the Visitation
sisters at Paray-le-Monial.

See also [edit]

Saint news
Saint Claude La Colombière, patron saint archive
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Claude La Colombière

St. Claude La Colombière, S.J.

Religious, priest and confessor
Born 2 February 1641

Saint-Symphorien-d'Ozon,
Dauphiné, Kingdom of France

Died 15 February 1682 (aged 41)
Paray-le-Monial, Duchy of
Burgundy, Kingdom of France

Venerated in Catholic Church
(Society of Jesus)

Beatified 16 June 1929, Vatican City, by
Pope Pius XI

Canonized 31 May 1992, Vatican City, by
Pope John Paul II

Major shrine Jesuit Church,
Paray-le-Monial, Saône-et-Loire,
France

Feast 15 February

Patronage Devotion to the Sacred Heart of
Jesus

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Claude de la Colombiere)

St. Claude La Colombière, S.J., was a Jesuit priest and the
confessor of St. Margaret Mary Alacoque, V.H.M. His feast day is
the day of his death, 15 February. He was a missionary and
ascetical writer. Colombière left a large number of writings,
including his principal works, Pious Reflections, Meditations on the
Passion, and Retreat and Spiritual Letters.
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Life [edit]

Early life [edit]

He was born in 1641 in the city of Saint-Symphorien-d'Ozon, then
in the ancient Province of Dauphiné, the third child of the notary
Bertrand La Colombière and of Margaret Coindat. The family soon
moved to the nearby city of Vienne, where he began his
education, before attending the Jesuit school in Lyon for his
secondary studies.[1]

In 1658, at the age of seventeen, Colombière entered the novitiate
of the Society of Jesus at Avignon.[2] He did this despite what he
recorded as "a terrible aversion for the life embraced".[1] When he
completed the two-year novitiate, he started his higher studies in
the same city. He was professed there and completed his studies.
After this he spent the next five years of his regency teaching
grammar and literature at the same school.

Jesuit ministry [edit]

Colombière was sent to Paris in 1666 to study theology at the College de Clermont. He was also assigned to be
the tutor of the children of the Royal Minister of Finances, Jean-Baptiste Colbert. After completing his studies
there, he was ordained a priest and initially assigned to teach at his former school in Lyon. He then was
assigned to join the preaching team of the Jesuit community, through which he gained notice for the clarity and
soundness of his sermons.[3]

In 1674, after 15 years of life as a Jesuit, Colombière did his next period of probation known as the tertianship,
which was to prove decisive in his life. As a result of this experience of the Spiritual Exercises, he made a
personal vow, as a means of attaining the utmost possible perfection, to observe faithfully the Rule and
Constitutions of the Society under penalty of sin. Those who lived with him attested that this vow was kept with
great exactitude.[4]

The Sacred Heart [edit]

After professing the Fourth Vow of the Society at the end of his tertianship on 2 February 1675, Colombière
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was appointed the rector of the Jesuit community at Paray-le-Monial, where he also became the spiritual
director of the nuns of the Monastery of the Visitation Sisters located next to the church. In this way he came to
know Sr. Margaret Mary Alacoque.[2] The curiosity of such a promising preacher having been assigned to this
remote location has led to the supposition that his superiors had her in mind in making this assignment.

Alacoque had suffered greatly from the disbelief of the other religious sisters of her monastery, and felt isolated
in her situation of having experienced a series of private revelations from Christ in which she felt she was being
called to promote devotion to his Sacred Heart. When Colombière came to the community and began to hear
the confessions of the sisters, she felt that she had finally found a priest in whom she could truly confide, and
opened up her heart to him. She later wrote that she saw that his spiritual gift "was that of bringing souls to God
along the Gospel way of love and mercy which Christ revealed to us". After speaking with her a number of times
and after much prayer, as a result, he was convinced of the validity of her visions and became both her
supporter and a zealous apostle of the devotion.[2]

England [edit]

In 1676 Colombière was sent to England as preacher to Mary of Modena, then the Duchess of York, wife of the
future King James II of England. He took up residence at the Court of St. James, where he still observed all his
religious duties as a member of the Society. He was also as active a preacher and confessor in England as he
had been in France. Although encountering many difficulties, he was able to guide Alacoque by letter.[4]

Colombière's zeal and the English climate soon combined to weaken his health and a pulmonary condition
threatened to end his work in that country. In November 1678, while awaiting a recall to France, he was
suddenly arrested and thrown into prison, denounced as being a part of the Popish Plot alleged by Titus Oates
against the English throne.[3] Caught up in the anti-Catholic hysteria which resulted from this alleged plot, he
was confined in severe conditions at the King's Bench Prison, where his fragile health took a turn for the worse.
He is quoted by the historian John Philipps Kenyon as having described the effects of the situation—in which
over 20 Jesuits died—on the Society of Jesus, writing:

"The name of the Jesuit is hated above all else, even by priests both secular and regular, and by
the Catholic laity as well, because it is said that the Jesuits have caused this raging storm, which is
likely to overthrow the whole Catholic religion".[5]

Thanks to his position at the Royal Court and to the protection of the King of France, Louis XIV, whose subject
he was, he escaped death but was expelled from England in 1679. He returned to France with his health ruined
by his imprisonment.[6]

Death and veneration [edit]

The last two years of Colombière's life were spent at Lyon, where he was spiritual director to the Jesuit novices,
and at Paray-le-Monial, where he returned to improve his health. He died on 15 February 1682, as a result of a
severe hemorrhage.

Colombière left a large number of writings, which, including his principal works, Pious Reflections, Meditations
on the Passion, and Retreat and Spiritual Letters, were published under the title, Oeuvres du R.P. Claude La
Colombière (Avignon, 1832; Paris, 1864).

Colombière was beatified by Pope Pius XI on 16 June 1929,[3] and canonized by Pope John Paul II on 31 May
1992.[7] His relics are preserved in the Jesuit Church around the corner from the convent of the Visitation
sisters at Paray-le-Monial.

See also [edit]

Saint news
Saint Claude La Colombière, patron saint archive
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Claudine Thévenet

Saint
Claudine Thévenet

Painting.

Religious
Born 30 March 1774

Lyon, Rhône, Kingdom of France

Died 3 February 1837 (aged 62)
Lyon, Rhône, French Kingdom

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 4 October 1981, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Canonized 21 March 1993, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 3 February

Attributes Religious habit
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Claudine Thévenet (30 March 1774 – 3 February 1837) in
religious Marie of Saint Ignatius - was a French Roman Catholic
professed religious and the founder of the Religious of Jesus and
Mary.[1] Thévenet witnessed the horrors of the French Revolution -
she saw two of her brothers executed - and went on to cater to the
needs of dissolute children while using her congregation to
provide local girls with a religious education.[2]

Thévenet was beatified on 4 October 1981 and was later
canonized as a saint on 21 March 1993.[3]
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Life [edit]

Claudine Thévenet was born in the Kingdom of France on 30
March 1774 as the second of seven children.

Thévenet studied at the Saint-Pierre-les-Nonnains convent in her
adolescence. The French Revolution saw the destruction of the
old government and the formation of a new government that soon
led a violent massacre in her hometown in which two of her
brothers were killed in public on 5 January 1794 via the
guillotine.[1] Her brothers died forgiving their killers and the pair
beseeched their distraught sister to do the same - their final words
to her were: "Forgive them as we forgive".[3] Not long after this she
began to work with working women in her town and soon came into
contact with the priest André Coindre with whom she formed a
small group that evolved into the Religious of Jesus and Mary on 6
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October 1818 dedicated to educating girls; the order was founded
on the hill of Croix Rousse.[2] Thévenet assumed a new religious
name and began to serve as the order's superior even after the death of Coindre in the 1820s; her order
received pontifical approval on 31 December 1847 from Pope Pius IX after her death.

The new Association of the Sacred Heart - formed in 1815 - elected her as its president at some point in which
her work included caring for destitute children. On one occasion Coindre found two shivering children and
brought them to her.[3] The order later relocated in 1820 to Fourviere and received diocesan approval in Puy in
1823 and in Lyon in 1825.

Her health started to decline in 1835 and she died at the beginning of 1837.[1][2]

Sainthood [edit]

The canonization process commenced in France in an informative process that Cardinal Louis-Joseph Maurin
inaugurated on 16 October 1926 and later closed on 7 September 1928 while a second process was held
during this time. Historians approved the cause on 6 March 1968 while theologians questioned and approved all
of her spiritual writings on 8 January 1970 while confirming them to be orthodox in nature and not in
contradiction of official doctrine.

The introduction of the cause came on 23 August 1973 and she became titled as a Servant of God. Members of
the Congregation for the Causes of Saints and their consultants gathered and approved the cause on 19 July
1977 while the C.C.S. itself approved it on 13 December 1977 leading to papal confirmation of the plenary
session sentence on 15 December 1977. She was titled as Venerable on 6 February 1978 after Pope Paul VI
approved her life of heroic virtue.

Pope John Paul II beatified the late nun on 4 October 1981. The miracle needed for sainthood was investigated
and then validated in Rome on 15 March 1991 which allowed for a medical board to approve it on 30 January
1992 and theologians to do so as well on 22 May 1992; the C.C.S. did so also on 16 June 1992 allowing for the
pope to issue his final approval of her miracle and canonization on 11 July 1992. John Paul II canonized her on
21 March 1993.
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Claudine Thévenet

Saint
Claudine Thévenet

Painting.

Religious
Born 30 March 1774

Lyon, Rhône, Kingdom of France

Died 3 February 1837 (aged 62)
Lyon, Rhône, French Kingdom

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 4 October 1981, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Canonized 21 March 1993, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 3 February
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Claudine Thévenet (30 March 1774 – 3 February 1837) in
religious Marie of Saint Ignatius - was a French Roman Catholic
professed religious and the founder of the Religious of Jesus and
Mary.[1] Thévenet witnessed the horrors of the French Revolution -
she saw two of her brothers executed - and went on to cater to the
needs of dissolute children while using her congregation to
provide local girls with a religious education.[2]

Thévenet was beatified on 4 October 1981 and was later
canonized as a saint on 21 March 1993.[3]
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Life [edit]

Claudine Thévenet was born in the Kingdom of France on 30
March 1774 as the second of seven children.

Thévenet studied at the Saint-Pierre-les-Nonnains convent in her
adolescence. The French Revolution saw the destruction of the
old government and the formation of a new government that soon
led a violent massacre in her hometown in which two of her
brothers were killed in public on 5 January 1794 via the
guillotine.[1] Her brothers died forgiving their killers and the pair
beseeched their distraught sister to do the same - their final words
to her were: "Forgive them as we forgive".[3] Not long after this she
began to work with working women in her town and soon came into
contact with the priest André Coindre with whom she formed a
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small group that evolved into the Religious of Jesus and Mary on 6
October 1818 dedicated to educating girls; the order was founded
on the hill of Croix Rousse.[2] Thévenet assumed a new religious
name and began to serve as the order's superior even after the death of Coindre in the 1820s; her order
received pontifical approval on 31 December 1847 from Pope Pius IX after her death.

The new Association of the Sacred Heart - formed in 1815 - elected her as its president at some point in which
her work included caring for destitute children. On one occasion Coindre found two shivering children and
brought them to her.[3] The order later relocated in 1820 to Fourviere and received diocesan approval in Puy in
1823 and in Lyon in 1825.

Her health started to decline in 1835 and she died at the beginning of 1837.[1][2]

Sainthood [edit]

The canonization process commenced in France in an informative process that Cardinal Louis-Joseph Maurin
inaugurated on 16 October 1926 and later closed on 7 September 1928 while a second process was held
during this time. Historians approved the cause on 6 March 1968 while theologians questioned and approved all
of her spiritual writings on 8 January 1970 while confirming them to be orthodox in nature and not in
contradiction of official doctrine.

The introduction of the cause came on 23 August 1973 and she became titled as a Servant of God. Members of
the Congregation for the Causes of Saints and their consultants gathered and approved the cause on 19 July
1977 while the C.C.S. itself approved it on 13 December 1977 leading to papal confirmation of the plenary
session sentence on 15 December 1977. She was titled as Venerable on 6 February 1978 after Pope Paul VI
approved her life of heroic virtue.

Pope John Paul II beatified the late nun on 4 October 1981. The miracle needed for sainthood was investigated
and then validated in Rome on 15 March 1991 which allowed for a medical board to approve it on 30 January
1992 and theologians to do so as well on 22 May 1992; the C.C.S. did so also on 16 June 1992 allowing for the
pope to issue his final approval of her miracle and canonization on 11 July 1992. John Paul II canonized her on
21 March 1993.
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Claudio Granzotto

Blessed
Claudio Granzotto

O.F.M.

c. 1920.

Religious
Born 23 August 1900

Santa Lucia di Piave, Treviso,
Kingdom of Italy

Died 15 August 1947 (aged 46)
Padua, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 20 November 1994, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 2 September

Attributes Franciscan habit

Patronage Sculptors
Artists

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Blessed Claudio Granzotto (23 August 1900 – 15 August 1947) -
born Riccardo Granzotto - was an Italian professed religious
from the Order of Friars Minor and a noted sculptor.[1] Granzotto's
works were a conduit for his religious expression and are reflective
of his dedication to use sculpting to evangelize to others.[2]

The fame for his personal holiness prompted the commencement
for the sainthood process which opened under Pope John Paul I
on 22 September 1978 before Pope John Paul II named him as
Venerable on 7 September 1989 and later beatified him on 20
November 1994.
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Life [edit]

Riccardo Granzotto was born on 23 August 1900 in the commune
of Santa Lucia di Piave in the Province of Treviso as the last of
nine children to Antonio Granzotto and Giovanna Scottò. The
infant was baptized on 2 September in the names of "Riccardo
Vittorio". His older brother Giovanni worked as a tradesman.[2][1]

His parents were peasants who required his help in working in the
fields in his childhood in order for them to survive and this
increased all the more after the death of his father in 1909. His
poor parents were devout and instilled into their children a strong
knowledge of their faith. The outbreak of World War I soon saw
him drafted into the Italian armed forces in 1915 where he served until 1918 when the war concluded.

Once he was discharged from service he was able to commence his studies and developed his talents as an
artist with a particular liking for sculpture. He enrolled in the Accademia di Belle Arti di Venezia in Venice and
graduated there with honors in 1929; he entered at the encouragement of his older brother Giovanni and his
parish priest Vittorio Morando.[1] One of the major themes of his works was religious art. He soon felt a religious
vocation after meeting the Franciscan priest Amadio Oliviero in 1932 (the two became good friends) and
decided to become a professed religious – he later entered the Order of Friars Minor on 7 December 1933. In
his letter of recommendation his pastor wrote to the friars that "the order is receiving not only an artist but a
saint". His novitiate commenced in 1935 and he assumed the religious name of "Claudio" while later making his
religious vows in 1936 and being sent to the convent of San Francesco in Vittorio Veneto. In 1930 he won a
competition to have a statue he made put up but this turned into a failure as he was denied this because he did
not support nor would he want to support fascism.[2]

Granzotto chose not to pursue ordination and lived his life as a professed religious at the Franciscan convent of
Santa Maria della Pieve in Padua.[2] He dedicated his life to contemplation on the Gospel as well as to the
service of the poor and his art through which he hoped to express his faith. Most of his works are depictions of
Jesus Christ and the saints. One example of it can be found in the parish church of his hometown which is a
sculpted figure of the Devil which supports the baptismal font of the parish; its pastor commissioned this
particular work. Another version was later sculpted for the ancient shrine of the Madonna in the care of the
Franciscan friars on the island of Barbana. He spent his time performing his duties while continuing to pursue
his passion for sculpture. He would often spend whole nights in silent meditation before the Blessed Sacrament
to which he fostered an ardent devotion for. Love Claudio [2]
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In 1945 he developed a brain tumor which was to cause his death not too long later. He embraced the
sufferings he endured from this disorder as an imitation of the Passion of Christ and died on the Feast of the
Assumption on 15 August 1947. His remains were buried in Chiampo.

Beatification [edit]

The beatification process commenced in the Diocese of Vittorio Veneto in an informative process that Bishop
Albino Luciani - the future Pope John Paul I - inaugurated on 16 December 1959 and later closed on 6 March
1961 while theologians later collated his writings in order to examine them if such writings were in line with
doctrine. The decree for the approval of his writings was issued on 30 March 1967. Granzotto became titled as
a Servant of God under John Paul I on 22 September 1978 with the formal commencement of the cause; Bishop
Antonio Cunial oversaw the apostolic process that was held from 20 April 1980 until 8 December 1981 at which
point the Congregation for the Causes of Saints validated both diocesan processes on 7 January 1983 in
Rome.

The submission of the Positio to the C.C.S. in 1986 meant that theologians could meet and approve the
contents of the dossier in their meeting on 9 February 1988 while the C.C.S. met later on 6 June 1989 and also
approved the cause. Granzotto became titled as Venerable on 7 September 1989 after Pope John Paul II
confirmed that the late religious had lived a life of heroic virtue. The process for investigating a miracle occurred
in the place it originated in and later received C.C.S. validation on 19 September 1986 before receiving the
approval of a medical board on 1 April 1992. Theologians approved it on 9 October 1992 as did the C.C.S. on
22 June 1993 before John Paul II granted the final approval needed for it on 6 July 1993. John Paul II beatified
Granzotto on 20 November 1994 in Saint Peter's Basilica.

The sudden and inexplicable healing of a child suffering from peridacriocistitis was declared as the miracle
attributed to his intercession. The liturgical feast was affixed for 2 September instead of the date of his death as
is the norm.[2] The current postulator for this cause is Fra Giovangiuseppe Califano.
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Claudius of Besançon

Saint Claudius of Besançon

Saint-Nicholas basilica, Saint-Nicolas-de-Port,
Meurthe-et-Moselle, Lorraine, France. 16th
century stained glass window representing

Saint Claudius.

Born ~607
Bracon, Jura, near Salins-les-
Bains, France

Died June 6, 696 or 699 AD

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast June 6

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Claudius of Besançon (French: Saint Claude), sometimes
called Claude the Thaumaturge [1] (ca. 607 – June 6, 696 or 699
AD), was a priest, monk, abbot, and bishop. A native of Franche-
Comté, Claudius became a priest at Besançon and later a monk.
Georges Goyau in the Catholic Encyclopedia wrote that “The Life
of St. Claudius, Abbot of Condat, has been the subject of much
controversy.”[2] Anglican Henry Wace has written that "on this saint
the inventors of legends have compiled a vast farrago of
improbabilities."[3]

Nevertheless, Wace did not find reason to doubt that Claudius had
come from the nobility.[3] According to a long tradition from Salins-
les-Bains, Claudius was born in the castle of Bracon near Salins,
of a Gallo-Roman family named Claudia. This family had produced
another Saint Claudius in the 6th century.[4]

One of his biographers, Laurentius Surius, writes that Claudius
was entrusted to tutors at a young age and that in addition to
studying academic subjects, Claudius spent hours reading
devotional works, particularly the lives of the saints.[4] Until the age
of twenty, he served as a border guard, but in 627 he was
appointed as a canon by Donatus (Donat), bishop of Besançon.[1]

Donatus had written regulations for his canon priests; Claudius
followed them assiduously.[4] He became famous as a teacher and
ascete, eating only one frugal meal per day.[1]

After serving as a priest at Besançon, Claudius entered the abbey
of Condat, at Saint-Claude, Jura (which was named after him after
his death), in the Jura mountains. He was then elected to succeed
as the twelfth abbot at Condat at the age of 34 in 641 or 642,
during the pontificate of Pope John IV. He brought the Benedictine Rule to Condat.[5] He obtained support from
Clovis II (whose wife, Balthild, had persuaded him to do so), obtaining from the monarch an annuity.[1][4] Under
Claudius' rule, the abbey thrived. Claudius had built new churches and reliquaries, and fed the poor and the
pilgrims in the area.[4]

On the death of Saint Gervase (Gervasius), bishop of Besançon, the clergy of that city elected Claudius as their
archbishop in 685. He thus served, rather reluctantly, as 29th bishop of Besançon, according to the episcopal
catalogues.

However, upon seeing that discipline had become lax at Condat, Claudius decided to abdicate his see and
return as abbot at Condat."[1][3] He then died in 696 or 699.[3]

Veneration [edit]

After his death Claudius became one of the popular saints of France.[3] In the 9th century, Rabanus Maurus
mentions Claudius in his Martyrologium as an intercessor, with the words VII idus junii, depositio beati Claudii,
episcopi.[3][4] His body, said to have been in an incorruptible state,[4] and which had been hidden during the
Arab invasions, was rediscovered in 1160, and visited in 1172 by St. Peter of Tarentaise. The relics were
solemnly carried throughout Burgundy before being brought back to Condat.[2] However, a document from the
ninth century does state that his body was already kept in the abbey of Saint-Claude (Saint Oyend, Oyand).[1]

The town of Saint-Claude was originally named Saint-Oyand or Saint-Oyend after Saint Eugendus. However,
when Claudius had, in 687, resigned his Diocese of Besançon and had died, in 696, as twelfth abbot, the
number of pilgrims who visited Claudius' grave was so great that, since the thirteenth century, the name "Saint-
Claude" came more and more into use and superseded the other name.[6] Saint-Claude Cathedral, in the town,
was dedicated to him.
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Claudius's relics were burned in March 1794, during the French Revolution.[4]

Queen Claude of France, first wife to Francis I of France, was named after him.

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b c d e f Saint-Claude (Municipality, Jura, France)
2.  ̂a b Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913). "Saint-Claude" . Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton

Company.
3.  ̂a b c d e f Henry Wace, A Dictionary of Christian Biography, Literature, Sects and Doctrines (J. Murray, 1877),

552.
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Clelia Barbieri

Saint
Clelia Barbieri

Religious
Born 13 February 1847

Le Budrie di Persiceto, Bologna,
Papal States

Died 13 July 1870 (aged 23)
Le Budrie di Persiceto, Bologna,
Kingdom of Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 27 October 1968, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Vatican City by Pope
Paul VI

Canonized 9 April 1989, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 13 July

Patronage Little Sisters of the Mother of
Sorrows
Catechists
People ridiculed for their piety

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Clelia Barbieri (13 February 1847 - 13 July 1870) was an Italian
Roman Catholic and the founder of the Little Sisters of the Mother
of Sorrows.[1][2] Barbieri declined the married life in her
adolescence - even when pressured - in favor of leading a life
dedicated to the needs of others; she served as an educator for a
while and joined a religious movement which made her a notable
figure in her village.[3]

Barbieri's canonization cause started on 15 March 1930 when she
was made a Servant of God, progressed with her beatification on
27 October 1968, and culminated with her canonization on 9 April
1989 under Pope John Paul II.
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Life [edit]

Clelia Barbieri was born in Bologna in 1847 to the poor workers
Giuseppe Barbieri and Giacinta Nannettil her little sister was
Ernestina (b. 1850). Barbieri was baptized straight after her birth
as "Clelia Rachele Maria". Her father died in 1855 due to a cholera
epidemic so she started to work alongside her mother spinning
hemp to support her siblings. During this time her mother and
Ernestina moved into a house near the local parish church due to
her doctor uncle's personal intervention.[1] The girl started to
spend her time in deep contemplation during her childhood and
despite her poverty, she was raised in a pious household in which religious education was imparted to her and
she made her First Communion on 17 June 1858.[3]

Barbieri later joined "The Workers of Christian Catechism" as an assistant teacher in 1861 and became such an
inspirational leader that the parish priest - Father Gaetano Guido - entrusted her with the teaching and
guidance of girls in doctrine.[2] Up until 1864, she rejected marriage offers put forth to her and opted instead to
lead a pious life of service to others. Barbieri soon founded a separate group known as the "Suore Minime
dell'Addolorata" (01-05-1868) aged 21. This group began to minister to the poor and the sick in the local
area.[3]

Barbieri died due to tuberculosis in 1870. Her religious order operates in places such as Tanzania and India
and in 2008 there were 296 religious houses in 36 different communities.[1]

The voice [edit]

Barbieri's death soon resulted in an unusual and unexplained occurrence that has often been reported in the
various parishes that she visited and in the houses in which her order is located. Her voice is often heard during
scriptural readings and songs and this voice never speaks alone but is heard as part of a group.[2] People from
various backgrounds have reported hearing the voice which is described to be unlike any they have ever
heard. The first reported occurrence happened in 1871 when the sisters of her congregation were in their usual
evening meditation.
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Sainthood [edit]

The informative and apostolic processes for the beatification all occurred in Bologna before the theologians
collated and inspected her spiritual writings while confirming on 2 April 1935 that such writings did not
contravene official doctrine; the formal introduction to the cause came under Pope Pius XI on 15 March 1930
and Barbieri was titled as a Servant of God as a result. The confirmation of her life of heroic virtue on 22
February 1955 allowed for Pope Pius XII to name her as Venerable while the confirmation of two miracles
attributed to her intercession allowed for Pope Paul VI to celebrate her beatification in Saint Peter's Basilica on
27 October 1968.[4]

The third miracle - definitive for her eventual canonization - was investigated in its place of origin and the
Congregation for the Causes of Saints validated this diocesan process after it was held on 18 April 1986 while
medical experts approved this miracle on 23 March 1988 as did theologians on 17 June 1988; the C.C.S. met
and also assented to it on 6 December 1988 while Pope John Paul II issued definitive approval to it on 11
February 1989. John Paul II canonized Barbieri as a saint of the Roman Catholic Church on 9 April 1989 in
Saint Peter's Square.
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Clelia Merloni

Blessed
Clelia Merloni

Religious
Born 10 March 1861

Forlì, Kingdom of Italy

Died 21 November 1930 (aged 69)
Rome, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 3 November 2018, Basilica di
San Giovanni in Laterano,
Rome, Italy by Cardinal Giovanni
Angelo Becciu

Feast 21 November

Attributes Religious habit

Patronage Apostles of the Sacred Heart of
Jesus

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Clelia Merloni" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(December 2017) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Clelia Merloni (10 March 1861 – 21 November 1930) was an
Italian Roman Catholic nun and the founder of the Apostles of the
Sacred Heart of Jesus.[1] Merloni was destined to follow her father
into the business world but renounced his anti-religious sentiment
and instead went down the religious path. Internal complications
led to Merloni's fall from grace and she went into self-imposed exile
where she received a dispensation to break from her religious
vows.[2] She later rejoined the congregation as a nun not long
before her death.[3]

The beatification process commenced in 1988 under Pope John
Paul II and she was titled as a Servant of God. Pope Francis
confirmed her heroic virtue on 21 December 2016 and named her
as Venerable. Francis later confirmed a miracle attributed to her in
2018 and she was beatified in the Basilica of Saint John Lateran in
Rome on 3 November 2018.
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Life [edit]

Clelia Merloni was born on 10 March 1861 in Forlì to Gioacchino
Merloni and Teresa Brandinelli. She was baptized mere hours after
her birth in the diocesan cathedral of Santa Croce from Bishop
Pietro Paolo Trucchi.[4]

Merloni's mother died in 1864 and her maternal grandmother
became her guardian. Her father remarried in 1866 to Maria
Giovanna Boeri and both her grandmother and stepmother did
their best to instill religious values and a love of God in her.[2] Her
father became far too engrossed in his work and his rising socio-economic status and this led to him exiting the
faith and becoming instead an anti-clerical Freemason.[1]

Despite her frail health her father sought to provide her with the best education that was possible to attain in
order to prepare her for following him in his business.[2] She attended a private school in her town where she
learnt basic skills such as reading and mathematics while also learning sewing and piano skills.[1]

Merloni began to demonstrate signs that her father's business ambitions were not intended for her and due to
conflict of this nature her father began to grow suspicious of Merloni's grandmother and the things she was
attempting to instill in his daughter – it led to Merloni's grandmother being forced out of the house. The situation
became aggravated when marriage struggles saw Merloni's stepmother leave the household to live with other
relatives.[1] She often fled to her room to do penance for her father's misdeeds and wore a pebble in her shoe
to offer her sufferings for her father's withdrawal from the faith. The death of her father in 1895 – who
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reconciled to the faith before his death – saw his estate left to Merloni.[2]

Merloni later joined the Figlie di Santa Maria della Divina Provvidenza – the order that Luigi Guanella founded –
and while there amongst the congregation in Como realized a call to form an order that would be devoted to the
Sacred Heart of Jesus Christ. She founded that order – on 30 May 1894 – in Viareggio.[1] She had left for
Viareggio with her friend Elisa Penderzini while a third friend Giuseppina D'Ingenheim joined them a few weeks
later before she founded her order.[2]

In 1896 a financial disaster – due to her dishonest financial administrator – bought about great humiliation on
the order which in turn led to public opinion turning against them. Merloni was soon told that her life was in
danger and was advised to leave Viareggio for elsewhere – she sought refuge with the order based in Broni.[1]

It was to her benefit that she later met the Bishop of Piacenza Giovanni Battista Scalabrini and on 10 June 1900
the latter granted diocesan approval to Merloni's order and approved its Rule of Life. Also on 10 June 1900 the
bishop accepted the profession of Merloni into her own order and the profession of ten other religious. The seat
of the order then moved to Scalabrini's diocese of Piacenza.[1] Scalabrini also desired that the congregation
also extend to the foreign missions and on 10 August 1900 six of the religious departed from Genoa to São
Paulo in Brazil.[2] Four more left in October 1900 for Santa Felicidade in Paranà also in Brazil while six more
sailed on 16 June 1902 from Genoa on the British ship "The Vancouver" for Boston to aid the Missionaries of
Saint Charles Borromeo.[1] In 1903 there were 30 houses with 200 sisters.

Scalabrini's death in 1905 led to the motherhouse being transferred to Alessandria and also saw the decline of
Merloni's good standing amongst the congregation. In 1911 the Vatican removed her from the leadership and
named as Superior General Marcellina Vigano. She withdrew from the public due to this and in 1916 both
requested and received a dispensation that would release her from her religious vows. During her exile Pope
Benedict XV granted the decree of praise of the order on 17 July 1921.[3] On 28 February 1928 she requested
permission to renter the congregation and on 7 March 1928 was welcomed at the motherhouse in Rome where
the order was now based since 1916.[3] Vigano issued a circular letter that read: "Our most ardent desires have
finally been fulfilled! ... Our beloved Mother Foundress is once again with us all of the seventh of this month.
The Sacred Heart has restored her health so that she may now enjoy here in the motherhouse, surrounded by
the love of her daughters, that peace and quiet which she needs so much, after so many trials and sorrows".[1]

Merloni died on 21 November 1930 and she was buried at Campo Verano but was later exhumed and found
intact in 1945. Her remains were then transferred to the motherhouse of the order. The order itself now has
1200 members in nations such as Taiwan and Switzerland in 195 houses.[1][3] Her order received full papal
approval from Pope Pius XI on 24 March 1931 while Pope Pius XII approved the constitutions of the
congregation on 17 October 1941.[2]

Beatification [edit]

The initial steps for the beatification of Mother Clelia began in 1988 at the request of the Congregation of the
Apostles of the Sacred Heart of Jesus. The opening of the diocesan process took place in Rome on 18 June
1990 after she was titled as a Servant of God on 18 May 1990 when the Congregation for the Causes of Saints
issued the "nihil obstat" decree. The process saw 60 witness testimonies come from Brazil and the United States
in addition to from Merloni's native homeland. The diocesan phase ended on 1 April 1998 with the C.C.S.
validating the process on 7 August 1999.

In 2014 the postulation submitted the Positio - a detailed dossier of 1385 pages on her life and holiness that
examined her virtue. In 2015 historical consultants for the C.C.S. had examined the dossier and confirmed her
virtue while theologians followed suit on 25 October 2015; the C.C.S. confirmed this too on 13 December 2016.
On 1 December 2016, Pope Francis signed the decree confirming her life of heroic virtue and named Merloni
as Venerable.

The miracle for her beatification was investigated in Rome from 25 January 2005 until 11 April 2011. Medical
experts confirmed the miraculous nature of the healing presented on 23 February 2017 while theologians
determined the miracle came as a result of her direct intercession on 27 June 2017. The C.C.S. confirmed
these findings on 9 January 2018. On 27 January 2018 the pope approved the decree recognizing the miracle
obtained through Merloni's intercession which approved her for beatification. The beatification was celebrated
in the Basilica of Saint John Lateran on 3 November 2018.

Beatification miracle [edit]

The story of the miracle dates back to 14 March 1951, when the Brazilian doctor, Pedro Ângelo de Oliveira
Filho, was stricken suddenly by a progressive paralysis of all four limbs and was rushed to Santa Casa de
Misericordia di Ribeirão Preto Hospital. He was diagnosed with an ascending progressive paralysis known as
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Landry's paralysis or Guillain-Barré syndrome. Within a few weeks the paralysis worsened and spread, resulting
in acute respiratory failure. It eventually reached the glottis, causing great difficulty in swallowing.

The prognosis was fatal in view of the seriousness of the condition and the limited medical options for a cure
which were available at that time. When the paralysis reached the throat, the doctors discontinued treatments.
On March 20 the patient was having great difficulty breathing and was barely able to swallow his own saliva.
The doctors informed the family that he would not survive the night. With that news the patient's wife, Angelina
Oliva, sought out Sr. Adelina Alves Barbos to ask for prayers. The sister gave her a novena to Mother Clelia
along with a holy card containing a piece of fabric from the veil that Mother Clelia wore. Sr. Adelina, together
with Angelina, her children, and other family members, immediately began praying. Sr. Adelina approached the
sick man and gave him a cup of water in which she had placed the tiny relic. Although he was gravely ill, he
managed to take some of the water. After a few minutes, those present noticed that he was able to swallow and
was no longer losing saliva. Sr. Adelina tried giving him a spoonful of water, and he drank it. She then put a
small amount of water in a cup and had him drink that. Then she poured some milk in a glass and gave it to him,
and he drank it without any problem.

Everyone was very amazed at the sudden improvement, so much so, that the sister went to the kitchen to
prepare some custard. Pedro Ângelo swallowed it easily. When the doctor on call arrived in the morning and
saw the patient cured, he exclaimed that it was a miracle. Pedro Ângelo continued to improve, and within three
weeks he was walking normally. On 6 May he was released from the hospital for his healing was complete,
permanent, and without relapse or signs of any symptoms. The doctor died on 25 September 1976, of cardiac
arrest, thus from a completely different cause, 25 years after his miraculous cure.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Clement Marau (c. 1857–1926, alt. Maraw, Marow) was a Melanesian Anglican clergyman. He was made a
deacon by Bishop John Richardson Selwyn in 1890, and ordained to the priesthood in 1903 by Bishop Cecil
Wilson. Born on Merelava in the Banks Islands, he was taken to Norfolk Island for Christian education and
ministerial training. He worked as a teacher and pastor in the Solomon Islands. Marau was removed from his
clerical office following a 1907 charge of adultery, but restored in 1918 by Bishop Cecil Wood.

He is commemorated on July 20 on the Calendar of saints (Church of the Province of Melanesia).
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Anglican Clergy Directory entry by Michael Blain  at the Wayback Machine (archived July 3, 2007)
Story of a Melanesian Deacon, by Clement Marau  1906 autobiography.
A Visit to Norfolk Island, by P. Stacy Waddy  includes references to Marau's time on Norfolk Island.
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Clement Mary Hofbauer

St. Clement Mary Hofbauer, C.Ss.R.

Hofbauer's tombstone in the Church of Maria
am Gestade, Vienna, Austria

Religious and priest
Born Johannes Hofbauer

26 December 1751
Taßwitz, Znojmo District,
Margraviate of Moravia,
Habsburg Empire

Died 15 March 1820 (aged 68)
Vienna, Austrian Empire

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
(Congregation of the Most Holy
Redeemer & Archdiocese of
Vienna)

Beatified 29 January 1888 by Pope Leo
XIII

Canonized 20 May 1909 by Pope Pius X

Feast 15 March

Patronage Vienna, Austria

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Clement Mary Hofbauer, C.Ss.R., (German: Klemens Maria
Hofbauer) (26 December 1751 – 15 March 1820) was a Moravian
hermit and later a priest of the Redemptorist congregation. He
established the presence of his congregation, founded in Italy,
north of the Alps, for which he is considered a co-founder of the
congregation. He was greatly known for his lifelong dedication to
the care of the poor during a tumultuous period of Europe's
history, which left thousands in destitution. He worked to care for
the Polish people, until he was expelled from there and moved to
Austria.

Hofbauer has been declared a saint by the Catholic Church. Due
to his extensive service in that city, he is called the Apostle of
Vienna,[1] of which he is a co-patron saint.
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Life [edit]

Early life [edit]

He was born Johannes ("Hansl") Hofbauer on the feast of Saint
Stephen (December 26) 1751,[2] in Taßwitz (now Tasovice), in the Znojmo District of the Moravian region of
what is now the Czech Republic. He was the ninth of twelve children born to Maria Steer and Paul Hofbauer
(originally Pavel Dvořák, who had changed the family name from the Czech "Dvořák" to the German
"Hofbauer"). His father was a grazier and butcher.

The son of a poor widow, his father having died when he was six years old, Hofbauer had little chance to go
away to a seminary or join a religious order. He began to study Latin at the home of the local parish priest. It
was to be the first step on Hofbauer's long road to the priesthood. The period of study ended abruptly with the
death of the pastor when Hofbauer was just fourteen. The new pastor did not have time to help him with the
language studies.

Baker and hermit [edit]

Unable to continue studying for the priesthood, Hofbauer had to learn a trade. He was sent to become an
apprentice in a bakery in the local capital of Znojmo (in German called Znaim) in 1767. In 1770, he went to work
in the bakery of the priory in Brück of the Premonstratensian canons regular, also known as the White
Canons.[2] At that time, the effects of war and famine were sending many homeless and hungry people to the
priory for help. Hofbauer worked day and night to feed the poor people who came to the priory door. He worked
as a servant at the priory until 1775, when he spent time living as a hermit. He lived that life briefly until the
Emperor Joseph II, a proponent of enlightened absolutism, abolished all hermitages in the Habsburg Empire.
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The building in Znojmo, where
Clement Hofbauer served as an
apprentice in the bakery located there
at the time

The memorial plaque on the
building

Portrait by R. Rinn

Hofbauer then went to Vienna, where he worked once more as a baker.

In 1782, after a pilgrimage to
Rome,[3] Hofbauer found his way
to Tivoli, Italy. He decided to
become a hermit at the local
shrine of Our Lady of Quintiliolo,
under the patronage of the local
bishop, Barnabas Chiaramonte
(later Pope Pius VII), who
clothed him in the religious habit
of a hermit. It was at this time
that Hofbauer took the name of

Clement Mary: Clement, most likely after St. Clement of Rome, and Mary in honor of Mary, mother of Jesus. As
a hermit, Hofbauer prayed for himself and for all the people in the world who forgot to pray. He worked at the
shrine and assisted the pilgrims who came. In less than six months he left Quintiliolo. He realized the need to
pray for people was a good work, but it was still not the priesthood that he wanted so badly.

Hofbauer returned to the priory at Brück to bake bread and to begin the study of Latin once again. At the age of
29, due to the sponsorship of two women he met while serving Mass at the cathedral, Hofbauer entered the
University of Vienna.[4] Since Emperor Joseph's government had closed all seminaries, students for the
priesthood had to study at government-controlled universities. Hofbauer was frustrated by the theology courses
that were permeated by Josephinism, rationalism, and other outlooks and teachings he found questionable. He
completed his studies in philosophy by the year 1784, but he could proceed no further toward ordination,
however, as the Emperor had also forbidden religious communities to accept new candidates.

A Redemptorist [edit]

During another pilgrimage in 1784 made on foot, Hofbauer and his traveling companion, Thaddäus Hübl,
decided to join a religious community. The two seminarians were accepted into the Redemptorist novitiate at the
Community of San Giuliano in Rome. On the feast of Saint Joseph, 19 March 1785, Hofbauer and Hübl became
Redemptorists, publicly professing to live the vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience. Ten days later they
were ordained to the priesthood[2] at the Cathedral of Alatri.

A few months after their ordination the two Germanic Redemptorists were summoned by their Superior General,
Father de Paola. They were told to return to their homeland across the Alps and establish the Congregation of
the Most Holy Redeemer north of the Alps.[1]

Mission to Poland [edit]

Warsaw [edit]

The political situation caused by the Emperor did not allow Hofbauer to remain
in his own country. Emperor Joseph II, who had closed over 1,000 monasteries
and convents, was not about to allow a new religious institute to establish a
foundation within his domain. Realizing this, the two Redemptorists moved on to
the Polish–Lithuanian Commonwealth (present-day Poland). It was February
1787 when they reached Warsaw, a city of 124,000 people. Although there
were 160 churches plus 20 monasteries and convents in the city, there was still
opportunity for work: the people were poor and uneducated; their houses were
in need of repair. Many had turned from Catholicism to Freemasonry. Hofbauer
and his companions worked to help restore Catholic faith.[3]

Poland was likewise in the midst of great political turmoil at the time of
Hofbauer's arrival in 1787. King Stanislaus II was virtually a puppet in the hands
of Catherine II of Russia. Fifteen years earlier, the first partition of the country had taken place—with Austria,
Russia, and Prussia dividing the spoils. A similar partition was to occur again in 1793 and for a third time in
1795. Napoleon and his great army of conquest marching through Europe added to the political tension. During
Hofbauer's 21 years in Warsaw, there was hardly a peaceful moment.

On their journey to Poland, the two new Redemptorist priests were joined by Peter Kunzmann, a fellow baker
who had accompanied Hansl on a pilgrimage. He became the first Redemptorist lay brother from outside Italy.
Together they arrived in Warsaw with no money; Hofbauer had given the last three silver coins to beggars
along the way. They met with the apostolic delegate, Archbishop Saluzzo, who put them in charge of St. Benno's
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Church to work with the German-speaking people of Warsaw.[4] As they learned the new language, the
Redemptorists expanded their apostolate to the people who lived in the area of St. Benno's.

When Hofbauer saw a homeless boy on the street, he brought him to the rectory, cleaned him up, fed him, and
then taught him a trade and instructed him in the Christian way of life. When the number of boys grew too large
for the rectory, Hofbauer opened the Child Jesus Refuge for his homeless boys.[4] To keep the boys fed and
clothed, he had to beg constantly. He did so unashamedly. Going into a bakery to buy a loaf of bread he came
upon a master baker without an assistant. Hofbauer spent the day working at the dough trough and the oven,
using all his old baking skills. He got bread for his boys that day and for many days to come.

On another occasion, legend has it that he went begging to a local pub. When Hofbauer asked for a donation,
one of the patrons scornfully spat beer into Hofbauer's face. Wiping off the beer, he responded, "That was for
me. Now what do you have for my boys?" The men in the bar were so astounded by the response that they
gave Hofbauer more than 100 silver coins.

When the Redemptorists first opened their church they preached to empty benches. The people found it hard
to put their trust in these foreign priests. It took several years for the Redemptorists to gain the trust of the
people, but in time St. Benno's became the thriving center of the Catholic Church in Warsaw.

In 1791, four years after their arrival, the Redemptorists enlarged the children's refuge into an academy. A
boarding school had been opened for young girls under the direction of some noble Warsaw women. The
number of orphan boys continued to grow steadily. Money to finance all this came from some regular
benefactors and many other people who were willing to help in different ways, but Hofbauer still had to beg from
door to door seeking help for his many orphans.

In the church, Hofbauer and the community of five Redemptorist priests and three lay brothers began what they
called the Perpetual Mission. Instead of celebrating only a morning Mass in the church on a weekday, they
conducted a full-scale mission every day of the year. One could attend St. Benno's every day and be able to
hear five sermons both in German and Polish. There were three High Masses, the office of the Blessed Virgin
Mary, public visits to the Blessed Sacrament, the Way of the Cross, vespers, prayer services, and litanies. And
priests were available for confessions all hours of the day and night. In 1793, Hofbauer was made vicar-general
of the Congregation north of the Alps. With Warsaw as center, he undertook the foundation of new
establishments of the Congregation in Germany and in Switzerland.[5]

By the year 1800, the growth could be seen both in the work at the church and in the Redemptorist community.
Reception of the sacraments jumped from 2,000 (in 1787) to over 100,000. The number of men serving at St.
Benno's had grown to 21 Redemptorist priests and seven lay brothers. There were also five novices and four
Polish seminarians.

All this work was done under less-than-ideal conditions. The three partitions of Poland brought about great
bloodshed. Tadeusz Kościuszko, the great Polish freedom fighter, had his moments of glory but the people
could not hold off the foreign attackers indefinitely. The battles reached Warsaw during Holy Week of 1794. The
Redemptorists, along with all the other residents of that city, found their lives to be in constant danger. Three
bombs crashed through the roof of the church but did not explode. Throughout the battles, Hofbauer and his
companions preached peace. This only served to increase the cries of protest against the Redemptorists, who
were already labeled as traitors. In 1806 a law was passed that forbade local pastors to invite the
Redemptorists to preach missions in their parishes. This was followed by an even-more restrictive law that
stopped the Redemptorists from preaching and hearing confessions in their own church of St. Benno's.

Hofbauer appealed these actions directly to the King, Frederick Augustus I of Saxony, who ruled Poland (known
as the Duchy of Warsaw at that time). While the king knew the good that the Redemptorists were doing, he was
powerless to stop those who wanted the Redemptorists out of Poland. The decree of expulsion was signed on 9
June 1808. Eleven days later, the Church of St. Benno's was closed and the 40 Redemptorists serving there
were taken off to prison. They lived there for four weeks and then were ordered to return to their own
countries.[3]

Vienna [edit]

In September 1808, after being exiled from Poland, Hofbauer reached Vienna. He remained there until his death
almost 13 years later.[6] In 1809, when the forces of Napoleon attacked Vienna, Hofbauer worked as a hospital
chaplain caring for the many wounded soldiers. The archbishop, seeing Hofbauer's zeal, asked him to care for
a little Italian church in the city of Vienna. He remained there for four years until he was appointed chaplain to
the Ursuline Sisters in July 1813. Attending to the spiritual welfare of the Sisters and the lay people who came to
their chapel, Hofbauer gained a reputation as a powerful preacher and gentle confessor.

In the early days of the 19th century, Vienna was a major European cultural center. Hofbauer enjoyed spending
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Stained glass window
portraying St. Clement Mary
Hofbauer, parish church of
Liesing, by Martin Häusle [de]
(2006)

time with the students and the intellectuals. Students came, singly and in
groups, to his quarters to talk, share a meal, or get advice. A good many of
them later became Redemptorists. He brought many rich and artistic people into
the Church, including Karl Wilhelm Friedrich Schlegel and Dorothea von
Schlegel (she was the daughter of the philosopher Moses Mendelssohn);
Friedrich August von Klinkowström, the artist; Joseph von Pilat, the private
secretary of Metternich; Zacharias Werner,[5] who was later ordained and
became a great preacher; and Frederick von Held, who became a Redemptorist
and later spread the Congregation as far as Ireland.

That the plan of Wessenberg to establish a German national church failed, was
chiefly due to Clement Hofbauer.[5] Later in Vienna, Hofbauer again found
himself under attack, and for a short time was prohibited from preaching. Then
he was threatened with expulsion because he had been communicating with his
Redemptorist Superior General in Rome. Before the expulsion could become
official, Emperor Franz of Austria would have to sign it. At the time, the Emperor
was on pilgrimage to Rome, where he visited Pope Pius VII and learned how
greatly the work of Hofbauer was appreciated. He also learned that he could
reward Hofbauer for his years of dedicated service by allowing him to start a
Redemptorist foundation in Austria.

So, instead of a writ of expulsion, Hofbauer got an audience with Emperor Franz. A church was selected and
refurbished to become the first Redemptorist foundation in Austria. It was to be started without Hofbauer,
however. He became ill in early March 1820, and died on March 15th of that year.

Veneration [edit]

Hofbauer was beatified on 29 January 1888 by Pope Leo XIII,[1] and canonized on 20 May 1909 by Pope Pius X.
His liturgical feast is celebrated on 15 March.

A few months after Hofbauer's canonization, a parish church was established under his patronage at West 44th
Street and 10th Avenue in New York City, which served the Polish community of the city. It was closed in the late
1960s. Two years later, in 1911, the St.-Clemens-Kirche was established in Berlin.

Remembrance [edit]

Hofbauer is one of the figures immortalized in Jan Matejko's 1891 painting, Constitution of 3 May 1791.

Gallery [edit]

Klemens Maria Hofbauer
statue, Minoritenplatz,
Vienna

 

Tombstone, Maria am
Gestade, Vienna

 

Drawing by August von
Wörndle von Adelsfried,
c. 1902
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Klymentiy Sheptytsky

The Blessed Hieromartyr Klymentiy
Sheptytsky, M.S.U.

Born 17 November 1869
Prylbychi, Lviv Oblast, Kingdom
of Galicia and Lodomeria
Austro-Hungary

Died 1 May 1951 (aged 81)
Vladimir Central Prison,
Vladimir, Russian Soviet
Federative Socialist Republic,
Soviet Union

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Ukrainian Greek Catholic
Church,
Russian Catholic Church

Beatified 27 June 2001, Lviv, Ukraine, by
Pope John Paul II

Feast 1 May

Jagiellonian University

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Clement Sheptytsky)

The Blessed Hieromartyr Klymentiy Sheptytsky, M.S.U.
(Ukrainian: Климентій Шептицький; 17 November, 1869 – 1 May,
1951), was an archimandrite of the Order of Studite monks of the
Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church. Klymentiy has been beatified by
the Catholic Church, as well as awarded the title of Righteous
Among the Nations by the State of Israel for saving Jews.[1][2] As
effective leader of the Church, he was arrested and died a
prisoner of the Soviet Union.
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Early life [edit]

Sheptytsky was born on 17 November 1869 in the village of
Prylbychi, near Lviv[3] in Galicia to an old Polish-Ruthenian noble
family. The Szeptycki family lived in the eastern part of Poland,
near Zamosc, in Labunie's Palace. At that time, the area was of
the Austro-Hungarian Empire. He was a younger brother of the
future Servant of God, Metropolitan Bishop Andrey Sheptytsky,
and received his education first at home and starting in 1882 at
Krakow. Sheptytsky later also studied in Munich and Paris. In 1892
he became a doctor of law at the Jagiellonian University. After
finishing his studies he returned home to manage the family
estates and look after his aging parents. In 1900 Casimir
Sheptytsky was elected to the Austrian parliament however after
its dissolution in 1907 he decided to withdraw from politics.

In 1911 Sheptytsky decided to become a monk and entered the
Benedictine (Latin Rite) Beuron Archabbey (Baden-Württemberg),
Germany. After a year he decided to follow the example of his older
brother, returning to the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church of their
ancestors and entered the St. Theodore the Studite Monastery of St.
Theodore in Bosnia.[3] He took the religious name of Clement, after
Pope Saint Clement I, martyred in Chersonesos, who together with St Andrew the First-Called is considered to
be the founder of Christianity in the Balkans. In 1913 he undertook theological studies in Innsbruck[3] and on 28
August 1915 he was ordained a priest by the Bishop of Križevci, Croatia Dionisije Njaradi, while studied. After
finishing them in 1919 returned to Ukraine to settle in the Holy Dormition Lavra in Peremyshliany Raion.

In 1926 Father Clement was named the hegumen (prior) of the Univ Lavra. In 1937 he came to Lviv to aide his
ailing brother Andrew. In 1939 the region was occupied by communists, the Soviet "liberators" immediately
implemented a plan to eliminate the Ukrainian intellectual elites and Church. At the time they did not arrest the
Metropolitan himself, fearing his great authority among the nation, but went after his family attempting to
capture Clement and murdering their brother Leon along with his family. During that time the Metropolitan
divided the Soviet union into four exarchates and named Father Clement the exarch of Russia.[citation needed]
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Blessed Clement Sheptytsky

Righteous
Among the Nations

The Holocaust · Rescuers of Jews ·
Righteousness · Seven Laws of Noah ·

Yad Vashem

Notable individuals
Irena Adamowicz · Gino Bartali ·

Archbishop Damaskinos · Odoardo Focherini ·
Francis Foley · Helen of Greece and Denmark
· Princess Alice of Battenberg · Marianne Golz

· Paul Grüninger · Jane Haining ·
Feng-Shan Ho · Wilm Hosenfeld ·
Constantin Karadja · Jan Karski ·

Derviš Korkut · Valdemar Langlet · Carl Lutz ·
Aristides de Sousa Mendes ·

Tadeusz Pankiewicz · Giorgio Perlasca ·
Nurija Pozderac · Marion Pritchard ·
Ángel Sanz Briz · Oskar Schindler ·

Anton Schmid · Irena Sendler ·
Klymentiy Sheptytsky · Ona Šimaitė ·

Henryk Sławik · Tina Strobos ·
Chiune Sugihara · Betsie ten Boom ·
Casper ten Boom · Corrie ten Boom ·
Johan van Hulst · Raimondo Viale ·

Raoul Wallenberg · Johan Hendrik Weidner ·
Rudolf Weigl · Jan Zwartendijk ·

Leopold Socha · Franciszka Halamajowa

By country
Austrian · Croatian · German · Lithuanian ·

Norwegian · Polish (List) · Ukrainian
v · t · e

Univ Lavra

World War II [edit]

In 1941 the persecution of
Christians was interrupted
with the outbreak of the
Nazi-Soviet war and the
German occupation of
Ukraine, however the
situation did not improve
much. During that time
father Clement helped his
brother Andrey Sheptytsky
rescue Jews, harboring
them in Studite
monasteries and
organizing groups that
would aid them in escaping
to Hungarian controlled

Governorate of Subcarpathia.

From 1941 to 1944, when the region was occupied by Nazi
Germany, Jewish boys were hidden at the monastery in Univ,
home to monks of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church. Univ was
particularly important because it was the main Studite monastery;
with its large community of monks, younger boys would go
unnoticed by authorities. Along with the handful of holy men who
were the children’s daily caretakers, three figures were
instrumental in their safekeeping: Metropolitan Andrey Sheptytsky,
the head of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church, his brother
Klymentiy, and Omelyan Kovch, a priest from the nearby town of
Peremyshliany. Kurt I. Lewin, whose father was Lviv’s last rabbi
and who would later become a renowned businessman, and David
Kahane, later chief rabbi in the Israeli Air Force, were both
harbored by Sheptytsky in Lviv. Later in their lives, both men
would write about their experiences, Lewin in “A Journey Through
Illusions” and Kahane in the “Lvov Ghetto Diary.”[1]

Clement Sheptytsky was recognized as one of the Righteous among the
Nations by the State of Israel in 1995.

Soviet persecution [edit]

With the return of the Soviets in 1944 a coordinated action to destroy
the Church and subject it to the Moscow Patriarchate was implemented.
After the death of the Metropolitan, his successor, Joseph Slipyj, named
Father Clement the Archimandrite of the Studite Order. This meant that
at the time of the mass arrest of Church hierarchs carried out by the
NKVD in 1945 he was one of the highest ranking clergymen left. As
such he became an informal leader of the Church, meeting with monks and priests and strengthening them in
their resolve. On 5 June 1947 he himself was arrested by Soviet authorities and held, first in an NKVD prison in
Lviv, then in Kiev, and finally, after his steadfast refusal to renounce his faith and serve the Moscow
Patriarchate, sentenced to eight years imprisonment. Ivan Kryvytskyi remembered Father Klymentiy as tall,
rather thin, with a long white beard, a little stooped, with a cane. Arms relaxed, calm, face and eyes friendly. "He
reminded me of Saint Nicholas … We never expected such a rascal in our room … Some sisters had passed
three apples to him, real rosy red and ripe. And he gave one apple to Roman Novosad, who often had stomach
problems. He said: 'You need to take care of your stomach,' and the others he divided among us."[4] He died on
May 1, 1951 in Vladimir Central Prison.

Veneration [edit]

Sheptytsky was beatified on 27 June 2001 by Pope John Paul II in Lviv, during his apostolic journey to Ukraine,
together with 27 other members of the Ukrainian Catholic Church previously declared Venerable.
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On July 29, 2011, a monument to Andrey and Klymentiy Sheptytsky was unveiled in their home village of
Prylbychi.[5]

Legacy [edit]

In November 2011, James Temerty, chairman of the Ukrainian-Jewish Encounter Initiative (UJE) donated $1.2M
to establish three endowed chairs in Jewish Studies at the Ukrainian Catholic University in Lviv, Ukraine.

A human rights activist, who served time in Soviet prisons, Myroslav Marynovych, the vice Rector of the
Ukrainian Catholic University, said,

We have always wanted to plunge more deeply into the legacy of previous generations of ethnic
Ukrainians and Jews who lived on historically Ukrainian lands. This legacy knows not only pain and
injustice, but also the experience of tolerant co-existence and mutual assistance. In order to
guarantee a humane outline for the future, we must not forget the former and actively the
experience the latter. For example, the spiritual inheritance of the Sheptytsky brothers alone,
Andrey and Klymentiy, is sufficient to reveal to the contemporary person all the beauty of the love
of humanity.[6]
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Clement of Alexandria

Clement from Les vrais pourtraits et vies des
hommes illustres grecz, latins et payens

(1584) by André Thévet

Born Titus Flavius Clemens
c. 150 A.D.
Athens

Died c. 215 A.D.
Jerusalem

Other names Clement Alexandrine

Notable work Protrepticus
Paedagogus
Stromata

Era Ancient philosophy
Patristic Period

Region Western Philosophy

School Middle Platonism
Alexandrian school

Institutions Catechetical School of
Alexandria

Notable
students

Origen and Alexander

Main
interests

Christian theology

Notable
ideas

Thrones · Fallen Nephilim ·
Barnabas authorship[1] · Limbo
of the Fathers[2] · Purgatory[3]

Stoics, Pythagoras, Plato, Heraclitus,
Pantaenus, Xenophanes and Homer

Virtually all of subsequent Christian philosophy
and Catholic theology, Including Benedict XVI

and Eusebius

Saint Clement of Alexandria

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Titus Flavius Clemens, also known as Clement of Alexandria
(Greek: Κλήμης ὁ Ἀλεξανδρεύς; c. 150 A.D.–c. 215 A.D.),[4] was a
Christian theologian and philosopher who taught at the
Catechetical School of Alexandria. Among his pupils were Origen
and Alexander of Jerusalem. A convert to Christianity, he was an
educated man who was familiar with classical Greek philosophy
and literature. As his three major works demonstrate, Clement was
influenced by Hellenistic philosophy to a greater extent than any
other Christian thinker of his time, and in particular, by Plato and
the Stoics.[5] His secret works, which exist only in fragments,
suggest that he was familiar with pre-Christian Jewish esotericism
and Gnosticism as well. In one of his works he argued that Greek
philosophy had its origin among non-Greeks, claiming that both
Plato and Pythagoras were taught by Egyptian scholars.[6]

Clement is usually regarded as a Church Father. He is venerated
as a saint in Coptic Christianity, Eastern Catholicism, Ethiopian
Christianity, and Anglicanism. He was revered in Western
Catholicism until 1586, when his name was removed from the
Roman Martyrology by Pope Sixtus V on the advice of Baronius.
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Biography [edit]

Neither Clement's birthdate or birthplace is known with any degree
of certainty. It is conjectured that he was born sometime around
150 A.D. According to Epiphanius Scholasticus, he was born in
Athens, but there is also a tradition of an Alexandrian birth.[7][8]

His parents were pagans and Clement was a convert to
Christianity. In the Protrepticus he displays an extensive
knowledge of Greek mythology and mystery religions, which could
only have arisen from the practice of his family's religion.[7]
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Church Father, Theologian

Venerated in Oriental Orthodoxy
Eastern Catholicism
Anglican Communion 

Canonized Pre-congregation

Feast 4 December (Eastern
Catholicism, Anglicanism) 
5 December (Episcopal
Church, Anglicanism)

Controversy Regarded as a heretic by
Photius.

Catholic cult
suppressed

1586 by Pope Sixtus V

Part of a series on
Catholic philosophy

  

Aquinas, Scotus, and Ockham
Ethics

Cardinal virtues · Just price · Just war ·
Probabilism · Natural law · Personalism ·

Social teaching · Virtue ethics
Schools

Augustinianism · Cartesianism · Molinism ·
Occamism · Salamanca · Scholasticism

(Neo-scholasticism) · Scotism · Thomism
Philosophers

Ambrose · Athanasius the Great ·
Augustine of Hippo · Clement of Alexandria ·

Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria ·
Gregory of Nyssa · Irenaeus of Lyons · Jerome

· John Chrysostom · John of Damascus ·
Justin Martyr · Origen · Paul the Apostle ·

Tertullian

Pseudo-Dionysius · Boethius ·
Isidore of Seville · Scotus Eriugena · Bede ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Hildegard of Bingen ·
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Roger Bacon · Giles of Rome ·

Having rejected paganism as a young man due to its perceived
moral corruption, he travelled in Greece, Asia Minor, Palestine,
and Egypt. Clement's journeys were primarily a religious
undertaking. In Greece, he encountered an Ionian theologian, who
has been identified as Athenagoras of Athens; while in the east,
he was taught by an Assyrian, sometimes identified with Tatian,
and a Jew, possibly Theophilus of Caesarea.[9]

In around 180 A.D., Clement reached Alexandria,[10] where he met
Pantaenus, who taught at the Catechetical School of
Alexandria.[11] Eusebius suggests that Pantaenus was the head of
the school, but controversy exists about whether the institutions of
the school were formalized in this way before the time of
Origen.[12][13][note 1][15] Clement studied under Pantaenus, and was
ordained to the priesthood by Pope Julian before 189. Otherwise,
virtually nothing is known of Clement's personal life in Alexandria.
He may have been married, a conjecture supported by his
writings.[16]

During the Severian persecutions of 202–203, Clement left
Alexandria. In 211, Alexander of Jerusalem wrote a letter
commending him to the Church of Antioch,[17] which may imply that
Clement was living in Cappadocia or Jerusalem at that time. The
date and location of his death are unknown.

Theological works [edit]

Trilogy [edit]

Three of Clement's major works have survived in full and they are
collectively referred to as a trilogy:[18]

the Protrepticus (Exhortation) – written c. 195 A.D. [19]

the Paedagogus (Tutor) – written c. 198 A.D. [19]

the Stromata (Miscellanies) – written c. 198 A.D. – c. 203 A.D.
[19]

Protrepticus [edit]
Main article: Protrepticus (Clement)

The Protrepticus is, as its title suggests, an exhortation to the
pagans of Greece to adopt Christianity. Within it, Clement
demonstrates his extensive knowledge of pagan mythology and
theology. It is chiefly important due to Clement's exposition of
religion as an anthropological phenomenon.[20] After a short
philosophical discussion, it opens with a history of Greek religion in
seven stages.[21] Clement suggests that at first, humans
mistakenly believed the Sun, the Moon, and other heavenly bodies
to be deities. The next developmental stage was the worship of the
products of agriculture, from which he contends the cults of
Demeter and Dionysus arose.[22] Humans then paid reverence to
revenge and deified human feelings of love and fear, among
others. In the following stage, the poets Hesiod and Homer attempt
to enumerate the deities; Hesiod's Theogony giving the number of
twelve. Finally, humans reached a stage when they proclaimed
others, such as Asclepius and Heracles, as deities.[22] Discussing
idolatry, Clement contends that the objects of primitive religion
were unshaped wood and stone, and idols thus arose when such
natural items were carved.[23] Following Plato, Clement is critical of
all forms of visual art, suggesting that artworks are but illusions
and "deadly toys".[23]

Clement criticizes Greek paganism in the Protrepticus on the basis
that its deities are both false and poor moral examples. He attacks
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the mystery religions for their obscurantism and trivial rituals.[23] In
particular, the worshippers of Dionysus are ridiculed by him for
their ritual use of children's toys.[24] He suggests at some points
that the pagan deities are based on humans, but at other times he
suggests that they are misanthropic demons, and he cites several
classical sources in support of this second hypothesis.[25] Clement,
like many pre-Nicene church fathers, writes favourably about
Euhemerus and other rationalist philosophers, on the grounds that
they at least saw the flaws in paganism. However, his greatest
praise is reserved for Plato, whose apophatic views of God
prefigure Christianity.[26]

The figure of Orpheus is prominent throughout the Protrepticus
narrative, and Clement contrasts the song of Orpheus,
representing pagan superstition, with the divine Logos of Christ.[27]

According to Clement, through conversion to Christianity alone
can one fully participate in the Logos, which is universal truth.[28]

Paedagogus [edit]
Main article: Paedagogus

This work's title, translatable as "tutor", refers to Christ as the
teacher of all humans, and it features an extended metaphor of
Christians as children.[29] It is not simply instructional: Clement
intends to show how the Christian should respond to the Love of
God authentically.[30] Following Plato (Republic 4:441), he divides
life into three elements: character, actions, and passions. The first
having been dealt with in the Protrepticus, he devotes the
Paedagogus to reflections on Christ's role in teaching humans to
act morally and to control their passions.[31] Despite its explicitly
Christian nature, Clement's work draws on Stoic philosophy and
pagan literature; Homer, alone, is cited more than sixty times in the
work.[32]

Although Christ, like a human, is made in the image of God, he alone
shares the likeness of God the Father.[33] Christ is both sinless and
apathetic, and thus by striving to imitate Christ, one can achieve
salvation. To Clement, sin is involuntary, and thus irrational [αλόγον],
removed only through the wisdom of the Logos.[34] God's guidance
away from sin is thus a manifestation of God's universal love for
mankind. The word play on λόγος and αλόγον is characteristic of
Clement's writing, and may be rooted in the Epicurean belief that
relationships between words are deeply reflective of relationships
between the objects they signify.[35]

Clement argues for the equality of sexes, on the grounds that salvation
is extended to all humans equally.[36] Unusually, he suggests that Christ
is neither female nor male, and that God the Father has both female
and male aspects: the eucharist is described as milk from the breast
(Christ) of the Father.[37][38] Clement is supportive of women playing an
active role in the leadership of the church and he provides a list of
women he considers inspirational, which includes both Biblical and
Classical Greek figures. It has been suggested that Clement's
progressive views on gender as set out in the Paedagogus were influenced by Gnosticism,[37] however, later in
the work, he argues against the Gnostics that faith, not esoteric knowledge [γνῶσις], is required for salvation.
According to Clement, it is through faith in Christ that one is enlightened and comes to know God.[39]

In the second book, Clement provides practical rules on living a Christian life. He argues against
overindulgence in food and in favour of good table manners.[40] While prohibiting drunkenness, he promotes
the drinking of alcohol in moderation following 1 Timothy 5:23.[40] Clement argues for a simple way of life in
accordance with the innate simplicity of Christian monotheism. He condemns elaborate and expensive
furnishings and clothing, and argues against overly passionate music and perfumes, but Clement does not
believe in the abandonment of worldly pleasures and argues that the Christian should be able to express joy in
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The Orphic mysteries are used as
an example of the false cults of Greek
paganism in the Protrepticus.

Christ, the Logos incarnate, is the
Paedagogus of the work's title.

Clement describes the Stromata as
a work on various subjects that spring
up in the text like flowers in a
meadow.[48]

God's creation through gaiety
and partying.[41] He opposes the
wearing of garlands, because
the picking of the flowers
ultimately kills a beautiful
creation of God, and the
garland resembles the crown of
thorns.[42] Clement treats sex at
some length. He argues that
both promiscuity and sexual
abstinence are unnatural, and
that the main goal of human
sexuality is procreation.[43] He
argues that adultery, coitus with
pregnant women, concubinage,

homosexuality, and prostitution all should be avoided as they will not contribute toward the generation of
legitimate offspring.[44]

In his third book, Clement continues along a similar vein, condemning cosmetics on the grounds that it is one's
soul, not the body, one should seek to beautify.[45] Clement also opposes the dyeing of men's hair and male
depilation as being effeminate. He advises choosing one's company carefully, to avoid being corrupted by
immoral people, and while arguing that material wealth is no sin in itself, it is too likely to distract one from the
infinitely more important spiritual wealth that is found in Christ.[46] The work finishes with selections of scripture
supporting Clement's argument, and following a prayer, the lyrics of a hymn.[47]

Stromata [edit]
Main article: Stromata

The contents of the Stromata, as its title suggests, are miscellaneous.
Its place in the trilogy is disputed – Clement initially intended to write the
Didasculus, a work that would complement the practical guidance of the
Paedagogus with a more intellectual schooling in theology.[49] The
Stromata is less systematic and ordered than Clement's other works,
and it has been theorized by André Méhat that it was intended for a
limited, esoteric readership.[50] Although Eusebius wrote of the eight
books of the work, only seven undoubtedly survive. Photius, writing in
the ninth century, found various text appended to manuscripts of the
seven canonical books, which led Daniel Heinsius to suggest that the
original eighth book is lost, and he identified the text purported to be
from the eighth book as fragments of the Hypotyposes.[51]

The first book starts on the topic of Greek philosophy. Consistent with his other writing, Clement affirms that
philosophy had a propaedeutic role for the Greeks, similar to the function of the law for the Jews.[52] He then
embarks on a discussion of the origins of Greek culture and technology, arguing that most of the important
figures in the Greek world were foreigners, and (erroneously) that Jewish culture was the most significant
influence on Greece.[53] In an attempt to demonstrate the primacy of Moses, Clement gives an extended
chronology of the world, wherein he dates the birth of Christ to 25 April or May, 4-2 B.C., and the creation of the
world to 5592 B.C. The books ends with a discussion on the origin of languages and the possibility of a Jewish
influence on Plato.[54]

The second book is largely devoted to the respective roles of faith and philosophical argument. Clement
contends that while both are important, the fear of God is foremost, because through faith one receives divine
wisdom.[55] To Clement, scripture is an innately true primitive philosophy that is complemented by human
reason through the Logos.[56] Faith is voluntary, and the decision to believe is a crucial fundamental step in
becoming closer to God.[57][58] It is never irrational, as it is founded on the knowledge of the truth of the Logos,
but all knowledge proceeds from faith, as first principles are unprovable outside a systematic structure.[59]

The third book covers asceticism. He discusses marriage, which is treated similarly in the Paedagogus. Clement
rejects the Gnostic opposition to marriage, arguing that only men who are uninterested in women should remain
celibate, and that sex is a positive good if performed within marriage for the purposes of procreation.[60] He
argues that this has not always been so: the Fall occurred because Adam and Eve succumbed to their desire
for each other, and copulated before the allotted time.[61] He argues against the idea that Christians should
reject their family for an ascetic life, which stems from Luke 14:25–27, contending that Jesus would not have
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contradicted the precept to "Honour thy Father and thy Mother" (Exodus 20:12), one of the Ten
Commandments.[62] Clement concludes that asceticism will only be rewarded if the motivation is Christian in
nature, and thus the asceticism of non-Christians such as the gymnosophists is pointless.[63][64]

Clement begins the fourth book with a belated explanation of the disorganized nature of the work, and gives a
brief description of his aims for the remaining three or four books.[65] The fourth book focuses on martyrdom.
While all good Christians should be unafraid of death, Clement condemns those who actively seek out a
martyr's death, arguing that they do not have sufficient respect for God's gift of life.[66] He is ambivalent about
whether any believing Christians can become a martyrs by virtue of the manner of their death, or whether
martyrdom is reserved for those who have lived exceptional lives.[67] Marcionites cannot become martyrs,
because they do not believe in the divinity of God the Father, so their sufferings are in vain.[68] There is then a
digression to the subject of theological epistemology. According to Clement, there is no way of empirically
testing the existence of God the Father, because the Logos has revelatory, not analysable meaning, although
Christ was an object of the senses. God had no beginning, and is the universal first principle.[69]

The fifth book returns to the subject of faith. Clement argues that truth, justice, and goodness can be seen only
by the mind, not the eye; faith is a way of accessing the unseeable.[70] He stresses that knowledge of God can
only be achieved through faith once one's moral faults have been corrected.[71] This parallels Clement's earlier
insistence that martyrdom can only be achieved by those who practice their faith in Christ through good deeds,
not those who simply profess their faith. God transcends matter entirely, and thus the materialist cannot truly
come to know God. Although Christ was God incarnate, it is spiritual, not physical comprehension of him that is
important.[71]

In the beginning of the sixth book, Clement intends to demonstrate that the works of Greek poets were derived
from the prophetic books of the Bible. In order to reinforce his position that the Greeks were inclined toward
plagiarism, he cites numerous instances of such inappropriate appropriation by classical Greek writers,
reported second-hand from On Plagiarism, an anonymous third century B.C. work sometimes ascribed to
Aretades.[72] Clement then digresses to the subject of sin and hell, arguing that Adam was not perfect when
created, but given the potential to achieve perfection. He espouses broadly universalist doctrine, holding that
Christ's promise of salvation is available to all, even those condemned to hell.[73]

The final extant book begins with a description of the nature of Christ, and that of the true Christian, who aims
to be as similar as possible to both the Father and the Son. Clement then criticizes the simplistic
anthropomorphism of most ancient religions, quoting Xenophanes' famous description of African, Thracian, and
Egyptian deities.[74] He indicates that the Greek deities may also have had their origins in the personification of
material objects: Ares representing iron, and Dionysus wine.[75] Prayer, and the relationship between love and
knowledge are then discussed. 1 Corinthians 13:8 seems to contradict the characterization of the true Christian
as one who knows; but to Clement knowledge vanishes only in that it is subsumed by the universal love
expressed by the Christian in reverence for the Creator.[76] Following Socrates, he argues that vice arises from
a state of ignorance, not from intention. The Christian is a "laborer in God's vineyard", responsible both for
one's own path to salvation and that of one's neighbor. The work ends with an extended passage against the
contemporary divisions and heresies within the church.[77]

Other works [edit]

Besides the great trilogy, Clement's only other extant work is the treatise Salvation for the Rich, also known as
Who is the Rich Man who is Saved? Having begun with a scathing criticism of the corrupting effects of money
and misguided servile attitudes toward the wealthy, Clement discusses the implications of Mark 10:25.[78] The
rich are either unconvinced by the promise of eternal life, or unaware of the conflict between the possession of
material and spiritual wealth, and the good Christian has a duty to guide them toward a better life through the
Gospel.[78] Jesus' words are not to be taken literally — the supercelestial [ὑπερουράνιος] meanings should be
sought in which the true route to salvation is revealed.[79] The holding of material wealth in itself is not a wrong,
so long as it is used charitably, but Christians should be careful not to let their wealth dominate their spirit. It is
more important to give up sinful passions than external wealth. If the rich are to be saved, all they must do is to
follow the two commandments, and while material wealth is of no value to God, it can be used to alleviate the
suffering of neighbors.[80]

Other known works exist in fragments alone, including the four eschatological works in the secret tradition:
Hypotyposes, Excerpta ex Theodoto, Eclogae Propheticae, and the Adumbraetiones.[81] These cover Clement's
celestial hierarchy, a complex schema in which the universe is headed by the Face of God, below which lie
seven protoctists, followed by archangels, angels, and humans.[82] According to Jean Daniélou, this schema is
inherited from a Judaeo-Christian esotericism, followed by the Apostles, which was only imparted orally to those
Christians who could be trusted with such mysteries.[83] The proctocists are the first beings created by God, and
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act as priests to the archangels. Clement identifies them both as the "Eyes of the Lord" and with the
Thrones.[84] Clement characterizes the celestial forms as entirely different from anything earthly, although he
argues that members of each order only seem incorporeal to those of lower orders.[85] According to the Eclogae
Propheticae, every thousand years every member of each order moves up a degree, and thus humans can
become angels. Even the protoctists can be elevated, although their new position in the hierarchy is not clearly
defined.[85] The apparent contradiction between the fact that there can be only seven protoctists but also a vast
number of archangels to be promoted to their order is problematical. The commonest modern explanation is
that the number seven is not meant to be taken literally, but has a principally numerological significance.[86]

We know the titles of several lost works because of a list in Eusebius' Ecclesiastical History, 6.13.1-3. They
include the Outlines, in eight books, and Against Judaizers. Others are known only from mentions in Clement's
own writings, including On Marriage and On Prophecy, although few are attested by other writers and it is
difficult to separate works that he intended to write from those that were completed.[87]

The Mar Saba letter was attributed to Clement by Morton Smith, but there remains much debate today over
whether it is an authentic letter from Clement, an ancient pseudepigraph, or a modern forgery.[88][89] If
authentic, its main significance would be in its relating that the Apostle Mark came to Alexandria from Rome and
there, wrote a more spiritual Gospel, which he entrusted to the Church in Alexandria on his death; if genuine,
the letter pushes back the tradition related by Eusebius connecting Mark with Alexandria by a century.[90]

Legacy [edit]

Eusebius is the first writer to provide an account of Clement's life and works, in his Ecclesiastical History,
5.11.1-5, 6.6.1[note 2] Eusebius provides a list of Clement's works, biographical information, and an extended
quotation from the Stromata.

Photios I of Constantinople writes against Clement's theology in the Bibliotheca, although he is appreciative of
Clement's learning and the literary merits of his work.[92] In particular, he is highly critical of the Hypotyposes, a
work of biblical exegesis of which only a few fragments have survived. Photios compared Clement's treatise,
which, like his other works, was highly syncretic, featuring ideas of Hellenistic, Jewish, and Gnostic origin,
unfavorably against the prevailing orthodoxy of the ninth century.[93] Amongst the particular ideas Photios
deemed heretical were:

His belief that matter and thought are eternal, and thus did not originate from God, contradicting the
doctrine of Creatio ex nihilo [94]

His belief in cosmic cycles predating the creation of the world, following Heraclitus, which is extra-Biblical in
origin [95]

His belief that Christ, as Logos, was in some sense created, contrary to John 1, but following Philo [96]

His ambivalence toward docetism, the heretical doctrine that Christ's earthly body was an illusion [97]

His belief that Eve was created from Adam's sperm after he ejaculated during the night [98]

His belief that Genesis 6:2 implies that angels indulged in coitus with human women (in Roman Catholic
theology, angels are considered sexless) [99]

His belief in reincarnation, i.e., the transmigration of souls [100]

As one of the earliest of the Church fathers whose works have survived, he is the subject of a significant
amount of recent academic work, focusing on, among other things, his exegesis of scripture, his Logos-theology
and pneumatology, the relationship between his thought and non-Christian philosophy, and his influence on
Origen.[101]

Veneration [edit]

Up until the seventeenth century Clement was venerated as a saint in the Roman Catholic Church. His name
was to be found in the martyrologies, and his feast fell on the fourth of December, but when the Roman
Martyrology was revised by Pope Clement VIII his name was dropped from the calendar on the advice of
Cardinal Baronius. Benedict XIV maintained this decision of his predecessor on the grounds that Clement's life
was little known, that he had never obtained public cultus in the Church, and that some of his doctrines were, if
not erroneous, at least suspect.[102]

Although Clement is not widely venerated in Eastern Christianity, the Prologue of Ohrid repeatedly refers to him
as a saint,[103][104] as do various Orthodox authorities including the Greek Metropolitan Kallinikos of Edessa.[105]

The Coptic tradition considers Clement a saint.[106][107] Saint Clement Coptic Orthodox Christian Academy in
Nashville, Tennessee, is specifically named after him.[108]

Clement is commemorated in Anglicanism.[109] Also, the independent Universal Catholic Church's cathedral in
Dallas is dedicated to him.
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Notes [edit]

1. ^ Proponents of a formalized leadership and succession suggest that Clement succeeded Pantaenus as leader of
the school, and was succeeded himself by Origen.[14]

2. ^ Of the two sections dedicated to Clement, Eccl. Hist. 6.6.1 seems decidedly out of place, and Valesius argued
that this was evidence that Eusebius never revised his work.[91]
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Neoplatonists

Medieval

John Scotus Eriugena
Islamic Golden Age Al-Farabi

Anselm · Peter Abelard
Chartres Bernard · Gilbert · Thierry

Henry of Ghent · Bonaventure · Theodoric of Freiberg · Meister Eckhart ·
Berthold of Moosburg · Paul of Venice

Modern

Renaissance
Florentine Academy Plethon · Marsilio Ficino · Cristoforo Landino ·

Giovanni Pico della Mirandola

Cambridge Ralph Cudworth · Henry More · Anne Conway
Petrus Ramus · Giordano Bruno · Blaise Pascal · Emanuel Swedenborg

German idealists

Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz · Christian Wolff · Moses Mendelssohn ·
Immanuel Kant · Johann Gottlieb Fichte ·
Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph Schelling · Arthur Schopenhauer ·
G. W. F. Hegel · Hermann Lotze · Otto Weininger

Thomas Taylor · Ralph Waldo Emerson · Josiah Royce · Søren Kierkegaard ·
Henri Bergson · Aleksei Losev

Contemporary

Bernard Bolzano

Analytic
Gottlob Frege · G. E. Moore · Kurt Gödel · Alonzo Church · Roderick Chisholm ·
Michael Dummett · W. V. O. Quine · David Kaplan · Saul Kripke · Alvin Plantinga ·
Peter van Inwagen · Nicholas Wolterstorff · Crispin Wright · Edward N. Zalta

Continental Edmund Husserl · Roman Ingarden · Leo Strauss

Miscellaneous Philip K. Dick · Joseph Ratzinger

Categories Platonism

Clement of Alexandria's great trilogy
Protrepticus · Paedagogus · Stromata

Catholic philosophy

Ethics Cardinal virtues · Divine command · Just price · Just war · Probabilism · Natural law ·
Personalism · Seven virtues · Social teaching · Theological virtues · Virtue ethics

Schools

Medieval Augustinianism · Scholasticism · Thomism · Scotism · Occamism

Modern Salamanca · Christian humanism · Cartesianism · Molinism ·
Neo-scholasticism · Analytical Thomism

Universals Augustinian realism · Nominalism · Conceptualism · Moderate realism ·
Scotistic realism

Other Theological intellectualism · Theological voluntarism · Foundationalism

Philosophers

Clement · Augustine · Boethius · Dionysius · Isidore · Eriugena · Alcuin · Anselm · Abelard ·
Lombard · Albertus · Bonaventure · Aquinas · Llull · Scotus · Occam · Ficino · Pico · Erasmus ·
Cusa · Luis · More · Suárez · Descartes · Pierre · Montaigne · Pascal · Krasicki · Kołłątaj ·
Staszic · Newman · Scheler · Chesterton · Maritain · Stein · Mortimer · Rahner · Anscombe ·
MacIntyre · Wojtyla · Ratzinger

Concepts

Actus purus · Actus Essendi · Actus primus · Quinque viae · Theodicy (Augustinian · Irenaean)
· Formal distinction · Univocity · Head of a pin · Occam's razor · Augustinian values ·
Principle of double effect · Seven deadly sins · Quiddity · Cardinal virtues ·
Stratification of emotional life · Disputation · Evil demon · Aevum · Haecceity ·
Cartesian dualism · Divine illumination · Peripatetic axiom · Memento mori · Ressentiment ·
Rota Fortunae · Double truth · Ontological argument · Utopia · Trademark argument ·
Pascal's wager · Dehellenization · Differentia · Homo unius libri · Cogito, ergo sum ·
Infused righteousness

Related Catholic theology · Platonism · Aristotelianism · Neoplatonism · Islamic philosophy ·
Doctor of the Church · Renaissance · Rationalism · Empiricism · Phenomenology

 Catholicism portal ·  Philosophy portal

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples
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Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
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Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima

See also Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus ·
Church Militant) · Virtuous pagan
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Coptic saints
Patriarchs Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph

Prophets
Moses · Job · Samuel · David · Hosea · Amos · Micah · Joel · Obadiah · Jonah ·
Nahum · Noah · Habakkuk · Zephaniah · Haggai · Zechariah · Malachi · Isaiah ·
Jeremiah · Baruch · Ezekiel · Daniel · John the Baptist

Theotokos Mary, Our Lady of (Assiut · Warraq · Zeitoun)

Seven Archangels Michael · Gabriel · Raphael · Suriel · Zedekiel · Sarathiel · Aniel

Apostles Andrew · Bartholomew · James, son of Alphaeus · James, son of Zebedee · John ·
Jude · Matthew · Matthias · Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Disciples Apollos · Barnabas · Mary Magdalene · Philemon · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus ·
Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Abāmūn · Abāmūn · Abanoub · Abaskhiron · Alexandrian Martyrs · Apollonia ·
Barbara · Bashnouna · Basilides · 21 Coptic Martyrs of Libya · Catherine ·
Chiaffredo · Chrysanthus · Colluthus · Cyprian · Cyrus · Sarah · Damian · Daria ·
Dasya · George · George Bishop of Assiut · Demiana · Dorothea · Epimachus ·
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Martyrs
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Popes

Mark I · Anianus · Avilius · Kedron · Justus · Eumenes · Markianos · Celadion ·
Agrippinus · Julian · Demetrius I · Heraclas · Dionysius · Theonas · Felix of Rome ·
Peter I · Alexander I · Athanasius I · Peter II · Timothy I · Theophilus I · Cyril I ·
Dioscorus I · Timothy II · Peter III · Dioscorus II · Timothy III · Theodosius I · Peter IV ·
Damian · Anastasius · Andronicus · Benjamin I · Agathon · Simeon I · Alexander II ·
Theodore I · Michael I · John IV · Mark II · James · Simeon II · Joseph I · Michael II ·
Cosmas II · Michael III · Gabriel I · Cosmas III · Abraham · Zacharias · Cyril II ·
Macarius II · Matthew I · Gabriel VII · John XIV · Cyril V · Macarius III · Cyril VI

Bishops

Abadiu of Antinoe · Abraam of Faiyum · Alexander of Jerusalem · Amun of Scetes ·
Basil of Caesarea · Cyril of Jerusalem · Epiphanius of Cyprus ·
Eusebius of Caesarea · Gregory of Nazianzus · Gregory of Nyssa ·
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Hieromartyr Clement, Bishop of
Ancyra

Icon of Saint Clement of Ancyra

Born c. 258
Ancyra

Died 312
Rome (then Roman Empire)

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church
Oriental Orthodox Church

Feast 23 January (Gregorian calendar),
5 February (Julian calendar)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Hieromartyr Clement, Bishop of Ancyra or simply Clement of
Ancyra (c. 258-312) (born in Ancyra present-day Turkey) was a
bishop who served during the rule of Roman emperor Diocletian.
He was arrested by Roman authorities and tried by Diocletian.
Emperor Diocletian attempted to convert Clement to Paganism but
Clement refused and withstood tremendous torture. Clement was
eventually beheaded by a Roman soldier whilst he was celebrating
the Divine Liturgy in the year 312.[1] He is venerated on 23
January according to the Gregorian calendar and on 5 February
according to the Julian calendar in some Eastern Orthodox
countries together with his disciple Agathangelus of Rome.

Clement's relics are in the saint's altar in the basilica of Our Lady
of Trapani in Trapani.[2]

The Saint Clement Church is the only structure survived from the
Byzantine era in Ankara.[3]
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Clement of Ohrid

Свети Климент Охридски
Saint Clement of Ohrid

Icon of Saint Clement, located in the Mother of
God Perybleptos church, Ohrid

One of the Seven Apostles of Bulgaria,
Disciple of St. Cyril and St. Methodius

Born c. 830–840
Byzantine or First Bulgarian
Empire[1][2]

Died July 27, 916 (date of burial)
Ohrid, Bulgarian Empire[3]

(now North Macedonia)

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church,
Eastern Catholic Churches
Latin Christianity

Feast 27 July[4]

Attributes Glagolitic alphabet, Cyrillic script

Patronage Ohrid, North Macedonia[5]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Clement of Ohrid (Bulgarian and Macedonian: Свети
Климент Охридски, lit. 'Sveti Kliment Okridski '; Greek: Άγιος
Κλήμης της Αχρίδας; Slovak: svätý Kliment Ochridský; c. 840 –
916) was one of the first Medieval Bulgarian saints,[6] scholar,
writer and enlightener of the Slavs.[7][8][9][10][11] He was one of the
most prominent disciples of Saints Cyril and Methodius and is
often associated with the creation of the Glagolitic and Cyrillic
scripts, especially their popularisation among Christianised Slavs.
He was the founder of the Ohrid Literary School and is regarded
as a patron of education and language by some Slavic people. He
is considered to be the first bishop of the Bulgarian Orthodox
Church,[12][13] one of the seven Apostles of the First Bulgarian
Empire and one of the premier saints of modern Bulgaria.[14] Saint
Clement is also the patron saint of North Macedonia, the city of
Ohrid[5] and the Macedonian Orthodox Church.[15][16]
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Life [edit]

The exact date of his birth is unknown. Most probably, he joined
Methodius as a young man following him later to the monastery on
Mysian Olympus. According to his hagiography by Theophylact of
Ohrid, Clement knew the life of Methodius like no other. That is why most scholars think he was born in the
Byzantine Empire in the territory where Methodius served during his political career, i.e. that he was a Slav from
Southern Macedonia.[17] This gives rise to some researchers to indicate the area of Thessaloniki as the
possible place of birth of Clement. According to others, the area of Southern Macedonia, including the northern
approach to Thessaloniki, where he maybe was born, was then part of the First Bulgarian Empire.[18] Most of
Macedonia became part of Bulgaria in 830s and in 840s, i.e when Clement was born.[19] The Short Life of St.
Clement by Theophylact of Ohrid testifies to his Slavic origin, calling him "the first bishop in the Bulgarian
language,"[20] while The Ohrid Legend written by Demetrios Chomatenos calls him a Bulgarian, who was born
somewhere in Macedonia.[21] Because of that, some scholars label him a Bulgarian Slav,[22][23] while Dimitri
Obolensky calls Clement a Slav inhabitant of the Kingdom of Bulgaria.[24] A fringe view on his origin postulates
that Clement was born in Great Moravia. This view is based on the lexicographical analysis of Clement's
works.[25]

Clement participated in the mission of Cyril and Methodius to Great Moravia. In 867 or 868 he became a priest
in Rome, ordained along with two other disciples of Cyril and Methodius, Saint Gorazd and Saint Naum, by
bishops Formosus and Gauderic. After the death of Cyril, Clement accompanied Methodius on his journey from
Rome to Pannonia and Great Moravia. After the death of Methodius himself in 885, Clement headed the
struggle against the German clergy in Great Moravia along with Gorazd. After spending some time in jail, he
was expelled from Great Moravia and in 885 or 886 reached Belgrade, then in the borders of Bulgaria together
with Naum of Preslav, Angelarius and possibly Gorazd (according to other sources, Gorazd was already dead
by that time). Thereafter, the four of them were sent to the Bulgarian capital of Pliska where they were
commissioned by Boris I of Bulgaria to instruct the future clergy of the state in the Old Slavonic language.

After the adoption of Christianity in 865, religious ceremonies in Bulgaria were conducted in Greek by clergy
sent from the Byzantine Empire. Fearing growing Byzantine influence and weakening of the state, Boris viewed
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Icon of Saint Clement

Southeastern Europe in the late 9th century.

Tomb of Saint Clement
within the Church of Saints
Clement and Panteleimon,
Ohrid, North Macedonia.

the adoption of the Old Slavonic language as a way to preserve the political
independence and stability of Bulgaria. With a view thereto, Boris made
arrangements for the establishment of two literary academies where theology
was to be taught in the Slavonic language. The first of the schools was to be
founded in the capital, Pliska, and the second in the region of Kutmichevitsa.

According to his hagiography
by Theophylact of Ohrid,
while Naum stayed in Pliska
working on the foundation of
the Pliska Literary School,
Clement was commissioned
by Boris I to organise the
teaching of theology to future
clergymen in Old Church

Slavonic in the southwestern part of the Bulgarian Empire, in
the region then known as Kutmichevitsa.[26] For a period of
seven years (between 886 and 893) Clement taught some 3,500 disciples in the Slavonic language and the
Glagolitic alphabet. At that time, Clement translated Christian literature into Old Church Slavonic, and in this
way, he and his co-workers laid the foundations of the Bulgarian Orthodox Church.[27] In 893 he was ordained
archbishop of Drembica, Velika (bishopric). Upon his death in 916 he was buried in his monastery, Saint
Panteleimon, in Ohrid. Soon after he was canonized as a saint by the Bulgarian Orthodox Church.[28]

The development of Old Church Slavonic literacy had the effect of preventing the assimilation of the South
Slavs into neighbouring Byzantine culture, which promoted the formation of a distinct Bulgarian identity in the
Empire.[29] During the first quarter of the 10th century, the ethnonym “Bulgarians” was adopted by the Slavic
tribes in most of Macedonia, while their names were abandoned.[30] Clement's life's work played a significant
role in this transformation.[31]

Legacy [edit]

Saint Clement of Ohrid was one of the most prolific and important writers in Old
Church Slavonic. He is credited with the Panonic Hagiography of Saint Cyril
and Saint Methodius. Clement also translated the Flower Triode containing
church songs sung from Easter to Pentecost and is believed to be the author
of the Holy Service and the Life of St. Clement of Rome, as well as of the oldest
service dedicated to St. Cyril and St. Methodius. The invention of the Cyrillic
alphabet is also usually ascribed to him although the alphabet is most likely to
have been developed at the Preslav Literary School at the beginning of the
10th century (see Cyrillic script).

Medieval frescoes of Saint Clement exist throughout the modern-day territories
of North Macedonia, Serbia and northern Greece, with the vast majority being
located in North Macedonia.[32]

The first modern Bulgarian university, Sofia University, was named after
Clement upon its foundation in 1888. The Macedonian National and University
Library, founded on November 23, 1944, also bears his name.[33] The
University in Bitola, established in 1979, is named after Clement, as well as the Bulgarian scientific base, St.
Kliment Ohridski on Livingston Island in the South Shetland Islands of Antarctica.

In November 2008, the Macedonian Orthodox Church donated part of Clement's relics to the Bulgarian
Orthodox Church as a sign of good will.[34]

In May 2018 was announced that in the ruins of a Ravna Monastery, near the village of Ravna in Provadiya
Municipality, the signature of Saint Clement was identified on a stone plate with a large amount of graffiti on it.
The signature is dated as of April 24, 889. The finding gives reason to assume that the disciples of Saints Cyril
and Methodius were settled there at one stage, after being expelled from the Great Moravia and their reception
in Bulgaria.[35]
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Clement of Ohrid

Свети Климент Охридски
Saint Clement of Ohrid

Icon of Saint Clement, located in the Mother of
God Perybleptos church, Ohrid

One of the Seven Apostles of Bulgaria,
Disciple of St. Cyril and St. Methodius

Born c. 830–840
Byzantine or First Bulgarian
Empire[1][2]

Died July 27, 916 (date of burial)
Ohrid, Bulgarian Empire[3]

(now North Macedonia)

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church,
Eastern Catholic Churches
Latin Christianity

Feast 27 July[4]

Attributes Glagolitic alphabet, Cyrillic script

Patronage Ohrid, North Macedonia[5]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Clement of Okhrida)

Saint Clement of Ohrid (Bulgarian and Macedonian: Свети
Климент Охридски, lit. 'Sveti Kliment Okridski '; Greek: Άγιος
Κλήμης της Αχρίδας; Slovak: svätý Kliment Ochridský; c. 840 –
916) was one of the first Medieval Bulgarian saints,[6] scholar,
writer and enlightener of the Slavs.[7][8][9][10][11] He was one of the
most prominent disciples of Saints Cyril and Methodius and is
often associated with the creation of the Glagolitic and Cyrillic
scripts, especially their popularisation among Christianised Slavs.
He was the founder of the Ohrid Literary School and is regarded
as a patron of education and language by some Slavic people. He
is considered to be the first bishop of the Bulgarian Orthodox
Church,[12][13] one of the seven Apostles of the First Bulgarian
Empire and one of the premier saints of modern Bulgaria.[14] Saint
Clement is also the patron saint of North Macedonia, the city of
Ohrid[5] and the Macedonian Orthodox Church.[15][16]
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Life [edit]

The exact date of his birth is unknown. Most probably, he joined
Methodius as a young man following him later to the monastery on
Mysian Olympus. According to his hagiography by Theophylact of
Ohrid, Clement knew the life of Methodius like no other. That is why most scholars think he was born in the
Byzantine Empire in the territory where Methodius served during his political career, i.e. that he was a Slav from
Southern Macedonia.[17] This gives rise to some researchers to indicate the area of Thessaloniki as the
possible place of birth of Clement. According to others, the area of Southern Macedonia, including the northern
approach to Thessaloniki, where he maybe was born, was then part of the First Bulgarian Empire.[18] Most of
Macedonia became part of Bulgaria in 830s and in 840s, i.e when Clement was born.[19] The Short Life of St.
Clement by Theophylact of Ohrid testifies to his Slavic origin, calling him "the first bishop in the Bulgarian
language,"[20] while The Ohrid Legend written by Demetrios Chomatenos calls him a Bulgarian, who was born
somewhere in Macedonia.[21] Because of that, some scholars label him a Bulgarian Slav,[22][23] while Dimitri
Obolensky calls Clement a Slav inhabitant of the Kingdom of Bulgaria.[24] A fringe view on his origin postulates
that Clement was born in Great Moravia. This view is based on the lexicographical analysis of Clement's
works.[25]

Clement participated in the mission of Cyril and Methodius to Great Moravia. In 867 or 868 he became a priest
in Rome, ordained along with two other disciples of Cyril and Methodius, Saint Gorazd and Saint Naum, by
bishops Formosus and Gauderic. After the death of Cyril, Clement accompanied Methodius on his journey from
Rome to Pannonia and Great Moravia. After the death of Methodius himself in 885, Clement headed the
struggle against the German clergy in Great Moravia along with Gorazd. After spending some time in jail, he
was expelled from Great Moravia and in 885 or 886 reached Belgrade, then in the borders of Bulgaria together
with Naum of Preslav, Angelarius and possibly Gorazd (according to other sources, Gorazd was already dead
by that time). Thereafter, the four of them were sent to the Bulgarian capital of Pliska where they were
commissioned by Boris I of Bulgaria to instruct the future clergy of the state in the Old Slavonic language.

After the adoption of Christianity in 865, religious ceremonies in Bulgaria were conducted in Greek by clergy
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Icon of Saint Clement

Southeastern Europe in the late 9th century.

Tomb of Saint Clement
within the Church of Saints
Clement and Panteleimon,
Ohrid, North Macedonia.

sent from the Byzantine Empire. Fearing growing Byzantine influence and
weakening of the state, Boris viewed the adoption of the Old Slavonic language
as a way to preserve the political independence and stability of Bulgaria. With a
view thereto, Boris made arrangements for the establishment of two literary
academies where theology was to be taught in the Slavonic language. The first
of the schools was to be founded in the capital, Pliska, and the second in the
region of Kutmichevitsa.

According to his hagiography
by Theophylact of Ohrid,
while Naum stayed in Pliska
working on the foundation of
the Pliska Literary School,
Clement was commissioned
by Boris I to organise the

teaching of theology to future clergymen in Old Church
Slavonic in the southwestern part of the Bulgarian Empire, in
the region then known as Kutmichevitsa.[26] For a period of
seven years (between 886 and 893) Clement taught some
3,500 disciples in the Slavonic language and the Glagolitic alphabet. At that time, Clement translated Christian
literature into Old Church Slavonic, and in this way, he and his co-workers laid the foundations of the Bulgarian
Orthodox Church.[27] In 893 he was ordained archbishop of Drembica, Velika (bishopric). Upon his death in 916
he was buried in his monastery, Saint Panteleimon, in Ohrid. Soon after he was canonized as a saint by the
Bulgarian Orthodox Church.[28]

The development of Old Church Slavonic literacy had the effect of preventing the assimilation of the South
Slavs into neighbouring Byzantine culture, which promoted the formation of a distinct Bulgarian identity in the
Empire.[29] During the first quarter of the 10th century, the ethnonym “Bulgarians” was adopted by the Slavic
tribes in most of Macedonia, while their names were abandoned.[30] Clement's life's work played a significant
role in this transformation.[31]

Legacy [edit]

Saint Clement of Ohrid was one of the most prolific and important writers in Old
Church Slavonic. He is credited with the Panonic Hagiography of Saint Cyril
and Saint Methodius. Clement also translated the Flower Triode containing
church songs sung from Easter to Pentecost and is believed to be the author
of the Holy Service and the Life of St. Clement of Rome, as well as of the oldest
service dedicated to St. Cyril and St. Methodius. The invention of the Cyrillic
alphabet is also usually ascribed to him although the alphabet is most likely to
have been developed at the Preslav Literary School at the beginning of the
10th century (see Cyrillic script).

Medieval frescoes of Saint Clement exist throughout the modern-day territories
of North Macedonia, Serbia and northern Greece, with the vast majority being
located in North Macedonia.[32]

The first modern Bulgarian university, Sofia University, was named after
Clement upon its foundation in 1888. The Macedonian National and University
Library, founded on November 23, 1944, also bears his name.[33] The
University in Bitola, established in 1979, is named after Clement, as well as the Bulgarian scientific base, St.
Kliment Ohridski on Livingston Island in the South Shetland Islands of Antarctica.

In November 2008, the Macedonian Orthodox Church donated part of Clement's relics to the Bulgarian
Orthodox Church as a sign of good will.[34]

In May 2018 was announced that in the ruins of a Ravna Monastery, near the village of Ravna in Provadiya
Municipality, the signature of Saint Clement was identified on a stone plate with a large amount of graffiti on it.
The signature is dated as of April 24, 889. The finding gives reason to assume that the disciples of Saints Cyril
and Methodius were settled there at one stage, after being expelled from the Great Moravia and their reception
in Bulgaria.[35]
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Clement of Sardis is numbered among the Seventy Disciples. He was Bishop of Sardis. The Church
remembers St. Clement on January 4 with the Seventy; April 22 with Ss. Nathaniel and Luke; and on September
10 with Ss. Apelles and Lucius.
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St. Nikolai Velimirovic, The Prologue from Ohrid
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Apostle Clement of the Seventy , April 22 (OCA)
Apostle Clement of the Seventy , September 10 (OCA)

This article is derived in whole or in part from Clement of Sardice  at OrthodoxWiki , which is dually
licensed under CC-By-SA and GFDL. All relevant terms must be followed.

This article about a saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.
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Clemente Marchisio

Blessed
Clemente Marchisio

Priest
Born 1 March 1833

Racconigi, Cuneo, Kingdom of
Sardinia

Died 16 December 1903 (aged 70)
Rivalba, Turin, Kingdom of Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 30 September 1984, Saint
Peter's Square, Vatican City by
Pope John Paul II

Feast 16 December

Attributes Sun
Stole
Cassock

Patronage Daughters of Saint Joseph of
Rivalba

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Clemente Marchisio (1 March 1833 - 16 December 1903) was
an Italian Roman Catholic priest who served as a parish priest in
the Archdiocese of Turin. Marchisio served as an assistant priest
before travelling across Italian cities as word of his mission and
holiness spread. In the spirit of evangelical and devotional zeal he
established the Daughters of Saint Joseph of Rivalba to suit the
religious needs of females. The order had an emphasis on the
Eucharist and on Saint Joseph himself.[1]

On 30 September 1984 he was beatified after one healing was
recognized as a miracle attributed to his intercession.
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Life [edit]

Clemente Marchisio was born on 1 March 1833 in Cuneo as the first of five children to a shoemaker. As a child
he lived near a Dominican-run church and attended Mass there on a frequent basis; he also harbored a great
devotion to the Blessed Mother as well as the rosary.[1]

While he was going to follow his father in the latter's profession Marchisio received a sudden call to the
priesthood and announced as such to his surprised parents; despite this surprise his parents did not oppose
their son's wish. Father Giovanni Battista Sacco aided him in his studies and formation for the priesthood and
also rendered economic assistance.[2]

Marchisio was ordained to the priesthood on 20 September 1856 from the Bishop of Susa Giovanni Antonio
Oddone since the Archbishop of Turin was in exile in France; he required a special dispensation to be ordained
since he had not reached the canonical age limit for it. After he was ordained he went for further studies in a
boarding school for priests named in honour of Saint Francis of Assisi. He was named as an assistant priest in
1858.[2]

His schedule consisted of waking up at 5:00am and spending two hours in reflection prior to the celebration of
Mass. He would then recite two rosaries: one in the morning and one in the evening before he went to sleep.
Marchisio said of the Eucharist - to which he had an ardent devotion to - that "I also find sometimes associated
under the weight of tribulations, but I assure you that, after five minutes with a living faith before Jesus
Sacrament, I feel fully revived, so that all that first seemed too hard and became unbearably light and easy".[2]

He also underwent a visit to Lourdes in 1875 for spiritual reflection.

The departure of the Albertine nuns left a void of female religious congregations in Turin and its Archbishop
Lorenzo Gastaldi encouraged him to create a new order for women. In 1871 in Rivalba he had opened a
weaving workshop for girls as jobs and used that as the basis for his new congregation.[3] He established it on a
formal level on 12 November 1877 and had with him Rosalia Sismonda - a recruit - at his right side in managing
it. The order was dedicated to the Eucharist and to Saint Joseph. In 1883 the order opened a house in Rome
and Pope Leo XIII said of it in praise: "At last, our Lord!" The pontiff also referred to its members as the "Sisters
of the Host".[2]

Marchisio's pastoral mission became so intense that he travelled across various Italian cities and received
certificates from heads of dioceses and archdioceses alike in recognition of his good works - one such one
came from the Cardinal Patriarch of Venice Giuseppe Melchiorre Sarto who would become Pope Pius X.[2][3]

The order would receive the diocesan approval of the Turin Archbishop Gastaldi on 3 May 1877 and received a
papal decree of praise of Leo XIII on 6 August 1901.
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His health started to decline due to his intense schedule and he would celebrate his final Mass on 14 December
1903. He died on the following 16 December uttering the names of the Holy Family.[1][3]

Legacy [edit]

Pope Pius X - whom Marchisio had met in Venice - recognized the congregation as one of pontifical right on 9
July 1908.

The congregation now operates in Nigeria and Brazil amongst other nations and as of 2005 has 322 professed
religious into the order in a total of 30 houses.

Beatification [edit]

The process for beatification commenced in Turin with two processes that saw the collation of both witness
testimonies and documentation pertaining to his life and his pastoral life. Those processes spanned from 1933
until 1935 and another from 1946 until 1947; these both occurred despite the fact that the formal introduction to
the cause was not given until 28 April 1944 when Pope Pius XII and the Congregation of Rites granted their
approval and bestowed upon the late priest the title of Servant of God.

Both processes were declared valid and were ratified in order for the boxes of documents to be taken to Rome
for further investigation and allowed - after extensive research and consideration - for Pope Paul VI to declare
Marchisio on 4 May 1970 to be Venerable.

Pope John Paul II - in the beginning of 1984 - signed a decree recognizing a healing as a miracle and allowed
for the beatification of Marchisio to take place; he was beatified on 30 September 1984.
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Clerus

Clerus mutillarius Fabricius, 1775

Scientific classification

Kingdom: Animalia

Phylum: Arthropoda

Class: Insecta

Order: Coleoptera

Superfamily: Cleroidea

Family: Cleridae

Subfamily: Clerinae

Genus: Clerus
Fabricius, 1775

Species

See text

Synonyms

Beudoclerops Pic, 1950
Cleronus Rafinesque, 1815
Pseudoclerops Jacquelin du
Val, 1861
Stigmamatium Klug, 1842

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Clerus is a genus of beetles in the subfamily Clerinae.

Species [edit]

Clerus africanus - Clerus dealbatus - Clerus formosanus - Clerus
guishanensis - Clerus intermedius - Clerus klapperichi - Clerus
mutillaeformis - Clerus mutillarius - Clerus mutillaroides - Clerus sinae -
Clerus thanasimoides

References [edit]

 Data related to Clerus at Wikispecies
 Media related to Clerus at Wikimedia Commons

Taxon identifiers
Wikidata: Q2978981  · Wikispecies: Clerus  · BioLib: 9995  · EoL: 3293155  ·
Fauna Europaea: 187053  · Fauna Europaea (new): 6b20d250-4f86-4d4c-afc2-1bfd3159ed4a  ·
Fossilworks: 209672  · GBIF: 5009570  · iNaturalist: 461245  · NCBI: 295684

This Cleroidea-related article is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.

Categories: Cleridae genera Clerinae Cleroidea stubs
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Clodoald

Saint Cloud / Clodoald

Modern statue of Saint Cloud as prince in St.
Cloud Hospital, Minnesota.

Abbot and Confessor
Born 522[1]

Died c. 560[2]

Nogent-sur-Seine, Kingdom of
the Franks (now France)[3]

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Major shrine Saint-Cloud, France

Feast 7 September

Attributes A Benedictine abbot giving his
hood to a poor man as a halo
emanates from his head; with
royal insignia at his feet, or
instructing the poor[2]

Patronage Against carbuncles;[2] nail
makers; Diocese of Saint Cloud,
Minnesota;[1] France

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Clodoald (Latin: C(h)lodoaldus, Cloudus; reconstructed
Frankish: *Hlōdōwald;[4] 522 – c. 560 AD), better known as Saint
Cloud (French: [klu]), was a Merovingian prince, grandson of Clovis
I and son of Chlodomer, who preferred to renounce royalty and
became a hermit and monk. Clodoald found a hill along the Seine,
two leagues below Paris, in a place called Novigentum (the present
commune of Saint-Cloud). Here among the fishermen and farmers,
he led a life of solitude and prayer, and built a church, which he
dedicated in honor of Martin of Tours.

He is venerated as a saint in both the Catholic and Orthodox
Churches.
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Background [edit]

Upon the death of Clovis, his sons, Chlodomer, Childebert,
Clothaire, and their half-brother Thierry shared the kingdom. In
523–524, at Clotilde's instigation, her sons joined in an expedition
against King Sigismund's Burgundians. After the arrest of
Sigismund and his family, Chlodomer returned to Orléans.
Sigismund's brother, Godomar III, supported by his ally and
relative, the Ostrogoth king Theodoric the Great, slaughtered the
garrison the Franks had left in Burgundy. In retaliation, Chlodomer
then had Sigismund and his sons, Gisald and Gondebaud,
murdered. On May 1, 524, Chlodomer set out on a second
expedition against the Burgundians and was killed at the Battle of
Vézeronce on June 25 of the same year.[5]

Early life [edit]

He was the son of King Chlodomer of Orléans and his wife Guntheuc. He was one of three brothers, raised in
Paris by their grandmother, the Queen dowager Clotilde. Clodoald's brothers, Theodoald and Gunther, were
killed by Clotaire when they were ten and nine respectively, but Clodoald survived by escaping to Provence.[2]

Salic law required the division of the kingdom among the sons of Chlodomer. However, the boys' uncles,
Childebert I, king of Paris, and his brother Clotaire I, king of Soissons, coveted the kingdom of Orléans and
determined to murder the nephews.

By one account, in 525, Childebert and Clotaire asked their mother Clotilde to send them the children so that
they might be proclaimed their father's successors. She clothed the brothers in their best clothes and sent them
with confidence, unaware of her sons' plans. The two uncles then had the children of Clodomir killed.[5] Some
claim that they killed the two older boys, Thibault and Gonthaire, aged ten and seven, with their own hands, to
the great despair of Saint Clotilde, who saw her grandchildren killed by her own sons. Only the youngest,
Clodoald, was saved by the dedication of a few of the faithful. He found sanctuary with Saint Remigius, the
Bishop of Rheims, and thus escaped his uncles' searches.
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Cloud meets St. Séverin

Saints portal

Another version is that Childebert and Clotaire considered cutting children's hair, because long hair was a sign
of nobility in Frankish culture. But as the hair would inevitably grow back, they asked Clotilde what they had to
do. She replied that she would rather see them dead than sheared. They first killed Gonthaire, before Thibault
threw himself at their feet to beg them to leave him alive. So Childebert hesitated, and his brother reminded him
that it was his idea. Thus ended the short life of Clodomir's descendants, at least two of the three since
Clodoald had been able to escape.[5]

Adulthood [edit]

Clodoald renounced all claims to the throne and lived as a studious hermit and
disciple of Séverin of Paris [fr], who led a solitary and contemplative life in a
hermitage at the gates of Paris (on the site of the present Saint-Séverin Church
in the 5th arrondissement). The young prince became his disciple and received
from his hands the religious habit. Clodoald preferred a humble and quiet life of
solitude, to a bright, but perilous life in a royal palace.[6] For some time he
remained in his company, to be trained in all the monastic virtues. At the age of
twenty, Saint Cloud left his hermitage and appeared before the Bishop of Paris
surrounded by religious and civic leaders and members of the royal family. The
bishop cut Cloud's long hair, which was a symbol of his royalty. Childebert and
Clotaire, as they saw him as no threat, left him undisturbed and even gave him
some inheritances to live more comfortably in the place of his retirement.

After Séverin's death, Clodoald left the surroundings of Paris and secretly retired to Provence. The inhabitants
of the surrounding area came to him because they learned that Cloud had the gift of healing.[6] Saint Cloud
remained there eleven years, and then went back to his first hermitage, where the people greeted his return
with joy.

At the people's request, he was ordained a priest by Bishop Eusebius of Paris in 551 and served the church for
some time.[2] His humility and his charity were praised. Clodoald could not endure these honours for long, and
to avoid them, retired to a hill along the Seine, two leagues below Paris, in a place called Novigentum (the
present commune of Saint-Cloud). Here among the fishermen and farmers, he led a life of solitude and prayer,
and built a church, which he dedicated in honor of Martin of Tours.

As soon as the place of his retreat was known, disciples came to place themselves under his direction. Some
cells were first built, soon a monastery became necessary. According to tradition, Clodoald had a monastery
with a chapel built and endowed with the goods that the kings, his uncles, gave him. lived seven years in his
monastery, among his brothers, giving them an example of all the virtues. He died there on September 7, 560 at
the age of thirty-eight.[6]

Veneration [edit]

According to legend, Clodoald predicted his death in advance, which was followed by several miracles, which
occurred near his tomb. Clodoald was then canonized and the hamlet quickly transformed into a place of
pilgrimage, where huge crowds flocked. Novigentum then changed its name to "Sanctus Clodoaldus" (Saint-
Cloud) in his honour. The abbey is now a collegiate church of canons regular called Église Saint-Clodoald [fr]
wherein his relics are kept.[2] St. Cloud, Wisconsin, and St. Cloud, Minnesota, are in turn named after the
French town.

Clodoald's feast day is September 7.

Clodoald in the arts [edit]

In his History of the Franks, Gregory of Tours recounts the struggles for power between the children of
Clovis, and after having mentioned the murder of his two brothers, dedicates a few lines to Clodoald: "They
could not take the third, Clodoald, who was saved by the help of brave warriors; despising an earthly
kingdom, he consecrated himself to God, and, having cut his hair with his own hand, he was made a cleric.
He persisted in good works, and died a priest."
A painting by Sébastien-Melchior Cornu (1804–1870) depicting Saint-Clodoald decorates the chapel of the
Elysée Palace.

See also [edit]

List of Catholic saints
Saint Clotilde, grandmother of St. Cloud.
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Carolingian dynasty

Pippin the Elder (c. 580–640)
Grimoald (616–656)
Childebert the Adopted (d. 662)

Arnulf of Metz (582–640)
Ansegisel (d. 662 or 679)
Chlodulf of Metz (d. 696 or 697)
Pepin of Herstal (635-714)
Grimoald II (d. 714)
Drogo of Champagne (670–708)
Theudoald (d. 741)

Charles Martel (686–741)
Carloman (d. 754)
Pepin the Short (714–768)
Carloman I (751–771)
Charlemagne (742–814)
Pepin the Hunchback (768–811)
Charles the Younger (772–811)
Pepin of Italy (773–810)
Louis the Pious (778–840)
Pepin I of Aquitaine (797–838)

Lothair I, Holy Roman Emperor
(795–855; Middle Francia)
Charles the Bald (823–877)
(West Francia)
Louis the German (804–876)
(East Francia)
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This article does not cite any sources. Please help improve this article
by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Chlodulf of Metz" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(February 2014) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Saint Chlodulf (Clodulphe or Clodould) (605 – June 8, 696 or
697, others say May 8, 697) was bishop of Metz approximately
from 657 to 697.

Chlodulf was the son of Arnulf, bishop of Metz, and the brother of
Ansegisel, mayor of the palace of Austrasia.

Before his ordination Chlodulf had married an unknown woman
and had begotten a son called Aunulf.

In 657, he became bishop of Metz, the third successor of his
father, "despite a reputation for impiety in his youth".[1] He held
that office for 40 years. During this time he richly decorated the
cathedral St. Stephen. He also was in close contact with Saint
Gertrude of Nivelles, sister to his brother's wife, Begga.

He died in Metz and was buried in the church of St. Arnulf. In
Nivelles he was locally venerated as Saint Clou, especially
because of his connection to Saint Gertrude. His Feast Day is
June 8.
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Clotilde

Saint
Clotilde

A lithograph of Saint Clotilde

Queen of All the Franks
Born c. 474[1]

Lyon, Burgundy

Died 545 (aged c. 71)
Tours, Francia

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Feast June 3 (June 4 in France)

Attributes wearing a crown and holding a
church; with a battle in the
background, in memory of the
Battle of Tolbiac.

Patronage brides, adopted children,
parents, exiles, notaries,
widows, the lame

St Clotilde at prayer (illuminated
initial)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about the saint. For other uses, see Clotilde (disambiguation).

Clotilde (c. 474–545), also known as Clothilde, Clotilda,
Clotild, Rotilde etc. (Latin: Chrodechildis, Chlodechildis from
Frankish *Hrōþihildi or perhaps *Hlōdihildi, both "famous in battle";
Greek: Moirai Clotho[citation needed]), was a princess of the kingdom
of Burgundy. She was supposedly descended from the Gothic king
Athanaric and became the second wife of the Frankish king Clovis
I (r. 481–509) in 493.[2] The Merovingian dynasty to which her
husband belonged ruled Frankish kingdoms for over 200
years[3][4] (450–758). Venerated as a saint by the Roman Catholic
Church as well as by the Eastern Orthodox Church, she played a
role in her husband's famous conversion to Christianity and, in her
later years, became known for her almsgiving and penitential
works of mercy.[5] She is credited with spreading Christianity within
western Europe.
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2 Veneration
3 See also
4 References

Biography [edit]

Clotilde was born at the Burgundian court of Lyon, the daughter of
King Chilperic II of Burgundy. Upon the death of Chilperic's father
King Gondioc in 473, Chilperic and his brothers Gundobad and
Godegisel divided their inheritance; Chilperic II apparently reigning
at Lyon, Gundobad at Vienne, and Godegesil at Geneva.[6]

From the sixth century on, the marriage of Clovis and Clotilda was
made the theme of epic narratives, in which the original facts were
materially altered and the various versions found their way into the
works of different Frankish chroniclers.[6] According to Gregory of
Tours (538–594), in 493 Chilperic II was slain by his brother
Gundobad and his wife Caretena drowned with a stone hung around
her neck, while of his two daughters, Chrona took the veil and Clotilde
was exiled – it is, however, assumed that this tale is apocryphal.[7]

Butler's account follows Gregory.[8]

After the death of Chilperic, her mother seems to have made her
home with Godegisil at Geneva, where her other daughter, Chrona,
founded the church of Saint-Victor. Soon after the death of Chilperic in
493, Clovis asked and obtained the hand of Clotilde.[6] They were
married in 493.

The marriage produced the following children:

Ingomer (born and died 494).
Chlodomer (495–524), King of the Franks at Orléans from 511.
Childebert I (496–558), King of the Franks at Paris from 511.
Chlothar I (497–561), King of the Franks at Soissons from 511, King of all Franks from 558.
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Clotilde and her sons, Grandes
Chroniques de Saint-Denis

Clotilde (500–531), married Amalaric, King of the Visigoths.

Clotilde was brought up as a Christian and did not rest until her husband had abjured paganism and embraced
Christianity. According to Gregory of Tours' Historia Francorum (History of the Franks), when Clotilde had their
first child baptised, he died soon after. Clovis upbraided her; but when Chlodomer was born, she insisted on
baptising him also. Although Chlodomer did indeed fall ill, he soon after recovered. More healthy children
followed.[9]

Clotilde's victory came in 496, when Clovis converted to Christianity, baptised by Bishop Remigius of Reims on
Christmas Day of that year. According to tradition, on the eve of the Battle of Tolbiac against the Alamanni,
Clovis prayed to God, swearing to be baptised if he emerged victorious on the battlefield. When he did indeed
triumph, Clovis readily took the faith. With him Clotilde built at Paris the Church of the Holy Apostles, afterwards
known as the Abbey of St Genevieve.[7]

Significance [edit]

Unusually, Clotilde was a Catholic Christian at a time when Goths, including the Burgundians, were Arian
Christians. Therefore Clovis became a Catholic. This ensured that he had the support of the Eastern Roman
Empire in his wars against his rival Arian Gothic tribes, since the Romans were Catholics. When the Franks
eventually gained dominance over Western Europe, it was Catholicism which became the prevalent kind of
Christianity, and Arianism died out.[10]

Later years [edit]

After Clovis' death in 511, Clotilde retired to the Abbey of St. Martin at
Tours.

In 523 Clotilde's sons went to war against her cousin King Sigismund of
Burgundy, the son of Gundobad, which led to Sigismund's deposition
and imprisonment. Sigismund was assassinated the following year and
his body thrown down a well in symbolic retaliation for the deaths of
Clotilde's parents. Gregory of Tours claimed – and many others have
followed – that Clotilde incited her sons to war as a means to revenge
the supposed murder of her parents by Gundobad while others, such as
Godefroid Kurth, find this unconvincing and apocryphal. Subsequently,
her eldest son Chlodomer was killed during the following Burgundian
campaign under Sigismund's successor King Godomar at the Battle of
Vézeronce. Her daughter, also named Clotilde, also died about this time. Clotilde tried in vain to protect the
rights of her three grandsons, the children of Chlodomer, against the claims of her surviving sons Childebert
and Chlothar. Chlothar had two of them killed, while only Clodoald (Cloud) managed to escape and later chose
an ecclesiastical career. She was equally unsuccessful in her efforts to prevent the civil discords between her
children.

After these failures, Clotilde appeared to dedicate herself to a saintly life. She occupied herself with the building
of churches and monasteries, preferring to distance herself from the power struggles of the court.[11] Churches
associated with her are located at Laon, and Rouen.

Clotilde died in 545 at the tomb of St. Martin of Tours, of natural causes; she was buried at her husband's side,
in the Church of the Holy Apostles (now the Abbey of St Genevieve).[4]

Veneration [edit]

Clotilde's cult made her the patron of queens, widows, brides and those in exile. In Normandy especially she
was venerated as the patroness of the lame, those who came to a violent death and women who suffered from
ill-tempered husbands. In art she is often depicted presiding over the baptism of Clovis, or as a suppliant at the
shrine of Saint Martin. Several fine images of her remain, particularly in the 16th century stained glass window
at Andelys. Her relics survived the French Revolution, and are housed in the Église Saint-Leu-Saint-Gilles in
Paris.[9]

Clotilde is the patron saint of Les Andelys, Normandy. In 511, the Queen founded a convent for young girls of
the nobility there, which was destroyed by the Normans in 911. In its place was erected Our Lady’s Collegiate
Church, which contains a statue of Saint Clotilde. Also in Les Andelys is Saint Clotilde's Fountain. The spring is
popularly believed to heal skin diseases.[12]
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Clydog (also known as Clydawg, Clodock, Clitaucus, Cleodicus, Cladocus) was a sixth-century Welsh king
of Ergyng who became a saint.[1][2] His feast day is traditionally held on November 3,[3] but is also celebrated on
August 19.[4]

In imagery, Clydog is represented as a king holding a sword and a lily.[5]

Life [edit]

Clydog was a member of the clan of the legendary king Brychan, whose children and grandchildren became the
famed saints of Cornwall and Wales. His father was Clydwyn, himself a saint and the son of Brychan. Although
some sources say he conquered the whole of South Wales, which is unlikely, but it is possible that he was at
one time also king of Ceredigion and Dyfed along with his brother Dedyw. His other brothers included St Cynon
and St Cynlefr the Martyr and St Berwen.[1]

As king of Ergyng he ruled over parts of Monmouthshire and Herefordshire, known for its time of peace and
justice. With his brother Dedyw he trained as a priest under Saint Cadoc at Llancarfan.

Following his return to Ergyng, a woman fell in love with him and refused to marry anyone else. A local Saxon
noble had also fallen for the same woman. Shortly after while Clydog was hunting a deer, the Saxon shot
Clydog with an arrow, killing him. His body was placed on a cart and taken to the ford of the river below the
present church in Clodock, at which point the cart broke and the oxen could go no further. He was thus buried
there at Caer Gledog, near Longtown, Herefordshire.[1]

Some sources label Clydog a martyr, being a Christian killed by an outsider, but this is probably a mistranslation
of the word merthyr (shrine).[5] A chapel was built above his burial which became a site of pilgrimage. His fame
spread and even several centuries later people were still being named after him, including a 12th-century
Bishop of Llandaff.

St Clydawg's church now covers the parish of Clodock, which moved from Wales to England in 1535.

He was married three times in total; his wives were successively Prawst, Ribrawst and Roistri.[1]
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Saint Cointha

Martyr
Died 249

Alexandria, Egypt

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized Pre-congregation

Feast 8 February

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cointha, also known as Quinta or "Cynthia", suffered martyrdom
during the persecutions of Emperor Trajanus Decius. Cointha was
martyred by having her feet tied to a horse then being dragged
through the streets of Alexandria.[1]
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This article about a saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia
by expanding it.
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Colette of Corbie

Saint Colette of Corbie, P.C.C.

Saint Colette (detail of Saint Clare and Saint
Colette, c. 1520, by the Master of Lourinhã;
National Museum of Ancient Art, Portugal)

Abbess and foundress
Born Nicole Boellet

13 January 1381
Corbie, County of Amiens, Duchy
of Burgundy

Died 6 March 1447 (aged 66)
Ghent, County of Flanders,
Duchy of Burgundy

Venerated in Roman Catholicism
(Franciscan Order, especially the
Colettine Poor Clares)

Beatified 23 January 1740 by Pope
Clement XII

Canonized 24 May 1807 by Pope Pius VII

Major shrine Monastery of Bethlehem, Ghent,
Belgium

Feast 6 March

Patronage Women seeking to conceive,
expectant mothers and sick
children

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Colette of Corbie, P.C.C., (13 January 1381 – 6 March 1447)
was a French abbess and the foundress of the Colettine Poor
Clares, a reform branch of the Order of Saint Clare, better known
as the Poor Clares. She is honored as a saint in the Catholic
Church. Due to a number of miraculous events claimed during her
life, she is venerated as the patron saint of women seeking to
conceive, expectant mothers, and sick children.
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Life [edit]

Early life [edit]

She was born Nicole Boellet (or Boylet) in the village of Corbie,
in the Picardy region of France, on 13 January 1381[1] to Robert
Boellet, a poor carpenter at the noted Benedictine Abbey of
Corbie, and to his wife, Marguerite Moyon.[2] Her contemporary
biographers say that her parents had grown old without having
children, before praying to Saint Nicholas for help in having a
child. Their prayers were answered when, at the age of 60,
Marguerite gave birth to a daughter. Out of gratitude, they named
the baby after the saint to whom they credited the miracle of her
birth.[3] She was affectionately called Nicolette by her parents,
which soon came to be shorted to Colette, by which name she is known.

After her parents died in 1399, Colette joined the Beguines but found their manner of life unchallenging.[2]

Joining a Benedictine order as a lay sister, most likely to avoid an arranged marriage,[2] she again became
dissatisfied. In September 1402, Colette received the habit of the Third Order of St. Francis[4] and became a
hermit under the direction of the Abbot of Corbie, living near the abbey church.[5] After four years of following
this ascetic way of life (1402–1406), through several dreams and visions, she came to believe that she was
being called to reform the Franciscan Second Order and to return it to its original Franciscan ideals of absolute
poverty and austerity.

Foundress [edit]

In October 1406, she turned to the Antipope Benedict XIII of Avignon who was recognized in France as the
rightful pope. Benedict received her in Nice, in southern France, and allowed her to transfer to the Order of
Poor Clares. Additionally, he empowered her through several papal bulls, issued between 1406 and 1412, to
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found new monasteries and to complete the reform of the Order.[4]

With the approval of the Countess of Geneva and the aid of the Franciscan itinerant preacher, Henry de
Beaume (her confessor and spiritual director), Colette began her work at Beaune, in the Diocese of Geneva.
She remained there only a short time. In 1410, she opened her first monastery at Besançon, in an almost-
abandoned house of Urbanist Poor Clares. From there, her reform spread to Auxonne (1412), to Poligny
(1415), to Ghent (1412), to Heidelberg (1444), to Amiens, to Pont-à-Mousson in Lorraine, and to other
communities of Poor Clares. During her lifetime 18 monasteries of her reform were founded. For the
monasteries which followed her reform, she prescribed extreme poverty, going barefoot, and the observance of
perpetual fasting and abstinence.[6]

In addition to the strict rules of the Poor Clares, the Colettines follow their special Constitutions, approved in
1434 by the Minister General of the friars, William of Casale, and approved in 1448 by Pope Nicholas V, again
in 1458 by Pope Pius II, and in 1482 by Pope Sixtus IV.

Colette died at Ghent in March 1447.[7]

Veneration [edit]

Colette was beatified 23 January 1740 by Pope Clement XII and was canonized on 24 May 1807 by Pope Pius
VII.[8] She is invoked by childless couples desiring to become parents and is also the patroness of expectant
mothers and sick infants.[9]

Legacy [edit]

Colettine nuns [edit]

Currently (2011) outside France the Colettine nuns are found in Belgium, Germany, Ireland, Japan, Norway, the
Philippines, Spain, the United Kingdom, and the United States.[10]

Colettine friars [edit]

Together with friar Henry of Beaume, Colette also inaugurated a reform among the Franciscan friars (who were
known as the Coletans), not to be confounded with the Observants. These friars formed a unique branch of the
Order of Friars Minor under Henry's authority but remained obedient to the authority of the Minister Provincial of
the Observant Franciscan friars in France and never attained much importance, even there. In 1448, they had
only thirteen friaries, all attached to monasteries of the Colettine nuns. Together with other small branches of
the Friars Minor, they were merged into the wider Observant branch in 1517 by Pope Leo X.

Miracles [edit]

According to biographers, Colette performed numerous miracles, including multiplication of food or wine and
effecting cures, partly after her death.[11]

Helping a mother in childbirth [edit]

While traveling to Nice to meet Pope Benedict, Colette stayed at the home of a friend. His wife was in labor at
that time with their third child, and was having major difficulties in the childbirth, leaving her in danger of death.
Colette immediately went to the local church to pray for her.

The mother gave birth successfully and survived the ordeal. She credited Colette's prayers for this. The child
born, a girl named Petronilla, later entered a monastery founded by Colette. She would become Colette's
secretary and biographer.

Saving a sick child [edit]

After the pope had authorized Colette to establish a regimen of strict poverty in the Poor Clare monasteries of
France, she started with that of Besançon. The local populace was suspicious of her reform, with its total
reliance on them for the sustenance of the monastery. One incident helped turn this around.

According to legend, a local peasant woman gave birth to a stillborn child. In desperation, out of fear for the
child's soul, the father took the baby to the local parish priest for baptism. Seeing that the child was already
dead, the priest refused to baptize the body. When the man became insistent, out of frustration, the priest told
him to go to the nuns, which he did immediately. When he arrived at the monastery, Mother Colette was made
aware of his situation by the portress. Her response was to take off the veil given to her by the Pope, when he
gave her the habit of the Second Order, and told the portress to have the father wrap the child's body in it and
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for him to return to the priest. By the time he arrived at the parish church with his small bundle, the child was
conscious and crying. The priest immediately baptized the baby.[12]

Pictures [edit]
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Colga)

"Colga" redirects here. For the sea slug, see Colga (gastropod).

Coelchu (fl. latter half of the eighth century AD) was the abbot of the School of Clonmacnoise in Ireland.

Coelchu was remarkable for his learning, and was surnamed "the Scribe", and also "the Wise". He is generally
assumed to be the person with whom Alcuin apparently had some correspondence. In his letter Alcuin gives
Coelchu an account of the state of religion on the Continent, mentions Joseph, one of Coelchu's pupils then in
France, and speaks of disputes between King Charles and Offa of Mercia, on account of which he himself was
likely to be sent as negotiator into England. This indicates that the letter was written shortly before 790. [1]

References [edit]

1. ^ MacCaffrey, James. "Coelchu." The Catholic Encyclopedia. Vol. 4. New York: Robert Appleton Company, 1908.
19 May 2013
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Collen

St Collen's Church, Llangollen

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For people named Collen, see Collen (surname).

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Collen" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (April 2020)
(Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Collen was a 7th-century monk who gave his name to Llangollen (from
the Welsh llan meaning "enclosure" and 'gollen' being a mutation of
"Collen").

Collen is said to have arrived in Llangollen by coracle and founded a
church beside the river there. As there are no other churches in Wales
dedicated to St Collen, it is possible that this St Collen may also have
connections in both Colan, Cornwall, where Colan Church is dedicated
to him, and Langolen, Brittany. There are legendary Lives connecting
him with Wales, Rome and Glastonbury; but nothing is known for certain
about him, though from the dedication of a church to him in Brittany it
may be conjectured that he resided for some time in that country.[1]

Narrative [edit]

According to the Buchedd Collin ( "Life of St. Collin"), he was the son of Gwynawc, ab Caledawc. After having
travelled through many foreign lands he returned to Britain and became Abbot of Glastonbury. He banished
Gwyn ap Nudd, King of the Tylwyth Teg, and his retinue from Glastonbury Tor with the use of holy water.[2]

St Collen died on 21 May, probably sometime in the early 7th century. He was buried in his chapel. For
centuries, it was known as the 'Old Church' and stood immediately to the west of the present medieval church of
St Collen in Llangollen.

References [edit]

1. ^ Monks of Ramsgate. "Gollen". Book of Saints, 1921. CatholicSaints.Info. 16 July 2013  This article
incorporates text from this source, which is in the public domain.

2. ^ "St. Collen and Gwyn ap Nudd"
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Colmán Elo

Saint Colmán Elo
Born 555

Died 26 September 611
Lynally

Venerated in Roman Catholicism

Feast 26 September

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Colmán Elo (555 – 26 September 611) was born in Glenelly,
Ireland in what is now County Tyrone. He is famed in Irish
hagiography.[1]

Contents [hide]
1 Life
2 Notes
3 References
4 External links

Life [edit]

Colmán was founder and first Abbot of Muckamore, and from the fact of being titled as the successor (coarb) of
Mac Nisse, is regarded as Bishop of Connor.[1]

Colmán studied under his maternal uncle, St. Columba, who procured for him the site of a monastery now
known as Lynally (Lann Elo). Hence his designation of Colmán Elo or in Latinised form, Colmanellus.
Subsequently, he founded the Abbey of Muckamore, and was appointed Bishop of Connor. He is also known as
St. Colmán Macusailni.

Adomnan of Iona in his book 'The Life of St Columba' wrote this about him:

Of the peril of the holy bishop Cólman moccu Sailni in the sea near Rathlin island: Likewise,
another day, while St Columba was in his mother church, he suddenly smiled and called out:
"Cólman mac Beognai has set sail to come here, and is now in great danger in the surging tides of
the whirlpool of Corryvreckan. Sitting in the prow, he lifts up his hands to heaven and blesses the
turbulent, terrible seas. Yet the Lord terrifies him in this way, not so that the ship in which he sits
should be overwhelmed and wrecked by the waves, but rather to rouse him to pray more fervently
that he may sail through the peril and reach us here"

[2]

He was the author of Airgitir Crábaid, the earliest surviving example of Old Irish prose

Colmán is believed to be the real author of a work ascribed to Secundinus, The Hymn of St. Secundinus in
praise of Saint Patrick.[3]

He died at Lynally on 26 September 611, the day his feast is celebrated.

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913). "St. Elo Colman" . Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton
Company.

2. ^ Adomnan of Iona. Life of St Columba. Penguin books, 1995
3. ^ Carney, The Problem of St. Patrick, pp. 40–46.

References [edit]

James Carney, The Problem of St. Patrick. Dublin, 1961.

External links [edit]

https://web.archive.org/web/20170228000230/https://www.offalyhistory.com/reading-
resources/archaeology/st-colman-and-the-early-medieval-monastery-of-lynally-c-600-1100
Butler, Alban. The Lives of the Saints, Volume IX, 1866
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Colmán mac Comán (died 751) was Abbot of Aran, Ireland.

He was one of the few known successors of Enda of Aran, and appears to be the second such abbot listed in
the Irish annals after Enda himself.

Annalistic reference [edit]

From the Annals of the Four Masters:

751. Repose of Colmán mac Comán, in Ára.

See also [edit]

Inishmore

External links [edit]

http://www.ucc.ie/celt/online/T100005A.html
Catholic Encyclopedia 1908:  "The Monastic School of Aran"
Rev. Clifford Stevens, The One Year Book of Saints  "St. Enda"

Preceded by
Nem Moccu Birn

Abbot of Aran
?-751

Succeeded by
Gaimdibhla

 This biography of an Irish religious figure is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.
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Colmán of Cloyne

Colmán of Cloyne

Stained glass window of Colmán in Buttevant,
created by Franz Mayer & Co. in 1886

Born 15 October 522
Munster

Died 24 November 600 (aged 78)

Venerated in Roman Catholicism

Major shrine Cloyne Cathedral, Cobh
Cathedral

Feast 24 November

Patronage Patron Saint of the Diocese of
Cloyne and of its cathedral in
Cóbh.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Colmán of Cloyne (530 – 606), also Colmán mac Léníne,
was a monk, founder and patron of Cluain Uama, now Cloyne,
County Cork, Ireland, and one of the earliest known Irish poets to
write in the vernacular.[1]
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Sources [edit]

No hagiographical Life is known to have been written for Colmán,
but various aspects of his life are presented in different types of
sources, such as Irish annals, genealogies and martyrologies. An
early origin tale known as Conall Corc and the Corco Loígde,
which survives only as part of the Irish genealogical tract in MS
Laud 610, includes a few brief notes on the saint. This text was
probably written at St Colmán's foundation of Cloyne and though it
cannot be precisely dated, a rough approximate of c. 700 or
earlier has been suggested.[2]

Background [edit]

Irish genealogies generally agree that Colmán had a father called Lénín. Through his father, Colmán appears
to have been descended from the Rothrige, an obscure people who are known elsewhere as a subject people
of the Déisi of Munster.[3] Irish genealogies, however, go some way to associating Colmán's lineage with the
Éoganachta, the leading ruling dynasty in Munster. One early item of genealogical information, which
specifically identifies the Mac Léníni and Mac Duinich as sub-branches of the Rothrige (though it does not
name Colmán), achieves this by making their eponymous progenitor Eochaid Rothán a son of the Éoganacht
ancestor Mug Nuadat.[3] The saint's genealogies later come to trace Colmán's ancestry to Mug Nuadat through
seven generations.[3] This prominence accorded to the Éoganachta in the genealogies is to be seen in the light
of Colmán's monastic career and the position of Cloyne after his death (see below).

The text Conall Corc and the Corco Loígde includes a brief triad in which Colmán is named as one of the three
"ex-laymen" (athláich) of Ireland, along with Énna of Aran and Móchammac of Inis Celtra (though it also adds a
fourth, Bishop Erc in Sláne of Mag Breg).[4] The use of the word athláech here has been taken to suggest that
Colmán became a cleric at a somewhat later age than was usual at the time.[5][6] Later tradition claims that it
was the Connacht saint Brendan of Clonfert who finally persuaded him to do so.[6]

Cloyne [edit]

Colmán is remembered as the founder of the monastery at Cluain Uama, now Cloyne (Co. Cork, Ireland), in
Munster, which lay in the kingdom of the Uí Liatháin and the Uí Meic Caille, a sept of the former.[7] The origin
legend Conall Corc and the Corco Loígde claims that the land for the foundation was not given by the local
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king, but by Coirpre (Crom) mac Crimthainn (d. c. 580), who was king of Munster from the Eóganacht
Glendamnach:[8]

Coirpre mac Crimthainn it was who gave Cloyne to God and to Colman mac Colcon who is also called Mac
Lénéne and Aired Cechtraige and Cell Náile. Because of this they [the Eoganacht Glendamnach] are
entitled to secular rule.[3]

Aired Cechtraige has been identified as the later parish of Erry in the barony of Middlethird, and Cell Náile as
that of Killenaule, in the barony of Ardagh, both in the diocese of Cashel.[3]

The same text alludes to Colmán's conflicts with other rulers. Colmán and his brothers are said at one time to
have been expelled from Maethalach by Máel Umai, the son of Coirpre's brother Fiachna Onchind; for this
reason, his descendants were forever excluded from royal rule.[3][9] Earlier in the text, Colmán is also said to
have uttered a curse (maledictio) which brought down the walls of the city of Ress or Ressad.[4] According to
Paul MacCotter, Ress(ad) appears to be "an archaic name for Uí Chairpre or one of its divisions",[10] the Uí
Chairpre being a prominent sept of the Uí Fidgenti in Co. Limerick.

Cloyne appears to have been his earliest settlement. The cathedral and round tower are situated on a
limestone eminence in the midst of the valley, surrounded by rich meadows. In the rock is the cave extending in
various branches underground to a great distance, from which the town derives its name. Here it is supposed
Colman took up his abode as a place of security and the remains of his primitive oratory, known as Colman's
Chapel were still to be seen in 1813. Colmán is also believed to have founded a monastery at what would
become Killagha Abbey in County Kerry.[11]

Further details of his life are not documented in writing but the connection of many places in counties Cork and
Limerick with his name to this day proves the reality of his labours. The tenth-century Triads describes Cloyne
as an important law school.

Poet [edit]

He was credited with extraordinary poetic powers, being styled by his contemporaries 'royal poet of Munster'.
Several of his Irish poems are still extant, notably a metrical panegyric on Saint Brendan. Colgan mentions a
metrical life of Saint Senan by him.

It is unclear whether he was brought up as a Christian, but what is sure is that he was educated and became a
bard or file, which required a special education - (in order to reach the highest level of file 12 years of study
were required.) As a member of the class of filí, he became attached to the court of Cashel where he remained
until about the age of 48 years. In 570 he and Saint Brendan of Clonfert were said to have settled a dispute
between rivals to the throne of Cashel and Aodh Caomh was acknowledged as king - the first Christian king of
Cashel. The King was installed by Saint Brendan. During the time of the coronation Colman and some others
discovered the lost shrine of Ailbhe of Emly. Brendan said that it was not right that the hands which had held
this sacred relic should be defiled henceforth, thus it was that the son of Leinin offered himself to God. Brendan
blessed him and gave him the name Colmán, which is a diminutive of Colm. The Gaelic word colm corresponds
to the Latin columba (dove).

Colman then went to the school of Saint Iarlaithe of Tuam and after his studies he is next mentioned as
preaching to the heathen population in the east of County Cork. He is described as a "religious and holy
presbyter, who afterwards became a famous bishop". The Prince of Déise, in the present County of Waterford,
presented his child to Colman for baptism. Colman baptized him Declan and urged his parents to educate him
well in his faith. This child became Saint Declan.

Colman was given churches in Erry and Killenaule (4 and 10 miles from Cashel respectively) by Coirpre Cromm
mac Crimthainn, King of Munster (Cashel), as well as lands in Cloyne, Co. Cork. It may well be that the lands in
Cloyne (Cluain Uama, the lawn of the cave), were conquered lands and to prevent the possibility of reconquest
were given to the church. The Cloyne estate was large and contained some of the best land in the area.

After the king's death (c. 580) Colman somehow became involved in factional strife between Coirpre's
descendants in which some of them persecuted him while others, the ancestors of the later dominant line,
protected him.

Extant verse [edit]

His surviving verses date from the period 565 and 604, and are among the earliest examples of Irish writing in
the Latin alphabet.[12] He is commonly thought to have composed Luin oc laib, a poem in praise of Domnall mac
Muirchertaig (d. 566?), king of Tara[13] and another poem on the death of Áed Sláine (d. 604), king of the UÍ
Néill. The latter poem has not survived complete.[1]
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Veneration [edit]

He died on 24 November (his subsequent feastday), circa 600, and his probable place of burial is Cloyne,
where he may have left a school of poetry in existence. The calendars are unanimous in dating his death on 24
November, now his feast day. Patron Saint of the Diocese of Cloyne and of its cathedral in Cóbh.

A different Saint Colman is also venerated on the same day, as recorded by Saint Aengus in his "Felire": – Mac
Lenine the most excellent With Colman of Duth-chuilleann. Saint Colman lived in a time for which we have very
little written history. The received picture of Colman Mac Leinin comes to us from nineteenth and twentieth
century Hagiographies.

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b Johnston, "Munster, saints of (act. c.450–c.700)."
2. ^ Ó Corráin, "Creating the past"; Charles-Edwards, Early Christian Ireland, pp. 522-3
3.  ̂a b c d e f Corráin, "Creating the past"
4.  ̂a b Conall Corc and the Corco Loígde, tr. Hull, p. 900.
5. ^ Quin, E. G.; et al., eds. (2007) [1913–1975]. "athláech". Dictionary of the Irish Language, Based Mainly on Old

and Middle Irish Materials . Dublin: RIA. Letter A, Column 458.
6.  ̂a b Busse, "Colmán mac Lénéni"
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Colmán of Dromore

Saint Colman of Dromore
Venerated in Roman Catholicism

Feast 7 June

Patronage Roman Catholic Diocese of
Dromore

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Colmán of Dromore, also known by the pet form
Mocholmóc, was a 6th-century Irish saint.
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Life [edit]

Colman was a native of Dalriada, born roughly a generation after Patrick's apostolate to Ireland,[1] and was
baptized by a bishop, bearing his own name who was also his uncle. It is believed that Colman was educated at
the monastic foundation at Nendrum, on the shores of Strangford Lough, which had been established by Saint
Caolán (Mochaoi) sometime earlier.[2] Colman was a disciple of Caolán when the latter ruled as Abbot of
Nendrum about 520.[3]

Tradition has it that Caolán was so impressed with Colman's potential as a Christian apostle and with his
charism for performing miracles that he sent him to visit various other monasteries so that he might learn from
the religious practices and forms of community life he would encounter there and enjoy the opportunity of more
extensive learning, especially in Holy Scripture. To perfect his knowledge of the Scriptures St. Colman went to
the great school of Emly, c. 470 or 475, and remained there some years. At length he returned to Mahee Island
to see his old master, St. Mochae, and remained under his guidance for a long period, acting as assistant in the
school. Among his many pupils at Mahee Island, in the first quarter of the sixth century, was St. Finnian of
Moville.[4]

He was the first abbot of Muckmore, in County Antrim, and afterwards was persuaded by Saint Mac Nissi to
settle at Dromore.[5] Colman set up a small wattle and daub church on this site around 514, probably thatched
with reeds from the River Lagan which flows beside it.[6] His followers observed a very strict rule of discipline. St.
Finnian, who later established a monastery at Movilla, about five miles from Bangor, is believed to have been a
former monk of Dromore. During Colman's lifetime the abbey came to enjoy the status of an Episcopal See and
so Colman possibly finished his days not just as Abbot of Dromore, but also as Bishop.[2] St. Colman is said to
have baptised Saint Declán of Ardmore.

Veneration [edit]

His feastday is on 7 June.

Patronage [edit]

Colman is the principal patron of the Diocese of Dromore.[2]

Legacy [edit]

St.Colman's College was founded by Fr. J.S. Keenan in William Street, Newry in 1823 as the Dromore Diocesan
Seminary. Known throughout Ireland as Violet Hill, the College has occupied its rural setting since 1829.[7]

References [edit]

1. ^ " "Who is St. Colman?", Magheralin Parish History Book, 2010" . Archived from the original  on 2018-06-25.
Retrieved 2013-07-22.

2.  ̂a b c McMahon, Andrew. "Parish of Dromore", The Diocese of Dromore
3. ^ Murray, Henry. "Saint Colman of Dromore", Dromore Historical Journal, Dromore and District Local Historical

Group, 1992
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Saint Colman of Kilroot
Born Ireland

Died 6th century
Ireland

Venerated in Roman Catholicism

Feast 16 October

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Colman mac Cathbaid is a sixth-century Irish saint who was
bishop of Kilroot (Co. Antrim), a minor see which was afterwards
incorporated in the Diocese of Connor. He may have given his
name to Kilmackevat (Co. Antrim).

He was a contemporary of St. Ailbe, and his feast has been kept
on 16 October.[1]
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1. ^  Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913). "St. MacCathbad Colman" . Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert
Appleton Company.
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Colmán of Lann
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Colmán mac Luacháin was an early Irish abbot (fl. 7th century), founder and patron saint of Lann (Lynn,
Co. Westmeath).

The name of the saint's foundation, Lann (in full Lann mic Lúacháin), represents the early Irish word lann
meaning "(piece of) land, church". The word is attested in at least two further placenames for church sites
associated with namesakes of the saint: (1) Lann Elo (Lynally), the church of Colmán Elo; and (2) Lann
Mocholmóc, the church of St Mocholmóc, a pet form of the name Colmán.[1]

A Middle Irish Life was written for him in the 12th century, possibly soon after 1122,[2] which is preserved in a
single manuscript kept in the Rennes Library in Brittany.[3] According to the Annals of Ulster, 22 March (Holy
Wednesday) in 1122 was the day when the saint's shrine was discovered in the burial place of Lann.[4] Kuno
Meyer, who edited the Life, suggests that this event may have prompted the composition of the text shortly after
1122 and also argues that there are linguistic grounds for assigning the text to the 12th century.[5] The frequent
use of such locational adverbs as sund ("here") seem to indicate that the Life was also written at Lann.[5]

Colmán hardly ever appears in sources other than his Lives, two late martyrologies (see below) and a list of
Irish homonyms.[6]

Both prose and verse appear to have been written by the same author and there is no indication that the work
draws on earlier versions in either Irish or Latin, unlike many other Irish saints' Lives produced about the time.[2]

James Carney regards the Life as "so extravagant that it is something approaching a satire", akin to Aislinge
Meic Con Glinne.[2] Clichés of the hagiographic genre, such as demonstrations of the saint's authority through
pious behaviour and miracle-working, are exaggerated to absurd effect.[2] There is also a modernised version
of this Life, known as Betha Colmáin Lainne ("Life of Colmán of Lynn").

Colmán is not included in the Félire Óengusso, even though his Life pretends to cite the work to this effect, but
the Martyrologies of Donegal and Martyrology of Gorman give his feastday at 17 June.[7]
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1. ^ Mac Mathúna, "Observations on Irish Lann", p. 153-4.
2.  ̂a b c d Carney, "Language and Literature to 1169", p. 494.
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Colmán of Lindisfarne

Colmán of Lindisfarne
Bishop of Lindisfarne

Stained glass window of St. Colmán at St.
Benin's Church, Kilbennen, County Galway

Appointed 661

Term ended resigned 664

Predecessor Finan of Lindisfarne

Successor Tuda of Lindisfarne

Personal details
Born c. 605

Ireland

Died 18 February 675
Ireland

Denomination Christian

Sainthood
Feast day 18 February

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church
Anglican Communion

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses of this name, see Colman (disambiguation).

Colmán of Lindisfarne (c. 605 – 18 February 675 AD) also
known as Saint Colmán was Bishop of Lindisfarne from 661 until
664.
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Life [edit]

Colman was a native of the west of Ireland and had received his
education on Iona.[1] He was probably a nobleman of
Canmaicne.[2] Colman succeeded Aidan and Finan as bishop of
Lindisfarne,[3] being appointed in 661.[4] Colman resigned the
Bishopric of Lindisfarne after the Synod of Whitby called by King
Oswiu of Northumbria decided to calculate Easter using the
method of the First Ecumenical Council instead of his preferred
Celtic method. The change to the Roman Method led Colmán to
leave and travel back to Scotland and eventually, back to Iona.

Later tradition states that between the years 665 and 667, Colman
founded several churches in Scotland before returning to Iona.
However, there are no seventh-century records of such activity by
him. From Iona he sailed for Ireland, settling at Inishbofin in 668
AD[5] where he founded a monastery, the School of Mayo.[6] When
Colman came to Mayo he brought with him half the relics of
Lindisfarne, including the bones of St. Aidan and a part of the true
cross. This was reputed to be in Mayo Abbey until its vanishment
during the Reformation in 1537.[2]

Colman was stepping into a landscape that had been decimated
by the plague of 664-665. He may have been reviving an earlier
church on the island or one in the area in central Connacht where
Mag Éo was founded later. On Inishbofin a rift occurred between
the Irish and the English "because in summer the Irish went off to
wander on their own around places they knew instead of assisting
at harvest, and then, as winter approached, came back and wanted to share whatever the English monks had
gathered."[7]

What was the reason for their intermittent absence? Earlier commentators suspected that the two nations came
from different agricultural backgrounds and that the Irish intermittently removed themselves from the island with
the monastery’s livestock for the purpose of ‘booleying’, a form of transhumance. It is also possible that the Irish
visited their kinsfolk on the mainland. Returning to the island in winter, they helped to consume the fruits of the
Saxons' labours. This situation inevitably led to tensions within the community. Disputes arose between the
Saxon and Irish monks after a short time. Colman brought his Saxon followers onto the mainland and founded a
monastery for them at "Magh Eó" - the Plain of Yew Trees,[1] subsequently known as "Mayo of the Saxons".[5]

Colman's last days were spent on the island of Inishbofin, where he died in 674.[8] His feast is celebrated on 8
August[5] and on 13 November.[9]
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Colman mac Duagh

Saint Colman mac Duagh
Born 560

Corker, Kiltartan, County Galway,
Ireland

Died 632 (aged 71–72)

Venerated in Roman Catholicism and Eastern
Orthodoxy

Saint Colman's well, c.1880–1900

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Colman mac Duagh (c. 560 – 29 October 632) was born at
Corker, Kiltartan, County Galway, Ireland, the son of the Irish
chieftain Duac (and thus, in Irish, mac Duach). He initially lived as
a recluse, living in prayer and prolonged fastings, first on Inismore,
then in a cave at the Burren in County Clare. With his relative,
King Guaire Aidne mac Colmáin (d. 663) of Connacht he founded
the monastery of Kilmacduagh, ("the church of the son of Duac"),
and governed it as abbot-bishop.

He has been confused with Saint Colman of Templeshanbo (d. 595) who was from Connacht and lived
somewhat earlier.
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Early life [edit]

St Colman was reportedly the son of Queen Rhinagh and her husband
the chieftain Duac, born in Kiltartan, now County Galway.

Priesthood [edit]

He was educated at Saint Enda's monastery in Inishmore/Árainn, the
largest of the Aran Islands[1] on Inishmore and lived there as a hermit.
He built a church, Teampuill Mor Mhic Duagh, and a small oratory,
Teampuill beg Mhic Duagh, near Kilmurvy. These form part of a group
known as the Seven Churches, although the designation does not
indicate the actual number of churches, many destroyed during the time
of Cromwell.[2]

Seeking greater solitude, around 590 he moved to the Burren, which was then covered in forest, accompanied
by a servant. The hermitage is located in the townland of Keelhilla, part of the parish of Carran, at the foot of a
cliff of Slieve Carran.[3] Today the site consists of a small stone oratory, a holy well, Colman's shallow cave, the
grave of his servant and a bullaun stone. These are now surrounded by hazel scrub. Since the oratory is made
from stone, it cannot have been built by Colman, as in his time the churches were all built from wood.[4]:58–9

King Guaire Aidne mac Colmáin had his principal place of residence at Kinvara, near the location of today's
Dunguaire Castle. Upon learning of the hermitage, he was so impressed with Colman's holiness that he asked
him to take episcopal charge of the territory of the Aidhne.[2] In 610, Colman founded a monastery, which
became the centre of the tribal Diocese of Aidhne, practically coextensive with the See of Kilmacduagh.[5] This
is now known as the monastery of Kilmacduagh.

Although reluctant to accept the title, Colman was ordained a bishop. His associates included Surney of
Drumacoo. He died 29 October 632.

Veneration [edit]

Although the "Martyrology of Donegal" assigns his feast to 2 February, yet the weight of evidence and the
tradition of the diocese point to 29 October.[5]

An annual pilgrimage to Colman's hermitage takes place on 21 October.[4]:59
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Kilmacduagh

Legends [edit]

While she carried the child in her womb Colman's mother heard a
prophecy that her son would be great man and surpass all others of his
lineage. The pregnant Rhinagh, fearing her husband would seek to
harm the child, fled. However, the king's men caught up to her and tried
to drown her in the Kiltartin river by tying a stone around her neck.
However, she was washed to shore.[6] The rock with the rope marks is
on display by the Kiltartin river.

Not long after she gave birth to Colman (c. 560), Rhinagh took her
newborn to a priest to baptise, but they realised there was no water.
Fearing to return home, the mother sheltered under an ash tree and prayed. A fountain bubbled up from the
earth and Colman was baptised. That fountain is now the miraculous well of Colman mac duagh. Rhinagh
entrusted her child to the care of monks.

According to the Menology of Aengus, after austere fasting throughout Lent, on Easter morning Colman
inquired as to whether his servant had found anything special for their Easter meal. The servant replied that he
only had a small fowl and the usual herbs. Perceiving that the servant's patience was near exhausted, Colman
prayed that the Lord provide an appropriate meal. At the same time, Colman's cousin King Guaire was sitting
down to a banquet. No sooner had the dishes been served than they were spirited away by unseen hands. The
king and his retinue followed only to find the banquet spread before Colman and his servant. An area of
limestone pavement nearby is called to this day Bohir na Maes or Bóthar na Mias, the "road of the
dishes".[2][4]:58

King Guaire bade him to build a monastery. Colman wanted God to show him where to build the monastery, and
so asked God to give him a sign; later while walking through Burren woods, his cincture fell off. He took this to
be God's sign and built the monastery on the place his cincture fell.[4]:58

It is said that Colman declared that no person nor animal in the diocese of Kilmacduagh would ever die of
lightning strike, something that appears true to this day.

As with many relics, Colman's abbatial crozier has been used through the centuries for the swearing of oaths.
Although it was in the custodianship of the O'Heynes of Kiltartan (descendants of King Guaire) and their
relatives, the O'Shaughnessys, it can now be seen in the National Museum in Dublin (Attwater, Benedictines,
Carty, D'Arcy, Farmer, MacLysaght, Montague, Stokes).

Other tales are recounted about Colman, who loved birds and animals.[7] He had a pet rooster who served as
an alarm clock at a time before there were such modern conveniences.[7] The rooster would begin his song at
the breaking of dawn and continue until Colman would come out and speak to it. Colman would then call the
other monks to prayer by ringing the bells. But the monks wanted to pray during the night hours, too, and
couldn't count on the rooster to awaken them at midnight and 3:00 am. So Colman made a pet out of a mouse
that often kept him company in the night by giving it crumbs to eat. Eventually the mouse was tamed, and
Colman asked its help:

"So you are awake all night, are you? It isn't your time for sleep, is it? My friend, the cock, gives me great help,
waking me every morning. Couldn't you do the same for me at night, while the cock is asleep? If you do not find
me stirring at the usual time, couldn't you call me? Will you do that?"

It was a long time before Colman tested the understanding of the mouse. After a long day of preaching and
travelling on foot, Colman slept very soundly. When he did not awake at the usual hour in the middle of the
night for Lauds, the mouse pattered over to the bed, climbed on the pillow, and rubbed his tiny head against
Colman's ear. Not enough to awaken the exhausted monk. So the mouse tried again, but Colman shook him off
impatiently. Making one last effort, the mouse nibbled on the saint's ear and Colman immediately arose—
laughing. The mouse, looking very serious and important, just sat there on the pillow staring at the monk, while
Colman continued to laugh in disbelief that the mouse had indeed understood its job.

When he regained his composure, Colman praised the clever mouse for his faithfulness and fed him extra
treats. Then he entered God's presence in prayer. Thereafter, Colman always waited for the mouse to rub his
ear before arising, whether he was awake or not. The mouse never failed in his mission.

The monk had another strange pet: a fly. Each day, Colman would spend some time reading a large, awkward
parchment manuscript prayer book. Each day the fly would perch on the margin of the sheet. Eventually
Colman began to talk to the fly, thanked him for his company, and asked for his help:

"Do you think you could do something useful for me? You see yourself that everyone who lives in the monastery
is useful. Well, if I am called away, as I often am, while I am reading, don't you go too; stay here on the spot I
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mark with my finger, so that I'll know exactly where to start when I come back. Do you see what I mean?"

So, as with the mouse, it was a long time before Colman put the understanding of the fly to the test. He probably
provided the insect with treats as he did the mouse—perhaps a single drop of honey or crumb of cake. One day
Colman was called to attend a visitor. He pointed the spot on the manuscript where he had stopped and asked
the fly to stay there until he returned. The fly did as the saint requested, obediently remaining still for over an
hour. Colman was delighted. Thereafter, he often gave the faithful fly a little task that it was proud to do for him.
The other monks thought it was such a marvel that they wrote it down in the monastery records, which is how we
know about it.

But a fly's life is short. At the end of summer, Colman's little friend was dead. While still mourning the death of
the fly, the mouse died, too, as did the rooster. Colman's heart was so heavy at the loss of his last pet that he
wrote to his friend Saint Columba. Columba responded:

"You were too rich when you had them. That is why you are sad now. Trouble like that only comes where
there are riches. Be rich no more."

Colman then realised that one can be rich without any money (Curtayne-Linnane).

See also [edit]
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Colman mac Duagh

Saint Colman mac Duagh
Born 560

Corker, Kiltartan, County Galway,
Ireland

Died 632 (aged 71–72)

Venerated in Roman Catholicism and Eastern
Orthodoxy

Saint Colman's well, c.1880–1900

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Colman of Kilmacduagh)

Saint Colman mac Duagh (c. 560 – 29 October 632) was born at
Corker, Kiltartan, County Galway, Ireland, the son of the Irish
chieftain Duac (and thus, in Irish, mac Duach). He initially lived as
a recluse, living in prayer and prolonged fastings, first on Inismore,
then in a cave at the Burren in County Clare. With his relative,
King Guaire Aidne mac Colmáin (d. 663) of Connacht he founded
the monastery of Kilmacduagh, ("the church of the son of Duac"),
and governed it as abbot-bishop.

He has been confused with Saint Colman of Templeshanbo (d. 595) who was from Connacht and lived
somewhat earlier.
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Early life [edit]

St Colman was reportedly the son of Queen Rhinagh and her husband
the chieftain Duac, born in Kiltartan, now County Galway.

Priesthood [edit]

He was educated at Saint Enda's monastery in Inishmore/Árainn, the
largest of the Aran Islands[1] on Inishmore and lived there as a hermit.
He built a church, Teampuill Mor Mhic Duagh, and a small oratory,
Teampuill beg Mhic Duagh, near Kilmurvy. These form part of a group
known as the Seven Churches, although the designation does not
indicate the actual number of churches, many destroyed during the time
of Cromwell.[2]

Seeking greater solitude, around 590 he moved to the Burren, which was then covered in forest, accompanied
by a servant. The hermitage is located in the townland of Keelhilla, part of the parish of Carran, at the foot of a
cliff of Slieve Carran.[3] Today the site consists of a small stone oratory, a holy well, Colman's shallow cave, the
grave of his servant and a bullaun stone. These are now surrounded by hazel scrub. Since the oratory is made
from stone, it cannot have been built by Colman, as in his time the churches were all built from wood.[4]:58–9

King Guaire Aidne mac Colmáin had his principal place of residence at Kinvara, near the location of today's
Dunguaire Castle. Upon learning of the hermitage, he was so impressed with Colman's holiness that he asked
him to take episcopal charge of the territory of the Aidhne.[2] In 610, Colman founded a monastery, which
became the centre of the tribal Diocese of Aidhne, practically coextensive with the See of Kilmacduagh.[5] This
is now known as the monastery of Kilmacduagh.

Although reluctant to accept the title, Colman was ordained a bishop. His associates included Surney of
Drumacoo. He died 29 October 632.

Veneration [edit]

Although the "Martyrology of Donegal" assigns his feast to 2 February, yet the weight of evidence and the
tradition of the diocese point to 29 October.[5]
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Kilmacduagh

An annual pilgrimage to Colman's hermitage takes place on 21 October.[4]:59

Legends [edit]

While she carried the child in her womb Colman's mother heard a
prophecy that her son would be great man and surpass all others of his
lineage. The pregnant Rhinagh, fearing her husband would seek to
harm the child, fled. However, the king's men caught up to her and tried
to drown her in the Kiltartin river by tying a stone around her neck.
However, she was washed to shore.[6] The rock with the rope marks is
on display by the Kiltartin river.

Not long after she gave birth to Colman (c. 560), Rhinagh took her
newborn to a priest to baptise, but they realised there was no water.
Fearing to return home, the mother sheltered under an ash tree and prayed. A fountain bubbled up from the
earth and Colman was baptised. That fountain is now the miraculous well of Colman mac duagh. Rhinagh
entrusted her child to the care of monks.

According to the Menology of Aengus, after austere fasting throughout Lent, on Easter morning Colman
inquired as to whether his servant had found anything special for their Easter meal. The servant replied that he
only had a small fowl and the usual herbs. Perceiving that the servant's patience was near exhausted, Colman
prayed that the Lord provide an appropriate meal. At the same time, Colman's cousin King Guaire was sitting
down to a banquet. No sooner had the dishes been served than they were spirited away by unseen hands. The
king and his retinue followed only to find the banquet spread before Colman and his servant. An area of
limestone pavement nearby is called to this day Bohir na Maes or Bóthar na Mias, the "road of the
dishes".[2][4]:58

King Guaire bade him to build a monastery. Colman wanted God to show him where to build the monastery, and
so asked God to give him a sign; later while walking through Burren woods, his cincture fell off. He took this to
be God's sign and built the monastery on the place his cincture fell.[4]:58

It is said that Colman declared that no person nor animal in the diocese of Kilmacduagh would ever die of
lightning strike, something that appears true to this day.

As with many relics, Colman's abbatial crozier has been used through the centuries for the swearing of oaths.
Although it was in the custodianship of the O'Heynes of Kiltartan (descendants of King Guaire) and their
relatives, the O'Shaughnessys, it can now be seen in the National Museum in Dublin (Attwater, Benedictines,
Carty, D'Arcy, Farmer, MacLysaght, Montague, Stokes).

Other tales are recounted about Colman, who loved birds and animals.[7] He had a pet rooster who served as
an alarm clock at a time before there were such modern conveniences.[7] The rooster would begin his song at
the breaking of dawn and continue until Colman would come out and speak to it. Colman would then call the
other monks to prayer by ringing the bells. But the monks wanted to pray during the night hours, too, and
couldn't count on the rooster to awaken them at midnight and 3:00 am. So Colman made a pet out of a mouse
that often kept him company in the night by giving it crumbs to eat. Eventually the mouse was tamed, and
Colman asked its help:

"So you are awake all night, are you? It isn't your time for sleep, is it? My friend, the cock, gives me great help,
waking me every morning. Couldn't you do the same for me at night, while the cock is asleep? If you do not find
me stirring at the usual time, couldn't you call me? Will you do that?"

It was a long time before Colman tested the understanding of the mouse. After a long day of preaching and
travelling on foot, Colman slept very soundly. When he did not awake at the usual hour in the middle of the
night for Lauds, the mouse pattered over to the bed, climbed on the pillow, and rubbed his tiny head against
Colman's ear. Not enough to awaken the exhausted monk. So the mouse tried again, but Colman shook him off
impatiently. Making one last effort, the mouse nibbled on the saint's ear and Colman immediately arose—
laughing. The mouse, looking very serious and important, just sat there on the pillow staring at the monk, while
Colman continued to laugh in disbelief that the mouse had indeed understood its job.

When he regained his composure, Colman praised the clever mouse for his faithfulness and fed him extra
treats. Then he entered God's presence in prayer. Thereafter, Colman always waited for the mouse to rub his
ear before arising, whether he was awake or not. The mouse never failed in his mission.

The monk had another strange pet: a fly. Each day, Colman would spend some time reading a large, awkward
parchment manuscript prayer book. Each day the fly would perch on the margin of the sheet. Eventually
Colman began to talk to the fly, thanked him for his company, and asked for his help:
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"Do you think you could do something useful for me? You see yourself that everyone who lives in the monastery
is useful. Well, if I am called away, as I often am, while I am reading, don't you go too; stay here on the spot I
mark with my finger, so that I'll know exactly where to start when I come back. Do you see what I mean?"

So, as with the mouse, it was a long time before Colman put the understanding of the fly to the test. He probably
provided the insect with treats as he did the mouse—perhaps a single drop of honey or crumb of cake. One day
Colman was called to attend a visitor. He pointed the spot on the manuscript where he had stopped and asked
the fly to stay there until he returned. The fly did as the saint requested, obediently remaining still for over an
hour. Colman was delighted. Thereafter, he often gave the faithful fly a little task that it was proud to do for him.
The other monks thought it was such a marvel that they wrote it down in the monastery records, which is how we
know about it.

But a fly's life is short. At the end of summer, Colman's little friend was dead. While still mourning the death of
the fly, the mouse died, too, as did the rooster. Colman's heart was so heavy at the loss of his last pet that he
wrote to his friend Saint Columba. Columba responded:

"You were too rich when you had them. That is why you are sad now. Trouble like that only comes where
there are riches. Be rich no more."

Colman then realised that one can be rich without any money (Curtayne-Linnane).

See also [edit]

Early Christian Ireland
Saint Colman mac Duagh, patron saint archive
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Saint Colman of Templeshambo
Born 6th century

Died c. 595

Venerated in Roman Catholicism

Feast 27 October

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Colman of Templeshambo (also called Templeshanbo)
was a Catholic saint from Connacht, Ireland. He has been
confused with the patron of Kilmacduagh, but he lived somewhat
earlier, and the sphere of his ministry lay in the present County
Wexford.

Life [edit]

Colman was the son of Eochaidh Brec,[1] and Fearamhla.[2] He was a contemporary of Máedóc of Ferns (also
known as Áedan), who appointed him Abbot of Templeshambo, the mother church of Enniscorthy.[3] It was
anciently called "Shanbo-Colman" (Colman's old tent or booth) from St. Colman O'Ficra, the founder and
patron, who lived in the seventh century, and who was held in great veneration there during the long lapse of
years that the monastery continued to flourish after his death.[4]

St. Colman's Teals [edit]

Many legends are told of Saint Colman and of his holy well with its sacred ducks. In former days a large pond
supplied from the well, where for ages after St. Colman's death a number of ducks were kept, which were
believed to be under the saint's special protection, and on this account were regarded with affection and
treated with great tenderness. They were quite tame and took food from the hand, never flying away at the
approach of pilgrims, and never avoiding the gentle familiarities of the people.[4]

Nothing could harm them: and the legend tells in particular that it was impossible to cook them. As they were so
tame, persons fetching water from the pond on a dark night sometimes by an unlucky chance brought one of
them away in the vessel without knowing it, and threw the contents, bird and all, into a pot over a fire to be
boiled. Whenever this happened no matter how the people heaped on wood, or how long the fire was kept up,
the water still remained as cold as when it was taken from the pond; and in the end the little duck was found not
in the least harmed, swimming about unconcernedly on the top. It was of course brought back to the pond: and
after this the water in the pot got heated and boiled without further trouble.[4]

Gerald of Wales, in his Topography of Ireland, recorded some of these stories about the saint's sacred teals,
which could not be harmed: illustrations on the lower part of Gerald's relevant manuscript depict the teals taking
food from a human, a kite paralysed while attempting to take one of the teals as prey, and a fox choking on one
of the birds.[5] He is said to have laboured zealously at the foot of Mount Leinster in the Blackstairs Mountains,
his monastery being known as Temple Sean Bothe. He died c. 595 on October 27, which is his feast day, as
recorded in the "Martyrology of Donegal".
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Coloman of Stockerau

Saint Coloman of Stockerau

Sarcophagus of St. Coloman in the church of
Melk Abbey

Born 10th century
Ireland

Died October 18, 1012
Stockerau

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church

Major shrine Abbey of Melk

Feast October 13

Attributes pilgrim monk with a rope in his
hand; depicted being hanged on
a gibbet; tongs and rod; priest
with a book and maniple.

Patronage Austria; Melk; patron of hanged
men, horned cattle, and horses;
invoked against plague and for
husbands by marriageable girls;
invoked against hanging;
invoked against gout[1]

Sarcophagus of
Coloman. Melk Abbey,
Austria.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the other Irish saint and also martyr, see Saint Colman (martyr).

Saint Coloman of Stockerau (Irish: Colmán; Latin: Colomannus;
died 18 October 1012) was an Irish saint.

Originally known as Colmán (variously rendered Koloman, Kálmán,
Colman, and Colomannus), he was an Irish pilgrim en route to the
Holy Land and was mistaken for a spy because of his strange
appearance. He was tortured and hanged at Stockerau, near
Vienna, Austria, on 16 July 1012. Later tradition has it that he was
"a son of Máel-Sechnaill (d. 1022), high king of Ireland." (Breen,
2009)

At the time of his death, there were continual skirmishes among
Austria, Moravia, and Bohemia. Coloman spoke no German, so he
could not give an understandable account of himself. He was
hanged alongside several robbers.

According to Aidan Breen, "He was made a saint by the local
people, possibly out of remorse for the deed and because of his
endurance under torture and the many miracles reported from
where his body was buried." (Breen, 2009)

Contents [hide]
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2 See also
3 References
4 External links

Veneration [edit]

On 13 October 1014, his relics were
transferred to the Abbey of Melk by
Bishop Megingard at the request of
Marquis Saint Henry of Austria.
Decades later, they were taken to
Hungary. Coleman became the object
of a popular cult, and many churches
and chapels in Austria, the Electorate
of the Palatinate, Hungary, and
Bavaria were dedicated to him. He is
also venerated in Ireland.

A legend states that Coleman's body remained incorruptible for eighteen months,
remaining undisturbed by birds and beasts. The scaffolding itself is said to have

taken root and to have blossomed with green branches, one of which is preserved under the high altar of the
Franciscan church at Stockerau.

Géza I of Hungary named one of his sons, King Coleman of Hungary, in his honor. In the 13th century, the
younger brother of King Bela IV of Hungary was named Coloman of Galicia-Lodomeria in honor of the saint.

Eventually, the relics of Saint Coleman were taken back from the Cathedral of Székesfehérvár to Melk Abbey in
Austria, where they are still kept. Many Austrian rulers made modifications to the tomb of this saint, and the
actual reliquary was made in the Baroque style.

See also [edit]
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Colomba Gabriel

Blessed
Colomba Matylda Gabriel

O.S.B.

Religious
Born 3 May 1858

Ivano-Frankivsk, Galicia, Austrian
Empire

Died 24 September 1926 (aged 68)
Rome, Kingdom of Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 16 May 1993, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 24 September

Attributes Religious habit

Patronage Benedictine Sisters of Charity

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Colomba Matylda Gabriel (3 May 1858 - 24 September 1926) -
in religious Janina - was a Ukrainian Roman Catholic professed
religious and the founder of the Benedictine Sisters of Charity.[1]

Gabriel studied under the Order of Saint Benedict in Lviv and later
became a Benedictine herself while dedicating herself to teaching
at her old school before she was forced to relocate to Rome in
1900 where she founded her order and joined a Benedictine
branch there.[2]

Gabriel's beatification process opened in 1983 and she was titled
as Venerable in 1990. Her beatification was celebrated in mid-
1993.
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Life [edit]

Colomba Matylda Gabriel was born in 1858 to nobles.

In 1869 she started her education in Lviv under the Order of Saint
Benedict at a school attached to their convent and she earned a
diploma in teaching; she remained at her old school as a
teacher.[1] In 1882 she entered the Benedictines and assumed the
religious name of "Janina". Her novitiate started on 30 August
1874 and she later made her solemn profession on 6 August
1882; she was appointed as prioress in 1889 and made novice
mistress in 1894. She was later appointed as abbess of her house
in 1897. Her spiritual director was the Dominican Hyacinthe-Marie
Cormier.[2]

In 1900 she was forced to relocate to Rome and received permission on 3 June 1902 to enter the Benedictine
branch at Subiaco. She arrived in Rome in 1900 and then went to Subiaco in 1902 to enter the branch before
returning to Rome in 1903 for her apostolate.[2] Father Vincenzo Ceresi (1869-1958) suggested she found an
order and she founded the Benedictine Sisters of Charity with the opening of its first house on 25 April 1908; it
received diocesan approval on 5 March 1926 from the Cardinal Vicar of Rome Basilio Pompili.[1] Pope Pius X
and Pope Benedict XV held her order in esteem as did the Italian queen Elena of Montenegro.

Gabriel died in 1926; her order - in 2005 - had 121 religious in 18 houses in places like Romania and
Madagascar.

Beatification [edit]

The beatification process opened in Rome on 16 June 1983 after the Congregation for the Causes of Saints
issued the official "nihil obstat" and titled her as a Servant of God; the diocesan process was then held and then
the C.C.S. validated it on 20 June 1986. The C.C.S. later received the Positio in 1988 for their assessment.
Theologians approved it on 28 November 1989 as did the C.C.S. on 8 May 1990 which allowed for Pope John
Paul II to confirm her heroic virtue and title her as Venerable on 10 July 1990.

The miracle for beatification was investigated and then validated on 12 July 1990; a medical board approved it
not long after on 2 June 1992. Theologians also assented to the miracle on 9 October 1992 as did the C.C.S.
on 1 December 1992; John Paul II approved this miracle on 21 December 1992 and beatified Gabriel on 16 May
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Ruins of Colossae

Acropolis of Colossae
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Colossae (/kəˈlɒsi/; Greek: Κολοσσαί) was an ancient city
of Phrygia in Asia Minor, and one of the most celebrated
cities of southern Anatolia (modern Turkey). The Epistle to
the Colossians, an early Christian text which identifies its
author as Paul the Apostle, is addressed to the church in
Colossae. A significant city from the 5th century BC
onwards, it had dwindled in importance by the time of Paul,
but was notable for the existence of its local angel cult. It
was part of the Roman – and then Byzantine – province of
Phrygia Pacatiana, before being destroyed in 1192/3 and
its population relocating to nearby Chonae (Chonai,
modern day Honaz).
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Location and geography [edit]

Colossae was located in Phrygia, in Asia Minor.[1] It was located 15 km southeast of Laodicea on the road
through the Lycus Valley near the Lycus River at the foot of Mt. Cadmus, the highest mountain in Turkey's
western Aegean Region, and between the cities Sardeis and Celaenae, and southeast of the ancient city of
Hierapolis.[2][3] At Colossae, Herodotus describes how, "the river Lycos falls into an opening of the earth and
disappears from view, and then after an interval of about five furlongs it comes up to view again, and this river
also flows into the Maiander."[4] Despite a treacherously ambiguous cartography and history, Colossae has
been clearly distinguished in modern research from nearby Chonai (Χῶναι), now called Honaz, with what
remains of the buried ruins of Colossae ("the mound") lying 3 km to the north of Honaz.[5][6][7]

Origin and etymology of place name [edit]

The medieval poet Manuel Philes, incorrectly, imagined that the name "Colossae" was connected to the
Colossus of Rhodes.[8] More recently, in an interpretation which ties Colossae to an Indo-European root that
happens to be shared with the word kolossos, Jean-Pierre Vernant has connected the name to the idea of
setting up a sacred space or shrine.[9] Another proposal relates the name to the Greek kolazo, "to punish".[8]
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Others believe the name derives from the manufacture of its famous dyed wool, or colossinus.[10]

History [edit]

Before the Pauline period [edit]

This section needs expansion with: a cohesive account of the history of
the municipality and its peoples and cultures, as appear in many texts on
the subject. You can help by adding to it. (February 2016)

The first mention of the city may be in a 17th-century BC Hittite inscription, which speaks of a city called
Huwalušija, which some archeologists believe refer to early Colossae. The Fifth Century geographer Herodotus
first mentions Colossae by name and as a "great city in Phrygia", which accommodates the Persian King Xerxes
I while en route to wage war against the Greeks - showing the city had already reached a certain level of wealth
and size by this time.[11] Writing in the 5th century BC, Xenophon refers to Colossae as "a populous city,
wealthy and of considerable magnitude".[12] It was famous for its wool trade. Strabo notes that the city drew
great revenue from the flocks, and that the wool of Colossae gave its name to colour colossinus.[13]

In 396 BC, Colossae was the site of the execution of the rebellious Persian satrap Tissaphernes who was lured
there and slain by an agent of the party of Cyrus the Younger.[14]

Pauline period [edit]

Although during the Hellenistic period, the town was of some mercantile importance, by the 1st century it had
dwindled greatly in size and significance.[15] Paul's letter to the Colossians point to the existence of an early
Christian community. The town was known for its fusion of religious influences (syncretism), which included
Jewish, Gnostic, and pagan influences that in the first century AD were described as an angel-cult.[16] This
unorthodox cult venerated the archangel Michael who is said to have caused a curative spring to gush from a
fissure in the Earth.[3]

The canonical biblical text Epistle to the Colossians is addressed to the Christian community in Colossae. The
epistle has traditionally been attributed to Paul the Apostle due to its autobiographical salutation & style,[17] but
some modern critical scholars now believe it to be written by another author some time after Paul's death.[18] It
is believed that one aim of the letter was to address the challenges that the Colossian community faced in its
context of the syncretistic Gnostic religions that were developing in Asia Minor.[16]

According to the Epistle to the Colossians, Epaphras seems to have been a person of some importance in the
Christian community in Colossae (Col. 1:7 ; 4:12 ), and tradition presents him as its first bishop.[19] The
epistle also seems to imply that Paul had never visited the city, because it only speaks of him having "heard" of
the Colossians' faith (Col. 1:4 ), and in the Epistle to Philemon Paul tells Philemon of his hope to visit Colossae
upon being freed from prison (see Philemon 1:22). Tradition also gives Philemon as the second bishop of the
see.

The city was decimated by an earthquake in the 60s AD, and was rebuilt independent of the support of
Rome.[20]

The Apostolic Constitutions list Philemon as a Bishop of Colossae.[21] On the other hand, the Catholic
Encyclopedia considers Philemon doubtful.[22]

The first historically documented bishop is Epiphanius,[when?] who was not personally at the Council of
Chalcedon, but whose metropolitan bishop Nunechius of Laodicea, the capital of the Roman province of
Phrygia Pacatiana signed the acts on his behalf.[citation needed]

Byzantine period and decline [edit]

This section needs expansion with: with SOURCED material relevant to
its destruction by the Saracens and the Turks. You can help by adding to it.
(February 2016)

The city's fame and renowned status continued into the Byzantine period, and in 858, it was distinguished as a
Metropolitan See. The Byzantines also built the church of St. Michael in the vicinity of Colossae, one of the
largest church buildings in the Middle East. Nevertheless, sources suggest that the town may have decreased
in size or may even been completely abandoned due to Arab invasions in the seventh and eighth centuries,
forcing the population to flee to resettle in the nearby city of Chonai (modern day Honaz).[10]

Colossae's famous church was destroyed in 1192/3 during the Byzantine civil wars. It was a suffragan diocese
of Laodicea in Phyrigia Pacatiane but was replaced in the Byzantine period by the Chonae settlement on higher
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ground[3]

Modern study and archeology [edit]

This section needs expansion with: with SOURCED material relevant to
the history of its mapping and historical and literary discussion (see further
reading), and on plans for its excavation. You can help by adding to it. (February
2016)

As of 2019, Colossae has never been excavated, as most archeological attention has been focused on nearby
Laodicea and Hierapolis,[23] though plans are reported for an Australian-led expedition to the site. The present
site exhibits a biconical acropolis almost 100 feet high, and encompasses an area of almost 22 acres. On the
eastern slope there sits a theater which probably seated around 5,000 people, suggesting a total population of
25,000 - 30,000 people. The theater was probably built during the Roman period, and may be near an agora
that abuts the Cardo Maximus, or the city's main north-south road. Ceramic finds around the theater confirm the
city's early occupation in the third and second millennia BC. Northeast of the tell, and most likely outside the city
walls, a necropolis displays Hellenistic tombs with two main styles of burial: one with an antecedent room
connected to an inner chamber, and tumuli, or underground chambers accessed by stairs leading to the
entrance. Outside the tell there are also remains of sections of columns that may have marked a processional
way or the cardo. Today, the remains of one column marks the location where locals believe a church once
stood, possibly that of St. Michael.[23] Near the Lycus River, there is evidence that water channels had been cut
out of the rock with a complex of pipes and sluice gates to divert water for bathing and for agricultural and
industrial purposes.[24]

Modern legacy [edit]

The holiness and healing properties associated with the waters of Colossae during the Byzantine Era continue
to this day, particularly at a pool fed by the Lycus River at the Göz picnic grounds west of Colossae at the foot
of Mt. Cadmus. Locals consider the water to be therapeutic.[25]

See also [edit]

List of ancient Greek cities
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Ancient settlements in Turkey

Aegean

Achaion Limen · Acharaca · Acmonia · Adramyttium · Agatheira · Aegae · Airai · Aizanoi · Alabanda ·
Alinda · Allianoi · Almura · Amnista · Amorium · Amos · Amynanda · Amyzon · Anaua · Anineta · Annaea ·
Antandrus · Antioch on the Maeander · Apamea in Phrygia · Aphrodisias · Apollonia in Mysia ·
Apollonia Salbaces · Apollonis · Apollonos Hieron · Appia · Appolena · Aragokome · Araukome · Arilla ·
Aroma · Aspaneus · Astragon · Astyra near Adramyttium · Astyra near Pergamon · Astyria · Atarneus ·
Atarneus sub Pitanem · Attea · Attuda · Aulae · Aurelia Neapolis · Aureliopolis in Lydia · Aurokra · Bageis
· Bargasa · Bargasa in northern Caria · Bargylia · Beudos · Beycesultan · Birgena · Blaundus · Bonitai ·
Boukolion · Boutheia · Briula · Bruzus · Bybassus · Cadi · Callipolis · Caloe · Canae · Carene ·
Carmylessus · Carura · Caryanda · Castabus · Casystes · Cedreae · Celaenae · Ceramus · Chalcetor ·
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Columb the Smith was an Irish saint of the early middle ages and possibly of the same time period as St
Columba. He was commemorated on June 7.

Little is concretely known about his identity. It is possible that he is the same person as Columb Cóilrigin
mentioned in Adomnan of Iona's biography of St Columba. In Adomnan's account, Columb is a blacksmith who
lives in Mide in Ireland (modern-day county Westmeath). He lived his life doing works of charity and all that he
gained through his work, he used to help the poor. On the day that he died, Columba, in Iona, saw his death
and told others that for his charity in life, his soul was then being carried up to heaven by the angels.[1]
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1. ^ Adomnan of Iona. Life of St Columba, III,9. Penguin UK, 1995 ISBN 9780141907413
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Columba

Saint Columba

Saint Columba, Apostle to the Picts

Apostle of the Picts
Born 7 December 521

Gartan, Donegal, Ireland

Died 9 June 597 (aged 75)
Iona, Scotland

Venerated in Catholic Church
Orthodox Church
Anglican Communion
Presbyterian Church

Major shrine Iona, Scotland

Feast 9 June

Attributes Monk's robes, Celtic tonsure and
crosier.

Patronage Derry, floods, bookbinders,
poets, Ireland, and Scotland.
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Not to be confused with Columbanus, the Irish missionary monk who founded monasteries in France and
Italy.
For other uses, see Columba (disambiguation) and Saint Columba (disambiguation).

Columba (Irish: Colm Cille, 'church dove';[a][1][2] Scots Gaelic:
Calum Cille, Scots: Columbkille;[3] 7 December 521 – 9 June 597)
was an Irish abbot and missionary evangelist credited with
spreading Christianity in what is today Scotland at the start of the
Hiberno-Scottish mission. He founded the important abbey on
Iona, which became a dominant religious and political institution in
the region for centuries. He is the patron saint of Derry. He was
highly regarded by both the Gaels of Dál Riata and the Picts, and
is remembered today as a Catholic saint and one of the Twelve
Apostles of Ireland.[4] In Ireland, he is commonly known as
Colmcille.

Columba studied under some of Ireland's most prominent church
figures and founded several monasteries in the country. Around
563 he and his twelve companions crossed to Dunaverty near
Southend, Argyll, in Kintyre before settling in Iona in Scotland,
then part of the Ulster kingdom of Dál Riata, where they founded a
new abbey as a base for spreading Celtic Christianity among the
northern Pictish kingdoms[5][6] who were pagan. He remained
active in Irish politics, though he spent most of the remainder of his
life in Scotland. Three surviving early medieval Latin hymns may
be attributed to him.[7]
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The remains of St. Columba's
Church, Gartan, County Donegal.

Early life in Ireland [edit]

Columba was born to Fedlimid and Eithne of the Cenel Conaill in Gartan, a district beside Lough Gartan, in Tír
Chonaill (mainly modern County Donegal) in the north of Ireland. On his father's side, he is claimed as being
great-great-grandson of Niall of the Nine Hostages, a pseudo-historical Irish high king of the 5th century. He
was baptised in Temple-Douglas, in the County Donegal parish of Conwal (midway between Gartan and
Letterkenny), by his teacher and foster-uncle Cruithnechán.[8][9][10] It is not known for sure if his name at birth
was Colmcille or if he adopted this name later in life; Adomnán (Eunan) of Iona thought it was his birth name but
other Irish sources have claimed his name at birth was Crimthann (meaning 'fox').[11] In the Irish language his
name means 'dove', which is the same name as the Prophet Jonah (Jonah in Hebrew is also 'dove'), which
Adomnán of Iona as well as other early Irish writers were aware of, although it is not clear if he was deliberately
named after Jonah or not.[citation needed]

When sufficiently advanced in letters he entered the monastic school of
Movilla, at Newtownards, under Finnian of Movilla who had studied at
Ninian's "Magnum Monasterium" on the shores of Galloway. He was
about twenty, and a deacon when, having completed his training at
Movilla, he travelled southwards into Leinster, where he became a pupil
of an aged bard named Gemman. On leaving him, Columba entered the
monastery of Clonard, governed at that time by Finnian, noted for
sanctity and learning. Here he imbibed the traditions of the Welsh
Church, for Finnian had been trained in the schools of Saint David.[12]

In early Christian Ireland the druidic tradition collapsed due to the
spread of the new Christian faith. The study of Latin learning and
Christian theology in monasteries flourished. Columba became a pupil
at the monastic school at Clonard Abbey, situated on the River Boyne in
modern County Meath. During the sixth century, some of the most

significant names in the history of Celtic Christianity studied at the Clonard monastery. The average number of
scholars under instruction at Clonard was said to be 300.[4] Columba was one of twelve students of St Finnian
who became known as the Twelve Apostles of Ireland. He became a monk and eventually was ordained a
priest.[citation needed]

Another preceptor of Columba was St Mobhi, whose monastery at Glasnevin was frequented by such famous
men as St Canice, St. Comgall, and St Ciarán. A pestilence which devastated Ireland in 544 caused the
dispersion of Mobhi's disciples, and Columba returned to Ulster, the land of his kindred. He was a striking figure
of great stature and powerful build, with a loud, melodious voice which could be heard from one hilltop to
another.[13] The following years were marked by the foundation of several important monasteries: Derry, at the
southern edge of Inishowen; Durrow, County Offaly; Kells, County Meath; and Swords.[14] While at Derry it is
said that he planned a pilgrimage to Rome and Jerusalem, but did not proceed farther than Tours. Thence he
brought a copy of those gospels that had lain on the bosom of St. Martin for the space of 100 years. This relic
was deposited in Derry.[12]

Some traditions assert that sometime around 560 Columba became involved in a quarrel with Finnian of Moville
of Movilla Abbey over a psalter. Columba copied the manuscript at the scriptorium under Finnian, intending to
keep the copy. Finnian disputed his right to keep it. There is a suggestion that this conflict resulted in the Battle
of Cúl Dreimhne in Cairbre Drom Cliabh (now in County Sligo) in 561, during which many men were killed.
Richard Sharpe, translator of Adomnán's Life of St. Columba (referenced in the bibliography below) makes a
stern caution at this point against accepting the many references that link the battle and Columba's leaving of
Ireland, even though there is evidence in the annals that Columba supported his own king against the high king.
Political conflicts that had existed for some time resulted in the clan Neill's battle against King Diarmait at
Cooldrevny in 561. An issue, for example, was the king's violation of the right of sanctuary belonging to
Columba's person as a monk on the occasion of the murder of Prince Curnan, the Columba's kinsman.[12]

Prince Curnan of Connacht, who had fatally injured a rival in a hurling match and had taken refuge with
Columba, was dragged from his protector's arms and slain by Diarmaid's men, in defiance of the rights of
sanctuary.[13]

A synod of clerics and scholars threatened to excommunicate him for these deaths, but Brendan of Birr spoke
on his behalf. Eventually the process was deemed a miscarriage of justice. Columba's own conscience was
uneasy, and on the advice of an aged hermit, Molaise, he resolved to expiate his sense of offence by departing
Ireland. The term "exile" is used in some references. This, too, can be disputed, for the term "pilgrimage" is
used more frequently in the literature about him. A marker at Stroove Beach on the Inishowen Peninsula
commemorates the place where St. Columba set sail for Scotland. He left Ireland, but through the following
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years he would return several times in relationships with the communities he had founded there. Columba's
copy of the psalter has been traditionally associated with the Cathach of St. Columba. In 574/5 during his return
for the Synod of Drum Ceat he founded the monastery of Drumcliff in Cairbre, now County Sligo, near the
battlefield.[citation needed]

Scotland [edit]

In 563, he travelled to Scotland with twelve companions (said to include Odran of Iona) in a wicker currach
covered with leather. According to legend he first landed on the Kintyre Peninsula, near Southend. However,
being still in sight of his native land, he moved farther north up the west coast of Scotland. The island of Iona
was made over to him by his kinsman Conall mac Comgaill King of Dál Riata, who perhaps had invited him to
come to Scotland in the first place.[13] However, there is a sense in which he was not leaving his native people,
as the Ulster Gaels had been colonising the west coast of Scotland for the previous couple of centuries.[15]

Aside from the services he provided guiding the only centre of literacy in the region, his reputation as a holy
man led to his role as a diplomat among the tribes.[16] There are also many stories of miracles which he
performed during his work to convert the Picts, the most famous being his encounter with an unidentified animal
that some have equated with the Loch Ness Monster in 565. It is said that he banished a ferocious "water beast"
to the depths of the River Ness after it had killed a Pict and then tried to attack Columba's disciple named
Lugne (see Vita Columbae Book 2 below). He visited the pagan King Bridei, King of Fortriu, at his base in
Inverness, winning Bridei's respect, although not his conversion. He subsequently played a major role in the
politics of the country. He was also very energetic in his work as a missionary, and, in addition to founding
several churches in the Hebrides, he worked to turn his monastery at Iona into a school for missionaries. He
was a renowned man of letters, having written several hymns and being credited with having transcribed 300
books. One of the few, if not the only, times he left Scotland was towards the end of his life, when he returned to
Ireland to found the monastery at Durrow.[citation needed]

Columba died on Iona and was buried in 597 by his monks in the abbey he created. In 794 the Vikings
descended on Iona. Columba's relics were finally removed in 849 and divided between Scotland and Ireland.[17]

The parts of the relics which went to Ireland are reputed to be buried in Downpatrick, County Down, with Saint
Patrick and Brigid of Kildare or at Saul Church neighbouring Downpatrick. (Names of Iona), Inchcolm and Eilean
Chaluim Chille.[citation needed]

Legacy [edit]

Ireland [edit]

Colmcille is one of the three patron saints of Ireland, after Patrick and Brigid of Kildare.[18]

Colmcille is the patron-saint of the city of Derry, where he founded a monastic settlement in c. 540.[18] The
name of the city in Irish is Doire Colmcille and is derived from the native oak trees in the area and the city's
association with Colmcille. The Catholic Church of Saint Colmcille's Long Tower, and the Church of Ireland St
Augustine's Church both claim to stand at the spot of this original settlement. The Church of Ireland Cathedral,
St Columb's Cathedral, and the largest park in the city, St. Columb's Park, are named in his honour.

St. Columba's Primary School in Drumcondra is a girl's school named after the saint.[citation needed]

St. Colmcille's Primary School[19] and St. Colmcille's Community School[20] are two schools in Knocklyon, Dublin,
named after him, with the former having an annual day dedicated to the saint on 9 June.[21]

The town of Swords, Dublin was reputedly founded by Colmcille in 560 AD.[14] St Colmcille's Boys’ National
School and St. Colmcille's Girls’ National School, both located in the town of Swords, are also named after the
Saint as is one of the local gaelic teams, Naomh Colmcille.[22]

The Columba Press, a religious and spiritual book company based in Dublin, is named after
Colmcille.[citation needed]

Aer Lingus, Ireland's national flag carrier has named one of its Airbus A330 aircraft in commemoration of the
saint (reg: EI-DUO).[18]

Scotland [edit]

Columba is credited as being a leading figure in the revitalisation of monasticism. The Clan Malcolm/Clan
McCallum claims its name from Columba and was reputedly founded by the descendants of his original
followers.[18] It is also said that Clan Robertson Clan Donnachaidh / Duncan are heirs of Columba. Clan
MacKinnon may also have some claim to being spiritual descendants of St Columba as after he founded his
monastery on Isle Iona, the MacKinnons were the abbots of the Church for centuries. This would also account
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Saint Columba. Stained

for the fact that Clan MacKinnon is amongst the ancient clans of Scotland.[23][page needed]

The cathedral of the Catholic Diocese of Argyll and the Isles is placed under the patronage of Saint
Columba,[24] as are numerous Catholic schools and parishes throughout the nation. The Scottish Episcopal
Church, the Church of Scotland, and the Evangelical Lutheran Church of England also have parishes dedicated
to him.[citation needed] The village of Kilmacolm in Renfrewshire is also derived from Colmcille's name.[25]

St Columba's Hospice, a prominent hospice in Edinburgh, is named after the saint.[26]

Poetry [edit]

Columba currently has two poems attributed to him: "Adiutor Laborantium" and "Altus Prosator".[27] Both poems
are examples of Abecedarian hymns in Latin written while Columba was at the Iona Abbey.

The shorter of the two poems, "Adiutor Laborantium" consists of twenty-seven lines of eight syllables each, with
each line following the format of an Abecedarian hymn using the Classical Latin alphabet save for lines 10-11
and 25–27. The content of the poem addresses God as a helper, ruler, guard, defender and lifter for those who
are good and an enemy of sinners whom he will punish.[28]

"Altus Prosator" consists of twenty-three stanzas sixteen syllables long, with the first containing seven lines and
six lines in each subsequent stanza. It uses the same format and alphabet as "Adiutor Laborantium" except with
each stanza starting with a different letter rather than each line. The poem tells a story over three parts split into
the beginning of time, history of Creation, and the Apocalypse or end of time.[29]

Other [edit]

As of 2011, Canadians who are of Scottish ancestry are the third largest ethnic group in the country and thus
Columba's name is to be found attached to Catholic, Anglican and Presbyterian parishes. This is particularly the
case in eastern Canada, apart from French-speaking Quebec.[citation needed]

Throughout the US there are numerous parishes within the Catholic and Episcopalian denominations dedicated
to Columba.[citation needed] Within the Protestant tradition the Presbyterian Church (which has its roots in Scottish
Presbyterianism) also has parishes named in honour of Columba.[citation needed] There is even an Orthodox
Church monastery dedicated to the saint in the Massachusetts town of Southbridge.[30] Columba is the patron
saint of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Youngstown, Ohio. The Cathedral there is named for him.[31]

Iona College, a small Catholic liberal arts college in New Rochelle, New York, is named after the island on which
Columba established his first monastery in Scotland,[32] as is Iona College in Windsor, Ontario,[citation needed]

Iona Presentation College, Perth,[33] and Iona College Geelong in Charlemont, Victoria.[34]

There are at least four pipe bands named for him; one each from Tullamore, Ireland,[35] from Derry, Northern
Ireland,[36] from Kearny, New Jersey,[37] and from Cape Cod, Massachusetts.[38]

St. Columba's School one of the most prominent English-Medium schools in India run by the Irish Christian
Brothers is also named after the saint.[39]

The Munich GAA is named München Colmcilles.[40]

Saint Columba's Feast Day, 9 June, has been designated as International Celtic Art Day. The Book of Kells and
the Book of Durrow, great medieval masterpieces of Celtic art, are associated with Columba.[41]

Benjamin Britten composed A Hymn of St Columba for choir and organ in 1962, setting a poem by the saint, on
the occasion of the 1,400th anniversary of his voyage to Iona.[42]

Vita Columbae [edit]

The main source of information about Columba's life is the Vita Columbae, a
hagiography written in the style of "saint's lives" narratives that had become
widespread throughout medieval Europe. Compiled and drafted by scribes and
clergymen, these accounts were written in Latin and served as written
collections of the deeds and miracles attributed to the saint, both during his or
her life or after death.[43] The canonization of a saint, especially one who had
lived on the fringes of the medieval Christian world like Columba, required a
well-written hagiography to be submitted to Rome, but popular belief and local
cults of sainthood often led to the veneration of these men and women without
official approval from the Church.[citation needed]

Writing a century after the death of Columba, the author Adomnán (also known
as Eunan), served as the ninth Abbot of Iona until his death in 704.[44] James
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glass window in Iona AbbeyEarle Fraser asserts that Adomnán drew extensively from an existing body of
accounts regarding the life of Columba, including a Latin collection entitled "De
uirtutibus sancti Columbae", composed c. 640 A.D. This earlier work is attributed to Cummene Find, who
became the abbot of Iona and served as the leader of the monastic island community from 656 until his death in
668 A.D. or 669 A.D.[45]

While the Vita Columbae often conflicts with contemporaneous accounts of various battles, figures, and dates, it
remains the most important surviving work from early medieval Scotland and provides a wealth of knowledge
regarding the Picts and other ethnic and political groups from this time period. The Vita also offers a valuable
insight into the monastic practices of Iona and the daily life of the early medieval Gaelic monks.[citation needed]

The surviving manuscripts include:

A Generalia 1, Stadtbibliothek Schaffhausen, Switzerland; vellum, probably written before 713
B1 British Library Add MS 35110 (B1), folios 96v-143r, probably written before 1165.
B2 British Library Cotton MS Tiberius D III (B2), folios 192r-217r, written end of 12th to early 13th century.
Due to fire damage in 1731, there are missing illegible portions on every page, and six folios [Book I, ch. 2
(diebus) to 22 (genibus) and 36 (viro) to 49 (omnia quae)] are missing completely.[43]

B3 British Library Royal MS 8 D IX (B3), folios 1r-70r, written in the fifteenth or early sixteenth century. The
first 8 folios, [to I, 3 (haec puro pectore)] are missing.[46]

Instead of relying on chronological order, Adomnán categorises the events recorded in the Vita Columbae into
three different books: Columba's Prophecies, Columba's Miracles, and Columba's Apparitions.[46]

Book one (Of his Prophetic Revelations) [edit]

In the first book, the author Adomnán lists Columba's prophetic revelations, which come as a result of the his
ability to view the present and the future simultaneously. Most of the short chapters begin with Columba
informing his fellow monks that a person will soon arrive on the island or an event will imminently occur.

In one notable instance, Columba appears in a dream to King Oswald of Northumbria, and announces the king's
incoming victory against the King Catlon (Cadwallon of Wales) in the Battle of Heavenfield. The people of Britain
promise to convert to Christianity and receive baptism after the conclusion of the war. This victory signals the
re-Christianizing of pagan England, and establishes King Oswald as ruler of the entirety of Britain.

Columba's other prophecies include when he sends a man named Batain off to perform his penance, but then
Columba turns to his friends and says Batain will instead return to Scotia and be killed by his enemies. Several
of Saint Columba's prophecies reflect the scribal culture in which he was immersed, such his miraculous
knowledge of the missing letter "I” from Baithene's psalter or when he prophecies that an eager man will knock
over his inkhorn and spill its contents.[47]

Book two (Of his Miraculous Powers) [edit]

In the second book, Columba performs various miracles such as healing people with diseases, expelling
malignant spirits, subduing wild beasts, calming storms, and even returning the dead to life. He also performs
agricultural miracles that would hold a special significance to the common people of Ireland and the Britain such
as when he casts a demon out of a pail and restores the spilt milk to its container.

The Vita contains a story that has been interpreted as the first reference to the Loch Ness Monster. According
to Adomnán, Columba came across a group of Picts burying a man who had been killed by the monster.
Columba saves a swimmer from the monster with the sign of the Cross and the imprecation, "Thou shalt go no
further, nor touch the man; go back with all speed." The beast flees, terrified, to the amazement of the
assembled Picts who glorified Columba's God. Whether or not this incident is true, Adomnan's text specifically
states that the monster was swimming in the River Ness – the river flowing from the loch – rather than in Loch
Ness itself.[48]

Book three (The Apparitions of Angels) [edit]

In book three, Adomnán describes different apparitions of the Saint, both that Columba receives and those that
are seen by others regarding him. He mentions that, "For indeed after the lapse of many years, ... St. Columba
was excommunicated by a certain synod for some pardonable and very trifling reasons, and indeed unjustly"
(P.79- 80).

In one of the accounts, Columba, in this period of excommunication, goes to a meeting held against him in
Teilte. Brendán, despite of all the negative reactions among the seniors toward Columba, kisses him reverently
and assures that Columba is the man of God and that he sees Holy Angels accompanying Columba on his
journey through the plain.[49]
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In the last Chapter, Columba foresees his own death when speaking to his attendant:

This day in the Holy Scriptures is called the Sabbath, which means rest. And this day is indeed a
Sabbath to me, for it is the last day of my present laborious life, and on it I rest after the fatigues of
my labours; and this night at midnight, which commenceth the solemn Lord's Day, I shall, according
to the sayings of Scripture, go the way of our fathers. For already my Lord Jesus Christ deigneth to
invite me; and to Him, I say, in the middle of this night shall I depart, at His invitation. For so it hath
been revealed to me by the Lord himself.

And when the bell strikes midnight, Columba goes to the church and kneels beside the altar. His attendant
witnesses heavenly light in the direction of Columba, and angels join him in his passage to the Lord:

And having given them his holy benediction in this way, he immediately breathed his last. After his
soul had left the tabernacle of the body, his face still continued ruddy, and brightened in a
wonderful way by his vision of the angels, and that to such a degree that he had the appearance,
not so much of one dead, as of one alive and sleeping.[50]

Other early sources of Columba's life [edit]

Both the Vita Columbae and the Bede (672/673-735) record Columba's visit to Bridei. Whereas Adomnán just
tells us that Columba visited Bridei, Bede relates a later, perhaps Pictish tradition, whereby Columba actually
converts the Pictish king. Another early source is a poem in praise of Columba, most probably commissioned by
Columba's kinsman, the King of the Uí Néill clan. It was almost certainly written within three or four years of
Columba's death and is the earliest vernacular poem in European history. It consists of 25 stanzas of four
verses of seven syllables each, called the Amra Coluim Chille.[citation needed]

Through the reputation of its venerable founder and its position as a major European centre of learning,
Columba's Iona became a place of pilgrimage. Columba is historically revered as a warrior saint, and was often
invoked for victory in battle. His relics were finally removed in 849 and divided between Alba and Ireland. Relics
of Columba were carried before Scottish armies in the reliquary made at Iona in the mid-8th century, called the
Brecbennoch. Legend has it that the Brecbennoch was carried to the Battle of Bannockburn (24 June 1314) by
the vastly outnumbered Scots army and the intercession of Columba helped them to victory. Since the 19th
century the "Brecbennoch of St. Columba" has been identified with the Monymusk Reliquary, although this is
now doubted by scholars.[51]

In the Antiphoner of Inchcolm Abbey, the "Iona of the East" (situated on an island in the Firth of Forth), a 14th-
century prayer begins O Columba spes Scotorum... "O Columbus, hope of the Scots".[52]

See also [edit]

Catholic Church in Ireland
Catholic Church in Scotland
Celtic Christianity
Columba College
Early Christian Ireland
List of people on stamps of Ireland
List of saints
Old High St Stephen's, Inverness
St Columb's College
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Columba Marmion

Blessed Columba Marmion, OSB
Born 1 April 1858

Dublin, Ireland

Died 30 January 1923
Maredsous Abbey, Belgium

Venerated in Belgium (Maredsous)

Beatified 3 September 2000 by Pope John
Paul II

Feast 3 October

Young Marmion

1881

Maredsous Abbey

The young monk (1888)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Columba Marmion, OSB, born Joseph Aloysius Marmion (April 1, 1858 – January 30, 1923) was a Roman Catholic Benedictine Irish monk and the
third Abbot of Maredsous Abbey in Belgium. Beatified by Pope John Paul II on September 3, 2000, Columba was one of the most popular[1] and
influential[2] Catholic authors of the 20th Century. His books are considered spiritual classics.[3]
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Early Years (1858–1886) [edit]

Columba was born in Queen Street, Dublin, Ireland on April 1, 1858, into a large and very religious family; three of his sisters became nuns. His father, William Marmion
was from Clane, Co. Kildare. His mother, Herminie Cordier was French, prompting his biographer, Dom Raymond Thibaut to remark: "He owes to his Celtic origin his
penetrating intelligence, his lively imagination, his sensibility, his exuberance and his youthful spirit. The French blood which ran in his veins contributes to his clearness
of mind, his habit of clear perception, his ease of exposition, and his uprightness of character. From the combination of the two he derives his constant gaiety and his
generosity of heart with all the strength, devotion, and fine feeling which this noble quality implies."[4] He was baptised with the name "Joseph Aloysius". From a very early
age he was seemingly "consumed with some kind of inner fire or enthusiasm for the things of God."[5] He was educated at the Jesuit Belvedere College in Dublin.

He entered the seminary at the age of 16.[6] At the time he entered the seminary, his "faith[7] was very strong";[8] he perceived "something more than simple theoretical
theses"[8] in Catholic doctrine, in particular "that a man's love for God is measured by his love for his neighbor."[9]

One day during a vacation [at about the age of 17] he learnt that a poor old woman, well known to his family, was threatened with being summoned before the
magistrates by an exacting creditor who claimed the payment of a somewhat large debt. The young seminarian possessed an equivalent amount saved up little by
little for a trip he had promised himself. A struggle went on in his heart between his generosity and the legitimate desire to enjoy the fruit of his economies. This
struggled lasted all night. In the morning charity had gained the day; with his father's consent he generously made over his savings in favor of the poor woman.[9]

A "very important moment in Dom Marmion's inner life"[10] occurred while he was still in seminary.

It seems that one day when returning to the study hall he had all at once, to use his own words, "a light on God's Infinity." While this "light" only lasted for an instant, it was so clear and strong that
it left an indelible impression on him, so that... "he referred to this not without emotion and thanksgiving during the last days of his life."[11]

He completed his studies in Rome at the Pontifical Irish College and was ordained in 1881.[12]

On his journey back to Ireland, he passed through Maredsous, Belgium – a young and dynamic monastery founded 9 years before (in 1872) by Benedictine monks from
the Abbey of Beuron, Germany.[13] He wished very much to join the community there.[14] But his archbishop in Ireland refused his request to do so and appointed him as
curate at Dundrum,[15] a parish in the south of Dublin. After a year, he was appointed Professor of Metaphysics at Holy Cross College at Clonliffe, the diocesan seminary
for Dublin where Marmion himself had studied.[16] For the next four years (1882–1886) he embarked on the education and spiritual direction of others, including his
appointment as chaplain to a nearby convent.[17]

Parish priest [edit]

Marmion's work as a parish priest "daily brought him into contact with a cross-section of humanity," and he was "called upon to advise, teach, console and give every kind
of spiritual and material aid."[18] He "possessed an extraordinary facility for adapting himself to other people," and above all "in comforting others and putting them at their
ease."[18] During this period he began to learn "the delicate art of spiritual direction in which he was later to excel."[19]

His four years as professor at Clonliffe (1882–1886) "helped to complete his intellectual and spiritual formation. Thrown into the atmosphere of college life, he soon found
himself in his native element."[20]

Maredsous (1886–1899) [edit]

Marmion joined the monastic community at Maredsous in 1886, having received his archbishop's approval.[21] At first, it was very hard for him, even
"traumatic."[22] He was 27 years old, a respected priest and professor. In Maredsous he was a novice, and had as well to learn a language (French) and
monastic disciplines that were foreign to him.

After his Solemn Profession on February 10, 1891, Columba[23] (as he was now called) was appointed to act as assistant to the Novice Master – with
whom he got on rather badly[24] – and in addition to preach at parishes in the vicinity of the Abbey.

"There was an element of the dramatic in his initiation into pastoral work. A neighboring parish priest, whose preacher had unexpectedly failed him on the
eve of a great feast, came to the Benedictines to ask their help in his difficulty. The superior was very sorry, but he had no one to offer him except a
young Irish monk whose French was far from perfect. 'I will take him all the same,' said the parish priest, and he brought off Dom Columba. Three days
later he brought him back to the Abbey saying: 'We have never had such a preacher before in my parish.' And soon the other parish priests were
competing with each other for 'the Irish father.'"[25]

Monastic formation [edit]

During a season of "monastic calm" from 1891 to 1899,[26] Marmion's spiritual life came "to full maturity"[27] as he attended to "the various duties of the monastic state,
the life of silence and recollection, of constant fidelity to the liturgy."[26] Of particular importance to him were developing a spirit of obedience,[28] compunction,[29] and
humility,[30] as well as continued growth in the fundamental matters of faith,[31] hope,[32] and charity.[33]

Above all, his spiritual life became more and more centered on Christ.

1887: After breakfast, while walking in the garden, I read the eighth chapter of The Imitation of Christ and I felt strongly impelled to take Jesus as my one friend. I
realized that, in spite of my great weakness and unfaithfulness, Jesus desired to be my friend above all others. The text: "My delights are to be with the children of
men" [Proverbs 8:31], gripped me and compelled me irresistibly to respond with all my heart to this desire of Jesus. In the course of this meditation I felt the near
presence of Jesus and a great desire to do all things before His eyes.[34]

1895: We are infinitely rich in Jesus Christ and God's mercies are to our miseries what the ocean is to a drop of water. We never glorify God more than when
despite the sight of our sins and unworthiness we are so filled with confidence in His mercy and in the infinite merits of Jesus Christ that we throw ourselves on His
bosom full of confidence and love, sure that He cannot repel us: "a humble and contrite heart, Oh God, Thou wilt not despise."[35]

1896: Oh, my dear child, I would wish to engrave on your heart in letters of gold this truth, that no matter how great our misery, we are infinitely rich in Jesus Christ, if we unite with Him, if we lean
on Him, if we realize constantly by a firm living faith that all the value of our prayer, and of all that we do comes from His merits in us.[36]
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Abbot of Maredsous

Disguised as a cattle dealer

His last years

Prior of Mont César, Louvain (1899–1909) [edit]

In 1899, Dom Columba helped to found the Abbey of Mont César, Louvain, Belgium, and became its first Prior.[37] He was invested with heavy responsibilities: Director of Studies for the young
monks; Professor of Theology; spiritual director of Carmelite nuns, all in addition to being Prior. He gave retreats in Belgium and the United Kingdom. He also became confessor to the future
Cardinal Mercier.[38]

Marmion the teacher [edit]

Marmion's great gift for teaching came into full bloom during this period. His lectures were distinguished by, "on the one hand, his extreme clearness, and on the other his happy and fluent
application of doctrine to the inner life."[39] Rather than presenting "revealed truths like mere theorems of geometry having no bearing on the interior life,"[40] Marmion sought to inspire his students
to "live in and by the mysteries he set forth to them."[41]

The fruitful years in Mont César enabled him to attain an unrivalled mastery of his subjects. Others may surpass him in the detailed documentation of their learning; but when Dom Columba
discusses one of the major theses in which dogma approaches the highest mysteries of God... his teaching has a breadth which approaches the infinite. The vast repercussions of his thought,
the fruit of long contemplation, throw light on a whole world of secondary conclusions. His trenchant summaries unite with an unusual power of synthesis in one beam of light the diverse aspects
of a problem hidden at the first approach in its complexity. The central point stands out in brilliant relief and the whole assembly of connected truths is illuminated by the light of a governing
principle which is the key to the whole problem. As a master of synthesis he is unrivalled.[42]

Abbot of Maredsous (1909–1923) [edit]

In 1893, Dom Hildebrand de Hemptinne, Second Abbot of Maredsous, was appointed by Pope Leo XIII as the first Abbot Primate of the Benedictine Order.[43] At
the request of the Pope, Dom Hildebrand continued as Abbot of Maredsous, but relinquished that office in 1909.[44]

In that year, at the age of 51, "at the height of his powers, both physical and intellectual,"[45] Dom Marmion was elected Third Abbot of Maredsous. A community
consisting of a hundred monks,[46] it ran two schools[47] and was a publisher, in particular of La Revue bénédictine.[48] Marmion adopted as his motto Magis
prodesse quam praesse, "To serve rather than be served," a maxim taken from the Rule of St. Benedict.[49] The monastery had great spiritual and intellectual
influence under his leadership. Vocations abounded. But Dom Marmion was not indifferent to temporal matters. Thus he had the Abbey equipped with
electricity and central heating, facilities rarely to be found in monasteries at that time.[50]

"Gathering up all he had learnt during his priesthood of nearly thirty years and concentrating in his mind the treasures of theological science accumulated
during as many years of study and teaching, a consummate master in dogmatics and asceticism, an experienced spiritual director, and a contemplative who
constantly searched into the mysteries of God, Dom Marmion was now about to give the matured fruits of these years and to be above all among his own
monks, the exponent of the Christian and monastic life in its fullness."[51]

Maredsous and other communities [edit]

In 1909, the government of Belgium asked Maredsous to consider founding a Benedictine monastery in Katanga, in the Belgian Congo.[52] Doubtless Dom
Marmion's missionary spirit would not have hesitated; but the Community preferred to devote itself to research and to promotion of sources of the faith, rather
than to launch out into direct evangelization. However, Marmion lent effective aid to this mission, which was taken on by the Abbey of Saint André at Bruges.[53]

A few years later, Marmion gave help and support to the conversion to Catholicism of Anglican communities in Wales (Caldey and Milford Haven).[54]

First World War (1914–1918) [edit]

When war broke out in 1914 Dom Marmion, fearing that his young novices might be called up, sent them to Ireland.[55] This involved Marmion traveling, disguised as
a cattle dealer, through the war zone from Belgium to England, "without passport or papers of any kind."[56] During the war years Marmion continued his activities as
preacher and spiritual director. In 1915 he wrote to a young man preparing for ordination: "The best of all preparations for the priesthood is to live each day with
love, wherever obedience and Providence place us."[57]

However, the Irish house, established at Edermine, did not give him entire satisfaction; the attitude of the young novices grieved him: "I have tried to win them by
constancy and prayer, but so far without success. They are good, but full of confidence in themselves... They oppose the letter of Canon Law to the spirit of the
Holy Rule."[58] The Edermine house was closed in 1920.[59]

The episode of the Dormition Monastery [edit]

After the war, the need to provide replacements for the German monks of the Beuronese congregation who had been expelled from the Benedictine Monastery of
the Dormition, on Mount Zion in Jerusalem, made Marmion dream of there being a foundation from Maredsous in the Holy Land.

Despite his efforts and the support they gained, this dream was not realized and the German monks returned to the Dormition.[60]

His writings [edit]

In 1895, Marmion gave a retreat for a small group of nuns. The notes for those talks contained in kernel an idea he would develop during the next 20 years – meditating upon it in prayer, and
refining and polishing it in the many talks he gave as a popular retreat master.[61] In its finished form it became Christ, the Life of the Soul (1917) – a book that was first published privately, but then
rapidly, unexpectedly, became an "overwhelming success"[62] in the Catholic world.

At the time of its publication, much Catholic literature was a mere "rehash... of pious thoughts,"[63] marked by a "sentimental emphasis," and a tendency towards a sterile "refinement of interior
analysis."[64] "Little attention was paid to the Bible, the Fathers and the great masters of the spiritual life."[64] In this atmosphere, Marmion's work seemed like "something new,"[64] even
"revolutionary."[63] "It was as if the desert had received its long-awaited rain."[62] His books "initiated a profound spiritual revival the influence of which... permeated the whole Catholic world."[65]

Yet there was essentially "nothing new" in Marmion's work.[66] Rather, his "revolution" was effected by "a return to what was fundamental,"[67] specifically his restoration of "Christ as the center of all...
spiritual thinking."[66]

A second major theme of his work is the doctrine of divine adoption in Christ.[68] Again, this idea[69] was not original with Marmion; it is clearly set forth in the New Testament, particularly in the
writings of St. Paul.[70] But although the doctrine had been addressed by many spiritual writers before him, "it would be difficult to find another who had given the mystery such preeminence, making
it, as he does, the beginning and the end of the spiritual life. And with Dom Marmion it is not so much a theory or a system, as a living truth that acts directly on the soul."[71] Some believe the
Catholic Church will one day formally declare Marmion the Doctor of Divine Adoption.[72]

Sources for Marmion's thought include, preeminently, the Bible (especially St. Paul and St. John), the Church Fathers, St. Thomas Aquinas, and the Liturgy (i.e.,
the Mass, the Divine Office, the sacraments),[73] as well as St. Francis de Sales (1567–1622) and Msgr. Charles Gay (1815–1880).[74]

As a 20th-century writer, Marmion is notable, perhaps unique, in the several formal and informal endorsements his works have received from the popes of the
20th century, including Benedict XV (1914–1922),[75] Pius XI (1922–1939),[76] Pius XII (1939–1958),[77] Paul VI (1963–1978),[78] and John Paul II (1978–2005).[78]

His last years [edit]

With Cardinal Mercier, his friend and confidant, Marmion was a spiritually dominant figure on the Belgian and international scene. The publication of his books
had met with "immediate and overwhelming success,"[62] and they were rapidly being translated into a number of languages, including Korean and Japanese.[79]

His influence was at its height, despite his fatigue and a precarious state of health.

In September 1922, he took the place of the Bishop of Namur as leader of the diocesan pilgrimage to Lourdes.[80]

In October of the same year, he presided at the celebration of the 50th anniversary of the foundation of Maredsous Abbey (which he had governed as abbot for
14 years).[81]

Marmion was struck during a flu epidemic, and succumbed to bronchial pneumonia on January 30, 1923.[82]

Beatification [edit]

Rapidly, favors and miracles were attributed to him; justifying the transfer, in 1963, of his body from the monks' cemetery to the abbatial church (his body was found to be incorrupt, after more than
40 years).[83] A cure from cancer obtained after a woman from St. Cloud, Minnesota, visited his tomb in 1966 was investigated by the Church and recognized as miraculous in 2000,[84] leading to his
beatification in that year.

Dom Columba Marmion was beatified on September 3, 2000 by Pope John Paul II, on the same occasion as:

Pope John XXIII, who died in 1963
Pope Pius IX, who died in 1878
Tommaso Reggio, Archbishop of Genoa, who died in 1901
William Chaminade, who died in 1850

At the Beatification ceremony Pope John Paul II declared:

He bequeathed to us an authentic treasury of spiritual teaching for the Church of our time. In his writings he teaches a way of holiness, simple and yet demanding, for all the faithful, whom God,
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through love, has destined to be his adopted children in Christ Jesus... May a wide rediscovery of the spiritual writings of Blessed Columba Marmion help priests, religious and laity to grow in
union with Christ and bear faithful witness to Him through ardent love of God and generous service to their brothers and sisters.

May Blessed Columba Marmion help us to live ever more intensely, to understand ever more deeply, our membership in the Church, the Mystical Body of Christ! [85]

Following the Beatification, Dom Marmion's Cause for Canonization has been opened and is very active. Recently (2009) the Archdiocese of Vancouver, Canada, began a canonical investigation
into the cure of a man ravaged by a necrotizing fasciitis. He had been expected to die within hours.[86]

Principal Works [edit]

Thanks to Dom Raymond Thibaut, his secretary, the central teachings of Columba, delivered orally in French,[87] were memorialized in writing as follows:

Le Christ, vie de l'âme (1917)
Le Christ dans ses Mystères (1919)
Le Christ, idéal du moine (1922)
Le Christ, idéal du prêtre (1951)

These were translated into English, respectively, as follows:

Christ, the Life of the Soul, English translation by "A Nun of Tyburn,"[88] i.e., Mother Mary St. Thomas, 1922
Christ in His Mysteries, English translation by Mother Mary St. Thomas, 1924
Christ the Ideal of the Monk, English translation by Mother Mary St. Thomas, 1926
Christ the Ideal of the Priest, English translation by Dom Matthew Dillon, 1958

Posthumous Works Published in English [edit]

Sponsa Verbi: The Virgin Consecrated to Christ, translated by Dom Francis Izard (London: Sands, 1925)
Words of Life on the Margin of the Missal, edited by Dom Raymond Thibaut (St. Louis, Missouri: B. Herder Book Co., 1939)
Union with God According to the Letters of Direction of Dom Marmion, by Dom Raymond Thibaut (London: Sands and Co., 1949)
Suffering with Christ: An Anthology of the Writings of Dom Columba Marmion, compiled by Dom Raymond Thibaut (Westminster, Maryland: The Newman Press, 1952)
The Trinity in Our Spiritual Life: An Anthology of the Writings of Dom Columba Marmion, compiled by Dom Raymond Thibaut (Westminster, Maryland: The Newman Press, 1953)
The English Letters of Abbot Marmion, 1858-1923 (Baltimore, Maryland: Helicon Press, 1962)
Fire of Love: An Anthology of Abbot Marmion's Published Writings on the Holy Spirit, edited by Charles Dollen (St. Louis, Missouri: B. Herder Book Co., 1964)

English Translations in Print [edit]

Christ, the Life of the Soul. A new translation by Alan Bancroft. Introduction by Dom Mark Tierney, OSB (European Vice-Postulator of Marmion's Beatification Cause). Foreword by Fr. Benedict
Groeschel, CFR (Bethesda, Maryland: Zaccheus Press, 2005) (ISBN 978-0-9725981-5-6) (in North America) and (Leominster, UK: Gracewing, 2005) (ISBN 978-0-85244-656-0) (outside North
America).
Christ in His Mysteries. A new translation by Alan Bancroft. Introduction by Aidan Nichols, OP; Foreword by Fr. Benedict Groeschel, CFR. (Bethesda, Maryland: Zaccheus Press, 2008)
(ISBN 978-0-9725981-9-4) (in North America) and (Leominster, UK: Gracewing, 2010) (ISBN 978-0-85244-735-2) (outside North America); both publishers' editions are available in Australasia.
Christ the Ideal of the Monk. Reprint of the Mother Mary St. Thomas translation. (Ridgefield, Connecticut: Roman Catholic Books, circa 2005) (ISBN 0-9742098-1-3)
Christ the Ideal of the Priest. Reprint of the Dom Matthew Dillon translation, with adaptations made by Rev. David L. Toups, STD. (San Francisco, California: Ignatius Press, 2005) (ISBN 978-1-
58617-014-1) (in North America) and (Leominster, UK: Gracewing, 2006) (ISBN 978-0-85244-657-7) (in the United Kingdom)
Union with God: Letters of Spiritual Direction by Blessed Columba Marmion. Reprint of the Mother Mary St. Thomas translation, with an introduction by Rev. David L. Toups, STD. (Bethesda,
Maryland: Zaccheus Press, 2006) (ISBN 978-0-9725981-6-3)
Columba Marmion: Correspondance 1881–1923. Edited by Mark Tierney, R.-Ferdinand Poswick, and Nicolas Dayez. (Paris: François-Xavier de Guibert, 2008)

Footnotes [edit]

1. ^ Toups, pp. 159-160, notes 2 & 3 (noting that Marmion's works have been translated into at least 11 languages, and that some 1.5 million copies of his books were in distribution as of 1951).
2. ^ Toups, p. 160, note 4 (discussing the "direct influence" of Marmion on several Popes of the 20th Century and on the Fathers of the Vatican II). See also Philipon, p. 11: "His work initiated a profound spiritual

revival the influence of which has permeated the whole Catholic world"; and Capelle, p. 20: "It is certain that his teaching, so necessary and so powerful, has left a permanent mark on the Christianity of our
times".

3. ^ See, e.g., Philipon, p. 21: "The works of Dom Marmion may be reckoned henceforth among the spiritual classics"; Capelle, p. 10: "Dom Marmion's works have become a spiritual classic"; and Tierney,
Biography, p. 7: "his books have become spiritual classics".

4. ^ Philipon, p. 26, quoting Thibaut.
5. ^ Tierney, Josephinum, p. 143.
6. ^ Thibaut, p. 15.
7. ^ Catholic "faith" is an "act of the intellect assenting to a Divine truth owing to the movement of the will, which is itself moved by the grace of God." St. Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica, II-II, Q. 4, A. 2.

See generally "Faith" in the Catholic Encyclopedia. See also Faith in Christianity.
8.  ̂a b Thibaut, p. 16.
9.  ̂a b Thibaut, p. 19.

10. ^ Thibaut, p. 20.
11. ^ Earl of Wicklow, p. 14 (quoting Thibaut, p. 20).
12. ^ See Thibaut, p. 21.
13. ^ Thibaut, p. 29, note 2.
14. ^ "At the moment of crossing the threshold of the cloister he heard, as it were, an inward voice say to him: It is here that I want you." Thibaut, p. 30.
15. ^ The bishop "was not opposed to Marmion entering religion, but thought it would be more prudent for Marmion to spend a year or so as a secular priest in Dublin before making any final decision." Tierney,

Biography, p. 22.
16. ^ Tierney, Biography, p. 27.
17. ^ Thibaut, pp. 31 ff. "[W]e can say without injury to his memory that he had little aptitude for business... The story is often told – he used to tell it himself with great merriment – about his unfortunate

speculation when chaplain to a certain religious community in Ireland. He wanted to oblige them by buying a horse and trap, and thought he had made a splendid bargain; but the horse proved to be a decrepit
old hack, and the trap fell to pieces in no time." Lebbe, Dom Bede, "Reminiscences of Abbot Marmion" in Abbot Marmion: An Irish Tribute, edited by the Monks of Glenstal (Westminster: The Newman Press,
1948), p. 4.

18.  ̂a b Tierney, Biography, p. 25.
19. ^ Thibaut, p. 34.
20. ^ Tierney, Biography, p. 27.
21. ^ See Tierney, Biography, pp. 29-30.
22. ^ Tierney, Biography, p. 31.
23. ^ He took the name Columba after the famous Irish saint. See McDonagh, Thomas, "Abbot Marmion and Glenstal," in Abbot Marmion: An Irish Tribute, edited by the Monks of Glenstal (Westminster: The

Newman Press, 1948), p. 134.
24. ^ "One day... the Father Master asked me what caused me most difficulty and made me suffer most. Thinking it the most perfect to be perfectly sincere, I answered, 'You, Reverend Father.'" Thibaut, p. 49.
25. ^ Philipon, p. 44.
26.  ̂a b Earl of Wicklow, p. 19.
27. ^ Thibaut, p. 68.
28. ^ In a letter written circa 1888, Marmion observed: "I got light to understand that obedience is everything for a Benedictine." Thibaut, p. 72. That same year he noted: "All the evils which have afflicted humanity,

destroyed God's work, and filled hell, come from one act of disobedience. All the graces obtained for us by Jesus Christ are due to His obedience." Thibaut, p. 73. Commenting on this, Thibaut adds: "This is
the thought of St. Paul: 'For all by the disobedience of one man (Adam) were made sinners; so also by the obedience of one (Jesus Christ) many shall be made just.' Romans 5:19."

29. ^ "To-day I had some very useful lights touching compunction.... The angels standing before the throne of God veil their faces and, filled with wonder and admiration at the sight of God's infinite holiness, cry
aloud without ceasing 'Holy, Holy, Holy is the Lord.' For us sinners here below, our faith should produce the same effect, but differently. Gazing in spirit on this infinite sanctity, we should cry from the bottom of
our hearts, 'Mercy, mercy, mercy!' This is our Sanctus, and the Church adopts this in her daily cry, Kyrie eleison, Christe eleison, Kyrie eleison... As their cry is eternal, so should my cry for mercy never
cease in this life." Thibaut, p. 70.

30. ^ "I received lately a light on this subject [humility] which I find very useful, viz. God is at this moment gazing at me. He sees down into the depths of my misery. He knows all things, even futura conditionata
[i.e., possible future events]. He knows perfectly into what crimes I would fall were He to deprive me of His grace. This is true at every moment, even when I feel burning with the desire of pleasing God. I am so
changeable! I find that this thought humbles me, and makes me see how good God is to bear with me, and this it is solely in the merits of Jesus Christ that I must hope." Thibaut, pp. 74-75.

31. ^ "I had been ill for several months; besides some physical suffering, e.g. sleeplessness, etc., I was greatly troubled in mind, and seemed at times quite abandoned by God. On the feast of St. Scholastica,
anniversary of my profession, the clouds passed away, and I understood that my trials and temptations had done much good to my soul, and especially I learned what it is to serve God through pure faith, and
that those who have not passed through such trials cannot know what it is to believe and hope in God through faith alone. During meditation the words: It is the spirit that quickeneth: the flesh profiteth nothing
[John 6:64], made me see clearly that the acts which proceed from a motive of faith are alone supernaturally pleasing to God, and that sensible devotion (caro), although it may aid us to produce these acts
more easily, is of itself useless." Thibaut, p. 97.

32. ^ "Of hope. I give up all things in this world, and protest solemnly that Dominus pars haereditatis meae ["O Lord, the portion of my inheritance"; prayer said before putting on priestly vestments]. ...I expect
blindly all things from God." Thibaut, p. 80.

33. ^ "Resolution. To venerate habitually Jesus Christ in the person of my brethren... often thinking that what I think of or do to them is done to Jesus Christ." Thibaut, p. 78.
34. ^ Philipon, p. 36 (quoting from Marmion's private notes).
35. ^ Thibaut, p. 103.
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35. ^ Thibaut, p. 103.
36. ^ Thibaut, p. 105.
37. ^ Thibaut, pp. 114 ff.
38. ^ Thibaut, pp. 274 ff.
39. ^ Thibaut, p. 125.
40. ^ Thibaut, p. 127.
41. ^ Thibaut, p. 126.
42. ^ Philipon, p. 49.
43. ^ Tierney, Biography, p. 53.
44. ^ Tierney, Biography, pp. 54 ff.
45. ^ Tierney, Biography, p. 131.
46. ^ Tierney, Biography, pp. 56, 131.
47. ^ Tierney, Biography, p. 64.
48. ^ Tierney, Biography, p. 138.
49. ^ Thibaut, p. 173.
50. ^ Tierney, Biography, p. 134.
51. ^ Thibaut, p. 174.
52. ^ Tierney, Biography, pp. 60 ff.
53. ^ Tierney, Biography, p. 118.
54. ^ Tierney, Biography, pp. 70 ff. Marmion "played an important part in the celebrated conversion of the monks of Caldey, which constituted a unique event in the history of the Church. It was Dom Marmion who

preached the retreat before their abjuration and reception into the Catholic Church." Philipon, pp. 80-81.
55. ^ Tierney, Biography, pp. 79-81.
56. ^ Tierney, Biography, p. 80. When the custom-house officers discovered he had no passport, Marmion was refused entry into England. "I am Irish," he told them, "and the Irish never have a passport... except

for hell, and... it isn't there I am wanting to go." Thibaut reports, "This sally provoked a burst of laughter, and he was allowed to pass." Thibaut, p. 184.
57. ^ Union with God: Letters of Spiritual Direction by Blessed Columba Marmion (Bethesda, Md.: Zaccheus Press, 2006), p. 117 (quoting letter of December 27, 1915).
58. ^ Tierney, Biography, p. 87.
59. ^ See Tierney, Biography, pp. 92 ff.
60. ^ Tierney, Biography, pp. 98 ff.
61. ^ Thibaut, p. 107.
62.  ̂a b c Capelle, p. 10.
63.  ̂a b O'Herlihy, p. 107.
64.  ̂a b c More About Dom Marmion, p. 28.
65. ^ Philipon, p. 11.
66.  ̂a b Tierney, Josephinum, p. 144.
67. ^ Philipon, p. 12.
68. ^ See, e.g., Rigali, p. 134.
69. ^ Marmion summarizes the doctrine of divine adoption as follows: "Just as the whole of Christ Jesus can be summed up by His Divine Sonship, so the whole of a Christian can be summed up by participation

in this Sonship, through Jesus Christ, in Jesus Christ." Christ, the Life of the Soul, trans. Alan Bancroft (Bethesda, Md.: 2005), p. 28.
70. ^ See, e.g., Ephesians 1:3-6: "Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who has blessed us in Christ with every spiritual blessing in the heavens, as He chose us in Him, before the foundation

of the world, to be holy and without blemish before Him. In love He destined us for adoption to Himself through Jesus Christ, in accord with the favor of His will, for the praise of the glory of His grace that He
granted us in the beloved."

71. ^ Capelle, p. 19.
72. ^ See, e.g., the remark of Cardinal Justin F. Rigali: "I am convinced that he merits the title, which, as a matter of fact, has actually been used for a number of years.... This was l'idée maîtresse of his teaching,

beautifully and consistently presented throughout all his works, and this is why he is respectfully presented to the determining judgment of the Church as the Doctor of Divine Adoption." Rigali, pp. 132, 135.
See also the comment of Dom Mark Tierney, O.S.B., Vice-Postulator of Marmion's Cause for Beatification: "[A]fter Marmion’s beatification on September 3, 2000... I was approached by the Congregation for
the Causes of the Saints, and invited to work on the process for his Canonization. It was also indicated to me that they hoped one day to declare Marmion a Doctor of the Church — The Doctor of Divine
Adoption." Christ, the Life of the Soul, Appendix (Bethesda, Md.: Zaccheus Press, 2005), p. 518.

73. ^ In Catholicism, Liturgy includes "the whole complex of official services, all the rites, ceremonies, prayers, and sacraments of the Church," as distinguished from private devotions, such as the Rosary.
Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913). "Liturgy" . Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton Company.

74. ^ See Tierney, Biography, pp. 146-148.
75. ^ In a private audience with Marmion at the Vatican, Pope Benedict referred to Christ, the Life of the Soul, commenting, "It is a great help to me in my spiritual life." At another time he recommended

Marmion's work to a visiting archbishop: "Read this–it is the pure doctrine of the Church." Thibaut, p. 353.
76. ^ See Thibaut, p. 353, note 1.
77. ^ Pope Pius XII stated that the works of Marmion were "outstanding in the accuracy of their doctrine, the clarity of their style, and the depth and richness of their thought." Toups, p. 160, note 4.
78.  ̂a b Toups, p. 160, note 4.
79. ^ See Tierney, Biography, p. 7.
80. ^ See Tierney, Biography, pp. 125-126.
81. ^ See Tierney, Biography, pp. 126 ff.
82. ^ See Tierney, Biography, pp. 129-130.
83. ^ See Morphew, Clark D., "Pope declares that healing of a Minnesota woman is a miracle,"  Archived  2011-07-14 at the Wayback Machine St. Paul Pioneer Press/Knight Ridder-Tribune News Service,

April 1, 2000 ("When they opened the coffin, the body was not corrupt"). Retrieved October 24, 2009. See also Tierney, Mark, O.S.B. "From Beatification to Canonisation: The Present State of the Cause of
Blessed Columba Marmion,"  Archived  2005-03-12 at Archive.today Don Marmion Seminar, Dublin, October 11, 2003 ("His body... was found to be incorrupt"). Retrieved October 24, 2009.

84. ^ See Zehnder, Christopher, "Blessed Columba Marmion: A Deadly Serious Spiritual Writer,"  The Wanderer, January 19, 2006; reprinted on Ignatius Insight website. Retrieved October 24, 2009.
85. ^ Pope John Paul II, "Homily upon the Beatification of Pius IX, John XXIII, Tommaso Reggio, William Chaminade and Columba Marmion,"  Archived  October 26, 2006, at the Wayback Machine September

3, 2000. Retrieved October 24, 2009 (Vatican translation; translation in text accompanying this note by Alan Bancroft).
86. ^ See Bellett, Gerry, "Healed by monk's divine intervention?,"  Vancouver Sun, July 11, 2009. Retrieved October 24, 2009.
87. ^ See Thibaut, p. 376.
88. ^ Tyburn Convent is an enclosed order of contemplative Benedictine nuns in London. The convent is founded at the location of the historical Tyburn due to the association of the gallows with Catholic

martyrdom in the 16th century. See Tyburn Convent website  Archived  2010-04-05 at the Wayback Machine for additional information.
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Columba of Spain

Saint Columba of Spain

Santa Columba at Santa Coloma, in Arceniega
(Álava, Spain)

Martyr of Córdoba
Died 853

Córdoba

Venerated in Roman Catholicism

Major shrine Old Castile, priory of St.
Columba and the royal Abbey of
Our Lady at Nájera

Feast September 17

Attributes A witches' hat and broom

Patronage Magic, Magicians, Wizards,
Witches, Hags, Andorra, Chevilly,
Galicia

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Columba of Cordoba)

Saint Columba of Spain, or Columba of Cordova (Cordoba), was
a nun who was born in Cordoba, Spain and martyred around 853
by the Moors.
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History [edit]

She was a nun at the monastery at Tabanos, near Cordoba,
where it is related that she was beheaded by the Moors in 853.
Her body is said to have been thrown into the Guadalquivir, but
was rescued by the Christians. Her relics were kept and venerated
in Old Castile at two churches, the priory of St. Columba and the
royal Abbey of Our Lady at Nájera.[1][2]

Saint Comba [edit]

Veneration of "Saint Comba" in Galicia dates from the Middle
Ages; her cult, according to Allyson M. Poska, was "probably a
combination of the cults of two virgin martyrs."[3] These were
Columba of Sens and Columba of Spain.[3]

A Galician legend held that before becoming a virtuous virgin
martyr, Comba was a witch.[3] This legend relates that one day, the
witch Comba, encountering Jesus Christ on a Galician road,
changed her life after Christ remarked, “Go ahead and be the
witch, but you will not enter my kingdom.”[4] The tale states that Comba converted to Christianity and was
martyred for her faith after refusing to deny it, or after refusing the sexual advances of men. She became the
patron saint of witches in Galicia, acting both as an intercessor on behalf of witches and as an intercessor
against witches.[5]

At Coimbra, according to one 19th century travel guide, there was a small chapel that was said to mark the spot
where Comba suffered martyrdom, and that "towards the close of the spring, the young girls of Coimbra deck
her shrine with wreaths of roses in remembrance of the rosy crown of martyrdom they believe she won."[6]

See also [edit]

Martyrs of Córdoba
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Columba of Cornwall

Saint Columba the Virgin

From stained glass window at St. Columb
Major church

Virgin & Martyr
Born very late 5th century possibly

Lothian, Scotland probably

Died 6th century
Ruthvoes, Cornwall

Venerated in Roman Catholicism; Anglican
Communion

Major shrine St Columb Major

Feast 11 November/15 November

Attributes female carrying a palm branch
and a sword, a dove hovering
above

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

See Columba (disambiguation) and St Columb (disambiguation) for other uses.

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Columba of Cornwall" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(March 2015) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Saint Columba the Virgin is a female saint with dedications in
Cornwall and other Celtic regions. She probably lived in the 6th
century.

Contents [hide]
1 The Legend
2 Analysis
3 Veneration
4 See also
5 Notes

The Legend [edit]

The legend of Saint Columba, the Virgin, is recorded in a
manuscript in the University Library of Cambridge, written by
Nicholas Roscarrock in the reign of Elizabeth I and he says he
gathered it from local information.[1]

This document states that Columba was the daughter of King
Lodan and Queen Manigild, both pagans. She became a Christian
when the Holy Ghost appeared to her in the form of a dove. The
Latin word for dove is 'columba'. When she refused to marry a
pagan prince, her parents had her imprisoned. She escaped with
the help of an angel and took ship for Cornwall but was followed by
the prince. She landed at Trevelgue Head and was pursued
through the forest which is now Porth Beach, and fled up the valley, past Rialton and Treloy until she was
captured at Ruthvoes, two miles south of St Columb Major. There the prince cut off her head,[1] and where the
blood fell a spring gushed forth and the water following the course of her flight made the still unnamed river
which empties itself at St Columb Porth.[2] Orme points out that Ruthvoes' meaning derives from "red bank",
whose red soil may have suggested the location and manner of the martyrdom.

Analysis [edit]

This legend bears many parallels with the legend of Saint Columba of Sens and the Greek legend of Arethusa a
nereid (a water nymph).

Columba is a popular Irish name and Sabine Baring-Gould thought she was really a man. David Nash Ford
suggests her parents, Lodan and Manigild, are corrupt forms of Lot and Morgause of Arthurian legend.

Veneration [edit]

Her cult was centered on the nearby churches St Columb Major, and St Columb Minor,[3] where her feast day is
on 11 and 15 November respectively. (The saint honored at Plougoulm, Brittany is male.)

See also [edit]

The following Celtic saints have similar legends in that they were all maidens who were pursued and killed by
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pagans. All suffer decapitation where springs or wells then miraculously gushed forth from the spot.

Saint Columba of Sens (France)
Saint Columba of Spain
Saint Eluned of Wales
Saint Urith of Chittlehampton, Devon
Saint Winefride of Flintshire in Wales

For a variation of the beheading legend see Saint Decuman

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b Orme, Nicholas. "Columb", The Saints of Cornwall, Oxford University Press, 2000  ISBN 9780191542893
2. ^ Ross, David. "St Columb Major, St Columba's Church", Britain Express
3. ^ Monks of Ramsgate. “Columba”. Book of Saints, 1921. CatholicSaints.Info. 12 October 2012  This article

incorporates text from this source, which is in the public domain.
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Columba of Rieti

Blessed Columba of Rieti, O.S.D.

Dominican Sister, virgin and mystic
Born 2 February 1467

Rieti, Umbria, Papal States

Died 20 May 1501 (aged 34)
Perugia, Umbria, Papal States

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
(Dominican Order)

Beatified 25 February 1625 by Pope Urban
VIII

Feast 20 May

Attributes Dominican tertiary receiving the
Eucharist from a hand reaching
down from heaven; Dominican
tertiary with a dove, lily, and book,
or a wreath of roses, cross, lily,
and a rosary

Patronage Against sorcery; against
temptation; Perugia, Italy

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Columba of Rieti, (Italian: [ˈrjeːti] ( listen); 2 February 1467 – 20
May 1501) was an Italian religious sister of the Third Order of St.
Dominic who was noted as a mystic. She was renowned for her
spiritual counsel, devotion to the Blessed Sacrament, and fantastic
miracles were attributed to her. She was beatified by the Catholic
Church in 1625.
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2 Notes and references
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4 External links

Life [edit]

Early life [edit]

Columba was born Angelella Guardagnoli, the daughter of a
poor family in the Umbrian city of Rieti. Legend states that when
she was born, angels gathered around her house, singing, and
that during her baptism, a dove flew down to the font. From then
on, no one referred to her as Angelella, but as Columba (dove).[1]

As a small girl, Columba learned to spin and sew repairing the
clothes of the local Dominican friars. She was educated by
Dominican nuns. As a teenager, she prayed to discern her
vocation in life and received a vision of Christ on a throne
surrounded by saints. She took this as a sign to dedicate herself
to God, and so she made a private vow of chastity, and spent her
time in prayer. When it was revealed that her parents had
arranged a marriage for her, she cut off her hair and sent it to her
suitor as a way of letting him know where her real interest lay.[1]

Eating disorder [edit]

Columba suffered from an eating disorder, a form of religiously-motivated self-starvation called anorexia
mirabilis.[2] Anorexia mirabilis was well known in Columba's time, when it was not seen as a medical emergency
or mental illness as it would be today, instead revered as a symbol of one's piety. Ultimately, the disease
caused her death in 1501, at the age of 34.[3] Additionally, Columba was known to engage in acts designed to
cause her physical pain, such as at the wearing of a hairshirt and sleeping on thorns.[4] It's possible that she
may have been influenced by Catherine of Siena, an earlier Italian Dominican saint, who suffered from anorexia
mirabilis; she refused to eat to the point of starvation and died at the age of 33.[5][6] Also, like Catherine,
Columba cut her hair short to avoid marriage.[7]

Religious career [edit]

Columba became a Dominican tertiary at age 19. She was reputedly given to ecstasies, during one of which her
spirit toured the Holy Land. She was much sought after as a spiritual counselor. It is said that citizens from the
city of Narni tried to kidnap her so she could be their miracle worker, but she escaped. The same townsfolk
were later to fight to retain their own townswoman and mystic, Lucy of Narni.[1][8]

Upon an interior prompting that she should leave Rieti, Columba wandered away, having no concept of where
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she was going. Along the way she was arrested in Foligno as a vagrant. The bishop there ordered her to go to
Perugia and to found a Third Order convent, which she did, but only against the strong objections of the
citizens of Foligno and Rieti who wanted her for their own towns.[8] She worked with the poor extensively in
Perugia, so much so that her sanctity reportedly incensed Lucrezia Borgia for years. At one point Borgia had
even issued a complaint accusing Columba of practicing magic. On the other hand, Pope Alexander VI,
Lucrezia's father, held Columba in high regard. He consulted her and received a severe admonition to repent
from her.[9]

Columba spent eleven years as prioress in Perugia, dying on 2 May 1501, at the age of 34.[8] Legend says that
at the moment of her death, her friend and fellow Dominican tertiary, Osanna of Mantua, saw Columba's soul as
a "radiance rising to heaven." The whole city turned out for her funeral, which was paid for by the city
fathers.[1][9]

She was beatified on 25 February 1625 by Pope Urban VIII, and her feast day is celebrated within the
Dominican Order on the anniversary of her death.
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Columba of Sens

Saint Columba of Sens

Main altar of Église Saint-Colombe, Hattstatt,
France. The statue on top depicts Columba of

Sens (click on picture to enlarge).

Born c. 257

Died 273

Venerated in Roman Catholicism

Feast December 31

Attributes Portrayed as a crowned maiden
in chains. At times she may have
a dog or bear on a chain, hold a
book and a peacock's feather, be
with an angel on a funeral pyre,
or be beheaded. She may wear
a witches hat or hold a broom.

Patronage Magic, Magicians, Wizards,
Witches, Hags, Andorra, Chevilly,
Galicia

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

See Columba (disambiguation), St Columb and Sainte-
Colombe for other uses

Saint Columba of Sens (c . 257 in Spain – beheaded 273) was a
saintly virgin associated with Sens in France and a fountain named
d'Azon.
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3 Saint Comba
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Legend [edit]

It is reported that her name may have originally been Eporita and
came from a noble pagan family of Saragossa.[1] At the age of 16,
she fled Spain for Vienne, where she was baptized and given the
name Columba. Emperor Aurelian wanted her to marry his son,
and when she refused he had her imprisoned in a brothel at the
amphitheatre. While she was in prison, one of the gaolers tried to
rape her. A she-bear that was being held at the nearby
amphitheatre attacked the guard and saved her.

Aurelian wanted both Columba and the she-bear burnt alive, but the bear escaped and rain put out the fire, so
he had her beheaded, near a fountain called d'Azon.[2] A man who had recovered his sight after praying for her
intercession, saw to her burial.[1] A chapel was built at the grave, followed later by the Abbey of Sens.

Veneration [edit]

Although her story is not historical, her cult spread. Other churches in France have borne her name.

Patronage [edit]

Columba became the patroness of Andorra.[1] She is said to have been patroness of the parish church of
Chevilly, in the diocese of Paris.

Iconography [edit]

Saint Columba is portrayed as a crowned maiden in chains. At times she may have a dog or bear on a chain,
hold a book and a peacock's feather, be with an angel on a funeral pyre, or be beheaded.

Saint Comba [edit]

Veneration of "Saint Comba" in Galicia dates from the Middle Ages; her cult, according to Allyson M. Poska, was
"probably a combination of the cults of two virgin martyrs."[3] These were Columba of Sens and Columba of
Spain.[3]

A Galician legend held that before becoming a virtuous virgin martyr, Comba was a witch.[3] This legend relates
that one day, the witch Comba, encountering Jesus Christ on a Galician road, changed her life after Christ
remarked, “Go ahead and be the witch, but you will not enter my kingdom.”[3] The tale states that Comba
converted to Christianity and was martyred for her faith after refusing to deny it, or after refusing the sexual
advances of men. She became the patron saint of witches in Galicia, acting both as an intercessor on behalf of
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witches and as an intercessor against witches.[4]

At Coimbra, according to one 19th century travel guide, there was a small chapel that was said to mark the spot
where Comba suffered martyrdom, and that "towards the close of the spring, the young girls of Coimbra deck
her shrine with wreaths of roses in remembrance of the rosy crown of martyrdom they believe she won."[5]
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Columba of Spain

Saint Columba of Spain

Santa Columba at Santa Coloma, in Arceniega
(Álava, Spain)

Martyr of Córdoba
Died 853

Córdoba

Venerated in Roman Catholicism

Major shrine Old Castile, priory of St.
Columba and the royal Abbey of
Our Lady at Nájera

Feast September 17

Attributes A witches' hat and broom

Patronage Magic, Magicians, Wizards,
Witches, Hags, Andorra, Chevilly,
Galicia

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Columba of Spain, or Columba of Cordova (Cordoba), was
a nun who was born in Cordoba, Spain and martyred around 853
by the Moors.
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History [edit]

She was a nun at the monastery at Tabanos, near Cordoba,
where it is related that she was beheaded by the Moors in 853.
Her body is said to have been thrown into the Guadalquivir, but
was rescued by the Christians. Her relics were kept and venerated
in Old Castile at two churches, the priory of St. Columba and the
royal Abbey of Our Lady at Nájera.[1][2]

Saint Comba [edit]

Veneration of "Saint Comba" in Galicia dates from the Middle
Ages; her cult, according to Allyson M. Poska, was "probably a
combination of the cults of two virgin martyrs."[3] These were
Columba of Sens and Columba of Spain.[3]

A Galician legend held that before becoming a virtuous virgin
martyr, Comba was a witch.[3] This legend relates that one day, the
witch Comba, encountering Jesus Christ on a Galician road,
changed her life after Christ remarked, “Go ahead and be the
witch, but you will not enter my kingdom.”[4] The tale states that Comba converted to Christianity and was
martyred for her faith after refusing to deny it, or after refusing the sexual advances of men. She became the
patron saint of witches in Galicia, acting both as an intercessor on behalf of witches and as an intercessor
against witches.[5]

At Coimbra, according to one 19th century travel guide, there was a small chapel that was said to mark the spot
where Comba suffered martyrdom, and that "towards the close of the spring, the young girls of Coimbra deck
her shrine with wreaths of roses in remembrance of the rosy crown of martyrdom they believe she won."[6]

See also [edit]

Martyrs of Córdoba
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Saint Columba of Terryglass
Died 13 December 552

Venerated in Orthodox Church, Roman
Catholicism

Feast 12 December

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Columba of Terryglass (Colum) (died 13 December 552) was
the son of Ninnidh,[1] a descendant of Crinthainn, King of Leinster.
Columba was a disciple of St. Finnian of Clonard.[2] He was one of
the Twelve Apostles of Ireland.[3]

Life [edit]

In his youth he learned his psalms and hymns from an old holy man named Colman Cule, who lived near
Clonenagh, and founded the church of Cluain Cain. Afterwards he studied with Finnian of Clonard.[1] Columba
resolved to go to Rome and bring back some relics of Sts Peter and Paul. On his return he visited Tours and
brought from there the staff of St. Martin of Tours.[2] He also visited England and preached with some success
to the Anglo-Saxons. Returning home, he remained a year at Clonenagh before crossing Slieve Bloom and
founding a church near Lough Derg.

John Healy reports that around 520 Columba was prompted by an angel to relocate to Inis Cealtra, where he
remained a long time. According to one story, when one of his monks died suddenly on the shore opposite the
northern part of the island, Columba ordered the monks to go and say to the dead man, "Columba bids thee
arise." The man then arose and returned with them to the island.[1] Columba founded the celebrated monastery
of Tirdaglas (Tir-da-glasí), or Terryglass in 548. [4] Fintan of Clonenagh received his religious formation at
Terryglass and was deeply influenced by the penitential practices and the severity of the Rule.

When Saint Finnian was in extremis, suffering from the plague, he sent for Columba to administer Holy Viaticum.
Columba himself died of the plague on 13 December 552, and was buried within the precincts of his own
monastery at Terryglass.

Some fifteen other saints of Ireland, bearing the name Columba, are mentioned in the Martyrology of Gorman.[2]
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Columbanus

Saint Columbanus

Saint Columbanus, stained glass window,
Bobbio Abbey crypt

Born 540
Leinster, Kingdom of Meath

Died 21 November 615
Bobium, Kingdom of the
Lombards

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church

Feast 21 November, 23 November

Patronage Motorcyclists

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Not to be confused with Columba, the Irish missionary to Scotland.

Columbanus (Irish: Columbán, 540 – 21 November 615),[1] also
known as St. Columban,[2] was an Irish missionary notable for
founding a number of monasteries from around 590 in the
Frankish and Lombard kingdoms, most notably Luxeuil Abbey in
present-day France and Bobbio Abbey in present-day Italy.

He is remembered as a key figure in the Hiberno-Scottish mission,
or Irish missionary activity in early medieval Europe.[1]

In recent years, however, as Columbanus's deeds and legacy
have come to be re-examined by historians, the traditional
narrative of his career has been challenged and doubts have
been raised regarding his actual involvement in missionary work
and the extent to which he was driven by purely religious motives
or also by a concern for playing an active part in politics and
church politics in Francia.[3][clarification needed]

Columbanus taught an Irish monastic rule and penitential practices
for those repenting of sins, which emphasised private confession
to a priest, followed by penances levied by the priest in reparation
for the sins. Columbanus is one of the earliest identifiable Hiberno-
Latin writers.[1]
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Sources [edit]

Most of what we know about Columbanus is based on Columbanus' own works (as far as they have been
preserved)[4][5] and Jonas of Susa's Vita Columbani (Life of Columbanus), which was written between 639 and
641.[Note 1]

Jonas entered Bobbio after Columbanus' death but relied on reports of monks who still knew Columbanus.[1] A
description of miracles of Columbanus written by an anonymous monk of Bobbio is of much later date.[6] In the
second volume of his Acta Sanctorum O.S.B., Mabillon gives the life in full, together with an appendix on the
miracles of the saint, written by an anonymous member of the Bobbio community.[1]
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Columbanus in Frankish Gaul

Biography [edit]

Early life [edit]

Columbanus (the Latinised form of Columbán, meaning the white dove) was born in the Kingdom of Meath, now
part of Leinster, in Ireland in 540,[1] the year Saint Benedict died at Monte Cassino.[7] Prior to his birth, his
mother was said to have had visions of bearing a child who, in the judgment of those interpreting the visions,
would become a "remarkable genius".[8] Columbanus was well-educated in the areas of grammar, rhetoric,
geometry, and the Holy Scriptures.[1][9]

Columbanus left home to study under Sinell, Abbot of Cleenish in Lough Erne.[Note 2] Under Sinell's instruction,
Columbanus composed a commentary on the Psalms. He then moved to Bangor Abbey on the coast of Down,
where Saint Comgall was serving as the abbot. He stayed at Bangor until his fortieth year,[1] when he received
Comgall's permission to travel to the continent.[10][11]

Frankish Gaul [edit]

Columbanus gathered twelve companions for his journey—Saint
Attala, Columbanus the Younger, Cummain, Domgal (Deicolus),
Eogain, Eunan, Saint Gall, Gurgano, Libran, Lua, Sigisbert, and
Waldoleno—and together they set sail for the continent. After a brief
stop in Britain, most likely on the Scottish coast, they crossed the
channel and landed in Brittany in 585.[1]

At Saint-Malo in Brittany, there is a granite cross bearing the saint's
name to which people once came to pray for rain in times of drought.
The nearby village of Saint-Coulomb commemorates him in name.[12]

Columbanus and his companions were received with favour by King
Gontram of Burgundy, and soon they made their way to Annegray,
where they founded a monastery in an abandoned Roman fortress.
Despite its remote location in the Vosges Mountains, the community
became a popular pilgrimage site that attracted so many monastic vocations that two new monasteries had to
be formed to accommodate them.[13]

In 590, Columbanus obtained from King Gontram the Gallo-Roman castle called Luxovium in present-day
Luxeuil-les-Bains, some eight miles from Annegray.[14] The castle, soon transformed into a monastery, was
located in a wild region, thickly covered with pine forests and brushwood. Columbanus erected a third
monastery called Ad-fontanas at present-day Fontaine-lès-Luxeuil, named for its numerous springs.[1][14] These
monastic communities remained under Columbanus' authority, and their rules of life reflected the Irish tradition
in which he had been formed.

As these communities expanded and drew more pilgrims, Columbanus sought greater solitude, spending
periods of time in a hermitage and communicating with the monks through an intermediary. Often he would
withdraw to a cave seven miles away, with a single companion who acted as messenger between himself and
his companions.[1][13][14]

During his twenty years in Gaul (in present-day France), Columbanus became involved in a dispute with the
Frankish bishops who may have feared his growing influence. During the first half of the sixth century, the
councils of Gaul had given to bishops absolute authority over religious communities. As heirs to the Irish
monastic tradition, Columbanus and his monks used the Irish Easter calculation, a version of Bishop
Augustalis's 84-year computus for determining the date of Easter (Quartodecimanism), whereas the Franks had
adopted the Victorian cycle of 532 years. The bishops objected to the newcomers' continued observance of
their own dating, which — among other issues — caused the end of Lent to differ. They also complained about
the distinct Irish tonsure.

In 602, the bishops assembled to judge Columbanus, but he did not appear before them as requested. Instead,
he sent a letter to the prelates — a strange mixture of freedom, reverence, and charity — admonishing them to
hold synods more frequently, and advising them to pay more attention to matters of equal importance to that of
the date of Easter. In defence of his following his traditional paschal cycle, he wrote:

I am not the author of this divergence. I came as a poor stranger into these parts for the cause of
Christ, Our Saviour. One thing alone I ask of you, holy Fathers, permit me to live in silence in these
forests, near the bones of seventeen of my brethren now dead.[7]
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When the bishops refused to abandon the matter, Columbanus, following St Patrick's canon,[citation needed]

appealed directly to Pope Gregory I. In the third and only surviving letter, he asks "the holy Pope, his Father" to
provide "the strong support of his authority" and to render a "verdict of his favour", apologising for "presuming
to argue as it were, with him who sits in the chair of Peter, Apostle and Bearer of the Keys". None of the letters
were answered, most likely due to the pope's death in 604.[1]

Columbanus then sent a letter to Gregory's successor, Pope Boniface IV, asking him to confirm the tradition of
his elders — if it is not contrary to the Faith — so that he and his monks could follow the rites of their ancestors.
Before Boniface responded, Columbanus moved outside the jurisdiction of the Frankish bishops. As the Easter
issue appears to end around that time, Columbanus may have stopped celebrating Irish date of Easter after
moving to Italy.[1][Note 3]

Columbanus was also involved in a dispute with members of the Frankish royal family. Upon the death of King
Gontram of Burgundy, the succession passed to his nephew, Childebert II, the son of his brother Sigebert and
Sigebert's wife Brunhilda of Austrasia. When Childebert II died, he left two sons, Theuderic II who inherited the
Kingdom of Burgundy, and Theudebert II who inherited the Kingdom of Austrasia. As both were minors,
Brunhilda, their grandmother, declared herself their guardian and controlled the governments of the two
kingdoms.[1]

Theuderic II venerated Columbanus and often visited him, but the saint admonished and rebuked him for his
behaviour. When Theuderic began living with a mistress, the saint objected, earning the displeasure of
Brunhilda, who thought a royal marriage would threaten her own power.[13] Columbanus did not spare the
demoralised court, and Brunhilda became his bitterest foe.[16] Angered by Columbanus's stance, Brunhilda
stirred up the bishops and nobles to find fault with his monastic rules. When Theuderic II finally confronted
Columbanus at Luxeuil, ordering him to conform to the country's conventions, the saint refused and was then
taken prisoner to Besançon.[1]

Columbanus managed to escape his captors and returned to his monastery at Luxeuil. When the king and his
grandmother found out, they sent soldiers to drive him back to Ireland by force, separating him from his monks
by insisting that only those from Ireland could accompany him into exile.[1]

Columbanus was taken to Nevers, then travelled by boat down the Loire river to the coast. At Tours he visited
the tomb of Saint Martin, and sent a message to Theuderic II indicating that within three years he and his
children would perish. When he arrived at Nantes, he wrote a letter before embarkation to his fellow monks at
Luxeuil monastery.[1]

The letter urged his brethren to obey Attala, who stayed behind as abbot of the monastic community.[1]

The letter concludes:

They come to tell me the ship is ready. The end of my parchment compels me to finish my letter.
Love is not orderly; it is this which has made it confused. Farewell, dear hearts of mine; pray for me
that I may live in God.[1]

Soon after the ship set sail from Nantes, a severe storm drove the vessel back ashore. Convinced that his holy
passenger caused the tempest, the captain refused further attempts to transport the monk. Columbanus made
his way across Gaul to visit King Chlothar II of Neustria at Soissons where he was gladly received. Despite the
king's offers to stay in his kingdom, Columbanus left Neustria in 611 for the court of King Theudebert II of
Austrasia in the northeastern part of the Kingdom of the Merovingian Franks.[1]

The Alps [edit]

Columbanus travelled to Metz, where he received an honourable welcome, and then proceeding to Mainz,
where he sailed upwards the Rhine river to the lands of the Suebi and Alemanni in the northern Alps, intending
to preach the Gospel to these people. He followed the Rhine river and its tributaries, the Aar and the Limmat,
and then on to Lake Zurich. Columbanus chose the village of Tuggen as his initial community, but the work was
not successful.[1] He continued north-east by way of Arbon to Bregenz on Lake Constance. Here the saint found
an oratory dedicated to Saint Aurelia containing three brass images of their tutelary deities. Columbanus
commanded Gallus, who knew the local language, to preach to the inhabitants, and many were converted. The
three brass images were destroyed, and Columbanus blessed the little church, placing the relics of Saint
Aurelia beneath the altar. A monastery was erected, Mehrerau Abbey, and the brethren observed their regular
life. Columbanus stayed in Bregenz for about one year.[1] Following an uprising against the community, possibly
related to that region being taken over by the saint's old enemy King Theuderic II, Columbanus resolved to
cross the Alps into Italy.[1] Gallus remained in this area and died there 646. About seventy years later at the
place of Gallus' cell the Monastery of Saint Gall was founded, which in itself was the origin of the city of St.
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Columbanus in the Alps and Italy

Facade of the Abbey in Bobbio

Stone bridge over the Trebbia river
leading to Bobbio Abbey in northern
Italy

Gallen again about another three hundred years later.

Italy [edit]

Columbanus arrived in Milan in 612 and was warmly
greeted by King Agilulf and Queen Theodelinda of the
Lombards.[Note 4] He immediately began refuting the
teachings of Arianism, which had enjoyed a degree of
acceptance in Italy. He wrote a treatise against Arianism,
which has since been lost. Queen Theodelinda, the devout
daughter of Duke Garibald I of Bavaria, played an
important role in restoring Nicene Christianity to a position
of primacy against Arianism, and was largely responsible
for the king's conversion to Christianity.[1]

At the king's request, Columbanus wrote a letter to Pope
Boniface IV on the controversy over the Three Chapters—
writings by Syrian bishops suspected of Nestorianism, which had been condemned in the fifth century as
heresy. Pope Gregory I had tolerated in Lombardy those persons who defended the Three Letters, among
them King Agilulf. Columbanus agreed to take up the issue on behalf of the king. The letter begins with an
apology that a "foolish Scot (Scottus, Irishman)" would be writing for a Lombard king. After acquainting the pope
with the imputations brought against him, he entreats the pontiff to prove his orthodoxy and assemble a council.
He writes that his freedom of speech is consistent with the custom of his country.[1] Some of the language used
in the letter might now be regarded as disrespectful, but in that time, faith and austerity could be more
indulgent.[19] At the same time, the letter expresses the most affectionate and impassioned devotion to the Holy
See.

We Irish, though dwelling at the far ends of the earth, are all disciples of Saint Peter and Saint Paul
... we are bound to the Chair of Peter, and although Rome is great and renowned, through that
Chair alone is she looked on as great and illustrious among us ... On account of the two Apostles
of Christ, you are almost celestial, and Rome is the head of the whole world, and of the Churches.

If Columbanus' zeal for orthodoxy caused him to overstep the limits of discretion, his real attitude towards Rome
is sufficiently clear, calling the pope "his Lord and Father in Christ", the "Chosen Watchman", and the "First
Pastor, set higher than all mortals".[20]

King Agilulf gave Columbanus a tract of land called Bobbio between
Milan and Genoa near the Trebbia river, situated in a defile of the
Apennine Mountains, to be used as a base for the conversion of the
Lombard people. The area contained a ruined church and wastelands
known as Ebovium, which had formed part of the lands of the papacy
prior to the Lombard invasion. Columbanus wanted this secluded place,
for while enthusiastic in the instruction of the Lombards he preferred
solitude for his monks and himself. Next to the little church, which was
dedicated to Saint Peter, Columbanus erected a monastery in 614.
Bobbio Abbey at its foundation followed the Rule of Saint Columbanus,
based on the monastic practices of Celtic Christianity. For centuries it

remained the stronghold of orthodoxy in northern Italy.[1][Note 5]

Death [edit]

During the last year of his life, Columbanus received messenges from
King Chlothar II, inviting the saint to return to Burgundy, now that his
enemies were dead. Columbanus did not return, but requested that the
king should always protect his monks at Luxeuil Abbey. He prepared for
death by retiring to his cave on the mountainside overlooking the
Trebbia river, where, according to a tradition, he had dedicated an
oratory to Our Lady.[21] Columbanus died at Bobbio on 21 November
615.

Rule of Saint Columbanus [edit]

The Rule of Saint Columbanus embodied the customs of Bangor Abbey and other Irish monasteries. Much
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Fresco of Saint
Columbanus in Brugnato
Cathedral

shorter than the Rule of Saint Benedict, the Rule of Saint Columbanus consists of ten chapters, on the subjects
of obedience, silence, food, poverty, humility, chastity, choir offices, discretion, mortification, and perfection.[22]

In the first chapter, Columbanus introduces the great principle of his Rule: obedience, absolute and
unreserved. The words of seniors should always be obeyed, just as "Christ obeyed the Father up to death for
us."[22] One manifestation of this obedience was constant hard labour designed to subdue the flesh, exercise
the will in daily self-denial, and set an example of industry in cultivation of the soil. The least deviation from the
Rule entailed corporal punishment, or a severe form of fasting.[7] In the second chapter, Columbanus instructs
that the rule of silence be "carefully observed", since it is written: "But the nurture of righteousness is silence
and peace". He also warns, "Justly will they be damned who would not say just things when they could, but
preferred to say with garrulous loquacity what is evil ..."[22] In the third chapter, Columbanus instructs, "Let the
monks' food be poor and taken in the evening, such as to avoid repletion, and their drink such as to avoid
intoxication, so that it may both maintain life and not harm ..."[22] Columbanus continues:

For indeed those who desire eternal rewards must only consider usefulness and use. Use of life
must be moderated just as toil must be moderated, since this is true discretion, that the possibility
of spiritual progress may be kept with a temperance that punishes the flesh. For if temperance
exceeds measure, it will be a vice and not a virtue; for virtue maintains and retains many goods.
Therefore we must fast daily, just as we must feed daily; and while we must eat daily, we must
gratify the body more poorly and sparingly ..."[22]

In the fourth chapter, Columbanus presents the virtue of poverty and of
overcoming greed, and that monks should be satisfied with "small possessions
of utter need, knowing that greed is a leprosy for monks". Columbanus also
instructs that "nakedness and disdain of riches are the first perfection of monks,
but the second is the purging of vices, the third the most perfect and perpetual
love of God and unceasing affection for things divine, which follows on the
forgetfulness of earthly things. Since this is so, we have need of few things,
according to the word of the Lord, or even of one."[22] In the fifth chapter,
Columbanus warns against vanity, reminding the monks of Jesus' warning in
Luke 16:15: "You are the ones who justify yourselves in the eyes of others, but
God knows your hearts. What people value highly is detestable in God's
sight."[22] In the sixth chapter, Columbanus instructs that "a monk's chastity is
indeed judged in his thoughts" and warns, "What profit is it if he be virgin in
body, if he be not virgin in mind? For God, being Spirit."[22]

In the seventh chapter, Columbanus instituted a service of perpetual prayer,
known as laus perennis, by which choir succeeded choir, both day and night.[23]

In the eighth chapter, Columbanus stresses the importance of discretion in the
lives of monks to avoid "the downfall of some, who beginning without discretion and passing their time without a
sobering knowledge, have been unable to complete a praiseworthy life." Monks are instructed to pray to God
for to "illumine this way, surrounded on every side by the world's thickest darkness".[22] Columbanus continues:

So discretion has got its name from discerning, for the reason that it discerns in us between good
and evil, and also between the moderate and the complete. For from the beginning either class
has been divided like light and darkness, that is, good and evil, after evil began through the devil's
agency to exist by the corruption of good, but through God's agency Who first illumines and then
divides. Thus righteous Abel chose the good, but unrighteous Cain fell upon evil."[22]

In the ninth chapter, Columbanus presents mortification as an essential element in the lives of monks, who are
instructed, "Do nothing without counsel." Monks are warned to "beware of a proud independence, and learn
true lowliness as they obey without murmuring and hesitation."[22] According to the Rule, there are three
components to mortification: "not to disagree in mind, not to speak as one pleases with the tongue, not to go
anywhere with complete freedom." This mirrors the words of Jesus, "For I have come down from heaven not to
do my will but to do the will of him who sent me." (John 6:38) In the tenth and final chapter, Columbanus
regulates forms of penance (often corporal) for offences, and it is here that the Rule of Saint Columbanus
differs significantly from that of Saint Benedict.[1]

The Communal Rule of Columbanus required monks to fast every day until None or 3 p.m., this was later
relaxed and observed on designated days.[24] Columbanus' Rule regarding diet was very strict. Monks were to
eat a limited diet of beans, vegetables, flour mixed with water and small bread of a loaf, taken in the
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evenings.[24][25]

The habit of the monks consisted of a tunic of undyed wool, over which was worn the cuculla, or cowl, of the
same material. A great deal of time was devoted to various kinds of manual labour, not unlike the life in
monasteries of other rules. The Rule of Saint Columbanus was approved of by the Fourth Council of Mâcon in
627, but it was superseded at the close of the century by the Rule of Saint Benedict. For several centuries in
some of the greater monasteries the two rules were observed conjointly.[1]

Character [edit]

Columbanus did not lead a perfect life. According to Jonas and other sources, he could be impetuous and even
headstrong, for by nature he was eager, passionate, and dauntless. These qualities were both the source of his
power and the cause of his mistakes.[1] His virtues, however, were quite remarkable. Like many saints, he had a
great love for God's creatures. Stories claim that as he walked in the woods, it was not uncommon for birds to
land on his shoulders to be caressed, or for squirrels to run down from the trees and nestle in the folds of his
cowl.[1] Although a strong defender of Irish traditions, he never wavered in showing deep respect for the Holy
See as the supreme authority. His influence in Europe was due to the conversions he effected and to the rule
that he composed. It may be that the example and success of Saint Columba in Caledonia inspired him to
similar exertions.[1] The life of Columbanus stands as the prototype of missionary activity in Europe, followed by
such men as Saint Kilian, Vergilius of Salzburg, Donatus of Fiesole, Wilfrid, Willibrord, Suitbert of Kaiserwerdt,
Saint Boniface, and Ursicinus of Saint-Ursanne.[1]

Miracles [edit]

The following are the principal miracles attributed to his intercession:[1]

1. Procuring food for a sick monk and curing the wife of his benefactor
2. Escaping injury while surrounded by wolves
3. Causing a bear to evacuate a cave at his biddings
4. Producing a spring of water near his cave
5. Replenishing the Luxeuil granary
6. Multiplying bread and beer for his community
7. Curing sick monks, who rose from their beds at his request to reap the harvest
8. Giving sight to a blind man at Orleans
9. Destroying with his breath a cauldron of beer prepared for a pagan festival

10. Taming a bear and yoking it to a plough

Jonas relates the occurrence of a miracle during Columbanus' time in Bregenz, when that region was
experiencing a period of severe famine.

Although they were without food, they were bold and unterrified in their faith, so that they obtained
food from the Lord. After their bodies had been exhausted by three days of fasting, they found so
great an abundance of birds, just as the quails formerly covered the camp of the children of Israel,
that the whole country near there was filled with birds. The man of God knew that this food had
been scattered on the ground for his own safety and that of his brethren, and that the birds had
come only because he was there. He ordered his followers first to render grateful praises to the
Creator, and then to take the birds as food. And it was a wonderful and stupendous miracle; for the
birds were seized according to the father's commands and did not attempt to fly away. The manna
of birds remained for three days. On the fourth day, a priest from an adjacent city, warned by
divine inspiration, sent a supply of grain to Saint Columban. When the supply of grain arrived, the
Omnipotent, who had furnished the winged food to those in want, immediately commanded the
phalanxes of birds to depart. We learned this from Eustasius, who was present with the others,
under the command of the servant of God. He said that no one of them remembered ever having
seen birds of such a kind before; and the food was of so pleasant savor that it surpassed royal
viands. Oh, wonderful gift of divine mercy! [26]

Legacy [edit]

Historian, Alexander O'Hara states Columbanus had a "very strong sense of Irish identity...He’s the first person
to write about Irish identity, he’s the first Irish person that we have a body of literary work from, so even on that
point of view he’s very important in terms of Irish identity.”[27] In 1950 a congress celebrating the 1400
anniversary of his birth took place in Luxeuil, France. It was attended by Robert Schuman, Sean MacBride,
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future Pope John XXIII and John A. Costello who
said “All statesmen of today might well turn their
thoughts to St Columban and his teaching. History
records that it was by men like him that civilisation
was saved in the 6th century.”[28][29]

Columbanus is also remembered as the first Irish
person to be the subject of a biography. An Italian
monk named Jonas of Bobbio wrote a biography of
him some 20 years after Columbanus’ death.[30][31]

His use of the phrase in 600 AD totius Europae (all
of Europe) in a letter to Pope Gregory the Great is the first known use of the expression.[32]

In France, the ruins of Columbanus' first monastery at Annegray are legally protected through the efforts of the
Association Internationale des Amis de St Columban, which purchased the site in 1959. The association also
owns and protects the site containing the cave, which acted as Columbanus' cell, and the holy well, which he
created nearby.[12] At Luxeuil-les-Bains, the Basilica of Saint Peter stands on the site of Columbanus' first
church. A statue near the entrance, unveiled in 1947, shows him denouncing the immoral life of King Theuderic
II. Formally an abbey church, the basilica contains old monastic buildings, which have been used as a minor
seminary since the nineteenth century. It is dedicated to Columbanus and houses a bronze statue of him in its
courtyard.[12]

In Lombardy, San Colombano al Lambro in Milan, San Colombano Belmonte in Turin, and San Colombano
Certénoli in Genoa all take their names from the saint.[33] The last monastery erected by Columbanus at Bobbio
remained for centuries the stronghold of orthodoxy in northern Italy.[1]

If Bobbio Abbey in Italy became a citadel of faith and learning, Luxeuil Abbey in France became the "nursery of
saints and apostles".[1] The monastery produced sixty-three apostles who carried his rule, together with the
Gospel, into France, Germany, Switzerland, and Italy.[34] These disciples of Columbanus are accredited with
founding over one hundred different monasteries.[35] The canton and town still bearing the name of St. Gallen
testify to how well one of his disciples succeeded.

The Missionary Society of Saint Columban, founded in 1916, and the Missionary Sisters of St. Columban,
founded in 1924, are both dedicated to Columbanus.

Veneration [edit]

The remains of Columbanus are preserved in the crypt at Bobbio
Abbey. Many miracles have been credited to his intercession. In 1482,
the relics were placed in a new shrine and laid beneath the altar of the
crypt. The sacristy at Bobbio possesses a portion of the skull of the
saint, his knife, wooden cup, bell, and an ancient water vessel, formerly
containing sacred relics and said to have been given to him by Pope
Gregory I. According to some authorities, twelve teeth of the saint were
taken from the tomb in the fifteenth century and kept in the treasury, but
these have since disappeared.[36]

Columbanus is named in the Roman Martyrology on 23 November,
which is his feast day in Ireland. His feast is observed by the
Benedictines on 21 November. Columbanus is the patron saint of motorcyclists. In art, Columbanus is
represented bearded bearing the monastic cowl, holding in his hand a book with an Irish satchel, and standing
in the midst of wolves. Sometimes he is depicted in the attitude of taming a bear, or with sun-beams over his
head.[37]

References [edit]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Walker's edition is also available on CELT  (University College Cork), a website that provides Irish medieval
sources with English translations. A critical edition of Jonas's Vita Columbani was published in 1905 by Bruno
Krusch in Monumenta Germaniae Historica , Scriptores Rerum Germaincarum in usum schoarum, vol. 37,
Hannover: Hahn 1905 . See also Internet Medieval Sourcebook .

2. ^ Cleenish is derived from the Irish words "Claon Inis", which mean "sloping island". The remains of the monastery
can be seen at Bellanaleck, County Fermanagh.

3. ^ The Italians themselves followed a third system of reckoning Easter, based on the improvements to Victorius's
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system introduced by Dionysius Exiguus at the time he devised the Anno Domini dating system.[15]

4. ^ Some scholars believe that Columbanus made two journeys into Italy, which were confounded by Jonas. On his
first journey, Columbanus went to Rome and received from Pope Gregory I sacred relics.[17] This may possibly
explain the traditional spot in St. Peter's, where Pope Gregory I and Columbanus are supposed to have met.[18]

5. ^ Bobbio Abbey may have been the model for the monastery in northern Italy in Umberto Eco's novel The Name of
the Rose.
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Saint Comgall

Saint Comgall and monks from Bangor Abbey,
Bangor harbour mosaic

Born c. 510–520
Dál nAraidi in Ulster,
Magheramorne in County Antrim

Died 597 or 602

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Anglican Church
Orthodox Church

Feast 10 May

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the 6th-century king in Dál Riata, see Comgall mac Domangairt.

Saint Comgall (c. 510–520 – 597/602), an early Irish saint, was
the founder and abbot of the great Irish monastery at Bangor in
Ireland.[1]

Life [edit]

Comgall was born sometime between 510 and 520 in Dál nAraidi,
Ulster according to the Irish annals near the place now known as
Magheramorne in present-day County Antrim.[1] Comgall's father
was Setna, a Pictish warrior; his mother's name was Briga.[2] After
serving as a soldier in his early life, he was educated under Fintan
of Clonenagh and also studied under Finnian of Movilla, Mobhí
Clárainech at Glasnevin, and Ciarán of Clonmacnoise.[3] He was
ordained deacon and priest by Bishop Lugidius, either at
Clonmacnoise or Connor. He lived for a while in Ulster on an island
on Lough Erne, accompanied by a few friends who followed a
severe form of monastic life. The regime was so austere that
seven companions died of cold and hunger.[4]

Initially intending to go to Britain, Comgall was dissuaded by
Lugidius, the bishop who ordained him, at whose advice he remained in Ireland to spread the monastic life
throughout the country. He founded a monastery at Bangor, County Down on the southern shore of Belfast
Lough, directly opposite Carrickfergus. According to the Irish annals, Bangor was founded no later than 552,
though James Ussher and most of the later writers on the subject assign the foundation to the year 555.[1]

Webb places it at 559.[5] He is said to have governed in Bangor and other houses over four thousand monks;
all which religious men were employed in tillage or other manual labour.[6] Life in the monasteries was very
severe. Food was scant and plain. Herbs, water, and bread was customary. Even milk was considered an
indulgence. At Bangor only one meal was allowed, and that not until evening. Confession was in public before
the community. Severe acts of penance were frequent. Silence was observed at meals and at other times also,
conversation being restricted to the minimum. Fasting was frequent and prolonged.[3]

According to Adamnan's Life of Columba, there was a close connection between Comgall and Columba, though
there does not appear to be sufficient authority for stating that Comgall was the disciple of Columba in any strict
sense. Comgall was a friend to Brendan, Saint Cormac, Cainnech of Aghaboe, and Finnian of Movilla.[1] It is
believed that among the monks trained by Comgall at Bangor, were Columbanus of Luxeuil-les-Bains ( 21 or 23
November) and Saint Moluag (25 June).[7]

After a period of intense suffering, Comgall received the Eucharist from Saint Fiacre and died in the monastery
at Bangor. The year of his death was either 602, according to Annals of Tigernach and Chronicon Scotorum, or
597, according to Annals of Inisfallen.[1] His relics, which were kept at Bangor, were scattered during Viking
raids in 822.[8]

Role [edit]

Comgall belonged to what is known as the Second Order of Irish Saints. These flourished in the Irish Church
during the sixth century. They were for the most part educated in Britain, or received their training from those
who had grown up under the influence of the British Schools. They were the founders of the great Irish monastic
schools, and contributed much to the spread of monasticism in the Irish Church. The Antiphonary of Bangor of
the seventh century claimed that Comgall was 'strict, holy and constant';[8] and there has come down to us a
Rule of Saint Comgall in Irish, but the evidence would not warrant us in saying that as it stands at present it
could be attributed to him. The fact, however, that Columbanus, a disciple of Comgall and himself a monk of
Bangor, drew up for his Continental monasteries a Regula Monachorum would lead us to believe that there had
been a similar organisation in Bangor in his time. This, however, is not conclusive, since Columbanus might
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have derived inspiration from the Benedictine Rule then widely spread over the Iberian Peninsula.[citation needed]

St. Comgall is mentioned in the "Life of Columbanus" by Jonas, as the superior of Bangor, under whom St.
Columbanus had studied. He is also mentioned under 10 May, his feast-day in the "Felire" of Óengus of
Tallaght published by Whitley Stokes for the Henry Bradshaw Society (2nd ed.), and his name is
commemorated in the Stowe Missal (MacCarthy), and in the Martyrology of Tallaght.
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Born 5th century

Ireland

Died c. 500
Ireland

Venerated in Roman Catholicism

Major shrine Drumconnell

Feast 18 March

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For people with the given name Conal, see Conal (given name).

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Conal" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (February
2014) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Conal (or Conall) was an Irish bishop who flourished in the
second half of the fifth century and ruled over the church of Drum,
County Roscommon, the place being subsequently named
Drumconnell, after St. Conal.

Life [edit]

He was a brother of Attracta, who is said to have prophesied that
the episcopal churches of St. Conall (Drumconnell) and St.
Dachonna (Eas Dachonna) would be reduced to poverty, owing to the fame of a new monastic establishment.
This prophecy was strikingly fulfilled, inasmuch as Drum and Assylin soon after ceased to be episcopal sees,
while in 1148 the great Cistercian Abbey of Boyle was founded.[1]

Conall died about the year 500, and his feast is celebrated on 22 May, though some assign 18 March or 9
February as the date.[2]
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Concordius of Spoleto
Martyr

Born unknown
Rome, Roman Empire

Died c.175
Spoleto, Roman Empire

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Canonized Pre-congregation

Feast Jan 2nd (Roman Catholic) Jun
4th (Eastern Orthodox)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Concordius of Spoleto" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(April 2020) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Concordius of Spoleto is a little-known Christian saint and
martyr of the 2nd century. There is another martyr Concordius
[1]  who died in the 4th century.
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Life [edit]

Saint Concordius began his life as a subdeacon in Rome, and was reclusive; spending most of his time alone
and praying. He was imprisoned during the Christian persecutions of Marcus Aurelius and tried in Spoleto,
Italy.[1]

Trial [edit]

The trial was overseen and judged by the governor of Umbria, Italy. Concordius was allowed his freedom if he
would denounce his faith and worship a statue of the Roman god Jupiter. When Concordius refused, the judge
had him beaten on a rack. After the torture however, Concordius praised Jesus, after which he was thrown in
jail. Two days later, he was offered a second chance and presented with a statue to worship. Concordius then
spat on the idol and was promptly beheaded, c.175 AD. Concordius was canonized by religious officials at that
time, but it is unsure when or where this occurred.

Veneration [edit]

His feast day is January 2[2] (Roman Catholic) and June 4 (Eastern Orthodox).

References [edit]

1. ^ Monks of Ramsgate. "Concordius". Book of Saints, 1921. CatholicSaints.Info. 12 October 2012  This article
incorporates text from this source, which is in the public domain.

2. ^ http://www.bartleby.com/210/1/023.html
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Congar of Congresbury

v · t · e

Congar

Sculpture of St Congar of Congresbury at the
Museum of Somerset

Abbot & Bishop
Born c. 470

Llanwngar in Pembrokeshire

Died c. 520
Jerusalem

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Anglican Communion

Major shrine Congresbury, Somerset
(destroyed)

Feast 27 November

Wikimedia Commons has
media related to St Congar.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about the saint from Congresbury. For the saint from Llangefni, see Cyngar of Llangefni.

Saint Congar (also Cumgar or Cungar; Welsh: Cyngar; Latin:
Concarius) (c. 470 – 27 November 520), was a Welsh abbot and
supposed bishop in Somerset, then in the British kingdom of
Somerset, now in England.

Congar grew up in Pembrokeshire and travelled across the Bristol
Channel to found a monastery on Cadbury Hill at Congresbury in
Somerset. He gave his name to this village and to the parish
church at Badgworth. This supposedly became the centre of a
bishopric which preceded the Diocese of Bath and Wells. Legend
has it that his staff took root when he thrust it into the ground and
the resulting yew tree can be seen to this day. He later returned to
Wales, but died on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem.

The parish of Congresbury claimed to have enshrined Congar's
body during the Middle Ages, and mentioned it in several pilgrim
guides. There appear to have been no rival claimants for his
relics. Congresbury itself is first mentioned in Asser's Life of Alfred
as a derelict Celtic monastery, probably related to Congar.
Though a minor saint, he is mentioned in a litany of Winchester in
about 1060, and his feast day was recorded in most medieval
Somerset calendars.[1]

Churches dedicated to Congar may also be found in Brittany and
Cornwall, where he is said to have been a hermit at St Ingunger, in
the parish of Lanivet.[2]

References [edit]

1. ^ Farmer, David Hugh (1997). The Oxford dictionary of saints (4th
ed.). Oxford [u.a.]: Oxford Univ. Press. p. 113. ISBN 0-19-280058-
2.

2. ^ Doble, G. H. (1970) The Saints of Cornwall: part 5. Truro: Dean
and Chapter; pp. 3–29
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Congar 1  at Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England

Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham
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Conleth

Conleth (Conláed)

First Bishop of Kildare
Born c. 450

Died May 4, 519

Venerated in Catholicism, Anglicanism

Feast May 4

Patronage Diocese of Kildare and Leighlin )

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Conleth (Old Irish: Conláed [ˈkonlaið]; Modern Irish: Naomh
Connlaodh; also Conlaeth; Conlaid; Conlaith; Conlath; Conlian,
Hugh the Wise)[1] was an Irish hermit and metalworker, also said to
have been a copyist and skilled illuminator of manuscripts. He is
believed to have come from the Wicklow area.
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Life [edit]

While living in seclusion at Old Connell on the River Liffey in what
is now Newbridge Conleth was persuaded by Saint Brigid to make
sacred vessels for her convent. Conleth, Tassach of Elphin (Saint
Patrick's craftsman), and Daigh (craftsman of Kieran of Saigher
were acclaimed the "three chief artisans of Ireland" during their
period. Conleth was head of the Kildare school of metal-work and
penmanship. According to Brigid's biographer, Cogitosus, a
community of monks grew up which, under his guidance, excelled in the making of beautiful chalices and other
metal objects needed in the church, and in the writing and ornamentation of missals, gospels, and psalters. A
product of Saint Conleth's metalwork for which he is noted is the crozier that he fashioned for Saint Finbarr of
Termonbarry.[2]

Conleth later acted as priest for her monastic community in Kildare. The Diocese of Kildare appears to have
been founded around 490, by Conleth who, with the assistance of St. Bridget, then presiding over the
monastery, erected the cathedral and became first bishop.[3] Cogitosus, in his Life of Brigid, calls him "bishop
and abbot of the monks of Kildare".

Conleth died when he was attacked by wolves in the forests of Leinster on pilgrimage to Rome on May 4, 519
and was buried nearby. In 799 his relics were transported and laid beside Brigid's in the great cathedral in
Kildare. His relics were finally laid to rest in Connell in 835 to protect the inhabitants from invading Danes.[2]

Veneration [edit]

Conleth is the patron saint of the Roman Catholic St Conleth's Parish, which includes Newbridge and the
surrounding areas. Old Connell – the site of Conleth's original cell, which is now a graveyard – is within the
parish limits.

Conleth's feast day is May 4. Every year on the Sunday after St Conleth's Day a pilgrimage takes place from
the parish church in Newbridge to Old Connell, about two miles outside the town.[2]

Legacy [edit]

St. Conleth's College is located in Dublin.[4]

His tale and community are briefly described in Sabine Baring-Gould's "A Book of Cornwall" [5] (now in the public
domain,) in which his name is spelled "Conlaeth."

References [edit]

1. ^ "Churches of county Kildare", County Kildare Heritage
2.  ̂a b c Duffy, Patrick. "St. Conleth", Caitlicigh Ar An Ngreasan
3. ^ Lewis, Samuel. A Topographical Dictionary of Ireland, S. Lewis & Co., London, 1837
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Saint Conon
Born 3 June 1139

Naso, Sicily, Italy

Died 28 March 1236
Naso, Sicily, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Churches[1]

Feast 28 March

Patronage Naso, Italy

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Conon (3 June 1139 – 28 March 1236) was a Basilian abbot at
Naso, Sicily.
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Religious life [edit]

A famous tale from the life of Conon tells that he made a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, and whilst there he received
a vision. In this vision, Conon witnessed a priest he knew being suffocated by a snake. Having returning from
the Holy Land, he went directly to this priest and told him what he had seen. The priest at once confessed to
Conon that he was taking church funds and keeping them for himself. Conon then persuaded his fellow priest to
change his ways. Another tale tells of how Conon healed a Sicilian boy of his apoplexy.

Legacy and veneration [edit]

In 1571, Naso was in the midst of a dire famine. The people of the city prayed for the intercession of Conon,
their patron. Conon then appeared to a ship captain, who brought grain to Naso, and thus the people of Naso
survived the famine.

References [edit]

1. ^ March 28 . Latin Saints of the Orthodox Patriarchate of Rome.

Sources [edit]

St. Conon . Catholic Online.

Categories: Italian Roman Catholic saints Eastern Orthodox saints 13th-century Christian saints
1236 deaths 1139 births People from the Province of Messina Sicilian saints Basilian saints
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Conon of Perga was a martyr saint of the Roman Empire.

The Orthodox church refers to him as Conon the gardener,[1] and has a feast day for him on March 5th. In the
Catholic church, Conon's feast day is on February 4th.[2] It is possible that these are actually two different
persons.

Conon came from a Greek Christian family in Nazareth and who was put to death in the year 250 during the
reign of the Emperor Decius, because of his refusal to sacrifice to the pagan gods. He was put to death in
Perga, Phrygia or Pisidia, in Asia Minor (modern Turkey). His method of execution was having spikes driven
through his feet and then being made to run in front of his own chariot[3].

Richard Bauckham has suggested Conon to be the last known descendant (desposyni) of Jesus Christ, on the
basis of this passage from the Martyrdom of Conon: "'I am of the city of Nazareth in Galilee, I am of the family
(συγγένεια) of Christ, whose worship I have inherited from my ancestors, and whom I recognize as God over all
things.'"[4]

When the Byzantine Emperor Constans II entered the city of Rome through the Porta Appia (the gate by which
the Appian Way entered the city of Rome) during his Italian campaign against the Lombards, a stone with an
incised cross stood over the gate that had the names of St George and St Conon written at the bottom of it in
Greek, with the phrase 'thanks be to God' at the top. [3]

See also [edit]

Christian martyrs
Desposyni

References [edit]

1. ^ "Martyr Conon of Isauria; Martyr Conon the Gardener of Pamphylia; St. Mark the Ascetic of Egypt" .
Basilica.ro. March 4, 2019.

2. ^ "CatholicSaints.Info » Name Conon" .
3.  ̂a b Andrew J. Ekonomou, Byzantine Rome and the Greek Popes. Lexington books, 2007
4. ^ Bauckham, Richard (1990). Jude and the Relatives of Jesus in Early Christianity. London: T&T Clark

International. pp. 121–122. ISBN 0567082970.
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Concobhar Ó Duibheannaigh

The Blessed
Concobhar Ó Duibheannaigh,

O.F.M.

Bishop of Down and Connor

Diocese Down and Connor

Appointed 27 April 1582

Term ended 1 (O.S.)/11 (N.S.) February 1612

Predecessor Donatus Ó Gallchobhair
(bishop)

Successor Patrick Hanratty (vicar apostolic)

Orders
Consecration 2 February 1583

by Nicolas de Pellevé

Personal details
Birth name Concobhar Ó Duibheannaigh

Born c. 1532
Drumkeen, Raphoe, County
Donegal

Died 1 (O.S.)/11 (N.S.) February 1612
(aged c. 80)
Dublin

Nationality Irish

Denomination Roman Catholic

Sainthood
Feast day 20 June

Venerated in 6 July 1991

Beatified 27 September 1992
Rome
by Pope John Paul II

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Conor O'Devany)

Blessed Concobhar Ó Duibheannaigh (c. 1532 – 1 (O.S.)/11
(N.S.) February 1612; Conor O'Devany, Cornelius O'Devany) is a
formally beatified Irish Catholic Martyrs who was an Irish Roman
Catholic bishop and martyr.

Conor Gallagher was born in Malin Head, County Donegal,[1]

educated at the Franciscan convent in Donegal Town.[2] While in
Rome, Ó Duibheannaigh was appointed Bishop of Down and
Connor by Pope Gregory XIII on 27 April 1582, and consecrated
by Cardinal Nicolas de Pellevé on 2 February 1583.[1][3][4]
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Execution and martyrdom [edit]

In 1588, Ó Duibheannaigh was committed to Dublin Castle. Failing
to convict him of any crime punishable by death, Lord Deputy
William Fitzwilliam sought authority from William Cecil, 1st Baron
Burghley to "be rid of such an obstinate enemy of God and so
rank a traitor to Her Majesty as no doubt he is".[5] He lay in prison
until November 1590, being then released ostensibly on his own
petition but doubtless through policy. He was protected by Hugh
O'Neill, Earl of Tyrone until 1607 (see the Flight of the Earls), and
escaped arrest until the middle of 1611, when, almost eighty years
old, he was taken while administering Confirmation and again
committed to Dublin Castle.[5] His execution was at the personal wish of the Lord Deputy of Ireland, Sir Arthur
Chichester, who was vehemently anti-Catholic, and seems to have been rather against the wishes of the
Government as a whole.[citation needed]

On 28 January 1612, Ó Duibheannaigh was tried for high treason, found guilty by the majority of a packed jury,
and sentenced to die on 1 February (Julian Calendar). He was drawn on a cart from the Castle to the gallows
beyond the river; the whole route was crowded with Catholics. Protestant clergymen pestered him with
ministrations and urged him to confess he died for treason. "Pray let me be", he answered, "the viceroy's
messenger to me here present, could tell that I might have life and revenue for going once to that temple",
pointing to a tower opposite. He kissed the gallows before mounting, and then proceeding to exhort the
Catholics to constancy, he was thrown off, cut down alive, and quartered.[5]

With him suffered Patrick O'Loughran, a priest arrested at Cork. The people, despite the guards, carried off the
halter, his clothes, and even fragments of his body and chips of the gallows. They prayed all night by the
remains, an infirm man was reported cured by touching them, and Mass after Mass was said there from
Midnight until day. Such was the concourse that the viceroy ordered the members to be buried on the spot, but
next night the Catholics exhumed them and interred them in St. James's Churchyard. A list of martyrs compiled
by Ó Duibheannaigh was used by Rothe in his "Analecta".[5]

Beatification [edit]

On 27 September 1992, Ó Duibheannaigh, with sixteen others, the Irish Catholic Martyrs, was beatified by Pope
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John Paul II in Rome. The Feast Day of the Irish Martyrs is celebrated on 20 June.[6]
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Conrad of Parzham

St. Conrad of Parzham, O.F.M. Cap.

Altarpiece painting of St. Conrad in the Church
of the Assumption, Bad Endorf, Bavaria

Born December 22, 1818
Bad Griesbach, Passau,
Kingdom of Bavaria

Died April 21, 1894 (aged 75)
Altötting, Kingdom of Bavaria

Venerated in Roman Catholicism
(Franciscan Order)

Beatified 15 June 1930, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Vatican City by Pope
Pius XI

Canonized 20 May 1934, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Vatican City by Pope
Pius XI

Feast 21 April
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Saint Conrad of Parzham, O.F.M. Cap. (22 December 1818 –
21 April 1894), was a German Franciscan lay brother. He served
for over 40 years in the post of porter of the Capuchin friary in
Altötting, through which work he gained a widespread reputation
for his wisdom and holiness. He has been declared a saint by the
Catholic Church.
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Life [edit]

Early life [edit]

Born 22 December 1818, he was baptized with the name of John,
the son of Bartholomäus Birndorfer and Gertrude Niedermayer,
and was born on the family farm in Parzham, now a part of the
town of Bad Griesbach, then in the Kingdom of Bavaria, now part
of Germany.[1] Baptized Johann Evangelist, he was the second youngest of 12 children, five of whom died in
infancy.[2]

At the age of six, he started elementary school in nearby Weng. Young Hansel's devotion was noticeable
especially when he prayed in church, the distant location of which was no hindrance to his visiting it frequently
even in inclement weather. He had a great devotion to the Blessed Virgin, and each day fervently recited the
Rosary. On feast days he frequently made a journey to some remote shrine of the Blessed Mother. During such
pilgrimages, always made on foot, he was engaged in prayer, and when he returned in the evening, he was
usually still fasting.[2]

John spent his early years on the family farm. His mother died when he was 14; his father two years later. After
attending a parish mission in 1838, he decided to enter the religious life. The following year, at the age of 31,
and after distributing his inheritance, he was admitted as a lay brother among the Capuchin Franciscan friars.
[1]

Brother Porter [edit]

Immediately after his profession he was sent to the Friary of St. Ann, in the city of Altötting.[3] The friary served
the Shrine of Our Lady of Altötting, the national shrine of Bavaria to the Blessed Mother. Conrad was given the
task of assisting the porter at this shrine. In March 1851, he had to leave Altötting to go to Burghausen to care
for a dying priest. The following September, he entered the novitiate at Laufen, where he was given the name
Conrad in honor of Conrad of Piacenza. He then returned to Altötting as porter.[2]

Because it was a large and busy city, the duty of the friary porter was a very difficult one. Conrad was known to
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be diligent at his work, sparing in words, bountiful to the poor, eager and ready to receive and help strangers.
Brother Conrad fulfilled the task of porter for more than 40 years, assisting the inhabitants of the town in their
needs of body and soul.[1] Conrad loved silence in a special way. His spare moments during the day were spent
in a nook near the door where it was possible for him to see and adore the Blessed Sacrament. During the night
he would deprive himself of several hours of sleep to devote the time to prayer either in the oratory of the friars
or in the church. It was generally believed that he never took any rest, but continually occupied himself in work
and exercises of devotion.

On the 21 April 1894, Conrad died in the friary where he had served for 41 years.

Canonization [edit]

During his lifetime, Brother Conrad was reputed to have been able to read the hearts of those he met, and he
was attributed with the gift of prophecy.[4] His heroic virtues and the miracles he performed won for him the
distinction to be ranked among the Blessed by Pope Pius XI in 1930. Four years later, the same pope,
approving additional miracles which had been performed, solemnly inscribed his name in the list of saints.[5]

He is the patron saint of the Mid-America Province of Capuchin Friars.[3]
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Conrad of Ascoli
Born 1234

Ascoli, Italy

Died 19 April 1289
Ascoli, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholicism

Feast April 19

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Blessed Conrad of Ascoli was an Italian Friar Minor and
missionary; his feast day is April 19.

Biography [edit]

Conrad was born at Ascoli in the March of Ancona in 1234. He
belonged to the noble family of Miliani and from his earliest years
made penance the predominating element of his life. He entered
the Order of Friars Minor at Ascoli together with his townsman and
lifelong friend, Girolamo d'Ascoli, afterwards minister general, and later pope under the title of Nicholas IV.[1]

Later together they went to the cloister in Assisi to complete their training in the religious life and then to
Perugia for continue their education. Conrad received a doctor's degree in theology and was sent to Rome to
teach.[2] Conrad had a great devotion to the Holy Trinity.

In 1274 he obtained permission to go to Africa, where he preached throughout the different provinces of Libya.
Noted for his austerities, he was recalled from Africa, probably for reasons of health, to accompany his friend
Girolamo, now papal legate, on a mission to the King of France, then at war with Spain. Conrad subsequently
became lector of theology at Paris. When not engaged in teaching, Conrad preached to the people or
ministered to the sick in hospitals. [3]

In 1288 he was summoned to Rome by the new pope, Nicholas IV, who wished to make him cardinal, but Conrad
died on the way after reaching his native city on 19 April 1289, being then fifty-five years of age.[2]

Veneration [edit]

Nicholas IV was deeply grieved because of the loss of his saintly friend, and declared that Conrad's death was a
great loss to the Church. The people of Ascoli built a tomb over the remains of Blessed Conrad.

In 1371 his body was removed to the new church of the Franciscans. But it was found incorrupt and gave forth
a sweet odour. Pius VI approved the cultus of Blessed Conrad.[2]

His liturgical feast is kept in the Order of Friars Minor on 19 April.[4]

References [edit]
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Conrad of Bavaria

Bust of Conrad of Bavaria in Molfetta
Cathedral

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Conrad of Bavaria (German: Konrad von Bayern; Italian: Corrado di
Baviera) (c. 1105 – 17 March 1126 or 1154) was a Cistercian monk, the
son of Henry the Black, Duke of Bavaria. The former Molfetta Cathedral,
now renamed church of Saint Conrad of Bavaria, is dedicated to him,
and he is also the patron saint of Molfetta, although formally speaking
he was beatified rather than canonised.

Contents [hide]
1 Life
2 Sources
3 Notes and references
4 External links

Life [edit]

There are several different versions of the life of Conrad. The common
elements are that he was born in the castle of Ravensburg in Swabia (or
Regensburg in Bavaria), a younger son of Henry IX, Duke of Bavaria, a
member of the Italian Welf-Este family. Through the marriage of his sister Judith he was the uncle of Frederick
Barbarossa. (He is sometimes named as Henry's second son, sometimes as the third, sometimes as the
youngest). After some time spent with the monks of Weingarten Abbey, a Welf family monastery, he studied
theology in Cologne under the protection of his relative, the Archbishop Frederick I, with the intention, on the
part of his family, that he should eventually succeed to the archbishopric. While at Cologne however he became
a disciple of Bernard of Clairvaux and entered the Cistercian Order, taking his vows at Clairvaux and joining the
community there as a monk.

He then journeyed, or intended to journey, to the Holy Land (although not as a part of the crusades) with the
purpose of living there as a hermit, but either never left Europe or was obliged to return to it. Passing through
Apulia (in whichever direction) he stopped at Modugno near Bari, where he lived as a hermit either in a cave
near the grotto of the sanctuary or in a small Benedictine abbey nearby, where he died.

According to sources which favour a death in 1126, he was drawn to the Cistercians by the preaching in
Cologne of Arnold the German, abbot of Morimond, rather than of Bernard himself, and took his vows at
Morimond rather than at Clairvaux, although the latter is often given. His journey to the Holy Land was in the
context of Arnold's endeavour to establish a Cistercian monastery there, which incurred the disapproval of Saint
Bernard, who tried to prevent it. In the event Arnold died, in 1125, which put an end to it. Conrad nevertheless
continued alone, hoping to become a hermit in the Holy Land, but when he reached Apulia, instead of
embarking, he settled in a cave near the grotto shrine of Santa Maria ad Cryptam (as above), living, praying
and sleeping on bare rock, and before he died in 1126, had gained a local following by virtue of his holiness of
life.

Those in favour of a death in 1154 (or 1155) add extra years spent either as a monk at Clairvaux or as a hermit
either in the Holy Land or by the grotto at Modugno. According to some, Conrad accompanied King Conrad to
the Holy Land in 1147 on the Second Crusade, returning in the same year but after some time in Clairvaux
travelled back to the Holy Land in 1151 with Bernard's permission to live as a hermit; his return to Europe is
dated to 1153, caused by the news that Bernard had fallen ill.

His relics were preserved in the old Molfetta Cathedral, which was dedicated to him and is still in existence as
the Church of San Corrado. They were translated to the new cathedral after its restoration in 1785.

His local cultus was confirmed on 7 April 1832[1] by his beatification by Pope Gregory XVI.[2] Nevertheless, he is
commonly referred to as a saint. In the Cistercian Order his feast is celebrated on 9 February.[3]

The feast of San Corrado is celebrated annually in Molfetta by a procession that carries the skull of the saint in
a silver reliquary round the town.[4]
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Conrad of Constance

Saint Conrad of Constance

Copper plate showing Saint Conrad. From the crypt of
Cathedral of Konstanz.

Born c. 900

Died 26 November 975

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church

Canonized 1123, First Lateran Council by Pope
Callixtus II

Feast 26 November

Attributes represented as a bishop holding a
chalice with a spider in it or over it.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Conrad of Constance (German: Konrad; Latin:
Conradus, Curtius; c. 900 – 26 November 975 AD) was a
German bishop and saint.
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Life [edit]

Conrad was a member of the powerful Welf family, son of
Count Heinrich of Altdorf. After an education at the
cathedral school in Constance, he became provost of
Constance Cathedral and in 934 was made Bishop of
Constance.

It is counted as one of his achievements that he avoided
becoming enmeshed in the politics of the day and reserved
his energies for his episcopal duties. He was nevertheless
close to Emperor Otto I, whom he accompanied to Italy in
962. Conrad made three pilgrimages to Jerusalem as well
as a number to Rome. He founded a number of churches
on the episcopal estates and the hospital at Kreuzlingen,
named after a portion of the True Cross which Conrad
brought back from Jerusalem and presented to it.

Veneration [edit]

His remembrance as a role model for courage was entirely due to the efforts of Bishop Ulrich I of Dillingen,
Bishop of Constance (1111–1127). The Vita of Conrad was written in about 1120 by Udalschalk, a monk of St.
Ulrich's and St. Afra's Abbey, Augsburg, of which he later became abbot (1124 or 1127 to c. 1150 or 1151). Its
late date doubtless accounts for its lack of content, notwithstanding which, Conrad was canonised at the First
Lateran Council in 1123.

Iconography [edit]

Saint Conrad is sometimes represented as a bishop holding a chalice with a spider in it or over it. This refers to
a story that once when he was celebrating mass a spider fell into the chalice. Spiders were believed at that time
to be deadly poisonous, but Conrad nevertheless drank the Blood of Christ, which had been transubstantiated
from wine, with the spider in it, as a token of faith.

See Cultural depictions of spiders

See also [edit]

Biography portal Catholicism portal Saints portal Germany portal

Sources [edit]

Adriaan Breukelaar (1992). "Konrad von Konstanz". In Bautz, Traugott (ed.). Biographisch-Bibliographisches
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Conrad of Offida

Blessed Conrad of Offida
Born 1241

Offida, Ancona

Died 12 December 1306
Umbria

Venerated in Roman Catholicism

Beatified 1817 by Pius VII

Major shrine Cathedral of Perugia

Feast December 19 (Franciscan
Calendar)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Conrad of Offida was an Italian Friar Minor preacher and founder
of the Celestines.

Biography [edit]

Conrad was born at Offida, a little town in the March of Ancona, c.
1241. When barely fourteen years old he entered the Order of
Friars Minor at Ascoli, and was making rapid progress in the study
of sacred sciences, when an internal voice called him to humbler
offices of the religious life. He therefore abandoned his studies
with the consent of his superiors, and for many years was
employed as cook and questor.[1]

His superiors subsequently had him ordained and sent him forth to preach. Conrad proved himself an excellent
preacher in various convents, among them Rivotorto, Sirolo, Forano, and La Verna.[2] He modelled his life after
that of Francis of Assisi. He was especially zealous for the observance of poverty. During his long religious life
he always wore the same habit and always walked without sandals.[1]

The early legend declares that Conrad's guardian angel was the same that had formerly fulfilled this office for
Francis of Assisi, and that Giles of Assisi came back to earth to teach him the mysteries of contemplation. He
was a close friend of Leo of Assisi,[2] the companion and confessor of Francis of Assisi, who when dying,
entrusted Conrad with his writings. Conrad was allied with Angelo da Clareno and with John of La Penna, John
of Parma, Peter of John Olivi, Peter of Monticello and others of the "Spirituals".[1]

In 1294 he obtained permission from pope Celestine V to separate from the main body of the order and found
the Celestines by whom the rule of St. Francis was observed in all its purity. When this congregation was
suppressed by Boniface VIII, Conrad immediately returned under the authority of the superiors of the order. The
letter written in 1295 by Peter of John Olivi to Conrad in which the legitimacy of Boniface VIII's election is
defended, has been edited by Ignatius Jeiler (Historisches Jahrbuch, III, 649).

During a course of missions he was giving at Bastia in Umbria, he died on 12 December 1306 at the age of
about sixty-five years and was buried in that place.

Veneration [edit]

Fifty-six years later his remains were carried off by the Perugians and buried at San Francesco in the Oratory of
San Bernardino,[2] reposing beside those of Giles of Assisi in the choir of the cathedral at Perugia.

Pope Pius VII in 1817 ratified the cult of Blessed Conrad.

His liturgical feast is kept in the Order of Friars Minor on 19 December.

References [edit]

1.  ̂a b c Donovan, Stephen. "Blessed Conrad of Offida." The Catholic Encyclopedia  Vol. 4. New York: Robert
Appleton Company, 1908. 6 January 2020  This article incorporates text from this source, which is in the public
domain.

2.  ̂a b c Cremona, Joseph Grech. "Blessed Conrad of Offida", Times of Malta, October 9, 2006

 This article incorporates text from a publication now in the public domain: Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913).
"Blessed Conrad of Offida". Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton Company.
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Conrad of Parzham

St. Conrad of Parzham, O.F.M. Cap.

Altarpiece painting of St. Conrad in the Church
of the Assumption, Bad Endorf, Bavaria

Born December 22, 1818
Bad Griesbach, Passau,
Kingdom of Bavaria

Died April 21, 1894 (aged 75)
Altötting, Kingdom of Bavaria

Venerated in Roman Catholicism
(Franciscan Order)

Beatified 15 June 1930, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Vatican City by Pope
Pius XI

Canonized 20 May 1934, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Vatican City by Pope
Pius XI

Feast 21 April

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Conrad of Parzham" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(May 2014) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Saint Conrad of Parzham, O.F.M. Cap. (22 December 1818 –
21 April 1894), was a German Franciscan lay brother. He served
for over 40 years in the post of porter of the Capuchin friary in
Altötting, through which work he gained a widespread reputation
for his wisdom and holiness. He has been declared a saint by the
Catholic Church.
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Life [edit]

Early life [edit]

Born 22 December 1818, he was baptized with the name of John,
the son of Bartholomäus Birndorfer and Gertrude Niedermayer,
and was born on the family farm in Parzham, now a part of the
town of Bad Griesbach, then in the Kingdom of Bavaria, now part
of Germany.[1] Baptized Johann Evangelist, he was the second youngest of 12 children, five of whom died in
infancy.[2]

At the age of six, he started elementary school in nearby Weng. Young Hansel's devotion was noticeable
especially when he prayed in church, the distant location of which was no hindrance to his visiting it frequently
even in inclement weather. He had a great devotion to the Blessed Virgin, and each day fervently recited the
Rosary. On feast days he frequently made a journey to some remote shrine of the Blessed Mother. During such
pilgrimages, always made on foot, he was engaged in prayer, and when he returned in the evening, he was
usually still fasting.[2]

John spent his early years on the family farm. His mother died when he was 14; his father two years later. After
attending a parish mission in 1838, he decided to enter the religious life. The following year, at the age of 31,
and after distributing his inheritance, he was admitted as a lay brother among the Capuchin Franciscan friars.
[1]

Brother Porter [edit]

Immediately after his profession he was sent to the Friary of St. Ann, in the city of Altötting.[3] The friary served
the Shrine of Our Lady of Altötting, the national shrine of Bavaria to the Blessed Mother. Conrad was given the
task of assisting the porter at this shrine. In March 1851, he had to leave Altötting to go to Burghausen to care
for a dying priest. The following September, he entered the novitiate at Laufen, where he was given the name
Conrad in honor of Conrad of Piacenza. He then returned to Altötting as porter.[2]

Because it was a large and busy city, the duty of the friary porter was a very difficult one. Conrad was known to
be diligent at his work, sparing in words, bountiful to the poor, eager and ready to receive and help strangers.
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Brother Conrad fulfilled the task of porter for more than 40 years, assisting the inhabitants of the town in their
needs of body and soul.[1] Conrad loved silence in a special way. His spare moments during the day were spent
in a nook near the door where it was possible for him to see and adore the Blessed Sacrament. During the night
he would deprive himself of several hours of sleep to devote the time to prayer either in the oratory of the friars
or in the church. It was generally believed that he never took any rest, but continually occupied himself in work
and exercises of devotion.

On the 21 April 1894, Conrad died in the friary where he had served for 41 years.

Canonization [edit]

During his lifetime, Brother Conrad was reputed to have been able to read the hearts of those he met, and he
was attributed with the gift of prophecy.[4] His heroic virtues and the miracles he performed won for him the
distinction to be ranked among the Blessed by Pope Pius XI in 1930. Four years later, the same pope,
approving additional miracles which had been performed, solemnly inscribed his name in the list of saints.[5]

He is the patron saint of the Mid-America Province of Capuchin Friars.[3]
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Conrad of Piacenza

St. Conrad of Piacenza, T.O.S.F.

Franciscan tertiary, pilgrim and hermit
Born 1290

Commune of Calendasco,
Holy Roman Empire

Died 19 February 1351
Noto, Kingdom of Sicily

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
(Third Order of St. Francis and
Sicily)

Beatified 1515, Rome, Papal States, by
Pope Leo X

Canonized 2 June 1625, Piacenza, Duchy of
Parma and Piacenza, Holy
Roman Empire, by Pope Urban
VIII

Major shrine Cathedral of St. Nicholas,
Noto, Province of Syracuse, Italy

Feast 19 February

Patronage cure of hernias, Calendasco and
Noto

The Church of Calendasco with the
castle where St. Conrad was born in
the background (left)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Conrad of Piacenza, T.O.S.F. (Italian: Corrado, 1290 [or 1284[1]]
(in Italian) – 19 February 1351), was an Italian penitent and hermit
of the Third Order of St. Francis, who is venerated as a saint.
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Biography [edit]

Early life [edit]

He was born Corrado
Confalonieri, a member
of one of the noblest
families of Piacenza, in the
town of Calendasco, a
fiefdom of his family. The
date of his birth is
uncertain. He married an
aristocratic young woman
named Ephrosyne when he was quite young. Though pious, he led the
normal way of life for a man of his station.

One day, as he was engaged in his usual pastime of hunting within his family's domain, he ordered his
attendants to set fire to some brushwood in which game had taken refuge. The prevailing wind caused the
flames to spread rapidly to the surrounding fields and forest. A peasant who happened to be found near where
the fire began was accused of starting the blaze and was imprisoned, tortured to confess, and condemned to
death. As the man was being led to execution, a remorseful Conrad publicly admitted his guilt to the Signoria of
the city. As punishment and reparation for the damages he had caused, the city seized all his assets, only
sparing his life due to his noble status.

Franciscan penitent [edit]

Thus reduced to poverty, and seeking penance for his act of cowardice, Conrad and his wife saw the hand of
God in this event. As a result, in 1315 they agreed to separate and Conrad retired to a hermitage near the town
of Calendasco, joining a community of hermits, who were Franciscan tertiaries, while his wife became a nun of
the Order of Poor Clares at their monastery in the city.[1]

Conrad soon developed a reputation for holiness, and the flow of visitors left him unable to keep the solitude he
sought. He then embarked on the life of a pilgrim, going to Rome, and from there to the Holy Land and Malta
and, about 1340, to Palermo in Sicily, where he was directed to an isolated site in the Val di Noto. After many
years of an itinerant life, he settled there in a grotto now named for him and for the rest of his life spent a most
austere and penitential life of solitude, working numerous miracles, and gifted with prophecy.

In 1343 Conrad felt called by God to serve the local people more directly and in 1343 went to the city of Netum,
where he cared for the sick at the Hospital of St. Martin there for the next two years. He lived in a hermitage
attached to the Church of the Crucified Christ occupied by the Blessed William Buccheri, a former equerry to
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King Frederick III of Sicily, who had also taken up a life of solitude and prayer. Conrad would regularly return to
his grotto for silent prayer. His fame was such that in 1348 the Bishop of Syracuse, Giacomo Guidone de
Franchis, went to his hermitage to beg his prayers for the relief of a famine afflicting the island.

Conrad died while in prayer, kneeling before a crucifix, on 19 February 1351, the day he had predicted. At his
request, his body was buried at the Church of St. Nicholas, the principal one of the city. After the city was
leveled in an earthquake in the 1690s, it was transferred to the new church of the same name built in the
relocated city, now called Noto, which now serves as the cathedral of the region.

Veneration [edit]

Miracles [edit]

Conrad is especially invoked for the cure of hernia. This comes from miracles attributed to him. The legend
relates that he was visited at his hermitage by a former friend and companion in arms, Antonio da Stessa, from
Daverio. His friend was suffering from the pain of a hernia he had developed. Seeing the pain his old comrade
was suffering, Conrad was moved to pity and prayed for him. Stessa was immediately cured of the hernia.

The same outcome was accomplished for a local tailor, who suffered severely from several hernias.

The miracle for which Conrad is best known is the "Miracle of the Bread". This developed during the
aforementioned famine which afflicted Sicily as a result of a severe outbreak of the bubonic plague on the
island during 1348-49. During that catastrophe, anyone who approached the hermit for help was given a loaf of
bread, still warm, which, it was said, he had received from the angels.[1]

Canonization [edit]

Shortly after Conrad's death, his demonstrably holy life and the large number of miracles attributed to him led
the leadership of the city to request that the Bishop of Syracuse, to which diocese Noto belonged, begin the
process for his canonization. When the waiting period required by Church law expired in 1485, this process was
opened by Bishop Dalmazio Gabriele, O.P., who had himself witnessed the Miracle of the Bread. As part of the
process, Conrad's body was exhumed for examination, and was found to be incorrupt, and placed in a silver urn
for the veneration of the public.[1]

Pope Leo X beatified Conrad on 12 July 1515 and permitted the town of Noto to celebrate his feast day. On 30
October 1544, Pope Paul III extended permission to the whole island. On 2 June 1625, he was canonized by
Cardinal Odoardo Farnese, who was the Duke of Parma and Piacenza in a solemn ceremony at the cathedral of
Piacenza, where it was declared an obligatory feast. On 12 September of that same year, permission was
granted to the Franciscan Order by Pope Urban VIII for a distinct text for the Divine Office and Mass to be used
for his feast; today it is celebrated solely by the Third Order of St. Francis to which he belonged. In Vietnam
there is a popular devotion to Conrad.

On his feast day, the Parish Church of San Corrado in Noto commemorates him by the distribution of blessed
bread.[1]

See also [edit]
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Saint Constabilis

San Costabile and the miracle of the ship
saved from the wreck of the monastery

Born c. 1070
Tresino

Died February 17, 1124 (aged 53 or
54)
Cava de' Tirreni

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized cultus confirmed in 1893 by Leo
XIII

Feast February 17

Patronage Castellabate; sailors

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Constabilis (Italian: San Constabile, San Costabile) (c.
1070 – 1124) was an Italian abbot and saint. He was abbot of La
Trinità della Cava, located at Cava de' Tirreni, from 1122 to 1124.
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Biography [edit]

He was born around 1070 at Tresino, in Lucania (currently part of
the comune of Castellabate), to the noble Gentilcore family. At the
age of seven, he was entrusted to the care of abbot of Cava, Leo
I. Constabilis then became a monk at the abbey. He followed the
Benedictine Rule zealously and was entrusted by the abbot to
manage important negotiations and transactions on behalf of the
abbey. On January 10, 1118, he was promoted by abbot Peter of
Pappacarbone to the position of coadjutor. He subsequently
succeeded Peter as abbot after the latter's death on March 4,
1122.

Constabilis is venerated as the patron saint of Castellabate, for
the reason that he founded the town. He started construction on
the Angel's Castle on 10 October 1123, which afterwards became
entitled to him. His title gave the village its present name: Castrum
Abbatis, the "castle of the abbot."

He steered the monastery in an unassuming manner and cared for
the general and individual needs of the monks. He died at the age of fifty-three and was buried in the church
overhanging the grotto of Arsicia that had been used by the founder of the abbey, Saint Alferius.

Constabilis died on 17 February 1124. He was succeeded by Simeon.

Veneration [edit]

After his death, he is said to have appeared to his successors and was venerated as a protector of the ships
belonging to this abbey.

The first four abbots of Cava were recognized as saints on December 21, 1893 by Pope Leo XIII. Veneration for
Constabilis had already existed; however, this had now been officially approved.[1]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ San Constabile (Costabile)

External links [edit]

(in Italian) San Constabile (Costabile)
Constabilis of Cava
Constabilis of Cava
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Constantin Brâncoveanu

Constantin Brâncoveanu

Prince of Wallachia
Reign October 1688 – 15 August 1714

Predecessor Șerban Cantacuzino

Successor Ștefan Cantacuzino

Born 15 August 1654
Brâncoveni, Wallachia

Died 15 August 1714
Istanbul, Ottoman Empire

Spouse Doamna Marica Brâncoveanu

Issue Stanca (1676)
Maria (1678)
Ilinca (1682)
Constantin (1683)
Ștefan (1685)
Safta (1686)
Radu (1690)
Ancuța (1691)
Bălaşa (1693)
Smaranda (1696)
Matei (1698)

Religion Orthodox

Signature

Constantin Brâncoveanu and family, mural
from 1709 at Hurezi monastery

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the village in Călărași County, see Dragalina, Călărași. For the Bucharest Metro station, see Constantin
Brâncoveanu metro station.

Constantin Brâncoveanu (Romanian pronunciation: [konstanˈtin
brɨŋkoˈve̯anu] ( listen); 1654 – August 15, 1714) was Prince of
Wallachia between 1688 and 1714.
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Biography [edit]

Ascension [edit]

A descendant of the Craiovești boyar family and heir through his
grandfather Preda of a considerable part of Matei Basarab′s
fortune, Brâncoveanu was born on the estate of Brâncoveni and
raised in the house of his uncle, stolnic Constantin Cantacuzino.
He rose to the throne after the death of his uncle, prince Şerban
Cantacuzino. He was initially supported by his maternal uncles
Constantin and Mihai Cantacuzino, but grew increasingly
independent from them in the course of his reign. Constantin
Cantacuzino retreated to one of his estates and began advocating
his son Ștefan's candidacy to the throne.

Policies [edit]

The prince took steps in negotiating anti-Ottoman alliances first
with the Habsburg Monarchy, and then with Peter the Great's
Russia (see Russo-Turkish War, 1710-1711): upon the 1710
Russian intervention in Moldavia, the prince contacted Tsar Peter
and accepted gifts from the latter, while his rivalry with the
Moldavian Prince Dimitrie Cantemir (the main regional ally of the
Russians) prevented a more decisive political move. Instead,
Brâncoveanu gathered Wallachian troops in Urlați, near the
Moldavian border, awaiting for Russian troops to storm into his
country and offer his services to the tsar, while also readying to
join the Ottoman counter-offensive in the event of a change in
fortunes. When several of his boyars fled to the Russian camp,
the prince saw himself forced to decide in favor of the Ottomans
or risk becoming an enemy of his Ottoman suzerain, and swiftly
returned the gifts he had received from the Russians.
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Saints Constantin, Constantin,
Ștefan, Radu and Matei

Brâncoveanu

Born 1654 (Constantin)
1683 (Constantin)
1685 (Ștefan)
1690 (Radu)
1698 (Matei)
Brâncoveni, Wallachia

Died 15 August 1714
Istanbul, Ottoman Empire

Venerated in Romanian Orthodox Church and
Russian Orthodox Church[1]

Canonized 20 June 1992, Bucharest

Major shrine Relics at the New Church of St.
George, Bucharest.

Feast 16 August (Eastern Orthodox
Church)

Attributes They are usually depicted
together, wearing golden cloaks.

Brâncoveanu's statue
in Bucharest

Arrest and execution [edit]

Such policies were eventually denounced to the Porte.
Brâncoveanu was deposed from his throne by Sultan Ahmed III,
and brought under arrest to Istanbul, where he was imprisoned in
1714 at the fortress of Yedikule (the Seven Towers).

There he was tortured by the
Ottomans, who hoped to locate the
immense fortune he had supposedly
amassed. He and his four sons were
beheaded on the same day in August,
together with Prince Constantin's
faithful friend, grand treasurer Enache
Văcărescu.

According to his secretary, Anton
Maria Del Chiaro, their heads were
then carried on poles through the
streets of Istanbul, an episode which
caused a great unrest in the city.
Fearing a rebellion, including from
that of the Muslim population which
was outraged by the injustice done to
the Prince, his sons and his close
friend, he ordered for the bodies to be
thrown into the Bosporus. Christian

fishermen took the bodies from the water, and buried them at the
Halchi Monastery, in the city's vicinity.[2]

Death and sanctification in Eastern Orthodoxy [edit]

The circumstances and facts of Constantin's death are recorded in
history, and his sanctification is recognized by all The Eastern
Orthodox Churches.

On 15 August 1714, the Feast of the Dormition, when Constantin
Brâncoveanu was also celebrating his 60th birthday, he and his
four sons and boyar Ianache Văcărescu were brought before
Sultan Ahmed III of Turkey. Diplomatic representatives of Austria,
Russia, France and England were also present. After all of his fortune has been seized, in exchange for the life
of his family he was asked to renounce the Orthodox Christian faith. He reportedly said: "Behold, all my fortunes
and all I had, I have lost! Let us not lose our souls. Be brave and manly, my beloved! Ignore death. Look at how
much Christ, our Savior, has endured for us and with what shameful death he died. Firmly believe in this and do
not move, nor leave your faith for this life and this world." After this, his four sons, Constantin, Ștefan, Radu and
Matei and advisor Ianache were beheaded in front of their father.[3]

History also that the smallest child, Matei (12 years old) was so frightened after seeing the bloodbath and the
heads of his three brothers that he started crying and asking his father to let him renounce Christianity and
convert to Islam. At that moment, Constantin Brâncoveanu said: "Of our kind none have lost their faith. It is
better to die a thousand times than to leave your ancient faith just to live few more years on earth." Matei
listened and offered his head. After Brâncoveanu himself was decapitated, their heads were impaled on javelins
and displayed in a procession. Their bodies were left before the gate and later on thrown into the waters of the
Bosphorus.[4]

Cultural contribution [edit]

Brâncoveanu was a great patron of culture, his achievements being part of the Romanian and world cultural
heritage. Under his reign, many Romanian, Greek, Bulgarian, Arabic, Turkish, and Georgian texts were printed
after a printing press was established in Bucharest - an institution overseen by Anthim the Iberian. In 1694, he
founded the Royal Academy of Bucharest.

In his religious and laic constructions, Brâncoveanu harmoniously combined in architecture the mural and
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Brâncoveni Monastery

sculptural painting, the local tradition, the Neo-Byzantine style and the innovative ideas of the Italian
Renaissance, giving rise to Brâncovenesc style.[5] The most accomplished and the best preserved example of
Brâncovenesc style architecture is Hurezi monastery, inscribed by UNESCO on its list of World Heritage Sites,
where Brâncoveanu intended to have his tomb. Other buildings built by him are Mogoşoaia Palace complex,
Potlogi Palace, Brâncoveanu monastery. Such cultural ventures relied on increased taxation, which was also
determined by the mounting fiscal pressure of the Ottomans (adding in turn to Brâncoveanu's determination to
strip Wallachia of Turkish rule).

Legacy [edit]

Brâncoveanu left to the secular Romanian spirituality a few fundamental books, printed for the first time in
Wallachia; among them, Aristotle's Ethics, the Flower of the Gifts and the Philosophical Examples, the last two
being translated and printed by Antim Ivireanul. The neo-Romanian style was born from the style of the
monasteries, of the houses and of the palaces of Brâncoveanu and it became, through Ion Mincu and his
school, the national style at the time of the affirmation of the cultural identities of the nations of Europe in the
beginning of the 20th century.

The architectural Brâncovenesc style is found in the churches of the Monasteries of Hurezi, Râmnicu Sarat,
Doicesti and Saint George's New Church in Bucharest. Among secular buildings, the style can be found in
Mogosoaia palace and the reworked Old Court.[6]

The Constantin Brâncoveanu University is located in Pitești, but it also has subsidiaries in Brăila and Râmnicu
Vâlcea.

In June 1992, the Sinode of the Romanian Orthodox Church decreed the sanctification of Constantin
Brâncoveanu, his sons Constantin, Radu, Ștefan and Matei, and vornic Ianache Văcărescu. On March 7, 2018,
the decision of the Holy Synod of the Russian Orthodox Church added these saints to the calendar of the
Russian Orthodox Church.[1] On 16 August 2020, Romania celebrated for the first time the day of remembrance
of the persecution of Christians in the world. Although Brâncoveanu died on 15 August, his death was also
remembered for having refused to convert to Islam.[7]

Mogoșoaia palace

 

Horezu monastery

 

Brâncoveanu's tomb at
St. George New Church

Historiography [edit]

The intrigue marking Constantin's ascension and reign is reflected in chronicles of the time, which are
ideologically divided: Letopisețul Cantacuzinesc gives a bleak account of Șerban's rule, as does Cronica
Bălenilor; Radu Greceanu's is an official account of Brâncoveanu's rule, and Radu Popescu is adverse to
Cantacuzino rulers.

Dimitrie Cantemir's Historia Hieroglyphica is centered on the clash,
and reflects Cantemir's preference for Constantin Cantacuzino, who
was also related to Dimitrie through marriage (despite the fact that
Cantemir and Brâncoveanu have taken the same side in the conflict
with the Porte).

Ștefan Cantacuzino's brief rule saw in turn the downfall of the
Cantacuzinos; he and his father were executed by the Ottomans, who
saw the solution to the risk of Wallacho-Russian alliances in imposing
the rigid system of Phanariote rule (inaugurated in Wallachia by
Nicholas Mavrocordato, who, through his previous rule in Moldavia, is
also considered the first Phanariote in that country).

Through his death, Constantin Brâncoveanu became the hero of a
series Romanian folk ballads, as well as being depicted on some of
Romania's official coinage. According to the Romanian Orthodox
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Religion
Affiliation Eastern Orthodox
Ecclesiastical or
organizational
status

Monastery

Status active
Location

Location Brâncoveni, Olt County,
Romania

Architecture
Architect(s) Patroness Celea

(1570–83)
Matei Basarab and
Preda Brâncoveanu
(1634–40)
Constantin and Ștefan
Brâncoveanu (1699–
1704)
Theodosius of
Trebizond (1842)

Type Church
Style Brâncovenesc
Groundbreaking 1570
Completed 1842[8]

Direction of
façade

West

Website
[2]

Church, the reason for his and his sons' execution was their refusal to
give up their Christian faith and convert to Islam. In 1992 the Church
declared him, his sons, and Enache saints and martyrs (Sfinții Martiri
Binecredinciosul Voievod Constantin Brâncoveanu, împreună cu fiii
săi Constantin, Ștefan, Radu, Matei și sfetnicul Ianache - "The Martyr
Saints the Right-Believing Voivode Constantin Brâncoveanu, together
with his sons Constantin, Ștefan, Radu, Matei, and the counselor
[Enache]"). Their feast day is August 16.

Quotes [edit]

Letopisețul Cantacuzinesc on Constantin Brâncoveanu's relations
with the Habsburgs and Ottomans early in his reign (1690, during
the latter stages of the Great Turkish War):

[...] Then Costandin-vodă [old rendition of his name] as
well, arriving to his seat in Bucharest, catching news of
the Austrians having entered his country and having
reached Târgoviște, immediately left his seat [...] went
forth towards Pitariului Bridge, setting camp in the river
meadow of Plătăreşti, leaving behind the ispravnic [...]
with orders that, when the Austrians were to arrive in
Bucharest, he was to provide them with all supplies they
would need.

Subsequently [the Austrian General], upon
understanding this [action], immediately sent a letter to
Costandin-vodă, inviting him to return to his seat and join
[the Austrians] in harassing the Turk.

Then Costandin-vodă, upon understanding this, called
as soon as he could the Metropolitan Theodosie, as well
as all his lower and higher boyars, summoning a great
council on what was to be done, whereupon some of the
boyars vigorously showed themselves to favor
Costandin-vodă's rejection of the Turks and his joining
the Austrians; while another bunch of boyars, foremost
Costandin [Constantin] Cantacuzino, who has been great
stolnic, and Mihai Cantacuzino, the great spătar, believed
this not to constitute good advice, as, where such a thing
to happen, the nearby Tatars [who were Ottoman allies]
would immediately arrive with a mighty force in order to
enslave and plunder the country, and the Austrians
would prove of no help. And immediately they moved
spot and went to the village of Ruși, where the princely
fish ponds are located.

Then [the Austrian General] came to Drăgănești, inviting
Costandin-vodă to leave Ruși and meet him in
Drăgănești, showing himself a great friend towards
Costandin-vodă, asking him, in all good faith, to teach
him what he should do next. And he told all the truth
about how his and his troops' arrival had been brought
about by the lies of [a high boyar], and how [the boyar]
had boasted that, were [they] to enter the country, all
boyars and all country would pay allegiance to [them],
but that this had not in fact happened.

Thus Costandin-vodă told him the whole truth, about how
the Tatars wished to enter his country, and [he] threw a
major banquet in his honor and then returned to
Bucharest in great fear. And the Tatars, aware of the
Austrian presence, wasted no time in raising troops for
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Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Constantin
Brâncoveanu.

the Sultan and sent forth messengers to Costandin-vodă,
telling him that they were to come in the country to fight
the Austrians.

Thus Costandin-vodă, upon hearing news of this,
became very saddened, most of all considering the plight
of the poor country, and immediately lifted camp and left
for Buzău. And when he arrived there, he sent his Lady
and all her ladies-in-waiting to the convent [...], and he
rode with a few of his men to meet the Sultan, paying him
high allegiance and offering him many gifts.

It is then that the Sultan saw that Costandin-vodă was not
being rebellious, but rather [his] honest servant, and
gave him assurance that his country would not be
enslaved, and that [the Ottomans] were instead to meet
the Austrians, who were their enemies.

Issue [edit]

Brâncoveanu and his wife Marica had seven daughters and four sons.
Although all of his sons were murdered, many of his daughters had
issue. Brâncoveanu's first born, Constantin II, also had a son who survived exile and rose to be a mare ban
(foremost state function in Wallachian political hierarchy, except for the ruler). The male line of the
Brâncoveanu family became extinguished in 1832, when Grigore Brâncoveanu died without having any children
of his own. Yet he adopted a relative (who was also a descendant of Constantin Brâncoveanu) and thus passed
the family name on.

According to a genealogical study, roughly 250 of his bloodline were alive at the middle of the 19th century.
Amongst them Gheorghe Bibescu and Barbu Știrbei (rulers of Wallachia and Moldova), famous revolutionary
Alexandru Ipsilanti, Romanian Prime ministers Barbu Catargiu, Nicolae Kretzulescu, George Manu and
Gheorghe Grigore Cantacuzino "Nababul" and historians Dan and Mihnea Berindei.

Name Portrait Lived
Wife

(date of
marriage)

Offspring Comments

Constantin II
Brâncoveanu

1683-
1714

Anița,
daughter of

Ion Balș,
Moldavian

boyar.
(20 January

1706)

Constantin
III

(mare
ban)

Constantin II was Brâncoveanu's first son,
albeit not his first offspring. He had one son,

Constantin III, who was spared by the
Ottomans: he later engaged in politics and

furthered the family's name.

Ștefan
Brâncoveanu

1685-
1714

Bălașa,
daughter of

Ilie
Cantacuzino.

(27
February

1709)

Maria

Ștefan was noted for his accomplished
classical education. He is the author of
several books in ancient Greek. His line
ended with his daughter, who bore no

children.

Radu
Brâncoveanu

n/a-
1714

Engaged to a daughter of Antioh Cantemir, former Moldavian ruler, but
the planned marriage didn't come to fruition in light of the 1714 events.

Matei
Brâncoveanu

1702-
1714

At the time of his death 11 or 12 years of age. A number of more and
less reliable accounts of the August 1714 martyrdom state that he

made a plea for his life, but his father convinced him not to trade his
faith for his life. Was killed in front of his father.
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Source: If nothing else mentioned, Chiriță 1932

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b Russian Synod of March 7, 2018, item no. 8  (in Russian)
2. ^ Del Chiaro
3. ^ Gheorghe Şincai - The chronicles of romanians and other populations, volume I-III, edition by F. Fugariu,

Bucharest, 1978
4. ^ Professor of Academy Niculae M. Popescu - The life and the facts of Constantin Brâncoveanu, prince of

Romanian Country, Idaco Publishing, Bucharest, 2013, p.16
5. ^ Epoca lui Serban Cantacuzino si a lui Constantin Brancoveanu, p. 205, University of Bucharest 2004
6. ^ Epoca lui Serban Cantacuzino si a lui Constantin Brancoveanu, pp. 209-213, University of Bucharest 2004
7. ^ "Romania celebrated first national day of remembrance of persecuted Christians" . Evangelical Focus. 18

August 2020.
8. ^ [1]
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Constantina

Sarcophagus of Constantina,
sculpted around 340 AD. Formerly in
the Mausoleo di Santa Costanza, part
of the complex of Sant'Agnese fuori le
mura in Rome, it is now on display at
the Museo Pio-Clementino in the
Vatican City.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Constantina (disambiguation).

Constantina (also named Constantia and Constantiana; b. after 307/before 317 – d. 354), and later known as
Saint Constance,[1] was the eldest daughter of Roman emperor Constantine the Great and his second wife
Fausta, daughter of Emperor Maximian. Constantina received the title of Augusta by her father, and is
venerated as a saint, having developed a medieval legend wildly at variance with what is known of her actual
character.
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1 Life
2 Political power and influence
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4 Medieval legend
5 Cult and recognition of her holiness
6 Notes
7 References

Life [edit]

In 335, Constantina married her cousin Hannibalianus, son of Flavius
Dalmatius, whom Constantine had created "King of Kings and Ruler of
the Pontic Tribes". After Emperor Constantine the Great died, great
purges of the imperial family occurred and her husband was executed in
337.[2]

For the second time, Constantius II gave Constantina to Hannibalianus'
cousin, and her own half cousin Gallus. Gallus was created a Caesar of
the East and his name changed to Constantius Gallus to further his
legitimacy around 349/350, which also presumably was the time of their
marriage. Gallus was twenty-five or twenty-six at the time, whereas
Constantina was substantially his senior. Her second marriage
produced a daughter Anastasia, whose full name and fate are
unknown.[3]

Constantina and Constantius Gallus were then sent from Rome to Syria
at Antioch to govern that portion of the Eastern Roman Empire.[4] She would not return to Rome until her death.
In 354 AD, when Constantius called for Gallus, the caesar sent Constantina to her brother, with the purpose to
mitigate his position in Constantius' consideration. While on her way to meet with Constantius II, she died at
Caeni Gallicani in Bithynia (Asia Minor). The cause of her death was a sudden high fever of unknown cause.[5]

Her body was sent back to Rome and entombed near Via Nomentana in a mausoleum her father, Emperor
Constantine I, had started building for her. This mausoleum would later become known as the church of Santa
Costanza, when Constantina was venerated as saint. Her magnificent porphyry sarcophagus is on exhibit in the
Vatican Museums.[6]

Political power and influence [edit]

Upon marrying Hannibalianus her father made her Augusta but it was mostly an honorary title. After her
husband was executed in 337 AD, Constantina disappeared from the imperial record until 350 AD. This is when
Magnentius revolted against her brother Constantius II which caused great political upheaval. This prompted
her to become directly involved in the political revolt. She exercised her political power by asking Vetranio to
challenge Magnentius, thereby hoping to protect her own political interests and preserve her power.[4]

Not only did Constantina exercise political power on her own, she was inherently, as a female member of the
imperial Roman family, a political tool. As a widow, she could be offered in marriage to secure political alliance.
This happened twice. In 350 AD, in order to attempt a peaceful compromise by arraigning marriage, Magnentius
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Arm reliquaire of Saint
Constantina, Santa Maria
della Scala in Siena.

offered to marry Constantina and have Constantius II marry his daughter.[7] But Constantius II refused this offer.
Shortly after, in 351 AD, Constantius II used Constantina for a different political purpose and gave her in
marriage to Constantius Gallus who was made Caesar in the Eastern Roman Empire and they moved to
Antioch.[4]

The Passio Artemii (12) alleges that the marriage was meant to ensure Gallus' loyalty[8] but it may have had at
least as much to do with Constantina who, besides having known power as Constantine's daughter and
Hannibalianus' wife, had prompted the opposition of Vetranio [9] to Magnentius, and whose hand had been
sought from Constantius by ambassadors of Magnentius himself.[10]

The marriage, besides benefiting Constantius, extricated her from a dangerous situation in the Roman Empire
and placed her in a position from which she might control the younger and inexperienced Caesar. On the other
hand, it is possible that Constantius saw the marriage as a way to remove his intrusive — perhaps treasonous
— sister from the volatile west. If the mention in the Passio Artemii (11) of letters from Constantina to her
brother preserves a genuine tradition, it is possible Constantina even initiated the proposal that she marry
Gallus.

Gallus ruled over the East from Antioch, and his purpose was to keep under control the Sassanid menace.
Gallus, however, alienated the support of his subjects with his arbitrary and merciless rule. Constantina
supported her husband. It is in Antioch that Constantina appeared to become politically active in the way typical
of imperial Roman women. According to Ammianus Marcellinus, she was sinister and cruel, who largely
operated hidden from the public view but was still powerfully controlling. He suggests that she called for the
murder of several people, "Gallus...had just enough strength to reply that most of them had been massacred at
the insistence of his wife Constantina".[11] While this can not be proven, it does give her character the
perception of being cruel and violent.

When, after receiving the complaints of the Anthiocheans, Constantius II summoned both Gallus and
Constantina, but according to Ammianus Constantina tried to go to him first alone in the hope that their familiar
ties would help ease tensions, "she set out in the hope that as he was her brother she would be able to soften
him".[12] In her last attempt at using her political power, Constantina went to try to meet with her brother the
Emperor to try to pacify him in his conflict with her husband Constantius Gallus.

Character assessment [edit]

Edward Gibbon likened Constantina to one of the infernal furies tormented with an
insatiate thirst of human blood. The historian said that she encouraged the violent
nature of Gallus rather than persuading him to show reason and compassion.
Gibbon stated that her vanity was accentuated while the gentle qualities of a
woman were absent in her makeup. She would have accepted a pearl necklace in
return for consenting to the execution of a worthy nobleman.[13]

According to Ammianus Marcellinus, Constantina appeared to be extremely cruel
and violent. He portrayed her as full of pride and disturbingly violent, "her pride was
swollen beyond measure; she was a Fury in mortal form, incessantly adding fuel to
her husband's rage, and as thirsty for human blood as he".[5]

Medieval legend [edit]

In the Middle Ages, Constantina developed a legend, connected with the life of
Agnes of Rome; the origins of this are unclear, though she was certainly buried in a
mausoleum, Santa Costanza, attached to the large Constantinian basilica over the catacomb where Agnes is
buried. The mausoleum survives largely intact, but now only parts of the wall of the basilica survive. In the
version told by the Golden Legend, she caught leprosy, and was then miraculously cured when praying at
Agnes' tomb, which is supposed to be at the site of the later Basilica of Sant'Agnese fuori le mura alongside the
earlier basilica. (The Ethiopian Synaxarium describes Constantine I sending his sick daughter to Abu Mena to
be cured, and credits her with finding Menas' body, after which Constantine ordered the construction of a
church at the site.)[14] Constantina took a vow of chastity, and converted her fiancé Gallicanus, and eventually
left her wealth to her servants John and Paul for them to spend on Christian works. The story, with considerable
elaborations, survives in various literary forms, and as a figure from the life of Agnes, Constantina appears in
the late 14th enamelled scenes on the Royal Gold Cup in the British Museum.[15]

Cult and recognition of her holiness [edit]

Her relics were placed by Pope Alexander IV under a new altar. Today, the grave of Constantina is in the
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church of Santa Costanza, Rome. It was only in the 16th century that Constantina, Attica, and Artemia were
placed for the first time in martyrologies. The feast day of Constantina is 18 February. Attica and Artemia are
venerated, in addition, on 28 January and 17 February. Together, they are venerated on 25 February and 25
June.[16]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ http://www.stconstance.org/our-patron.html
2. ^ Ammianus Marcellinus, xiv 1.2.
3. ^ Flavius Claudius Iulianus, Epistola ad Athenienses, 272 D.
4.  ̂a b c DiMaio 1996
5.  ̂a b Ammianus Marcellinus 1986, p. 41
6. ^ Webb 2001, p. 252
7. ^ Gibbon 1854, p. 377
8. ^ Gibbon 1854, p. 388
9. ^ Jones, Martindale & Morris 1971, p. 222

10. ^ Müller 1841–1870, Peter the Patrician fr. 16, p. 190
11. ^ Ammianus Marcellinus 1986, p. 62
12. ^ Ammianus Marcellinus 1986, p. 58
13. ^ Gibbon 1854, p. 389
14. ^ Grossmann, Peter (1998). "The Pilgrimage Center of Abû Mînâ". in D. Frankfurter (ed.), Pilgrimage & Holy Space

in Late Antique Egypt. Leiden-Boston-Köln, Brill: p. 282
15. ^ Kleinhenz 2004, p. 251
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Constantine the Great

Constantine the Great

Colossal head of Constantine (4th century),
Capitoline Museums, Rome and Athens

Roman emperor
Reign 25 July 306 – 22 May 337 (alone

from 19 September 324)

Predecessor Constantius I

Successor Constantine II
Constantius II
Constans I

Co-emperors
or rivals

Galerius (306–311)
Valerius Severus (306–307)
Maxentius (306–312)
Maximian (306–308)
Licinius (308–324)
Maximinus Daia (311–313)

Born 27 February c. 272[1]

Naissus, Moesia Superior,
Roman Empire (Niš, Serbia)

Died 22 May 337 (aged 65)
Nicomedia, Bithynia, Roman
Empire (İzmit, Turkey)

Burial Church of the Holy Apostles,
Constantinople, but Constantius
II, his son, had it moved

Spouse Minervina (may have been his
concubine)
Fausta

Issue
Detail

Constantina
Helena
Crispus
Constantine II
Constantius II
Constans

Full name
Flavius Valerius Constantinus

Greek Κωνσταντίνος Ά

Dynasty Constantinian

Father Constantius Chlorus

Mother Helena

Religion Nicene Christianity
Roman polytheism (previously)

A statue of Constantine in the
Castle of Berat.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Constantine I)

"Constantine of Constantinople" redirects here. For patriarchs of Constantinople named Constantine, see Patriarch Constantine of Constantinople.
"Constantine" and "Constantine I" redirect here. For other uses, see Constantine (disambiguation) and Constantine I (disambiguation).

Constantine the Great (Latin: Flavius Valerius Constantinus; Ancient Greek: Κωνσταντῖνος, romanized: Kōnstantînos; 27 February c. 272 – 22 May
337), also known as Constantine I, was a Roman emperor from AD 306 to 337. Born in Dacia Ripensis (now Serbia), he was the son of Flavius
Constantius, an Illyrian army officer who became one of the four emperors of the Tetrarchy. His mother, Helena, was Greek and of low birth. Constantine
served with distinction under emperors Diocletian and Galerius campaigning in the eastern provinces against barbarians and the Persians, before being
recalled west in 305 to fight under his father in Britain. After his father's death in 306, Constantine was acclaimed as emperor by the army at Eboracum
(York). He emerged victorious in the civil wars against emperors Maxentius and Licinius to become sole ruler of the Roman Empire by 324.

As emperor, Constantine enacted administrative, financial, social and military reforms to strengthen the empire. He restructured the government,
separating civil and military authorities. To combat inflation he introduced the solidus, a new gold coin that became the standard for Byzantine and
European currencies for more than a thousand years. The Roman army was reorganised to consist of mobile units (comitatenses), and garrison troops
(limitanei) capable of countering internal threats and barbarian invasions. Constantine pursued successful campaigns against the tribes on the Roman
frontiers—the Franks, the Alamanni, the Goths and the Sarmatians—even resettling territories abandoned by his predecessors during the Crisis of the
Third Century.

Constantine was the first Roman emperor to convert to Christianity.[notes 1] Although he lived much of his life as a pagan, and later as a catechumen, he
joined the Christian religion on his deathbed, being baptised by Eusebius of Nicomedia. He played an influential role in the proclamation of the Edict of
Milan in 313, which declared tolerance for Christianity in the Roman Empire. He convoked the First Council of Nicaea in 325, which produced the
statement of Christian belief known as the Nicene Creed.[3] The Church of the Holy Sepulchre was built on his orders at the purported site of Jesus' tomb
in Jerusalem and became the holiest place in Christendom. The papal claim to temporal power in the High Middle Ages was based on the fabricated
Donation of Constantine. He has historically been referred to as the "First Christian Emperor" and he did favour the Christian Church. While some
modern scholars debate his beliefs and even his comprehension of Christianity,[notes 2] he is venerated as a saint in Eastern Christianity.

The age of Constantine marked a distinct epoch in the history of the Roman Empire.[6] He built a new imperial residence at Byzantium and renamed the
city Constantinople (now Istanbul) after himself (the laudatory epithet of "New Rome" emerged in his time, and was never an official title). It subsequently
became the capital of the Empire for more than a thousand years, the later Eastern Roman Empire being referred to as the Byzantine Empire by modern
historians. His more immediate political legacy was that he replaced Diocletian's Tetrarchy with the de facto principle of dynastic succession, by leaving
the empire to his sons and other members of the Constantinian dynasty. His reputation flourished during the lifetime of his children and for centuries
after his reign. The medieval church held him up as a paragon of virtue, while secular rulers invoked him as a prototype, a point of reference and the
symbol of imperial legitimacy and identity.[7] Beginning with the Renaissance, there were more critical appraisals of his reign, due to the rediscovery of
anti-Constantinian sources. Trends in modern and recent scholarship have attempted to balance the extremes of previous scholarship.
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Sources [edit]

Constantine was a ruler of major importance, and he has always been a controversial figure.[8] The fluctuations in his reputation reflect the nature of the
ancient sources for his reign. These are abundant and detailed,[9] but they have been strongly influenced by the official propaganda of the period[10] and are
often one-sided;[11] no contemporaneous histories or biographies dealing with his life and rule have survived.[12] The nearest replacement is Eusebius's Vita
Constantini—a mixture of eulogy and hagiography[13] written between AD 335 and circa AD 339[14]—that extols Constantine's moral and religious virtues.[15]

The Vita creates a contentiously positive image of Constantine,[16] and modern historians have frequently challenged its reliability.[17] The fullest secular life of
Constantine is the anonymous Origo Constantini,[18] a work of uncertain date,[19] which focuses on military and political events to the neglect of cultural and
religious matters.[20]

Lactantius' De Mortibus Persecutorum, a political Christian pamphlet on the reigns of Diocletian and the Tetrarchy, provides valuable but tendentious detail
on Constantine's predecessors and early life.[21] The ecclesiastical histories of Socrates, Sozomen, and Theodoret describe the ecclesiastic disputes of
Constantine's later reign.[22] Written during the reign of Theodosius II (AD 408–450), a century after Constantine's reign, these ecclesiastical historians
obscure the events and theologies of the Constantinian period through misdirection, misrepresentation, and deliberate obscurity.[23] The contemporary writings of the orthodox Christian Athanasius,
and the ecclesiastical history of the Arian Philostorgius also survive, though their biases are no less firm.[24]

The epitomes of Aurelius Victor (De Caesaribus), Eutropius (Breviarium), Festus (Breviarium), and the anonymous author of the Epitome de Caesaribus offer compressed secular political and
military histories of the period. Although not Christian, the epitomes paint a favourable image of Constantine but omit reference to Constantine's religious policies.[25] The Panegyrici Latini, a
collection of panegyrics from the late third and early fourth centuries, provide valuable information on the politics and ideology of the tetrarchic period and the early life of Constantine.[26]

Contemporary architecture, such as the Arch of Constantine in Rome and palaces in Gamzigrad and Córdoba,[27] epigraphic remains, and the coinage of the era complement the literary sources.[28]

Early life [edit]

Flavius Valerius Constantinus, as he was originally named, was born in the city of Naissus, (today Niš, Serbia) part of the Dardania province of Moesia on 27 February,[29] probably c. AD 272.[30] His
father was Flavius Constantius, an Illyrian,[31][32] and a native of Dardania province of Moesia (later Dacia Ripensis).[33] Constantine probably spent little time with his father[34] who was an officer in
the Roman army, part of the Emperor Aurelian's imperial bodyguard. Being described as a tolerant and politically skilled man,[35] Constantius advanced through the ranks, earning the governorship
of Dalmatia from Emperor Diocletian, another of Aurelian's companions from Illyricum, in 284 or 285.[33] Constantine's mother was Helena, a Greek woman of low social standing from Helenopolis of
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Bithynia.[36] It is uncertain whether she was legally married to Constantius or merely his concubine.[37] His main language was Latin, and during his public
speeches he needed Greek translators.[38]

In July AD 285, Diocletian declared Maximian, another colleague from Illyricum, his co-emperor. Each emperor would have his own court, his own military and
administrative faculties, and each would rule with a separate praetorian prefect as chief lieutenant.[39] Maximian ruled in the West, from his capitals at
Mediolanum (Milan, Italy) or Augusta Treverorum (Trier, Germany), while Diocletian ruled in the East, from Nicomedia (İzmit, Turkey). The division was merely
pragmatic: the empire was called "indivisible" in official panegyric,[40] and both emperors could move freely throughout the empire.[41] In 288, Maximian
appointed Constantius to serve as his praetorian prefect in Gaul. Constantius left Helena to marry Maximian's stepdaughter Theodora in 288 or 289.[42]

Diocletian divided the Empire again in AD 293, appointing two caesars (junior emperors) to rule over further subdivisions of East and West. Each would be
subordinate to their respective augustus (senior emperor) but would act with supreme authority in his assigned lands. This system would later be called the
Tetrarchy. Diocletian's first appointee for the office of Caesar was Constantius; his second was Galerius, a native of Felix Romuliana. According to Lactantius,
Galerius was a brutal, animalistic man. Although he shared the paganism of Rome's aristocracy, he seemed to them an alien figure, a semi-barbarian.[43] On
1 March, Constantius was promoted to the office of caesar, and dispatched to Gaul to fight the rebels Carausius and Allectus.[44] In spite of meritocratic
overtones, the Tetrarchy retained vestiges of hereditary privilege,[45] and Constantine became the prime candidate for future appointment as caesar as soon
as his father took the position. Constantine went to the court of Diocletian, where he lived as his father's heir presumptive.[46]

Constantine's parents and siblings, the dates in square brackets indicate the possession of minor titles

In the East [edit]

Constantine received a formal education at Diocletian's court, where he learned Latin literature, Greek, and philosophy.[47] The cultural environment in
Nicomedia was open, fluid, and socially mobile; in it, Constantine could mix with intellectuals both pagan and Christian. He may have attended the lectures of
Lactantius, a Christian scholar of Latin in the city.[48] Because Diocletian did not completely trust Constantius—none of the Tetrarchs fully trusted their
colleagues—Constantine was held as something of a hostage, a tool to ensure Constantius' best behavior. Constantine was nonetheless a prominent member of the court: he fought for Diocletian
and Galerius in Asia and served in a variety of tribunates; he campaigned against barbarians on the Danube in AD 296 and fought the Persians under Diocletian in Syria (AD 297), as well as under
Galerius in Mesopotamia (AD 298–299).[49] By late AD 305, he had become a tribune of the first order, a tribunus ordinis primi.[50]

Constantine had returned to Nicomedia from the eastern front by the spring of AD 303, in time to witness the beginnings of Diocletian's "Great Persecution",
the most severe persecution of Christians in Roman history.[51] In late 302, Diocletian and Galerius sent a messenger to the oracle of Apollo at Didyma with
an inquiry about Christians.[52] Constantine could recall his presence at the palace when the messenger returned, when Diocletian accepted his court's
demands for universal persecution.[53] On 23 February AD 303, Diocletian ordered the destruction of Nicomedia's new church, condemned its scriptures to
the flames, and had its treasures seized. In the months that followed, churches and scriptures were destroyed, Christians were deprived of official ranks, and
priests were imprisoned.[54]

It is unlikely that Constantine played any role in the persecution.[55] In his later writings, he would attempt to present himself as an opponent of Diocletian's
"sanguinary edicts" against the "Worshippers of God",[56] but nothing indicates that he opposed it effectively at the time.[57] Although no contemporary
Christian challenged Constantine for his inaction during the persecutions, it remained a political liability throughout his life.[58]

On 1 May AD 305, Diocletian, as a result of a debilitating sickness taken in the winter of AD 304–305, announced his resignation. In a parallel ceremony in
Milan, Maximian did the same.[59] Lactantius states that Galerius manipulated the weakened Diocletian into resigning, and forced him to accept Galerius' allies
in the imperial succession. According to Lactantius, the crowd listening to Diocletian's resignation speech believed, until the very last moment, that Diocletian
would choose Constantine and Maxentius (Maximian's son) as his successors.[60] It was not to be: Constantius and Galerius were promoted to augusti, while
Severus and Maximinus Daia, Galerius' nephew, were appointed their caesars respectively. Constantine and Maxentius were ignored.[61]

Some of the ancient sources detail plots that Galerius made on Constantine's life in the months following Diocletian's
abdication. They assert that Galerius assigned Constantine to lead an advance unit in a cavalry charge through a

swamp on the middle Danube, made him enter into single combat with a lion, and attempted to kill him in hunts and wars. Constantine always emerged
victorious: the lion emerged from the contest in a poorer condition than Constantine; Constantine returned to Nicomedia from the Danube with a Sarmatian
captive to drop at Galerius' feet.[62] It is uncertain how much these tales can be trusted.[63]

In the West [edit]

Constantine recognized the implicit danger in remaining at Galerius' court, where he was held as a virtual hostage. His career depended on being rescued by
his father in the west. Constantius was quick to intervene.[64] In the late spring or early summer of AD 305, Constantius requested leave for his son to help
him campaign in Britain. After a long evening of drinking, Galerius granted the request. Constantine's later propaganda describes how he fled the court in the
night, before Galerius could change his mind. He rode from post-house to post-house at high speed, hamstringing every horse in his wake.[65] By the time
Galerius awoke the following morning, Constantine had fled too far to be caught.[66] Constantine joined his father in Gaul, at Bononia (Boulogne) before the
summer of AD 305.[67]

From Bononia, they crossed the Channel to Britain and made their way to Eboracum (York), capital of the province of Britannia Secunda and home to a large
military base. Constantine was able to spend a year in northern Britain at his father's side, campaigning against the Picts beyond Hadrian's Wall in the
summer and autumn.[68] Constantius' campaign, like that of Septimius Severus before it, probably advanced far into the north without achieving great
success.[69] Constantius had become severely sick over the course of his reign, and died on 25 July 306 in Eboracum. Before dying, he declared his support
for raising Constantine to the rank of full augustus. The Alamannic king Chrocus, a barbarian taken into service under Constantius, then proclaimed Constantine as
augustus. The troops loyal to Constantius' memory followed him in acclamation. Gaul and Britain quickly accepted his rule;[70] Hispania, which had been in his father's
domain for less than a year, rejected it.[71]

Constantine sent Galerius an official notice of Constantius' death and his own acclamation. Along with the notice, he included a portrait of himself in the robes of an
augustus.[72] The portrait was wreathed in bay.[73] He requested recognition as heir to his father's throne, and passed off responsibility for his unlawful ascension on
his army, claiming they had "forced it upon him".[74] Galerius was put into a fury by the message; he almost set the portrait and messenger on fire.[75] His advisers
calmed him, and argued that outright denial of Constantine's claims would mean certain war.[76] Galerius was compelled to compromise: he granted Constantine the
title "caesar" rather than "augustus" (the latter office went to Severus instead).[77] Wishing to make it clear that he alone gave Constantine legitimacy, Galerius
personally sent Constantine the emperor's traditional purple robes.[78] Constantine accepted the decision,[77] knowing that it would remove doubts as to his
legitimacy.[79]

Early rule [edit]

Constantine's share of the Empire consisted of Britain, Gaul, and Spain, and he commanded one of the largest Roman armies which was stationed along the
important Rhine frontier.[80] He remained in Britain after his promotion to emperor, driving back the tribes of the Picts and securing his control in the northwestern dioceses. He completed the
reconstruction of military bases begun under his father's rule, and he ordered the repair of the region's roadways.[81] He then left for Augusta Treverorum (Trier) in Gaul, the Tetrarchic capital of the
northwestern Roman Empire.[82] The Franks learned of Constantine's acclamation and invaded Gaul across the lower Rhine over the winter of 306–307 AD.[83] He drove them back beyond the

Rhine and captured Kings Ascaric and Merogais; the kings and their soldiers were fed to the beasts of Trier's amphitheatre in the adventus (arrival)
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The portrait of Constantine on a
Roman coin; the inscription around the
portrait is "Constantinus Aug[ustus]"

Public baths (thermae) built in Trier
by Constantine, more than 100 metres
(328 ft) wide by 200 metres (656 ft) long
and capable of serving several
thousand at a time, built to rival those of
Rome[85]

Dresden bust of Maxentius

A gold multiple of "Unconquered
Constantine" with Sol Invictus, struck in
313 AD. The use of Sol's image
stressed Constantine's status as his
father's successor, appealed to the
educated citizens of Gaul, and was
considered less offensive than the
traditional pagan pantheon to the
Christians.[103]
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celebrations which followed.[84]

Constantine began a major expansion of Trier. He strengthened the circuit wall around the city with military towers and fortified gates, and he began building a
palace complex in the northeastern part of the city. To the south of his palace, he ordered the construction of a large formal audience hall and a massive
imperial bathhouse. He sponsored many building projects throughout Gaul during his tenure as emperor of the West, especially in Augustodunum (Autun)
and Arelate (Arles).[86] According to Lactantius, Constantine followed a tolerant policy towards Christianity, although he was not yet a Christian himself. He
probably judged it a more sensible policy than open persecution[87] and a way to distinguish himself from the "great persecutor" Galerius.[88] He decreed a
formal end to persecution and returned to Christians all that they had lost during them.[89]

Constantine was largely untried and had a hint of illegitimacy about him; he relied on his father's reputation in his early propaganda, which gave as much
coverage to his father's deeds as to his.[90] His military skill and building projects, however, soon gave the panegyrist the opportunity to comment favourably
on the similarities between father and son, and Eusebius remarked that Constantine was a "renewal, as it were, in his own person, of his father's life and
reign".[91] Constantinian coinage, sculpture, and oratory also show a new tendency for disdain towards the "barbarians" beyond the frontiers. He minted a
coin issue after his victory over the Alemanni which depicts weeping and begging Alemannic tribesmen, "the Alemanni conquered" beneath the phrase
"Romans' rejoicing".[92] There was little sympathy for these enemies; as his panegyrist declared, "It is a stupid clemency that spares the conquered foe."[93]

Maxentius' rebellion [edit]

Following Galerius' recognition of Constantine as caesar, Constantine's portrait was brought to Rome, as was customary. Maxentius mocked the portrait's
subject as the son of a harlot and lamented his own powerlessness.[94] Maxentius, envious of Constantine's authority,[95] seized the title of emperor on 28
October 306 AD. Galerius refused to recognize him but failed to unseat him. Galerius sent Severus against Maxentius, but during the campaign, Severus'
armies, previously under command of Maxentius' father Maximian, defected, and Severus was seized and imprisoned.[96] Maximian, brought out of retirement
by his son's rebellion, left for Gaul to confer with Constantine in late 307 AD. He offered to marry his daughter Fausta to Constantine and elevate him to
augustan rank. In return, Constantine would reaffirm the old family alliance between Maximian and Constantius and offer support to Maxentius' cause in Italy.
Constantine accepted and married Fausta in Trier in late summer 307 AD. Constantine now gave Maxentius his meagre support, offering Maxentius political

recognition.[97]

Constantine remained aloof from the Italian conflict, however. Over the spring and summer of 307 AD, he had left Gaul for Britain to avoid any involvement in the
Italian turmoil;[98] now, instead of giving Maxentius military aid, he sent his troops against Germanic tribes along the Rhine. In 308 AD, he raided the territory of the
Bructeri, and made a bridge across the Rhine at Colonia Agrippinensium (Cologne). In 310 AD, he marched to the northern Rhine and fought the Franks. When not
campaigning, he toured his lands advertising his benevolence and supporting the economy and the arts. His refusal to participate in the war increased his popularity
among his people and strengthened his power base in the West.[99] Maximian returned to Rome in the winter of 307–308 AD, but soon fell out with his son. In early
308 AD, after a failed attempt to usurp Maxentius' title, Maximian returned to Constantine's court.[100]

On 11 November 308 AD, Galerius called a general council at the military city of Carnuntum (Petronell-Carnuntum, Austria) to resolve the instability in the western
provinces. In attendance were Diocletian, briefly returned from retirement, Galerius, and Maximian. Maximian was forced to abdicate again and Constantine was again
demoted to caesar. Licinius, one of Galerius' old military companions, was appointed augustus in the western regions. The new system did not last long: Constantine
refused to accept the demotion, and continued to style himself as augustus on his coinage, even as other members of the Tetrarchy referred to him as a caesar on
theirs. Maximinus Daia was frustrated that he had been passed over for promotion while the newcomer Licinius had been raised to the office of augustus and
demanded that Galerius promote him. Galerius offered to call both Maximinus and Constantine "sons of the augusti",[101] but neither accepted the new title. By the

spring of 310 AD, Galerius was referring to both men as augusti.[102]

Maximian's rebellion [edit]

In 310 AD, a dispossessed Maximian rebelled against Constantine while Constantine was away campaigning against the Franks. Maximian had been sent
south to Arles with a contingent of Constantine's army, in preparation for any attacks by Maxentius in southern Gaul. He announced that Constantine was
dead, and took up the imperial purple. In spite of a large donative pledge to any who would support him as emperor, most of Constantine's army remained
loyal to their emperor, and Maximian was soon compelled to leave. Constantine soon heard of the rebellion, abandoned his campaign against the Franks, and
marched his army up the Rhine.[104] At Cabillunum (Chalon-sur-Saône), he moved his troops onto waiting boats to row down the slow waters of the Saône to
the quicker waters of the Rhone. He disembarked at Lugdunum (Lyon).[105] Maximian fled to Massilia (Marseille), a town better able to withstand a long siege
than Arles. It made little difference, however, as loyal citizens opened the rear gates to Constantine. Maximian was captured and reproved for his crimes.
Constantine granted some clemency, but strongly encouraged his suicide. In July 310 AD, Maximian hanged himself.[104]

In spite of the earlier rupture in their relations, Maxentius was eager to present himself as his father's devoted son after his death.[106] He began minting coins
with his father's deified image, proclaiming his desire to avenge Maximian's death.[107] Constantine initially presented the suicide as an unfortunate family
tragedy. By 311 AD, however, he was spreading another version. According to this, after Constantine had pardoned him, Maximian planned to murder
Constantine in his sleep. Fausta learned of the plot and warned Constantine, who put a eunuch in his own place in bed. Maximian was apprehended when he
killed the eunuch and was offered suicide, which he accepted.[108] Along with using propaganda, Constantine instituted a damnatio memoriae on Maximian,
destroying all inscriptions referring to him and eliminating any public work bearing his image.[109]

The death of Maximian required a shift in Constantine's public image. He could no longer rely on his connection to the elder Emperor Maximian, and needed a
new source of legitimacy.[110] In a speech delivered in Gaul on 25 July 310 AD, the anonymous orator reveals a previously unknown dynastic connection to
Claudius II, a 3rd-century emperor famed for defeating the Goths and restoring order to the empire. Breaking away from tetrarchic models, the speech
emphasizes Constantine's ancestral prerogative to rule, rather than principles of imperial equality. The new ideology expressed in the speech made Galerius
and Maximian irrelevant to Constantine's right to rule.[111] Indeed, the orator emphasizes ancestry to the exclusion of all other factors: "No chance agreement of men, nor some unexpected
consequence of favor, made you emperor," the orator declares to Constantine.[112]

The oration also moves away from the religious ideology of the Tetrarchy, with its focus on twin dynasties of Jupiter and Hercules. Instead, the orator proclaims that Constantine experienced a divine
vision of Apollo and Victory granting him laurel wreaths of health and a long reign. In the likeness of Apollo, Constantine recognized himself as the saving figure to whom would be granted "rule of
the whole world",[113] as the poet Virgil had once foretold.[114] The oration's religious shift is paralleled by a similar shift in Constantine's coinage. In his early reign, the coinage of Constantine
advertised Mars as his patron. From 310 AD on, Mars was replaced by Sol Invictus, a god conventionally identified with Apollo.[115] There is little reason to believe that either the dynastic connection
or the divine vision are anything other than fiction, but their proclamation strengthened Constantine's claims to legitimacy and increased his popularity among the citizens of Gaul.[116]

Civil wars [edit]

See also: Civil wars of the Tetrarchy

War against Maxentius [edit]

By the middle of 310 AD, Galerius had become too ill to involve himself in imperial politics.[117] His final act survives: a letter to provincials posted
in Nicomedia on 30 April 311 AD, proclaiming an end to the persecutions, and the resumption of religious toleration.[118] He died soon after the
edict's proclamation,[119] destroying what little remained of the tetrarchy.[120] Maximinus mobilized against Licinius, and seized Asia Minor. A hasty
peace was signed on a boat in the middle of the Bosphorus.[121] While Constantine toured Britain and Gaul, Maxentius prepared for war.[122] He
fortified northern Italy, and strengthened his support in the Christian community by allowing it to elect a new Bishop of Rome, Eusebius.[123]

Maxentius' rule was nevertheless insecure. His early support dissolved in the wake of heightened tax rates and depressed trade; riots broke out in Rome and Carthage;[124] and Domitius Alexander
was able to briefly usurp his authority in Africa.[125] By 312 AD, he was a man barely tolerated, not one actively supported,[126] even among Christian Italians.[127] In the summer of 311 AD, Maxentius
mobilized against Constantine while Licinius was occupied with affairs in the East. He declared war on Constantine, vowing to avenge his father's "murder".[128] To prevent Maxentius from forming an
alliance against him with Licinius,[129] Constantine forged his own alliance with Licinius over the winter of 311–312 AD, and offered him his sister Constantia in marriage. Maximinus considered
Constantine's arrangement with Licinius an affront to his authority. In response, he sent ambassadors to Rome, offering political recognition to Maxentius in exchange for a military support.
Maxentius accepted.[130] According to Eusebius, inter-regional travel became impossible, and there was military buildup everywhere. There was "not a place where people were not expecting the
onset of hostilities every day".[131]

Constantine's advisers and generals cautioned against preemptive attack on Maxentius;[132] even his soothsayers recommended against it, stating that the sacrifices had produced unfavourable
omens.[133] Constantine, with a spirit that left a deep impression on his followers, inspiring some to believe that he had some form of supernatural guidance,[134] ignored all these cautions.[135] Early
in the spring of 312 AD,[136] Constantine crossed the Cottian Alps with a quarter of his army, a force numbering about 40,000.[137] The first town his army encountered was Segusium (Susa, Italy), a
heavily fortified town that shut its gates to him. Constantine ordered his men to set fire to its gates and scale its walls. He took the town quickly. Constantine ordered his troops not to loot the town,
and advanced with them into northern Italy.[136]

At the approach to the west of the important city of Augusta Taurinorum (Turin, Italy), Constantine met a large force of heavily armed Maxentian cavalry.[138] In the ensuing battle Constantine's army
encircled Maxentius' cavalry, flanked them with his own cavalry, and dismounted them with blows from his soldiers' iron-tipped clubs. Constantine's armies emerged victorious.[139] Turin refused to
give refuge to Maxentius' retreating forces, opening its gates to Constantine instead.[140] Other cities of the north Italian plain sent Constantine embassies of congratulation for his victory. He moved
on to Milan, where he was met with open gates and jubilant rejoicing. Constantine rested his army in Milan until mid-summer 312 AD, when he moved on to Brixia (Brescia).[141]

Brescia's army was easily dispersed,[142] and Constantine quickly advanced to Verona, where a large Maxentian force was camped.[143] Ruricius Pompeianus, general of the Veronese forces and
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Battle of Constantine and Maxentius (detail-of-
fresco-in-Vatican-Stanze) c. 1650 by Lazzaro Baldi
after Giulio Romano, at the University of Edinburgh

The Milvian Bridge (Ponte Milvio)
over the Tiber, north of Rome, where
Constantine and Maxentius fought in
the Battle of the Milvian Bridge

The Battle of the Milvian Bridge by
Giulio Romano

Bronze head of Constantine from a
colossal statue[174]

Coin of Licinius

Maxentius' praetorian prefect,[144] was in a strong defensive position, since the town was surrounded on three sides by the Adige. Constantine
sent a small force north of the town in an attempt to cross the river unnoticed. Ruricius sent a large detachment to counter Constantine's
expeditionary force, but was defeated. Constantine's forces successfully surrounded the town and laid siege.[145] Ruricius gave Constantine the
slip and returned with a larger force to oppose Constantine. Constantine refused to let up on the siege, and sent only a small force to oppose
him. In the desperately fought encounter that followed, Ruricius was killed and his army destroyed.[146] Verona surrendered soon afterwards,
followed by Aquileia,[147] Mutina (Modena),[148] and Ravenna.[149] The road to Rome was now wide open to Constantine.[150]

Maxentius prepared for the same type of war he had waged against Severus and Galerius: he sat in
Rome and prepared for a siege.[151] He still controlled Rome's praetorian guards, was well-stocked with
African grain, and was surrounded on all sides by the seemingly impregnable Aurelian Walls. He ordered
all bridges across the Tiber cut, reportedly on the counsel of the gods,[152] and left the rest of central Italy
undefended; Constantine secured that region's support without challenge.[153] Constantine progressed
slowly[154] along the Via Flaminia,[155] allowing the weakness of Maxentius to draw his regime further into
turmoil.[154] Maxentius' support continued to weaken: at chariot races on 27 October, the crowd openly
taunted Maxentius, shouting that Constantine was invincible.[156] Maxentius, no longer certain that he
would emerge from a siege victorious, built a temporary boat bridge across the Tiber in preparation for a
field battle against Constantine.[157] On 28 October 312 AD, the sixth anniversary of his reign, he
approached the keepers of the Sibylline Books for guidance. The keepers prophesied that, on that very day, "the enemy of the Romans" would
die. Maxentius advanced north to meet Constantine in battle.[158]

Constantine adopts the Greek letters Chi Rho for Christ's initials [edit]
Main article: Battle of the Milvian Bridge
Further information: Ponte Milvio

Maxentius' forces were still twice the size of Constantine's, and he organized them in long lines facing the battle plain with their backs to the river.[159]

Constantine's army arrived on the field bearing unfamiliar symbols on their standards and their shields.[160] According to Lactantius "Constantine was directed
in a dream to cause the heavenly sign to be delineated on the shields of his soldiers, and so to proceed to battle. He did as he had been commanded, and he
marked on their shields the letter Χ, with a perpendicular line drawn through it and turned round thus at the top, being the cipher of Christ. Having this sign
(☧), his troops stood to arms."[161] Eusebius describes a vision that Constantine had while marching at midday in which "he saw with his own eyes the trophy
of a cross of light in the heavens, above the sun, and bearing the inscription, In Hoc Signo Vinces" ("In this sign thou shalt conquer").[162] In Eusebius's
account, Constantine had a dream the following night in which Christ appeared with the same heavenly sign and told him to make an army standard in the
form of the labarum.[163] Eusebius is vague about when and where these events took place,[164] but it enters his narrative before the war begins against
Maxentius.[165] He describes the sign as Chi (Χ) traversed by Rho (Ρ) to form ☧, representing the first two letters of the Greek word ΧΡΙΣΤΟΣ
(Christos).[166][167] A medallion was issued at Ticinum in 315 AD which shows Constantine wearing a helmet emblazoned with the Chi Rho,[168] and coins
issued at Siscia in 317/318 AD repeat the image.[169] The figure was otherwise rare and is uncommon in imperial iconography and propaganda before the
320s.[170] It wasn't completely unknown, however, being an abbreviation of the Greek word chrēston (good), having previously appeared on the coins of
Ptolemy III, Euergetes I (247-222 BCE).

Constantine deployed his own forces along the whole length of Maxentius' line. He ordered his cavalry to charge, and they broke Maxentius' cavalry. He then
sent his infantry against Maxentius' infantry, pushing many into the Tiber where they were slaughtered and drowned.[159] The battle was brief,[171] and
Maxentius' troops were broken before the first charge.[172] His horse guards and praetorians initially held their position, but they broke under the force of a
Constantinian cavalry charge; they also broke ranks and fled to the river. Maxentius rode with them and attempted to cross the bridge of boats (Ponte Milvio), but he was pushed into the Tiber and
drowned by the mass of his fleeing soldiers.[173]

In Rome [edit]

Constantine entered Rome on 29 October 312 AD,[175][176] and staged a grand adventus in the city which was met with jubilation.[177] Maxentius' body was
fished out of the Tiber and decapitated, and his head was paraded through the streets for all to see.[178] After the ceremonies, the disembodied head was
sent to Carthage, and Carthage offered no further resistance.[179] Unlike his predecessors, Constantine neglected to make the trip to the Capitoline Hill and
perform customary sacrifices at the Temple of Jupiter.[180] However, he did visit the Senatorial Curia Julia,[181] and he promised to restore its ancestral
privileges and give it a secure role in his reformed government; there would be no revenge against Maxentius' supporters.[182] In response, the Senate
decreed him "title of the first name", which meant that his name would be listed first in all official documents,[183] and they acclaimed him as "the greatest
Augustus".[184] He issued decrees returning property that was lost under Maxentius, recalling political exiles, and releasing Maxentius' imprisoned
opponents.[185]

An extensive propaganda campaign followed, during which Maxentius' image was purged from all public places. He was written up as a "tyrant" and set
against an idealized image of Constantine the "liberator". Eusebius is the best representative of this strand of Constantinian propaganda.[186] Maxentius'
rescripts were declared invalid, and the honours that he had granted to leaders of the Senate were also invalidated.[187] Constantine also attempted to
remove Maxentius' influence on Rome's urban landscape. All structures built by him were rededicated to Constantine, including the Temple of Romulus and
the Basilica of Maxentius.[188] At the focal point of the basilica, a stone statue was erected of Constantine holding the Christian labarum in its hand. Its
inscription bore the message which the statue illustrated: By this sign, Constantine had freed Rome from the yoke of the tyrant.[189]

Constantine also sought to upstage Maxentius' achievements. For example, the Circus Maximus was redeveloped so that its seating capacity was 25 times
larger than that of Maxentius' racing complex on the Via Appia.[190] Maxentius' strongest military supporters were neutralized when he disbanded the
Praetorian Guard and Imperial Horse Guard.[191] The tombstones of the Imperial Horse Guard were ground up and used in a basilica on the Via Labicana,[192]

and their former base was redeveloped into the Lateran Basilica on 9 November 312 AD—barely two weeks after Constantine captured the city.[193] The
Legio II Parthica was removed from Albano Laziale,[187] and the remainder of Maxentius' armies were sent to do frontier duty on the Rhine.[194]

Wars against Licinius [edit]

In the following years, Constantine gradually consolidated his military superiority over his rivals in the crumbling Tetrarchy. In 313, he met Licinius in Milan to
secure their alliance by the marriage of Licinius and Constantine's half-sister Constantia. During this meeting, the emperors agreed on the so-called Edict of
Milan,[195] officially granting full tolerance to Christianity and all religions in the Empire.[196] The document had special benefits for Christians, legalizing their
religion and granting them restoration for all property seized during Diocletian's persecution. It repudiates past methods of religious coercion and used only
general terms to refer to the divine sphere—"Divinity" and "Supreme Divinity", summa divinitas.[197] The conference was cut short, however, when news
reached Licinius that his rival Maximinus had crossed the Bosporus and invaded European territory. Licinius departed and eventually defeated Maximinus,
gaining control over the entire eastern half of the Roman Empire. Relations between the two remaining emperors deteriorated, as Constantine suffered an
assassination attempt at the hands of a character that Licinius wanted elevated to the rank of Caesar;[198] Licinius, for his part, had Constantine's statues in
Emona destroyed.[199] In either 314 or 316 AD, the two Augusti fought against one another at the Battle of Cibalae, with Constantine being victorious. They
clashed again at the Battle of Mardia in 317, and agreed to a settlement in which Constantine's sons Crispus and Constantine II, and Licinius' son Licinianus
were made caesars.[200] After this arrangement, Constantine ruled the dioceses of Pannonia and Macedonia and took residence at Sirmium, whence he could
wage war on the Goths and Sarmatians in 322, and on the Goths in 323, defeating and killing their leader Rausimod.[198]

In the year 320, Licinius allegedly reneged on the religious freedom promised by the Edict of Milan in 313 and began to oppress Christians anew,[201] generally without bloodshed, but resorting to
confiscations and sacking of Christian office-holders.[202] Although this characterization of Licinius as anti-Christian is somewhat doubtful, the fact is that he seems to have been far less open in his
support of Christianity than Constantine. Therefore, Licinius was prone to see the Church as a force more loyal to Constantine than to the Imperial system in general,[203] as the explanation offered
by the Church historian Sozomen.[204]

This dubious arrangement eventually became a challenge to Constantine in the West, climaxing in the great civil war of 324. Licinius, aided by Gothic mercenaries, represented the past and the
ancient pagan faiths. Constantine and his Franks marched under the standard of the labarum, and both sides saw the battle in religious terms. Outnumbered, but fired by their zeal, Constantine's
army emerged victorious in the Battle of Adrianople. Licinius fled across the Bosphorus and appointed Martinian, his magister officiorum, as nominal Augustus in the West, but Constantine next won
the Battle of the Hellespont, and finally the Battle of Chrysopolis on 18 September 324.[205] Licinius and Martinian surrendered to Constantine at Nicomedia on the promise their lives would be
spared: they were sent to live as private citizens in Thessalonica and Cappadocia respectively, but in 325 Constantine accused Licinius of plotting against him and had them both arrested and
hanged; Licinius' son (the son of Constantine's half-sister) was killed in 326.[206] Thus Constantine became the sole emperor of the Roman Empire.[207]

Later rule [edit]

Foundation of Constantinople [edit]

Licinius' defeat came to represent the defeat of a rival centre of pagan and Greek-speaking political activity in the East, as opposed to the Christian and Latin-speaking Rome, and it was proposed
that a new Eastern capital should represent the integration of the East into the Roman Empire as a whole, as a center of learning, prosperity, and cultural preservation for the whole of the Eastern

Roman Empire.[208] Among the various locations proposed for this alternative capital, Constantine appears to have toyed earlier with Serdica (present-day
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Constantine burning Arian books,
from a 9th-century manuscript

Pope Sylvester I and Emperor
Constantine

A nummus of Constantine

Sofia), as he was reported saying that "Serdica is my Rome".[209] Sirmium and Thessalonica were also considered.[210] Eventually, however, Constantine
decided to work on the Greek city of Byzantium, which offered the advantage of having already been extensively rebuilt on Roman patterns of urbanism,
during the preceding century, by Septimius Severus and Caracalla, who had already acknowledged its strategic importance.[211] The city was thus founded in
324,[212] dedicated on 11 May 330[212] and renamed Constantinopolis ("Constantine's City" or Constantinople in English). Special commemorative coins were
issued in 330 to honor the event. The new city was protected by the relics of the True Cross, the Rod of Moses and other holy relics, though a cameo now at
the Hermitage Museum also represented Constantine crowned by the tyche of the new city.[213] The figures of old gods were either replaced or assimilated
into a framework of Christian symbolism. Constantine built the new Church of the Holy Apostles on the site of a temple to Aphrodite. Generations later there
was the story that a divine vision led Constantine to this spot, and an angel no one else could see led him on a circuit of the new walls.[214] The capital would
often be compared to the 'old' Rome as Nova Roma Constantinopolitana, the "New Rome of Constantinople".[207][215]

Religious policy [edit]
Further information: Constantine the Great and Christianity, Constantine I and paganism, and Constantine the Great and Judaism

Constantine was the first emperor to stop the persecution of Christians and to legalize Christianity, along with all other
religions/cults in the Roman Empire. In February 313, he met with Licinius in Milan and developed the Edict of Milan,
which stated that Christians should be allowed to follow their faith without oppression.[216][page needed] This removed
penalties for professing Christianity, under which many had been martyred previously, and it returned confiscated
Church property. The edict protected all religions from persecution, not only Christianity, allowing anyone to worship
any deity that they chose. A similar edict had been issued in 311 by Galerius, senior emperor of the Tetrarchy, which
granted Christians the right to practise their religion but did not restore any property to them.[217] The Edict of Milan
included several clauses which stated that all confiscated churches would be returned, as well as other provisions for
previously persecuted Christians. Scholars debate whether Constantine adopted his mother Helena's Christianity in
his youth, or whether he adopted it gradually over the course of his life.[218]

Constantine possibly retained the title of pontifex maximus which emperors bore as heads of the ancient Roman religion until Gratian renounced the
title.[219][220] According to Christian writers, Constantine was over 40 when he finally declared himself a Christian, making it clear that he owed his successes
to the protection of the Christian High God alone.[221] Despite these declarations of being a Christian, he waited to be baptized on his deathbed, believing that
the baptism would release him of any sins he committed in the course of carrying out his policies while emperor.[222] He supported the Church financially, built
basilicas, granted privileges to clergy (such as exemption from certain taxes), promoted Christians to high office, and returned property confiscated during the
long period of persecution.[223] His most famous building projects include the Church of the Holy Sepulchre and Old Saint Peter's Basilica. In constructing the
Old Saint Peter's Basilica, Constantine went to great lengths to erect the basilica on top of St. Peter's resting place, so much so that it even affected the

design of the basilica, including the challenge of erecting it on the hill where St. Peter rested, making its complete construction time over 30 years from the date Constantine ordered it to be built.

Constantine might not have patronized Christianity alone. He built a triumphal arch in 315 to celebrate his victory in the Battle of the Milvian Bridge (312) which was decorated with images of the
goddess Victoria, and sacrifices were made to pagan gods at its dedication, including Apollo, Diana, and Hercules. Absent from the Arch are any depictions of Christian symbolism. However, the
Arch was commissioned by the Senate, so the absence of Christian symbols may reflect the role of the Curia at the time as a pagan redoubt.[224]

In 321, he legislated that the venerable Sunday should be a day of rest for all citizens.[225] In 323, he issued a decree banning Christians from participating in state sacrifices.[226] After the pagan
gods had disappeared from his coinage, Christian symbols appeared as Constantine's attributes, the chi rho between his hands or on his labarum,[227] as well on the coin itself.[228]

The reign of Constantine established a precedent for the emperor to have great influence and authority in the early Christian councils, most notably the dispute over Arianism. Constantine disliked
the risks to societal stability that religious disputes and controversies brought with them, preferring to establish an orthodoxy.[229] His influence over the Church councils was to enforce doctrine, root
out heresy, and uphold ecclesiastical unity; the Church's role was to determine proper worship, doctrines, and dogma.[230]

North African bishops struggled with Christian bishops who had been ordained by Donatus in opposition to Caecilian from 313 to 316. The African bishops could not come to terms, and the
Donatists asked Constantine to act as a judge in the dispute. Three regional Church councils and another trial before Constantine all ruled against Donatus and the Donatism movement in North
Africa. In 317, Constantine issued an edict to confiscate Donatist church property and to send Donatist clergy into exile.[231] More significantly, in 325 he summoned the First Council of Nicaea, most
known for its dealing with Arianism and for instituting the Nicene Creed. He enforced the council's prohibition against celebrating the Lord's Supper on the day before the Jewish Passover, which
marked a definite break of Christianity from the Judaic tradition. From then on, the solar Julian Calendar was given precedence over the lunisolar Hebrew Calendar among the Christian churches of
the Roman Empire.[232]

Constantine made some new laws regarding the Jews; some of them were unfavorable towards Jews, although they were not harsher than those of his predecessors.[233] It was made illegal for Jews
to seek converts or to attack other Jews who had converted to Christianity.[233] They were forbidden to own Christian slaves or to circumcise their slaves.[234][235] On the other hand, Jewish clergy
were given the same exemptions as Christian clergy.[233][236]

Administrative reforms [edit]

Beginning in the mid-3rd century, the emperors began to favor members of the equestrian order over senators, who had a monopoly on the most important offices of the state. Senators were
stripped of the command of legions and most provincial governorships, as it was felt that they lacked the specialized military upbringing needed in an age of acute defense needs;[237] such posts
were given to equestrians by Diocletian and his colleagues, following a practice enforced piecemeal by their predecessors. The emperors, however, still needed the talents and the help of the very
rich, who were relied on to maintain social order and cohesion by means of a web of powerful influence and contacts at all levels. Exclusion of the old senatorial aristocracy threatened this
arrangement.

In 326, Constantine reversed this pro-equestrian trend, raising many administrative positions to senatorial rank and thus opening these offices to the old aristocracy; at the same time, he elevated
the rank of existing equestrian office-holders to senator, degrading the equestrian order in the process (at least as a bureaucratic rank).[238] The title of perfectissimus was granted only to mid- or
low-level officials by the end of the 4th century.

By the new Constantinian arrangement, one could become a senator by being elected praetor or by fulfilling a function of senatorial rank.[239] From then on, holding actual power and social status
were melded together into a joint imperial hierarchy. Constantine gained the support of the old nobility with this,[240] as the Senate was allowed itself to elect praetors and quaestors, in place of the
usual practice of the emperors directly creating new magistrates (adlectio). An inscription in honor of city prefect (336–337) Ceionius Rufus Albinus states that Constantine had restored the Senate
"the auctoritas it had lost at Caesar's time".[241]

The Senate as a body remained devoid of any significant power; nevertheless, the senators had been marginalized as potential holders of imperial functions during the 3rd century but could now
dispute such positions alongside more upstart bureaucrats.[242] Some modern historians see in those administrative reforms an attempt by Constantine at reintegrating the senatorial order into the
imperial administrative elite to counter the possibility of alienating pagan senators from a Christianized imperial rule;[243] however, such an interpretation remains conjectural, given the fact that we do
not have the precise numbers about pre-Constantine conversions to Christianity in the old senatorial milieu. Some historians suggest that early conversions among the old aristocracy were more
numerous than previously supposed.[244]

Constantine's reforms had to do only with the civilian administration. The military chiefs had risen from the ranks since the Crisis of the Third Century[245] but remained outside the senate, in which
they were included only by Constantine's children.[246]

Monetary reforms [edit]

The third century saw runaway inflation associated with the production of fiat money to pay for public expenses, and Diocletian tried unsuccessfully to re-
establish trustworthy minting of silver and billon coins. The failure resided in the fact that the silver currency was overvalued in terms of its actual metal
content, and therefore could only circulate at much discounted rates. Constantine stopped minting the Diocletianic "pure" silver argenteus soon after 305,
while the billon currency continued to be used until the 360s. From the early 300s on, Constantine forsook any attempts at restoring the silver currency,
preferring instead to concentrate on minting large quantities of the gold solidus, 72 of which made a pound of gold. New and highly debased silver pieces
continued to be issued during his later reign and after his death, in a continuous process of retariffing, until this bullion minting ceased in 367, and the silver
piece was continued by various denominations of bronze coins, the most important being the centenionalis.[247] These bronze pieces continued to be
devalued, assuring the possibility of keeping fiduciary minting alongside a gold standard. The author of De Rebus Bellicis held that the rift widened between
classes because of this monetary policy; the rich benefited from the stability in purchasing power of the gold piece, while the poor had to cope with ever-
degrading bronze pieces.[248] Later emperors such as Julian the Apostate insisted on trustworthy mintings of the bronze currency.[249]

Constantine's monetary policies were closely associated with his religious policies; increased minting was associated with the confiscation of all gold, silver,
and bronze statues from pagan temples between 331 and 336 which were declared to be imperial property. Two imperial commissioners for each province
had the task of getting the statues and melting them for immediate minting, with the exception of a number of bronze statues that were used as public

monuments in Constantinople.[250]

Executions of Crispus and Fausta [edit]

Constantine had his eldest son Crispus seized and put to death by "cold poison" at Pola (Pula, Croatia) sometime between 15 May and 17 June 326.[251] In July, he had his wife Empress Fausta
(stepmother of Crispus) killed in an overheated bath.[252] Their names were wiped from the face of many inscriptions, references to their lives were eradicated from the literary record, and the
memory of both was condemned. Eusebius, for example, edited out any praise of Crispus from later copies of Historia Ecclesiastica, and his Vita Constantini contains no mention of Fausta or

Crispus at all.[253] Few ancient sources are willing to discuss possible motives for the events, and the few that do are of later provenance and are generally
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unreliable.[254] At the time of the executions, it was commonly believed that Empress Fausta was either in an illicit relationship with Crispus or was spreading
rumors to that effect. A popular myth arose, modified to allude to the Hippolytus–Phaedra legend, with the suggestion that Constantine killed Crispus and Fausta
for their immoralities;[255] the largely fictional Passion of Artemius explicitly makes this connection.[256] The myth rests on slim evidence as an interpretation of the
executions; only late and unreliable sources allude to the relationship between Crispus and Fausta, and there is no evidence for the modern suggestion that
Constantine's "godly" edicts of 326 and the irregularities of Crispus are somehow connected.[255]

Although Constantine created his apparent heirs "Caesars", following a pattern established by Diocletian, he gave his creations a hereditary character, alien to the
tetrarchic system: Constantine's Caesars were to be kept in the hope of ascending to Empire, and entirely subordinated to their Augustus, as long as he was
alive.[257] Therefore, an alternative explanation for the execution of Crispus was, perhaps, Constantine's desire to keep a firm grip on his prospective heirs, this—
and Fausta's desire for having her sons inheriting instead of their half-brother—being reason enough for killing Crispus; the subsequent execution of Fausta,
however, was probably meant as a reminder to her children that Constantine would not hesitate in "killing his own relatives when he felt this was necessary".[258]

Later campaigns [edit]

Constantine considered Constantinople his capital and permanent residence. He lived there for a good portion of his later
life. In 328 construction was completed on Constantine's Bridge at Sucidava, (today Celei in Romania)[259] in hopes of
reconquering Dacia, a province that had been abandoned under Aurelian. In the late winter of 332, Constantine
campaigned with the Sarmatians against the Goths. The weather and lack of food cost the Goths dearly: reportedly, nearly
one hundred thousand died before they submitted to Rome. In 334, after Sarmatian commoners had overthrown their
leaders, Constantine led a campaign against the tribe. He won a victory in the war and extended his control over the
region, as remains of camps and fortifications in the region indicate.[260] Constantine resettled some Sarmatian exiles as
farmers in Illyrian and Roman districts, and conscripted the rest into the army. The new frontier in Dacia was along the
Brazda lui Novac line supported by new castra.[261] Constantine took the title Dacicus maximus in 336.[262]

In the last years of his life, Constantine made plans for a campaign against Persia. In a letter written to the king of Persia, Shapur, Constantine had asserted
his patronage over Persia's Christian subjects and urged Shapur to treat them well.[263] The letter is undatable. In response to border raids, Constantine sent
Constantius to guard the eastern frontier in 335. In 336, Prince Narseh invaded Armenia (a Christian kingdom since 301) and installed a Persian client on the
throne. Constantine then resolved to campaign against Persia himself. He treated the war as a Christian crusade, calling for bishops to accompany the army
and commissioning a tent in the shape of a church to follow him everywhere. Constantine planned to be baptized in the Jordan River before crossing into
Persia. Persian diplomats came to Constantinople over the winter of 336–337, seeking peace, but Constantine turned them away. The campaign was called
off, however, when Constantine became sick in the spring of 337.[264]

Sickness and death [edit]

Constantine knew death would soon come. Within the Church of the Holy Apostles, Constantine had secretly prepared
a final resting-place for himself.[265] It came sooner than he had expected. Soon after the Feast of Easter 337,
Constantine fell seriously ill.[266] He left Constantinople for the hot baths near his mother's city of Helenopolis
(Altinova), on the southern shores of the Gulf of Nicomedia (present-day Gulf of İzmit). There, in a church his mother

built in honor of Lucian the Apostle, he prayed, and there he realized that he was dying. Seeking purification, he became a catechumen, and attempted a
return to Constantinople, making it only as far as a suburb of Nicomedia.[267] He summoned the bishops, and told them of his hope to be baptized in the River
Jordan, where Christ was written to have been baptized. He requested the baptism right away, promising to live a more Christian life should he live through his
illness. The bishops, Eusebius records, "performed the sacred ceremonies according to custom".[268] He chose the Arianizing bishop Eusebius of Nicomedia,
bishop of the city where he lay dying, as his baptizer.[269] In postponing his baptism, he followed one custom at the time which postponed baptism until after
infancy.[270] It has been thought that Constantine put off baptism as long as he did so as to be absolved from as much of his sin as possible.[271] Constantine
died soon after at a suburban villa called Achyron, on the last day of the fifty-day festival of Pentecost directly following Pascha (or Easter), on 22 May
337.[272]

Although Constantine's death follows the conclusion of the Persian campaign in Eusebius's account, most other sources report his death as occurring in
its middle. Emperor Julian the Apostate (a nephew of Constantine), writing in the mid-350s, observes that the Sassanians escaped punishment for their
ill-deeds, because Constantine died "in the middle of his preparations for war".[273] Similar accounts are given in the Origo Constantini, an anonymous
document composed while Constantine was still living, and which has Constantine dying in Nicomedia;[274] the Historiae abbreviatae of Sextus Aurelius
Victor, written in 361, which has Constantine dying at an estate near Nicomedia called Achyrona while marching against the Persians;[275] and the
Breviarium of Eutropius, a handbook compiled in 369 for the Emperor Valens, which has Constantine dying in a nameless state villa in Nicomedia.[276]

From these and other accounts, some have concluded that Eusebius's Vita was edited to defend Constantine's reputation against what Eusebius saw as
a less congenial version of the campaign.[277]

Following his death, his body was transferred to Constantinople and buried in the Church of the Holy Apostles,[278] in a porphyry sarcophagus that was
described in the 10th century by Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus in the De Ceremoniis.[279] His body survived the plundering of the city during the
Fourth Crusade in 1204, but was destroyed at some point afterwards.[280] Constantine was succeeded by his three sons born of Fausta, Constantine II,
Constantius II and Constans. A number of relatives were killed by followers of Constantius, notably Constantine's nephews Dalmatius (who held the rank
of Caesar) and Hannibalianus, presumably to eliminate possible contenders to an already complicated succession. He also had two daughters,
Constantina and Helena, wife of Emperor Julian.[281]

Legacy [edit]

Constantine gained his honorific of "the Great" from Christian historians long after he had died, but he could have
claimed the title on his military achievements and victories alone. He reunited the Empire under one emperor, and he
won major victories over the Franks and Alamanni in 306–308, the Franks again in 313–314, the Goths in 332, and the
Sarmatians in 334. By 336, he had reoccupied most of the long-lost province of Dacia which Aurelian had been forced to
abandon in 271. At the time of his death, he was planning a great expedition to end raids on the eastern provinces from
the Persian Empire.[286] He served for almost 31 years (combining his years as co-ruler and sole ruler), the second
longest-serving emperor behind Augustus.

In the cultural sphere, Constantine revived the clean-shaven face fashion of the Roman emperors from Augustus to
Trajan, which was originally introduced among the Romans by Scipio Africanus. This new Roman imperial fashion lasted
until the reign of Phocas.[287][288]

The Holy Roman Empire reckoned Constantine among the venerable figures of its tradition. In the later Byzantine state, it
became a great honor for an emperor to be hailed as a "new Constantine"; ten emperors carried the name, including the
last emperor of the Eastern Roman Empire.[289] Charlemagne used monumental Constantinian forms in his court to
suggest that he was Constantine's successor and equal. Constantine acquired a mythic role as a warrior against
heathens. The motif of the Romanesque equestrian, the mounted figure in the posture of a triumphant Roman emperor,
became a visual metaphor in statuary in praise of local benefactors. The name "Constantine" itself enjoyed renewed
popularity in western France in the eleventh and twelfth centuries.[290] The Orthodox Church considers Constantine a
saint (Άγιος Κωνσταντίνος, Saint Constantine), having a feast day on 21 May,[291] and calls him isapostolos
(ισαπόστολος Κωνσταντίνος)—an equal of the Apostles.[292] Although not as celebrated as in Eastern Christianity, he is
regarded as a saint by the Roman Catholic Church, with the same feast day.[293]

The Niš Constantine the Great Airport is named in honor of him. A large Cross was planned to be built on a hill
overlooking Niš, but the project was cancelled.[294] In 2012, a memorial was erected in Niš in his honor. The
Commemoration of the Edict of Milan was held in Niš in 2013.[295]

Historiography [edit]

Constantine was presented as a paragon of virtue during his lifetime. Pagans showered him with praise, such as
Praxagoras of Athens, and Libanius. His nephew and son-in-law Julian the Apostate, however, wrote the satire
Symposium, or the Saturnalia in 361, after the last of his sons died; it denigrated Constantine, calling him inferior to the great pagan emperors, and
given over to luxury and greed.[296] Following Julian, Eunapius began—and Zosimus continued—a historiographic tradition that blamed Constantine for
weakening the Empire through his indulgence to the Christians.[297]

Constantine was presented as an ideal ruler during the Middle Ages, the standard against which any king or emperor could be measured.[297] The
Renaissance rediscovery of anti-Constantinian sources prompted a re-evaluation of his career. German humanist Johannes Leunclavius discovered
Zosimus' writings and published a Latin translation in 1576. In its preface, he argued that Zosimus' picture of Constantine offered a more balanced view
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than that of Eusebius and the Church historians.[298] Cardinal Caesar Baronius criticized Zosimus, favoring Eusebius' account of the Constantinian era.
Baronius' Life of Constantine (1588) presents Constantine as the model of a Christian prince.[299] Edward Gibbon aimed to unite the two extremes of
Constantinian scholarship in his work The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (1776–89) by contrasting the portraits presented by
Eusebius and Zosimus.[300] He presents a noble war hero who transforms into an Oriental despot in his old age, "degenerating into a cruel and dissolute
monarch".[301]

Modern interpretations of Constantine's rule begin with Jacob Burckhardt's The Age of Constantine the Great (1853, rev. 1880). Burckhardt's
Constantine is a scheming secularist, a politician who manipulates all parties in a quest to secure his own power.[302] Henri Grégoire followed
Burckhardt's evaluation of Constantine in the 1930s, suggesting that Constantine developed an interest in Christianity only after witnessing its political
usefulness. Grégoire was skeptical of the authenticity of Eusebius' Vita, and postulated a pseudo-Eusebius to assume responsibility for the vision and
conversion narratives of that work.[303] Otto Seeck's Geschichte des Untergangs der antiken Welt (1920–23) and André Piganiol's L'empereur
Constantin (1932) go against this historiographic tradition. Seeck presents Constantine as a sincere war hero whose ambiguities were the product of his
own naïve inconsistency.[304] Piganiol's Constantine is a philosophical monotheist, a child of his era's religious syncretism.[305] Related histories by
Arnold Hugh Martin Jones (Constantine and the Conversion of Europe, 1949) and Ramsay MacMullen (Constantine, 1969) give portraits of a less
visionary and more impulsive Constantine.[306]

These later accounts were more willing to present Constantine as a genuine convert to Christianity. Norman H. Baynes began a historiographic tradition
with Constantine the Great and the Christian Church (1929) which presents Constantine as a committed Christian, reinforced by Andreas Alföldi's The
Conversion of Constantine and Pagan Rome (1948), and Timothy Barnes's Constantine and Eusebius (1981) is the culmination of this trend. Barnes'
Constantine experienced a radical conversion which drove him on a personal crusade to convert his empire.[307] Charles Matson Odahl's Constantine
and the Christian Empire (2004) takes much the same tack.[308] In spite of Barnes' work, arguments continue over the strength and depth of
Constantine's religious conversion.[309] Certain themes in this school reached new extremes in T.G. Elliott's The Christianity of Constantine the Great
(1996), which presented Constantine as a committed Christian from early childhood.[310] Paul Veyne's 2007 work Quand notre monde est devenu
chrétien holds a similar view which does not speculate on the origin of Constantine's Christian motivation, but presents him as a religious revolutionary
who fervently believed that he was meant "to play a providential role in the millenary economy of the salvation of humanity".[311]

Donation of Constantine [edit]
Main article: Donation of Constantine

Latin Rite Catholics considered it inappropriate that Constantine was baptized only on his death bed by an unorthodox bishop, as it undermined the
authority of the Papacy, and a legend emerged by the early fourth century that Pope Sylvester I (314–335) had cured the pagan emperor from leprosy.
According to this legend, Constantine was soon baptized and began the construction of a church in the Lateran Palace.[312] The Donation of
Constantine appeared in the eighth century, most likely during the pontificate of Pope Stephen II (752–757), in which the freshly converted Constantine
gives "the city of Rome and all the provinces, districts, and cities of Italy and the Western regions" to Sylvester and his successors.[313] In the High
Middle Ages, this document was used and accepted as the basis for the Pope's temporal power, though it was denounced as a forgery by Emperor Otto
III[314] and lamented as the root of papal worldliness by Dante Alighieri.[315] Philologist and Catholic priest Lorenzo Valla proved that the document was
indeed a forgery.[316]

Geoffrey of Monmouth's Historia [edit]

During the medieval period, Britons regarded Constantine as a king of their own people, particularly associating him with Caernarfon in Gwynedd. While
some of this is owed to his fame and his proclamation as Emperor in Britain, there was also confusion of his family with Magnus Maximus's supposed wife
Saint Elen and her son, another Constantine (Welsh: Custennin). In the 12th century Henry of Huntingdon included a passage in his Historia Anglorum
that the Emperor Constantine's mother was a Briton, making her the daughter of King Cole of Colchester.[317] Geoffrey of Monmouth expanded this story
in his highly fictionalized Historia Regum Britanniae, an account of the supposed Kings of Britain from their Trojan origins to the Anglo-Saxon
invasion.[318] According to Geoffrey, Cole was King of the Britons when Constantius, here a senator, came to Britain. Afraid of the Romans, Cole
submitted to Roman law so long as he retained his kingship. However, he died only a month later, and Constantius took the throne himself, marrying
Cole's daughter Helena. They had their son Constantine, who succeeded his father as King of Britain before becoming Roman Emperor.

Historically, this series of events is extremely improbable. Constantius had already left Helena by the time he left for Britain.[42] Additionally, no earlier
source mentions that Helena was born in Britain, let alone that she was a princess. Henry's source for the story is unknown, though it may have been a
lost hagiography of Helena.[318]

See also [edit]

Colossus of Constantine
Constantinian shift
Fifty Bibles of Constantine
German and Sarmatian campaigns of Constantine

Notes [edit]

1. ^ With the possible exception of Philip the Arab (r. 244–249). See Philip the Arab and Christianity.[2]

2. ^ Constantine was not baptised until just before his death.[4][5]

3. ^ Constantine is not revered as a saint but as “the great” in the Latin Catholic Church [282][283] Eastern Catholic Churches such as the Ukrainian Catholic
Church may revere him as a saint. [284]
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Late antiquity

(313–476)

Great Church
(180–451)

Roman
state church

(380-451)

Constantine the Great (Christianity) · Arian controversy · Archbasilica of Saint John Lateran · Old St. Peter's Basilica · First Council of Nicaea · Pope Sylvester I ·
First Council of Constantinople · Biblical canon · Jerome · Vulgate · Council of Ephesus · Council of Chalcedon

Early Middle Ages Benedict of Nursia · Monasticism · Second Council of Constantinople · Pope Gregory I · Gregorian chant · Islamic conquests · Third Council of Constantinople · Saint Boniface ·
Byzantine Iconoclasm · Second Council of Nicaea · Charlemagne · Pope Leo III · Fourth Council of Constantinople · East–West Schism

High Middle Ages Pope Urban II · Investiture Controversy · Crusades (Northern · States · Military orders) · Universities · Scholasticism · First Council of the Lateran · Second Council of the Lateran ·
Third Council of the Lateran · Pope Innocent III · Latin Empire · Francis of Assisi · Fourth Council of the Lateran · Inquisition · First Council of Lyon · Second Council of Lyon · Bernard of Clairvaux

Late Middle Ages Thomas Aquinas · Pope Boniface VIII · Western Schism (Avignon Papacy) · Pope Clement V · Council of Vienne · Knights Templar · Catherine of Siena · Pope Alexander VI · Age of Discovery

Reformation
Catholic Reformation

Reformation · Catholic Reformation · Thomas More · Pope Leo X · Society of Jesus · Ignatius of Loyola · Francis Xavier · Dissolution of the Monasteries · Council of Trent · Pope Pius V ·
Tridentine Mass · Teresa of Ávila · John of the Cross · Peter Canisius · Philip Neri · Robert Bellarmine · Thirty Years' War

Baroque Period to the
French Revolution

Pope Innocent XI · Pope Benedict XIV · Suppression of the Society of Jesus · Age of Enlightenment · Anti-clericalism · Pope Pius VI · Shimabara Rebellion · Edict of Nantes ·
Dechristianization of France during the French Revolution

19th century Pope Pius VII · Pope Pius IX · Dogma of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary · Our Lady of La Salette · Our Lady of Lourdes · First Vatican Council · Papal infallibility · Pope Leo XIII ·
Mary of the Divine Heart · Prayer of Consecration to the Sacred Heart · Rerum novarum

20th century
Pope Pius X · Our Lady of Fátima · Persecutions of the Catholic Church and Pius XII · Pope Pius XII · Pope Pius XII Consecration to the Immaculate Heart of Mary ·
Dogma of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary · Lateran Treaty · Nazism · Pope John XXIII · Second Vatican Council · Pope Paul VI · Pope John Paul I · Mother Teresa · Communism · Pope John Paul II
· World Youth Day (1995)

21st century Sexual abuse scandal · Islam · World Youth Day (2000 · 2002 · 2005 · 2008 · 2011 · 2013 · 2016 · 2019) · Pope Benedict XVI · Pope Francis

 Vatican City portal ·  Catholicism portal

Roman and Byzantine emperors

Principate
27 BC – 235 AD

Augustus · Tiberius · Caligula · Claudius · Nero · Galba · Otho · Vitellius · Vespasian · Titus · Domitian · Nerva · Trajan · Hadrian · Antoninus Pius · Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus · Commodus ·
Pertinax · Didius Julianus · (Pescennius Niger) · (Clodius Albinus) · Septimius Severus with Caracalla and Geta as co-augusti · Caracalla and Geta · Caracalla (alone) · Macrinus with Diadumenian ·
Elagabalus · Severus Alexander

Crisis
235–284

Maximinus Thrax · Gordian I and Gordian II · Pupienus and Balbinus · Gordian III · Philip the Arab with Philip II · Decius with Herennius Etruscus · Hostilian · Trebonianus Gallus with Volusianus ·
Aemilianus · Valerian · Gallienus with Saloninus and Valerian II · Claudius Gothicus · Quintillus · Aurelian · Tacitus · Florian · Probus · Carus · Carinus and Numerian · 
Gallic Emperors: · Postumus · (Laelianus) · Marius · Victorinus · (Domitianus II) · Tetricus I with Tetricus II as caesar

Dominate
284–395

Diocletian (whole empire) · Diocletian (east) and Maximian (west) · Diocletian (east) and Maximian (west) with Galerius (east) and Constantius Chlorus (west) as caesares · Galerius (east) and
Constantius Chlorus (west) with Severus (west) and Maximinus II (east) as caesares · Galerius (east) and Severus (west) with Constantine the Great (west) and Maximinus II (east) as caesares · Galerius
(east) and Maxentius (west) with Constantine the Great (west) and Maximinus II (east) as caesares · Galerius (east) and Licinius I (west) with Constantine the Great (west) and Maximinus II (east) as
caesares · Maxentius (alone) · Licinius I (west) and Maximinus II (east) with Constantine the Great (self-proclaimed augustus) and Valerius Valens · Licinius I (east) and Constantine the Great (west) with
Licinius II, Constantine II, and Crispus as caesares · (Martinian) · Constantine the Great (whole empire) with Crispus, Constantine II, Constantius II, Constans I and Dalmatius as caesares, with
Hannibalianus as King of Kings · Constantine II and Constans I and Constantius II as co-augusti · Magnentius with Decentius as caesar · Constantius II with Vetranio as co-augustus, with
Constantius Gallus, Julian as caesares · Julian · Jovian · Valentinian the Great (west) and Valens (east) · Valentinian the Great and Gratian (west) and Valens (east) · Valens (east) and Gratian and
Valentinian II (west) · Gratian and Valentinian II (west) and Theodosius I (east) · Valentinian II (west) and Theodosius I (east) · Magnus Maximus with Victor · Theodosius the Great with Arcadius and
Honorius as co-augusti · (Eugenius)

Western Empire
395–480

Honorius · Constantine III with son Constans II · Constantius III · Joannes · Valentinian III · Petronius Maximus with Palladius as caesar · Avitus · Majorian · Libius Severus · Anthemius · Olybrius ·
Glycerius · Julius Nepos · Romulus Augustulus

eastern/
Byzantine Empire

395–1204

Arcadius with Theodosius II as co-augustus · Theodosius II · Pulcheria · Marcian and Pulcheria · Marcian (alone) · Leo I the Thracian · Leo II · Zeno (first reign) · Basiliscus with son Marcus as co-emperor
· Zeno (second reign) · Anastasius I Dicorus · Justin I · Justinian the Great · Justin II · Tiberius II Constantine · Maurice with son Theodosius as co-emperor · Phocas · Heraclius · Constantine III ·
Heraklonas · Constans II · Constantine IV with brothers Heraclius and Tiberius and then Justinian II as co-emperors · Justinian II (first reign) · Leontios · Tiberius III · Justinian II (second reign) with son
Tiberius as co-emperor · Philippikos · Anastasios II · Theodosius III · Leo III the Isaurian · Constantine V · Artabasdos · Leo IV the Khazar · Constantine VI · Irene · Nikephoros I · Staurakios ·
Michael I Rangabe with son Theophylact as co-emperor · Leo V the Armenian with Symbatios-Constantine as junior emperor · Michael II the Amorian · Theophilos · Michael III · Basil I the Macedonian ·
Leo VI the Wise · Alexander · Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos · Romanos I Lekapenos with sons Christopher, Stephen and Constantine as junior co-emperors · Romanos II · Nikephoros II Phokas ·
John I Tzimiskes · Basil II · Constantine VIII · Zoë (first reign) and Romanos III Argyros · Zoë (first reign) and Michael IV the Paphlagonian · Michael V Kalaphates · Zoë (second reign) with Theodora · Zoë
(second reign) and Constantine IX Monomachos · Constantine IX Monomachos (sole emperor) · Theodora · Michael VI Bringas · Isaac I Komnenos · Constantine X Doukas · Romanos IV Diogenes ·
Michael VII Doukas with brothers Andronikos and Konstantios and son Constantine · Nikephoros III Botaneiates · Alexios I Komnenos · John II Komnenos with Alexios Komnenos as co-emperor ·
Manuel I Komnenos · Alexios II Komnenos · Andronikos I Komnenos with John Komnenos as co-emperor · Isaac II Angelos · Alexios III Angelos · Alexios IV Angelos · Nicholas Kanabos (chosen by the
Senate) · Alexios V Doukas

Empire of Nicaea
1204–1261 Constantine Laskaris · Theodore I Laskaris · John III Doukas Vatatzes · Theodore II Laskaris · John IV Laskaris

eastern/
Byzantine Empire

1261–1453

Michael VIII Palaiologos · Andronikos II Palaiologos with Michael IX Palaiologos as co-emperor · Andronikos III Palaiologos · John V Palaiologos · John VI Kantakouzenos with John V Palaiologos and
Matthew Kantakouzenos as co-emperors · John V Palaiologos · Andronikos IV Palaiologos · John VII Palaiologos · Andronikos V Palaiologos · Manuel II Palaiologos · John VIII Palaiologos ·
Constantine XI Palaiologos

Italics indicates a junior co-emperor, while underlining indicates a usurper.
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Constantine VI

Constantine VI
Emperor of the Romans

Constantine VI (right to the cross) presiding
over the Second Council of Nicaea. Miniature

from early 11th century.

Emperor of the Byzantine Empire
Reign 8 September 780 – 19 April

797 (with Irene)

Predecessor Leo IV

Successor Irene

Coregency Irene

regency and
Real ruler

Irene

Born 771

Died before 805

Wives Maria of Amnia
Theodote

Issue Euphrosyne
Irene
Leo

Dynasty Isaurian Dynasty

Father Leo IV

Mother Irene

Isaurian or Syrian dynasty

Chronology
Leo III 717–741

with Constantine V as co-emperor, 720–
741

Constantine V 741–775

with Leo IV as co-emperor, 751–775

Artabasdos'
usurpation

741–743

Leo IV 775–780

with Constantine VI as co-emperor,
776–780

Constantine VI 780–797

under Irene as regent, 780–790, and with
her as co-regent, 792–797

Irene as empress 797–802

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Not to be confused with Ecumenical Patriarch Constantine VI of Constantinople.

Constantine VI (Greek: Κωνσταντῖνος Ϛ΄, Kōnstantinos VI; 771 –
before 805[1]) was Byzantine Emperor from 780 to 797. The only
child of Emperor Leo IV, Constantine was named co-emperor with
him at the age of five in 776 and succeeded him as sole Emperor
in 780, aged nine. His mother Irene exercised control over him as
regent until 790, assisted by her chief minister Staurakios, and
eventually Constantine ruled himself, until his mother blinded and
deposed him.

Though the regency lost power when Constantine reached
maturity in 790, Irene continued to attempt to exercise control, and
retained the title of Empress. Constantine suffered military defeats
and made unpopular decisions, such as marrying his mistress,
Theodote. Irene had Constantine deposed, blinded and
imprisoned in 797 and seized power for herself, becoming the first
Empress regnant of the Empire. Constantine likely died shortly
thereafter.

Constantine VI was the final ruler to be universally recognized as
Roman Emperor, being recognized as such by both the Empire
which he ruled in the east, the papacy and the Western European
powers over which the pope held suzerainty. With his mother
becoming Empress regnant upon his deposition, the papacy
crowned Charlemagne as a new Emperor in Western Europe,
asserting that a woman could not be Empress in her own right.
This laid the foundations of a new polity, independent of the East,
that would evolve into the Holy Roman Empire.[2]
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Early life and the regency of Irene [edit]

Constantine VI was the only child of Emperor Leo IV and Irene.
Constantine was crowned co-emperor by his father in 776, and
succeeded as sole emperor in 780, at the age of nine. Due to his
minority, Irene and her chief minister Staurakios exercised the
regency for him.[1]

In 787 Constantine had signed the decrees of the Second Council of
Nicaea, but he appears to have had iconoclast sympathies.[1] By then
Constantine had turned 16 years old, but his mother did not
relinquish executive authority to him.

In 788, Irene herself broke off the engagement of Constantine with
Rotrude, a daughter of Charlemagne. Turning against Charlemagne,
the Eastern Romans now supported Lombard pretender Adalgis, who
had been forced into exile after the Frankish invasion of Italy. Adalgis
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was given command of a Roman expeditionary corps, landing in
Calabria towards the end of 788 but was defeated by the united
armies of the Lombard dukes Hildeprand of Spoleto and Grimoald III
of Benevento as well as Frankish troops under Winiges.[3]

After a conspiracy against Irene was suppressed in the spring of 790
she attempted to get official recognition as empress. This backfired
and with military support Constantine finally came to actual power in 790, after the Armeniacs rebelled against
Irene. Nevertheless, after campaigning unsuccessfully in the Balkans, Constantine restored his mother in 792
after just two years out of power.[4]

Reign [edit]

Once in control of the state, Constantine proved incapable of sound governance. His army was defeated by the
Muslims, and Constantine himself suffered a humiliating defeat at the hands of Kardam of Bulgaria in the 792
Battle of Marcellae.[1] A movement developed in favor of his uncle, the Caesar Nikephoros. Constantine had his
uncle's eyes put out and the tongues of his father's four other half-brothers cut off. His former Armenian
supporters revolted after he had blinded their general Alexios Mosele. He crushed this revolt with extreme
cruelty in 793.[1]

He then divorced his wife Maria of Amnia, who had failed to provide him with a male heir, and married his
mistress Theodote, an unpopular and canonically illegal act which sparked off the so-called "Moechian
Controversy". Although the Patriarch Tarasios did not publicly speak against it, he did refuse to officiate the
marriage. Popular disapproval was expressed by Theodote's uncle, Plato of Sakkoudion, who even broke
communion with Tarasios for his passive stance. Plato's intransigence led to his own imprisonment, while his
monastic supporters were persecuted and exiled to Thessalonica. The "Moechian Controversy" cost
Constantine what popularity he had left, especially in the church establishment, which Irene took care to vocally
support against her own son.[1][5][6]

On 19 April 797 Constantine was captured, blinded, and imprisoned by the supporters of his mother, who had
organized a conspiracy, leaving Irene to be crowned as first Empress regnant of Constantinople. It is unknown
when exactly Constantine died; it was certainly before 805, but he very likely died of his wounds shortly after
being blinded. He was buried in the Monastery of St. Euphrosyne, which Irene had founded.[1][5][7]

In the early 820s, the rebel Thomas the Slav claimed to be Constantine VI in an effort to gain support against
Michael II.[8]

Family [edit]

By his first wife Maria, Constantine VI had two daughters:[9]

Euphrosyne (790 – after 836), who married Emperor
Michael II
Irene (789 – after July 796), who became a nun

By his mistress and then second wife Theodote,
Constantine VI had two sons, both of whom died young:[9]

Leo (7 October 796 – 1 May 797)
An unnamed son (posthumously 797/8 – between 802
and 808)

See also [edit]

List of Byzantine emperors
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Leo IV 8 September 780 – 19 April 797 With Irene Irene

Roman and Byzantine emperors

Principate
27 BC – 235 AD

Augustus · Tiberius · Caligula · Claudius · Nero · Galba · Otho · Vitellius · Vespasian · Titus · Domitian ·
Nerva · Trajan · Hadrian · Antoninus Pius · Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus · Commodus · Pertinax ·
Didius Julianus · (Pescennius Niger) · (Clodius Albinus) · Septimius Severus with Caracalla and Geta
as co-augusti · Caracalla and Geta · Caracalla (alone) · Macrinus with Diadumenian · Elagabalus ·
Severus Alexander

Crisis
235–284

Maximinus Thrax · Gordian I and Gordian II · Pupienus and Balbinus · Gordian III · Philip the Arab with
Philip II · Decius with Herennius Etruscus · Hostilian · Trebonianus Gallus with Volusianus · Aemilianus
· Valerian · Gallienus with Saloninus and Valerian II · Claudius Gothicus · Quintillus · Aurelian · Tacitus
· Florian · Probus · Carus · Carinus and Numerian · 
Gallic Emperors: · Postumus · (Laelianus) · Marius · Victorinus · (Domitianus II) · Tetricus I with
Tetricus II as caesar

Dominate
284–395

Diocletian (whole empire) · Diocletian (east) and Maximian (west) · Diocletian (east) and Maximian
(west) with Galerius (east) and Constantius Chlorus (west) as caesares · Galerius (east) and
Constantius Chlorus (west) with Severus (west) and Maximinus II (east) as caesares · Galerius (east)
and Severus (west) with Constantine the Great (west) and Maximinus II (east) as caesares · Galerius
(east) and Maxentius (west) with Constantine the Great (west) and Maximinus II (east) as caesares ·
Galerius (east) and Licinius I (west) with Constantine the Great (west) and Maximinus II (east) as
caesares · Maxentius (alone) · Licinius I (west) and Maximinus II (east) with Constantine the Great (self-
proclaimed augustus) and Valerius Valens · Licinius I (east) and Constantine the Great (west) with
Licinius II, Constantine II, and Crispus as caesares · (Martinian) · Constantine the Great (whole empire)
with Crispus, Constantine II, Constantius II, Constans I and Dalmatius as caesares, with Hannibalianus
as King of Kings · Constantine II and Constans I and Constantius II as co-augusti · Magnentius with
Decentius as caesar · Constantius II with Vetranio as co-augustus, with Constantius Gallus, Julian as
caesares · Julian · Jovian · Valentinian the Great (west) and Valens (east) · Valentinian the Great and
Gratian (west) and Valens (east) · Valens (east) and Gratian and Valentinian II (west) · Gratian and
Valentinian II (west) and Theodosius I (east) · Valentinian II (west) and Theodosius I (east) ·
Magnus Maximus with Victor · Theodosius the Great with Arcadius and Honorius as co-augusti ·
(Eugenius)

Western Empire
395–480

Honorius · Constantine III with son Constans II · Constantius III · Joannes · Valentinian III ·
Petronius Maximus with Palladius as caesar · Avitus · Majorian · Libius Severus · Anthemius · Olybrius ·
Glycerius · Julius Nepos · Romulus Augustulus

eastern/
Byzantine Empire

395–1204

Arcadius with Theodosius II as co-augustus · Theodosius II · Pulcheria · Marcian and Pulcheria ·
Marcian (alone) · Leo I the Thracian · Leo II · Zeno (first reign) · Basiliscus with son Marcus as co-
emperor · Zeno (second reign) · Anastasius I Dicorus · Justin I · Justinian the Great · Justin II ·
Tiberius II Constantine · Maurice with son Theodosius as co-emperor · Phocas · Heraclius ·
Constantine III · Heraklonas · Constans II · Constantine IV with brothers Heraclius and Tiberius and
then Justinian II as co-emperors · Justinian II (first reign) · Leontios · Tiberius III · Justinian II (second
reign) with son Tiberius as co-emperor · Philippikos · Anastasios II · Theodosius III · Leo III the Isaurian
· Constantine V · Artabasdos · Leo IV the Khazar · Constantine VI · Irene · Nikephoros I · Staurakios ·
Michael I Rangabe with son Theophylact as co-emperor · Leo V the Armenian with
Symbatios-Constantine as junior emperor · Michael II the Amorian · Theophilos · Michael III ·
Basil I the Macedonian · Leo VI the Wise · Alexander · Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos ·
Romanos I Lekapenos with sons Christopher, Stephen and Constantine as junior co-emperors ·
Romanos II · Nikephoros II Phokas · John I Tzimiskes · Basil II · Constantine VIII · Zoë (first reign) and
Romanos III Argyros · Zoë (first reign) and Michael IV the Paphlagonian · Michael V Kalaphates · Zoë
(second reign) with Theodora · Zoë (second reign) and Constantine IX Monomachos ·
Constantine IX Monomachos (sole emperor) · Theodora · Michael VI Bringas · Isaac I Komnenos ·
Constantine X Doukas · Romanos IV Diogenes · Michael VII Doukas with brothers Andronikos and
Konstantios and son Constantine · Nikephoros III Botaneiates · Alexios I Komnenos · John II Komnenos
with Alexios Komnenos as co-emperor · Manuel I Komnenos · Alexios II Komnenos ·
Andronikos I Komnenos with John Komnenos as co-emperor · Isaac II Angelos · Alexios III Angelos ·
Alexios IV Angelos · Nicholas Kanabos (chosen by the Senate) · Alexios V Doukas

Empire of Nicaea
1204–1261

Constantine Laskaris · Theodore I Laskaris · John III Doukas Vatatzes · Theodore II Laskaris ·
John IV Laskaris

eastern/
Byzantine Empire

1261–1453

Michael VIII Palaiologos · Andronikos II Palaiologos with Michael IX Palaiologos as co-emperor ·
Andronikos III Palaiologos · John V Palaiologos · John VI Kantakouzenos with John V Palaiologos and
Matthew Kantakouzenos as co-emperors · John V Palaiologos · Andronikos IV Palaiologos ·
John VII Palaiologos · Andronikos V Palaiologos · Manuel II Palaiologos · John VIII Palaiologos ·
Constantine XI Palaiologos

Italics indicates a junior co-emperor, while underlining indicates a usurper.

Authority control GND: 118565176  · LCCN: n79082463  · SELIBR: 192446  · VIAF: 27863342  ·
WorldCat Identities: lccn-n79082463

Categories: 8th-century Byzantine emperors Isaurian dynasty Medieval child rulers
Byzantine people of the Byzantine–Bulgarian Wars 771 births 797 deaths 800s deaths
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Constantine of Murom

Konstantin as a young man
behind his parents 1073

Theotokos the Most Bright Star

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Constantine of Murom (Russian: Святой Блаженный Князь Константин)
(? - 1129) was a direct descendant of Vladimir I of Kiev and the son of Prince
Svyatoslav of Chernigov.
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Life [edit]

At Constantine's request, his father assigned him to rule the city of Murom,
which at the time was inhabited by pagans, that he might spread Christianity in
that region. According to the traditional account of his life, Constantine first sent his son Michael to Murom as
his emissary, but the inhabitants threw him from the walls, so Constantine was obliged to take the city by
force.[1] However, he made no headway in converting them to Christianity and at one point they became so
angry that a mob made their way to his fortress intending to storm the place. According to legend, when he
appeared before them bearing what is now known as the Murom-Ryazan icon of the Theotokos, they quieted
down and bowed reverently before the holy image.[2] His son Fyodor, with his support, continued the missionary
work in the surrounding countryside.

He is commemorated in the Russian Orthodox Church on May 21.[3] His wife Irene is also venerated at Murom.[1]

At the place of the murder of his son Michael, the wooden church of the Annunciation was reportedly founded
by Prince Constantine in 1205.[4] A new cathedral was built on the site in 1553. It became a monastery under
Ivan the Terrible and was ruined by the Poles during the Time of Troubles. In 1664 it was rebuilt by wealthy
merchant and arts patron Tarasy Tsvetnov. The monastery features the relics of Constantin and his sons
Mikhail and Fyodor. According to a legend recorded by local aristocrat and amateur historian Alexander
Yepanchin, each midnight the monastery's gates disappear, and Constantine, Mikhail and Fyodor, clad in regal
attire, ride out in a gilded carriage and head to the Cathedral of the Nativity of Mary, where they are met by
Pyotr and Fevronia. After praying there, they guard and patrol the city.[5]

Mother of God, "The Star Most Bright" [edit]

The icon shows a full-length representation of the Mother of God with a
star sending forth rays of light in the background. The origin of its name
is connected with the poetic hymns in honor of the Most Holy
Theotokos. Standing on Her right hand is the Infant Jesus. At Her feet
are Murom saints: Sts Constantine, Mikhail and Fyodor arrayed in
princely robes and Sts Petr, Fevronia and Uliania clad in monastic
habits. In the bottom part of the icon is the following inscription: 'This
Marvelous Image Is the Star Most Bright of the Most Holy Lady Mother of
God Queen of Heaven."[6]

References [edit]

1.  ̂a b Walsh, Michael J., "Constantine of Murom", A New Dictionary of
Saints: East and West, Liturgical Press, 2007  ISBN 9780814631867

2. ^ Murom-Ryazan icon of the Mother of God
3. ^ (in Greek) Οἱ Ἅγιοι Κωνσταντίνος, Μιχαὴλ καὶ Θεόδωρος οἱ Πρίγκιπες

καὶ Θαυματουργοί . 21 Μαΐου. ΜΕΓΑΣ ΣΥΝΑΞΑΡΙΣΤΗΣ.
4. ^ "Venerable Constantine, (In baptism Yaroslav), with his children Michael and Theodore, Wonderworkers of

Murom", Orthodox Church in America
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5. ^ Sukhov, Oleg, "Murom: Murom Still Lives in a Fairy Tale", The Moscow Times, November 25, 2012
6. ^ Icon of Mother of God "The Star Most Bright"
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Constantine of Strathclyde
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Constantine was reputedly the son and successor of King Riderch Hael of Alt Clut, the Brittonic kingdom later
known as Strathclyde. (The modern English name of Alt Clut is Dumbarton Rock.)[1] He appears only in the Life
of St. Kentigern by Jocelyn of Furness, which regards him as a cleric, thus connecting him with the several
obscure saints named Constantine venerated throughout Britain.

According to Jocelyn, Constantine was the son of Riderch and his queen Languoreth. He succeeded his
illustrious father upon his death, but later stepped down to become a clergyman.[1] However, no other sources
mention a son of Riderch named Constantine. He is absent from the pedigrees of Northern British kings in the
Harleian genealogies and the Bonedd Gwŷr y Gogledd (This is the Descent of the Men of the North).[1] A Saint
Constantine was venerated in the area around Glasgow, the setting of much of Jocelyn's narrative; the early
church in the nearby burgh of Govan was dedicated to him. However, by the 12th century Saint Constantine's
biography was obscure, so it is likely that King Constantine was a literary invention created to provide a
narrative for the shadowy early figure.[1]

The compilation of hagiographies in the Orthodox Church known as the "Great Synaxaristes" includes Saint
Constantine of Strathclyde, giving his feast day as 11 March.[2] It also states that he was guided to Christianity
by Saint Columba, became a missionary of the faith in England and Ireland, and died around 640.[2]

St Constantine of Strathclyde and Govan is a saint recognised by the Greek Orthodox Church. Whilst there are
no robust historical records of his existence, the available legend narrates that he abdicated the throne of
Strathclyde in 612 AD to become a monk, and later a priest. It is also said that he was Christianised by St
Columba. Notwithstanding the lack of reliable information, the date 612 AD would be in a time range that would
be contemporary with the date of Christian occupation of the Govan church yard, where archaeological
investigation has confirmed Christian use from the 5th and 6th centuries. However, the sarcophagus commonly
believed to have housed his relics occupies a stylistic date range of the 9th to 10th centuries. This does not
exclude the possibility that the sarcophagus was created at a later date to house the remains or part of the
remains of the earlier saint, as such a practice was common during the Medieval age of relic cults across
Christendom. There are three later Scottish kings known by the name Constantin(e), who all reigned several
centuries after the legendary figure associated with Riderch Hael of Alt Clut.

Matters become further confused as there is a Cornish St Constantin(e) associated with the Dark Age kingdom
of Dumnonia, which itself is very similar in culture and origin to the British Kingdom which centred on
Strathclyde, then known as Damnonii/Damnonia. With the current lack of original sources there is a divided
scholarly opinion as to whether Constantine of the British Kingdoms was the same figure, or examples where
one figure was fabricated in emulation of the other, or whether there was indeed several who were named at
birth popularly as Constantin(e). Further scholarship and archaeological investigation would be required to
establish further conclusions.

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b c d Clarkson, Tim (Winter 1999). "Rhydderch Hael" . The Heroic Age. 1 (2). Archived from the original  on
April 26, 2010. Retrieved August 12, 2009.

2.  ̂a b Great Synaxaristes: (in Greek) Ὁ Ἅγιος Κωνσταντίνος ὁ βασιλεὺς . 11 Μαρτίου. ΜΕΓΑΣ ΣΥΝΑΞΑΡΙΣΤΗΣ.
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Constantine the Great

Constantine the Great

Colossal head of Constantine (4th century),
Capitoline Museums, Rome and Athens

Roman emperor
Reign 25 July 306 – 22 May 337 (alone

from 19 September 324)

Predecessor Constantius I

Successor Constantine II
Constantius II
Constans I

Co-emperors
or rivals

Galerius (306–311)
Valerius Severus (306–307)
Maxentius (306–312)
Maximian (306–308)
Licinius (308–324)
Maximinus Daia (311–313)

Born 27 February c. 272[1]

Naissus, Moesia Superior,
Roman Empire (Niš, Serbia)

Died 22 May 337 (aged 65)
Nicomedia, Bithynia, Roman
Empire (İzmit, Turkey)

Burial Church of the Holy Apostles,
Constantinople, but Constantius
II, his son, had it moved

Spouse Minervina (may have been his
concubine)
Fausta

Issue
Detail

Constantina
Helena
Crispus
Constantine II
Constantius II
Constans

Full name

Flavius Valerius Constantinus

Greek Κωνσταντίνος Ά

Dynasty Constantinian

Father Constantius Chlorus

Mother Helena

Religion Nicene Christianity
Roman polytheism (previously)

A statue of Constantine in the
Castle of Berat.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Constantine of Constantinople" redirects here. For patriarchs of Constantinople named Constantine, see Patriarch Constantine of Constantinople.
"Constantine" and "Constantine I" redirect here. For other uses, see Constantine (disambiguation) and Constantine I (disambiguation).

Constantine the Great (Latin: Flavius Valerius Constantinus; Ancient Greek: Κωνσταντῖνος, romanized: Kōnstantînos; 27 February c. 272 – 22 May
337), also known as Constantine I, was a Roman emperor from AD 306 to 337. Born in Dacia Ripensis (now Serbia), he was the son of Flavius
Constantius, an Illyrian army officer who became one of the four emperors of the Tetrarchy. His mother, Helena, was Greek and of low birth. Constantine
served with distinction under emperors Diocletian and Galerius campaigning in the eastern provinces against barbarians and the Persians, before being
recalled west in 305 to fight under his father in Britain. After his father's death in 306, Constantine was acclaimed as emperor by the army at Eboracum
(York). He emerged victorious in the civil wars against emperors Maxentius and Licinius to become sole ruler of the Roman Empire by 324.

As emperor, Constantine enacted administrative, financial, social and military reforms to strengthen the empire. He restructured the government,
separating civil and military authorities. To combat inflation he introduced the solidus, a new gold coin that became the standard for Byzantine and
European currencies for more than a thousand years. The Roman army was reorganised to consist of mobile units (comitatenses), and garrison troops
(limitanei) capable of countering internal threats and barbarian invasions. Constantine pursued successful campaigns against the tribes on the Roman
frontiers—the Franks, the Alamanni, the Goths and the Sarmatians—even resettling territories abandoned by his predecessors during the Crisis of the
Third Century.

Constantine was the first Roman emperor to convert to Christianity.[notes 1] Although he lived much of his life as a pagan, and later as a catechumen, he
joined the Christian religion on his deathbed, being baptised by Eusebius of Nicomedia. He played an influential role in the proclamation of the Edict of
Milan in 313, which declared tolerance for Christianity in the Roman Empire. He convoked the First Council of Nicaea in 325, which produced the
statement of Christian belief known as the Nicene Creed.[3] The Church of the Holy Sepulchre was built on his orders at the purported site of Jesus' tomb
in Jerusalem and became the holiest place in Christendom. The papal claim to temporal power in the High Middle Ages was based on the fabricated
Donation of Constantine. He has historically been referred to as the "First Christian Emperor" and he did favour the Christian Church. While some
modern scholars debate his beliefs and even his comprehension of Christianity,[notes 2] he is venerated as a saint in Eastern Christianity.

The age of Constantine marked a distinct epoch in the history of the Roman Empire.[6] He built a new imperial residence at Byzantium and renamed the
city Constantinople (now Istanbul) after himself (the laudatory epithet of "New Rome" emerged in his time, and was never an official title). It subsequently
became the capital of the Empire for more than a thousand years, the later Eastern Roman Empire being referred to as the Byzantine Empire by modern
historians. His more immediate political legacy was that he replaced Diocletian's Tetrarchy with the de facto principle of dynastic succession, by leaving
the empire to his sons and other members of the Constantinian dynasty. His reputation flourished during the lifetime of his children and for centuries
after his reign. The medieval church held him up as a paragon of virtue, while secular rulers invoked him as a prototype, a point of reference and the
symbol of imperial legitimacy and identity.[7] Beginning with the Renaissance, there were more critical appraisals of his reign, due to the rediscovery of
anti-Constantinian sources. Trends in modern and recent scholarship have attempted to balance the extremes of previous scholarship.
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Sources [edit]

Constantine was a ruler of major importance, and he has always been a controversial figure.[8] The fluctuations in his reputation reflect the nature of the
ancient sources for his reign. These are abundant and detailed,[9] but they have been strongly influenced by the official propaganda of the period[10] and are
often one-sided;[11] no contemporaneous histories or biographies dealing with his life and rule have survived.[12] The nearest replacement is Eusebius's Vita
Constantini—a mixture of eulogy and hagiography[13] written between AD 335 and circa AD 339[14]—that extols Constantine's moral and religious virtues.[15]

The Vita creates a contentiously positive image of Constantine,[16] and modern historians have frequently challenged its reliability.[17] The fullest secular life of
Constantine is the anonymous Origo Constantini,[18] a work of uncertain date,[19] which focuses on military and political events to the neglect of cultural and
religious matters.[20]

Lactantius' De Mortibus Persecutorum, a political Christian pamphlet on the reigns of Diocletian and the Tetrarchy, provides valuable but tendentious detail
on Constantine's predecessors and early life.[21] The ecclesiastical histories of Socrates, Sozomen, and Theodoret describe the ecclesiastic disputes of
Constantine's later reign.[22] Written during the reign of Theodosius II (AD 408–450), a century after Constantine's reign, these ecclesiastical historians
obscure the events and theologies of the Constantinian period through misdirection, misrepresentation, and deliberate obscurity.[23] The contemporary writings of the orthodox Christian Athanasius,
and the ecclesiastical history of the Arian Philostorgius also survive, though their biases are no less firm.[24]

The epitomes of Aurelius Victor (De Caesaribus), Eutropius (Breviarium), Festus (Breviarium), and the anonymous author of the Epitome de Caesaribus offer compressed secular political and
military histories of the period. Although not Christian, the epitomes paint a favourable image of Constantine but omit reference to Constantine's religious policies.[25] The Panegyrici Latini, a
collection of panegyrics from the late third and early fourth centuries, provide valuable information on the politics and ideology of the tetrarchic period and the early life of Constantine.[26]

Contemporary architecture, such as the Arch of Constantine in Rome and palaces in Gamzigrad and Córdoba,[27] epigraphic remains, and the coinage of the era complement the literary sources.[28]

Early life [edit]

Flavius Valerius Constantinus, as he was originally named, was born in the city of Naissus, (today Niš, Serbia) part of the Dardania province of Moesia on 27 February,[29] probably c. AD 272.[30] His
father was Flavius Constantius, an Illyrian,[31][32] and a native of Dardania province of Moesia (later Dacia Ripensis).[33] Constantine probably spent little time with his father[34] who was an officer in
the Roman army, part of the Emperor Aurelian's imperial bodyguard. Being described as a tolerant and politically skilled man,[35] Constantius advanced through the ranks, earning the governorship
of Dalmatia from Emperor Diocletian, another of Aurelian's companions from Illyricum, in 284 or 285.[33] Constantine's mother was Helena, a Greek woman of low social standing from Helenopolis of
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Bithynia.[36] It is uncertain whether she was legally married to Constantius or merely his concubine.[37] His main language was Latin, and during his public
speeches he needed Greek translators.[38]

In July AD 285, Diocletian declared Maximian, another colleague from Illyricum, his co-emperor. Each emperor would have his own court, his own military and
administrative faculties, and each would rule with a separate praetorian prefect as chief lieutenant.[39] Maximian ruled in the West, from his capitals at
Mediolanum (Milan, Italy) or Augusta Treverorum (Trier, Germany), while Diocletian ruled in the East, from Nicomedia (İzmit, Turkey). The division was merely
pragmatic: the empire was called "indivisible" in official panegyric,[40] and both emperors could move freely throughout the empire.[41] In 288, Maximian
appointed Constantius to serve as his praetorian prefect in Gaul. Constantius left Helena to marry Maximian's stepdaughter Theodora in 288 or 289.[42]

Diocletian divided the Empire again in AD 293, appointing two caesars (junior emperors) to rule over further subdivisions of East and West. Each would be
subordinate to their respective augustus (senior emperor) but would act with supreme authority in his assigned lands. This system would later be called the
Tetrarchy. Diocletian's first appointee for the office of Caesar was Constantius; his second was Galerius, a native of Felix Romuliana. According to Lactantius,
Galerius was a brutal, animalistic man. Although he shared the paganism of Rome's aristocracy, he seemed to them an alien figure, a semi-barbarian.[43] On
1 March, Constantius was promoted to the office of caesar, and dispatched to Gaul to fight the rebels Carausius and Allectus.[44] In spite of meritocratic
overtones, the Tetrarchy retained vestiges of hereditary privilege,[45] and Constantine became the prime candidate for future appointment as caesar as soon
as his father took the position. Constantine went to the court of Diocletian, where he lived as his father's heir presumptive.[46]

Constantine's parents and siblings, the dates in square brackets indicate the possession of minor titles

In the East [edit]

Constantine received a formal education at Diocletian's court, where he learned Latin literature, Greek, and philosophy.[47] The cultural environment in
Nicomedia was open, fluid, and socially mobile; in it, Constantine could mix with intellectuals both pagan and Christian. He may have attended the lectures of
Lactantius, a Christian scholar of Latin in the city.[48] Because Diocletian did not completely trust Constantius—none of the Tetrarchs fully trusted their
colleagues—Constantine was held as something of a hostage, a tool to ensure Constantius' best behavior. Constantine was nonetheless a prominent member of the court: he fought for Diocletian
and Galerius in Asia and served in a variety of tribunates; he campaigned against barbarians on the Danube in AD 296 and fought the Persians under Diocletian in Syria (AD 297), as well as under
Galerius in Mesopotamia (AD 298–299).[49] By late AD 305, he had become a tribune of the first order, a tribunus ordinis primi.[50]

Constantine had returned to Nicomedia from the eastern front by the spring of AD 303, in time to witness the beginnings of Diocletian's "Great Persecution",
the most severe persecution of Christians in Roman history.[51] In late 302, Diocletian and Galerius sent a messenger to the oracle of Apollo at Didyma with
an inquiry about Christians.[52] Constantine could recall his presence at the palace when the messenger returned, when Diocletian accepted his court's
demands for universal persecution.[53] On 23 February AD 303, Diocletian ordered the destruction of Nicomedia's new church, condemned its scriptures to
the flames, and had its treasures seized. In the months that followed, churches and scriptures were destroyed, Christians were deprived of official ranks, and
priests were imprisoned.[54]

It is unlikely that Constantine played any role in the persecution.[55] In his later writings, he would attempt to present himself as an opponent of Diocletian's
"sanguinary edicts" against the "Worshippers of God",[56] but nothing indicates that he opposed it effectively at the time.[57] Although no contemporary
Christian challenged Constantine for his inaction during the persecutions, it remained a political liability throughout his life.[58]

On 1 May AD 305, Diocletian, as a result of a debilitating sickness taken in the winter of AD 304–305, announced his resignation. In a parallel ceremony in
Milan, Maximian did the same.[59] Lactantius states that Galerius manipulated the weakened Diocletian into resigning, and forced him to accept Galerius' allies
in the imperial succession. According to Lactantius, the crowd listening to Diocletian's resignation speech believed, until the very last moment, that Diocletian
would choose Constantine and Maxentius (Maximian's son) as his successors.[60] It was not to be: Constantius and Galerius were promoted to augusti, while
Severus and Maximinus Daia, Galerius' nephew, were appointed their caesars respectively. Constantine and Maxentius were ignored.[61]

Some of the ancient sources detail plots that Galerius made on Constantine's life in the months following Diocletian's
abdication. They assert that Galerius assigned Constantine to lead an advance unit in a cavalry charge through a

swamp on the middle Danube, made him enter into single combat with a lion, and attempted to kill him in hunts and wars. Constantine always emerged
victorious: the lion emerged from the contest in a poorer condition than Constantine; Constantine returned to Nicomedia from the Danube with a Sarmatian
captive to drop at Galerius' feet.[62] It is uncertain how much these tales can be trusted.[63]

In the West [edit]

Constantine recognized the implicit danger in remaining at Galerius' court, where he was held as a virtual hostage. His career depended on being rescued by
his father in the west. Constantius was quick to intervene.[64] In the late spring or early summer of AD 305, Constantius requested leave for his son to help
him campaign in Britain. After a long evening of drinking, Galerius granted the request. Constantine's later propaganda describes how he fled the court in the
night, before Galerius could change his mind. He rode from post-house to post-house at high speed, hamstringing every horse in his wake.[65] By the time
Galerius awoke the following morning, Constantine had fled too far to be caught.[66] Constantine joined his father in Gaul, at Bononia (Boulogne) before the
summer of AD 305.[67]

From Bononia, they crossed the Channel to Britain and made their way to Eboracum (York), capital of the province of Britannia Secunda and home to a large
military base. Constantine was able to spend a year in northern Britain at his father's side, campaigning against the Picts beyond Hadrian's Wall in the
summer and autumn.[68] Constantius' campaign, like that of Septimius Severus before it, probably advanced far into the north without achieving great
success.[69] Constantius had become severely sick over the course of his reign, and died on 25 July 306 in Eboracum. Before dying, he declared his support
for raising Constantine to the rank of full augustus. The Alamannic king Chrocus, a barbarian taken into service under Constantius, then proclaimed Constantine as
augustus. The troops loyal to Constantius' memory followed him in acclamation. Gaul and Britain quickly accepted his rule;[70] Hispania, which had been in his father's
domain for less than a year, rejected it.[71]

Constantine sent Galerius an official notice of Constantius' death and his own acclamation. Along with the notice, he included a portrait of himself in the robes of an
augustus.[72] The portrait was wreathed in bay.[73] He requested recognition as heir to his father's throne, and passed off responsibility for his unlawful ascension on
his army, claiming they had "forced it upon him".[74] Galerius was put into a fury by the message; he almost set the portrait and messenger on fire.[75] His advisers
calmed him, and argued that outright denial of Constantine's claims would mean certain war.[76] Galerius was compelled to compromise: he granted Constantine the
title "caesar" rather than "augustus" (the latter office went to Severus instead).[77] Wishing to make it clear that he alone gave Constantine legitimacy, Galerius
personally sent Constantine the emperor's traditional purple robes.[78] Constantine accepted the decision,[77] knowing that it would remove doubts as to his
legitimacy.[79]

Early rule [edit]

Constantine's share of the Empire consisted of Britain, Gaul, and Spain, and he commanded one of the largest Roman armies which was stationed along the
important Rhine frontier.[80] He remained in Britain after his promotion to emperor, driving back the tribes of the Picts and securing his control in the northwestern dioceses. He completed the
reconstruction of military bases begun under his father's rule, and he ordered the repair of the region's roadways.[81] He then left for Augusta Treverorum (Trier) in Gaul, the Tetrarchic capital of the
northwestern Roman Empire.[82] The Franks learned of Constantine's acclamation and invaded Gaul across the lower Rhine over the winter of 306–307 AD.[83] He drove them back beyond the
Rhine and captured Kings Ascaric and Merogais; the kings and their soldiers were fed to the beasts of Trier's amphitheatre in the adventus (arrival) celebrations which followed.[84]
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The portrait of Constantine on a
Roman coin; the inscription around the
portrait is "Constantinus Aug[ustus]"

Public baths (thermae) built in Trier
by Constantine, more than 100 metres
(328 ft) wide by 200 metres (656 ft) long
and capable of serving several
thousand at a time, built to rival those of
Rome[85]

Dresden bust of Maxentius

A gold multiple of "Unconquered
Constantine" with Sol Invictus, struck in
313 AD. The use of Sol's image
stressed Constantine's status as his
father's successor, appealed to the
educated citizens of Gaul, and was
considered less offensive than the
traditional pagan pantheon to the
Christians.[103]
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Constantine began a major expansion of Trier. He strengthened the circuit wall around the city with military towers and fortified gates, and he began building a
palace complex in the northeastern part of the city. To the south of his palace, he ordered the construction of a large formal audience hall and a massive
imperial bathhouse. He sponsored many building projects throughout Gaul during his tenure as emperor of the West, especially in Augustodunum (Autun)
and Arelate (Arles).[86] According to Lactantius, Constantine followed a tolerant policy towards Christianity, although he was not yet a Christian himself. He
probably judged it a more sensible policy than open persecution[87] and a way to distinguish himself from the "great persecutor" Galerius.[88] He decreed a
formal end to persecution and returned to Christians all that they had lost during them.[89]

Constantine was largely untried and had a hint of illegitimacy about him; he relied on his father's reputation in his early propaganda, which gave as much
coverage to his father's deeds as to his.[90] His military skill and building projects, however, soon gave the panegyrist the opportunity to comment favourably
on the similarities between father and son, and Eusebius remarked that Constantine was a "renewal, as it were, in his own person, of his father's life and
reign".[91] Constantinian coinage, sculpture, and oratory also show a new tendency for disdain towards the "barbarians" beyond the frontiers. He minted a
coin issue after his victory over the Alemanni which depicts weeping and begging Alemannic tribesmen, "the Alemanni conquered" beneath the phrase
"Romans' rejoicing".[92] There was little sympathy for these enemies; as his panegyrist declared, "It is a stupid clemency that spares the conquered foe."[93]

Maxentius' rebellion [edit]

Following Galerius' recognition of Constantine as caesar, Constantine's portrait was brought to Rome, as was customary. Maxentius mocked the portrait's
subject as the son of a harlot and lamented his own powerlessness.[94] Maxentius, envious of Constantine's authority,[95] seized the title of emperor on 28
October 306 AD. Galerius refused to recognize him but failed to unseat him. Galerius sent Severus against Maxentius, but during the campaign, Severus'
armies, previously under command of Maxentius' father Maximian, defected, and Severus was seized and imprisoned.[96] Maximian, brought out of retirement
by his son's rebellion, left for Gaul to confer with Constantine in late 307 AD. He offered to marry his daughter Fausta to Constantine and elevate him to
augustan rank. In return, Constantine would reaffirm the old family alliance between Maximian and Constantius and offer support to Maxentius' cause in Italy.
Constantine accepted and married Fausta in Trier in late summer 307 AD. Constantine now gave Maxentius his meagre support, offering Maxentius political
recognition.[97]

Constantine remained aloof from the Italian conflict, however. Over the spring and summer of 307 AD, he had left Gaul for Britain to avoid any involvement in
the Italian turmoil;[98] now, instead of giving Maxentius military aid, he sent his troops against Germanic tribes along the Rhine. In 308 AD, he raided the territory of the
Bructeri, and made a bridge across the Rhine at Colonia Agrippinensium (Cologne). In 310 AD, he marched to the northern Rhine and fought the Franks. When not
campaigning, he toured his lands advertising his benevolence and supporting the economy and the arts. His refusal to participate in the war increased his popularity
among his people and strengthened his power base in the West.[99] Maximian returned to Rome in the winter of 307–308 AD, but soon fell out with his son. In early
308 AD, after a failed attempt to usurp Maxentius' title, Maximian returned to Constantine's court.[100]

On 11 November 308 AD, Galerius called a general council at the military city of Carnuntum (Petronell-Carnuntum, Austria) to resolve the instability in the western
provinces. In attendance were Diocletian, briefly returned from retirement, Galerius, and Maximian. Maximian was forced to abdicate again and Constantine was again
demoted to caesar. Licinius, one of Galerius' old military companions, was appointed augustus in the western regions. The new system did not last long: Constantine
refused to accept the demotion, and continued to style himself as augustus on his coinage, even as other members of the Tetrarchy referred to him as a caesar on
theirs. Maximinus Daia was frustrated that he had been passed over for promotion while the newcomer Licinius had been raised to the office of augustus and
demanded that Galerius promote him. Galerius offered to call both Maximinus and Constantine "sons of the augusti",[101] but neither accepted the new title. By the
spring of 310 AD, Galerius was referring to both men as augusti.[102]

Maximian's rebellion [edit]

In 310 AD, a dispossessed Maximian rebelled against Constantine while Constantine was away campaigning against the Franks. Maximian had been sent
south to Arles with a contingent of Constantine's army, in preparation for any attacks by Maxentius in southern Gaul. He announced that Constantine was
dead, and took up the imperial purple. In spite of a large donative pledge to any who would support him as emperor, most of Constantine's army remained
loyal to their emperor, and Maximian was soon compelled to leave. Constantine soon heard of the rebellion, abandoned his campaign against the Franks, and
marched his army up the Rhine.[104] At Cabillunum (Chalon-sur-Saône), he moved his troops onto waiting boats to row down the slow waters of the Saône to
the quicker waters of the Rhone. He disembarked at Lugdunum (Lyon).[105] Maximian fled to Massilia (Marseille), a town better able to withstand a long siege
than Arles. It made little difference, however, as loyal citizens opened the rear gates to Constantine. Maximian was captured and reproved for his crimes.
Constantine granted some clemency, but strongly encouraged his suicide. In July 310 AD, Maximian hanged himself.[104]

In spite of the earlier rupture in their relations, Maxentius was eager to present himself as his father's devoted son after his death.[106] He began minting coins
with his father's deified image, proclaiming his desire to avenge Maximian's death.[107] Constantine initially presented the suicide as an unfortunate family
tragedy. By 311 AD, however, he was spreading another version. According to this, after Constantine had pardoned him, Maximian planned to murder
Constantine in his sleep. Fausta learned of the plot and warned Constantine, who put a eunuch in his own place in bed. Maximian was apprehended when he
killed the eunuch and was offered suicide, which he accepted.[108] Along with using propaganda, Constantine instituted a damnatio memoriae on Maximian,
destroying all inscriptions referring to him and eliminating any public work bearing his image.[109]

The death of Maximian required a shift in Constantine's public image. He could no longer rely on his connection to the elder Emperor Maximian, and needed a
new source of legitimacy.[110] In a speech delivered in Gaul on 25 July 310 AD, the anonymous orator reveals a previously unknown dynastic connection to
Claudius II, a 3rd-century emperor famed for defeating the Goths and restoring order to the empire. Breaking away from tetrarchic models, the speech
emphasizes Constantine's ancestral prerogative to rule, rather than principles of imperial equality. The new ideology expressed in the speech made Galerius
and Maximian irrelevant to Constantine's right to rule.[111] Indeed, the orator emphasizes ancestry to the exclusion of all other factors: "No chance agreement of men, nor some unexpected
consequence of favor, made you emperor," the orator declares to Constantine.[112]

The oration also moves away from the religious ideology of the Tetrarchy, with its focus on twin dynasties of Jupiter and Hercules. Instead, the orator proclaims that Constantine experienced a divine
vision of Apollo and Victory granting him laurel wreaths of health and a long reign. In the likeness of Apollo, Constantine recognized himself as the saving figure to whom would be granted "rule of
the whole world",[113] as the poet Virgil had once foretold.[114] The oration's religious shift is paralleled by a similar shift in Constantine's coinage. In his early reign, the coinage of Constantine
advertised Mars as his patron. From 310 AD on, Mars was replaced by Sol Invictus, a god conventionally identified with Apollo.[115] There is little reason to believe that either the dynastic connection
or the divine vision are anything other than fiction, but their proclamation strengthened Constantine's claims to legitimacy and increased his popularity among the citizens of Gaul.[116]

Civil wars [edit]

See also: Civil wars of the Tetrarchy

War against Maxentius [edit]

By the middle of 310 AD, Galerius had become too ill to involve himself in imperial politics.[117] His final act survives: a letter to provincials posted
in Nicomedia on 30 April 311 AD, proclaiming an end to the persecutions, and the resumption of religious toleration.[118] He died soon after the
edict's proclamation,[119] destroying what little remained of the tetrarchy.[120] Maximinus mobilized against Licinius, and seized Asia Minor. A hasty
peace was signed on a boat in the middle of the Bosphorus.[121] While Constantine toured Britain and Gaul, Maxentius prepared for war.[122] He
fortified northern Italy, and strengthened his support in the Christian community by allowing it to elect a new Bishop of Rome, Eusebius.[123]

Maxentius' rule was nevertheless insecure. His early support dissolved in the wake of heightened tax rates and depressed trade; riots broke out in Rome and Carthage;[124] and Domitius Alexander
was able to briefly usurp his authority in Africa.[125] By 312 AD, he was a man barely tolerated, not one actively supported,[126] even among Christian Italians.[127] In the summer of 311 AD, Maxentius
mobilized against Constantine while Licinius was occupied with affairs in the East. He declared war on Constantine, vowing to avenge his father's "murder".[128] To prevent Maxentius from forming an
alliance against him with Licinius,[129] Constantine forged his own alliance with Licinius over the winter of 311–312 AD, and offered him his sister Constantia in marriage. Maximinus considered
Constantine's arrangement with Licinius an affront to his authority. In response, he sent ambassadors to Rome, offering political recognition to Maxentius in exchange for a military support.
Maxentius accepted.[130] According to Eusebius, inter-regional travel became impossible, and there was military buildup everywhere. There was "not a place where people were not expecting the
onset of hostilities every day".[131]

Constantine's advisers and generals cautioned against preemptive attack on Maxentius;[132] even his soothsayers recommended against it, stating that the sacrifices had produced unfavourable
omens.[133] Constantine, with a spirit that left a deep impression on his followers, inspiring some to believe that he had some form of supernatural guidance,[134] ignored all these cautions.[135] Early
in the spring of 312 AD,[136] Constantine crossed the Cottian Alps with a quarter of his army, a force numbering about 40,000.[137] The first town his army encountered was Segusium (Susa, Italy), a
heavily fortified town that shut its gates to him. Constantine ordered his men to set fire to its gates and scale its walls. He took the town quickly. Constantine ordered his troops not to loot the town,
and advanced with them into northern Italy.[136]

At the approach to the west of the important city of Augusta Taurinorum (Turin, Italy), Constantine met a large force of heavily armed Maxentian cavalry.[138] In the ensuing battle Constantine's army
encircled Maxentius' cavalry, flanked them with his own cavalry, and dismounted them with blows from his soldiers' iron-tipped clubs. Constantine's armies emerged victorious.[139] Turin refused to
give refuge to Maxentius' retreating forces, opening its gates to Constantine instead.[140] Other cities of the north Italian plain sent Constantine embassies of congratulation for his victory. He moved
on to Milan, where he was met with open gates and jubilant rejoicing. Constantine rested his army in Milan until mid-summer 312 AD, when he moved on to Brixia (Brescia).[141]

Brescia's army was easily dispersed,[142] and Constantine quickly advanced to Verona, where a large Maxentian force was camped.[143] Ruricius Pompeianus, general of the Veronese forces and
Maxentius' praetorian prefect,[144] was in a strong defensive position, since the town was surrounded on three sides by the Adige. Constantine sent a small force north of the town in an attempt to
cross the river unnoticed. Ruricius sent a large detachment to counter Constantine's expeditionary force, but was defeated. Constantine's forces successfully surrounded the town and laid siege.[145]
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Battle of Constantine and Maxentius (detail-of-
fresco-in-Vatican-Stanze) c. 1650 by Lazzaro Baldi
after Giulio Romano, at the University of Edinburgh

The Milvian Bridge (Ponte Milvio)
over the Tiber, north of Rome, where
Constantine and Maxentius fought in
the Battle of the Milvian Bridge

The Battle of the Milvian Bridge by
Giulio Romano

Bronze head of Constantine from a
colossal statue[174]

Coin of Licinius

Ruricius gave Constantine the slip and returned with a larger force to oppose Constantine. Constantine refused to let up on the siege, and sent
only a small force to oppose him. In the desperately fought encounter that followed, Ruricius was killed and his army destroyed.[146] Verona
surrendered soon afterwards, followed by Aquileia,[147] Mutina (Modena),[148] and Ravenna.[149] The road to Rome was now wide open to
Constantine.[150]

Maxentius prepared for the same type of war he had waged against Severus and Galerius: he sat in
Rome and prepared for a siege.[151] He still controlled Rome's praetorian guards, was well-stocked with
African grain, and was surrounded on all sides by the seemingly impregnable Aurelian Walls. He ordered
all bridges across the Tiber cut, reportedly on the counsel of the gods,[152] and left the rest of central Italy
undefended; Constantine secured that region's support without challenge.[153] Constantine progressed
slowly[154] along the Via Flaminia,[155] allowing the weakness of Maxentius to draw his regime further into
turmoil.[154] Maxentius' support continued to weaken: at chariot races on 27 October, the crowd openly
taunted Maxentius, shouting that Constantine was invincible.[156] Maxentius, no longer certain that he
would emerge from a siege victorious, built a temporary boat bridge across the Tiber in preparation for a
field battle against Constantine.[157] On 28 October 312 AD, the sixth anniversary of his reign, he
approached the keepers of the Sibylline Books for guidance. The keepers prophesied that, on that very day, "the enemy of the Romans" would
die. Maxentius advanced north to meet Constantine in battle.[158]

Constantine adopts the Greek letters Chi Rho for Christ's initials [edit]
Main article: Battle of the Milvian Bridge
Further information: Ponte Milvio

Maxentius' forces were still twice the size of Constantine's, and he organized them in long lines facing the
battle plain with their backs to the river.[159] Constantine's army arrived on the field bearing unfamiliar

symbols on their standards and their shields.[160] According to Lactantius "Constantine was directed in a dream to cause the heavenly sign to be delineated
on the shields of his soldiers, and so to proceed to battle. He did as he had been commanded, and he marked on their shields the letter Χ, with a
perpendicular line drawn through it and turned round thus at the top, being the cipher of Christ. Having this sign (☧), his troops stood to arms."[161] Eusebius
describes a vision that Constantine had while marching at midday in which "he saw with his own eyes the trophy of a cross of light in the heavens, above the
sun, and bearing the inscription, In Hoc Signo Vinces" ("In this sign thou shalt conquer").[162] In Eusebius's account, Constantine had a dream the following
night in which Christ appeared with the same heavenly sign and told him to make an army standard in the form of the labarum.[163] Eusebius is vague about
when and where these events took place,[164] but it enters his narrative before the war begins against Maxentius.[165] He describes the sign as Chi (Χ)
traversed by Rho (Ρ) to form ☧, representing the first two letters of the Greek word ΧΡΙΣΤΟΣ (Christos).[166][167] A medallion was issued at Ticinum in 315 AD
which shows Constantine wearing a helmet emblazoned with the Chi Rho,[168] and coins issued at Siscia in 317/318 AD repeat the image.[169] The figure was
otherwise rare and is uncommon in imperial iconography and propaganda before the 320s.[170] It wasn't completely unknown, however, being an abbreviation
of the Greek word chrēston (good), having previously appeared on the coins of Ptolemy III, Euergetes I (247-222 BCE).

Constantine deployed his own forces along the whole length of Maxentius' line. He ordered his cavalry to charge, and they broke Maxentius' cavalry. He then
sent his infantry against Maxentius' infantry, pushing many into the Tiber where they were slaughtered and drowned.[159] The battle was brief,[171] and
Maxentius' troops were broken before the first charge.[172] His horse guards and praetorians initially held their position, but they broke under the force of a
Constantinian cavalry charge; they also broke ranks and fled to the river. Maxentius rode with them and attempted to cross the bridge of boats (Ponte Milvio), but he was pushed into the Tiber and
drowned by the mass of his fleeing soldiers.[173]

In Rome [edit]

Constantine entered Rome on 29 October 312 AD,[175][176] and staged a grand adventus in the city which was met with jubilation.[177] Maxentius' body was
fished out of the Tiber and decapitated, and his head was paraded through the streets for all to see.[178] After the ceremonies, the disembodied head was
sent to Carthage, and Carthage offered no further resistance.[179] Unlike his predecessors, Constantine neglected to make the trip to the Capitoline Hill and
perform customary sacrifices at the Temple of Jupiter.[180] However, he did visit the Senatorial Curia Julia,[181] and he promised to restore its ancestral
privileges and give it a secure role in his reformed government; there would be no revenge against Maxentius' supporters.[182] In response, the Senate
decreed him "title of the first name", which meant that his name would be listed first in all official documents,[183] and they acclaimed him as "the greatest
Augustus".[184] He issued decrees returning property that was lost under Maxentius, recalling political exiles, and releasing Maxentius' imprisoned
opponents.[185]

An extensive propaganda campaign followed, during which Maxentius' image was purged from all public places. He was written up as a "tyrant" and set
against an idealized image of Constantine the "liberator". Eusebius is the best representative of this strand of Constantinian propaganda.[186] Maxentius'
rescripts were declared invalid, and the honours that he had granted to leaders of the Senate were also invalidated.[187] Constantine also attempted to
remove Maxentius' influence on Rome's urban landscape. All structures built by him were rededicated to Constantine, including the Temple of Romulus and
the Basilica of Maxentius.[188] At the focal point of the basilica, a stone statue was erected of Constantine holding the Christian labarum in its hand. Its
inscription bore the message which the statue illustrated: By this sign, Constantine had freed Rome from the yoke of the tyrant.[189]

Constantine also sought to upstage Maxentius' achievements. For example, the Circus Maximus was redeveloped so that its seating capacity was 25 times
larger than that of Maxentius' racing complex on the Via Appia.[190] Maxentius' strongest military supporters were neutralized when he disbanded the
Praetorian Guard and Imperial Horse Guard.[191] The tombstones of the Imperial Horse Guard were ground up and used in a basilica on the Via Labicana,[192]

and their former base was redeveloped into the Lateran Basilica on 9 November 312 AD—barely two weeks after Constantine captured the city.[193] The
Legio II Parthica was removed from Albano Laziale,[187] and the remainder of Maxentius' armies were sent to do frontier duty on the Rhine.[194]

Wars against Licinius [edit]

In the following years, Constantine gradually consolidated his military superiority over his rivals in the crumbling Tetrarchy. In 313, he met Licinius in Milan to
secure their alliance by the marriage of Licinius and Constantine's half-sister Constantia. During this meeting, the emperors agreed on the so-called Edict of
Milan,[195] officially granting full tolerance to Christianity and all religions in the Empire.[196] The document had special benefits for Christians, legalizing their
religion and granting them restoration for all property seized during Diocletian's persecution. It repudiates past methods of religious coercion and used only
general terms to refer to the divine sphere—"Divinity" and "Supreme Divinity", summa divinitas.[197] The conference was cut short, however, when news
reached Licinius that his rival Maximinus had crossed the Bosporus and invaded European territory. Licinius departed and eventually defeated Maximinus,
gaining control over the entire eastern half of the Roman Empire. Relations between the two remaining emperors deteriorated, as Constantine suffered an
assassination attempt at the hands of a character that Licinius wanted elevated to the rank of Caesar;[198] Licinius, for his part, had Constantine's statues in
Emona destroyed.[199] In either 314 or 316 AD, the two Augusti fought against one another at the Battle of Cibalae, with Constantine being victorious. They
clashed again at the Battle of Mardia in 317, and agreed to a settlement in which Constantine's sons Crispus and Constantine II, and Licinius' son Licinianus
were made caesars.[200] After this arrangement, Constantine ruled the dioceses of Pannonia and Macedonia and took residence at Sirmium, whence he could
wage war on the Goths and Sarmatians in 322, and on the Goths in 323, defeating and killing their leader Rausimod.[198]

In the year 320, Licinius allegedly reneged on the religious freedom promised by the Edict of Milan in 313 and began to oppress Christians anew,[201] generally without bloodshed, but resorting to
confiscations and sacking of Christian office-holders.[202] Although this characterization of Licinius as anti-Christian is somewhat doubtful, the fact is that he seems to have been far less open in his
support of Christianity than Constantine. Therefore, Licinius was prone to see the Church as a force more loyal to Constantine than to the Imperial system in general,[203] as the explanation offered
by the Church historian Sozomen.[204]

This dubious arrangement eventually became a challenge to Constantine in the West, climaxing in the great civil war of 324. Licinius, aided by Gothic mercenaries, represented the past and the
ancient pagan faiths. Constantine and his Franks marched under the standard of the labarum, and both sides saw the battle in religious terms. Outnumbered, but fired by their zeal, Constantine's
army emerged victorious in the Battle of Adrianople. Licinius fled across the Bosphorus and appointed Martinian, his magister officiorum, as nominal Augustus in the West, but Constantine next won
the Battle of the Hellespont, and finally the Battle of Chrysopolis on 18 September 324.[205] Licinius and Martinian surrendered to Constantine at Nicomedia on the promise their lives would be
spared: they were sent to live as private citizens in Thessalonica and Cappadocia respectively, but in 325 Constantine accused Licinius of plotting against him and had them both arrested and
hanged; Licinius' son (the son of Constantine's half-sister) was killed in 326.[206] Thus Constantine became the sole emperor of the Roman Empire.[207]

Later rule [edit]

Foundation of Constantinople [edit]

Licinius' defeat came to represent the defeat of a rival centre of pagan and Greek-speaking political activity in the East, as opposed to the Christian and
Latin-speaking Rome, and it was proposed that a new Eastern capital should represent the integration of the East into the Roman Empire as a whole, as a
center of learning, prosperity, and cultural preservation for the whole of the Eastern Roman Empire.[208] Among the various locations proposed for this
alternative capital, Constantine appears to have toyed earlier with Serdica (present-day Sofia), as he was reported saying that "Serdica is my Rome".[209]

Sirmium and Thessalonica were also considered.[210] Eventually, however, Constantine decided to work on the Greek city of Byzantium, which offered the
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Coin struck by Constantine I to
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Constantinople

Constantine burning Arian books,
from a 9th-century manuscript

Pope Sylvester I and Emperor
Constantine

A nummus of Constantine

advantage of having already been extensively rebuilt on Roman patterns of urbanism, during the preceding century, by Septimius Severus and Caracalla,
who had already acknowledged its strategic importance.[211] The city was thus founded in 324,[212] dedicated on 11 May 330[212] and renamed
Constantinopolis ("Constantine's City" or Constantinople in English). Special commemorative coins were issued in 330 to honor the event. The new city was
protected by the relics of the True Cross, the Rod of Moses and other holy relics, though a cameo now at the Hermitage Museum also represented
Constantine crowned by the tyche of the new city.[213] The figures of old gods were either replaced or assimilated into a framework of Christian symbolism. Constantine built the new Church of the
Holy Apostles on the site of a temple to Aphrodite. Generations later there was the story that a divine vision led Constantine to this spot, and an angel no one else could see led him on a circuit of
the new walls.[214] The capital would often be compared to the 'old' Rome as Nova Roma Constantinopolitana, the "New Rome of Constantinople".[207][215]

Religious policy [edit]
Further information: Constantine the Great and Christianity, Constantine I and paganism, and Constantine the Great and Judaism

Constantine was the first emperor to stop the persecution of Christians and to legalize Christianity, along with all other
religions/cults in the Roman Empire. In February 313, he met with Licinius in Milan and developed the Edict of Milan,
which stated that Christians should be allowed to follow their faith without oppression.[216][page needed] This removed
penalties for professing Christianity, under which many had been martyred previously, and it returned confiscated
Church property. The edict protected all religions from persecution, not only Christianity, allowing anyone to worship
any deity that they chose. A similar edict had been issued in 311 by Galerius, senior emperor of the Tetrarchy, which
granted Christians the right to practise their religion but did not restore any property to them.[217] The Edict of Milan
included several clauses which stated that all confiscated churches would be returned, as well as other provisions for
previously persecuted Christians. Scholars debate whether Constantine adopted his mother Helena's Christianity in
his youth, or whether he adopted it gradually over the course of his life.[218]

Constantine possibly retained the title of pontifex maximus which emperors bore as heads of the ancient Roman religion until Gratian renounced the
title.[219][220] According to Christian writers, Constantine was over 40 when he finally declared himself a Christian, making it clear that he owed his successes
to the protection of the Christian High God alone.[221] Despite these declarations of being a Christian, he waited to be baptized on his deathbed, believing that
the baptism would release him of any sins he committed in the course of carrying out his policies while emperor.[222] He supported the Church financially, built
basilicas, granted privileges to clergy (such as exemption from certain taxes), promoted Christians to high office, and returned property confiscated during the
long period of persecution.[223] His most famous building projects include the Church of the Holy Sepulchre and Old Saint Peter's Basilica. In constructing the
Old Saint Peter's Basilica, Constantine went to great lengths to erect the basilica on top of St. Peter's resting place, so much so that it even affected the

design of the basilica, including the challenge of erecting it on the hill where St. Peter rested, making its complete construction time over 30 years from the date Constantine ordered it to be built.

Constantine might not have patronized Christianity alone. He built a triumphal arch in 315 to celebrate his victory in the Battle of the Milvian Bridge (312) which was decorated with images of the
goddess Victoria, and sacrifices were made to pagan gods at its dedication, including Apollo, Diana, and Hercules. Absent from the Arch are any depictions of Christian symbolism. However, the
Arch was commissioned by the Senate, so the absence of Christian symbols may reflect the role of the Curia at the time as a pagan redoubt.[224]

In 321, he legislated that the venerable Sunday should be a day of rest for all citizens.[225] In 323, he issued a decree banning Christians from participating in state sacrifices.[226] After the pagan
gods had disappeared from his coinage, Christian symbols appeared as Constantine's attributes, the chi rho between his hands or on his labarum,[227] as well on the coin itself.[228]

The reign of Constantine established a precedent for the emperor to have great influence and authority in the early Christian councils, most notably the dispute over Arianism. Constantine disliked
the risks to societal stability that religious disputes and controversies brought with them, preferring to establish an orthodoxy.[229] His influence over the Church councils was to enforce doctrine, root
out heresy, and uphold ecclesiastical unity; the Church's role was to determine proper worship, doctrines, and dogma.[230]

North African bishops struggled with Christian bishops who had been ordained by Donatus in opposition to Caecilian from 313 to 316. The African bishops could not come to terms, and the
Donatists asked Constantine to act as a judge in the dispute. Three regional Church councils and another trial before Constantine all ruled against Donatus and the Donatism movement in North
Africa. In 317, Constantine issued an edict to confiscate Donatist church property and to send Donatist clergy into exile.[231] More significantly, in 325 he summoned the First Council of Nicaea, most
known for its dealing with Arianism and for instituting the Nicene Creed. He enforced the council's prohibition against celebrating the Lord's Supper on the day before the Jewish Passover, which
marked a definite break of Christianity from the Judaic tradition. From then on, the solar Julian Calendar was given precedence over the lunisolar Hebrew Calendar among the Christian churches of
the Roman Empire.[232]

Constantine made some new laws regarding the Jews; some of them were unfavorable towards Jews, although they were not harsher than those of his predecessors.[233] It was made illegal for Jews
to seek converts or to attack other Jews who had converted to Christianity.[233] They were forbidden to own Christian slaves or to circumcise their slaves.[234][235] On the other hand, Jewish clergy
were given the same exemptions as Christian clergy.[233][236]

Administrative reforms [edit]

Beginning in the mid-3rd century, the emperors began to favor members of the equestrian order over senators, who had a monopoly on the most important offices of the state. Senators were
stripped of the command of legions and most provincial governorships, as it was felt that they lacked the specialized military upbringing needed in an age of acute defense needs;[237] such posts
were given to equestrians by Diocletian and his colleagues, following a practice enforced piecemeal by their predecessors. The emperors, however, still needed the talents and the help of the very
rich, who were relied on to maintain social order and cohesion by means of a web of powerful influence and contacts at all levels. Exclusion of the old senatorial aristocracy threatened this
arrangement.

In 326, Constantine reversed this pro-equestrian trend, raising many administrative positions to senatorial rank and thus opening these offices to the old aristocracy; at the same time, he elevated
the rank of existing equestrian office-holders to senator, degrading the equestrian order in the process (at least as a bureaucratic rank).[238] The title of perfectissimus was granted only to mid- or
low-level officials by the end of the 4th century.

By the new Constantinian arrangement, one could become a senator by being elected praetor or by fulfilling a function of senatorial rank.[239] From then on, holding actual power and social status
were melded together into a joint imperial hierarchy. Constantine gained the support of the old nobility with this,[240] as the Senate was allowed itself to elect praetors and quaestors, in place of the
usual practice of the emperors directly creating new magistrates (adlectio). An inscription in honor of city prefect (336–337) Ceionius Rufus Albinus states that Constantine had restored the Senate
"the auctoritas it had lost at Caesar's time".[241]

The Senate as a body remained devoid of any significant power; nevertheless, the senators had been marginalized as potential holders of imperial functions during the 3rd century but could now
dispute such positions alongside more upstart bureaucrats.[242] Some modern historians see in those administrative reforms an attempt by Constantine at reintegrating the senatorial order into the
imperial administrative elite to counter the possibility of alienating pagan senators from a Christianized imperial rule;[243] however, such an interpretation remains conjectural, given the fact that we do
not have the precise numbers about pre-Constantine conversions to Christianity in the old senatorial milieu. Some historians suggest that early conversions among the old aristocracy were more
numerous than previously supposed.[244]

Constantine's reforms had to do only with the civilian administration. The military chiefs had risen from the ranks since the Crisis of the Third Century[245] but remained outside the senate, in which
they were included only by Constantine's children.[246]

Monetary reforms [edit]

The third century saw runaway inflation associated with the production of fiat money to pay for public expenses, and Diocletian tried unsuccessfully to re-
establish trustworthy minting of silver and billon coins. The failure resided in the fact that the silver currency was overvalued in terms of its actual metal
content, and therefore could only circulate at much discounted rates. Constantine stopped minting the Diocletianic "pure" silver argenteus soon after 305,
while the billon currency continued to be used until the 360s. From the early 300s on, Constantine forsook any attempts at restoring the silver currency,
preferring instead to concentrate on minting large quantities of the gold solidus, 72 of which made a pound of gold. New and highly debased silver pieces
continued to be issued during his later reign and after his death, in a continuous process of retariffing, until this bullion minting ceased in 367, and the silver
piece was continued by various denominations of bronze coins, the most important being the centenionalis.[247] These bronze pieces continued to be
devalued, assuring the possibility of keeping fiduciary minting alongside a gold standard. The author of De Rebus Bellicis held that the rift widened between
classes because of this monetary policy; the rich benefited from the stability in purchasing power of the gold piece, while the poor had to cope with ever-
degrading bronze pieces.[248] Later emperors such as Julian the Apostate insisted on trustworthy mintings of the bronze currency.[249]

Constantine's monetary policies were closely associated with his religious policies; increased minting was associated with the confiscation of all gold, silver,
and bronze statues from pagan temples between 331 and 336 which were declared to be imperial property. Two imperial commissioners for each province
had the task of getting the statues and melting them for immediate minting, with the exception of a number of bronze statues that were used as public

monuments in Constantinople.[250]

Executions of Crispus and Fausta [edit]

Constantine had his eldest son Crispus seized and put to death by "cold poison" at Pola (Pula, Croatia) sometime between 15 May and 17 June 326.[251] In July, he had his wife Empress Fausta
(stepmother of Crispus) killed in an overheated bath.[252] Their names were wiped from the face of many inscriptions, references to their lives were eradicated from the literary record, and the
memory of both was condemned. Eusebius, for example, edited out any praise of Crispus from later copies of Historia Ecclesiastica, and his Vita Constantini contains no mention of Fausta or
Crispus at all.[253] Few ancient sources are willing to discuss possible motives for the events, and the few that do are of later provenance and are generally unreliable.[254] At the time of the
executions, it was commonly believed that Empress Fausta was either in an illicit relationship with Crispus or was spreading rumors to that effect. A popular myth arose, modified to allude to the
Hippolytus–Phaedra legend, with the suggestion that Constantine killed Crispus and Fausta for their immoralities;[255] the largely fictional Passion of Artemius explicitly makes this connection.[256]

The myth rests on slim evidence as an interpretation of the executions; only late and unreliable sources allude to the relationship between Crispus and Fausta, and there is no evidence for the
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modern suggestion that Constantine's "godly" edicts of 326 and the irregularities of Crispus are somehow connected.[255]

Although Constantine created his apparent heirs "Caesars", following a pattern established by Diocletian, he gave his creations a hereditary character, alien to the
tetrarchic system: Constantine's Caesars were to be kept in the hope of ascending to Empire, and entirely subordinated to their Augustus, as long as he was
alive.[257] Therefore, an alternative explanation for the execution of Crispus was, perhaps, Constantine's desire to keep a firm grip on his prospective heirs, this—
and Fausta's desire for having her sons inheriting instead of their half-brother—being reason enough for killing Crispus; the subsequent execution of Fausta,
however, was probably meant as a reminder to her children that Constantine would not hesitate in "killing his own relatives when he felt this was necessary".[258]

Later campaigns [edit]

Constantine considered Constantinople his capital and permanent residence. He lived there for a good portion of his later
life. In 328 construction was completed on Constantine's Bridge at Sucidava, (today Celei in Romania)[259] in hopes of
reconquering Dacia, a province that had been abandoned under Aurelian. In the late winter of 332, Constantine
campaigned with the Sarmatians against the Goths. The weather and lack of food cost the Goths dearly: reportedly, nearly
one hundred thousand died before they submitted to Rome. In 334, after Sarmatian commoners had overthrown their
leaders, Constantine led a campaign against the tribe. He won a victory in the war and extended his control over the
region, as remains of camps and fortifications in the region indicate.[260] Constantine resettled some Sarmatian exiles as
farmers in Illyrian and Roman districts, and conscripted the rest into the army. The new frontier in Dacia was along the
Brazda lui Novac line supported by new castra.[261] Constantine took the title Dacicus maximus in 336.[262]

In the last years of his life, Constantine made plans for a campaign against Persia. In a letter written to the king of Persia,
Shapur, Constantine had asserted his patronage over Persia's Christian subjects and urged Shapur to treat them well.[263]

The letter is undatable. In response to border raids, Constantine sent Constantius to guard the eastern frontier in 335. In
336, Prince Narseh invaded Armenia (a Christian kingdom since 301) and installed a Persian client on the throne.
Constantine then resolved to campaign against Persia himself. He treated the war as a Christian crusade, calling for bishops to accompany the army and
commissioning a tent in the shape of a church to follow him everywhere. Constantine planned to be baptized in the Jordan River before crossing into Persia.
Persian diplomats came to Constantinople over the winter of 336–337, seeking peace, but Constantine turned them away. The campaign was called off,
however, when Constantine became sick in the spring of 337.[264]

Sickness and death [edit]

Constantine knew death would soon come. Within the Church of the Holy Apostles, Constantine had secretly prepared
a final resting-place for himself.[265] It came sooner than he had expected. Soon after the Feast of Easter 337,
Constantine fell seriously ill.[266] He left Constantinople for the hot baths near his mother's city of Helenopolis

(Altinova), on the southern shores of the Gulf of Nicomedia (present-day Gulf of İzmit). There, in a church his mother built in honor of Lucian the Apostle, he
prayed, and there he realized that he was dying. Seeking purification, he became a catechumen, and attempted a return to Constantinople, making it only as
far as a suburb of Nicomedia.[267] He summoned the bishops, and told them of his hope to be baptized in the River Jordan, where Christ was written to have
been baptized. He requested the baptism right away, promising to live a more Christian life should he live through his illness. The bishops, Eusebius records,
"performed the sacred ceremonies according to custom".[268] He chose the Arianizing bishop Eusebius of Nicomedia, bishop of the city where he lay dying, as
his baptizer.[269] In postponing his baptism, he followed one custom at the time which postponed baptism until after infancy.[270] It has been thought that
Constantine put off baptism as long as he did so as to be absolved from as much of his sin as possible.[271] Constantine died soon after at a suburban villa
called Achyron, on the last day of the fifty-day festival of Pentecost directly following Pascha (or Easter), on 22 May 337.[272]

Although Constantine's death follows the conclusion of the Persian campaign in Eusebius's account, most other sources report his death as occurring in
its middle. Emperor Julian the Apostate (a nephew of Constantine), writing in the mid-350s, observes that the Sassanians escaped punishment for their
ill-deeds, because Constantine died "in the middle of his preparations for war".[273] Similar accounts are given in the Origo Constantini, an anonymous
document composed while Constantine was still living, and which has Constantine dying in Nicomedia;[274] the Historiae abbreviatae of Sextus Aurelius
Victor, written in 361, which has Constantine dying at an estate near Nicomedia called Achyrona while marching against the Persians;[275] and the
Breviarium of Eutropius, a handbook compiled in 369 for the Emperor Valens, which has Constantine dying in a nameless state villa in Nicomedia.[276]

From these and other accounts, some have concluded that Eusebius's Vita was edited to defend Constantine's reputation against what Eusebius saw as
a less congenial version of the campaign.[277]

Following his death, his body was transferred to Constantinople and buried in the Church of the Holy Apostles,[278] in a porphyry sarcophagus that was
described in the 10th century by Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus in the De Ceremoniis.[279] His body survived the plundering of the city during the
Fourth Crusade in 1204, but was destroyed at some point afterwards.[280] Constantine was succeeded by his three sons born of Fausta, Constantine II,
Constantius II and Constans. A number of relatives were killed by followers of Constantius, notably Constantine's nephews Dalmatius (who held the rank
of Caesar) and Hannibalianus, presumably to eliminate possible contenders to an already complicated succession. He also had two daughters,
Constantina and Helena, wife of Emperor Julian.[281]

Legacy [edit]

Constantine gained his honorific of "the Great" from Christian historians long after he had died, but he could have
claimed the title on his military achievements and victories alone. He reunited the Empire under one emperor, and he
won major victories over the Franks and Alamanni in 306–308, the Franks again in 313–314, the Goths in 332, and the
Sarmatians in 334. By 336, he had reoccupied most of the long-lost province of Dacia which Aurelian had been forced to
abandon in 271. At the time of his death, he was planning a great expedition to end raids on the eastern provinces from
the Persian Empire.[286] He served for almost 31 years (combining his years as co-ruler and sole ruler), the second
longest-serving emperor behind Augustus.

In the cultural sphere, Constantine revived the clean-shaven face fashion of the Roman emperors from Augustus to
Trajan, which was originally introduced among the Romans by Scipio Africanus. This new Roman imperial fashion lasted
until the reign of Phocas.[287][288]

The Holy Roman Empire reckoned Constantine among the venerable figures of its tradition. In the later Byzantine state, it
became a great honor for an emperor to be hailed as a "new Constantine"; ten emperors carried the name, including the
last emperor of the Eastern Roman Empire.[289] Charlemagne used monumental Constantinian forms in his court to
suggest that he was Constantine's successor and equal. Constantine acquired a mythic role as a warrior against
heathens. The motif of the Romanesque equestrian, the mounted figure in the posture of a triumphant Roman emperor,
became a visual metaphor in statuary in praise of local benefactors. The name "Constantine" itself enjoyed renewed
popularity in western France in the eleventh and twelfth centuries.[290] The Orthodox Church considers Constantine a
saint (Άγιος Κωνσταντίνος, Saint Constantine), having a feast day on 21 May,[291] and calls him isapostolos
(ισαπόστολος Κωνσταντίνος)—an equal of the Apostles.[292] Although not as celebrated as in Eastern Christianity, he is
regarded as a saint by the Roman Catholic Church, with the same feast day.[293]

The Niš Constantine the Great Airport is named in honor of him. A large Cross was planned to be built on a hill
overlooking Niš, but the project was cancelled.[294] In 2012, a memorial was erected in Niš in his honor. The
Commemoration of the Edict of Milan was held in Niš in 2013.[295]

Historiography [edit]

Constantine was presented as a paragon of virtue during his lifetime. Pagans showered him with praise, such as
Praxagoras of Athens, and Libanius. His nephew and son-in-law Julian the Apostate, however, wrote the satire
Symposium, or the Saturnalia in 361, after the last of his sons died; it denigrated Constantine, calling him inferior to the
great pagan emperors, and given over to luxury and greed.[296] Following Julian, Eunapius began—and Zosimus continued—a historiographic tradition
that blamed Constantine for weakening the Empire through his indulgence to the Christians.[297]

Constantine was presented as an ideal ruler during the Middle Ages, the standard against which any king or emperor could be measured.[297] The
Renaissance rediscovery of anti-Constantinian sources prompted a re-evaluation of his career. German humanist Johannes Leunclavius discovered
Zosimus' writings and published a Latin translation in 1576. In its preface, he argued that Zosimus' picture of Constantine offered a more balanced view
than that of Eusebius and the Church historians.[298] Cardinal Caesar Baronius criticized Zosimus, favoring Eusebius' account of the Constantinian era.
Baronius' Life of Constantine (1588) presents Constantine as the model of a Christian prince.[299] Edward Gibbon aimed to unite the two extremes of
Constantinian scholarship in his work The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (1776–89) by contrasting the portraits presented by
Eusebius and Zosimus.[300] He presents a noble war hero who transforms into an Oriental despot in his old age, "degenerating into a cruel and dissolute
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monarch".[301]

Modern interpretations of Constantine's rule begin with Jacob Burckhardt's The Age of Constantine the Great (1853, rev. 1880). Burckhardt's
Constantine is a scheming secularist, a politician who manipulates all parties in a quest to secure his own power.[302] Henri Grégoire followed
Burckhardt's evaluation of Constantine in the 1930s, suggesting that Constantine developed an interest in Christianity only after witnessing its political
usefulness. Grégoire was skeptical of the authenticity of Eusebius' Vita, and postulated a pseudo-Eusebius to assume responsibility for the vision and
conversion narratives of that work.[303] Otto Seeck's Geschichte des Untergangs der antiken Welt (1920–23) and André Piganiol's L'empereur
Constantin (1932) go against this historiographic tradition. Seeck presents Constantine as a sincere war hero whose ambiguities were the product of his
own naïve inconsistency.[304] Piganiol's Constantine is a philosophical monotheist, a child of his era's religious syncretism.[305] Related histories by
Arnold Hugh Martin Jones (Constantine and the Conversion of Europe, 1949) and Ramsay MacMullen (Constantine, 1969) give portraits of a less
visionary and more impulsive Constantine.[306]

These later accounts were more willing to present Constantine as a genuine convert to Christianity. Norman H. Baynes began a historiographic tradition
with Constantine the Great and the Christian Church (1929) which presents Constantine as a committed Christian, reinforced by Andreas Alföldi's The
Conversion of Constantine and Pagan Rome (1948), and Timothy Barnes's Constantine and Eusebius (1981) is the culmination of this trend. Barnes'
Constantine experienced a radical conversion which drove him on a personal crusade to convert his empire.[307] Charles Matson Odahl's Constantine
and the Christian Empire (2004) takes much the same tack.[308] In spite of Barnes' work, arguments continue over the strength and depth of
Constantine's religious conversion.[309] Certain themes in this school reached new extremes in T.G. Elliott's The Christianity of Constantine the Great
(1996), which presented Constantine as a committed Christian from early childhood.[310] Paul Veyne's 2007 work Quand notre monde est devenu
chrétien holds a similar view which does not speculate on the origin of Constantine's Christian motivation, but presents him as a religious revolutionary
who fervently believed that he was meant "to play a providential role in the millenary economy of the salvation of humanity".[311]

Donation of Constantine [edit]
Main article: Donation of Constantine

Latin Rite Catholics considered it inappropriate that Constantine was baptized only on his death bed by an unorthodox bishop, as it undermined the
authority of the Papacy, and a legend emerged by the early fourth century that Pope Sylvester I (314–335) had cured the pagan emperor from leprosy.
According to this legend, Constantine was soon baptized and began the construction of a church in the Lateran Palace.[312] The Donation of
Constantine appeared in the eighth century, most likely during the pontificate of Pope Stephen II (752–757), in which the freshly converted Constantine
gives "the city of Rome and all the provinces, districts, and cities of Italy and the Western regions" to Sylvester and his successors.[313] In the High
Middle Ages, this document was used and accepted as the basis for the Pope's temporal power, though it was denounced as a forgery by Emperor Otto
III[314] and lamented as the root of papal worldliness by Dante Alighieri.[315] Philologist and Catholic priest Lorenzo Valla proved that the document was
indeed a forgery.[316]

Geoffrey of Monmouth's Historia [edit]

During the medieval period, Britons regarded Constantine as a king of their own people, particularly associating him with Caernarfon in Gwynedd. While
some of this is owed to his fame and his proclamation as Emperor in Britain, there was also confusion of his family with Magnus Maximus's supposed wife
Saint Elen and her son, another Constantine (Welsh: Custennin). In the 12th century Henry of Huntingdon included a passage in his Historia Anglorum
that the Emperor Constantine's mother was a Briton, making her the daughter of King Cole of Colchester.[317] Geoffrey of Monmouth expanded this story
in his highly fictionalized Historia Regum Britanniae, an account of the supposed Kings of Britain from their Trojan origins to the Anglo-Saxon
invasion.[318] According to Geoffrey, Cole was King of the Britons when Constantius, here a senator, came to Britain. Afraid of the Romans, Cole
submitted to Roman law so long as he retained his kingship. However, he died only a month later, and Constantius took the throne himself, marrying
Cole's daughter Helena. They had their son Constantine, who succeeded his father as King of Britain before becoming Roman Emperor.

Historically, this series of events is extremely improbable. Constantius had already left Helena by the time he left for Britain.[42] Additionally, no earlier
source mentions that Helena was born in Britain, let alone that she was a princess. Henry's source for the story is unknown, though it may have been a
lost hagiography of Helena.[318]

See also [edit]

Colossus of Constantine
Constantinian shift
Fifty Bibles of Constantine
German and Sarmatian campaigns of Constantine

Notes [edit]

1. ^ With the possible exception of Philip the Arab (r. 244–249). See Philip the Arab and Christianity.[2]

2. ^ Constantine was not baptised until just before his death.[4][5]

3. ^ Constantine is not revered as a saint but as “the great” in the Latin Catholic Church [282][283] Eastern Catholic Churches such as the Ukrainian Catholic
Church may revere him as a saint. [284]
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Honorius as co-augusti · (Eugenius)

Western Empire
395–480

Honorius · Constantine III with son Constans II · Constantius III · Joannes · Valentinian III · Petronius Maximus with Palladius as caesar · Avitus · Majorian · Libius Severus · Anthemius · Olybrius ·
Glycerius · Julius Nepos · Romulus Augustulus

eastern/
Byzantine Empire

395–1204

Arcadius with Theodosius II as co-augustus · Theodosius II · Pulcheria · Marcian and Pulcheria · Marcian (alone) · Leo I the Thracian · Leo II · Zeno (first reign) · Basiliscus with son Marcus as co-emperor
· Zeno (second reign) · Anastasius I Dicorus · Justin I · Justinian the Great · Justin II · Tiberius II Constantine · Maurice with son Theodosius as co-emperor · Phocas · Heraclius · Constantine III ·
Heraklonas · Constans II · Constantine IV with brothers Heraclius and Tiberius and then Justinian II as co-emperors · Justinian II (first reign) · Leontios · Tiberius III · Justinian II (second reign) with son
Tiberius as co-emperor · Philippikos · Anastasios II · Theodosius III · Leo III the Isaurian · Constantine V · Artabasdos · Leo IV the Khazar · Constantine VI · Irene · Nikephoros I · Staurakios ·
Michael I Rangabe with son Theophylact as co-emperor · Leo V the Armenian with Symbatios-Constantine as junior emperor · Michael II the Amorian · Theophilos · Michael III · Basil I the Macedonian ·
Leo VI the Wise · Alexander · Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos · Romanos I Lekapenos with sons Christopher, Stephen and Constantine as junior co-emperors · Romanos II · Nikephoros II Phokas ·
John I Tzimiskes · Basil II · Constantine VIII · Zoë (first reign) and Romanos III Argyros · Zoë (first reign) and Michael IV the Paphlagonian · Michael V Kalaphates · Zoë (second reign) with Theodora · Zoë
(second reign) and Constantine IX Monomachos · Constantine IX Monomachos (sole emperor) · Theodora · Michael VI Bringas · Isaac I Komnenos · Constantine X Doukas · Romanos IV Diogenes ·
Michael VII Doukas with brothers Andronikos and Konstantios and son Constantine · Nikephoros III Botaneiates · Alexios I Komnenos · John II Komnenos with Alexios Komnenos as co-emperor ·
Manuel I Komnenos · Alexios II Komnenos · Andronikos I Komnenos with John Komnenos as co-emperor · Isaac II Angelos · Alexios III Angelos · Alexios IV Angelos · Nicholas Kanabos (chosen by the
Senate) · Alexios V Doukas

Empire of Nicaea
1204–1261 Constantine Laskaris · Theodore I Laskaris · John III Doukas Vatatzes · Theodore II Laskaris · John IV Laskaris

eastern/
Byzantine Empire

1261–1453

Michael VIII Palaiologos · Andronikos II Palaiologos with Michael IX Palaiologos as co-emperor · Andronikos III Palaiologos · John V Palaiologos · John VI Kantakouzenos with John V Palaiologos and
Matthew Kantakouzenos as co-emperors · John V Palaiologos · Andronikos IV Palaiologos · John VII Palaiologos · Andronikos V Palaiologos · Manuel II Palaiologos · John VIII Palaiologos ·
Constantine XI Palaiologos

Italics indicates a junior co-emperor, while underlining indicates a usurper.
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Constantine the Jew
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Constantine the Jew (c. 850[1] – 26 December, after 886) was a Byzantine Christian monk and evangelist
venerated as a saint within his monastic milieu and in Constantinople.

Born to a Jewish family in Synada, Constantine excelled at Hebrew and the Old Testament from a young age.[1]

He was said to have been converted to Christianity as a youth by the power of the sign of the cross, which he
had made in spontaneous imitation of a Christian merchant.[2] His full conversion was gradual. It may be linked
to the campaign undertaken by the Emperor Basil I (r. 867–886) to convert the Jews early in his reign.[3]

Constantine's family arranged a marriage for him, but on his wedding day he fled to the monastery of
Phlouboute, where he was finally baptised.[2]

Constantine, known as "the former Jew" (ό εξ Ιουδαιων),[3] remained at Phlouboute for twelve years. He was
ordained a priest in order to evangelise the Jews of Nicaea. In a vision, Saint Spyridon told him to go to Cyprus,
where he acquired a relic of a martyr named Palamon, which he gave to the monastery of Saint Hyakinthos in
Nicaea. After Phlouboute, he joined the monastic establishments of Bithynian Olympus, where Jewish relatives
tried to have him arrested and sent back as a fugitive. He eventually did settle on Olympus, first at Atroa and
later at Balaios. From Olympus he is said to have intervened to reconcile the Emperor Basil I with his son Leo
VI, co-emperor since 870.[2][1]

An anonymous hagiography of Constantine (Acta Sanctorum, Nov. IV, 628–656[3] and Bibliotheca
Hagiographica Graeca 370[4]) was written by a Nicaean monk early in the tenth century during the reign of Leo
VI,[2] probably in Constantinople.[4] The author was not an acquaintance of Constantine and he relied on oral
traditions for his composition.[1] It survives in a single manuscript.[4] The author portrays Constantine as popular
with the Byzantine aristocracy. The miracles he attributes to Constantine's sanctity are unconventional. In one,
a seductress faints when Constantine makes the sign of the cross.[2]

Archbishop Anthony of Novgorod records the existence of a church dedicated to Constantine in the Jewish
Quarter of Constantinople in the thirteenth century.[1]

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b c d e Starr 1970, pp. 119–122.
2.  ̂a b c d e Kazhdan 1991.
3.  ̂a b c Falkenhausen 2012, p. 881.
4.  ̂a b c Rotman 2012, p. 917.
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Constantius (Theban Legion)

Saint Constantius and Companions

12th century depiction of Constantius, façade
of Santuario di San Costanzo al Monte.

Martyrs
Born Egypt

Died 3rd century
Villar San Costanzo, province of
Cuneo, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church; Coptic
Church

Major shrine Villar San Costanzo

Feast September 18

Attributes depicted as a soldier bearing a
banner with the Mauritian Cross
and the palm of martyrdom;
spade

Patronage Villar San Costanzo; diocese of
Saluzzo (with St. Chiaffredo)

The columns of Ciciu del Villar

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Constantius (Italian: San Costanzo) is venerated as a
member of the legendary Theban Legion.[1] Similar to the cults of
Saint Chiaffredo at Crissolo, Saint Bessus at Val Soana, Saint
Tegulus at Ivrea, Saint Magnus at Castelmagno, and Saint
Dalmatius at Borgo San Dalmazzo, the cult of Saint Constantius
was linked with that of the Theban Legion to lend antiquity to a
local saint about whom nothing was really known.[2]

According to tradition, Constantius survived the decimation of his
Legion and fled to the Val Maira, today in the province of Cuneo,
with some other survivors.[1] These included Constantine,
Dalmatius, Desiderius, Isidore, Magnus, Olympius, Pontius,
Theodore, and Victor.[1] They dedicated themselves to preaching
the Christian religion, but all of them, except for Constantius, were
soon killed by the Roman authorities.[1] Constantius buried his
companions.[1]

The local geologic formation known as Ciciu del Villar, which are
columns formed by natural erosion, was connected with
Constantius' legend: the stones are said to be the Roman soldiers
sent to kill him, who were miraculously petrified before they could
harm the saint.[1]

According to tradition,
Constantius was eventually
beheaded on Monte San
Bernardo, where a sanctuary
dedicated to him was built,
known as San Costanzo al
Monte.[1] This sanctuary
probably dates to Lombard
times; some eighth century
sculptures remain.[1] The

sanctuary was rebuilt and altered in succeeding centuries, and the
stone church was completed in 1190.[1] A Baroque façade was
added later.[1] The Benedictine abbatial church of Santi Vittore e
Costanzo, also in Villar, conserves some important archaeological
remains, including a marble slab bearing vermilion symbols and
worn down by the hands of the faithful.[1]

Constantius’ cult became popular, with a pilgrimage to Villar by the faithful taking place every year.[1]

Monsignor Tornabuoni, bishop of Saluzzo, declared Chiaffredo patron of his diocese during a synod of 1516,
with Constantius as co-patron.[1][3] Statues of Chiaffredo and Constantius can be found in the altar of the
cathedral of Saluzzo.[1] Due to his connection with the Theban Legion, Constantius is considered to have been
of Egyptian birth; this has led to his veneration in the Coptic Church.[1]
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1.  ̂a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o Arduino, Fabio (October 27, 2005). "San Costanzo e compagni" . Santi e Beati.
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Coptic saints
Patriarchs Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph

Prophets
Moses · Job · Samuel · David · Hosea · Amos · Micah · Joel · Obadiah · Jonah ·
Nahum · Noah · Habakkuk · Zephaniah · Haggai · Zechariah · Malachi · Isaiah ·
Jeremiah · Baruch · Ezekiel · Daniel · John the Baptist

Theotokos Mary, Our Lady of (Assiut · Warraq · Zeitoun)

Seven Archangels Michael · Gabriel · Raphael · Suriel · Zedekiel · Sarathiel · Aniel

Apostles Andrew · Bartholomew · James, son of Alphaeus · James, son of Zebedee · John ·
Jude · Matthew · Matthias · Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Disciples Apollos · Barnabas · Mary Magdalene · Philemon · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus ·
Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Martyrs

Abāmūn · Abāmūn · Abanoub · Abaskhiron · Alexandrian Martyrs · Apollonia ·
Barbara · Bashnouna · Basilides · 21 Coptic Martyrs of Libya · Catherine ·
Chiaffredo · Chrysanthus · Colluthus · Cyprian · Cyrus · Sarah · Damian · Daria ·
Dasya · George · George Bishop of Assiut · Demiana · Dorothea · Epimachus ·
Faustus, Abibus and Dionysius · Felix and Regula · Gabriel Abdel El-Metgaly ·
Gallicanus · George El Mozahem · Gereon · Theban Legion · Varus ·
Theodora and Didymus · Theodore Stratelates · Hor, Besoy, and Daydara ·
Holy Innocent · Otimus · Memnon · Rais · Imbaba Martyrs · John · Moura ·
John of Senhout · Elias and four companions · Justina · Kosheh martyrs ·
49 Martyrs of Scetis · Saint Marina the Martyr · Malati · Maspero Martyrs · Maurice ·
Menas · Mohrael · Nag Hammadi · Philomena · Philotheos · Potamiana · Regula ·
Sidhom Bishay · Thecla · Theoclia · Veronica · Wanas · Wadamoun

Popes

Mark I · Anianus · Avilius · Kedron · Justus · Eumenes · Markianos · Celadion ·
Agrippinus · Julian · Demetrius I · Heraclas · Dionysius · Theonas · Felix of Rome ·
Peter I · Alexander I · Athanasius I · Peter II · Timothy I · Theophilus I · Cyril I ·
Dioscorus I · Timothy II · Peter III · Dioscorus II · Timothy III · Theodosius I · Peter IV ·
Damian · Anastasius · Andronicus · Benjamin I · Agathon · Simeon I · Alexander II ·
Theodore I · Michael I · John IV · Mark II · James · Simeon II · Joseph I · Michael II ·
Cosmas II · Michael III · Gabriel I · Cosmas III · Abraham · Zacharias · Cyril II ·
Macarius II · Matthew I · Gabriel VII · John XIV · Cyril V · Macarius III · Cyril VI

Bishops

Abadiu of Antinoe · Abraam of Faiyum · Alexander of Jerusalem · Amun of Scetes ·
Basil of Caesarea · Cyril of Jerusalem · Epiphanius of Cyprus ·
Eusebius of Caesarea · Gregory of Nazianzus · Gregory of Nyssa ·
Gregory of Neocaesarea · Ignatius of Antioch · Jacob of Nisibis ·
James of Jerusalem · John of Nikiû · John of Jerusalem · Karas of California ·
Mikhaeil of Asyut · Narcissus of Jerusalem · Nicholas of Myra ·
Paphnutius of Scetes · Paphnutius of Thebes · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Porphyry of Gaza · Psote of Ebsay · Serapion of Thmuis · Severian of Gabala ·
Yousab el-Abah of Girga

Monks & Nuns

Ababius · Abdel Messih El-Makari · Abib and Apollo · Abraham of Farshut ·
Abraham of Scetes · Amun · Anthony the Great · Awgin · Bashnouna · Hilarion ·
Isaac of Nineveh · Isidore of Pelusium · John Climacus · John the Dwarf ·
Macarius of Alexandria · Macarius of Egypt · Marina the Monk · Moses the Black ·
Mother Irini · Hospitius · Nilus of Sinai · Pachomius the Great · Pambo · Parsoma ·
Patapios of Thebes · Paul of Thebes · Paul of Tammah · Paul the Simple · Pishoy ·
Poemen · Samuel the Confessor · Tekle Haymanot · Sisoes the Great ·
Theodorus of Tabennese · Theodora of Alexandria

Anchorites Karas · Mary · Misael · Onuphrius · Paphnutius · Paul · Pijimi · Shenouda · Thomas
· Zosimas

Other Saints
Ambrose · Clement of Alexandria · Didymus the Blind · Euphrosyne · Habib Girgis ·
Candidus · Simon the Tanner · Three Holy Children · Maximus and Domatius ·
Verena
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Saint Constantius of Aquino (Italian: Costanzo di Aquino) (6th century) was a bishop of Aquino in Italy, noted
for his gift of prophecy, and a saint. He is commemorated in the Roman Martyrology on Sept. 1.[1]

Gregory the Great noted the only certain dates of Constantius's life: he was already bishop of Aquino during
the life of Saint Benedict, who died in 543; and he himself died during the papacy of Pope John III (561-574).
Gregory also records his last prophecy: on his deathbed Constantius foretold that he would be succeeded by a
muleteer and a washerman, after which Aquino would have no more bishops. The next bishop after him was his
deacon, Andrew, who had once been a muleteer, and after Andrew, Jovinus, a former washerman. During his
episcopacy Aquino was overrun by the Lombards. Many of the inhabitants were killed by the invaders, and
many more died of a plague, and there was no-one left fit to be bishop, whereby Constantius's prophecy was
fulfilled.

On 10 December 1742 Bishop Spadea of Aquino translated the relics of Constantius from the old cathedral of
Saint Peter, where they had been re-discovered, to the new cathedral dedicated to Saint Constantius himself,
where they were placed beneath the high altar. This cathedral was destroyed in World War II, in May 1944, was
rebuilt and in October 1963 dedicated to both Saint Constantius and to Saint Thomas Aquinas.
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Constantius of Perugia

Saint Constantius of Perugia

Virgin Mary and Child, with Saints Louis of Toulouse,
Lawrence, Herculanus of Brescia, and Constantius of

Perugia. Pietro Perugino, 1497.

Died c. 170 AD

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast January 29

Attributes episcopal attire

Patronage Perugia

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Constantius (disambiguation).

Saint Constantius (also known as Costantius, Constance
or Costanzo) (died c. 170 AD) is one of the patron saints of
Perugia, Italy.
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Legend [edit]

According to his legend, of which four versions exist, he was
arrested during the persecutions of Antoninus (some
sources say Marcus Aurelius) and whipped, and then
forced into a stove along with his companions, from which
all escaped unharmed. He was jailed and set free by his
guards, whom he had converted to Christianity. He sought
refuge in a house owned by a Christian named Anastasius.
But he, along with Anastasius, were arrested again and
after being tortured in prisons at Assisi and Spello, were
decapitated near Foligno.[1]

Local tradition makes him the first bishop of Perugia.[1] This
tradition states that he became the first bishop of the city at
the age of 30. He was active in evangelism and care for the poor.

Veneration [edit]

His cult was diffused beyond Umbria. He was listed in the Martyrologium Hieronymianum under the feast day of
January 29.

The four variations of his legend are consistent in regards to the place of his martyrdom (Foligno). A church in
Perugia dedicated to him was demolished in 1527.[1] The accounts of his martyrdom state that his body was
carried to Perugia and buried near the site of the present-day cathedral there. His relics were translated in
1825 with great solemnity to a new altar at the present-day church of San Costanzo.

On his feast day, "torcolo", a ring-shaped cake made of pine nuts, raisins, and dried fruit, is a traditional food in
Perugia.[2]

In art, Costantius is often represented as a bishop wearing a mitre and robe and bearing a crozier. He
frequently appears in the company of another Perugian patron saint, Sant'Ercolano (Herculanus of Perugia).
His feast day is 29 January.

See also [edit]

Abundius of Umbria, martyred in Umbria in 303.

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b c San Costanzo di Perugia
2. ^ "Archived copy" . Archived from the original  on 2001-08-24. Retrieved 2007-06-13.
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Contardo Ferrini

Blessed Contardo Ferrini
T.O.S.F.

Layman
Born 5 April 1859

Milan, Kingdom of Italy

Died 17 October 1902 (aged 43)
Suna, Novara, Kingdom of Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholicism
(Third Order of St. Francis)

Beatified 13 April 1947, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
Pius XII

Major shrine Chapel of the Università
Cattolica del Sacro Cuore,
Milan, Italy

Feast 26 October

Patronage Universities
University professors
Homeric scholarship

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Contardo Ferrini was a noted Italian jurist and legal scholar. He
was also a fervent Roman Catholic, who lived a devout life of
prayer and service to the poor. He has been beatified by the
Catholic Church.
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Life [edit]

He was born on 5 April 1859 in Milan, Italy, to Rinaldo Ferrini and
Luigia Buccellati. He was baptized at the same baptismal font
where the Frédéric Ozanam, also a native of Milan, had been
baptized 46 years prior. After receiving his First Holy Communion
at the age of twelve, he joined the Confraternity of the Blessed
Sacrament.

Rinaldo Ferrini, a professor of mathematics and science, taught
his son at an early age. Contardo learned to speak several
languages. His love for the Catholic faith caused friends to
nickname him "Saint Aloysius" (after Aloysius Gonzaga). He
entered the University of Pavia at age seventeen and, two years
later, he was appointed Dean of Students. At age twenty-one he
became a doctor of the law at the University. His doctoral thesis,
which related Penal Law to Homeric poetry, was the basis of his
being awarded a scholarship to the University of Berlin, where he
specialized in Roman-Byzantine law, a field in which he became
internationally recognized as an expert.

During Ferrini's stay in Berlin, he wrote of his excitement at
receiving the Sacrament of Penance for the first time in a foreign land. The experience brought home to him, he
wrote, the universality of the Roman Catholic Church.

Upon his return to Italy, Ferrini was a lecturer in the universities at Messina, Modena, and Pavia. He received
his first professorship at the young age of twenty-six. Contardo attempted to discern his vocation whether as a
secular priest, a member of a religious order, or as a married person. Ultimately, he fulfilled his vocation as an
unmarried layperson. He vowed himself to God, became a member of the Third Order of St. Francis in 1886,
and was also a member of the Saint Vincent de Paul Society, to which he had been introduced by his father, a
member of the Society.

As a faculty member at University of Pavia, Ferrini was considered an expert in Roman Law. Over the course of
his career he published books, articles and reviews. He taught for a time at the University of Paris. He later
became a canon lawyer in addition to being a civil lawyer.

An unconfirmed anecdote about Ferrini is that he was asked to attend a dinner party and, once there, found it
tedious. His resort was to invite all the guests to join him in praying the rosary.

In 1900 Ferrini developed a heart lesion. In autumn 1902, in order to rest, he went to his country home in the
village of Suna, Novara, (now part of the commune of Verbania, Province of Verbano-Cusio-Ossola), on the
shores of Lake Maggiore. While there, he became ill with typhus. He died at age forty-three on 17 October
1902. Residents of Suna immediately declared him a saint. His colleagues at the University of Pavia wrote
letters in which he was described as a saint.
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Manuale di Pandette, 1904

Veneration [edit]

In 1909 Pope Pius X authorized Cardinal Andrea Carlo Ferrari, the Archbishop of Milan, to open a process to
promote Ferrini's canonization. He was subsequently declared Venerable by Pope Pius XI and he was beatified
by Pope Pius XII on 13 April 1947. His body is venerated in a chapel of Milan's Catholic University.

Ferrini is the patron saint of universities, professors and Homeric scholarship.

Works [edit]

Manuale di Pandette  (in Italian). Milano: Società Editrice Libraria. 1904.

See also [edit]
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"Saint Contest" redirects here. For the commune, see Saint-Contest.

This biographical article needs more biographical information on
the subject. Statistical information, such as date and place of birth,
information on historical significance, and information on accomplishments
is desired. Please remove this message when done. See this article's talk
page for more information. (January 2017)

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Contentius" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (January
2017) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Contentius[1] (died 510) was bishop of Bayeux from 480 until his death.[2] He is a Catholic and Orthodox
saint.[3] His feast day is 19 January.[4]

Biography [edit]

According to Father Elie,[5] he was Bayeusain, and his hermitage was located at Blay, near Bayeux.

His great reputation for holiness brought him many visits from pilgrims who came to him for spiritual comfort.

However, the inhabitants managed to have him named bishop of Bayeux to succeed Saint Manvieu.[6] In this
function he fought against the idolatry that still existed in this country, as well as against the nobles who traded
it.

He has been attributed several miracles, one of which, on the way to Sees, he made water from the ground to
Athis-de-l'Orne to quench his companions.

He died in 513. First buried in the church of Saint-Exupére, he was transferred in 1162 to the Benedictine
abbey of Fécamp. His relics were then transported to Argentan where they escaped the Huguenots in 1562.
The translation of his right femur in the church of Saint-Contest was done in 1896 during a great ceremony.

A municipality of the Caen conurbation is called Saint-Contest and a town of Mayenne is called Contest.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Contestus, Content, Contès, Context.
2. ^ Patron Saints Index: Saint Contentius  Archived  2008-10-14 at the Wayback Machine
3. ^ Latin Saints of the Orthodox Patriarchate of Rome
4. ^ Matthew Bunson and Stephen Bunson, Our Sunday Visitor's Encyclopedia of Saints (2003), p. 223.
5. ^ Histoire de la paroisse de saint Contest (1895)
6. ^ Les saints normands - Manoelle Miquel-Regnauld - Éditions Charles Corlet - 2003 - (ISBN 2-84706-017-0)

 This article about a French bishop is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.

Categories: 510 deaths Bishops of Bayeux 5th-century bishops 6th-century bishops
6th-century Christian saints French bishop stubs
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Order of Friars Minor Conventual

Order of Friars Minor Conventual
Abbreviation O.F.M. Conv., O.M.C.

Formation 1209

Founder Francis of Assisi

Type Catholic religious order

Headquarters Piazza XII Apostoli, 51
Rome, Italy

Minister
General

Friar Carlos Alberto
TROVARELLI

Website [1]

Basilica of St. Francis, Assisi, the
most important church of the Order,
where the saint's body is preserved.

A Conventual Franciscan

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Conventual Franciscans)

The Order of Friars Minor Conventual (OFM Conv),
commonly known as the Conventual Franciscans, or Minorites,
is a Catholic branch of the Franciscans who were founded by
Francis of Assisi in 1209.
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Background [edit]

Main article: Franciscans

The Order of Friars Minor Conventual (or Conventual Franciscans), is a
mendicant Catholic religious order. It is one of three separate
fraternities that make up the First Order of St. Francis, that is, the
friars. The Second Order is the Poor Clares, an order of women;
members of the Third Order may be men or women, secular or regular.

It is not entirely clear how the term "Conventual" arose. In the Bull Cum
tamquam veri of 5 April 1250, Pope Innocent IV decreed that Franciscan
churches where convents existed might be called Conventual churches,
and some have maintained that the name "Conventual" was first given
to the religious residing in such convents. Another view holds that word
conventualis was used to distinguish the residents of large convents
from those who lived more after the manner of hermits.[1] (Although in
modern usage "convents" are generally understood to mean in
particular the home of female religious, just as monastery denotes that
of men, originally "convent" referred to the entire community of a
monastic establishment.)

The Order of Friars Minor Conventual is spread throughout the world, and as of August 2018 includes 30
provinces, 18 custodies, 460 friaries and 4048 friars. There are four provinces of Conventual Franciscans in
the United States. Friars serve in parishes, schools, and as chaplains for the military and for other religious
orders; they serve in various types of homes and shelters, and with Catholic Relief Services.[2] Particular
characteristics of the Conventuals' tradition are community life and the urban apostolate.[3]

History [edit]

Friars are different from monks in that they are called to live the evangelical counsels (vows of poverty, chastity,
and obedience) in service to society, rather than through cloistered asceticism. In the life of the friar, the
exercise of public ministry is an essential feature, for which the life of the cloister is considered as but an
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immediate preparation. Whereas monks live in a self-sufficient community, friars work among laypeople and
were supported, at least initially, by donations or other charitable support. A monk or nun often takes an
additional vow of "stability", committing themselves to a particular community in a particular place. Friars commit
to a community spread across a wider geographical area known as a province, and so they may move,
spending time in different houses of the community within their province.[4]

While monasteries had a tradition of assisting the poor and the sick, and provided access to religious services,
as people began to move into towns, it was the friars that had the flexibility to relocate there. Even during the
early days of the Franciscans a difference of opinion developed in the community concerning the interpretation
of the rule regarding poverty. Towards the end of Francis' life, there was a growing trend for the brothers to live
in larger communities (“convents”) and to be engaged in pastoral work, particularly in the cities. As the order
grew, the literal and unconditional observance of poverty came to appear impracticable by the great expansion
of the order, its pursuit of learning, and the accumulated property of the large cloisters in the towns.[5]

Some favored a relaxation in the rigor of the rule, especially as regards the observance of poverty, and others
preferred to keep to its literal strictness. The tendency towards relaxation became more marked after the death
of Francis in 1226, and was encouraged by his successor, Brother Elias. A long dispute followed in which the
“Friars of the Community”, who had adopted certain mitigations, gradually came to be called Conventuals, while
those who were zealous for the strict observance of the rule were called Zelanti, and afterwards named
Observants.

After the death of the Minister General, Bonaventure, in 1274, the Order grew even more divided between the
“Conventuals”, who had been given permission to have their communities in the cities in order to preach the
Gospel and be of service to the poor, and that of the “Zealots” or “Spirituals”, later known as “Observants” who
emphasized absolute poverty and the eremitical and ascetical dimensions of Franciscanism.[6] Notwithstanding
this division in the order, formally sanctioned in 1415 by the Council of Constance, both Observants and
Conventuals continued to form one body under the same head until 1517.[1]

In that year Pope Leo X called a general chapter of the whole order at Rome, with a view to effecting a reunion
between the Observants and Conventuals. The former agreed but requested permission to observe the rule
without any dispensation; the latter declared they did not wish for the union if it entailed their renouncing the
dispensations they had received from the Holy See. Leo X thereupon incorporated with the Observants all the
Franciscan friars who wished to observe the rule without dispensation, abolishing the different denominations of
Clareni, Colletani, etc.; he decreed that the members thus united should be called simply Friars Minor of St.
Francis, or Friars Minor of the Regular Observance, and should have precedence over the Conventuals; he
moreover conferred upon the Observants the right of electing the minister general, who was to bear the title of
Minister General of the Whole Order of Friars Minor. Those who continued to live under dispensations were
constituted a separate body with the name of Conventuals (Bulls Omnipotens Deus, 12 June 1517, and Licet
Alias, 6 Dec. 1517) and given the right to elect a master general of their own, whose election, however, had to
be confirmed by the Minister General of the Friars Minor. The latter appears never to have availed himself of
this right, and the Conventuals may be regarded as an entirely independent order from 1517, but it was not
until 1580 that they obtained a special cardinal protector of their own.[1]

In 1565 the Conventuals accepted the Tridentine indult allowing mendicant orders to own property corporately,
and their chapter held at Florence in that year drew up statutes containing several important reforms which
Pope Pius IV subsequently approved. In 1625 new constitutions were adopted by the Conventuals which
superseded all preceding ones. These constitutions, which were subsequently promulgated by Pope Urban VIII,
are known as the "Constitutiones Urbanæ" and are of importance, since at their profession the Conventuals vow
to observe the Rule of St. Francis in accordance with them, that is to say, by admitting the duly authorized
dispensations therein set forth.[1] In 1897, Pope Leo XIII reorganized the Franciscan Orders, giving each its own
Minister General.[6]

Apostolate [edit]

The Conventuals enjoy the privilege of caring for the tomb of St. Francis at Assisi and that of St. Anthony at the
Basilica in Padua,[3] and they furnish the penitentiaries to the Vatican Basilica.[1]

The Order of Friars Minor Conventual sought to spread the ideals of Saint Francis throughout the new urban
social order of the Middle Ages. Some friars settled in the urban slums, or the suburbs of the medieval
neighbourhoods where the huts and shacks of the poorest were built outside the safety of the city walls. In
London, the first settlement of the friars was set in what was called "Stinking Lane".

Since the suburbs were also the place where hospitals were set up, the friars were often commissioned by the
city government to facilitate the care of the sick. The friars also helped to construct sturdier buildings, replacing
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the previous huts, and constructed churches. Robert Grosseteste, then Bishop of Lincoln, marvelled that the
people "run to the friars for instruction as well as for confession and direction. They are transforming the world."

The "Friars of the Community" sought to take Francis's ideals to the far reaches of a universal Church. After the
founder's death, they began the task of translating Francis's earthly existence into what they saw as a more
socially relevant spiritual message for current and future generations. The Conventual Franciscans nestled
their large group homes into small areas of land surrounded by poverty. They used their abilities to combat the
hardships and injustices of the poverty-stricken areas where they settled.

Habit [edit]

The habit of the Conventuals consists of a serge tunic fastened around the waist with a thin white cord, along
with a large cape which is round in front and pointed behind with a small hood attached.[1] The color may be
either black, which was adopted during the French revolution, dark grey, or light grey which is worn by friars in
East Africa.[3]

Notable Members of the Order [edit]

Saints [edit]

Saint Peter de Regalado (1390-1456)[7]

Saint John of Dukla (1414–84)
Saint Joseph of Cupertino (1603–63)[8]

Saint Francis Fasani (1681-1742)[8]

Saint Maximilian Kolbe (1894-1941)[8]

Blesseds [edit]

Albert Berdini of Sarteano (1385-1450)[9]

Francesco Zirano (1565-1603)
Antonio Lucci (1682-1752)
Bonaventure of Potenza (1651-1711)
Antonin Bajewski (1915–41)
Michał Tomaszek (1960–91)[10]

Carlos de Dios Murias (d.1976)
Zbigniew Strzałkowski (1958–91)[10]

Venerables [edit]

Quirico Pignalberi (1891-1982)

Servants of God [edit]

Nicolò Cortese (1907–44)

Popes [edit]

Pope Sixtus IV (1414–84)[1]

Pope Sixtus V (1521–90)[1]

Pope Clement XIV (1705–74)[1]

Scholars [edit]

Simon Tunsted (d.1369)
Nicholas of Freising (C14th)
Cornelio Musso (1511–74)
Girolamo Diruta (c.1546-c.1625)
Mario di Calasio (1550-1620)
Philip Faber (1564-1630)
Matthew Ferchi (1583-1669)
Scalimoli (C17th)
Bartholomew Mastrius (1602–73)[1]

Francesco Lorenzo Brancati di Lauria (1612–93)[11]

Antoine Pagi (1624–99)
Vincenzo Coronelli (1650-1718)
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François Pagi (1654-1721)
Giovanni Battista Martini (1706–84)
Stanislao Mattei (1750-1825)
Nicholas Papini (1751-1834)[12]

Maria Antonio of Vicenza (1834–84)
Thomas Grassmann (1890-1970)
Celestin Tomić (1917-2006)
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Saint Conval

Saint Conval
Born c. 570

Ireland

Died c. 630 (aged 60)
Scotland

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Orthodox Church

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Feast 28 September

"St Conval's Chariot", behind the
Argyll Stone.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Conwall)

"Conwall" redirects here. For the similar spelling, see Conwal.

Saint Conval (Conwall) (died c.630) was an Irish-born missionary
who, when pondering his vocation, was carried by the stone he
stood on across the Irish Sea to Inchinnan in Scotland. He was
active in the Kingdom of Strathclyde in the area of East
Renfrewshire, where there were “Conval wells” in Barrhead and
Thornliebank.[1] He is believed to have founded churches at
Inchinnan, Pollokshaws and Fereneze (near Barrhead). His bones
were preserved in an impressive sarcophagus at the Inchinnan
church.[2]

The Aberdeen Breviary records traditions that he was a disciple of
Kentigern in Glasgow, but this may have originated from 12th century
bishops seeking to bring the Inchinnan church under their jurisdiction.
Traditionally, Conval was buried at Inchinnan.[3] In the 12th century
David I of Scotland gave the Knights Templar a church in Inchinnan
dedicated to Saint Conval, it was replaced by 'Hallows Church' in 1900,
then demolished in 1965 for the extensions of Abbotsinch airfield into
Glasgow Airport.[4]

A stone, thought to be the base of an early Christian cross, is protected
by cast iron enclosure near the bridge at Inchinnan, and is known as "St
Conval's Chariot" which supposedly brought Saint Conval from Ireland
to Inchinnan.[5] There is a legend that pilgrims drank water gathered in a hollow in the stone for its healing
properties, and that the adjacent stone was the pediment of the cross.[6]

He is a Catholic and Orthodox saint, feast day 28 September.
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Corbinian

Saint Corbinian

Saint Corbinian depicted in The Miracle of the
Bear (1489) by Jan Polack. Diocesan Museum

in Freising, Germany.

Bishop
Born c. 670

Châtres, Neustria (now France)

Died 8 September c. 730
Freising, Kingdom of the Franks
(now Germany)

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast 8 September and 20 November

Attributes Bear; bishop making a bear
carry his luggage because it has
eaten his mule; bishop with a
bear and mule in the
background; bishop with Duke
Grimoald at his feet[1]

Patronage Freising, Germany; archdiocese
of Munich and Freising,
Germany[1]

Saint Corbinian of Freising and the
Bear, by Cosmas Damian Asam, c.
1725

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Corbinian (Latin: Corbinianus; French: Corbinien; German:
Korbinian; c. 670 – 8 September c. 730 AD) was a Frankish
bishop. After living as a hermit near Chartres for fourteen years,
he made a pilgrimage to Rome. Pope Gregory II sent him to
Bavaria. His opposition to the marriage of Duke Grimoald to his
brother's widow, Biltrudis, caused Corbinian to go into exile for a
time. His feast day is 8 September. The commemoration of the
translation of his relics is 20 November.[1]
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Life [edit]

Corbinian was born and baptized as Waldegiso at Châtres, near
Melun, in Frankish territory. He was named after his father, who
may have died when Corbinian was an infant. Soon after his
father's death, his mother Corbiniana[2] renamed Waldegiso to
"Corbinian," after herself.[3] Nothing else is known of his childhood.
The early source for Corbinian's life is the Vita Corbiniani of
Bishop Arbeo of Freising.[4]

He lived in Châtres on the road to Orléans as a hermit for fourteen
years, near a church dedicated to Saint Germain. His reputation
attracted students to him, which distracted him from his hermitage.
His devotion to Saint Peter the Apostle prompted a decision to
make a journey to Rome, accompanied by some of the disciples.
While in Rome, Pope Gregory II admonished him to use his talents
to evangelize Bavaria. Corbinian, who may already have been a
bishop or who was so consecrated by Gregory, was sent to
minister to Grimoald, the Frankish Duke of Bavaria.[5] Corbinian probably arrived in Bavaria in 724.[6]

On a mountain near Freising, where there was already a sanctuary, the saint erected a Benedictine monastery
and a school, which came to be governed by his brother Erembert, after his death. In 738, when Saint Boniface
regulated the ecclesial structure in the Duchy of Bavaria by creating four dioceses to be governed by the
archbishop of Mainz, Erembert was chosen first Bishop of Freising.[7]

Soon after settling, Corbinian denounced Grimoald's marriage to his
brother's widow, Biltrudis, though Grimoald had already repented of his
incest. This incited his anger and the chagrin of his wife, who excoriated
Corbinian, labeling him a foreign interloper. Finally, she arranged to
have him murdered. Corbinian fled Freising until Grimoald was killed
and Biltrudis carried off by invaders in 725.[3] Corbinian returned on the
invitation of Grimoald's successor, Huebert,[8] and continued his
apostolic labors at Freising until his own death in 730.

Corbinian's body, buried at Merano, was translated to Freising in 769 by
the aforementioned Bishop Arbeo, author of Corbinian's vita, and is now
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Papal Arms of Pope
Benedict XVI

entombed in Freising Cathedral.

Corbinian's Bear [edit]

Corbinian's symbol is the saddled bear. According to his hagiography, a bear killed Corbinian's pack horse on
the way to Rome and so the saint commanded it to carry his load. Once he arrived in Rome, however, he let the
bear go, and it lumbered back to its native forest.[9] Both the heraldic element and the legend itself carry
significant symbolism. One interpretation is that the bear tamed by God's grace is the Bishop of Freising himself
and the pack saddle is the burden of his episcopate.[10] The bear's submission and retreat can also be
interpreted as Christianity's "taming" and "domestication" of the ferocity of paganism and, consequentially, the
laying of a "[foundation] for a great civilization in the Duchy of Bavaria."[9]

In Catholic iconography [edit]

Corbinian's Bear is used as the symbol of Freising in both civic and ecclesiastical
heraldry. It appeared on the arms of Pope Benedict XVI, who first adopted the
symbol when, still known as Joseph Ratzinger, he was appointed Archbishop of
Freising-Munich in March 1977.[11] He retained the bear in his revised coat of
arms when he was elevated to Cardinal in June of the same year, and again on
his papal coat of arms when he was elected in 2005.

The scallop shell is a traditional reference to pilgrimage. For Pope Benedict XVI, it
also reminded him of the legend according to which one day St. Augustine,
pondering the mystery of the Trinity, saw a child at the seashore playing with a
shell, trying to put the water of the ocean into a little hole. Then he heard the
words: This hole can no more contain the waters of the ocean than your intellect
can comprehend the mystery of God. The crowned Moor is a regional motif in
heraldry often seen in Bavaria, Benedict's German homeland. Benedict has been
quoted saying that, in addition to the obvious reference back to Saint Corbinian, the founder of the diocese
where Benedict would become bishop in 1977, the bear represents Benedict himself being "tamed by God" to
bear the spiritual burdens of Benedict's own ministries first as bishop, then as cardinal, and now as pope.[12]

Gallery [edit]

Scenes from the life of Saint Corbinian from a panel in the crypt of Freising Cathedral.

S. Corbinianus
adolescens - Castri vitam
solitariam agit - Saint
Corbinian as a young
man decides upon a life
of holy solitude

 

St. Corbinianus Romam
venit et episcopus
creatur - Saint Corbinian
travels to Rome and is
created a bishop

 

St. Corbinianus
Adalbertum a supplicio
liberat - Saint Corbinian
frees Adalbert at his
humble entreaty

 

Sanctus Corbinianus
urso sarcinas imponit -
Saint Corbinian
commands the bear to
carry his luggage

S. Corbinianus a
Grimoaldo honorifice
excipitur - Saint
Corbinian respectfully
received by Grimoald

 

Sanctus Corbinian'
Frisingae populum docet
- Saint Corbinian teaches
the people of Freising

 

Sanct' Corbinian' spiritum
sanctissime reddit -
Saint Corbinian solemnly
gives up his spirit

 

S. Corbiniani reliquiae
Frisingam transferuntur -
The relics of Saint
Corbinian are transferred
to Freising
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Further reading [edit]

Vogel, Lothar (June 2000). Vom Werden eines Heiligen: Eine Untersuchung der Vita Corbiniani des
Bischofs Arbeo von Freising. Walter de Gruyter. ISBN 3-11-016696-8.

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b c Jones, Terry. "Saint Corbinian" . Patron Saints Index. Archived from the original  on 2007-02-17.
Retrieved 2007-01-04.

2. ^ See Helmut Zenz: Heiliger Korbinian im Internet  Archived  2013-10-19 at the Wayback Machine (Retrieved on
2007-01-06), in which Corbinian's mother is referred to as "Corbiniana". (German - Nach dem Tod seiner Mutter
Corbiniana lebte er als Eremit bei der Kirche von Saint-Germain bei Châtres. English - "After the death of his
mother Corbiniana he lived as a hermit in the church of Saint Germain in Châtres")

3.  ̂a b Staley, Tony (2004-09-03). "From recluse to missionary" . The Compass. Retrieved 2007-01-04.
4. ^ Published in Scriptores rerum Germanicarum 13, Monumenta Germaniae Historica. The writings of Arbeo are of

broader significance, as all but the only examples of the Latin used in Bavaria before the Carolingian literary
reforms. The modern study is Lothar Vogel, 2000. Vom Werden Eines Heiligen: Eine Untersuchung Der Vita
Corbiniani Des Bischofs Arbeo Von Freising (series "Arbeiten Zur Kirchengeschichte". Walter De Gruyter).
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Saint Corebus
Martyr

Died 138

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized Pre-congregation

Feast 18 April

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the character of Greek legend, see Coroebus.

Corebus (c 117-138)[1] converted to Christianity by St.
Eleutherius. Shortly afterwards he was made a prefect of Messina,
Sicily. He suffered martyrdom at the hands of Emperor Hadrian in
138.
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Corentin of Quimper

Saint Corentin of Quimper

St Corentin, pictured on the banner of the parish
church of Locronan, Brittany.

Died ~460 AD

Venerated in Catholic Church, Eastern Orthodox
Church

Major shrine Quimper

Feast December 12

Attributes fish; episcopal attire

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Corentin (Corentinus; in Breton, Sant Kaourintin) (d.
460 AD) is a Breton saint. He was the first bishop of
Quimper. Corentin was a hermit at Plomodiern and was
regarded as one of the seven founding saints of Brittany.
He is the patron saint of Cornouaille, Brittany, and is also
the patron saint of seafood. His feast day is December 12.
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History and tradition [edit]

Saint Corentin is one of the "Seven Saints" who evangelized
Brittany. The others are: Saint Tugdual de Tréguier, Saint
Paterne de Vannes, Saint Samson of Dol, Saint Pol de
Léon, Saint Malo and Saint Brieuc. The Tro Breiz, which in
Breton means "tour of Brittany", is a Catholic pilgrimage that
connects the cities of the seven legendary saints of
Brittany, monks from Wales and Cornwall who brought
Christianity to Armorica and founded the first bishoprics in
the fifth century and sixth century.

Corentin's life is told in the book Vita de saint Corentin,
written by Dom Plaine around 1220–1235. This publication
was revised and comments were added to it, particularly
after the discovery of a book called The Ancient Life of Saint Corentin.[1][2] The song of Aiquin also evokes his
life.[3]

According to Albert le Grand [fr], Saint Corentin was born in a region called Cornouaille armoricaine [fr]. He
became a hermit in the city of Plomodiern, adjacent to Ménez-Hom, where he was already changing lives
through his devotion to people. His selflessness was renowned across France, and through the medium of
scriptures and word of mouth, his humanitarianism was recognised in Europe also.

Legend has it that near where he was living, a miraculous fish would present itself to Saint Corentin in a
fountain. He would cut a small piece of the fish to feed himself, and that piece would regrow[4] (he would
otherwise feed himself with herbs and roots found in the forest).

When King Gradlon decided to create the diocese of Quimper, he called on Corentin and asked him to become
the first bishop. He sent Corentin to the city of Tours so that he could be consecrated by Saint Martin. He was
accompanied by his disciples, Saint Guénolé, founder of Landévennec Abbey, and Saint Tudy were
contemporaries and disciples of Corentin.

Gradlon also gave him a palace on the location where the Quimper Cathedral now stands.

After his death, he was buried in front of the altar of the Quimper Cathedral. An abbey was dedicated to him in
1201 by King Philippe Auguste, near Mantes; it was called Saint Corentin Abbey.

He is also known in Cornwall, where St. Corentine's Church, Cury is dedicated to him.[5]

Legend of Ys [edit]

Main article: Ys
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Gradlon et Corentin

In the Breton legend of the city of Ys, Corentin is the saint who
observed the fall of Ys and warned King Gradlon of the sin committed
by his daughter, Dahut (Ahes). The Christianization of the Celts was
concurrent with the fall of Rome, and so the mercy of Corentin towards
Gradlon symbolized the cultural transition. Prior to Christianity, the
Celtic lifestyle was based around estuarine aquaculture dependent
upon the pattern of the tides. In lowland environments where flooding is
a major hazard, megaliths served as an astronomical calendar to predict
the movement of water. Coastal Celts (also called Armoricans) used a
system of dikes and locks to provide irrigation on an alternating basis,
allowing separate plots of land to switch between producing cereals and shellfish. Corentin is a patron saint of
seafood and, through him, inland aquaculture demonstrates the sustainability of Celtic Christianity over prior
practices.

Later tales blamed the caprice of Princess Dahut for the cataclysm at Ys. Some tales refer to her as a
descendant of faeries sent to beguile King Gradlon into ruin. Others depict her as a princess seduced by the
devil into opening the floodgates. The tales share a common plot point: King Gradlon and Princess Dahut
magically escaping to shore on horseback where they are waylaid by Saint Corentin, (or in some versions Saint
Guénolé) who decries the excess of Dahut, causing her to fall into the water and become a morgen or siren.[6]

Saint Corentin then absconds to his hermitage while the king embarks on a hunting party. Gradlon becomes
lost and hungry enough to request food when he stumbles upon Corentin's hermitage. Corentin offers the king
a morsel of his miraculous, regenerative fish, symbolizing the gift of Christianity.

Iconography [edit]

He is represented with a whole fish or a half of fish (reminder of the fish he shared with the hunter) that he holds
in his hand or at his feet where he is sometimes associated with a fountain.

See also [edit]

Argol Parish close
Blessed Julian Maunoir, "Apostle of Brittany"
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Cormac Ua Liatháin was a 6th-century Irish saint who is only known from Adomnan of Iona's Vita Columbae.

In Adomnan's narrative, Cormac gets mentioned three times. Cormac appeared to be a kind of anchorite monk
who searched for islands on which to live as a hermit in prayer. It is also said in the narrative that he founded a
monastery in Ireland.

In the first occasion, Columba Rd euving divine wisdom from God told others that Cormac had just set sail 'from
the district of Erris, beyond the river Moy‘ that day to find a place of retreat but he found none. Columba said
that God would not allow him to find one because he was travelling with a monk who was away without his
abbot's permission, although Cormac was unaware of this.

In the second occasion, Cormac made a second attempt to find a place of refuge by sailing off into the sea.
Columba prophetically knew all about this, and at the time he was in Pictland with King Bridei I and Columba,
knowing that Cormac would find his way to the Orkney islands, which at the time was a sub-kingdom under the
Picts, Columba therefore requested the King to make sure that if any of his brethren came to the Orkney
islands, that they would be treated well. Bridei obeyed the request and when Cormac actually arrived there, he
was protected from harm. According to the narrative, a few months later the monks at Iona were talking about
Cormac and whether his voyage had succeeded, and Columba told them that Cormac would arrive at Iona that
day, and he then did arrive just as the saint foretold. It is not clear from the narrative whether this meant he only
spent a few months in Orkney in total, or if he later went back to Orkney after visiting Iona.

According to the narrative, however, Cormac also made a third journey into the ocean to find a place of refuge.
His ship was driven by a steady southerly wind for fourteen days which pushed him very far to the north. Then
his boat was attacked by a large swarm of tiny monsters, that were frog-sized, but which had spines on them.
Cormac feared they might puncture the skin covering of the boat and he prayed to God. Imparted by God's Holy
Spirit was aware of what was happening and he called his monks to come and pray together for Cormac. In
answer to these prayers, God then reversed the wind and made it send them back to the south. Cormac then
came to see Columba again.

In the third occasion, Cormac along with three other Irish saints (St Cainnech, St Comgall and St Brendan
(moccu Altae)) came to visit Columba and they found him at the island of Hinba. They chose St Columba to be
the celebrant at mass and during the mass Brendan saw a ball of radiant fire over Columba's head.
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Cormac mac Cuilennáin

Stained glass window of Cormac
mac Cuilennáin, Emly.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article may require copy editing for grammar, style, cohesion,
tone, or spelling. You can assist by editing it. (August 2020) (Learn how and
when to remove this template message)

Cormac mac Cuilennáin (died 13 September 908) was an Irish bishop
and was king of Munster from 902 until his death at the Battle of
Bellaghmoon. He was killed fighting in Leinster, probably attempting to
restore the fortunes of the kings of Munster by reimposing authority
over that province.

Cormac was regarded as a saintly figure after his death, and his shrine
at Castledermot, County Kildare, was said to be the site of miracles. He
was reputed to be a great scholar, being credited with the authorship of
the Sanas Cormaic (Cormac's Glossary), and the now-lost Psalter of
Cashel, among other works. The reliability of some of the traditions
concerning Cormac is doubtful. His feastday is September 14.[2]
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Background [edit]

The Ireland of Cormac's time was divided into a small kingdoms, or
túatha, perhaps 150 in all, on average around 500 square kilometres in
area with a population of some 3000. In theory, but not in practice, each
tuath had its own king, bishop and court. Variations in size and power
were very considerable. Groups of tuatha were dominated by one of
their number, whose king was their collective ruler. Above these stood
the five great provincial kingships whose names survive in the provinces
of Ireland of today: Connacht, Leinster, Ulster, Meath, and Cormac's
Munster. To these can be added the kings of the northern and southern
Uí Néill. These last provided were the High Kings of Ireland, kings whose authority was an increasingly obvious
political fact in Ireland of the 8th and 9th centuries.[3] In Cormac's time the High Kingship was held by Flann
Sinna of the Clann Cholmáin branch of the southern Uí Néill. In addition to these native Irish kings, Ireland,
during the Viking Age, had seen Scandinavian and Norse-Gael kings establish themselves along the coasts.
The destruction of Viking settlements on the northern coasts by Flann's predecessor Áed Findliath, followed by
much internal dissension, had weakened the Vikings, who were expelled from Dublin by Flann's allies in the
year that Cormac became king in Munster.[4]

Cormac belonged to a minor branch of the Eóganachta kindred which dominated Munster in the 8th and 9th
centuries. According to genealogies, he was a member of the Eóganacht Chaisil, the Cashel branch of the
kindred. This kin group was important, but Cormac came from a very minor branch. He was reckoned an 11th
generation descendant of Óengus mac Nad Froích and none of his ancestors since Óengus were counted as
kings of Cashel. For this reason, it is most likely thought that Cormac, as well as other 9th century kings of
Munster who were bishops and abbots, was a compromise candidate.[5]
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King Cormac in a stained
glass window in St Patrick's
Cathedral, Dublin, designed
by Sarah Purser and painted
by Alfred Ernest Child[1]

Kingdoms and peoples in Ireland;
by Cormac's time Osraige, formerly the
easternmost part of the Eóganachta
kingdom, had been removed from
Munster and attached to Leinster
although it would again be allied with
Munster at Cormac's death

Stained glass memorial window
from St Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin
commemorating King-Bishop Cormac
and the Royal Irish Regiment of the
Second Boer War.

The Annals of the Four Masters, a 17th-century compilation of annals based on
earlier works, but including much of uncertain reliability, say that Cormac was
tutored by Snedgus of Dísert Díarmata (now Castledermot).[6] Some later
accounts claim that Cormac had been married or betrothed to Gormlaith,
daughter of Flann Sinna, the High King of Ireland, but instead took vows of
celibacy. Russell suggests these are later fictions and Byrne sees in them an
echo of earlier tales of the sovereignty goddess.[7] Although there is no doubt
that Cormac was a bishop before and while he was king of Munster, it is not
clear which see Cormac held. Some writers have suggested that he should be
linked with Emly rather than Cashel.

King and bishop [edit]

Cormac was chosen as king of Munster following the death of Finguine Cenn
nGécan, who is said by the Annals of Ulster to have been "deceitfully killed by
his associates" and by the Annals of Innisfallen to have been killed by the Cenél
Conaill Chaisil, a branch of the Cashel Eóganachta.[8] The Annals of Innisfallen
note the beginning of Cormac's reign, calling him a "noble bishop and
celibate".[9]

Cormac may have attempted to restore the authority of the kings of Munster
over neighbouring Leinster and perhaps aspired to be chief king in Ireland. The
surviving record, written largely from a northern and pro-Uí Néill perspective,
presents a misleading picture, seriously understating the power and pretensions
of the Eóganachta.[10] So it is that in 907 only the southern Annals of Innisfallen
report campaigns by Cormac in Connacht and Mide, where Flann Sinna was
defeated, and record a fleet operating on the River Shannon on his
orders which captured Clonmacnoise.[11]

Cath Belach Mugna [edit]

In 908, Cormac and Flaithbertach mac Inmainén, Cormac's chief
councillor and abbot of Scattery Island, collected an army to campaign
against their eastern neighbours, Leinster, whose king Cerball mac
Muirecáin was Flann Sinna's son-in-law and staunch ally. The
Fragmentary Annals of Ireland, a source compiled in the 11th century
for Donnchad mac Gilla Pátraic, king of Osraige, and king of Leinster,
contain a long account of these events, perhaps written within living
memory.[12]

After the army of Munster had gathered, while riding through the camp,
Flaithbertach mac Inmainén's horse stumbled and threw him to the
ground. This was taken to be a very bad omen. Many of the
Munstermen were unwilling to fight, and news of this came to Cerball
mac Muirecáin, who proposed a negotiated settlement. The
Leinstermen would pay tribute, and give hostages, but the hostages
would be given to Móenachem abbot of Dísert Díarmata, rather than to
the Munstermen. Cormac was willing to accept this settlement, but
Flaithbertach—Byrne notes that later traditions make Flaithbertach
Cormac's evil genius[13]— was not and persuaded Cormac to fight, in
spite of the king's conviction that he would be killed.[14]

This, and the news than Flann and the Uí Néill had come to Cerball's
aid, led to desertions from Cormac's army, but he marched on Leinster
all the same, meeting Cerball and Flann at Bellach Mugna
(Bellaghmoon, in the south of modern County Kildare). The
Fragmentary Annals say that "the men of Munster came to the battle
weak and in disorder" and they quickly broke and fled the field. Many
were killed. Cormac was among them, after his neck was broken from
falling off his horse. Flaithbertach was captured.[15]

Cormac was beheaded and his head taken to Flann Sinna. The
Fragmentary Annals say:
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Eastern Orthodox of St. Cormac,
by Aidan Hart.

A panel on the base of this
High cross—the North Cross at
Ahenny, County Tipperary— (on
the border of Munster and
Osraige) depicts a funeral
procession, sometimes
supposed to be that of
Cormac.[18]

"That is indeed evil," said Flann to them, and it was not
thanks that he gave them. "It was an evil deed," he said, "to
cut off the holy bishop's head; I shall honour it, and not
crush it." Flann took the head in his hands, and kissed it,
and he carried the consecrated head and the true martyr
around him three times.[16]

Following Cormac's death, Munster was seemingly without a king for some years until Flaithbertach mac
Inmainén was chosen, apparently another compromise candidate.[17]

Saint and scholar [edit]

That Cormac was reckoned to be a saint in the 11th century is attested by
contemporary evidence. The Fragmentary Annals of Ireland state that
Cormac was buried at Dísert Díarmata where he was honoured, and add
that "Cormac's body ... produces omens and miracles".[19]

The Fragmentary Annals are equally glowing in their praise of Cormac's
scholarship and piety: "A scholar in Irish and in Latin, the wholly pious and
pure chief bishop, miraculous in chastity and in prayer, a sage in
government, in all wisdom, knowledge and science, a sage of poetry and
learning, chief of charity and every virtue; a wise man in teaching, high king
of the two provinces of all Munster in his time."[20]

A variety of works have been associated with Cormac. The Sanas Cormaic,
a glossary of difficult words in Irish in the style of Isidore of Seville, bears
his name. While the core of the document dates from around Cormac's
time, and may in some way be linked to him, it is far from certain that he
was the compiler of even the original list. The lost Psalter of Cashel is also
linked to Cormac, as is the Lebor na Cert, the Book of Rights. The works that
survive today are probably from the time of Muirchertach Ua Briain.[21] Liam
Breatnach also attributes Amra Senáin to Cormac.[22]

Genealogy [edit]

Cormac mac Cuilennáin mac Selbach mac Ailgile mac Eochaid mac Colmán
mac Dúnchad mac Dub Indrecht mac Furudrán mac Eochaid mac Bressal mac
Óengus mac Nad Froich mac Corc. [23]

See also [edit]

List of royal saints and martyrs

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Bowe, Nicola Gordon; Caron, David; Wynne, Michael (1988). Gazetteer of
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Cornelius Hill

Cornelius Hill

The Rev. Cornelius Hill

Born November 13, 1834

Died January 25, 1907 (aged 72)
Oneida, Wisconsin

Chief Hill

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cornelius Hill (November 13, 1834 – January 25, 1907) or
Onangwatgo (“Big Medicine”) was the last hereditary chief of the
Oneida Nation, and fought to preserve his people's lands and
rights under various treaties with the United States government. A
lifelong Episcopalian, he was ordained a priest of the Episcopal
Church in the United States of America at age 69, and ministered
to his people until shortly before his death.

The Oneida, one of the five founding tribes of the Iroquois
Confederacy, had aligned with the Americans during the American
Revolutionary War, but when faced with pressure from white
settlers who often mistook them for members of hostile tribes, had
begun negotiating with the Ho-Chunk and Menominee tribes and
moving to Wisconsin around 1821. Many members had become
Christians under missionaries sent by the Episcopal and Methodist
Churches to both New York and Wisconsin. In 1825, tribal
members built a log church near the Fox River and an important
portage on their new lands about 10 miles southwest of Green
Bay, Wisconsin, which they called the Hobart Chapel after its
consecrating bishop, John Henry Hobart of New York.
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2 Career
3 Family
4 Death and legacy
5 References

Early life [edit]

Cornelius Hill was born on tribal lands in Wisconsin and baptised in due course by missionary bishop Jackson
Kemper. In 1843, Episcopal missionary the Rev. James Lloyd Breck escorted the ten-year-old and two other
boys to the newly established Nashotah House to learn English and be educated for five years.[1]

Career [edit]

As a teenager, at a council of Oneida from New York, Canada and
Wisconsin, Hill became a chief of his Bear Clan. At age 18 he was given
responsibility for distributing the annuity money (from service in the
Revolutionary War)[2] among his people. He was later responsible for
taking the census of tribal members (the number of which doubled in
Wisconsin in the five decades of his leadership). Several times Hill went
to Albany, New York and Washington, D.C. to advocate for his people.

White settlers were also moving into Wisconsin, and coveted tribal
lands, which were held in common under an 1838 treaty negotiated by
Chief Daniel Bread, who by his death in 1873 thought such private
allocation inevitable. The next year, Hill drafted a petition to New York's
legislature in Albany concerning interference with Oneida fishing rights

under previous treaties, which was causing considerable hardship to tribal members remaining in New York.[3]

At least one Indian Agent supposedly assigned to help the tribe also forbade them to sell shingles and other
lumber products to support themselves during a crop failure, which Hill and missionary and teacher the Rev.
Edward A. Goodnough (who worked among the Oneidas from 1863 to 1890) thought was designed to get the
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Hobart Church

tribe to sell lands to whites (if not his cronies), and eventually managed to secure that agent's dismissal.[4] Hill
also helped tribal members learn new farming techniques and secure machinery. Women also made baskets
and beadwork for sale, and after 1900 learned to make lace to support themselves in the modernized world.

Nonetheless, pursuant to the Dawes Act of 1887, the federal government allocated the tribe's Wisconsin land to
individuals beginning in 1892, who were to be allowed to transfer that property after a 25-year waiting period.
As had happened in New York State, unscrupulous persons often tried to swindle tribal members out of their
allocations. Throughout his life, Hill fought such dismemberment of tribal property, as well as government
attempts to move his people further west.[5] In 1893 after negotiations with the federal government, Hill, together
with the Rev. Solomon S. Burleson (also a lawyer and doctor), secured a hospital and boarding school for the
reservation, and the following year the Sisters of the Holy Nativity sent nuns to work as nurses and teachers
there.[6]

Having for years served as an organist and interpreter for Episcopal
services by the Rev. Goodnough and his successors, as well as his
tribe's sachem and delegate to church councils, Hill thought ordination
would bring additional authority among whites as well as help him
become a bridge between the cultures. Since 1870 (perhaps in
Thanksgiving for having been relatively spared from horrendous forest
fires that devastated Wisconsin), church members had volunteered at a
limestone quarry one day a week, in order to dress stone for a new
church building. In 1886 they laid the cornerstone for a new gothic
stone chapel, which they named the Church of the Holy Apostles, to
replace an overly small and somewhat decrepit wood chapel. On June
27, 1895, Bishop Charles C. Grafton ordained Hill a deacon. However,
the event was bittersweet as Hill's infant son had died in an epidemic
and was scheduled for burial that very afternoon.[7] Furthermore, his

ally the Rev. Burleson died in February 1897, months before the new church's formal consecration, and
Burleson's popular youngest son (all five of whom had become priests) was transferred to Texas the following
year. On June 24, 1903, Bishop Grafton ordained Hill as a priest, the first of his people; during the ceremony
Hill repeated his vows in his native language.[8] The Wisconsin reservation also had a Methodist mission with a
dedicated missionary and a Catholic chapel served by a priest from De Pere, about ten miles away.[9]

Family [edit]

At the time of his ordination, aged 69, Hill's wife, who had borne 8 children, had not learned English. Several of
their children went to the Hampton Indian School after their education at the reservation's school.

Death and legacy [edit]

Hill died on January 25, 1907, having fallen ill shortly before Christmas. After three requiems and funeral at the
Church of the Holy Apostles attended by 800 persons, he was buried in the graveyard with other tribal members
and the missionaries he assisted.[10] When fire from a lightning strike on July 17, 1920 destroyed the Gothic
stone church, it was rebuilt in a similar design. The Oneida continued to revere Hill's wisdom and sanctity,
relating tales of their leader to Works Progress Administration historians during the Great Depression, even
though by 1920 only a few hundred acres of the reservation were owned by tribal members (the remaining
approximately 65,000 acres being owned by whites before the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 caused the
Bureau of Indian Affairs to begin reversing the policy).[11][12]

The Episcopal Church honors Cornelius Hill annually on the anniversary of his first ordination, June 27.[13]
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Saint Cornelius
Archbishop of Armagh

Born Ireland

Died 1175
Chambéry, Savoy, France

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 4 June

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cornelius also known as Conchobar mac Meic Con Caille
(Anglicised spelling - Conor/Connor) (Modern Irish: Conor Mac
Conchailleach) was Archbishop of Armagh. An Irishman by birth,
he entered the Augustinians at Armagh in 1140, before being
made abbot in 1151. Later in 1174, Cornelius was consecrated
bishop. Cornelius died on his return from a pilgrimage from Rome
in Chambéry, Savoy, France,[1] in 1175.[2]

In 1854 Rev. Joseph Dixon, Archbishop of Armagh, returning from
a trip to Rome, stopped by the shrine in Chambéry and obtained some relics of St. Cornelius/Concord. He gave
a portion of the rib bone to the Presentation Convent in Drogheda and a portion of the thigh bone to the Sacred
Heart Convent in Armagh.[3]
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Cornelius the Centurion

Cornelius the Centurion

Peter Baptizing the Centurion Cornelius, by
Francesco Trevisani, 1709

The First Convert
Born unknown

Died unknown

Venerated in Roman Catholicism
Eastern Orthodox Church
Anglican Communion

Feast 20 October, 2 February,[1] 7
February, 13 September

Attributes Roman military garb

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cornelius (Greek: Κορνήλιος, romanized: Kornélios; Latin:
Cornelius) was a Roman centurion who is considered by Christians
to be the first Gentile to convert to the faith, as related in Acts of
the Apostles. The baptism of Cornelius is an important event in the
history of the early Christian church.
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Biblical account [edit]

Cornelius was a centurion in the Cohors II Italica Civium
Romanorum, mentioned as Cohors Italica in the Vulgate.[2][3] He
was stationed in Caesarea, the capital of Roman Iudaea
province.[4] He is depicted in the New Testament as a God-fearing
man[5] who always prayed and was full of good works and deeds of
alms. Cornelius receives a vision in which an angel of God tells
him that his prayers have been heard; he understands that he has
been chosen for a higher alternative. The angel then instructs
Cornelius to send the men of his household to Joppa, where they
will find Simon Peter, who is residing with a tanner by the name of
Simon (Acts 10:5ff).

The conversion of Cornelius comes after a separate vision given to Simon Peter (Acts 10:10–16) himself. In the
vision, Simon Peter sees all manner of beasts and fowl being lowered from Heaven in a sheet. A voice
commands Simon Peter to eat. When he objects to eating those animals that are unclean according to Mosaic
Law, the voice tells him not to call unclean that which God has cleansed.[6]

When Cornelius' men arrive, Simon Peter understands that through this vision the Lord commanded the Apostle
to preach the Word of God to the Gentiles. Peter accompanies Cornelius' men back to Caesarea.[6] When
Cornelius meets Simon Peter, he falls at Peter's feet. Simon Peter raises the centurion and the two men share
their visions. Simon Peter tells of Jesus' ministry and the Resurrection; the Holy Spirit descends on everyone at
the gathering. The Jews among the group (presumably they were all Jews if Cornelius was the first gentile
convert, see Jewish Christians) are amazed that Cornelius and other uncircumcised should begin speaking in
tongues, praising God. Thereupon Simon Peter commands that Cornelius and his followers be baptized.[7] The
controversial aspect of Gentile conversion is taken up later at the Council of Jerusalem (Acts 15).

Significance [edit]

Cornelius was one of the first Gentiles converted to Christianity.[9]

The baptism of Cornelius is an important event in the history of the early
Christian church, along with the conversion and baptism of the
Ethiopian eunuch. The Christian church was first formed around the
original disciples and followers of Jesus, all of whom, including Jesus
himself, were Jewish. All males in that community were circumcised and
observed the Law of Moses. The reception of Cornelius sparked a
debate among the leaders of the new community of followers of Jesus,
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In this painting by Gerbrand van den
Eeckhout an angel appears to the
Roman centurion Cornelius. The angel
tells him to seek out St. Peter.[8] The
Walters Art Museum.

culminating in the decision to allow Gentiles to become Christians
without conforming to Jewish requirements for circumcision, as
recounted in Acts 15.

Certain traditions hold Cornelius as becoming either the first bishop of
Caesarea, or the bishop of Scepsis in Mysia.[4][7]

Commemoration [edit]

His feast day on the new Martyrologium Romanum is 20 October. He is commemorated in the Orthodox tradition
on 13 September.[6]

Cornelius is honored with a commemoration in the liturgical calendar of the Episcopal Church on 4 February.[10]

When Governors Island in New York City was a military installation, the Episcopal Church maintained a stone
chapel there dedicated to him.[11]

The Greek-French philosopher Cornelius Castoriadis is named after him.[12]

Gallery [edit]

Images of St. Cornelius Chapel, Governors Island, New York

Three military saints in
the reredos (Cornelius on
the right)

 

Stained glass window
based on Acts 10

See also [edit]

Acts 10
Biblical law in Christianity
Saint Cornelius the Centurion, patron saint archive
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Saints Cosmas and Damian

Saints Cosmas and Damian

Icon of Saints Cosmas (left) and Damian
(right)

one holding a urine bottle and the other a
medicine box

Martyrs
Born c. 3rd century

Arabia

Died c. 303 or 287
Aegea, Roman province of Syria

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Churches
Oriental Orthodox Churches
Eastern Catholic Churches

Major shrine Convent of the Poor Clares in
Madrid, Basilica of Saints
Cosmas and Damian in Rome,
and Bitonto, Bari, Italy

Feast September 25 (Canada)
September 26
September 27 (pre-1970
General Roman Calendar)
November 1 (Eastern
Orthodox Church)[1][2]

Attributes depicted as twins, beheaded, or
with medical emblems

Patronage surgeons, physicians, dentists,
protectors of children, barbers,
pharmacists, veterinarians,
orphanages, day-care centers,
confectioners, children in house,
against hernia, against the
plague.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Cosmas and Damian)

"Saint Damian" redirects here. For other saints of the same name, see Damian.

Saints Cosmas and Damian (Arabic: نایمدو امُزق  , romanized: Qozma wa
Demyaan; Greek: Κοσμάς και Δαμιανός; Latin: Cosmas et Damianus;
died c. ad 287) were two Arab physicians in the town Cyrhus, and were [3][4]

reputedly twin brothers, and early Christian martyrs. They practised their
profession in the seaport of Aegeae, then in the Roman province of Syria.[5]

Accepting no payment for their services led to them being named anargyroi
(from the Greek Ανάργυροι, 'the silverless' or 'unmercenaries'); it has been
said that, by this, they attracted many to the Christian faith.[6]
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Lives [edit]

Nothing is known of their lives except that they suffered martyrdom in Syria
during the persecution of the Emperor Diocletian. According to Christian
traditions, the twin brothers were born in Arabia and became skilled
doctors.[7]

Saladino d'Ascoli, a 15th century Italian physician, claims that the medieval
electuary, a pasty mass consisting of a drug mixed with sugar and water or
honey suitable for oral administration,[8] known as opopira,[9] a complex compound medicine used to treat diverse
maladies including paralysis, was invented by Cosmas and Damian.[10]

During the persecution under Diocletian, Cosmas and Damian were arrested by order of the Prefect of Cilicia, one Lysias
who is otherwise unknown, who ordered them under torture to recant. However, according to legend they stayed true to
their faith, enduring being hung on a cross, stoned and shot by arrows and finally suffered execution by beheading.
Anthimus, Leontius and Euprepius, their younger brothers, who were inseparable from them throughout life, shared in
their martyrdom.[5]
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Saints Cosmas and Damian
Commemorative Plaque in Budapest

Saint Cosmas and Saint Damian, by
Gerard Seghers, 17th century, Private
collection, U.S.

Cosmas and Damian miraculously
transplant the black leg of the Ethiopian
onto the white body of the patient.

Reliquary (1400/1420) in St. Michael's
Church, Munich containing the alleged
skulls of Cosmas and Damian. The
convent of the Poor Clares in Madrid also
has two skulls of Saints Cosmas and
Damian.

Pope Felix IV presents Saints
Cosmas and Damian with the basilica
he rededicated to them.

Veneration [edit]

The veneration of Cosmas and Damian
quickly spread beyond Constantinople;
accounts of their martyrdom were rewritten
by various authors such as Andrew of
Crete, Peter of Argos, Theodore II
Laskaris, and a certain Maximus around
1300. The legends are preserved also in
Syriac, Coptic, Georgian, Armenian, and
Latin.[11]

As early as the 4th century, churches
dedicated to the twin saints were
established at Jerusalem, in Egypt and in
Mesopotamia. Devotion to the two saints
spread rapidly in both East and West.
Theodoret records the division of their
reputed relics. Their relics, deemed
miraculous, were buried in the city of
Cyrrus in Syria. Churches were built in
their honor by Archbishop Proclus and
by Emperor Justinian I (527–565), who
sumptuously restored the city of Cyrus
and dedicated it to the twins, but
brought their purported relics to
Constantinople; there, following his
cure, ascribed to the intercession of
Cosmas and Damian, Justinian, in
gratitude also built and adorned their
church at Constantinople,[7] and it became a celebrated place of pilgrimage. At
Rome Pope Felix IV (526–530) rededicated the Library of Peace (Bibliotheca
Pacis) as a basilica of Santi Cosma e Damiano in the Forum of Vespasian in their
honour. The church is much rebuilt but still famed for its sixth-century mosaics
illustrating the saints.

What are said to be their skulls are venerated in the convent of the Clares in
Madrid, where they have been since 1581, the gift of Maria, daughter of Emperor
Charles V. They had previously been removed from Rome to Bremen in the tenth
century, and thence to Bamberg. Other skulls said to be theirs were discovered in
1334 by Burchard Grelle, Archbishop of Bremen. He "personally 'miraculously'
retrieved the relics of the holy physicians Cosmas and Damian, which were
allegedly immured and forgotten in the choir of the Bremen Cathedral.[12] In
celebration of the retrieval Archbishop and Chapter arranged a feast at Pentecost
1335, when the relics were translated from the wall to a more dignified place.[13]

Grelle claimed the relics were those Archbishop Adaldag brought from Rome in
965. The cathedral master-builder Johann Hemeling made a shrine for the relics,
which was finished around 1420. The shrine, made from carved oak wood
covered with gilt and rolled silver is considered an important mediaeval gold
work.[14] In 1649 Bremen's Chapter, Lutheran by this time, sold the shrine without
the heads to Maximilian I of Bavaria. The two heads remained in Bremen and
came into the possession of the small Roman Catholic community. They were
shown from 1934 to 1968 in the Church of St. Johann and in 1994 they were

buried in the crypt.[15] The shrine is now shown in the Jesuit church of St Michael in Munich. At least since 1413 another
supposed pair of skulls of the saints has been stored in St Stephens's Cathedral in Vienna. Other relics are claimed by
the Church of San Giorgio Maggiore in Venice.

The martyr twins are invoked in the Canon of the Mass[7] in the prayer known as
the Communicantes (from the first Latin word of the prayer): "In communion with
the whole Church, they venerate above all others the memory of the glorious
ever-virgin Mary, Mother of our God and Lord, Jesus Christ, then of blessed
Joseph, husband of the Virgin, your blessed Apostles and Martyrs, Peter and
Paul, Andrew, James, ...John and Paul, Cosmas and Damian and all your Saints:
grant through their merits and prayers that in all things we may be defended by
the help of your protection." They are also invoked in the Litany of the Saints, and
in the older form of the Roman rite, in the Collect for Thursday in the Third Week
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The martyrdom of Saints Cosmas
and Damian by Fra Angelico (Musée du
Louvre, Paris).

Cosmas and Damian are depicted
as supporters of the arms of the guild
of barber-surgeons carved into a
capital, 15th century, from the Carmes
monastery in Trie-sur-Baïse in
southwestern France. The inscription
reads, "Saints Cosmas and Damian
pray for us".

Icon of Saints Cosmas and Damian
(17th century, Historic Museum in
Sanok, Poland).

of Lent, as the station church for this day is Santi Cosma e Damiano.

Their feast day in the General Roman Calendar, which had been on September
27, was moved in 1969 to September 26, because September 27 is the dies
natalis ("day of birth" into Heaven) of Saint Vincent de Paul, now more widely
venerated in the Latin Church.[16] In Canada it has been moved to Sept. 25 (as Sept. 26 is the Feast of the Canadian
Martyrs in Canada).[17]

Sts Cosmas and Damian are regarded as the patrons of physicians, surgeons, and pharmacists and are sometimes
represented with medical emblems.

In Brazil, the twin saints are regarded as protectors of children, and September 27
is commemorated, especially in Rio de Janeiro, by giving children bags of candy
with the saints' effigy printed on them and throughout the entire state of Bahia
where Catholics and adepts of Candomblé religion offer typical food such as
caruru. The ritual consists of first offering the food to seven children that are no
older than seven years old and then having them feast while sitting on the floor
and eating with their hands. Only after all children have finished can the guests
enjoy the food that is being offered. The Church of Saints Cosmas and Damian, in
Igarassu, Pernambuco is Brazil's oldest church, built in 1535.

In the UK St Damian is the dexter side supporter in the coat of arms of the British
Dental Association.

Sts. Cosmas & Damian are venerated every year in Utica, New York at St.
Anthony's Parish during the annual pilgrimage which takes place on the last
weekend of September (close to the Sept. 27 feast day). There are thousands of
pilgrims who come to honor the saints. Over 80 busloads come from Canada and
other destinations. The 2-day festival includes music (La Banda Rosa), much Italian food, masses and processions
through the streets of East Utica. It is one of the largest festivals honoring saints in the northeast USA.

Eastern Christianity [edit]

This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by
adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. (September 2012) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

In the Eastern Orthodox Church, Eastern Catholic Churches, and the Oriental
Orthodox Churches, Saints Cosmas and Damian are venerated as a type of saint
known as Unmercenary Physicians (Greek: ἀνάργυροι, anargyroi, "without
money"). This classification of saints is unique to the Eastern Church and refers to
those who heal purely out of love for God and man, strictly observing the
command of Jesus: "Freely have you received, freely give." («Δωρεὰν ἐλάβετε,
δωρεὰν δότε...» Matthew 10:8) While each of the Unmercenaries has his own
feast days, all are commemorated together on the first Sunday in November, in a
feast known as the Synaxis of the Unmercenary Physicians.

The Orthodox celebrate no less than three different sets of saints by the name of
Cosmas and Damian, each with their own distinct feast day:

Saints Cosmas and Damian of Cilicia (Arabia) (October 17) Brothers,
according to Christian legend they were beaten and beheaded together with
three other Christians: Leontius, Anthimus, and Eutropius.
Saints Cosmas and Damian of Asia Minor — alternately, of Mesopotamia
(November 1) Twin sons of Saint Theodota. Died peacefully and were buried
together at Thereman in Mesopotamia.
Saints Cosmas and Damian of Rome (July 1) Brothers, according to Christian tradition they were martyred outside
Rome by a jealous pagan physician during the reign of the Roman Emperor Carinus (283–284).

Orthodox icons of the saints depict them vested as laymen holding medicine boxes. Often each will also hold a spoon with
which to dispense medicine. The handle of the spoon is normally shaped like a cross to indicate the importance of
spiritual as well as physical healing, and that all cures come from God.
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The Apse of the Church of SS. Cosmas and Damian, Rome, 7th century: Paul and Peter present the martyrs to Christ.

Churches [edit]

Australia [edit]

St Mary & Sts Cozman and Demian Coptic Orthodox Church
St Damians Catholic Church, Bundoora, Victoria
Sts Anargiri, Greek Orthodox Church, Oakleigh, Victoria

Brazil [edit]

Church of Saints Cosme and Damião, Igarassu, Pernambuco

Bulgaria [edit]

Sandanski Monastery "St.St. Bezsrebrenitsi Kosma and Damyan"
Kuklen Monastery "St.St. Bezsrebrenitsi Kosma and Damyan"
Gigintsi Monastery "St.St. Bezsrebrenitsi Kosma and Damyan"
Church of "St.St. Bezsrebrenitsi Kosma and Damyan", Sandanski
Church of "St.St. Bezsrebrenitsi Kosma and Damyan", Svetovrachane
Church of "St.St. Bezsrebrenitsi Kosma and Damyan", Plovdiv
Church of "St.St. Bezsrebrenitsi Kosma and Damyan", Smolyan area
Church of "St.St. Bezsrebrenitsi Kosma and Damyan", Belashtitsa
Church of "St.St. Bezsrebrenitsi Kosma and Damyan", Krichim

Canada [edit]

Church of Saint-Côme, Matawinie Regional County Municipality, Quebec

Croatia [edit]

Church of Saints Cosmas and Damian, Lastovo
Church of Saints Cosmas and Damian, Kuzminec

England [edit]

Blean, Kent, church of St Cosmus [sic] and St Damian
Challock, Kent
Keymer, Sussex, St Cosmas and St Damian Church
Sherrington, Wiltshire, church of St Cosmo [sic] and St Damian
Stretford, near Leominster, Herefordshire, church no longer in use and in the care of the Churches Conservation
Trust
Gospel Oak, north London, Greek Orthodox Church of St Cosmas and Damian (at 1 Gordon House Road, London
NW5)[18]

France [edit]
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Saint Côme-Saint Damien church, Luzarches, Val d'Oise, France
Saint Côme-Saint Damien church, Paris, France
Saint Côme-Saint Damien church, Chamboulive, France
Saint Côme-Saint Damien church, Serdinya, France

Germany [edit]

Essen Cathedral, Essen

Goa [edit]

Igreja dos Santos Cosme e Damião, Bogmalo

Greece [edit]

10th century chapel of Agioi Anargyroi in the town of Servia.
11th century church in the city of Kastoria.

Hungary [edit]

Szent Kozma és Damján templom, Vát, Hungary

Italy [edit]

Santi Cosma e Damiano
Chiesa Matrice-Basilica minore Pontificia dal venerdì 18 febbraio 2000-Santuario dal lunedì 12 settembre 1938-
Parrocchia dal mercoledì 16 marzo e martedì 19 aprile 1814 dei Santi Medici e Martiri Cosma e Damiano; Alberobello,
Puglia, Italy

Kenya [edit]

Orthodox Cathedral of Saints Anargyroi, Nairobi

Macedonia [edit]

Sv. Kuzman i Damjan Ohrid
Sv. Kuzman i Damjan Jedoarce, Tetovo
Sv. Kuzman i Damjan Govrlevo, Skopje
Sv. Kuzman i Damjan Triangla, Skopje
Sv. Kuzman i Damjan Bolnicka Crkva, Veles (Sveti Besrebrenici Kozma i Damjan)

Mexico [edit]

Saint Cosmas and Damian Church, Mazatecochco, Tlaxcala
Saint Cosmas and Damian Church, Xaloztoc, Tlaxcala
Saint Cosmas and Damian Church, San Damián Texoloc, Tlaxcala
San Cosme y Damián Church, Villa de Cos, Zacatecas

Paraguay [edit]

Mision Jesuita de San Cosme y San Damian

Russia [edit]

Church of Cosmas and Damian, Novgorod

Serbia [edit]

Church of Saints Cosmas and Damian, Ivanjica

Slovakia [edit]

Kostol sv. Kozmu a Damiána, Bratislava - Dúbravka
Kostol sv. Kozmu a Damiána, Trenčín - Biskupice
Kostol sv. Kozmu a Damiána, Kšinná

United States [edit]

Chapel of San Cosme y Damián, Tucson, Arizona
Ss. Cosmas & Damian Church, Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania
Chapel of Saint Cosmas & Damiano; Utica, NY
Saints Cosmas and Damian Society, Cambridge, MA
Saint Cosmas & Damiano Society of St. Anthony & St. Agnes Church, Utica N.Y.
Saint Damian, Oak Forest, IL
Ss. Cosmas & Damian Church, Twinsburg, Ohio
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Cosmas of Aetolia

Saint Cosmas of Aetolia

Mural painting of Saint Cosmas

Equal to the Apostles and Teacher of the
Greek Nation

Born c. 1714
Aetolia

Died 24 August 1779
Kolkondas, Pashalik of Berat in
the Ottoman Empire, now in Fier
District, modern Albania

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church

Canonized 20 April 1961

Major shrine Metropolitan Cathedral of Athens

Feast 24 August

Icon of St. Cosmas of Aetolia

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cosmas of Aetolia, sometimes Kosmas of Aetolia or
Cosmas/Kosmas the Aetolian or Patrokosmas "Father Cosmas"
(Greek: Κοσμάς Αιτωλός, Kosmas Etolos; born between 1700 and
1714 – died 1779), was a monk in the Greek Orthodox Church. He
is recognized as one of the originators of the twentieth-century
religious movements in Greece.[1] He is also noted for his
prophesies.[2]

Saint Cosmas, the "Equal to the Apostles," was officially
proclaimed a Saint by the Orthodox Church of Constantinople on
20 April 1961 under the tenure of Ecumenical Patriarch
Athenagoras.[3] His feast day is celebrated on 24 August, the date
of his martyrdom.
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Life [edit]

Cosmas was born in the Greek village of Mega Dendron near the
town of Thermo in the region of Aetolia.[4] He studied Greek and
theology before becoming a monk after a trip to Mount Athos,
where he also attended the local Theological Academy.

After two years Cosmas left Athos. He studied rhetoric in
Constantinople for a time.[4] In 1760 he was authorized by
Patriarch Serapheim II (who had marked anti-Ottoman tendencies)
to begin missionary tours in the villages of Thrace – later extended
to what would form the areas of both West Greece and Northern
Greece. The Patriarch had reportedly been worried at the
increasing rate of Christians converting to Islam in these areas.

Over sixteen years, Cosmas established many church schools in
villages and towns.[5] He called upon Christians to establish schools and
learn Biblical Koine Greek, so that they might understand the Scriptures
better and generally educate themselves.

After the Orlov Revolt of 1770 in the Peloponnese (which was provoked
by the Orlov brothers with the support of Catherine II of the Russian
Empire), Cosmas started to preach in what is now Southern Albania,[4]

then under the rule of Ahmet Kurt Pasha, governor of the Pashalik of
Berat.

His preachings had aroused the opposition of the rich and powerful and
others who felt their position threatened, such as the kotsampasides
(Greek "village elders" whose power and influence was bound up with
Ottoman power).[6]

Cosmas was also viewed with suspicion by officials of the Venetian
Republic, then in its final stages of decline, which ruled parts of the
territory where he was active. For example, in 1779 he is said to have
visited the Venetian-ruled town of Preveza and founded there a Greek
school, which would be the only school of the city during the 18th century – an act which the Venetian
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authorities might have considered as undermining their rule.[7] The Venetians' suspicions are attested in spy
reports about Cosmas preserved in the Venetian archives. In contrast, Cosmas had considerable support from
other Christians and even from some Turks.

In his sermons Cosmas often refers negatively to the Jews. Nevertheless, in one of his preachings he stated
specifically that: "Those who wrong Christians, Jews or Turks would be paid back for the injustice they
committed".[citation needed]

One effect of his preaching was to transfer the holding of the weekly bazaar (fair) from Sunday to Saturday,
which brought economic losses to Jews – barred by their religion from engaging in business on Sabbath. Some
researchers believe that for that reason, Jews in Epirus were involved in his conviction by the Ottoman
authorities.

Accused of being a Russian agent, he was seized by Ottoman authorities. On 24 August 1779, he was executed
at Kolkondas, Fier District, near the mouth of the Seman river (in present-day Albania). There were no formal
charges brought against him, nor was he put on trial before being executed – leading to various theories,
persisting up to the present, about who might have wanted him dead.

Legacy [edit]

In 1813 Ali Pasha, the de facto independent Muslim Albanian ruler of Ottoman Epirus, southern Albanian and
Macedonia, and an enemy of the Sultan, had a church built near the site of Cosmas' execution, in which the
remains of Cosmas were placed.[8] Ali Pasha went as far as having a date of celebration set in Cosmas' honor.
Some other Muslims disliked Ali Pasha's "giving too much honor to a giaouri", to which the Pasha reportedly
replied: "Bring me a Muslim like him, I would kiss his feet.". From different French and English writers of his time
he was known as a friend and a sustain [clarification needed] for Father Cosmas.

In 1984 the remains were transferred from the St. Cosmas' Monastery in Kolkondas, where he was killed, to the
Archaeological Museum of Fier. Other relics of the saint are kept in the Metropolitan Cathedral of Athens. Saint
Kosmas' pilgrimage is also revered in some Greek nationalist circles.[9][8] The latter are associated with the
Northern Epirus issue and support the annexation of this region to Greece.[10][8][9] Although a hellenizer, Saint
Cosmas of Aetolia is still highly regarded by Orthodox Albanians for the message that he gave.[8]

There are numerous popular religious texts attributed to St. Cosmas. Best known are the five "Didaches" and
the "Prophecies". An account stated that he prophesied the unification of Greece and Epirus.[2] There survives,
however, no original manuscript of these texts written personally by St. Cosmas, and none can be dated with
certainty. His writings are known only from second- or third-hand transcriptions.[11] It is believed that these texts
are based on Cosmas' preachings but were written and copied mostly after his death.
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Saint Cosmas
Martyr and Bishop of Aphrodisia

Born Palermo, Sicily, Italy

Died 1160
Sicily, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized Cult approved by Pope Leo XIII

Feast 10 September

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cosmas was Bishop of Aphrodisia and martyr. Born at Palermo,
on the island of Sicily, and was appointed and ordained Bishop of
Aphrodisia, ordained by Pope Eugene III.[1] When the Saracens
invaded the island and captured his see, Cosmas was seized and
suffered martyrdom.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ St. Cosmas  Catholic Online
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Cosmas of Maiuma

Saint Cosmas of Maiuma

Hagiopolites
Born 8th century

Jerusalem

Died 8th century
Maiuma, Gaza

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church,
Eastern Catholic Churches

Feast October 14

Attributes Vested as a bishop, or as a
monk, holding a scroll with the
words of one of his hymns

Patronage Hymnographers

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the 3rd-century martyr named Cosmas, see Saints Cosmas and Damian.

Saint Cosmas of Maiuma, also called Cosmas Hagiopolites
("of the Holy City"), Cosmas of Jerusalem, or Cosmas the
Melodist, or Cosmas the Poet (d. 773 or 794),[1] was a bishop
and an important hymnographer of the Eastern Orthodox Church.
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Life [edit]

Saint Cosmas (Greek: Κοσμάς) was probably born in Damascus,
but he was orphaned at a young age. He was adopted by Sergius,
the father of St. John of Damascus (ca.676 - 749), and became
John's foster-brother. The teacher of the two boys was an elderly
Calabrian monk, also named Cosmas (known as "Cosmas the
Monk" to distinguish him), who had been freed from slavery to the
Saracens by St. John's father.[2] John and Cosmas went from
Damascus to Jerusalem, where both became monks in the Lavra
(monastery) of St. Sabbas the Sanctified near that city.[3] Together
they helped defend the Church against the heresy of iconoclasm.

Cosmas left the monastery in 743 when he was appointed Bishop
of Maiuma, the port of ancient Gaza.[3] He outlived St. John by many years and died in great old age.

Works [edit]

As a learned prose-author, Cosmas wrote commentaries, or scholia, on the poems of St. Gregory of Nazianzus.
He is regarded with great admiration as a poet. St. Cosmas and St. John of Damascus are considered to be the
best representatives of the later Greek classical hymnography, the most characteristic examples of which are
the artistic liturgical chants known as "canons". They worked together on developing the Octoechos.[2]

Saint Cosmas has been called "a vessel of divine grace" and "the glory of the Church."[4] He composed the
solemn canons for Matins of Lazarus Saturday, Palm Sunday, the Triodes (canons with only three Canticles)
which are chanted during Holy Week, the first canon of the Nativity (based on a Nativity sermon by St. Gregory
the Theologian), and is known for his finest work, "Canon for Christmas Day".[3] Altogether, fourteen canons are
attributed to him in the liturgical books of the Orthodox Church.[5] His most well-known composition is "More
honourable than the cherubim…" (which is included in the Axion Estin), sung regularly at Matins, the Divine
Liturgy and other services.

The hymns of St. Cosmas were originally intended for the Divine Services of the Church of Jerusalem, but
through the influence of Constantinople their use became universal in the Orthodox Church. It is not certain,
however, that all the hymns ascribed to Cosmas in the liturgical books were really his compositions, especially
as his teacher of the same name was also a hymn writer.[2]

The Eastern Orthodox Church observes his feast on October 14 (for those Orthodox Christians who follow the
Julian Calendar, October 14 falls on October 27 of the Gregorian Calendar).

See also [edit]
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Sts. Cosmas and Damian, 3rd-century martyrs

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Other sources give the dates of his life as ca. 675 - ca. 751. Kathryn Tsai, A Timeline of Eastern Church History
(Divine Ascent Press, Point Reyes Station, CA, 2004), p. 144.

2.  ̂a b c Baumstark, Anton. "Cosmas" . The Catholic Encyclopedia. New Advent. Retrieved 9 April 2011.
3.  ̂a b c Byzantine Music and Liturgy, E. Wellesz, The Cambridge Medieval History: The Byzantine Empire, Part II,

Vol. IV, ed. J.M. Hussey, D.M. Nicol and G. Cowan, (Cambridge University Press, 1967), 149.
4. ^ Alexander A. Bogolepov, The hymns of the Orthodox Church  Archived  2005-06-22 at Archive.today,

Orthodox Hymns of Christmas, Holy Week and Easter. Accessed 2007-04-02.
5. ^ Tsai, op. cit.
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christianorum (Leipzig, 1871), 161-204.
For the above-mentioned scholia on the poems of Gregory of Nazianzus, see Cardinal Angelo Mai ,
Spicilegium Romanum, II, Pt. II, 1-375, and Migne, P.G., XXXVIII, 339-679.
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Counts and dukes of Valois

Coat of arms of
the counts and dukes
of Valois.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from County of Valois)

The Valois (UK: /ˈvælwɑː/ VAL-wah, also US: /vælˈwɑː, vɑːlˈwɑː/ va(h)l-WAH,[1][2]

French: [valwa]; originally Pagus Valensis) was a region in the valley of the Oise river in
Picardy in the north of France. It was a fief in West Francia and subsequently the
Kingdom of France until its counts furnished a line of kings, House of Valois, to
succeed the House of Capet in 1328. It was, along with the counties of Beauvais, the
Vexin, Vermandois, and Laon, part of the "Oise line" of fiefdom which were held often
by one individual or by an individual family as a string of defences against Viking
assault on Paris.

The medieval county and duchy of Valois was located in northern France in
northeastern Île-de-France. Its capital was Crépy-en-Valois.[3]
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Counts of Valois [edit]

Carolingian counts [edit]

Pepin, Count of Vermandois and Valois (Pepin II), son of Bernard, King of Italy.
ca. 886–893 Pepin III – son of previous, count of Vermandois and Valois.
ca. 893–895 Herbert I, Count of Vermandois – brother of previous, count of Vermandois.

Counts of disputed origin [edit]

about 895–919 Ermenfroi, also count of Amiens and the Vexin
915–926 Ralph I of Ostrevent, also count of Amiens and the Vexin
926–943 Ralph II, also count of Amiens and the Vexin, son of preceding
943-after 992 Walter I, also count of Amiens and the Vexin, apparently brother of preceding
about 998-after 1017 Walter II the White, also count of Amiens and the Vexin, son of preceding
1017/24–1038 Ralph III of Valois
1025–1074 Ralph IV, also count of the Vexin and Amiens after 1063, whose third wife was Anne of Kiev,
dowager queen of France (that marriage was childless)
1074–1077 Simon de Crépy, also count of the Vexin and Amiens, he became a monk, and his lands were
dispersed, Valois going to his sister's husband
Adele of Valois – the sister of Simon

Vermandois Carolingian counts [edit]

Herbert IV (−1080), Count of Vermandois, a descendant of Pepin II, became count of Valois by marriage with
Adele, daughter of Ralph IV
Odo I the Insane (1080–1085), Count of Vermandois and of Valois, son of previous, he was disinheredited
by the council of Barons of France and then he was lord of Saint-Simon by marriage.
Adelaide – sister of previous, countess of Vermandois and Valois, wife of Hugh.

Capetian counts [edit]
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Hugh I Magnus (the Great) (1085–1101), Count of Vermandois and of Valois, son of Henry I and Anne of
Kiev.
Raoul I the Valiant (1102–1152), also known as Le Borgne, Count of Vermandois and of Valois, son of
previous.
Hugh II (1152–1160), Count of Vermandois and of Valois, son of Raoul I and Eléonore of Blois.
Raoul II (1160–1167), Count of Vermandois and of Valois, son of Raoul I and of Petronilla of Aquitaine.
Philip of Alsace (1167–1185), Count of Flanders (1168–1191), Count of Vermandois and of Valois by
marriage

to the royal domain by king Philip II

Jean-Tristan (1269–1270)

Valois counts [edit]

in royal domain
Charles I (1284–1325)
Philip I (1325–1328)
in royal domain
Philip II (1344–1375)
in royal domain
Louis I (1386?–1406)

Dukes of Valois [edit]

Charles d'Orléans (1406–1465)
Louis (1465–1498)
in royal domain

François (Duke 1498–1515, King of France as Francis I, 1515–1547)
in royal domain

Marguerite de Valois (died 1615)
in royal domain

Gaston (1626–1660)

Jean Gaston d'Orléans (1650–1652)
Philippe de France (1660–1701)

Philippe Charles d'Orléans (1664–1666)
Alexandre Louis d'Orléans (1673–1676)

Philippe d'Orléans (1701–1723)
Louis d'Orléans (1723–1752)
Louis Philippe d'Orléans (1752–1785)

1773–1785 Louis Philippe d'Orléans (1773–1850)
Philippe d'Orléans (1785–1793)
Louis Philippe d'Orléans (1773–1850)

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Wells, John C. (2008). Longman Pronunciation Dictionary (3rd ed.). Longman. ISBN 978-1-4058-8118-0.
2. ^ Jones, Daniel (2011). Roach, Peter; Setter, Jane; Esling, John (eds.). Cambridge English Pronouncing Dictionary

(18th ed.). Cambridge University Press. ISBN 978-0-521-15255-6.
3. ^ Mish, Frederick C., Editor in Chief. "Valois". Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary. 9th ed. Springfield, MA:

Merriam-Webster Inc., 1985. ISBN 0-87779-508-8, ISBN 0-87779-509-6 (indexed), and ISBN 0-87779-510-X
(deluxe).
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Crónán of Roscrea

Crónán
Born Ely O'Carroll, Ireland

Died 28 April 640
Ireland

Venerated in Orthodoxy Roman Catholicism

Feast 28 April

The Eagle symbol of St John the
Evangelist from the Book of Dimma
folio 104v. (Dublin, Trinity College,
MS.A.IV.23).

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Crónán (died 640) was the abbot-bishop and patron of the
diocese of Roscrea[1] (a see later incorporated into the diocese of
Killaloe), Ireland. He is not to be confused with his contemporary
Saint Crónán Mochua (died 637).
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Life [edit]

Crónán was born in the territory of Ely O'Carroll, Ireland. His father’s name was Odhran, while his mother came
from west Clare.[2] After spending his youth in Connacht, he returned to his native district about the year 610
and founded Roscrea Abbey, where he established a school.[3] Previously he settled at a place known as Sean
Ros or Loch Cré, which was a wooded morass far from the haunts of men; in fact, it was utterly wild, so much
so, that pilgrims would get lost, so St. Crónán abandoned it and moved to the wood of Cré, that is Ros Cré,
County Tipperary.[1]

William Reeves notes that the Annals of Tigernach and the Annals of Ulster both describe Crónán as "bishop of
Nendrum".[4]

Hagiography [edit]

Like those of so many other Irish saints the Acts of St. Crónán abound
in miracles. The most surprising, perhaps, is the legend as to the
transcribing of the Four Gospels by one of his monks, named Dimma,
which is associated with the manuscript now known as the Book of
Dimma. It appears that Dimma could only undertake one day's task,
from sunrise to sunset. Crónán, however, bade him write, and then
Dimma set to work, never ceasing until he had finished the Four
Gospels, the sun continuing to shine for the space of forty days and
forty nights - the scribe himself being unconscious that the work
occupied more than one day. The scribe, Dimma MacNathi, signs his
name at the conclusion of each of the Gospels, and he has been
identified with Dimma, subsequently Bishop of Connor, who is
mentioned with Crónán in the letter of Pope John IV in 640, in regard to
Pelagianism in Ireland, but this identification cannot be sustained.[1]

The case containing the Book of Dimma was richly gilt by order of
O'Carroll, Lord of Ely, in the twelfth century. Notwithstanding the
conflicting statements arising from the number of contemporary Irish
saints bearing the name Crónán, it is more than probable that St.
Crónán of Roscrea, as les Petits Bollandistes say, lived as late as the year 640, and his death occurred on 28
April of that year.

His feast is celebrated on 28 April and as such is included in all the Irish calendars, as also in the Kalendar of
Drummond.[citation needed]

Trivia [edit]
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Saint Cronan's Boys National School in Bray, Co. Wicklow in Ireland is named in his honour.

See also [edit]

Temple Cronan

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b c Grattan-Flood, William. "Cronan." The Catholic Encyclopedia. Vol. 4. New York: Robert Appleton Company,
1908. 14 Jan. 2013

2. ^ "St. Cronan", Roscrea Online
3. ^ Gwynn, Aubrey; R. Neville Hadcock (1979). Medieval Religious Houses Ireland. London: Longman. p. 43.
4. ^ Reeves, William, Ecclesiastical Antiquities of Down, Connor, and Dromore (1847), p. 148  online at
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Saint Credan of Evesham (died 19 August 780) is a saint in the calendar of the Roman Catholic Church and of
the Orthodox Church. He is also known in Latin as Credus or Credanus.
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Life and cult [edit]

Credan was the Abbot of the Benedictine Abbey at Evesham, England, during the reign of King Offa of
Mercia.[1] His office is attested by charters in King Offa's reign, but no details of Credan's life have been
preserved.[2]

Credan's feast day is 19 August, which was the day of his death in 780.[1][3] It is celebrated in the Orthodox as
well as the Roman Catholic Church.[4]

Relics of St Credan at Evesham Abbey were put through an ordeal by fire in 1077, apparently because of
Norman suspicion of this local saint, about whom little was known. The ordeal was conducted by the new
Norman abbot, Walter of Cerisy, who, after consultation with Archbishop Lanfranc, ordered a three-day fast,
and had the seven penitential psalms and appropriate litanies chanted while the sanctity of the bones was
tested by fire.[5] According to legend, the relics not only survived but shone like gold when moved to a place of
devotion.[6][unreliable source?] This may, however, be a confusion with a similar account of the uncovering of St
Credan's bones by Abbot Manny when his cult was originally developed. It is said that Abbot Manny "was
frequently admonished in vision to take up the holy Abbot's relics and lay them in a shrine. When at length he
came with great solemnity to do this, the body was found between two others, but distinguished from them by
the great rightness with which it shone."[7]

The shrine established for St Credan by Walter of Cerisy in 1277 was one of only three to survive the
destruction of the Abbey sanctuary when the tower of Evesham fell in 1207, and this was also thought to be
miraculous.[7]

Cornwall [edit]

Credan is sometimes reputed to have founded the church of Sancreed in Cornwall, which is named for St
Credan, but there were other Cornish saints of this name whose names may have been confused with his.[8] A
more likely candidate is St Credan of Cornwall, whose feastday is on 11 May.[9] This is the St Credan who is
said to have "killed by misfortune his own father, with which he was so moved as abandoning the world he
became a hogherd, and lived so exemplary as he was after esteemed a saint".[10][unreliable source?]
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Creda 1  at Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England

Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish

Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent ·
Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Nothhelm of Canterbury · Sigeburh of Thanet

Mercian

Ælfnoth of Stowe · Ælfthryth of Crowland · Æthelberht of Bedford · Æthelmod of Leominster ·
Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
Beorhthelm of Stafford · Coenwulf of Mercia · Cotta of Breedon · Credan of Evesham ·
Cyneburh of Castor · Cyneburh of Gloucester · Cynehelm of Winchcombe · Cyneswith of Peterborough ·
Eadburh of Bicester · Eadburh of Pershore · Eadburh of Southwell · Eadgyth of Aylesbury ·
Eadweard of Maugersbury · Ealdgyth of Stortford · Earconwald of London · Egwin of Evesham ·
Freomund of Mercia · Frithuric of Breedon · Frithuswith of Oxford · Frithuwold of Chertsey ·
Hæmma of Leominster · Merefin · Mildburh of Wenlock · Mildgyth · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Milred of Worcester · Oda of Canterbury · Oswald of Worcester · Osburh of Coventry ·
Rumwold of Buckingham · Tibba of Ryhall · Werburgh of Chester · Wærstan · Wigstan of Repton ·
Wulfhild of Barking

Northumbrian

Acca of Hexham · Æbbe "the Elder" of Coldingham · Æbbe "the Younger" of Coldingham ·
Ælfflæd of Whitby · Ælfwald of Northumbria · Æthelburh of Hackness · Æthelgyth of Coldingham ·
Æthelsige of Ripon · Æthelwold of Farne · Æthelwold of Lindisfarne · Alchhild of Middleham ·
Alchmund of Hexham · Alkmund of Derby · Balthere of Tyningham · Beda of Jarrow · Bega of Copeland ·
Benedict Biscop · Bercthun of Beverley · Billfrith of Lindisfarne · Bosa of York · Botwine of Ripon ·
Ceadda of Lichfield · Cedd of Lichfield · Ceolfrith of Monkwearmouth · Ceolwulf of Northumbria ·
Cuthbert of Durham · Dryhthelm of Melrose · Eadberht of Lindisfarne · Eadfrith of Leominster ·
Eadfrith of Lindisfarne · Eadwine of Northumbria · Ealdberht of Ripon · Eanmund ·
Eardwulf of Northumbria · Eata of Hexham · Ecgberht of Ripon · Eoda · Eosterwine of Monkwearmouth ·
Hilda of Whitby · Hyglac · Iwig of Wilton · John of Beverley · Osana of Howden · Osthryth of Bardney ·
Oswald of Northumbria · Oswine of Northumbria · Sicgred of Ripon · Sigfrith of Monkwearmouth ·
Tatberht of Ripon · Wihtberht of Ripon · Wilfrith of Hexham · Wilfrith II · Wilgils of Ripon

Roman
Augustine of Canterbury · Firmin of North Crawley · Birinus of Dorchester · Blaise ·
Florentius of Peterborough · Hadrian of Canterbury · Honorius of Canterbury · Justus of Canterbury ·
Laurence of Canterbury · Mellitus of Canterbury · Paulinus of York · Theodore of Canterbury

South Saxon Cuthflæd of Lyminster · Cuthmann of Steyning · Leofwynn of Bishopstone

West Saxon

Æbbe of Abingdon · Ælfgar of Selwood · Ælfgifu of Exeter · Ælfgifu of Shaftesbury ·
Ælfheah of Canterbury · Ælfheah of Winchester · Æthelflæd of Romsey · Æthelgar of Canterbury ·
Æthelnoth of Canterbury · Æthelwine of Athelney · Æthelwold of Winchester · Aldhelm of Sherborne ·
Benignus of Glastonbury · Beocca of Chertsey · Beorhthelm of Shaftesbury · Beornstan of Winchester ·
Beornwald of Bampton · Centwine of Wessex · Cuthburh of Wimborn · Cwenburh of Wimborne ·
Dunstan of Canterbury · Eadburh of Winchester · Eadgar of England · Eadgyth of Polesworth ·
Eadgyth of Wilton · Eadweard the Confessor · Eadweard the Martyr · Eadwold of Cerne ·
Earmund of Stoke Fleming · Edor of Chertsey · Evorhilda · Frithestan of Winchester ·
Hædde of Winchester · Humbert of Stokenham · Hwita of Whitchurch Canonicorum ·
Mærwynn of Romsey · Margaret of Dunfermline · Swithhun of Winchester · Wulfsige of Sherborne ·
Wulfthryth of Wilton

Unclear origin Rumbold of Mechelen
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Crescens

Saint
Crescens

Icon of the Apostle Crescens (center), with
Apostles Silvanus and Silas of the Seventy

Hieromartyr
Apostle of the Seventy

Born 1st century

Died c. 98–117
Galatia

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church

Feast July 30 (Orthodoxy)
June 27 (Catholicism)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the Cynic philosopher, see Crescens the Cynic. For the 2nd-century martyr of Tivoli, see St.
Symphorosa.
This article is about a companion of St. Paul. It is not to be confused with the martyr Crescens of Myra.

Crescens was an individual who appears in the New Testament.
He is traditionally considered one of the 72 disciples sent out by
Jesus in Luke 10. [1]He was a missionary in Galatia and became a
companion of Paul. The name 'Crescens' is the present-active
participle of the Latin word crescere, and means 'increasing'.

Contents [hide]
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3 Veneration
4 Notes
5 References

Biblical narrative [edit]

Crescens, a companion of Paul during his second Roman
captivity,[2] appears but once in the New Testament, when he is
mentioned as having left the Apostle to go into Galatia: "Make
haste to come to me quickly", Paul writes to Timothy, "for Demas
hath left me, loving this world, and is gone to Thessalonica,
Crescens into Galatia, Titus into Dalmatia" (2 Timothy 4:8-10). All
commentators agree in ranking Crescens with Titus rather than
with Demas, and in seeing here, therefore, a reference to a
missionary journey into Galatia. This term, in New Testament
times, might mean either Gaul or the Roman province of Galatia in
Asia Minor, where Paul had labored so much; and here it has been
interpreted in either sense. In the other passages where it occurs
in the New Testament, however, it denotes Galatia, and most
probably it would be so understood here by Timothy, especially as the other regions mentioned are likewise to
the east of Rome. Moreover, Paul might easily have a reason for sending a disciple to visit his old Churches in
Galatia, while there is no proof that he had an active interest in Gaul.[3]

Early church tradition [edit]

Accordingly, the earliest tradition (Apostolic Constitutions, VII, 46) represents Crescens as a bishop of the
Churches in Galatia.[4]

Later traditions, on the other hand, locate him as Bishop of Vienne in Gaul, also at Mainz on the Rhine. But the
earliest known traditions of Gaul itself record nothing of this disciple of the Apostle as a founder of their
Churches, and the belief is thought to have arisen later from the desire of an Apostolic origin. The claims of
Vienne have been most strongly urged; but they are based upon the mistaken identification of its first bishop,
Crescens, who lived in the third century, with the disciple of Paul. As little can be said for Mainz. The reading of
certain manuscripts (Sinaiticus, Ephræmi), which have "Gallia" instead of "Galatia", has also been advanced in
favour of Gaul; but the traditional reading is supported by the great mass of manuscript evidence. Crescens is
mentioned as one of the Seventy Apostles of Christ by Pseudo-Dorotheus. His martyrdom in Galatia, under
Trajan, commemorated on 27 June by the Roman Martyrology, lacks the confirmation of older Martyrologies.[3]

Veneration [edit]
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The Eastern Orthodox Church honours him on 30 July, as one of the Seventy.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ "Easton Bible Dictionary" . Bible Dictionary. |first1= missing |last1= (help)
2. ^ “Saint Crescens”. New Catholic Dictionary. CatholicSaints.Info. 16 September 2012
3.  ̂a b Fenlon, John Francis. "Crescens." The Catholic Encyclopedia  Vol. 4. New York: Robert Appleton

Company, 1908. 1 August 2018
4. ^ Monks of Ramsgate. “Crescens”. Book of Saints, 1921. CatholicSaints.Info. 14 October 2012
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Second Epistle to Timothy
Bible Chapter 2 Timothy 1 · 2 · 3 · 4
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Saint Crescentian
Martyr

Died 130
Sardinia

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized Pre-congregation

Feast 31 May

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Crescentian (died 130 AD) was a 2nd-century Christian
martyr killed at Sassyr, on Sardinia. Saints Gabinus and Crispulis
were killed at the same time.[1]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Roman Catholic Online
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Crescentinus

Saint Crescentinus

Statue of Saint Crescentinus being paraded on
the streets of Urbino, on his feast day

Died ~303 AD

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Major shrine Urbino

Feast June 1

Attributes Military attire; depicted slaying
dragon

Patronage Urbino; Città di Castello; invoked
against headache

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Crescentinus (Italian: San Crescentino, Crescenziano)
(died June 1, 303) is the patron saint of Urbino whose feast day is
celebrated on June 1. Venerated as a warrior saint, he is
sometimes depicted on horseback, killing a dragon, in the same
manner as Saint George. However, as Martin Davies writes, "S.
Crescentino’s story, so far as I am aware, excludes a Princess or
other female victim."[1]

The coin known as the armellino (and popularly as the volpetta)
issued by the duke of Urbino, Francesco Maria I della Rovere,
featured Saint Crescentinus on horseback.[2]
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Legend [edit]

Crescentinus is traditionally said to have been a Roman soldier
who converted to Christianity. To escape the persecutions of
Diocletian, he fled to Umbria, and found refuge at Thifernum
Tiberinum (the present-day Città di Castello). His defeat of a
dragon led to a successful evangelization of the region together
with his companions. His mission was confined particularly to the
Tiber valley and the ancient Thifernum Tiberinum. He was
subsequently beheaded.

Veneration [edit]

Blessed Mainard (Mainardo), bishop of Urbino, wishing to enrich its cathedral, brought the saint's relics to the
city in 1068.[1]

He is still venerated at Urbino, and on Saint Crescentinus' Day, a statue of the saint is carried through the
streets. A ceremony practiced involves tapping a worshipper's head with Crescentinus' relics to free the
supplicant from headache.[2]

Gallery [edit]
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Saints portal

San Crescenziano
uccide il drago (Saint
Crescentinus kills the
dragon), Marco Benefial
1747-49. Cathedral of
Città di Castello

External links [edit]

(in Italian) San Crescentino
(in Italian) L'omelia di S.E.R. il Cardinale Sergio Sebastiani

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Martin Davies, "Uccello's 'St George' in London," Burlington Magazine, Vol. 101, No. 678/679 (Sep. - Oct., 1959),
pp. 308-315

2. ^ it:Monete italiane medioevali

Further reading [edit]

Information about this saint may be found in the Acta Sanctorum, as well as in Angelo
Conti, Fiori Vaghi delle Vite dei Santi e Beati delle Chiese, e Reliquie della Città di Castello
(1627), pp-45ff.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Crescentius may refer to:

The mediaeval writer on agriculture, Petrus de Crescentius, or Pietro de' Crescenzi
Crescentius of Jesi or Crescentius Grizi of Jesi (died 1263), Italian Franciscan
Crescentius Richard Duerr, President of De La Salle College in the Philippines

One of several leaders of the Roman aristocracy in the tenth century, during their opposition to the imperial and
papal government of the time:

Crescentius the Elder
Crescentius the Younger (d. 998 AD)
John Crescentius

One of several saints:

Crescentius of Rome, child saint (feast day: September 14)
St. Crescentius, bishop of Mainz in the 2nd century AD
St. Crescentius, deacon of Saint Zenobius
St. Crescentius, companion of Saint Romulus of Fiesole
Crescentius, one of a group of four martyrs killed in 326

See also [edit]

Crescentinus

This page or section lists people that share the same given name. If an internal link led you here,
you may wish to change that link to point directly to the intended article.
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Saint Crescentius

Saint Crescentius, Maestà of Duccio.

Born ~292 AD

Died ~303 AD
Via Salaria, Rome

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast September 14; October 12 (translation of relics)

Patronage Siena

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Crescentius of Rome (Italian: San
Crescenzio di Roma) is venerated as a
child martyr by the Roman Catholic Church.
According to tradition, he was born of a
noble Roman family and was baptized along
with his parents by Saint Epigmenius.[1]

During the persecutions of Christians by
Diocletian, the family fled to Perugia, where
his father Saint Euthymius died.[1] Led back
to Rome, Crescentius, who was eleven
years old, was beheaded on the via Salaria,
outside of the city walls.[1]

Veneration [edit]

He was buried in the cemetery of Priscilla
on the Via Salaria. His place of burial
became a focus of pilgrimage and
veneration in the Middle Ages. His body was
translated from Rome to Siena around 1058
at the request of Bishop Antifredus. Other
relics were translated to Tortosa in 1606.[1]

The only biographical source concerning Crescentius was derived from the copy of a manuscript from 1600 and
conserved in the Biblioteca Vallicelliana.[1] The Acta is not reliable as it was written long after the alleged death
of this saint.[1] Dante Balboni believes it was composed at Tuscany around 1058, when the body of Crescentius
was translated to Siena.[1] During the Middle Ages, Crescentius was the subject of a popular cult in Siena.[1]

He is depicted in the Maestà of Duccio.

References [edit]

1.  ̂a b c d e f g h San Crescenzio di Roma

External links [edit]

St. Crescentius
(in Italian) San Crescenzio di Roma
Colonnade Statue in St Peter's Square
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Saints Crispin and Crispinian

SS. Crispin and Crispinian

Martyrs
Born 3rd century AD

Died 286
Rome

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Churches
Church of England

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Major shrine Soissons

Feast October 25

Attributes depicted holding shoes

Patronage cobblers; curriers; glove makers; lace
makers; lace workers; leather workers;
saddle makers; saddlers; shoemakers;
tanners; weavers. 
San Crispin, San Pablo City, Philippines

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Crispin)

This article is about the Christian saint. For other uses of Crispin, see Crispin (disambiguation).

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Crispin and Crispinian" – news · newspapers · books · scholar ·
JSTOR (December 2016) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Saints Crispin and Crispinian are the Christian patron
saints of cobblers, curriers, tanners, and leather workers.
They were beheaded during the reign of Diocletian; the
date of their execution is given as 25 October 285 or 286.
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History [edit]

Born to a noble Roman family in the 3rd century AD, Crispin
and Crispinian fled persecution for their faith, ending up at
Soissons, where they preached Christianity to the Gauls
whilst making shoes by night. While it is stated that they
were twin brothers, that has not been positively proved.[1]

They earned enough by their trade to support themselves
and also to aid the poor. Their success attracted the ire of
Rictus Varus, governor of Belgic Gaul,[2] who had them
tortured and thrown into the river with millstones around
their necks. Though they survived, they were beheaded by
the Emperor c. 285–286.

A 16th century legend links them to the town of Faversham.
[3]

Veneration [edit]

The feast day of Saints Crispin and Crispinian is 25
October.[4] Although this feast was removed from the
Roman Catholic Church's universal liturgical calendar
following the Second Vatican Council, the two saints are still
commemorated on that day in the most recent edition of the Roman Church's martyrology.

In the sixth century a stately basilica was erected at Soissons over the graves of these saints, and St. Eligius, a
famous goldsmith, made a costly shrine for the head of St. Crispinian.[1]

They are the patron saints of cobblers, glove makers, lace makers, lace workers, leather workers, saddle
makers, saddlers, shoemakers, tanners, and weavers.[5]
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The Battle of Agincourt was fought on Saint Crispin's feastday. It has been immortalised by Shakespeare's St.
Crispin's Day Speech from his play Henry V. Also, for the Midsummer's Day Festival in the third act of Die
Meistersinger, Wagner has the shoemakers' guild enter singing a song of praise to St. Crispin.

A plaque at Faversham commemorates their association with the town. They are also commemorated in the
name of the old pub "Crispin and Crispianus" at Strood.
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City livery companies
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1.  ̂a b Meier, Gabriel. "Sts. Crispin and Crispinian." The Catholic Encyclopedia. Vol. 4. New York: Robert Appleton
Company, 1908. 14 Mar. 2015

2. ^ See: Arnold Hugh Martin Jones; John Robert Martindale; J. Morris (1971). The Prosopography of the Later
Roman Empire: V. 1 A.D. 260–395 . I.. Cambridge University Press. p. 766. ISBN 978-0-521-07233-5. "He is
most probably a fictitious character since there was no persecution of Christians in N. Gaul; this area was subject
to the Caesar Constantius."

3. ^ https://www.faversham.org/history/people/crispin-and-crispianus
4. ^ Chisholm, Hugh, ed. (1911). "Crispin and Crispinian" . Encyclopædia Britannica. 7 (11th ed.). Cambridge

University Press. p. 468.
5. ^ "Crispin and Crispinian", Catholic News Agency
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Crispin and Crispinian

Saints Crispin and Crispinian

SS. Crispin and Crispinian

Martyrs
Born 3rd century AD

Died 286
Rome

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Churches
Church of England

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Major shrine Soissons

Feast October 25

Attributes depicted holding shoes

Patronage cobblers; curriers; glove makers; lace
makers; lace workers; leather workers;
saddle makers; saddlers; shoemakers;
tanners; weavers. 
San Crispin, San Pablo City, Philippines

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Crispin and Crispian)

This article is about the Christian saint. For other uses of Crispin, see Crispin (disambiguation).

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Crispin and Crispinian" – news · newspapers · books · scholar ·
JSTOR (December 2016) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Saints Crispin and Crispinian are the Christian patron
saints of cobblers, curriers, tanners, and leather workers.
They were beheaded during the reign of Diocletian; the
date of their execution is given as 25 October 285 or 286.
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History [edit]

Born to a noble Roman family in the 3rd century AD, Crispin
and Crispinian fled persecution for their faith, ending up at
Soissons, where they preached Christianity to the Gauls
whilst making shoes by night. While it is stated that they
were twin brothers, that has not been positively proved.[1]

They earned enough by their trade to support themselves
and also to aid the poor. Their success attracted the ire of
Rictus Varus, governor of Belgic Gaul,[2] who had them
tortured and thrown into the river with millstones around
their necks. Though they survived, they were beheaded by
the Emperor c. 285–286.

A 16th century legend links them to the town of Faversham.
[3]

Veneration [edit]

The feast day of Saints Crispin and Crispinian is 25
October.[4] Although this feast was removed from the
Roman Catholic Church's universal liturgical calendar
following the Second Vatican Council, the two saints are still
commemorated on that day in the most recent edition of the Roman Church's martyrology.

In the sixth century a stately basilica was erected at Soissons over the graves of these saints, and St. Eligius, a
famous goldsmith, made a costly shrine for the head of St. Crispinian.[1]

They are the patron saints of cobblers, glove makers, lace makers, lace workers, leather workers, saddle
makers, saddlers, shoemakers, tanners, and weavers.[5]
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The Battle of Agincourt was fought on Saint Crispin's feastday. It has been immortalised by Shakespeare's St.
Crispin's Day Speech from his play Henry V. Also, for the Midsummer's Day Festival in the third act of Die
Meistersinger, Wagner has the shoemakers' guild enter singing a song of praise to St. Crispin.

A plaque at Faversham commemorates their association with the town. They are also commemorated in the
name of the old pub "Crispin and Crispianus" at Strood.

See also [edit]

St Crispin Street Fair
Daughters of St. Crispin
Order of the Knights of St. Crispin
City livery companies

Footnotes [edit]

1.  ̂a b Meier, Gabriel. "Sts. Crispin and Crispinian." The Catholic Encyclopedia. Vol. 4. New York: Robert Appleton
Company, 1908. 14 Mar. 2015

2. ^ See: Arnold Hugh Martin Jones; John Robert Martindale; J. Morris (1971). The Prosopography of the Later
Roman Empire: V. 1 A.D. 260–395 . I.. Cambridge University Press. p. 766. ISBN 978-0-521-07233-5. "He is
most probably a fictitious character since there was no persecution of Christians in N. Gaul; this area was subject
to the Caesar Constantius."

3. ^ https://www.faversham.org/history/people/crispin-and-crispianus
4. ^ Chisholm, Hugh, ed. (1911). "Crispin and Crispinian" . Encyclopædia Britannica. 7 (11th ed.). Cambridge

University Press. p. 468.
5. ^ "Crispin and Crispinian", Catholic News Agency
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Crispin and Crispinian

Saints Crispin and Crispinian

SS. Crispin and Crispinian

Martyrs
Born 3rd century AD

Died 286
Rome

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Churches
Church of England

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Major shrine Soissons

Feast October 25

Attributes depicted holding shoes

Patronage cobblers; curriers; glove makers; lace
makers; lace workers; leather workers;
saddle makers; saddlers; shoemakers;
tanners; weavers. 
San Crispin, San Pablo City, Philippines

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about the Christian saint. For other uses of Crispin, see Crispin (disambiguation).

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Crispin and Crispinian" – news · newspapers · books · scholar ·
JSTOR (December 2016) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Saints Crispin and Crispinian are the Christian patron
saints of cobblers, curriers, tanners, and leather workers.
They were beheaded during the reign of Diocletian; the
date of their execution is given as 25 October 285 or 286.
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History [edit]

Born to a noble Roman family in the 3rd century AD, Crispin
and Crispinian fled persecution for their faith, ending up at
Soissons, where they preached Christianity to the Gauls
whilst making shoes by night. While it is stated that they
were twin brothers, that has not been positively proved.[1]

They earned enough by their trade to support themselves
and also to aid the poor. Their success attracted the ire of
Rictus Varus, governor of Belgic Gaul,[2] who had them
tortured and thrown into the river with millstones around
their necks. Though they survived, they were beheaded by
the Emperor c. 285–286.

A 16th century legend links them to the town of Faversham.
[3]

Veneration [edit]

The feast day of Saints Crispin and Crispinian is 25
October.[4] Although this feast was removed from the
Roman Catholic Church's universal liturgical calendar
following the Second Vatican Council, the two saints are still
commemorated on that day in the most recent edition of the Roman Church's martyrology.

In the sixth century a stately basilica was erected at Soissons over the graves of these saints, and St. Eligius, a
famous goldsmith, made a costly shrine for the head of St. Crispinian.[1]

They are the patron saints of cobblers, glove makers, lace makers, lace workers, leather workers, saddle
makers, saddlers, shoemakers, tanners, and weavers.[5]

Cultural references [edit]

The Battle of Agincourt was fought on Saint Crispin's feastday. It has been immortalised by Shakespeare's St.
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Crispin's Day Speech from his play Henry V. Also, for the Midsummer's Day Festival in the third act of Die
Meistersinger, Wagner has the shoemakers' guild enter singing a song of praise to St. Crispin.

A plaque at Faversham commemorates their association with the town. They are also commemorated in the
name of the old pub "Crispin and Crispianus" at Strood.

See also [edit]

St Crispin Street Fair
Daughters of St. Crispin
Order of the Knights of St. Crispin
City livery companies

Footnotes [edit]

1.  ̂a b Meier, Gabriel. "Sts. Crispin and Crispinian." The Catholic Encyclopedia. Vol. 4. New York: Robert Appleton
Company, 1908. 14 Mar. 2015

2. ^ See: Arnold Hugh Martin Jones; John Robert Martindale; J. Morris (1971). The Prosopography of the Later
Roman Empire: V. 1 A.D. 260–395 . I.. Cambridge University Press. p. 766. ISBN 978-0-521-07233-5. "He is
most probably a fictitious character since there was no persecution of Christians in N. Gaul; this area was subject
to the Caesar Constantius."

3. ^ https://www.faversham.org/history/people/crispin-and-crispianus
4. ^ Chisholm, Hugh, ed. (1911). "Crispin and Crispinian" . Encyclopædia Britannica. 7 (11th ed.). Cambridge

University Press. p. 468.
5. ^ "Crispin and Crispinian", Catholic News Agency
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Crispin of Viterbo

Saint
Crispin of Viterbo<

O.F.M. Cap.

Painting circa 1808.

Religious
Born 13 November 1668

Bottarone, Viterbo, Papal States

Died 19 May 1750 (aged 81)
Rome, Papal States

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 7 September 1806, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Papal States by Pope
Pius VII

Canonized 20 June 1982, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Major shrine Santa Maria della Concezione
dei Cappuccini, Rome, Italy

Feast 19 May
21 May (Capuchins)

Attributes Franciscan habit

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Crispino da Viterbo (13 November 1668 – 19 May 1750) - born
Pietro Fioretti - was an Italian Roman Catholic professed
religious from Order of Friars Minor Capuchin.[1] Fioretti was an
ardent devotee of the Mother of God and was consecrated to her
protection in 1674 and he even made a small altar dedicated to
her when he served in the kitchens at the house in Orvieto.[2][3] He
served in various roles for the order in various cities around Rome
where he became a well-known figure with various nobles and
prelates - even Pope Clement XI visiting him and seeking him out
for advice and support. Fioretti likewise was known as a sort of
wonderworker who worked miracles during his lifetime. He was also
known for his warm sense of humor and his simple method for
living.[4][5]

The calls for him to be named as a saint began as soon as he had
died and the formal cause to investigate his holiness opened on
16 September 1761 under Pope Clement XIII while he was named
as Venerable in 1796 under Pope Pius VII. Pope Pius VII beatified
him in 1806 while Pope John Paul II canonized him as a saint on 20
June 1982 - the first canonization in the latter's pontificate.[4][1]
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Life [edit]

Pietro Fioretti was born on 13 November 1668 in Bottarone in
Viterbo to Ubaldo Fioretti (a craftsman) and Marzia Antoni; his
baptism was celebrated on 15 November in the church of San
Giovanni Battista. His mother had been widowed with a daughter
before she married Ubaldo.[4][3] His father died sometime before
Fioretti turned five.[1]

In 1674 his mother took him to a Marian shrine that was not too far
from their home where his mother consecrated him to the Mother
of God to place him under her spiritual protection. It was from that
point that he referred to the Blessed Mother as his "other mother".
His mother had told him to "honor her as a good son would do".[5] He was known for his piousness and for his
great knowledge of the saints; the townsfolk often referred to him as "il santarello" ("the little saint"). Fioretti was
educated under the Jesuits (mastering Latin) before being apprenticed to his shoemaker uncle who provided
for his education.[1][5]

In 1693 he applied for admission as a religious into the Order of Friars Minor Capuchin at their house in
Viterbo; he assumed the religious name of "Crispino da Viterbo" upon his admittance and the commencement of
his novitiate on 22 July. But Fioretti had desired to join the religious life after the sight of a Franciscan
procession awoke within him the desire to serve God as a religious and the order was enthusiastic about
receiving him into their ranks.[3][1] He served for some time as a gardener and a cook in his hometown at the
house and was later sent to Tolfa to serve as the infirmarian where he remained from 1694 to 1697. During an
epidemic he is said to have effected a number of cures after turning to God for divine intervention. From Tolfa
he was sent to Rome for several months and later to Albano and Bracciano until 1703.[4]
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Fioretti was later transferred in 1703 to Monterotondo where he remained until 1709 when he was transferred to
Oviedo though did not arrive there until January 1710. In the kitchen there he made a small altar dedicated to
the Mother of God.[2] He knew Cardinal Filippo Antonio Gualtieri who was one such prelate who liked to meet
and speak with Fioretti on a number of occasions.[4] Fioretti liked to read about the life of Clare of Assisi and
also liked reading about the lives of Fidelis of Sigmaringen and Joseph of Leonessa.[3]

He lived an austere life devoid of the luxuries of the times. In Orvieto he lived on the first floor in a small room
and he rose in the morning to meditate before he attended a number of Masses. For lunch he ate little
vegetable soup or a mouthful of bread dipped in water. He would often beg for alms or go out to visit either
convicts in the local prison or the sick in the hospitals and infirmaries. In the summer he slept on the roof.[3]

There was once a nun that did not treat him well and he said of it: "praise God that there is one woman in
Orvieto who knows me and treats me as I deserve".

Illustrious individuals visited the simple friar including bishops and cardinals and even Pope Clement XI himself
who took great delight in conversing with the humble Franciscan (the two would also meet sometimes at Castel
Gandolfo).[5] Clement XI even once visited him in his kitchen to meet with him and in homage to the pious friar.[2]

It was his constant endeavor to imitate the virtues of his patron Felice di Cantalice whom he had chosen as his
model of perfection at the beginning of his religious life. In Orvieto he served as the questor where he solicited
alms for the poor. The housewives became so fond of him that the superior had to re-appoint him as the
questor since the townsfolk would accept no one else. He - much like his patron - used to call himself the ass or
the beast of burden to his order and having on one occasion been asked the reason he went bare-headed he
answered that "an ass does not wear a hat". In winter 1747 he became quite ill to the point it was believed he
would die so his superiors sent him to Rome but he recovered and returned to his duties.[3]

His superiors sent him from Albano to Rome on 13 May 1750 when his health began to deteriorate knowing that
he would die there; he himself predicted he would die in Rome before it was made public his superiors would be
sending him there.[3] Fioretti died on 19 May (he wished to die after the feast of Saint Felix of Cantalice) due to
pneumonia at the Immaculate Conception convent on the Via Veneto in Rome.[1][4] His remains - at present in a
state of remarkable preservation - rests under one of the side altars in the famed Santa Maria della Concezione
dei Cappuccini church in Rome.[2] His remains were exhumed in 1959 and found to be incorrupt.[1]

Sainthood [edit]

The canonization process opened under Pope Clement XIII on 16 September 1761 and the investigation into his
holiness was held in Rome; the confirmation of his life of heroic virtue in a papal decree allowed for Pope Pius
VI to name Fioretti as Venerable on 7 July 1796. Pope Pius VII later beatified him in Rome on 7 September 1806
after recognizing two miracles attributed to his intercession.

The miracle that led to his canonization was investigated in the diocese it originated in from 1958 to 1960
before the Congregation for the Causes of Saints validated that process on 18 March 1977. Medical experts
confirmed that the healing in question was a miracle on 22 February 1978 while the C.C.S. officials and their
consultants concurred in that assessment on 9 January 1979. The C.C.S. alone met and approved the case on
21 March 1979 before presenting it to Pope John Paul II who recognized the healing of Rinaldo Crescia on 21
May 1950 was a miracle from Fioretti's intercession. John Paul II canonized Fioretti on 20 June 1982 and his
canonization served as the first canonization in John Paul II's pontificate.

See also [edit]

List of saints canonized by Pope John Paul II
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Crispina

Saint Crispina
Born 3rd century

Died December 5, 304
Theveste in Numidia

Venerated in Roman Catholicism

Feast December 5

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the wife of Roman Emperor Commodus, see Bruttia Crispina.

Saint Crispina (died December 5, 304) was a martyr of Africa who
suffered during the Diocletian persecution. She was born at
Thagara (Thacora, Tagora) (Thagora was a town in the Roman
province of Numidia, located in Taoura, Algeria. The Tabula
Peutingeriana calls it Thacora) in North Africa. She died by
beheading at Theveste, in Numidia.

Crispina belonged to a distinguished family and was a wealthy
matron with children. At the time of the persecution she was brought before the proconsul Annius Anullinus; on
being ordered to sacrifice to the gods she declared she honored only one God. When threatened with death,
Crispina replied: “I care not for the present life, and am only anxious for the life of my soul. I fear eternal
torments only.” [1]

Her head was shaved at the command of the judge, and she was exposed to public mockery, but she remained
steadfast in her faith and was not moved even by the tears of her children. When condemned to death, she
thanked God and offered her head with joy for execution.

The Acts of her martyrdom, written not long after the event, form a valuable historical document of the period of
the persecution. The day of St. Crispina's death was observed in the time of Augustine of Hippo; in his sermons
Augustine repeatedly mentions her name, as well known in Africa and worthy to be held in the same veneration
as the names of Saint Agnes and St. Thecla. In his Sermon on Psalm 120, Augustine says: "The persecutors
turned their rage against Crispina, whose birthday we celebrate today. They unleashed their savagery against
a rich woman delicately nurtured; but she was strong, because the Lord was for her a better defense than the
hand of her right hand, and He was guarding her. Is there anyone in Africa who does not know about these
events, brothers and sisters? Scarcely, for she was extremely famous, of noble stock and very wealthy." [2]:510

Thierry Ruinart in his collection of the Acts of the martyrs gives the account of her examination. Alphonsus
Liguori provided a version of these acts in his Victories of the Martyrs.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Crispus of Chalcedon was a bishop of Chalcedon. He is
mentioned in First Corinthians 1:14. He was a ruler of the Jewish
Synagogue at Corinth, He and his household were converted to
Christianity by Paul of Tarsus (Acts 18:8). He was baptized by Paul
in Corinth, Greece. He later served as Bishop of Chalcedon. He
was martyred for his faith.

Crispus' feast day is October 4 and he is counted among the
Seventy disciples in the Eastern Orthodox Church.
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Cristóbal Magallanes Jara

El Reverendo Padre
Cristóbal Magallanes

Church Latin Church

Orders
Ordination 1899

Rank Priest

Personal details
Birth name Cristóbal Magallanes Jara

Born July 30, 1869
Totatiche, Jalisco, Mexico

Died May 25, 1927 (aged 57)
Colotlán, Jalisco, Mexico

Nationality Mexican

Denomination Catholic

Sainthood
Feast day May 21

Venerated in Catholic Church

Title as Saint Martyr

Beatified November 22, 1992
by Pope John Paul II

Canonized May 21, 2000
by Pope John Paul II

Attributes Cassock, sacerdotal
vestments, Bible, rosary, and
palm of martyrdom

The Baptism of Cristobal
Magallanes Jara; he was baptized on
August 7th, 1869.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cristóbal Magallanes Jara, also known as Christopher
Magallanes (July 30, 1869 – May 25, 1927), is a priest and
martyr of the Catholic Church who was killed without trial on the
way to say Mass during the Cristero War after the trumped-up
charge of inciting rebellion.
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Life [edit]

He was born in Totatiche,
Jalisco, Mexico on July 30,
1869. He was son of
Rafael Magallanes Romero
and Clara Jara Sanchez,
who were farmers. He
worked as a shepherd in
his youth and enrolled in
the Conciliar Seminary of
San José in Guadalajara at

the age of 19.[1]

Ordination and priestly life [edit]

He was ordained at the age of 30 at Santa Teresa in Guadalajara
in 1899 and served as chaplain of the School of Arts and Works of
the Holy Spirit in Guadalajara. He was then designated as the
parish priest for his home town of Totatiche, where he helped
found schools and carpentry shops and assisted in planning for
hydrological works, including the dam of La Candelaria. He took
special interest in the evangelization of the local indigenous
Huichol people[1] and was instrumental in the foundation of the mission in the indigenous town of Azqueltán.

When government decrees closed the seminary in Guadalajara in 1914, Magallanes offered to open a
clandestine seminary in his parish. In July 1915, he opened the Auxiliary Seminary of Totatiche,[2] which
achieved a student body of 17 students by the following year[1] and was recognized by the Archbishop of
Guadalajara, José Francisco Orozco y Jiménez, who appointed a precept and two professors to the seminary.

Death [edit]

Magallanes wrote and preached against armed rebellion, but was falsely accused of promoting the Cristero
Rebellion in the area. Arrested on May 21, 1927, while en route to celebrate Mass at a farm, he gave away his
few remaining possessions to his executioners, gave them absolution, and without a trial, he was killed four
days later with Saint Agustín Caloca in Colotlán, Jalisco. His last words to his executioners were "I die innocent,
and ask God that my blood may serve to unite my Mexican brethren." He was succeeded as parish priest of
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A statue of Cristóbal Magallanes
Jara on the exterior of Catedral de la
Asunción de María Santísima in
Guadalajara.

Agustín Caloca Cortés

Agustin Caloca Cortés

martyr
Born May 5, 1898

El Teúl, Zacatecas, Mexico

Died May 25, 1927 (aged 29)
Colotlán, Jalisco, Mexico

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized May 21, 2000 by Pope John Paul
II

Major shrine San Juan Bautista del Teúl
Parish, Zacatecas, Mexico

Feast May 21

Totatiche by Fr. José Pilar Quezada Valdés, who went on to become the
first bishop of the Archdiocese of Acapulco.

Canonization [edit]

Fr. Magallanes was canonized by Pope John Paul II on May 21, 2000.
He is celebrated in the Catholic Church with an optional memorial on 21
May.

Legacy [edit]

The concluding sequence of the movie For Greater Glory (2012) says
that the fictional character "Father Christopher" portrayed by actor
Peter O'Toole was based on St. Cristobal Magallanes Jara.

Agustín Caloca Cortés [edit]

Agustín Caloca Cortés (May 5, 1898 – May 25, 1927) was one of the
martyrs of Mexico during the Cristero War.[3]

Life [edit]

Agustin Caloca Cortés was born in San Juan Bautista del Teúl,
Zacatecas, on the ranch of La Presa. His parents, Eduwiges and
María Plutarca Cortés Caloca, were simple peasants. He began
his clerical studies at the Guadalajara Seminary, but in 1914 this
campus was closed due to the anticlericalism of the Carrancista
leaders.[4] He then went to the Auxiliary Seminary of Our Lady of
Guadalupe in Totatiche established by Cristóbal Magallanes Jara.
In 1919 he re-entered the Guadalajara Seminary to study
Theology. He was ordained on August 5, 1923, in the Cathedral
Church of Guadalajara.[5]

At the request of Jara, Cortés was assigned as a parish priest and
as prefect of the auxiliary seminary.[6] In December 1926 he had to
flee with eleven fifth year students to Cocoatzco, where he
remained until April 1927. In May 1927, he arrived at the seminary
to announce that Mexican government soldiers were approaching
Totatiche. He ordered the students to abandon the seminary and
disperse among the town's population. After helping the students
escape, he was taken prisoner and transferred to a jail in Colotlán
where he was reunited with Father Magallanes Jara. He was
purportedly offered his freedom by a military officer on account of
his young age, but Caloca Cortes refused unless freedom was
also granted to Magallanes Jara.[6]

His last words before execution by firing squad were, "We live for
God and for Him we die."[6]

He was originally buried in Colotlán but his remains were later
exhumed and transferred to the parish of San Juan Bautista in El
Teúl.
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Crónán of Roscrea

Crónán
Born Ely O'Carroll, Ireland

Died 28 April 640
Ireland

Venerated in Orthodoxy Roman Catholicism

Feast 28 April

The Eagle symbol of St John the
Evangelist from the Book of Dimma
folio 104v. (Dublin, Trinity College,
MS.A.IV.23).

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Cronan of Roscrea)

Saint Crónán (died 640) was the abbot-bishop and patron of the
diocese of Roscrea[1] (a see later incorporated into the diocese of
Killaloe), Ireland. He is not to be confused with his contemporary
Saint Crónán Mochua (died 637).
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Life [edit]

Crónán was born in the territory of Ely O'Carroll, Ireland. His father’s name was Odhran, while his mother came
from west Clare.[2] After spending his youth in Connacht, he returned to his native district about the year 610
and founded Roscrea Abbey, where he established a school.[3] Previously he settled at a place known as Sean
Ros or Loch Cré, which was a wooded morass far from the haunts of men; in fact, it was utterly wild, so much
so, that pilgrims would get lost, so St. Crónán abandoned it and moved to the wood of Cré, that is Ros Cré,
County Tipperary.[1]

William Reeves notes that the Annals of Tigernach and the Annals of Ulster both describe Crónán as "bishop of
Nendrum".[4]

Hagiography [edit]

Like those of so many other Irish saints the Acts of St. Crónán abound
in miracles. The most surprising, perhaps, is the legend as to the
transcribing of the Four Gospels by one of his monks, named Dimma,
which is associated with the manuscript now known as the Book of
Dimma. It appears that Dimma could only undertake one day's task,
from sunrise to sunset. Crónán, however, bade him write, and then
Dimma set to work, never ceasing until he had finished the Four
Gospels, the sun continuing to shine for the space of forty days and
forty nights - the scribe himself being unconscious that the work
occupied more than one day. The scribe, Dimma MacNathi, signs his
name at the conclusion of each of the Gospels, and he has been
identified with Dimma, subsequently Bishop of Connor, who is
mentioned with Crónán in the letter of Pope John IV in 640, in regard to
Pelagianism in Ireland, but this identification cannot be sustained.[1]

The case containing the Book of Dimma was richly gilt by order of
O'Carroll, Lord of Ely, in the twelfth century. Notwithstanding the
conflicting statements arising from the number of contemporary Irish
saints bearing the name Crónán, it is more than probable that St.
Crónán of Roscrea, as les Petits Bollandistes say, lived as late as the year 640, and his death occurred on 28
April of that year.

His feast is celebrated on 28 April and as such is included in all the Irish calendars, as also in the Kalendar of
Drummond.[citation needed]

Trivia [edit]
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Saint Cronan's Boys National School in Bray, Co. Wicklow in Ireland is named in his honour.
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Saint Cronan was a 6th-century Irish Saint, and founder of monasteries.

Cronan is the founder of Inchicronan Priory and Patron of the towns of Tuamgraney and Roscrea.[1] His church
in Tuamgraney is one claimant for the oldest continuously used building in Ireland.
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Cucuphas

Saint Cucuphas

The Martyrdom of Saint Cucuphas (Ayne Bru,
1504-7)

Martyr
Born 269

Scillis

Died ~304 AD
Sant Cugat del Vallès

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Orthodox Catholic Church

Major shrine Sant Cugat; Saint-Denis

Feast 25 July

Attributes Depicted being beheaded or
having his throat cut

Patronage Hunchbacks; petty thieves

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Cugat" redirects here. For the Spanish-American bandleader, see Xavier Cugat.

Saint Cucuphas (also Cucufas or Qaqophas, Catalan: Cugat,
Culgat, Cougat, Spanish: Cucufate, Cucufato, Cocoba(s), French:
Cucuphat, Cucufa, Cucuphat, Quiquenfat, Galician: Covade,
Cobad, Occitan: Cophan, Asturian: Cucao) is a martyr of Spain.
His feast day is 25 July but in some areas it is celebrated on 27
July to avoid conflict with the important feast day of Santiago, the
patron saint of Spain. His name is said to be of Phoenician origin
with the meaning of "he who jokes, he who likes to joke."[1]
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Life [edit]

Cucuphas was born into a noble Christian family in Scillis (Africa
Proconsularis). He and Saint Felix, later martyred at Girona, were
said to have been deacons of the Catholic Church in Carthage
who arrived at Barcelona to evangelize the area. According to his
legend, he functioned as a merchant in Barcelona while preaching
the Christian faith, baptizing converts, and aiding the Christian
community there. According to Christian accounts of his life, he
was generous with the poor and a worker of miracles.

He was martyred near Barcelona during the persecution of Diocletian. Under the Roman governor, he suffered
many torments and was imprisoned somewhere near Barcelona, along the twenty-mile stretch between ancient
Barcino (Barcelona) and Egara (Terrassa). His throat was finally cut in 304. Tradition holds that two Christian
women from Illuro (Mataró), Juliana and Semproniana, buried his body and were consequently martyred as
well.

The Benedictine abbey of Sant Cugat del Vallès is considered to be situated on the site of his martyrdom, which
was once the Roman site of Castrum Octavianum.

The legendary details of his martyrdom state that he was handed over to twelve strong soldiers, who were
ordered to whip him and tear his skin with iron nails and scorpions. Cucuphas was then roasted alive after being
covered in vinegar and pepper, though heavenly intervention saved him from death and injury. A great bonfire
also failed to kill the saint and instead killed his would-be executioners. His jailers were then subsequently
converted to Christianity after they found Cucuphas in his cell illuminated with heavenly light. The next day, he
was flagellated with iron whips. By means of heavenly intervention, the prefect Maximianus was killed when his
carriage caught on fire. Rufus, the new prefect, prudently decided not to practice torture of any kind on the
saint and instead ordered his immediate execution by sword.

Textual references [edit]

The poet Prudentius honored him in a hymn. Cucuphas is mentioned in the Hieronymian Martyrology; the
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Prayer Book of Verona (7th century AD); in a hymn called Barcino laeto Cucufate vernans (7th century,
recorded in manuscripts in Toledo and Silos, 10th-11th centuries), which has been attributed to Quiricus of
Barcelona;[2] the Liber Sacramentorum (Toledo, 9th century, Mozarabic mass dedicated to Cucuphas);
Martyrology of Ado; Martyrology of Usuard (9th century); and the Martyrology of Saint Peter of Cardeña (10th
century, presumed copy of 7th-century manuscript).

The early medieval hymn Barcino laeto Cucufate vernans runs as follows:

Barchinon laeto Cucufate vernans,

corporis sancti tumulum honorans,

et locum sacri venerans sepulchri,

sparge ligustris.

("Barcino bursts into the vernal joy,

of Saint Cucuphas, honoring his remains,

and spreads privet branches on the burial

mound and on the tomb".)[3]

Relics [edit]

When the first Benedictine community gathered at Sant Cugat in the 9th century, the monastery dedicated itself
to the pre-existing veneration of Cucuphas. Since the eighth century, Sant Cugat has claimed Cucuphas' relics.
In the eighth century, Saint Fulrad took a relic of Cucuphas from Sant Cugat to Saint-Denis. The relics of
Cucuphas occupy a place of honor in the apse to the right of Saint Denis to this day.

From the 14th century onwards, Sant Cugat kept the martyr's remains in a small chest, decorated with scenes
of the saint's life. This chest was taken to the parish of Sant Cugat del Rec (or "del Forn") in Barcelona after the
monasteries were freed from mortmain.

In 1950, Sant Cugat commemorated a relic proceeding from this chest of Sant Cugat del Rec. The relics are
now in the crypt of the basilica of Santa Maria del Mar.

Many churches in Europe, from the Middle Ages onwards, claimed his relics, including Reichenau; the
cathedrals of Braga, Oviedo; and Lièpvre, whose monastery had been founded by Fulrad, who had already
brought some of the saint's relics to Saint-Denis.

Veneration in France [edit]

The saint is venerated at Paris, with some of his relics enshrined at the church of Saint-Denis, in the Chapelle
Saint-Cucuphas. Near Rueil-Malmaison, a forest is named Bois de St-Cucufa, and a tiny lake carries the saint's
name.[4] Property of the state since 1871, the forest was called Bois Béranger (Nemus/Boscus Berengerii) until
the Benedictines built a chapel dedicated to the saint in the 13th century. Pilgrimages to the shrine of "Saint
Quiquenfat" were practiced until the eighteenth century.

Other place-names that may point to Cucuphas' cult in France include Guinelat, Conat, and Coplian.[5]

Veneration in Spain [edit]

The diocese of Girona has several parochial churches dedicated to him.

San Cucao de Llanera is situated in the municipality of Llanera, Asturias.

Concern amongst Catalan devotees of the saint was raised when it was discovered in 2001 that the name of
Saint Cucuphas had been removed from the latest version of the Roman Martyrology. However, the saint had
been included –under his Latin (and English) name of "Cucuphas" rather than "Cugat." In the martyrology, he
was described as a "martyr of the persecution of Diocletian, killed with a sword. Fourth century. African."[6]

Saints Juliana and Semproniana are still venerated at Mataró on 27 July. They appear with Cucuphas in the
façade of the church of Santa Maria de Mataró.

In the folklore and tradition people pray to this saint when they lose things and are not able to find their
belongings again. Some knots are made in a handkerchief with a cord, an allegory that represents tying the
testicles of the saint. Then a prayer is performed as follows:

"San Cucufato, San Cucufato los cojones te ato y hasta que no encuentres mi (objeto perdido) no te los
desato".

Which means:
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"Saint Cucuphas, Saint Cucuphas your testicles I tie, and until you find my (lost belonging) I will not untie them".

Patronage [edit]

He is not generally associated with any special patronage, although Ángel Rodríguez Vilagrán writes that Joan
Amades' Costumari Català mentions that anciently, hunchbacks venerated Cucuphas as their patron saint, as
well as those who committed petty thefts.[6] The origins of this patronage are not known.

Gallery [edit]

Sant Cugat monastery

 

Ceramic tile designs from
the Saint-Cucuphas
Chapel, Saint-Denis
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Casket of Saint Cugat

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Santi, beati e testimoni - Dizionario dei nomi
2. ^ Anglès, Anglès, Higini. "Hispanic Musical Culture from the 6th to the 14th Century."  The Musical Quarterly,

Vol. 26, No. 4. (Oct., 1940), pp. 494–528 (information on p. 497)
3. ^ "Qu. sabem del m.rtir cos 10 Angl.s.FH11"  (PDF). Archived from the original  (PDF) on 2009-09-04.

Retrieved 2006-11-10.
4. ^ tourist information on Rueil-Malmaison
5. ^ Buena prensa  Archived  2007-09-29 at the Wayback Machine
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Cumméne Fota
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Cummian Fada)

This article does not cite any sources. Please help improve this article
by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Cumméne Fota" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (May
2014) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Cumméne Fota or Fada, anglicised Cummian (fl. c. 591 – 12 November 661 or 662), was an Irish bishop.

Cummian was an Irish Bishop and fer léignid (lector) of Cluain Ferta Brénainn (Clonfert), was an important
theological writer in the early to mid 7th century. He is famous for a Paschal letter which displays his high level
of learning. It consists of five manuscript folios, contains quotes from the Vulgate and Vetus Latina Bible;
patristic commentary by Augustine, Jerome, Cyprian, Origen, Ambrosiaster and Gregory the Great; extracts
from Canon law, ecclesiastical history and synodal decrees from Nicea and Arles in their original,
uncontaminated forms, in addition to a decretum that enjoined on the Irish that, if all else failed, they should
take their problems to Rome.

Cummian also owned - among a library of at least forty manuscripts - ten Paschal tracts including one he
attributed to "santus Patricius, papa noster" and possibly a letter of Pelagius. He may have written a
computistical manual, and a commentary on Mark. As Cummianus Longus he may be the author of a
penitential, and a hymn on the apostles.

In 1162 his relics, along with those of Bishop Maeinenn of Clonfert "were removed from the earth by the clergy
of Brenainn, and they were enclosed in a protecting shrine."

He is said to have been a foster-son of Saint Ita.
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St. Cunibert

Statue of Kunibert on the tower of Cologne City
Hall

Feast November 12

Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Cunibert.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the Lombard king of this name, see Cunipert.

Saint Cunibert, Cunipert, or Kunibert (c. 600 – 12 November c.
663) was the ninth bishop of Cologne, from 627 to his death.
Contemporary sources mention him between 627 and 643.

Life [edit]

Cunibert (sometimes spelled Honoberht) was born somewhere
along the Moselle to a family of the local Ripuarian Frankish
aristocracy, and educated in Metz at the court of Chlothar II. He
entered the church and became archdeacon of Trier.[1] He was
made bishop of Cologne in 623.[2][1]

As bishop, Cunibert served as an advisor to King Dagobert I. In
633 or 634 Dagobert's son and heir Sigebert III was invested as
king of Austrasia. Following this, Dagobert made Cunibert and
Adalgisel, the mayor of the palace, co-regents of the kingdom.
Following the death of Adalgisel's successor, Pepin of Landen,
Cunibert served as the chief public official of the king, in which capacity he revised the Lex Ribuaria.

Throughout his episcopacy, monasticism flourished and churches were founded and restored.[1] He is regarded
today as a saint by the Roman Catholic church and his feast day is the day of his death: November 12. He is
buried in a church bearing his name in Cologne, the city where he lived and died.

References [edit]

1.  ̂a b c "Cunibert of Cologne", Oxford Dictionary of Saints
2. ^ Rettberg, Friedrich Wilhelm (1846). "Kirchengeschichte Deutschlands, Erster Band"  [Church History of

Germany, Volume 1] (in German). Retrieved 5 August 2017.
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Cunigunde of Luxembourg

Saint
Cunigunde of Luxembourg

OSB

Saint Cunigunda; painting by the Master of
Meßkirch, c.1535/40, housed at the

Staatsgalerie Stuttgart.

Empress Consort and (later) Regent of the
Holy Roman Empire

Born c. 975

Died 3 March 1040

Venerated in Catholic Church

Canonized 29 March 1200, Rome by Pope
Innocent III

Major shrine Bamberg Cathedral, Bamberg,
Germany

Feast 3 March

Attributes An empress in imperial robes,
sometimes holding a church.

Patronage Patroness of Luxembourg,
Lithuania, Poland, and the
Archdiocese of Bamberg,
Germany

Statue of St. Cunigunde as Holy
Roman Empress, in Bamberg.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cunigunde of Luxembourg, OSB (c. 975 – 3 March 1040), also
called Cunegundes, Cunegunda, and Cunegonda and, in
Latin, Cunegundis[1] or Kinigundis, was Empress of the Holy
Roman Empire by marriage to Holy Roman Emperor Saint Henry II.
She served as interim Regent after the death of her spouse in
1024. She is a Catholic saint and the patroness of Luxembourg
and Lithuania; her feast day is 3 March.

Contents [hide]
1 Life
2 Religious life and death
3 Canonization and veneration
4 Reception and iconography
5 See also
6 References
7 External links

Life [edit]

Cunigunde was one of
eleven children born to
Siegfried I of Luxembourg
(922 – 15 August 998) and
a woman called Hedwig.
Numerous genealogists
have tried to find out which
Hedwig it is, there are
different views. One of the
most famous theses
regarding her identity is
from Joseph Depoin, who
claims that Hedwig is the
daughter of Duke Gilbert
of Lorraine and his wife
Gerberga of Saxony, the
daughter of Henry I. If this

is correct, then Cunigunde married her distant cousin. Because
Henry II was strongly against consanguineous marriage, it is
assumed that this can not be.[2] It can also often be read, that she
is the daughter of Berthold of Schweinfurt from the House of
Babenberg and Eilika of Walbeck, daughter of Count Lothar.[3]

Cunigunde's paternal grandmother, also called Cunigunde, was a
Carolingian. So Cunigunde of Luxembourg was a seventh-
generation descendant of Charlemagne. She married King Henry
in 999.[4] It is said that she had long wanted to be a nun,[5] and
that her marriage to Henry II was a spiritual one (also called a
"white marriage"); that is, they married for companionship alone,
and by mutual agreement did not consummate their relationship. It
has been claimed that Cunigunde made a vow of virginity with
Henry's consent prior to their marriage.[6] The truth of this is
debatable; while the couple were both certainly childless, it is supposed by some authors that later
hagiographers mistakenly construed the fact to imply a virginal marriage.[7] Others, however, accept that the
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Crown of the Empress Cunigude

Emperor Henry II and Empress
Cunigunde's tomb by Tilman
Riemenschneider.

After being accused of adultery
Cunigunde proved her innocence
by walking over red-hot
ploughshares.

marriage was purely platonic.[8]

During their marriage, her husband, Henry II, then only Duke of Bavaria,
was crowned as King of Germany ("Rex Romanorum") on 9 July 1002 in
Mainz, in present-day Germany, by Willigis, Archbishop of Mainz. After
her husband was crowned King of Germany, she was crowned as his
Queen (consort) of Germany[9] on 10 August[6] 1002[10] in Paderborn, in
present-day Germany, also by Willigis, Archbishop of Mainz. She was
not crowned together with Henry, the coronation had to be done in
retrospect. It is the first known crowning of a German queen in East
Francia.[11] Her predecessors were married to a king who was already
crowned and therefore were not crowned alone. They directly were
crowned Empress in Rome.[12] Later, her husband was also crowned as King of Italy ("Rex Italiae") on 15 May
1004 in Pavia, Italy, but no evidence has been given of her being crowned as his queen consort of Italy.

It appears that Cunigunde was active politically. The title consors regni (meaning "partner in the rule") for the
wives of the Ottonian rulers was often used in charters. In one-third of Henry's remaining charters, Cunigunde
emerges as an advocate or initiator.[13] As the closest adviser of her husband, she took part in Imperial
councils. She is also reported to have exerted an influence on her husband in his endowments of land to the
Church. These included the cathedral and monastery at Bamberg, Bavaria, in present-day Germany.

Cunigunde traveled with her husband to Rome for his coronation as Holy Roman Emperor ("Romanorum
Imperator") as was the tradition for the King of Germany, and was crowned as Holy Roman Empress[14] with him
on 14 February 1014 in St. Peter's Basilica, Rome, receiving together with Henry the Imperial Crown from the
hands of Pope Benedict VIII. During her reign she suffered from a grave illness and made a vow that if she were
to regain her health, she would found a Benedictine monastery at Kassel. Upon her recovery, she kept her oath
and work began on the building;[5] however, Henry died in 1024 before it was finished. Upon his death,
Cunigunde was obliged to assume the office of Regent of the Empire. This she did with her brother, and later
handed over the Imperial insignia when Conrad II was elected to succeed her late husband on 8 September
1024.

Religious life and death [edit]

As a widow, Cunigunde was left comparatively poor, owing to the enormous wealth given away by her and Henry
in charitable works.[15]

In 1025, exactly one year after the death of her husband, Cunigunde retired to Kaufungen Abbey, in Hesse,
Germany, where she entered the monastery of Benedictine nuns she had founded there. At the dedication of
the monastery, she offered a relic of the True Cross, removed her regalia, and donned the habit of the nun.
There she remained at the monastery, performing charitable works, caring for the sick and devoting her time to
prayer. She died on 3 March 1040 at Kaufungen. She was buried at Bamberg Cathedral beside her husband,
but may have been buried elsewhere first and then re-interred at the Cathedral in 1201 after her
canonization.[10]

Canonization and veneration [edit]

Cunigunde was canonised by Pope
Innocent III on 29 March 1200, 53
years after the canonization of her
husband Henry II in July 1147. To
prepare a case for canonization her
biography was compiled. This and
the Papal bull for her canonization
relate several instances of miracles
to have been worked by the
Empress.[7]

One of these relates how, when
calumniators accused her of scandalous conduct, her innocence was
signally vindicated by divine providence as she walked over pieces of
flaming irons without injury, to the great joy of her husband, the
Emperor.[15] Another tells of Cunigunde falling asleep one night and being
carried into bed. Her maid also fell asleep and a candle set the bed on fire.
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The blaze awoke both of them and upon Cunigunde executing the Sign of the Cross the fire immediately
disappeared, saving them from burning. A final legend tells of one of Cunigunde's nieces, Judith, the abbess of
Kaufungen Abbey. A frivolous young woman, Judith preferred feasting and carousing with the young sisters to
the Sabbath rituals. Cunigunde remonstrated with her, to little effect. Finally Cunigunde became so vexed with
her niece that she slapped her across the face; the marks remained on her face for the rest of her life, serving
as a warning to those of the community who would not take their vows or observances seriously.

Cunigunde is widely venerated. As well as churches that are dedicated to her, such as St. Cunegunda Church
in Detroit, USA, Lithuania, Poland, and the Archdiocese of Bamberg, Germany, she is the Patroness of
Luxembourg, where the parish church of Clausen (which has on Sundays and holy days a celebration of the
Tridentine Mass)[16] is dedicated to her.

Reception and iconography [edit]

As well as in his political life, Henry II often included his wife in his imperial representation.

Her participation in the reign of her husband is underlined on the dedication picture of the Pericopes of Henry II.
The couple commissioned the book in 1012 to the monks on the island Reichenau in Lake Constance, which
was a leading center for book illumination at the time. With its precious cover and the 28 full-page miniatures,
this is one of the most important works of book art at the time. On the dedication picture, the coronation of the
couple by Jesus Christ is shown. The couple is led by the Apostles Peter and Paul. Henry is shown with an orb
and scepter. The role of Cunigunde, who is represented in the same size as her husband, consists in the hand
movement, pointing directly to Christ. This active hand movement can be seen as a sign of her political action
readiness.[17] In the accompanying dedicatory poem, she is referred to as co-regent (conregnans). Again, the
aspect of the ruler couple moves forward, she appears as a partner in the rule of Henry II.[18]

After her canonization, representations of her as a saint can be seen in ecclesiastical art, especially in the
Franconian area. As the founder of the Dome and Diocese of Bamberg, she is to be seen together with her
husband in the group of figures of the doorcase of the Adamspforte at Bamberg Cathedral. This doorcase,
created in 1235, is the most significant monumental depiction of Cunigunde in the High Middle Ages. On the left
are Stephen, Cunigunde and Henry, on the right opposite side, Peter, Adam and Eve can be seen. Stephen,
the first Christian martyr is in the guise of a deacon. He stands next to the Empress. As a donor, she is holding
the model of a church in the right hand, as in many representations. With her left hand, she is pointing to her
husband, Henry II, the founder of the diocese.

Cunigunde's usual attribute is a ploughshare. According to the legend, she walked over glowing ploughshares
without being hurt. This scene is shown on the Tumba made of limestone at Bamberg Cathedral, created in the
years 1499-1513 by Tilman Riemenschneider, the most important German sculptor of the time. The double
tomb of the imperial couple shows the lying couple with two lions and the Bavarian-Luxembourgish double coat
of arms with blue-silver diamonds and the Roude Leiw at their feet. In such tomb effigies, the lion, as a symbol
of strength, is usually reserved for men. At the feet of women, there usually is a dog, as a sign of loyalty. The
fact, that Cunigunde was also assigned a lion, is a reference of posterity to the duchess, queen and empress,
who exercises her own sovereign rights.[19] The Roude Leiw (meaning "red lion" in Luxembourgish) is also the
coat of arms of Luxembourg since 1235-1239. Three of the four sides of the Tumba are decorated with scenic
reliefs and architectural ornaments. Those depict events from the legends of the saints. Cunigunde is depicted
as a miraculous saint in the "Ploughshare test" and the "Key miracle".[20]

In Luxembourg, where she is the only female saint, there is the parish Church of Saint Cunigunde in Clausen,
which was consecrated in 1865 and decorated with murals depicting scenes from the life of Cunigunde in 1906.
In 1959, the Cunigunde bell (Cloche St. Cunégonde) was consecrated. In addition to a wooden sculpture of the
saints, a tooth relic of Cunigunde is worshipped in this church.[21] There is also an octagonal Cunigunde Chapel
in Heiderscheidergrund (Heischtergronn), built in 1848-1852. A statue is located there to the left of the main
altar.[22] There are two churches consecrated to her in the parish of Park Hosingen, the chapel of the village of
Oberschlinder dedicated to her and the Archangel Michael in 1875, and the church of Hoscheid-Dickt in 1852,
which is also the oldest church in Luxembourg dedicated to the Holy Empress.[23]

See also [edit]

Plenitudo potestatis, the first mediaeval instance of which is recorded in the Papal
bull for Cunigunde's canonization.[7]
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Saint Curcodomus
Died ca. 680 AD

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast September 16

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Curcodomus (died ca. 680) was a Benedictine abbot and
saint. He succeeded Saint Humbert at Maroilles Abbey.
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Saint Curetán
Bishop

Born 7th century

Died 8th century

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church ,
Scottish Episcopal Church

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Curetán (Latin: Curitanus, Kiritinus, or Boniface) was a
Scoto-Pictish bishop and saint, (fl. between 690 and 710). He is
listed as one of the witnesses in the Cáin Adomnáin, where he is
called "Curetan epscop". In the Martyrology of Tallaght he is called
"of Ross Mand Bairend", and in the Martyrology of O'Gorman he is
styled "bishop and abbot of Ross maic Bairend".[1] His bishopric is
usually held to have been Ross, the seat of which was at the
settlement in the Black Isle called Ros-Maircnidh or Rosemarkie, named after the adjacent promontory

A hagiography of Curetán is found in the sixteenth century manuscript known as the Aberdeen Breviary, where
his vita occurs under the name "Boniface".[2] In this hagiography, his Latin name is accompanied by a story of
his Hebrew origins, a descendant of the sister of Saint Peter and Saint Andrew, who was first ordained as a
priest by the Patriarch of Jerusalem, before travelling to Rome and becoming Pope, later resigning and moving
to Pictland. The story is similar to that in the Life of St. Serf, and it has been conjectured that both were the
product of the Romanizing faction in the Easter Controversy.[3]

The Breviary also connects Curetán with King Nechtan mac Der-Ilei, also a guarantor of the Cáin Adomnáin.
Nechtan consulted Abbot Ceolfrith of Monkwearmouth–Jarrow Abbey regarding the dating of Easter and finding
the abbot persuasive adopted the Roman practice. Bede stated that Nechtan placed the churches of the Picts
under the protection of St. Peter. Curetán-Boniface is also associated with the churches of Restenneth and
Invergowrie, churches which, like Rosemarkie, both have dedications to Saint Peter.[2]

There are place-name commemorations to Saint Curetán along Glen Urquhart, Strathglass, Glen Glass, Loch
Ness and the Cromarty Firth.[4] There are also dedications to St Peter and Boniface in Orkney. Barbara Yorke
suggests that Curetán was an influential figure in Pictland, and played a significant role, after the adoption of
the "Roman Easter" and tonsure, to help bring the Pictish church into closer contact with other areas of the
western church.[5]

Veneration [edit]

His liturgical celebration is 14 March.

There is a clootie well near the village of Munlochy on Black Isle is dedicated to Saint Curetán, whose
intercession is believed effective in curing sick children.[6]

The Scottish Episcopal parish in Ardgay is named in honor of St.Curetán.[7]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Watson (2004 [1926]), p. 315.
2.  ̂a b Williams et al. (1991), p. 94.
3. ^ Williams et al. (1991), p. 95.
4. ^ Smyth, Alfred (1984). Warlords and Holy Men. Edinburgh. pp. 127–128.
5. ^ Yorke, Barbara (2014). The Conversion of Britain: Religion, Politics and Society in Britain, 600-800 . Routledge.

p. 154. ISBN 9781317868316.
6. ^ Ross, Calum. "Offerings at Clootie Well" . Smithsonian.
7. ^ Scottish Episcopal Church - Dornach, Tain, and Lairg
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Cuthbert

Saint Cuthbert[a]

Cuthbert discovers a piece of timber, from a
12th-century manuscript of Bede's Life of St.

Cuthbert

Bishop
Born c. 634

Dunbar, Kingdom of
Northumbria (now in Scotland)

Died 20 March 687
Inner Farne, Kingdom of
Northumbria (now in England)

Venerated in Catholic Church;
Anglicanism;
Eastern Orthodox Church

Major shrine Durham Cathedral, County
Durham

Feast 20 March; 4 September (Catholic
Ordinariates); 31 August
(Episcopal Church)

Attributes Bishop holding a second
crowned head in his hands;
sometimes accompanied by
seabirds and animals

Patronage Kingdom of Northumbria

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Cuthbert (disambiguation).

Cuthbert (c. 634 – 20 March 687) was an Anglo-Saxon saint of
the early Northumbrian church in the Celtic tradition. He was a
monk, bishop and hermit, associated with the monasteries of
Melrose and Lindisfarne in what might loosely be termed the
Kingdom of Northumbria, in North East England[b] and the South
East of Scotland. After his death he became the most important
medieval saint of Northern England, with a cult centred on his tomb
at Durham Cathedral. Cuthbert is regarded as the patron saint of
Northumbria. His feast days are 20 March (Catholic Church,
Church of England, Eastern Orthodox Church[5]), also 31 August
(Episcopal Church) and 4 September (Church in Wales).

Cuthbert grew up in or around Lauderdale, near Old Melrose
Abbey, a daughter-house of Lindisfarne, today in Scotland. He
decided to become a monk after seeing a vision on the night in
651 that St. Aidan, the founder of Lindisfarne, died, but he seems
to have seen some military service first. He was quickly made
guest-master at the new monastery at Ripon, soon after 655, but
had to return with Eata of Hexham to Melrose when Wilfrid was
given the monastery instead.[6][7] About 662 he was made prior at
Melrose, and around 665 went as prior to Lindisfarne. In 684 he
was made bishop of Lindisfarne, but by late 686 he resigned and
returned to his hermitage as he felt he was about to die. He was
probably in his early 50s.[8][9]
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Life [edit]

Origins and background [edit]

Cuthbert was born (perhaps into a noble family) in Dunbar, then in Anglo-Saxon Northumbria, and now in East
Lothian, Scotland, in the mid-630s, some ten years after the conversion of King Edwin of Northumbria to
Christianity in 627, which was slowly followed by that of the rest of his people. The politics of the kingdom were
violent, and there were later episodes of pagan rule, while spreading understanding of Christianity through the
kingdom was a task that lasted throughout Cuthbert's lifetime. Edwin had been baptised by Paulinus of York, an
Italian who had come with the Gregorian mission from Rome, but his successor Oswald also invited Irish monks
from Iona to found the monastery at Lindisfarne where Cuthbert was to spend much of his life. This was around
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12th century wall-painting of St
Cuthbert in Durham Cathedral

635, about the time Cuthbert was born.[10]

The tension between the Roman and Celtic Christianity, often exacerbated by Cuthbert's near-contemporary
Wilfrid, an intransigent and quarrelsome supporter of Roman ways, was to be a major feature of Cuthbert's
lifetime. Cuthbert himself, though educated in the Celtic tradition, followed his mentor Eata in accepting the
Roman forms, apparently without difficulty, after the Synod of Whitby in 664.[11][12][13][c] The earliest biographies
concentrate on the many miracles that accompanied even his early life, but he was evidently indefatigable as a
travelling priest spreading the Christian message to remote villages, and also well able to impress royalty and
nobility. Unlike Wilfrid, his style of life was austere, and when he could, he lived the life of a hermit, though still
receiving many visitors.[14][15]

In Cuthbert's time the Anglo-Saxon Kingdom of Northumbria included, in modern terms, part of northern
England as well as parts of south-eastern Scotland on an intermittent and fluid basis as far north as the Firth of
Forth. Cuthbert may have been from the neighbourhood of Dunbar at the mouth of the Firth of Forth in modern-
day Scotland, though The Lives of the Fathers, Martyrs and Other Principal Saints ("Butler's Lives"), by Alban
Butler records that he was fostered as a child near Melrose. Fostering is possibly a sign of noble birth, as are
references to his riding a horse when young. One night while still a boy, employed as a shepherd, he had a
vision of the soul of Aidan being carried to heaven by angels, and later found out that Aidan had died that night.
Edwin Burton finds it a suggestion of lowly parentage that as a boy he used to tend sheep on the mountain-
sides near that monastery.[16] He appears to have undergone military service, but at some point he joined the
very new monastery at Melrose, under the prior Boisil. Upon Boisil's death in 661, Cuthbert succeeded him as
prior.[16] Cuthbert was possibly a second cousin of King Aldfrith of Northumbria (according to Irish genealogies),
which may explain his later proposal that Aldfrith should be crowned as monarch.[17][18]

Career [edit]

Cuthbert's fame for piety, diligence, and obedience quickly grew. When
Alchfrith, king of Deira, founded a new monastery at Ripon, Cuthbert
became its praepositus hospitum or guest master under Eata. When
Wilfrid was made abbot of the monastery, Eata and Cuthbert returned to
Melrose. Illness struck the monastery in 664 and while Cuthbert
recovered, the prior died and Cuthbert was made prior in his
place.[19][20] He spent much time among the people, ministering to their
spiritual needs, carrying out missionary journeys, preaching, and
performing miracles.

After the Synod of Whitby, Cuthbert seems to have accepted the
Roman customs, and his old abbot Eata called on him to introduce them
at Lindisfarne as prior there. His asceticism was complemented by his
charm and generosity to the poor, and his reputation for gifts of healing
and insight led many people to consult him, gaining him the name of
"Wonder Worker of Britain". He continued his missionary work, travelling
the breadth of the country from Berwick to Galloway to carry out
pastoral work and founding an oratory at Dull, Scotland, complete with a
large stone cross, and a little cell for himself. He is also said to have founded St Cuthbert's Church in
Edinburgh.[21]

Hermit's life [edit]

Cuthbert retired in 676, moved by a desire for the contemplative life. With his abbot's leave, he moved to a spot
which Archbishop Eyre identifies with St Cuthbert's Island near Lindisfarne, but which Raine[22] thinks was near
Holburn, at a place now known as St Cuthbert's Cave. Shortly afterwards, Cuthbert moved to Inner Farne
island, two miles from Bamburgh, off the coast of Northumberland, where he gave himself up to a life of great
austerity.[16] At first he received visitors, but later he confined himself to his cell and opened his window only to
give his blessing. He could not refuse an interview with the holy abbess and royal virgin Elfleda, the daughter of
Oswiu of Northumbria, who succeeded St Hilda as abbess of Whitby in 680. The meeting was held on Coquet
Island, further south off the Northumberland coast.[23]

Election to the bishopric of Lindisfarne and death [edit]

In 684, Cuthbert was elected Bishop of Hexham at a synod at Twyford (believed to be present-day
Alnmouth),[24] but was reluctant to leave his retirement and take up his charge; it was only after a visit from a
large group, including king Ecgfrith, that he agreed to return and take up the duties of bishop, but instead as
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Cuthbert meets Ælfflæd of Whitby
on Coquet Island, Bede's Life of
Cuthbert, 12th century

The front cover of the St Cuthbert
Gospel of St John, recovered from his
coffin; the original tooled red goatskin
binding is the earliest surviving
Western binding.

Bishop of Lindisfarne, swapping with Eata, who went to Hexham instead.
He was consecrated at York by Archbishop Theodore and six bishops,
on 26 March 685. But after Christmas 686 he returned to his cell on
Inner Farne Island, where he died on 20 March 687, after a painful
illness.[2] He was buried at Lindisfarne the same day, and after long
journeys escaping the Danes his remains chose, as was thought, to
settle at Durham, causing the foundation of the city and Durham
Cathedral. The St Cuthbert Gospel is among the objects later recovered
from St Cuthbert's coffin, which is also an important artefact.

Legacy [edit]

After Cuthbert's death,
numerous miracles were
attributed to his intercession
and to intercessory prayer near
his remains. In particular, Alfred
the Great, King of Wessex, was
inspired and encouraged in his

struggle against the Danes by a vision or dream he had of Cuthbert.
Thereafter the royal house of Wessex, who became the kings of
England, made a point of devotion to Cuthbert, which also gave a useful
political message, as they came from opposite ends of the united
English kingdom. Cuthbert was "a figure of reconciliation and a rallying
point for the reformed identity of Northumbria and England" after the
absorption of the Danish populations into Anglo-Saxon society, as
Michelle Brown puts it.[25][26] The 8th-century historian Bede wrote both
a verse and a prose life of St Cuthbert around 720. He has been
described as "perhaps the most popular saint in England prior to the
death of Thomas Becket in 1170."[27] In 698 Cuthbert was reburied at
Lindisfarne in the decorated oak coffin now usually meant by St
Cuthbert's coffin, though he was to have many more coffins.[d] In 995
the "community of Cuthbert" founded and settled at Durham, guided by what they thought was the will of the
saint, as the wagon carrying his coffin back to Chester-le-Street after a temporary flight from a Danish invasion
became stuck hard on the road.

Cuthbert's cult had appealed to the converted Danes who now made up much of the population of Northumbria,
and was also adopted by the Normans when they took over England. Cuthbert's shrine at Durham Cathedral
was a major pilgrimage site throughout the Middle Ages, until stripped by Henry VIII's commissioners in the
Dissolution of the Monasteries.

During the medieval period, Cuthbert became politically important in defining the identity of the people living in
the semi-autonomous region known as the Liberty of Durham, later the Palatinate of Durham. Within this area
the Bishop of Durham had almost as much power as the king of England himself, and the saint became a
powerful symbol of the autonomy the region enjoyed. The inhabitants of the Palatinate became known as the
haliwerfolc, which roughly translates as "people of the saint", and Cuthbert gained a reputation as fiercely
protective of his domain.[28] For example, there is a story that at the Battle of Neville's Cross in 1346, the Prior
of the Abbey at Durham received a vision of Cuthbert, ordering him to take the corporax cloth of the saint and
raise it on a spear point near the battlefield as a banner. Doing this, the Prior and his monks found themselves
protected "by the mediation of holy St Cuthbert and the presence of the said holy Relic".[29] Whether the story
of the vision is true or not, the banner of St Cuthbert was regularly carried in battle against the Scots until the
Reformation, and it serves as a good example of how St Cuthbert was regarded as a protector of his people. A
modern interpretation of the Banner, designed by Northumbria University academic Fiona Raeside-Elliott and
embroidered by local textile artist Ruth O'Leary, is now on display at the saint's shrine in Durham Cathedral.

Relics [edit]

According to Bede's life of the saint, when Cuthbert's sarcophagus was opened eleven years after his death,
his body was found to have been perfectly preserved or incorrupt.[30] This apparent miracle led to the steady
growth of Cuthbert's posthumous cultus, to the point where he became the most popular saint of Northern
England. Numerous miracles were attributed to his intercession and to intercessory prayer near his remains.

In 875 the Danes took the monastery of Lindisfarne and the monks fled, carrying St Cuthbert's body with them
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The incorrupt body of Cuthbert from
Bede's Life of Cuthbert, 12th century Location of St Cuthbert's tomb and

reburial in Durham Cathedral; behind is a
damaged statue of St Cuthbert, holding the
head of the king St Oswald (whose head
was reburied with Cuthbert)

The Journey, a modern sculpture
showing the travels of the Lindisfarne
community, by Fenwick Lawson.
Shown here in the Millennium Square,
Durham.

Cross of Cuthbert

around various places
including Melrose.[20] After
seven years' wandering it
found a resting place at the
still existing St Cuthbert's
church in Chester-le-Street
until 995, when another
Danish invasion led to its
removal to Ripon. Then the
saint intimated, as it was
believed, that he wished to
remain in Durham. A new
stone church—the so-
called "White Church"—was
built, the predecessor of
the present grand
Cathedral. In 1069 Bishop
Æthelwine attempted to

transport Cuthbert's body to Lindisfarne to escape from King
William at the start of the Harrying of the North[31]

In 1104 Cuthbert's tomb was opened again and his relics translated
to a new shrine behind the altar of the recently completed Cathedral.
When the casket was opened, a small book of the Gospel of John,
measuring only 138 by 92 millimetres (5.4 × 3.6 inches), now known as
the Saint Cuthbert Gospel (now British Library Additional MS 89000,
formerly known as the Stonyhurst Gospel), was found. This is the oldest
Western book to have retained its original bookbinding, in finely
decorated leather.[32] Also recovered much later were a set of
vestments of 909-916, made of Byzantine silk with a "Nature Goddess"
pattern, with a stole and decoration in extremely rare Anglo-Saxon
embroidery or opus anglicanum, which had been deposited in his tomb
by King Æthelstan (r. 927-939) on a pilgrimage while Cuthbert's shrine
was at Chester-le-Street.[33][34]

Cuthbert's shrine was destroyed in the Dissolution of the Monasteries, but, unusually, his relics survived and
are still interred at the site, although they were also disinterred in the 19th century, when his wooden coffin and
various relics were removed. St Cuthbert's coffin (actually one of a series of several coffins), as reconstructed
by Ernst Kitzinger and others, remains at the cathedral and is an important rare survival of Anglo-Saxon carving
on wood. When the coffin was last inspected on 17 May 1827, a Saxon square cross of gold, embellished with
garnets, in the characteristic splayed shape, used later as the heraldic emblem of St Cuthbert in the arms of
Durham and Newcastle universities, was found.

Namesakes [edit]

The flag of County Durham since 2013 features the Cross of St
Cuthbert, counterchanged in the county colours of blue and gold. The
flag of Kirkcudbrightshire in Scotland since 2016 likewise features the
Cross of St Cuthbert, whose name is the origin of the county's name.
The Cross of St Cuthbert features as the principal charge on the coat of
arms of the University of Durham, granted in 1843, blazoned Argent, a
Cross of St Cuthbert Gules, on a canton Azure, a chevron Or, between
three lions rampant of the first ('A red Cross of St Cuthbert on a silver
shield, with three silver fighting lions around a gold chevron on a blue
square in the top left-hand corner'). The Cross also features in the arms
of many of its constituent colleges. The University of Newcastle upon
Tyne, formerly King's College in the University of Durham, also features
St Cuthbert's Cross on its arms, originally granted in 1937. The

Newcastle University arms are blazoned Azure, a Cross of St Cuthbert Argent, and on a chief of the last a lion
passant guardant Gules. ('A silver Cross of St Cuthbert on a blue shield, with a red lion walking and looking
towards you on the silver top third portion of the shield.') The cross of St Cuthbert also features on the badges
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of the two Anglican secondary schools of Newcastle, namely Dame Allan's Schools and Sunderland High
School.

St Cuthbert's Society, a college of Durham University established in 1888, is named after him and is located
only a short walk from the coffin of the saint at Durham Cathedral. The Society celebrates St Cuthbert's Day on
or around each 20 March with a magnificent feast. "Cuth's Day", the annual college day, is celebrated in the
Easter term with music, entertainment, festivities and drinking. Cuddy's Corse is a waymarked walking route
between Chester-Le-Street and Durham Cathedral; it marks the journey between two of the last resting places
of the coffin.

Worksop College, founded as St Cuthbert's in 1895, was the last of the Woodard Schools to be opened.

St Cuthbert is also the namesake of St Cuthbert's College in Epsom, New Zealand; St Cuthbert's Day on 21
March is a day of school celebration. The school's houses are named after important locations in the life of the
saint: Dunblane (yellow), Elgin (green), Iona (purple), Kelso (blue), Lindisfarne (white), Melrose (red), York
(orange) and Durham (pink).

St Cuthbert's High School, a Roman Catholic school in Newcastle upon Tyne, is named after the saint. St
Cuthbert's Day is celebrated with Mass, and the school prayers include reference to their patron saint (always
ending with the invocation "St Cuthbert, pray for us"). The school badge features a bishop's crook in reference
to St Cuthbert's time as a bishop, as well as ducks, reflecting his love of the animals.

St. Cuthbert's Co-operative Society (now Scotmid) opened its first shop in Edinburgh in 1859, and expanded to
become one of the largest co-ops in Scotland. Its dairy used horse-drawn delivery floats until 1985, and
between 1944 and 1959 employed as a milkman Sean Connery, who later played James Bond.

The Roman Catholic Diocese of Hexham and Newcastle holds St Cuthbert as its patron saint, with the
consecration of bishops in the diocese always taking place on 20 March, Cuthbert's feast day in the Catholic
Church.

Many churches are named after Cuthbert. An Orthodox Community in Chesterfield, England has taken St
Cuthbert as their patron.[35]

Fossilised crinoid columnals extracted from limestone quarried on Lindisfarne, or found washed up along the
foreshore, which were threaded into necklaces or rosaries, became known as St. Cuthbert's beads.

In Northumberland, the eider duck is known as the cuddy duck. While on the Farne Islands, Cuthbert instituted
special laws to protect the ducks and other seabirds nesting on the islands.[36][37] They still breed in their
thousands off the Northumberland coast.[37]

In Cumbria, the civil parish and hamlet of Holme St Cuthbert are named after him, as is the parish church. It is a
rural area, with one larger village and numerous smaller hamlets.

St Cuthbert's Way is a long-distance walking route, one of Scotland's Great Trails.[38]

See also [edit]

Historia de Sancto Cuthberto
St Cuthbert's Well
Ushaw College (St Cuthbert's College, Ushaw)
Legend about his burial

Notes [edit]

a. ^ The Oxford Dictionary of National Biography entry is simply "Cuthbert",[1] as is the entry for the Oxford Dictionary
of Saints[2] and the entry in the Blackwell Encyclopaedia of Anglo-Saxon England.[3] He is called "Cuthbert of
Lindisfarne" by Michael Walsh in A New Dictionary of Saints.[4]

b. ^ Cuthbert came from the Bernicia part of the new Northumbrian kingdom, which was finally united in 634 around
the time of his birth.

c. ^ At least Bede records no reluctance, though Farmer and others suspect he may be being less than frank in this,
as a partisan of Jarrow.

d. ^ Cronyn and Horie, 5–7, are the easiest guide to this very complicated history, or see Battiscombe 1956, pp. 2–
22 and Ernst Kitzinger's chapter on the coffin. Bede, chapter 42 is the primary source.
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Bishops and Prince-Bishops of Durham

Bishops of Lindisfarne Aidan · Finan · Colmán · Tuda · United to York · Eata · Cuthbert · Eadberht · Eadfrith ·
Æthelwold · Cynewulf · Higbald · Egbert · Heathwred · Ecgred · Eanbert · Eardulf

Bishops of Chester-le-Street Eardulf · Cutheard · Tilred · Wigred · Uchtred · Sexhelm · Aldred · Ælfsige · Aldhun

High Medieval Bishops of Durham Aldhun · Edmund · Eadred · Æthelric · Æthelwine

High Medieval Prince-Bishops

William Walcher · William de St-Calais · Ranulf Flambard · Geoffrey Rufus ·
William Cumin · William of St. Barbara · Hugh de Puiset · Philip of Poitou ·
Richard Poore · John de Gray · Morgan · Richard Marsh · William Scot · Richard Poore
· Thomas de Melsonby · Nicholas Farnham · Walter of Kirkham · Robert Stitchill ·
Robert of Holy Island · Antony Bek

Late Medieval Prince-Bishops
Richard Kellaw · Lewis de Beaumont · Richard de Bury · Thomas Hatfield ·
John Fordham · Walter Skirlaw · Thomas Langley · Robert Neville · Lawrence Booth ·
William Dudley · John Sherwood · Richard Foxe

Early modern Prince-Bishops

William Senhouse · Christopher Bainbridge · Thomas Ruthall · Thomas Wolsey ·
Cuthbert Tunstall · James Pilkington · Richard Barnes · Matthew Hutton ·
Tobias Matthew · William James · Richard Neile · George Montaigne · John Howson ·
Thomas Morton · John Cosin · Nathaniel Crew · William Talbot · Edward Chandler ·
Joseph Butler · Richard Trevor · John Egerton · Thomas Thurlow · Shute Barrington ·
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British / Welsh
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Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham
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Oswald of Northumbria · Oswine of Northumbria · Sicgred of Ripon · Sigfrith of Monkwearmouth ·
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Cuthbert Mayne

St Cuthbert Mayne

Forty Martyrs of England and Wales
Born c. 1543

Youlston, near Barnstaple in
Devon

Died 29 November 1577
Launceston, Cornwall

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 29 December 1886 by Pope Leo
XIII

Canonized 25 October 1970 by Pope Paul VI

Feast 25 October

Cuthbert Mayne in a mezzotint by
Daniel Fournier (died ca 1766)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cuthbert Mayne (c. 1543–29 November 1577) was an English
Roman Catholic priest executed under the laws of Elizabeth I. He
was the first of the seminary priests, trained on the Continent, to
be martyred. Mayne was beatified in 1886 and canonised as one
of the Forty Martyrs of England and Wales in 1970.
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Early life [edit]

Mayne was born at Youlston, near Barnstaple in Devon, the son of
William Mayne. He was baptised at the Church of St Peter, Shirwell
on 20 March 1543/4, the feast day of St Cuthbert. An uncle who
was a Church of England priest paid for him to attend Barnstaple
Grammar School.

Mayne was instituted rector of the parish of Huntshaw in December
1561.[1] He attended Oxford University, first at St Alban Hall,[2] then
at St John's College, and was awarded a B.A. on 6 April 1566 and M.A. on 8 April 1570.[3] On 27 April 1570, the
papal bull Regnans in Excelsis excommunicated those who obeyed the laws and commands of Queen Elizabeth
I.

Catholic conversion [edit]

At Oxford, Mayne met Edmund Campion and other Catholics, such as
Gregory Martin, Humphrey Ely, Henry Shaw, Thomas Bramston, Henry
Holland, Jonas Meredith, and Roland Russell. At some point Mayne, too,
became a Catholic. Late in 1570, a letter addressed to him from
Gregory Martin, urging him to come to Douai, fell into the hands of the
Bishop of London, and he sent a pursuivant to arrest Mayne and others
mentioned in the letter. Warned by Thomas Ford, Mayne evaded arrest
by going to Cornwall and then, in 1573, to the English College, Douai
(now in northern France).[2]

Mayne was ordained a priest in the Roman Catholic Church at Douai in
1575 and on 7 February in the following year he obtained the degree of
Bachelor of Theology of Douai University.

On 24 April 1576, he left for the English mission in the company of
another priest, John Payne. He soon joined the household of Francis
Tregian at Golden in the parish of Probus, Cornwall[2] where he posed
as his steward. Francis Tregian (1548–1608) was one of the richest

landowners in Cornwall.

Missionaries from Douai were looked upon as a papal agents intent on overthrowing the queen. The authorities
began a systematic search in June 1576, when the Bishop of Exeter William Bradbridge came to Cornwall. On 8
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Golden Manor, Probus, scene of
Mayne's arrest

June 1577, the High Sheriff of Cornwall, Richard Grenville, conducted a
raid on Tregian's house during which the crown officers "bounced and
beat at the door" to Mayne's chamber. On gaining entry, Grenville
discovered a Catholic devotional article, an Agnus Dei, around Mayne's
neck, and took him into custody along with his books and papers.[4]

Imprisonment and trial [edit]

While awaiting trial at the circuit assizes in September, Mayne was
imprisoned in Launceston Castle. At the opening of the trial on 23
September 1577 there were five counts against him:[4] first, that he had
obtained from the Roman See a "faculty" (or bulla), containing absolution of the Queen's subjects; second, that
he had published the same at Golden; third, that he had taught the ecclesiastical authority of the pope and
denied the queen's ecclesiastical supremacy while in prison; fourth, that he had brought into the kingdom an
Agnus Dei (a Lamb of God sealed upon a piece of wax from the Paschal candle blessed by the pope)[5] and
delivered it to Francis Tregian; fifth, that he had celebrated Mass.

Mayne answered all counts. On the first and second counts, he said that the supposed "faculty" was merely a
copy printed at Douai of an announcement of the Jubilee of 1575, and that its application having expired with
the end of the jubilee, he certainly had not published it either at Golden (the manor house of Francis Tregian)
or elsewhere. On the third count, he said that he had asserted nothing definite on the subject to the three
illiterate witnesses who swore to the contrary. On the fourth count, he said that the fact he was wearing an
Agnus Dei at the time of his arrest did not establish that he had brought it into the kingdom or delivered it to
Tregian. On the fifth count, he said that the presence of a Missal, a chalice, and vestments in his room did not
establish that he had said Mass.

The trial judge, Justice Sir Roger Manwood,[6] directed the jury to return a verdict of guilty, stating that, "where
plain proofs were wanting, strong presumptions ought to take place".[7] Manwood also argued that it was illegal
to introduce any papal letter into the country, no matter what it was. The jury found Mayne guilty of high treason
on all counts, and accordingly he was sentenced to be hanged, drawn and quartered. Mayne responded, "Deo
gratias".[4]

With him had been arraigned Francis Tregian and eight other laymen. The eight were sentenced to seizure of
their goods and life imprisonment.[8] Tregian was sentenced to die but was in fact incarcerated for 28 years[9]

until, on the petition of his friends, he was released by King James I.[10]

His execution was delayed because one of the judges, Jeffries, took exception to the proceedings and sent a
report to the Privy Council. The Council submitted the case to the whole bench of judges, which was inclined to
Jeffries's view. Nevertheless, the council ordered the execution to proceed.[2]

At the examination of Mayne after the trial, Mayne admitted to having said mass. The Record Office also
recorded that among his papers were notes which brought him under suspicion of the charge that Catholics
were bound, in the right opportunity, to rise against the Queen. The same office also recorded him admitting to
this during his examination after the trial:

The words found in a book of his signifying that though the catholic religion did now serve, swear
and obey, yet if occasion were offered they would be ready to help the execution, &c., were
annexed to a text taken out of a general council of Lateran for the authority of the pope in his
excommunication, and at the last council of Trent there was a consent of the catholic princes for a
reformation of such realms and persons as had gone from the authority of the bishop of Rome,
when it was concluded that if any catholic prince took in hand to invade any realm to reform the
same to the authority of the see of Rome, that then the catholics in that realm should be ready to
assist and help them. And this was the meaning of the execution as he saith, which he never
revealed to any man before.[11]

Mayne had also supposedly stated that "the people of England may be won unto the catholic religion of the see
of Rome by such secret instructions as either are or may be within the realm; but what these secret instructions
are he will not utter, but hopeth when time serveth they shall do therein as pleaseth God."[12]

Execution [edit]

A gallows was erected in the marketplace at Launceston, and Mayne was executed there on 29 November
1577. Before being brought to the place of execution, Mayne was offered his life in return for a renunciation of
his religion and an acknowledgment of the supremacy of the queen as head of the church. Declining both
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offers, he kissed a copy of the Bible, declaring that, "the queen neither ever was, nor is, nor ever shall be, the
head of the church of England". He was not allowed to speak to the crowd but only to say his prayers quietly. It
is unclear if he died on the gallows but all agree that he was unconscious, or almost so, when he was drawn and
quartered. One source states that he was cut down alive, but in falling struck his head against the scaffold.

Political considerations [edit]

A. L. Rowse sees the condemnation of Mayne as arising from local rivalries between Protestant coastal and
Catholic inland interests.[13] Grenville had been unsuccessful in his attempts to arrange a marriage between his
daughter and the Tregian heir.[14]

The coming of Mayne and others made the English government fear the possibility of papal agents coming to
the island to ready the populace to rise up in revolt in support of King Philip II of Spain in an invasion of
England. This helped support the case to pass harsher legislation against Catholicism in England. Establishing
a threat from subversive Catholic elements also served Elizabeth's counsellors such as Lord Burghley in their
attempts to persuade the Queen to support the Dutch Revolt against Spain.[11]

Legacy [edit]

Mayne was beatified "equipollently" by Pope Leo XIII, by means of a decree of 29 December 1886 and was
canonised along with other martyrs of England and Wales by Pope Paul VI on 25 October 1970.

Mayne was the first seminary priest, the group of priests who were trained not in England but in houses of
studies on the Continent. He was also one of the group of prominent Catholic martyrs of the persecution who
were later designated as the Forty Martyrs of England and Wales.

Relics of Mayne's body survive. A portion of his skull is in the Carmelite Convent at Lanherne, Cornwall.
Christopher M. B. Allison suggests that the silver reliquary discovered in 2015 at Jamestown, Virginia in the
grave of Captain Gabriel Archer (died 1609/10) may contain a relic of Mayne.[15]

There are many memorials to him in Launceston, and in 1977 the name of the Roman Catholic church on St
Stephen's Hill there was changed from the Church of the English Martyrs to the Church of St Cuthbert Mayne; it
is the site of the National Shrine to St Cuthbert Mayne.[16] In 1921 an annual June pilgrimage was initiated in
Launceston to commemorate Mayne.[17]

St Cuthbert Mayne School, a voluntary aided Roman Catholic and Church of England school[18] in Torquay, and
St Cuthbert Mayne Catholic Junior School  in Hemel Hempstead, are named after him. The St Cuthbert Mayne
RC High School in Fulwood, Lancashire merged in 1988 to become Our Lady's Catholic High School.

In fiction [edit]

In the historical novel The Grove of Eagles by Winston Graham, which is set in Cornwall some years after
Mayne's death, there are several references to him. One character, a Catholic member of the prominent
Arundell family of Tolverne, says that his Protestant brother, who was one of the jurors at Mayne's trial, will burn
in Hell for his share in Mayne's death. The brother, filled with guilt for his share in the execution, has not only
converted to the Roman Catholic faith but is risking his life by sheltering other priests.
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Cuthbert of Canterbury

Cuthbert
Archbishop of Canterbury

Appointed 740

Term ended 26 October 760

Predecessor Nothhelm

Successor Bregowine

Other posts possibly Bishop of Hereford

Orders
Consecration 740

Personal details
Born unknown

Died 26 October 760

Buried Canterbury

Sainthood
Feast day 26 October

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church
Anglican Communion

Canonized Pre-Congregation

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cuthbert (died 26 October 760) was a medieval Anglo-Saxon Archbishop of Canterbury in England. Prior to his elevation to Canterbury, he was abbot
of a monastic house, and perhaps may have been Bishop of Hereford also, but evidence for his holding Hereford mainly dates from after the Norman
Conquest of England in 1066. While Archbishop, he held church councils and built a new church in Canterbury. It was during Cuthbert's archbishopric
that the Diocese of York was raised to an archbishopric. Cuthbert died in 760 and was later regarded as a saint.
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Early life and Hereford [edit]

Of noble birth,[1] Cuthbert is first recorded as the abbot of Lyminge Abbey, from where he was elevated to the see of Hereford in 736.[2] The
identification of the Cuthbert who was Bishop of Hereford with the Cuthbert who became archbishop, however, comes from Florence of Worcester and
other post-Conquest sources. The contemporary record in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle says that Cuthbert was consecrated archbishop, where if he had
been Bishop of Hereford, he would have been translated. No consecration is needed when a bishop is translated from one see to another. Given the
nature of the sources, the identification of the bishop of Hereford with the archbishop of Canterbury, while likely, must not be regarded as proven.[3]

If Cuthbert was at Hereford, he served in that capacity for four years before his elevation to the See of Canterbury in 740.[4] He is credited with the
composition of an epitaph for the tomb of his three predecessors at Hereford. The cathedral church of the see may not even have been located at Hereford by Cuthbert's time.[5][6]

Whoever Cuthbert was prior to his election to Canterbury, he probably owed his selection as archbishop to the influence of Æthelbald, King of Mercia.[7] A number of Mercians were appointed to
Canterbury during the 730s and 740s, which suggests that Mercian authority was expanding into Kent.[8]

Canterbury [edit]

Cuthbert was the recipient of a long letter from Boniface who complained about the lax morals of the clergy in the British Isles,[9] and too much drinking of alcohol by the Anglo-Saxon bishops.[10]

Cuthbert also sent letters to Lull who was Archbishop of Mainz and a native of England.[11] During Cuthbert's time as archbishop he no longer claimed authority over all of Britain, like his
predecessor Theodore. Pope Gregory III in 735 had sent a pallium to the bishop of York, raising the see of York to the status of an archbishopric. As a sign of the enhanced status of York, Cuthbert
only consecrated bishops south of the Humber and his synods were attended only by bishops from the south of England.[3]

Cuthbert presided over the Council of Clovesho in 747 along with Æthelbald of Mercia.[12] This gathering mandated that all clergy should explain the basic tenets of Christianity to the laity,[1] as well
as legislating on clerical dress, control of monasteries, and the behavior of the clergy. It also mandated that each diocese hold a synod to proclaim the decisions of the council.[12] Cuthbert sent his
deacon Cynebert to Pope Gregory III after the council with a report on the council and its resolutions. This action may have been taken in response to Boniface's complaints about Cuthbert and
Æthelbald to the papacy.[1] The actions of the council were also gathered into a collection at Cuthbert's command.[13]

After the council, Cuthbert continued to correspond with Boniface up until Boniface's martyrdom in 754, and then sent condolences to Boniface's successor. Cuthbert held a second synod in 758,
but nothing is known of any enactments it made. He also built the church of St. John the Baptist in Canterbury, which was destroyed by fire in 1067. He was buried in his new church.[14] The new
church was located on the west side of the cathedral, and was used as a baptistery.[15][16] The church also became a burial site for many of the archbishops, and later was used for trials by ordeal.
There is no explicit contemporary reference that states that these uses were intended by Cuthbert, but the fact that the church was dedicated to St. John the Baptist argues strongly that Cuthbert at
least intended the new building as a baptistery.[17]

The burial practices of the archbishops did change after Cuthbert, but it is not clear whether this was intended by Cuthbert, as a Post-Conquest Canterbury cartulary has it, or due to other reasons,
unconnected with Cuthbert. Although Sonia Hawkes argues that the change in burial customs, which extended over most of Britain, resulted from Cuthbert's mandating burial in church yards, instead
of outside the city limits as had been the custom previously. However, the main evidence for this theory is a 16th-century tradition at Canterbury and the archaeological evidence of a change in
burial patterns. Although a change did occur, the archaeological evidence does not give a reason why this change happened, and given the late date of the Canterbury tradition, the theory cannot
be considered proven.[3]

Death and legacy [edit]

Cuthbert died on 26 October 760,[4] and was later considered a saint with a feast day of 26 October.[18] He was buried in his church of St. John, and was the first Archbishop of Canterbury that was
not buried in St Augustine's Abbey.[19] His letters to the Anglo-Saxon missionaries on the European continent show him to have been highly educated.[20]
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Cuthburh

Saint Cuthburh
Abbess, Queen

Died 31 August 725

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Anglican Communion

Feast 31 August

Cuthburh

Her Abbey, now Wimborne Minster

Queen consort of Northumbria
Abbess of Wimborne Minster

Died 31 August 725

Spouse Aldfrith of Northumbria

Issue Osred I of Northumbria

House House of Wessex (by birth)

Father Cenred of Wessex

Religion Christianity

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Cuthburh or Cuthburg, Cuthburga(Old English: Cūþburh;
died 31 August 725) was the first Abbess of Wimborne
Minster.[1][2][3] She was the sister of Ine, King of Wessex and was
married to the Northumbrian king Aldfrith.
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Life [edit]

Cuthburh was the daughter of Cenred of Wessex. In addition to
her brother Ine, she also had a brother Ingild, who was an
ancestor of Alfred the Great, and a sister Cwenburh. [4] Her
marriage to Aldfrith allied him with Ine, one of the most powerful
kings in Anglo-Saxon England. Cuthburh was Aldfrith's only known
wife. Aldfrith had at least two sons, Osred and Offa, it is believed
Cuthburh was the mother of Osred, Offa it is not certain.[5] It is also
believed they were the parents of a daughter Osana, who would
later be known as Saint Osana.[6][7]

According to a report by Florence of Worcester, written long
afterwards, at some time before Aldfrith's death in 705 he and
Cuthburh "renounced connubial intercourse for the love of God".
Following this, Cuthburh entered Abbess Hildelith's nunnery at
Barking Abbey.[8] Cuthburh is traditionally associated with the "Cuthburh" mentioned in the dedication of
Aldhelm's treatise De virginitate.[9] It is thought that she was in some way related to Aldhelm.[8] After Aldfrith's
death, around 705, Cuthburh and Cwenburh established a double-monastery in her brother's kingdom of
Wessex, at Wimborne, Dorset.[8]

She is described as austere, and she communicated with prelates through a little hatch in the nunnery at
Wimborne. Among Saint Boniface's surviving letters is an anonymous account of a vision of Abbess Cuthburh in
Hell.[10]

Cuthburh died on 31 August 725 at Wimborne and is said to be buried under the wall of the chancel. [11]

In 1558, Wimborne Minster being in need of repair, the guardians of the church wrote Thomas Cromwell for
permission to melt down the silver reliquary containing Cuthburh's head. As a few years later, the tower
collapsed, it is surmised that the reliquary was confiscated to the King's use. It is not mentioned what then
happened to her head.[12]

The feast day associated with her is 31 August.[8]
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House of Wessex family tree
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Cuthmann of Steyning

Saint Cuthmann of Steyning

Modern statue of Cuthmann by Penny Reeve,
looking over the road to the church he founded

at Steyning.

Hermit
Born c. 681

Chidham, near Bosham, Sussex
(some legends say Devon or
Cornwall)

Died 8th century
Steyning, Sussex

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Anglican Communion
Western Orthodoxy

Major shrine St Andrew's, Steyning – relics
removed to Fécamp Abbey in the
11th century

Feast 8 February

Attributes wheelbarrow

Patronage Shepherds
Steyning, West Sussex

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Cuthman)

Saint Cuthmann of Steyning (c. 681 – 8th century), also spelt
Cuthman, was an Anglo-Saxon hermit and church-builder.
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Life [edit]

Birth [edit]

In the biography of the saint in the Acta Sanctorum which was
preserved at the Abbey of Fécamp in Normandy[note 1] it is said
that he was born about 681, either in Devon or Cornwall, or more
probably at Chidham, near Bosham, about 25 miles from
Steyning.[note 2] A birth in Chidham at that date would place him in
the right time and area to be preached to by Saint Wilfrid, the
Apostle of Sussex (680–685), and would probably make Wilfrid the
man who converted and baptised Cuthmann and his parents.[note 3]

Travels to Steyning [edit]

His legend states he was a shepherd who had to care for his
paralysed mother after his father's death. When they fell on hard
times and were forced to beg from door to door, he built a one-
wheeled cart or wheelbarrow (with a rope from the handles over
his shoulders taking part of the weight) in which he moved her around with him. They set out east, towards the
rising sun, from his home and, even though the rope broke, he improvised a new one from withies, deciding that
when that rope broke he would accept it as a sign from God to stop at that place and build a church.[note 4] The
withy rope broke at the place now called Steyning, upon which (according to his biography) he prayed:

"Father Almighty, you have brought my wanderings to an end; now enable me to begin this work. For who
am I, Lord, that I should build a house to name? If I rely on myself, it will be of no avail, but it is you who will
assist me. You have given me the desire to be a builder; make up for my lack of skill, and bring the work of
building this holy house to its completion."

After building a hut to accommodate his mother and himself, he began work on the church (now St Andrew's,
Steyning, which in the 20th century instituted a Cuthmann chapel in his honour), with help from the locals. As
the church was nearing completion and Cuthmann was having difficulty with a roof-beam, a stranger showed
him how to fix it. When Cuthmann asked his name, he replied:

"I am he in whose name you are building this church."[note 5]

Whatever date is ascribed to Cuthmann, this church was in existence by 857, when King Æthelwulf of Wessex,
the father of Alfred the Great, was buried there.[1]
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Other legends [edit]

According to one legend, Chanctonbury Ring near Steyning was created by the Devil who became so angry at
the conversion of England thanks to 'apostles' like Cuthmann that he decided to dig a channel by night to let in
the sea and drown the Christians of Sussex. Fortunately, Cuthmann found out the Devil’s plan and tricked him
by holding a candle behind a sieve and knocking the local cock off its perch. When the Devil saw the light and
heard the cock crow, he fled the scene, leaving his great plan unfinished and giving us a complex of hills (the
mounds of earth from his digging), including Chanctonbury Ring and the nearby ‘Devil's Dyke.’

According to another, whilst he was a shepherd, one day he drew a line around his sheep with his staff so that
he could get away to collect food. On his return, he found that the flock had not left the invisible boundary. This
miracle may have taken place in a field near Chidham, which for centuries was known as ‘St Cuthman’s Field’ or
‘St Cuthman’s Dell.’ It was said that a large stone in the field, ‘on which the holy shepherd was in the habit of
sitting,’ held miraculous properties.

Veneration [edit]

Cuthmann was venerated as a saint in the Steyning area before the Norman Conquest. In charters of William
the Conqueror, Steyning is sometimes called "St Cuthman's Port" or "St Cuthman's Parish".

The translation of his relics to Fécamp led to his becoming well known on the continent and even to his feast
being celebrated at many of the religious houses of Normandy. This can be seen most clearly in a c. 1450
German engraving of him with his "cart" by Martin Schongauer, and the inclusion, transcription (from an
anonymous source) and printing of his Life in the saints' lives collected in 1658 in the Bollandist Acta
Sanctorum, giving his feast day as 8 February.

There is also a choir seat carving at Ripon Cathedral dating from a few decades after 1450 (with him and a
three-wheeled wheelbarrow) and at his birthplace of Chidham there was a Guild of St Cuthman, subject to a tax
in 1522 under Henry VIII.

Though the church he founded at Steyning was later re-dedicated to Andrew not Cuthmann, moves began in
January 2007 within the parish to have it rededicated to "St Andrew and St Cuthman", giving the apostle Andrew
precedence but reincluding Cuthmann – these moves succeeded and the church is now dedicated to "St
Andrew and St Cuthman".[2] The church also has a Cuthmann chapel and a statue of him outside by artist
Penny Reeve, while a picture of him with his wheelbarrow also continues to be Steyning's logo on its town sign.

Christopher Fry wrote a play on him in 1938 called The Boy with a Cart, performed at the Lyric Theatre,
Hammersmith, in 1950, directed by John Gielgud and with Richard Burton as Cuthman, from which the following
is a quote:

It is there in the story of Cuthman, the working together
Of man and God like root and sky; the son
Of a Cornish[note 6] shepherd, Cuthman, the boy with a cart,
The boy we saw trudging the sheep-tracks with his mother
Mile upon mile over five counties; one
Fixed purpose biting his heels and lifting his heart.
We saw him; we saw him with a grass in his mouth, chewing
And travelling. We saw him building at last
A church among whortleberries…

Gallery [edit]

Cuthmann the shepherd
from a window in the
south aisle of St
Andrew's, Steyning

 

Cuthmann the Builder, in
the same window

 

St Andrew's, Steyning

 

Window in the Cuthmann
Chapel
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See also [edit]

History of Christianity in Sussex

Notes [edit]

1. ^ After the Norman Conquest this abbey had acquired Cuthmann's church at Steyning – by then dedicated to him
– turning it into a minster church, administered by a college of secular canons, and taking his relics to Fécamp.
This college was dissolved in 1260 and the church was rebuilt, rededicated to St Andrew and became a standard
parish church, with vicars appointed by the Abbey.

2. ^ This would make his journey from his birthplace to Steyning of a more rational length.
3. ^ Some authorities give him a date later than this.
4. ^ Some haymakers who were watching laughed at him, but a heavy rainstorm ruined their hay and taught them a

lesson. Later versions of the story say that, from that moment onwards, it always rained in that particular field
during the haymaking season.

5. ^ i.e. Christ, who had been a carpenter before his ministry
6. ^ Fry used the Cornish birthplace in his plot, rather than the Sussex one.
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Cuthmann of Steyning

Saint Cuthmann of Steyning

Modern statue of Cuthmann by Penny Reeve,
looking over the road to the church he founded

at Steyning.

Hermit
Born c. 681

Chidham, near Bosham, Sussex
(some legends say Devon or
Cornwall)

Died 8th century
Steyning, Sussex

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Anglican Communion
Western Orthodoxy

Major shrine St Andrew's, Steyning – relics
removed to Fécamp Abbey in the
11th century

Feast 8 February

Attributes wheelbarrow

Patronage Shepherds
Steyning, West Sussex

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Cuthmann of Steyning (c. 681 – 8th century), also spelt
Cuthman, was an Anglo-Saxon hermit and church-builder.
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Life [edit]

Birth [edit]

In the biography of the saint in the Acta Sanctorum which was
preserved at the Abbey of Fécamp in Normandy[note 1] it is said
that he was born about 681, either in Devon or Cornwall, or more
probably at Chidham, near Bosham, about 25 miles from
Steyning.[note 2] A birth in Chidham at that date would place him in
the right time and area to be preached to by Saint Wilfrid, the
Apostle of Sussex (680–685), and would probably make Wilfrid the
man who converted and baptised Cuthmann and his parents.[note 3]

Travels to Steyning [edit]

His legend states he was a shepherd who had to care for his
paralysed mother after his father's death. When they fell on hard
times and were forced to beg from door to door, he built a one-
wheeled cart or wheelbarrow (with a rope from the handles over
his shoulders taking part of the weight) in which he moved her around with him. They set out east, towards the
rising sun, from his home and, even though the rope broke, he improvised a new one from withies, deciding that
when that rope broke he would accept it as a sign from God to stop at that place and build a church.[note 4] The
withy rope broke at the place now called Steyning, upon which (according to his biography) he prayed:

"Father Almighty, you have brought my wanderings to an end; now enable me to begin this work. For who
am I, Lord, that I should build a house to name? If I rely on myself, it will be of no avail, but it is you who will
assist me. You have given me the desire to be a builder; make up for my lack of skill, and bring the work of
building this holy house to its completion."

After building a hut to accommodate his mother and himself, he began work on the church (now St Andrew's,
Steyning, which in the 20th century instituted a Cuthmann chapel in his honour), with help from the locals. As
the church was nearing completion and Cuthmann was having difficulty with a roof-beam, a stranger showed
him how to fix it. When Cuthmann asked his name, he replied:

"I am he in whose name you are building this church."[note 5]

Whatever date is ascribed to Cuthmann, this church was in existence by 857, when King Æthelwulf of Wessex,
the father of Alfred the Great, was buried there.[1]

Other legends [edit]
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According to one legend, Chanctonbury Ring near Steyning was created by the Devil who became so angry at
the conversion of England thanks to 'apostles' like Cuthmann that he decided to dig a channel by night to let in
the sea and drown the Christians of Sussex. Fortunately, Cuthmann found out the Devil’s plan and tricked him
by holding a candle behind a sieve and knocking the local cock off its perch. When the Devil saw the light and
heard the cock crow, he fled the scene, leaving his great plan unfinished and giving us a complex of hills (the
mounds of earth from his digging), including Chanctonbury Ring and the nearby ‘Devil's Dyke.’

According to another, whilst he was a shepherd, one day he drew a line around his sheep with his staff so that
he could get away to collect food. On his return, he found that the flock had not left the invisible boundary. This
miracle may have taken place in a field near Chidham, which for centuries was known as ‘St Cuthman’s Field’ or
‘St Cuthman’s Dell.’ It was said that a large stone in the field, ‘on which the holy shepherd was in the habit of
sitting,’ held miraculous properties.

Veneration [edit]

Cuthmann was venerated as a saint in the Steyning area before the Norman Conquest. In charters of William
the Conqueror, Steyning is sometimes called "St Cuthman's Port" or "St Cuthman's Parish".

The translation of his relics to Fécamp led to his becoming well known on the continent and even to his feast
being celebrated at many of the religious houses of Normandy. This can be seen most clearly in a c. 1450
German engraving of him with his "cart" by Martin Schongauer, and the inclusion, transcription (from an
anonymous source) and printing of his Life in the saints' lives collected in 1658 in the Bollandist Acta
Sanctorum, giving his feast day as 8 February.

There is also a choir seat carving at Ripon Cathedral dating from a few decades after 1450 (with him and a
three-wheeled wheelbarrow) and at his birthplace of Chidham there was a Guild of St Cuthman, subject to a tax
in 1522 under Henry VIII.

Though the church he founded at Steyning was later re-dedicated to Andrew not Cuthmann, moves began in
January 2007 within the parish to have it rededicated to "St Andrew and St Cuthman", giving the apostle Andrew
precedence but reincluding Cuthmann – these moves succeeded and the church is now dedicated to "St
Andrew and St Cuthman".[2] The church also has a Cuthmann chapel and a statue of him outside by artist
Penny Reeve, while a picture of him with his wheelbarrow also continues to be Steyning's logo on its town sign.

Christopher Fry wrote a play on him in 1938 called The Boy with a Cart, performed at the Lyric Theatre,
Hammersmith, in 1950, directed by John Gielgud and with Richard Burton as Cuthman, from which the following
is a quote:

It is there in the story of Cuthman, the working together
Of man and God like root and sky; the son
Of a Cornish[note 6] shepherd, Cuthman, the boy with a cart,
The boy we saw trudging the sheep-tracks with his mother
Mile upon mile over five counties; one
Fixed purpose biting his heels and lifting his heart.
We saw him; we saw him with a grass in his mouth, chewing
And travelling. We saw him building at last
A church among whortleberries…

Gallery [edit]
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See also [edit]

History of Christianity in Sussex

Notes [edit]

1. ^ After the Norman Conquest this abbey had acquired Cuthmann's church at Steyning – by then dedicated to him
– turning it into a minster church, administered by a college of secular canons, and taking his relics to Fécamp.
This college was dissolved in 1260 and the church was rebuilt, rededicated to St Andrew and became a standard
parish church, with vicars appointed by the Abbey.

2. ^ This would make his journey from his birthplace to Steyning of a more rational length.
3. ^ Some authorities give him a date later than this.
4. ^ Some haymakers who were watching laughed at him, but a heavy rainstorm ruined their hay and taught them a

lesson. Later versions of the story say that, from that moment onwards, it always rained in that particular field
during the haymaking season.

5. ^ i.e. Christ, who had been a carpenter before his ministry
6. ^ Fry used the Cornish birthplace in his plot, rather than the Sussex one.
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Cwenburh of Wimborne was an 8th-century Anglo-Saxon saint,[1] a sister
of King Ine of Wessex and of Saint Cuthburh. Her sister Cuthburh was
married to King Aldfrith of Northumbria and then became the first abbess of
Wimborne monastery.

Very little information survives about Cwenburh. She is known primarily
from a mention in a single annal of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle:

718. In this year Ingild Ine's brother died, and their sisters were
Cwenburh and Cuthburh. And Cuthburh raised the monastery at
Wimborne; and she was given to Aldfrith, king of the Northumbrians;
but they separated during his life.

She is also included in the genealogical preface to the Chronicle in one copy, as part of a pedigree for the 9th-
century King Æthelwulf of Wessex, the father of King Alfred the Great of Wessex.

... Eoppa [the son] of Ingild, and Ingild of Cenred, and Ine of Cenred, and Cuthburh of Cenred, and
Cwenburh of Cenred, and Cenred of Ceolwald ...

It is possible that Cwenburh succeeded Cuthburh as abbess there after her sister's death.[1] Cuthburh is later
mentioned again in a list entitled On the Resting-Places of the Saints, found in two 11th century manuscripts

resteth Saint Cuthburh at Wimborne Minster, that first established the life and customs that are still kept in
the monastery.

In one version of the list the words "and Cwenburh" appear after Cuthburh. According to Felix Liebermann who
made an edition of the text in the 19th century this appears to be a later addition, and the subsequent clause
remains grammatically singular, referring only to Saint Cuthburh.[2]

The Abbess Tetta is sometimes viewed as a familiar name for Cwenburh, or alternatively as a third sister.[3][4]
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1.  ̂a b David Hugh Farmer (2011), The Oxford Dictionary of Saints, 5th Edition (revised), p. 373 , as Quenburga
2. ^ Felix Liebermann (1889), Die Heiligen Englands: Angelsächsisch und Lateinisch, p. 19 .
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Cwyllog
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Saint Cwyllog (or Cywyllog)[1] was a Christian holy woman who was active in Anglesey, Wales, in the early 6th
century. The daughter, sister and niece of saints, she is said to have founded St Cwyllog's Church, Llangwyllog,
in the middle of Anglesey, where a church is still dedicated to her.

Life and commemoration [edit]

Little is known for certain about Cwyllog (sometimes written as Cywyllog); her dates of birth and death are not
given in the sources. She is said to have been one of the daughters of St Caw. He was a king in northern Britain
who lost his lands and sought safety with his family in Anglesey, where the ruler Maelgwn Gwynedd gave him
land in the north-east of the island, the district known as Twrcelyn.[2] Other saintly relatives of Cwyllog included
St Iestyn and St Cyngar (brothers of Caw) and her sisters Cain, Peithian and Gwenafwy as well as various
brothers including St Gildas (although the number of Caw's children varies from 10 to 21 between different
manuscripts).[2][3] Cwyllog is said to have been the wife of Mordred (or Medrod), the treacherous son and
nephew of King Arthur and mother of his sons. According to the 19th-century Welsh antiquarian Angharad
Llwyd, in her History of Anglesey, Cwyllog decided to follow a religious life after her husband's death in battle
against Arthur at the Battle of Camlann in 537.[1]

She is said to have founded St Cwyllog's Church, Llangwyllog, towards the middle of Anglesey but within the
area granted to her father, in the 6th century.[1][4] The current church there (which is still dedicated to her) is of
a later date, with the walls possibly dating from about 1200.[5] Her feast day there has been recorded as being 7
January, although this date does not appear in the Welsh calendars of saints.[1]

According to critics, Cwyllog may be a fictional creation. Her name could be a back-formation from the place-
name Llangwyllog. The original saint of that location would be Gwrddelw, son of Caw, whose feast day is also 7
January. Cwyllog's connection to Mordred originated with readings of Hector Boece, who said Mordred's wife
was a daughter of Gawolane. Some scholars identified "Gawolane" as Caw of Prydyn, which caused Welsh
antiquary Lewis Morris to list Gildas as Medrawd’s brother-in-law and, eventually, “Kwyllog” as Medrawd's wife.[6]

See also [edit]

Other Anglesey saints commemorated in local churches include:

St Eleth at St Eleth's Church, Amlwch
St Iestyn at St Iestyn's Church, Llaniestyn
St Peulan at St Peulan's Church, Llanbeulan
St Tyfrydog at St Tyfrydog's Church, Llandyfrydog

References [edit]

Notes

1.  ̂a b c d Baring-Gould, p. 279.
2.  ̂a b Baring-Gould, pp. 92–94
3. ^ Baring-Gould, p. 55.
4. ^ Lewis, Samuel (1849). "Llangwillog (Llan-Gwillog)". A Topographical Dictionary of Wales . Retrieved 17 June

2010.
5. ^ Cadw (2009). "Church of St Cwyllog" . Historic Wales. Archived from the original  on 29 September 2011.

Retrieved 15 June 2010.
6. ^ Bartrum, Peter C. (1993). A Welsh Classical Dictionary: People in History and Legend up to about A.D. 1000.

National Library of Wales. p. 180. ISBN 0907158730.
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Cybi

Saint Cybi

Mural of Cybi in Holyhead, Anglesey by artist
Gary Drostle

Abbot of Caer-Gybi
Born 483[1]

Cornwall, England

Died 8 November 555

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodoxy
Anglican Communion

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Feast 8 November
13 August in Cornwall

Patronage Cuby, Cornwall
Landulph, Cornwall
Llangibby, Monmouthshire,
Wales
Llangybi, Cardigan, Wales
Tregony, Cornwall
Kenwyn, Cornwall

Saints portal

Cornwall portal

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Cybi (in Welsh) or Saint Cuby (in Cornish) was a 6th-
century Cornish bishop, saint and, briefly, king, who worked largely
in North Wales: his biography is recorded in two slightly variant
medieval 'lives'.[2]
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Life in Cornwall [edit]

According to the 'Life of Saint Cybi', this saint was the son of
Salomon, a 'warrior prince', generally thought to have been a King
of Cornwall. In the 'Bonedd y Saint', his father's name is given the
Welsh form, Selyf. His mother, Saint Wenna (Gwen ferch Cynyr),
was sister to Saint Non.[3]

He was raised as a Christian and, in early life, went on a
pilgrimage to Rome and Jerusalem. He became a priest and was
consecrated as a bishop, before he arrived home to find that his
father was dead and he was King of Cornwall. Cybi politely
declined the throne and, instead, travelled through his kingdom,
preaching to the people and building churches at Duloe, Tregony,
Cubert and Landulph.

Life in Wales [edit]

He then moved on to south Wales, founding churches at Llangybi
between Usk and Caerleon in Monmouthshire, and Llanddyfrwyr-yn-Edeligion, before spending some time in
Ireland. He eventually sailed for north Wales, settling at Llangybi on the Llŷn peninsula. Off Anglesey, King
Maelgwn Gwynedd gave him the old Roman fort at Holyhead (subsequently known, in Welsh, as Caer Gybi,
"Cybi's Fort") on Holy Island (thence called Ynys Gybi, "Cybi's Island"). He founded a large and important
monastery there in the area where St Cybi's Church is now located.

Cybi was a great friend of Saint Seiriol. He would always face the Sun while travelling to meet him and his
resulting tanned complexion led to him being known as Cybi Felyn or Cybi the Tanned. He is also said to have
attended the Synod of Llanddewi Brefi in Ceredigion where he advised some pilgrims on their journey to Ynys
Enlli (Bardsey). Rhyd-y-Saint railway station (English: Saints' Ford) on the Red Wharf Bay branch line near
Pentraeth, was named so as Cybi and Seiriol are said to have met there.

Cybi died on 8 November 555 and was buried in Eglwys y Bedd (the Chapel of the Grave) adjoining his
monastery at Holyhead.[4]

References and bibliography [edit]

1. ^ "EBK: St. Cybi Felyn" . www.earlybritishkingdoms.com.
2. ^ Breverton, T. D. (2000) The Book of Welsh Saints. ISBN 1-903529-01-8.
3. ^ Maddern, Eric (October 5, 2015). "Snowdonia Folk Tales" . The History Press – via

Google Books.
4. ^ Doble, G. H. (1964) The Saints of Cornwall: part 3. Truro: Dean and Chapter; pp. 105-132
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David's Church, Llangeview.

Cornwall portal

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cyfyw was a 6th century princess and pre-congregational Saint of
Cornwall and Wales.

Cyfyw was the sister of St. Cadoc[1][2] Cynidr and Maches.

Born a daughter of Saint Gwynllyw and his wife Gwladys, she was
commemorated with a shrine at St David's Church, Llangeview.
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1. ^ Saint Maches  at CatholicSaints.Info.
2. ^ Brian Daniel Starr, The Life of Saint Brychan: King of Brycheiniog and

Family (Brian Daniel Starr, 2008)p38.
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Cynfarwy

St Cynfarwy's Church, Llechgynfarwy

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cynfarwy was a Christian in the 7th century about whom little is known. He was venerated by the early church
in Wales as a saint, although he was never formally canonised. St Cynfarwy's Church in Anglesey is dedicated
to him, and his name is also preserved in the name of the settlement around the church, Llechgynfarwy (or
sometimes "Llechcynfarwy"). His feast day is in November, although the date varies between sources.
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Life and commemoration [edit]

Little is known for certain about Cynfarwy; his dates of birth and death
are not given in the Bonedd y Saint (a Welsh genealogical tract
compiled in the late 18th century using material from older
manuscripts).[1][2] According to the 19th-century Celtic scholar Robert
Williams, Cynfarwy was active in the 7th century.[3] According to the
Bonedd y Saint, he was the son of the otherwise unknown "Awy ab
Llehenog, Lord of Cornwall".[2]

Cynfarwy is venerated as a saint, although he was never canonized by
a pope: as the historian Jane Cartwright notes, "In Wales sanctity was
locally conferred and none of the medieval Welsh saints appears to
have been canonized by the Roman Catholic Church".[4]

Church and feast day [edit]

Cynfarwy is the patron saint of St Cynfarwy's Church, Llechgynfarwy in Anglesey, north Wales. According to the
19th-century Welsh historian Angharad Llwyd, he established the first church there in about 630.[5] The present
church (which is a Grade II listed building) mainly dates from the 19th century, but has some medieval fabric
and a 12th-century font.[6]

Until the 19th century, there was a stone more than 9 feet (3 m) high in the field next to church, known Maen
Llechgynfarwy (maen meaning "stone", llech meaning "slate" and " gynfarwy" being a modified form of the
saint's name). The settlement around the church, which is about 10 miles (16 km) from the port of Holyhead, is
known as Llechgynfarwy (or sometimes as "Llechcynfarwy").[2][5]

The traditional date for the feast of St Cynfarwy varies between antiquarian sources, although all place it in
November. Some manuscripts say that it falls on the 10th, some on the 11th, whilst according to Angharad
Llwyd and others the festival is marked on the 7th.[2]

See also [edit]

Other Anglesey saints commemorated in local churches include:

St Caffo at St Caffo's Church, Llangaffo
St Cwyllog at St Cwyllog's Church, Llangwyllog
St Eleth at St Eleth's Church, Amlwch
St Iestyn at St Iestyn's Church, Llaniestyn
St Peulan at St Peulan's Church, Llanbeulan
St Tyfrydog at St Tyfrydog's Church, Llandyfrydog

References [edit]

1. ^ Parry, John Humffreys (November 1821). "Genealogy of the Saints" . The Cambro-Briton. W. Simpkin and R.
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Cynidr's Well, Ffynnon
Gynydd

Church of St Eigon.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

St Cynidr was a 6th-century Catholic pre-congregational saint of South Wales
and first Bishop of Glasbury, Powys.

Veneration [edit]

Cynidr is buried in Glasbury,[1] where he is venerated with a feast day of April
27.

The Parochial church of St Cynidr (St Kenider) at Glasbury commemorates his
work although the current church was built c.1088AD. A holy well in the town is
also attributed to him.

Family [edit]

Cynidr was the son of St. Gwladys,[2] grand son of King Brychan and the brother
of St Eigon, the Patron Saint of Llanigon,[3][4] near Glasbury.
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2. ^ T. D. Breverton, A Book of Welsh Saints (Cyhoeddiadau Glyndwr, 2000).
3. ^ Church at Llanigon  Archived  August 14, 2013, at the Wayback Machine.
4. ^ S. Baring-Gould, The Lives of the British Saints Vol. 3 .
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Cynllo

Saint Cynllo

St. Cynllo Church, Llangynllo

Born late 5th century
Probably Brittany, France

Died 6th century
Wales

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church;
Anglican Communion; Orthodox
Church[1]

Major shrine Church of St Cynllo in
Llangunllo, Wales[2]

Feast 17 July

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Cynllo (Welsh pronunciation: [ˈkənɬɔ]) is a British saint, who
lived in the late 5th and early 6th centuries, generally described as
a brother of Saint Teilo. Cynllo was known for "...the sanctity of his
life and the austerity of his manners."[3]
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Life [edit]

Cynllo is variously described in the genealogical Bonedd y Saint
as the son of Usyllt and brother of Teilo.[4] Later genealogies have
him a grandson of Coel Hen.[5] Wade-Evans thought he should be
identified with Kentinlau who accompanied Saint Cadfan from
Brittany to Ceredigion. References to him as Cynllo Vrenin (Cynllo
the King) suggest that he was in possession of his ancestral
dominions before devoting himself to religious life.[6]

Cynllo's knee imprints, made as he said his devotions, are said to exist in a rock, near the farm Felin Gynllo,
which lies just outside Llangoedmor in Ceredigion.[7] A Middle Welsh poem, The Consolations of Elffin,
attributed to the infant Taliesin includes the line, Ni bydd coeg gweddi Cynllo, "The prayer of Cynllo will not be in
vain."

Several churches are dedicated in his honour, but there is no reliable account of him.[8] Churches and chapels
were dedicated to him over almost the whole of Gwerthrynion and Maelienydd.

There are churches in Ceredigion commemorating Saint Cynllo at Llangynllo (said to stand on the site of his
monastic cell)[9] and Nantcwnlle, and also the church of St Cynllo in the community of Nantmel in the historic
county of Radnorshire, now part of Powys.[10] The latter was almost totally rebuilt in the late 18th century. Cynllo
was so popular that even when the Normans changed the dedication of the church in Rhayader to Saint
Clements, locals still held Cynllo’s feastday there.[11]

Near St Cynllo's Church, Llanbister was a spring called Pistyll Cynllo.[5][6]

Feast day [edit]

By the fifteenth century St. Cynllo's feast day had been set as 17 July,[2][10] although Baring-Gould, quoting the
sixteenth century Haford MS, shows August 8.[12]

Cynllo does not appear on the Roman Catholic National Calendar for Wales, although every parish is
encouraged to celebrate its patronal feast. The calendar indicates that "Where no other indication is given the
celebration is an optional memorial."[13]

A new calendar for the Church in Wales was produced in 2003; Cynllo does not appear in that either although
both the Catholic and Anglican calendars have a general commemoration in November for Welsh saints. Those
parishes which continue to commemorate Cynllo appear to conform to the 17 July.
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1. ^ Hutchison-Hall, John (Ellsworth). Orthodox Saints of the British Isles, Vol. III, St. Eadfrith Press, 2014
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Cyprian

Saint Cyprian

Icon of St. Cyprian from a Russian Orthodox
church in Germany

Born c. 200-210
Carthage, Roman Empire

Died 14 September 258
Carthage

Venerated in Catholic Church, Eastern
Orthodox Church, Lutheranism,
Anglicanism

Feast 16 September (Western
Orthodox, Catholic & Lutheran)
31 August (Eastern Orthodox)
13 or 15 September (Anglican)
14 September (historical Sarum
Use)

Controversy Swift ordination
Lapsi Dispute
Dispute with Novatianisms

Cyprian

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about the bishop of Carthage. For other Cyprians, see Cyprian (disambiguation).

Cyprian (SIP-ree-ən; Latin: Thaschus Cæcilius Cyprianus; c. 200
– September 14, 258 AD)[4] was bishop of Carthage and a notable
Early Christian writer of Berber descent,[5] many of whose Latin
works are extant. He is also recognised as a saint in the Christian
churches. He was born around the beginning of the 3rd century in
North Africa, perhaps at Carthage,[6] where he received a classical
education. Soon after converting to Christianity, he became a
bishop in 249. A controversial figure during his lifetime, his strong
pastoral skills, firm conduct during the Novatianist heresy and
outbreak of the Plague of Cyprian (named after him due to his
description of it), and eventual martyrdom at Carthage established
his reputation and proved his sanctity in the eyes of the Church.
His skillful Latin rhetoric led to his being considered the pre-
eminent Latin writer of Western Christianity until Jerome and
Augustine.[7]
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Early life [edit]

Cyprian was born into a rich, pagan, Berber (Roman African),[6]

Carthage family sometime during the early third century. His
original name was Thascius; he took the additional name Caecilius
in memory of the priest to whom he owed his conversion.[8] Before
his conversion, he was a leading member of a legal fraternity in
Carthage, an orator, a "pleader in the courts", and a teacher of
rhetoric.[9] After a "dissipated youth", Cyprian was baptised when
he was thirty-five years old,[10] c. 245 AD. After his baptism, he
gave away a portion of his wealth to the poor of Carthage, as
befitted a man of his status.

In the early days of his conversion he wrote an Epistola ad
Donatum de gratia Dei and the Testimoniorum Libri III that adhere
closely to the models of Tertullian, who influenced his style and
thinking. Cyprian described his own conversion and baptism in the
following words:

When I was still lying in darkness and gloomy night, I
used to regard it as extremely difficult and demanding
to do what God's mercy was suggesting to me... I
myself was held in bonds by the innumerable errors of
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Saint Cyprian by Master of Messkirch
Nationality Roman African

Occupation Bishop

Notable work Epistola ad Donatum de gratia
Dei and the Testimoniorum Libri
III

Theological work
Era Patristic era

Main
interests

Theology

Notable
ideas

Church of Rome as the Matrice
of the Church[1]

Extra Ecclesiam nulla salus[2][3]

my previous life, from which I did not believe I could
possibly be delivered, so I was disposed to acquiesce
in my clinging vices and to indulge my sins... But after
that, by the help of the water of new birth, the stain of
my former life was washed away, and a light from
above, serene and pure, was infused into my
reconciled heart... a second birth restored me to a
new man. Then, in a wondrous manner every doubt
began to fade.... I clearly understood that what had
first lived within me, enslaved by the vices of the flesh,
was earthly and that what, instead, the Holy Spirit had
wrought within me was divine and heavenly.[11]

Contested election as bishop of Carthage [edit]

Not long after his baptism he was ordained a deacon, and soon
afterwards a priest. Some time between July 248 and April 249 he
was elected bishop of Carthage, a popular choice among the poor
who remembered his patronage as demonstrating good equestrian
style. However his rapid rise did not meet with the approval of
senior members of the clergy in Carthage,[12] an opposition which
did not disappear during his episcopate.

Not long afterward, the entire community was put to an unwanted
test. Christians in North Africa had not suffered persecution for
many years; the Church was assured and lax. Early in 250 the
"Decian persecution" began.[13] The Emperor Decius issued an
edict, the text of which is lost, ordering sacrifices to the gods to be
made throughout the Empire.[14] Jews were specifically exempted
from this requirement.[15] Cyprian chose to go into hiding rather
than face potential execution. While some clergy saw this decision
as a sign of cowardice, Cyprian defended himself saying he had
fled in order not to leave the faithful without a shepherd during the
persecution, and that his decision to continue to lead them,
although from a distance, was in accordance with divine will.
Moreover, he pointed to the actions of the Apostles and Jesus
himself: "And therefore the Lord commanded us in the persecution to depart and to flee; and both taught that
this should be done, and Himself did it. For as the crown is given by the condescension of God, and cannot be
received unless the hour comes for accepting it, whoever abiding in Christ departs for a while does not deny his
faith, but waits for the time..." [16]

Controversy over the lapsed [edit]

The persecution was especially severe at Carthage, according to Church sources. Many Christians fell away,
and were thereafter referred to as "Lapsi" (the fallen). [13] The majority had obtained signed statements (libelli)
certifying that they had sacrificed to the Roman gods in order to avoid persecution or confiscation of property.
In some cases Christians had actually sacrificed, whether under torture or otherwise. Cyprian found these
libellatici especially cowardly, and demanded that they and the rest of the lapsi undergo public penance before
being re-admitted to the Church.

However, in Cyprian's absence, some priests disregarded his wishes by readmitting the lapsed to communion
with little or no public penance. Some of the lapsi presented a second libellus purported to bear the signature of
some martyr or confessor who, it was held, had the spiritual prestige to reaffirm individual Christians. This
system was not limited to Carthage, but on a wider front by its charismatic nature it clearly constituted a
challenge to institutional authority in the Church, in particular to that of the bishop. Hundreds or even thousands
of lapsi were re-admitted this way, against the express wishes of Cyprian and the majority of the Carthaginian
clergy, who insisted upon earnest repentance.[7]

A schism then broke out in Carthage, as the laxist party, led largely by the priests who had opposed Cyprian's
election, attempted to block measures taken by him during his period of absence. After fourteen months,
Cyprian returned to the diocese and in letters addressed to the other North African bishops defended having
left his post. After issuing a tract, "De lapsis," (On the Fallen) he convoked a council of North African bishops at
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Carthage to consider the treatment of the lapsed, and the apparent schism of Felicissimus (251). Cyprian took
a middle course between the followers of Novatus of Carthage who were in favour of welcoming back all with
little or no penance, and Novatian of Rome who would not allow any of those who had lapsed to be
reconciled.[17] The council in the main sided with Cyprian and condemned Felicissimus, though no acts of this
council survive.

The schism continued as the laxists elected a certain Fortunatus as bishop in opposition to Cyprian. At the
same time, the rigorist party in Rome, who refused reconciliation to any of the lapsed, elected Novatian as
bishop of Rome, in opposition to Pope Cornelius. The Novatianists also secured the election of a certain
Maximus as a rival bishop of their own at Carthage. Cyprian now found himself wedged between laxists and
rigorists, but the polarization highlighted the firm but moderate position adopted by Cyprian and strengthened
his influence, wearing down the numbers of his opponents. Moreover, his dedication during the time of a great
plague and famine gained him still further popular support.[17]

Cyprian comforted his brethren by writing his De mortalitate, and in his De eleemosynis exhorted them to active
charity towards the poor, setting a personal example. He defended Christianity and the Christians in the
apologia Ad Demetrianum, directed against a certain Demetrius, in which he countered pagan claims that
Christians were the cause of the public calamities.

Persecution under Valerian [edit]

At the end of 256 a new persecution of the Christians broke out under
Emperor Valerian, and Pope Sixtus II was executed in Rome.[7]

In Africa Cyprian prepared his people for the expected edict of
persecution by his De exhortatione martyrii, and himself set an example
when he was brought before the Roman proconsul Aspasius Paternus
(August 30, 257).[7] He refused to sacrifice to the pagan deities and
firmly professed Christ.

The proconsul banished him to Curubis, modern Korba, whence, to the
best of his ability, he comforted his flock and his banished clergy. In a
vision he believed he saw his approaching fate. When a year had
passed he was recalled and kept practically a prisoner in his own villa,
in expectation of severe measures after a new and more stringent
imperial edict arrived, and which Christian writers subsequently claimed
demanded the execution of all Christian clerics.[7]

On September 13, 258, Cyprian was imprisoned on the orders of the
new proconsul, Galerius Maximus. The public examination of Cyprian by
Galerius Maximus, on 14 September 258 has been preserved:[14]

Galerius Maximus: "Are you Thascius Cyprianus?" Cyprian: "I am." Galerius: "The most sacred
Emperors have commanded you to conform to the Roman rites." Cyprian: "I refuse." Galerius:
"Take heed for yourself." Cyprian: "Do as you are bid; in so clear a case I may not take heed."
Galerius, after briefly conferring with his judicial council, with much reluctance pronounced the
following sentence: "You have long lived an irreligious life, and have drawn together a number of
men bound by an unlawful association, and professed yourself an open enemy to the gods and the
religion of Rome; and the pious, most sacred and august Emperors ... have endeavoured in vain to
bring you back to conformity with their religious observances; whereas therefore you have been
apprehended as principal and ringleader in these infamous crimes, you shall be made an example
to those whom you have wickedly associated with you; the authority of law shall be ratified in your
blood." He then read the sentence of the court from a written tablet: "It is the sentence of this court
that Thascius Cyprianus be executed with the sword." Cyprian: "Thanks be to God.”

The execution was carried out at once in an open place near the city. A vast multitude followed Cyprian on his
last journey. He removed his garments without assistance, knelt down, and prayed. After he blindfolded himself,
he was beheaded by the sword. The body was interred by Christians near the place of execution.[7]

Writings [edit]

Cyprian's works were edited in volumes 3 and 4 of the Patrologia
Latina. He was not a speculative theologian, his writings being always
related to his pastoral ministry.[18] The first major work was a monologue
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spoken to a friend called Ad Donatum, detailing his own conversion, the corruption of Roman government and
the gladiatorial spectacles, and pointing to prayer as "the only refuge of the Christian".[7] Another early written
work was the Testimonia ad Quirinum. During his exile from Carthage Cyprian wrote his most famous treatise,
De Ecclesiae Catholicae Unitate (On the Unity of the Catholic Church) and on returning to his see, he issued
De Lapsis (On the Fallen). Another important work is his Treatise on the Lord's Prayer.

The following works are of doubtful authenticity: De spectaculis ("On Public Games"); De bono pudicitiae ("The
Virtue of Modesty"); De idolorum vanitate ("On the Vanity of Images," written by Novatian); De laude martyrii ("In
Praise of Martyrdom"); Adversus aleatores ("Against Gamblers"); De duobus montibus Sina et Sion ("On the
Two Mountains Sinai and Sion"); Adversus Judaeos ("Against the Jews"); and the Cena Cypriani ("Cyprian's
Banquet", which enjoyed wide circulation in the Middle Ages). The treatise entitled De duplici martyrio ad
Fortunatum and attributed to Cyprian was not only published by Erasmus, but probably also composed by him.
It is possible that his "Citation," was the only text written by him, a prayer for the help of angels against demonic
attacks. Doubtless only part of his written output has survived, and this must apply especially to his
correspondence, of which some sixty letters are extant, in addition to some of the letters he received.

Cyprian of Carthage is often confused with Cyprian of Antioch, reputedly a magician before his conversion. A
number of grimoires, such as Libellus Magicus are mistakenly attributed to the former.

Sources on Cyprian's life [edit]

Pontius the Deacon wrote a biography of Cyprian titled The Life and Passion of St. Cyprian which details the
saint's early life, his conversion, notable acts, and martyrdom under Valerian.

Veneration [edit]

Churches were afterward erected over his tomb and over the place of his death, In later centuries, however,
these churches were destroyed by the Vandals. The graves of such saints as Cyprian and Martin of Tours
came to be regarded as "contact points between Heaven and Earth", and they became the centres of new,
redefined, Christian urban communities.[19] A surviving homily from Augustine on Cyprian's feast day indicates
that his following was fairly widespread throughout Africa by the fourth century.

Charlemagne is said to have had the bones transferred to France; and Lyons, Arles, Venice, Compiègne, and
Roenay in Flanders all have claimed to possess part of the martyr's relics.

The Roman Catholic Church celebrates his feast together with that of his good friend Pope St. Cornelius on
September 16.[9] Anglicans celebrate his feast usually either on September 13 (e.g. the Anglican Church of
Australia) or September 15 (the present-day Church of England, although the Church of England before the
Reformation, in the Sarum use, observed it on the day of his death, September 14). The Eastern Orthodox
Church commemorates him on August 31.[20]
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Eastern Catholic Churches

Early Church
(30–325/476)

Origins and
Apostolic Age (30–100)

Jesus (Ministry · Crucifixion · Resurrection ·
Great Commission) · Holy Spirit · Mary · John the Baptist ·
Apostles (Commissioning · Peter · John · Paul) · Stephen ·
Council of Jerusalem · Split with Judaism · New Testament
(Background · Gospels · Acts · Pauline epistles ·
General epistles · Revelation)

Ante-Nicene period (100–325)
Persecution · Church Fathers (Apostolic Fathers
(Pope Clement I · Polycarp · Ignatius) · Irenaeus) ·
Justin Martyr · Canon · Tertullian · Origen

Late antiquity
(313–476)

Great Church
(180–451)

Roman
state church

(380-451)

Constantine the Great (Christianity) · Arian controversy ·
Archbasilica of Saint John Lateran · Old St. Peter's Basilica ·
First Council of Nicaea · Pope Sylvester I ·
First Council of Constantinople · Biblical canon · Jerome ·
Vulgate · Council of Ephesus · Council of Chalcedon

Early Middle Ages

Benedict of Nursia · Monasticism · Second Council of Constantinople · Pope Gregory I ·
Gregorian chant · Islamic conquests · Third Council of Constantinople · Saint Boniface ·
Byzantine Iconoclasm · Second Council of Nicaea · Charlemagne · Pope Leo III ·
Fourth Council of Constantinople · East–West Schism

High Middle Ages

Pope Urban II · Investiture Controversy · Crusades (Northern · States · Military orders) ·
Universities · Scholasticism · First Council of the Lateran · Second Council of the Lateran ·
Third Council of the Lateran · Pope Innocent III · Latin Empire · Francis of Assisi ·
Fourth Council of the Lateran · Inquisition · First Council of Lyon · Second Council of Lyon ·
Bernard of Clairvaux

Late Middle Ages Thomas Aquinas · Pope Boniface VIII · Western Schism (Avignon Papacy) · Pope Clement V ·
Council of Vienne · Knights Templar · Catherine of Siena · Pope Alexander VI · Age of Discovery

Reformation
Catholic Reformation

Reformation · Catholic Reformation · Thomas More · Pope Leo X · Society of Jesus ·
Ignatius of Loyola · Francis Xavier · Dissolution of the Monasteries · Council of Trent ·
Pope Pius V · Tridentine Mass · Teresa of Ávila · John of the Cross · Peter Canisius · Philip Neri ·
Robert Bellarmine · Thirty Years' War

Baroque Period to the
French Revolution

Pope Innocent XI · Pope Benedict XIV · Suppression of the Society of Jesus ·
Age of Enlightenment · Anti-clericalism · Pope Pius VI · Shimabara Rebellion · Edict of Nantes ·
Dechristianization of France during the French Revolution

19th century

Pope Pius VII · Pope Pius IX · Dogma of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary ·
Our Lady of La Salette · Our Lady of Lourdes · First Vatican Council · Papal infallibility ·
Pope Leo XIII · Mary of the Divine Heart · Prayer of Consecration to the Sacred Heart ·
Rerum novarum

20th century

Pope Pius X · Our Lady of Fátima · Persecutions of the Catholic Church and Pius XII ·
Pope Pius XII · Pope Pius XII Consecration to the Immaculate Heart of Mary ·
Dogma of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary · Lateran Treaty · Nazism · Pope John XXIII ·
Second Vatican Council · Pope Paul VI · Pope John Paul I · Mother Teresa · Communism ·
Pope John Paul II · World Youth Day (1995)

21st century Sexual abuse scandal · Islam · World Youth Day (2000 · 2002 · 2005 · 2008 · 2011 · 2013 · 2016
· 2019) · Pope Benedict XVI · Pope Francis

 Vatican City portal ·  Catholicism portal

Latin Church
Latin Church, also known as the Western Church, the largest particular church sui iuris of the Catholic Church, and the

original and still major part of Western Christianity

Patriarchates
(by order of precedence)

Current

Rome ("Patriarch of the West"): Pope Francis (with cathedra in
Archbasilica of Saint John Lateran)
· Jerusalem: Vacant · East Indies: Filipe Neri Ferrão · Lisbon: Manuel Clemente ·
Venice: Francesco Moraglia

Defunct
Carthage (−1964) · Alexandria (1276–1964) · Antioch (1098 -1964) ·
Constantinople (1204–1964) · West Indies (1524–1963) · Aquileia (560–1751) ·
Ethiopia (1555–1663) · Grado (560–1451)

History

Apostolic sees Rome (Peter · Paul) · Syracuse (Peter) · Malta (Paul) · Milan (Barnabas) ·
Santiago de Compostela (James)

Church Fathers Tertullian · Cyprian · Hilary of Poitiers · Ambrose* · Pope Damasus I ·
Jerome* · Augustine of Hippo* · Pope Gregory I* · Isidore of Seville

Apostolic succession · History of the papacy (Papal primacy · Historical development) ·
First Martyrs · Great Church · Early African church · Vulgate · East–West Schism · Scholasticism
· Crusades (Northern · States · Military orders) · Western Schism · Age of Discovery ·
Humanism · Protestant Reformation · Council of Trent · Counter-Reformation · Vatican I ·
Vatican II · 1983 Code of Canon Law

Liturgical language Ecclesiastical Latin

Ambrosian Rite · Rite of Braga · Mozarabic Rite · Roman Rite (Mass of Paul VI
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Cyprian, Metropolitan of Kiev

Theognostus, Cyprian, Photius

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cyprian (Bulgarian: Киприан, Russian: Киприан, Ukrainian:
Кипріан) (c. 1336 – 16 September 1406) was a hierarch and bishop
of the Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople, bright opinion
writer, editor, translator, and book copyist.[1] He is best known as
Metropolitan of Kiev and All Rus' with the Metropolitan see in
Moscow. He is commemorated by the Russian Orthodox Church on
May 27 and September 16 (by the Old style).[1]
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Life [edit]

Cyprian was a clergyman with Bulgarian antecedents (or possible
Bulgarian descent[1]).[2][3][4] He is supposed to have been born in
aristocratic family of Tsamblak from Great Tarnovo.[1] After his
upbringing, education, and worldview, he was a hesychast
(see Hesychasm).[1] As a young man Cyprian had studied
at Kilifarevo, just south of Tarnovo, where he possible
accepted his monastic vows[1] and where a disciple of
Gregory of Sinai named Theodosius of Tarnovo had
founded a Hesychast monastery. In Kilifarevo monastery
Cyprian met with future Bulgarian patriarch Euthymius who
also was studying hesychasm.[1] In 1363 along with
Euthymius, Theodosius, and two of Theodosius's followers,
Cyprian arrived to Constantinople where he was introduced
to Patriarch Callistus I and few months studied at the
Monastery of Stoudios.[1] Following the death of
Theodosius (27 November 1363), Cyprian continued his
studies at Mount Athos,[1] becoming a Hesychast.[5] On the
other hand according to Dimitri Obolensky, Cyprian
became a monk only in early 1370s in Constantinople.[1] At
Mount Athos Cyprian befriended with Philotheus
Kokkinos.[1] In the beginning of 1370s after return of
Philotheus to patriarchal throne, Cyprian became "his
closest monk".[1]

In 1373 following three unsuccessful raids of the Grand
Duke of Lithuania Algirdas against Muscovy as part of the
Lithuanian–Muscovite War and the schism of Metropolitan of Kiev on Muscovite and Litvin parts (the schism
started in 1316 and has taken particularly threatening forms in the beginning of 1350s).[1] Cyprian was sent by
the Patriarch as "trustee" (envoy) to the Lithuanian and Muscovite Russias with the goal to reconcile Litvin and
Tverite princes with de-facto Muscovite Metropolitan Alexius and prevent total division of the Church politically
between Wilno and Moscow.[1] Perhaps, in winter of the same year Cyprian visited Kiev for the first time along
with other cities of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.[1] On 9 March 1374 he visited Tver on consecration of the
bishop of Tver Euthymius and later along with Metropolitan Alexius left for Pereslavl-Zalessky.[1] To
Constantinople Cyprian returned from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania carrying with him a letter from Orthodox
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Christian Lithuanian-Ruthenian (Russian) with a request to the patriarch to consecrate him as the Metropolitan
of Lithuania.[1]

Following renewed hostilities between Moscow and Lithuania in August of 1375 after capturing of Tver by the
Muscovite troops, facing with a potential threat of Catholization of Eastern Orthodox population of the Grand
Duchy of Lithuania and prevent total division of the Ruthenian (Russian) metropolitan diocese,[1] Philotheus I
agreed to satisfy the previous petitions of Grand Duke of Lithuania Algirdas to create a separate metropolitan
diocese in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania as well as the last petitions of his Eastern Orthodox princes to have
Cyprian as their metropolitan.[1] On 2 December 1375[1] at the Constantinople Council Philotheus I consecrated
Cyprian as "Metropolitan of Kiev, Russia and Lithuania",[1] but under a condition that “upon the death of Alexis,
Cyprian should become the Metropolitan of Kiev and All Rus”.[5][1] On 6 June 1376 Cyprian arrived to Kiev as
his residence and immediately attempted to get recognition of his rights onto whole metropolitan diocese from
the Grand Duke of Moscow Dmitri Donskoi, Novgorod, and Pskov, but futile[1] (all those territories were
governed by the Golden Horde through the Khan's jarlig).

In 1378, Metropolitan Alexius died. As a result of the ensuing skirmishes and intrigues, Cyprian became
Metropolitan of Moscow in 1381. At Moscow, Cyprian endured many sorrows from the Great Prince, so at first
he lived either in Lithuania or at Constantinople.[5]

In 1379, however, he fled from Moscow due to the approaching armies of Tokhtamysh. Subsequently, he was
removed from Russia and replaced with Metropolitan Pimen (1382–1384). The latter was succeeded by
Metropolitan Dionysius (1384–1385). In 1390, Cyprian was returned to Moscow by Vasili II, who he had always
supported, and appointed Metropolitan of Moscow and All Russia. He held this title from 1390 till 1406. During
his term his main objectives as Metropolitan of Moscow and All Russia were to preserve a unified
metropolitanate with Moscow and secure pith with Lithuania.[6]

Achievements [edit]

Cyprian is remembered as a wise and experienced church administrator who fought for the unity of the Russian
church. In fact, he is mainly responsible for uniting the Church in Russia and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. He
faced serious opposition during his metropolitanate; Dmitry Donskoy and his advisors were excommunicated for
opposing Cyprian's efforts to take up his place in Moscow, and Novgorod the Great – especially Archbishops
Aleksei and Ioann II – also opposed his efforts to adjudicate ecclesiastical cases there, which would have
allowed him to gain the court fees from Novgorod during the time he sat in judgement there.

Cyprian was an erudite person and oversaw the copying and creation of a number of important works, including
the Troitskaia Chronicle (or Troitskaya letopis') and, probably, the Metropolitan Justice (also known as the
Pravosudiye metropolich’ye or Правосудие митрополичье). He also rewrote the Life of Metropolitan Peter,
originally written around 1327. He also corrected biblical books and translated a number of ecclesiastic works
from Greek into Old Church Slavic.[7]

The Book of Degrees (Stepénnaya kniga), which grouped Russian monarchs in the order of their generations,
was started by Cyprian in 1390 (but completed only in 1563).

Death [edit]

He died on September 16th, 1406.[8] Cyprian is buried in the Assumption Cathedral in the Moscow Kremlin. He
was canonized by the Russian Orthodox Church in the 15th century. St. Kiprian Peak on Greenwich Island in
the South Shetland Islands, Antarctica is named for Cyprian.
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Cyprian, Metropolitan of Kiev

Theognostus, Cyprian, Photius

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Cyprian, Metropolitan of Moscow)

Cyprian (Bulgarian: Киприан, Russian: Киприан, Ukrainian:
Кипріан) (c. 1336 – 16 September 1406) was a hierarch and bishop
of the Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople, bright opinion
writer, editor, translator, and book copyist.[1] He is best known as
Metropolitan of Kiev and All Rus' with the Metropolitan see in
Moscow. He is commemorated by the Russian Orthodox Church on
May 27 and September 16 (by the Old style).[1]
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Life [edit]

Cyprian was a clergyman with Bulgarian antecedents (or possible
Bulgarian descent[1]).[2][3][4] He is supposed to have been born in
aristocratic family of Tsamblak from Great Tarnovo.[1] After his
upbringing, education, and worldview, he was a hesychast
(see Hesychasm).[1] As a young man Cyprian had studied
at Kilifarevo, just south of Tarnovo, where he possible
accepted his monastic vows[1] and where a disciple of
Gregory of Sinai named Theodosius of Tarnovo had
founded a Hesychast monastery. In Kilifarevo monastery
Cyprian met with future Bulgarian patriarch Euthymius who
also was studying hesychasm.[1] In 1363 along with
Euthymius, Theodosius, and two of Theodosius's followers,
Cyprian arrived to Constantinople where he was introduced
to Patriarch Callistus I and few months studied at the
Monastery of Stoudios.[1] Following the death of
Theodosius (27 November 1363), Cyprian continued his
studies at Mount Athos,[1] becoming a Hesychast.[5] On the
other hand according to Dimitri Obolensky, Cyprian
became a monk only in early 1370s in Constantinople.[1] At
Mount Athos Cyprian befriended with Philotheus
Kokkinos.[1] In the beginning of 1370s after return of
Philotheus to patriarchal throne, Cyprian became "his
closest monk".[1]

In 1373 following three unsuccessful raids of the Grand
Duke of Lithuania Algirdas against Muscovy as part of the
Lithuanian–Muscovite War and the schism of Metropolitan of Kiev on Muscovite and Litvin parts (the schism
started in 1316 and has taken particularly threatening forms in the beginning of 1350s).[1] Cyprian was sent by
the Patriarch as "trustee" (envoy) to the Lithuanian and Muscovite Russias with the goal to reconcile Litvin and
Tverite princes with de-facto Muscovite Metropolitan Alexius and prevent total division of the Church politically
between Wilno and Moscow.[1] Perhaps, in winter of the same year Cyprian visited Kiev for the first time along
with other cities of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.[1] On 9 March 1374 he visited Tver on consecration of the
bishop of Tver Euthymius and later along with Metropolitan Alexius left for Pereslavl-Zalessky.[1] To
Constantinople Cyprian returned from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania carrying with him a letter from Orthodox
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Christian Lithuanian-Ruthenian (Russian) with a request to the patriarch to consecrate him as the Metropolitan
of Lithuania.[1]

Following renewed hostilities between Moscow and Lithuania in August of 1375 after capturing of Tver by the
Muscovite troops, facing with a potential threat of Catholization of Eastern Orthodox population of the Grand
Duchy of Lithuania and prevent total division of the Ruthenian (Russian) metropolitan diocese,[1] Philotheus I
agreed to satisfy the previous petitions of Grand Duke of Lithuania Algirdas to create a separate metropolitan
diocese in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania as well as the last petitions of his Eastern Orthodox princes to have
Cyprian as their metropolitan.[1] On 2 December 1375[1] at the Constantinople Council Philotheus I consecrated
Cyprian as "Metropolitan of Kiev, Russia and Lithuania",[1] but under a condition that “upon the death of Alexis,
Cyprian should become the Metropolitan of Kiev and All Rus”.[5][1] On 6 June 1376 Cyprian arrived to Kiev as
his residence and immediately attempted to get recognition of his rights onto whole metropolitan diocese from
the Grand Duke of Moscow Dmitri Donskoi, Novgorod, and Pskov, but futile[1] (all those territories were
governed by the Golden Horde through the Khan's jarlig).

In 1378, Metropolitan Alexius died. As a result of the ensuing skirmishes and intrigues, Cyprian became
Metropolitan of Moscow in 1381. At Moscow, Cyprian endured many sorrows from the Great Prince, so at first
he lived either in Lithuania or at Constantinople.[5]

In 1379, however, he fled from Moscow due to the approaching armies of Tokhtamysh. Subsequently, he was
removed from Russia and replaced with Metropolitan Pimen (1382–1384). The latter was succeeded by
Metropolitan Dionysius (1384–1385). In 1390, Cyprian was returned to Moscow by Vasili II, who he had always
supported, and appointed Metropolitan of Moscow and All Russia. He held this title from 1390 till 1406. During
his term his main objectives as Metropolitan of Moscow and All Russia were to preserve a unified
metropolitanate with Moscow and secure pith with Lithuania.[6]

Achievements [edit]

Cyprian is remembered as a wise and experienced church administrator who fought for the unity of the Russian
church. In fact, he is mainly responsible for uniting the Church in Russia and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. He
faced serious opposition during his metropolitanate; Dmitry Donskoy and his advisors were excommunicated for
opposing Cyprian's efforts to take up his place in Moscow, and Novgorod the Great – especially Archbishops
Aleksei and Ioann II – also opposed his efforts to adjudicate ecclesiastical cases there, which would have
allowed him to gain the court fees from Novgorod during the time he sat in judgement there.

Cyprian was an erudite person and oversaw the copying and creation of a number of important works, including
the Troitskaia Chronicle (or Troitskaya letopis') and, probably, the Metropolitan Justice (also known as the
Pravosudiye metropolich’ye or Правосудие митрополичье). He also rewrote the Life of Metropolitan Peter,
originally written around 1327. He also corrected biblical books and translated a number of ecclesiastic works
from Greek into Old Church Slavic.[7]

The Book of Degrees (Stepénnaya kniga), which grouped Russian monarchs in the order of their generations,
was started by Cyprian in 1390 (but completed only in 1563).

Death [edit]

He died on September 16th, 1406.[8] Cyprian is buried in the Assumption Cathedral in the Moscow Kremlin. He
was canonized by the Russian Orthodox Church in the 15th century. St. Kiprian Peak on Greenwich Island in
the South Shetland Islands, Antarctica is named for Cyprian.
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Cyprian Michael Iwene Tansi

Blessed
Fr. Cyprian Michael Iwene Tansi

Priest and Monk
Born September 1903

Aguleri, Southern Nigeria
Protectorate

Died 20 January 1964 (aged 60)
Leicester, England

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 22 March 1998 by Pope John
Paul II

Feast 20 January

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cyprian Michael Iwene Tansi (September 1903 – 20 January
1964) was an Igbo Nigerian ordained a Roman Catholic priest of
the Archdiocese of Onitsha, Nigeria on 19 December 1937. He
worked in the parishes of Nnewi, Dunukofia, Akpu/Ajalli and
Aguleri.[1]

He was later a Trappist Monk at Mount Saint Bernard Monastery in
England.[2] After being recommended by Cardinal Francis Arinze,
who was inspired by Tansi as a boy (he had been one of Tansi's
students and knew him personally),[3] he was beatified by Pope
John Paul II on 22 March 1998, who said, "Blessed Cyprian
Michael Tansi is a prime example of the fruits of holiness which
have grown and matured in the Church in Nigeria since the Gospel
was first preached in this land. He received the gift of faith through
the efforts of the missionaries, and, taking the Christian way of life
as his own, he made it truly African and Nigerian." [4]

His feast day is 20 January.
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Heritage and early life [edit]

The British had colonized Nigeria before he was born. The British Royal Niger Company traded in Aguleri,
buying palm oil from the local people to sell abroad. An incident happened when a local person named
Onwurume wanted to take a little palm oil to put on his roasted yam (yam is the staple food of Igbo people, and
palm oil to yams is the cultural equivalent of butter to bread) and decided to puncture a barrel of palm oil to get
some. When the hole he made caused the entire barrel to be emptied out, he ran away, but was grabbed by
employees of the company and put into custody. When the local people heard about it, they gathered together
to negotiate with the company agents, but the company called for military reinforcements and arrested the
twelve chiefs who came to negotiate. Afterwards, they proceeded to attack the neighbouring villages, burning
down the homes of the local people and pillaging their property, as well as mistakenly destroying a nearby
village of a different group that had no relation to the incident.[5]

Michael's father was Tabansi of Igbezunu, Aguleri. He was one of the people taken hostage by the Royal Niger
Company and later released. Michael was his first born, and he had another son with his first wife. Later he
named his firstborn son 'Iwe-egbune', shortened to Iwene, meaning 'let malice not kill'; this was the birth-name
of Cyprian Michael Iwene Tansi. His parents were poor farmers; they were not Christian. After the death of his
first wife, Iwene's father married again. He and his second wife had four boys and one girl.[5]

When Iwene was a young child, he became permanently blinded in one eye as a result of a mud-fight with other
children.[6]

His father sent Iwene to Holy Trinity School in Onitsha, which was run by the Holy Ghost Fathers. Tabansi meant
for his son to get a better education that would help lead their family out of poverty, so that they would never
again be taken advantage of by the westerners. Michael was baptized on July 7, 1913 with the Christian name
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of Michael. At the school, Michael served as an altar boy and catechist.[7] Upon graduating, he became a
teacher, and worked as a teacher from 1919-1925,[8] Later, he became headmaster at St. Joseph's school in
Aguleri.

Seminarian [edit]

At that time, there was little enthusiasm for Blacks becoming priests in Nigeria. The Bishop was Irish, and most
of the clergy were Europeans. Bishop Shanahan saw the native Igbo, even after conversion, as still being
steeped in paganism, and that it was going to be difficult to teach them to be proper priests. While Igbo could
become priests, they were subject to strict discipline and were often expelled from seminary for relatively minor
lapses. The priests who taught them were concerned that only the very best men should become priests.[5]

Michael attended the seminary at Igbariam from 1925-1937. His family was appalled at his entrance to the
seminary, because they wanted him to go into business or something that would take them out of poverty, which
was what his father had always planned. His family was poor and desperately needed his help, but he felt that
God, the same God he had learned about in the mission school his parents had sent him to as a child as a
means of getting material benefits for the family, wanted him to continue in the seminary rather than do
something else.[5] There, he developed a particular devotion to the Sacred Heart of Jesus and to the Blessed
Virgin Mary.

Parish priest [edit]

At that time in Nigeria, almost all priests were foreign missionaries. Few Africans were being ordained to the
priesthood. The foreign missionaries were generally unwilling to live in the same poverty or conditions that the
native-born Nigerians endured; as a result, if an area wanted a parish priest, the local people had to raise
enough money so that the priest could live well. This included building a church and rectory (which rather than
adobe or mud, could be brick or concrete, with two stories and a zinc roof) and buying: a car, scooter or bicycle
for the priest's use; European style foods including wine, chicken, tea, coffee, sausages, peas, potatoes, and
imported foods; etc.[citation needed]

As Black priests became more common, some followed the lifestyle of the foreign missionaries. Monks and nuns
also lived more comfortably than most Nigerians, and some people began looking at taking holy orders as a
priest, monk or nun as a way to escape poverty.[5]

Michael was ordained a priest of the Archdiocese of Onitsha on 19 December 1937. When he became a parish
priest, he lived a very austere life in comparison to the other priests around him. He built his own home using
adobe, mud brick or other traditional materials. He would sleep on any bed, even if it was uncomfortable. He
would eat even poorer food than what the local people ate, surviving on tiny portions of yam. He sometimes had
a motorbike provided to him, but he often preferred to use a bicycle or even just to walk. He was not deterred
from doing his work by tropical rainstorms.[5]

His lifestyle shocked the Nigerian Catholics, who were not accustomed to this kind of priest. He became
extremely popular and loved among the four parishes that he served in: Nnewi, Dunukofia, Akpu/Ajalli, and his
home town Aguleri. He organized the community to help the poor and needy, and he personally would help
people to build their own homes or perform other projects. He was very good at building homes, and taught
people new building techniques, with adobe or mud brick, that were copied and used by the whole community.
He was remembered as always being very kind.[5]

He also stood up against oppression of women within the traditional culture and advised women to fight back
against those who would rape or mistreat them. On one occasion, a female parishioner was attacked by a group
of males, and she fought back against them. Fr Michael, who was nearby, came on his bicycle and joined with
her and fought them until they fled. He then encouraged her to bring the assailants to court, which she did,
winning the case against them and forcing them each to pay her four pounds; this case was a milestone in the
establishment of women's rights in Nigeria.[5]

He was unyielding in confronting vice among his flock. He had a special interest in preparing young women for
marriage. With the help of local nuns, the women were taught about Christian marriage and how to care for the
children they would have.[8] He would organize the community to place the bride to be in a special home wherein
she would be looked after until she got married. He would not allow men to see their brides before they got
married, and if the groom attempted to go there without Fr. Tansi's permission, he could be penalized. He also
had a women's group organized, who would enforce disciplines on their own members to avoid premarital sex
and deter abortion. He was also a very strict disciplinarian with students who failed to work hard at the parish
school, to the point of hiding near the school, waiting for the bell to ring, and then, when he saw students
coming late, coming out of his hiding place and penalising them for coming late to school.[5]
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The body of Blessed Cyprian
Michael Iwene Tansi on display during
his silver jubilee celebration at Holy
Family Catholic Church, Festac Town,
Lagos.

Sculpture by Leicester
Thomas on the wall in Mount
St Bernard Abbey

He also was opposed to some aspects of the traditional pagan culture in Nigeria, especially the masquerades,
who were believed to be spirits and used to punish innocent people at times. Nigerian pagans had murdered his
own mother after claiming she was a witch who had caused mischief.[5]

He gave the community advice and teachings about the right way to live in a practical fashion. For example,
there were many mango trees in his locale, and it was common for people to go to the trees and throw rocks at
the fruit. In the process, they would knock down far more than they were going to eat, or knock down the unripe
fruit along with the ripened fruit, thus denuding the tree before the season was over. Michael considered this
very wasteful, and told his parishioners to pluck each mango individually so that nothing was wasted and that
they would not lack mangoes to eat later.[5]

He was also remembered as being a perfectionist, which sometimes caused resentment among those under
him. Later, his experience as a novice monk would give him insight into his earlier strict methods.[5]

Trappist monk [edit]

While serving in his last parish, in his own hometown of Aguleri from
1949-1950, Michael began to become attracted to the monastic life. At
that time, there were no monasteries established in Nigeria, and the
Bishop was interested in the idea of sending some candidates to a
monastery in Europe who would become monks in Europe and later
return to Nigeria to start up the first Nigerian monastery. Michael and
others were selected for this project.[5]

1950 was a jubilee year in the church, and Michael was first sent to
Rome to make the pilgrimage to the four major basilicas. He was then
sent to Mount St. Bernard in England, to join the Trappist monks there.
He arrived on 8 June 1950.[7]

At the monastery, he joined the novitiate and took his vows, taking the name Cyprian after the Roman martyr.
Fr. Cyprian worked in the refectory and bookbindery, and in the vegetable gardens and orchard. He used to
say, “If you are going to be a Christian at all, you might as well live entirely for God”.[9] Father Anselm Stark,
who knew Fr Cyprian, recalled: "As a person he was very ordinary, very humble, obviously a great man of deep
prayer and dedication."[10]

Bl. Cyprian was sensitive to criticism, and his novice master was very hard on the new monks, and could always
find things that were wrong with what he had done. This caused him much stress, and it was during this trying
time that he understood that he had made some mistakes in Nigeria with the hard discipline and expectations he
had placed on those under him.[5] Despite fears of being treated with racial prejudice, he was fully accepted by
the other monks, with the exception perhaps of one South African monk, who seemed to look for things to find
wrong in his work.[11] The English winter was also hard on him.

He was commissioned to establish a monastery not in Nigeria, but in
neighboring Cameroon, but ill health changed those plans. He did not feel that
the Nigeria independence movement had been properly done. His health
deteriorated, but he accepted death with no complaint. Before he died, he went
to Leicester Royal Infirmary, and, when he was examined, the doctor came out
of the examination and spoke with monastery priest Fr. James, saying: "Can you
help me please, Father? This man must be in terrific pain, but he will only admit
that he has 'a little pain.'" He died the same day, as a result of arteriosclerosis
and a ruptured aneurysm. The date of his death was 20 January 1964.[5]

His body was buried at the monastery in England, but was later interred at the
Cathedral Basilica of the Most Holy Trinity, Onitsha, Nigeria.[8]

Quotations [edit]

"Count no one saved, until he is found in heaven" (Onye afuro na enuigwe, si
aguyi na) [5]

"Do not be imitating the whites in everything, strive hard to gain the Kingdom of
God. The whites are already in heaven in this world, but you are suffering every want. Are you going to suffer
also in the next world: Life on earth could be compared to the journey of a young student who received a slip for
a registered parcel, and he had to go to Lagos to claim this parcel. On the way he passed through many
beautiful towns, towns with very attractive things in the shops. He started going from one shop to another,
stretching his hands to the beautiful things he saw. He stopped so often in these big towns that he almost forgot
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what he was travelling for. It was after a long time that he ultimately reached Lagos, and when he went to claim
the parcel he was told that the parcel had lain in the post for so long without him arriving to claim it that they had
finally decided to send it back to the sender."[5]

"God will give you double for what you give Him"[5]

"If you want to eat vultures, you may as well eat seven of them, so that when people call you "vulture eater" you
really deserve the name. If you want to become a Catholic, live as a faithful Catholic, so that when people see
you, they know that you are a Catholic. If you are going to be a Christian at all, you might as well live entirely for
God."[5]

"Whether you like it or not, saving your soul is your own business. If you are weak and fall by the wayside, we
shall push you aside and tread on you as we march forward to meet God."[5]

"She is not 'Onye Bem' (a common Nigerian expression for wife, meaning 'in my place) but your wife, your better
half, part of your own body. 'Onye' means a stranger which your wife is not. You must recognize the worth and
position of your wife and treat her as your partner and your equal. Unless you do that, she is not a wife to you
but a servant, and that is not what God wants a wife to be to the husband."[5]

Veneration [edit]

He was beatified by Pope John Paul II on 22 March 1998, at Oba, Nigeria,[9] becoming the first West African to
be beatified.[6]

There is a statue of Father Tansi outside Most Holy Trinity Basilica in Onitsha. In 2010, Michael Cyprian Iwene
Tansi was named a patron of Nigerian priests. Archbishop Valerian Okeke compared Father Tansi to St John
Mary Vianney as a model of sanctity.[12]

Institutions Named after Blessed Cyprian Iwene Tansi [edit]

1. Blessed Iwene Tansi Major Seminary,Onitsha Anambra State Nigeria (Provincial Seminary)
2. Blessed Iwene Tansi Secondary School,Aguleri
3. Blessed Iwene Tansi Parish,Umudioka
4. Blessed Iwene Tansi Parish Awada- Onitsha
5. Blessed Iwene Tansi Parish Mba Farm, Onitsha
6. Blessed Iwene Tansi Parish Ugwu Orji Owerri Imo State
7. Blessed Iwene Tansi Parish, Transekulu, Enugu State
8. Blessed Iwene Tansi Chaplaincy, Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu University (Igbariam Campus)
9. Tansi International College Awka

10. Tansian University, umunya

11 Blessed Michael Tansi Catholic Church Aba

12. Blessed Tansi Catholic Church pipeline new-rumuokwurusi Port-Harcourt Rivers state
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Cyprian and Justina

Saints Cyprian and Justina

Cyprian and Justina, icon from Bulgaria

Martyrs
Born 3rd century AD

Died September 26, 304
Nicomedia, Bithynia, Asia Minor,
Roman Empire

Venerated in Oriental Orthodoxy
Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church

Feast September 26,
October 2 (Eastern Orthodox
Church)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saints Cyprian and Justina are honored in the Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church and Oriental Orthodoxy as Christians of
Antioch, who in 304, during the persecution of Diocletian, suffered
martyrdom at Nicomedia (modern-day İzmit, Turkey) on September
26. According to Roman Catholic sources, no Bishop of Antioch
bore the name of Cyprian.[1]
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Origin [edit]

The story must have arisen as early as the 4th century, as it is
mentioned by both St. Gregory Nazianzen and Prudentius; both,
nevertheless, have conflated Cyprian with St. Cyprian of Carthage,
a mistake often repeated. The attempt has been made to find in
Cyprian a mystical prototype of the Faustian legend. The legend is
given in Greek and Latin in Acta SS. September, VII. Ancient
Syriac and Ethiopic versions of it have been published.[1] Their
story is told in the Golden Legend.

The outline of the legend or allegory is found with diffuse
descriptions and dialogues in the unreliable "Symeon
Metaphrastes" and was made the subject of a poem by Empress Aelia Eudocia.[1]

Legend [edit]

Cyprian, known by the title of "the magician", to distinguish him from Cyprian, bishop of Carthage, received a
liberal education in his youth, and particularly applied himself to astrology; after which he traveled for
improvement through Greece, Egypt, India, etc.[2] Cyprian was a magician in Antioch and dealt in sorcery.

Justina of Antioch is a Christian saint, known for converting Cyprian, a pagan magician of Antioch.[3] Justina was
said to have been a young woman who took private vows of chastity and was killed during the persecutions of
the Roman emperor Diocletian. She is said to have been martyred in the year 304 AD.

A would-be suitor sought a magic spell from Cyprian to induce Justina to marry him. The charms had no effect
on Justina, who spent her time in prayer and fasting. Brought to despair, Cyprian made the sign of the cross
himself and in this way was freed from the toils of Satan. He was received into the Church, was made pre-
eminent by miraculous gifts, and became in succession deacon, priest and, finally, bishop, while Justina became
the abbess of a convent.[4]

During the Diocletian persecution, both were seized and taken to Damascus, where they were tortured. As their
faith never wavered, they were brought before Diocletian at Nicomedia, where at his command they were
beheaded[4] on the bank of the river Gallus. The same fate befell a man named Theoctistus, who observing
Cyprian's faith, declared himself a Christian.[4] After the bodies of the saints had lain unburied for six days, they
were taken by Christian sailors to Rome, where they were interred on the estate of a noble lady named Rufina
and later were entombed in Constantine's basilica.

Justina is mentioned in Foxe's Book of Martyrs. It was under the 10th Persecution in 303 AD while Diocletian
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Saint Cyprian and the demon, 14th-
century manuscript of the Golden
Legend.
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was Emperor of Rome. It says:

" In the course of time he [Cyprian] became acquainted with Justina, a young lady of Antioch,
whose birth, beauty, and accomplishments, rendered her the admiration of all who knew her. A
pagan gentleman applied to Cyprian, to promote his suit with the beautiful Justina; this he
undertook, but soon himself converted, burnt his books of astrology and magic, received baptism,
and felt animated with a powerful spirit of grace. The conversion of Cyprian had a great effect on
the pagan gentleman who paid his addresses to Justina, and he in a short time embraced
Christianity. During the persecutions of Diocletian, Cyprian and Justina were seized upon as
Christians, the former was torn with pincers, and the latter chastised; and, after suffering other
torments, both were beheaded."[citation needed]

Veneration and liturgical celebration [edit]

Their feast day appeared in the calendar of Roman Rite celebrations
from the thirteenth century until 1969, when it was removed because of
the lack of historical evidence of their existence.[5] Their names were
also removed from the subsequent (2001) revision of the Roman
Martyrology, the official but professedly incomplete list of saints
recognized by the Roman Catholic Church. The Roman Martyrology,
however, includes five saints called Cyprian and two named Justina.
Some traditionalist Catholics continue to observe pre-1970 versions of
the Roman Calendar.

In popular culture [edit]

The Spanish author, Pedro Calderón de la Barca, took the story as the
basis of a drama: El mágico prodigioso. In 2005, American author Tono
Rondone published a novel, The Martyrs, which is a continuation of this
tradition. [6]

The Great Book of Saint Cyprian is full of prayers and spells, and is widely sold in the Portuguese- and
Spanish-speaking world.

Cyprianus is a popular name for a grimoire in Scandinavian folklore.

See also [edit]

List of Christians martyred during the reign of Diocletian
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Saint Cyprian of Toulon
Born 476 AD

Marseilles

Died October 3, 546 AD

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast October 3

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Cyprian of Toulon (Cyprianus Tolonensis) (476 – October
3, 546) was bishop of Toulon during the 6th century. Born at
Marseilles, he was the favorite pupil of St. Caesarius of Arles by
whom he was trained. Caesarius ordained him in 506 to the
diaconate, and, in 516, consecrated him as bishop of Toulon.

St. Cyprian appears to have been present in 524 at the synod of
Arles and in the following years to have attended a number of
councils. At all these assemblies he showed himself a vigorous opponent of Semipelagianism.

He said to have converted to Catholicism two Visigoth chiefs, Mandrier and Flavian, who became anchorites
and martyrs on the peninsula of Mandrier.

Soon after the death of Caesarius (d. 543) Cyprian wrote a life of his great teacher in two books, being moved
to the undertaking by the entreaty of the Abbess Caesaria the Younger, who had been the head of the convent
at Arles since 529. The life is one of the most valuable biographical remains of the sixth century. Cyprian was
aided in his task by the two bishops, Firminus and Viventius, friends of Caesarius, as well as by the priest
Messianus and the deacon Stephen. The main part of the work up to the fortieth chapter of the first book was
most probably written by Cyprian himself. In 1892 the Monumenta Germaniae Historica series published
another writing of his, a letter to the Bishop St Maximus of Geneva, which discusses some of the disputed
theological questions of that age (Wilhelm Gundlach & Ernst Dümmler (edd.), Epistolae Merowingici et Karolini
aevi (I), 1892 (= Monumenta Germaniae Historica, Epistolae (Quart), t. III), pp. 434-436).

The biography was edited by d'Achery and Mabillon in the Acta Sanctorum Ord. S. Benedicti, Venice 1733, vol.
i. p. 636ff, also in the Bollandists' Acta Sanctorum under date of Aug. 27). A modern English translation is W.E.
Klingshirn, Caesarius of Arles: Life, Testament, Letters. Translated Texts for Historians, 19 (Liverpool, 1994).

The feast of St. Cyprian falls on 3 October.
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Cyprian of Toulon  at the Catholic Encyclopedia

 This article incorporates text from a publication now in the public domain: Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913).
"article name needed". Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton Company.

Authority control ISNI: 0000 0003 8290 3934  · LCCN: n2011041333  · NTA: 145558061  · VIAF: 266390896  ·
WorldCat Identities: lccn-n2011041333
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Saint Cyriaca
Martyr

Born Rome, Roman Empire

Died 249

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church[1]

Canonized Pre-congregation

Major shrine Santa Maria in Domnica, Rome,
Italy

Feast 21 August Roman Catholic
19 May Eastern Orthodox[1]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cyriaca, also known as Dominica, was a Roman widow, and
patroness to St. Lawrence, and eventually suffered martyrdom. St.
Lawrence used her home in Rome to give food to the poor.
Cyriaca suffered martyrdom, by being scourged to death for her
faith.[2]
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Cyriacus

Saint Cyriacus

Saint Cyriacus, by the Master of Meßkirch.

Martyr
Born 3rd century

Died c. 303

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Churches
Oriental Orthodoxy
Roman Catholic Church

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Feast 7 June (Eastern Orthodox
Church)
8 August (Roman Catholic
Church)

Attributes depicted as a deacon; book of
exorcism; with Artemia

Patronage temptation on the deathbed;
viticulture (in the Electorate of the
Palatinate; Saint-Cierges,
Switzerland; eye disease)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses of the name, see Cyriacus (disambiguation).

Cyriacus (fl. c. 303 AD), sometimes Anglicized as Cyriac,
according to Christian tradition, is a Christian martyr who was killed
in the persecution of Diocletian. He is one of twenty-seven saints,
most of them martyrs, who bear this name,[1] of whom only seven
are honoured by a specific mention of their names in the Roman
Martyrology.[2]
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Life [edit]

Of the Saint Cyriacus who, together with Saints Largus and
Smaragdus and others (of whom Crescentianus, Memmia and
Juliana are mentioned in the Roman Martyrology), is venerated on
8 August, all that is known with certainty, apart from their names
and the fact of their martyrdom, is that they were buried at the
seventh milestone of the Via Ostiensis on that date.[3]

However, legend has it that Cyriacus was a Roman nobleman who
converted to Christianity as an adult and, renouncing his material
wealth, gave it away to the poor. He spent the rest of his life
ministering to the slaves who worked in the Baths of Diocletian.
Under the reign of Western Roman Emperor Maximian, co-
emperor with Diocletian, Cyriacus was tortured and put to death,
beheaded in 303 on the Via Salaria, where he was subsequently
buried. With him were martyred his companions Largus and
Smaragdus, and twenty others, including Crescentianus, Sergius,
Secundus, Alban, Victorianus, Faustinus, Felix, Sylvanus, and four
women: Memmia, Juliana, Cyriacides, and Donata.[4]

Saint Cyriacus is credited with exorcizing demons from two girls.
The first was Artemisia (or Artemia), the daughter of Emperor
Diocletian, which resulted in both Artemisia and her mother Saint
Serena converting to Christianity. The second was Jobias, the
daughter of Shapur I of Persia (reigned 241-272), which led to the conversion of the King's entire household.
But this is not possible because Shapur died thirty years before exorcism and because he had only one
daughter named Adur-Anahid.[5] It is credible that it is, perhaps, either of the daughter of Narseh (293-302), or
of the daughter of Hormizd II (302-309)d. It is more likely that many Bishops throughout the world (to this day)
have been named in honor of Saint Cyriacus at the Baths (of Diocletian), including maybe the first so honored,
Judas the Jew from Jerusalem, who converted and upon being named Bishop of Ancona took the name
Cyriacus as his own in the latter part of the 4th century.

Veneration [edit]

The Tridentine Calendar included the feast day of Cyriacus, Largus and Smaragdus on 8 August as a
Semidouble. In 1955 this rank was lowered to that of Simple.[6] The 1962 Calendar, issued together with Pope
John XXIII's Roman Missal, the licit private and, under certain conditions, public use of which was authorized by
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the 2007 motu proprio Summorum Pontificum, reduced their celebration to a Commemoration. They are not
included in the 1970 reformed Calendar of the Roman Rite liturgy, which was issued under the authority of
Pope Paul VI, but, being included, all three, together with Memmia, Juliana and Smaragdus, in the Roman
Martyrology,[7] they are recognized saints of the Roman Catholic Church.

Saint Cyriacus is venerated as one of the Fourteen Holy Helpers.

It is claimed his relics were moved to Santa Maria in Via Lata in Rome, and
the abbey of St Cyriaque in Altorf in Alsace.

The Church of "Saint Cyriacus in the Baths of Diocletian" (Latin: "Sanctus
Ciriacus in Thermis Diocletiani"), was dedicated to this martyr, a former
titulus church. The "tituli" were commonly named after their patron, often a
lay patron in the early centuries: "Cyriac" in Greek signifies simply "patron."
This "titulus," to which a cardinal was assigned, whatever its claimed
second- or third-century origins, existed certainly in the fifth century, when
Marcianus was cardinal priest of the title of S. Ciriaco alle Terme di
Diocleziano in 494, at the time of Pope Gelasius I. The titulus was
suppressed in 1477 by Pope Sixtus IV in favor of Saints Ciro and Giulitta. In
1493, Pope Alexander VI restored the name of S. Ciriaco. The title was

definitively suppressed in 1587 by Pope Sixtus V, who assigned a titulus of Sts Quirico e Giulitta to Cardinal
Ferdinando de' Medici.[8] St Cyriacus is the patron saint of the Italian city of Cirié.

There were monasteries dedicated to St Cyriacus in the now destroyed Arab village of Majdal Yaba in Israel and
the existing village of Al-Fasayil near Jericho. The residents of both these villages venerated him during the
Byzantine era.

On St Cyriacus' feast day, 8 August 1899, a category four hurricane made landfall on the island of Puerto Rico
and was named after him. It was known as the Hurricane San Ciriaco.

See also [edit]

1899 San Ciriaco hurricane, named for its occurrence on Cyriacus's feast day
Florindo Cirignano:San-Ciriaco-un-santo-tra-storia-leggenda-e-arte. -http://www.deangelis.it/libriart/san-
ciriaco-un-santo-tra-storia-leggenda-e-arte/
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Cyriacus the Anchorite

Saint Kyriakos the Anchorite

Orthodox icon of Saint Kyriakos.

Hermit
Born 448

Corinth, Greece

Died 557 (aged 108–109)
Cave of St. Chariton, Palestine

Venerated in Coptic Orthodox Church
Eastern Orthodox Churches
Oriental Orthodoxy
Western Christianity

Canonized PrCongregation, L

Feast September 29 (Eastern
Orthodox)[1]

November 10 (Coptic Orthodox)
January 21 (Armenian Apostolic)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Kyriakos (disambiguation).

Saint Kyriakos the Anchorite (also known as 'Cyriacus the
Hermit') (Greek: Ὅσιος Κυριάκος ὁ Ἀναχωρητής, Hosios Kyriakos
ho Anachōrētēs) was born in Corinth in the year 448.
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4 External links

Early life [edit]

His father was a priest named John and his mother's name was
Eudoxia. Kyriakos had Bishop Peter of Corinth for a relative, who
made Kyriakos a reader in church.

Cyriacus's studies of the Scriptures encouraged him to want what
the culture deemed a pure and saintly life. Cyriacus, before
turning 18, attended a church service on Matthew 16:24
("Whosoever would to come after Me, let him deny himself and
raise up his cross and follow Me") that so deeply moved him he
immediately he went to the harbour, got onto a ship, and set off to
Jerusalem instead of going home.

After visiting holy places of Christianity, Cyriacus dwelt for several
months at a monastery not far from Sion. This placed him in
obedience to Hegumenos Abba Eustorgius. With his support he
made his way to the wilderness Lavra of St. Euthymius the Great
(January 20).[2] St. Euthymius was impressed by him and tonsured
him into the monastic schema and placed him under the guidance
of St. Gerasimus (March 4). He then pursued asceticism at the
Jordan in the monastery of St. Theoctistus.

Gerasimus, seeing that Cyriacus was still quite young, ordered him to live in the community with the brethren.
Gerasimus became something of a mentor to the young man and each Sunday imparted the Holy Mysteries of
his faith to his disciple. The young monk took to monastic obediences: he prayed fervently, he slept little, he ate
food only every other day, and nourished himself with bread and water.

After the death of Gerasimos, the twenty-seven-year-old Cyriacus intended to return to the Lavra of Euthymios,
but he had since died. Therefore, Cyriacus asked for a solitary cell where he pursued asceticism in silence.
During this period he communicated only with the monk Thomas. Later even that ended as Thomas was sent to
Alexandria where he was consecrated bishop. This meant Cyriacus spent ten years in total silence. At 37 years
of age he was ordained to the diaconate.

When a split occurred between the monasteries of Euthymius and Theoctistus, Cyriacus withdrew to the Souka
monastery of St. Chariton (September 28). At this monastery they received even tonsured monks as novices,
and so was Cyriacus received. He toiled at the regular monastic obediences. After several years, Cyriacus was
ordained priest and chosen canonarch and did this obedience for eighteen years. He would spend thirty years
at the monastery of St. Chariton.

Strict fasting and devotion distinguished Cyriacus even among the ascetics of the Lavra. In his cell each night
he read the Psalter, interrupting the reading only to go to church at midnight. The ascetic slept very little. When
the monk reached seventy years of age, he went to the Natoufa wilderness taking with him his disciple John.[2]

In the desert the hermits fed themselves only with bitter herbs, which hagiographical accounts say were
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Miniature from the Menologion of Basil II

rendered edible.[2] After five years one of the inhabitants found out about the ascetics and brought to them his
son and Cyriacus reportedly healed him. From that time many people began to approach the monk with their
needs, but he sought complete solitude and fled to the Rouva wilderness, where he dwelt five years more. But
the sick still came for him so he helped who he could.

At his 80th year of life Cyriacus fled to the hidden
Sousakim wilderness, where two dried up streams passed
by. The brethren of the Souka monastery came to him
seven years after his arrival, beseeching his spiritual help
during the time of debilitating hunger and illness. After his
intervention seemed to improve the situation they wished
him to return to the monastery. Therefore, he settled in a
cave which St. Chariton had once lived.

Cyriacus worked against the religious movement
Origenism. By prayer and by word, he led many to
abandon it for a strengthened Orthodox faith. According to
Eastern Orthodox tradition the Theotokos appeared to him
to strengthen him in his efforts against Origenism. After the deaths of Nonnus and Leontius, which it is said he
predicted, the movement ceased to spread.

At the age of ninety-nine, Cyriacus again went off to Susakim and lived there with his disciple John. This period
is full of several legends involving him saving people from lions or his prayers causing rain to fall.

For the two years before his death Cyriacus returned to the monastery and again settled into the cave of
Chariton. Until the end of his life he was never idle in prayer or work. Before his death Cyriacus summoned the
brethren and blessed them all. He quietly fell asleep in the Lord, having lived 109 years. He died in the year
557.

Veneration [edit]

In Serbia, the feast of St. Cyriacus marks the end of the grape harvest and is celebrated with a Slava.[3]

References [edit]

1. ^ (in Greek) Ὁ Ὅσιος Κυριακὸς ὁ Ἀναχωρητὴς . 29 Σεπτεμβρίου. ΜΕΓΑΣ ΣΥΝΑΞΑΡΙΣΤΗΣ.
2.  ̂a b c "Cyriacus the Hermit of Palestine", Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of America
3. ^ "Saint Cyriacus the Anchorite solemnly celebrated in Velika Hoca", Serbian Orthodox Church, 13 October

2011
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Cyril

Cyril
Pronunciation IPA: [̍ sɪ.ɹəl]

Gender Male

Origin
Word/name Greek

Other names
Related
names

Cirillo, Cyrille, Cyryl, Cyrillus,
Kiril, Kirill, Kirillos, Kuriakose,
Kiryl,Carlos Kyrylo, Kiro

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Saint Cyril.

Cyril (also Cyrillus or Cyryl) or Hijazi Arabic: لیرس  (Sirīl) is a
masculine given name. It is derived from the Greek name Κύριλλος
(Kýrillos) meaning "Lordly, Masterful", which in turn derives from
Greek κυριος (kýrios) "lord". There are various variant forms of
the Cyril name such as Cyrill, Cyrille, Ciril, Kirill, Kiryl, Kirillos,
Kuriakose, Kyrylo, Kiril, Kiro and Kyrill also Carlos.

It may also refer to:
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Christian patriarchs or bishops [edit]

Saint Cyril of Jerusalem (c. 313 – 386), theologian and bishop
Saint Cyril of Alexandria (c. 376 – 444), Patriarch of Alexandria
Saint Cyril the Philosopher (link to Saints Cyril and Methodius), 9th century Greek missionary, co-invented
the Slavic alphabet, translated the Bible into Old Church Slavonic
Pope Cyril II of Alexandria reigned 1078–1092
Greek Patriarch Cyril II of Alexandria reigned in the 12th century
Saint Cyril of Turaw (1130–1182), Belorussian bishop and orthodox saint
Pope Cyril III of Alexandria reigned 1235–1243
Cyril, Metropolitan of Moscow died 1572
Cyril Lucaris (Patriarch Cyril I of Constantinople), reigned for six terms between 1612 and 1638
Patriarch Cyril II of Constantinople, patriarch in 1633, 1635–1636, 1638–1639
Patriarch Cyril III of Constantinople, patriarch in 1652 and 1654
Patriarch Cyril IV of Constantinople, patriarch 1711–1713
Cyril V Zaim, Melkite patriarch of Antioch died 1720
Cyril VI Tanas, Melkite patriarch of Antioch 1724–1760
Patriarch Cyril V of Constantinople, patriarch in 1748–1751, 1752–1757
Cyril VII Siaj, Melkite patriarch of Antioch 1794–1796
Patriarch Cyril VI of Constantinople, patriarch in 1813–1818
Patriarch Cyril II of Jerusalem, reigned 1845–1875
Patriarch Cyril VII of Constantinople, patriarch in 1855–1860
Pope Cyril IV of Alexandria reigned 1854–1861
Pope Cyril V of Alexandria reigned 1874–1921
Cyril VIII Jaha, Melkite patriarch of Antioch 1902–1916
Cyril IX Moghabghab, Melkite patriarch of Antioch 1925–1946.
Patriarch Cyril of Bulgaria, reigned 1953–1971
Pope Cyril VI of Alexandria, reigned 1959–1971

Other individuals [edit]

Cyrillus, 5th century Greek jurist
Cyril Abiteboul, (b. 1977) French motor racing engineer and manager, currently the Managing Director of
Renault Sport F1 Team.
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Cyril Almeida, Pakistani journalist
Cyril Bourlon de Rouvre (b. 1945), French businessman and politician
Sir Cyril Burt (1883–1971), psychologist
Cyril Delevanti (1889–1975), British actor
Cyril Despres (b. 1974) French motorcycle rider
Cyril De Zoysa (1896–1978), Sri Lankan businessman and Buddhist revivalist
Cyril Dodd (1844–1913), British politician
Cyril Domoraud, (b. 1971), Ivorian football player (senior career 1992–2008) who played for the Côte
d'Ivoire national team (1995–2006)
Cyril Fletcher (1913–2005), English comedian, actor and businessman
Cyril Gautier (1987–), French racing cyclist
Cyril Goulden (1897–1981), Welsh/Canadian geneticist, statistician, and agronomist
Cyril Grayson (born 1993), American football player
Cyril Haran (1931–2014), Gaelic footballer and manager, priest, scholar and schoolteacher
Cyril Stanley Harrison, (1915–1998) English cricketer
Cyril Leo Heraclius, Prince Toumanoff (born Toumanishvili) (1913–1997), Russian-born historian and
genealogist who was a Professor Emeritus at Georgetown University
Cyril Knowles (1944–1991), English footballer
Cyril Lawrence (1920–2020), English footballer
Cyril Lewis (1909–1999), Welsh footballer
Sister M. Cyril Mooney (b, 1936), educational innovator in India
Elder Cyril Pavlov (1919–2017), Russian Orthodox Christian monk, mystic and wonder-worker
Cyril Perkins (1911–2013), English cricketer
Cyril Ramaphosa, (b. 1952) South African president, businessman, and trade unionist
Cyril Richardson (b. 1990), American football player
Cyril Rioli (b. 1989), Australian rules footballer
Cyril Smith (1928–2010), English Liberal politician
Cyril Takayama, (b. 1973) American-Japanese magician
Cyril Kudzie, (1986-present) Ghanaian Activist

Fictional characters [edit]

Cyril "Blakey" Blake, the bus depot inspector from the 1970s British comedy TV series On the Buses.
Cyril Fielding, character in E. M. Forster's novel A Passage to India.
Cyril Figgis, character in the TV series Archer.
Cyril Gray, character from the film Nanny McPhee and the Big Bang, played by Eros Vlahos
Cyril Kinnear, the menacing and urbane mastermind from the 1971 British crime film Get Carter.
Cyril Playfair, the reverend from the 1952 film The Quiet Man.
Cyril Proudbottom, Mr. Toad's horse from the 1949 film The Adventures of Ichabod and Mr. Toad.
Cyril O'Reily, character from television series Oz.
Cyril Sneer, the villain aardvark of the 1980s cartoon series The Raccoons.
Cyril Woodcock, from the film Phantom Thread, played by Lesley Manville
Cyril the Ice Dragon, from The Legend of Spyro.
Cyril the squirrel, from Maisy.
Cyril, a character from Fire Emblem: Three Houses

Place Names [edit]

Cyril, Oklahoma, United States

See also [edit]
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Cyril of Alexandria

Saint
Cyril of Alexandria

St Cyril of Alexandria, Patriarch, and Confessor

Archdiocese Alexandria

See Alexandria

Predecessor St. Theophilus of Alexandria

Successor Dioscorus the Great "The
Champion of Orthodoxy"

Personal details
Born c. 376

Didouseya, Roman Egypt
(modern-day El-Mahalla El-Kubra)

Died 444 (aged 67–68)
Alexandria

Sainthood
Feast day 18 January and 9 June (Eastern

Orthodox Church)
27 June (Coptic Church,
Catholic Church, Lutheranism)
9 February (Western Rite
Orthodox Church, formerly
Roman Catholic Church, 1882–
1969)

Venerated in Latin Christianity
Eastern Catholicism
Eastern Orthodoxy
Oriental Orthodoxy
Anglicanism
Lutheranism

Title as Saint The Pillar of Faith; Seal of all the
Fathers; Bishop, Confessor, and
also (in the Roman Catholic
Church) Doctor of the Church

Attributes Vested as a Bishop with
phelonion and omophorion, and
usually with his head covered in
the manner of Egyptian
monastics (sometimes the

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other people with the same name, see Pope Cyril of Alexandria (disambiguation).

Cyril of Alexandria (Greek: Κύριλλος Ἀλεξανδρείας; Coptic:
���� �������� �̅ also ��̀����� ��������; c. 376 –
444) was the Patriarch of Alexandria from 412 to 444. He was
enthroned when the city was at the height of its influence and
power within the Roman Empire. Cyril wrote extensively and was a
leading protagonist in the Christological controversies of the late-
4th and 5th centuries. He was a central figure in the Council of
Ephesus in 431, which led to the deposition of Nestorius as
Patriarch of Constantinople. in the Roman Catholic Church Cyril is
counted among the Church Fathers and, in the Roman Catholic
Church, Doctors of the Church, and his reputation within the
Christian world has resulted in his titles Pillar of Faith and Seal of
all the Fathers, but Theodosius II, the Roman Emperor,
condemned him for behaving like a "proud pharaoh", and the
Nestorian bishops at the Council of Ephesus declared him a
heretic, labelling him as a "monster, born and educated for the
destruction of the church."[1]

Cyril is well known for his dispute with Nestorius and his supporter
Patriarch John of Antioch, whom Cyril excluded from the Council of
Ephesus for arriving late. He is also known for his expulsion of
Novatians and Jews from Alexandria and for inflaming tensions that
led to the murder of the Hellenistic philosopher Hypatia by a
Christian mob. Historians disagree over the extent of his
responsibility in this.

Cyril tried to oblige the pious Christian emperor Theodosius II (AD
408-450) to himself by dedicating his Paschal table to him.[2] It is
also important to note that Cyril’s Paschal table was provided with
a Metonic basic structure in the form of a Metonic 19-year lunar
cycle adopted by him around AD 425, which was very different
from the very first Metonic 19-year lunar cycle invented around AD
260 by Anatolius, but exactly equal to the similar lunar cycle which
had been introduced around AD 412 by Annianus; the julian
equivalent of this Alexandrian lunar cycle adopted by Cyril and
nowadays referred to as the ‘classical (Alexandrian) 19-year lunar
cycle’ would only much later emerge again: a century later in
Rome as the basic structure of Dionysius Exiguus’ Paschal table
(AD 525) and two more centuries later in England as the one of
Beda’s Easter table (AD 725).[3]

The Roman Catholic Church did not commemorate Saint Cyril in
the Tridentine Calendar: it added his feast only in 1882, assigning
to it the date of 9 February. This date is used by the Western Rite
Orthodox Church. Yet the 1969 Catholic Calendar revision moved
it to 27 June, considered to be the day of the saint's death, as
celebrated by the Coptic Orthodox Church.[4] The same date has
been chosen for the Lutheran calendar. The Eastern Orthodox
and Byzantine Catholic Churches celebrate his feast day on 9
June and also, together with Pope Athanasius I of Alexandria, on
18 January.
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head covering has a
polystavrion pattern), he usually
is depicted holding a Gospel
Book or a scroll, with his right
hand raised in blessing.
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Early life [edit]

Little is known for certain of Cyril's early life. He was born c. 376, in
the small town of Didouseya, Egypt, modern-day El-Mahalla El-
Kubra.[5] A few years after his birth, his maternal uncle Theophilus
rose to the powerful position of Patriarch of Alexandria.[6] His
mother remained close to her brother and under his guidance,
Cyril was well educated. His writings show his knowledge of
Christian writers of his day, including Eusebius, Origen, Didymus
the Blind, and writers of the Church of Alexandria. He received the
formal Christian education standard for his day: he studied
grammar from age twelve to fourteen (390–392),[7] rhetoric and
humanities from fifteen to twenty (393–397) and finally theology
and biblical studies (398–402).[7]

In 403 he accompanied his uncle to attend the "Synod of the Oak"
in Constantinople,[8] which deposed John Chrysostom as
Archbishop of Constantinople.[9] The prior year, Theophilus had
been summoned by the emperor to Constantinople to apologize
before a synod, over which Chrysostom would preside, on account
of several charges which were brought against him by certain
Egyptian monks. Theophilus had them persecuted as
Origenists.[10] Placing himself at the head of soldiers and armed
servants Theophilus had marched against the monks, burned their
dwellings, and ill-treated those whom he captured.[11] Theophilus
arrived at Constantinople with twenty-nine of his suffragan
bishops, and conferring with those opposed to the Archbishop,
drafted a long list of largely unfounded accusations against
Chrysostom,[12] who refused to recognize the legality of a synod in
which his open enemies were judges. Chrysostom was
subsequently deposed.

Patriarch of Alexandria [edit]

Theophilus died on 15 October 412, and Cyril was made Pope or
Patriarch of Alexandria on 18 October 412, but only after a riot
between his supporters and those of his rival Archdeacon
Timotheus. According to Socrates Scholasticus, the Alexandrians
were always rioting.[13]

Thus, Cyril followed his uncle in a position that had become
powerful and influential, rivalling that of the prefect in a time of
turmoil and frequently violent conflict between the cosmopolitan
city's pagan, Jewish, and Christian inhabitants.[14] He began to
exert his authority by causing the churches of the Novatianists to
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be closed and their sacred vessels to be seized.

Controversies [edit]

Dispute with the Prefect [edit]

Orestes, Praefectus augustalis of the Diocese of Egypt,
steadfastly resisted Cyril's ecclesiastical encroachment onto
secular prerogatives.[15]

Tension between the parties increased when in 415, Orestes
published an edict that outlined new regulations regarding mime
shows and dancing exhibitions in the city, which attracted large
crowds and were commonly prone to civil disorder of varying
degrees. Crowds gathered to read the edict shortly after it was
posted in the city's theater. Cyril sent the grammaticus Hierax to
discover the content of the edict. The edict angered Christians as
well as Jews. At one such gathering, Hierax read the edict and
applauded the new regulations, prompting a disturbance. Many
people felt that Hierax was attempting to incite the crowd—
particularly the Jews—into sedition.[16] Orestes had Hierax tortured
in public in a theatre. This order had two aims: one to quell the
riot, the other to mark Orestes' authority over Cyril.[17][15]

Socrates Scholasticus recounts that upon hearing of Hierex's
severe and public punishment, Cyril threatened to retaliate against
the Jews of Alexandria with "the utmost severities" if the
harassment of Christians did not cease immediately. In response
to Cyril's threat, the Jews of Alexandria grew even more furious,
eventually resorting to violence against the Christians. They
plotted to flush the Christians out at night by running through the
streets claiming that the Church of Alexander was on fire. When
Christians responded to what they were led to believe was the
burning down of their church, "the Jews immediately fell upon and
slew them" by using rings to recognize one another in the dark and
killing everyone else in sight. When the morning came, Cyril, along
with many of his followers, took to the city's synagogues in search
of the perpetrators of the massacre.[18]

According to Socrates Scholasticus, after Cyril rounded up all the
Jews in Alexandria he ordered them to be stripped of all
possessions, banished them from Alexandria, and allowed their
goods to be pillaged by the remaining citizens of Alexandria.
Scholasticus indicates that all the Jews were banished, while John
of Nikiû says only those involved in the ambush. Susan Wessel
says that, while it is not clear whether Scholasticus was a
Novationist (whose churches Cyril had closed), he was apparently
sympathetic towards them, and makes clear Cyril's habit of
abusing his episcopal power by infringing on the rights and duties
of the secular authorities. Wessel says "...Socrates probably does
not provide accurate and unambiguous information about Cyril's
relationship to imperial authority".[19]

Nonetheless, with Cyril's banishment of the Jews, however many,
"Orestes [...] was filled with great indignation at these transactions,
and was excessively grieved that a city of such magnitude should
have been suddenly bereft of so large a portion of its
population."[18] Because of this, the feud between Cyril and
Orestes intensified, and both men wrote to the emperor regarding
the situation. Eventually, Cyril attempted to reach out to Orestes
through several peace overtures, including attempted mediation
and, when that failed, showed him the Gospels, which he
interpreted to indicate that the religious authority of Cyril would
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require Orestes' acquiescence in the bishop's policy.[20]

Nevertheless, Orestes remained unmoved by such gestures.

This refusal almost cost Orestes his life. Nitrian monks came from
the desert and instigated a riot against Orestes among the
population of Alexandria. These monks had resorted to violence
15 years before, during a controversy between Theophilus (Cyril's
uncle) and the "Tall Brothers"; the monks assaulted Orestes and
accused him of being a pagan. Orestes rejected the accusations,
showing that he had been baptised by the Archbishop of
Constantinople. A monk named Ammonius threw a stone hitting
Orestes in the head. The prefect had Ammonius tortured to death,
whereupon the Patriarch honored him as a martyr. However,
according to Scholasticus, the Christian community displayed a
general lack of enthusiasm for Ammonius's case for martyrdom.
The prefect then wrote to the emperor Theodosius II, as did
Cyril.[21][22]

Murder of Hypatia [edit]
Main article: Hypatia

The Prefect Orestes enjoyed the political backing of Hypatia, an
astronomer, philosopher and mathematician who had considerable
moral authority in the city of Alexandria, and who had extensive
influence. At the time of her death, she was probably over sixty
years of age. Indeed, many students from wealthy and influential
families came to Alexandria purposely to study privately with
Hypatia, and many of these later attained high posts in
government and the Church. Several Christians thought that
Hypatia's influence had caused Orestes to reject all conciliatory
offerings by Cyril. Modern historians think that Orestes had
cultivated his relationship with Hypatia to strengthen a bond with
the pagan community of Alexandria, as he had done with the
Jewish one, in order to better manage the tumultuous political life
of the Egyptian capital.[23] A mob, led by a lector named Peter,
took Hypatia from her chariot and murdered her, hacking her body
apart and burning the pieces outside the city walls.[24][25]

Neoplatonist historian Damascius (c. 458 – c. 538) was "anxious to
exploit the scandal of Hypatia's death", and attributed
responsibility for her murder to Bishop Cyril and his Christian
followers.[26] Damascius's account of the Christian murder of
Hypatia is the sole historical source attributing direct responsibility
to Bishop Cyril.[27] Some modern studies represent Hypatia's death
as the result of a struggle between two Christian factions, the
moderate Orestes, supported by Hypatia, and the more rigid
Cyril.[28] According to lexicographer William Smith, "She was
accused of too much familiarity with Orestes, prefect of Alexandria,
and the charge spread among the clergy, who took up the notion
that she interrupted the friendship of Orestes with their
archbishop, Cyril."[29] Scholasticus writes that Hypatia ultimately fell
"victim to the political jealousy which at the time prevailed". News of
Hypatia's murder provoked great public denunciation, not only of
Cyril but of the whole Alexandrian Christian community.

Conflict with Nestorius [edit]

Another major conflict was between the Alexandrian and
Antiochian schools of ecclesiastical reflection, piety, and
discourse. This long running conflict widened with the third canon
of the First Council of Constantinople which granted the see of
Constantinople primacy over the older sees of Alexandria and
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Antioch. Thus, the struggle between the sees of Alexandria and
Antioch now included Constantinople. The conflict came to a head
in 428 after Nestorius, who originated in Antioch, was made
Archbishop of Constantinople.[30]

Cyril gained an opportunity to restore Alexandria's pre-eminence
over both Antioch and Constantinople when an Antiochine priest
who was in Constantinople at Nestorius' behest began to preach
against calling Mary the "Mother of God" (Theotokos). As the term
"Mother of God" had long been attached to Mary, the laity in
Constantinople complained against the priest. Rather than
repudiating the priest, Nestorius intervened on his behalf.
Nestorius argued that Mary was neither a "Mother of Man" nor
"Mother of God" as these referred to Christ's two natures; rather,
Mary was the "Mother of Christ" (Greek: Christotokos). Christ,
according to Nestorius, was the conjunction of the Godhead with
his "temple" (which Nestorius was fond of calling his human
nature). The controversy seemed to be centered on the issue of
the suffering of Christ. Cyril maintained that the Son of God or the
divine Word, truly suffered "in the flesh."[31] However, Nestorius
claimed that the Son of God was altogether incapable of suffering,
even within his union with the flesh.[32] Eusebius of Dorylaeum
went so far as to accuse Nestorius of adoptionism. By this time,
news of the controversy in the capital had reached Alexandria. At
Easter 429 A.D., Cyril wrote a letter to the Egyptian monks warning
them of Nestorius' views. A copy of this letter reached
Constantinople where Nestorius preached a sermon against it.
This began a series of letters between Cyril and Nestorius which
gradually became more strident in tone. Finally, Emperor
Theodosius II convoked the Council of Ephesus (in 431) to solve
the dispute. Cyril selected Ephesus[7] as the venue since it
supported the veneration of Mary. The council was convoked
before Nestorius's supporters from Antioch and Syria had arrived
and thus Nestorius refused to attend when summoned.
Predictably, the Council ordered the deposition and exile of
Nestorius for heresy.

However, when John of Antioch and the other pro-Nestorius
bishops finally reached Ephesus, they assembled their own
Council, condemned Cyril for heresy, deposed him from his see,
and labelled him as a "monster, born and educated for the
destruction of the church".[33] Theodosius, by now old enough to
hold power by himself, annulled the verdict of the Council and
arrested Cyril, but Cyril eventually escaped. Having fled to Egypt,
Cyril bribed Theodosius' courtiers, and sent a mob led by
Dalmatius, a hermit, to besiege Theodosius' palace, and shout
abuse; the Emperor eventually gave in, sending Nestorius into
minor exile (Upper Egypt).[33] Cyril died about 444, but the
controversies were to continue for decades, from the "Robber
Synod" of Ephesus (449) to the Council of Chalcedon (451) and
beyond.

Theology [edit]

Cyril regarded the embodiment of God in the person of Jesus Christ to be so mystically powerful that it spread
out from the body of the God-man into the rest of the race, to reconstitute human nature into a graced and
deified condition of the saints, one that promised immortality and transfiguration to believers. Nestorius, on the
other hand, saw the incarnation as primarily a moral and ethical example to the faithful, to follow in the footsteps
of Jesus. Cyril's constant stress was on the simple idea that it was God who walked the streets of Nazareth
(hence Mary was Theotokos, meaning "God bearer", which became in Latin "Mater Dei or Dei Genetrix", or
Mother of God), and God who had appeared in a transfigured humanity. Nestorius spoke of the distinct "Jesus
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Icon of St. Cyril of Alexandria

the man" and "the divine Logos" in ways that Cyril thought were too
dichotomous, widening the ontological gap between man and God in a
way that some of his contemporaries believed would annihilate the
person of Christ.

The main issue that prompted this dispute between Cyril and Nestorius
was the question which arose at the Council of Constantinople: What
exactly was the being to which Mary gave birth? Cyril affirmed that the
Holy Trinity consists of a singular divine nature, essence, and being
(ousia) in three distinct aspects, instantiations, or subsistencies of being
(hypostases). These distinct hypostases are the Father or God in
Himself, the Son or Word (Logos), and the Holy Spirit. Then, when the
Son became flesh and entered the world, the pre-Incarnate divine
nature and assumed human nature both remained, but became united
in the person of Jesus. This resulted in the miaphysite slogan "One
Nature united out of two" being used to encapsulate the theological
position of this Alexandrian bishop.

According to Cyril's theology, there were two states for the Son of God: the state that existed prior to the Son
(or Word/Logos) becoming enfleshed in the person of Jesus and the state that actually became enfleshed. The
Logos Incarnate suffered and died on the Cross, and therefore the Son was able to suffer without suffering.
Cyril passionately argued for the continuity of a single subject, God the Word, from the pre-Incarnate state to
the Incarnate state. The divine Logos was really present in the flesh and in the world—not merely bestowed
upon, semantically affixed to, or morally associated with the man Jesus, as the adoptionists and, he believed,
Nestorius had taught.

Mariology [edit]

Cyril of Alexandria became noted in Church history because of his spirited fight for the title "Theotokos[34]"
during the First Council of Ephesus (431).

His writings include the homily given in Ephesus and several other sermons.[35] Some of his alleged homilies are
in dispute as to his authorship. In several writings, Cyril focuses on the love of Jesus to his mother. On the
Cross, he overcomes his pain and thinks of his mother. At the wedding in Cana, he bows to her wishes. Cyril
created the basis for all other mariological developments through his teaching of the blessed Virgin Mary, as
the "Mother of God."[36] The conflict with Nestorius was mainly over this issue, and it has often been
misunderstood. "[T]he debate was not so much about Mary as about Jesus. The question was not what honors
were due to Mary, but how one was to speak of the birth of Jesus."[36] St. Cyril received an important recognition
of his preachings by the Second Council of Constantinople (553 d.C.) which declared;

"St. Cyril who announced the right faith of Christians" (Anathematism XIV, Denzinger et Schoenmetzer 437).

Works [edit]

Cyril was a scholarly archbishop and a prolific writer. In the early years of his active life in the Church he wrote
several exegetical documents. Among these were: Commentaries on the Old Testament,[37] Thesaurus,
Discourse Against Arians, Commentary on St. John's Gospel,[38] and Dialogues on the Trinity. In 429 as the
Christological controversies increased, the output of his writings was so extensive that his opponents could not
match it. His writings and his theology have remained central to the tradition of the Fathers and to all Orthodox
to this day.

Becoming Temples of God  (Ναοὶ θεοῦ χρηματιοῦμεν) (in Greek original and English)
Second Epistle of Cyril to Nestorius
Third Epistle of Cyril to Nestorius (containing the twelve anathemas)
Formula of Reunion: In Brief (A summation of the reunion between Cyril and John of Antioch)
The "Formula of Reunion", between Cyril and John of Antioch
Five tomes against Nestorius (Adversus Nestorii blasphemias)
That Christ is One (Quod unus sit Christus)
Scholia on the incarnation of the Only-Begotten (Scholia de incarnatione Unigeniti)
Against Diodore of Tarsus and Theodore of Mopsuestia (fragments)
Against the synousiasts (fragments)
Commentary on the Gospel of Luke
Commentary on the Gospel of John
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Against Julian the Apostate
Cyrilli Alexandrini liber Thesaurus adversus hereticos a Georgio Trapesuntio traductus  (in Latin and
Greek)

Translations [edit]

Festal letters 1-12, translated by Philip R. Amidon, Fathers of the Church vol. 112 (Washington, DC:
Catholic University of America Press, 2009)
Commentary on Isaiah, translated with an introduction by Robert Charles Hill (Brookline, MA: Holy Cross
Orthodox Press, 2008)
Commentary on the Twelve Prophets, translated by Robert C. Hill, 2 vols, Fathers of the Church vols 115-16
(Washington, DC: Catholic University of America Press, 2008) [translation of In XII Prophetas]
Against those who are unwilling to confess that the Holy Virgin is Theotokos, edited and translated with an
introduction by Protopresbyter George Dion. Dragas (Rollinsford, NH: Orthodox Research Institute, 2004)
Norman Russell, Cyril of Alexandria (London: Routledge, 2000) [contains translations of selections from the
Commentary on Isaiah; Commentary on John; Against Nestorius; An explanation of the twelve chapters;
Against Julian]
On the unity of Christ, translated and with an introduction by John Anthony McGuckin (Crestwood, NY: St.
Vladimir's Seminary Press, 1995.)
J A McGuckin, St Cyril of Alexandria: The Christological Controversy. Its History, Theology and Texts
(Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1994) [contains translations of the Second and Third Letters to Nestorius; the Letters to
Eulogius and Succensus; Cyril's Letters to the Monks of Egypt, to Pope Celestine, to Acacius of Beroea and
to John of Antioch (containing the Formulary of Reunion), the Festal Homily delivered at St John's basilica,
Ephesus, and the Scholia on the Incarnation]
Letters 1-110, translated by John I McEnerney, Fathers of the Church vols 76-77 (Washington: Catholic
University of America Press, c. 1987)
Cyril of Alexandria. Selected Letters, edited and translated by Lionel R Wickham (Oxford: Clarendon Press
1983). [contains translations of the Second and Third Letters to Nestorius, the Letters to Acacius of Melitene
and Eulogius, the First and Second Letters to Succensus, Letter 55 on the Creed, the Answers to Tiberius,
the Doctrinal Questions and Answers, and the Letter to Calosirius,]

See also [edit]

Catholic Church in Egypt
Dyophysitism
General Roman Calendar
List of early Christian saints
Saint Cyril of Alexandria, patron saint archive
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Patriarchs of Alexandria

Patriarchs prior to the
Chalcedonian schism

(43–451)

Mark I the Evangelist (founder) · Anianus · Avilius · Kedronos · Primus · Justus ·
Eumenius · Markianos* · Celadion · Agrippinus · Julian · Demetrius I · Heraclas ·
Dionysius · Maximus · Theonas · Peter I · Achillas · Alexander I · Athanasius I ·
Peter II · Timothy I · Theophilus I · Cyril I · Dioscorus I

Coptic Orthodox
Popes and Patriarchs

(451–present)

Timothy II · Peter III · Athanasius II · John I · John II · Dioscorus II · Timothy III ·
Theodosius I · Peter IV · Damian · Anastasius · Andronicus · Benjamin I · Agathon
· John III · Isaac · Simeon I · Alexander II · Cosmas I · Theodore I · Michael I ·
Mina I · John IV · Mark II · James · Simeon II · Joseph I · Michael II · Cosmas II ·
Shenouda I · Michael III · Gabriel I · Cosmas III · Macarius I ·
Theophilus II (AKA Theophanes) · Mina II · Abraham · Philotheos · Zacharias ·
Shenouda II · Christodoulos · Cyril II · Michael IV · Macarius II · Gabriel II ·
Michael V · John V · Mark III · John VI · Cyril III · Athanasius III · John VII · Gabriel III
· John VII · Theodosius III · John VIII · John IX · Benjamin II · Peter V · Mark IV ·
John X · Gabriel IV · Matthew I · Gabriel V · John XI · Matthew II · Gabriel VI ·
Michael VI · John XII · John XIII · Gabriel VII · John XIV · Gabriel VIII · Mark V ·
John XV · Matthew III · Mark VI · Matthew IV · John XVI · Peter VI · John XVII ·
Mark VII · John XVIII · Mark VIII · Peter VII · Cyril IV · Demetrius II · Cyril V · John XIX ·
Macarius III · Joseph II · Cyril VI · Shenouda III · Tawadros II (current)

Greek Orthodox Popes and Patriarchs
(451–present)

Proterius · Timothy II · Timothy III · John I · Peter III · Athanasius II · John II · John III
· Dioscorus II · Timothy IV · Theodosius I · Gainas · Paul · Zoilus · Apollinarius ·
John IV · Eulogius · Theodore I · John V · George I · Cyrus · Peter IV · Peter V ·
Peter VI · Cosmas I · Politianus · Eustatius · Christopher I · Sophronius I ·
Michael I · Michael II · Christodoulos · Eutychius · Sophronius II · Isaac · Job ·
Elias I · Arsenius · Theophilus II · George II · Leontius · Alexander II · John VI ·
Cyril II · Sabbas · Sophronius III · Elias II · Eleutherius · Mark III* · Nicholas I ·
Gregory I · Nicholas II · Athanasius III · Gregory II · Gregory III · Niphon · Mark IV ·
Nicholas III · Gregory IV · Nicholas IV · Athanasius IV · Mark V · Philotheus ·
Mark VI · Gregory V · Joachim I · Silvester · Meletius I Pegas · Cyril III · Gerasimus I
· Metrophanes · Nicephorus · Joannicius · Paisius · Parthenius I · Gerasimus II ·
Samuel · Cosmas II · Cosmas III · Matthew · Cyprian · Gerasimus III ·
Parthenius II · Theophilus III · Hierotheus I · Artemius · Hierotheus II · Callinicus ·
Jacob · Nicanor · Sophronius IV · Photius · Meletius II · Nicholas V · Christopher II
· Nicholas VI · Parthenius III · Peter VII · Theodore II (current)

Latin Catholic Patriarchs
(1276 –1954)

Atanasio (Athanasius) · Egidio da Ferrara (Giles) · ?Humbert II, Dauphin of Vienne
· Juan (John) · Guillaume de Chanac · Arnaud Bernard du Pouget
(Arnaldo Bernardi) · uncanonical Jean de Cardaillac · Pietro Amely di Brunac · ?
Johannes Walteri von Sinten · uncanonical Simon of Cramaud · Pietro Amely di
Brunac · Leonardo Dolfin · Ugo Roberti · Pietro Amaury di Lordat · Lancelotus de
Navarra · Giovanni Contarini · Pietro · Vitalis di Mauléon · Giovanni Vitelleschi ·
Marco Condulmer · Jean d’Harcourt · Arnaldo Rogerii de Palas · Pedro de Urrea ·
Pedro González de Mendoza · Diego Hurtado de Mendoza ·
Alonso de Fonseca y Acevedo · Bernardino Carafa · Cesare Riario ·
Guido Ascanio Sforza di Santa Fiora · Ottaviano Maria Sforza · Julius Gonzaga ·
Cristoforo Guidalotti Ciocchi del Monte · Jacques Cortès · Tommaso ·
Alessandro Riario · Enrico Caetani · Giovanni Battista Albani · Camillo Caetani ·
Séraphin Olivier-Razali · Alessandro di Sangro · Honoratus Caetani ·
Federico Borromeo · Allesandro Crescenzi · Aloysius Bevilacqua ·
Petrus Draghi Bartoli · Gregorio Giuseppe Gaetani de Aragonia · Carlo Ambrosio
Mezzabarba · Filippo Carlo Spada · Girolamo Crispi · Giuseppe Antonio Davanzati
· Lodovico Agnello Anastasi · Francisco Mattei · Augustus Foscolo ·
Paolo Angelo Ballerini · Domenico Marinangeli · Paolo de Huyn ·
Luca Ermenegildo Pasetto

Melkite Catholic Titular Patriarchs
(1724–present)

Cyril VI Tanas · Athanasius IV Jawhar · Maximos II Hakim · Theodosius V Dahan ·
Athanasius IV Jawhar · Cyril VII Siaj · Agapius II Matar · Ignatius IV Sarrouf ·
Athanasius V Matar · Macarius IV Tawil · Ignatius V Qattan · Maximos III Mazloum ·
Clement Bahouth · Gregory II Youssef-Sayur · Peter IV Geraigiry · Cyril VIII Geha ·
Demetrius I Qadi · Cyril IX Moghabghab · Maximos IV Sayegh · Maximos V Hakim ·
Gregory III Laham · Youssef I Absi

Coptic Catholic Patriarchs
(1824–present)

Maximos Jouwed · Kyrillos Makarios · Stéphanos I Sidarouss ·
Stéphanos II Ghattas · Antonios I Naguib · Ibrahim Isaac Sidrak

*Markianos is considered Mark II on the Greek side of the subsequent schism, hence this numbering of Mark III. · Category
· Commons

Coptic saints
Patriarchs Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph

Prophets
Moses · Job · Samuel · David · Hosea · Amos · Micah · Joel · Obadiah · Jonah ·
Nahum · Noah · Habakkuk · Zephaniah · Haggai · Zechariah · Malachi · Isaiah ·
Jeremiah · Baruch · Ezekiel · Daniel · John the Baptist
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Gallicanus · George El Mozahem · Gereon · Theban Legion · Varus ·
Theodora and Didymus · Theodore Stratelates · Hor, Besoy, and Daydara ·
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49 Martyrs of Scetis · Saint Marina the Martyr · Malati · Maspero Martyrs · Maurice ·
Menas · Mohrael · Nag Hammadi · Philomena · Philotheos · Potamiana · Regula ·
Sidhom Bishay · Thecla · Theoclia · Veronica · Wanas · Wadamoun

Popes

Mark I · Anianus · Avilius · Kedron · Justus · Eumenes · Markianos · Celadion ·
Agrippinus · Julian · Demetrius I · Heraclas · Dionysius · Theonas · Felix of Rome ·
Peter I · Alexander I · Athanasius I · Peter II · Timothy I · Theophilus I · Cyril I ·
Dioscorus I · Timothy II · Peter III · Dioscorus II · Timothy III · Theodosius I · Peter IV ·
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Anchorites Karas · Mary · Misael · Onuphrius · Paphnutius · Paul · Pijimi · Shenouda · Thomas
· Zosimas
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Ambrose · Clement of Alexandria · Didymus the Blind · Euphrosyne · Habib Girgis ·
Candidus · Simon the Tanner · Three Holy Children · Maximus and Domatius ·
Verena
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Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
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Icon of St. Cyril, presulably by
Dionisius Glushitsky (1424). The
Tretyakov Gallery, Moscow.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cyril of Beloozero (Cyril of Beloezero, Russian: Кирилл
Бело(е)зерский - Kirill Belo(e)zersky; 1337 – 1427) was a monk and
saint of the Russian Orthodox Church who lived in the 15th century.
Saint Cyril was a disciple of Saint Sergius of Radonezh. In 1397, he
founded the Kirillo-Belozersky Monastery in Northern Russia, in the
present-day Vologda Oblast.

Biography [edit]

Cyril was born as Kosma in Moscow in 1337. His origin is not entirely
clear, but he was in any case close to the boyar family of Velyaminov.
Cyril's parents died when he was a child. Around 1380 he became a
monk in the Simonov Monastery and took the name of Cyril (Kirill).[1] In
the monastery, he got in contact with Sergius of Radonezh. In 1387, the
archimandrite of the Simonov Monastery, Feodor, was appointed a
bishop of Rostov, and Cyril became his successor. However, he soon
realized that the position of archimadrite required too much involvement
in public affairs, and first resigned, then moved to a neighboring monastery as an ordinary monk, and then
decided to move to a deserted place where he could pray in peace. Together with St. Therapont, previously the
monk of the same monastery, Cyril left for Lake Beloye. On arrival, following the advice of Sergius of Radonezh,
he first dug a cave, and then built a wooden Assumption chapel and a loghouse for other monks. Therapont,
who found the restriction imposed by Cyril too strict, left within a year and founded nearby the Ferapontov
Monastery. In what became Kirillo-Belozersky Monastery, Cyril established a very strict order.[1]

The monastery grew and later became the largest monastery of Northern Russia. Cyril, as the first hegumen,
arranged purchases of large areas of land by the monastery.[1]

Cyril of White Lake died in the monastery in 1427, at the age of ninety.

At present there are several churches in Russia bearing the name of Cyril.

His day is marked by Russian Orthodox Church on June 9.[2][3]
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Cyril of Jerusalem

Bishop, Confessor and Doctor of the Church
Born c. 313 AD

possibly near Caesarea
Maritima, Syria Palaestina
(Modern-day Israel)

Died 386 AD (aged 73)
Jerusalem, Syria Palaestina

Venerated in Catholic Church
Eastern Catholic Churches
Eastern Orthodox Church
Oriental Orthodoxy
Anglican Communion
Lutheran Church

Feast March 18 (Byzantine Christianity,
Catholic Church)
May 7 (Byzantine Christianity)
(miracle)
Paremhat 22 (Coptic
Christianity)
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cyril of Jerusalem (Greek: Κύριλλος Α΄ Ἱεροσολύμων, Kýrillos A
Ierosolýmon; Latin: Cyrillus Hierosolymitanus) was a distinguished
theologian of the early Church (c. 313[1] – 386 AD). He is
venerated as a saint by the Roman Catholic Church, the Eastern
Orthodox Church, Oriental Orthodox Church, and the Anglican
Communion. In 1883, Cyril was declared a Doctor of the Church by
Pope Leo XIII. He is highly respected in the Palestinian Christian
Community.

About the end of 350 AD he succeeded Maximus as Bishop of
Jerusalem, but was exiled on more than one occasion due to the
enmity of Acacius of Caesarea, and the policies of various
emperors. Cyril left important writings documenting the instruction
of catechumens and the order of the Liturgy in his day.
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Life and character [edit]

Little is known of his life before he became a bishop; the
assignment of his birth to the year 315 rests on conjecture.[2]

According to Butler, Cyril was born at or near the city of Jerusalem,
and was apparently well-read in both the Church Fathers and the
pagan philosophers.[3]

Cyril was ordained a deacon by Bishop Macarius of Jerusalem in
about 335 and a priest some eight years later by Bishop Maximus.
About the end of 350 he succeeded Maximus in the See of
Jerusalem.[4][5][6]

Episcopacy [edit]

Relations between Metropolitan Acacius of Caesarea and Cyril
became strained. Acacius is presented as a leading Arian by the
orthodox historians, and his opposition to Cyril in the 350s is
attributed by these writers to this. Sozomen also suggests that the
tension may have been increased by Acacius's jealousy of the
importance assigned to Cyril's See by the Council of Nicaea, as
well as by the threat posed to Caesarea by the rising influence of
the seat of Jerusalem as it developed into the prime Christian holy
place and became a centre of pilgrimage.[7]
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Organization

Autocephalous jurisdictions
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Acacius charged Cyril with selling church property.[8] The city of
Jerusalem had suffered drastic food shortages at which point
church historians Sozomen and Theodoret report “Cyril secretly
sold sacramental ornaments of the church and a valuable holy
robe, fashioned with gold thread that the emperor Constantine had
once donated for the bishop to wear when he performed the rite of
Baptism”.[9] It was believed that Cyril sold some of the church
collection, ornaments and imperial gifts to keep his people from
starving.

For two years, Cyril resisted Acacius' summons to account for his
actions in selling off church property, but a council held under
Acacius's influence in 357 deposed Cyril in his absence (having
officially charged him with selling church property to help the poor)
and Cyril took refuge with Silvanus, Bishop of Tarsus.[10] The
following year, 359, in an atmosphere hostile to Acacius, the
Council of Seleucia reinstated Cyril and deposed Acacius. In 360,
though, this was reversed by Emperor Constantius,[11] and Cyril
suffered another year's exile from Jerusalem until the Emperor
Julian's accession allowed him to return.

Cyril was once again banished from Jerusalem by the Arian
Emperor Valens in 367. Cyril was able to return again at the
accession of Emperor Gratian in 378, after which he remained
undisturbed until his death in 386. In 380, Gregory of Nyssa came
to Jerusalem on the recommendation of a council held at Antioch
in the preceding year. He seemingly found the faith in good shape,
but worried that the city was prey to parties and corrupt in
morals.[12] Cyril's jurisdiction over Jerusalem was expressly
confirmed by the First Council of Constantinople (381), at which he
was present.[13] At that council he voted for acceptance of the term
homoousios, having been finally convinced that there was no
better alternative.[4] His story is perhaps best representative of
those Eastern bishops (perhaps a majority), initially mistrustful of
Nicaea, who came to accept the creed of that council, and the
doctrine of the homoousion.[14]

Theological position [edit]

Though his theology was at first somewhat indefinite in
phraseology, he undoubtedly gave a thorough adhesion to the
Nicene Orthodoxy. Even if he did avoid the debatable term
homoousios, he expressed its sense in many passages, which
exclude equally Patripassianism, Sabellianism, and the formula
"there was a time when the Son was not" attributed to Arius.[12] In
other points he takes the ordinary ground of the Eastern Fathers,
as in the emphasis he lays on the freedom of the will, the
autexousion (αὐτεξούσιον), and in his view of the nature of sin. To
him sin is the consequence of freedom, not a natural condition.
The body is not the cause, but the instrument of sin. The remedy
for it is repentance, on which he insists. Like many of the Eastern
Fathers, he focuses on high moral living as essential to true
Christianity. His doctrine of the Resurrection is not quite so
realistic as that of other Fathers; but his conception of the Church
is decidedly empirical: the existing Church form is the true one,
intended by Christ, the completion of the Church of the Old
Testament. His interpretation of the Eucharist is disputed.
Some[who?] claim he sometimes seems to approach the symbolic
view, though he professes a strong realistic doctrine. The bread
and wine are not mere elements, but the body and blood of
Christ.[1]
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Cyril's writings are filled with the loving and forgiving nature of God
which was somewhat uncommon during his time period. Cyril fills
his writings with great lines of the healing power of forgiveness and
the Holy Spirit, like “The Spirit comes gently and makes himself
known by his fragrance. He is not felt as a burden for God is light,
very light. Rays of light and knowledge stream before him as the
Spirit approaches. The Spirit comes with the tenderness of a true
friend to save, to heal, to teach, to counsel, to strengthen and to
console”. Cyril himself followed God's message of forgiveness
many times throughout his life. This is most clearly seen in his two
major exiles where Cyril was disgraced and forced to leave his
position and his people behind. He never wrote or showed any ill
will towards those who wronged him. Cyril stressed the themes of
healing and regeneration in his catechesis.[15]

Catechetical lectures [edit]

Cyril's famous twenty-three lectures given to catechumens in
Jerusalem being prepared for, and after, baptism are best
considered in two parts: the first eighteen lectures are common
known as the Catechetical Lectures, Catechetical Orations or Catechetical Homilies, while the final five are
often called the Mystagogic Catecheses (μυσταγωγικαί), because they deal with the mysteries (μυστήρια) i.e.
Sacraments of Baptism, Confirmation and the Eucharist.[16]

His catechetical lectures (Greek Κατηχήσεις)[17] are generally assumed, on the basis of limited evidence, to
have been delivered either in Cyril's early years as a bishop, around 350, or perhaps in 348, while Cyril was still
a priest, deputising for his bishop, Maximus.[18] The Catechetical Lectures were given in the Martyrion, the
basilica erected by Constantine.[14] They contain instructions on the principal topics of Christian faith and
practice, in a popular rather than scientific manner, full of a warm pastoral love and care for the catechumens to
whom they were delivered. Each lecture is based upon a text of Scripture, and there is an abundance of
Scriptural quotation throughout. In the Catechetical Lectures, parallel with the exposition of the Creed as it was
then received in the Church of Jerusalem are vigorous polemics against pagan, Jewish, and heretical errors.
They are of great importance for the light which they throw upon the method of instruction usual of that age, as
well as upon the liturgical practises of the period, of which they give the fullest account extant.[13]

It is not only among us, who are marked with the name of Christ, that the dignity of faith is great; all
the business of the world, even of those outside the Church, is accomplished by faith. By faith,
marriage laws join in union persons who were strangers to one another. By faith, agriculture is
sustained; for a man does not endure the toil involved unless he believes he will reap a harvest. By
faith, seafaring men, entrusting themselves to a tiny wooden craft, exchange the solid element of
the land for the unstable motion of the waves.”[19]

In the 13th lecture, Cyril of Jerusalem discusses the Crucifixion and burial of Jesus Christ. The main themes that
Cyril focuses on in these lectures are Original sin and Jesus’ sacrificing himself to save us from our sins. Also,
the burial and Resurrection which occurred three days later proving the divinity of Jesus Christ and the loving
nature of the Father. Cyril was very adamant about the fact that Jesus went to his death with full knowledge and
willingness. Not only did he go willingly but throughout the process he maintained his faith and forgave all those
who betrayed him and engaged in his execution. Cyril writes “who did not sin, neither was deceit found in his
mouth, who, when he was reviled, did not revile, when he suffered did not threaten”.[20] This line by Cyril shows
his belief in the selflessness of Jesus especially in this last final act of Love. The lecture also gives a sort of
insight to what Jesus may have been feeling during the execution from the whippings and beatings, to the crown
of thorns, to the nailing on the cross. Cyril intertwines the story with the messages Jesus told throughout his life
before his execution relating to his final act. For example, Cyril writes “I gave my back to those who beat me and
my cheeks to blows; and my face I did not shield from the shame of spitting”.[21] This clearly reflects the
teachings of Jesus to turn the other cheeks and not raising your hands against violence because violence just
begets violence begets violence. The segment of the Catechesis really reflects the voice Cyril maintained in all
of his writing. The writings always have the central message of the Bible; Cyril is not trying to add his own beliefs
in reference to religious interpretation and remains grounded in true biblical teachings.

Danielou sees the baptism rite as carrying eschatological overtones, in that "to inscribe for baptism is to write
one's name in the register of the elect in heaven".[22]
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Eschatology [edit]

Oded Irshai observed that Cyril lived in a time of intense apocalyptic expectation, when Christians were eager to
find apocalyptic meaning in every historical event or natural disaster. Cyril spent a good part of his episcopacy
in intermittent exile from Jerusalem. Abraham Malherbe argued that when a leader's control over a community is
fragile, directing attention to the imminent arrival of the antichrist effectively diverts attention from that
fragility.[23]

Soon after his appointment, Cyril in his Letter to Constantius[24] of 351 recorded the appearance of a cross of
light in the sky above Golgotha, witnessed by the whole population of Jerusalem. The Greek church
commemorates this miracle on the 7th of May. Though in modern times the authenticity of the Letter has been
questioned, on the grounds that the word homoousios occurs in the final blessing, many scholars believe this
may be a later interpolation, and accept the letter's authenticity on the grounds of other pieces of internal
evidence.[25]

Cyril interpreted this as both a sign of support for Constantius, who was soon to face the usurper Magnentius,
and as announcing the Second Coming, which was soon to take place in Jerusalem. Not surprisingly, in Cyril's
eschatological analysis, Jerusalem holds a central position.[26]

Matthew 24:6 speaks of "wars and reports of wars", as a sign of the End Times, and it is within this context that
Cyril read Julian's war with the Persians. Matthew 24:7 speaks of "earthquakes from place to place", and
Jerusalem experienced an earthquake in 363 at a time when Julian was attempting to rebuild the temple in
Jerusalem.[23] Embroiled in a rivalry with Acacius of Caesarea over the relative primacy of their respective sees,
Cyril saw even ecclesial discord a sign of the Lord's coming.[27] Catechesis 15 would appear to cast Julian as
the antichrist, although Irshai views this as a later interpolation.[23]

“In His first coming, He endured the Cross, despising shame; in His second, He comes attended by a host of
Angels, receiving glory. We rest not then upon His first advent only, but look also for His second."[28] He looked
forward to the Second Advent which would bring an end to the world and then the created world to be re-made
anew. At the Second Advent he expected to rise in the resurrection if it came after his time on earth.[29]

Mystagogic Catecheses [edit]

There has been considerable controversy over the date and authorship of the Mystagogic Catecheses,
addressed to the newly baptized, in preparation for the reception of Holy Communion, with some scholars
having attributed them to Cyril's successor as Bishop of Jerusalem, John.[30] Many scholars would currently view
the Mystagogic Catecheses as being written by Cyril, but in the 370s or 380s, rather than at the same time as
the Catechetical Lectures.[31]

According to the Spanish pilgrim Egeria, these mystagogical catecheses were given to the newly baptised in the
Church of the Anastasis in the course of Easter Week.[14]

See also [edit]

Liturgy of Saint James
Descriptions in antiquity of the execution cross
Saint Cyril of Jerusalem, patron saint archive
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Patriarchs of Jerusalem
(from 451)

Juvenal · Anastasius I · Martyrius · Sallustius · Elias I · John III · Peter · Macarius II ·
Eustochius · John IV · Amos · Isaac · Zacharias · Modestus · Sophronius · Anastasius II ·
John V · Theodore · Elias II · George · Thomas I · Basileus · John VI · Sergius I · Solomon
· Theodosius · Elias III · Sergius II · Leontius I · Athanasius I · Christodulus · Agathon ·
John VII · Christodulus II · Thomas II · Joseph II · Orestes · Theophilus I · Nicephorus I ·
Joannichius · Sophronius II · Euthemius · Simeon II · Savvas§ · John VIII§ · Nicolas§ ·
John IX§ · Nicephorus II§ · Leontius II§ · Dositheos I · Marcus II · Euthemius II ·
Athanasius II · Sophronius III · Gregory I · Thaddaeus · Athanasius III · Gregory II · Lazarus
· Dorotheus I · Theophilus II · Theophanes I · Joachim · Theophanes II · Athanasius IV ·
Jacob II · Abraham I · Gregory III · Marcus III · Dorotheus II · Germanus · Sophronius IV ·
Theophanes III · Paiseus · Nectarius I · Dositheos II · Chrysanthus · Meletius · Parthenius
· Ephram II · Sophronius V · Abraham II · Procopius I · Anthemus · Polycarpus ·
Athanasius V · Cyril II · Procopius II · Hierotheus · Nicodemus I · Gerasimus I · Damian I ·
Timotheus I · Benedict I · Diodoros I · Irenaios I · Theophilus III
§: in exile at Constantinople due to the Latin rule over Jerusalem
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Kirill of Turov

Saint Kirill of Turov

Kirill of Turov

Born 1130

Died 1182

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox church,
Roman Catholic Church

Feast 28 April[1][2]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Cyril of Turaw)

For other uses, see Cyril.

Cyril of Turov, alternately Kirill of Turov (Church Slavonic
Кѷриллъ Туровськiй, Belarusian: Кірыла Тураўскі, Russian:
Кирилл Туровский; 1130–1182) was a bishop and saint of the
Russian Orthodox Church. He was one of the first and finest
theologians of Kievan Rus'; he lived in Principality of Turov, now
southern Belarus.[3] His feast day in the Orthodox Church is on 28
April.[1][2] He was added to the Roman Catholic Church calendar
by Pope Paul VI in 1969.[4]
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Cyril of Turov [edit]

For centuries Cyril of Turov enjoyed considerable prestige as a writer; his works were continuously copied and
imitated. According to Zenkovsky's assessment of Cyril's heritage: "Cyril, Bishop of Turov, was probably the
most accomplished master of Orthodox theology and the Byzantine style of writing. He had an excellent
command of Greek and his literary achievements surpass those of any other Russian man of letters of that era
... Of all his works, Cyril's sermon with the triumphant description of spring as the symbol of the Resurrection
was the most popular."[5] Indeed, this sermon is one of his best known works in which he creates some of his
more compelling images like a simile comparing the melting of ice in the spring and Thomas's dissolving doubts
about Christ's resurrection: "Ныне зима греховнаа покаянием престала есть и лед невериа богоразумием
растаяся... лед же Фомина невериа показанием Христов ребр растаяся." [Today the winter of sin has
stopped in repentance, and the ice of unbelief is melted by wisdom spring appears...] It is often emphasized that
Kirill was an accomplished author who exerted influence on subsequent generations of East Slavs (continuing
through the 17th century). The question of Kirill's heritage is problematic to some degree. First of all, there is
the problem with the historically verifiable existence of Kirill of Turov; the questions as to whether he ever
existed and who he might have been have not been answered definitively.

Biographic details [edit]

Biographic details are scant and because none come from sources contemporary with Kirill, many are debated.
All we have in terms of his biography is a short Synaxarion Life: Life of Kirill of Turov (28 April) which was written
no earlier than the mid-13th century. This terse formulaic composition draws heavily on the hagiographic
conventions and yields very few historical details. He was born in a thriving town of Turov, the son of wealthy
parents. He was characterized by extreme piety at a young age and he entered a monastery still a young man.
In the monastery he was respected for his asceticism and his learned interpretation of biblical texts. He is said to
be the consecrated bishop of Turov in the 1160s. With the support of the Metropolitan in 1169 he became
involved in deposing Fedor, who occupied the bishopric of Rostov. Usually he is thought to have died in 1182.
According to an alternative line of thought, he became a bishop after 1182, remaining a monk throughout the
period of the 1160s and 1170s. Even the dates of Kirill's life and work are debated. The dates 1130-1182 had
been commonly accepted but among notable scholars, Simon Franklin vigorously disputes them.[6] Kirill's title
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Prayer book by Kirill of Turov, 16th
century manuscript

the Bishop of Turov is usually agreed to be a later invention arising out of a desire to designate an
appropriately high status to the author of extremely popular and influential words. Even though Kirill came to be
known as the Bishop of Turov his works deal most extensively with a theme of monasticism. It is often
emphasized that Kirill's points of reference are located within the walls of the monastery. Monks are Kirill's most
frequent addressees.

Alternative names and attributions [edit]

Generally, Kirill's autographs are not available and the manuscript sources are separated from the assumed
time of composition by centuries. The medieval habit of anonymity and pseudonymity further complicates the
process of attribution. Apart from the very rare "Kirill of Turov" (even when this designation occurs, it tends to
be just one of several variant readings), the headings in 'his' manuscripts include "Kirill the monk," "Kirill the
philosopher," "Saint Kirill," "The Blessed father Kirill," "the blessed monk Kirill," "Kirill the unworthy monk," "the
venerable Kirill." Given this variety of labels, 'Kirill's' texts invite several candidates for being their more likely
authors (writers whose existence has been substantiated with historical facts). Hypothetically, each work can be
allocated to one of several real Kirills and Cyrils: Cyril of Jerusalem (ca. 315-386); Cyril of Alexandria (d. 444);
Cyril of Scythopolis (mid-sixth century); Konstantin-Cyril, apostle of the Slavs(d. 869); Metropolitan Kirill I of Kiev
(1223–1233); Metropolitan Kirill II of Kiev (1243–1290); Bishop Kirill of Rostov (1231–1262); Kirill of Turov.
There are also numerous Kirills who may have been active but were not recorded by chroniclers and
hagiographers. Matters are further complicated by the fact, that these labels appear to have been used
interchangeably as Simon Franklin points out.[7]

Works [edit]

Questions of authorship notwithstanding, a remarkable corpus of works
in different genres has been attributed to Kirill of Turov: festal homilies,
monastic commentaries, some letters, and a cycle of prayers, other
hymnological texts, several versions of a penitential Prayer Canon, a
Canon of Olga and an abecedarian prayer. These works constitute what
came to be known as Corpus Cyrillianium (which at its core has only
eleven works which are agreed by the majority to be by Kirill of Turov.)

This is a 19th-century consensus which is generally assumed but
continuously questioned. In manuscript sources, there are 23 prayers
attributed to Kirill, as well as an additional nine unattributed prayers that
are regularly copied together as a group. The prayers form a seven-day liturgical cycle. His homilies are also a
cycle based on the ecclesiastical calendar from Palm Sunday to the Sunday before Pentecost. His allegorical
commentaries are directed at a monastic audience.

As a scholar of Kyrill, C.M. MacRobert summarizes the state of scholarship: "Even if further early copies of the
texts attributed to Kirill of Turov come to light, it may well not be possible to reconstruct his kanon in the form in
which he wrote it—supposing that he did write it—or to determine the original wording of his prayers. The
attempt to establish a canon of his liturgical works may ultimately be vain: what we have to deal with is not
necessarily the recognizable oeuvre of one man, but rather a devotional tradition, a profoundly penitential
spirituality which was cultivated among the East Slavs during the medieval period and taken up by other
Orthodox Slavs under the pressure of social and political vicissitudes."[8] Another problem that complicates any
precise attribution is the traditionalism of the Corpus Cyrillianum and the genre itself. The Kirillic genres
themselves are deliberately constructed so as to give an impression of timelessness and universality. Details of
contemporary "relevance" yielding specific clues as to time, place, and people (like Kirill's admonition of
Feodorek – Bishop Fedor of Rostov called so in depreciation) are rare and skillfully disguised.[9] Kirill-the author
identifies himself as a humble monk (following the tradition of humility topos) who fades before the ultimate
author and authority of God. Here is an example of Kyrill's humility topos taken from "A Tale of a layman, and on
monasticism, and on the soul, and on repentance"; by the most sinful monk Kirill, for Vasilij, abbot of the Caves:
"(52) And me: I beg you, do not spurn me like a dog, but remember me even here in your prayers, and there
throw me scraps from that holy table, and may all Christians be judged worthy of that life, through Jesus Christ
our Lord, to whom glory with the Father and with the Holy Spirit, now and ever."[10] And another one from: A
Sermon for Low Sunday by the unworthy monk Kirill in praise of the resurrection, and concerning the paschal
bread, and concerning Thomas's resting of the Lord's ribs: "(1) The Church requires a great teacher and a wise
interpreter to adorn the feast. But we are poor in word and dim in mind, and we lack the fire of the Holy Spirit to
compose words to benefit the soul. Yet, for the love of the brethren that are with me, I shall say a few words
concerning the renewal of the resurrection of Christ."[11]
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Style: Kirill's traditionalism [edit]

Most Kievan Rus' literature is based on the Eastern Christian tradition which came to Rus' from Byzantium via
Slavonic translations originating mainly in Bulgaria. "The homiletic and exegetic genres are among the 'purest'
versions of the rhetorical tradition inherited from Byzantium, relatively uncontaminated in language and
structure," as Franklin affirms.[12] These genres within the tradition of Christian rhetoric became Kievan elite
culture, eagerly imitated by Rus' medieval authors who "played the game according to received rules".[13] The
Byzantines also valued the stability of form and expression-the impression of timelessness. Consequently, in
creating their native tradition, Kievan writers drew on the "tradition one of whose higher aesthetic virtues was
traditionalism itself".[13] As Franklin sees it, Kirill's "self-imposed task was to perpetuate a tradition, not to
change or modernize it; to become authoritative by following authority rather than by challenging it".[14]

Kirill's works are not original in form because they closely follow the Byzantine style. In content it relies heavily
on quotes from the Holy Texts. Kirill's texts are characterized by their extreme citationality. Simon Franklin in his
most current English translation of the sermons numbers about 370 biblical quotation and allusions.[15] Further
textual sources for almost all of Kirill's works are also identified. They are works by early Christian and Byzantine
churchmen that would have been available to Kirill in Slavonic translations: John Chrysostom, Epiphanius of
Salamis, Ephrem of Syrus, Gregory of Nazianzus, Eusebius of Caesarea, and the scholia of Nicetas of Heraclea,
Titus of Bostra, Theophylact of Ohrid, and the chronicler George the monk (George Hamartolus).[14] As Ingunn
Lunde points out, Kirill's technique of quotations is based on the convention of the epideictic discourse where
the establishment of verbal correspondences and parallels through emphasis and amplification serve to
invocation of the authority of the sacred texts. "What is essential is the recognition of certain layer of sacred
texts or voice in the orators' discourse".[16] If we accept the conventional attributions of works to Kyrill of Turov,
he can be justly named the most prolific extant writer of Kievan Rus'.

Churches named after St. Cyril [edit]

There are several Belarusian Orthodox churches named after St. Cyril in Belarus, including, among others:

Church of the Holy Bishop Cyril of Turov at the Cathedral House (Minsk, Russian Orthodox)[17]

Cathedral of St. Bishops Cyril of Turov and Lawrence of Turov (Turau, Russian Orthodox)[18]

Church of the Holy Bishop Cyril of Turov (Svietlahorsk, Russian Orthodox)[19]

Besides that, several notable Orthodox and Greek Catholic churches of the Belarusian diaspora are named
after St. Cyril of Turaŭ:

Church of St Cyril of Turau and All the Patron Saints of the Belarusian People (London, Belarusian Greek
Catholic)
St. Cyril of Turau Cathedral (Brooklyn, Belarusian Autocephalous Orthodox)
Church of St. Cyril of Turau (Toronto, Belarusian Autocephalous Orthodox)

Cathedral of St. Cyril of
Turau, New York

 

Church of St. Cyril of
Turau, Toronto

 

Church of St Cyril of
Turau and All the Patron
Saints of the Belarusian
People, London
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Cyrillus of Trier

Tabula Episcoporum Trevirensium.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Cyril of Trier was Bishop of Trier from the beginning of the second half
of the 5th century bishop of Trier.[1][2] Some think he was a Greek.[3][4]

In his time Trier fell to the Huns and there was general unrest in the
year 451AD. In Gaul after the assassination of Emperor Valentinian III in
455 also fall in this time.[5]

As BishopHe built a new oratory and an inscription testifying to his rule
has been found. The construction of the church was between 446/47
and 475/76. He was buried in the church but the exact location of the
grave is not known.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Cyrion, Candidus, and companions)

Saints Cyrion and Candidus (died 320 AD) are Armenian saints. They and the Forty Armenian Martyrs are
venerated on March 10.[1]
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Saints Cyrion and Candidus (died 320 AD) are Armenian saints. They and the Forty Armenian Martyrs are
venerated on March 10.[1]
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Cyrus and John

Saints Cyrus and John

Iconographic line drawing of Ss. Cyrus (left)
and John

Wonderworkers, Unmercenary Physicians
Born Alexandria, Egypt, Roman

Empire

Died c. 304, or 311[1][2]

Abu Qir, Egypt

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Churches
Oriental Orthodox Churches
Roman Catholic Church

Major shrine Saint Barbara Church in Coptic
Cairo

Feast 31 January [O.S. February 13
(where the Julian calendar is in
used)]
28 June [O.S. (11 July (where the
Julian calendar is in used)]
(translatlion of relics)

Attributes Cyrus is clothed in monastic
habit, John is wearing court
robes. They may be shown
holding martyrs' crosses or
medicine boxes and medicine
spoons which terminate in
crosses

Patronage Vico Equense

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Saint Cyrus" redirects here. For the village in Aberdeenshire, see St Cyrus.

Saints Cyrus and John (Italian: Ciro e Giovanni, Arabic: ریكابا
انحویو ) (d. ca. 304 AD, or 311[1][2]) are venerated as martyrs. They

are especially venerated by the Coptic Church and surnamed
Wonderworking Unmercenaries (thaumatourgoi anargyroi)
because they are supposed to have healed the sick free of
charge.

Their feast day is celebrated by the Copts on the sixth day of Tobi,
corresponding to 31 January, the day also observed by the
Eastern Orthodox Church; on the same day they are
commemorated in the Roman Martyrology. The Eastern Orthodox
Church celebrate also the finding and translation of their relics on
28 June.[3]
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Life and historicity [edit]

The principal source of information regarding the life, passion and
miracles of Sts. John and Cyrus is the encomium written by
Sophronius, Patriarch of Jerusalem (d. 638). Of the birth, parents,
and first years of the saints we know nothing. According to the
Arabic "Synaxarium", compiled by Michael, Bishop of Athrib and
Malig, Cyrus and John were both Alexandrians; this, however, is
contradicted by other documents in which it is said that Cyrus was
a native of Alexandria and John of Edessa.[3]

Cyrus [edit]

Cyrus practised the art of medicine, and had a workshop
(ergasterium) which was afterwards transformed into a temple
(church) dedicated to the three Three Young Men, Shadrach,
Meshach, and Abednego. He ministered to the sick gratis and at
the same time laboured with all the ardour of an apostle of the
Faith, and won many from pagan superstition. He would say,
“Whoever wishes to avoid being ill should refrain from sin, for sin is often the cause of bodily illness.” [4] This
took place under the Emperor Diocletian. Denounced to the prefect of the city he fled to Arabia where he took
refuge in a town near the sea called Tzoten. There, having received the tonsure and assumed the monastic
habit, he abandoned medicine and began a life of asceticism.[3]

John [edit]

John belonged to the army, in which he held a high rank; the "Synaxarium" cited above adds that he was one of
the familiars of the emperor. Hearing of the virtues and wonders of Cyrus, he went to Jerusalem in fulfillment of
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Wikimedia Commons has

a vow, and thence passed to Alexandria and then to Arabia where he became the companion of St. Cyrus in the
ascetic life.[4]

Martyrdom of Cyrus and John [edit]

During the persecution of Diocletian three holy virgins, fifteen-year-old
Theoctista (Theopista), Theodota (Theodora), thirteen years old, and
Theodossia (Theodoxia), eleven years old, together with their mother
Athanasia, were arrested at Canopus and brought to Alexandria. Cyrus
and John, fearing lest these girls, on account of their youth, might, in
the midst of torments, deny the Faith, resolved to go into the city to
comfort them and encourage them in undergoing martyrdom.[4] This fact
becoming known they also were arrested and after dire torments they
were all beheaded on the 31st of January.[3]

Veneration [edit]

The bodies of the two martyrs were placed in the church of St. Mark the Evangelist in Alexandria.

At the time of St. Cyril, Patriarch of Alexandria (412-444), there existed at Menuthis (Menouthes or Menouthis)
near Canopus and present-day Abu Qir, a pagan temple reputed for its oracles and cures which attracted even
some simple Christians of the vicinity.[3] St. Cyril thought to extirpate this idolatrous cult by establishing in that
town the cultus of Saints Cyrus and John. For this purpose he moved their relics (28 June, 414) and placed
them in the church built by his predecessor, Theophilus, in honour of the Four Evangelists.

Before the finding and transfer of the relics by St. Cyril it seems that the names of the two saints were unknown;
it is certain that no written records of them were known prior to then.[5] In the fifth century, during the pontificate
of Pope Innocent I, their relics were brought to Rome by two monks, Grimaldus and Arnulfus—this according to
a manuscript in the archives of the deaconry of Santa Maria in Via Lata, cited by Antonio Bosio.[6]

Cardinal Angelo Mai, however, for historical reasons, justly assigns a later date, namely 634, under Pope
Honorius I and the Emperor Heraclius (Spicilegium Rom., III, V). The relics were placed in the suburban church
of Santa Passera (a linguistic corruption of "Abbas Cyrus") on the Via Portuense. In the time of Bosio the
pictures of the two saints were still visible in this church.[6] Upon the door of the hypogeum, which still remains,
is the following inscription in marble:

Corpora sancta Cyri renitent hic atque Joannis
Quæ quondam Romæ dedit Alexandria magna[3]

Their tomb became a shrine and place of pilgrimage. In Coptic Cyrus' name became Difnar, Apakiri, Apakyri,
Apakyr; in Arabic, 'Abaqir, 'Abuqir. The city of Abu Qir, now a suburb of Alexandria, was named after him.

At Rome three churches were dedicated to these martyrs, Abbas Cyrus de Militiis, Abbas Cyrus de Valeriis, and
Abbas Cyrus ad Elephantum — all of which were transformed afterwards by the vulgar pronunciation into S.
Passera, a corruption of Abbas Cyrus.[3]

In the Eastern Orthodox Church and those Eastern Catholic Churches which follow the Byzantine Rite, Cyrus
and John are among the saints who are commemorated during the Liturgy of Preparation in the Divine Liturgy.

See also [edit]

Saints Cyrus and John, patron saint archive
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Coptic saints
Patriarchs Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph
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Moses · Job · Samuel · David · Hosea · Amos · Micah · Joel · Obadiah · Jonah ·
Nahum · Noah · Habakkuk · Zephaniah · Haggai · Zechariah · Malachi · Isaiah ·
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Seven Archangels Michael · Gabriel · Raphael · Suriel · Zedekiel · Sarathiel · Aniel
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Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples
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Menas · Mohrael · Nag Hammadi · Philomena · Philotheos · Potamiana · Regula ·
Sidhom Bishay · Thecla · Theoclia · Veronica · Wanas · Wadamoun

Popes

Mark I · Anianus · Avilius · Kedron · Justus · Eumenes · Markianos · Celadion ·
Agrippinus · Julian · Demetrius I · Heraclas · Dionysius · Theonas · Felix of Rome ·
Peter I · Alexander I · Athanasius I · Peter II · Timothy I · Theophilus I · Cyril I ·
Dioscorus I · Timothy II · Peter III · Dioscorus II · Timothy III · Theodosius I · Peter IV ·
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Abadiu of Antinoe · Abraam of Faiyum · Alexander of Jerusalem · Amun of Scetes ·
Basil of Caesarea · Cyril of Jerusalem · Epiphanius of Cyprus ·
Eusebius of Caesarea · Gregory of Nazianzus · Gregory of Nyssa ·
Gregory of Neocaesarea · Ignatius of Antioch · Jacob of Nisibis ·
James of Jerusalem · John of Nikiû · John of Jerusalem · Karas of California ·
Mikhaeil of Asyut · Narcissus of Jerusalem · Nicholas of Myra ·
Paphnutius of Scetes · Paphnutius of Thebes · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Porphyry of Gaza · Psote of Ebsay · Serapion of Thmuis · Severian of Gabala ·
Yousab el-Abah of Girga

Monks & Nuns

Ababius · Abdel Messih El-Makari · Abib and Apollo · Abraham of Farshut ·
Abraham of Scetes · Amun · Anthony the Great · Awgin · Bashnouna · Hilarion ·
Isaac of Nineveh · Isidore of Pelusium · John Climacus · John the Dwarf ·
Macarius of Alexandria · Macarius of Egypt · Marina the Monk · Moses the Black ·
Mother Irini · Hospitius · Nilus of Sinai · Pachomius the Great · Pambo · Parsoma ·
Patapios of Thebes · Paul of Thebes · Paul of Tammah · Paul the Simple · Pishoy ·
Poemen · Samuel the Confessor · Tekle Haymanot · Sisoes the Great ·
Theodorus of Tabennese · Theodora of Alexandria

Anchorites Karas · Mary · Misael · Onuphrius · Paphnutius · Paul · Pijimi · Shenouda · Thomas
· Zosimas

Other Saints
Ambrose · Clement of Alexandria · Didymus the Blind · Euphrosyne · Habib Girgis ·
Candidus · Simon the Tanner · Three Holy Children · Maximus and Domatius ·
Verena
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